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PREFACE TO THE 2001 EDITION 

The 2001 Edition of the District of Columbia Official Code marks the eighth 
time that a compilation of the laws of the District of Columbia has been 
published by, or under the authority of, the government of the District of 
Columbia or that of the United States. The District of Columbia Code was first 
published in 1929; eleven years later, the Second Edition (1940) was published; 
another eleven years later, the Third Edition (1951); ten years later, the Fourth 
Edition (1961); six years later, the Fifth Edition (1967); another six years later, 
the Sixth Edition (1973); and 8 years later, the Seventh Edition (1981) was 
published. The time between the publication of the Seventh Edition and this 
Eighth Edition represents the longest period, by almost a decade, that the 
District of Columbia Code has gone unrevised in its 72 year history. 

The District's Charter, which in 1973, established the current tripartite 
governlnent of the District of Columbia, makes it incun1bent upon the legisla
tive branch to publish and codify every act of the Council, as the Council 
directs, upon becoming law, so that the residents of the District may have ready 
access to the laws by which they are governed. In 1973, however, the framers 
of the District's constitution could not have foreseen the incredible technologi
cal advances that would occur in the next 25 years nor the impact they would 
have on the Code. 

With the close of the 20th Century the world has witnessed the triumph of the 
Information Age, the rise of the World Wide Web, and the explosion of word 
processing and data storage technology. These phenomena have helped make 
the reproduction of legal text and data a fast, easy, and inexpensive enterprise, 
giving rise to a plethora of publishing mediums, and have made it a relatively 
silnple task to reproduce existing legal text, including the District of Columbia 
Code. The rapid rise of the Computer Age has allowed virtually anyone with an 
ordinary personal computer to reproduce and compile the laws of the District 
of Columbia. 

The laws of the District, however, are fluid, not stagnant, as they are 
amended several times each year. The quality and accuracy of publications not 
directed by the Council are beyond its control. The Council can only warrant 
the Code for which it has authorized publication. Therefore, in order to ensure 
that the residents of the District may distinguish between the compilation of 
District laws as produced under the direction of the elected officials of the 
District of Columbia and those of other persons, we have added the word 
"Official" to the title of the Code. Also to ensure that the Council never loses 
the right to publish its own laws, the government of the District of Columbia 
has retained the copyright to the District of Columbia Official Code. 

The codified laws of the District of Columbia are created as a result of 
legislative action on the part of 13 individuals elected by the residents of the 
District of Columbia to enact the laws that govern the District, and by the 
Congress. Once the legislative process is complete, the Council, through its 
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delegation of authority to its Office of the General Counsel, codifies the laws in 
the form of this Code. In the process of codification, the Office of the General 
Counsel interprets any discrepancies in the drafting of the laws using common
ly recognized rules of statutory construction. No other entity is authorized by 
law to make these determinations. As set forth by federal law and recognized by 
the Courts of the District of Columbia, this Code establishes prima facie 
evidence of the laws in force in the District of Columbia.1 It is this continuity of 
authority, from enactment to codification to judicial review that gives this Code 
its authenticity and officiality as the content of the laws of the District of 
Columbia. 

The 200 1 Edition represents a recodification of the 1981 Edition in that it 
contains a reorganization of the presentation of the laws, inclusion of some 
previously omitted legal provisions, and the omission of non-substantive extra
neous provisions. The theory behind the recodification is to purify the organiza
tion of the Code which over many decades has seen the haphazard mixing of 
original ("organic") provisions of laws throughout the Code. In the 2001 
Edition, we have established a system of codification that follows the legislative 
drafting principals established over many years in the Council's Office of the 
General Counsel. 

The recodification is not an overhaul of the Code. Although a cleanup of 
antiquated, repealed and omitted provisions is long overdue, it is not the 
province of the Office of the General Counsel to determine which laws should 
be expunged as obsolete. Such decisions should be left to a working group 
cOlnmissioned by the Council to recommend revisions to the Code. The Office 
of the General Counsel has simply separated the organic laws into discrete 
divisions and topical categories. As much as is possible, we have followed a rule 
that requires that all organic law remain intact: closely following the layout of 
the originating act. We have retained notes to repealed sections to aid in legal 
research and preserved the numbering style that was first introduced in the 
Second Edition. Thanks to the resourcefulness of the publisher and the Coun
cil's Office of the General Counsel staff, we have corrected provisions of law 
erroneously added to, or deleted from, prior editions. 

The Code is organized into eight Divisions of practical law: government 
organization; judicial organization; decedent estates; criminal law; business 
law; education; property; and general laws. Each division is subdivided by 
subject matter called Titles, organic laws, called Chapters and Subchapters, 
and finally, individual Sections representing the individual sections of the 
organic law. Occasionally, Subtitles are used to organize chapters of organic 
law, Units to organize subchapters, and Parts and Subparts to organize the 
additional divisions within the organic law. One important change that the user 
will notice, and hopefully appreciate, is that the District's Charter, the Home 
Rule Act, is codified in its entirety in one location so that the framework of the 
current District government can be readily found. We hope that the organiza
tion of the 200 1 Edition of the District of Columbia Official Code will serve as a 

See 1 V.S.C 204(b) (1994); Sheetz v. District of Columbia, 629 A.2d 515,519 (D.C. 1993). 
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foundation for further refinement by future law revision commissions or their 
equivalent. 

The 2001 Edition has been prepared under the supervision of Benjamin F. 
Bryant, Jr., Codification Counsel, Office of the General Counsel, Council of the 
District of Columbia. 

~dL~ ~pp 
Chainnan 
Council of the District of Columbia 
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USER'S GUIDE 

This volume contains Title 42, Real Property. The text in this volume is 
updated with laws, general and permanent in their nature, relating to or in 
force or finally adopted in the District of Columbia as of July 29, 2010 (except 
such laws as are of application in the General and Permanent Laws of the 
United States). The organization and numbering of provisions in this Code 
constitutes the Official Code, 2001 Edition. 

All standard annotative features of West-edited statutes are continually updat
ed for maximum utility. These valuable research features include: 

SESSION LAW HISTORY 

Statutory text is followed by a chronological listing of session laws that have 
enacted and aluended the section. In addition, the prior codification feature 
contains citations to where the section was classified under the 1973 and 1981 
Editions of the District of Columbia Code. 

HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES 

Amendment notes have been supplied throughout the Code explaining legisla
tive changes in the text together with infonuation concerning teluporary and 
eluergency acts, legislative history, and related provisions. Notes are editorially 
supplied to assist in understanding and interpreting the language contained in 
the Code. 

UNIFORM LAWS AND OFFICIAL COMMENTS 

Uniform laws drafted by the National Conference of Commissioners on 
Uniform State Laws that have been adopted in the District of Columbia will be 
identified by references to identical or similar provisions in Uniform Laws 
Annotated. Uniform laws tables specify other jurisdictions that have adopted 
uniform laws enacted in the District of Columbia. 

In addition, drafters' commentary created by the American Law Institute and 
National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Law has been incor
porated as deemed appropriate and helpful. 

We gratefully acknowledge the American Law Institute and National Confer
ence of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws for permission to reproduce the 
official comments in the District of Columbia Official Code, 2001 Edition. 

These comments are indispensable to an understanding of the objectives and 
purposes of these uniform laws and will become increasingly important to the 
Bench and Bar in the interpretation and application of these laws to the 
specific legal problems that are sure to arise thereunder. 

CROSS REFERENCES 

There is an obvious kinship of the various laws included in the volumes of the 
District of Columbia Official Code, 2001 Edition. To enable full research use of 
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the interrelationship, time-saving cross references are provided to related or 
qualifying constitutional and statutory provisions. 

LAW REVIEW AND JOURNAL COMMENTARIES 

Informative articles and discussions in Law Reviews and Journals are 
brought to the attention of the user by references under this heading. Refer
enced publications include: 

American University Law Review 

Catholic University Law Review 

George Washington Law Review 

Georgetown Law Journal 

Howard Law Journal 

The University of the District of Columbia Law Review 

LIBRARY REFERENCES 

A special feature that will appeal to District of Columbia Code users consists 
of references to West's Key Numbers (~) in the Atlantic and American Digest 
Systems and Westlaw Digest topic numbers. 

These references provide access to constructions and interpretations of statu
tory law in all jurisdictions throughout the country. In addition, this feature 
contains references to American Law Reports (ALR) materials, encyclopedias 
including American Jurisprudence (Am Jur) and Corpus Juris Secundum 
(C.J.S.), practice sets including American Jurisprudence Proof of Facts and 
American Jurisprudence Trials, and forms including American Jurisprudence 
Legal Forms and American Jurisprudence Pleading and Practice Forms. 

UNITED STATES CODE ANNOTATED 

Cross references to federal laws contained in United States Code Annotated 
(U.S.C.A.) are also provided where deen1ed relevant or helpful. 

UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT REFERENCES 

This feature specially annotates pertinent references to leading relevant 
decisions of the United States Supreme Court interpretive of state statutes 
regardless of the geographical origins of the cases. 

JUDICIAL CONSTRUCTIONS OR NOTES OF DECISIONS 

The judicial constructions of the District of Columbia Official Code, 2001 
Edition, contained in the annotations in this volume have been reviewed by the 
Publisher's editorial staff. The editorial objective is to provide comprehensive, 
relevant and authoritative annotations with minimal duplication to assist in 
understanding the application and purpose of the statutes as determined by the 
courts. 

The annotations from decisions of state and federal courts construing District 
of Columbia laws close with opinions reported in: 
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Atlantic Reporter, Second Series --------------------------------------- 996 A.2d 728 
Daily Washington Law Reporter --------------------------------------------------- * '" * 
Supreme Court Reporter-------------------------------------------------130 S.Ct. 3544 
United States Reports _____________________________________________________ 554 U.S. (part) 
Lawyers Edition, Second Series----------------------------------176 L.Ed.2d (part) 
Federal Reporter, Third Series ------------------------------------------ 608 F.3d 817 
Federal Supplement, Second Series ------------------------- 696 F.Supp.2d 1381 
Federal Rules Decisions------------------------------------------------- 267 F.R.D. 668 
Bankruptcy Reporter -------------------------------------------------------- 430 B.R. 736 
Federal Claims Reporter ------------------------------------------------- 93 Fed.Cl. 104 

The judicial constructions relevant to each section are grouped by subject 
matter under descriptive headings or catchlines. These catchlines are numbered 
and alphabetically indexed. Since the same numbers under the same arrange
ment will be used in supplementary pocket parts and pamphlets, the user will 
be able to readily locate the latest decisions construing a particular point of 
law. 

Judicial constructions are followed by references to the West Topics and Key 
Numbers (~) to which they were classified in the Atlantic and American Digest 
Systems. These references provide convenient guides to judicial decisions 
throughout the country involving the same legal issues. 

GENERAL INDEX 

A comprehensive alphabetical descriptive-word index and Popular Name 
Table provide multiple, detailed references to the District of Columbia Official 
Code, 2001 Edition. 

ANCILLARY RESEARCH AIDS 

Some of the other research aids appearing in this set include a list of 
abbreviations used, tables of contents, tables of comparative and uniform laws, 
and analyses of chapters, sub chapters and sections. 

PAMPHLETS AND POCKET PARTS 

The District of Columbia Official Code, 2001 Edition, will be kept up-to-date 
by a supplementary system of current pamphlets and cumulative pocket parts. 
This system assures the fastest possible availability of the laws and judicial 
constructions, when used with Reporter volumes, advance sheets and Westlaw 
electronic research. 
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12A. Uniform Real Property Electronic Recording .......................... 42-1231 
13. Residential Real Property Seller Disclosures ........................... 42-1301 
14. Sale of Contingent and Limited Interests .............................. 42-1401 
15. Uses and Trusts ...................................................... 42-1501 
16. Waste ............................................................... 42-1601 

SUBTITLE n. BROKERS AND REALTORS. 

17. Real Estate Brokers' Duties. . ........................................ 42-1701 
18. Real Estate Sale or Rent Signs ........................................ 42-1801 

SUBTITLE III. CONDOMINIUMS. 

19. Condominiums ................................................... 42-1901.01 
20. Horizontal Property Regimes ......................................... 42-2001 

SUBTITLE IV. HOUSING ENHANCEMENT PROGRAMS. 

21. Homestead Housing Preservation ..................................... 42-2101 
21 A. Affordable Housing Clearinghouse Directory. . ........................ 42-2131 
22. Senior Citizens' Home Repair and Improvement Program 

Fund. . ........................................................... 42-2201 

SUBTITLE V. HOUSING FINANCE AND ASSISTANCE. 

23. Credit Line Deeds of Trust ........................................... 42-2301 
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25. Government Employer-Assisted Housing Program ..................... 42-2501 
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26A. Homeownership Counseling .......................................... 42-2651 
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28A. Low-Income Housing Preservation and Protection .................. 42-2851.01 
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31C. Quick Acquisition of Abandoned and Nuisance Property ............. 42-3151.13 
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DERIVATION TABLE 

Showing where provisions of Title 42 of the District of Columbia Official 
Code, 2001 Edition, were formerly located in the District of Columbia Code, 
1981 Edition. 

2001 Edition 1981 Edition 2001 Edition 1981 Edition 
42-101 .......................... 45-601 42-510 .......................... 45-210 
42-111 .......................... 45-605 42-511 .......................... 45-211 
42-112 .......................... 45-606 42-512 .......................... 45-212 
42-121 42-513 .......................... 45-213 

to 42-514 .......................... 45-214 
42-123 ................ 45-602 to 45-604 42-515 .......................... 45-215 
42-124 42-516 .......................... 45-216 

to 42-517 .......................... 45-217 
42-129 ................ 45-607 to 45-612 42-518 .......................... 45-218 
42-141 .......................... 45-621 42-519 .......................... 45-219 
42-142 .......................... 45-622 42-520 .......................... 45-220 
42-143 .......................... 45-623 42-521 .......................... 45-221 
42-144 .......................... 45-624 42-522 .......................... 45-222 
42-145 .......................... 45-625 42-523 .......................... 45-223 
42-146 .......................... 45-626 42-601 .......................... 45-501 
42-147 .......................... 45-627 42-602 .......................... 45-502 
42-148 .......................... 45-628 42-603 .......................... 45-503 
42-201 ......................... 45-2601 42-604 .......................... 45-504 
42-202 ......................... 45-2602 42-605 .......................... 45-505 
42-202.01 .................... 45-2602.1 42-606 .......................... 45-506 
42-203 ......................... 45-2603 42-607 .......................... 45-507 
42-204 ......................... 45-2604 42-608 .......................... 45-508 
42-205 ......................... 45-2605 42-609 .......................... 45-509 
42-301 .......................... 45-301 42-701 .......................... 45-401 
42-302 .......................... 45-302 42-702 .......................... 45-402 
42-303 .......................... 45-303 42-703 .......................... 45-403 
42-304 .......................... 45-304 42-704 .......................... 45-404 
42-305 .......................... 45-305 42-705 .......................... 45-405 
42-306 .......................... 45-306 42-801 .......................... 45-701 
42-307 .......................... 45-307 42-802 .......................... 45-702 
42-401 .......................... 45-801 42-803 .......................... 45-703 
42-402 ........................ 45-801.1 42-804 .......................... 45-704 
42-403 ........................ 45-801.2 42-805 .......................... 45-705 
42-404 ........................ 45-801.3 42-806 .......................... 45-706 
42-405 ........................ 45-801.4 42-807 .......................... 45-707 
42-406 .......................... 45-802 42-808 .......................... 45-708 
42-407 .......................... 45-803 42-809 .......................... 45-709 
42-408 .......................... 45-804 42-810 .......................... 45-710 
42-409 .......................... 45-805 42-811 .......................... 45-711 
42-410 .......................... 45-806 42-812 .......................... 45-712 
42-501 .......................... 45-201 42-813 .......................... 45-713 
42-502 .......................... 45-202 42-814 .......................... 45-714 
42-503 .......................... 45-203 42-815 .......................... 45-715 
42-504 .......................... 45-204 42-815.01 ..................... 42-715.1 
42-505 .......................... 45-205 42-816 .......................... 45-716 
42-506 .......................... 45-206 42-817 .......................... 45-717 
42-507 .......................... 45-207 42-818 .......................... 45-718 
42-508 .......................... 45-208 42-818.01 ..................... 45-718.1 
42-509 .......................... 45-209 42-818.02 ..................... 45-718.2 
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2001 Edition 1981 Edition 2001 Edition 1981 Edition 
42-819 .......................... 45-719 42-1207 ............................. -
42-820 .......................... 45-720 42-1208 ......................... 45-907 
42-901 ......................... 45-1301 42-1209 ......................... 45-908 
42-902 ......................... 45-1302 42-1210 ......................... 45-909 
42-903 ......................... 45-1311 42-1211 ....................... 45-909.1 
42-1001 ......................... 45-101 42-1212 ......................... 45-910 
42-1002 ......................... 45-102 42-1213 ......................... 45-911 
42-1003 ......................... 45-103 42-1214 ....................... 45-911.1 
42-1004 ......................... 45-104 42-1215 ......................... 45-912 
42-1005 ......................... 45-105 42-1216 ......................... 45-913 
42-1006 ......................... 45-106 42-1217 ......................... 45-914 
42-1007 ......................... 45-107 42-1218 ......................... 45-915 
42-1008 ......................... 45-108 42-1301 ......................... 45-951 
42-1009 ......................... 45-109 42-1302 ......................... 45-952 
42-1010 ......................... 45-110 42-1303 ......................... 45-953 
42-1011 ......................... 45-111 42-1304 ......................... 45-954 
42-1012 ......................... 45-112 42-1305 ......................... 45-955 
42-1013 ......................... 45-113 42-1306 ......................... 45-956 
42-1014 ......................... 45-114 42-1307 ......................... 45-957 
42-1015 ......................... 45-115 42-1308 ......................... 45-958 
42-1016 ......................... 45-116 42-1309 ......................... 45-959 
42-1017 ......................... 45-117 42-1310 ......................... 45-960 
42-1018 ......................... 45-118 42-1311 ......................... 45-961 
42-1019 ......................... 45-119 42-1401 ........................ 45-1001 
42-1101 ......................... 45-921 42-1402 ........................ 45-1002 
42-1102 ......................... 45-922 42-1403 ........................ 45-1003 
42-1102.01 .................... 45-922.1 42-1404 ........................ 45-1004 
42-1102.02 .................... 45-922.2 42-1501 ........................ 45-1101 
42-1103 ......................... 45-923 42-1502 ........................ 45-1102 
42-1104 ......................... 45-924 42-1503 ........................ 45-1103 
42-1105 ......................... 45-925 42-1601 ........................ 45-1201 
42-1106 ......................... 45-926 42-1602 ........................ 45-1202 
42-1107 ......................... 45-927 42-1603 ........................ 45-1203 
42-1108 ......................... 45-928 42-1604 ........................ 45-1204 
42-1109 ......................... 45-929 42-1701 ........................ 45-1921 
42-1110 ......................... 45-930 42-1702 ........................ 45-1922 
42-1111 ......................... 45-931 42-1703 ...................... 45-1934.1 
42-1112 ......................... 45-932 42-1704 ........................ 45-1937 
42-1113 ......................... 45-933 42-1705 ........................ 45-1945 
42-1114 ......................... 45-934 42-1706 ........................ 45-1948 
42-1115 ......................... 45-935 42-1707 ........................ 45-1949 
42-1116 ......................... 45-936 42-1708 ........................ 45-1950 
42-1117 ......................... 45-937 42-1709 ........................ 49-1951 
42-1118 ......................... 45-938 42-1721 
42-1119 ......................... 45-939 to 
42-1120 ......................... 45-940 42-1738 ............ 45-1901 to 45-1918 
42-1121 ......................... 45-941 42-1739 ........................ 45-1923 
42-1122 ......................... 45-942 42-1740 ........................ 45-1924 
42-1123 ......................... 45-943 42-1741 ........................ 45-1925 
42-1124 ......................... 45-944 42-1742 ........................ 45-1926 
42-1201 ......................... 45-901 42-1743 ........................ 45-1927 
42-1202 ......................... 45-902 42-1744 ........................ 45-1928 
42-1203 ......................... 45-903 42-1745 ........................ 45-1929 
42-1204 ......................... 45-904 42-1746 ...................... 45-1929.1 
42-1205 ......................... 45-905 42-1747 ........................ 45-1930 
42-1206 ......................... 45-906 42-1748 ...................... 45-1930.1 
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2001 Edition 1981 Edition 2001 Edition 1981 Edition 
42-1749 ........................ 45-1931 42-1903.02 ..................... 45-1842 
42-1750 ........................ 45-1932 42-1903.03 ..................... 45-1843 
42-1751 ...................... 45-1932.1 42-1903.04 ..................... 45-1844 
42-1752 ........................ 45-1933 42-1903.05 ..................... 45-1845 
42-1753 ........................ 45-1934 42-1903.06 ..................... 45-1846 
42-1754 ........................ 45-1935 42-1903.07 ..................... 45-1847 
42-1755 ........................ 45-1936 42-1903.08 ..................... 45-1848 
42-1756 ........................ 45-1938 42-1903.09 ..................... 45-1849 
42-1757 ........................ 45-1939 42-1903.10 ..................... 45-]850 
42-1758 ........................ 45-1940 42-1903.11 ..................... 45-1851 
42-1759 ........................ 45-1941 42-1903.12 ..................... 45-1852 
42-1760 ........................ 45-1942 42-1903.13 ..................... 45-1853 
42-1761 ........................ 45-1943 42-1903.14 ..................... 45-1854 
42-1762 ........................ 45-1944 42-1903.15 ..................... 45-1855 
42-1763 ........................ 45-1946 42-1903.16 ..................... 45-1856 
42-1764 ........................ 45-1947 42-1903.17 ..................... 45-1857 
42-1801 ........................ 45-2001 42-1903.18 ..................... 45-1858 
42-1901.01 ..................... 45-1801 42-1903.19 ..................... 45-1859 
42-1901.02 ..................... 45-1802 42-1903.20 ..................... 45-1860 
42-1901.03 ..................... 45-1803 42-1903.21 ................... 45-1860.1 
42-1901.04 ..................... 45-1804 42-1904.0] ..................... 45-1861 
42-1901.05 ..................... 45-1805 42-1904.02 ..................... 45-1862 
42-1901.06 ..................... 45-1806 42-1904.03 ..................... 45-1863 
42-1901.07 ..................... 45-1807 42-1904.04 ..................... 45-1864 
42-1901.08 ..................... 45-1808 42-1904.05 ..................... 45-1865 
42-1902.01 ..................... 45-1811 42-1904.06 ..................... 45-1866 
42-1902.02 ..................... 45-1812 42-1904.07 ..................... 45-1867 
42-1902.03 ..................... 45-1813 42-1904.08 ..................... 45-1868 
42-1902.04 ..................... 45-1814 42-1904.09 ..................... 45-1869 
42-1902.05 ..................... 45-1815 42-1904.10 ..................... 45-1870 
42-1902.06 ..................... 45-1816 42-1904.11 ..................... 45-1871 
42-1902.07 ..................... 45-1817 42-1904.12 ..................... 45-1872 
42-1902.08 ..................... 45-1818 42-1904.13 ..................... 45-1873 
42-1902.09 ..................... 45-1819 42-1904.14 ..................... 45-1874 
42-1902.10 ..................... 45-1820 42-1904.15 ..................... 45-1875 
42-1902.11 ..................... 45-1821 42-1904.16 ..................... 45-1876 
42-1902.12 ..................... 45-1822 42-1904.17 ..................... 45-1877 
42-1902.13 ..................... 45-1823 42-1904.18 ..................... 45-1878 
42-1902.14 ..................... 45-1824 42-2001 ........................ 45-1701 
42-1902.15 ..................... 45-1825 42-2002 ........................ 45-1702 
42-1902.16 ..................... 45-1826 42-2003 ........................ 45-1703 
42-1902.17 ..................... 45-1827 42-2004 ........................ 45-1704 
42-1902.18 ..................... 45-1828 42-2005 ........................ 45-1705 
42-1902.19 ..................... 45-1829 42-2006 ........................ 45-1706 
42-1902.20 ..................... 45-1830 42-2007 ........................ 45-1707 
42-1902.21 ..................... 45-1831 42-2008 ........................ 45-1708 
42-1902.22 ..................... 45-1832 42-2009 ........................ 45-1709 
42-1902.23 ..................... 45-1833 42-2010 ........................ 45-17]0 
42-1902.24 ..................... 45-1834 42-2011 . ....................... 45-1711 
42-1902.25 ..................... 45-1835 42-2012 ........................ 45-1712 
42-1902.26 ..................... 45-1836 42-2013 ........................ 45-1713 
42-1902.27 ..................... 45-1837 42-2014 ........................ 45-1714 
42-1902.28 ..................... 45-1838 42-2015 ........................ 45-1715 
42-1902.29 ..................... 45-1839 42-2016 ........................ 45-1716 
42-1902.30 ................... 45-1839.1 42-2017 ........................ 45-1717 
42-1903.01 ..................... 45-1841 42-2018 ........................ 45-1718 
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2001 Edition 1981 Edition 2001 Edition 1981 Edition 
42-2019 ........................ 45-1719 42-2623 ........................ 45-2213 
42-2020 ........................ 45-1720 42-2624 ........................ 45-2214 
42-2021 ........................ 45-1721 42-2625 ........................ 45-2215 
42-2022 ........................ 45-1722 42-2626 ........................ 45-2216 
42-2023 ........................ 45-1723 42-2701.01 ..................... 45-2101 
42-2024 ........................ 45-1724 42-2701.02 ..................... 45-2102 
42-2025 ........................ 45-1725 42-2702.01 ..................... 45-2111 
42-2026 ........................ 45-1726 42-2702.02 ..................... 45-2112 
42-2027 ........................ 45-1727 42-2702.03 ..................... 45-2113 
42-2028 ........................ 45-1728 42-2702.04 ..................... 45-2114 
42-2029 ........................ 45-1730 42-2702.05 ..................... 45-2115 
42-2030 ........................ 45-1731 42-2702.06 ..................... 45-2116 
42-2031 ........................ 45-1732 42-2702.07 ..................... 45-2117 
42-2051 ........................ 45-1729 42-2703.01 ..................... 45-2121 
42-2101 ........................ 45-2701 42-2703.02 ..................... 45-2122 
42-2102 ........................ 45-2702 42-2703.03 ..... '" ............. 45-2123 
42-2103 ........................ 45-2703 42-2703.04 ..................... 45-2124 
42-2104 ........................ 45-2704 42-2703.05 ..................... 45-2125 
42-2105 ........................ 45-2705 42-2703.06 ..................... 45-2126 
42-2106 ........................ 45-2706 42-2703.07 ..................... 45-2127 
42-2107 ........................ 45-2707 42-2703.08 ..................... 45-2128 
42-2108 ........................ 45-2708 42-2704.01 ..................... 45-2131 
42-2109 ........................ 45-2709 42-2704.01a .................. 45-2131.1 
42-2110 ........................ 45-2710 42-2704.02 ..................... 45-2132 
42-2111 ........................ 45-2711 42-2704.03 ..................... 45-2133 
42-2201 ........................ 45-3001 42-2704.04 ..................... 45-2134 
42-2202 ........................ 45-3002 42-2704.05 ..................... 45-2135 
42-2203 ........................ 45-3003 42-2704.06 ..................... 45-2136 
42-2204 ........................ 45-3004 42-2704.07 ..................... 45-213 7 
42-2205 ........................ 45-3005 42-2704.08 ..................... 45-2138 
42-2206 ........................ 45-3006 42-2704.09 ..................... 45-2139 
42-2207 ........................ 45-3007 42-2704.10 ..................... 45-2140 
42-2301 ........................ 45-2901 42-2704.11 ..................... 45-2141 
42-2302 ........................ 45-2902 42-2704.12 ..................... 45-2142 
42-2303 ........................ 45-2903 42-2704.13 ..................... 45-2143 
42-2401 ........................ 45-2801 42-2705.01 ..................... 45-2151 
42-2402 ........................ 45-2802 42-2705.02 ..................... 45-2152 
42-2403 ........................ 45-2803 42-2705.03 ..................... 45-2153 
42-2404 ........................ 45-2804 42-2705.04 ..................... 45-2154 
42-2405 ........................ 45-2805 42-2706.01 ..................... 45-2161 
42-2406 ........................ 45-2806 42-2706.02 ..................... 45-2162 
42-2407 ........................ 45-2807 42-2706.03 ..................... 45-2163 
42-2501 ............................. - 42-2706.04 ..................... 45-2164 
42-2502 ............................. - 42-2706.05 ..................... 45-2165 
42-2503 ............................. - 42-2801 ........................ 45-3101 
42-2504 ............................. - 42-2802 ........................ 45-3102 
42-2505 ............................. - 42-2802.01 ................... 45-3102.1 
42-2506 ............................. - 42-2803 ........................ 45-3103 
42-2507 ............................. - 42-2804 ........................ 45-3104 
42-2601 ........................ 45-2201 42-2901 ........................ 45-2231 
42-2602 ........................ 45-2202 42-2902 ........................ 45-2232 
42-2603 ........................ 45-2203 42-2903 ........................ 45-2233 
42-2604 ........................ 45-2204 42-3001 ........................ 45-2301 
42-2605 ........................ 45-2205 42-3002 ........................ 45-2302 
42-2621 ........................ 45-2211 42-3101 ........................ 45-3301 
42-2622 ........................ 45-2212 42-3102 ........................ 45-3302 
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2001 Edition 1981 Edition 2001 Edition 1981 Edition 
42-3103 ........................ 45-3303 42-3402,03 .... , ................ 45-1612 
42-3104 .. , ..................... 45-3304 42-3402,04 ... , ................. 45-1613 
42-3105 ............ , .... " ..... 45-3305 42-3402.05 ... , .... , .......... , .45-1614 
42-3106 .......... , ............. 45-3306 42-3402.06 ..................... 45-1615 
42-3107"""" .. "" ."" .",,45-3307 42-3402,07 ... , ................. " ... -
42-3108 ................... , .... 45-3308 42-3402,08 .... , , , .. , . , ......... 45-1616 
42-3109 ... , .................... 45-3309 42-3402,09 ... , ...... , ..... , .... 45-1617 
42·-3110 ........................ 45-3310 42-3402,10 .. " ................. 45-16] 8 
42-3111 ........... "" ......... 45-3311 42-3402,11 ..... ,., .. " ......... 45-1619 
42-3112 .... ,., .. , ..... , .. ".",45-3312 42-3403,01", .... "." .... " ... , .... -
42-3113 ........................ 45-3313 42-3403,02", .... " ............ 45-1621 
42-3114 ... , .................... 45-3314 42-3403,03,.", .. ".""."" .. 45-1622 
42-3201 , , , , , ................... 45-1401 42-3403,04 . , , , ................. 45-1623 
42-3202 ... , ............... , , ... 45-1402 42-3403.05, , , ..... , .. , , ........ 45-1624 
42-3203 ... ' .......... , ...... ,.,45-1403 42-3403,06., ........ , ...... , ... 45-1625 
42-3204 ......... , ..... , , .. , .... 45-1404 42-3403,07 .......... , .......... 45-1626 
42-3205 ... , .................... 45-1405 42-3403.08. , , , , .. , ... , , ........ 45-1627 
42-3206 ... , ..... , .............. 45-1406 42-3403,09, .. , , . , . , , . , , . , . , . , .. 45-1628 
42-3207, , , , , , , , . , , , . , , , , , , , , , , ,45-1407 42-3404,01 .. , , , ... , , , , , ............. -
42-3208 ......... " ............. 45-1408 42-3404,02 .. ", ... " , " ... "".45-1631 
42.-3209""" ......... , ........ 45-1409 42-3404,03" .. , .. "." ......... 45-1632 
42--3210 ................... ,., .. 45-1410 42-3404,04 ...... , .............. 45-1633 
42-3211 ..... , ............... , .. 45-1411 42-3404.05 ..................... 45-1634 
42-3212 ..................... , .. 45-1412 42-3404.06 ..................... 45-1635 
42-3213 .... " .................. 45-1413 42-3404.07 ..................... 45-1636 
42.-3214 ....................... ,45-1414 42-3404,08. , ................... 45-1637 
42-3215 ......... , .............. 45-1415 42-3404,09 , .... , ............... 45-1638 
42.-3216 ........................ 45-1416 42-3404,10 .......... , .......... 45-1639 
42-3217 ........................ 45-1417 42-3404,11 ..................... 45-1640 

:~=m~:::::::::::::::::::::::: :~=lm :~=HgU~·: ••• : ••••••.•••• :.:. H=l~~~ 
- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 42-3405.02 ..................... 45-1652 

42·-3221 .................. , ..... 45-1421 42-3405,03 ............. , ....... 45-1653 
42·-3222 ......... , .............. 45-1422 42-3405,03a ........ , ......... 45-1653,1 
42-3223, ....................... 45-1423 42-3405.03b .................. 45-1653,2 
42-3224 ...................... , .45-1424 42-3405.04 ..................... 45-] 654 
42-3225 ........................ 45-1425 42-3405.05 ..................... 45-1655 
42-3226 .............. , ......... 45-1426 42-3405.06 ..................... 45-1656 
42-3227 .......... , .... , ........ 45-1427 42-3405,07 ..................... 45-1657 
42-3228 ........ , . , ........ , ... ,45-1428 42-3405,08 ..................... 45-1658 
42-3229 ......... , ..... , ........ 45-1429 42-3405,09 ..................... 45-1659 
42--3230 ........................ 45-1430 42-3405,10 ...... , .............. 45-1660 
42-3231 ... , ............. , ...... 45-1431 42-3405,11, ... , ................ 45-1661 
42--3232., ...................... 45-1432 42-3405,12, .................... 45-1662 
42·-3301 ............ , ............ 43-541 42-3405.13 ..................... 45-1663 
42-3302 .................. , ...... 43-542 42-3501.01 ..................... 45-2501 
42--3303 ........ , ... , ....... , .. , , 43-543 42-3501,02 ..................... 45-2502 
42-3304 ........................ , 43-544 42-3501.03 ..................... 45-2503 
42-3305 .................... , ... , 43-545 42-3502,01 ... , ................. 45-2511 
42--3306 .......... , . , ............ 43-546 42-3502.02 .. , .................. 45-2512 
42-3307 ................ , , , ..... , 43-547 42-3502,03 ... , .... _ ........ , . , .45-2513 
42-340] ,01 ......... , ... , , , , , , , ,45-1601 42-3502.04 .. , , ......... , , .. , , , ,45-2514 
42--3401.02 ... _, .... ,.,.", ... ,.45-1602 42-3502,05 ..................... 45-2515 
42--3401.03 .. , , ................ ,45-1603 42-3502,06 ........... , ......... 45-2516 
42-3402,01 ............. , .......... , ,- 42-3502,07 ..................... 45-2517 
42-3402,02, ...... , ............. 45-1611 42-3502.08 .. _ .................. 45-2518 
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2001 Edition 1981 Edition 2001 Edition 1981 Edition 
42-3502.09 ..................... 45-2519 42-3631 ...................... 45-2559.1 
42-3502.10 ..................... 45-2520 42-3632 ...................... 45-2559.2 
42-3502.11 ..................... 45-2521 42-3633 ...................... 45-2559.3 
42-3502.12 ..................... 45-2522 42-3634 ...................... 45-2559.4 
42-3502.13 ..................... 45-2523 42-3635 ...................... 45-2559.5 
42-3502.14 ..................... 45-2524 42-3636 ...................... 45-2559.6 
42-3502.15 ..................... 45-2525 42-3637 ...................... 45-2559.7 
42-3502.16 ..................... 45-2526 42-3638 ..................... 45-2559.7a 
42-3502.17 ..................... 45-2527 42-3639 ...................... 45-2559.8 
42-3502.18 ..................... 45-2528 42-3640 ...................... 45-2559.9 
42-3502.19 ..................... 45-2529 42-3701 
42-3502.20 ................... 45-2529.1 to 
42-3502.21 ................... 45-2529.2 42-3707. . . . . . . . . . .. 45-2401 to 45-2407 
42-3503.01 ..................... 45-2531 42-3801 ........................ 45-2221 
42-3503.02 ..................... 45-2532 42-3802 ........................ 45-2222 
42-3503.03 ..................... 45-2533 42-3803 ........................ 45-2223 
42-3503.04 ..................... 45-2534 42-3804 ........................ 45-2224 
42-3503.05 ..................... 45-2535 42-3805 ........................ 45-2225 
42-3503.06 ..................... 45-2536 42-3806 ........................ 45-2226 
42-3503.07 ..................... 45-2537 42-3901 ........................ 45-3201 
42-3503.08 ..................... 45-2538 42-3902 ........................ 45-3202 
42-3504.01 ..................... 45-2541 42-3903 ........................ 45-3203 
42-3505.01 ..................... 45-2551 42-3904 ........................ 45-3204 
42-3505.02 ..................... 45-2552 42-3905 ........................ 45-3205 
42-3505.03 ..................... 45-2553 42-3906 ........................ 45-3206 
42-3505.04 ..................... 45-2554 42-3907 ........................ 45-3207 
42-3505.05 ..................... 45-2555 42-3908 ........................ 45-3208 
42-3506.01 ..................... 45-2561 42-3909 ........................ 45-3209 
42-3506.02 ..................... 45-2562 42-3910 ........................ 45-3210 
42-3507.01 ..................... 45-2571 42-3911 ........................ 45-3211 
42-3507.02 ..................... 45-2572 42-3912 ........................ 45-3212 
42-3507.03 ..................... 45-2573 42-3913 ........................ 45-3213 
42-3507.04 ..................... 45-2574 42-3914 ........................ 45-3214 
42-3507.05 ..................... 45-2575 42-3915 ........................ 45-3215 
42-3508.01 ..................... 45-2581 42-3916 ........................ 45-3216 
42-3508.02 ..................... 45-2582 42-3917 ........................ 45-3217 
42-3508.03 ..................... 45-2583 42-3918 ........................ 45-3218 
42-3508.04 ..................... 45-2584 42-3919 ........................ 45-3219 
42-3508.05 ..................... 45-2585 42-3920 ........................ 45-3220 
42-3508.06 ..................... 45-2586 42-3921 ........................ 45-3221 
42-3509.01 ..................... 45-2591 42-3922 ........................ 45-3222 
42-3509.02 ..................... 45-2592 42-3923 ........................ 45-3223 
42-3509.03 ..................... 45-2593 42-3924 ........................ 45-3224 
42-3509.04 ..................... 45-2594 42-3925 ........................ 45-3225 
42-3509.05 .......................... - 42-3926 ........................ 45-3226 
42-3509.06 .......................... - 42-3927 ........................ 45-3227 
42-3509.07 .......................... - 42-3928 ........................ 45-3228 
42-3601 ............................. - 42-3929 ........................ 45-3229 
42-3602 ............................. - 42-3930 ........................ 45-3230 
42-3603 ............................. - 42-3931 ........................ 45-3231 
42-3604 ............................. - 42-3932 ........................ 45-3232 
42-3605 ............................. - 42-4001 
42-3606 ............................. - to 
42-3607 ............................. - 42-4003 ............ 45-1501 to 45-1503 
42-3608 ............................. - 42-4011 
42-3609 ............................. - to 
42-3610 ............................. - 42-4030 ............ 45-1511 to 45-1530 
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2001 Edition 
42-4041 

to 

1981 Edition 

42-4048 ............ 45-1541 to 45-1548 
42-4051 ........................ 45-1551 
42-4061 

to 
42-4063 ............ 45-1561 to 45-1563 

2001 Edition 1981 Edition 
42-4071,42-4072 ...... 45-1571, 45-1572 
42-4081 

to 
42-4085 ............ 45-1581 to 45-1585 
42-4091 

to 
42-4097 ............ 45-1591 to 45-1597 
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Section 

SUBTITLE I 

GENERAL. 

CHAPTER 1 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 

Subchapter I. General. 
Part A. Acknowledgements of Deeds. 

42-101. No acknowledgment of deed by attorney. 

Part B. Acknowledgment in U.S. Territories. 

42-111. Acknowledgments in Guam, Samoa, and Canal Zone. 
42-112. Acknowledgments in Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico. 

Part C. Repealed Provisions. 

42-121 to 42-123. Manner of acknowledgment; form of certificate; acknowledgment 
out of District; acknowledgment in foreign country. [Repealed] 
42-124 to 42-129. Certain defective acknowledgments prior to March 3, 1879, validat
ed. [Repealed] 

Subchapter II. Uniform Notarial Acts. 

42-141. Definitions. 
42-142. Notarial acts. 
42-143. Notarial acts in the District. 
42-144. Notarial acts in other jurisdictions of the United States. 
42-145. Notarial acts under federal authority. 
42-146. Foreign notarial acts. 
42-147. Certificate of notarial acts. 
42-148. Short forms. 

SUBCHAPTER I. GENERAL. 

United States Code Annotated 

Acknowledgment of deeds and other instruments, see 48 V.S.C.A. § 742. 

Part A. Acknowledgements of Deeds. 

§ 42-101. No acknowledgment of deed by attorney. 

(a) A general or specific power of attorney executed by a person authorizing 
an attorney-in-fact to sell, grant, or release any interest in real property shall be 
executed in the same manner as a deed and shall be recorded with or prior to 
the deed executed pursuant to the power of attorney. If the power of attorney 
is recorded prior to the deed executed pursuant to the power of attorney, the 
deed being executed pursuant to the power of attorney shall include a record
ing date and instrument number reference of where the original recorded 
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power of attorney is located in the Office of the Recorder of Deeds for the 
District of Columbia. All powers of attorney executed in accordance with this 
section shall contain on the top of the front page, in bold and capital letters, the 
following words: 

"THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY AUTHORIZES THE PERSON NAMED BE
LOW AS MY ATTORNEY-IN-FACT TO DO ONE OR MORE OF THE FOL
LOWING: TO SELL, LEASE, GRANT, ENCUMBER, RELEASE, OR OTH
ERWISE CONVEY ANY INTEREST IN MY REAL PROPERTY AND TO 
EXECUTE DEEDS AND ALL OTHER INSTRUMENTS ON MY BEHALF, 
UNLESS THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY IS OTHERWISE LIMITED HERE
IN TO SPECIFIC REAL PROPERTY." 

(b) A person with a general or specific power of attorney executing a deed for 
another shall sign and acknowledge the deed as attorney-in-fact. 

(c) A power of attorney is deemed to be revoked when the instrument 
containing the revocation is recorded in the Office of the Recorder of Deeds for 
the District of Columbia. A person revoking a power of attorney shall sign and 
acknowledge the instrument containing the revocation. Notwithstanding the 
above, any attorney-in-fact receiving written notice of the revocation by the 
party who granted the power of attorney shall cease from any further action as 
attorney-in-fact on behalf of the party who granted the power of attorney. The 
instrument of revocation should reference the recording date and instrument 
number of the original power of attorney. A person granting a power of 
attorney Inay revoke the power to convey real property without affecting any 
other powers contained in the original power of attorney by reciting in the 
revocation that the revocation of the power to convey real property shall not 
affect the remaining powers granted in the original power of attorney. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1268, ch. 854, § 498; Apr. 27,1994, D.C. Law 10-110, § 2(b), 41 
DCR 1023.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-601. 
1973 Ed., § 45-401. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 10-110, the "Property Conveyancing Re

vision Act of 1994," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 10-88, which was re-

ferred to the Committee on the Judiciary. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings 
on January 4, 1994, and February 1, 1994, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on February 
18, 1994, it was assigned Act No. 10-198 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 10-110 became effective on 
April 27, 1994. 

Cross References 

Construction of general power of attorney relating to real property transactions, see § 21-2104. 
Effective date of deeds, see § 42-401. 
Failures in formal requisites of an instrument, fraudulent acts, see § 42-404. 
Statutory form of power of attorney, authorized real property transactions, see § 21-2101. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

Deeds e::->45. 
Principal and Agent e::->8 to 13,33 to 41. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 120, 308. 
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§ 42-101 REAL PROPERTY 

c.J.S. Deeds §§ 65 to 66. 

Notes of Decisions 
In general 1 
Apparent authority 2 
Forgery 4 
Good faith reliance 3 
Summary judgment 5 

1. In general 
Where, on reliance upon a parol agreement 

for a lease for more than one year and a lease 
embodying such agreement, but executed not by 
the lessor but by his attorney, the tenant entered 
into possession and expended large sums of 
money, equity, at the suit of the tenant, will 
enforce the agreement, notwithstanding the in
validity of the lease under Code of Law 1901, 
§ 492, and Code §§ 498, and 1116. D.C.Code 
1929, T. 25, § 150 and T. 11, § 1. Kresge v. 
Crowley, 1917, 47 App.D.C. 13. Frauds, Stat
ute Of ~ 129(2) 

A deed cannot be deemed valid under District 
of Columbia law based on a power of attorney 
that itself is a nullity. In re Baxter, 2004, 320 
B.R. 30. Principal And Agent ~ 51 

A bank receiving a power of attorney is not 
required under District of Columbia law to go 
behind the power of attorney to assure that the 
transaction attempted pursuant to the power of 
attorney was indeed intended. In re Baxter, 
2004, 320 B.R. 30. Banks And Banking ~ 
130(3) ~ 

A power of attorney authorizing an attorney
in-fact to grant an interest in real property must 
be executed in the same manner as a deed 
under District of Columbia law. In re Baxter, 
2004, 320 B.R. 30. Principal And Agent ~ 
10(2) 

Statute which prohibits execution or acknowl
edgment by attorney of any deed of conveyance 
of either real or personal estate applies only to 
deeds of conveyance and not to contracts to 
convey which are subject to the statute of frauds 
which limits enforcibility of certain agreements 
to those signed by party to be charged or by a 
person authorized by party to be charged. 
D.C.C.E. §§ 28-3502, 45-401. Gustin v. Stegall, 
1975, 347 A.2d 917, certiorari denied 96 S.Ct. 
2174, 425 U.S. 974, 48 L.Ed.2d 798, rehearing 
denied 97 S.Ct. 199,429 U.S. 875, 50 L.Ed.2d 
159. Acknowledgment ~ 11 

2. Apparent authority 
Daughter had apparent authority to convey 

her father's property to herself, under power-of
attorney agreement purportedly executed by fa
ther that authorized daughter to make gifts of 
father's assets so as to utilize annual gift tax 
exclusion or minimize death taxes, even though 
value of father's estate was far below threshold 
for such taxation, where nothing in agreement 
indicated that father had small estate or that 
property was father's only asset, and daughter's 
deed to herself did not demonstrate that trans
fer was not for authorized purpose. Smith v. 
Wells Fargo Bank, 2010, 991 A.2d 20. Princi
pal And Agent ~ 69(3) 

3. Good faith reliance 
Closing attorney and lender were not negli

gent under District of Columbia law by proceed
ing to process and record deed of trust in good 
faith reliance upon duly notarized power of 
attorney where no circumstances came to their 
attention that would have raised questions as to 
validity of power of attorney. In re Baxter, 
2004,320 B.R. 30. Attorney And Client ~ 109; 
Mortgages ~ 211 

4. Forgery 
If a power of attorney is a forgery, a deed of 

trust is void and hence ineffective under District 
of Columbia law to withstand challenge to its 
being an encumbrance against the property pur
portedly encumbered. In re Baxter, 2004, 320 
B.R. 30. Principal And Agent ~ 51 

5. Summary judgment 
Genuine issues of material fact existed as to 

whether power of attorney agreement purport
edly executed by father that gave power of attor
ney to daughter, which was used by daughter to 
conduct transfer of his property to herself, was 
forged and thus rendered such transfer and 
bank's subsequent interest in property as void, 
precluding summary judgment in siblings' 
quiet-title action against sister and bank that 
had ultimately obtained title to property 
through foreclosure sale. Smith v. Wells Pargo 
Bank, 2010, 991 A.2d 20. Federal Courts ~ 
1055 

Part B. Acknowledgment in U.S. Territories. 

§ 42-111. Acknowledgments in Guam, Samoa, and Canal Zone. 

Deeds and other instruments affecting land situate in the District of Columbia 
luay be acknowledged in the islands of Guam and Samoa or in the Canal Zone 
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before any notary public or judge, appointed therein by proper authority, or by 
any officer therein who has ex officio the powers of a notary public; provided, 
that the certificate by such notary in Guam, Samoa, or the Canal Zone, as the 
case may be, shall be accompanied by the certificate of the governor or acting 
governor of such place to the effect that the notary taking said acknowledgment 
was in fact the officer he purported to be; and any deeds or other instrulnents 
affecting lands so situate, so acknowledged since the 1st day of January, 1905, 
and accompanied by such certificate shall have the same effect as such deeds or 
other instruments hereafter so acknowledged and certified. 

(June 28, 1906, 34 Stat. 552, ch. 3585.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-605. 
1973 Ed., § 45-405. 

Key Numbers 
Deeds C;::;>45. 
Westlaw Topic No. 120. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.l.S. Deeds §§ 65 to 66. 

§ 42-112. Acknowledgments in Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico. 

Deeds and other instruments affecting land situate in the District of Columbia 
may be acknowledged in the Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico before any 
notary public appointed therein by proper authority, or any officer therein who 
has ex officio the powers of a notary public; provided, that the certificate by 
such notary in the Philippine Islands or in Puerto Rico, as the case may be, 
shall be accompanied by the certificate of the Executive Secretary of Puerto 
Rico, or the Governor or Attorney General of the Philippine Islands to the effect 
that the notary taking said acknowledgment was in fact the officer he purported 
to be. 

(Mar. 22, 1902, 32 Stat. 88, ch. 273; Mar. 2, 1917, 39 Stat. 968, ch. 145, § 54; May 17, 
1932, 47 Stat. 158, ch. 190.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-606. 

1973 Ed., § 45-406. 

Key Numbers 
Deeds C;::;>4S. 
Westlaw Topic No. 120. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.l.S. Deeds §§ 65 to 66. 
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§§ 42-121 to 42-123 REAL PROPERTY 
Repealed 

Part C. Repealed Provisions. 

§§ 42-121 to 42-123. Manner of acknowledgment; form of certificate; 
acknowledgment out of District; acknowledgment in foreign 
country. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 6, 1991, D.C. Law 8-205, § 12(a), 37 DCR 8444.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications Legislative History of Laws 

1981 Ed., §§ 45-602 to 45-604. For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-205, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-141. 

§§ 42-124 to 42-129. Certain defective acknowledgments prior to March 
3, 1879, validated. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 21,1994, D.C. Law 10-110, § 4,41 DCR 1023.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications Legislative History of Laws 

1981 Ed., §§ 45-607 to 45-612. For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-11 0, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-101. 

SUBCHAPTER U. UNIFORM NOTARIAL ACTS. 

UNIFORM LAW ON NOTARIAL ACTS 

Table of Jurisdictions Wherein Act Has Been Adopted 

For text of Uniform Act, and variation notes and annotation materials 
for adopting jurisdictions, see Uniform Laws Annotated, Master Edition, 
Volume 14. 

Jurisdiction Laws 

Delaware ............ 64 Del.Laws, c. 
275 

District of Columbia ... D.C. Law 8-205 

Iowa ................ 1989, c. 50 
I<ansas .............. 1984, c. 201 
Minnesota ........... 1985, c. 268 
Montana ............ 1993, c. 192 
Nevada .............. 1993, c. 115 
New Hampshire ...... 2005, c. 118 
New Mexico . . . . . . . . . 1993, c. 281 
Oklahoma ........... 1985, c. 131 
Oregon .............. 1983, c. 393 
Wisconsin ........... 1983, c. 492 
Wyoming ............ 2008, c. 20 

* Date of approval. 

§ 42-141. Definitions. 

Effective Date 

6-19-1984 

3-6-1991* 

4-26-1989 
7-1-1984 
8-1-1985 
10-1-1993 
10-1-1993 
1-1-2006 
7-1-1993 
11-1-1985 

11-1-1984 
7-1-2008 

Statutory Citation 

29 DeI.C. §§ 4321 to 4329. 

D.C. Official Code, 2001 Ed. § 42-141 to 
42-148. 

I.C.A. §§ 9E.l to 9E.17. 
I<.S.A. 53-501 to 53-511. 
M.S.A. §§ 358.41 to 358.50. 
MCA §§ 1-5-601 to 1-5-61l. 
N.R.S. 240.001 to 240.169. 
RSA 456-8:1 to 456-8:1l. 
N M SA 1978 § § 14-14-1 to 14-14-11. 
49 Okl.St.Ann. §§ 111 to 12l. 
ORS 194.505 to 194.595. 
W.S.A. 706.07. 
Wyo.Stat.Ann. 34-26-101 to 34-26-109. 

For the purposes of this subchapter, the term: 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS § 42-142 

(1) "Acknowledgment" means a declaration by a person that states: 
(A) The person has executed an instrument for the purposes stated in the 

instrument; and 
(B) If the instrument is executed in a representative capacity, that the 

person signed the instrument with proper authority and executed the 
instrument as the act of the person or entity represented and identified in 
the instrument. 
(2) "District" means the District of Columbia. 
(3) "In a representative capacity" means to act as: 

(A) An authorized officer, agent, partner, trustee, or other representative 
for and on behalf of a corporation, partnership, trust, or other entity; 

(B) A public officer, personal representative, guardian, or other repre
sentative, in the capacity recited in the instrument; 

(C) An attorney in fact for a principal; or 
(D) An authorized representative of another in any other capacity. 

(4) "Notarial act" means taking an acknowledgment, administering an 
oath or affirmation, taking a verification upon oath or affirmation, witnessing 
or attesting a signature, noting a protest of a negotiable instrument, or any 
other similar act authorized by law. 

(5) "Notarial officer" means a notary public or other officer authorized to 
perform a notarial act. 

(6) "Verification upon oath or affirmation" means a declaration that a 
statement made by a person upon oath or affirmation is a true statelnent. 

(Mar. 6, 1991, D.C. Law 8-205, § 2,37 DCR 8444.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-621. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 8-205, the "Uniform Law on Notarial 

Acts of 1990," was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 8-87, which was referred to 
the Committee on the Judiciary. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on No
vember 20, 1990, and December 4, 1990, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on December 
14, 1990, it was assigned Act No.8-280 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Application of Law 8-205: Section 10 of D.C. 

Law 8-205 provided that the act shall apply to 

§ 42-142. Notarial acts. 

any notary act performed on or after the effec
tive date of this act. 

Construction of Law 8-205: Section 1] of 
D.C. Law 8-205 provided that the act shall be 
applied and construed to effectuate the general 
purpose to make uniform the law with respect 
to the subject of the act among jurisdictions 
enacting it. 

Uniform Law 

This section is based upon § 1 of the Uniform 
Law on Notarial Acts. See 14 Uniform Laws 
Annotated, Master Edition, or ULA Database on 
Westlaw. 

(a) In taking an acknowledgment, the notarial officer shall determine frOln 
personal knowledge or satisfactory evidence that the person who appears 
before the officer and makes the acknowledgment is the person whose true 
signature is on the instrument. 
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(b) In taking a verification upon oath or affirmation, the notarial officer shall 
detern1ine from personal knowledge or satisfactory evidence that the person 
who appears before the officer and makes the verification is the person whose 
true signature is on the statement verified. 

(c) In witnessing or attesting a signature, the notarial officer shall determine 
from personal knowledge or satisfactory evidence that the signature is the 
signature of the person who appears before the officer and is named in the 
instrument. 

(d) A notarial officer shall have satisfactory evidence that a person is the 
person whose true signature is on a document if the person is: 

(1) Personally known to the notarial officer; 
(2) Identified upon the oath or affirn1ation of a credible witness personally 

known to the notarial officer; or 
(3) Identified on the basis of identification documents. 

(Mar. 6,1991, D.C. Law 8-205, § 3,37 DCR 8444.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-622. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Uniform Law 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-205, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-141. 

This section is based upon § 2 of the Uniform 
Law on Notarial Acts. See 14 Uniform Laws 
Annotated, Master Edition, or ULA Database on 
Westlaw. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-147. 

Key Numbers 
Acknowledgment ~22. 
Westlaw Topic No. 12. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Acknowledgments § 43. 

§ 42-143. Notarial acts in the District. 

(a) A notarial act may be performed within the District by the following 
persons to the extent authorized by law: 

(1) A notary public of the District; 
(2) A judge, clerk, or deputy clerk of any court of the District; or 
(3) Any other person authorized to perfonn the specific act. 

(b) Notarial acts performed within the District under federal authority as 
provided in § 42-145 shall have the same effect as if performed by a notarial 
officer of the District. 

(c) The signature and title of a person performing a notarial act are prirrla 
facie evidence that the signature is genuine and that the person holds the 
designated title. 

(Mar. 6,1991, D.C. Law 8-205, § 4,37 DCR 8444.) 
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Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-623. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Uniform Law 

§ 42-145 

This section is based upon § 3 of the Uniform 
Law on Notarial Acts. See 14 Uniform Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-205, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-141. 

Annotated, Master Edition, or ULA Database on 
Westlaw. 

Key Numbers 
Acknowledgment G=>14. 
Westlaw Topic No. 12. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.l.S. Acknowledgments §§ 24 to 25, 27 to 

37. 

§ 42-144. Notarial acts in other jurisdictions of the United States. 

(a) A notarial act shall have the same effect under the law of the District as if 
the notarial act had been performed by a notarial officer of the District, if the 
notarial act is performed in another state, commonwealth, territory, district, or 
possession of the United States by: 

(1) A notary public of the jurisdiction; 
(2) A judge, clerk, or deputy clerk of a court of the jurisdiction; or 
(3) Any other person authorized by the law of the jurisdiction to perform a 

notarial act. 

(b) A notarial act performed in any other jurisdiction of the United States 
under federal authority as provided in § 42-145 shall have the same effect as if 
performed by a notarial officer of the District. 

(c) The signature and title of a person who performs a notarial act in another 
jurisdiction are prima facie evidence that the signature is genuine and that the 
person holds the designated title. 

(d) The signature and indicated title of an officer listed in subsection (a)(1) or 
(2) of this section shall establish conclusively the authority of a holder of that 
title to perform a notarial act. 

(Mar. 6,1991, D.C. Law 8-205, § 5,37 DCR 8444.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-624. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Uniform Law 

This section is based upon § 4 of the Uniform 
Law on Notarial Acts. See 14 Uniform Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-205, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-141. 

Annotated, Master Edition, or ULA Database on 
Westlaw. 

Key Numbers 
Acknowledgment G=> 19. 
Westlaw Topic No. 12. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Acknowledgments §§ 24 to 25. 

§ 42-145. Notarial acts under federal authority. 

(a) A notarial act shall have the same effect under the law of the District as if 
the notarial act had been performed by a notarial officer of the District if the 
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§ 42-145 REAL PROPERTY 

notarial act is performed anywhere under authority granted by the law of the 
United States by: 

(1) A judge, clerk, or deputy clerk of a court; 
(2) A commissioned officer on active duty in the military service of the 

United States as provided in 10 U.S.C. § 936; 
(3) An officer of the foreign service or consular officer of the United States 

as provided in §§ 3 and 7 of An Act To provide for the reorganization of the 
consular service of the United States, approved AprilS, 1906 (34 Stat. 101; 
22 U .S.C. § 4215 passim); or 

(4) Any other person authorized by federal law to perform a notarial act. 

(b) The signature and title of a person who performs a notarial act under 
federal authority are prima facie evidence that the signature is genuine and that 
the person holds the designated title. 

(c) The signature and indicated title of an officer listed in subsection (a)(1), 
(2), or (3) of this section shall establish conclusively the authority of a holder of 
that title to perform a notarial act. 

(Mar. 6, 1991, D.C. Law 8-205, § 6,37 DCR 8444.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-625. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Uniform Law 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-205, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-141. 

This section is based upon § 5 of the Uniform 
Law on Notarial Acts. See 14 Uniform Laws 
Annotated, Master Edition, or ULA Database on 
Westlaw. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-143 and 42-144. 

Key Numbers 
Acknowledgment ~19. 
Westlaw Topic No. 12. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Acknowledgments §§ 24 to 25. 

§ 42-146. Foreign notarial acts. 

(a) A notarial act shall have the same effect under the law of the District as if 
the notarial act had been performed by a notarial officer of the District if the 
notarial act is performed within the jurisdiction of and under authority of a 
foreign country or its constituent units or a multi-national or international 
organization by: 

(1) A notary public or notary; 
(2) A judge, clerk, or deputy clerk of a court of record; or 
(3) Any other person authorized by the law of that jurisdiction to perform 

notarial acts. 

(b) An "Apostille" in the form prescribed by the Convention Abolishing the 
Requirement of Legalization for Foreign Documents done at the Hague on 
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October 5, 1961 (T.I.A.S. 10073; 527 U.N.T.S. 189), shall conclusively establish 
that the signature of the notarial officer is genuine and that the officer holds the 
indicated office. 

(c) A certificate by a foreign service or consular officer of the United States 
stationed in the country under the jurisdiction of which the notarial act was 
performed, or a certificate by a foreign service or consular officer of a country 
who is stationed in the United States, shall establish conclusively any matter 
relating to the authenticity or validity of the notarial act set forth in the 
certificate. 

(d) An official stamp or seal of the person who performs the notarial act shall 
be prima facie evidence that the signature is genuine and that the person holds 
the indicated title. 

(e) An official stamp or seal of an officer listed in subsection (a)(1) or (2) of 
this section shall be prima facie evidence that a person with the indicated title 
has the authority to perform a notarial act. 

(f) If the title of office and indication of authority to perform a notarial act 
appears in a digest of foreign law or in a list customarily used as a source for 
information for foreign law, the authority of an officer with the title to perform 
a notarial act shall be established conclusively. 

(g) For purposes of this section, the term "multi-national or international 
organization" means an organization defined in 22 U .S.C. § 288. 

(Mar. 6, 1991, D.C. Law 8-205, § 7,37 DCR 8444; Feb. 5, 1994, D.C. Law 10-68, § 36, 
40 DCR 6311.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-626. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-205, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-141. 

Law 10-68, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 1993," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 10-166, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on June 

29, 1993, and July 13, 1993, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on August 23, 1993, it was 
assigned Act No. 10-107 and transmitted io 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 10-68 became effective on February 5, 
1994. 

Uniform Law 
This section is based upon § 6 of the Uniform 

Law on Notarial Acts. See 14 Uniform Laws 
Annotated, Master Edition, or ULA Database on 
Westlaw. 

Key Numbers 
Acknowledgment ~19. 
Westlaw Topic No. 12. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Acknowledgments §§ 24 to 25. 

§ 42-147. Certificate of notarial acts. 

(a) A notarial act shall be evidenced by a certificate signed and dated by a 
notarial officer. The certificate shall include identification of the jurisdiction in 
which the notarial act is performed and the title of the office of the notarial 
officer and shall include the official stamp or seal of office. If the officer is a 
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notary public, the certificate shall indicate the expiration date, if any, of the 
cOlnmission of office. Omission of the expiration date information may subse
quently be corrected. If the officer is a commissioned officer on active duty in 
the military service of the United States, as provided in 10 U.S.C. § 936, the 
certificate shall include the officer's rank and title of office. 

(b) A certificate of a notarial act shall be sufficient if the certificate meets the 
requirements of subsection (a) of this section and: 

(1) Is in the short form set forth in § 42-148; 
(2) Is in a form otherwise prescribed by the law of the District; 
(3) Is in a form prescribed by a law or regulation applicable in the place 

where the notarial act was performed; or 
(4) Sets forth the actions of the notarial officer and those actions that are 

sufficient to meet the requirements of the designated notarial act. 

(c) By executing a certificate of a notarial act, the notarial officer certifies 
that the officer has made the determinations required by § 42-142. 

(Mar. 6, 1991, D.C. Law 8-205, § 8, 37 DCR 8444; Dec. 10, 1991, D.C. Law 9-52, 
§ 2(a), 38 DCR 6585.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-627. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a) of Uniform Law on Notarial 
Acts Temporary Amendment Act of 1991 (D.C. 
Law 9-9, July 13, 1991, law notification 38 DCR 
4812). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-205, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-141. 

Law 9-52, the "Uniform Law on Notarial Acts 
Amendment Act of 1991,1/ was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 9-214, which was 
referred to the Committee on the Judiciary. 

The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on July 2, 1991, and October 1, 1991, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on October 
23, 1991, it was assigned Act No. 9-94 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Application of Law 9-52: Section 3 of D.C. 
Law 9-52 provided that the act shall apply as of 
March 6, 1991. 

Uniform Law 

This section is based upon § 7 of the Uniform 
Law on Notarial Acts. See 14 Uniform Laws 
Annotated, Master Edition, or ULA Database on 
Westlaw. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-148. 

Key Numbers 
Acknowledgment e:->35. 
WestJaw Topic No. 12. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Acknowledgments §§ 59 to 64. 
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Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 

taken and certified by a notary public. In re 
Baxter, 2004, 320 B.R. 30. Principal And Agent 
<P 10(2) 

In the District of Columbia, a power of attor
ney has to be executed via an acknowledgment 

§ 42-148. Short forms. 

The following short fornl certificates of notarial acts shall be sufficient for the 
purposes indicated, if completed with the infonnation required by § 42-147(a). 

(1) For an acknowledgment in an individual capacity: 

District of Columbia 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on (date) by (nanle(s) of 
person(s». 

(Signature of notarial officer) 
(Seal, if any) 

Title (and Rank) 
(My commission expires: 

(2) For an acknowledgment in a representative capacity: 

District of Columbia 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on (date) by (name(s) of 
person(s» as (type of authority, e.g., officer, trustee, etc.) of (name of party on 
behalf of WhOlTI instrument was executed). 

(Signature of notarial officer) 
(Seal, if any) 

Title (and Rank) 
(My commission expires: 

(3) For a verification upon oath or affirmation: 

District of Columbia 

Signed and sworn to (or affirmed) before me on (date) by (nmne(s) of 
person(s) making statement). 

(Signature of notarial officer) 
(Seal, if any) 

Title (and Rank) 
(My commission expires: 

(4) For witnessing or attesting a signature: 

District of Columbia 
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Signed or attested before me on (date) by (name(s) of person(s)). 

(Signature of notarial officer) 
(Seal, if any) 

Title (and Rank) 
(My commission expires: 

(5) Repealed. 

(Mar. 6, 1991, D.C. Law 8-205, § 9, 37 DCR 8444; Dec. 10, 1991, D.C. Law 9-52, 
§ 2(b), 38 DCR 6585.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-628. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(b) of Uniform Law on Notarial 
Acts Temporary Amendment Act of 1991 (D.C. 
Law 9-9, July 13,1991, law notification 38 DCR 
48] 2). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-205, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-141. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-52, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-147. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Application of Law 9-52: Section 3 of D.C. 

Law 9-52 provided that the act shall apply as of 
March 6, 1991. 

Uniform Law 
This section is based upon § 8 of the Uniform 

Law on Notarial Acts. See 14 Uniform Laws 
Annotated, Master Edition, or ULA Database on 
Westlaw. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-147. 

Key Numbers 
Acknowledgment e;:;:>29. 
Westlaw Topic No. 12. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Acknowledgments §§ 50 to 51, 59. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CONSERVATION EASEMENTS. 

Section 
42-20l. 
42-202. 
42-202.01. 
42-203. 
42-204. 
42-205. 

Definitions. 
Exemption from recordation and transfer tax. 
Rights of the holder of a conservation easement. 
Persons who may bring actions. 
Affected interests. 
Application and construction of chapter. 

UNIFORM CONSERVATION EASEMENT ACT 

Table of Jurisdictions Wherein Act Has Been Adopted 

For text of Uniform Act, and variation notes and annotation materials 
for adopting jurisdictions, see Uniform Laws Annotated, Master Edition, 
Volume 12. 

Jurisdiction 

Alabama ....... , ... . 

Alaska ............. . 
Arizona ............ . 
Arkansas ........... . 
Delaware ........... . 

District of Columbia ... 

Georgia ............ . 

Idaho .............. . 
Indiana ............ . 

I<ansas ............. . 
I<entucky ........... . 
Maine .............. , 
Minnesota .......... . 
Mississippi .......... . 
Nevada ............. . 
New Mexico .... , ... . 
Oklahoma .......... . 
South Carolina ...... . 

Texas .............. . 

Virgin Islands ....... . 
Virginia ............ . 

Wisconsin .......... . 
Wyoming ........... . 

* Date of approval. 

Easements, 

Laws 

1997, Act No. 
715 

1989, c. 73 
1985, c. 171 
1983, No. 567 
70 Del. Laws, 

c.552 
D.C.Law 6-113 

Acts 1992, p. 
2227 

1988, c. 222 
2002, P.L. 

2-2002 
1992, c. 302 
1988, c. 251 
1985, c. 395 
1985, c. 232 
1986, c. 404 
1983, c. 291 
1991, c. 15 
1999, c. 384 
1991, Act No. 

92 
1983, c. 434 

2006, c. 6841 
1988, cc. 720, 

891 
1981, c. 261 
2005{ c. 127 

Effective Date 

5-29-1997 * 

5-31-1989 
4-18-1985 * 

7-18-1996 

5-16-1986 

7-1-1992 

7-1-1988 
7-1-2002 

5-22-1992 * 
4-9-1988 * 
6-21-1985 * 
5-24-1985 * 
3-27-1986 
5-13-1983 * 
3-16-1991 * 
11-1-1999 
5-27-1991 

9-1-1983 

7-19-2006'" 

4-27-1982 
7-1-2005 

Statutory Citation 

Code 1975, §§ 35-18-1 to 35-18-6. 

AS 3 4. 17 . 0 1 0 to 34. 17. 1 00. 
A.R.S. §§ 33-271 to 33-276. 
A.C.A. §§ 15-20-401 to 15-20-410. 
7 Del. C. §§ 6901 to 6905. 

D.C. Official Code, 2001 Ed. §§ 42-201 to 
42-205. 

O.C.G.A. §§ 44-10-1 to 44-10-8. 

I.C. §§ 55-2101 to 55-2109. 
West's A.I.C. 32-23-5-1 to 32-23-5--8. 

I<.S.A. §§ 58-3810 to 58-3817. 
I<RS 382.800 to 382.860. 
33 M.R.S.A. §§ 476 to 479-C. 
M.S.A. §§ 84C.Ol to 84C.05. 
Code 1972, §§ 89-19-1 to 89-19-15. 
N.R.S.111.390 to 111.400. 
NMSA 1978, §§ 47-12-1 to 47-12-6. 
60 Okl.St.Ann. §§ 49.1 to 49.8. 
Code 1976, §§ 27-8-10 to 27-8-80. 

V.T.C.A., Natural Resources Code §§ 183.001 
to 183.005. 

12 V.I.C. §§ 601 to 607. 
Code 1950, §§ 10.1-1009 to 10.1-1016. 

W.S.A. 700.40. 
Wyo.Stat.Ann. §§ 34-1-201 to 34-1-207. 

United States Supreme Court 
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permit, see Dolan v. City of Tigard, 
1994, 1]4 S.Ct. 2309, 512 U.S. 374, 
129 L.Ed.2d 304, on remand 319 Or. 
567, 877 P.2d 1201. 

§ 42-201. Definitions. 

REAL PROPERTY 

United States easements over wetlands, 
revocation by governor, see North Da
kota v. U.S., 1983, 103 S.Ct. 1095, 460 
U.S. 300, 75 L.Ed.2d 77. 

For the purposes of this chapter, the term: 

(1) "Conservation easement" means a nonpossessory interest of a holder in 
real property imposing limitations or affirmative obligations the purposes of 
which include retaining or protecting natural, scenic, or open-space values of 
real property, ensuring its availability for agricultural, forestal, recreational, 
or open-space use, protecting natural resources, maintaining or enhancing 
air or water quality, or preserving the historical, architectural, archaeologi
cal, or cultural aspects of real property. 

(2) IIHolder" means 1 of the following: 
(A) A governmental body empowered to hold an interest in real property 

under the laws of the District of Columbia or the United States; or 
(B) A charitable corporation, charitable association, or charitable trust, 

the purposes or powers of which include retaining or protecting the 
natural, scenic, or open-space values of real property, ensuring the avail
ability of real property for agricultural, forestal, recreational, or open-space 
use, protecting natural resources, maintaining or enhancing air or water 
quality, or preserving the historical, architectural, archaeological, or cul
tural aspects of real property. 
(3) "Third-party right of enforcement" means a right provided in a conser

vation easement to enforce any of its terms granted to a governmental body, 
charitable corporation, charitable association, or charitable trust, which, 
although eligible to be a holder, is not a holder. 

(May 16, 1986, D.C. Law 6-113, § 2, 33 DCR 1996.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2601. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 6-113, the "District of Columbia Uni

form Conservation Easement Act of 1986," was 
introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
6-55, which was referred to the Committee on 
the Judiciary. The Bill was adopted on first 
and second readings on February 25, 1986, and 
March 11, 1986, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on March 24, 1986, it was assigned Act 
No~ 6-143 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Community Development Block Grant Pro

gram: Pursuant to Resolution 6-768, the "Com-

munity Development Block Grant Program Res
olution of 1986," effective July 8, 1986, the 
Council authorized the Mayor to revise the pro-
posed final statement to include the homestead 
housing preservation program as an activity to 
permit the use of CDBG funds for initial pro
gram staff, approved the revised final statement, 
and authorized the Mayor to submit the revised 
final statement to HUD. 

Uniform Law 

This section is based upon § 1 of the Uniform 
Conservation Easement Act. See 12 Uniform 
Laws Annotated, Master Edition, or ULA Data
base on Westlaw. 

Cross References 

Section References 
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This section is referred to in § 42-202. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Proposal for demolition of building within 

historic district and rebuilding did not fall with
in scope of Uniform Conservation Easement 
Act, so as to support covenant between govern
ment and developer for maintenance of residen-

tial and day-care services in the new building; 
covenant was to address continued existence of 
housing and day-care, not nature-related or cul-
ture-related values provided for in the Act. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2601 et seq. Committee 
of 100 on the Federal City v. District of Colum
bia Dept. of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs, 
1990, 571 A.2d 195. Environmental Law <0= 84 

§ 42-202. Exemption from recordation and transfer tax. 

(a)(1) Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, a conservation easement 
lYWY be created, conveyed, recorded, assigned, released, modified, tenninated, 
or otherwise altered or affected in the same manner as other easements, 
provided that the recordation of any conservation easement as defined in 
§ 42-201, or of any assignluent, release, modification, termination, or other 
alteration of a conservation easement shall be exempt from the recordation tax 
imposed by § 42-1103, and from the transfer tax imposed by § 47-903. 

(2) The exemption provided for in paragraph (1) of this subsection shall 
not apply if the consideration for the conservation easement exceeds $100 in 
value. 

(b) No right or duty in favor of or against a person having a third-party right 
of enforcement arises under a conservation easement before its acceptance by 
the holder and a recordation of the acceptance. 

(c) Except as provided in § 42-203(b), a conservation easen1ent is unlimited 
in duration unless the instrument creating it otherwise provides. 

(d) An interest in real property in existence at the time a conservation 
easeluent is created is not impaired by it unless the owner of the interest is a 
party to the conservation easement or consents to it. 

(e) A conservation easement is valid even under the following cirCUlnstances: 

(1) It is not appurtenant to an interest in real property; 

(2) It can be or has been assigned to another holder; 

(3) It is not of a character that has been recognized traditionally at 
COlnmon law; 

(4) It imposes a negative burden; 

(5) It ilnposes affirmative obligations upon the owner of an interest in the 
burdened property or upon the holder; 

(6) The benefit does not touch or concern real property; or 

(7) There is no privity of estate or of contract. 

(May 16, 1986, D.C. Law 6-113, § 3, 33 DCR 1996; Apr. 30, 1988, D.C. Law 7-104, 
§ 25,35 DCR 147.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2602. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-113, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-201. 

Law 7-104, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 1987," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 7-346, which was referred to the 
Committee of the Whole. The Bill was adopted 

on first and second readings on November 24, 
1987, and December 8, 1987, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on December 22, 1987, it 
was assigned Act No. 7-124 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. 

Uniform Law 
This section is based upon §§ 2 and 4 of the 

Uniform Conservation Easement Act. See 12 
Uniform Laws Annotated, Master Edition, or 
ULA Database on Westlaw. 

Cross References 

Tax on deeds, imposition and return, see § 42-1103. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia ~33(14). 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia § 39. 

§ 42-202.01. Rights of the holder of a conservation easement. 

Whenever a recorded conservation easement has been registered with the 
Mayor, written consent of the holder of the registered and recorded conserva
tion easement shall be required prior to the recordation of a subdivision by the 
Office of the Surveyor, and to the issuance of a permit for construction, 
demolition, alteration, or repair, except solely for interior work. With respect 
to the affected property, a conservation easement shall be deemed registered 
with the Mayor 10 days after proof of a recorded conservation easement is 
presented to the Historic Preservation Division of the Building and Land 
Regulation Administration, Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. 

(May 16, 1986, D.C. Law 6-113, § 3a, as added Mar. 17, 1993, D.C. Law 9-233, § 2, 40 
DCR 603.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2602.1. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 9-233, the "District of Columbia Uni

form Conservation Easement Act of 1986 
Amendment Act of 1992," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 9-122, which was 

referred to the Committee on Consumer and 
Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on December 1, 1992, 
and December 15, 1992, respectively. Signed 
by the Mayor on December 31, 1992, it was 
assigned Act No. 9-364 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for is review. D. C. Law 
9-233 became effective on March 17, 1993. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Easements e:=:>40. 
Westlaw Topic No. 141. 

C.J.S. Easements §§ 194, 224 to 225, 231. 

§ 42-203. Persons who may bring actions. 

(a) An action affecting a conservation easement may be brought by 1 of the 
following: 
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(1) An owner of an interest in the real property burdened by the easement; 
(2) A holder of the easement; 
(3) A person having a third-party right of enforcement; or 
(4) A person authorized by other law. 

(b) This chapter does not affect the power of a court to modify or terminate a 
conservation easement in accordance with the principles of law and equity. 

(May 16, 1986, D.C. Law 6-113, § 4,33 DCR 1996.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2603. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Uniform Law 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-113, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-201. 

This section is based upon § 3 of the Uniform 
Conservation Easement Act. See 12 Uniform 
Laws Annotated, Master Edition, or ULA Data
base on Westlaw. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-202. 

Key Numbers 
Easements e::::>61(3), 64. 
Westlaw Topic No. 141. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Easements §§ 243 to 246. 

§ 42-204. Affected interests. 

(a) This chapter applies to any interest created after May 16, 1986, which 
cOlnplies with this chapter, whether designated as a conservation easement or 
as a covenant, equitable servitude, restriction, easement, or otherwise. 

(b) This chapter applies to any interest created before May 16, 1986, if it 
would have been enforceable had it been created after May 16, 1986, unless 
retroactive application contravenes the laws of the District of Columbia or the 
United States. 

(c) This chapter does not invalidate any interest, whether designated as a 
conservation or preservation easement, a covenant, equitable servitude, restric
tion, easement, or otherwise, that is enforceable under other law of the District 
of Columbia. 

(d) Repealed. 

(e)(1) The deduction of a qualified conservation contribution as claimed 
under section 170 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 shall be allowed under 
§ 47-1803.03. 

(2) The conservation easement shall qualify as a qualified conservation 
contribution notwithstanding the inclusion of a provision in the easement 
that pennits the creation of a lien on behalf of the holder of a conservation 
easement for the purposes of enforcing the easement, which lien does not 
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have precedence over other lienholders, mortgagees, or holders of a deed of 
trust. 

(3) This subsection shall apply to all instruments recorded at the Recorder 
of Deeds. 

(May 16, 1986, D.C. Law 6-113, § 5, 33 DCR 1996; Oct. I, 2002, D.C. Law 14-190, 
§ 902, 49 DCR 6968; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 14-282, §§ 12, 13, 50 DCR 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2604. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-190 added subsec. Cd). 
D.C. Law 14-282 repealed subsec. Cd); and 

added subsec. (e). Prior to repeal, subsec. Cd) 
had read as follows: 

U(d)(1)CA) Subject to subparagraph CB) of this 
paragraph, the deduction of a qualified conser
vation contribution as claimed under section 
170 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 ap
proved August 16, 1954 C68A Stat. 58; 26 
V.S.c. § 170)(,section 170'), shall be allowed 
under § 47-1803.03, notwithstanding the no
nenforceability of the recorded instrument, the 
non perpetual nature of the restriction, and the 
actual value of the contribution if the claimed 
value does not exceed 15% of the fair market 
value of the real property. 

U(B) If the deduction is disallowed for federal 
income tax purposes, the deduction shall be 
disallowed under § 47-1803.03(b). 

U(C) This paragraph shall apply to all instru
ments recorded at the Recorder of Deeds prior 
to October 1, 2002. 

"(2)(A) The restriction (granted in perpetuity) 
of a qualified real property interest, as defined 
in section 170, shall further require the unquali
fied subordination of all mortgage and deed of 
trust interests in the real property, including 
the express subordination of such interests to a 
lien resulting from enforcement of the instru
ment that created the qualified conservation 
contribution. Subject to subparagraph (E) of 
this paragraph, the following language shall 
provide prima facie evidence of compliance 
with the requirement that the enforcement lien 
shall be superior in priority to any such inter
ests: 

fees, and to avail itself of all other legal and 
equitable remedies; 

" '(b) The right to enter upon the land and 
into the improvement of the real property in 
order to correct such violation and hold grantor 
and the real property responsible for the cost 
thereof; and 

" '(c) The right to seek to place a lien against 
the real property to secure the payment of any 
of the obligations arising under this instrument, 
and such lien shall enjoy the same priority as 
this instrument regardless of whether such lien 
was foreseeable.' 

"(B) The assent to the terms of the instru
ment of the grantor, and mortgagee or trustee 
of a deed of trust, or their respective duly ap
pointed and recorded attorneys, in fact, shall be 
expressly stated and acknowledged according to 
law. 

"(C) The instrument, and any return required 
by the Recorder of Deeds, shall specifically re
cite the value of the qualified conservation con
tribution and any cost and donation incurred by 
the grantor thereof. 

"(D) No deduction shall be allowed for a 
qualified conservation contribution that does 
not satisfy the requirements of this paragraph. 

U(E) If the deduction is disallowed for federal 
income tax purposes, the deduction shall be 
disallowed under § 47-1803.03(a). 

"(F) This paragraph shall apply to all instru
ments recorded at the Recorder of Deeds on or 
after October 1,2002." 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 14 of the Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). "In the event of a violation of this easement, 

the grantee shall have, and the grantor, and 
mortgagee or trustee of the deed of trust, pres- Emergency Act Amendments 
ent or future, hereby grant to grantee, the fol- For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec-
lowing rights: tion, see § 902 of Fiscal Year 2003 Budget 

" '(a) The right to institute legal proceedings Support Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 
to enjoin such violation by ex parte, temporary, 14-453, July 23,2002,49 DCR 8026). 
and permanent injunction, to require the resto- For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec-
ration ofthe real property, including the facade, tion, see § 13 of Tax Clarity and Related 
Lo its prior condition, to collect money damages, Amendments Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 
to be reimbursed fo)- all costs and attorneys' 14-456, July 23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 
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CONSERVATION EASEMENTS 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 13(a) and 14 of Tax Clarity and 
Related Amendments Congressional Review 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-510, Octo
ber 23,2002,49 DCR 10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-113, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-20l. 

Law 14-190, the "Fiscal Year 2003 Budget 
Support Act of 2002", was introduced in Coun
cil and assigned Bill No. 14-609, which was 
referred to the Committee of the Whole. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings 
on May 7, 2002, and June 4, 2002, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on July 3, 2002, it was 
assigned Act No. 14-403 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 14-190 became effective on October 1, 
2002. 

Law 14-282, the "Tax Clarity and Recorder of 
Deeds Act of 2002", was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 14-537, which was re
ferred to Committee on Finance and Revenue. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read-

§ 42-205 

ings on July 2, 2002, and October 1, 2002, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on January 
22, 2003, it was assigned Act No. 14-616 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 14-282 became effective on 
April 4, 2003. 

References in Text 
Section 170 of the Internal Revenue Code of 

1986, referred to in subsec. (e), is classified to 
26 U.S.C.A. § 170. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Short title of title IX of Law 14-190: Section 

901 of D.C. Law 14-190 provided that title IX of 
the act may be cited as the Conservation Ease
ment Deed of Gift Clarification Amendment Act 
of 2002. This title was repealed by D.C. Law 
14-282. 

Uniform Law 
This section is based upon § 5 of the Uniform 

Conservation Easement Act. See 12 Uniform 
Laws Annotated, Master Edition, or ULA Data
base on Westlaw. 

§ 42-205. Application and construction of chapter. 

This chapter shall be applied and construed to effectuate its general purpose 
to make uniform the laws with respect to the subject of the chapter among 
states enacting it. 

(May 16, 1986, D.C. Law 6-113, § 6, 33 DCR 1996.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2605. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Uniform Law 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-113, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-201. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CONVEYABLE ESTATES AND METHODS OF CONVEYANCE. 

Section 
42-301. 
42-302. 
42-303. 
42-304. 
42-305. 
42-306. 

Present or future and vested or contingent interests conveyed by deed or will. 
Perpetuities-Charitable uses excepted. [Repealed] 
Perpetuities-Chattels real. [Repealed] 
Perpetuities-Effect upon estates created by deed or will. [Repealed] 
Title conveyable by anyone claiming such. 
Deed or will necessary for more than one-year term or for limitation upon 

such. 
42-307. Perpetuities; pensions and employee trusts excepted. [Repealed] 

§ 42-301. Present or future and vested or contingent interests conveyed by 
deed or will. 

Any interest in or claim to real estate whether entitling to present or future 
possession and enjoyment, and whether vested or contingent, may be disposed 
of by deed or will, and any estate which would be good as an executory devise 
may be created by deed. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1269, ch. 854, § 512; June 30, 1902,32 Stat. 532, ch. 1329.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-301. 
1973 Ed., § 45-101. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Severance of joint tenancies: This section and 

§ 42-305 do not supersede the common law 

rule authorizing the unilateral severance of joint 
tenancies. Estate of Gulledge, App. D.C., 673 
A.2d 1278 (1996). 

Cross References 

Statute of frauds, see §§ 28-3501 and 28-3503. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Deeds ~120 to 176. 
Perpetuities ~1 to 6. 
Wills ~590 to 668. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 120,298,409. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Deeds §§ 36, 231 to 236, 245 to 268, 

270 to 372. 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 139 to 141,144 to 145. 

C.J.S. Perpetuities §§ 1 to 28, 30 to 42, 50 to 
51,53 to 73. 

C.J.S. Wills §§ 1192 to 1424, 1551. 

United States Supreme Court 

Transfer of real property, 
Gifts, 

Conveyance to minor child by parent pre
sumed to be gift, see Oyama v. Califor-
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ESTATES AND METHODS OF CONVEYANCE § 42-303 
Repealed 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Joint tenancy 2 

1. In general 
An agreement between husband and wife, 

whereby wife promised to create in favor of 
certain children, upon death of husband, an 
estate in property held by husband and wife as 
tenants by the entirety, did not meet the require
ments of a "deed", and no estate or interest was 
conveyed thereby. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-106, 
45-301. Schooler v. Schooler, C.A.D.C.1948, 
173 F.2d 299, 84 U.S.App.D.C. 147. Husband 
And Wife (;:;:;;> 14.10 

Where testatrix devised realty to her daughter 
for life and then to testatrix' three sons and the 
issue of the daughter, if any, in fee simple, the 
issue to take a one-fourth part, and if daughter 
die without issue then to the three sons, their 
heirs and assigns forever share and share alike, 
a son's interests, whether contingent or vested, 
were assignable, but he could assign only that 
which he had. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-101, 
45-814, 45-815. Pyne v. Pyne, 1946, 154 F.2d 
297, 81 U.S.App.D.C. 11. Wills <P 742 

Where remainderman's interest was subject 
to be divested in event of his death, leaving a 
descendant, prior to death of life tenant, re
mainderman's assignment of his interest was 
ineffective as against his descendant on death of 
remainderman prior to death of the life tenant. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-101. Pyne v. Pyne, 1946, 
154 F.2d 297, 81 U.S.App.D.C. 11. Wills (;:;:;;> 

742 

Fee-simple title to realty cannot be lost by 
abandonment, laches, or estoppel; but, once 
title vests, it stays vested until it passes by grant, 
descent, adverse possession, or some operation 
of law such as escheat or forfeiture. Faulks v. 

Schrider, 1938, 99 F.2d 370, 69 App.D.C. 137. 
Abandoned And Lost Property <P 5; Estoppel 
<P 101 

Conveyance of house by husband's parents, by 
deed to themselves and husband with express 
intent to make gift of house to husband and wife 
as "wedding gift" prior to wedding which was 
cancelled six years before couple's marriage, 
was sufficient for delivery and absolute disposi
tion of either present or future interest in house 
to wife, subject to special limitation, condition 
subsequent, or executory limitation. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-210, 45-211, 45-212, 45-301. 
Singer v. Singer, 1994, 636 A.2d 422. Gifts <P 
34 

2. Joint tenancy 

Testator's transfer, during his lifetime, of his 
undivided one-half interest in joint tenancy was 
not subject to other joint tenant's right of sur
vivorship, and therefore such transfer severed 
joint tenancy such that other joint tenant and 
transferee of testator's interest held property as 
tenants in common. Estate of Gulledge, 1996, 
673 A.2d 1278. Joint Tenancy <P 4 

Transfer of interest in joint tenancy by either 
joint tenant will sever joint tenancy and cause 
share conveyed to become property held as ten
ants in common with other cotenants. Estate of 
Gulledge, 1996,673 A.2d 1278. Joint Tenancy 
G;;;:>4 

Payment of consideration for undivided one
half interest in joint tenancy, without any 
contract independent of deed creating joint 
tenancy, did not create in purchaser right of 
survivorship which other joint tenant could 
not terminate by transferring his interest in 
joint tenancy. Estate of Gulledge, 1996, 673 
A.2d 1278. Joint Tenancy <P 6 

§ 42-302. Perpetuities-Charitable uses excepted. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1351, ch. 854, § 1023; Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-292, § 403, 
48 DCR 2087.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-302. 

1973 Ed., § 45-102. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

§ 42-303. Perpetuities-Chattels reaL [Repealed] 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1351, ch. 854, § 1024; Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-292, § 403, 
48 DCR 2087.) 
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§ 42-303 
Repealed 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-303. 
1973 Ed., § 45-103. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

§ 42-304. Perpetuities-Effect upon estates created by deed or will. [Re
pealed] 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1351, ch. 854, § 1025; Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-292, § 403, 
48 DCR 2087.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-304. 
1973 Ed., § 45-104. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

§ 42-305. Title conveyable by anyone claiming such. 

Any person claiming title to land may convey his interest in the same, 
notwithstanding there may be an adverse possession thereof. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1269, ch. 854, § 513.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed.,§ 45-305. 
1973 Ed., § 45-105. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Severance of joint tenancies: This section and 

§ 42-301 do not supersede the common law 

rule authorizing the unilateral severance of joint 
tenancies. Estate of Gulledge, App. D.C., 673 
A.2d 1278 (1996). 

Key Numbers 
Deeds <p8. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Deeds § 24. 
Westlaw Topic No. 120. 

United States Supreme Court 

Transfer of real property, 
Gifts, 

Conveyance to minor child by parent pre
sumed to be gift, see Oyama v. Califor-

nia, U.S.Ca1.l948, 68 S.Ct. 269, 332 
u.S. 633, 92 L.Ed. 249. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Transfer of interest in joint tenancy by either 

joint tenant will sever joint tenancy and cause 

share conveyed to become property held as ten
ants in common with other cotenants. Estate of 
Gulledge, 1996, 673 A.2d 1278. Joint Tenancy 
<p4 

§ 42-306. Deed or will necessary for more than one-year term or for 
limitation upon such. 

(a) For the purposes of this section, "commercial lease" means a lease for 
nonresidential real property. 
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ESTATES AND METHODS OF CONVEYANCE § 42-306 
Note 1 

(b) Except as provided in subsection (c) of this section, no estate of inheri
tance, or for life, or for a longer term than 1 year, in any real property, 
corporeal or incorporeal, in the District of Columbia, or any declaration or 
lilnitation of uses in the same, for any of the estates mentioned, shall be created 
or take effect, except by deed signed and sealed by the grantor, lessor, or 
declarant, in person or by power of attorney or by will. 

(c) Commercial leases for a longer term than 1 year in any real property in 
the District of Columbia may be signed on behalf of the owner of real property 
by an authorized agent. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1267, ch. 854, § 492; June 30,1902,32 Stat. 531, ch. 1329; June 
11, 1992, D.C. Law 9-116, § 2, 39 DCR 3186; Apr. 27, 1994, D.C. Law 10-110, § 2(a), 
41 DCR 1023.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-306. 
1973 Ed., § 45-106. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 9-116, the "Real Property Lease Authori

zation Amendment Act of 1992," was intro
duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 9-129, 
which was referred to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. The Bill was adopted on first and 
second readings on March 3, 1992, and April 7, 
1992, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
April 24, 1992, it was assigned Act No. 9-190 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 

its review. D.C. Law 9-116 became effective on 
June 11, 1992. 

Law 10-110, the "Property Conveyancing Re-
vision Act of 1994," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 10-88, which was re
ferred to the Committee on the Judiciary. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings 
on January 4, 1994, and February 1, 1994, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on February 
18, 1994, it was assigned Act No. 10-198 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 10-110 became effective on 
April 27, 1994. 

Cross References 

Effective date of deeds, see § 42-401. 
Statute of frauds, see §§ 28-3501,28-3503. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Frauds, Statute Of G=>57 to 70, 98.1 to 102. 
Westlaw Topic No. 185. 

ALR Library 
Performance As Taking Contract Not To Be 

Performed Within A Year Out Of The Stat
ute Of Frauds, 6 A.L.R. 2nd 1053. 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Boundaries §§ 131 to 133. 

C.J.S. Frauds, Statute Of §§ 66 to 69, 73 to 
77, 79 to 81, 87 to 91,93 to 97, 106 to 108, 
112, 114, 140, 153. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 
Authority of agent 4 
Construction of instrument 5 
Statute of frauds 2 
Validity of leases 3 

tenants by the entirety, did not meet the require
ments of a "deed", and no estate or interest was 
conveyed thereby. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-106, 
45-301. Schooler v. Schooler, C.A.D.C.1948, 
173 F.2d 299, 84 U.S.App.D.C. 147. Husband 
And Wife <§:= 14.10 

District of Columbia statute providing that no 
1. In general estate of inheritance in any real property shall 

An agreement between husband and wife, be created or take effect except by deed signed 
whereby wife promised to create in favor of and sealed by grantor, lessor, or declarant, or 
certain children, upon death of husband, an by will applies to legal and not equitable title. 
estate in property held by husband and wife as D.C.Code 1981, § 45-306. SMS Associates v. 
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§ 42-306 
Note 1 

Clay, 1994, 868 F.Supp. 337, affirmed 70 F.3d 
638, 315 U.S.App.D.C. 77. Conversion e:::::o 11 

Where husband entered into two pre-divorce 
agreements conveying his interest in entireties 
property to wife, such transfers were effective 
under District of Columbia law despite lack of 
deed; if notarization of first agreement did not 
suffice to make it a "sealed" document, ac
knowledgment of first agreement in second 
agreement and in parties' divorce judgment was 
sufficient to take agreement outside statute of 
frauds. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-306(b). In re 
Hope, 1999, 231 B.R. 403. Frauds, Statute Of 
e:::::o 63(1) 

Testimony by personal representative of estate 
of house's owner, that owner's daughters had 
an informal agreement that one particular 
daughter would live in their mother's house, 
was insufficient to establish that the daughter in 
question had a life estate in the house, for 
purposes of establishing daughter's standing to 
sue contractor for damages to real property 
allegedly caused by contractor's negligence in 
repairing damage from fire. Robinson v. Sam
uel C. Boyd & Son, Inc., 2003, 822 A.2d 1093. 
Life Estates e:::::o 28 

Until recording of trustee's deed evidencing 
sale at foreclosure, purchaser has no authority 
to file complaint for possession of property. 
American Sec. Bank v. Cummings, 120 WLR 88 
(Super. Ct. 1992). 

2. Statute of frauds 
Eqllity will specifically enforce contract inval

id under statute of frauds, where complaining 
party, on faith of contract, has materially al
tered his position, commending case to discre
tion of chancellor. Hoffman v. F.H. Duehay, 
Inc., 1933, 65 F.2d 839, 62 App.D.C. 206. Spe
cific Performance ~ 39 

Where lessor remodeled office rooms for phy
sician at considerable expense, and lessee re
mained in possession for more than two years, 
lessor held entitled to specific performance of 
three-year lease contract, notwithstanding lease 
was unenforceable under statute of frauds be
cause not under seal (D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 
§ Il6). Hoffman v. F.H. Duehay, Inc., 1933, 
65 F.2d 839, 62 App.D.C. 206. Specific Per
formance e:::::o 47 

While the statute of frauds is equally binding 
upon courts of equity and courts of law, its 
requirements will be relaxed in equity where to 
enforce the statute will make it an instrument of 
fraud. Kresge v. Crowley, 1917, 47 App.D.C. 
13. Frauds, Statute Of e:::::o 1.3; Frauds, Statute 
Of e:::::o 1.5 

A parol contract concerning land will be en
forced in equity, notwithstanding the statute of 
frauds, where the party seeking enforcement 
has been induced to alter his position on the 
faith of the contract to such an extent that it 
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would be a fraud to plead its invalidity, and 
where the acts of part performance have been 
clearly such as to show they are referable to the 
contract. Kresge v. Crowley, 1917,47 App.D.C. 
13. Frauds, Statute Of e:::::o 142 

Where, on reliance upon a parol agreement 
for a lease for more than one year and a lease 
embodying such agreement, but executed not by 
the lessor but by his attorney, the tenant entered 
into possession and expended large sums of 
money, equity, at the suit of the tenant, will 
enforce the agreement, notwithstanding the in
validity of the lease under Code of Law 1901, 
§ 492, and Code §§ 498, and 1116. D.C.Code 
1929, T. 25, § 150 and T. 11, § 1. Kresge v. 
Crowley, 1917, 47 App.D.C. 13. Frauds, Stat
ute Of e:::::o 129(2) 

Operation of statute of frauds, with respect to 
ten-year lease which was not signed by landlord 
as required by law, was precluded on ground of 
part performance, where tenant occupied build
ing for nearly three years and paid rent, and 
landlord renovated the building in reliance on 
the lease and in accordance with tenant's speci
fications. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-306. District 
of Columbia Housing Finance Agency v. Har
per, 1998, 707 A.2d 53. Frauds, Statute Of e:::::o 
129(3) 

Noncompliance with statute of frauds may be 
rendered inconsequential on basis of equitable 
estoppel where party's own fraud is responsible 
for noncompliance, on basis of promissory es
toppel where doctrine of past performance ap
plies, or on basis of waiver where party has 
admitted to the contract. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-306. District of Columbia Housing Fi
nance Agency v. Harper, 1998, 707 A.2d 53. 
Frauds, Statute Of e:::::o 144 

Noncompliance with statute of frauds may be 
rendered inconsequential on basis of equitable 
estoppel where party's own fraud is responsible 
for noncompliance, or on the basis of promisso
ry estoppel where the doctrine of past perform
ance applies, or on the basis of waiver where 
the party has admitted to the contract. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-306. Tauberv. District of 
Columbia, 1986, 511 A.2d 23. Frauds, Statute 
Of e:::::o 144 

Operation of statute of frauds, with respect to 
20-year lease which was not executed under 
seal as required by law, was precluded on 
ground of waiver where the parties had execut
ed the lease and the party relying on statute of 
frauds admitted that, had he known of the de
fect, he would have cured it, and the parties 
admitted in pleadings, stipulations and at trial 
that there was a lease for term of years which 
had been in effect for almost six years. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-306. Tauber v. District of 
Columbia, 1986, 511 A.2d 23. Frauds, Statute 
Of e:::::o 144 



ESTATES AND METHODS OF CONVEYANCE § 42-306 

An alleged parol agreement by lessor to give 
lessees after expiration of lease an additional 
five-year term was not enforceable in absence of 
evidence of lessor's fraud or execution of the 
agreement, in view of the statute specifying the 
requirements for a lease for longer than one 
year and the statute of frauds provision that 
such a lease shall be an estate bv sufferance. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 12-301, 45-106. Ross v. 
Brainerd (Cr.App. 1947) 54 A.2d 859. Frauds, 
Statute Of (0;::;:> 44(4) 

3. Validity of leases 
Lease signed and sealed in corporate lessor's 

name held valid as between parties, though not 
acknowledged nor containing power of attorney 
to acknowledge instrument. Code, § 492, as 
amended by Act June 30, 1902, and § 497 
(D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 116 and § 142). Mun
sey Trust Co. v. Alexander, Inc., 1930, 42 F.2d 
604, 59 App.D.C. 369. Acknowledgment (0;::;:> 5 

Under Code D.C. §§ 492, 498 (D.C.Code 
1929, T. 25, §§ 116, 150) providing respectively 
that no estate for a longer term than one year in 
any real property in the District of Columbia 
shall be created or take effect except by deed 
signed and sealed by the grantor, lessor, or 
declarant, and that no deed of conveyance shall 
be executed or acknowledged by attorney, an 
eight-year lease of premises by a life tenant, 
having one-half interest only, to which the own
ers subject to the life estate are not parties, and 
which does not purport to convey their inter
ests, is only the personal conveyance of the life 
tenant, although such owners had full knowl
edge of its execution and acquiesced in and 
ratified the acts of their cotenant. Velati v. 
Dante, 1912,39 App.D.C. 372, certiorari denied 
33 S.Ct. 462, 227 U.S. 679, 57 L.Ed. 700. Life 
Estates ~ 25 

Assuming the power of a life tenant to act for 
herself under the instrument creating the trust 
estate, she can only convey her own interest by 
a lease thereof. Velati v. Dante, 1912,39 App. 
D.C. 372, certiorari denied 33 S.Ct. 462, 227 
U.S. 679, 57 L.Ed. 700. Life Estates (0;::;:> 25 

In the absence of anything to show authority 
in one tenant in common of an equitable trust 
estate to act as trustee for her cotenants in 
making a lease, the existence of such authority 
cannot be presumed; and, in the absence of 
such authority, no amount of acquiescence on 
the part of the cotenants, they having failed to 
execute the lease themselves as required by sec
tions 492 and 498, Code D.C. (D.C.Code 1929, 
T. 25, §§ 116, 150), will authorize the life tenant 
to lease the entire property, creating therein an 
estate beyond her life; and the rights, if any, 
acquired through such lease, expire with her. 
Velati v. Dante, 1912,39 App.D.C. 372, certiora
ri denied 33 S.Ct. 462, 227 U.S. 679, 57 L.Ed. 
700. Life Estates (0;::;:> 25 
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Note 4 

Acceptance of rents from the lessee of a life 
tenant after the latter's death does not estop the 
remainderman from defending against a cove
nant of renewal contained in the life tenant's 
lease, since in this District the action of the 
remainderman in this respect creates at most a 
tenancy by sufferance (Code D.C. § 1034, see 
D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 280), which may be 
terminated by the landlord giving notice in writ
ing to quit (Code D.C. § 1221 [D.C.Code 1929, 
T. 25, § 314]). Velati v. Dante, 1912, 39 App. 
D.C. 372, certiorari denied 33 S.Ct. 462, 227 
U.S. 679, 57 L.Ed. 700. Life Estates (0;::;:> 25 

Commercial lease, which was signed and 
sealed by landlord, constituted a deed and was 
presumed to be authentic, and thus, termination 
provision in lease was enforceable in the ab
sence of clear and convincing evidence that the 
document was fabricated or altered to limit the 
extent to which lease could be terminated in 
order to defraud landlord's widow. Lumpkins 
v. CSL Locksmith, LLC, 2006, 911 A.2d 418. 
Landlord And Tenant (0;::;:> 28(0 

Five-year commercial lease was enforceable 
although only one of three co-owners had 
signed lease since co-owner who signed lease 
could effectively convey his undivided interest 
for a term of years. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-306, 
45-601. Washington Ins. Agency, Inc. v. Fried
lander, 1985, 487 A.2d 599. Tenancy In Com
mon (0;::;:> 49 

A lease for more than a year must be in the 
form of a deed, signed and sealed by grantor, 
but there is no requirement that a lease for less 
than year be under seal. D.C.Code 1951, 
§§ 12-301, 45-106. Binder v. Jaffe (Cr.App. 
1953) ] 01 A.2d 260. Landlord And Tenant (0;::;:> 

25.1 
A written six months' extension agreement 

which was entered into by lessor and lessees 
before expiration of five-year lease, and which 
did not create or purport to create a new estate, 
and which made no change in original lease 
except to fix new expiration date was valid 
although not under seal, and lessees would not 
be entitled to thirty-day notice to quit as tenants 
at sufferance. D.C.Code 1951, §§ 12-301, 
45-106. Binder v. Jaffe (Cr.App. 1953) 101 
A.2d 260. Landlord And Tenant (0;::;:> 82; Land
lord And Tenant (0;::;:> 120(2) 

4. Authority of agent 
Under District of Columbia law, lease of 

space for installation and operation of coin
operated laundry equipment was limited to one 
year, as it was not signed by owners of property, 
but rather, by owners' agent, which managed 
property. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-306. Solon 
Automated Services, Inc. v. Borger Manage
ment, Inc., 1990, 742 F.Supp. 1178, amended 
742 F.Supp. 1181, affirmed 917 F.2d 62, 286 
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U.S.App.D.C. 348, rehearing denied. Landlord 
And Tenant <&::::> 25 

Under District of Columbia law, landlord was 
not equitably estopped from arguing that five
year lease, which provided for automatic renew
al if notice of termination were not timely given, 
was limited to one year due to fact that lease 
was not signed by owners but, instead, was 
signed by their agent; lessee's estoppel argu
ment went to whether it reasonably relied on 
lease running for initial five-year term, which 
did not form basis for its suit. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-306. Solon Automated Services, Inc. v. 
Borger Management, Inc., 1990, 742 F.Supp. 
1178, amended 742 F.Supp. 1181, affirmed 917 
F.2d 62, 286 U.S.App.D.C. 348, rehearing de
nied. Landlord And Tenant <&::::> 25 

Under District of Columbia law, life of lease is 
limited to one year unless signed by actual 
owner. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-306. Solon Auto
mated Services, Inc. v. Borger Management, 
Inc., 1990, 742 F.Supp. 1178, amended 742 
F.Supp. 1181, affirmed 917 F.2d 62, 286 
U.S.App.D.C. 348, rehearing denied. Landlord 
And Tenant G:::> 25 

Where rental agent executed a lease to own
er's property for term of more than one year, 
such lease was ineffectual beyond one-year peri
od even though agent had authority from owner 
to execute it, as such a lease was an attempt by 
an agent to convey an owner's interest in real 
estate and was prohibited by statute. D.C.Code 
1951, §§ 45-106,45-401. Paul v. Holloway (Cr. 
App. 1956) 124 A.2d 587. Principal And Agent 
C;:;> 126(5) 
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5. Construction of instrument 
Lease termination provision was unambigu

ous and required that the lease be assigned or 
the premises sublet and that the landlord have 
contracted to sell the building before the land
lord could terminate the lease; the termination 
provision was not made equivocal merely by its 
double use of the words "in the event." Lump
kins v. CSL Locksmith, LLC, 2006, 9] 1 A.2d 
418. Landlord And Tenant G:::> 93; Landlord 
And Tenant c;:;> 95 

Where by terms of lease the agent-lessor for
mally let and demised property to lessee for a 
term and in the acknowledgement the instru
ment was referred to as deed of lease, deed, and 
"act and deed" of the parties and instrument 
was signed and sealed by agent-lessor, such 
instrument was a conveyance which satisfied 
statute requiring that a lease shall be evidenced 
by deed signed and sealed by the lessor and 
consequently lessee was not a tenant by suffer
ance. D.C.Code 1951, §§ 12-301, 45-106. 
Paul v. Holloway (Cr.App. 1956) 124 A.2d 587. 
Landlord And Tenant G:::> 119(1) 

Where body of lease properly designated cor
porate lessor and individual lessee as such, 
transposition in attestation clause of words les
see and lessor in such manner as to make clause 
indicate that individual lessee was the corpora
tion did not invalidate the lease, since intent of 
parties was perfectly apparent from entire lease, 
and transposition was mere clerical error. 
D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-106, 45-301. Capital 
Linoleum Co. v. Savage (Cr.App. ] 952) 91 A.2d 
564. Landlord And Tenant G:::> 24(2) 

§ 42-307. Perpetuities; pensions and employee trusts excepted. [Repealed] 

(Aug. 25, 1959, 73 Stat. 428, Pub. L. 86-201, § 1; Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-292, 
§ 403, 48 DCR 2087.) 

Prior Codifications 
198] Ed., § 45-307. 
1973 Ed., § 45-107. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
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CHAPTER 4 

DEED EFFECTIVE AND RECORDATION DATES. 

Section 
42-40l. 
42-402. 
42-403. 
42-404. 
42-405. 
42-406. 
42-407. 
42-408. 
42-409. 
42-410. 

Effective date of deeds; exception. 
Defective grants recorded before April 27, 1994. 
Defective grants recorded on or after April 27, 1994. 
Failures in formal requisites of an instrument. 
Notice of address and name change. 
First recorded deed preferred. 
Instrument not properly executed or acknowledged not recordable. 
Record of conveyance by infant or infant trustee as evidence. 
Bonds and contracts relating to land recordable. 
Map or plat of subdivisions not recordable. 

§ 42-401. Effective date of deeds; exception. 

Any deed conveying real property in the District, or interest therein, or 
declaring or limiting any use or trust thereof, executed and acknowledged and 
certified as provided in §§ 42-101,42-121 to 42-123,42-306, and 42-602 and 
delivered to the person in whose favor the same is executed, shall be held to 
take effect from the date of the delivery thereof, except that as to creditors and 
subsequent bona fide purchasers and mortgagees without notice of said deed, 
and others interested in said property, it shall only take effect from the time of 
its delivery to the Recorder of Deeds for record. 

(Apr. 29, 1878,20 Stat. 39, ch. 69; Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1268, ch. 854, § 499; June 30, 
1902, 32 Stat. 531, ch. 1329.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-801. 

1973 Ed., § 45-501. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

References in Text 
Sections 42-121 to 42-123, referred to in this 

section, were repealed March 6, 1991, by 
§ 12(a) of D.C. Law 8-205. 

Cross References 

Horizontal property regimes, record defined, see § 42-2002. 
Recording instrument by one who has no color of title, penalties, see § 22-1402. 

Key Numbers 
Deeds e:=:>9. 
Mortgages (;;;;>154, 163. 
Vendor and Purchaser e:=:>231. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 120,266,400. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Deeds § 20. 

In general 1 
Actual or constructive notice 10 
Bona fide purchasers 7 

Library References 

C.J.S. Mechanics' Liens §§ 242 to 244. 

C.J.S. Mortgages §§ 216 to 223, 226 to 231. 

c.J.S. Vendor and Purchaser §§ 486 to 487, 
491,496 to 505. 

Notes of Decisions 
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Delivery 3 
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§ 42-401 

Errors in instruments or recording 
Judgment liens 8 
Possession of deed 4 
Recording and registration 5 
Time of taking effect 2 

1. In general 

11 

Where property settlement agreement provid
ed that property which had been acquired dur
ing coverture and which was held by husband 
and wife as tenants by the entirety should con
tinue to be held in such manner after divorce 
and statute permitted divorced persons to so 
hold property, tax lien filed against former hus
band after the divorce did not attach to such 
property even though property had been con
veyed out to third parties whose credit permit
ted refinancing and who immediately recon
veyed property back to parties who held as 
tenants by the entirety. D.C.C.E. §§ 16-910, 
45-501; 26 U.S.C.A. (I.R.C.1954) § 6672. Ben
son v. U. S., C.A.D.C.1971, 442 F.2d 1221, 143 
U.S.App.D.C. 197. Internal Revenue (p 4776 

Under District of Columbia law, leaseholds 
for a term of years are "estates in land". 
D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-801,45-804. Jacobsen v. 
Sweeney, C.A.D.C.J953, 202 F.2d 461, 92 
U.S.App.D.C. 93. Landlord And Tenant e::> 70 

Assignment of rents reserved under short
term lease is transfer of "personalty" rather 
than "estate in land" (D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 
§ 171). Commercial Credit Co. v. Campbell, 
1934, 74 F.2d 468, 64 App.D.C. 64. Landlord 
And Tenant G:;:> 57(1) 

REAL PROPERTY 

Ridout, 1906,27 App.D.C. 481. Bankruptcye:=.-
2515 

Where a deed, after delivery, is returned to 
the grantor for the correction of a defective 
acknowledgment, it is not destroyed by the era
sure by the grantor of his signature without the 
knowledge or consent of the grantee. Fitzger
ald v. Wynne, 1893, 1 App.D.C. 107. Deeds e:=.-
181 

Pursuant to doctrine of equitable conversion, 
purchaser of real property acquired equitable 
title to the property as soon as the contract of 
sale was executed. SMS Associates v. Clay, 
1994, 868 F.Supp. 337, affirmed 70 F.3d 638, 
315 U.S.App.D.C. 77. Conversion G:::> 11 

Vendor's attempted conveyance of real prop
erty to a trust dated after date of contract of sale 
between vendor and purchaser and not record
ed until after filing of District of Columbia court 
order granting specific performance of the con
tract and deed of trust against the property 
allegedly for past consideration executed by 
vendor after court ordered specific performance 
did not and could not have become effective 
against the property; vendor could not grant 
more than the interest he had in the property 
after execution of the sales contract and court 
order granting specific performance, namely he 
could only grant an interest in his right to be 
paid any outstanding sum pursuant to the sales 
contract. SMS Associates v. Clay, 1994, 868 
F.Supp. 337, affirmed 70 F.3d 638, 315 
U.S.App.D.C. 77. Vendor And Purchaser (p 

212 
At common law, a deed is valid between the 

parties if signed, sealed, and delivered, though 
A purchaser of land with notice of a prior not acknowledged or recorded. Lumpkins v. 

equity superior to the rights of his grantor takes CSL Locksmith, LLC, 2006, 911 A.2d 418. Ac-
his place; and specific performance will be knowledgment G:::> 4; Deeds G:::> 3; Deeds G:::> 82 
decreed against such a purchaser to the same A deed conveying real estate is one of the 
extent as it would have been decreed against his most solemn instruments known to the law; 
grantor. Kresge v. Crowley, 1917,47 App.D.C. there is presumption that it is what it comports 
13. Specific Performance e::> 22 to be on its face and one who endeavors to 

The right given a trustee in bankruptcy by prove otherwise must satisfy the "clear and 
Bankr.Act, §§ 70e, 67a, 67b, to set aside, as a convincing" burden of proof. Hertz v. Klavan, 
preference under section 60a, a transfer which 1977, 374 A.2d 871. Deeds G:::> 109 
was ineffective as against creditors under a 10- Parol evidence is admissible to show actual 
cal recording statute, is not affected by the fact intent of the parties to a deed; it is not the rule 
that the transfer is binding as between the par- that only evidence of fraud is admissible to 
ties to it. Dulany v. Morse, 1913,39 App.D.C. contradict the terms of the deed so as to support 
523. Bankruptcy (p 2704 imposition of a constructive trust. Hertz v. 

When a deed, sufficient to vest a title, is K1avan, 1977, 374 A.2d 871. Evidence G;;;> 

executed and delivered, the law raises the pre- 461 (2) 
sumption of an intent to pass title in accordance Where apartment building project purchased 
with its terms. Walker v. Warner, 1908, 31 from the government was conveyed to a Veter-
App.D.C. 76. Deeds e::> 192 ans' Cooperative by a deed made February 2, 

A trustee in bankruptcy does not take the 1948, but reciting that it was made lias of the 
bankrupt's pl-operty as an innocent purchaser, 31st day of December 1947," and stating that 
but takes title subject to all equities, liens, or property was conveyed subject to all outstand
incumbrances, whether created by operation of ing valid leaseholds, deed was subject to an 
law or by the bankrupt, which existed against outstanding leasehold of a tenant whose amend
the property in the bankrupt's hands. Crosby v. ed lease was dated as of January 2, 1948, since 
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the tenant's rights could not be affected by the 
predating of the deed. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-501. Owens v. Liff (Cr.App. 1949) 65 A.2d 
921. Landlord And Tenant <§:::::> 53(2) 

2. Time of taking effect 
A deed from landlord to a co-operative associ

ation took effect under statute from the date of 
delivery thereof, so that purchaser from co
operative of the particular apartment could 
commence proceedings to evict tenant regard
less of date of recordation of deed from original 
landlord to co-operative. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-501. Glennon v. Butler (Cr.App. 1949) 66 
A.2d 519. Deeds <§:::::> 108; Landlord And Tenant 
<§:::::> 278.8 

Under District of Columbia law, a deed con
veying realty takes effect from date of delivery 
thereof except that, as to creditors and subse
quent bona fide purchasers and mortgagees 
without notice of deed and others interested in 
property, deed takes effect from time of its de
livery to recorders of the deed for record. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-501. Owens v. Liff (Cr. 
App. 1949) 65 A.2d 921. Deeds <§:::::> 108; Fraud
ulent Conveyances <§:::::> 154(3) 

Tenant's unrecorded leasehold interest in 
property is terminated by foreclosure sale to 
new owner. Wallace v. Occupant, 115 WLR 
2377 (Super. Ct. 1987). 

3. Delivery 
Evidence that, on a conveyance in trust, the 

deed was received and kept by the trustee for a 
time, and then delivered to his cestui que trust, 
is proof that the deed was delivered and the 
trusteeship accepted. Ritz v. National Metro
politan Bank, U.S.Dist.Co1.1884, 4 S.Ct. 613, 
111 U.S. 722, 28 L.Ed. 577. Trusts <§:::::> 38 

Evidence as to intention of husband and wife 
in executing instrument whereby wife promised 
to create certain estates in favor of children, 
upon death of husband, in property jointly 
owned by husband and wife was insufficient to 
prove a constructive delivery to the children, in 
view of the presumption of non-delivery arising 
by reason of the instrument remaining in the 
possession of the makers. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-501. Schooler v. Schooler, C.A.D.C.1948, 
173 F.2d 299, 84 U.S.App.D.C. 147. Deeds <§:::::> 

194(2) 
Where plaintiff, in purchasing land, had the 

deed made to c., who conveyed to R., who in 
turn conveyed to plaintiff, and the deeds to R. 
and plaintiff were executed before delivery of 
the deed to C., the instant the legal title passed 
to C. by delivery of the deed, it passed to plain
tiff by force of the covenants for further assur
ance contained in the deeds to R. and from R. 
to him. Atlas Portland Cement Co. v. Fox, 
1920, 265 F. 444, 49 App.D.C. 292. Estoppel 
<§:::::> 38 

Note 3 

Where the question in an action of ejectment 
is whether a deed of real estate, manually deliv
ered by the grantor to the grantee was actually 
delivered so as to pass title, it is error for the 
trial court to charge the jury that they may 
consider, not only the acts and conduct of the 
grantor as tending to show his intent, but also 
the acts and conduct of the grantee after the 
delivery of the deed, such as his failure to rec
ord the deed, and permitting the grantor to pay 
taxes on the property conveyed, collect the 
rents, and make repairs, as the intent of the 
parties is to be determined by what occurred at 
the time of the transaction. Walker v. Warner, 
1908,31 App.D.C. 76. Deeds <§:::::> 200 
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Where there is doubt as to whether a deed of 
real estate was delivered, evidence of the previ
ous making of a will by the grantor in favor of 
the grantee, its destruction, and the substitution 
therefor of the deed is admissible as a circum
stance tending to show the intent of the grantor 
as to the delivery of the deed. Walker v. War
ner, 1908,31 App.D.C. 76. Deeds <§:::::> 200 

I t is error for the trial court to refuse to direct 
a verdict for the plaintiff in an action of eject
ment where the question is as to the delivery of 
the deed under which the plaintiff claims title, 
when the uncontradicted testimony shows that 
the deed was duly executed and acknowledged 
and manually delivered to the grantee by the 
grantor, an old colored servant of the grantee's 
family, who had no children or near kin; and 
there is nothing to show that the grantee ob
tained possession of the deed by improper 
means, and when the defense is based solely on 
the fact that the deed was not recorded by the 
grantee until the grantor's death several years 
after its delivery, during which time the grantor 
remained in possession and control of the prop
erty conveyed. Walker v. Warner, 1908, 31 
App.D.C.76. Deeds <§:::::> 66 

Possession alone of a deed by the grantee is 
prima facie evidence of its delivery; and this 
presumption of delivery based on possession is 
so strong that it can only be overcome by clear 
and convincing proof that there was no deliv
ery. Walker v. Warner, 1908, 31 App.D.C. 76. 
Deeds <§:::::> 208(3) 

The fact that a deed once delivered is with
held from record for a long period, or until the 
death of the grantor, either at, or without, the 
request of the latter, has no effect to impair its 
effect as a conveyance of title, or to operate any 
extinguishment; nor can the additional fact that 
the grantor retains possession and control of the 
property conveyed defeat the legal conse
quences of the actual delivery of the deed; but 
such circumstances, if unexplained, would have 
weight in determining whether there had been 
an actual delivery, where there is evidence of 
circumstances tending to raise a doubt whether 
there was in fact such a delivery, or whether it 
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came properly into the possession of the grantee 
at the time, or subsequently. Walker v. Warner, 
1908,31 App.D.C. 76. Deeds e:::> 208(7) 

No particular form or ceremony is essential to 
the effective delivery of a deed. Words or acts 
showing an intention that the deed shall be 
complete and operative constitute a good deliv
ery. Walker v. Warner, 1908, 31 App.D.C. 76. 
Deeds e:::> 56(2) 

A deed cannot be delivered to the grantee 
upon a condition not expressed in the instru
ment. Walker v. Warner, 1908,31 App.D.C. 76. 
Deeds (i;:::::> 60 

A trust deed of real estate, whereunder the 
grantor retains a beneficial life estate in the 
property and its proceeds, cannot be held to 
have been revoked by a letter from the grantor 
to the trustee written several years after the 
delivery of the deed, where the trustee replied to 
the letter refusing to cancel or annul the trust 
on the ground that it had been duly accepted 
and the cestui que trust had become vested with 
certain rights which the trustee could not de
stroy, and might be held answerable for, and 
suggesting a way to accomplish her desire 
which the grantor failed to act on. Bunten v. 
American Sec. & Trust Co., 1905, 25 App.D.C. 
226. Trusts (i;:::::> 59(4) 

The record of a deed is not essential to deliv
ery, even though it be withheld from record by 
agreement of the parties. Bunten v. American 
Sec. & Trust Co., 1905, 25 App.D.C. 226. 
Deeds (i;:::::> 59(1) 

Where conveyances are duly executed, and 
are found in the hands of the grantee, it is 
presumed they were duly delivered. Carusi v. 
Savary, 1895,6 App.D.C. 330. Deeds e:::> 194(2) 

As between the grantor and grantee in a deed, 
the question of delivery is one to be determined 
by a fair preponderance of evidence; but, where 
rights of third persons have intervened, the 
proof of nondelivery should be clear beyond a 
reasonable doubt; and in many cases the grant
or will be estopped from denying the delivery. 
Carusi v. Savary, 1895, 6 App.D.C. 330. Deeds 
e:::> 208(1) 

Possession of a deed by a person who claims 
under it is prima facie evidence of the delivery 
of the instrument, and throws upon the maker 
the burden of proving that it was never deliv
ered. Carusi v. Savary, 1895, 6 App.D.C. 330. 
Deeds (i;:::::> 208( 1 ) 

Where an unrecorded deed, to become void if 
a certain contingency should not happen within 
a given time, was deposited in a safe-deposit 
box, to which both grantor and grantee had 
access, and the grantee, before the expiration of 
the time limited, abstracted the deed from the 
box, and used it to procure a loan secured by 
deed of trust upon the property, it was held that 
the grantor was estopped to deny the delivery of 
the deed and its validity to support the loan. 
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Carusi v. Savary, 1895, 6 App.D.C. 330. Estop-
pel e:::> 74(2) " 

4. Possession of deed 
Where instrument executed by a wife, which 

allegedly conveyed certain estates to children 
named therein, remained in the hands of the 
attorney who drafted the instrument, there was 
no delivery thereof which would make it effec
tive as a deed. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-501. 
Schooler v. Schooler, C.A.D.C.1948, 173 F.2d 
299, 84 U.S.App.D.C. 147. Deeds e:::> 58(3) 

The act of delivery is essential to the existence 
of any deed. Atlas Portland Cement Co. v. Fox, 
1920, 265 F. 444, 49 App.D.C. 292. Deeds (i;:::::> 

54 
Where a deed never came into the possession 

of the grantee until it was delivered for record, 
it had no legal existence until that time, as the 
act of delivery is essential to the existence of any 
deed. Atlas Portland Cement Co. v. Fox, 1920, 
265 F. 444, 49 App.D.C. 292. Deeds e:::> 108 

5. Recording and registration 
Where vendor conveyed property and pur

chaser recorded deed but did not prepare and 
record trust instrument as agreed and thereafter 
creditors of purchaser obtained judgments 
against him becoming liens on the real estate, if 
facts disclosed a constructive trust inherently 
incapable of recording and no laches by vendor, 
vendor's constructive trust would have priority 
over judgment creditors, but if creditors were 
able to show affirmative reliance on state of 
record, without notice of any infirmity, they 
would be entitled to the same standing, as bona 
fide purchasers. D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-501, 
45-601. Osin v. Johnson, C.A.D.C.1957, 243 
F.2d 653, 100 U.S.App.D.C. 230. Judgment ~ 
780(5) 

A primary purpose for recording an instru
ment is to give notice of its existence to those 
about to deal with the property involved, and 
such persons are protected by, and charged 
with, notice of the recorded instrument, but the 
purpose in most cases is not to inform those 
with existing interests of events purportedly af
fecting their property and to charge them with 
such knowledge. Young v. Howard, 1941, 120 
F.2d 712, 73 App.D.C. 340. Records ~ 19 

A recordation operates prospectively, not ret
rospectively. Young v. Howard, 1941, 120 F.2d 
712,73 App.D.C. 340. Records C;;;> 19 

Assignment of rents reserved under short-
term lease is transfer of "personalty" rather 
than "estate in land," and hence is not within 
statute making unrecorded deed conveying "in
terest in realty" ineffective against creditors 
without notice. D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 171. 
Commercial Credit Co. v. Campbell, 1934, 74 
F.2d 468, 64 App.D.C. 64. Fraudulent Convey
ances (i;:::::> 154(1) 
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A deed of trust not recorded until after the 
filing of the petition in bankruptcy held to have 
taken effect as to the creditors of the debtor, 
and as to his trustee in bankruptcy, as of the 
date when they received actual notice of it, and 
hence not voidable as a preference at the trus
tee's suit under Bankr.Act, § 60b, as amended 
(Comp.St.1916, § 9644), and D.C.Code, § 499. 
Staples v. Warren, 1917, 46 App.D.C. 363. 
Bankruptcy G::;:> 2619.1 

A deed, given as security for a loan, executed 
more than four months previously, but withheld 
from record until the day preceding the filing of 
a petition in bankruptcy against the grantor, 
whose creditors had no notice of its existence, 
will be set aside as a voidable preference under 
section 60a, Bankr.Act, irrespective of the suffi
ciency of the consideration or of the good faith 
of the parties, where the local statute makes a 
deed or mortgage effective as against creditors 
without notice only from the time of recording 
it. Dulany v. Morse, 1913, 39 App.D.C. 523. 
Bankruptcye=> 2619.1 

A local statute making a deed or mortgage 
effective against creditors only from the time of 
recording it "requires" it to be recorded so far 
as creditors are concerned, in the sense in 
which that word is used in section 60a, Bankr. 
Act, providing, with reference to preferences 
within four months, that, where the preferences 
consist in a transfer, that period shall not expire 
until four months after the date of recording it, 
if by the law such recording is "required." Du
lany v. Morse, 1913, 39 App.D.C. 523. Bank
ruptcy ~ 2619.1 

Under Code, § 499, 31 Stat. 1268, c. 854, 
providing that a deed conveying an interest in 
real estate shall take effect, as against creditors 
without notice, only from the time of recording, 
a judgment creditor, who files a bill in equity to 
subject the equitable interest of his debtor to the 
satisfaction of the judgment, has priority over a 
grantee of such equitable interest, who does not 
record his deed till after the filing of the bill and 
service of process, although the deed is execut
ed prior to that date. Ohio Nat. Bank v. Berlin, 
1905, 26 App.D.C. 218. Judgment e=> 788(1) 

While one who deals with land is required to 
take notice of all conveyances on record at the 
time nothing placed on record after one has 
acquired title to the property, otherwise than by 
himself or by his procurement, can legally affect 
his rights. Armstrong v. Ashley, 1903, 22 App. 
D.C. 368, affirmed 27 S.Ct. 270, 204 U.S. 272, 
51 L.Ed. 482. Vendor And Purchaser ~ 
231(10) 

The main object of the statutes requiring 
deeds of conveyance to be acknowledged and 
recorded, is to prevent the practice of fraud 
upon creditors and purchasers, and to furnish 
means of notice and protection to innocent 
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third parties. Fitzgerald v. Wynne, 1893, 1 
App.D.C. 107. Deeds e=> 79 

As between the parties, a deed is valid, though 
not recorded. Fitzgerald v. Wynne, 1893, 1 
App.D.C. 107. Deeds e=> 82 

Vendor of real property failed to show that 
general partner of purchaser had actual notice 
prior to execution of sales contract of promisso
ry note which was purportedly secured by the 
property and which was recorded after execu
tion of the sales contract and court order grant
ing specific performance of the contract; ven
dor did not actually learn name of prospective 
purchaser until after sales contract was signed, 
vendor's testimony was replete with glaring in
consistencies and unsupported assertions, there 
was paucity of documentary evidence that 
would reasonably support conclusion that gen
eral partner had knowledge of promissory note, 
and it was incredulous that vendor, a sophisti
cated businessman with experience in real es
tate transactions, would wait until after contract 
was executed to record deed of trust memorial
izing security interest purportedly given by 
promissory note. SMS Associates v. Clay, 1994, 
868 F.Supp. 337, affirmed 70 F.3d 638, 315 
U.S.App.D.C. 77. Vendor And Purchaser e=> 
227 

Notwithstanding District of Columbia's re
cording act, interests in real property are legally 
and effectively transferred even if conveyancing 
document is not recorded; only if third party 
should acquire interest in the property without 
notice of unrecorded instrument will act inter
vene to deny its enforceability. SMS Associates 
v. Clay, 1994, 868 F.Supp. 337, affirmed 70 
F.3d 638, 315 U.S.App.D.C. 77. Vendor And 
Purchaser G::;;> 233 

Pursuant to District of Columbia law, deed 
conveying interest in real property is not effec
tive against subsequent bona fide purchaser or 
creditor without notice unless it is recorded. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-801. In re Aumiller, 
1994, 168 B.R. 811. Vendor And Purchaser G::;;> 

231(2) 
Requirements and effect of recordation of 

deed are statutory matters that must be deter
mined by reference to governing legislative en
actments. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-701, 45-801. 
In re Harris, 1994, 165 B.R. 729, reversed 183 
B.R. 657. Vendor And Purchaser e=> 231 (16.1) 

Under District of Columbia law, indexing of 
recorded deed is not required for it to be effec
tive as to third parties. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-801. In re Harris, 1994, 165 B.R. 729, 
reversed 183 B.R. 657. Vendor And Purchaser 
G::;;> 231(16.1) 

Even if creditor's lien on corporate debtor's 
fixtures could be viewed as mortgage, creditor's 
failure to list corporation as owner of collateral 
would not give notice to innocent third parties 
searching grantor-grantee index, and thus such 
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failure would preclude perfection of lien. 
D.C.Code ]981, §§ 28:9-402(1, 6), 45-701, 
45-801. In re The New 5510, Inc., 1990, 114 
B.R. 317. Vendor And Purchaser ~ 231(14.1) 

When judgment creditor seeks writ of attach
ment or execution, record owner is not preclud
ed from invoking the recording statute against 
the judgment creditor insofar as it may protect 
the record owner in having relied on record 
title in any dealings in which he fell within the 
protected class of creditors and subsequent 
bona fide purchasers and mortgagees without 
notice. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-801. Fields v. 
Tillerson, 1999, 726 A.2d 670. Execution ~ 51 

Purpose of recordation of deeds is to protect 
rights of bona fide purchasers, creditors, assign
ees and others relying upon indicia of record 
ownership and, as between grantor and grantee, 
failure of latter to record cannot be viewed as 
waiver of rights to the property. D.C.C.E. 
§ 45-501. Smart v. Nevins, 1972, 298 A.2d 
217. Deeds ~ 79; Deeds ~ 88 

Under evidence that grantee had furnished 
down payment with which grantor had pur
chased property and had made contributions 
toward mortgage payments for number of years 
thereafter, that deed in favor of grantee was 
executed at time of conveyance to grantor and 
that grantee did not record deed at that time 
because she did not want her husband to know 
of the transaction, grantee did not lose title to 
the property and was not limited to claiming 
only as a secured creditor for her advances on 
the purchase price even though grantee did not 
record deed until after death of grantor some 15 
years after death of grantee's husband. 
D.C.C.E. § 45-501. Smart v. Nevins, 1972, 298 
A.2d 217. Deeds G:=> 88 

Until recording of trustee's deed evidencing 
sale at foreclosure, purchaser has no authority 
to file complaint for possession of property. 
American Sec. Bank v. Cummings, 120 WLR 88 
(Super. Ct. 1991). 

6. Creditors defined 
Under Code, § 499, D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 

§ 171, providing that, as to creditors and subse
quent bona fide purchasers and mortgagees 
without notice, a deed shall only take effect 
from the time of its delivery to the recorder of 
deeds for record, "creditors" includes judgment 
creditors. Atlas Portland Cement Co. v. Fox, 
1920, 265 F. 444, 49 App.D.C. 292. Judgment 
G:=> 788(1) 

Code, § 499, D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 171, 
making unrecorded deeds ineffective as against 
credi tors, applies only to creditors who extend 
credit or secure judgment while the record title 
remained in the debtor, and did not apply to the 
failure to record a deed, where the judgments 
against the grantor were obtained before he 
obtained title. Atlas Portland Cement Co. v. 
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Fox, 1920, 265 F. 444, 49 App.D.C. 292. Judg
ment G:=> 788(1) 

Code D.C. § 1214, 31 Stat. 1381, provides 
that "every final judgment at common law from 
the date when the same shall be rendered * 
shall be a lien on all the freehold and leasehold 
estates, legal and equitable of the defendants, 
bound by said judgment '" in any lands 

* whether such estates be in possession or 
be reversions or remainders vested or contin
gent." Section 1082, D.C.Code ] 929, T. 24, 
§ 279, provides for the levy of execution "on all 
legal leasehold and freehold estates of the debt
or in land." Section 499, as amended by Act 
June 30, 1902, c. 1329, 32 Stat. 531, D.C.Code 
1929, T. 25, § ] 7], provides that any deed deliv
ered to the person in whose favor it is executed 
shall take effect from the date of the deliverv 
"except that as to creditors and subsequeY{t 
bona fide purchasers and mortgagors without 
notice of said deed and others interested in said 
property it shall only take effect from the time 
of its delivery to the recorder of deeds for rec
ord." Held that where a party buys land from 
another who has the legal title which is subject 
to an unrecorded and secret trust, and the seller 
retains the deed under a promise to record it, 
which he fails to keep, and several years after
ward judgments are rendered against the seller 
in favor of parties without notice of the sale, the 
lien of the judgment is superior to the equitable 
lien of the purchaser, and the latter cannot 
maintain a suit in equity to remove from the 
land the cloud of the judgment liens. American 
Savings Bank v. Eisminger, ] 910, 35 App.D.C. 
51, 21 Am.Ann.Cas. 861. Judgment <?;::;:> 788(1) 

The judgment lien conferred by Code D.C. 
§ 1214, 31 Stat. 13 81, upon the property inter
ests of the judgment debtor, extends to all lands 
held by him under apparently perfect legal title 
at the time of the rendition of the judgment, 
notwithstanding they are subject to some secret 
trust capable of being pJaced upon record. 
American Savings Bank v. Eisminger, 1910, 35 
App.D.C. 51, 21 Am.Ann.Cas. 861. Judgment 
<?;::;:> 788(1) 

The creditors mentioned in Code, § 499, 31 
Stat. 1268, c. 854, providing that deeds of real 
estate shall take effect from the delivery, except 
as to creditors and bona fide purchasers with
out notice, as to whom they take effect from 
date of delivery for record, are creditors who in 
the interval of time have fastened on the proper
ty for the payment of their debts, and not gener
al creditors. Crosby v. Ridout, 1906, 27 App. 
D.C. 481. Vendor And Purchaser G;:;:> 213(1) 

7. Bona fide purchasers 
Where vendor conveyed property and pur

chaser without disclosing the vendor's prior un
recorded lien against his title, borrowed money 
from defendant executing in deeds of trust 
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against the property, fraud in relationship be
tween the vendor and the purchaser did not 
give vendor a claim superior to that of the trust 
holders, who occupied the position of bona fide 
purchasers. D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-501, 45-601. 
Osin v. Johnson, C.A.D.C.1957, 243 F.2d 653, 
100 U.S.App.D.C. 230. Trusts e:-> 357(1) 

Unrecorded trust agreements were not effec
tive against subsequent bona fide purchaser 
without notice of outstanding claims of third 
parties under the deeds. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-801. Kayfirst Corp. v. Washington Termi
nal Co., 1993, 813 F.Supp. 67. Vendor And 
Purchaser e:-> 233 

Under District of Columbia law, when equita
ble lien is not recorded, it would not be effective 
against bona fide purchaser or judgment credi
tor who acquired interest in property without 
notice of that equitable lien. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-801. In re Aumiller, 1994,168 B.R. 811. 
Vendor And Purchaser e:-> 233 

8. Judgment liens 
Under the recording act for the District of 

Columbia of April 20, 1878, providing that 
deeds, etc., shall take effect, as to creditors and 
subsequent purchasers, etc., only from the time 
of delivery for record, where a deed is not filed 
for record until after a judgment is recovered 
against the grantor, the judgment creditor hav
ing no notice of its existence until after issue of 
execution and levy, the lien of the judgment is 
superior to the conveyance. Hitz v. National 
Metropolitan Bank, U.S.Dist.C01.1884, 4 S.Ct. 
613, 111 U.S. 722, 28 L.Ed. 577. Execution e:-> 
115 

Where plaintiff, in purchasing land, had the 
deed made to c., who executed a deed to a third 
person, who conveyed to plaintiff before the 
deed to C. was delivered, C. never acquired any 
interest to which a prior judgment lien could 
attach. Atlas Portland Cement Co. v. Fox, 
1920, 265 F. 444, 49 App.D.C. 292. Judgment 
e:-> 780(5) 

An equitable lien attaching to the bankrupt's 
property before he becomes a bankrupt is supe
rior to the liens of judgment creditors and 
claims of general creditors. Crosby v. Ridout, 
1906, 27 App.D.C. 481. Bankruptcy e:-> 2952 

9. Equitable liens 
Land in the possession of the true owners, as 

established by their successful prosecution of 
ejectment actions, which were pending when 
the defendant executed a deed of trust of the 
property, duly recorded to secure a loan of 
money to be used in erecting improvements 
thereon, cannot be subjected at the suit of the 
mortgagee, to an equitable lien for the value of 
such improvements, on the theory that such 
owners were charged with the duty of active 
investigation to discover from what source the 
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money used in the improvements was obtained 
and on what security, where the mortgagee, 
even if unaware of the pendency of the eject
ment actions, had knowledge that a suit in equi
ty, raising the question of the mortgagor's title 
to the premises, had been begun, and dismissed 
for want of prosecution, without prejudice. 
Armstrong v. Ashley, U.S.Dist.Col.1907, 27 S.Ct. 
270, 204 U.S. 272, 51 L.Ed. 482. Liens @;:;> 7 

Where defendant in ejectment mortgages the 
land, and with the proceeds erects improve
ments thereon, the mortgagee cannot, after the 
ejectment suits have resulted in the eviction of 
the mortgagor, successfully maintain a suit in 
equity to subject the land in the possession of 
the true owners to an equitable lien for such 
improvements, on the ground that they had 
constructive notice by the record of the mort
gage that it was the money of the mortgagee 
that was used in the improvement of the land, 
and that they failed to notify the mortgagee of 
their title or warn him of the fraud that was 
being perpetrated on him by the mortgagor. 
Armstrong v. Ashley, 1903, 22 App.D.C. 368, 
affirmed 27 S.Ct. 270, 204 U.S. 272, 51 L.Ed. 
482. Mortgages ~ 171(1) 

10. Actual or constructive notice 
Where trustees released deed of trust securing 

note held by bank, recording of release did not 
give such "constructive notice" to bank or its 
receiver as would start running of limitations 
against action to recover damages from the 
trustees individually for alleged wrongful re
lease. D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, §§ 171, 19l. 
Young v. Howard, 1941, 120 F.2d 712,73 App. 
D.C. 340. Limitation Of Actions @;:;> 103(4) 

The recording of a deed of trust is not con
structive notice to anyone that the grantor, at 
the time a stranger to the record title, was the 
grantee in a prior and unrecorded deed. Cros
by v. Ridout, 1906, 27 App.D.C. 481. Vendor 
And Purchaser e:-> 231(5) 

The record of an instrument that is not per
mitted by law to be recorded, or that is not 
proved for record as required by law, is con
structive notice to no one. Clark v. Harmer, 
1895,5 App.D.C. 114. Records @;:;> 6 

Under District of Columbia law, party may 
choose to rely on indexing information if it so 
chooses, but it does not have any right to do so 
and cannot plead error in index as defense to 
constructive notice of contents of deed of trust 
that is within its grantor's chain of title. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-701,45-801. In re Har
ris, 1994, 165 B.R. 729, reversed 183 B.R. 657. 
Vendor And Purchaser ~ 231 (12) 

Recordation of deed of trust provides con
structive notice to subsequent purchasers or 
lienors of all matters that would be disclosed by 
examination of that deed of trust. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-701, 45-801. In re Harris, 1994, 
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165 B.R. 729, reversed 183 B.R. 657. Vendor 
And Purchaser G:::::> 231 (17) 

Pending suit provided constructive notice of 
foreclosure sale, such as might defeat rights of 
bona fide purchaser or judicial lien creditor, 
only to those who were party to suit or in privity 
therewith. Bankr.Code, 11 U.S.C.A. § 544(a)(1, 
3); D.C.Code 1981, § 45-801. In re Leonard, 
1986, 63 B.R. 261. Judgment G:::::> 785(2); Ven
dor And Purchaser G:::::> 229(6) 

Purchaser who conducts a proper title search 
is fully protected against all unrecorded inter
ests falling within the recording statute, with 
exception of any as to which purchaser had 
actual or inquiry notice; integrity of recording 
system dictates that such notice must be clearly 
shown, and it is claimant of unrecorded interest 
who bears the burden of proof to show that 
purchaser from the record title holder was on 
such notice. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-801. Clay 
Properties, Inc. v. Washington Post Co., 1992, 
604 A.2d 890. Vendor And Purchaser G:::::> 

231 (2); Vendor And Purchaser G:::::> 231 (4) 

11. Errors in instruments or recording 
While, if the recorder of deeds fails to correct

ly transcribe a deed filed for record, so that a 
person afterwards dealing with the property 
covered by the deed is misled, the parties in 
interest are bound by the record, rather than by 
the original deed, there is no record of a decla
ration or amended declaration in ejectment oth
er than by its filing; and the original paper 
itself becomes the record and speaks for itself, 
and one who would accurately know its con
tents must have recourse to the document itself, 
and not rely upon the docket or index kept by 
the clerk of the court. Armstrong v. Ashley, 
1903, 22 App.D.C. 368, affirmed 27 S.C1. 270, 
204 U.S. 272, 51 L.Ed. 482. Lis Pendens <:::= 7.1 

An erroneous description in a deed of trust, 
which describes the property conveyed as hav
ing a frontage of 34 feet on a certain street, 
instead of 42.35 feet, will be corrected in equity, 
where the whole property is covered with a 
building, with no intermediate wall to mark any 
division of the frontage, and it was understood 
and believed by the parties that the description 
of the premises covered the entire building. 
Manogue v. Bryant, 1899, 15 App.D.C. 245. 
Reformation Of Instruments <P 13(1) 

A judgment creditor, whose knowledge, prior 
to the recovery of the judgment, of the premises 
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mortgaged by his debtors, of the condition and 
uses of the building thereon, and of the improb
ability that any reasonable person would make a 
loan on an undivided part of the building which 
gave value to the security, induced the belief 
that the mortgage embraced all the ground oc
cupied by the building, is charged with notice of 
the equitable right of the mortgagee to have the 
misdescription in the mortgage corrected. Ma
nogue v. Bryant, 1899, 15 App.D.C. 245. Refor
mation Of Instruments <:::= 29 

The omission of the words "before me" by the 
recorder of deeds, in his transcription of a cer
tificate of acknowledgment, attached to a deed, 
reading that the grantor "personally appeared 
before me on the day and date hereof," does not 
make the record of the deed ineffectual to give 
constructive notice to third persons of the trans
fer; and, if the transcript be subsequently cor
rected by the recorder, the record is admissible 
in evidence. Sis v. Boarman, 1897, 11 App. 
D.C. 116. Deeds e:::> 86 

Under District of Columbia law, improper 
notarization of deed and related documents, 
executed in conjunction with transfer of real 
property from individual to limited liability 
company (LLC) and concomitant mortgage loan 
to transferor's LLC, did not invalidate docu
ments as between transferor and lender; statute 
requiring acknowledgment and certification of 
deeds as condition of their taking effect applied 
only to recordation, and provided protection for 
creditors and subsequent bona fide purchasers, 
and thus did not bar operation of signed, sealed 
and delivered documents against transferor. 
Sloan ex rei Juergens v. Urban Title Services, 
Inc., 2009, 652 F.Supp.2d 51. Deeds <:;::;;> 47 

Bank's security interest in Chapter 11 debt
or's residence was perfected upon recordation 
of second deed of trust that erroneously de
scribed property as being in square 452 instead 
of square 1452, and thus debtor could not exer
cise strong-arm powers to avoid security inter
est, even if error resulted in improper indexing 
in square and lot index, where deed of trust 
contained correct street address and referred to 
instrument number of deed under which debtor 
took title to property; infonnation in deed of 
trust was sufficient to put subsequent purchas
ers on notice of lien. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-701, 45-801; Bankr.Code, 11 U.S.c.A. 
§ 544(a). In re Harris, 1994, 165 B.R. 729, 
reversed 183 B.R. 657. Bankruptcy <:::= 2578 

§ 42-402. Defective grants recorded before April 27, 1994. 

(a) Any instrument recorded in the Office of the Recorder of Deeds before 
April 27, 1994, shall be effective notwithstanding the existence of 1 or lllore of 
the failures in the formal requisites listed in § 42-404, unless the failure was 
challenged in a judicial proceeding commenced within 6 months from April 27, 
1994. 
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(b) Nothing in this section shall affect the validity of instruments recorded 
before April 27, 1994, which have been validated by prior law. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, ch. 854, § 499a, as added Apr. 27, 1994, D.C. Law 10-110, § 2(e), 41 
DCR 1023.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-801.1. 

Legislative History of Laws 

ferred to the Committee on the Judiciary. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings 
on January 4, 1994, and February 1, 1994, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on February 

Law 10-110, the "Property Conveyancing Re
vision Act of 1994," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 10-88, which was re-

18, 1994, it was assigned Act No. 10-198 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 10-110 became effective on 
April 27, 1994. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-404. 

Key Numbers 
Acknowledgment ~4 7. 
Deeds ~52. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 12, 120. 

Cross References 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Acknowledgments § 69. 

C.J.S. Deeds § 72. 

§ 42-403. Defective grants recorded on or after April 27, 1994. 

Any instrument recorded in the Office of the Recorder of Deeds on or after 
April 27, 1994, shall be effective notwithstanding the existence of 1 or more of 
the failures in the formal requisites listed in § 42-404, unless the failure is 
challenged in a judicial proceeding commenced within 6 months after the 
instrument is recorded. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, ch. 854, § 499b, as added Apr. 27, 1994, D.C. Law 10-110, § 2(£),41 DCR 
1023.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed.,§ 45-801.2. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-404. 

Key Numbers 
Acknowledgment ~47. 
Deeds ~52. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 12, 120. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-110, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-402. 

Cross References 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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§ 42-404. Failures in formal requisites of an instrument. 

(a) The failures in the formal requisites of an instrument that may be cured 
by this act are: 

(1) An om.ission of an acknowledgment or a defective or improper ac-
knowledgment; 

(2) A failure to attach a clerk's certificate; 
(3) An Olnission of a notary seal or other seal; or 
(4) An Olnission of an attestation. 

(b) Nothing in this act shall be construed to eliminate the requirement that a 
deed be under seal. Any deed accepted for recordation without a seal but 
made effective by operation of this act shall be deemed a sealed instrument. 

(c) Nothing in this act shall be construed to validate any instrument with 
respect to which there was any misrepresentation, fraudulent act, or illegal 
provision in connection with its execution or acknowledgment. 

Cd) Any person convicted of a fraudulent act, in connection with the vali
dation of any instrument under §§ 42-101, 42-402, 42-403, and 42-602 shall 
be subject to the penalties set forth in § 22-3222. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, ch. 854, § 499c, as added Apr. 27, 1994, D.C. Law 10-110, § 2(g), 41 
DCR 1023.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-801.3. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

References in Text 

"This act," referred to in subsections (a) and 
(b) of this section, is the Act of March 3, 1901, 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-110, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-402. 

ch. 854. The Act of March 3, 1901 enacted a 
code of laws for the District of Columbia. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-402 and 42-403. 

Key Numbers 
Acknowledgment ~47. 
Deeds (;:::;:>52. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 12, 120. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Acknowledgments § 69. 

C.J.S. Deeds § 72. 

§ 42-405. Notice of address and name change. 

(a) All parties with an interest in a particular real property (including owners 
of the real property, mortgagees, secured parties under a deed of trust, trustees, 
or lienholders) shall notify the Recorder of Deeds in writing in the event of a 
name change or address change. The notice shall identify the real property 
and specify the interest held in the property. A person to whom an interest in a 
particular real property has been transferred shall provide their full name and 
address when recording the interest. 
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(b) The Recorder of Deeds shall enter into its land records all updated 
information received according to subsection (a) of this section. 

(b-l) Notwithstanding subsection (a) of this section, an owner, as defined 
under § 47-802(5), may notify the Office of Tax and Revenue of an address 
change in lieu of filing with the Recorder of Deeds. The notice shall identify 
the real property by square, suffix and lot, parcel and lot, or reservation and lot, 
and shall specify the interest held in the real property. 

(c) The District shall assess a fee not to exceed $300 against an interested 
party if the District is unable to locate the interested party using all available 
information in the land records at the Office of the Recorder of Deeds or other 
infonnation available at the Office of Tax and Revenue. 

(d) The Mayor shall issue rules to implen1ent this section. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, ch. 854, § 499d, as added Oct. 23, 1997, D.C. Law 12-34, § 2, 44 DCR 
4827; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 14-282, § 7(a), 50 DCR 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-801.4. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 14-282 added subsec. (b-l); and in 
subsec. (c), substituted "Office of Tax and Reve
nue" for "Department of Finance and Reve-
nue". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 8(a) of the Tax Clarity and Recorder 
of Deeds Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-191, Oct. 5, 2002, law notification 49 OCR 
9549). 

For temporary (225 day) amendm.ent of sec
tion, see § 8(a) of the Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 OCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 8(a) of Tax Clarity and Recorder of 
Deeds Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, 
June 6, 2002, 49 OCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 8(a) of Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 
14-456, July 23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 8(a) of Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Congressional Review Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 
49 OCR 10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 12-34, the "Real Property Interests Re

porting Improvement Amendment Act of 1997," 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
12-177, which was referred to the Committee 
on Finance and Revenue. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on June 17, 1997, 
and July 1, 1997, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on July 17, 1997, it was assigned Act No. 
12-130 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. D.C. Law 12-34 became 
effective on October 23, 1997. 

For Law 14-282, see notes following 
§ 42-204. 

References in Text 

Pursuant to the Office of the Chief Financial 
Officer's "Notice of Public Interest" published 
in the April 18, 1997, issue of the District of 
Columbia Register (44 OCR 2345) the Office of 
Tax and Revenue assumed all of the duties and 
functions previously performed by the Depart
ment of Finance and Revenue, as set forth in 
Commissioner's Order 69-96, dated March 7, 
1969. This action was made effective January 
22, 1997, nunc pro tunc. 

Key Numbers 
Records G:=> 1 O. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Westlaw Topic No. 326. 
C.J.S. Records §§ 24 to 29, 98. 
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Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
The law requires strict compliance with the 

statutes and regulations governing tax sales of 

real property. Bembery v. District of Columbia, 
2004, 852 A.2d 935. District Of Columbia C:;;:> 

33(29) 

§ 42-406. First recorded deed preferred. 

When 2 or more deeds of the same property are made to bona fide purchas
ers for value without notice, the deed or deeds which are first recorded 
according to law shall be preferred. 

(Mar. 3, ] 901,31 Stat. 1268, eh. 854, § 500.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-802. 
1973 Ed., § 45-502. 

Key Numbers 
Vendor and Purchaser ~231(11). 
Westlaw Topic No. 400. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Vendor and Purchaser §§ 486 to 487, 

491,496,502. 

§ 42-407. Instrument not properly executed or acknowledged not recorda
ble. 

The Recorder of Deeds shall not: 
(1) Accept for recordation any instrument unless the instrument is execut

ed and acknowledged according to law by the person granting or contracting 
his or her right, title, or interest in the real property; 

(2) Accept for recordation any deed, as defined in § 42-1101(3), concern
ing real property in connection with which taxes, assessments, or charges are 
owing under chapter 11 of this title, under chapters 9 and 14 of Title 47, or to 
a taxing agency as defined in § 47-1330(8); provided, that this paragraph 
shall not: 

(A) Act to bar collection of the delinquent taxes, assessments, or charges; 
and 

(B) Apply to real property acquired by the District, receiving assistance 
under the Distressed Properties Improvement Program established pursu
ant to § 42-3508.04, or encumbered by an instrument securing payment of 
a promissory note executed under § 47-1353(a)(3); or 
(3) Require liens filed by a taxing agency as defined in § 47-1330(8), or 

liens filed under § 47-4421, to be acknowledged; provided, that when a lien 
is delivered to the Recorder of Deeds via an electronic mediulll or first 
accessible via the Internet, the lien shall be deemed filed and recorded, 
notwithstanding any other law. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1276, eh. 854, § 555; June 30,1902,32 Stat. 533, eh. 1329; June 
] 3, 1990, D.C. Law 8-136, § 5, 37 DCR 2620; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 14-282, § 7(e), 50 
DCR 896; Mar. 13,2004, D.C. Law 15-105, § 72(a), 51 DCR 881.) 
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DEED EFFECTIVE AND RECORDATION DATES § 42-407 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed.,§ 45--803. 

1973 Ed., § 45-503. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 14-282 rewrote the section which 
had read as follows: 

"§ 42-407. Instrument not properly execut
ed or acknowledged not recordable." 

"The Recorder of Deeds shall not accept for 
recordation any instrument unless the instru
ment is executed and acknowledged according 
to law by the person granting or contracting his 
or her right, title, or interest in the land, or any 
instrument for property against which a lien for 
delinquent water, sanitary sewer, or meter ser
vice charges has been assessed in accordance 
with § 34-2109, § 34-2110, or § 34-2407.02. 
The Recorder of Deeds shall require any person 
who attempts to record a deed to convey real 
property to provide written certification from 
the Mayor that any bill rendered for water, 
sanitary sewer, or meter service charges to the 
property has been paid in full." 

D.C. Law 15-105, in par. (2), validated previ
ously made technical corrections. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 8(c) of the Tax Clarity and Recorder 
of Deeds Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
] 4-191, Oct. 5, 2002, law notification 49 DCR 
9549). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 8(c) of the Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 8(c) of Tax Clarity and Recorder of 
Deeds Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, 
June 6, 2002, 49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 8(c) of Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 
14-456, July 23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 8(c) of Tax Clarity and Related 
Arnendments Congressional Review Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-510, October 23,2002, 
49 DCR 10247). 
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Legislative History of Laws 
Law 8-136, the "District of Columbia Water 

and Sewer Operations Amendment Act of 
1990," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 8-269, which was referred to the Com-
mittee on Public Works. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on March 27, 
1990, and April 10, 1990, respectively. Signed 
by the Mayor on April 17, 1990, it was assigned 
Act No. 8-192 and transmitted to both Houses 
of Congress for its review. 

For Law 14-282, see notes following 
§ 42-204. 

Law 15-105, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 2003", was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 15-437, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on No
vember 4, 2003, and December 2, 2003, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on January 6, 
2004, it was assigned Act No. 15-291 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 15-105 became effective on 
March 13, 2004. 

Delegation of Authority 

Delegation of authority under D.C. Law 
8-136, the "D.C. Water and Sewer Operations 
Act of 1 990.", see Mayor's Order 91-176, Octo
ber 24, 1991. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Mayor authorized to issue rules: Section 8 of 
D.C. Law 8-136 provided that within 60 days of 
June 13, 1990, the Mayor shall, pursuant to 
subchapter I of Chapter 15 of Ti tIe 1, issue 
proposed rules to implement the provisions of 
this act including rules regarding deposits, me
ters, liens, the sale and redemption of real 
property, the amnesty program, receivership, 
termination of water and sewer services, and 
administrative review; that the proposed rules 
shall be submitted to the Council for a 45-day 
period of review, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, 
legal holidays, and days of Council recess, and, 
if the Council does not approve or disapprove 
the proposed rules, in whole or in part, by reso
lution within this 45-day period, the proposed 
rules shall be deemed approved; and that if 
after 90 days from June 13, 1990, the Mayor 
has failed to issue proposed rules to imvlement 
the provisions of this act as provided in subsec
tion (a) of this section, the Council may adopt 
any legislation necessary to accomplish the pur
poses of this act. 



§ 42-407 REAL PROPERTY 

Key Numbers 
Deeds <iP83. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Westlaw Topic No. 120. 
c.J.S. Deeds § 158. 

Notes of Decisions 
In general 1 

1 . In general 
Statute, which makes it unlawful to print or 

publish any notice, statement, or advertisement 
with respect to sale or rental of a dwelling that 
indicates any preference based on race, prohib
its recorder of deeds for District of Columbia 
from accepting for filing instruments which 
contain racially restrictive covenants. Fair 
Housing Act of 1968, § 804(c), 42 U.S.C.A. 
§ 3604(c). Mayers v. Ridley, C.A.D.C.1972, 465 
F.2d 630, 151 U.S.App.D.C. 45. Civil Rights e:.=> 
1076; Records ~ 6 

Even though a paper presented to the record
er of deeds for record appears on its face to be 
one entitled to be recorded, and the recorder of 
deeds has exceeded his authority in refusing to 

record it, the court will not, by mandamus, 
compel him to record it, if it appears on a 
consideration of the contents of the paper that it 
is invalid under the law. Dancy v. Clark, 1905, 
24 App.D.C. 487. Mandamus <0=:> 15 

While the recorder of deeds for this District is 
a ministerial officer without jurisdiction to pass 
on the validity of an instrument of writing pre
sented to him for record, he is not wholly with
out discretion to determine whether a given 
instrument shall be admitted to record. He has 
the right to exercise discretion in the premises, 
but not judicial discretion; and whether his 
action in a given case falls within the scope of 
authority vested in him is to be determined by 
the court according to the principles of law 
applicable to the facts. Dancy v. Clark, 1905, 
24 App.D.C. 487. Registers Of Deeds e:.=> 4 

§ 42-408. Record of conveyance by infant or infant trustee as evidence. 

The record or a copy thereof of any deed recorded shall be evidence thereof, 
in the same manner and shall have the same effect as if such deed had been 
originally executed, acknowledged, and recorded according to law. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1271, ch. 854, § 519; June 30,1902,32 Stat. 532, ch. 1329; Apr. 
18, 1996, D.C. Law 11-110, § 47,43 DCR 530.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-804. 
1973 Ed., § 45-504. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Bill No. 11-485, which was referred to the 
Committee of the Whole. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on December 5, 
1995 and January 4, 1996 respectively. Signed 
by the Mayor on January 26, 1996, it was as-

Legislative History of Laws signed Act No. 11-199 and transmitted to both 
Law 11-110, the "Technical Amendments Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 

Act," was introduced in Council and assigned 11-] 10 became effective on April 18, 1996. 

Key Numbers 
Deeds <0=:>87. 
Westlaw Topic No. 120. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Deeds § 163. 

§ 42-409. Bonds and contracts relating to land recordable. 

Any title bond or other written contract in relation to land may be acknowl
edged, certified, and recorded in the same manner and with like effect as to 
notice as deeds for the conveyance of land. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1268, ch. 854, § 501; June 30,1902,32 Stat. 531, ch. 1329.) 
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DEED EFFECTIVE AND RECORDATION DATES § 42-410 
Note 1 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-805. 
1973 Ed., § 45-505. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Records ~6. 
Westlaw Topic No. 326. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Records §§ 8, 11 to IS, 19 to 20. 

Treatises and Practice Aids 

242 Practising Law Institute Patents, Copy
rights, Trademarks, & Literary Property 
101. 

§ 42-410. Map or plat of subdivisions not recordable. 

It shall not be lawful for any person or persons to record any map or plat of 
the subdivision of land in the District of Columbia in the office of the Recorder 
of Deeds for said District, whether such map or plat be attached to a deed or 
other document or is offered separately for record. 

(Aug. 24, 1894,28 Stat. 501, ch. 329.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-806. 
1973 Ed., § 45-506. 

Cross References 

Recordation of maps and plats in surveyor's office, see § 1-1305 et seq. 

Key Numbers 
Records ~6. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Records §§ 8, 11 to 15, 19 to 20. 
Westlaw Topic No. 326. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Although subdivision plats must be duly re

corded in office of surveyor, once that re
quirement has been met, District of Columbia 
statutes do not prohibit an owner from incor
porating a revised copy of the same plat in 
another recordable instrument in order to im
press, through a suitable endorsement on the 
plat, a servitude upon a single lot in the origi
nal subdivision and, in such circumstances, 
the revised plat is being used only as method 
of imposing a servitude, and not to establish 
the areas and boundaries of lots in the subdi
VISIOn. D.C.C.E. §§ I-60S, 45-506. Case v. 
Morrisette, C.A.D.C.1973, 475 F.2d 1300, 155 
U.S.App.D.C. 31. Easements ~ 15.1 

Where deed described parcel as lot on subdi
vision plat recorded in office of surveyor and 
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referred to it as area for parking as shown on 
revised plat recorded with declaration of cove
nants, purchaser was placed on notice of in-
scription affecting lot and either such construc
tive notice or purchaser's actual knowledge was 
sufficient to require enforcement of equitable 
servitude against purchaser and it was immate
rial that copy of revised plat bearing inscription 
was recorded in office of recorder of deeds 
rather than with surveyor. D.C.C.E. §§ 1-605, 
45-506. Case v. Morrisette, C.A.D.C.1973, 475 
F.2d 1300, 155 U.S.App.D.C. 31. Easements <?;::::> 

22 
Principal purpose of filing plat in office of 

surveyor is to establish areas and boundaries of 
lots in the subdivision. D.C.C.E. §§ I-60S, 
45-506. Case v. Morrisette, C.A.D.C.1973, 475 
F.2d 1300, 155 U.S.App.D.C. 31. Records ~ 
19 



Section 
42-501. 
42-502. 
42-503. 
42-504. 

42-505. 
42-506. 
42-507. 
42-508. 
42-509. 
42-510. 
42-511. 
42-512. 
42-513. 
42-514. 
42-515. 
42-516. 
42-517. 
42-518. 
42-519. 
42-520. 
42-521. 
42-522. 
42-523. 

Recognized estates. 

CHAPTER 5 

ESTATES IN LAND. 

Fee simple estates-Estates tail abolished. 
Fee simple estates-Absolute or qualified. 
Freeholds; chattels real; chattel interests; conditions precedent or subse-

quent. 
Estates pur autre vie; when deemed freehold and when chattel real. 
Estates classified; possession; expectancy. 
Estate in possession. 
Estate in expectancy. 
Reversions. 
Future estates-Commencement. 
Future estates-Remainder and conditional limitation. 
Future estates-Vested and contingent. 
Future estates-Alternative. 
Expectant estates-No defeat or bar unless provided for at creation. 
Expectant estates-Descendible, devisable, and alienable. 
Tenancies in common, tenancies by the entireties, and joint tenancies. 
Coparcenary estates abolished. 
Estates for years. 
Estates from year to year. 
Estates by sufferance. 
Estates from month to month or from quarter to quarter. 
Estates at will; termination; creation. 
Provisions applicable to personal property. 

§ 42-501. Recognized estates. 

Estates in land in the District shall be estates of inheritance, estates for life, 
estates for years, estates at will, and estates by sufferance. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1350, ch. 854, § 1011.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-201. 

1973 Ed., § 45-801. 

Cross References 

Statute of frauds, see §§ 28-3501,28-3503. 

Key Numbers 
Estates in Property G:;;> 1 to 7. 

Landlord and Tenant G:;;>70, 117. 

Life Estates G:;;> 1. 

Westlaw Topic Nos. 154, 233, 240. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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C.l.S. Estates §§ 1 to 2, 4 to 26, 35 to 36, 38, 
41, 139 to 152, 164, 181 to 183, 188,301 to 
302,304. 

C.l.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 24 to 25, 208, 
245 to 250, 275. 



ESTATES IN LAND § 42-503 

Notes of Decisions 

Leaseholds 1 
Tenancy by the entirety 2 

takes all of the life estate. Allen v. Schultheiss, 
2009, 981 A.2d 610. Husband And Wife <&=:> 
14.2(6) 

1. Leaseholds 
Under District of Columbia law, leaseholds 

for a term of years are "estates in land". 
D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-801, 45-804. Jacobsen v. 
Sweeney, C.A.D.C.1953, 202 F.2d 461, 92 
U.S.App.D.C. 93. Landlord And Tenant <&=:> 70 

2. Tenancy by the entirety 
Where a deed conveys a life estate to be held 

as tenants by the entirety, the surviving spollse 

As a result of the concept that a married 
couple constitutes a unit, neither spouse in a 
tenancy by the entirety may alienate or encum
ber the property acting alone, but both parties 
may do so acting together. Allen v. Schultheiss, 
2009, 981 A.2d 610. Husband And Wife <&=:> 
14.10 

§ 42-502. Fee simple estates-Estates tail abolished. 

All estates of inheritance, including such as were formerly estates tail, shall 
be adjudged estates in fee simple. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1350, ch. 854, § 1012.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-202. 
1973 Ed., § 45-802. 

Key Numbers 
Estates in Property<&=:> 12. 
Westlaw Topic No. 154. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 27 to 34. 

§ 42-503. Fee simple estates-Absolute Or qualified. 

An estate in fee simple may be either absolute or qualified, as to one and his 
heirs during an existing condition of things of uncertain duration. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1351, ch. 854, § 1013.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed.,§ 45-203. 

1973 Ed., § 45-803. 

Key Numbers 
Estates in Property <&=:>5, 6. 
Westlaw Topic No. 154. 

ALR Library 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 12 to 15. 

Modern Status Of The Rule In Shelley's Case, 
99 A.L.R. 2nd 1161. 
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§ 42-503 REAL PROPERIT 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Qualified, determinable, or defeasible fees 

were known at common law and are recognized 

in the District of Columbia. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-803. Roberds v. Markham, D.D.C1948, 81 
F.Supp. 38. Estates In Property (;::::;> 6 

§ 42-504. Freeholds; chattels real; chattel interests; conditions precedent 
or subsequent. 

Estates of inheritance and estates for life shall continue to be denon1inated 
freeholds, and estates for years shall be chattels real; estates at will or by 
sufferance shall be chattel interests, but shall not be liable, as such, to sale 
under execution; and all estates may be subject to conditions precedent or 
subsequent. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1351, ch. 854, § 1014.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-204. 
1973 Ed., § 45-804. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Estates in Property <3=4. 
Landlord and Tenant (;::::;>70, 117. 
Life Estates C= 1. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 154,233, 240. 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 11, 35 to 36, 38, 4]. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 24 to 25, 208, 
245 to 250, 275. 

Notes of Decisions 

Leaseholds 1 

1. Leaseholds 
Under District of Columbia law, leaseholds 

for a term of vears are "estates in land". 
D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-801,45-804. Jacobsen v. 
Sweeney, C.A.D.C.I953, 202 F.2d 461, 92 
U.S.App.D.C. 93. Landlord And Tenant C= 70 

Under District of Columbia Law, a leasehold 
interest in realty for term of years is personal 
property and subject to execution as such. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-804; 26 V.S.C.A. (LR.C. 
1939) § 3690. Stagecrafters' Club, Inc. v. Dis
trict of Columbia Division of American Legion, 

D.D.CI953, 110 F.Supp. 481, supplemented 111 
F.Supp. 127, affirmed 211 F.2d 811, 94 
U.S.App.D.C. 74. Execution C= 34 

Five year concurrent lease, which had been 
executed by lessors during continuance of 
monthly tenancy under prior lease of same 
premises and simultaneously with assignment of 
prior lease to new lessees, was chattel real and 
interest in land, and lease coupled with assign
ment entitled new lessees to all rents subse
quently accruing on prior lease and all remedies 
available against tenant by his landlord. 
D.C.Code 1951, § 45-804. Gulf Motors v. Fen
ner (Cr.App. 1955) 114 A.2d 543. Landlord 
And Tenant C= 57(2) 

§ 42-505. Estates pur autre vie; when deemed freehold and when chattel 
real. 

An estate for the life of a third person, whether limited to heirs or otherwise, 
shall be deemed a freehold only during the life of the grantee or devisee, but 
after his death it shall be deemed a chattel real and be a part of his personal 
estate. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1351, ch. 854, § 1015.) 
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ESTATES IN LAND § 42-507 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-205. 
1973 Ed., § 45-805. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Life Estates <> 1. 
Westlaw Topic No. 240. 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 35 to 36,38,41. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Under statute providing that estate for life of 

third person shall be deemed freehold only dur
ing life of grantee or devisee but after his death 
shall be deemed chattel real and be part of his 
personal estate, interest of testator's nephew in 
one-third of income of trust during life of testa
tor's brother was not extinguished at time of 
death of nephew who predeceased testator's 
brother, and such income would be paid to 
personal representatives of nephew's estate dur
ing life of testator's brother. D.C.Code 1967, 
§ 45-805. Bobys v. Bobys, D.D.C1968, 284 
F.Supp.321. Wills <> 614(19) 

Under statute providing that estate for life of 
third person shall be deemed freehold only dur
ing life of grantee or devisee, but after his death 
shall be deemed chattel real and be part of his 
personal estate, where testator's nephew was 
given one-third of income from trust during life 

of testator's brother and brother was given two
thirds of income during his life and will provid
ed for termination of trust upon death of broth-
er with distribution to nephew or his children, 
nephew's death before death of brother did not 
entitle brother to receive nephew's interest. 
D.C.Code 1967, § 45-805. Bobys v. Bobys, 
D.D.C1968, 284 F.Supp. 321. Wills <> 853 

Under statute providing that estate for life of 
third person shall be deemed freehold only dur
ing life of devisee but after his death shall be 
deemed chattel real and be part of his personal 
estate, where testator's nephew was given one
third of income from trust during life of testa
tor's brother and will provided that, in event of 
nephew's predeceasing brother, corpus, after 
deduction of specific legacy, was to be paid to 
nephew's children, fact that nephew prede
ceased brother did not entitle nephew's children 
to acceleration of provision made as to them. 
D.C.Code 1967, § 45-805. Bobys v. Bobys, 
D.D.C 1968, 284 F.Supp. 321. Wills C:;:;> 853 

§ 42-506. Estates classified; possession; expectancy. 

Estates are either in possession or in expectancy. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1351, ch. 854, § 1016.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-206. 
1973 Ed., § 45-806. 

Key Numbers 
Estates in Property <> I . 
Westlaw Topic No. 154. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 1, 4 to 9, 16 to 26, 139 to 
152, 164, 181 to 183, 188, 301 to 302, 304. 

§ 42-507. Estate in possession. 

An estate in possession exists when the owner has an immediate right to the 
possession of the land. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1351, ch. 854, § 1017.) 
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§ 42-507 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-207. 
1973 Ed., § 45-807. 

Key Numbers 
Estates in Property ez>1. 
Westlaw Topic No. 154. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

REAL PROPERTY 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 1, 4 to 9, 16 to 26, 139 to 
152, 164, 181 to 183, 188, 301 to 302, 304. 

§ 42-508. Estate in expectancy. 

An estate in expectancy is either a reversion or a future estate. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1351, ch. 854, § 1018.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-208. 
] 973 Ed., § 45-808. 

Key Numbers 
Estates in Property ~ 1. 
Remainders ez> 1. 
Reversions ez> 1. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Westlaw Topic Nos. 154,333, 338. 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 1, 4 to 9, 16 to 26, 85, 87 to 
89, 95 to 96, 98, 100 to 101, 128 to 129, 135 
to ]52,164,181 to 183,188,301 to 302, 
304. 

§ 42-509. Reversions. 

A reversion is the residue of an estate left in the grantor who has conveyed, 
or in the heirs of the devisor who has devised a particular estate less than his 
own, and which residue returns to his or their possession on the expiration of 
the particular estate. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1351, ch. 854, § 1019.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-209. 
1973 Ed., § 45-809. 

Key Numbers 
Reversions ez> 1. 
Westlaw Topic No. 338. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 128 to 129, 135 to l38. 

§ 42-510. Future estates-Commencement. 

A future estate is one limited to commence at a future day, either without the 
intervention of a precedent estate or after the expiration or determination of a 
precedent estate created at the same time and by the same conveyance or 
devise. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1351, ch. 854, § 1020.) 
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ESTATES IN LAND § 42-511 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-210. 
1973 Ed., § 45-810. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Estates in Property e=> 1. 
Remainders e=> 1. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 154,333. 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 1, 4 to 9, 16 to 26, 85, 87 to 
89, 95 to 96, 98, 100 to 101, 139 to 152, 
164, 181 to 183, 188, 301 to 302, 304. 

Notes of Decisions 
In general 

1. In general 
Where testator bequeathed residue of estate in 

trust for benefit of widow with direction that, 
upon death or remarriage of widow, trustee 
should divide estate among testator's children, 
which shares should be held in trust until each 
of the children should attain age of 37 years, 
and testator was survived by two sons who were 
under 37, future interests created for sons were 
"vested" and not "contingent remainders" for 
inheritance tax purposes, notwithstanding that 
legal estate would not pass until sons respec
tively reached age of 37. D.C.Code 1940, 

§§ 45-810 to 45-813, 45-812, 47-1607. 
District of Columbia v. Clark, C.A.D.C.1948, 175 
F.2d 821, 84 U.S.App.D.C. 88. District Of Co-
lumbia e=> 33(39) 

Conveyance of house by husband's parents, by 
deed to themselves and husband with express 
intent to make gift of house to husband and wife 
as "wedding gift" prior to wedding which was 
cancelled six years before couple's marriage, 
was sufficient for delivery and absolute disposi
tion of either present or future interest in house 
to wife, subject to special limitation, condition 
subsequent, or executory limitation. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-210, 45-211, 45-212, 45-30l. 
Singer v. Singer, 1994, 636 A.2d 422. Gifts (;::::> 

34 

§ 42-511. Future estates-Remainder and conditional limitation. 

If it is to commence upon the full expiration of such precedent estate, it is a 
remainder and may be transferred by that name. If it is to commence on a 
contingency which, if it happen, will abridge or detennine such precedent 
estate before its expiration, it shall be known as a conditional limitation. 

(Mar. 3,1901, 31 Stat. 1351, ch. 854, § 1021.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-211. 

1973 Ed., § 45-811. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Cross References 

Proceeding by remainderman to determine whether or not life tenant is still alive, see § 16-1151 et 
seq. 

Key Numbers 
Estates in Property (;::::> 1. 
Remainders (;::::> 1. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 154,333. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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C.J.S. Estates §§ 1, 4 to 9, 16 to 26, 85, 87 to 
89, 95 to 96, 98, 100 to 101, 139 to 152, 
164, 181 to 183, 188, 301 to 302, 304. 
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Notes of Decisions 

In general 

1. In general 
Conveyance of house by husband's parents, by 

deed to themselves and husband with express 
intent to n,ake gift of house to husband and wife 
as "wedding gift" prior to wedding which was 

cancelled six years before couple's marriage, 
was sufficient for delivery and absolute disposi
tion of either present or future interest in house 
to wife, subject to special limitation, condition 
subsequent, or executory limitation. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-210, 45-211, 45-212, 45-30l. 
Singer v. Singer, 1994, 636 A.2d 422. Gifts (3:;::> 

34 

§ 42-512. Future estates-Vested and contingent. 

A future estate is vested when there is a person in being who would have an 
immediate right to the possession of the land upon the expiration of the 
intermediate or precedent estate, or upon the arrival of a certain period or 
event when it is to comlnence in possession. It is contingent when the person 
to whOln or the event upon which it is limited to take effect in possession or 
become a vested estate is uncertain. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1351, ch, 854, § 1022.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-212. 
1973 Ed., § 45-812. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Estates in Property (3:;::> 1. 
Remainders e=> 1 . 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 154,333. 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 1, 4 to 9, 16 to 26, 85, 87 to 
89,95 to 96,98,100 to 101,139 to 152, 
164, 181 to 183, 188, 301 to 302, 304. 

Notes of Decisions 

Alternative or supplanting limitations, contin
gent interests 6 

Contingent interests 5-7 
In general 5 
Alternative or supplanting limitations 6 
Vesting on occurrence of contingency 7 

Divesting or opening of interest, vested inter
ests 3 

Inheritance tax implications, vested interests 
4 

Vested interests 1-4 
In general 1 
Divesting or opening of interest 3 
Inheritance tax implications 4 
Vesting favored under law 2 

Vesting favored under law, vested interests 2 
Vesting on occurrence of contingency, contin

gent interests 7 

1. Vested interests-In general 
Where will bequeathed to niece all household 

furniture, jewelry and other personal property, 
except cash, and bequeathed to brother all the 
rest, residue and remainder of estate except that 
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if brother should predecease testatrix or for any 
other reason could not personally take residue, 
then it was to go to niece, testatrix' vested 
remainder in estate subject to life estate, passed 
to brother who survived testatrix but who along 
with niece, predeceased life tenant. D.C.Code 
1951, §§ 19-110,45-812. Bank of Galesburg v. 
Lawrenson, C.A.D.C.1956, 240 F.2d 31, 99 
U.S.App.D.C. 345. Wills e=> 634(15) 

There may be vested remainders in equitable 
estates as well as in legal estates. D.C.Code 
1940, § 45-812. District of Columbia v. Clark, 
C.A.D.C.1948, 175 F.2d 821, 84 U.S.App.D.C. 
88. Remainders e=> 3 

Where testatrix devised realty to her daughter 
for life and then to testatrix' three sons and the 
issue of the daughter, if any, in fee simple, the 
issue to take a one-fourth part, and directed 
that, if daughter should die without issue, then 
to testatrix' three sons, their heirs and assigns 
forever share and share alike, the sons each had 
a vested remainder in one-fourth of property 
and contingent remainder in one-twelfth. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-812. Pyne v. Pyne, 1946, 
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154 F.2d 297, 81 U.S.App.D.C. 11. 
634(10.1) 

Wills <0= 

Vested remainders (or remainders executed 
whereby a present interest passes to the party 
though to be enjoyed in futuro) arise where an 
estate is invariably fixed to remain to a determi
nate person after the particular estate is spent. 
Green v. Gordon, 1912, 38 App.D.C. 443. Re
mainders C::::> 1 

A will construed to give testatrix's son a vest
ed remainder, which was not affected by the 
annexed condition requiring him to pay each of 
his surviving sisters $1,000 upon the death of 
the life tenants; that such condition was dis
charged by the payment of said sum in advance 
by the son, his acts having shown an acceptance 
by him of the condition; and that the vested 
interest which the son took formed a part of his 
estate and passed under his will. Green v. 
Gordon, 1912, 38 App.D.C. 443. Wills <0= 
634(16) 

It is the present capacity to take effect in 
possession, if the precedent estate should deter
mine, which distinguishes a vested from a con
tingent remainder. Green v. Gordon, 1912, 38 
App.D.C. 443. Remainders G=:> 4 

Under will giving life estate in testamentary 
trust created therein to testator's stepdaughter, 
and providing that remainder should be divid
ed, in equal shares, among testator's nephews 
and nieces listed in will, with the further provi
sion tbat "the child or children of anyone or 
more of said nephews and nieces deceased tak
ing the parents share," each nephew and niece 
named in will, who survived testator, took a 
"vested remainder interest" upon testator's 
death, and not a "contingent remainder inter
est." D.C.Code 1940, § 45-812. American Sec. 
& Trust Co. v. Sullivan, D.D.C1947, 72 F.Supp. 
925. Wills (;::;.> 634(8) 

2. -- Vesting favored under law, vested in
terests 

The law favors the vesting of estates, and is 
inclined to treat conditions as subsequent rather 
than as precedent. Green v. Gordon, 1912, 38 
App.D.C. 443. Remainders G=:> 1 

Estates will be held to vest at the earliest 
possible period unless there be a clear manifes
tation of the intention of the testator to the 
contrary. Adverbs of time such as "when," in a 
devise of a remainder, are considered to relate 
merely to the time of the enjoyment of the 
estate, and not to the time of the vesting of the 
interest. Green v. Gordon, 1912, 38 App.D.C. 
443. Remainders <> 4 

§ 42-512 
Note 3 

entire estate and property then in its possession 
in fee, share and share alike unto testator's 
three named nephews, or survivors or survivor 
of them, each of nephews took a vested remain
der on death of testator but remainders of two 
nephews who died before end of trust were 
divested and on death of surviving income bene
ficiary, surviving nephew was entitled to estate 
then in hands of trustee. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-812. Caine v. Payne, C.A.D.C.1950, 182 
F.2d 246, 20 A.LR.2d 823, 86 U.S.App.D.C. 
404, certiorari denied 71 S.Ct. 72, 340 U.S. 855, 
95 LEd. 626. Wills <0= 634(20); Wills G=:> 

682(2) 
Where testatrix devised realtv to her sister for 

life, then to her daughter for "life, and then to 
testatrix' three sons and the issue of daughter, if 
any, in fee simple, the issue to take a one-fourth 
part and, if daughter should die without issue, 
then to the three sons, their beirs and assigns 
forever share and share alike, and in anv case, if 
the three sons should die leaving a de~cendant 
or descendants, the descendant or descendants 
to take the share his, her, or their parent would 
have taken had he lived, as to three-fourths of 
property on death of testatrix, each designated 
remainderman took a vested remainder in fee 
simple subject to be divested in event of his 
death leaving a descendant prior to deatb of 
second life tenant and upon tbe event of divest
ment, the substituted remainderman took the 
remainder. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-101, 45-812, 
45-814, 45-815. Pyne v. Pyne, 1946, 154 F.2d 
297, 81 U.S.App.D.C. 11. Wills <0= 634(9) 

If a condition subsequent be possible at tbe 
time of making it, and becomes afterwards im
possible to be complied with, by the act of God, 
or the law or the grantor the estate having once 
vested is not thereby devested, but becomes 
absolute. Green v. Gordon, 1912, 38 App.D.C. 
443. Remainders G=:> 4 

Mere uncertainty whether a vested remainder 
in land may be devested before the determina
tion of the preceding estate will not afford 
ground for refusing foreclosure and sale under 
a mortgage by the remaindermen, though it 
might affect the price to be realized from such 
sale. Fields v. Gwynn, 1901, 19 App.D.C. 99. 
Remainders e:=> 14 

A deed of land in trust for the benefit of a 
married woman for life, and, if she shall have 
issue living at the time of her death, in trust for 
such issue and their heirs as tenants in com
mon, and, if she shall have no issue living at the 
time of her death, in trust for the settler and his 

3. -- Divesting or opening of interest, vest- heirs, creates a vested remainder in the issue of 
ed interests the married woman who were tben living, sub-

Where testator provided that on death of sur- ject to be opened to let in any child that might 
vivor of life beneficiaries of income of trust be born to her afterwards. Fields v. Gwynn, 
created by will, trustee should pay and deliver 1901, 19 App.D.C. 99. Trusts e:=> 140(3) 
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§ 42-512 
Note 4 

4. -- Inheritance tax implications, vested 
interests 

In computing District of Columbia inheri
tance tax upon remainder interests, general 
statute defining vested estates controlled, and 
remainders that were vested but subject to be 
divested should be treated as vested. D.C.Code 
1940, §§ 45-812, 47-1601 et seq. Keep v. Dis
trict of Columbia, C.A.D.C.1950, 181 F.2d 789, 
86 U.S.App.D.C. 206. District Of Columbia @:;;;;> 

33(35.1) 
Where testator bequeathed residue of estate in 

trust for benefit of widow with direction that, 
upon death or remarriage of widow, trustee 
should divide estate among testator's children, 
which shares should be held in trust until each 
of the children should attain age of 37 years, 
and testator was survived by two sons who were 
under 37, future interests created for sons were 
"vested" and not "contingent remainders" for 
inheritance tax purposes, notwithstanding that 
legal estate would not pass until sons respec
tively reached age of 37. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 45-810 to 45-813, 45-812, 47-1607. 
District of Columbia v. Clark, C.A.D.C.1948, 175 
F.2d 821, 84 U.S.App.D.C. 88. District Of Co
lumbia @:;;;;> 33(39) 

Where testator devised his residuary estate to 
his wife for life and on her death to testator's 
daughters in fee simple share and share alike 
and "in the event that either of them be then 
dead unto the survivor of them", the daughters 
acquired a "vested interest" and not a "contin
gent interest" within District of Columbia Reve
nue Act which recognizes and taxes separately 
vested interest and contingent interest. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-812,47-1607. O'Neill v. 
District of Columbia, 1942, 132 F.2d 601, 77 
U.S.App.D.C. 79. District Of Columbia @:;;;;> 

33(3) 

5. Contingent interests-In general 

REAL PROPERTY 

45-814, 45-815. Pyne v. Pyne, 1946, 154 F.2d 
297,81 U.S.App.D.C. 11. Wills @:;;;;> 634(9) 

Where testator attempted to divide his prop
erty with some degree of equality among his 
children except one and to have each child's 
share go to his eldest son in fee if there were 
any eldest son, under provision in will devising 
certain property after death of son C. to his son 
G. for life, if he be then living, remainder in fcc, 
to any eldest son G. might have living, at the 
time of his death, "if G. dies before his father, 
without such son, then remainder in fee to my 
son F.," alternative gift to testator's son F. was 
a "contingent remainder," and the contingency 
was that G. should die before his father without 
a son, and not simply that he should die without 
a son. Reeves v. American Security & Trust 
Co., 1940, 115 F.2d 145,72 App.D.C. 403, cer
tiorari denied 61 S.Ct. 318, 311 U.S. 710, 85 
L.Ed. 461. Wills @:;;;;> 634(9) 

A residuary clause includes a reversionary 
interest in property which would take effect 
immediately upon failure of contingent remain
ders where it is nowhere disposed of in the will. 
Reeves v. American Security & Trust Co., 1940, 
115 F.2d 145, 72 App.D.C. 403, certiorari de
nied 61 S.Ct. 318, 311 U.S. 710, 85 L.Ed. 461. 
Wills @:;;;;> 587(5) 

Whenever a contingent remainder amounts to 
a freehold estate, it must be preceded by a 
vested estate of freehold. Green v. Gordon, 
1912,38 App.D.C. 443. Remainders @:;;;;> 4 

Contingent or executory remainders, whereby 
no present interest passes, arise where the es
tate in remainder is limited to take effect, either 
to a dubious and uncertain person, or upon a 
dubious and uncertain event, so that the partic
ular estate may chance to be determined, and 
the remainder never take effect. Green v. Gor
don, 1912,38 App.D.C. 443. Remainders ~ 4 

Where remainder had not vested, the invalidi
ty of prior devise would not benefit contingent 
remainderman but intestacv would result as to 
the property covered by the" prior devise. Lewis 
v. Cockrell, D.D.C1948, 80 F.Supp. 380. Wills 
@:;;;;> 852 

Where testatrix devised realty to her sister for 
life, then to her daughter for life, and then to 
testatrix' three sons and the issue of the daugh
ter, if any, in fee simple, the issue to take a one
fourth part and if daughter should die without 
issue then to the three sons, their heirs and 
assigns forever share and share alike, and in 

Conveyance of house by husband's parents, by any case, if the three sons should die leaving a 
descendant or descendants the descendant or deed to themselves and husband with express 
descendants to take the share his, her, or their intent to make gift of house to husband and wife 
parent would have taken had he lived, as to one- as "wedding gift" prior to wedding which was 
fourth of property, each designated remainder- cancelled six years before couple's marriage, 
man took a contingent remainder subject to be was sufficient for delivery and absolute disposi
divested in event of his death leaving a descen- tion of either present or future interest in house 
dant prior to death of second life tenant, so that to wife, subject to special limitation, condition 
son's descendant became substituted remain- subsequent, or executory limitation. D.C.Code 
derman when he died before event which con- 1981, §§ 45-210, 45-211, 45-212, 45-301. 
stituted contingency on which his interest de- Singer v. Singer, 1994, 636 A.2d 422. Gifts @:;;;;> 

pended. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-101, 45-812, 34 
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6. -- Alternative or supplanting limitations, 
contingent interests 

In absence of named remainderman living at 
expiration of life estate, property reverts in case 
of an alternative limitation, and in the case of a 
supplanting limitation the property passes to 
heirs or devisees of deceased remainderman. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-812. Scott v. Powell, 
C.A.D.C.1950, 182 F.2d 75, 86 U.S.App.D.C. 
277. Wills ~ 636; Wills G;::> 866 

In terms of the law of future interests, an 
"alternative limitation" requires survival of re
mainderman to end of preceding interests, and 
"supplanting limitation" does not necessarily 
require such survival of remainderman but im
poses a condition, the happening of which re
places remainderman with another. D.C.Code 
1940, § 45-812. Scott v. Powell, C.A.D.C.1950, 

§ 42-514 

182 F.2d 75, 86 U.S.App.D.C. 277. Wills <> 
634(9) 

7. -- Vesting on occurrence of contingency, 
contingent interests 

A contingent remainder does not vest until the 
contingency on which it is founded actually 
occurs. Lewis v. Cockrcll, D.D.C1948, 80 
F.Supp.380. Wills ~ 634(9) 

Where interest deviscd to grandniece followed 
a life estate to testator's widow, it was a "I-C

mainder", and where it was to become effective 
only on the death of testator's two daughters 
without descendants it was a "contingent re
mainder", and where only one daughter had 
died without descendants such contingent re
mainder had not vested, and until it had, the 
grandniece could take nothing. Lewis v. Cock
rell, D.D.C1948, 80 F.Supp. 380. Wills <> 622; 
Wills ~ 634(9) 

§ 42-513. Future estates-Alternative. 

Two or more future estates may be created to take effect in the alternative, so 
that if the first in order shall fail to vest the next in succession may be 
substituted for it and take effect accordingly. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1352, ch. 854, § 1026.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-213. 
1973 Ed., § 45-813. 

Key Numbers 
Estates in Property <> 1. 
Remainders <> 1. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 154,333. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Estates §§ 1, 4 to 9, 16 to 26, 85, 87 to 

89,95 to 96,98, tOO to 101,139 to 152, 
164, 181 to 183, 188, 301 to 302, 304. 

§ 42-514. Expectant estates-No defeat or bar unless provided for at cre
ation. 

No expectant estate can be defeated or barred by any alienation or other act 
of the owner of the intermediate or precedent estate, nor by any destruction of 
such precedent estate, by disseizin, forfeiture, surrender, Inerger, or otherwise, 
except when such destruction is expressly provided for or authorized in the 
creation of such expectant estate; nor shall an expectant estate thus liable to be 
defeated be on that ground adjudged void in its creation. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1352, ch, 854, § 1029.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-214. 

1973 Ed., § 45-814. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
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Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Estates in Property (;:::>1, 10. 
Remainders (;::;:>10. 
Reversions (l::::>4. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 154,333, 338. 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 1, 4 to 9, 16 to 26, 35, 113, 
115,132,134,139 to 164, 181 to 183,188 
to 189,301 to 302, 304. 

Notes of Decisions 
In general 

1. In general 
Where testatrix devised realty to her sister for 

life, then to her daughter for life, and then to 
testatrix' three sons and the issue of the daugh
ter, if any, in fee simple, the issue to take a one
fourth part and if daughter should die without 
issue then to the three sons, their heirs and 
assigns forever share and share alike, and in 
any case, if the three sons should die leaving a 
descendant or descendants the descendant or 
descendants to take the share his, her, or their 
parent would have taken had he lived, as to one
fourth of property, each designated remainder
man took a contingent remainder subject to be 
divested in event of his death leaving a descen
dant prior to death of second life tenant, so that 
son's descendant became substituted remain-

derman when he died before event which con
stituted contingency on which his interest de
pended. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-101, 45-812, 
45-814, 45-815. Pyne v. Pyne, 1946, 154 F.2d 
297,81 U.S.App.D.C. 11. Wills (;::;:> 634(9) 

Code of Law 1901, § 1029 (D.C.Code 1929, T. 
25, § 274), providing that no expectant estate 
can be defeated or barred by an alienation or 
other act of the owner of the intermediate es
tate, nor by any destruction of such precedent 
estate by disseisin, forfeiture, surrender, merg
er, or otherwise, etc., is not applicable to re
mainders, so as to entitle a widow to dower in 
lands to which her husband had a remainder in 
fee, but which were held by the life tenant at the 
time of the death of the remainderman. Talty v. 
Talty, 1913, 40 App.D.C. 587. Dower And Cur
tesy (;:::> 5 

§ 42-515. Expectant estates-Descendible, devisable, and alienable. 

Expectant estates shall be descendible, devisable, and alienable in the same 
manner as estates in possession. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1352, ch. 854, § 1030.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-215. 
1973 Ed., § 45-815. 

Key Numbers 
Estates in Property (P 1. 
Remainders (P14. 
Reversions (P7. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 154,333,338. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 1, 4 to 9, 16 to 26, 104 to 
107, 131, 138 to 152, 164, 181 to 183, 188, 
301 to 302, 304. 

Notes of Decisions 
In general a son's interests, whether contingent or vested, 

were assignable, but he could assign only that 
which he had. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-101, 

1. In general 45-814, 45-815. Pyne v. Pyne, 1946, 154 F.2d 
Where testatrix devised realty to her daughter 297,81 U.S.App.D.C. 11. Wills (l::::::> 742 

for life and then to testatrix' three sons and the Code of Law 1901, § 1030 (D.C.Code 1929, T. 
issue of the daughter, if any, in fee simple, the 25, § 275), which provides that "expectant es-
issue to take a one-fourth part, and if daughter tate shall be descendible, devisable, and aliena-
die without issue then to the three sons, their ble in the same manner as estates in posses-
heirs and assigns forever share and share alike, sian," does not change the common-law rule so 
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as to entitle the widow of a remainderman to 
dower in an estate in remainder held by the life 
tenant at the time of the death of the remainder-

§ 42-516 

man. Talty v. Talty, 1913, 40 App.D.C. 587. 
Dower And Curtesy ~ 11 

§ 42-516. Tenancies in common, tenancies by the entireties, and joint 
tenancies. 

(a) Every estate granted or devised to 2 or more persons in their own right, 
including estates granted or devised to spouses or domestic partners, as defined 
in § 32-701(3), shall be a tenancy in common, unless expressly declared to be a 
joint tenancy; but every estate vested in executors or trustees, as such, shall be 
a joint tenancy, unless otherwise expressed. 

(b) An interest in property, whether held in tenancy in common, joint 
tenancy, or tenancy by the entirety, may be granted by 1 or more persons, as 
grantor or grantors: 

(1) To 1 of them alone as grantee; or 
(2) To the following, as grantees in tenancy in common, joint tenancy, or 

tenancy by the entirety: 
(A) The grantors alone; 
(B) Two or more of the grantors; 
(C) The grantor or grantors and another person or persons; or 
(D) One or more of the grantors and another person or persons. 

(c) A tenancy by the entirety may be created in any conveyance of real 
property to spouses or to domestic partners as that term is defined in 
§ 32-701(3). 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1352, ch. 854, § 1031; June 30, 1902, 32 Stat. 538, ch. 1329; 
Dec. 7, 1970, 84 Stat. 1390, Pub. L. 91-530, § 1; Apr. 27, 1994, D.C. Law 10-110, 
§ 2(d), 41 DCR 1023; Sept. 12,2008, D.C. Law 17-231, § 33(a), 55 DCR 6758; July 18, 
2008, D.C. Law 18-33, § 6(a), 56 DCR 4269.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-216. 
1973 Ed., § 45-816. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 17-231, in subsec. (a), substituted 

"including estates granted or devised to spouses 
or domestic partners, as defined in § 32-701(3), 
for "including estates granted or devised to hus
band and wife,". 

D.C. Law 18-33 added subsec. (c). 

review. D.C. Law 10-110 became effective on 
April 27, 1994. 

Law 17-231, the "Omnibus Domestic Part
nership Equality Amendment Act of 2008", was 
introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
17-135, which was referred to the Committee 
on Public Safety and the Judiciary. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
April 1, 2008, and May 6, 2008, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on June 6, 2008, it was 
assigned Act No. 17-403 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 

Legislative History of Laws Law 17-231 became effective on September 12, 
Law 10-110, the "Property Conveyancing Re- 2008. 

vision Act of 1994," was introduced in Council Law 18-33, the "Domestic Partnership Judi-
and assigned Bill No. 10-88, which was re- cial Determination of Parentage Amendment 
ferred to the Committee on the Judiciary. The Act of 2009", was introduced in Council and 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings assigned Bill No. 18-66, which was referred to 
on January 4, 1994, and February 1, 1994, the Committee on Public Safety and the Judicia-
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on February ry. The Bill was adopted on first and second 
18, 1994, it was assigned Act No. 10-198 and readings on April 7, 2009, and May 5, 2009, 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its respectively. Signed by the Mayor on May 21, 
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200S. it was assigned Act No. 1S-66 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re-

REAL PROPERTY 

view. D.C. Law 1S-33 became effective on July 
IS,200S. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 

Deeds ():::;:>136. 
Husband and Wife ():::;:>14.1 to 14.7. 

Joint Tenancy ():::;:>3. 
Tenancy in Common ():::;:>3. 
Wills ():::;:>627. 

Westla,v Topic Nos. 120, 205, 226, 373, 409. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Deeds § 267. 
C.J.S. Estates § 9. 
c.J.S. Husband and Wife §§ 18 to 38, 43 to 

52, 55 to 57. 
C.J.S. Joint Tenancy §§ 5 to 17. 
C.J.S. Tenancy in Common §§ 6 to 12. 
C.J.S. Wills §§ 1301 to 130S. 

United States Supreme Court 

Taxation 
Taxation, sale of property held as tenant 

by the entirety, attachment of federal 
tax liens, see U.S. v. Craft, 2002, 122 

S.Ct. 1414, 535 U.S. 274, 152 L.Ed.2d 
437, on remand 61 Fed.Appx. ISS, 
2003 WL 1516515. 

Notes of Decisions 

Authority of spouse to act unilaterally, tenancy 
by entireties 5 

Conveyance to husband and wife and third par-
ty, tenancy by entireties 6 

Creditor's claims, tenancy by entireties 7 
Intent of grantor 2 
Joint tenancy 8 
Marriage requirement, tenancy by entireties 4 
Nature of statute and effect on common law 1 
Tenancy by entireties 3-7 

In general 3 
Authority of spouse to act unilaterally 5 
Conveyance to husband and wife and third 

party 6 
Creditor's claims 7 
Marriage requirement 4 

Tenancy in common 9 

1. Nature of statute and effect on common law 
Statute providing that a conveyance to two or 

more should create a tenancy in common, un
less expressly declared to be a joint tenancy, 
was intended to reverse the common-law rule 
that a grant or devise to a number of people, 
without more, creates a joint tenancy. 
D.C.Code 1951, § 45-816. Coleman v. Jackson, 
C.A.D.C.1960, 286 F.2d 98, 83 A.L.R.2d 1043, 
109 U.S.App.D.C. 242, certiorari denied 81 
S.Ct. 1656, 366 U.S. 933, 6 L.Ed.2d 391. Joint 
Tenancy G= 2 

Where death of testator, devising life estate to 
his daughter with remainder over in fee to her 
children, occurred before enactment of code, 
common law applied so as to make children of 
daughter joint tenants with right of survivorship 
rather than tenants in common. D.C.Code 
1929, T. 25, §§ 133, 276. Noyes v. Parker, 
1937, 92 F.2d 562, 68 App.D.C. 13. Joint Ten
ancy ():::;:> 2 

The general rule at common law that estate of 
joint tenancy must be created at one and same 
time, as well as by one and same title, does not 
apply to conveyances under statutes of uses and 
wills, and it was sufficient jf parties took by 
same conveyance, though their interests vested 
at different times. Noyes v. Parker, 1937, 92 
F.2d 562, 6S App.D.C. 13. Joint Tenancy <P 3 

Prior to enactment of statute on January 1, 
1902, there was in force in District of Columbia 
a common law rule that a conveyance or devise 
to two or more persons, whether as a class or 
by name, without sufficient indication in instru
ment of jntention that they were to hold in 
severalty, should be construed as creating a 
joint tenancy and not a tenancy in common. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-816. American Sec. & 
Trust Co. v. Sullivan, D.D.C1947, 72 F.Supp. 
925. Joint Tenancy (>::::> 3 
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The continuing existence of tenancies by the 
entirety was not affected by the passage of this 
section. Roberts & Lloyd, Inc. v. Zyblut, 122 
WLR 2157 (Super. Ct. 1994). 

2. Intent of grantor 
Statutory presumption that a conveyance to 

two or more creates a tenancy in common ap
plies only when there is no expression to the 
contrary in the conveyance. D.C.Code 1951, 
§ 45-816. Coleman v. Jackson, C.A.D.C.1960, 
286 F.2d 98, 83 A.L.R.2d 1043, 109 U.S.App. 
D.C. 242, certiorari denied SI S.Ct. 1656, 366 
U.S. 933, 6 L.Ed.2d 391. Deeds ~ 136 

Statute providing that a conveyance to two or 
more should create a tenancY in common unless 
it expressly declares a joint tenancy does not 
excuse courts from determining and effecting 
the intention of the grantor as it appears on the 
face of the conveyance. D.C.Code 1951, 
§ 45-816. Coleman v. Jackson, C.A.D.C.1960, 
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286 F.2d 98, 83 A.L.R.2d 1043, 109 U.S.App. 
D.C. 242, certiorari denied 81 S.Ct. 1656, 366 
U.S. 933, 6 L.Ed.2d 391. Deeds <':? 136 

Where deed is ambiguous, a court may con
sider extrinsic evidence of the circumstances 
surrounding the execution thereof to determine 
the true intent of the parties. Daniel v. Wright, 
1972, 352 F.Supp. 1. Evidence <':? 461 (2) 

Ambiguities in deeds, whether they involve 
description of property, identity of grantee or 
nature of estate conveyed, are to be resolved by 
endeavoring to determine intention of parties. 
Snipes v. Douglass, 1974,319 A.2d 326. Deeds 
<':? 93 

Where, when deed was executed in names of 
"John F. Douglass and Elizabeth Douglass, his 
wife, as tenants by the entirety," deceased was 
married to woman named Elizabeth but had 
been living for 15 years with another woman 
known by same name, court erred, in action 
wherein both women asserted right to property, 
in holding that property passed to wife by intes
tate succession on ground that deed was voided 
by action of second woman in having sister sign 
her name to deed of trust, rather than determin
ing as matter of fact which of two women was 
intended to be referred to in deed by grantor 
thereof. Snipes v. Douglass, 1974, 319 A.2d 
326. Husband And Wife <':? 14.1 

3. Tenancy by entireties-In general 
Tenancy by the entireties is recognized wheth

er the subject matter is real or personal. 
D.C.C.E. § 30-201 et seq. In re Wall's Estate, 
C.A.D.C.1971, 440 F.2d 215, 142 U.S.App.D.C. 
187. Husband And Wife <':? 14.2(3) 

Incidents of cotenancy by the entireties are a 
unilaterally indestructible right of survivorship, 
inability of one spouse to alienate his interest, 
and broad immunity from claims of separate 
creditors. In re Wall's Estate, C.A.D.C.1971, 
440 F.2d 215, 142 U.S.App.D.C. 187. Husband 
And Wife <':? 14.2(1); Husband And Wife <':? 

14.11 
Where personalty can be held by the entire

ties, absent a contrary arrangement by the par
ties, an estate by the entireties preexisting in 
particular property continues automatically in 
its derivative on disposition. In re Wall's Es
tate, C.A.D.C.1971, 440 F.2d 215, 142 U.S.App. 
D.C. 187. Husband And Wife <':? 14.2(3) 

Conveyances to husband and wife held to 
create estates by the entireties, and not joint 
tenancy. Settle v. Settle, 1925, 8 F.2d 911, 56 
App.D.C. SO, 43 A.L.R. 1079. Husband And 
Wife <':? 14.6 

Words creating joint tenancy will give hus
band and wife "tenancy by the entireties." Set
tle v. Settle, 1925, 8 F.2d 911, 56 App.D.C. 50, 
43 A.L.R. 1079. Husband And Wife <':? 14.6 

§ 42-516 
Note 3 

nor abolished by statute. Settle v. Settle, 1925, 
8 F.2d 911, 56 App.D.C. 50, 43 A.L.R. 1079. 
Husband And Wife <':? 14.8 

A business purchased by the husband with his 
wife's money is held by the entireties, where, 
during his last illness, the husband, in response 
to the advice of a clergyman that he settle his 
affairs, stated that there was nothing to settle, as 
he and his wife had worked together, and that 
"it was as much hers" as his. Flaherty v. 
Columbus, 1914, 41 App.D.C. 525. Husband 
And Wife <':? 14.2(2) 

The husband and wife are seised of an estate 
by the entireties per tout et non per my, and the 
whole remains to the survivor. Flaherty v. Co
lumbus, 1914, 41 App.D.C. 525. Husband And 
Wife <':? 14.2(6) 

Estates by the entireties were not abolished by 
the married woman's act, and such estates exist 
in personalty as well as realty. Flaherty v. 
Columbus, 1914, 41 App.D.C. 525. Husband 
And Wife Q;;;:> 14.8 

In the District of Columbia, a conveyance to 
husband and wife jointly creates a "tenancy by 
the entirety". Daniel v. Wright, 1972, 352 
F.Supp. 1. Husband And Wife <':? 14.2(2) 

The primary distinction between a "tenancy 
by the entirety" and a "joint tenancy" is that the 
former cannot be involuntarily partitioned 
whereas the latter can be. Daniel v. Wright, 
1972, 352 F.Supp. 1. Husband And Wife c;= 
14.6 

Land, which was conveyed to husband and 
wife as joint tenants, was held by husband and 
wife as "tenants by the entirety". Hel-b v. Ger
stein, D.D.C] 941, 41 F.Supp. 634. Husband 
And Wife <':? 14.6 

Where a deed conveys a life estate to be held 
as tenants by the entirety, the surviving spouse 
takes all of the life estate. Allen v. Schultheiss, 
2009, 981 A.2d 610. Husband And Wife c;= 
14.2(6) 

As a result of the concept that a married 
couple constitutes a unit, neither spouse in a 
tenancy by the entirety may alienate or encum
ber the property acting alone, but both parties 
may do so acting together. Allen v. Schultheiss, 
2009, 981 A.2d 610. Husband And Wife Q;;;:> 

14.10 
Inasmuch as estate in the derivative is exten

sion of estate, and not interest newly created, 
statute providing for creation of tenancy in 
common upon devise of estate to two or more 
persons not expressly declared to be joint tenan
cy did not apply to determination of form of 
tenancy that vendors retained in proceeds of 
sale of property that vendors had held as ten
ants by the entireties. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-216(a). Finley v. Thomas, 1997, 691 A.2d 
1163. Husband And Wife <':? 14.2(5) 

Tenancy by the entireties, in District of Co- Mortgagors were barred by res judicata as a 
lumbia, not modified by Married Woman's Act, result of bankruptcy court proceedings based on 
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Note 3 

first petition in bankruptcy from litigating issues 
relating to their indebtedness to mortgagees; 
although one mortgagor was not a party to the 
bankruptcy proceeding, she nevertheless was 
barred by res judicata because the mortgagors 
owned their home as tenants by the entirety. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-216. Williams v. Gersten
feId, 1986, 514 A.2d 1172. Judgment G:;::> 636 

4. -- Marriage requirement, tenancy by en
tireties 

Only some kind of divorce can terminate the 
marital relation which is indispensable to own
ership by the entireties. In re Wall's Estate, 
C.A.D.C.1971, 440 F.2d 215, 142 U.S.App.D.C. 
187. Husband And Wife G=:> 14.2(7) 

Where man and woman were disabled from 
holding property by the entireties because they 
were not legally married, deed conveying prop
erty to them and purporting to create a tenancy 
by the entireties created, instead, a joint tenan
cy, not a tenancy in common. D.C.Code 1951, 
§§ 18-101, 18-201, 45-816. Coleman v. Jack
son, C.A.D.C.1960, 286 F.2d 98, 83 A.L.R.2d 
1043, 109 U.S.App.D.C. 242, certiorari denied 
81 S.Ct. 1656, 366 U.S. 933, 6 L.Ed.2d 391. 
Deeds ~ 136 

'Tenancy by the entirety" is an estate held by 
husband and wife as a fictitious unity with right 
of survivorship; in addition to the four unities 
necessary for the creation and continuance of a 
joint tenancy, creation and continuance of a 
tenancy by the entirety requires unity of hus
band and wife. Daniel v. Wright, 1972, 352 
F.Supp. 1. Husband And Wife G=:> 14.2(6) 

Where prior to divorce, a house was held by 
the parties as tenants by the entirety, as a result 
of the divorce, the parties owned the property 
as tenants in common. Moore v. Moore, 120 
WLR 2393 (Super. Ct. 1992). 

REAL PROPERTY 

had purchased as tenants by the entirety. San
dler v. Wertlieb (Cr.App. 1948) 60 A.2d 222. 
Husband And Wife G=:> 221 

6. -- Conveyance to husband and wife and 
third party, tenancy by entireties 

Axiom that a conveyance to husband and wife 
and another party presumptively grants a one
half interest to the third party and a one-half 
interest to the husband and wife as an entirety 
is only a rule of construction, and the intent of 
the parties must be effected if it can be ascer
tained. Daniel v. Wright, 1972, 352 F.Supp. 1. 
Deeds G=:> 136; Husband And Wife G=:> 14.2(4) 

Under deed of house "to Herbert L. Wright 
and Mattie G. Wright, his wife, and Pauline E. 
Liner . . . as joint tenants," the husband and 
wife acquired a one-half interest as tenants by 
the entirety and the other party acquired a onc
half interest jointly with the entirety, particular
ly where a consideration of the transactions 
with respect to the property indicated that such 
result was the most likely intent of the parties. 
Daniel v. Wright, 1972, 352 F.Supp. 1. Deeds 
G=:> 136; Husband And Wife G=:> 14.2(2) 

7. -- Creditor's claims, tenancy by entire
ties 

Rights and remedies of existing creditors can
not be obliterated by the expedient of erecting a 
tenancy by the entireties in property that is 
otherwise vulnerable. D.C.C.E. § 30-201 et seq. 
In re Wall's Estate, C.A.D.C.1971, 440 F.2d 215, 
142 U.S.App.D.C. 187. Husband And Wife G=:> 

14.11 
Property held in tenancy by the entireties is 

liable for the spouses' joint debts, and for the 
individual debts of the surviving cotenant, but 
as long as coverture is whole, an estate by the 

5. -- Authority of spouse to act unilaterally, entireties unimpeachable at inception is un-
tenancy by entireties reachable by legal process at the instance of 

Where husband alone signed agreement be- creditors of one but not of both. In re Wall's 
tween landowners covenanting that no part of Estate, C.A.D.C.1971, 440 F.2d 215, 142 
the land owned by the parties to agreement U.S.App.D.C. 187. Husband And Wife G=:> 14.11 
should be given or conveyed to or occupied by Where decedent and his widow had owned 
persons of negro race, land owned by husband real estate as tenants by the entireties, and 
and wife as tenants by the entirety was not property was sold in order to avert foreclosure 
affected by such agreement. Herb v. Gerstein, and proceeds were deposited in account in 
D.D.CI941, 41 F.Supp. 634. Husband And names of decedent and his widow as tenants by 
Wife e=:> 14.9 the entireties, and decedent had desired no 

An estate as "tenants by the entirety" is indi- change in type of ownership of proceeds, pro-
visible and is vested in the marital entity of ceeds were free from claims of decedent's credi
husband and wife, who together are seized of tors, and fact that decedent and widow had 
entire estate so that one cannot dispose of his been separated and had filed separate income 
interest without the other. Sandler v. Wertlieb tax return would not support inference that 
(Cr.App. 1948) 60 A.2d 222. Husband And Wife decedent and widow had mutually undertaken 
G=:> 14.2(7); Husband And Wife ~ 14.10 to dissolve tenancy by the entireties in the fund. 

Husband was entitled to maintain in his own In re Wall's Estate, C.A.D.C.1971, 440 F.2d 215, 
name a suit against tenant for possession of an 142 U.S.App.D.C. 187. Husband And Wife e=:> 
apartment in a building which he and his wife 14.11 
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8. Joint tenancy 
Under circumstances, execution of deed of 

trust by daughter as one joint tenant in favor of 
mother as the second joint tenant did not serve 
either to "sever" the joint tenancy or establish 
that a joint tenancy never existed between 
mother and daughter. D.C.Code 1961, 
§§ 11-738,45-603,45-816. Maynard v. Suth
erland, C.A.D.C.1962, 313 F.2d 560, 114 
U.S.App.D.C. 169. Joint Tenancy ~ 3; Joint 
Tenancy ~ 4 

Four unities are required for the creation and 
continuance of a "joint tenancy": unity of time, 
title, interest and possession. Daniel v. Wright, 
1972, 352 F.Supp. 1. Joint Tenancy ~ 1 

The distinguishing characteristic of a "joint 
tenancy" is the right of the survivors to succeed 
to a deceased joint tenant's ownership. Daniel 
v. Wright, 1972, 352 F.Supp. 1. loint Tenancy 
~6 

9. Tenancy in common 
Where brother and sister contributed one-half 

of purchase money and of other expenses inci
dent to property purchased as a joint venture, 
and benefited and shared equally in rents, prof
its, and funds derived therefrom, they were in 
effect tenants in common even though title to 
property was in name of sister. D.C.Code 1929, 
T. 25, § 276. Sheehy v. a'Donoghue, 1937, 94 
F.2d 252, 68 App.D.C. 127. Tenancy In Com
mon~3 

Where testator devises estate to named per
sons, to be divided equally, those persons take 
as tenants in common. D.C.Code 1951, 
§ 45-816. Liberty Nat. Bank of Washington v. 

§ 42-518 

Smoot, D.D.C1955, 135 F.Supp. 654. Wills c=:> 
627(1) 

Where testamentary trust created by will di
recting that children of deceased remainderman 
should take share that parents would have taken 
was created after January 1, 1902, children of a 
deceased remainderman took share of their par
ent as "tenants in common", and not as "joint 
tenants", and, hence, upon one of the children 
subsequently dying before life tenant, estate of 
the deceased child would take same equal share 
as surviving child or children would take. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-816. American Sec. & 
Trust Co. v. Sullivan, D.D.C1947, 72 F.Supp. 
925. Wills ~ 627(1) 

A tenant in common owns an undivided inter
est in the property, and such tenants have no 
separate estate or interest in any distinct por
tion of the property over which they have simul
taneously rights of property, each being inter
ested according to the extent of his share in 
every part of the whole property and its pro
ceeds. Deming v. Turner, D.D.C1945, 63 
F.Supp.220. Tenancy In Common c=:> 11 

An "undivided" right or title or a title to an 
undivided portion of an estate is that owned by 
one of two or more tenants in common or joint 
tenants before partition. Deming v. Turner, 
D.D.CI945, 63 F.Supp. 220. Joint Tenancy ~ 
8; Tenancy In Common ~ 11 

A cotenant enjoys a unilateral right of parti
tion; this unilateral right of partition makes it 
possible for any dissatisfied cotenant to, in ef
fect, withdraw from and dissolve the quasi
partnership that cotenancy entails. Arthur v. 
District of Columbia, 2004, 857 A.2d 473. Par
tition ~ 14 

§ 42-517. Coparcenary estates abolished. 

There shall be no estate in coparcenary in the District, and where 2 or more 
persons inherit from an intestate they shall be tenants in common. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1343, ch. 854, § 956.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-217. 
1973 Ed., § 45-817. 

Key Numbers 
Descent and Distribution ~75. 
Tenancy in Common C=:>3. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 124,373. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Descent and Distribution § 73. 
C.J.S. Tenancy in Common §§ 6 to 12. 

§ 42-518. Estates for years. 

An estate for a determined period of time is an estate for years. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1352, ch. 854, § 1032.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-218. 
1973 Ed., § 45-818. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant G:;::>70. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 24 to 25. 

Notes of Decisions 

Leases 1 

1. Leases 
An ordinary lease of tenancy for years must 

be certain as to commencement, duration and 
termination or be capable of being made certain 
by reference to some collateral event or thing 
which in itself is certain. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-818. Smith's Transfer & Storage Co. v. 

§ 42-519. Estates from year to year. 

Hawkins (Cr.App. 1946) 50 A.2d 267. Landlord 
And Tenant G:;::> 71; Landlord And Tenant (? 72 

A lease for a term of years creates an estate in 
the grantee, and the rent reserved may be a 
lump sum, payable either at the commencement 
of the term or at its end, subject to such condi
tions as the lease imposes. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-818. Isquith v. Athanas (CLApp. 1943) 33 
A.2d 733. Landlord And Tenant G:;::> 70; Land
lord And Tenant G:;::> 202(3) 

An estate expressed to be from year to year shall be good for 1 year only. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1352, ch. 854, § 1033.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-219. 
1973 Ed., § 45-819. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant CP113, 114. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Common law rule 1 

1. Common law rule 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 208 to 219, 

228, 240 to 244. 

Notes of Decisions 

and so on from year to year at the pleasure of 
the parties. Morse v. Brainerd, 1914, 42 App. 
D.C. 448. Landlord And Tenant G:;::> 114(3) 

At common law a tenant for years became, by 
holding over, a tenant for an additional year, 

§ 42-520. Estates by sufferance. 

All estates which by construction of the courts were estates from year to year 
at comn10n law, as where a tenant goes into possession and pays rent without 
an agreement for a term, or where a tenant for years, after the expiration of his 
term, continues in possession and pays rent and the like, and all verbal hirings 
by the month or at any specified rate per month, shall be deemed estates by 
sufferance. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1352, ch. 854, § 1034; June 30,1902,32 Stat. 538, ch. 1329.) 
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Note 2 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-220. 
1973 Ed., § 45-820. 

Cross References 

Statute of frauds, see §§ 28-3501 and 28-3503. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant G;:;>117, 119. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.l.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 208, 245 to 
250,275,281 to 292. 

Notes of Decisions 

Assignment or subletting 4 
Creation of tenancy at sufferance 2 
Holding over 6 
Nature of statute 
Option to renew and election 5 
Tenancy from month to month 3 
Termination and notice to quit 7 

1. Nature of statute 
Statutory tenancy by sufferance is entirely 

different from common-law tenancy by suffer
ance, and statutes declaring that certain tenan
cies are tenancies by sufferance and providing 
manner of terminating such tenancies are con
trolling. D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-820, 45-902, 
45-904. Cavalier Apartments Corp. v. McMul
len (Cr.App. 1959) 153 A.2d 642. Landlord And 
Tenant G;:;> 119(1); Landlord And Tenant G;:;> 
120(1 ) 

The code section declaring that all estates 
which by construction of courts were estates 
from year to year at common law, as where a 
tenant for years, after expiration of his term, 
continues in possession and pays rent, shall be 
deemed estates by sufferance was as much a 
part of lease which tenant claimed to have re
newed by holding over after expiration thereof 
and paying rent as though code section had 
been written into lease. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-820. Warthen v. Lamas (Cr.App. 1945) 43 
A.2d 759. Landlord And Tenant G;:;> 119(2) 

The code section declaring that estates which 
by construction of the courts were estates from 
year to year at common law, as where a tenant 
for years, after expiration of his term, continues 
in possession and pays rent, shall be deemed 
estates by sufferance, is mandatory and neither 
parties nor courts are at liberty to disregard its 
express policy. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-820. 
Warthen v. Lamas (Cr.App. 1945) 43 A.2d 759. 
Landlord And Tenant G;:;> 119(2) 

2. Creation of tenancy at sufferance 
Under statute, tenant on expiration of one

year lease became tenant by sufferance 
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(D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 280). H.L. Rust Co. v. 
Drury, 1933, 68 F.2d 167, 62 App.D.C. 329. 
Landlord And Tenant G;:;> 119(2) 

Under Code, § 1034 (D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 
§ 280) tenants in possession of a property under 
a lease, which had expired, were tenants by 
sufferance. Weaver v. Koester, 1924, 294 F. 
1011,54 App.D.C. 80. Landlord And Tenant G=> 

119(2) 
Where the lease required the tenant to pay 

insurance premiums on the premises, the pay
ment of such premiums, insuring the property 
for a period extending beyond the end of the 
term fixed by the lease, did not extend the lease, 
in view of Code, § 1034, D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 
§ 280, providing that all estates, which by con
struction of the courts were estates from year to 
year at common law, as where a tenant for 
years, after the expiration of his term, continues 
in possession, shall be deemed estates by suffer
ance; but the tenant, after the expiration of the 
term, was merely a tenant by sufferance, and 
the rent commission had authority to increase 
the rent, under Ball Rent Act, § 106, 41 Stat. 
300, permitting complaints, except where the 
tenant is in possession for a term which has not 
expired. Forster v. Eliot, 1922, 282 F. 735, 52 
App.D.C. 107. Landlord And Tenant G;:;> 200.21 

Even assuming that tenant possessed land
lord's property pursuant to tenancy at will 
which expired with death of landlord, rather 
than becoming adverse possessor, tenant be
came by operation of law, tenant at sufferance 
upon landlord's death, in absence of such hos
tile possession as was required to assert claim 
by adverse possession. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 12-301(1). Estate of Wells v. Estate of Smith, 
1990, 576 A.2d 707. Landlord And Tenant c=:> 
66(3) 

Arrangement whereby defendant was occupy-
ing his girlfriend's apartment rent free, and at 
her indulgence, did not constitute "tenancy by 
sufferance," so as to preclude his conviction for 
unlawful entry in such apartment. D.C.C.E. 



§ 42-520 
Note 2 

§§ 22-3102, 45-820. Jackson v. U. S., 1976, 
357 A.2d 409. Trespass e:=:.> 79 

A "tenancy at sufferance" requires "payment 
of rent" or "hirings" or a "rate per month" to 
accompany the estate. D.C.C.E. § 45-820. 
Smith v. Town Center Management Corp., 
1974, 329 A.2d 779. Landlord And Tenant G=> 
119(1) 

Fact that landlord whose tenants were re
quired under lease to surrender premises at 
expiration of term, did not forcibly evict tenants 
from premises at expiration of term, did not file 
suit for possession for two weeks after lease 
expired, and that tenants, with landlord paying 
the bills, continued to furnish heat and hot 
water for other tenants in building as they were 
required to do under lease, did not create a 
tenancy by sufferance entitling tenants to thirty
day notice to quit possession, where tenants 
continued in possession against wishes of land
lord. D.C.Code, 1940, §§ 45-820, 45-901. 
Williams v. John F. Donohoe & Sons (Cr.App. 
1949) 68 A.2d 239. Landlord And Tenant G=> 

119(2); Landlord And Tenant G=> 120(2) 
The fact that landlord called tenant a "tenant 

by sufferance" in complaint in action for pos
session of premises filed immediately upon expi
ration of term lease, did not create a "tenancy 
by sufferance" so as to require landlord to first 
give tenant a 30 day notice since quoted term 
was a legal conclusion. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 45-820, 45-901. Bell v. Westbrook (Cr.App. 
] 946) 50 A.2d 264. Landlord And Tenant (;;:;;> 

119(1); Landlord And Tenant (;;:;;> 291(1); Land
lord And Tenant (;;:;;> 291(8) 

The fact that tenant continued in possession 
of premises ~~ter expiration of term" lease did 
not create a tenancy by sufferance so as to 
require landlord to give 30 day notice, where 
landlord brought action for possession immedi
ately upon expiration of term and continuation 
in possession was result of temporary injunction 
order obtained by tenant and landlord rejected 
rent offered by tenant, notwithstanding landlord 
accepted damages for wrongful suing out of 
temporary restraining order. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 45-820, 45-901. Bell v. Westbrook (Cr.App. 
1946) 50 A.2d 264. Landlord And Tenant e:=:.> 
119(2); Landlord And Tenante:=:.> 291(1) 

3. Tenancy from month to month 
Though Code of Law 1901, § 1034, declares 

that verbal hirings by the month shall be 
deemed estates by sufferance, the tenant is a 
monthly tenant, as he holds "by the month." 
Boss v. Hagan, 1919, 261 F. 254, 49 App.D.C. 
106, 8 A.L.R. 1508. Landlord And Tenant e:=:> 
115(2) 

Continuance after expiration of lease of 
month-to-month tenancy was a statutory "ten
ancy by sufferance" so that landlord's acquies
cence in partial subtenant's remaining on 
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premises following expiration of main tenancy 
divested main tenant of any responsibility for 
payment of rent for space occupied by his for
mer subtenant. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-220. 
Comedy v. Vito, 1985, 492 A.2d 276. Landlord 
And Tenant G=> 119(2); Landlord And Tenant 
G=> 196 

Under statute to effect that all verbal hirings 
by month shall be deemed estates by sufferance, 
tenant who rented premises under oral tenancy 
from month to month was a tenant by suffer
ance and her tenancy was terminable at any 
time by notice in writing of her intention to quit 
on 30th day after date of service of notice. 
D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-820, 45-902, 45-904. 
Cavalier Apartments Corp. v. McMullen (Cr. 
App. 1959) 153 A.2d 642. Landlord And Tenant 
G=> 119(1); Landlord And Tenant e:=:> 120(2) 
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Tenant holding apartment under verbal hiring 
by the month was a "tenant at sufferance". 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-820. Keroes v. Westches
ter Apartments (Cr.App. 1944) 36 A.2d 263. 
Landlord And Tenant e=:> 119( 1) 

Tenancy under verbal hiring by the month, 
though deemed a tenancy at sufferance by the 
Code is not an estate at sufferance within strict 
meaning of the common-law term, but is more 
in the nature of an estate from month to month, 
or an estate at will, and until the Emergency 
Rent Act became effective was determinable at 
any time. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-820, 
45-1605(b). Keroes v. Westchester Apartments 
(Cr.App. 1944) 36 A.2d 263. Landlord And 
Tenant G=> 118(3); Landlord And Tenant G=> 

119(1); Landlord And Tenant G=> 120(1); Land
lord And Tenant e:=:.> 278.4(.5) 

Tenant holding apartment under verbal hiring 
by the month was a "tenant at sufferance". 
Code 1940, § 45-820. Westchester Apartments 
v. Keroes (Cr.App. 1943) 32 A.2d 869. Land
lord And Tenant G=> 119(1) 

4. Assignment or subletting 
The Emergency Rent Act does not give a 

tenant by sufferance power to sublet contrary to 
landlord's expressed will, but landlord's right in 
that respect, and even an express restriction 
against subletting in a written lease, may be 
waived by landlord by accepting rent in ad
vance with knowledge of the subletting. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-820, 45-1605(b)(1). 
Thompson v. Gray (Cr.App. 1946) 50 A.2d 594. 
Landlord And Tenant G=> 76(1); Landlord And 
Tenant G=> 76(3) 

In absence of restrictions, a tenant under 
lease for definite term may sublet the premises; 
but, where tenant has only an estate at suffer
ance, if tenant sublets contrary to landlord's 
wishes, landlord may terminate the tenancy im
mediately. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-820. Keroes 
v. Westchester Apartments (Cr.App. 1944) 36 
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A.2d 263. Landlord And Tenant G;;:> 75(1); 
Landlord And Tenant ~ 120(1) 

Where tenant at sufferance twice sublet apart
ment for definite terms with express consent of 
landlord and landlord after it had knowledge 
that persons in addition to second sublessee 
were occupying apartment expressly consented 
that second sublease continue to its expiration 
date, and accepted rent throughout remaining 
period of sublease, landlord had no right to 
demand possession because of anything which 
had occurred prior to expiration date of second 
sublease on ground that tenant was violating 
"obligation of tenancy" within statute. Code 
1940, §§ 45-820, 45-904, 45-1605(b). West
chester Apartments v. Keroes (Cr.App. 1943) 32 
A.2d 869. Landlord And Tenant G;;:> 275 

5. Option to renew and election 
Where tenant remained in possession and 

paid increased rent required by option for addi
tional term after initial term had expired, tenant 
affirmatively indicated his intent to exercise the 
option and did not hold over only as a tenant by 
sufferance. D.C.C.E. § 45-820. Harris v. 
Gindes (App. 1970) 265 A.2d 598. Landlord 
And Tenant (;:;:> 86(2) 

Where lease provided that lessee could renew 
lease for an additional term by notifying lessor 
in writing of such intention before a certain 
date, written notice sent with monthly rental 
check bearing lessee's trade-name and his sig
nature, was adequate compliance with provi
sions of lease, although notice was not signed by 
lessee. Worthington v. Serkes (Cr.App. 1955) 
111 A.2d 877. Landlord And Tenant ~ 86(2) 

Where a lease has been renewed through ten
ant's exercise of option to renew, the tenant 
does not hold for the renewal period under the 
notice, that he is exercising option to renew, but 
under the terms and conditions set forth in the 
original lease. Worthington v. Serkes (CLApp. 
1955) 111 A.2d 877. Landlord And Tenant (;:;:> 

91 
Under the rule that an election bv tenant to 

renew a lease should precede or be "concurrent 
with expiration of lease and not depend upon 
after events except insofar as they may reflect 
the understanding of the parties with respect to 
a precedent act, the fact that tenant remained in 
possession after expiration of lease and paid 
rent shed little light upon his intention to exer
cise option to renew, and, in absence of other 
evidence, such holding over presumptively cre
ated a mere tenancy by sufferance. D.C.Code 
1940, § 45-820. Warthen v. Lamas (Cr.App. 
1945) 43 A.2d 759. Landlord And Tenant G:;::> 

90(1); Landlord And Tenant (;:;:> 119(2) 

6. Holding over 
Not only will statute of limitations not run 

against righL of owner to recover possession of 
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§ 42-520 
Note 7 

premises in favor of tenant at sufferance, where 
tenant holds over, there is implied continuation 
of all terms of previous agreement, including 
covenants to maintain. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 12-301(1). Estate of Wells v. Estate of Smith, 
1990, 576 A.2d 707. Landlord And Tenant (;:;:> 

152(1); Limitation Of Actions (;:;:> 44(2) 
Status of lessee upon remaining in possession 

of leased premises after purchaser's 90-day no
tice to quit expired was that of hold-over tenant 
or tenant by sufferance. D.C.Code 1961, 
§ 45-820. Fisher v. Parkwood, Inc. (App. 1965) 
213 A.2d 757. Landlord And Tenant ~ 119(2) 

A holding over by tenant after expiration of 
lease is subject to all covenants and terms of 
original lease applicable to new situation. Hall 
v. Henry J. Robb, Inc. (CLApp. 1943) 32 A.2d 
707. Landlord And Tenant G:;::> 90(2) 

Where tenant held over for about 30 months 
after expiration of written lease, and tenancy 
could have been terminated on 30 days' notice 
tenancy created by holding over was impliedly 
subject to covenant of lease imposing upon ten
ant liability for cost of needful repairs. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-820, 45-904. Hampton 
v. Mott Motors (CLApp. 1943) 32 A.2d 247. 
Landlord And Tenant <iP 119(2) 

7. Termination and notice to quit 
Under statute, tenant on expiration of one

year lease becoming tenant by sufferance, was 
entitled to 30 days' notice Lo vacate if he paid 
rent when due (D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 280). 
H.L. Rust Co. v. Drury, 1933, 68 F.2d 167, 62 
App.D.C. 329. Landlord And Tenant (;:;:> 120(2) 

Where tenant, who became tenant by suffer
ance after expiration of year lease, defaulted in 
paying rent for two months, he was not entitled 
to notice to vacate (D.C. Code 1929, T. 25, Secs. 
280, 318). Lease for one year provided that in 
event of tenant's holding over he should give 
landlord at least 30 days' notice of intention to 
vacate, and that tenant should be entitled to like 
notice that landlord desired possession of prop
erty, but that in event rent should not be paid in 
advance without demand tenant should 'not be 
entitled to any notice to quit, the usual thirty 
days' notice being hereby expressly 
waived.' H.L. Rust Co. v. Drury, 1933, 68 F.2d 
167,62 App.D.C. 329. Landlord And Tenant G;;:> 

120(2) 
Where tenant, who became tenant by suffer

ance after expiration of year lease, defaulted in 
paying rent for two months, he was not entitled 
to notice to vacate (D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 
§§ 280, 318). H.L. Rust Co. v. Drury, 1933, 68 
F.2d 167, 62 App.D.C. 329. Landlord And Ten
ant (;:;:> 120(2) 

Where tenant with privilege of renewal on 
written notice gave only verbal notice, tenancy 
after expiration of original lease was one by 
sufferance, terminable on 30 days' notice (Code, 
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§ 1034 [D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 280]). Nation
al Cafes v. Elite Laundrv Co., 1927, 18 F.2d 
828, 57 App.D.C. 178. L;ndlord And Tenant (';;;:> 

120(2); Landlord And Tenant (';;;:> 119(2) 
When tenant remained in building after expi

ration of lease and continued to pay rent, tenant 
became tenant by sufferance, and thus 30 days' 
written notice to tenant to vacate premises was 
sufficient. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-820, 45-904. Oliver 
T. Carr Management, Inc. v. National Delicates
sen, Inc., 1979, 397 A.2d 914. Landlord And 
Tenant (';;;:> 119(2); Landlord And Tenant (';;;:> 

120(2) 
Notice to quit given on July 31 to tenants 

whose lease expired on August 15 and who 
became tenants by sufferance thereafter was 
proper and, therefore, could serve as basis for 
possessory action. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-820, 45-904. 
Brown v. Young, 1976,364 A.2d 1171. Land
lord And Tenant (';;;:> 297(2) 

Where lease expired on August 15, tenants 
became tenants by sufferance during second 
half of August and, therefore, were entitled to a 
30-day notice to quit. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-820, 
45-904. Brown v. Young, 1976, 364 A.2d 1171. 
Landlord And Tenant (';;;:> 120(2) 

Lessee who occupied commercial property as 
hold-over tenant after his three years' written 
lease had expired was a hold-over tenant by 
sufferance and his tenancy was subject to termi
nation on thirty days' notice. D.C.Code 1951, 
§§ 45-820, 45-904. Lake v. Angelo (Cr.App. 
1960) 163 A.2d 611. Landlord And Tenant (';;;:> 

1200) 
Where evidence was insufficient to establish 

that tenant had any special form of lease, he 
was merely a tenant at sufferance, and a notice 
to quit which expired 30 days from December 
20 was valid although tenancy commenced on 
Grst of the month. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-820, 
45-904, 45-1605. Sandler v. Wertlieb (Cr.App. 
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1948) 60 A.2d 222. Landlord And Tenant (';;;:> 

119(1); Landlord And Tenant (';;;:> 120(2) 
Where landlord, suing holdover tenant at suf

ferance for possession of leased property used 
as rooming house, did not say that he required 
property for his immediate personal use and 
occupancy as dwelling, but said that he pro
posed to continue operation thereof as rooming 
house, trial judge properly refused to oust ten
ant. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-820, 45-1601 et 
seq., 45-1605(b). Lingo v. Wolfe (Cr.App. 1944) 
37 A.2d 270. Landlord And Tenant (';;;:> 278.13 

Prior to enactment of District of Columbia 
Emergency Rent Act, landlord could have evict
ed tenant by sufferance at any time and without 
any reason merely by serving on tenant a 30-day 
notice to quit followed with possessory action, 
but Rent Act restricts landlord's rights and pro
tects tenant from eviction except on one of 
grounds specified. Code 1940, §§ 45-820, 
45-904, 45-1605(b). Westchester Apartments 
v. Keroes (Cr.App. 1943) 32 A.2d 869. Land
lord And Tenant (';;;:> 278.10(1); Landlord And 
Tenant e=> 280.5; Landlord And Tenant (';;;:> 283 

A tenant who remained in possession paying 
rent after expiration of written lease became a 
"tenant by sufferance", not within common-law 
meaning of term, and hence such tenancy could 
be terminated by either party upon 30 days' 
notice. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-820, 45-904. 
Hampton v. Mott Motors (Cr.App. 1943) 32 A.2d 
247. Landlord And Tenant (';;;:> 119(2); Land
lord And Tenant ~ 120(1) 

A tenant holding over and paying rent be
comes a "tenant by sufferance" in sense only 
that his tenancy may be terminated by tenant or 
landlord on 30 days' notice in accordance with 
statute. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-820, 45-904. 
Hampton v. Mott Motors (Cr.App. 1943) 32 A.2d 
247. Landlord And Tenant e=> 119(2); Land
lord And Tenant e=> 120(1) 

§ 42-521. Estates from month to month or from quarter to quarter. 

An estate may be from month to month or from quarter to quarter, or, as 
otherwise expressed, it may be by the month or by the quarter, if so expressed 
in writing. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1352, ch. 854, § 1035.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-221. 
1973 Eel., § 45-821. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant (';;;:> 113, 115. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 208 to 210, 
228 to 231, 240 to 244. 
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Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Where landlord gave tenants, who had verbal

ly leased property by the month, statutory 30 
days' notice to vacate, landlord was entitled to 
judgment of possession, notwithstanding that 
reason for notice may have been tenants' refusal 
to enter into written lease containing waiver of 
right to statutory notice to quit in event of 
certain breaches. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-820, 45-821, 
45-905, 45-908. Wilson v. John R. Pinkett, Inc. 
(App. 1970) 265 A.2d 778. Landlord And Ten
ant <> 94(1) 

A "tenancy from month to month" is a tenan
cy for a month certain plus an expectancy or 
possibility of continuation for one or more simi
lar periods, and until rightful notice of termi
nation is given this expectancy ripens at the 
turn of each month to a true tenancy for the 
ensuing month. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-821, 
45-902. Dorado v. Loew's, Inc. (Cr.App. 1952) 
88 A.2d 188. Landlord And Tenant e::> 115(1) 

Notice of termination of tenancy from month 
to month cannot be made to expire at time 
other than end of month, notwithstanding Code 
provision allowing parties to lease to substitute 
a longer or shorter period of notice than the 
thirty days which would be otherwise required 
by Code. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-821, 45-902, 
45-908. Dorado v. Loew's, Inc. (Cr.App. 1952) 
88 A.2d 188. Landlord And Tenant e::> 116(5) 

Under lease "by the month" commencing on 
20th day of month and providing that lessee 
would quit premises 24 hours after receiving 
notice to quit and that he would operate on a 24 
hour notice to quit, waiving any and all other 
notices to quit, and that lessor would rebate any 
rent paid in advance for period after notice to 
quit, 24 hour notice served on the 26th of the 
month was ineffective and notice to be effective 
had to expire on day of month from which 
tenancy commenced to run. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 45-821, 45-902, 45-908. Dorado v. Loew's, 
Inc. (Cr.App. 1952) 88 A.2d 188. Landlord And 
Tenant e::> 116(5) 

§ 42-522. Estates at win; termination; creation. 

An estate at will is one held by the joint will of lessor and lessee, and which 
111ay be terminated at any time, as herein elsewhere provided, by either party; 
and such estate shall not exist or be created except by express contract; 
provided, however, that in case of a sale of real estate under mortgage or deed 
of trust or execution, and a conveyance thereof to the purchaser, the grantor in 
such mortgage or deed of trust, execution defendant, or those in possession 
claiming under him, shall be held and construed to be tenants at will, except in 
the case of a tenant holding under an unexpired lease for years, in writing, 
antedating the mortgage or deed of trust. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1352, ch. 854, § 1036.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-222. 

1973 Ed., § 45-822. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Cross References 

Forcible entry and detainer, see §§ 16-1501 et seq., 22-3302. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant e=>117, 118, 120. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 
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Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 208, 245 to 
280, 293 to 294. 
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Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Tenancy after foreclosure 2 

1. In general 
A tenant in possession of land sold at a fore

closure sale under a deed of trust becomes by 
operation of law the tenant of the purchaser 
(Construing Code of Law 1901, § 1036 [31 Stat. 
1352, c. 854J). Bliss v. Duncan, 1915,44 App. 
D.C. 93. Mortgages C= 548 

A tenancy at will does not operate to impose 
contractual obligations, i.e., for the payment of 
rent, upon parties. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-222. 
Nicholas v. Howard, 1983, 459 A.2d 1039. 
Landlord And Tenant <l=> 117 

A "tenancy at will" is an estate held by the 
joint will of lessor and lessee and such estate 
cannot exist or be created except by express 
contract. D.C.C.E. § 45-822. Smith v. Town 
Center Management Corp., 1974, 329 A.2d 779. 
Landlord And Tenant <l=> 117; Landlord And 
Tenant <l=> ll8( 1) 

Municipal Court for the District of Columbia 
was without jurisdiction of an action for the 
recovery of real estate on ground that defendant 
held premises as a tenant at will of plaintiff, 
because of prior litigation involving the proper
ty wherein plaintiff was ordered to be credited 
with the rent actually collected, where no con
nection between the defendant and previous 
occupants was shown and plaintiff expressly 
disclaimed that defendant was in possession as 
result of an agreement with her. D.C.Code 
1940, §§ 11-735, 16-501 et seq., 45-822, 
45-910. Spruill v. Brooks (CLApp. 1949) 68 
A.2d 204. Federal Courts G::::> 1032 

2. Tenancy after foreclosure 
Doctrines of res judicata and collateral estop

pel did not apply to bar landlord's action for 
writ of possession against tenant under Rental 
Housing Act based on nonpayment of rent after 
trial court had issued judgment in prior action 
for ejectment that tenant who held over after 
foreclosure sale had right of occupancy pursu
ant to terms of lease with original owner; prior 
case determined tenant's rights to remain pos
session under lease following landlord's pur
chase of property in foreclosure sale, and did 
not require determination of what tenant's obli-

gations were to landlord. Molla v. Sanders, 
2009,981 A.2d 1197. ludgment <l=> 747(1) 

Statutory eviction restrictions applied to 
mortgagee's attempt to evict tenant who contin
ued to live in her home after landlord defaulted 
on mortgage and mortgagee repurchased home 
at foreclosure sale, and restrictions superseded 
earlier enacted statutes which provided that ten
ant continuing in possession following foreclo
sure sale was tenant at will whose tenancv 
could be terminated by giving 30 days' of writ
ten notice. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-222, 
45-1403, 45-1561, 45-1561(a). Administrator 
of Veterans Affairs v. Valentine, 1985, 490 A.2d 
1165. Landlord And Tenant <l=> 81(2) 

Where real property is sold under foreclosure 
of a deed of trust, grantor of deed of trust, or 
anyone in possession claiming under him, be
comes tenant at will of purchaser at foreclosure 
and is entitled to 30 days' notice to quit. 
D.C.C.E. §§ 45-822, 45-903. Thompson v. 
Mazo (App. 1968) 245 A.2d 122. Landlord And 
Tenant <l=> 118(1); Landlord And Tenant G::::> 

120(2) 
Where new owner, following foreclosure sale 

of leased premises, made demand for August 
rent, tenant was not faced with constructive 
eviction, which would excuse tenant's nonpay
ment to landlord of rent which was payable in 
advance on date prior to foreclosure sale, in 
view of facts that leasehold interest antedated 
deed of trust and that tenant remained in pos
session without interruption under changed 
conditions and terms after foreclosure sale as 
before. D.C.Code 1951, § 45-822. Hyde v. 
Brandler (Cr.App. 1955) 118 A.2d 398. Land
lord And Tenant <l=> 214 

Former owners of dwelling who personally 
resided therein were not "tenants" within Rent 
Act after foreclosure of second trust note, and 
therefore they were not entitled to protection of 
Rent Act provisions, notwithstanding that, un
der code section defining relationship between 
former owners and purchaser at foreclosure 
sale under defaulted mortgage or deed of trust, 
they became "tenants at will" of purchaser after 
foreclosure. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 11-735, 
45-822, 45-1605(b), 45-1611; Housing and 
Rent Act of 1947, 50 U.S.C.A.Appendix, § 1881 
et seq. Surratt v. Real Estate Exchange (CL 
App. 1950) 76 A.2d 587. Landlord And Tenant 
<l=> 200.16 

§ 42-523. Provisions applicable to personal property. 

All the provisions of this chapter and of §§ 42-302 to 42-304, 42-703, and 
42-704 shall apply to personal property generally except where from the nature 
of the property they are inapplicable. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1352, ch. 854, § 1036; June 30, 1902, 32 Stat. 538, ch. 1329.) 
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ESTATES IN LAND § 42-523 
Note 1 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-223. 
1973 Ed., § 45-823. 

Key Numbers 
Estates in Property ~8. 
Perpetuities ~7. 
Wills ~608. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 154,298, 409. 

Tenancy by entireties 1 

1. Tenancy by entireties 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Estates § 3. 

C.l.S. Perpetuities §§ 61,70 to 71. 

C.l.S. Wills §§ 1260 to 1261,1263 to 1269. 

Notes of Decisions 

§ 45-223. Finley v. Thomas, 1997, 691 A.2d 
1163. Husband And Wife c;:;> 14.2(3) 

Tenancy by the entireties may exist in person
alty as well as real property. D.C.Code 1981, 
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CHAPTER 6 

FORMS; COVENANTS AND WARRANTIES. 

Section 
42-601. Deed, mortgage, and lease forms. 
42-602. Deeds of corporations; formal requisites; acknowledgment. 
42-603. "Covenant" binds covenantor, covenantee, and their privies. 
42-604. General warranty. 
42-605. Special warranty. 
42-606. Covenant of quiet enjoyment. 
42-607. Covenant against having encumbered land. 
42-608. Covenant for further assurances; contracts to contain soil characteristics 

information. 
42-609. Warranties void as to heirs; life tenants and certain parties not in possession. 

§ 42-601. Deed, mortgage, and lease forms. 

The following forms or fonns to the like effect shall be sufficient, and any 
covenant, limitation, restriction, or proviso allowed by law may be added, 
annexed to, or introduced in the said forms. Any other form conforming to the 
rules herein laid down shall be sufficient: 

FEE SIMPLE DEED 

This deed, made this _ day of _, in the year _, by me, _, of __ , 
witnesseth, that in consideration of (here insert consideration), I, the said _, 
do grant unto (here insert grantee's name), of _, all that (here describe the 
property). 

Witness my hand and seal. _____________ [Seal.] 

DEED BY SPOUSE OR DOMESTIC PARTNER 
This deed, made this _ day of _, in the year _, by us, _ and _, his or 

her spouse or domestic partner, of _, witnesseth, that in consideration of_, 
we, the said _ and his or her spouse or donlestic partner, do grant unto _, 
of _, and so forth. 

Witness our hands and seals. ____________ [Seal.] 
____________ [Seal.] 

DEED OF LIFE ESTATE 
This deed, nlade this _ day of _, in the year _, by me, _, of __ , 

witnesseth, that in consideration of _, I, the said _, do grant unto _, of 
_, all that (here describe the property), to hold during his life and no longer. 

Witness my hand and seal. [Seal.] 

DEED OF TRUST TO SECURE DEBTS, SURETIES, 
OR FOR OTHER PURPOSES 

This deed, made this _ day of _, in the year _, by me, _, of _, 
witnesseth, that whereas (here insert the consideration for the deed), I, the said 
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__ , do grant unto _, of _, as trustee, the following property (here describe 
it) in trust for the following purposes (here insert the trusts and any covenant 
that may be agreed upon). 

Witness my hand and seal. _____________ [Seal.] 

FORM OF TRUSTEE'S DEED UNDER A DECREE 

This deed, made this _ day of _, in the year _, by I11e, _, trustee, of 
_, witnesseth: Whereas by a decree of (here insert court) passed on the _ 
day of _, in the cause of _ versus _, I, the said _, was appointed trustee 
to sell the land decreed to be sold, and have sold the same to _; and said sale 
has been ratified by said court, and said _ has fully paid the purchase n10ney 
due on said sale; now, therefore, in consideration of the premises, 1, the said 
_, do grant unto _, of _, all the right and title of all the parties to the 
aforesaid cause, in and to all that (here describe property). 

Witness my hand and seal. ____________ [Seal.] 

EXECUTOR'S DEED 

This deed, l11ade this _ day of _, in the year _, witnesseth, that I, _, of 
__ , executor of the last will of _, late of _, deceased, under a power in said 
will contained, in consideration of _, have sold and do hereby grant to _, of 
_, all that (here describe the property). 

Witness my hand and seal. _____________ [Sea1.] 

FORM OF MORTGAGE, WITH OR WITHOUT POWER OF SALE 

This mortgage, made this _ day of _, in the year _, witnesseth, that 
whereas I, _, of _, am indebted unto _, of _, in the sum of _, payable 
_, for which I have given to said _ my (here describe obligation). Now, in 
consideration thereof, I hereby grant unto the said __ all that (here describe 
property), provided that if I shall punctually pay said (notes or other instru
ments) according to the tenor thereof then this mortgage shall be void. And if I 
shall make default in such payment the said _ is hereby authorized and 
empowered to sell said property at public auction on the following ten11S (here 
insert then1), and out of the proceeds of sale to retain whatever shall ren1ain 
unpaid of my said indebtedness and the costs of such sale, and the surplus, if 
any, to pay to me. 

Given under my hand and seal. ____________ [Seal.] 

FORM OF LEASE 

This lease, made this _ of _, in the year _, between _, of _, and _, 
of _, witnesseth, that the said _ doth lease unto the said _, his executor, 
administrator, and assigns, all that (here describe the property) for the ten11 of 
__ years, beginning on the _ day of _, in the year _, and ending on the 
_ day of , in the year _, the said _ paying therefor the SU111 of 
__ on the _ day of _ in each and every year (or month, as the case may be). 
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§ 42-601 

Witness our hands and seals. 

REAL PROPERTY 

_____________ [Seal.] 
____________ [Seal.] 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1277, ch. 854, ch. 16, subch. 5; June 30, 1902,32 Stat. 533, ch. 
1329; Sept. 12,2008, D.C. Law 17-231, § 33(b), 55 DCR 6758.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-501. 
1973 Ed., § 45-301. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 17-231 deleted the Deed by Hus

band and Wife form and inserted the Deed by 
Spouse or Domestic Partner form. 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 17-231, see notes following 
§ 42-516. 

Cross References 

Sales and conveyances of public property, see § 10-801 et seq. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Deeds c:=>26 to 42. 
Landlord and Tenant c:=>24. 
Mortgages e=40 to 54. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 120, 233, 266. 

c.J.S. Deeds §§ 19, 34 to 42, 44 to 62. 
c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 330, 341, 345 

to 357. 
c.J.S. Mortgages §§ 92 to 102, 107. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

t . In general 
An agreement between husband and wife, 

whereby wife promised to create in favor of 
certain children, upon death of husband, an 
estate in property held by husband and wife as 
tenants by ~~e en~!rety, did not meet .the require
ments of a deed ,and no estate or ll1terest was 
conveyed thereby. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-106, 
45-301. Schooler v. Schooler, C.A.D.C.1948, 
173 F.2d 299, 84 U.S.App.D.C. 147. Husband 
And Wife e= 14.10 

Where body of lease properly designated cor
porate lessor and individual lessee as such, 
transposition in attestation clause of words les
see and lessor in such manner as to make clause 
indicate that individual lessee was the corpora
tion did not invalidate the lease, since intent of 

parties was perfectly apparent from entire lease, 
and transposition was mere clerical errol'. 
D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-106, 45-301. Capital 
Linoleum Co. v. Savage (CLApp. 1952) 91 A.2d 
564. Landlord And Tenant e= 24(2) 

Where apartment building project purchased 
from the government was conveyed to a Veter
ans' Cooperative by a deed made February 2, 
1948, but reciting that it was made "as of the 
31st day of December 1947," and stating that 
property was conveyed subject to all outstand
ing valid leaseholds, deed was subject to an 
outstanding leasehold of a tenant whose amend
ed lease was dated as of January 2, 1948, since 
the tenant's rights could nol be affected by the 
predating of the deed. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-501. Owens v. Liff (CLApp. 1949) 65 A.2d 
921. Landlord And Tenant e= 53(2) 

§ 42-602. Deeds of corporations; formal requisites; acknowledglnent. 

The deed of a corporation shall be executed and acknowledged either (1) by 
an attorney-in-fact appointed for that purpose or (2) without appointment, by 
its president or a vice-president if also attested by the secretary or assistant 
secretary of the corporation. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1268, eh. 854, § 497; June 30, 1902, 32 Stat. 531, ch. 1329; Apr. 
27,1994, D.C. Law 10-110, § 2(e), 41 DCR 1023.) 
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FORMS; COVENANTS AND WARRANTIES § 42-603 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-502. 
1973 Ed., § 45-302. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 10-110, the "Property Conveyancing Re

vision Act of 1994," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 10-88, which was re-

felTed to the Committee on the Judiciary. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings 
on January 4, 1994, and February I, 1994, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on February 
18, 1994, it was assigned Act No. 10-198 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 10-110 became effective on 
April 27, 1994. 

Cross References 

Effective date of deeds, see § 42-401. 
Failures in formal requisites of an instrument, fraudulent acts, see § 42-404. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Corporations (::;;:>443, 444. 
Westlaw Topic No. 101. 

c.J.S. Corporations § 744. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 

At common law, a deed is valid between par
ties if signed, sealed, and delivered, though not 
acknowledged. Munsey Trust Co. v. Alexander, 
Inc., 1930, 42 F.2d 604, 59 App.D.C. 369. Ac
knowledgment ~ 5; Deeds (::;;:> 82 

Statutory requirements respecting acknowl
edgment of deed to authorize recording thereof 
do not affect validity of unacknowledged deed 
as between parties. Munsey Trust Co. v. Alex-

ander, Inc., 1930, 42 F.2d 604, 59 App.D.C. 
369. Acknowledgment (::;;:> 5 

Lease signed and sealed in corporate lessor's 
name held valid as between parties, though not 
acknowledged nor containing power of attorney 
to acknowledge instrument. Code, § 492, as 
amended by Act June 30, 1902, and § 497 
(D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 116 and § 142). Mun
sey Trust Co. v. Alexander, Inc., 1930, 42 F.2d 
604, 59 App.D.C. 369. Acknowledgment (;:::;> 5 

Deed of corporation held executed in compli
ance with statute. Eggleston v. Wayland, 1925, 
10 F.2d 642, 56 App.D.C. 77. Corporations (;:::;> 
443 

§ 42-603. I'Covenant" binds covenantor, covenantee, and their privies. 

When, in any deed, the word "covenant" is used, such word shall have the 
same effect as if the covenant was expressed to be by the covenantor, for 
himself, his heirs, devisees, and personal representatives, and shall be deelned 
to be with the grantee or lessee, his heirs, devisees, personal representatives, 
and assigns. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1268, ch. 854, § 505; June 30,1902,32 Stat. 531, ch. 1329.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-503. 
1973 Ed., § 45-303. 

Key Numbers 
Covenants (;:::;>77 to 84. 
Descent and Distribution (::;;:>128. 
Wills (::;;:>839. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 108, 124,409. 

Library References 
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Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Covenants §§ 46 to 50. 
c.J.S. Descent and Distribution § 120. 
C.J.S. Wills §§ 1943, 1945 to 1947, 1955 to 

1956, 1958 to 1969, 1971 to 1972. 



§ 42-603 REAL PROPERTY 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Where all deeds from the original owners of 

lots in a city subdivision contain the same re
strictive covenants designed to carry out the 
general scheme of improvement of the subdivi
sion, such covenants inure to the benefit of the 

§ 42-604. General warranty. 

purchasers and subsequent owners of the lots. 
McNeil v. Gary, 1913,40 App.D.C. 397. Cove
nants ~ 79(1) 

The erection on the rear of a lot already 
improved by a dwelling house of a stable held 
within the prohibition of covenants of the origi
nal owner's grant. McNeil v. Gary, 1913, 40 
App.D.C.397. Covenants ~ 103(2) 

A covenant by the grantor, in a deed conveying real estate, "that he will 
warrant generally the property hereby conveyed," or a grant of real estate in 
which the granting words are followed by the words "with general warranty," 
shall have the same effect as if the grantor had covenanted that he, his heirs, 
devisees, and personal representatives will warrant and defend the said proper
ty unto the grantee, his heirs, devisees, personal representatives, and assigns 
against the claims and demands of all persons whomsoever. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1269, ch. 854, § 506.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-504. 

1973 Ed., § 45-304. 

Key Numbers 
Covenants e::>47. 
Wcstlaw Topic No. 108. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Covenants § 22. 

§ 42-605. Special warranty. 

A covenant by a grantor in a deed conveying real estate, "that he will warrant 
specially the property hereby conveyed," or a grant of real estate in which the 
granting words are followed by the words "with special warranty," shall have 
the same effect as if the grantor had covenanted that he, his heirs, devisees, and 
personal representatives will forever warrant and defend the said property unto 
the grantee, his heirs, devisees, personal representatives, and assigns against 
the claims and demands of the grantor and all persons claiming or to claim by, 
through, or under him. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1269, ch. 854, § 507.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-505. 

1973 Ed., § 45-305. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
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FORMS; COVENANTS AND WARRANTIES § 42-606 
Note 1 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Covenants C:=48. 
Westlaw Topic No.1 08. 

C.J.S. Covenants § 23. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Where grantor executing trust deeds creating 

junior liens warranted the property against per
sons claiming through her and covenanted to 
execute any necessary further assurances, the 
effect of the covenants in the trust deeds creat
ing the junior liens was limited by their terms 
and by the fact that the grantor possessed and 

intended to convey only an equity of redemption 
from prior trusts. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-305. 
Thompson v. Lawson, 1942, 132 F.2d 21, 77 
U.S.App.D.C. 31, certiorari denied 63 S.Ct. 
1177, 319 U.S. 759, 87 L.Ed. 1711. Estoppel 
c:= 42 

A lessor may waive the breach of a specific 
covenant by delay in enforcement, or by subse
quent acceptance of rent. Klein v. Longo (Cr. 
App. 1943) 34 A.2d 359. Landlord And Tenant 
c:= 112(1); Landlord And Tenant c:= 112(2) 

§ 42-606. Covenant of quiet enjoyment. 

A covenant by the grantor in a deed of land, "that the said grantee shall 
quietly enjoy said land," shall have the same effect as if he had covenanted that 
the said grantee, his heirs, and assigns, shall, at any and all times after March 
3, 1901, peaceably and quietly enter upon, have, hold, and enjoy the land 
conveyed by the deed or intended to be so conveyed, with all the rights, 
privileges, and appurtenances thereunto belonging, and to receive the rents and 
profits thereof, to and for his and their use and benefit, without any eviction, 
interruption, suit, claim, or demand whatsoever by the said grantor, his heirs or 
assigns, or any other person or persons whatever. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1269, ch. 854, § 508.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-506. 
1973 Ed., § 45-306. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Covenants C:=43. 
Westlaw Topic No. 108. 

c.J.S. Covenants § 19. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Where landowner, as lessor, entered into a 

contract of lease for restaurant purposes, he 
impliedly warranted title and quiet possession, 
and, in such circumstances, it was not incum
bent upon lessee to search lessor's title to deter
mine if there was a covenant in lessor's deed 
against commercial use but lessee was entitled 
to rely upon the warranty. Schwartz v. West-
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brook, 1946, 154 F.2d 854, 165 A.L.R. 1175, 81 
U.S.App.D.C. 64. Landlord And Tenant c:= 45; 
Landlord And Tenant c:= 130(1) 

A lessee is not chargeable with notice of les
sor's record title and is not precluded thereby 
from recovering loss sustained in preparing to 
occupy premises which lessor is unable to deliv
er by reason of a limitation in his deed. 
Schwartz v. Westbrook, 1946, 154 F.2d 854, 
165 A.L.R. 1175,81 U.S.App.D.C. 64. Landlord 
And Tenant c:= 129(1) 



§ 42-607 REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-607. Covenant against having encumbered land. 

A covenant by a grantor, in a deed of land, "that he has done no act to 
encun1ber said land," shall be construed to have the same effect as if he had 
covenanted that he had not done or executed or knowingly suffered any act, 
deed, or thing whereby the land and premises conveyed, or intended so to be, 
or any part thereof, are or will be charged, affected or encumbered in title, 
estate, or otherwise. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1269, ch. 854, § 509.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-507. 
1973 Ed., § 45-307. 

Key Numbers 
Covenants (l;::;::>42. 
Westlaw Topic No. 108. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Covenants § 18. 

§ 42-608. Covenant for further assurances; contracts to contain soil char
acteristics information. 

(a) A covenant by a grantor, in a deed of land, "that he will execute such 
further assurances of said land as may be requisite," shall have the same effect 
as if he had covenanted that he, his heirs or devisees, will, at any time, upon 
any reasonable request, at the charge of the grantee, his heirs or assigns, do, 
execute, or cause to be done and executed, all such further acts, deeds, and 
things, for the better, 1110re perfectly and absolutely conveying and assuring the 
lands and premises conveyed unto the grantee, his heirs and assigns, as 
intended to be conveyed, as by the grantee, his heirs or assigns, or his or their 
counsel learned in the law, shall be reasonably devised, advised, or required. 

(b) All contracts drawn for the purpose of conveying real property in the 
District of Columbia shall contain the following information: 

(1) The characteristic of the soil on the property in question as described 
by the Soil Conservation Service of the United States Departn1ent of Agricul
ture in the Soil Survey of the District of Columbia published in 1976 and as 
shown on the Soil Maps of the District of Columbia at the back of that 
publication; and 

(2) A notation that for further inforn1ation the buyer can contact a soil 
testing laboratory, the District of Columbia Department of Environl11ental 
Services or the Soil Conservation Service of the Department of Agriculture. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1269, ch. 854, § 510; Sept. 28, 1977, D.C. Law 2-23, § 3, 24 
DCR 3342.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-508. 
1973 Ed., § 45-308. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
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Legislative History of Laws 
Law 2-23, the "Soil Erosion and Sedimenta

tion Control Act of 1977," was introduced in 



FORMS; COVENANTS AND WARRANTIES § 42-609 

Transfer of Functions Council and assigned Bill No. 2-81, which was 
referred to the Committee on Transportation 
and Environmental Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on May 
31, 1977 and June 14, 1977, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on July II, 1977, it was 
assigned Act No.2-54 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. 

The functions of the Department of Envil'On
mental Services were transferred to the Depart
ment of Public Works by Reorganization Plan 
No.4 of 1983, effective March 1, 1984. 

Cross References 

Erosion and sediment control pursuant to this section, powers and duties, see § 8-1707. 

Key Numbers 
Covenants C=:>44. 
Westlaw Topic No. 108. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Covenants § 20. 

§ 42-609. Warranties void as to heirs; life tenants and certain parties not 
in possession. 

All warranties which shall be made by any tenant for life, of any lands, 
tenements or hereditaments, the same descending or coming to any person in 
reversion or remainder, shall be void and of none effect, and likewise all 
collateral warranties, of any lands, tenements or hereditalTIents, by any ances
tor, who has no estate of inheritance in possession in the same shall be void 
against the heir. 

(4 Anne, eh. 16, § 21, 1705; Kilty Rep., 246; Alex. Br. Stat. 662; Compo StaL, D.C., 496, 
§ 33.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-509. 
1973 Ed., § 45-309. 

Key Numbers 
Covenants ~46 to 48. 
Westlaw Topic No. 108. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Covenants §§ 21 to 23. 
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CHAPTER 7 

INTERPRETATION OF INSTRUMENTS. 

Words of inheritance unnecessary. 
Section 
42-70l. 
42-702. 
42-703. 
42-704. 
42-705. 

"Grant" or "bargain and sell" passes whole estate and interest. 
Remainder to heirs of life tenant; rule in Shelley's case abolished. 
Posthumous children. 
Construction of words importing want or failure of issue. 

§ 42-701. Words of inheritance unnecessary. 

No words of inheritance shall be necessary in a deed or will to create a fee 
simple estate; but every conveyance or devise of real estate shall be construed 
and held to pass a fee simple estate or other entire estate of the grantor or 
testator, unless a contrary intention shall appear by express terms or be 
necessarily implied therein. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1268, ch. 854, § 502.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-401. 
1973 Ed., § 45-201. 

Key Numbers 
Deeds <2=> 124. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Wills <2=:>596.1 to 601. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 120,409. 

C.l.S. Deeds §§ 245,264 to 266,270. 

C.l.S. Wills §§ 1197 to 1225. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 
Construction of instruments 3 
Law governing 2 

1. In general 
The requirement that words of art, such as 

"and his heirs" or "in fee simple," or any simi
lar phrase, be used in order to create estate in 
fee simple has been abolished in District of 
Columbia by statute providing in effect that a 
conveyance or devise to A without anything 
more grants an estate in fee simple unless the 
intention of the parties appears to be to the 
contrary. D.C.Code 1961, § 45-201. Simmons 
v. Rosemond, D.D.C1963, 223 F.Supp. 61. 
Deeds <2=:> 124(1) 

2. Law governing 
Generally, the law of situs of realty governs 

not only its descent, alienation and transfer, but 
effect and construction of wills and other con
veyances. Greenwood v. Page, 1943, 138 F.2d 
921, 78 U.S.App.D.C. 166. Deeds ~ 1; De-
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scent And Distribution <2=:> 4; Wills <2=:> 2; Wills 
<2=:> 436(4) 

3. Construction of instruments 

Statute, which provided that no words of in
heritance should be necessary in a will to create 
a fee simple estate but every devise of realty 
should be construed and held to pass a fee 
simple estate or other entire estate of testator 
unless a contrary intention should appear by 
express terms or be necessarily implied therein, 
was applicable to construction of will in which 
testatrix gave to certain unrelated persons as 
joint tenants with rights of survivorship all of 
her right, title and interest in her residence and 
which provided that such persons had willed 
that at their demise or at their desire the resi
due of testatrix' estate should go to testatrix' 
grandchildren by testatrix' son. D.C.C.E. 
§ 45-201. In re Glover's Estate, C.A.D.C. I 972, 
463 F.2d 1238, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 147. Wills G:;;:> 
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INTERPRETATION OF INSTRUMENTS § 42-703 

When word "heir" is used in will as one of 
limitation, it must be given that effect, but con
trary is true, if its use in context clearly indi
cates that it is intended to constitute a disposi
tion by purchase. Greenwood v. Page, 1943, 
138 F.2d 921, 78 U.S.App.D.C. 166. Wills ~ 
495 

The word "heirs" in testamentary provision 
that shares of any of testator's grandchildren 
dying before death of last survivor of testator's 
children, to whom will devised life estates with 
remainders to grandchildren, should be divided 
equally among deceased grandchildren's legal 
heirs, was word of purchase, describing merely 
class of beneficiaries to take, so as to require 

adoption of interpretation of such word as in
cluding half-bloods by courts of Michigan, in 
which testator resided, and to entitle half-broth
er of testator's grandchild, predeceasing testator 
and his last surviving child, to share equally 
with deceased grandchild's surviving full sister 
in such grandchild's share. Greenwood v. 
Page, 1943, 138 F.2d 921,78 U.S.App.D.C. 166. 
Wills ~ 506(4) 

Deeds and wills must be construed in accor
dance with intention of parties in so far as it 
can be discerned from text of instrument. 
D.C.Code 1961, §§ 45-201, 45-203. Simmons 
v. Rosemond, D.D.C1963, 223 F.Supp. 6l. 
Deeds C= 93; Wills 0= 440 

§ 42-702. "Grant" or IIbargain and sell" passes whole estate and interest. 

The word "grant," and the phrase "bargain and sell," or any other words 
purporting to transfer the whole estate shall be construed to pass the whole 
estate and interest in the property described, unless there be limitations or 
reservations showing a different intent. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1268, ch. 854, § 503; June 30,1902,32 Stat. 531, ch. 1329.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-402. 
1973 Ed., § 45-202. 

Key Numbers 
Deeds ~123. 
Westlaw Topic No. 120. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Deeds § 253. 

§ 42-703. Remainder to heirs of life tenant; rule in Shelley's case abol
ished. 

Where a remainder shall be limited to the heirs or heirs of the body of a 
person to whom a life estate in the same premises shall be given, the persons 
who, on the tern1ination of the life estate, shall be the heirs or the heirs of the 
body of such tenant for life shall be entitled to take in fee simple as purchasers 
by virtue of the remainder so limited. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1352, ch. 854, § 1027.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-403. 

1973 Ed., § 45-203. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Cross References 

Personal property, applicable laws, see § 42-523. 
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§ 42-703 REAL PROPERTY 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Deeds <>128 to 133. 
Estates in Property ~8. 
Wills <>608, 613.1 to 617, 622, 634. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 120, 154,409. 

Encyclopedias 

Cl.S. Deeds §§ 248 to 252, 263, 265. 

C.J.S. Estates § 3. 

CJ.S. Wills §§ 1211, 1260 to 1261, 1263 to 
1269, 1271, 1273 to 1297, 1309 to 1310, 
1312 to 1313, 1347, 1350 to 1379, 1551. 

Notes of Decisions 
In general 1 

1. In general 
Where death of testator, devising life estate to 

his daughter with remainder over in fee to her 
children, occurred before enactment of code, 
common law applied so as to make children of 
daughter joint tenants with right of survivorship 
rather than tenants in common. D.CCode 
1929, T. 25, §§ 133, 276. Noyes v. Parker, 
1937, 92 F.2d 562, 68 App.D.C. 13. loint Ten
ancy ~ 2 

Codicil of will providing that, because of birth 
of children to testator's daughter, his executors 
should pay all sums and deliver all realty previ
ously bequeathed to daughter "in trust for her 

§ 42-704. Posthumous children. 

and to her children," indicated intention to de
vise to daughter, not fee-simple estate in realty, 
but life estate with remainder over in fee to 
children, since gift was not to daughter alone 
but to her "children," which was used as word 
of purchase and not limitation. Noyes v. Par
ker, 1937, 92 F.2d 562, 68 App.D.C 13. Wills 
<> 495 

The rule in Shelley's case has been abolished 
in District of Columbia by statute providing in 
effect that if one grants an estate to A for life, 
remainder to his heirs, A receives a life estate 
and his heirs take a fee simple upon his death. 
D.C.Code 1961, § 45-203. Simmons v. Rose
mond, D.D.CI963, 223 F.Supp. 61. Estates In 
Property e::> 8 

Where a future estate shall be limited to heirs, or issue, or children, post
hUl110us children shall be entitled to take in the same manner as if living at the 
death of their parent; and a future estate depending on the contingency of the 
death of any person without heirs, or issue, or children shall be defeated by the 
birth of a posthumous child of such person. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1352, ch. 854, § 1028.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-404. 
1973 Ed., § 45-204. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Cross References 

Personal property, applicable laws, see § 42-523. 

Key Numbers 
Deeds <>129 to 133. 
Wills ~613 to 638. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 120,409. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.l.S. Deeds §§ 248 to 252, 265. 
Cl.S. Wills §§ 1192, 1211, 1271, 1273 to 

1379, 1401, 1551. 

§ 42-705. Construction of words importing want or failure of issue. 

In any deed or will of real or personal estate in the District of Columbia, 
executed after March 3, 1901, the words "die without issue," or the words "die 
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INTERPRETATION OF INSTRUMENTS § 42-705 
Note 1 

without leaving issue," or the words "have no issue, or other words which 
may import either a want or failure of issue of any person in his lifetime or at 
the time of his death, or an indefinite failure of his issue, shall be construed to 
mean a want or failure of issue in the lifetime or at the time of the death of such 
person, and not an indefinite failure of his issue, unless a contrary intention 
shall appear in the instrument. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1268, ch. 854, § 504.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-405. 
1973 Ed., § 45-205. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Deeds <P123 to 135. 
Wills <:::=>545, 602 to 638. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 120,409. 

Encyclopedias 
C.l.S. Deeds §§ 245 to 253, 263 to 266, 270, 

273 to 276. 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 139 to 141, 144 to 145. 

C.l.S. Wills §§ 1029, 1033 to 1037, 1039 to 
1048,1192,1211,1226 to 1269,1271,1273 
to 1379,1401,1551. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Under a devise to a grandson in fee, but, in 

case he "should die without issue," then to a 
son and daughter of the testator, the grandson 
takes a fee simple estate, defeasible only in 
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event of his death without having had issue; 
and a codicil providing that in event the grand
son should die before the testator, or before the 
estate is settled, the devise should become void, 
is not inconsistent with such construction of the 
words "die without issue." Herrell v. Herrell, 
1917,47 App.D.C. 30. Wills <:::=> 545(6) 
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CHAPTER 8 
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Execution, acknowledgment, and recordation in same manner as deeds. 
Duty of Recorder. 
Estate of mortgagee or trustee; conveyance thereof. 
Survival of mortgagee's or trustee's title. 
While action pending, money due payable to mortgagee or court; effect 

thereof. 
Decree or order without hearing where defendant files request and plaintiff 

files admission. 
Limitations upon right of redemption in §§ 42-805 and 42-806. 
Conveyance or assurance by infant following court order. 
Conveyance or assurance by infant trustee or mortgagee under court order. 
Mortgagee may redeem prior mortgage; prior mortgage may not bar. 
Appointment of trustee in event of death of mortgagee or trustee; proce-

dure; summary decree. 
Equity practice followed where answer sets up defense against foreclosure. 
Replacement of deceased, appointed trustee. 
Petition for new trustee; causes; procedure; written agreement of parties. 
Application to court to fix terms and determine notice of sale; notice under 

power of sale provision. 
Right to cure residential mortgage foreclosure default. 
Sale of property-Deficiency judgments; limitations thereon; relief in suit 

to enforce vendor's lien. 
Sale of property-Amount creditor to pay if purchaser. 
Commission to mortgagee or trustee; rates; when advertised sale not held. 
Tracking addresses. 
Procedures for release of deed of trust. 
Petition for deed of release after death of mortgagee or trustee; procedure; 

summary determination. 
Conveyance by and for individuals with mental disabilities following court 

order. 

United States Supreme Court 

Mortgage foreclosure, 
Defenses, 

of limitation, see Beach v. Ocwen Fed
eral Bank, U.S.Fla.1998, 118 S.Ct. 
1408, 523 U.S. 410, 140 L.Ed.2d 566. Truth-in-Lending Act, affirmative recoup

ment defense, right to rescind, statute 

§ 42-801. Execution, acknowledgment, and recordation in same manner as 
deeds. 

Mortgages and deeds of trust to secure debts, conveying any estate in land, 
shall be executed and may be acknowledged and recorded in the san1e manner 
as absolute deeds; and they shall take effect both as between the parties thereto 
and as to others, bona fide purchasers and mortgagees and creditors, in the 
same manner and under the same conditions as absolute deeds. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1271, ch, 854, § 521; June 30,1902,32 Stat. 532, ch. 1329; Apr. 
3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(b), 49 DCR 2551.) 
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Note 1 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-70l. 
1973 Ed., § 45-601. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 

November 6, 2001. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
Law 14-132, the "Home Loan Protection Act 

of 2002", was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 14-515, which was referred to 
the Committee on Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first and sec
ond readings on February 5, 2002, and Febru
ary 19, 2002, respectively. Signed by the May
or on March I, 2002, it was assigned Act No. 
14-296 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. D.C. Law 14-132 became 
effective on May 7, 2002. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Section 602(b) of D.C. Law 14-132, as 

amended by section 42(b) of D.C. Law 14-213, 
provides: 

"Sections 95, 521, 522, 523, 534, 535, 536, 
537, 538, 539, 539a, 544, and 545 of An Act To 
establish a code of Jaw for the District of Co
lumbia, approved March 3, 1901 (31 Stat. 1271; 
D.C. Official Code §§ 42-801, 42-802, 42-803, 
42-804, 42-811, 42-812, 42-813, 42-814, 
42-815, 42-815.01, 42-816, 42-817, 42-818, 
and 42-819) and sections 1,2,3, 11, 13, 14, and 
26 of the Compiled Statutes of the District of 
Columbia (D.C. Official Code §§ 42-805, 
42-806, 42-807, 42-808, 42-809, 42-810, and 
42-820), and the regulations adopted thereun
der, are revived as of November 6,2001." 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Acknowledgment ~1 to 47. 
Mortgages (:;::::>55 to 64, 89 to 96, 149 to 176. 
Vendor and Purchaser ~231 (17). 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 12,266, 400. 

Encyclopedias 
c.l.S. Acknowledgments §§ 1 to 13, 19 to 69, 

73 to 74. 

C.l.S. Executions §§ 214 to 217. 
C.l.S. Executors and Administrators § 484. 
C.l.S. Judgments §§ 801,805. 
C.l.S. Mechanics' Liens §§ 242 to 244, 251 to 

252, 255 to 256. 
C.l.S. Mortgages §§ 103 to Ill, 116, 192 to 

197,203 to 247. 
C.l.S. Vendor and Purchaser §§ 486 to 487, 

491,496,503. 

Notes of Decisions 
In general 1 
Bona fide purchasers 2 
Error in recording 4 
Notice 3 

101 et seq., 11 U.S.C.A. §§ 75(a) (8), l1O(c, e), 
(e) (1), 501 et seq.; D.C.C.E. §§ 15-102, 45-501, 
45-601. In re Parkwood, Inc., C.A.D.C.1971. 
461 F.2d 158, 149 U.S.App.D.C. 67. Bankrupt-
cy (;:::;> 2701 

1. In general Where vendor conveyed property and pur-
Trustee in reorganization for corporations un- chaser recorded deed but did not prepare and 

der Chapter X of Bankruptcy Act had standing record trust instrument as agreed and lhereaClel-
to attack validity of deeds of trust held by claim- creditors of purchaser obtained judgments 
ants, notwithstanding contentions that trustee against him becoming liens on the real estate, if 
was estopped from attacking validity and that it facts disclosed a constructive trust inherently 
would be inequitable or would be windfall to incapable of recording and no laches by vendo;, 
corporations to have deeds of trust set aside. vendor's constructive trust would have priority 
Bankr.Act, §§ 47, sub. a(8), 70, subs. c, e, e(1), over judgment creditors, but if creditors were 
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able to show affirmative reliance on state of 
record, without notice of any infirmity, they 
would be entitled to the same standing, as bona 
fide purchasers. D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-501, 
45-60 I. Osin v. Johnson, C.A.D.C.1957, 243 
F.2d 653, 100 U.S.App.D.C. 230. Judgment e::> 
780(5) 

The right given a trustee in bankruptcy by 
Bankr.Act, §§ 70e, 67a, 67b, to set aside, as a 
preference under section 60a, a transfer which 
was ineffective as against creditors under a lo
cal recording statute, is not affected by the fact 
that the transfer is binding as between the par
ties to it. Dulany v. Morse, 1913, 39 App.D.C. 
523. Bankruptcy (l:::::> 2704 

Requirements and effect of recordation of 
deed are statutorv matters that must be deter
mined by re[eren~e to governing legislative en
actments. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-701, 45-801. 
In re Harris, 1994, 165 B.R. 729, reversed 183 
B.R.657. Vendor And Purchaser (l:::::> 231(16.1) 

2. Bona fide purchasers 
Where vendor conveyed property and pur

chaser without disclosing the vendor's prior un
recorded lien against his title, borrowed money 
from defendant executing in deeds of trust 
against the property, fraud in relationship be
tween the vendor and the purchaser did not 
give vendor a claim superior to that of the trust 
holders, who occupied the position of bona fide 
purchasers. D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-501,45-601. 
Osin v. Johnson, C.A.D.C.1957, 243 F.2d 653, 
100 U.S.App.D.C. 230. Trusts e::> 357(1) 

3. Notice 
A deed, given as security for a loan, executed 

more than four months previously, but withheld 
from record until the day preceding the filing of 
a petition in bankruptcy against the grantor, 
whose creditors had no notice of its existence, 
will be set aside as a voidable preference under 

§ 42-802. Duty of Recorder. 

REAL PROPERTY 

section 60a, Bankr.Act, irrespective of the suffi
ciency of the consideration or of the good faith 
of the parties, where the local statute makes a 
deed or mortgage effective as against creditors 
without notice only from the time of recording 
it. Dulany v. Morse, 1913, 39 App.D.C. 523. 
Bankruptcye::> 2619.1 

Recordation of deed of trust provides con
structive notice to subsequent purchasers or 
lienors of all matters that would be disclosed by 
examination of that deed of trust. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-701, 45-801. In re Harris, 1994, 
165 B.R. 729, reversed 183 B.R. 657. Vendor 
And Purchaser e::> 231 (17) 

Even if creditor's lien on corporate debtor's 
fixtures could be viewed as mortgage, creditor's 
failure to list corporation as owner of collateral 
would not give notice to innocent third parties 
searching grantor-grantee index, and thus such 
failure would preclude perfection of lien. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 28:9-402(1, 6), 45-701, 
45-801. In re The New 5510, Inc., 1990, 114 
B. R. 317. Vendor And Purchaser e::> 231 (14.1) 

4. Error in recording 
Bank's security interest in Chapter 11 debt

or's residence was perfected upon recordation 
of second deed of trust that erroneously de
scribed property as being in square 452 instead 
of square 1452, and thus debtor could not exer
cise strong-arm powers to avoid security inter
est, even if error resulted in improper indexing 
in square and lot index, where deed of trust 
contained correct street address and referred to 
instrument number of deed under which debtor 
took title to property; information in deed of 
trust was sufficient to put subsequent purchas
ers on notice of lien. D. C. Code 1981, 
§§ 45-701, 45-801; Bankr.Code, 11 U.S.C.A. 
§ 544(a). In re Harris, 1994, 165 B.R. 729, 
reversed 183 B.R. 657. Bankruptcy c=;> 2578 

I t shall be the duty of the Recorder of Deeds to record all such mortgages and 
deeds of trust in the same manner as absolute deeds. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1271, ch. 854, § 523; June 30, 1902, 32 Stat. 532, ch. 1329; Apr. 
3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(b), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications Temporary Amendments of Section 

1981 Ed., § 45-702. For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec-
1973 Ed., § 45-602. tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 

Effect of Amendments Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve-
D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of ments Temporary Amendment Act of 200] (D.C. 

November 6,2001. This section had been pre- Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. DCR 2991). 
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Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 

Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 
Deeds <$:=>83. 
Mortgages ~91. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Westlaw Topic Nos. 120,266. 

C.l.S. Deeds § 158. 

C.l.S. Mortgages § 194. 

§ 42-803. Estate of mortgagee or trustee; conveyance thereof. 

The legal estate conveyed to a mortgagee, his heirs and assigns, or to a 
trustee to secure a debt, his heirs and assigns, shall be construed and held to be 
a qualified fee sin1ple, determinable upon the release of the n10rtgage or deed of 
trust, as hereinafter provided, or the appointment of a new trustee by agree
ment of the parties pursuant to § 42-814(b) or by judicial decree for the causes 
hereinafter mentioned; provided, that nothing in this section contained shall 
prevent the passing of an absolute and unqualified estate in fee simple under a 
deed made by the mortgagee, trustee, or new trustee in pursuance of the 
powers conferred by the mortgage or deed of trust. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1271, eh. 854, § 522; June 30, 1902, 32 Stat. 532, ch.1329; Nov. 
2, 1966, 80 Stat. 1100, Pub. L. 89-706, § l(a); Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601, 
48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed.,§ 45-703. 

1973 Ed., § 45-603. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 
November 6, 2001. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act ] 4-] 88, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 200], without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Mortgages ~138. 
Westlaw Topic No. 266. 
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Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Breach of fiduciary duties 4 
Due process 7 
Estate of trustee 2 
Removal or substitution of trustees 5 
Sale under deed of trust 6 
Trustee's failure to perform 3 

1. In general 
A receiver owes the affirmative duty to secure 

the largest returns for the estate at a sale of 
property under a trust deed given to secure a 
note to the estate, and where he placed himself 
in a position in which his personal interests 
might be antagonistic to those of his trust by an 
agreement to share profits with the purchasers 
at the trustee's sale, he is accountable to the 
estate for all the profits obtained by him and 
those who associated with him in the matter, 
though the estate was not injured thereby. 
Jackson v. Snlith, U.S.Dist.Col.1921, 41 S.Ct. 
200, 254 U.S. 586, 65 L.Ed. 418. Receivers e=:> 
103 

The duty of the trustee under a deed to secure 
a note to" an estate in hands of a receiver to 
secure the largest amount possible at the sale, 
which relieves the receiver of any obligation to 
the maker of the note, does not relieve him of 
his obligation to the estate, or permit him to 
retai n a profit made by him through an agree
ment with the purchaser at the trustee's sale. 
Jackson v. Smith, U.S.Dist.Co1.l921, 41 S.Ct. 
200, 254 U.S. 586, 65 L.Ed. 418. Receivers e=:> 
103 

2. Estate of trustee 
The deed from a trustee in a mortgage con

veys whatever title he had, although it recites a 
decree of foreclosure; since it will not be as
sumed from this recital that the trustee acted 
only by virtue of the power which the decree 
conferred. Chesapeake Beach Ry. Co. v. Wash
ington, P. & C.R. Co., U.S.Dist.Co1.1905, 26 
S.Ct. 25, 199 U.S. 247, 50 L.Ed. 175. Mortgag
es e=:> 554 

No constitutional or fundamental right of 
property is impaired by a statutory provision, 
Code, §§ 534-538, D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 
§§ 201-204, 209, that the legal title of a trustee 
in a deed of trust or mortgage shall not descend 
to his heirs, or that, if it does, it may be disre
garded, and may be reinvested in some appoin
tee of the court without reference to such heirs; 
such a trustee being no more than a mere agent 
of the grantor or mortgagor and the mortgagee 
to carry into effect the contract between them. 
Marshall v. Kraak, 1904, 23 App.D.C. 129. 
Constitutional Law e=:> 4475 

Trustee under deed of trust is deemed to have 
qualified fee simple estate which may pass to 
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his or her heirs. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-703. 
District of Columbia v. Mayhew, 1991, 601 A.2d 
37. Mortgages e=:> 138 

Deed of trust is equivalent of common-law 
mortgage, in effect creating three-party mort
gage transaction. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-703. 
District of Columbia v. Mayhew, 199], 60] A.2d 
37. Mortgages e=:> 138 

Trustee under deed of trust is entitled to due 
process protection under Fifth Amendment; 
trustee's fiduciary duties to both noteholder and 
borrower, including duty to provide material 
information under some circumstances, lends 
concrete substance to trustee's qualified fee sim
ple. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-703; U.S.C.A. Const. 
Amend. 5. District of Columbia v. Mayhew, 
1991, 601 A.2d 37. Constitutional Law (::::;> 

4416; Mortgages e=:> 209 

3. Trustee's failure to perform 
The refusal or disability of a trustee to per

form the trust is the equivalent in equity of a 
renunciation of the legal estate. Marshall v. 
Kraak, 1904, 23 App.D.C. 129. Mortgages e=:> 
209 

4. Breach of fiduciary duties 
The exercise of a power of sale under a deed 

of trust by a trustee who is, or is associated 
with, the owner of the debt secured, is improp
er. Canelacos v. Hollway, 1941, 123 F.2d 934, 
138 A.L.R. 1010, 75 U.S.App.D.C. 58. Mortgag
es e=:> 341 

Mere showing of conflict of interest of trus
tees under deeds of trust, who were also repre
sentatives of lender, was not enough to find that 
trustees had breached their fiduciary obligations 
by instituting foreclosure proceedings after bor
rowers' defaults; to find such a breach, a show
ing of neglect of duty or misconduct of trustees 
was required. Johnson v. Inter-City Mortg. 
Corp., 1976, 366 A.2d 435. Mortgages (::::;> 209 

Trustees, under deeds of trust, who were also 
officers and controlling stockholders of lender, 
did not violate their fiduciary duties by institut
ing foreclosure proceedings after borrowers' de
faults and after exercise of a valid acceleration 
of indebtedness clause, in absence of neglect of 
duty or misconduct by trustees. Johnson v. 
Inter-City Mortg. Corp., 1976, 366 A.2d 435. 
Mortgages e=:> 209 

5. Removal or substitution of trustees 
Where one of two trustees died and surviving 

trustee refused to act, trustee appointed as sub
stitute in place of surviving trustee only, held 
authorized to sell property without there being 
substitution of another trustee for deceased 
trustee. D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, §§ 193, 194, 
201,204,209. Stokes v. Hinden, 1936,85 F.2d 
200, 66 App.D.C. 34. Trusts e=:> 242 
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Where surviving trustee named in trust deed 
refused to act on death of other trustee, trustee 
appointed by court to succeed surviving trustee 
had all powers vested in original trustees and, 
in absence of contrary instructions by court, 
could proceed in accordance with terms of 
trust. Stokes v. Hinden, 1936, 85 F.2d 200, 66 
App.D.C. 34. Trusts C::;;;> 242 

The service by publication on one of two deed 
of trust trustees, who has absconded or depart
ed from the iurisdiction and whose whereabouts 
is unknown: is not necessary to support a de
cree substituting a trustee in his place, under 
Code, §§ 534-538 (D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 
§§ 201-204,209). It is the fact of the absence of 
the trustee Frorn the jurisdiction that operates, 
when proved in a court of equity, to devest his 
title and to authorize the court to appoint an
other person in his place. Marshall v. Kraak, 
1904, 23 App.D.C. 129. Mortgages ~ 342 

The removal by a court of equity of a trustee 
in a deed of trust who has absconded or re
moved from the jurisdiction impairs no vested 
right, nor does any such impairment result from 
the substitution bv the statute of a summary 
proceeding for th~t purpose for a plenary pr~
ceeding. Marshall v. Kraak, 1904, 23 App.D.C. 
129. Constitutional Law <> 2649 

The removal by a court of equity of a trustee 
in a deed of trust who has absconded or re
moved from the jurisdiction impairs no contrac
tual obligation, nor does any such impairment 
result from the substitution by statute of a sum
mary proceeding for that purpose for the plena
ry proceeding. Marshall v. Kraak, 1904, 23 
App.D.C. 129. Constitutional Law <> 2754 

6. Sale under deed of trust 
A fair sale under deed of trust, to an innocent 

purchaser for value, should not be set aside 
because of a trustee's interest in the debt which 
has been disclosed to the debtor, since under 
such circumstances there is no good reason for 
disappointing the reasonable expectations of the 
purchaser. Canelacos v. Hollway, 1941, 123 
F.2d 934, 138 A.L.R. 10 I 0, 75 U.S.App.D.C. 58. 
Mortgages C::;;;> 369(2) 

Where trustees did not conceal their interest 
in property from debtor executing deed of trust, 
sale under deed of trust was well advertised and 
was conducted by reputable auctioneers, debtor 
made no objection to sale until nearly five 
months after sale, but expressed approval to 
purchasers, innocent purchasers for value and 
strangers to the trustees were entitled to specific 
performance of their contract of purchase to
gether with their actual damages, if any, but not 
punitive damages, and judgment requiring the 
purchasers to account for rents and profits, less 
certain compensation and expenses on theory 
that the sale was void, was erroneOllS. Canela
cos v. Hollway, 1941, 123 F.2d 934, 138 A.L.R. 
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Note 7 
] 010, 75 U.S.App.D.C. 58. Mortgages <> 
372(3) 

Sale of realty under trust deed by substituted 
trustee after eleven days' notice held authot-ized, 
where trustors had notice of proposed substitu
tion and sale and trust itself provided terms and 
conditions on which sales should be had; judi
cial sales act t~equiring four weeks' adve~tise
ment of sale not being applicable. 28 U.S.C.A. 
§§ 2001, 2002, 2004; D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 
§ 205. Stokes v. Hinden, 1936, 85 F.2d 200, 66 
App.D.C. 34. Trusts ~ 195 

In suit bv trustors to set aside sale under trust 
deed, sale -was not rendered invalid by alleged 
fact that court appointed employee of beneficia
ries' attorney in place of surviving trustee who 
had refused to act and that court was in igno
rance of such relationship where trustors had 
opportunity to inform court of any disqualifica
tion of proposed trustee, and it was not shown 
trustors did not know of such relationship. 
Stokes v. Hinden, 1936, 85 F.2d 200, 66 App. 
D.C. 34. Trusts ~ 189 

An agreement by the receiver of a building 
association with his attorney and a third person 
to purchase property at its sale by the trustee 
under a deed of trust securing a debt to the 
association is not such a violation of his duty as 
to impress a constructive trust in favor of a 
succeeding receiver on the profits of a resale, 
where the sale was regularly and fairly conduct
ed, with competitive bidding, and in good faith 
by the trustee, and the price obtained was not 
inadequate, and the association's interests were 
not prejudiced. Smith v. Jackson, 1919, 48 
App.D.C. 565, certiorari granted 40 S.Ct. 10, 
250 U.S. 655, 63 L.Ed. 1192, reversed 41 S.CL 
200, 254 U.S. 586, 65 L.Ed. 418. Trusts ~ 
102(1 ) 

7. Due process 
Claim that extrajudicial mortgage foreclosure 

procedures of District of Columbia were viola
tive of due process clause of Fifth Amendment 
was not so substantial as to require convening 
of a three-judge court where there was no evi
dence of a significant govet-nmental involve
ment in that power of sale was created, not 
through governmental enactment, but by pri
vate consensual agreement. 28 U.S.C.A. 
§ 2282; D.C.C.E. §§ 45-301, 45-603, 45-615; 
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5. Bryant v. Jefferson 
Federal Sav. and Loan Ass'n, C.A.D.C.1974, 509 
F.2d 511, 166 U.S.App.D.C. 178. Federal 
Courts C::;;;> 1004.1 

District or Colurnbia statutes governing extra
judicial mortgage foreclosure procedures do not 
on their face violate due process clause of Fifth 
Anlendment because they recognize right of pri
vate individuals contractually to create power or 
sale clauses which operate as a waiver of cer
tain potential preforeclosure rights. 28 
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U.S.C.A. § 2282; D.C.C.E. §§ 45-301, 45-603, 
45-615; U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5. Bryant v. 
Jefferson Federal Sav. and Loan Ass'n, C.A.D.C. 
1974, 509 F.2d 511, 166 U.S.App.D.C. 178. 
Constitutional Lmv (l::;> 4417; Mortgages (l::;> 330 

Claim that homeowners were deprived of due 
process of law by District of Columbia statutes 
authorizing persons holding power of sale un
der mortgages, deeds of trust and other con
tracts conveying title to realty to foreclose and 
sell property by public auction without hearing 
for homeowner prior to sale was so insubstan
tial that three-judge court would not be con
vened in action for injunction restraining en
forcement of statutes, in view of provisions that 
no such foreclosure sale may take place unless 
holder of note secured by mortgage is given 
notice 30 days in advance of sale and permitting 

REAL PROPERTY 

extrajudicial foreclosure only when instrument 
contains power of sale clause if owner defaults 
in payments. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-301, 45-603, 
45-615; 28 U.S.C.A. § 2282; U.S.C.A.Const. 
Amends. 5, 14. Young v. Ridley, D.D.C1970, 
309 F.Supp. 1308. Federal Courts C::::> 1000 

Fact that loan, which was used to buy house 
and which was secured by subsequent'ty fore
closed mortgage, was guaranteed by Veterans 
Administration did not constitute sufficient gov
ernmental involvement in the foreclosure so as 
to make Fifth Amendrnent's due process clause 
applicable to foreclosure and sale. 
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5; D.C.C.E. §§ 45-301, 
45-603, 45-615. Simpson v. Jack Spicer Real 
Estate, Inc., 1978, 396 A.2d 212. Constitutional 
Law C::::> 3945 

§ 42-804. Survival of mortgagee's or trustee's title. 

Whenever a lTIOrtgage or deed of trust to secure a debt is executed to 2 or 
more mortgagees or trustees in fee sin1ple, upon the death of any 1 or more of 
them the legal title and the trust attached to it shall be held to survive to the 
survivor or survivors and the heirs of the last survivor, subject to the provisions 
aforesaid. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1272, ch. 854, § 533; Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601,48 
DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-704. 

1973 EeL, § 45-604. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 
November 6, 2001. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-83l.0 l. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 
Trusts C:::>242. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Trusts § 345. 
Westlaw Topic No. 390. 
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Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Where one of two trustees died and surviving 

trustee refused to act, trustee appointed as sub
stitute in place of surviving trustee only, held 
authorized to sell property without there being 
substitution of another trustee for deceased 
trustee. D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, §§ 193, 194, 

201,204,209. Stokes v. Hinden, 1936, 85 F.2d 
200, 66 App.D.C. 34. Trusts (;:;::> 242 

Where surviving trustee named in trust deed 
refused to act on death of other trustee, trustee 
appointed by court to succeed surviving trustee 
had all powers vested in original trustees and, 
in absence of contrary instructions by court, 
could proceed in accordance with terms of 
trust. Stokes v. Hinden, 1936, 85 F.2d 200, 66 
App.D.C. 34. Trusts (;:;::> 242 

§ 42-805. While action pending, money due payable to mortgagee or court; 
effect thereof. 

Where any action shall be brought on any bond for payment of the money 
secured by mortgage, or performance of the covenants therein contained, or 
where any action of ejectluent shall be brought in any court of record by any 
ulOrtgagee or luortgagees, his, her, or their heirs, executors, adn1inistrators, or 
assigns, for the recovery of the possession of any mortgaged lands, teneluents, 
or hereditalTIents, and no suit shall be then depending in any court of equity, 
for or touching the foreclosure or redeeming of such mortgaged lands, tene
luents, or hereditaments; if the person or persons having right to redeelu such 
mortgaged lands, tenements, or hereditaments, and who shall appear and 
becon1e defendant or defendants in such action, shall at any time, pending such 
action, pay unto such mortgagee or mortgagees, or, in case of his, her, or their 
refusal, shall bring into court where such action shall be depending, all the 
principalluonies and interest due on such mortgage, and also all such costs as 
have been expended in any suit or suits at law or in equity upon such mortgage 
(such money for principal, interest, and costs to be ascertained and computed 
by the court where such action is or shall be depending, or by the proper officer 
by such court to be appointed for that purpose) the monies so paid to such 
lTIOrtgagee or mortgagees, or brought into such court, shall be deelued and 
taken to be in full satisfaction and discharge of such mortgage, and the court 
shall and luay discharge every such mortgagor, or defendant, of and from the 
same accordingly; and shall and may, by rule or rules of the SaIue court, 
compel such luortgagee or mortgagees, at the costs and charges of such 
luortgagor or luortgagors, to assign, surrender, or reconvey such mortgaged 
lands, tenements, and hereditaments, and such estate and interest, as such 
luortgagee or mortgagees have or hath therein, and deliver up all deeds, 
evidences, and writings, in his, her, or their custody, relating to the title of such 
lTIortgaged lands, tenements, and hereditaments, unto such mortgagor or ulOrt
gagors, who shall have paid or brought such monies into the court, his, her, or 
their heirs, executors, or administrators, or to such other person or persons, as 
he, she, or they, shall for that purpose nominate or appoint. 

(7 Geo. 2, ch. 20, § 1, 1734; Kilty's Rep. 251; Alex. Br. Stat. 726; Camp. StaL, D.C., p. 
395, § 1; Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601,48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 
14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-705. 

1973 Ed., § 45-605. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 

November 6, 2001. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Mortgages (;:::>591 to 624. 
Westlaw Topic No. 266. 

C.J.S. Mortgages §§ 57 to 61, 66 to 67, 565, 
991 to 1093. 

§ 42-806. Decree or order without hearing where defendant files request 
and plaintiff files admission. 

Where any bill or bills, suit or suits, shall be filed, commenced, or brought in 
the court of equity, by any person or persons having or claiming any estate, 
right, or interest, in any lands, tenelnents, or hereditaments, under or by virtue 
of any n10rtgage or mortgages thereof, to compel the defendant or defendants 
in such suit or suits (having or clain1ing a right to redeem the same) to pay the 
plaintiff or plaintiffs in such suit or suits, the principal money and interest due 
on any such mortgage, or the principal money and interest due on such 
mortgages, together with any SUln or sums of money due on any encumbrance 
or specialty, charged or chargeable on the equity of redemption thereof, and in 
default of paYlnent thereof, to foreclose such defendant or defendants of his, 
her, or their right or equity of redeeming such mortgaged lands, tenements, or 
hereditaments; such equity court, where such suit or suits shall be depending, 
upon application made to such court by the defendant or defendants in such 
suit, having a right to redeem such mortgaged lands, tenements, or heredita-
111ents, and upon his or their admitting the right and title of the plaintiff or 
plaintiffs in such suit, may and shall at any time or times, before such suit or 
cause shall be brought to hearing, make such order or decree therein, as such 
court or courts Inight or could have made therein, in case such suit or cause 
had then been regularly brought to hearing before such court or courts; and all 
parties to such suit or suits shall be bound by such order or decree so made, to 
all intents and purposes, as if such order or decree had been Inade, by such 
court, at or subsequent to the hearing of such cause or suit. 

(7 Gea. 2, ch. 20, § 2, 1734; Kilty's Rep. 251; Alex. Br. Stat. 727; Camp.StaL, D.C., p. 
396, § 2; Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601, 48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 
J 4--132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-706. 

1973 Ed., § 45-606. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 
November 6, 2001. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) arnendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Mortgages e=::>606. 
Westlaw Topic No. 266. 

C.J.S. Mortgages §§ 565, 1054 to 1061, 1063. 

§ 42-807. Limitations upon right of redemption in §§ 42-805 and 42-806. 

Sections 42-805 and 42-806 or anything therein contained, shall not extend 
to any case where the person or persons, against whom the redem.ption is or 
shall be prayed, shall (by writing under his, her, or their hands, or the hand of 
his, her, or their attorney, agent, or solicitor, to be delivered before the money 
shall be brought into such court at law, to the attorney or solicitor for the other 
side) insist, either that the party praying a redemption has not a right to 
redeem, or that the premises are chargeable with other or different principal 
SUlTIS, than what appear on the face of the mortgage, or shall be admitted on 
the other side; nor to any case where the right of redemption to the n10rtgaged 
lands and premises in question in any cause or suit shall be controverted or 
questioned by or between different defendants in the san1e cause or suit; nor 
shall be any prejudice to any subsequent mortgagee or n10rtgagees, or subse
quent encumbrancer. 

(7 Geo. 2, ch, 20, § 3, 1734; Kilty's Rep. 251; Alex. Br. Stat. 728; Camp. StaL, D.C., p. 
397, § 3; Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 
14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications Temporary Amendments of Section 
1981 Ed., § 45·-707. For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec-
1973 Ed., § 45-607. tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 

Effect of Amendments Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve-
D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of ments Temporary Amendment Act of 200] (D.C. 

November 6, 2001. This section had been pre- Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. DCR 2991). 
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Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 

REAL PROPERTY 

Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 
Mortgages c:;;>599. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

West law Topic No. 266. 
C.l.S. Mortgages §§ 1034 to 1039. 

§ 42-808. Conveyance or assurance by infant following court order. 

I t shall and may be lawful to and for any person or persons, under the age of 
18, by the direction of the court of chancery, signified by an order made upon 
hearing all parties concerned, on the petition of the person or persons for 
whom such infant or infants shall be seized or possessed in trust, or of the 
nl0rtgagor or mortgagors, guardian or guardians of such infant or infants, or 
person or persons entitled to the nlonies secured by or upon any lands, 
tenements, or hereditaments, whereof any infant or infants are or shall be 
seized or possessed by way of mortgage, or of the person or persons entitled to 
the redemption thereof, to convey and assure any such lands, tenements, or 
hereditaments, in such manner as the said court of chancery shall, by such 
order so to be obtained, direct to any other person or persons; and such 
conveyance or assurance so to be had and made, as aforesaid, shall be as good 
and effectual in law, to all intents and purposes whatsoever, as if the said infant 
or infants were, at the time of making such conveyance, or assurance, of the 
full age of 18. 

(7 Anne, ch. 19, § 1, 1708; Kilty's Rep. 247; Alex. Br. Stat. 679; Camp.Stat., D.C., p. 79, 
§ 13; July 22, 1976, D.C. Law 1-75, § 4(i), 23 DCR l181; Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 
13-263, § 1601,48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-708. 

1973 Ed., § 45-608. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 
November 6, 200 I. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Lavv 13-263, § 1601. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improv~
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 200] (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 
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Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act ] 4-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 1-75, the "District of Columbia Age of 

Majority Act," was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 1-252, which was referred to 



MORTGAGES AND DEEDS OF TRUST § 42-810 

the Committee on Public Services and Consurn
er Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first and 
second readings on April 6, 1976, and April 20, 
1976, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
May 14, 1976, it was assigned Act No. 1-116 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 
its review. 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Infants (;::;;>21 to 4S. 
Westlaw Topic No. 211. 

C.J.S. Infants §§ 146 to ISO, 163 to 164,166 
to 208. 

§ 42-809. Conveyance or assurance by infant trustee or mortgagee under 
court order. 

All and every such infant or infants, being only trustee or trustees, n10rtgagee 
or mortgagees, as aforesaid, shall and Inay be compelled by such order so, as 
aforesaid, to be obtained, to Inake such conveyance or conveyances, assurance 
or assurances, as aforesaid, in like manner as trustees or mortgagees of full age 
are cOlnpellable to conveyor assign their trust, estates, or mortgages. 

(7 Anne, ch. 19, § 2, 1708; Kilty's Rep. 247; Alex. Br. Stat. 680; Compo Stat., D.C., p. 79, 
§ 14; Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 
14-132, § 602(b) 49 DCR 1552.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 4S-709. 

1973 Ed., § 4S-609. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 
November 6, 2001. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-29S, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.0 l. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Infants (;::;;>21 to 4S. 
Westlaw Topic No. 211. 

c.J.S. Infants §§ 146 to ISO, 163 to 164,166 
to 208. 

§ 42-810. Mortgagee may redeem prior mortgage; prior mortgage may not 
bar. 

If it so happen there be more than 1 lTIOrtgage at the same time made, by any 
person or persons to any person or persons, of the same lands and tenen1ents, 
the several late or under mortgagees, his, her, or their heirs, executors, 
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administrators, or assigns, shall have power to redeem any fonner mortgage or 
mortgages, upon payment of the principal debt, interest, and costs of suit, to the 
prior mortgagee or lnortgagees, his, her, or their heirs, executors, administra
tors, or assigns; anything therein contained to the contrary thereof in anywise 
notwithstanding. 

(4 & 5 W. & M., ch, 16, § 4, 1692; Kilty's Rep. 242; Alex. Br. Stat. 579; Compo StaL, D.C. 
237, § 26; Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601,48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 
14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-710. 

1973 Ed., § 45-610. 

EtTect of Amendments 

D.C. La\v 14-J32 revived this section as of 
Novembel- 6, 2001. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
OCR 299]). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

[rom Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendn,ent 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act o[ 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Mortgages (::::::>591 to 624. 
Westlaw Topic No. 266. 

C.J.S. Mortgages §§ 57 to 61, 66 to 67, 565, 
991 to 1093. 

§ 42-811. Appointment of trustee in event of death of mortgagee or trustee; 
procedure; summary decree. 

In case of the death of a sole mortgagee or trustee, or the last survivor of 
several, if the debt secured by the mortgage or deed of trust shall not have been 
paid, the party entitled thereto may file a petition in the court having probate 
jurisdiction, setting forth under oath the execution of the mortgage or deed of 
trust, the death of the lTlOrtgagee or trustee, and the fact that the debt secured 
by the said Inortgage or deed of trust remains unpaid, and such other fact as 
may be necessary to entitle the petitioner to the relief prayed, and praying for 
the appointment of a trustee to execute the trusts of the said mortgage or deed 
of trust. It shall not be necessary to make the heirs at law or devisees of the 
deceased mortgagee or trustee parties to such proceeding. The court may 
thereupon lay a rule upon the debtor or parties whose property is bound by said 
mortgage or deed of trust, unless they shall voluntarily appear and admit the 
allegations of the petition, to show cause, under oath, on or before the 10th day, 
exclusive of Sundays and legal holidays, after the service of such rule, why the 
prayer of said petition should not be granted. If said party or parties can not 
be found in said District, service of said rule shall be by publication, according 
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Note 2 

to the practice in equity in said court. If no cause be shown, notwithstanding 
the service of said rule, against the prayer of said petition, the court may 
determine in a summary way whether said debt remains unpaid, and if satisfied 
thereof the said court may, by decree, appoint a new trustee in the place of the 
deceased mortgagee or trustee, and vest in him all the title at law and in equity, 
and all the powers that had been conveyed to and vested in the deceased 
lllortgagee or trustee. Nothing contained in this section shall prevent the 
appointment of a new trustee pursuant to § 42-814(b) and the execution of the 
trusts of said deed of trust by such new trustee. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1272, ch. 854, § 534; June 30, 1902,32 Stat. 532, ch. 1329; June 
25, 1936, 49 Stat. 1921, ch. 804; June 25, 1948, 62 Stat. 991, ch. 646, § 32(b); May 24, 
1949,63 Stat. 107, ch. 139, § 127; Nov. 2, 1966,80 Stat. 1100, Pub. L. 89-706, § l(b); 
July 29, 1970,84 Stat. 576, Pub. L. 91-358, title 1, § 158(c)(1); Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 
13-263, § 1601, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-711. 

1973 Ed., § 45-611. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 
November 6, 2001. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 
Mortgages e=>342. 
Trusts (;;::>169. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Westlaw Topic Nos. 266, 390. 

In general 1 
Conclusiveness of appointment 5 
Failure to perform 3 
Notice of proceedings 2 
Rights of substituted trustees 4 

1. In general 

C.J.S. Mortgages §§ 598, 600. 

c.J.S. Trusts §§ 288 to 294, 298 to 299. 

Notes of Decisions 

Totten v. Harlowe, 1936, 88 F.2d 755, 66 App. 
D.C. 373. Mortgages e=> 578 

Mortgagee held entitled to appointment of 
trustees to replace others named in deed of trust 
and since deceased. Dawson v. Taylor, 1925, 4 
F.2d 430, 55 App.D.C. 237. Mortgages e=> 342 

2. Notice of proceedings 
Though suit by single noteholder to procure 

Although secured noteholder had previously substitution of trustees under trust deed secur-
successfully brought suit for substitution of trus- ing 490 notes was not prosecuted as class suit, 
tees under trust deed, subsequent substitution and no other noteholder appeared or was joined 
or reappointment of same trustees in foreclo- therein, substitution of trustees held validly 
sure suit by other noteholders held harmless to made, in view of precise language of statute 
property owners (D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 204). authorizing any party interested to seek ap-
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pointment of new trustee, coupled with lack of 
procedural provisions for bringing in other par
ties, and fact that contrary construction might 
disturb land titles (D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 
§ 204). Totten v. Harlowe, 1936, 88 F.2d 755, 
66 App.D.C. 373. Mortgages (';;;::> 209 

The service by publication on one of two deed 
of trust trustees, who has absconded or depart
ed from the jurisdiction and whose whereabouts 
is unknown, is not necessary to support a de
cree substituting a trustee in his place, under 
Code, §§ 534-538 (D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 
§§ 201-204, 209). It is the fact of the absence of 
the trustee from the jurisdiction that operates, 
when proved in a court of equity, to devest his 
title and to authorize the court to appoint an
other person in his place. Marshall v. Kraak, 
1904, 23 App.D.C. 129. Mortgages (;:;;> 342 

3. Failure to perform 
The refusal or disability of a trustee to per

form the trust is the equivalent in equity of a 
renunciation of the legal estate. Marshall v. 
Kraak, 1904, 23 App.D.C. 129. Mortgages (;:;;> 

209 

4. Rights of substituted trustees 
The removal by a court of equity of a trustee 

in a deed of trust who has absconded or re
moved from the jurisdiction impairs no vested 
right, nor does any such impairment result from 
the substitution by the statute of a summary 
proceeding for that purpose for a plenary pro
ceeding. Marshall v. Kraak, 1904, 23 App.D.C. 
129. Constitutional Law (';;;::> 2649 

REAL PROPER1Y 

No constitutional or fundamental right of 
property is impaired by a statutory provision, 
Code, §§ 534-538, D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 
§§ 201-204, 209, that the legal title of a trustee 
in a deed of trust or mortgage shall not descend 
to his heirs. or that, if it does, it may be disre
garded, and may be reinvested in some appoin .. 
tee of the court without reference to such heirs; 
such a trustee being no more than a mere agent 
of the grantor or mortgagor and the mortgagee 
to carry into effect the contract between them. 
Marshall v. Kraak, 1904, 23 App.D.C. 129. 
Constitutional Law ~ 4475 

The removal by a court of equity of a trustee 
in a deed of trust who has absconded or re
moved from the jurisdiction impairs no contrac
tual obligation, nor does any such impairment 
result from the substitution by statute of a sum
mary proceeding for that purpose for the plena
ry proceeding. Marshall v. Kraak, 1904, 23 
App.D.C. 129. Constitutional Law <&:;;;> 2754 

5. Conclusiveness of appointment 
Where mortgagor's successor, in suit by note

holder's successor for appointment of substitute 
trustee to sell the realty under deed of trust, 
raised question of lache; and opposed appoint
ment of substitute trustee, an unappealed from 
summary judgment appointing substitute trus
tee and directing him to sell the realty was res 
judicata, precluding mortgagor's succesSOr from 
raising same question in subsequent suit to en
join the sale. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-611, 
45-614. Mergardt v. Colonial-American Nat. 
Bank of Roanoke, 1944, 140 F.2d 701, 78 
U.S.App.D.C. 348. Judgment <&:;;;> 653 

§ 42-812. Equity practice followed where answer sets up defense against 
foreclosure. 

If matter of defense against the foreclosure of said lTIOrtgage or the enforce
ment of said deed of trust be set up in answer to said rule, the further 
proceedings shall be according to the practice in equity after answer filed. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1273, ch. 854, § 535; Apr. 3,2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601,48 
DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-712. 
1973 Ed., § 45-612. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 

November 6, 2001. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 

ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 

Temporary Amendments of Section Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novcm-
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve- bel' 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 
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For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.c. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
OCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

Note 1 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Mortgages ~454. 
Westlaw Topic No. 266. 

C.J.S. Mortgages §§ 748 to 752. 

§ 42-813. Replacement of deceased, appointed trustee. 

In case of the death of any trustee appointed as aforesaid without having 
executed the trusts of the mortgage or deed of trust, a like proceeding to that 
provided for in § 42-811 may be had to appoint a successor to him in the said 
trusts. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1273, ch. 854, § 536; Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601,48 
DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-713. 

1973 Ed., § 45-613. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 
November 6, 2001. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
rnents Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
OCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002, 49 
OCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 
Trusts ~169. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Westlaw Topic No. 390. 

Authority of substituted trustee 
Sale by substituted trustee 2 

c.J.S. Trusts §§ 288 to 294, 298 to 299. 

Notes of Decisions 

substitution of another trustee for deceased 
trustee. D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, §§ 193, 194, 
201, 204, 209. Stokes v. Hinden, 1936, 85 F.2d 
200, 66 App.D.C. 34. Trusts ~ 242 

1. Authority of substituted trustee Where surviving trustee named in trust deed 
Where one of two trustees died and surviving refused to act on death of other trustee, trustee 

trustee refused to act, trustee appointed as sub- appointed by court to succeed surviving trustee 
stitute in place of surviving trustee only, held had all powers vested in original trustees and, 
authorized to sell property without there being in absence of contrary instructions by court, 
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could proceed in accordance with terms of 
trust. Stokes v. Hinden, 1936, 85 F.2d 200, 66 
App.D.C. 34. Trusts <:;:::::> 242 

2. Sale by substituted trustee 
Sale of realty under trust deed by substituted 

trustee after eleven days' notice held authorized, 
where trustors had notice of proposed substitu
tion and sale and trust itself provided terms and 
conditions on which sales should be had; judi
cial sales act requiring four weeks' advertise
ment of sale not being applicable. 28 U.S.C.A. 
§§ 2001, 2002, 2004; D.C.Codc 1929, T. 25, 

REAL PROPERTY 

§ 205. Stokes v. Hinden, ] 936, 85 F.2d 200, 66 
App.D.C. 34. Trusts <:;:::::> 195 

In suit by trustors to set aside sale under trust 
deed, sale was not rendered invalid by alleged 
fact that court appointed employee of beneficia
ries' attorney in place of surviving trustee who 
had refused to act and that court was in igno
rance of such relationship where trustors had 
opportunity to inform court of any disqualifica
tion of proposed trustee, and it was not shown 
trustors did not know of such relationship. 
Stokes v. Hinden, 1936, 85 F.2d 200, 66 App. 
D.C. 34. Trusts <:;:::::> 189 

§ 42-814. Petition for new trustee; causes; procedure; written agreement 
of parties. 

(a) In case of the refusal of any trustee named in a deed of trust to secure a 
debt to accept the trusts thereby created, or of his resignation of said trust after 
accepting the same, which is hereby allowed, or of his removal from the 
District of Columbia, or of his inability to act, or for any other good cause 
shown, it shall be lawful for any party interested in the execution of such trusts 
to apply to said court by petition, setting forth the appropriate facts and asking 
for the appointment of a new trustee in his place, and a like proceeding shall be 
had for the appointment of such trustee as in the case of the death of a trustee, 
as directed in §§ 42-811 and 42-819; provided, that any rule to show cause 
issued in such case shall be served upon the existing trustee, as provided in said 
sections. 

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (a) of this section, and 
notwithstanding any provision in a deed of trust to the contrary, whenever the 
grantors nmned in, and the persons secured by, the deed of trust (or their 
successors in interest) so desire, they may by written agreement executed and 
acknowledged in the same manner as an absolute deed substitute any trustee 
named in the deed of trust with a new trustee. No written instrument entered 
into pursuant to this subsection shall be effective as to any person not having 
actual notice thereof until a notice of the appointment of the new trustee 
signed, sealed, and acknowledged by the parties agreeing to the appointment of 
the new trustee shall be recorded among the land records in the Office of the 
Recorder of Deeds. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1274, ch. 854, § 538; June 30, 1902,32 Stat. 532, ch. 1329; Nov. 
2, 1966, 80 Stat. 1100, Pub. L. 89-706, § l(d); Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601, 
48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications Temporary Amendments of Section 
1981 Ed., § 45-714. For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec-
1973 Ed., § 45-614. tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 

Effect of Amendments Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve-
D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 

November 6, 2001. This section had been pre- Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. DCR 2991). 
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Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 

Note 3 

Act of 2002 (O.c. Act 14-295, March 1,2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 
Trusts ~169. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Trusts §§ 288 to 294, 298 to 299. 
Westlaw Topic No. 390. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Conclusiveness of adjudication 4 
Parties 3 
Substitute trustee designated in deed of trust 

2 

1 . In general 
Although secured noteholder had previously 

successfully brought suit for substitution of trus
tees under trust deed, subsequent substitution 
or reappointment of same trustees in foreclo
sure suit by other noteholders held harmless to 
property owners (D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 204). 
Totten v. Harlowe, 1936, 88 F.2d 755, 66 App. 
D.C. 373. Mortgages (;::::> 578 

Court properly appointed new trustee under 
trust deed, where original trustee was in receiv
ership, and deed of trust disclosed that trustee 
was charged with duties requiring continuous 
attention, and interests of owners and bond
holders required that office should not at anv 
time be left vacant. Wright v. Pitts, 1933, 66 
F.2d 197, 62 App.D.C. 217. Corporations ~ 
479 

2. Substitute trustee designated in deed of 
trust 

Under deed of trust, court, on resignation of 
first successor trustee, held authorized to ap
point new trustee, as against contention that 
person named as second successor trustee in 
trust deed ipso facto became trustee (D.C. Code 
1929, T. 25, Sec. 204). Though deed of trust 
provided that, in event any trustee thereunder 
should refuse to act, resign, be removed, or 
otherwise become incapable of acting as trus
tee, two persons named therein should be ap
pointed first and second successor trustees re
spectively, facts disclosed that person named as 
first successor trustee was chairman of board of 
directors of corporation of which person named 
as second successor trustee was president, and 
that latter was also president of trust company 
which was named as original trustee in trust 

deed, and that, on entry of order appoi nting 
another trust company as trustee on first suc
cessor trustee's resignation, first successor trus
tee was in jail, and that person designated as 
second successor trustee was awaiting trial on 
indictment charging fraud in use of mails and 
conspiracy and alleged embezzlement. Under 
circumstances, court in exercise of reasonable 
discretion was bound to make such appoint
ment as it deemed to best interests of parties 
concerned. Wright v. Pitts, 1933, 66 F.2d 197, 
62 App.D.C. 217. Corporations ~ 479 

Right of person named in trust deed as sec
ond successor trustee to act as such held barred 
by laches, where he made no objection to ap
pointment of trust company as second successor 
trustee until almost twenty months after ap
pointment. Wright v. Pitts, 1933, 66 F.2d 197, 
62 App.D.C. 217. Corporations (;::::> 479 

Under deed of trust, court, on resignation of 
first successor trustee, held authorized to ap
point new trustee, as against contention that 
person named as second successor trustee in 
trust deed ipso facto became trustee. D.C.Code 
1929, T. 25, § 204. Wright v. Pitts, 1933, 66 
F.2d 197, 62 App.D.C. 217. Corporations (;::::> 

479 

3. Parties 
Though suit by single note holder to procure 

substitution of trustees under trust deed secur
ing 490 notes was not prosecuted as class suit, 
and no other noteholder appeared or was joined 
therein, substitution of trustees held validly 
made, in view of precise language of statute 
authorizing any party interested to seek ap
pointment of new trustee, coupled with lack of 
procedural provisions for bringing in other par
ties, and fact that contrary construction might 
disturb land titles (D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 
§ 204). Totten v. Harlowe, 1936, 88 F.2d 755, 
66 App.D.C. 373. Mortgages ~ 209 

In suit by bank which was holder of note [or 
appointment of substitute trustee for trust deed 
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securing note, inferential and argumentative 
statement in maker's answer charging bank was 
without capacity to bring suit because bank was 
in hands of liquidating committee held insuffi
cient to furnish basis for denying bank right to 
bring suit (D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 204). Bow
en v. Mount Vernon Sav. Bank, 1936, 85 F.2d 
396, 66 App.D.C. 139. Mortgages <P 342 

Trust deed provision that trustees should be 
deemed representatives of bondholders, and 
that it should not be necessary to notify bond
holders or make any bondholder party to any 
action, suit, or proceeding, held valid, and ap
plied to suit for appointment of new trustee. 
Wright v. Pitts, 1933,66 F.2d 197,62 App.D.C. 
217. Corporations <P 479 

Trust company named as trustee in deed of 
trust having become insolvent and having 
ceased to do business before beginning of suit 
for appointment of new trustee. failure to name 
it as party to suit held not error. Wright v. 
Pitts, 1933,66 F.2d 197,62 App.D.C. 217. Cor
porations <P 479 

REAL PROPERTY 

4. Conclusiveness of adjudication 

Where mortgagor's successor, in suit by note
holder's successor for appointment of substitute 
trustee to sell the realty under deed of trust, 
raised question of laches and opposed appoint
ment of substitute trustee, an unappealed from 
summary judgment appointing substitute trus
tee and directing him 10 sell the realty was res 
judicata, precluding mortgagor's successor from 
raising same question in subsequent suit to en
join the sale. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-611, 
45-614. Mergardt v. Colonial-American Nat. 
Bank of Roanoke, 1944, 140 F.2d 701, 78 
U.S.App.D.C. 348. Judgment <P 653 

Order appointing substitute trustee under 
trust deed securing note because bank which 
was former trustee became insolvent would not 
be res judicata as to any issue on merits be
tween holder of secured note and makers there
of. D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 204. Bowen v. 
Mount Vernon Sav. Bank, 1936,85 F.2d 396,66 
App.D.C. 139. Judgment <P 735 

§ 42-815. Application to court to fix terms and determine notice of sale; 
notice under power of sale provision. 

(a) If the length of notice and terms of sale are not prescribed by the 
mortgage or deed of trust, or be not left therein to the judgment or discretion of 
the mortgagee or trustee, any person interested in such sale may apply to the 
court, before such sale is advertised, to fix the terms of sale and determine what 
notice of sale shall be given. 

(b) No foreclosure sale under a power of sale prOVISIon contained in any 
deed of trust, mortgage or other security instrument, may take place unless the 
holder of the note secured by such deed of trust, mortgage, or security 
instrument, or its agent, gives written notice, by certified mail return receipt 
requested, of said sale to the owner of the real property encumbered by said 
deed of trust, mortgage or security instrument at his last known address, with a 
copy of said notice being sent to the Mayor of the District of Columbia, or his 
designated agent, at least 30 days in advance of the date of said sale. Said 
notice shall be in such fOrInat and contain such information as the Council of 
the District of Columbia shall by regulation prescribe. The 30-day period shall 
comlnence to run on the date of receipt of such notice by the Mayor. The 
Mayor or his agent shall give written acknowledgment to the holder of said 
note, or its agent, on the day that he receives such notice, that such notice has 
been received, indicating therein the date of receipt of such notice. The notice 
required by this subsection in regard to said mortgages and deeds of trust shall 
be in addition to the notice described by subsection (a) of this section. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1274, ch, 854, § 539; June 30, 1902, 32 Stat. 532, ch. 1329; Oct. 
12, 1968, 82 Stat. 1002, Pub. L. 90-566, § 1; Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601, 48 
DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

]>rior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-715. 

1973 Ed., § 45-615. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 
November 6, 2001. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
OCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, 
§ 42-801. 

Change in Government 

see notes following 

This section originated at a time when local 
government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume 1). 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia S~Jf
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.C. Code, 
§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(a), appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Delegation of functions: Organization Order 

No. 101, Part IV-J, designated the Office of the 
Recorder of Deeds as the office of record for the 
receipt, filing, indexing, mailing and handling of 
notice of foreclosure sale received pursuant to 
subsection (b) of this section. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Mortgages ~352. 
Westlaw Topic No. 266. 

c.J.S. Mortgages §§ 608 to 620. 

Notes of Decisions 
In general 
Accrual of action 12 
Acquiring possession after default 4 
Compliance with terms of instrument 6 
Due process 2 
Length of notice, notice of foreclosure sale 11 
Manner of notice, notice of foreclosure sale 10 
Notice of foreclosure sale 8-11 

In general 8 
Length of notice 11 
Manner of notice 10 
Persons entitled to notice 9 

Parties 3 
Persons entitled to notice, notice of foreclosure 

sale 9 
Pleadings 13 
Powers and duties of trustees 5 
Right to cure 7 

Summary judgement 14 

1. In general 

Allegations, in bill seeking to set aside sale 
under trust deed, that trustees should have post
poned sale because debtors were trying to refi
nance their loan, and also because times were 
unfavorable to sale, held insufficient to show 
ground for relief. Stokes v. Hinden, 1936, 85 
F.2d 200, 66 App.D.C. 34. Trusts <0= 204 

As a general proposition, trustees of deeds of 
trust have only those powers and duties im
posed by the trust instrument itself, coupled 
with the applicable statute governing foreclo
sure sales. Murray v. Wells Fargo Home 
Mortg., 2008, 953 A.2d 308. Mortgages C= 209 
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Deed of trust foreclosure statute on its face 
does not invalidate a sale that takes place more 
than 30 days after the date of the notice. Ki
bunja v. Alturas, L.L.C., 2004, 856 A.2d 1120. 
Mortgages C:;;> 351 

Notice provisions of deed of trust foreclosure 
statute must be complied with strictly. Kibunja 
v. Alturas, L.L.c., 2004, 856 A.2d 1120. Mort
gages C::::> 354 

Record on appeal from preliminary injunction 
enjoining foreclosure sale was insufficient to 
permit determination as to propriety of requir
ing that mortgagors secure injunction by paying 
amount equal to monthly mortgage obligations 
on first and second trusts into interest bearing 
escrow account, requiring remand. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-715.1. Bank-Fund Staff Federal 
Credit Union v. Cuellar, 1994, 639 A.2d 561. 
Federal Courts C:;;> 1067 

Testimony of owner of encumbered property 
about cost of household items to him or his 
estimate of their value was sufficient to create 
jury issue with respect to damages incurred by 
owner for loss of personal property during 
wrongful eviction attending bank's wrongful 
foreclosure. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-715(b). In
dependence Federal Sav. Bank v. Huntley, 
1990, 573 A.2d 787, certiorari denied 111 S.Ct. 
148,498 U.S. 853, 112 L.Ed.2d 114. Mortgag
es C::::> 650 

Where there was no other neglect of duty or 
misconduct by trustees and there was pattern of 
default by borrower, without evidence that bor
rower was unaware of legal consequences of 
default, it would be unequitable to set aside sale 
of property following foreclosure under deed of 
trust, and thus trustees' alleged failure to dis
close to borrower their conflicting interests as 
attorney and officers of noteholder did not con
stitute sufficient breach of trust to require that 
foreclosure sale be set aside. D.C.C.E. 
§ 45-615. Perry v. Virginia Mortg. and Inv. 
Co., Inc., 1980, 412 A.2d 1194. Mortgages C:;;> 

369(2) 

2. Due process 
Claim that extrajudicial mortgage foreclosure 

procedures of District of Columbia were viola
tive of due process clause of Fifth Amendment 
was not so substantial as to require convening 
of a three-judge court where there was no evi
dence of a significant governmental involve

REAL PROPERTY 

on their face violate due process clause of Fifth 
Amendment because they recognize right of pri
vate individuals contractually to create power of 
sale clauses which operate as a waiver of cer
tain potential preforeclosure rights. 28 
U.S.C.A. § 2282; D.C.C.E. §§ 45-301, 45-603, 
45-615; U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5. Brvant v. 
Jefferson Federal Sav. and Loan Ass'n, C-.A.D.C. 
1974, 509 F.2d 511, 166 U.S.App.D.C. 178. 
Constitutional Law C:;;> 4417; Mortgages (;:::> 330 

Claim that homeowners were deprived of due 
process of law by District of Columbia statutes 
authorizing persons holding power of sale un
der mortgages, deeds of trust and other con
tracts conveying title to realty to foreclose and 
sell property by public auction without hearing 
for homeowner prior to sale was so insubstan
tial that three-judge court would not be con
vened in action for injunction restraining en
forcement of statutes, in view of provisions that 
no such foreclosure sale may take place unless 
holder of note secured by mortgage is given 
notice 30 days in advance of sale and permitting 
extrajudicial foreclosure only when instrument 
contains power of sale clause if owner defaults 
in payments. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-301, 45-603, 
45-615; 28 U.S.C.A. § 2282; U.S.C.A.Const. 
Amends. 5, 14. Young v. Ridley, D.D.C1970, 
309 F.Supp. 1308. Federal Courts (;:::> 1000 

Evicting mortgagor while she was in the pro
cess of seeking a stay of eviction did not violate 
due process following foreclosure under deed of 
trust; the mortgagor filed motion For stay one 
month after summary judgment in favor of 
mortgagee, merely stated in her brief that the 
eviction was premature, wrongful, and illegal, 
and made no showing of requirements for a 
stay. Thornton v. Norwest Bank of Minnesota, 
2004, 860 A.2d 838. Constitutional Law C:;;> 

4083; Mortgages C:;;> 372(4) 
Fact that loan, which was used to buy house 

and which was secured by subsequently fore
closed mortgage, was guaranteed by Veterans 
Administration did not constitute sufficient gov
ernmental involvement in the foreclosure so as 
to make Fifth Amendment's due process clause 
applicable to foreclosure and sale. 
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5; D.C.C.E. §§ 45-301, 
45-603, 45-615. Simpson v. Jack Spicer Real 
Estate, Inc., 1978, 396 A.2d 212. Constitutional 
Law ~ 3945 

ment in that power of sale was created, not 3. Parties 
through governmental enactment, but by pri- Heirs of estate who had obtained judgments 
vate consensual agreement. 28 U.S.C.A. against homeowner as a result of homeowner's 
§ 2282; D.C.C.E. §§ 45-301, 45-603, 45-615; breach of fiduciary duties when homeowner 
U .S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5. Bryant v. Jefferson was serving as personal representative of estate 
Federal Sav. and Loan Ass'n, C.A.D.C.1974, 509 did not have standing to challenge the inade-
F.2d 511, 166 U.S.App.D.C. 178. Federal quate timing of notice of foreclosure sale to 
Courts (;:::> 1004.1 homeowner, in their creditor's bill suit asking 

District of Columbia statutes governing extra- that mortgage foreclosure be sct aside, absent 
judicial mortgage foreclosure procedures do not any injury to themselves as a result of the fail-
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ure to properly notify homeowner, or any inter
est within the zone of interests protected by the 
notice statute. Pappas v. Eastern Sav. Bank, 
FSB, 2006, 911 A.2d 1230. Mortgages <3= 
369(6) 

Remand was required for trial court to con
sider and decide whether purchaser at foreclo
sure sale was bona flde purchaser and was 
indispensable party to mortgagor's suit against 
mortgagee asking that foreclosure sale be set 
aside as "wrongful" and seeking compensatory 
and punitive damages and whether principal of 
purchaser whose home served in part as collat
eral for purchase money loan to foreclosure sale 
purchaser had or might have any interest in 
property and should be joined. Civil Rule 
19(a). Capital City Corp. v. Johnson, 1994, 646 
A.2d 325. Federal Courts <3= 1067 

On remand for determination of whether pur
chaser at foreclosure sale was an indispensable 
party in mortgagor's suit against mortgagee ask
ing that foreclosure sale be set aside as "wrong
ful," court was required to consider whether 
joinder would help to avoid multiple suits con
cerning same property, and whether joinder 
would further public interest in complete, con
sistent, efficient settlement of controversies, and 
public stake in settling disputes by wholes, 
whenever possible. Civil Rule 19(a). Capital 
City Corp. v. Johnson, 1994, 646 A.2d 325. 
Federal Courts <3= 1067 

4. Acquiring possession after default 
Under District of Columbia law, mortgagee's 

mere demand for possession of mortgaged 
premises following default is not a sufflcient 
legal step to enable mortgagee to take posses
sion of property for purpose of collecting rents 
and profits produced by the property. Demo
cratic Cent. Committee of District of Columbia 
v. Washington Metropolitan Area Transit 
Com'n, C.A.D.C.1994, 21 F.3d 1145, 305 
U.S.App.D.C. 397. Mortgages <3= 191; Mort
gages <3= 199( 1 ) 

Under District of Columbia law, mortgagees 
under a deed of trust must take proper affir
mative legal steps to acquire possession of 
mortgaged premises upon default, and a mere 
demand is not sufficient. Democratic Cent. 
Committee of District of Columbia v. Washing
ton Metropolitan Area Transit Com'n, C.A.D.C. 
1994, 21 F.3d 1145, 305 U.S.App.D.C. 397. 
Mortgages <3= 1 91 

5. Powers and duties of trustees 
Where one of two trustees died and surviving 

trustee refused to act, trustee appointed as sub
stitute in place of surviving trustee only, held 
authorized to sell property without there being 
substitution of another trustee for deceased 
trustee. D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, §§ 193, 194, 
20 1, 204, 209. Stokes v. Hinden, 1936, 85 F.2d 
200, 66 App.D.C. 34. Trusts <3= 242 

Note 6 

Any power a trustee may have must originate 
in the deed of trust itself or in any applicable 
statutes. Thornton v. Norwest Bank of Minne
sota, 2004, 860 A.2d 838. Mortgages <3= 209 

Trustees were not required by deed of tmst or 
any statute to be present during the foreclosure 
sale. Thornton v. Norwest Bank of Minnesota, 
2004, 860 A.2d 838. Mortgages <3= 360 

As a general proposition, trustees of deeds 
have only those powers and duties imposed by 
trust instrument itself, coupled with those im
posed by applicable statute governing foreclo
sure sales. D.C.C.E. § 45-615. Perry v. Vil-gi
nia Mortg. and Inv. Co., Inc., 1980, 412 A.2d 
1194. Mortgages ~ 209 

Where borrower did not allege that trustees 
under deed of trust failed to carry out their 
affirmative duties under deed of tru'st and stat
ute, upon borrower's default, to advertise and 
sell property and pay all property expenses and 
indebtedness, trustees were not alleged to be 
guilty of fraud, misrepresentation, self-dealing 
or other overreaching, and borrower did not 
allege that purchaser paid sum so shockingly 
low as to require invalidation of sale, no basis 
existed for imposing on trustees by judicial fiat 
any general fiduciary duties beyond those other
wise required by law for protection of borrower. 
D.C.C.E. § 45-615; National Housing Act, 
§ 221(d)(2) as amended 12 U.S.C.A. § L 7151 
(d)(2). Perry v. Virginia Mortg. and lnv. Co., 
Inc., 1980, 412 A.2d 1194. Mortgages <3= 209 

6. Compliance with terms of instrument 
Sale of realty under trust deed by substituted 

trustee after eleven days' notice held authorized, 
where trustors had notice of proposed substitu
tion and sale and trust itself provided terms and 
conditions on which sales should be had; judi
cial sales act requiring four weeks' advertise
ment of sale not being applicable. 28 U.S.C.A. 
§§ 2001, 2002, 2004; D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 
§ 205. Stokes v. Hinden, 1936, 85 F.2d 200, 66 
App.D.C. 34. Trusts <3= 195 

District of Columbia statute governing notice 
of foreclosure was not violated when foreclo
sure sale was postponed until six days after date 
for which it was originally scheduled; statute 
only required that notice be sent at least 30 days 
in advance of sale and deed of trust expressly 
gave trustees power to postpone sale by public 
announcement. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-715(b). 
Young v. 1st American Financial Services, 1998, 
992 F.Supp. 440. Mortgages <3= 357 

Foreclosure sale in a privately-owed auction 
house open to the general public satisfied decd 
of trust requiring sale at "public auction." 
Thornton v. Norwest Bank of Minnesota, 2004, 
860 A.2d 838. Mortgages <? 350; Mortgages 
~360 

Nothing in deed of trust or in any applicable 
statute required that foreclosure sale take place 
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at or near a courthouse; the only requirement 
was that the sale be conducted at a public 
auction. Thornton v. Nonvest Bank of Minne
sota, 2004, 860 A.2d 838. Mortgages G=:> 350; 
Mortgages G=:> 360 

Since mortgage foreclosure sale was conduct
ed in accordance with terms of deeds of trust 
authorizing such sale and statute allowed par
ties to prescribe the length of notice and terms 
of sale, court properly decreed sale to be valid 
despite subordinated lienholder's claims of ir
regularities with respect to person who was 
trustee, imposition of allegedly prohibited con
ditions on prospective bidders at sale and use of 
minimal advertising. D.C.C.E. § 45-615. 
American Century Mortg. Investors v. Unionam
erica Mortg. and Equity Trust, 1976, 355 A.2d 
563. Mortgages G=:> 367 

7. Right to cure 
Foreclosure notice that erroneously stated 

that mortgagors did not have right to cure, and 
which did not include amount necessary to cure 
as required by recorder of deeds' standard 
form, was defective as a matter of law even 
though mortgagors had actual notice of amount 
needed to cure. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-7]5.1. 
Bank-Fund Staff Federal Credit Union v. Cuel
lar, 1994, 639 A.2d 561. Mortgages G=:> 414 

Inclusion of amount to cure in foreclosure 
notice is consistent with strict eonstruction of 
foreclosure statutes in favor of homeowners. 
D.C.Code ]981, § 45-715.1. Bank-Fund Staff 
Federal Credit Union v. Cuellar, 1994, 639 A.2d 
561. Mortgages G=:> 414 

Fact that mortgagors lacked sufficient funds 
to reinstate was not ground for denying rein
statement where foreclosure notice failed to in
form mortgagors of right to cure, leaving mort
gagors to believe only way to save home was to 
pay full amount of mortgage; moreover, mort
gagors had at least 25 days in which to raise 
cure amount. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-715.1. 
Bank-Fund Staff Federal Credit Union v. Cuel
lar, 1994, 639 A.2d 561. Mortgages G;;;> 414 

8. Notice of foreclosure sale-In general 
Where owner of property never notified note

holder or trustee under deed of trust of owner's 
change of address, where owner, which was in 
the real estate business and knew the effect of 
default, was in serious default in its payments, 
and where owner was on notice that statutes 
required lender to send notice of foreclosure to 
owner at last known address, failure of owner 
to receive notice, which was mailed in time to 
reach owner at its old address but which did 
not reach that address until owner had moved 
did not indicate deficiency on the part of the 
trustees or the noteholder in giving personal 
notice to the owner. D.C.C.E. § 45-615. S & G 
Inv. Inc. v. Home Federal Sav. and Loan Ass'n, 

REAL PROPERTY 

C.A.D.C.1974, 505 F.2d 370, 164 U.S.App.D.C. 
263. Mortgages G=:> 355 

Constructive notice of foreclosure sale is the 
equivalent of actual notice. D.C.C.E. 
§ 45-615(b). S & G lnv. Inc. v. Home Federal 
Say. and Loan Ass'n, C.A.D.C.1974, 505 F.2d 
370, 164 U.S.App.D.C. 263. Mortgages G;;;> 356 

Under District of Columbia law, actual notice 
of foreclosure sale is not required if statutory 
requirements are adhered to. D.C.Code 198], 
§ 45-715(b). Young v. 1st American Financial 
Services, 1998, 992 F.Supp. 440. Mortgages 0=:;> 

356 
Since attorneys who handled mortgage fore

closure for mortgagee complied with District of 
Columbia statute governing notice of foreclo
sure, any foreclosure that occurred was not 
wrongful. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-715(b). Young 
v. 1st American Financial Services, 1998, 992 
F.Supp. 440. Mortgages G=:> 650 

Wrongful foreclosure claim is the a"ppropriate 
avenue to assert violation of District of Colum
bia statute governing notice of foreclosure. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-715(b). Young v. 1st 
American Financial Services, 1998, 992 F.Supp. 
440. Mortgages G=:> 650 

Statute does not require actual receipt of no
tice of foreclosure sale by mortgagors. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-715. In re Flowers, 1988, 
94 B.R. 3. Mortgages 0=:;> 355 

United States niarshal's eviction of mortgagor 
after final eviction notice was mailed to wrong 
address was not wrongful and did not entitle the 
mortgagor to damages from mortgagee that al
legedly was negligent in filling out address on 
writ of restitution; consent order of possession 
had been entered, the mortgagor was \vell 
aware that his continued possession of the prop
erty was in violation of the consent order, and 
he could not show that he suffered any injury by 
his failure to receive formal notice that a writ of 
restitution had been obtained. Hill v. G.E. Cap
ital Mortg. Services, Inc., 2004, 859 A.2d 1055. 
Mortgages G;;;> 216; Mortgages G;;;> 544(1) 

9. -- Persons entitled to notice, notice of 
foreclosure sale 

Registrar of Deeds is the agent of the Com
missioner of the District of Columbia for pur
poses of statute requiring that notice of fore
closure sale under power of sale provision 
contained in deed of trust, mortgage, or other 
security instrument be sent to the Commission
er or his agent. D.C.C.E. § 45-615. S & G 
lnv. Inc. v. Home Federal Say. and Loan 
Ass'n, C.A.D.C.1974, 505 F.2d 370, 164 
U.S.App.D.C. 263. Mortgages G;;;> 352.1 

Trustees under deed of trust were entitled to 
rely upon secured parties' notice of foreclosure 
to the owner of the property. D.C.C.E. 
§ 45-615(b). S & G Inv. Inc. v. Home Federal 
Say. and Loan Ass'n, C.A.D.C.1974, 505 F.2d 
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370, 164 U.S.App.D.C. 263. Mortgages <::= 
352.1 

Statutory requirement that notice of foreclo
sure sale under deed of trust be given to owner 
did not require that both the noteholder and the 
trustees give notice to the owner. D.C.C.E. 
§ 45-615(b). S & G Inv. Inc. v. Home Federal 
Sav. and Loan Ass'n, C.A.D.C.1974, 505 F.2d 
370, 164 U.S.App.D.C. 263. Mortgages <::= 
352.1 

Judgment creditors were not entitled by stat
ute to written notice of foreclosure sale when 
mortgagee foreclosed on home; statute did not 
require notice to be given to competing lien
holders, whether superior or subordinate. Pap
pas v. Eastern Sav. Bank, FSB, 2006, 911 A.2d 
1230. Mortgages ~ 354 

Notice given to deed of trust settlors for first 
foreclosure sale carried over for purposes of 
second sale, and thus 30 days' notice of second 
sale was not required, where trustee was aware 
of settlors' bankruptcy filing, but went ahead 
with sale anyway after announeing that sale 
would be contingent upon later ratification by 
bankruptcy court, and bankruptcy court de
clared first sale void; holding first sale on con
tingent basis was more akin to a postponement 
than a cancellation, and any reasonable person 
would have understood that a second sale was 
sure to follow if the first sale was not approved 
or ratified by bankruptcy court. Kibunja v. 
Alturas, L.L.C., 2004, 856 A.2d 1120. Mortgag
es ~ 354; Mortgages <::= 357 

10. -- Manner of notice, notice of foreclo
sure sale 

Neither note holder nor trustees under deed of 
trust were required to give notice of foreclosure 
sale to owner by telephone. D.C.C.E. 
§ 45-615(b). S & G Inv. Inc. v. Home Federal 
Sav. and Loan Ass'n, C.A.D.C.1974, 505 F.2d 
370, 164 U.S.App.D.C. 263. Mortgages <::= 355 

Trustees under first deed of trust were not 
required, in addition to publishing notice of 
foreclosure in newspaper, to give personal no
tice of the foreclosure sale to the holder of the 
second lien, especially where second lienor had 
not given trustees notice that it wished to re
ceive notice of any foreclosure sale. D.C.C.E. 
§ 45-615(b). S & G Inv. Inc. v. Home Federal 
Sav. and Loan Ass'n, C.A.D.C.1974, 505 F.2d 
370, 164 U.S.App.D.C. 263. Mortgages <::= 356 

Both holders of first trust and holders of 
second trust were given constructive notice of 
foreclosure sale under the first trust by virtue of 
publication of the customary form o[ advertise
ment of foreclosure sale in 2,000,000 copies of 
newspaper printed and distributed within the 
District of Columbia. D.C.C.E. § 45-615(b). S 
& G Inv. Inc. v. Home Federal Sav. and Loan 
Ass'n, C.A.D.C.1974. 505 F.2d 370, 164 
U.S.App.D.C. 263. Mortgages <::= 356 

Note 11 

Publication of newspaper advertisement of 
foreclosure sale satisfied statutory requirement 
that terms of sale and notice be given and 
satisfied terms of deed of trust which provided 
that trustees had the power, upon the request of 
the noteholder, to sell the realty after such pre
vious advertisement as the trustees might deem 
best for the interests of all concerned. D.C.C.E. 
§ 45-615(a). S & G Inv. Inc. v. Home Federal 
Sav. and Loan Ass'n, C.A.D.C.1974, 505 F.2d 
370, 164 U.S.App.D.C. 263. Mortgages <::= 356 

District of Columbia statute governing notice 
of foreclosure was satisfied by sending notice of 
foreclosure sale to mortgagors' last known ad
dress by certified mail, return receipt requested. 
and delivering copy of notice to the mayor at 
least 30 days prior to scheduled sale. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-715(b). Young v. 1st American Fi
nancial Services, 1998, 992 F.Supp. 440. Mort
gages <::= 355 

Mortgagee was not estopped, as a result of 
foreclosure sale notices that only referenced 
amounts due on mortgagee's refina,neing and 
did not reference prior mortgage, from clairning 
that its lien on home was superior to liens of 
judgment creditors to the extent that was enti
tled to equitable subrogation [or amounts it paid 
to prior mortgagee when it refinanced prior 
mortgagee's loan, as mortgagee correctly stated 
the amount required to cure default on its loan, 
and applicable statute and regulation did not 
require any information to be disclosed regard
ing the prior mortgage. Pappas v. Eastern Sav. 
Bank, FSB, 2006, 911 A.2d 1230. Mortgages 
Q;:;:::> 354 

Mortgagee of house properly sent notice of 
foreclosure sale to mortgagor at the house, rath
er than to hospital where mortgagor was tempo
rarily confined as a patient; for purposes of 
statute, the house to which the notice was sent 
by certified mail constituted mortgagor's "'ast 
known address." D.C.C.E. § 45-615. Rinaldi 
v. Wallace, 1972, 293 A.2d 847. Mortgages G;::;> 

510(2) 

11. -- Length of notice, notice of foreclo
sure sale 

Intent of statute providing for 30-day notice 
to mortgagors of default was to avoid likely 
effect when entire loan payment becomes due 
upon default. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-715.1. 
Bank-Fund Staff Federal Credit Union v. Cuel
lar, 1994, 639 A.2d 561. Mortgages <::= 414 

Actual notice of mortgage sale received by 
owner of encumbered property 16 days before 
date o[ sale did not excuse bank's failure to 
comply strictly with notice provision of foreclo
sure statute, requiring that owner of encum
bered property receive notice of foreclosure sale 
at least 30 days in advance. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-715(b). Independence Federal Sav. Bank 
v. Huntley, 1990, 573 A.2d 787, certiorari de-
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nied 111 S.Ct. 148,498 U.S. 853, 112 L.Ed.2d 
114. Mortgages <> 353 

12. Accrual of action 
Home mortgagors' claim against mortgagee 

for breach of duty of good faith and fair dealing, 
relating to mortgagee's allegedly premature in
stitution of foreclosure proceedings, listing of 
incorrect cure amount, and refusal to correct 
the cure amount and postpone the foreclosure 
sale, accrued, for limitations purposes, when 
the notice of foreclosure was issued; at such 
time, the fact of an injury could be readily 
determined. Murray v. Wells Fargo Home 
Mortg., 2008, 953 A.2d 308. Limitation Of Ac
tions ~ 95(9) 

13. Pleadings 
Allegations of home mortgagors, that substi

tute foreclosure trustees prematurely instituted 
foreclosure proceedings for deed of trust, list
ed an incorrect cure amount, and refused to 
correct the cure amount and postpone the 
foreclosure sale, without any allegations that 
the trustees took son:le action that violated a 
duty conferred on the trustees by the trust in
strument or the foreclosure statute, or that the 
trustees engaged in fraud, misrepresentation, 
self-dealing, or over-reaching, failed to state a 
claim for breach of fiduciary duty. Murray v. 
Wells Fargo Home Mortg., 2008, 953 A.2d 
308. Mortgages ~ 209 

14. Summary judgement 
Court of Appeals could not consider expert 

affidavit filed bv deed of trust settlors, with 
motion for reco~1sideration, four months after 
summary judgment was granted to purchaser at 
foreclosure sale, where trial court did not con
sider affidavit; Court of Appeals could only con-

REAL PROPERTY 

sider facts that were before trial court at time it 
ruled. Kibunja v. Alturas, L.L.c., 2004, 856 
A.2d 1120. Federal Courts ~ 1066 

Deed of trust settlors who merely rested on 
allegations in pleadings that dispute existed as 
to how amount owed under promissory note 
was calculated failed to raise a genuine issue of 
fact, as required to oppose summary judgment, 
where settlors offered no actual evidence, 
through an affidavit or otherwise, that inaccu
rate methods were in fact used, and trustee's 
calculations did not reflect any inconsistencies 
or conflict with anything else in its pleadings. 
Kibunja v. Alturas, L.L.C., 2004, 856 A.2d 1120. 
Federal Courts G;::> 1055 

Deed of trust settlors who did not file affidavit 
in opposition to summary judgment did not 
preserve contention that summary judgment 
should be delayed pending discovery, where set
tlors' opposition to summary judgment in no 
way articulated what steps they had taken to 
discover necessary information or spell out how 
they planned to obtain that information, and, 
through fault of no one but settlors, discovery 
requests were not even made until very day 
summary judgment motion was granted. Ki
bunja v. Alturas, L.L.c., 2004, 856 A.2d 1120. 
Federal Courts G;:::> 1055 

Deed of trust settlors had adequate opportuni
ty, before summary judgment was granted in 
favor of purchaser at foreclosure sale, to obtain 
discovery on how amount owed under promis
sory note was calculated, where settlors made 
no attempt to obtain discovery until nearly nine 
months after purchaser's complaint was filed 
and nearly three lTlOnths after settlors filed their 
opposition to summary judgment motion. Ki
bunja v. Alturas, L.L.C., 2004, 856 A.2d 1120. 
Federal Courts ~ 1055 

§ 42-815.01. Right to cure residential mortgage foreclosure default. 
(a) For the purposes of this act, the term "residential mortgage" means a 

loan used to acquire or refinance property which is a single family dwelling, 
including a condominium or cooperative unit, which is the principal place of 
abode of the debtor or the debtor and his imlnediate family. 

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law, after a notice of inten
tion to foreclose a residential mortgage has been given pursuant to § 42-815, at 
any time up to 5 business days prior to the commencement of bidding at a 
trustee sale or other judicial sale on a residential mortgage obligation, the 
residential mortgage debtor or anyone in his behalf, not n10re than 1 time in 
any 2 consecutive calendar years, lTIay cure his default and prevent sale or 
other disposition of the real estate, by tendering the amount or perfonnance 
specified in subsection (c) of this section. 

(c) To cure a default under this section, a residential mortgage debtor shall: 
(1) Payor tender in the form of cash, cashier's check, or certified check all 

SUlTIS, including any reasonable late penalty, required to bring the account 
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current, with the exception of any amounts due by operation of any accelera
tion clause that may be included in the security agreement; 

(2) Perform any other obligation which he would have been bound to 
perform in the absence of default or in the absence of the exercise of an 
acceleration clause, if any; and 

(3) Payor tender any expenses properly associated with the foreclosure 
and incurred by the mortgagee to the date of debtor's payment or tender 
under this section. These costs and expenses may include, but not be lilnited 
to, advertising fees, trustee fees, and reasonable attorney's fees. 

(d) Cure of a default pursuant to this section restores the residential mort
gage debtor to the same position as if the default or the acceleration had not 
occurred. 

(March 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1274, ch. 854, § 539a, as added May 8, 1984, D.C. Law 5-82, 
§ 2, 31 DCR 1348; Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, 
D.C. Law 14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-715.1. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 

November 6, 2001. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improv~
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 

Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 5-82, the "Right to Cure a Residential 

Mortgage Foreclosure Default Act of 1984," was 
introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
5-187, which was referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Economic Development. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
February 14, 1984, and February 28, 1984, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on March 15, 
1984, it was assigned Act No. 5-118 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 
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Encyclopedias 
Mortgages G;:;;;>414. 
Westlaw Topic No. 266. 

Construction and application 
Notice of right to cure 2 
Residential status of property 3 

C.J.S. Mortgages §§ 539 to 544. 

Notes of Decisions 

foreclosure statutes in favor of homeownel-s. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-715.1. Bank-Fund Staff 
Federal Credit Union V. Cuellar, 1994, 639 A.2d 
561. Mortgages G;:;;;> 414 

1. Construction and application Mortgagors' failure to meet terms of agree-
Inclusion of amount to cure in foreclosure ment with mortgagee after receiving notice of 

notice is consistent with strict construction of default did not justify depriving mortgagors of 
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statutory remedy of reinstatement; inducement 
for mortgagors' agreement to pay entire amount 
of outstanding loan within 30 days was based 
on erroneous assertion by mortgagee that reme
dy of cure was no longer available. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-715.1. Bank-Fund Staff Federal 
Credit Union v. Cuellar, 1994, 639 A.2d 56]. 
Mortgages ();:;> 414 

In order to fulfill purposes of right-to-cure 
statute, cure figure can only encompass debt 
that is secured by property. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-715 .1. Bank-Fund Staff Federal Credit 
Union v. Cuellar, 1994,639 A.2d 561. Mortgag
es <P 414 

Trustee's sale was not void even though the 
debtor was not notified that he could cure his 
default and was not provided with a minimum 
amount required to reinstate his loan when the 
remedy of preventing foreclosure by tendering 
cure was not available at the time of the sale. 
O'Malley v. Chevy Chase Bank, 125 WLR 1041 
(Super. ·Ct. 1997): 

If the debtor has prevented a foreclosure after 
the trustee has scheduled and advertised a sale, 
by tendering the cure amount, that remedy is 
unavailable to the debtor who again finds him
self in default and facing a loss of his property 
through a trustee sale within a two-year period 
of the cure. O'Malley v. Chevy Chase Bank, 125 
WLR 1041 (Super. Ct. 1997). 

2. Notice of right to cure 
Mortgage lender provided borrower with pay

off amount necessary to cure her mortgage de
fault, and thus, lender's foreclosure of borrow
er's mortgage was not violative of District of 
Columbia Right to Cure Residential Mortgage 
Default Act; lender sent payoff statement to des
ignated settlement agent for lender through 
which borrower was negotiating a reverse mort
gage loan, records of reverse mortgage lender 
showed it received updated payoff information 
and verified payoff amount, no additional payoff 
information would have been required for re
verse mortgage lender to close on loan, but 
reverse mortgage lender and borrower never 
closed on loan, as it was canceled because bor
rower's phone number was disconnected and 
lender could not contact borrower to set up 
closing to avoid foreclosure, and thus, borrower 
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would not have had money available to tender 
to original mortgage lender in order to cure 
default. Richards v. Option One Mortg. Corp., 
2010, 682 F.Supp.2d 40. Mortgages C=> 211 

Foreclosure notice that erroneously stated 
that mortgagors did not have right to cure, and 
which did not include amount necessary to cure 
as required by recorder of deeds' standard 
form, was defective as a matter of law even 
though mortgagors had actual notice of amount 
needed to cure. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-715.1. 
Bank-Fund Staff Federal Credit Union v. Cuel
lar, 1994, 639 A.2d 561. Mortgages C=> 414 

Fact that mortgagors lacked sufficient funds 
to reinstate was not ground for denying rein
statement where foreclosure notice failed to in
form mortgagors of right to cure, leaving mort
gagors to believe only way to save home was to 
pay full amount of mortgage; moreover, mort
gagors had at least 25 days in which to raise 
cure amount. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-715.1. 
Bank-Fund Staff Federal Credit Union v. Cuel
lar, 1994, 639 A.2d 561. Mortgages C=> 414 

3. Residential status of property 

Mortgagors' action in allowing non[amily 
member to live in home while they were out of 
the country and in renting home to non family 
member did not operate to terminate mort
gage's "residential" status for purposes of statu
tory right to cure; the house remained mortga
gors' "principal place of abode" within meaning 
of statute. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-715.1. Bank
Fund Staff Federal Credit Union v. Cuellar, 
1994, 639 A.2d 561. Mortgages C=> 414 

Statute providing for right to cure residential 
mortgage is intended to be generally available 
remedy for defaults on residential mortgages. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-715.1. Bank-Fund Staff 
Federal Credit Union v. Cuellar, 1994, 639 A.2d 
561. Mortgages (P 414 

Availability of right-to-cure remedy for hold
ers of residential mortgages is not to be denied 
to homeowners who temporarily leave their 
homes for employment reasons. D.C.Code, 
§ 45-715.1. Bank-Fund Staff Federal Credit 
Union v. Cuellar, 1994, 639 A.2d 561. Mortgag
es C=> 414 

§ 42-816. Sale of property-Deficiency judgments; limitations thereon; 
relief in suit to enforce vendor's lien. 

In all cases of application to said court to foreclose any lllortgage or deed of 
trust, the equity court shall have authority, instead of decreeing that the 
lllortgagor be foreclosed and barred from redeeming the mortgaged property, 
to order and decree that said property be sold and the proceeds be brought into 
court to be applied to the payment of the debt secured by said mortgage; and if, 
upon a sale of the whole mortgaged property, the net proceeds shall be 
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insufficient to pay the mortgage debt, the court may enter a decree in personam 
against the mortgagor or other party to the suit who is liable for the payluent of 
the mortgage debt for the residue of said debt remaining unsatisfied after 
applying to said debt the proceeds of such sale; provided, that the complainant 
would be entitled to maintain an action at law or suit in equity for said residue; 
which decree shall have the same effect and be enforced by execution in the 
same luanner as a judgluent at law. And in suits to enforce a vendor's lien on 
real estate for unpaid purchase money similar relief may be given by a decree 
of sale and a decree in personam for the unsatisfied residue of the purchase 
money due. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1204, ch. 854, § 95; Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601,48 
DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-716. 
1973 Ed., § 45-616. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 
November 6, 2001. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure J mprovements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Mortgages <>360 to 369. 
Westlaw Topic No. 266. 

In general 1 
Deficiency 4 
Limitation of actions 2 
Power and authority of trustee 3 

c.J.S. Mortgages §§ 626 to 628, 630 to 631, 
633 to 644, 678 to 687. 

Notes of Decisions 

cipal. S & G Inv. Inc. v. Home Federal Sav. 
and Loan Ass'n, C.A.D.C.1974, 505 F.2d 370, 
164 U.S.App.D.C. 263. Mortgages (;::;:> 378 

Commencement of an action for the principal 
sum of a note is sufficient in itself to show that 
holder has exercised its option to accelerate the 

1. In general payments of the principal. S & G lnv. Inc. v. 
Person conducting foreclosure sale is not re- Home Federal Sav. and Loan Ass'n, C.A.D.C. 

quired to make any effort to procure the attend- 1974, 505 F.2d 370, 164 U.S.App.D.C. 263. 
ance of bidders. S & G Inv. Inc. v. Home Bills And Notes <P 444 
Federal Say. and Loan Ass'n, C.A.D.C.1974, 505 Where deed of trust authorized trustees to use 
F.2d 370, 164 U.S.App.D.C. 263. Mortgages (!;= the proceeds of foreclosure sale to pay the re-
360 maining unpaid balance of the principal of note 

Proceedings to foreclose on property by ad- given for purchase of the property whether or 
vertisement are the equivalent of an action to not the entire balance was due and where 110-

foreclosure on a note and sufficient to inform tice of foreclosure sale sent to owner indicated 
owner that the holder of the note has exercised that property would be sold to satisfy the debt 
its option to accelerate the payment of the prin- secured by the deed of trust and also informed 
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owner as to what the balance due was, proceeds 
of sale were properly applied to pay the entire 
amount of the note, even though payments on 
the note were only three months delinquent. S 
& G Inv. Inc. v. Home Federal Sav. and Loan 
Ass'n, C.A.D.C.1974, 505 F.2d 370, 164 
U.S.App.D.C. 263. Mortgages ~ 376 

That deed of trust acknowledged existence of 
indebtedness on notes was insufficient to consti
tute an independent undertaking for purposes of 
rendering a personal judgment as distinguished 
from one for foreclosure. Hoffman v. Sheahin. 
1941,121 F.2d 861, 73 App.D.C. 374. Mortgag
es (;;:;:> 559(1) 

A foreclosure sale cannot be set aside for 
inadequacy of price alone, unless the inadequa
cy is such as to shock the conscience and of 
itself suggest fraud or misconduct. Orlove v. 
National Sav. & Trust Co., 1938, 98 F.2d 259, 
68 App.D.C. 387. Mortgages (;;:;:> 369(3) 

Where realty subject to first and second deeds 
of trust was ultimately conveyed to corporation 
for which receiver was subsequently appointed, 
and trustee under first deed of trust applied for 
and obtained leave of court in receivership pro
ceeding to sell property under deed of trust and 
deliver possession to purchaser, sale made pur
suant to authority granted held sale under trust 
deed, and not judicial sale under order of court 
which would be invalid as to holder of second 
deed of trust because of absence of notice of 
sale other than that required by first deed of 
trust, D.C.Code 1929. T. 25, § 206, and § 191 et 
seq.; Rules of Supreme Court of District of 
Columbia, Equity Rules 68 et seq. Huffines v. 
American Security & Trust Co., 1934, 71 F.2d 
345, 63 App.D.C. 224. Corporations <P 481 

Where receiver was appointed for insurance 
corporation and all persons were restrained 
from interfering with possession and adminis
tration of property by receiver, creditor holding 
lien on any of property of corporation coming 
into possession of receiver could not obtain sale 
of property in satisfaction of lien except by 
permission of court which appointed receiver. 
Huffines v. American Security & Trust Co., 
1934, 71 F.2d 345, 63 App.D.C. 224. Insurance 
<P 1367 

Failure of trial court to address possible lia
bility of bank arising from foreclosure actions 
taken subsequent to initial foreclosure which 
bank cancelled in order to foreclose afresh, on 
theory that initial foreclosure sale reduced or 
extinguished purchaser's debt by amount bid 
warranted remand for consideration of liability 
or other appropriate action. Walker v. Inde
pendence Federal Sav. & Loan Ass'n, 1989, 555 
A.2d 1019. Mortgages <P 579 

Proof of precise terms of bank's oral agree
ment to refrain from foreclosure of condomini
um purchase loan was insufficient to support 
jury finding of breach of such agreement. 
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Walker v. Independence Federal Sav. & Loan 
Ass'n, 1989, 555 A.2d 1019. Contracts (;;:;:> 

322(3) 

2. Limitation of actions 
That an action for deficiency on deed of trust 

notes cannot be instituted until after amount is 
ascertained and therefore until after sale and 
application of proceeds of foreclosure sale 
means, except with respect to items for payment 
of which deed itself creates personal liability, 
only that applying proceeds reduces amount 
due on original promise and not that it creates a 
new and independent one for the purposes of 
limitations statute. Hoffman v. Sheahin, 1941, 
121 F.2d 861, 73 App.D.C. 374. Limitation Of 
Actions (;;:;:> 148(3) 

An action for a deficiency on deed of trust 
notes filed more than three years after maturity, 
but less than three years after date of foreclo
sure and application of proceeds, was barred by 
three-year statute, as against contention that 
statutory term began on date of foreclosure and 
application of proceeds on theory that trustee, 
who was authorized on default to sell property 
and apply proceeds to pay notes after paying 
expenses of sale, taxes, etc., was defendant's 
"agent" to make the application and his doing 
so constituted a "payment" which revived the 
cause and started the running of the statute 
from the time it was made. D.C.Code 1929, T. 
25, § 206. Hoffman v. Sheahin, 1941, 121 F.2d 
861, 73 App.D.C. 374. Limitation Of Actions (;;:;:> 

157(5) 
An action for deficiency on deed of trust notes 

filed more than three years after maturity, but 
less than three vears after date of foreclosure 
and application" of proceeds, was barred by 
three-year statute, as against contention that 
statutory term began on date of foreclosure and 
application of proceeds on theory that action 
was for deficiency which could not accrue until 
after sale and determination of amount and was 
not on notes themselves, where proceeds were 
applied to payment of taxes and expenses of 
foreclosure in priority to payment of principal 
and interest as required by deed and were more 
than sufficient to satisfy those items, deed con
tained no covenant to· pay debt, and plaintiff 
could have sued on notes without resorting to 
security at any time within three years from 
maturity. Hoffman v. Sheahin, 1941, 121 F.2d 
861,73 App.D.C. 374. Limitation Of Actions C= 

48(7) 
The statute authorizing the entry of deficiency 

judgments on deed of trust notes, limited in 
terms to applications for such relief in judicial 
proceedings for foreclosure, was intended to 
empower the court to combine in a single ac
tion relief by way of foreclosure and personal 
judgment. and it does not extend the time for 
bringing an independent action to enforce per-
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sonal liability after foreclosure by nonjudicial 
sale. D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 206. Hoffman v. 
Sheahin, 1941, 121 F.2d 861,73 App.D.C. 374. 
Limitation Of Actions <3=> 48(7); Mortgages e;:;:> 

559(1) 

3. Power and authority of trustee 
Trustee under deed of trust with conventional 

provisions is basically a trustee of a power to 
convey title under certain circumstances, such 
as after a forced sale or payment, and, while his 
powers and duties must be exercised with reli
gious fidelity to ethical principles, his manage
ment responsibilities fall short of those con
ferred on trustees generally. S & G Inv. Inc. v. 
Home Federal Sav. and Loan Ass'n, C.A.D.C. 
1974, 505 F.2d 370, 164 U.S.App.D.C. 263. 
Mortgages <3=> 209 

4. Deficiency 
Where purchaser at foreclosure sale paid ap

proximately $8,400 for the property, purchaser 
made improvements totaling approximately 
$8,800, and purchaser resold the property for 
approximately $19,600, any deficiency in the 
price at the foreclosure sale was not so shocking 
as to require the sale to be set aside. S & G 
Inv. Inc. v. Home Federal Sav. and Loan Ass'n, 
C.A.D.C.1974, 505 F.2d 370, 164 U.S.App.D.C. 
263. Mortgages e;:;:> 369(3) 

Sole action on a note secured by mortgage 
after foreclosure is an action for difference be
tween what was realized at the sale and what is 
owed on the debt, and it is immaterial that both 
note and deed of trust are executed, and a 
creditor can have but one satisfaction, and after 
a foreclosure sale the proceeds must be applied 
to payment of the debt leaving the note action
able for the deficiency only. D.C.Code 1951, 
§§ 45-616, 45-617. Finley v. Friedman (Cr. 
App. 1960) 159 A.2d 668. Mortgages <3=> 218.4; 
Mortgages e;:;:> 565 

The statutes indicate that a deficiency judg
ment after mortgage foreclosure may properly 
be rendered by court at a judicial foreclosure, 
that after a sale pursuant to a power contained 
in a deed of trust, the purchasing creditor need 
pay to the trustee only the excess of purchase 
money over what is owed him, and it "vould be 
incon~istent with the statute to hold, that if the 
sale brings less than the amount of the debt, a 
purchasing creditor need not apply the amount 
realized to the debt before he can maintain an 
action on the debtor's personal obligation. 
D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-616, 45-617. Finley v. 
Friedman (Cr.App. 1960) 159 A.2d 668. Mort
gages ~ 364; Mortgages ~ 375; Mortgages 
~ 559(1) 

§ 42-817. Sale of property-Amount creditor to pay if purchaser. 

If a creditor, for the payment of whose debt property shall be sold under a 
deed of trust, shall become the purchaser at such sale, he shall be entitled to 
credit the amount of the purchase money against the debt, and shall be only 
required to pay to the trustee the excess of the purchase money over his debt, 
together with such additional amount as may be necessary to defray the 
expenses of the sale. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1274, ch. 854, § 544; Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601,48 
DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-717. 
1973 Ed., § 45-617. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 

November 6, 2001. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Actof2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see 

§ 42-831.01. 
notes following 
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For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-801. 
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Key Numbers 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

Mortgages (;:;:;>362 to 364. 
Westlaw Topic No. 266. 

C.l.S. Mortgages §§ 635 to 641. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Construction and application 2 
Credit for bid 3 
Value of security 5 
Vendor's lien 4 

1. In general 
The cestui que trust may properly become 

purchaser at sale of property held under a deed 
of trust. Kosters v. Hoover, 1938, 98 F.2d 595, 
69 App.D.C. 66. Mortgages <P 362 

Where owner of note secured by deed of trust 
had paid purchase price bid made in name of 
his wife on sale by trustees of property covered 
by deed of trust, and deed was executed convey
ing property to wife, note owner was not enti
tled to equitable relief on theory of a resulting 
trust, in absence of any evidence that he intend
ed trust to arise in hfs favor from transaction. 
Kosters v. Hoover, 1938, 98 F.2d 595, 69 App. 
D.C. 66. Trusts <P 89(1) 

Trial court's analysis of whether unpaid water 
and sewer bill could be deducted from foreclo
sure sale proceeds was insufficient to permit 
meaningful appellate review, and remand was 
required, where trial court did not address the 
interplay between the statute governing the 
amount a creditor who is also the purchaser at 
a sale under a deed of trust is required to pay to 
the trustee, the deed of trust, the foreclosure 
agreement, and the statute allowing the District 
of Columbia to obtain a lien for water charges. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 43-1529, 45-717. Concord 
Enterprises, Inc. v. Binder, 1998,710 A.2d 219. 
Mortgages e=:> 579 

2. Construction and application 
The statutes indicate that a deficiency judg

ment after mortgage foreclosure may properly 
be rendered by court at a judicial foreclosure, 
that after a sale pursuant to a power contained 
in a deed of trust, the purchasing creditor need 
pay to the trustee only the excess of purchase 
money over what is owed him, and it would be 
inconsistent with the statute to hold, that if the 
sale brings less than the amount of the debt, a 
purchasing creditor need not apply the amount 
realized to the debt before he can maintain an 
action on the debtor's personal obligation. 
D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-616,45-617. Finley v. 
Friedman (CLApp. 1960) 159 A.2d 668. Mort-

gages e=:> 364; Mortgages e=:> 375; Mortgages 
e=:> 559(1) 

3. Credit for bid 
When creditor becomes purchaser at sale of 

property held under deed of trust, he is entitled 
to credit amount of purchase price to debt, and 
that credit constitutes a money payment to use 
and benefit of debtor. D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 
§ 207. Kosters v. Hoover, 1938, 98 F.2d 595, 
69 App.D.C. 66. Mortgages <P 364 

4. Vendor's lien 
Where trustees, who at instance of owner of 

note secured by deed of trust sold property 
covered thereby, were not entitled to a vendor's 
lien because purchase price bid made in name 
of his wife had been paid by note owner, no 
vendor's lien could be established in favor of 
note owner who had had neither legal nor equi
table title to property, and who presented no 
evidence upon which claim could be founded 
that he was subrogated to rights of trustees, 
even if a vendor's lien had existed. Kosters v. 
Hoover, 1938, 98 F.2d 595, 69 App.D.C. 66. 
Mortgages <P 373 

The owner of note secured by deed of trust on 
property, by directing trustees to sell property 
and to indorse on back of note a credit for 
amount of bid made in name of note owner's 
wife, thereby paid for property, as respects trus
tee's right to a vendor's lien, notwithstanding 
that motive for making indorsement was note 
owner's desire to sue on note in another juris
diction for balance due thereon. D.C.Code 
1929, T. 25, § 207. Kosters v. Hoover, 1938,98 
F.2d 595, 69 App.D.C. 66. Mortgages <P 364 

Where owner of note secured by deed of trust 
on property paid purchase price on sale by 
trustees of property which was bid in in name 
of his wife, no vendor's lien existed which could 
be enforced by trustees, notwithstanding that 
wife's brother bid in property in her name, in 
absence of any showing of agency relationship 
between them. Kosters v. Hoover, 1938, 98 
F.2d 595, 69 App.D.C. 66. Mortgages (;:;:;> 373 

5. Value of security 
In suit by trustee for deficiency due on se

cured notes following sale of security under 
trust deed on bid made on behalf of noteholder, 
evidence did not establish defense, if any, that 
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security was worth amount due on notes. 
D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 207. Orlove v. Nation
al Sav. & Trust Co., 1938, 98 F.2d 259, 68 
App.D.C.387. Mortgages <!? 375 

In suit by trustee for deficiency due on se
cured notes following sale of security under 
trust deed on bid made on behalf of note holder, 

proof that security was worth $17,500, the 
amount due on the notes, whereas accepted bid 
was for only $12,500, would not establish de
fense. D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 207. Orlove v. 
National Sav. & Trust Co., 1938, 98 F.2d 259, 
68 App.D.C. 387. Mortgages <!? 375 

§ 42-818. Commission to mortgagee or trustee; rates; when advertised 
sale not held. 

(a) Among the lawful expenses of a sale under a mortgage or deed of trust is 
to be allowed a commission on the proceeds of sale to the mortgagee or trustee. 
Where the mortgage or deed of trust does not fix the rate of commission the 
mortgagee or trustee shall be allowed a commission of 5% on the first $500 and 
3% on the balance of the purchase money actually paid by the purchaser at any 
sale, and 1 /2% on the alllOunt of the purchase money not paid into the hands of 
the lllortgagee or trustee, but credited on the debt, when the creditor becomes a 
purchaser. 

(b) When the property is lawfully advertised for sale under a mortgage or 
deed of trust, and the sale is prevented by payment of the debt or is suspended 
or postponed by arrangement between the parties interested, the trustee shall 
be entitled to a commission of 1 % on the amount of the debt secured in 
addition to the expenses incurred by him, and he shall be entitled to such 
allowance as often as such advertisement shall be luade necessary by the 
default of the debtor; provided, that if a sale shall actually take place under any 
such advertisement, he shall not be entitled to more than 1 such allowance in 
addition to his COlllmission on the proceeds of an actual sale. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1274, ch. 854, § 545; Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601,48 
DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed.,§ 45-718. 
] 973 Ed., § 45-618. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 
November 6, 2001. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 

Mortgages <!?474. 

Library References 

Trusts <!?316. 

Westlaw Topic Nos. 266, 390. 
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Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Mortgages § 791. 
c.J.S. Trusts §§ 606 to 608. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
In action to foreclose a trust deed, it was for 

the District Court to allocate compensation and 

§ 42-818.01. Tracking addresses. 

expenses of receiver who was appointed on de
fendant's motion, in accordance with justice, 
unburdened by any fixed rule. Camp v. Canela-
cos, 1942, 131 F.2d 236, 76 U.S.App.D.C. 337. 
Mortgages C;:;> 474 

Every deed of trust or substitution of trustee offered for recordation shall 
have the name and address of each party to the deed of trust or substitution of 
trustee typed or printed directly above or below the signature of the party. 
Deeds of trust or substitution of trustee submitted without both the name and 
address of each person will not be recorded. 

(March 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1271, § 545a, as added Apr. 29, 1998, D.C. Law 12-86, § 701, 
45 DCR 1172.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-718.1. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 12-86, the "Omnibus Regulatory Reform 

Amendment Act of 1998," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 12-458, which 
was referred to the Committee on Public Works 

and the Environment and the Committee on 
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on Decem-
ber 19, 1997, and January 6, 1998, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on January 21, 1998, it 
was assigned Act No. 12-256 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 12-86 became effective on April 29, 1998. 

Key Numbers 
Trusts C;:;>121. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Trusts §§ 227 to 240. 
Westlaw Topic No. 390. 

§ 42-818.02. Procedures for release of deed of trust. 

(a) For purposes of this section, the term: 
(1) II Ancillary security instrument" means an assignment of leases with 

respect to the real property described in a deed of trust, an assignluent of 
rents from or arising out of the real property described in a deed of trust, a 
financing statement filed in the financing statement records in the Office of 
the Recorder of Deeds of the District of Columbia with respect to fixtures on 
real property described in a deed of trust, and any other document or 
instrument that assigns, or creates a lien on, an interest in the real property 
described in a deed of trust as security for a promissory note. 

(2) "Deed of trust" means a mortgage or a deed of trust encumbering real 
property located in the District of Columbia as the same may be modified, 
amended, supplemented, or restated. 

(3) "Land records" means the land records in the Office of the Recorder of 
Deeds of the District of Columbia. 
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(4) "Promissory note" means a promissory note or other written evidence 
of indebtedness or obligation secured by a deed of trust. 

(b)(1) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (2) of this subsection, if (i) 
a deed of trust is not released as a lien on the real property described therein 
within a period of 12 years after the maturity date of the obligation secured by 
the deed of trust, or (ii) no determinable maturity date is recited in the deed of 
trust and 35 years have elapsed since the date of recordation of the deed of 
trust among the land records (or, if the deed of trust has been modified or 
extended, the last recorded 111odification or extension), then the promissory 
note secured by the deed of trust shall be deel11ed conclusively to have been 
paid and satisfied. The deed of trust shall, without any action on the part of the 
owner or other person having an interest in the real property described in the 
deed of trust, be deemed to have been automatically released as of the last day 
of the period referred to in clause (i) or (ii) of this paragraph, as the case may 
be, and the deed of trust shall no longer constitute a lien on, or be enforceable 
against, the real property described therein. 

(2) Paragraph (1) of this subsection shall not apply if: 
(A) A Notice of Foreclosure with respect to a deed of trust has been 

recorded among the land records within 60 days before the expiration of 
the applicable time period referred to in (i) or (ii) of paragraph (1) of this 
subsection, or (ii) as of the last day of the applicable time period referred to 
in clause (i) or (ii) of paragraph (1) of this subsection, a proceeding to 
enforce the lien of a deed of trust is pending in a court of conlpetent 
jurisdiction. 

(c) A deed of trust may be validly released as a lien on real property in the 
District of Columbia by anyone of the following means: 

(1 )(A) A deed of trust securing a lost, misplaced or destroyed promissory 
note which has been fully paid and satisfied may be released as a lien on the 
real property described therein by recording an affidavit among the Land 
Records. The affidavit, which shall be executed by the holder of the lost, 
misplaced or destroyed promissory note, or by the trustee or trustees nanled 
in the original deed of trust or subsequently appointed by a recorded 
instrument of substitution, shall state that (i) the promissory note has been 
fully paid and satisfied, (ii) the original promissory note has been lost, 
misplaced, or destroyed and, if the affiant is the holder of the promissory 
note, neither the promissory note nor any interest therein has been trans
ferred, assigned, or negotiated to any other person, (iii) the affiant has been 
unable to locate the promissory note despite a diligent search, and (iv) the 
affiant release the deed of trust identified by recording reference, as a lien on 
the real property described in the deed of trust. 

(B) The affidavit shall fully identify the real property encumbered by, the 
parties to, the date of, and the recording reference for, the deed of trust 
being released. The recordation of the affidavit shall be effective to release 
the deed of trust as a lien on the real property described therein with the 
same effect as a release recorded pursuant to paragraph (3) of this 
subsection. 
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(2)(A) A deed of trust may be released as a lien on the real property 
described therein by recording the original promissory note, marked "paid" 
or "canceled" on its face by the holder, among the land records with an 
attached affidavit executed by the holder, or by an officer of the title 
insurance company or validly licensed title insurance agent which disbursed 
funds in payment of the promissory note, stating that the promissory note has 
been fully paid or satisfied and releasing the deed of trust as a lien on the real 
property described in the deed of trust. 

(B) The affidavit shall fully identify the real property encumbered by, the 
parties to, the date of, and the recording reference for, the deed of trust 
being released. The recordation of the original promissory note with the 
required affidavit attached shall be effective to release the deed of trust as a 
lien on the real property with the smne effect as a release recorded 
pursuant to paragraph (3) of this subsection. 
(3) A deed of trust may be released as a lien on the real property described 

therein by recording a certificate of satisfaction executed by the beneficiary, 
mortgagee, assignee, or trustee fully identifying the real property encumbered 
by, the parties to, the date of, and the recording reference for, the deed of 
trust being released, and stating that the deed of trust is released as a lien on 
the real property described therein, or, if the deed of trust is being released as 
a lien on less than all of the real property described therein, describing the 
part of the real property then being released. 

Cd) A certificate of satisfaction shall comply with the requirements of subsec
tion (c)(3) of this section, shall be acknowledged in the manner required for the 
acknowledgement of a deed, and shall be in the following form: 

CERTIFICATION OF SATISFACTION 

KNOW ALL BY THESE PRESENTS: 

That (name, title), representing (beneficiary), does hereby certify and ac
knowledge, under penalties of perjury, that the promissory note or other 
evidence of indebtedness secured by that certain mortgage/deed of trust made 
by to , mortgage/trustee(s), dated and record-
ed as Instrument No. _ among the Land Records of the District of 
Columbia, which encumbers the real property described in Exhibit A attached 
hereto, has been fully paid and satisfied and that was, at the time of 
satisfaction, the holder of the promissory note or other evidence of indebted
ness and that the lien of the said mortgage/deed of trust is hereby released. 

The property encumbered by said mortgage/deed of trust is described as 
follows: 

WITNESS the hand and seal of the party making this certification this __ 
dayof ___ _ 

(ACKNOWLEDGMENT) 

(e)(1) If a promissory note is paid or satisfied in full, the holder shall, within 
30 days after receipt of such payment or within 30 days after such satisfaction, 
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execute, acknowledge, and deliver, or cause to be executed, acknowledged and 
delivered, to the person making such payment or causing such promissory note 
to be satisfied, one or more of the documents, instruments and affjdavits, in one 
of the forms pennitted by subsection (c) of this section, sufficient to release the 
deed of trust securing such promissory note as a lien against the real property 
described in the deed of trust. 

(2) If a promissory note is paid or satisfied in part, and if by the terms of 
the promissory note, the deed of trust securing the promissory note or a 
separate agreement between the parties, the person making such partial 
payment or causing such partial satisfaction to be made is entitled to a 
release of a part of the real property encumbered by the lien of the deed of 
trust, the holder of the promissory note shall comply with the provisions of 
subsection (c)(3) of this section in the same manner as if the promissory note 
were paid or satisfied in full, except that the release shall apply only to the 
part of the real property encumbered by the lien of the deed of trust which 
the holder is obligated, by the terms of the promissory note, the deed of trust 
or the separate agreement, to release on account of such partial payment or 
satisfaction. 

(3) If a holder of a promissory note secured by a deed of trust fails to 
execute, acknowledge, and deliver, or cause to be executed, acknowledged, 
and delivered, the documents, instruments, or affidavits required to release 
the deed of trust, in whole or in part, within the time, and in the Inanner, 
required by paragraph (1) or (2) of this subsection, and if the holder's failure 
continues for more than 30 days after the holder receives a written request 
therefor from the person entitled to the release or such person's agent, then 
holder shall pay to the person entitled to the release a penalty in the amount 
of $50 per day, shall be liable to such person for all actual and consequential 
dmnages caused by the holder's failure tilnely to deliver or record the full or 
partial release, and shall payor reimburse such person for all costs and 
expenses, including reasonable attorneys fees and disbursements, relating to 
or arising out of the enforcement of such person's rights under this section. 
The penalty of $50 per day shall be payable for the period beginning on and 
including the 31 st day after the holder receives a written request for the 
release to, but not including, the day on which the holder delivers the 
executed and acknowledged documents, instruments or affidavits required to 
release the deed of trust. 

(4) For purposes of this subsection, (i) a payment in the form of an 
electronic transfer of immediately available funds to an account in a commer
cial bank, a savings bank, a savings and loan association, a credit union or a 
similar financial institution shall be deen1ed to be made when the financial 
institution confirms receipt of the funds to the owners of the account, (ij) a 
payment in the fonn of a check issued or certified by a national or state bank 
shall be deemed to be made upon receipt of the check, and (iii) payment in 
the form of a check that is not issued or certified by a national or state bank 
shall be deelned to be made on the first day on which the holder receives the 
proceeds of collection of such check in immediately available funds. 
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(f) If a deed of trust is released, or deemed released, as a lien on all of the 
real property described therein, the release of the deed of trust shall be deemed 
automatically to release any ancillary security instrument that secures the same 
promissory note secured by the deed of trust. This provision shall not apply if 
the document recorded among the land records expressly states that the release 
of the deed of trust shall not release the ancillary security instrument. 

FORM OF RELEASE AFFIDAVIT FOR LOST, MISPLACED, OR 
DESTROYED PROMISSORY NOTE PER § 4S-721(C)(1): 

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: 

THAT I, the undersigned, hereby certify under penalties of perjury that: 

1. I was the last known holder of a certain promissory note (or the trustees 
nanled in the original deed of trust or substitute trustees appointed by an 
instrument of substitution recorded in the land records); 

2. Despite diligent search, I have been unable to locate the original promis
sory note which has been lost, misplaced or destroyed, (if the holder add: and 
neither the prOlnissory note nor any interest therein has been transferred, 
assigned or negotiated to any other person); 

3. The pronlissory note has been fully paid and satisfied; and 

4. The deed of trust dated (date) securing said promissory note granted by 
(grantor) in favor of (trustee(s)) securing (grantee) and recorded in the land 
records on (date) in Liber _, at Folio _, as instrument no. _ and 
constituting a lien upon that piece or parcel of land located in the District of 
Colull1,bia and known as: 

LOT _ in SQUARE _, (additional legal description, ex. subdivision) as per 
plat recorded in Liber _ at Folio _ among the land records is hereby 
RELEASED. 

WITNESS the hand and seal of the undersigned [noteholder/trustee/substitute 
trustee] this _ day of ___ _ 

STATE/DISTRICT of ___ _ 

) ss: 
COUNTY of ___ _ 

I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the aforesaid do hereby certify 
that , party to and who is personally well known to me as the person 
who executed the foregoing Release Affidavit dated the _ day of ____ . 
_, personally appeared before me in said jurisdiction and acknowledged the 
same to be his/her/its act and deed. 
Given under my hand and seal, this _ day of ____ , and: 

My commission expires: 

Notary Public 
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FORM OF RELEASE AFFIDAVIT 

TO ACCOMPANY PROMISSORY NOTE § 45-721(2): 

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: 

THAT I, the undersigned, hereby certify under penalties of perjury that: 

1. I mTI [the last known holder of the attached promissory note marked 
["Paid" or "canceled"] or [an officer of the undersigned title insurance compa
ny] or [a validly licensed title insurance agent] which disbursed funds in 
payment of the promissory note; 

2. the attached promissory note has been fully paid, canceled or satisfied; 
and 

3. the deed of trust dated (date) securing said promissory note granted by 
(grantor) in favor of (trustees) securing (grantee) and recorded in the Land 
Records on (date) in Liber _, at Folio _, as instrument no. _ and 
constituting a lien upon that piece or parcel of land located in the District of 
Columbia and known as: 

LOT _ in SQUARE _, (additional legal description, ex. subdivision) as per 
plat recorded in Liber ... at Folio ... among the Land Records is hereby 
RELEASED. 

WITNESS the hand and seal of the undersigned [noteholder/trustee/substitute 
trustee] this _ day of ___ _ 

STATE/DISTRICT of ___ _ 

) ss. 
COUNTY of ___ _ 

I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the aforesaid do hereby certify 
that party to and who is personally well known to me as the person 
who executed the foregoing Release Affidavit dated the _ day of , 
_, personally appeared before me in said jurisdiction and acknowledged the 
same to be his/her/its act and deed. 

Given under my hand and seal, this _ day of , and: 

My commission expires: 

Notary Public. 

(March 3,1901,31 Stat. 1271, § 545b, as added Apr. 29,1998, D.C. Law 12-86, § 701, 
45 DCR 1172.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-718.2. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

References in Text 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-818.01. 

Section 45-721, referred to in the Forms of 
Release Affidavit, did not exist in the 1981 Edi
tion at the time of the recodification into the 
2001 Edition. 
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Key Numbers 
Trusts e=>296. 
Westlaw Topic No. 390. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Library References 

§ 42-819. Petition for deed of release after death of mortgagee or trustee; 
procedure; summary determination. 

In case of the death of a sole mortgagee or trustee or the last survivor of 
several, as aforesaid, if the debt secured by the mortgage or deed of trust shall 
have been paid, and it is desired by the party paying the same to obtain a deed 
of release, the said party may file a petition in the court having probate 
jurisdiction, setting forth, under oath, the execution of said mortgage or deed of 
trust, the death of the mortgagee or trustee, the payment of the debt, and any 
other fact necessary to entitle the petitioner to the relief prayed, and praying for 
the appointment of a trustee in the place of the deceased mortgagee or trustee 
to execute a deed of release of said mortgage or deed of trust. It shall not be 
necessary to make the heirs or devises of the deceased mortgagee or trustee a 
party to such proceeding. The court may thereupon lay a rule upon the 
creditor secured by said mortgage or deed of trust, unless he shall voluntarily 
appear and admit the allegations of the petition, to show cause, under oath, on 
or before the 10th day, exclusive of Sundays and legal holidays, after the service 
of said rule, why the prayer of the petition should not be granted. If said party 
cannot be found in said District, service of said rule shall be by publication 
according to the practice in equity in said court. If no cause be shown, 
notwithstanding the service of said rule, against the prayer of the petition, the 
court Inay determine in a summary way whether said debt has been paid, and if 
satisfied thereof may, by decree, appoint a trustee in the place of the deceased 
mortgagee or trustee and invest in him the title, in law and in equity, that was 
in the deceased mortgagee or trustee, for the purpose of executing a deed of 
release as aforesaid. If matter of defense against the prayer for a release of 
said mortgage or deed of trust be set up in answer to said rule, the further 
proceedings shall be according to the practice in equity after answer filed. 
Nothing contained in this section shall prevent the appointment of a new 
trustee pursuant to § 42-814(b) and the execution of a deed of release by such 
new trustee. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1273, ch. 854, § 537; June 30, 1902,32 Stat. 532, ch. 1329; June 
25,1936,49 Stat. 1921, ch. 804; June 25,1948,62 Stat. 991, ch. 646, § 32(b); May 24, 
1949, 63 Stat. 107, ch. 130, § 127; Nov. 2, 1966, 80 Stat. 1100, Pub. L. 89-706, § l(c); 
July 29, 1970, 84 Stat. 576, Pub. L. 91-358, title I, § 158(c)(2); Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 
13-263, § 1601,48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-719. 
1973 Ed., § 45-619. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 

November 6, 200l. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 
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Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.0 l. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-801. 

Key Numbers 
Mortgages e::::>309. 
Trusts e::::>296. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Westlaw Topic Nos. 266, 390. 

C.l.S. Mortgages §§ 451, 465 to 468, 477 to 
478. 

§ 42-820. Conveyance by and for individuals with mental disabilities fol
lowing court order. 

It shall and may be lawful to and for any person or persons with mental 
retardation or mental illness or non compos mentis, or for the committee or 
comlTIittees of such person or persons, in his, her, or their name or names, by 
the direction of the chancellor, signified by an order made, upon hearing all 
parties concerned, on the petition of the person or persons, for whom such 
person or persons with mental retardation or mental illness or non compos 
mentis, shall be seized or possessed in trust, or of the mortgagor or mortgagors, 
or of the person or persons entitled to the monies secured by or upon any lands, 
tenements, or hereditaments, whereof any such person or persons with mental 
retardation or mental illness or non cOl'npos mentis, is or are, or shall be seized 
or possessed by way of mortgage, or of the person or persons entitled to the 
redemption thereof, to convey and assure any such lands, tenements, or 
hereditaments, in such manner as the chancellor shall, by such order so to be 
obtained, direct, to any other person or persons; and such conveyance or 
assurance, so to be had and made as aforesaid, shall be as good and effectual in 
law, to all intents and purposes whatsoever, as if the said person or persons 
with mental retardation or mental illness or non compos mentis, was or were, 
at the time of the lTIaking such conveyance or assurance, of sane mind, 
melTIOry, and understanding, and without mental retardation or n1ental illness 
or non compos mentis, or had by him, her, or thelTIselves executed the SaITIe. 
All and every person and persons with mental retardation or mental illness or 
non compos mentis, and only trustee or trustees, mortgagee or lTIOrtgagees, as 
aforesaid, or the committee and committees of all and every such person and 
persons with mental retardation or mental illness or non compos mentis, and 
only such trustee or lTIOrtgagee as aforesaid, shall and may be empowered and 
compelled, by such order so as aforesaid to be obtained, to make such 
conveyance or conveyances, assurance or assurances, as aforesaid, in like 
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manner as trustees or mortgagees of sane memory are compellable to convey, 
surrender, or assign their trust estates or mortgages. 

(4 Geo. 2, ch. 10, §§ 1,2, 1731; Kilty's Rep. 249; Alex. Br. Stat. 700; Camp. Stat. D.C., p. 
78, § 11; Apr. 3,2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 
14-132, § 602(b), 49 DCR 1552; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 58, 53 DCR 6198.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-720. 
1973 Ed., § 45-620. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-132 revived this section as of 

November 6, 2001. This section had been pre
viously repealed by D.C. Law 13-263, § 1601. 

D.C. Law 16-305, in the section heading, sub
stituted "individuals with mental disabilities" 
for "mentally handicapped"; substituted "per
sons with mental retardation or mental illness 
or non compos mentis" for "persons being idi
ot, lunatic, or non compos mentis" and substi
tuted "without mental retardation or mental 
illness or non compos mentis" for "not idiot, 
lunatic, or non compos mentis". 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 

Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) revival of section, see 
§ 403(b) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-801. 

Law 16-305, the "People First Respectful 
Language Modernization Act of 2006", was in
troduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
16-664, which was referred to Committee on 
the Whole. The Bill was adopted on first and 
second readings on June 20, 2006, and July 11, 
2006, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
July 17, 2006, it was assigned Act No. 16-437 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 
its review. D.C. Law 16-305 became effective 
on April 24, 2007. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Mental Health @:;:>3S2. 
Westlaw Topic No. 257 A. 
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satisfies notice of acceleration. [Repealed] 

42-834.05. Borrower's and owner's right to cure default and reinstate obligation 
secured by residential lien instrument prior to foreclosure sale auction 3 
times in any 12 month period. [Repealed] 

42-834.06. Certain subordinate interest holder's right to cure and reinstate note 
secured by residential lien instrument prior to foreclosure sale auction 
once in any 12 month period. [Repealed] 

42-834.07. Right to redeem after acceleration. [Repealed] 

Subchapter V. Commencement of Foreclosure; Required 
Notices; Compliance with Laws. [Repealed] 

42-835.01. Accrual of right to foreclose; preconditions of recorded lien instrument and 
uncured default; instruction to trustee or assignee for foreclosure to 
commence. [Repealed] 
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Section 
42-835.02. 
42-835.03. 

42-835.04. 

42-835.05. 

42-835.06. 
42-835.07. 

42-835.08. 

42-835.09. 
42-835.10. 

42-835.11. 

42-835.12. 

42-835.l3. 

42-836.01. 
42-836.02. 
42-836.03. 

42-836.04. 

Notice of commencement of foreclosure. [Repealed] 
Minimum time period before foreclosure sale auction on residential lien 

instrument securing a home loan. [Repealed] 
Noteowner cannot produce original note; form of lost note affidavit and 

indemnification to borrower, owner and mayor. [Repealed] 
Noteowner's remedies on the note and the lien instrument; credit on note 

or other obligation for foreclosed real property; limitation on time to seek 
deficiency judgment. [Repealed] 

No waiver of protection laws. [Repealed] 
Omitted parties; no right to object for persons who were properly sent 

notice. [Repealed] 
Appointment of a receiver; effect on existing leases; priorities between 

competing receivers. [Repealed] 
Waste. [Repealed] 
Beneficiary's, trustee's, mortgagee's, or assignee's for foreclosure right to 

funds paid under casualty insurance or taking in eminent domain. 
[Repealed] 

Effect of foreclosure on beneficiary's, trustee's, mortgagee's, or assignee's 
for foreclosure right to insurance and eminent domain proceeds. [Re
pealed] 

Acquisition of foreclosure title by the owner or other subordinate interest 
holder. [Repealed] 

Availability of documents for inspection in the District of Columbia. [Re
pealed] 

Subchapter VI. Predatory Lending. [Repealed] 

Prohibited acts and practices. [Repealed] 
Violations and remedies. [Repealed] 
Foreclosure against home borrowers subjected 

§ 42-836.01. [Repealed] 
Other prohibitions and remedies. [Repealed] 

to violations of 

Subchapter VII. Circumstances When a Residential Lien Instrument 
May Be Foreclosed Only by Judicial Foreclosure. [Repealed] 

42-837.01. 
42-837.02. 
42-837.03. 
42-837.04. 

42-837.05. 

42-837.06. 

42-837.07. 

42-838.01. 
42-838.02. 

42-839.01. 
42-839.02. 
42-839.03. 

Request for judicial foreclosure of residential lien instrument. [Repealed] 
Written demand for judicial foreclosure. [Repealed] 
Required conditions during challenge. [Repealed] 
Failure to continuously satisfy the required conditions during challenge. 

[Repealed] 
Noteowner's, beneficiary's, mortgagee's, and secured party's options in 

response to request for judicial foreclosure. [Repealed] 
Failure of trustee or assignee for foreclosure to pursue expedited hearing. 

[Repealed] 
Diligent pursuit of expedited hearing. [Repealed] 

Subchapter VIII. Expedited Hearing. [Repealed] 

Request for expedited hearing. [Repealed] 
Determination at expedited hearing. [Repealed] 

Subchapter IX. Judicial Foreclosure. [Repealed] 

Commencement of judicial foreclosure. [Repealed] 
Determinations by the court. [Repealed] 
No home loan or no violation of § 42-836.01. [Repealed] 
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Section 

42-840.01. 
42-840.02. 
42-840.03. 

42-841.01. 

42-841.02. 

42-841.03. 

42-841.04. 
42-841.05. 
42-841.06. 
42-841.07. 
42-841.08. 
42-841.09. 

42-841.10. 
42-841.11. 

42-841.12. 

42-842.0l. 
42-842.02. 
42-842.03. 
42-842.04. 
42-842.05. 
42-842.06. 

REAL PROPERlY 

Subchapter X. Advertising of Foreclosure Sale. [Repealed] 

Eligible publications for advertisement of foreclosure sale. [Repealed] 
Content of foreclosure sale advertisement. [Repealed] 
Required publication of foreclosure sale advertisement. [Repealed] 

Subchapter XI. Conduct of the Foreclosure Sale. [Repealed] 

Business day; time; place; maximum required deposit; who may conduct. 
[Repealed] 

Noteowner, beneficiary, mortgagee, or secured party right to bid; trustee or 
assignee for foreclosure may not bid; waiver of deposit. [Repealed] 

Adequacy of foreclosure sale price; noteowner's, beneficiary's, mortgagee's, 
or secured party's conditional agreements before foreclosure sale auc
tion. [Repealed] 

Memorandum of foreclosure sale. [Repealed] 
Postponement or delay of foreclosure sale auction. [Repealed] 
Marshalling; order of foreclosure on multiple parcels. [Repealed] 
Merger doctrine inapplicable to lien instruments. [Repealed] 
Right to cancel foreclosure sale before completion. [Repealed] 
Right to cancel foreclosure sale before issuance of auditor's approval of 

foreclosure sale procedure. [Repealed] 
Effect of completed foreclosure sale; no statutory redemption. [Repealed] 
Liability of accepted bidder to complete foreclosure sale acquisition. [Re

pealed] 
Accepted bidder's right to possession of real property after foreclosure sale 

acquisition. [Repealed] 

Subchapter XU. Audit of Foreclosure Sale. [Repealed] 

Required deliveries to auditor. [Repealed] 
Time deadline for deliveries to auditor. [Repealed] 
Claims by subordinate interest holders. [Repealed] 
Distribution of foreclosure sale proceeds. [Repealed] 
Auditor's reports on foreclosure procedures and distributions. [Repealed] 
Recording of auditor's report on foreclosure sale procedures; presumption 

of validity of foreclosure sale and limitation of actions; use of auditor's 
report on the distribution of foreclosure sale proceeds and deficiency for 
deficiency judgment. [Repealed] . 

Subchapter XIU. Conveyance of Real Property and Disbursement 
of Foreclosure Sale Proceeds. [Repealed] 

42-843.0l. 
42-843.02. 

42-843.03. 

42-844.01. 
42-844.02. 
42-844.03. 
42-844.04. 
42-844.05. 
42-844.06. 
42-844.07. 
42-844.08. 

Pre-conditions for conveyance of real property. [Repealed] 
Conveyance of real property and distribution of foreclosure sale proceeds. 

[Repealed] 
Duties of purchaser at foreclosure sale. [Repealed] 

Subchapter XIV. Miscellaneous. [Repealed] 

Determination of auctioneer's fee. [Repealed] 
Determination of attorney's fee. [Repealed] 
No waivers by borrowers or owners. [Repealed] 
Standard of conduct. [Repealed] 
Land installment contracts. [Repealed] 
Rulemaking authority. [Repealed] 
FTE authority to implement this chapter. [Repealed] 
Reporting to Council. [Repealed] 
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Repealed 

Section 
42-844.09. 
42-844.10. 

Standards for approval of subprime loan programs. [Repealed] 
Acceptance of mortgage or deed of trust by the Recorder of Deeds. 

[Repealed] 

42-846.01. 
42-846.02. 

Subchapter XV. [Reserved] 

Subchapter XVI. Applicability. [Repealed] 

[Reserved] 
Applicability. [Repealed] 

SUBCHAPTER I. DEFINITIONS. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-831.01. Definitions. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 101,48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

Section 2 of the Protection from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Congressional Review Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-273, Feb
ruary 25, 2002, 49 DCR 1969), provided that 
D.C. Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning No
vember 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 13-263, the "Protections from Predatory 

Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve-

ments Act of 2000", was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 13-800, which was re
ferred to the Committee on Economic Develop
ment. The Bill was adopted on first and second 
readings on November 8, 2000, and December 
5, 2000, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
December 21, 2000, it was assigned Act No. 
13-552 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. D.C. Law 13-263 became 
effective on April 3, 2001. 

Law 14-132, the "Home Loan Protection Act 
of 2002", was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 14-515, which was referred to 
the Committee on Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first and sec
ond readings on February 5, 2002, and Febru
ary 19, 2002, respectively. Signed by the May
or on March 1, 2002, it was assigned Act No. 
14-296 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. D.C. Law 14-132 became 
effective on May 7, 2002. 

Effective Dates 
Section 602(a) of Law 14-132 provides: "The 

Protections from Predatory Lending and Mort
gage Foreclosure Improvements Act of 2000, 
effective April 3, 2001 (D.C. Law 13-263; 48 
DCR 991), is repealed as of November 6,2001." 

SUBCHAPTER II. LIEN INSTRUMENTS. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-832.01. General. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 201, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 
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§ 42-832.01 
Repealed 

REAL PROPERTY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.0l. 

§ 42-832.02. Creation; statement of monetary value; other obligations 
secured. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 202, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve'
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law] 4-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.03. Lien instrument creates security interest only; negative cove
nant does not create a lien instrument. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 203, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Emergency Act Amendments Legislative History of Laws 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections For Law 13-263, see notes following 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo- § 42-831.01. 
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment For Law 14-132, see notes following 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without § 42-831.01. 
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Repealed 

§ 42-832.04. Parties to a lien instrument and addresses. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 204, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.05. Information form required in every deed of trust or mortgage 
encumbering residential real property. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 205, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.06. Execution, acknowledgement and recordation of a lien in
strument in the same manner as a deed. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 206, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 
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Repealed 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
OCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

REAL PROPERTY 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.07. Duty of Recorder of Deeds. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 207, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improv~
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
OCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.08. Assignment, transfer, enforcement and performance of deed 
of trust or mortgage. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 208, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Lav" 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
OCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188. the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.09. Assignment or transfer of real property encumbered by lien 
instrument and liability of transferor and transferee to 
noteowner and each other. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 209, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 
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Repealed 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatorv 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improv;
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.10. Obligation to provide name and address of noteowner, inter
ested persons in note, amounts due and status of lien 
instrument. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 210, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.11. Decisions by multiple noteowners. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 211, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Emergency Act Amendments Legislative History of Laws 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections For Law 13-263, see notes following 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo- § 42-831.01. 
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment For Law 14-132, see notes following 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without § 42-831.01. 
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§ 42-832.12 
Repealed 

REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-832.12. Independent trustee or assignee for foreclosure required for 
noteowner, beneficiary, mortgagee, or secured party to bid 
at a power of sale foreclosure. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3,2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 212, 48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.13. Right to determine reasonable foreclosure sale terms and 
conditions if deed of trust or mortgage does not state them. 
[Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 213, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.14. Deed-in-Iieu of foreclosure or deed to noteowner's designee; 
no effect on senior or subordinate interests. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 214, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- DCR 2991). 

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory Emergency Act Amendments 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve- Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo-
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-832.17 
Repealed 

sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 

Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.15. Redemption from noteowner by performance or tender. [Re
pealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 215, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.16. Prepayment of note secured by lien instrument. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 216, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novern
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.17. Release of lien instrument after time period when no en
forcement. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 217, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 
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§ 42-832.17 
Repealed 

REAL PROPERTY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act] 4-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.18. Authorized forms of release of lien instrument. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 218, 48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.19. Noteowner's obligation to provide release of lien instru
ment.[Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 219, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Emergency Act Amendments Legislative History of Laws 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections For Law 13-263, see notes following 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo- § 42-831.01. 
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment For Law 14-132, see notes following 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without § 42-831.01. 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-832.22 
Repealed 

§ 42-832.20. Effective date of noteowner's receipt of payments. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 220, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novenl
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263. see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.21. When deed absolute, conditional sale, or contract for a deed 
win be considered a lien instrument. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 221, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.22. Priority: effect of lien instrument priority on foreclosure; 
effect of Hen instrument priority on unrecorded leases. 
[Repealed] 

(Apr. 3,2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 222, 48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage F oreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 200], without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 
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§ 42-832.22 
Repealed 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

REAL PROPERTY 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.23. Priority: purchase money lien instruments. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 223, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

fmm Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, thmugh March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.24. Priority: replacement and modification of senior lien instru M 

ments; effect on intervening interests. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 224, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.25. Priority: effect of priority on the disposition of foreclosure 
surplus. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 225, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-832.28 
Repealed 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.26. Priority: lien on after-acquired real property. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 226, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.27. Priority: subrogation. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 227, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.28. Priority: subordination. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 228, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 
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§ 42-832.28 
Repealed 

REAL PROPERTY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatorv 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improv~
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.29. Priority: foreclosure of wrap-around lien instruments. [Re
pealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 229, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-·263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.30. Future advances: general. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 230, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.c. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Emergency Act Amendments Legislative History of Laws 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections For Law 13-263, see notes following 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo- § 42-831.01. 
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment For Law 14-132, see notes following 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without § 42-831.01. 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-832.33 
Repealed 

§ 42-832.31. Future advances: expenditures for the protection of the real 
property encumbered by a Hen instrument. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3,2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 231, 48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-]32, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.32. Future advances: lien instruments securing future advances 
for improvements to residential real property. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 232, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.33. Simultaneous foreclosure of lien instrument and ancillary 
lien instrument. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 233, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatorv 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improv;
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem-
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 
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§ 42-832.33 
Repealed 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

REAL PROPERTI' 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-832.34. Mortgaging rents. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 234, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-83l.0 l. 

SUBCHAPTER III. TRUSTEES AND ASSIGNEES FOR FORECLOSURE. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-833.01. Qualification of trustee or assignee for foreclosure; trustee or 
assignee for foreclosure and noteowner, beneficiary, mort
gagee and secured party joint representation by same attor
ney. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 301, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Emergency Act Amendments Legislative History of Laws 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections For Law 13-263, see notes following 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo- § 42-831.01. 
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment For Law 14-132, see notes following 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without § 42-831.0l. 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-833.04 
Repealed 

§ 42-833.02. Trustee or assignee for foreclosure holds security interest 
without automatic right of possession; survival of trustee's 
or assignee's for foreclosure security interest. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 302, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Secti on 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law ] 3-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March], 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-833.03. Noteowner's or beneficiary's or Inortgagee's right to substi
tute, add or remove trustees or assignees for foreclosure. 
[Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 303, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 

Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-86, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-833.04. Trustee's or assignee's for foreclosure right to resign. [Re
pealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 304, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Temporary Amendments of Section Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- DCR 2991). 
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve-
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
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§ 42-833.04 
Repealed 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 

REAL PROPERTY 

Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law ] 3-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-833.05. Trustee or assignee for foreclosure discretionary and ministe
rial acts. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 305, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novern
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-83] .01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-833.06. Petition for certificate of satisfaction after death or unavaila
bility or refusal to act of trustee or assignee for foreclosure; 
procedure; summary determination. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 306, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-833.09 
Repealed 

§ 42-833.07. Standard of trustee's or assignee's for foreclosure conduct; 
indemnification of Trustee and assignee for foreclosure; 
Trustee or assignee for foreclosure bond requirements. 
[Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 307, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-833.08. Trustee or assignee for foreclosure determines foreclosure 
process consistent with noteowner's, beneficiary's, mort
gagee's, or secured party's written instructions. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 308, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.c. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-833.09. Trustee or assignee for foreclosure commission and compen
sation for foreclosure. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 309, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory DCR 2991). 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve-
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§ 42-833.09 
Repealed 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001. through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 

REAL PROPERTY 

Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

SUBCHAPTER IV. SENDING OF NOTICES; DEFAULT; LATE FEES; 

NOTICE OF DEFAULT; NOTICE OF ACCELERATION; RIGHT TO 

CURE AND REINSTATE; RIGHT TO REDEEM. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-834.01. Sending of notices. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 401, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-834.02. Notice of default required; no effect on late fees. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 402, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Emergency Act Amendments Legislative History of Laws 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections For Law 13-263, see notes following 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo- § 42-831.01. 
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment For Law 14-132, see notes following 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without § 42-831.01. 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-834.05 
Repealed 

§ 42-834.03. Minimum grace period for borrower and owner under resi
dential Hen instrument. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 403, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-834.04. Notice of acceleration required; right of reinstatement until 
notice of acceleration sent or received; notice of commence
ment of foreclosure satisfies notice of acceleration. [Re
pealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 404, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-834.05. Borrower's and owner's right to cure default and reinstate 
obligation secured by residential lien instrument prior to 
foreclosure sale auction 3 times in any 12 month period. 
[Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 405, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve-
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
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§ 42-834.05 
Repealed 

Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

REAL PROPERTY 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-834.06. Certain subordinate interest holder's right to cure and rein
state note secured by residential lien instrument prior to 
foreclosure sale auction once in any 12 month period. 
[Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 406, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-834.07. Right to redeem after acceleration. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 407, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Emergency Act Amendments Legislative History of Laws 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections For Law 13-263, see notes following 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo- § 42-831.01. 
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment For Law 14-132, see notes following 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without § 42-831.01. 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-835.03 
Repealed 

SUBCHAPTER V. COMMENCEMENT OF FORECLOSURE; REQUIRED 

NOTICES; COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-835.01. Accrual of right to foreclose; preconditions of recorded lien 
instrument and uncured default; instruction to trustee or 
assignee for foreclosure to commence. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 501, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-835.02. Notice of commencement of foreclosure. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 502, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improv;
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law ] 4-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-835.03. Minimum time period before foreclosure sale auction on 
residential lien instrument securing a home loan. [Re
pealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 503, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve-
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
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§ 42-835.03 
Repealed 

Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

REAL PROPERTY 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-835.04. Noteowner cannot produce original note; form of lost note 
affidavit and indemnification to borrower, owner and may
or. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 504, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-835.05. Noteowner's remedies on the note and the lien instrument; 
credit on note or other obligation for foreclosed real prop
erty; limitation on time to seek deficiency judgment. [Re
pealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 505, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see 

§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 
§ 42-831.01. 

14-132, see 

notes following 

notes following 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-835.08 
Repealed 

§ 42-835.06. No waiver of protection laws. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 506, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improv~
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter', see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-835.07. Omitted parties; no right to object for persons who were 
properly sent notice. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 507, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure I mprovements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes followi ng 

§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-835.08. Appointment of a receiver; effect on existing leases; priorities 
between competing receivers. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 508, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 
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§ 42-835.08 
Repealed 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-835.09. Waste. [Repealed] 

REAL PROPERTY 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 509, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-835.10. Beneficiary's, trustee's, mortgagee's, or assignee's for foreclo
sure right to funds paid under casualty insurance or taking 
in eminent domain. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 510, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-835.11. Effect of foreclosure on beneficiary's, trustee's, mortgagee's, 
or assignee's for foreclosure right to insurance and emi
nent domain proceeds. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 511, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-835.13 
Repealed 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
Inents Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
OCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
OCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-835.12. Acquisition of foreclosure title by the owner or other subor
dinate interest holder. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 512, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improv;
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
OCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-835.13. Availability of documents for inspection in the District of 
Columbia. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 513,48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatorv 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improv~'
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March I, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Emergency Act Amendments Legislative History of Laws 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections For Law 13-263, see notes following 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo- § 42-831.01. 
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment For Law 14-132, see notes following 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without § 42-831.0l. 
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§ 42-836.01 REAL PROPERTY 
Repealed 

SUBCHAPTER VI. PREDATORY LENDING. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-836.01. Prohibited acts and practices. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 601, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-836.02. Violations and remedies. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 602, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-836.03. Foreclosure against home borrowers subjected to violations 
of § 42-836.01. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 603, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-837.02 
Repealed 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-836.04. Other prohibitions and remedies. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3,2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 604, 48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-] 32, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

SUBCHAPTER VII. CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN A RESIDENTIAL LIEN INSTRUMENT 

MAY BE FORECLOSED ONLY BY JUDICIAL FORECLOSURE. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-837.01. Request for judicial foreclosure of residential lien instru
ment. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 701, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-837.02. Written demand for judicial foreclosure. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 702, 48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 
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§ 42-837.02 
Repealed 

REAL PROPERTY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86. March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-837.03. Required conditions during challenge. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 703, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-837.04. Failure to continuously satisfy the required conditions dur
ing challenge. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 704, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14--86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Emergency Act Amendments Legislative History of Laws 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections For Law 13-263, see notes following 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo- § 42-831.01. 
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment For Law 14-132, see notes following 
Act". deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without § 42-831.01. 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-837.07 
Repealed 

§ 42-837.05. Noteowner's, beneficiary's, mortgagee's, and secured party's 
options in response to request for judicial foreclosure. 
[Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 705, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-837.06. Failure of trustee or assignee for foreclosure to pursue expe
dited hearing. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 702, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve'
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-837.07. Diligent pursuit of expedited hearing. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 707, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) v 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the Ii Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 
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§ 42-837.07 
Repealed 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

REAL PROPERTY 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

SUBCHAPTER VIII. EXPEDITED HEARING. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-838.01. Request for expedited hearing. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 801, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-838.02. Determination at expedited hearing. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 802, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

SUBCHAPTER IX. JUDICIAL FORECLOSURE. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-839.01. Commencement of judicial foreclosure. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 901, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-839.03 
Repealed 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-839.02. Determinations by the court. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 902, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-839.03. No home loan or no violation of § 42-836.01. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 903, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Emergency Act Amendments Legislative History of Laws 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections For Law 13-263, see notes following 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo- § 42-831.01. 
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment For Law 14-132, see notes following 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without § 42-831.01. 
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§ 42-840.01 REAL PROPERlY 
Repealed 

SUBCHAPTER X. ADVERTISING OF FORECLOSURE SALE. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-840.01. Eligible publications for advertisement of foreclosure sale. 
[Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1001,48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-840.02. Content of foreclosure sale advertisement. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1002, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, throLlgh March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-840.03. Required publication of foreclosure sale advertisement. [Re
pealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1003, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Inlprovements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-841.02 
Repealed 

Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

SUBCHAPTER XI. CONDUCT OF THE FORECLOSURE SALE. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-841.01. Business day; time; place; maximum required deposit; who 
may conduct. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1101, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-841.02. Noteowner, beneficiary, mortgagee, or secured party right to 
bid; trustee or assignee for foreclosure may not bid; waiver 
of deposit. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1102, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.0 l. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.0 l. 
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§ 42-841.03 
Repealed 

REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-841.03. Adequacy of foreclosure sale price; noteowner's, beneficia
ry's, mortgagee's, or secured party's conditional agree
ments before foreclosure sale auction. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law l3-263, § 1103, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-l32, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporal~y (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.0l. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-841.04. Memorandum of foreclosure sale. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law l3-263, § 1104, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-841.05. Postponement or delay of foreclosure sale auction. [Re
pealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law l3-263, § 1105,48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-841.08 
Repealed 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
OCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-841.06. Marshalling; order of foreclosure on multiple parcels. [Re
pealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1106,48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
OCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
OCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-841.07. Merger doctrine inapplicable to Hen instruments. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1107,48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law ]4-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
OCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
OCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-83l.01. 

§ 42-841.08. Right to cancel foreclosure sale before completion. [Re
pealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1108, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 
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§ 42-841.08 
Repealed 

REAL PROPERTY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure T mprovements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-841.09. Right to cancel foreclosure sale before issuance of auditor's 
approval of foreclosure sale procedure. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1109, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-841.10. Effect of completed foreclosure sale; no statutory redemp
tion. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1110, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Emergency Act Amendments Legislative History of Laws 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections For Law 13-263, see notes following 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo- § 42-831.01. 
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment For Law 14-132, see notes following 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without § 42-831.01. 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-842.01 
Repealed 

§ 42-841.11. Liability of accepted bidder to complete foreclosure sale 
acquisition. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1111,48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-841.12. Accepted bidder's right to possession of real property after 
foreclosure sale acquisition. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1112,48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

SUBCHAPTER XII. AUDIT OF FORECLOSURE SALE. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-842.01. Required deliveries to auditor. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1201, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- DCR 2991). 

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory Emergency Act Amendments 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve- Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo-
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§ 42-842.01 
Repealed 

sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 

REAL PROPERTY 

Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-842.02. Time deadline for deliveries to auditor. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1202, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-842.03. Claims by subordinate interest holders. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1203, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-842.04. Distribution of foreclosure sale proceeds. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1204, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve-
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-842.06 
Repealed 

Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
OCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-842.05. Auditor's reports on foreclosure procedures and distribu
tions. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1205, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
OCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
OCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-842.06. Recording of auditor's report on foreclosure sale procedures; 
presumption of validity of foreclosure sale and limitation 
of actions; use of auditor's report on the distribution of 
foreclosure sale proceeds and defiCiency for defiCiency 
judgment. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3,2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1206, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
OCR 2991). 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March I, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Emergency Act Amendments Legislative History of Laws 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections For Law 13-263, see notes following 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo- § 42-831.01. 
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment For Law 14-132, see notes following 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without § 42-831.01. 
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§ 42-843.01 
Repealed 

REAL PROPERTY 

SUBCHAPTER XIII. CONVEYANCE OF REAL PROPERTY AND DISBURSEMENT 

OF FORECLOSURE SALE PROCEEDS. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-843.01. Pre-conditions for conveyance of real property. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1301, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-843.02. Conveyance of real property and distribution of foreclosure 
sale proceeds. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 200], D.C. Law 13-263, § 1302, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improv~
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure I mprovements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-843.03. Duties of purchaser at foreclosure sale. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1303, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

lion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.c. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-844.03 
Repealed 

Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

SUBCHAPTER XIV. MISCELLANEOUS. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-844.01. Determination of auctioneer's fee. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1401, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-844.02. Determination of attorney's fee. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1402,48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-844.03. No waivers by borrowers or owners. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1403,48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 
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§ 42-844.03 
Repealed 

REAL PROPERTY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-83l.0 1. 

§ 42-844.04. Standard of conduct. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1404, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
OCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (O.c. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-844.05. Land installment contracts. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1405, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March I, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-844.06. Rulemaking authority. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1406, 48 DCR 991; Oct. 26, 2001, D.C. Law 14-42, 
§ 20(a), 48 DCR 7612; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, § 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-844.08 
Repealed 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6, 2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 20(a) of Technical Amendments 
Emergency Act of 2001 (D.C. Act 14-108, Au
gust 3,2001,48 OCR 7622). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1, 2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
Law 14-42, the "Technical Correction 

Amendment Act of 2001 ", was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 14-216, which 
was referred to the Committee of the Whole. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on June 5, 2001, and June 26, 2001, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on July 24, 
2001, it was assigned Act No. 14-107 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 14-42 became effective on Oc
tober 26,2001. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of Authority Pursuant to DC Law 

13-263, The "Protections from Predatory Lend
ing and Mortgage Foreclosure Improvements 
Act of 2000", see Mayor's Order 2001-91, June 
22,2001 (48 DCR 6010). 

§ 42-844.07. FTE authority to implement this chapter. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1407, 48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002,49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-844.08. Reporting to Council. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1408, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
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§ 42-844.08 
Repealed 

Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002, 49 
OCR 2534). 

REAL PROPERTY 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes follmving 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-844.09. Standards for approval of subprime loan programs. [Re
pealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1409, 48 DCR 991; May 7, 2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19, 2002, law notification 49 
OCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March I, 2002, 49 
OCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-263, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 

§ 42-844.10. Acceptance of mortgage or deed of trust by the Recorder of 
Deeds. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1410,48 DCR 991; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, 
§ 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improve
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 
from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 

the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6, 2002. 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March I, 2002, 49 
OCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 

For Law 14-132, see notes following 
§ 42-831.01. 
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MORTGAGES, DEEDS OF TRUST, AND FORECLOSURE § 42-846.02 
Repealed 

SUBCHAPTER XV. [RESERVED]. 

SUBCHAPTER XVI. ApPUCABIU'IT. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-846.01. [Reserved] 

§ 42-846.02. Applicability. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-263, § 1602,48 DCR 991; Oct. 26, D.C. Law 14-42, § 20(b), 
48 DCR 7612; May 7,2002, D.C. Law 14-132, § 602(a), 49 DCR 2551.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Protections from Predatory 
Lending and Mortgage Foreclosure Improv~
ments Temporary Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. 
Law 14-86, March 19,2002, law notification 49 
DCR 2991). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
Section 2 of Act 14-188, the "Protections 

from Predatory Lending and Mortgage Foreclo
sure Improvements Emergency Amendment 
Act", deemed approved Nov. 27, 2001, without 
the signature of the Mayor, provided that D.C. 
Law 13-263 shall not apply beginning Novem
ber 6,2001, through March 6,2002. 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 20(b) of Technical Amendments 
Emergency Act of 2001 (D.C. Act 14-108, Au
gust 3,2001,48 DCR 7622). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of chapter, see 
§ 403(a) of Home Loan Protection Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-295, March 1,2002, 49 
DCR 2534). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-263, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
For Law 14-42, see notes following 

§ 42-844.06. 
For Law 14-132, see notes following 

§ 42-831.01. 
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CHAPTER 9 

OWNERSHIP OF REAL PROPERTY BY ALIENS AND NONRESIDENTS. 

Ownership of real estate by aliens. 
Section 
42-90l. 
42-902. Ownership of legations or residences by representatives of foreign govern

ments. 
42-903. Resident agent required for care and maintenance of vacant property owned 

by nonresidents. 

§ 42-901. Ownership of real estate by aliens. 

The Act entitled "An Act to better define and regulate the rights of aliens to 
hold and own real estate in the territories," approved March 2, 1897 (48 U.S.C. 
§§ 1501-1507), be, and the same is hereby, amended so as to extend to aliens 
the same rights and privileges concerning the acquisition, holding, owning, and 
disposition of real estate in the District of Columbia as by that Act are conferred 
upon them in respect of real estate in the territories of the United States. All 
laws and parts of laws so far as they conflict with the provisions of this section 
are hereby repealed. 

(Feb. 23, 1905, 33 Stat. 733, ch. 733.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-130l. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1501. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Aliens, Immigration, and Citizenship e=:> 131. 
Westlaw Topic No. 24. 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Aliens §§ 139 to 152, 161 to 162,164 to 
165. 

United States Code Annotated 

Alien ownership of real estate, see 48 U.S.C.A. § 1508. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 

Devise of remainder in fee to town in Canada, 
even if subject to attack through escheat pro
ceedings, was not open to attack by testator's 
lineal descendants. Act March 3, 1887, 24 Stat. 
476, amended by Act March 2, 1897, 48 
U.S.C.A. §§ 1501-1508, and Act Feb. 23, 1905, 
48 U.S.C.A. § 1508. Larkin v. Washington 
Loan & Trust Co., 1929, 31 F.2d 635, 58 App. 

D.C. 391, certiorari denied 49 S.C1. 481, 279 
U.S. 867, 73 L.Ed. 1004. Aliens, Immigration, 
And Citizenship e=:> 131(2) 

Devise of remainder in fee of realty in District 
of Columbia to town in Canada held authorized. 
Act March 2, 1897, § 2, 48 U.S.C.A. § 1502, 
amending Act March 3, 1887, 24 Stat. 476; Act 
Feb. 23, 1905, 48 U.S.C.A. § 1508. Larkin v. 
Washington Loan & Trust Co., 1929, 31 F.2d 
635,58 App.D.C. 391, certiorari denied 49 S.Ct. 
481, 279 U.S. 867, 73 L.Ed. 1004. Aliens, Im
migration, And Citizenship C= 131(8) 
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ALIEN AND NONRESIDENT OWNERSHIP § 42-903 

§ 42-902. Ownership of legations or residences by representatives of for
eign governments. 

An Act entitled "An Act to restrict the ownership of real estate in the 
territories to American citizens, and so forth," approved March 3, 1887, be so 
amended that the same shall not apply to or operate in the District of 
Columbia, so far as relates to the ownership of legations, or the ownership of 
residences by representatives of foreign governments, or attaches thereof. 

(Mar. 9, 1888,25 Stat. 45, ch. 30.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1302. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1505. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

Aliens, Immigration, and Citizenship ~ 131. 
Westlaw Topic No. 24. 

Encyclopedias 

C.1.S. Aliens §§ 139 to 152,161 to 162,164 to 
165. 

§ 42-903. Resident agent required for care and maintenance of vacant 
property owned by nonresidents. 

(a) Any person who is the owner of vacant property in the District of 
Columbia and who is not a resident of the District of Columbia 111USt appoint or 
employ an agent who is a resident of the District of Columbia. This person shall 
be authorized by the owner and shall be responsible for the care and 111ainte
nance of the property. The owner shall notify the Director of the Department of 
Finance and Revenue of the appointment of the agent and of any change in the 
agent or in the address of the agent. Any owner of vacant property in the 
District of Columbia found to be in violation of this section shall be subject to a 
penalty of $300. 

(b)(1) A person or entity that is the nonresident owner of one or l110re rental 
units shall appoint and continuously maintain a registered agent for the service 
of process. The appointment shall be made by filing a staten1ent with the 
Mayor. The registered agent shall be an individual who is a resident of the 
District of Columbia or an organization incorporated in the District of Colum
bia. If the owner changes the registered agent, or if the name or address or any 
other information about the registered agent changes after the statement is filed 
with the Mayor, the nonresident owner shall file a statement notifying the 
Mayor of the change. 

(2) The Mayor shall serve as the registered agent for the nonresident owner 
if a registered agent is not appointed under paragraph (1) of this subsection 
or if the individual or organization named ceases to serve as the resident 
agent and no successor is appointed. 

(3) The Mayor shall impose a reasonable fee to cover the cost of adminis
tering this section. 
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(c) For purposes of this section, the term "rental unit" shall have the same 
meaning as set forth in § 42-3501.03(33). 

(d) A nonresident owner of one or more rental units in the District of 
Columbia in violation of this section shall be subject to a penalty of $300. 

(e) Any fees and penalties collected under this section shall be deposited in 
the fund established by § 6-711.01(b)(1). 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-205, § 5, 30 DCR 188; Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, 
§ 106,48 DCR 1888.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1311. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-281 designated subsec. (a): in 

the last sentence of subsec. (a), substituted "a 
penalty of $300" for "a fine of $50"; and added 
subsecs. (b) to (e). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 4-205, the "Summary Abatement of Life

or-Health Threatening Conditions Act of 1982," 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
4-459, which was referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Economic Development. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
November 16, 1982, and December 14, 1982, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on Decem
ber 28, 1982, it was assigned Act No. 4-289 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. 

Law 13-281, the "Abatement and Condemna
tion of Nuisance Properties Omnibus Amend-

ment Act of 2000", was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 13-646, which was re
ferred to the Committee on Consumer and Reg-
ulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first 
and second readings on November 8, 2000, and 
December 5, 2000, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on January 22,2001, it was assigned Act 
No. 13-578 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 13-281 be
came effective on April 27, 2001. 

References in Text 

Pursuant to the Office of the Chief Financial 
Officer's "Notice of Public Interest" published 
in the April 18, 1997, issue of the District of 
Columbia Register (44 DCR 2345) the Office of 
Tax and Revenue assumed all of the duties and 
functions previously performed by the Depart
ment of Finance and Revenue, as set forth in 
Commissioner's Order 69-96, dated March 7, 
1969. This action was made effective January 
22, 1997, nunc pro tunc. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Aliens, Immigration, and Citizenship ~131. 
Westlaw Topic No. 24. 

Encyclopedias 
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CHAPTER 10 

POWERS RELATING TO REALTY. 

"Power" defined. 
General power. 
Special power. 
Beneficial power. 
Giving of absolute power-To owner of limited estate. 
Giving of absolute power-To owner of unlimited estate. 
Giving of absolute power-Where no remainder on grantee's estate. 
Construction of power to devise inheritance given to tenant with limited 

estate. 
Right of grantor to reserve power. 
Liability of special and beneficial power in equity. 
General powers in trust. 
Special powers in trust. 
Trust powers imperative-Duty upon grantee. 
Trust powers imperative-Effect of grantee's right of selection of objects of 

trust. 
Beneficiaries to take equally unless otherwise directed; effect of giving 

trustee discretion. 
Execution of trust powers for benefit of creditors and assignees. 
Writing needed to execute power. 
Power to be executed by devise, will, or grant, as directed. 
Grantee may execute power without direct reference to such. 

§ 42-1001. "Power" defined. 

A power is an authority to do some act in relation to lands or the creation of 
estates therein or of charges thereon which the owner granting or reserving 
such power might himself lawfully perform. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1353, ch. 854, § 1037.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-10l. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1001. 

Key Numbers 
Powers ~1. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

In general 1 

1. In general 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Uniform Disclaimer of Property Interests Act: 
See § 19-1501 et seq. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Powers § 1. 

Notes of Decisions 

to file complaint for possession of property. 
American Sec. Bank v. Cummings, 120 WLR 88 
(Super. Ct. 1991). 

Until recording of trustee's deed evidencing 
sale at foreclosure, purchaser has no authority 
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§ 42-1002. General power. 

A power is general where it authorizes the alienation in fee, by means of a 
conveyance, will, or charge, of the lands embraced in the power to any alienee 
whatever. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1353, ch. 854, § 1038.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-102. 
1973 Ed., § 45-lO02. 

Key Numbers 
Powers <P18 to 22. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

Testamentary power of appointment 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Powers §§ 8, 15 to 20. 

Notes of Decisions 

and thus authorized an appointment of trust 
property to her estate, even though power was 

1. Testamentary power of appointment 
subject to condition that it be exercised by will. 
D.C.C.E. § 45-lO02; 26 V.S.C.A. (LR.C.1954) 
§ 2056(a). Mittleman's Estate v. C. 1. R., 
C.A.D.C.1975, 522 F.2d 132, 173 U.S.App.D.C. 
26. Internal Revenue <P 4169(4) 

For purposes of qualifying life interest left to 
wife under testamentary trust for marital deduc
tion, power of appointment to wife was general 

§ 42-1003. Special power. 

A power is special: 

(1) Where the persons or class of persons to whom the disposition of the 
lands under the power is to be made is designated; 

(2) Where the power authorizes the alienation, by means of a conveyance, 
will, or charge, of a particular estate or interest less than a fee. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1353, ch. 854, § 1039.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-103. 

1973 Ed., § 45-lO03. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Powers <Pi8 to 22. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

§ 42-1004. Beneficial power. 

C.J.S. Powers §§ 8, 15 to 20. 

A general or special power is beneficial where no person other than the 
grantee has, by the terms of its creation, any interest in its execution. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1353, ch. 854, § 1040.) 
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Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-104. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1004. 

Key Numbers 
Powers G=:>1. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Powers § I. 

§ 42-1006 

§ 42-1005. Giving of absolute power-To owner of limited estate. 

Where an absolute power of disposition, not accompanied by any trust, shall 
be given to the owner of a particular estate for life or years, such estate shall be 
changed into a fee, absolute in respect to the rights of creditors and purchasers 
but subject to any future estates limited thereon in case the power should not be 
executed or the lands should not be sold for the satisfaction of debts. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1353, ch. 854, § 1041.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-105. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1005. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1008. 

Key Numbers 
Powers e=> 25. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Powers § 13. 

§ 42-1006. Giving of absolute power-To owner of unlimited estate. 

Where a like power of disposition shall be given to any person to whom no 
particular estate is limited, such person shall also take a fee, subject to any 
future estates that may be limited thereon but absolute in respect to creditors 
and purchasers. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1353, ch. 854, § 1042.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-106. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1006. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1008. 

Cross References 
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Key Numbers 
Powers e=:>25. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Powers § 13. 

REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-1007. Giving of absolute power-Where no remainder on grantee's 
estate. 

In all cases where such power of disposition is given and no remainder is 
liInited on the estate of the grantee of the power, such grantee shall be entitled 
to an absolute fee. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1353, ch. 854, § 1043.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-107. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1007. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1008. 

Key Numbers 
Powers e=:>25. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Powers § 13. 

§ 42-1008. Construction of power to devise inheritance given to tenant 
with limited estate. 

Where a general and beneficial power to devise the inheritance shall be given 
to a tenant for life or for years, such tenant shall be deemed to possess an 
absolute power of disposition, within the meaning and subject to the provisions 
of §§ 42-1005 to 42-1007. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1353,ch.854,§ 1044.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-108. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1008. 

Key Numbers 
Powers e=:>25. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Powers § 13. 

§ 42-1009. Right of grantor to reserve power. 

The grantor in any conveyance may reserve to himself any power, beneficial 
or in trust, which he might lawfully grant to another, and every power thus 
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reserved shall be subject to the provisions of this chapter as if granted to 
another. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1353, ch. 854, § 1045.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-109. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1009. 

Key Numbers 
Powers G;::>9. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

§ 42-1010. Liability of special and beneficial power in equity. 

Every special and beneficial power shall be liable, in equity, to the claims of 
creditors, and the execution of the power may be decreed for the benefit of the 
creditors entitled. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1353, ch. 854, § 1046.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-110. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1010. 

Key Numbers 
Powers G;::>26. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Powers §§ 14, 28. 

§ 42-10 11. General powers in trust. 

A general power is in trust when any person or class of persons other than 
the grantee of such power is designated as entitled to the proceeds, or any 
portion of the proceeds or other benefits to result from the alienation of the 
lands, according to the power. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1353, ch. 854, § 1047.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-111. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1011. 

Key Numbers 
Powers G;::>18. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Powers §§ 8, 15. 

§ 42-1012. Special powers in trust. 

A special power is in trust: 
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(1) When the disposition which it authorizes is limited to be made to any 
person or class of persons other than the grantee of such power; 

(2) When any person or class of persons other than the grantee is designat
ed as entitled to any benefit from the disposition or change authorized by the 
power. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1353, ch. 854, § 1048.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-112. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1012. 

Key Numbers 
Powers ~18. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Powers §§ 8, 15. 

§ 42-1013. Trust powers imperative-Duty upon grantee. 

Every trust power, unless its execution or non-execution is made expressly to 
depend on the will of the grantee, is imperative and imposes a duty on the 
grantee the performance of which may be compelled in equity for the benefit of 
the parties interested. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1354, ch. 854, § 1049.) 

Prior Codifications 

198] Ed., § 45-113. 

1973 Ed., § 45-]013. 

Key Numbers 
Powers e:::>29. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Powers § 21. 

§ 42-1014. Trust powers imperative-Effect of grantee's right of selection 
of objects of trust. 

A trust power does not cease to be imperative where the grantee has the right 
to select any and exclude others of the persons designated as the objects of the 
trust. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1354, ch. 854, § 1050.) 

Prior Codifications 

198] Ed., § 45-114. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1014. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
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Key Numbers 
Powers G:=>29. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Powers § 21. 

§ 42-1017 

§ 42-1015. Beneficiaries to take equally unless otherwise directed; effect 
of giving trustee discretion. 

Where a disposition under a power is directed to be made to or among or 
between several persons, without any specifications of the share or sun1 to be 
allotted to each, all the persons designated shall be entitled to an equal 
proportion. But when the terms of the power import that the estate or fund is 
to be distributed between the persons so designated, in such manner or 
proportions as the trustee of the power may think proper, the trustee may allot 
the whole to any 1 or more of such persons in exclusion of the others. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1354, ch. 854, § 1051.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-115. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1015. 

Key Numbers 
Powers G:=>41. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Powers § 29. 

§ 42-1016. Execution of trust powers for benefit of creditors and assignees. 

The execution in whole or in part of any trust power Inay be decreed in 
equity for the benefit of the creditors or assignees of any person entitled to 
cOlnpel its execution when the interest of the objects of such trust is assignable. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1354, ch. 854, § 1052.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed.,§ 45-116. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1016. 

Key Numbers 
Powers G:=>41. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Powers § 29. 

§ 42-1017. Writing needed to execute power. 

No power can be executed except by some instrument in wntIng, which 
would be sufficient in law to pass the estate or interest intended to pass under 
the power if the person executing the power were the actual owner. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1354, ch. 854, § 1053.) 
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Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-117. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1017. 

Key Numbers 
Powers (i;:::>34. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

In general 1 

1. In general 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

REAL PROPERTY 

c.J.S. Powers §§ 24,27. 

Notes of Decisions 

Mondell v. Thorn, 1944, 143 F.2d 157, 79 
U.S.App.D.C. 145. Powers (> 32 

Until recording of trustee's deed evidencing 

Where power of appointment could be exer
cised only by will, attempt to assign part of 
donee's interest by a contract was invalid. 

sale at foreclosure, purchaser has no authority 
to file complaint for possession of property. 
American Sec. Bank v. Cummings, 120 WLR 88 
(Super. C1. 1991). 

§ 42-1018. Power to be executed by devise, win, or grant, as directed. 

Where a power to dispose of lands is confined to a disposition by devise or 
will, the instrument of execution must be a will duly executed; and where a 
power is confined to a disposition by grant it cannot be executed by will, 
although the disposition is not intended to take effect until after the death of the 
party executing the power. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1354, ch. 854, § 1054.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-118. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1018. 

Wills, see §§ 18-108,18-303. 

Key Numbers 
Powers (>34. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Cross References 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Powers §§ 24, 27. 

§ 42-1019. Grantee may execute power without direct reference to such. 

Every instrument executed by the grantee of a power conveying an estate or 
creating a charge, which such grantee would have no right to conveyor create 
unless by virtue of his power, shall be deemed a valid execution of the power, 
although such power be not recited or referred to therein. 

(Mar. 3,1901, 31 Stat. 1354, ch. 854, § 1055.) 

Prior Codifications 
]981 Ed., § 45-119. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1019. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
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Key Numbers 
Powers <'P34. 
Westlaw Topic No. 307. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Powers §§ 24, 27. 
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42-1101. 
42-1102. 
42-1102.01. 

42-11 02.02. 
42-1103. 

42-1104. 

42-1105. 

42-1106. 

42-1107. 
42-1108. 

42-1108.01. 
42-1109. 

42-1110. 

42-1 Ill. 
42-11 ]2. 

42-1113. 
42-1114. 
42-1115. 

42-1116. 

42--1117. 
42-1]18. 

42-1119. 

42-1120. 

42-1121. 
42-1122. 
42-1123. 
42-1124. 

Definitions. 

CHAPTER 11 

RECORDATION TAX ON DEEDS. 

Deeds exempt from tax. 
Sales or assignments of instruments on secondary market exempt from 

tax. 
Transfer of economic interest defined. 
Imposition of tax; rate; return; contents; liability for tax; extension of 

period for filing. and waiver of, return. 
Computation of tax where absence of or no consideration; when fair 

market value to be shown on return; consideration on deeds of trust or 
mortgages. 

Investigation by Mayor; summons; production of books, records. etc.; 
compelling attendance and production; refusal or obstruction of investi
gation. [Repealed] 

No recordation until return filed and tax paid; deeds evidencing transfer 
of economic interest in real property in District. [Repealed] 

Burden on taxpayer to prove deed exempt from tax. 
Deficiencies in tax; notice of determination; protests; hearings; time for 

payment. [Repealed] 
Enforcement. 
Penalties for late filing of return and for deficiency; interest on deficiency 

assessments; extension of time for payment of deficiency. [Repealed] 
When Mayor may compromise tax; written agreement as to tax liability; 

final ity thereof; penalties for certain acts in relation to compromises 
and agreements; prosecutions. [Repealed] 

Mayor may compromise penalties and adjust interest. [Repealed] 
Limitations; assessment or proceeding within 3 years of recordation of 

deed; exceptions; agreement to extend period; tolling thereof. [Re
pealed] 

Administration of oaths and affidavits by Mayor. [Repealed] 
Appeal from deficiency assessment. 
Overpayments and refunds thereof; collection by distraint and liens; 

jeopardy assessments. [Repealed] 
Stamps and other devices as evidence of collection and payment of taxes. 

[Repealed] 
Promulgation of rules and regulations by Mayor. 
Abatement of taxes due where cost does not warrant collection. [Re

pealed] 
Elimi nation of fractional stamps or devices; payment of tax to nearest 

dollar. 
General criminal penalties; prosecutions by Corporation Counsel. [Re-

pealed] 
Illegal acts relating to stamps and other devices; penalties. 
Collected moneys to be deposited in United States Treasury. 
Separability clause. 
Appropriations to carry out provisions of chapter. 

§ 42-1101. Definitions. 

When used in this chapter, unless otherwise required by the context: 
(1) The word "District" means the District of Colu1l1bia. 
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(2) The word "Mayor" means the Mayor of the District of Columbia, or his 
duly authorized agents or representatives. 

(3)(A) The word lideed" means any document, instrument, or writing, 
including a security interest instrument, wherever n1ade, executed, or deliv
ered, pursuant to which: 

(i) Title to real property is conveyed, vested, granted, bargained, sold, 
transferred, or assigned; 

(ii) An interest in real property (including an estate for life) is con
veyed, vested, granted, bargained, sold, transferred, or assigned; 

(iii) A security interest in real property is conveyed, vested, granted, 
bargained, sold, transferred, or assigned; or 

(iv) A transfer of an economic interest in real property is evidenced 
pursuant to § 42-1102.02. 
(B) The word "deed" shall not include a will or a lease or ground rent 

for a term (with renewals) that is less than 30 years. 
(4) The words "real property" mean every estate or right, legal or equita

ble, present or future, vested or contingent in lands, tenements, or heredita
ments located in whole or in part within the District. 

(5) The word "consideration," except as otherwise provided in § 42-1104 
of this chapter, means the price or aluount actually paid, or required to be 
paid, for real property including any mortgages, liens, encumbrances there
on, construction loan deeds of trust or mortgages or penuanent loan deeds of 
trust or mortgages. 

(6) The word "person" means an individual, partnership, society, associa
tion, joint-stock company, corporation, estate, receiver, trustee, assignee, any 
individual acting in a fiduciary or representative capacity, whether appointed 
by a court or otherwise, any combination of individuals, and any other form 
of unincorporated enterprise owned or conducted by 2 or more persons. 

(7) The word "deficiency" as used in this chapter means the amount or 
amounts by which the tax imposed by this chapter as determined by the 
Mayor exceeds the amount shown as the tax upon the return of the person or 
persons liable for the payment thereof. 

(8) The word "taxpayer" means any person required by this chapter to pay 
a tax, or file a return. 

(9) The words "construction loan deed of trust or mortgage" mean a deed 
of trust or mortgage upon real estate which is given to secure a loan for new 
real estate construction. 

(10) The words "permanent loan deed of trust or mortgage" mean a deed 
of trust or n10rtgage upon real estate which secures an instrument luade by 
the same obligors who made the instrument which the construction loan 
deed of trust or mortgage secured, and which conveys substantially the same 
real estate. 

(11) The phrase licontrolling interest" means: 
(A) More than 50% of the total voting power of all classes of stock of a 

corporation or more than 50% of the total fair market value of all classes of 
stock of a corporation; 
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(B) More than 50% of the capital or profits in a partnership, association, 
or other unincorporated entity; or 

(C) More than 50% of the beneficial interests in a trust. 
(12) The phrase "purchase money mortgage or purchase lTIOney deed of 

trust" means a mortgage or deed of trust provided as payment or part 
payment of the purchase price of real property. 

(13) The phrase "security interest" means any interest in real property 
acquired for the purpose of securing payment of a debt. 

(14) The phrase "security interest instrument" means any instrument 
which conveys, vests, grants, transfers, bargains, sells, or assigns a security 
interest in real property. A security interest instrument may include the 
following: 

(A) A lTIOrtgage; 
(B) A deed of trust; 
(C) A financing statement; 
(D) A refinancing staten1ent; or 
(E) Another document, instrument, or writing which creates an encum

brance on real property. 
(15) The phrase "supplelTIental deed" means a deed that confirms, cor

rects, modifies, or supplements a prior recorded deed without additional 
consideration. 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 11, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 301; Sept. 13, 1980, D.C. Law 
3-92, § 101 (a), 27 DCR 3390; Mar. 10, 1982, D.C. Law 4-72, § 3(a), 28 DCR 5273; Sept. 
9, 1989, D.C. Law 8-20, § 2(a), 36 DCR 4564; June 14, 1994, D.C. Law 10-128, 
§ 10] (a), 41 DCR 2096; June 9, 2001, D.C. Law 13-305, § 506(a), 48 DCR 334; Oct. 26, 
2001, D.C. Law 14-42, § l1(b), 48 DCR 7612.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-921. 
1973 Ed., § 45-721. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-305, in par. 3(A)(ii), inserted 

"(including an estate for life)"; and, in par. 
3(B), substituted "lease or ground rent for a 
term (with renewals) that is less than 30 years" 
for "a lease with a term of 99 years or less". 

D.C. Law 14-42 validated the previously 
made technical correction in par. 3(B). 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 6(a) of the Real Property Tax Clarity 
and Litter Control Administration Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. Law 14-8, June 
13,2001, law notification 48 DCR 5916). 

2001 (D.C. Act 14-22, March 16,2001, 48 DCR 
2706). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § II(b) of Technical Amendments 
Emergency Act of 2001 (D.C. Act 14-108, Au
gust 3,2001,48 DCR 7622). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 3-92, the "District of Columbia Revenue 

Act of 1980," was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 3-285, which was referred to 
the Committee on Finance and Revenue. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings 
on June 17, 1980 and July 1, 1980, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on July 9, 1980, it was 
assigned Act No. 3-214 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. 

Law 4-72, the "Technical Amendments to the 
District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1980 Act of 
1981," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 4-174, which was referred to the Com-

Emergency Act Amendments mittee on Finance and Revenue. The Bill was 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec- adopted on first and second readings on Octo-

tion, see § 6(a) of Real Property Tax Clarity and ber 27, 1981 and November 10, 1981, respec
Litter Control Administration Emergency Act of tively. Signed by the Mayor on December 2, 
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1981, it was assigned Act No. 4-119 and trans
mi tted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. 

Law 8-20, the "District of Columbia Recorda
tion of Economic Interests in Real Property Tax 
Amendment Act of 1989," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 8-169, which was 
referred to the Committee on Finance and Reve
nue. The Bill was adopted on first and second 
readings on May 16, 1989 and May 30, 1989, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on June 14, 
1989, it was assigned Act No. 8-42 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-128, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1102.01. 

Law 13-305, the "Tax Clarity Act of 2000", 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
13-586, which was referred to the Committee 
on Finance and Revenue. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on October 2, 
2000, and November 8, 2000, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on December 13, 2000, it 
was assigned Act No. 13-501 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 13-305 became effective on June 9, 2001. 

For Law 14-42, see notes following 
§ 42-844.06. 

Change in Government 
This section originated at a time when local 

government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume O. 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.C. Code, 

§ 42-1101 
Note 1 

§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(a»), appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

Transfer of Functions 
Part IV-C, 2. b. (12) of Organization Order 

No.3, dated December 13, 1967, assigned to the 
Office of the Finance Officer, Department of 
General Administration, the function (except as 
to such duties and functions as are performed in 
conjunction therewith by the Recorder of 
Deeds) of administering, as agent of the Mayor, 
the provisions of title III of Public Law 87-408 
(now classified to this subchapter). Functions 
as stated in Part IV-C of Organization Order No. 
3 were transferred to the Director of the Depart
ment of Finance and Revenue by Commission
er's Order No. 69-96, dated March 7, 1969. 

Functions of the Recorder of Deeds were 
transferred in part to the Department of Con
sumer and Regulatory Affairs by Reorganization 
Plan No. 1 of 1983, effective March 31, 1983, 
and in part to a Recorder of Deeds Division in 
the Department of Finance and Revenue by 
Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1983, effective 
March 31,1983. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Application of Law 8-20: Section 4 of D.C. 

Law 8-20 provided that the act shall apply to all 
transfers of an economic interest in real proper
ty in the District after September 30, 1989. 

Application of Law 10-128: Section 801 of 
D.C. Law 10-128 provided that sections 101, 
102, 104, 105, 106, 107, and 108 shall apply as 
of June 1, 1994. 

Cross References 

Exemptions for qualifying lower income homeowners hip households and cooperative housing 
associations, see § 47-3503. 

Nonprofit housing organizations, lower income homeownership tax abatement and incentives, see 
§ 47-3505. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general nership to the trust did not merely "confirm, 
correct, modify or supplement a deed previously 
recorded" so as to qualify for statutory exemp-

1. In general tion from deed recordation tax, but represented 
Deeds whereby taxpayer, a limited partner- a conveyance or transfer of real property for 

ship, received all right, title and interest of an consideration between distinct legal entities 
unincorporated business trust and various par- and, as such, amounted to a transaction which 
eels of real property in the District of Columbia was subject to deed recordation tax. D.C.Code 
and, in l~eturn, transferred interests in the part- 1973, §§ 45-722, subd. 6, 45-723. Columbia 
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Note 1 

Realty Venture v. District of Columbia, 1981, 
433 A.2d 1075. Taxation ~ 2218 

§ 42-1102. Deeds exempt from tax. 

REAL PROPERTY 

The following deeds shall be exempt from the tax imposed by this chapter: 

(1) Repealed. 

(2) Deeds to property acquired by the United States of America, unless its 
taxation has been authorized by Congress, or the District of Columbia; 

(3) Deeds to real property acquired by an institution, organization, corpo
ration, or government entitled to exemption from real property taxation 
under § 47-1002 (or exempt from recordation taxes under a law of the 
United States of America or the District of Columbia); provided, that, unless 
waived by regulation, a copy of a filed real property tax exemption applica
tion accompanies the deed at the time of recordation; provided further, that 
this exemption shall not apply to property which is exempt under 
§ 47-1002(29) or § 47-1002(30); 

(4) Deeds to property acquired by an institution, organization, corporation, 
or association entitled to exemption from real property taxation by special act 
of Congress, which property was acquired solely for a purpose or purposes 
for which such special exemption was granted; provided, that a return, under 
oath, showing the purpose or purposes for which such property was ac
quired, shall accompany the deed at the time of its offer for recordation; 

(5) A purchase money mortgage or purchase money deed of trust that is 
recorded simultaneously with the deed conveying the real property for which 
the purchase money mortgage or purchase money deed of trust was obtained; 

(6) Supplell1ental deeds; 
(7) Deeds between spouses, parent and child, grandparent and grandchild, 

or domestic partners, as defined in § 32-701(3), without actual consideration 
therefor; 

(8) Tax deeds; 

(9) Deeds of release of property which is security for a debt or other 
obligation; 

(10) Deeds of personal representatives of decedents, acting under the 
provisions of Title 20, transferring to a distributee, without additional consid
eration, real property of a decedent or a life estate in the real property; 

(11) When a permanent loan deed of trust or mortgage is submitted for 
recordation and the tax on the construction loan deed of trust or mortgage 
has been timely and properly paid, no additional tax liability arises under 
§ 42-1103, except where the amount of the obligor's liability secured by the 
permanent loan deed of trust or mortgage exceeds the amount of his liabil ity 
secured by the construction loan deed of trust or l11ortgage, in which case the 
tax shall be calculated only on the amount of such difference; provided, 
however, that such permanent loan deed of trust or mortgage shall contain a 
reference to the construction loan deed of trust or mortgage and the date and 
instrull1ent number where it is recorded; 
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(12) Deeds to property transferred to a qualifying lower income home
ownership household in accordance with § 47-3503(a); 

(13) Deeds to property transferred to a qualifying nonprofit housing organ
ization in accordance with § 47-3505(c); 

(14) Deeds to property transferred to a cooperative housing association in 
accordance with § 47-3503(a)(2); 

(15) Construction loan deeds of trust or mortgages or pennanent loan 
deeds of trust or mortgages in accordance with § 47-3503(a)(3); 

(16) A deed that conveys an economic interest in improved residential real 
property that is owned by a cooperative housing association; 

(1 7) A deed by a transferor that conveys bare legal title to the trustee of a 
revocable trust, without consideration for the transfer, where the transferor is 
the beneficiary of the trust; 

(18) A deed to property transferred to a beneficiary of a revocable trust as 
the result of the death of the grantor of the revocable trust; 

(19) A deed to property transferred by the trustee of a revocable trust if the 
transfer would otherwise be exempt under this section if made by the grantor 
of the revocable trust; 

(20) A deed to property transferred to a resident management corporation 
in accordance with § 47-3506.01; 

(21) A security interest instrument in Class 1 Property, as that class of 
property is established pursuant to § 47-813(c-4), that contains no more 
than 5 dwelling units. Each security interest instrument subn1itted for recor
dation for which an exemption under this paragraph is claimed shall have 
affixed thereto an affidavit stating the following: "I (we) the owner(s) of the 
real property described within certify, subject to criminal penalties for 
making false statements pursuant to § 22-2405 of the D.C. Official Code, that 
the real property described within is Class 1 Property , as that class of 
property is established pursuant to § 47-813(c-4), with 5 or fewer units; 

(22)(A) A deed to property transferred pursuant to § 29-1013. 
(B) In order for limited liability companies to receive the exemption 

provided in subparagraph (A) of this paragraph, the Recorder of Deeds 
shall be notified, within 30 days, of any change to the Inembers or interests 
in profits and losses during the 12-month period following the effective 
date of the conversion so that the applicable recordation tax can be 
imposed. 

(C) Violation of the provisions of subparagraph (B) of this paragraph 
shall be punishable pursuant to § 42-1120; 
(23) A deed for the improvements known as the District of Colmnbia 

Correctional Treatment Facility, located on a portion of Lot 800 of Square 
1112E, with a street address of 1901 E Street, S.E.; 

(24)(A) Deeds conveying, vesting, granting, or assigning title to, an interest 
in, a security interest in, or an economic interest in the real property (and 
any improvements thereon) described as Square 454, Lots 41, 824, 838, 857, 
877, 878; the portion of the public alley that reverted to (i) former Lot 820, 
(which is currently known as Lot 866), and (ii) former Lot 821 (which is 
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currently known as Lot 867) pursuant to the Plat of Alley Closing filed with 
the Surveyor of the District of Columbia in Liber 17 at folio 74; and the 
portions of the public alley that will revert to Lots 41, 824, 838, 857, 877 and 
878, all in Square 454, pursuant to the alley closing approved by the Closing 
of Public Alleys in Square 454 and Square 455, S.O. 98-194 Act of 1999, 
effective October 22, 1999 (D.C. Law 13-48; 46 DCR 6768). 

(B) The an10unt of all taxes, fees, and deposits exen1pt, abated, or waived 
under this paragraph, section 2(b) of the Gallery Place Economic Develop
ment An1endlnent Act of 2000 (§ 47-1002, note), and §§ 47-902(17), 
47-1002(26), and 47-2005(32), shall not exceed, in the aggregate, $7 
n1illion; 
(25)(A) Deeds conveying, vesting, granting, or assigning title to, an interest 

in, a security interest in, or an economic interest in the real property (and 
any improvelnents thereon) described as Square 299, Lot 831, in connection 
with debt or equity financing for the Mandarin Oriental Hotel Project until 
the Developlnent Sponsor sells the Mandarin Oriental Hotel Project, as 
evidenced by the recordation of a deed conveying title to Square 299, Lot 
831, at which time such an10unts shall be due and payable without penalty or 
interest. 

(B) The alnount of all taxes, fees, and deposits deferred under this 
paragraph, section 2(b) of the Mandarin Oriental Hotel Tax Deferral Act of 
2002 (§ 42-1102 note) and §§ 47-902(19), 47-1002(27), and 47-2005(33), 
shaH not exceed, in the aggregate, $4 million. 

(C) For purposes of this paragraph, the term: 
0) "Development Sponsor" means Portals Hotel Site, LLC, a Dela

ware limited liability company, and its successors and assigns. 
(ii) "Mandarin Oriental Hotel Project" Ineans the acquisition and 

initial developlnent, construction, equipping, and furnishing of a Manda
rin Oriental hotel within the Portals project, located on Square 299, Lot 
831, consisting of a 400-room hotel with approximately 33,000 square 
feet of associated Ineeting and banquet space, 2 restaurants, a health spa 
and fitness center totaling approximately 10,000 square feet, and approx
imately 90,000 square feet of public parking space for approximately 200 
cars. 

(iii) "Mandarin TIF Bonds" Ineans the tax increment financing bonds 
issued in connection with the Mandarin Oriental Hotel Project pursuant 
to the Tax Increlnent Revenue Bonds Mandarin Hotel Project Emergency 
Approval Resolution of 2000, effective March 7, 2000 (Res. 13-510; 47 
DCR 2133), and the Mandarin Hotel Project Modification Approval 
Resolution of 2000, effective Decernber 19, 2000 (Res. 13-745; 48 DCR 
83). 
(D) This paragraph shall apply upon the closing of the sale of the 

Mandarin TIF Bonds; 
(26) Deeds executed pursuant to a decree of divorce or of separate mainte

nance or pursuant to a written instrun1ent incident to such divorce or 
separation; 
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(27) Deeds to an entity described in paragraph (3) of this section of a lease 
or ground rent for a term, including renewals, that is at least 30 years; 
provided, that if the entity were the owner of the real property in which the 
possessory interest is conveyed, the real property would have been entitled to 
exemption from real property taxation under § 47-1002; provided further, 
that, unless waived by regulation, a copy of a filed real property tax exell1p
tion application accompanies the deed at the time of its offer for recordation; 
and 

(28)(A) A deed to residential real property, without consideration for the 
transfer, to the trustee of a special needs trust established for the benefit of a 
trust beneficiary who has a disability, as defined in section 1614(a)(3) of the 
Social Security Act, approved October 30, 1972 (86 Stat. 1471; 42 U .S.C. 
1382c(a)(3)), or from the trustee of a special needs trust that, by its terms, 
terminates upon the death of the trust beneficiary with a disability. 

(B) For the purposes of subparagraph (A) of this paragraph, a trust is a 
special needs trust if the trust instrument: 

(i) States, among its purposes, that the trust assets are not intended to 
be counted in determining the beneficiary's eligibility for needs-based 
governmental benefits; and 

(ii)(I) Names the beneficiary with a disability as the sole trust benefi
ciary during his or her lifetime; and 

(II) Provides that the beneficiary with a disability shall not serve as 
trustee. 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 11, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 302; June 24, 1980, D.C. Law 
3-72, § 206,27 DCR 2155; Sept. 13, 1980, D.C. Law 3-92, § 101(b), 27 DCR 3390; Mar. 
10, 1982, D.C. Law 4-72, § 3(b), 28 DCR 5273; Oct. 8, 1983, D.C. Law 5-31, § 10(b), 30 
DCR 3879; Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-205, § 5, 36 DCR 457; Sept. 9, 1989, D.C. Law 
8-20, § 2(b), 36 DCR 4564; Mar. 7, 1992, D.C. Law 9-56, § 3,38 DCR 7281; June 11, 
1992, D.C. Law 9-120, § 4(a), 39 DCR 3195; June 14,1994, D.C. Law 10-128, § 101(b), 
41 DCR 2096; Sept. 8, 1995, D.C. Law 11-38, § 4(b), 42 DCR 3269; June 3, 1997, D.C. 
Law 11-276, § 7(a), 44 DCR 1416; Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-241, § 3, 48 DCR 610; 
June 9, 2001, D.C. Law 13-305, § 506(b), 48 DCR 334; Oct. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-213, 
§ 26, 49 DCR 8140; Mar. 25, 2003, D.C. Law 14-232, § 3, 49 DCR 9764; Apr. 4, 2003, 
D.C. Law 14-282, § 9(a), 50 DCR 896; Mar. 13,2004, D.C. Law 15-105, § 73, 51 DCR 
881; Sept. 8, 2004, D.C. Law 15-176, § 2, 51 DCR 5707; Apr. 5, 2005, D.C. Law 15-293, 
§ 12, 52 DCR 1465; Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, §§ 1212, 1296,52 DCR 7503; Apr. 
7, 2006, D.C. Law 16-91, § 114, 52 DCR 10637; Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 16-191, § 62, 
53 DCR 6794; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 59, 53 DCR 6198; Mar. 20, 2008, D.C. 
Law 17-118, § 201, 55 DCR 1461; Sept. 12, 2008, D.C. Law 17-231, § 34, 55 DCR 
6758.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-922. 
1973 Ed., § 45-722. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-241 added par. (24). 

D.C. Law 13-305 rewrote par. (10) which had 
read: 

"(10) Deeds of personal representatives of de
cedents, acting under the provisions of Title 20, 
transferring to a distributee without additional 
consideration real property of a decedent;" 

D.C. Law 14-213, in par. (10), validated a 
previously made technical correction; and in 
par. (24)(B), substituted "47-2005(32)" for 
"47-2005(28)". 

D.C. Law 14-232 added par. (25). 
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D.C. Law 14-282 repealed par. 0); in par. 
(2) substituted "America, unless its taxation has 
be~n authorized by Congress;" for "America;"; 
rewrote par. (3); in par. (21), substituted ", as 
that class of property is established pursuant to 
§ 47-813(c-4)" for "or Class 2 Property, as 
those classes of property are established pursu
ant to § 47-813,"; and added pars. (26) and 
(27). Prior to repeal and amendment, pars. (1) 
and (3) had read as follows: 

"( 1) Deeds recorded prior to the effective 
date of the enactment of this chapter;" 

"(3) Deeds to property acquired by an institu
tion, organization, corporation, association, or 
government (other than the United St~tes of 
Arnerica or the District of Columbia) entItled to 
exemption from real property taxation under 
§§ 47-1002 to 47-1010, which property was 
;cquired solely for a purpose or purpo~es which 
would entitle such property to exemptIOn under 
said §§ 47-1002 to 47-1010; provided, that a 
return, under oath, showing the purpose or 
purposes for which such property. was a~quired, 
shall accompany the deed at the tlme of lts offer 
for recordation;" 

D.C. Law J 5-105, in pars. (20), (21), (22), 
(23), (24). (25), and (26), validated previously 
made technical corrections. 

D.C. Law 15-·176, in par. (7), substituted 
"parent and child, or domestic partners as de
fined in § 32-701(3)" for "or parent and 
child,". 

D.C. Law 15-293, in par. (3), substituted "for 
recordation; provided further, that this exemp
tion shall not apply to property which is exempt 
under § 47-1002(29);" for "for recordation;". 

D.C. Law 16-33, in par. (7), substituted "par
ent and child, grandparent and grandchild, or 
domestic partners," for" or parent and child, or 
domestic partners"; in par. (26), substituted a 
semicolon for "; and"; in par. (27), substituted 
"; and" for a period; and added par. (28). 

D.C. Law 16-91, in pars. (26), (27), and (28), 
validated previously made technical corrections. 

D.C. Law 16-191, in par. (3), validated a 
previously made technical correction. 

D.C. Law 16-305, in par. (28), substituted 
"has a disability" for "is disabled", "trust bene
ficiary "vith a disability" for "disabl~d t~'~st,?en
eficiary" and "beneficiary with a dlsabIllty for 
"disabled beneficiary". 

D.C. Law 17-118, in par. (3), inserted "or 
§ 47-1002(30)". 

D.C. Law 17-231, in par. (7), substituted 
"spouses" for "husband and wife". 

Temporary Amendments of Section . 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of s~c

tion, see § 6(b) of the Real Property Tax Clanty 
and Litter Control Administration Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. Law 14-8, June 
13,2001, law notification 48 DCR 5916). 

REAL PROPERTY 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of the Mandarin Oriental Hotel 
Project Tax Deferral Temporary Act of 2002 
(D.C. Law 14-143, May 21, 2002, law notifica
tion 49 DCR 5060). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 10(a) of the Tax Clarity and Recorder 
of Deeds Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-191, Oct. 5, 2002, law notification 49 DCR 
9549). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 10(a) of the Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of East of the River Hospital Revi
talization Tax Exemption Temporary Amend
ment Act of 2007 (D.C. Law 17-76, January 23, 
2008, law notification 55 DCR 1456). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 2(a), 3(a) of Cooperative Housing 
Association Economic Interest Recordation Tax 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Law 
18-109, March 3, 2010, law notification 57 DCR 
2828). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 7(a) of the Correctional Treatment Facility 
Emergency Act of 1996 (D.C. Act 11-457, De
cember 13, 1996, 44 DCR 156), and § 7(a) of 
the Correctional Treatment Facility Congres
sional Review Emergency Act of 1997 (D.C. Act 
12-32, March 11, L 997, 44 DCR 1908). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3 of the Gallery Place Economic 
Development Emergency Amendment Act of 
2000 (D.C. Act 13-500, January 5, 2001, 48 
DCR 562). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 6(b) of Real Property Tax Clarity and 
Litter Control Administration Emergency Act of 
2001 (D.C. Act 14-22, March 16,2001,48 DCR 
2706). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3 of Mandarin Oriental Hotel Project 
Tax Deferral Emergency Act of 2001 (D.C. Act 
14-227, January 8, 2002, 49 DCR 682). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion see § 3 of Mandarin Oriental Hotel Project 
Tax' Deferral Second Congressional Review 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-563, De
cember 23,2002, 50 DCR 278). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion see §§ 3 and 5 of Mandarin Oriental Hotel 
Proj'ect Tax Deferral Congressional Review 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-345, April 
24, 2002, 49 DCR 4300). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec~ 
tion, see § 10(a) of Tax Clarity and Recorder of 
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Deeds Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, 
June 6, 2002, 49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 10(a) of Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 
14-456, July 23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 10(a) of Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Congressional Review Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 
49 DCR 10247). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3 of Mandarin Oriental Hotel Project 
Tax Deferral Congressional Review Emergency 
Act of 2003 (D.C. Act 15-36, March 24, 2003, 50 
DCR 2764). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 1212, 1296, 1298, 1299 of Fiscal 
Year 2006 Budget Support Emergency Act of 
2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 26, 2005, 52 DCR 
7667). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 6 of Finance and Revenue Technical 
Amendments Second Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-585, December 28, 
2006, 54 DCR 340). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of East of the River Hospital Revi
talization Tax Exemption Emergency Amend
ment Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-174, November 
2,2007,54 DCR 11216). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 201 of Arthur Capper/Carrollsburg 
Public Improvement Revenue Bonds Technical 
Correction Emergency Act of 2008 (D.C. Act 
17-318, March 19,2008, 55 DCR 3418). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 2(a), 3(a) of Cooperative Housing 
Association Economic Interest Recordation Tax 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 
18-234, November 20, 2009, 56 DCR 9046). 

§ 42-1102 

mittee on Finance and Revenue. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on June 
28, 1983 and July 12, 1983, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on July 21, 1983, it was 
assigned Act No.5-53 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. 

Law 7-205, the "Cooperative Housing Assess
ment Procedure and Lower Income Home
ownership Tax Abatement and Incentives Act of 
1983 Amendment Act of 1988," was introduced 
in Council and assigned Bill No. 7-548, which 
was referred to the Committee on Finance and 
Revenue. The Bill was adopted on first and 
second readings on November 29, 1988 and 
December 13, 1988, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on January 6, 1989, it was assigned Act 
No. 7-276 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-20, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§42-1101. 

Law 9-56, the "Revocable Trust Tax Exemp
tion Amendment Act of 1991," was introduced 
in Council and assigned Bill No.9-53, which 
was referred to the Committee of the Whole. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on October 1, 1991, and November 5, 
1991, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
November 25, 1991, it was assigned Act No. 
9-99 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. 

Law 9-120, the "Public Housing Homeowner
ship Tax Abatement Amendment Act of 1992," 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
9-356, which was referred to the Committee of 
the Whole. The Bill was adopted on first and 
second readings on March 3, 1992, and April 7, 
1992, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
April 24, 1992, it was assigned Act No. 9-194 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 
its review. D.C. Law 9-] 20 became effective on 
June 11, 1992. 

Legislative History of Laws For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-128, 
Law 3-72, the "District of Columbia Probate see Historical and Statutory Notes following 

Reform Act of 1980," was introduced in Council § 42-1102.01. 
and assigned Bill No. 3-91, which was referred Law 11-38, the "Limited Liability Company 
to the Committee on the Judiciary. The Bill Amendment Act of 1995," was introduced in 
was adopted on first and second readings on Council and assigned Bill No. 11-75, which was 
April 1, 1980 and April 22, 1980, respectively. referred to the Committee on Consumer and 
Signed by the Mayor on May 7, 1980, it was Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on 
assigned Act No. 3-181 and transmitted to both first and second readings on May 2, 1995, and 
Houses of Congress for its review. June 6, 1995, respectively. Signed by the May-

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-92, see or on June 19, 1995, it was assigned Act No. 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 11-71 and transmitted to both Houses of Con-
§ 42-1101. gress for its review. D.C. Law 11-38 became 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-72, see effective on September 8, 1995. 
Historical and Statutory Notes following Law 11-276, the "Correction Treatment Fa-
§ 42-1101. cility Act of 1996," was introduced in Council 

Law 5-31, the "Lower Income Homeowner- and assigned Bill No. 11-908, which was re-
ship Tax Abatement and Incentives Act of ferred to the Committee on the Judiciary and 
1983," was introduced in Council and assigned the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
Bill No. 5-167, which was referred to the Com- adopted on first and second readings on Decem-
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ber 3, 1996, and December 17, 1996, respective
ly. Signed by the Mayor on December 24, 
1996, it was assigned Act No. 11-523 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 11-276 became effective on 
June 3, 1997. 

Law 13-241, the "Gallery Place Economic 
Development Amendment Act of 2000", was 
introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
13-877, which was referred to the Committee 
on Finance and Revenue. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on November 8, 
2000, and December 5, 2000, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on December 21, 2000, it 
was assigned Act No. 13-519 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 13-241 became effective on April 3, 2001. 

For Law 13-305, see notes following 
§ 42-1101. 

Law 14-213, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 2002", was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 14-671, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on June 4, 
2002, and July 2, 2002, respectively. Signed by 
the Mayor on July 26, 2002, it was assigned Act 
No. 14-459 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 14-213 be
came effective on October 19,2002. 
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on May 10,2005, and June 21,2005, respective
ly. Signed by the Mayor on July 26, 2005, it 
was assigned Act No. 16-166 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 16-33 became effective on October 20, 
2005. 

For Law 16-91, see notes following 
§ 42-3405.10a. 

Law 16-191, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 2006", was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 16-760, which was referred to 
the Committee of the whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on June 
20, 2006, and July 11, 2006, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on July 31, 2006, it was 
assigned Act No. 16-475 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 16-191 became effective on March 2,2007. 

For Law 16-305, see notes following 
§ 42-820. 

Law 17-118, the "Arthur Capper/Carrolls burg 
Public Improvements Revenue Bonds Approval 
Amendment Act of 2008", was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 17-292 which 
was referred to the Committee on Finance and 
Revenue. The Bill was adopted on first and 
second readings on December 11, 2007, and 
January 8, 2008, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on January 24, 2008, it was assigned Act 
No. 17-262 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 17-118 be
came effective on March 20,2008. 

For Law 17-231, see notes following 
§ 42-516. 

Law 14-232, the "Mandarin Oriental Hotel 
Project Tax Deferral Act of 2002", was intro
duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 14-466, 
which was referred to the Committee on Fi
nance and Revenue. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on July 2, 2002, and 
October 1, 2002, respectively. Signed by the Effective Dates 
Mayor on October 23, 2002, it was assigned Act Section 5 of Law 14-232 provides that this 
No. 14-489 and transmitted to both Houses of act shall take effect subject to the inclusion of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 14-232 be- its fiscal effect in an approved budget and finan-
came effective on March 25, 2003. cial plan. 

For Law 14-282, see notes following 
§ 42-204. Miscellaneous Notes 

For Law 15-105, see notes following Application of Law 8-20: See Historical and 
§ 42-407. Statutory Notes following § 42-1101. 

Law 15-176, the "Deed Recordation Tax and Mayor authorized to issue rules: Section 6 of 
Related Amendments Amendment Act of 2004", D.C. Law 9-56 provided that the Mayor shall, 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. pursuant to subchapter I of Chapter 5 of Title 2, 
15-462, which was referred to the Committee issue rules to implement the provisions of the 
on Finance and Revenue. The Bill was adopted act. 
on first and second readings on April 6, 2004, Section 5 of D.C. Law 9-120 provided that 
and May 4, 2004, respectively. Signed by the the Mayor may, pursuant to subchapter I of 
Mayor on May 21,2004, it was assigned Act No. Chapter 5 of Title 2, issue rules to implement 
15-426 and transmitted to both Houses of Con- the provisions of the act. 
gress for its review. D.C. Law 15-176 became Application of Law 10-128: See Historical 
effective on September 8, 2004. and Statutory Notes following § 42-1101. 

For Law 15-293, see notes following Applicability of D.C. Law 15-176: Section 7 of 
§ 42-902. D.C. Law 15-176 provides: 

Law 16-33, the "Fiscal Year 2006 Budget "Sections 2 through 6 shall apply as of Octo-
Support Act of 2005", was introduced in Coun- ber 1, 2003." 
cil and assigned Bill No. 16-200 which was Short title of subtitle Z of title I of Law 16-33: 
referred to the Committee of the Whole. The Section 1211 of D.C. Law 16-33 provided that 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings subtitle Z of title I of the act may be cited as the 
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Family Property Recordation and Transfer Tax 
Exemption Act of 2005. 

Short title of subtitle KK of title I of Law 
16-33: Section 1295 of D.C. Law 16-33 provid
ed that subtitle KK of title I of the act may be 
cited as the Disabled Property Owners Tax Re
duction Act of 2005. 

Applicability and expiration of subtitle KK of 
title I, §§ 1295 to 1300, of D.C. Law 16-33: 

§ 42-1102.01 

Sections 1298 and 1299, as amended by D.C. 
Law] 7-219, § 70680), (m) provide: 

"Sec. 1298. Conditional applicability. 
"(a) Sections 1296 and 1297 shall apply for 

taxable years beginning after September 30, 
2005. 

/ / (b) Repealed. 

"Sec. 1299. Repealed." 

Cross References 

Exemptions for qualifying lower income homeownership households and cooperative housing 
associations, see § 47-3503. 

Gallery Place Project tax and fee abatements, see § 2-1217.31. 
Mandarin Oriental Hotel Project fee deferral, see § 2-1217.32. 
Resident management corporations, deed tax exemptions, see § 47-3506.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia (0;:::::>33. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 38 to 47. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 

1. In general 
Precept of strict construction of tax exempt 

provisions has vitality for doubtful cases but 
may not be properly used to defeat purpose of 
legislature. District of Columbia v. Orleans, 
C.A.D.C.1968, 406 F.2d 957, 132 U.S.App.D.C. 
139. Statutes (0;:::::> 245 

District of Columbia deed recordation tax ex
emption provided for deeds between parent and 
child made without consideration applies to 
conveyance of real property made by parents to 
trustees under a trust they established for bene
fit of their children. D.C.C.E. § 45-722. Dis
trict of Columbia v. Orleans, C.A.D.C.1968, 406 
F.2d 957, 132 U.S.App.D.C. 139. District Of 
Columbia (0;:::::> 33(14) 

Fact that children might die prior to termi
nation of trust involving deed for benefit of 
children and property would go to heirs of child 
rather than donors' children would not prevent 
exemption from District of Columbia deed re
cordation tax in absence of regulation or admin
istrative policy formulating approach to defini
tion and valuation that would be involved in 
taxation of contingent interests. D.C.C.E. 
§ 45-722. District of Columbia v. Orleans, 
C.A.D.C.1968, 406 F.2d 957, 132 U.S.App.D.C. 
139. District Of Columbia G:;;> 33(14) 

Recording of partner's deed to partnership 
property represented a transfer of property 
from one legal entity to another, so as to be 
subject to deed recordation tax, despite fact that 
such partner, to whom all partnership interests 
of the other partners had been assigned, was the 
participant on both sides of the deed transac
tion, that partnership had dissolved and that 
partner gave no consideration for the property. 
D.C. Code 1981, §§ 4]-129,45-922(6),45-924. 
Cowan v. District of Columbia Dept. of Finance 
and Revenue, 1983, 454 A.2d 814. Taxation (0;:::::> 
2218 

Deeds whereby taxpayer, a limited partner
ship, received all right, title and interest of an 
unincorporated business trust and various par
cels of real property in the District of Columbia 
and, in return, transferred interests in the part
nership to the trust did not merely "confirm, 
correct, modify or supplement a deed previously 
recorded" so as to qualify for statutory exemp
tion from deed recordation tax, but represented 
a conveyance or transfer of real property for 
consideration between distinct legal entities 
and, as such, amounted to a transaction which 
was subject to deed recordation tax. D.C.Code 
1973, §§ 45-722, subd. 6, 45-723. Columbia 
Realty Venture v. District of Columbia, 1981, 
433 A.2d 1075. Taxation (0;:::::> 2218 

§ 42-1102.01. Sales or assignments of instruments on secondary market 
exempt from tax. 

A sale or assignment of a note, mortgage, deed of trust, or other instrun1ent 
from one lender to another, on the secondary market, where there are no 
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changes in the terms or conditions provided in the instrument and the borrow
er has taken no action to refinance, shall be exempt from the tax irnposed by 
this chapter. 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 11, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 302a, as added June 14, 1994, D.C. 
Law 10-128, § 101(e), 41 DCR 2096.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-922.1. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 10-128, the "Omnibus Budget Support 

Act of 1994," was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. ] 0-575, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on March 

22, 1994, and April 12, 1994, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on April 14, 1994, it was 
assigned Act No. 10-225 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 10-128 became effective on June 14, 1994. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Application of Law ] 0-128: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-1101. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia G:::>33. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 38 to 47. 

§ 42-1102.02. Transfer of economic interest defined. 

(a) A transfer of an economic interest in real property occurs upon the 
conveyance, vesting, granting, bargaining, sale, or assignment, directly or 
indirectly, of a controlling interest by 1 or more persons or by 1 or more 
transactions, within any 12-month period, in any corporation, partnership, 
association, trust, or other entity that, during the 12-month period immediately 
preceding the transfer of an economic interest in real property: 

(1) Derives more than 50% of its gross receipts from the ownership or 
disposition of real property in the District; or 

(2) Holds real property in the District that has a value comprising 80% or 
n10re of the value of its entire tangible asset holdings. 

(b) For the purposes of subsection (a) of this section, a transfer of a control
ling interest includes the aggregate of the transfer of any legal, equitable, 
beneficial, or other ownership interest in: 

(1) Any entity described in subsection (a) of this section; 
(2) Any entity that is a partner in, shareholder in, or beneficiary of, an 

entity described in subsection (a) of this section; and 
(3) Any other entity: 

(A) That derives, directly or indirectly, any portion of its receipts fr0111 
the ownership of any entity described in subsection (a) of this section; or 

(B) Has asset value that includes, directly or indirectly, any legal, equita
ble, beneficial, or other ownership interest in any entity described in 
subsection (a) of this section. 

(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, a transfer of shares 
in a cooperative housing association in connection with the grant, transfer, or 
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assignment of proprietary leasehold or other proprietary interest, in whole or in 
part, shall be a transfer of an economic interest. 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 11, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 302b, as added June 14, 1994, D.C. 
Law 10-128, § 101(d), 41 DCR 2096; Mar. 3, 2010, D.C. Law 18-111, § 7091(a), 57 
DCR 181.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-922.2. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law IS-111 added subsec. (c). 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see §§ 2(b), 3(b) of Cooperative Housing 
Association Economic Interest Recordation Tax 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Law 
18-109, March 3, 20lO, law notification 57 DCR 
282S). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For tempOl-ary addition of section, see 

§ 101 Cd) of the Omnibus Budget Support Emer
gency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-224, April 14, 
1994, 41 OCR 2(79). 

For temporary repeal of the Omnibus Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 1994, see § 801 of 
the Second Omnibus Budget Support Emergen
cy Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-226, April 14, 1994, 
41 DCR 2113). 

For temporary addition of section, see 
§ 10 l(d) of the Second Omnibus Budget Sup
port Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-226, 
April 14, 1994, 41 DCR 2113). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 7041 of Fiscal Year 2010 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 
lS-187, August 26,2009,56 DCR 7374). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 7091 (a) of Fiscal Year 2010 Budget 

Support Second Emergency Act of 2009 (D.C. 
Act 18-207, October 15, 2009, 56 OCR 8234). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 2(c), 3(c) of Cooperative Housing 
Association Economic Interest Recordation Tax 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 
lS-234, November 20, 2009, 56 DCR 9046). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 7091 (a) of Fiscal Year Budget Sup
port Congressional Review Emergency Amend
ment Act of 2009 (D.C. Act JS-260, January 4, 
2010,57 OCR 345). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-12S, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-] 102.01. 

Law IS-Ill, the "Fiscal Year 2010 Budget 
Support Act of 2009", was introduced in Coun
cil and assigned Bill No. 18-203, which was 
referred to the Committee on the Whole. The 
bill was adopted on first and second readings on 
May 12, 2009, and September 22, 2009, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on Decernber IS, 
2009, it was assigned Act No. 18-255 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 18-111 became effective on 
March 3, 2010. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Application of Law 10-128: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-110 I. 
Short title: Section 7090 of D.C. Law 18-111 

provided that subtitle G of title VI I of the act 
may be cited as the "Economic Interests in Real 
Property Clarification Amendment Act of 2009". 

Cross References 
Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1101. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ~33. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 38 to 47. 

§ 42-1103. Imposition of tax; rate; return; contents; liability for tax; 
extension of period for filing, and waiver of, return. 

(a)(1) At the time a deed, including a lease or ground rent for a term. (with 
renewals) that is at least 30 years, is submitted for recordation, it shall be taxed 
at the rate of 1.1 %, as follows: 
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(A) A deed that conveys title to real property in the District shall be taxed 
at a rate of 1.1 % applied to the consideration for the deed; provided, that if 
there is no consideration for a transfer or if the consideration for the 
transfer is nominal, the rate shall be applied to the fair market value of the 
real property, as determined by the Mayor. 

(B)(i) If there is a lease or ground rent for a term (with renewals) that is 
at least 30 years, the recordation tax shall be based upon the average 
annual rent over the tenn of the lease, including renewals, capitalized at a 
rate of 10%, plus any additional consideration payable; provided that the 
amount to which the rate is applied shall not exceed the fair market value 
of the real property covered by the interest transferred. 

(ii) If the average annual rent of the lease or ground rent for a term 
(including renewals) that is at least 30 years cannot be detern1ined, the 
recordation tax will be based on the greater of: 

(1) One hundred and five percent of the minimum average annual 
rent ascertainable from the terms of the lease, capitalized at a rate of 
10%, plus any additional consideration payable; or 

(II) One hundred and fifty percent of the assessed value of the real 
property covered by the interest transferred. 

(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1) of this subsection, at the time it is 
sublnitted for recordation, a deed that evidences a transfer of an econOlnic 
interest in real property shall be taxed at the rate of 2.9% of the consideration 
allocable to the real property; provided, that in the case of a transfer of 
shares in a cooperative housing association that is in connection with a grant, 
transfer, or assignment of a proprietary leasehold or other proprietary 
interest, in whole or in part, where the consideration allocable to the real 
property is less than $400,000, the rate of tax shall be 2.2%. 

(3) Notwithstanding paragraph (1) of this subsection, at the time a security 
interest instrument is subn1itted for recordation, it shall be taxed at a rate of 
1 .1 % of the total amount of debt incurred which is secured by the interest in 
real property; provided, that if the existing debt is refinanced, the rate shall 
be applied only to the principal amount of the new debt in excess of the 
principal balance due on the existing debt that was previously subject to tax 
under this paragraph, which tax on the existing debt was timely and properly 
paid. 

(4) Security interest instruments that qualify for exemption under 
§ 42-1102 shall be exempt from the recordation tax. 

(a-I) Repealed. 

(a-2) Repealed. 

(a-3) Repealed. 

(a-4) Beginning October 1, 2006, except for residential properties transferred 
for a consideration less than $400,000, an additional tax of .35% is imposed 
upon a deed that is subject to the tax under subsection (a)(1) or (3) of this 
section. Of the funds collected under this subsection, 15% shall be deposited in 
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the Housing Production Trust Fund established by § 42-2802, and the remain
der shall be deposited in the General Fund of the District of Columbia. 

(b)( 1) Each such deed shall be accOlnpanied by a return in such form as the 
Mayor may prescribe, executed by all parties to the deed, setting forth the 
consideration for the deed or debt secured by the deed, and such other 
inforn1ation as the Mayor may require. 

(2) The return shall be an integral part of the deed when prescribed and as 
required by regulation. 

(3) The return shall not be confidential or subject to the provisions of 
§§ 47-1805.04 and 47-4406, unless otherwise provided by regulation. 

(b-l)(1) A purchase money mortgage or purchase money deed of trust shall: 
(A) Be fully executed within 30 days of the date that the deed conveying 

title to the real property to the purchaser is fully executed; and 
(B) Be recorded within 30 days after the date that the deed conveying 

title to the purchaser of the real property is duly recorded. 
(2) A purchase n10ney mortgage or purchase money deed of trust sublnit

ted to the Mayor for recordation shall: 
(A) Be executed by the purchaser of the real property as part of a series 

of transactions conveying title to real property to the purchaser; 
(B) Reference the deed conveying title to the purchaser of the rea] 

property by date and instrument nUlnber; 
(C) Recite on the face of the document that it is a purchase money 

mortgage or purchase llloney deed of trust; and 
(D) Recite on the face of the document the alllOunt of purchase money 

that it secures. 

(c) The parties to a deed which is submitted to the Mayor for recordation 
shall be jointly and severally liable for payment of the taxes imposed by this 
section; provided, that neither the United States nor the District of Columbia 
shall be jointly and severally liable with the transferee. 

(d) The deed and accompanying return shall be due as prescribed in 
§ 47-1431(a) for the recordation of a deed; provided, that if the deed and 
return are submitted to the Recorder of Deeds before the due date, the return 
shall be due and taxes shall be due and owing at the time of submission. 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 12, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 303; Oct. 21, 1975, D.C. Law 
1-23, title II,§ 203, 22 DCR 2097; July 13, 1978, D.C. Law 2-91, § 304, 24 DCR 9765; 
Sept. 13, 1980, D.C. Law 3-92, § 101Cc), 27 DCR 3390; July 25, 1989, D.C. Law 8-17, 
§ 8(a), 36 DCR 4160; Sept. 9, 1989, D.C. Law 8-20, § 2(c), 36 DCR 4564; June 14, 
1994, D.C. Law 10-128, § IOI(e), 41 DCR 2096; April 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-198, title 1, 
§ 101,43 DCR 4569; April 9,1997, D.C. Law 11-255, § 59, 44 DCR 1271; June 9, 
2001, D.C. Law 13-305, § 506(c), 48 DCR 334; Oct. 26, 2001, D.C. Law 14-42, § 9, 48 
DCR 7612; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 14-282, § 9(b), 50 DCR 896; June 5,2003, D.C. Law 
14-307, § 1102, 49 DCR 11664; Dec. 7, 2004, D.C. Law 15-205, § 1232, 51 DCR 8441; 
Apr. 13,2005, D.C. Law 15-354, §§ 61,94,52 DCR 2638; D.C. Law 16-123, § 161(a), 
53 DCR 2843; Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 16-192, §§ 1132(b), 2053, June 8, 2006, 53 DCR 
6899; Mar. 14, 2007, D.C. Law 16-294, § 12, 54 DCR 1086; Aug. 16, 2006, D.C. Law 
17-219, §§ 2003(a), 7110, 55 DCR 7598; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-353, §§ 135, 
170(b), 56 DCR 1117; Mar. 3, 2010, D.C. Law 18-111, § 7091(b), 57 DCR \81.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-923. 
1973 Ed., § 45-723. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-305, in subsec. (a), rewrote pars. 

(1) and (3) which had read: 
"(a)(1) At the time it is submitted for recorda

tion, a deed that conveys title to real property in 
the District shall be taxed at a rate of 1.1 % of 
the total consideration for the deed." 

"(3) At the time it is submitted for recorda
tion, a security interest instrument shall be 
taxed at a rate of 1.1 % of the total amount of 
debt incurred which is secured by the interest in 
real property. However, when existing debt is 
refinanced, the recordation tax shall only apply 
to the amount of anv new debt incurred over 
and above the amoUl;t of the principal balance 
due on existing debt if the existing debt was a 
purchase money mortgage or purchase money 
deed of trust or subject to taxation under this 
paragraph." 

D.C. Law 14-42, in subsec. (a)(1)(B)(i), substi
tuted "based upon the average annual rent over 
the term of the lease, including renewals, capi
talized at a rate of 10%" for "based on the 
capitalization of 10% of the average annual rent 
over the term of the lease, including renewals". 

D.C. Law 14-282 rewrote subsecs. (b) and (d); 
and in subsec. (c), substituted "jointly and sev
erally liable with the transferee" for "subject to 
such liability". Prior to amendment, subsecs, 
(b) and Cd) had read as follows: 

"(b) Each such deed shall be accompanied by 
a return under oath in such form as the Mayor 
may prescribe, executed by all the parties to the 
deed, setting forth the consideration for the 
deed or debt secured by the deed, the amount of 
tax payable, whether the property to which the 
deed or document refers is a residential real 
property as defined in § 47-1401, the instru
ment number and date of any prior recorded 
supplemental deed, and such other information 
as the Mayor may require so as to provide an 
accurate and complete public record of each 
transfer of residential real property." 

"(d) The Council of the District of Columbia 
with respect to paragraph (1) of this subsection, 
and the Mayor with respect to paragraph (2) of 
this subsection, are authorized:" 

(1) To prescribe by regulation for reasonable 
extensions of time for the filing of the return 
required by subsection (b) of this section; and 

(2) To waive as to any party to a deed the 
requirement for the filing of a return by such 
party whenever it shall be determined by the 
Mayor that a return cannot be filed; provided, 
that any waiver granted by the Mayor to a party 
shall not, unless specifically authorized, be 

deemed to be a waiver as to any other party. 
Any waiver made pursuant to this subsection 
shall not affect the requirements of subsection 
(c) of this section. 

D.C. Law 14-307, in subsec. (a), substituted 
"IS' for "1.1" in par. (I) and subpar. (1)CA), 
substituted "deed, including a lease" for "dead 
or a lease" in par. (1), deleted "total" from 
subpar. (l)(A), rewrote pars. (2) and (3); amd 
added subsec. (a-2). Prior to amendment, pars. 
(2) and (3) of subsec. (a) had read as follows: 

"(2) At the time it is submitted for recorda
tion, a deed that evidences a transfer of an 
economic interest in real property shall be taxed 
at the rate of 2.2% of the total consideration 
allocable to the real property. 

"(3) At the time it is submitted for recorda
tion, a security interest instrument shall be 
taxed at a rate of 1.1 % of the total arnount of 
debt incurred which is secured by the interest in 
real property; provided, that if the existing debt 
is refinanced, the rate shall be applied only to 
the principal amount of the new debt in excess 
of the principal balance due on the existing debt 
that was previously subject to tax under this 
paragraph, which tax on the existing debt was 
timely and properly paid." 

D.C. Law 15-205, in subsec. (a), substituted 
"1.1%" for "1.5%" in par. (1), substituted 
"2.2%" for "3.0%" in par. (2), and substituted 
"1.1%" for "1.5%" in par. (3); and repealed 
subsec. (a-2) which had read: 

"(a-2) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub
section (a)(1) of this section, the rate of tax 
under subsection (a)(1) of this section shall be 
1.1% if: 

"(1) The consideration of the deed does not 
exceed $250,000; and 

"(2) The real property qualifies as a home
stead as defined by § 47-849(2), the application 
for the homestead deduction accompanies the 
deed, and the deed is recorded timely as provid
ed by § 47-1431(a)." 

D.C. Law 15-354, in subsecs. (a)(1) and (b), 
validated previously made corrections. 

D.C. Law 16-123 added subsec. (a-3). 
D.C. Law 16-192 repealed subsec. (a-3) as 

added by D.C. Law 16-123 and added a new 
subsec. (a-4). Subsec. (a-3) as added by D.C. 
Law 16-123 read as follows: 

"(a-3) Beginning for fiscal year 2008, if the 
amount of revenue necessary to fund Chapter 
29B of Title 38, in accordance with 
§ 38-2972.01(a)(1) and (2) thereof is not suffi
cient, the tax imposed on commercial property 
by subsection (a) of this section shall be in
creased to rates, as determined annually by the 
Chief Financial Officer, rounded to the highest 
increment of 0.] %, sufficient to raise revenue in 
an amount needed to satisfy the deficiency in 
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the fiscal year, subject to Council approval. Af
ter publishing the August revised revenue esti
mates and prior to September 1 of each year, 
the Chief Financial Officer shall determine the 
rates and publish a notice in the District of 
Columbia Register and on the website of the 
Office of the Chief Financial Officer stating the 
amount of the rates. The rates as determined by 
Chief Financial Officer shall be effective as of 
October 1 of the following fiscal year." 

D.C. Law 16-294, in subsec. (a-4), substituted 
"(a)(1) or (3)" for "(a)(1)". 

D.C. Law 17-219, in subsec. (a)(2), substitut
ed "rate of 2.9%" for "rate of 2.2%"; and 
rewrote subsec. (a-4), which had read as fol
lows: 

l/(a_4) Beginning October 1, 2006, except for 
residential properties transferred for a consider
ation less than $400,000, an additional tax of 
.35% is imposed upon a deed that is subject to 
the tax under subsection (a)(1) or (3) of this 
section. An amount equal to 39.93% of the 
funds collected under this subsection shall be 
deposited in the Mayor's Comprehensive Hous
ing Task Force Fund established by 
§ 42-2855.01, 15% of the funds collected shall 
be deposited in the Housing Production Trust 
Fund established bv § 42-2802, and the balance 
shall be deposited" in the General Fund of the 
District of Columbia." 

D.C. Law 17-353 validated a previously made 
technical correction in the designation of sub
sec. (a-4). 

D.C. Law 18-111, in subsec. (a)(2), substitut
ed "to the real property; provided, that in the 
case of a transfer of shares in a cooperative 
housing association that is in connection with a 
grant, transfer, or assignment of a proprietary 
leasehold or other proprietary interest, in whole 
or in part, where the consideration allocable to 
the real property is less than $400,000, the rate 
of tax shall be 2.2%" for "to the real property". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a) of the Fiscal Year 1997 Budget 
Support Temporary Amendment Act of 1997, 
(D.C. Law 12-4, May 23, 1997, law notification 
44 DCR 3718). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 6(a) of the Real Property Tax Clarity 
and Litter Control Administration Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. Law 14-8, June 
13,2001, law notification 48 DCR 5916). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 10(b) of the Tax Clarity and Record
er of Deeds Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-191, Oct. 5, 2002, law notification 49 OCR 
9549). 

§ 42-1103 

14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 2, 3 of Deed Transfer and Recorda
tion Clarification Temporary Amendment Act of 
2006 (D.C. Law 16-206, March 2, 2007, law 
notification 54 OCR 2504). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 2(c), 3(c) of Cooperative Housing 
Association Economic Interest Recordation Tax 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Law 
18-109, March 3,2010, law notification 57 OCR 
2828). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary repeal of § 101 of D.C. Law 

11-198, see § 2 of the Recordation and Transfer 
Tax Clarification Emergency Amendment Act of 
1996 (D.C. Act 11-402, October 24, 1996, 43 
OCR 5806), and see § 2(a) of the Fiscal Year 
1997 Budget Support Emergency Amendment 
Act of 1997 (D.C. Act 12-37, March 18,1997,44 
OCR 1935). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 101 of the Fiscal Year 1997 Budget Support 
Emergency Act of 1996 (D.C. Act 11-302, July 
25,1996,43 OCR 4181). 

For temporary repeal of § 101 of D.C. Act 
11-302, see § 3 of the Recordation and Transfer 
Tax Clarification Emergency Amendment Act of 
1996 (D.C. Act 11-402, October 24, 1996, 43 
OCR 5806). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 6(c) of Real Property Tax Clarity and 
Litter Control Administration Emergency Act of 
2001 (D.C. Act 14-22, March 16, 2001, 48 OCR 
2706). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 9 of Technical Amendments Emer
gency Act of 2001 (D.C. Act 14-108, August 3, 
2001, 48 OCR 7622). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1 O(b) of Tax Clarity and Recorder of 
Deeds Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, 
June 6, 2002, 49 OCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec· 
tion, see § 1 O(b) of Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 
14-456, July 23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § lO(b) of Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Congressional Review Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 
49 DCR 10247). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 1102 and 1104 of Fiscal Year 2003 
Budget Support Amendment Emergency Act of 
2002 (D.C. Act 14-544, December 4, 2002, 49 
OCR 11700). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec-
tion, see § 1 O(b) of the Tax Clarity and Related tion, see §§ 1102 and 1104 of Fiscal Year 2003 
Amendments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law Budget Support Amendment Congressional Re-
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view Emergency Act of 2003 (D.C. Act 15-27, 
February 24,2003,50 DCR 2151). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1102 of Fiscal Year 2003 Budget 
Support Amendment Second Congressional Re
view Emergency Act of 2003 (D.C. Act 15-103, 
June 20, 2003, 50 DCR 5499). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1232 of Fiscal Year 2005 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2004 (D.C. Act 
\5-486, August 2,2004,51 DCR 8236). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1232 of Fiscal Year 2005 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2004 (D.C. Act 15-594, October 26, 2004, 51 
DCR 11725). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tions, see §§ 1132(b), 2053 of Fiscal Year 2007 
Budget Support Emergency Act of 2006 (D.C. 
Act 16-477, August 8, 2006, 53 DCR 7068). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 2, 3 of Deed Transfer and Recorda
tion Clarification Emergency Amendment Act of 
2006 (D.C. Act 16-481, October 5, 2006, 53 
DCR 8379). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 1132(b), 2053 of Fiscal Year 2007 
Budget Support Congressional Review Emer
gency Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-499, October 23, 
2006, 53 DCR 8845). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 2 and 3 of Deed Transfer and Re
cordation Clarification Congressional Review 
Enlergency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-568, December 19, 2006, 54 DCR 3). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 1132(b), 2053 of Fiscal Year 2007 
Budget Support Congressional Review Emer
gency Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-1, January 16, 
2007,54 DCR 1165). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 7091 (b) of Fiscal Year 2010 Budget 
Support Second Emergency Act of 2009 (D.C. 
Act 18-207, October 15, 2009, 56 DCR 8234). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 2(c), 3(c) of Cooperative Housing 
Association Economic Interest Recordation Tax 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 
18-234, November 20, 2009, 56 DCR 9046). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 7091 (b) of Fiscal Year Budget Sup
port Congressional Review Emergency Amend
ment Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 18-260, January 4, 
2010,57 DCR 345). 
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1975, June 1, 1975, June 24, 1975 and July 11, 
1975, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
July 23, 1975, it was assigned Act No. 1-34 and 
tra~smitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
reVIew. 

Law 2-91, the "Residential Real Property 
Transfer Excise Tax Act of 1978," was intro
duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 2-101, 
which was referred to the Committee on Fi
nance and Revenue. The Bill was adopted on 
first, amended first, second amended first, and 
second readings on February 21, ]978, March 
7, 1978, March 21, 1978 and April 4, 1978, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on April 27, 
1978, it was assigned Act No. 2-189 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-92, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1101. 

Law 8-17, the "Revenue Amendment Act of 
1989," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 8-224, which was referred to the Com
mittee on Finance and Revenue. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on May 2, 
1989 and May 16, 1989, respectively. Signed 
by the Mayor on May 26, 1989, it was assigned 
Act No. 8-34 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-20, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1101. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-128, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1102.01. 

Law 11-198, the "Fiscal Year 1997 Budget 
Support Act of 1996," was introduced in Coun
cil and assigned Bill No. 11-741, which was 
referred to the Committee of the Whole. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readinus 
on June 19, 1996, and July 3, 1996, respective~. 
Signed by the Mayor on July 26, 1996, it was 
assigned Act No. 11-360 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 11-198 became effective April 9, 1997. 

La\v 11-255, the "Second Technical Amend
ments Act of 1996," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 11-905, which was re
ferred to the Committee of the Whole. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
November 7, 1996, and December 3, 1996, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on December 
24, 1996, it was assigned Act No. 11-519 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 11-255 became effective on 

Legislative History of Laws April 9, 1997. 
Law 1-23, the "Revenue Act of 1975," was For Law 13-305, see notes following 

introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. § 42-1101. 
1-47, which was referred to the Committee on For D.C. Law 14-8, see notes following 
Finance and Revenue. The Bill was adopted on § 42-1101. 
first, amended first, and second readings, and For Law 14-42, see notes following 
reconsideration of second reading, on April 15, § 42-844.06. 
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For Law 
§ 42-405. 

For Law 
§ 42-204. 

For Law 
§ 42-204. 

14-191, see notes following 

14-228, see notes following 

14-282, see notes following 

Law 14-307,· the "Fiscal Year 2003 Budget 
Support Amendment Act of 2002", was intro
duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 14-892, 
which was referred to the Committee on the 
Whole. The Bill was adopted on first and sec
ond readings on October 1, 2002, and Novem
ber 7, 2002, respectively. Signed by the Mayor 
on December 4, 2002, it was assigned Act No. 
14-543 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. D.C. Law 14-307 became 
effective on June 5, 2003. 

Law 15-205, the "Fiscal Year 2005 Budget 
Support Act of 2004", was introduced in Coun
cil and assigned Bill No. 15-768, which was 
referred to the Committee of the Whole. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings 
on May 14, 2004, and June 29, 2004, respective
ly. Signed by the Mayor on August 2, 2004, it 
was assigned Act No. 15-487 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 15-205 became effective on December 7, 
2004. 

§ 42-1103 

its review. D.C. Law 16-294 became effective 
on March 14, 2007. 

Law 17-219, the "Fiscal Year 2009 Budget 
Support Act of 2008", was introduced in Coun
cil and assigned Bill No. 17-678, which was 
referred to the Committee of the Whole. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings 
on May 13, 2008, and June 3, 2008, respective
ly. Signed by the Mayor on June 26, 2008, it 
was assigned Act No. 17-419 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 17-219 became effective on August 16, 
2008. 

Law 17-353, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 2008", was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 17-994 which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on Decem
ber 2, 2008, and December 16, 2008, respective
ly. Signed by the Mayor on January 15, 2009, it 
was assigned Act No. 17-687 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 17-353 became effective on March 25, 
2009. 

For Law 
§ 42-1102.02. 

18-111, 

Delegation of Authority 

see notes following 

Delegation of authority under D.C. Act 8-42, 
the "District of Columbia Recordation of Eco
nomic Interests in Real Property Tax Amend
ment Act of 1989", see Mayor's Order 89-205, 
September 11, 1989. 

Law 15-354, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 2004", was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 15-1130 which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on Decem
ber 7, 2004, and December 21, 2004, respective
ly. Signed by the Mayor on February 9, 2005, it Miscellaneous Notes 
was assigned Act No. 15-770 and transmitted to Application of Law 8-17: Section 12 of D.C. 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 8-17 provided that §§ 2(a), (b) and (c) and 
Law 15-354 became effective on April 13, 2005. 3 shall apply to all taxable years beginning after 

Law 16-123, the "School Modernization Fi- December 31, 1988. Section 2(d) and (e) shall 
nancing Act of 2006", was introduced in Coun- apply to all taxable periods beginning after Sep-
cil and assigned Bill No. 16-250 which was tember 30, 1989. All other sections of the act 
referred to the Committees on Education, Li- shall apply as of July 1, 1989. 
braries, and Recreation and Revenue and Fi- Application of Law 8-20: See Historical and 
nance. The Bill was adopted on first and sec- Statutory Notes following § 42-1101. 
and readings on February 7, 2006, and March Application of Law 10-128: See Historical 
7, 2006, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on and Statutory Notes following § 42-1101. 
March 30, 2006, it was assigned Act No. 16-341 Exemption from taxation for conversion of a 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for partnership to a limited liability company: Sec-
its review. D.C. Law 16-123 became effective tion 3 of D.C. Law 11-38 provided that § 2 of 
on June 8, 2006. the act shall apply as of July 23, 1994. 

For Law 16-192, see notes following Application of Law 11-198: Section 1001 of 
§ 42-903. D.C. Law 11-198 provides that Titles 1. II, TIL, 

Law 16-294, the "Second Technical Amend- V, and VI and sections 405 and 406 of the act 
ments Act of 2006", was introduced in Council shall apply after September 30, 1996. 
and assigned Bill No. 16-996, which was re- Exemption from taxation for conversion of a 
ferred to Committee on the Whole. The Bill partnership to a limited liability company: For 
was adopted on first and second readings on exemption from the recordation tax imposed by 
November 14, 2006, and December 5, 2006, this section in connections with the conversion 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on Decem- of a partnership to a limited liability company, 
ber 28, 2006, it was assigned Act No. 16-653 see § 29-1013(k) as added by § 2(d) of D.C. 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for Law 11-38. 
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Application of Law 14-307: Section 1104 of 
D.C. Law 14-307 provides: "Sections 1102 and 
1003 shall apply as of January 1, 2003." 

Short title of subtitle V of title I of Law 
15-205: Section 1231 of D.C. Law 15-205 pro
vided that subtitle V of title I of the act may be 
cited as Recordation and Transfer Tax Reduc
tion Act of 2004. 

Section 401 of D.C. Law 16-123 provides: 
"Sec. 401. Sunset. 
"If, pursuant to section 141 (a)(1), there are 

unallocated local revenues, from existing reve-

REAL PROPERTY 

nue sources, sufficient to fund Title I, then sec
tion 141 (a)(2) and (3), and section 161 shall 
sunset.". 

Short title: Section 7109 of D.C. Law 17-219 
provided that subtitle M of title VII of the act 
may be cited as the "Economic Interests Tax 
Amendment Act of 2008". 

Section 7111 of D.C. Law 17-219 provides 
that this subtitle shall apply as of October 1, 
2008. 

Cross References 

Conservation easements, creation, alteration and validity, see § 42-202. 
Deed recordation tax defined, see § 47-1401. 
Partnership conversion to a limited liability company, recordation tax, see § 29-1013. 

Law Review and Journal Commentaries 

"The rental housing conversion and sale act: 
A practitioner's roadmap to tenant ownership." 

2 The District of Columbia Law Review 91 
( 1993). 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia ~33. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 38 to 47. 

Notes of Decisions 

Persons responsible for payment of tax 2 
Taxable transfers 1 

1. Taxable transfers 
Deeds whereby taxpayer, a limited partner

ship, received all right, title and interest of an 
unincorporated business trust and various par
cels of real property in the District of Columbia 
and, in return, transferred interests in the part
nership to the trust did not merely "confirm, 
correct, modify or supplement a deed previously 
recorded" so as to qualify for statutory exemp
tion from deed recordation tax, but represented 
a conveyance or transfer of real property for 
consideration between distinct legal entities 
and, as such, amounted to a transaction which 
was subject to deed recordation tax. D.C.Code 
1973, §§ 45-722, subd. 6, 45-723. Columbia 
Realty Venture v. District of Columbia, 1981, 
433 A.2d 1075. Taxation ~ 2218 

2. Persons responsible for payment of tax 
Vendors breached contract for sale of real 

property by refusing to pay transfer tax imposed 
by District of Columbia after making of contract 
and before final closing and transfer of proper
ty. D.C.Code 1973, § 47-903. McCulloch De
velopment Corp. v. Winkler, 1982, 531 F.Supp. 
83. Vendor And Purchaser ~ 159 

Fact that purchaser contracted to pay all ex
amination of title, tax certificate, conveyancing, 

notary fees, deed recordation tax, all settlement 
charges and all recording charges in contract 
for purchase of real estate did not mean that 
purchaser voluntarily shouldered transfer tax 
burden which was imposed by District of Co
lumbia after making of contract and before final 
closing and transfer of property. D.C.Code 
1973, § 47-903. McCulloch Development 
Corp. v. Winkler, 1982, 531 F.Supp. 83. Ven
dor And Purchaser ~ 198 

Any ambiguity in contract for purchase of real 
estate in connection with which party was re
sponsible for payment of transfer tax imposed 
by District of Columbia after making of contract 
and before final closing and transfer of contract 
was construed against vendors where vendors 
drafted contract. McCulloch Development 
Corp. v. Winkler, 1982, 531 F.Supp. 83. Ven
dor And Purchaser ~ 49 

Where vendors breached contract for sale of 
real property by refusing to pay transfer tax 
imposed by District of Columbia after making of 
contract and before final closing and transfer of 
property, and purchaser voluntarily paid tax, 
that payment was response to breach of con
tract by vendors, not offer of settlement, and, 
therefore, vendors could not claim accord and 
satisfaction. McCulloch Development Corp. v. 
Winkler, 1982, 531 F.Supp. 83. Accord And 
Satisfaction ~ 4 
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§ 42-1104. Computation of tax where absence of or no consideration; 
when fair market value to be shown on return; consideration 
on deeds of trust or mortgages. 

(a) Consideration for a deed conveying title to real property or transferring 
an economic interest in real property, for purposes of the tax inlposed by 
§ 42-1103(a) and (b), including any mortgages, liens, or encumbrances there
on, shall be the aI110unt required to be paid or provided in exchange for the 
execution and delivery of the deed. Where no price or alnount is paid or 
required to be paid for the real property or for the transfer of an economic 
interest in real property or where the price is nominal, the consideration for the 
deed shall, for purposes of the tax imposed by § 42-1103(a) and (b), be the fair 
market value of the real property, and the tax shall be based upon the fair 
Inarket value. 

(b) On a deed conveying a security interest in real property, the principal 
anl0Lll1t of debt that the deed secures, for the purposes of the tax imposed by 
§ 42-1103(c), shall be the principal amount of the debt recited on the face of 
the deed unless, from other information available to the Mayor, the Mayor 
determines that the principal all10unt of debt is a higher amount. 

(c) Whenever, in the opinion of the Mayor, a submission for recordation does 
not contain sufficient inforIl1ation to detennine the fair nlarket value of real 
property conveyed by a deed, an economic interest in real property transferred 
by a deed, or the principal amount of debt secured by a deed, the Mayor may 
determine the mnount frOln the information available. 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 12, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 304; Sept. 13, ] 980, D.C. Law 
3-92, § 1 OI(d), 27 DCR 3390; Sept. 9, 1989, D.C. Law 8-20, § 2(d), 36 DCR 4564; June 
14,1994, D.C. Law 10-128, § 101(£),41 DCR 2096.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-924. 
1973 Ed., § 45-724. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-92, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1101. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-20, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1101. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-128, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1102.01. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Application of Law 8-20: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-1101. 

Application of Law 10-128: See Historical 
and Statutory Notes following § 42-1 lOt. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1101. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <P33. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 38 to 47. 
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Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Where corporation, in course of liquidation, 

conveyed to trustees for stockholders realty of 
fair market value of $1,900,000, and statute 
provides that where no price is paid, consider
ation for deed shall, for purposes of recordation 
tax, be construed to be fair market value of 
realty, recordation tax was required to be based 
on fair market value of $1,900,000 and not on 
$207,335.03. D.C.Code 1961, §§ 45-723, 
45-724. Dupont Park Apartments, Inc. v. Dis
trict of Columbia, C.A.D.C.1965, 345 F.2d 109, 
] 20 U.S.App.D.C. 215. District Of Columbia c::::> 
33(3) 

Recording of partner's deed to partnership 
property represented a transfer of property 
from one legal entity to another, so as to be 
subject to deed recordation tax, despite fact that 
such partner, to whom all partnership interests 

of the other partners had been assigned, was the 
participant on both sides of the deed transac
tion, that partnership had dissolved and that 
partner gave no consideration for the property. 
D.C. Code 1981, §§ 41-129,45-922(6),45-924. 
Cowan v. District of Columbia Dept. of Finance 
and Revenue, 1983,454 A.2d 814. Taxation (;:::> 

2218 

A transfer is all that the deed recordation tax 
statute requires; consideration is not required. 
D.C. Code 1981, § 45-924. Cowan v. District 
of Columbia Dept. of Finance and Revenue, 
1983,454 A.2d 814. Taxation (;:::> 2218 

The law of the District of Columbia does not 
require that the recordation and transfer taxes 
on real property sold in foreclosure be comput
ed solely on the basis of "fair market value" 
rather than the amount that was actually paid. 
Askin v. District of Columbia, 123 WLR 1605 
(Super. C1. 1995). 

§ 42-1105. Investigation by Mayor; summons; production of books, rec
ords, etc.; compelling attendance and production; refusal or 
obstruction of investigation. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 12, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 305; July 29, 1970, 84 Stat. 572, 
Pub. L. 91-358, title 1, § 155(c)(41); July 13, 1978, D.C. Law 2-91, § 304,24 DCR 9765; 
Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 14-282, § 9(d), 50 DCR 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-925. 
1973 Ed., § 45-725. 

Temporary Repeal of Section 
For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 

§ ] O(D of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 
5, 2002, law notification 49 DCR 9549). 

For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(D of the Tax Clarity and Related Amend
ments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 10(D of Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, June 
6, 2002, 49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(0 of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-456, July 
23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary repeal of section, see § 10(D of 
Tax Clarity and Related Amendments Congres
sional Review Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 
14-510, October 23,2002,49 DCR 10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-91, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1103. " 

For Law 
§ 42-204. 

14-282, 

Change in Government 

see notes following 

This section originated at a time when local 
government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume 1). 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 71] (D.C. Code, 
§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 7] 4(a) of such Act 
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(D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(a», appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

§ 42-1107 

§ 42-1106. No recordation until return filed and tax paid; deeds evidenc
ing transfer of economic interest in real property in District. 
[Repealed] 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 13, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 306; Sept. 9, 1989, D.C. Law 8-20, 
§ 2(e), 36 DCR 4564; June 14, 1994, D.C. Law 10-128, § 101(g), 41 DCR 2096; May 5, 
1995, D.C. Law 11-9, § 2, 42 DCR 1173; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 14-282, § 9(d), 50 
DCR 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-926. 
1973 Ed., § 45-726. 

Temporary Repeal of Section 
For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 10Cf) of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 
5, 2002, law notification 49 DCR 9549). 

For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(f) of the Tax Clarity and Related Amend
ments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 10(f) of Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, June 
6, 2002, 49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(f) of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-456, July 
23, 2002, 49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(f) of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2002 
(D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 49 DCR 
10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-20, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§42-1101. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-128, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1102.01. 

Law 11-9, the "Real Property Deed Recorda
tion Amendment Act of 1995," was introduced 
in Council and assigned Bill No. 11-14, which 
was retained by CounciL. The Bill was adopted 

on first and second readings on January 17, 
1995, and February 7, 1995, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on February 17, 1995, it 
was assigned Act No. 11-19 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 11-9 became effective on May 5, 1995. 

For Law 14-282, see notes following 
§ 42-204. 

Change in Government 
This section originated at a time when local 

government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume 1). 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.C. Code, 
§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207. 14(a», appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Application of Law 8-20: See Historical and 

Statutory and Historical Notes following 
§ 42-1101. 

Application of Law 10-128: See Historical 
and Statutory Notes following § 42-1101. 

§ 42-1107. Burden on taxpayer to prove deed exempt from tax. 

For the purpose of proper administration of this chapter and to prevent 
evasion of the tax hereby imposed, it shall be presumed that all deeds are 
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§ 42-1107 REAL PROPERTY 

taxable and the burden shall be upon the taxpayer to show that a deed is 
exempt from tax. 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 13, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 307.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-927. 
J 973 Ed., § 45-727. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia G=:>33. 
Westlmv Topic No. 132. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 38 to 47. 

§ 42-1108. Deficiencies in tax; notice of determination; protests; hear
ings; time for payment. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 13, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 308; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 
14-282, § 9(d), 50 DCR 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
J 98\ Ed., § 45-928. 
1973 Ed., § 45-728. 

Temporary Repeal of Section 
For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 10(0 of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 
5, 2002, law notification 49 OCR 9549). 

For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(0 of the Tax Clarity and Related Amend
ments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 10Cc) of Tax Clarity and Recorder of 
Deeds Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, 
June 6,2002, 49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(0 of Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, June 
6, 2002, 49 OCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(0 of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-456, July 
23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(0 of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2002 

§ 42-1108.01. Enforcement. 

(D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 49 DCR 
10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-282, see 

§ 42-204. 

Change in Government 

notes following 

This section originated at a time when local 
government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume O. 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.C. Code, 
§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(a)), appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

This chapter shall be enforced in accordance with the provisions of chapters 
41, 42, 43 and 44 of Title 47, including criminal enforcement, imposition or 
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Repealed 

abatement of penalties and interest, administration of this chapter, and collec
tion of taxes imposed hereunder; provided, that the denial of an exemption 
applied for under authority of § 42-1102 shall be subject to the same notice 
and appeal provisions and procedures as set forth under § 47-1009 relating to 
the denial of a real property tax exemption applied for under authority of 
§ 47-1002. 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 13, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 308a, as added Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. 
Law 14-282, § 9(c), 50 DCR 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Addition of Section 

For temporary (225 day) addition, see § 10Cc) 
of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds Tem
porary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 5, 
2002, law notification 49 DCR 9549). 

For temporary (225 day) addition, see § 10(c) 
of the Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-228, Mar. 
25,2003, law notification 50 DCR 2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90 day) addition of 
§ 42-1108.01, see § 10(b) of Tax Clarity and 

Recorder of Deeds Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. 
Act 14-381, June 6,2002,49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) addition of 
§ 42-1108.01, see § 10(c) of Tax Clarity and 
Related Amendments Emergency Act of 2002 
(D.C. Act 14-456, July 23, 2002, 49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) addition of 
§ 42-1108.01, see § 10(c) of Tax Clarity and 
Related Amendments Congressional Review 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-510, Octo
ber 23,2002,49 DCR 10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-282, see notes following 

§ 42-204. 

§ 42-1109. Penalties for late filing of return and for deficiency; interest on 
deficiency assessments; extension of time for payment of 
deficiency. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 13, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 309; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 
14-282, § 9(d), 50 DCR 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-929. 
1973 Ed., § 45-729. 

Temporary Repeal of Section 
For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 10CD of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 
5, 2002, law notification 49 DCR 9549). 

For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ lO(D of the Tax Clarity and Related Amend
ments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 10CD of Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, June 
6, 2002, 49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(D of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(D of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2002 
(D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 49 DCR 
10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-282, see 

§ 42-204. 

Change in Government 

notes following 

This section originated at a time when local 
government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume 1). 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self-

Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-456, July Government and Governmental Reorganization 
23,2002,49DCR8107). Act, 87 Stat. 818, §711 (D.C. Code, 
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§ 42-1109 
Repealed 

§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 

REAL PROPERTY 

the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(a)), appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

§ 42-1110. When Mayor may compromise tax; written agreement as to tax 
liability; finality thereof; penalties for certain acts in rela
tion to compromises and agreements; prosecutions. [Re
pealed] 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 14, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 310; July 8, 1963, 77 Stat. 77, 
Pub. L. 88-60, § 1; July 29, 1970, 84 Stat. 570, Pub. L. 91-358, title I, § 155(a); Apr. 4, 
2003, D.C. Law 14-282, § 9(d), 50 DCR 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-930. 
1973 Ed., § 45-730. 

Temporary Repeal of Section 
For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 10(f) of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 
5, 2002, law notification 49 DCR 9549). 

For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(0 of the Tax Clarity and Related Amend
ments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 10(f) of Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, June 
6,2002,49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(f) of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-456, July 
23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(f) of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2002 
(D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 49 DCR 
10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-282, see notes following 

§ 42-204. 

Change in Government 

This section originated at a time when local 
government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume 1). 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.c. Code, 
§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(a)), appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

§ 42-1111. Mayor may compromise penalties and adjust interest. [Re
pealed] 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 15, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 311; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 
14-282, § 9(d), 50 DCR 896.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-931. 

1973 Ed., § 45-731. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Repeal of Section 
For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 1 O(f) of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 
5,2002, law notification 49 DCR 9549). 
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For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(£) of the Tax Clarity and Related Amend
ments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 10(f) of Tax Claritv and Recorder of Deeds 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, June 
6, 2002, 49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(f) of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-456, July 
23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day)repeal of section, see 
§ 10(f) of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2002 
(D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 49 DCR 
10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-282, see notes following 

§ 42-204. 

Change in Government 

§ 42-1112 
Repealed 

This section originated at a time when local 
government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume 1). 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.C. Code, 
§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207. 14(a», appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

§ 42-1112. Limitations; assessment or proceeding within 3 years of recor~ 
dation of deed; exceptions; agreement to extend period; 
tolling thereof. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 15, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 312; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 
14-282, § 9(d), 50 DCR 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-932. 
1973 Ed., § 45-732. 

Temporary Repeal of Section 
For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 10C£) of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 
5, 2002, law notification 49 DCR 9549). 

For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(£) of the Tax Clarity and Related Amend
ments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

(D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 49 DCR 
10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-282, see 

§ 42-204. 

Change in Government 

notes following 

This section originated at a ti~1e when local 
government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume O. 
Section 40 I of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 

Emergency Act Amendments transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see Commissioners under this section to a single 

§ 10(£) of Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self-
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, June Government and Governmental Reorganization 
6,2002,49 DCR 5674). Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.C. Code, 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see § 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
§ 10(£) of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-456, July District of Columbia. These branches of gov-
23, 2002, 49 DCR 8107). ernment were replaced by the Council of the 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see District of Columbia and the Office of Mavor of 
§ 10(£) of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments the District of Columbia, respectively. A~cord-
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2002 ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
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§ 42-1112 
Repealed 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(a», appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-1113. Administration of oaths and affidavits by Mayor. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 15, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 313; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 
14-282, § 9(d), 50 DCR 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-933. 
1973 Ed., § 45-733. 

Temporary Repeal of Section 
For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 10(D of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 
5, 2002, law notification 49 OCR 9549). 

For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(D of the Tax Clarity and Related Amend
ments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary repeal of section, see § 10(D of 

Tax Clarity and Related Amendments Congres
sional Review Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 
14-510, October 23,2002,49 DCR 10247). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(D of Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, June 
6,2002, 49 OCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(D of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-456, July 
23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-282, see notes following 

§ 42-204. 

Change in Government 
This section originated at a time when local 

government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume I). 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.C. Code, 
§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(a», appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

§ 42-1114. Appeal from deficiency assessment. 

Any person aggrieved by any assessment of a deficiency in tax finally 
determined by the Mayor under the provisions of § 42-1108 may appeal to the 
Superior Court of the District of Columbia in the same manner and to the same 
extent as set forth in §§ 47-3303, 47-3304, and 47-3306 to 47-3308, as 
amended and as the same may hereinafter be amended. 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. IS, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 314; July 29, 1970, 84 Stat. 573, 
Pub. L. 91-358, title I, §§ 156(b), 161(e)(1).) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-934. 
1973 Ed., § 45-734. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

er of Deeds Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-191, Oct. 5, 2002, law notification 49 OCR 
9549). 

Temporary Amendments of Section For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec-
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- tion, see § 10(d) of the Tax Clarity and Related 

tion, see § 10(d) of the Tax Clarity and Record- Amendments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
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14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § lO(d) of Tax Clarity and Recorder of 
Deeds Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, 
June 6, 2002, 49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 10(d) of Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 
14-456, July 23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 10(d) of Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Congressional Review Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-510, October 23,2002, 
49 DCR 10247). 

Change in Government 
This section originated at a time when local 

government powers were delegated to a Board 

§ 42-1116 
Repealed 

of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume 1). 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.C. Code, 
§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207. 14(a)), appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia C:;;;>33. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 38 to 47. 

§ 42-1115. Overpayments and refunds thereof; collection by distraint and 
liens; jeopardy assessments. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 16, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 315; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 
14-282, § 9(d), 50 DCR 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-935. 
1973 Ed., § 45-735. 

Temporary Repeal of Section 
For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 10CD of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 
5,2002, law notification 49 DCR 9549). 

For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(D of the Tax Clarity and Related Amend
ments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 10CD of Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 

Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, June 
6,2002,49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10eD of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-456, July 
23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(D of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2002 
(D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 49 DCR 
10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 14-282, see notes following 
§ 42-204. 

§ 42-1116. Stamps and other devices as evidence of collection and pay
ment of taxes. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 16, Pub. L. 87-408, title II, § 316; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 
14-282, § 9(d), 50 DCR 896.) 
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§ 42-1116 
Repealed 

REAL PROPERTY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-936. 
1973 Ed., § 45-736. 

Temporary Repeal of Section 
For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 10(f) of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 
5,2002, law notification 49 DCR 9549). 

For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(n of the Tax Clarity and Related Amend
ments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
274]). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 

§ ] OCO of Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, June 
6, 2002, 49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10en of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.c. Act 14-456, July 
23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ lOCO of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2002 
(D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 49 DCR 
10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-282, see notes following 

§ 42-204. 

Change in Government 
This section originated at a time when local 

government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume 1). Sec
tion 402(334) of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to the District 
of Columbia Council, subject to the right of the 
Commissioner as provided in § 406 of the Plan. 
The District of Columbia Self-Government and 
Governmental Reorganization Act, 87 Stat. 818, 
§ 711 (D.C. Code, § 1-207.11), abolished the 
District of Columbia Council and the Office of 
Commissioner of the District of Columbia. 
These branches of government were replaced by 
the Council of the District of Columbia and the 
Office of Mayor of the District of Columbia, 
respectively. Accordingly, and also pursuant to 
§ 714(a) of such Act (D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(a», 
appropriate changes in terminology were made 
in this section. 

§ 42-1117. Promulgation of rules and regulations by Mayor. 

The Mayor shall, pursuant to subchapter I of Chapter 5 of Title 2, issue rules 
to implement the provisions of this chapter. 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 16, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 317; July 25, 1989, D.C. Law 
8-17, § 8(b), 36 DCR 4160.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
] 981 Ed., § 45-937. 
1973 Ed., § 45-737. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 10(e) of the Tax Clarity and Recorder 
of Deeds Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-191, Oct. 5, 2002, law notification 49 DCR 
9549). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 10Ce) of the Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Deeds Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, 
June 6, 2002, 49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 10(e) of Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 
14-456, July 23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1O(e) of Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Congressional Review Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-510, October 23,2002, 
49 DCR 10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-17, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

Emergency Act Amendments Miscellaneous Notes 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec- Application of Law 8-17: See Historical and 

tion, see § 10(e) of Tax Clarity and Recorder of Statutory Notes following § 42-1103. 
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RECORDATION TAX ON DEEDS § 42-1119 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia <p33. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 38 to 47. 

§ 42-1118. Abatement of taxes due where cost does not warrant collection. 
[Repealed] 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 16, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 318; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 
14-282, § 9(d), 50 DCR 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed.,§ 45-938. 
1973 Ed., § 45-738. 

Temporary Repeal of Section 
For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 10(f) of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 
5,2002, law notification 49 DCR 9549). 

For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(f) of the Tax Clarity and Related Amend
ments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 10(f) of Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, June 
6,2002,49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(f) of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-456, July 
23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(f) of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2002 
(D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 49 DCR 
10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-282, see notes following 

§ 42-204. 

Change in Government 
This section originated at a time when local 

government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume 1). 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.C. Code, 
§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207. 14(a)), appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

§ 42-1119. Elimination of fractional stamps or devices; payment of tax to 
nearest dollar. 

For the purpose of avoiding, in the case of any stamps or devices employed 
pursuant to authority of this chapter, the issuance of stamps or the elnployment 
of devices representing fractional parts of $1, the Mayor is authorized, in his 
discretion, to limit the denominations of such stamps or devices to amounts 
representing $1 or multiples of $1, and to prescribe further that where part of 
the tax due is a fraction of $1, the tax paid shall be paid to the nearest dollar. 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 16, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 319.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-939. 
1973 Ed., § 45-739. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Change in Government 
This section originated at a time when local 

government powers were delegated to a Board 
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§ 42-1119 

of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume O. 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 7]1 (D.C. Code, 

REAL PROPERTY 

§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(a», appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia C;;>33. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 38 to 47. 

§ 42-1120. General criminal penalties; prosecutions by Corporation Coun-
sel. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 16, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 320; July 8, 1963, 77 Stat. 77, 
Pub. L. 88-60, § 1; July 29, 1970, 84 Stat. 570, Pub. L. 91-358, title I, §§ 155(a), 
161 (e)(2); Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 14-282, § 9(d), 50 DCR 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-940. 
1973 Ed., § 45-740. 

Temporary Repeal of Section 
For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 1O(f) of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 
5, 2002, law notification 49 DCR 9549). 

For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10eD of the Tax Clarity and Related Amend
ments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 

§ ] OCO of Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 

Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, June 
6,2002,49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(0 of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act] 4-456, July 
23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 10(0 of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2002 
(D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 49 DCR 
10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 14-282, see notes following 
§ 42-204. 

§ 42-1121. Illegal acts relating to stamps and other devices; penalties. 

Any person who: 

(1) With intent to defraud, alters, forges, makes, or counterfeits any stanlp, 
or other device prescribed under authority of this chapter for the collection 
or payment of any tax imposed by this chapter, or sells, lends, or has in his 
possession any such altered, forged, or counterfeited stamp, or other device, 
or makes, uses, sells, or has in his possession any material in imitation of the 
material used in the manufacture of such stamp, or other device; or 

(2) Fraudulently cuts, tears, or removes from any deed, parchment, paper, 
instrument, writing, or article, upon which any tax is imposed by this 
chapter, any adhesive stamp or the impression of any stamp, die, plate, or 
other article provided, made, or used in pursuance of this chapter; or 
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RECORDATION TAX ON DEEDS § 42-1122 

(3) Fraudulently uses, joins, fixes, or places to, with, or upon any deed, 
parchment, paper, instrument, writing, or article, upon which a tax is 
imposed by this chapter: 

(A) Any adhesive stamp, or the impression of any stamp, die, plate, or 
other article, which has been cut, torn, or removed from any other deed, 
parchment, paper, instrument, writing, or article upon which any tax is 
imposed by this chapter; or 

(B) Any adhesive stamp or the impression of any stamp, die, plate, or 
other article of insufficient value; or 

(C) Any forged or counterfeited stamp, or the impression of any forged 
or counterfeited stamp, die, plate, or other article; or 
(4)(A) Wilfully removes, or alters the cancellation or defacing marks of, or 

otherwise prepares, any adhesive stamp, with intent to use, or cause the same 
to be used, after it has already been used; or 

(B) Knowingly or wilfully buys, sells, offers for sale, or gives away, any 
such washed or restored stamp to any person for use, or knowingly uses 
the same; or 

(C) Knowingly and without lawful excuse (the burden of proof of such 
excuse being on the accused) has in possession any washed, restored, or 
altered stamp, which has been removed from any deed, parchn1ent, paper, 
instrument, writing, package, or article; 

shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not more 
than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than 3 years, or both. 

(Mar. 2,1962,76 Stat. 16, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 321.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed.,§ 45-94l. 
1973 Ed., § 45-741. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia G:::>33. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 38 to 47. 

§ 42-1122. Collected moneys to be deposited in United States Treasury. 

All moneys collected under this chapter shall be deposited in the Treasury of 
the United States to the credit of the General Fund of the District of Columbia.; 
provided, that 15% of the monies collected under this chapter shall be deposit
ed into the Housing Production Trust Fund established by § 42-2802. 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. ] 7, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 322; Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 
14-114, § S02(b), 49 DCR 1468; Mar. 13,2004, D.C. Law 15-105, § 74(b), 51 DCR 881.) 

Prior Codifications 
] 981 Ed., § 45-942. 
] 973 Ed., § 45-742. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-114 substituted "General Fund 

of the District of Columbia; provided, that 15% 
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§ 42-1122 

of the monies collected under this chapter shall 
be deposited into the Housing Production Trust 
Fund established by § 42-2802" for "General 
Fund of the District of Columbia". 

D.C. Law 15-105 validated previously made 
technical corrections. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 14-114, the "Housing Act of 2002", was 

introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 

REAL PROPERTY 

14-183, which was referred to the Committee 
on Finance and Revenue. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on December 4, 
2001, and January 8, 2002, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on February 6, 2002, it 
was assigned Act No. 14-267 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 14-114 became effective on April 19, 2002. 

For Law 15-105, see notes following 
§ 42-407. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia ~33. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 38 to 47. 

§ 42-1123. Separability clause. 

If any provision of this chapter, or the application thereof to any person or 
circumstances, is held invalid the remainder of this chapter, and the applica
tion of such provision to other persons or circumstances, shall not be affected 
thereby. 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 17, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 323.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-943. 
1973 Ed., § 45-743. 

Key Numbers 
Statutes ~64(8). 
Westlaw Topic No. 361. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Statutes §§ 83, 86, 100, 106. 

§ 42-1124. Appropriations to carry out provisions of chapter. 

There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such amounts as may be 
necessary for the carrying out of the provisions of this chapter, including the 
use of stamps or other devices for evidencing payment of the tax imposed by 
this chapter. 

(Mar. 2, 1962, 76 Stat. 17, Pub. L. 87-408, title III, § 324.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-944. 
1973 Ed., § 45-744. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
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Section 
42-1201. 

42-1202. 
42-1203. 
42-1204. 
42-1205. 
42-1206. 
42-1207. 
42-1208. 
42-1209. 
42-1210. 
42-1211. 
42-1212. 

42-1213. 

42-1214. 
42-1215. 

42-1216. 
42-1217. 
42-1218. 

CHAPTER 12 

RECORDER OF DEEDS. 

Appointment; duties; residency requirement; mayoral supervision. [Re-
pealed] 

Purchase of necessary equipment; employment of personnel. 
Deputy Recorder; effect of performance of duties. [Repealed] 
Second Deputy Recorder; effect of performance of duties. [Repealed] 
Vacancy in Office of Recorder; Deputy to fill vacancy. [Repealed] 
Public records to be open for free, public inspection. 
Notice of pendency of action (lis pendens). 
Purchase of typewriting machines; preference for typewritten records. 
Certain records to be recopied for preservation; limitation on expense. 
Fees of Recorder of Deeds. 
Surcharges. 
Fees and emoluments of Recorder of Deeds deposited with Collector of 

Taxes. 
Maintenance of office to be included in estimate of District appropriations; 

appropriations for building, equipment, and supplies authorized. 
Recorder of Deed Automation and Infrastructure Improvement Fund. 
Recordation of service and discharge certificates; certified copies thereof; 

recordation of notice or other document relating to federal tax liens; fees. 
Office closed on Saturdays. 
Extension of time for recordation; Saturday, Sunday, and legal holidays. 
Authority of Mayor to adjust fees; computation of rates; exception. 

§ 42-1201. Appointment; duties; residency requirement; mayoral supervi-
sion. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1275, ch. 854, § 548; June 9, 1952, 66 Stat. 129, ch. 373, § 1; 
Aug. 3, 1954, 68 Stat. 650, ch. 653, § 2; Dec. 30, 1963, 77 Stat. 773, Pub. L. 88-243, 
§ 14; Mar. 14, 1985, D.C. Law 5-159, § 23,32 DCR 30; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 14-282, 
§ 7(b), 50 DCR 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-901. 
1973 Ed., § 45-701. 

Temporary Repeal of Section 
For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 8(b) of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 
5, 2002, law notification 49 DCR 9549). 

For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 8(b) of the Tax Clarity and Related Amend
ments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, June 
6,2002,49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 8(b) of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-456, July 
23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 8(b) of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2002 
(D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 49 DCR 
10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 5-159, the "End of Session Technical 

Amendments Act of 1984," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 5-540, which was 

Emergency Act Amendments referred to the Committee of the Whole. The 
For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see Bill was adopted on first and second readings 

§ 8(b) of Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds on November 20, 1984, and December 4, 1984, 
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§ 42-1201 
Repealed 

respectively. Signed by the Mayor on Decem
ber 10, 1984, it was assigned Act No. 5-224 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. 

For Law 14-282, see notes following 
§ 42-204. 

Change in Government 
This section originated at a time when local 

government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume 1). 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 

REAL PROPERlY 

transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.C. Code, 
§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(a», appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

§ 42-1202. Purchase of necessary equipment; employment of personnel. 

The Recorder of Deeds of the District of Columbia is authorized and empow
ered to purchase such machines and equipment as he may deem necessary or 
expedient for the efficient, expeditious, and economical recording of all deeds 
and other instruments of writing entitled by law to be recorded, and to elnploy 
such personnel as may be required to operate the same and to perform 
necessary services in connection therewith; and all deeds and other instru
ments of writing entitled by law to be recorded in the Office of the Recorder of 
Deeds which are recorded by means of such machines or equipment are hereby 
declared to be legally recorded. 

(Aug. 4, 1947, 61 Stat. 730, ch. 456.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-902. 
1973 Ed., § 45-701b. 

Temporary Repeal of Section 
For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 8(b) of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 
5,2002, law notification 49 DCR 9549). 

For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 8(b) of the Tax Clarity and Related Amend
ments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see § 3 

of the Lower Income Homeownership Tax 

Abatement and Incentives Act of 1983 Amend
ment Emergency Act of 1988 (D.C. Act 7-282, 
January 6,1989,36 DCR 481). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 8(b) of Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, June 
6,2002,49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 8(b) of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-456, July 
23, 2002, 49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 8(b) of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2002 
(D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 49 DCR 
10247). 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Registers of Deeds e::>2.5, 4, 5. 
Westlaw Topic No. 330. 
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RECORDER OF DEEDS § 42-1204 
Repealed 

§ 42-1203. Deputy Recorder; effect of performance of duties. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1275, ch. 854, § 549; June 9, 1952,66 Stat. 129, ch. 373, § 2; 
Aug. 3, 1954, 68 Stat. 650, ch. 653, § 3; Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-139, § 3205(uu), 25 
DCR 5740; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 14-282, § 7(b), 50 DRC 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-903. 
1973 Ed., § 45-702. 

Temporary Repeal of Section 
For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 8(b) of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 
5, 2002, law notification 49 DCR 9549). 

For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 8(b) of the Tax Clarity and Related Amend
ments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 8(b) of Tax Claritv and Recorder of Deeds 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, June 
6, 2002,49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 8(b) of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 

Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-456, July 
23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 8(b) of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2002 
(D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 49 DCR 
10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 2-139, the "District of Columbia Govern

ment Comprehensive Merit Personnel Act of 
1978," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 2-10, which was referred to the Com
mittee on Government Operations. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
October 17, 1978 and October 31, 1978, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on November 22, 
1978, it was assigned Act No. 2-300 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re-
view. 

For Law 14-282, see notes following 
§ 42-204. 

§ 42-1204. Second Deputy Recorder; effect of performance of duties. 
[Repealed] 

(Mar. 3, 1925, 43 Stat. 1102, ch. 416; June 9, 1952, 66 Stat. 129, ch. 373, § 3; Aug. 3, 
1954, 68 Stat. 651, ch. 653, § 4; Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-139, § 3205(vv), 25 DCR 
5740; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 14-282, § 8, 50 DCR 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-904. 

1973 Ed., § 45-703. 

Temporary Repeal of Section 

For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 9 of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of Deeds 
Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-191, Oct. 
5, 2002, law notification 49 DCR 9549). 

For temporary (225 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 9 of the Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Temporary Act of 20"02 (D.C. Law 14-228, Mar. 
25,2003, law notification 50 DCR 2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 9 of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-456, July 
23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 
§ 9 of Tax Clarity and Related Amendments 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2002 
(D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 49 DCR 
10247). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-139, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1203. 

For Law 14-191, see notes following 
§ 42-405. 

For Law 14-228, see notes following 
§ 42-204. 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 9 of Tax Claritv and Recorder of 
Deeds Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, For Law 14-282, see notes following 
June 6, 2002, 49 DCR 5674). § 42-204. 
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Repealed 

REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-1205. Vacancy in Office of Recorder; Deputy to fill vacancy. [Re
pealed] 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1276, ch. 854, § 550; Apr. 24, 1926,44 Stat. 322, ch. 176, § 2; 
Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. Law 14-282, § 7(b), 50 DCR 896.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-905. 
1973 Ed., § 45-704. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-282, see notes following 

§ 42-204. 

§ 42-1206. Public records to be open for free, public inspection. 

All public records which have reference to or in any way relate to real or 
personal property in the District of Columbia, whether the same be in the office 
of the Recorder of Deeds or in some other public office in the District of 
Columbia, shall be open to the public for inspection free of charge. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1277, ch. 854, § 556.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-906. 
1973 Ed., § 45-705. 

Key Numbers 
Records (>::::;>30. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Records §§ 74, 76, 78, 80, 112. 
Westlaw Topic No. 326. 

United States Supreme Court 

Exemption of particular records, 
In general, 

Personnel and medical files exemption, 
similar files, interviews of Haitian na
tionals returned to Haiti, invasion of 
privacy, see U.S. Dept. of State v. Ray, 
U.S.Fla.1991, 112 S.Ct. 541, 502 U.S. 
164, 116 L.Ed.2d 526. 

Press freedom, newspaper liability, pub
lishing name of rape victim, see The 
Florida Star v. B.J.F., U.S.Fla.1989, 
109 S.Ct. 2603, 491 U.S. 524, 105 
L.Ed.2d 443. 

Law enforcement exemption, 
FOIA, FBI rap sheet, personal privacy 

interest, see U.S. Dept. of Justice v. 
Reporters Committee For Freedom of 
Press, U.S.Dist.Co1.1989, 109 S.Ct. 
1468, 489 U.S. 749, 103 L.Ed.2d 774. 

Freedom of information, confidential 
sources, presumptions, see U.S. Dept. 
of Justice v. Landano, U.S.N.J.1993, 
113 S.Ct. 2014, 508 U.S. 165, 124 
L.Ed.2d 84, on remand 873 F.Supp. 
884. 
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Public records, time of compilation, see 
John Doe Agency v. John Doe Corp., 
U.S.N.y'1989, 110 S.Ct. 471, 493 U.S. 
146, 107 L.Ed.2d 462, rehearing denied 
110 S.Ct. 884, 493 U.S. 1064, 107 
L.Ed.2d 966. 

Records open to inspection, 
Disclosure of documents submitted to 

federal agency by Indian tribes, see De
partment of Interior v. Klamath Water 
Users Protective Ass'n, 2001, 121 S.Ct. 
1060,532 U.S. 1, 149 L.Ed.2d 87. 

District court tax decisions as agency rec
ords of Department of Justice, alterna
tive sources, see U.S. Dept. of Justice v. 
Tax Analvsts, U.S.Dist.Co1.1989, 109 
S.Ct. 2841, 492 U.S. 136, 106 L.Ed.2d 
112. 

Freedom of information, public interest 
test, Bureau of Land Management 
mailing list, see Bibles v. Oregon Natu
ral Desert Ass'n, 1997, 117 S.Ct. 795, 
519 U.S. 355, 167 A.L.R. Fed. 821, 136 
L.Ed.2d 825, on remand 125 F.3d 
1282. 
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Presentence investigation reports, disclo
sure to prisoners under Freedom of 
Information Act, see U.S. Dept. of Jus-

§ 42-1207 

tice v. Julian, U.S.Ariz.1988, 108 S.Ct. 
1606, 486 U.S. 1, 100 L.Ed.2d 1, on 
remand 859 F.2d 124. 

§ 42-1207. Notice of pendency of action (lis pendens). 

(a) The pendency of an action or proceeding in either state or federal court 
in the District of Columbia, or in any other state, federal, or territorial court, 
affecting the title to or tenancy interest in, or asserting a mortgage, lien, 
security interest, or other ownership interest in real property situated in the 
District of Columbia, does not constitute notice to, and shall not affect a party 
not a party thereto, unless a notice of the pendency of the action or proceeding 
is filed for recordation, as required by subsection (b) of this section. 

(b) The notice referred to in subsection (a) of this section shall be effective 
only if the underlying action or proceeding directly affects the title to or 
tenancy interest in, or asserts a mortgage, lien, security interest, right of first 
offer, right of first refusal, or other ownership interest in real property situated 
in the District of Columbia, and the notice is in writing, signed by the plaintiff, 
defendant, other party to the action or proceeding, or by a counsel of record for 
such party, desiring to have the notice filed for recordation, and notarized, 
stating the: 

(1) Name of the court in which the action or proceeding has been filed; 
(2) Title of the action or proceeding; 
(3) Docket number; 
(4) Date of filing; 
(5) Object of the filing; 
(6) Amount of the claim asserted or the nature of any other relief sought; 
(7) Name of the person whose estate is intended to be affected thereby; and 
(8) Description of the real property sought to be affected. 

(c) The Recorder of Deeds shall admit for filing and recordation all notices 
that meet the requirements of subsection (b) of this section. Such notices shall 
have effect from the time of the filing for recordation. 

(d)(1) If judgment is rendered in the action or proceeding against the party 
who filed the notice of the pendency, the judgment shall order the cancellation 
and release of the notice at the expense of the filing party as part of the costs of 
the action or proceeding. When appropriate, the court may also in1pose 
sanctions for the filing. In a case in which an appeal frOlll such judgn1ent would 
lie, neither party shall record the judgment until after the expiration of the 
latest of the following: 

(A) The time in which an appeal may be filed; 
(B) The time in which an appeal, which has been applied for, has been 

refused; or 
(C) Final judgment has been entered by the appellate court from an 

appeal which was granted. 
(2) The party who filed the notice of pendency shall file the judgment 

ordering the cancellation and release of the notice with the Recorder of 
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Deeds within 30 days of the occurrence of the applicable circumstances set 
forth in paragraph (1)(A), (B), or (C) of this subsection. 

(e) If a notice of the pendency of an action or proceeding is filed for 
recordation and the debt or other relief for which the action or proceeding was 
brought is satisfied, it shall be the duty of the party who filed the notice of 
pendency to file for recordation a release of the notice of pendency of the action 
or proceeding within 30 days after the satisfaction. 

(e-l) The party who filed the notice of pendency shall have the duty to cancel 
the notice by filing a release with the Recorder of Deeds if the underlying action 
or proceeding has been dismissed or terminated without entry of a judgment, 
and the filing of the release is not required under subsection ( e) of this section. 
The release shall be filed within 30 days of the date the underlying action or 
proceeding was dislllissed or terminated or of the applicable time period set 
forth in subsection (d)(1)(A),(B), or (C) of this section. 

(e-2) The Mayor shall have the authority to file with the Recorder of Deeds a 
release of a notice of pendency if a cancellation or release of that notice has not 
been filed as required by subsection (d), (e), or (e-l) of this section and one year 
has elapsed since the date the cancellation or release should have been filed 
under subsection (d), (e), or (e-l) of this section. 

(e-3)(1) Failure to cancel the notice in accordance with subsection (d), (e), or 
(e-l) of this section shall result in a civil fine of up to $500. 

(2) To implement this subsection, the Mayor shall establish a schedule of 
fines pursuant to Chapter 18 of Title 2. Adjudication of any infraction shall 
be pursuant to Chapter 18 of Title 2. 

(f) The Mayor shall promulgate regulations to implement the provisions of 
this section. The Mayor may, by regulation, establish reasonable fees for 
recordation of notices of lis pendens and may, by regulation, establish reason
able fees for releases of notices of lis pendens. 

(g) A person with an ownership interest in real property upon which a notice 
of pendency of action has been filed under this section may: 

(1) If the action or proceeding underlying the notice is pending in either 
state or federal court in the District of Columbia, file a motion to cancel the 
notice with the court in which the underlying action or proceeding is pending 
or, if the action is on appeal, in the court in which the action was originally 
brought; or 

(2) If the action or proceeding underlying the notice is not pending in a 
court of the District of Columbia, bring an action in the Superior Court of the 
District of Colmnbia to cancel the notice. 

(h) A court in which a motion is filed or an action is brought under 
subsection (g) of this section may issue an order canceling the notice of 
pendency of action prior to the entry of judgment in the underlying action or 
proceeding if the court finds anyone of the following: 

(1) The notice does not conform to the requirements of subsection (b) of 
this section; 
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(2)(A) The moving party will suffer an irreparable injury if the notice is not 
cancelled; 

(B) The moving party has demonstrated a substantial likelihood of suc
cess on the merits in the underlying action or proceeding; 

(C) A balancing of the potential harms favors the moving party; and 
(D) The public interest favors cancelling the notice; or 

(3) The underlying action or proceeding has not been prosecuted in good 
faith, with all reasonable diligence, and without unnecessary delay. 

(i) The provisions of the Lis Pendens Amendment Act of 2010 [D.C. Law 
18-180], shall apply to any notice of pendency recorded before May 27, 2010. 

(j) The provisions of subsections (a) and (b) of this section shall not be 
construed to apply where the title to or interest in the real property affected by 
the notice is not directly at issue in the underlying action or proceeding. 

(k) For the purposes of this section, the tenn "tenancy interest" means the 
rights of a tenant or tenants as set forth under Chapter 34 of this title, 
regarding the: 

(1) Legitimacy of a conversion of rental housing to condominium or 
cooperative housing; or 

(2) Purchase of rental housing. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1277, ch. 854, § 556a, as added June 24, 2000, D.C. Law 13-129, 
§§ 2,3,47 DCR 2684; Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-292, § 1001, 48 DCR 2087; May 27, 
2010, D.C. Law 18-180, § 2,57 DCR 3384.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 13-292, in subsec. (b), substituted 
"other party" for "or other party". 

In a case in which an appeal from such judg
ment would lie, the prevailing party shall not 
record the judgment until after the expiration of 
the latest of the following: 

"(1) The time in which an appeal may be 
filed; 

"(2) The time in which an appeal, which has 
been applied for, has been refused; or 

"(3) Final judgment has been entered by the 
appellate court from an appeal which was 
granted." 

D.C. Law 18-180, in subsec. (a), substituted 
"affecting the title to or tenancy interest in, or 
asserting a mortgage, lien, security interest, or 
other ownership interest" for "affecting the title 
to or asserting a mortgage, lien, security inter
est, or other interest"; in subsec. (b), substitut
ed "this section shall be effective only if the 
underlying action or proceeding directly affects 
the title to or tenancy interest in, or asserts a Legislative History of Laws 
mortgage, lien, security interest, right of first 

Law 13-129, the "Fairness in Real Estate 
offer, right of first refusal, or other ownership Transactions and Retirement Funds Protection 
interest in real property situated in the District Amendment Act of 2000," was introduced in 
of Columbia, and the notice is" for "this section Council and assigned Bill No. 13-267, whic11 
shall be"; rewrote subsec. (d); in subsec. (e), was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary. 
substituted "party who filed the notice of pen- The Bill was adopted on first and second read
dency" for "prevailing party"; and added sub- ings on February 1, 2000, and March 7, 2000, 
secs. (e-l) to (e-3) and (g) to (k). Prior to respectively. Signed by the Mayor on March 22, 
amendment, subsec. (d) read as follows: 2000, it was assigned Act No. 13-299 and trans-

"(d) If judgment is rendered in the action or mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re-
proceeding against the party who filed the no- view. D.C. Law 13-129 became effective on 
tice of the pendency, the judgment shall order June 24, 2000. 
the cancellation and release of the notice at the Law 13-292, the "Omnibus Trusts and Es
expense of the filing party as part of the costs of tates Amendment Act of 2000", was introduced 
the action or proceeding. When appropriate, the in Council and assigned Bill No. 13-298, which 
court may also impose sanctions for the filing. was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary. 
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The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on December 5, 2000, and December 19, 
2000, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
January 26, 2001, it was assigned Act No. 
13-599 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. D.C. Law l3-292 became 
effective on April 27, 200]. 

Law 18-180, the "Lis Pendens Amendment 
Act of 2010", was introduced in Council and 

REAL PROPERTY 

assigned Bill No. 18-91, which was referred to 
the Committee on Public Safety and the Judicia
ry. The bill was adopted on first and second 
readings on December 1, 2009, and March 16, 
2010, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
April 7, 2010, it was assigned Act No. 18-377 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 
its review. D.C. Law 18-180 became effective 
on May 27,2010. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Lis Pendens ~ 12. 
Westlaw Topic No. 242. 

C.J.S. Lis Pendens §§ 18 to 24,31 to 40. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Cancellation of lis pendens 3 
Foreclosure actions 2 
Remand 5 
Sanctions 4 

1. In general 
For a lis pendens to operate, there must be a 

pending case affecting the title to or asserting a 
mortgage, lien, security interest, or other inter
est in real property situated in the District of 
Columbia. McNair Builders, Inc. v. 1629 16th 
Street, L.L.c., 2009, 968 A.2d 505. Lis Pendens 
~ 5; Lis Pendens ~ 15 

The legal effect of lis pendens is that nothing 
relating to the subject matter of the suit can be 
changed while it is pending and one acquiring 
an interest in the property involved therein from 
a party thereto takes such interest subject to the 
parties' rights as finally determined, and is con
clusively bound by the results of the litigation. 
Heck v. Adamson, 2008, 941 A.2d 1028. Lis 
Pendens (? 22(1) 

Plaintiff's assertion that defendant's home 
was purchased and renovated in part with 
plaintiff's share of proceeds from sale of home 
plaintiff co-owned with defendant stated claim 
for equitable interest in defendant's home via 
constructive trust, as justification for filing lis 
pendens against property. Heck v. Adamson, 
2008, 94] A.2d 1028. Lis Pendens ~ 15; 
Trusts ~ 91 

2. Foreclosure actions 
Tax lien holder's mere filing of foreclosure 

action did not invoke lis pendens, as protection 
for purchaser's equitable conversion claim after 
lien holder refused purchaser's attempts to re
deem the property, given that lien holder failed 
to file notice of pendency of foreclosure action 
for recordation as required by statute governing 
lis pendens. Trustee 1245 13th Street, NW No. 
608 Trust v. Anderson, 2006, 905 A.2d 181. Lis 
Pendens ~ 18 

3. Cancellation of lis pendens 
Cancellation of lis pendens was not appropri

ate under District of Columbia law where com
plaint sufficiently stated a cause of action to 
impress a constructive trust on real property. 
McWilliams Ballard, Inc. v. Level 2 Develop
ment, 2010, 697 F.Supp.2d 10 L. Lis Pendens 
~20 

Trial court's cancellation of lis pendens filed 
by construction company in connection with its 
mechanic's lien on property was necessary, as, 
once court correctly declined to enforce lien. no 
action affecting an interest in real property was 
still pending, in that company's two remaining 
counts against purported owner of property for 
breach of contract and quantum meruit were 
for money damages. McNair Builders, Inc. v. 
1629 16th Street, L.L.C., 2009, 968 A.2d 505. 
Lis Pendens ~ 20 

Trial court was not justified in canceling 
plaintiff s lis pendens prior to judgment in ac
tion to impose constructive trust on profits or 
increased value of defendant's home that was 

Under common law lis pendens doctrine, allegedly purchased with plaintiff's share of pro-
nothing relating to the subject matter of the suit ceeds from sale of prior home that plaintiff co-
can be changed while it is pending and one owned with defendant; defendant had not 
acquiring an interest in the property involved shown that plaintiff failed to state claim for 
therein from a party thereto takes such interest constructive trust, agreement from defendant 
subject to the parties' rights as finally deter- not to transfer property to third party did not 
mined, and is conclusively bound by the results secure plaintiffs equitable interest pending liti-
of the litigation. Trustee 1245 13th Street, NW gation, and trial court's consideration of poten·· 
No. 608 Trust v. Anderson, 2006, 905 A.2d 181. tial money damages as remedy was speculative 
Lis Pendens ~ 22(1); Lis Pendens (;:;;;;> 22(4) and inadequate basis for canceling lis pendens. 
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Heck v. Adamson, 2008, 941 A.2d 1028. Lis 
Pendens (!;::::> 20 

4. Sanctions 
Trial court need not make a finding of bad 

faith in relation to a party's filing of lis pendens 
in order to exercise its discretion in imposing 
sanctions under statute governing filing of lis 
pendens. 6921 Georgia Avenue, N.W., Ltd. 
Partnership v. Universal Community Develop
ment, LLC, 2008, 954 A.2d 967, as amended. 
Lis Pendens (!;::::> 20 

In determining whether sanctions are appro
priate under statute governing filing of lis pen
dens, a court should assess whether the non
prevailing party's filing of lis pendens was for 
an improper purpose, or was unwarranted by 
existing law or a frivolous argument for the 
extension, modification, or reversal of existing 
law, or was without evidentiary support. 6921 

§ 42-1209 

Georgia Avenue, N.W., Ltd. Partnership v. Uni
versal Community Development, LLC, 2008, 
954 A.2d 967, as amended. Lis Pendens (!;::::> 20 

5. Remand 
Remand to trial court \\!'as warranted fOI- pur

pose of determining whether landlord was enti
tled to award of sanctions under statute govern
ing filing of lis pendens in action that was 
brought by assignee of apartment building's ten
ant association's right to purchase under Tenant 
Opportunity to Purchase Act and that sought 
specific performance to compel good-faith bar
gaining by landlord relating to sale of building; 
trial court failed to give due consideration to 
whether sanctions were appropriate. 6921 
Georgia Avenue, N.W., Ltd. Partnership v. Uni
versal Community Development, LLC, 2008, 
954 A.2d 967, as amended. Federal Courts (!;::::> 

1067 

§ 42-1208. Purchase of typewriting machines; preference for typewritten 
records. 

(a) The Recorder of Deeds is authorized and empowered to purchase and use 
in his office, for the recording of deeds and other instruments of writing 
required by law to be recorded in said office, typewriting Inachines, to be paid 
for as appropriations may be made from tilne to time; and all deeds and other 
instruments of writing entitled by law to be recorded in said office which shall 
be recorded by typewriting machines are hereby declared to be legally record
ed. 

(b) The recording of all instruments filed for record in the Office of the 
Recorder of Deeds shall be done with book typewriter, except in those cases 
where, on account of the character of the work, the use of a pen shall be found 
by the Recorder to be necessary. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1276, ch. 854, § 551; June 27, 1906, 34 Stat. 489, ch. 3553.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-907. 
1973 Ed., § 45-706. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
that upon installation and operation of an auto
mated system, this section shall no longer apply. 

Installation and operation of automated sys-
tem: Section 4 of D.C. Law 11-257 provides 

Installation and operation of automated sys
tem: Section 4 of D.C. Law 11-257 provides 

that upon installation and operation of an auto
mated system [pursuant to § 42-1214(b)], this 
section shall no longer apply. 

Key Numbers 
Registers of Deeds (!;::::>4, 5. 
Westlaw Topic No. 330. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Registers of Deeds §§ 8 to 13. 

§ 42-1209. Certain records to be recopied for preservation; limitation on 
expense. 

That the Recorder of Deeds of the District of Columbia shall recopy such of 
the records in his office as may, in his judgment and that of a judge of the 
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Superior Court of the District of Columbia appointed for that purpose, need 
recopying in order to preserve the originals from destruction. The expense of 
such recopying nlay not in any fiscal year exceed $1,000 and such expense shall 
be certified by a judge of the Superior Court appointed for that purpose and 
audited by the General Accounting Office. 

(Feb. 26, 1907, 34 Stat. 994, ch. 1636; June 10, 1921, 42 Stat. 24, ch. 18, § 304; June 
25, 1936, 49 Stat. 1921, ch. 804; June 25, 1948, 62 Stat. 991, ch. 646, § 32(b); May 24, 
1949,63 Stat. 107, ch. 139, § 127; July 29, 1970,84 Stat. 573, Pub. L. 91-358, title I. 
§ 155(d).) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed .. § 45-908. 
1973 Ed., § 45-707. 

Key Numbers 
Records ~15. 
WestJaw Topic No. 326. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Records §§ 75, 81, 84, 119. 

§ 42-1210. Fees of Recorder of Deeds. 

(a) The legal fees for the services of the Recorder shall be as follows: 
(1) For filing, recording, and indexing, or for making certified copy of any 

instrument containing 200 words or less, $1, and $.20 for each additional 100 
words, to be collected at the time of filing, or when the copy is made; 

(2) For each certificate and seal, $.50; 
(3) For searching records extending back 2 years or less next preceding 

current date, $.50 and $.15 for each additional year, to be paid by the party 
for WhOl11 the search may be made; 

(4) For recording a plat or survey, $.20 for each course such survey may 
contain; 

(5) For recording a town plat, $.25 for each lot such plat may contain; 
(6) For taking any acknowledgment, $.50; 
(7) For filing and indexing a bill of sale of chattels, or a mortgage or deed 

of trust thereof, or a conditional bill of sale of chattels, including a release of 
any such instrument, $2; provided, that for the filing of a release of any such 
instrument filed prior to September 3, 1952, the Recorder of Deeds shall 
collect a fee of $.50; 

(8) For filing an affidavit pursuant to § 41-202, $2; 
(9) For filing and indexing any other paper required by law to be filed in 

his office, $.50; 
(10) For filing and recording a certified copy of a judgment, decree, or 

entry or order of forfeiture of a recognizance, filed and recorded under 
§ 15-102(a), $1; 

(11) For recording the release of a lien established by the recordation of a 
judgment, decree, or an entry or order of forfeiture of a recognizance under 
§ 15-102(a), $.50. 
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(b) In addition to the fees herein required, all corporations hereafter incorpo
rated in the District of Columbia shall pay to the Recorder of Deeds at the time 
of the filing of the certificate of incorporation $.50 on each $1,000 of the 
amount of capital stock of the corporation as set forth in its said certificate; 
provided, however, that the fee so paid shall not be less than $50; provided 
further, that the Recorder of Deeds shall not file or record any certificate of 
organization of any incorporation until it has been proved to his satisfaction 
that all the capital stock of said company has been subscribed for in good faith, 
and not less than 10% of the par value of the stock has been actually paid in 
cash, and the money derived therefrom is then in the possession of the persons 
named as the first board of trustees. 

(c) In addition to fees otherwise provided for, the Recorder of Deeds shall 
charge and collect the following fees: 

(1) For filing and recording each notice of mechanic's lien, $1; 
(2) For entering release of mechanic's lien, $.50 for each order of lienor; 

and 
(3) For each undertaking of lienee, $.75. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1276, ch. 854, § 552; Feb. 4, 1905, 33 Stat. 689, ch. 299; June 
17, 1935, 49 Stat. 384, ch. 265; June 5, 1952, 66 Stat. 128, ch. 370, § 5; July 5, 1966, 
80 Stat. 265, Pub. L. 89-493, § 15(c); Nov. 2, 1966, 80 Stat. 1178, Pub. L. 89-745, § 6.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-909. 
1973 Ed., § 45-708. 

Cross References 

Cooperative associations, articles of incorporation, filing fees, see § 29-906. 
Motor vehicle lien law, fees, see § 50-1212. 
Recordation of instruments relating to personal property, see §§ 28:9-301 et seq., 50-1501.01 et 

seq. 
Recording fees under money lenders law, see § 26-905. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1218. 

Key Numbers 
Records ('l::::>5. 
Registers of Deeds e::> 3. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 326, 330. 

§ 42-1211. Surcharges. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Records §§ 21 to 23. 

c.J.S. Registers of Deeds §§ 18 to 20. 

(a) Notwithstanding any other prOVISIOn of law, a surcharge of $5 per 
document shall be paid before any document is accepted for recordation at the 
Recorder of Deeds. 

(b) In addition to the funds collected pursuant to subsection (a) of this 
section, the Recorder of Deeds may accept monetary and nOn-lTIOnetary dona
tions. 
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(c) Repealed. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1276, ch. 854, § 552a, as added Apr. 12, 1997, D.C. Law 11-257, 
§ 2, 44 DCR 1247; Oct. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 14-28, § 2402,48 DCR 6981; Aug. 16,2008, 
D.C. Law 17-219, § 2017, 55 DCR 7598.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-909.1. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-28 rewrote subsec. (c) which 

had read as follows: 
"(c) The $5 surcharge established pursuant to 

subsection (a) of this section shall remain in 
effect for a 5-year period beginning from April 
12, 1997." 

D.C. Law 17-219 repealed subsec. (c), which 
had read as follows: 

"(C) The $5 surcharge established under sub
section (a) of this section shall remain in effect 
for a lO-year period beginning from April 12, 
1997." 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2202 of Fiscal Year 2002 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2001 (D.C. Act 
14-124. August 3,2001,48 DCR 7861). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 11-257, the "Recorder of Deeds Recor

dation Surcharge Amendment Act of 1996," was 
introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
11-670, which was referred to the Committee 

on the Whole. The Bill was adopted in first and 
second readings on November 7, 1996, and 
December 3, 1996, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on December 24, 1996, it was assigned 
Act No. 11-512 and transmitted to both Houses 
of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 11-257 
became effective on April 12, 1997. 

Law 14-28, the "Fiscal Year 2002 Budget 
Support Act of 2001", was introduced in Coun
cil and assigned Bill No. 14-144, which was 
referred to the Committee Of the Whole. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings 
on May 1, 2001, and June 5, 2001, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on June 29, 2001, it was 
assigned Act No. 14-85 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 
14-28 became effective on October 3, 2001. 

For Law 17-219, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Short title: Section 2016 of D.C. Law 17-219 

provided that subtitle G of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Recorder of Deeds Recordation 
Surcharge Amendment Act of 2008". 

Section 2018 of D.C. Law 17-219 provides 
that this subtitle shall apply as of April 11, 2007. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1214. 

Key Numbers 
Records (;:::;:>5. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Registers of Deeds (;:::;:>3. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 326, 330. 

c.J.S. Records §§ 21 to 23. 

c.J.S. Registers of Deeds §§ 18 to 20. 

§ 42-1212. Fees and emoluments of Recorder of Deeds deposited with 
Collector of Taxes. 

All of the fees and emoluments of the Office of Recorder of Deeds of the 
District of Columbia shall be paid at least weekly to the Collector of Taxes for 
the District of Columbia for deposit in the Treasury of the United States to the 
credit of the District of Columbia. 

(Apr. 24, 1926, 44 Stat. 322, ch. 176, § 1.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-910. 
1973 Ed., § 45-709. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Office of Collector of Taxes abolished: The 

Office of the Collector of Taxes was abolished 
and the functions thereof transferred to the 
Board of Commissioners of the District of Co
lumbia by Reorganization Plan No.5 of 1952. 
All functions of the Office of the Collector of 
Taxes including the functions of all officers, 
employees and subordinate agencies were trans
fen'ed to the Director, Department of General 
Administration by Reorganization Order No.3, 
dated August 28, 1952. Reorganization Order 
No. 20, dated November 10, 1952, transferred 
the functions of the Collector of Taxes to the 
Finance Office. The same Order provided for 
the Office of the Collector of Taxes headed by a 
Collector in the Finance Office, and abolished 
the previously existing Office of the Collector of 
Taxes. Reorganization Order No. 20 was su
perseded and replaced by Organization Order 
No. 121, dated December 12, 1957, which pro-

vided that the Finance Office (consisting of the 
Office of the Finance Officer, Property Tax Divi
sion, Revenue Division, Treasury Division, Ac
counting Division, and Data Processing Divi-
sion) would continue under the direction and 
control of the Director of General Administra
tion, and that the Treasury Division would per
form the function of collecting revenues of the 
District of Columbia and depositing the same 
with the Treasurer of the United States. Organ
ization Order No. 121 was revoked by Organiza
tion Order No.3, dated December 13, 1967, 
Part IV -C of which prescribed the functions of 
the Finance Office within a newly established 
Department of General Administration. The ex
ecutive functions of the Board of Commission
ers were transferred to the Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia by § 401 of Reorganization 
Plan No. 3 of 1967. Functions of the Finance 
Office as stated in Part IV -C of Organization 
Order No. 3 were transferred to the Director of 
the Department of Finance and Revenue by 
Commissioner's Order No. 69-96, dated March 
7, 1969. 

Key Numbers 
Records <>5. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Registers of Deeds (;:::::>3. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 326, 330. 

c.J.S. Records §§ 21 to 23. 

C.J.S. Registers of Deeds §§ 18 to 20. 

§ 42-1213. Maintenance of office to be included in estimate of District 
appropriations; appropriations for building, equipment, and 
supplies authorized. 

The annual estimates of appropriations for the government of the District of 
Columbia shall include estimates of appropriations for the operation and 
maintenance of the Office of the Recorder of Deeds. And appropriations are 
hereby authorized for a suitable record building for the Office of the Recorder 
of Deeds, and for personal services, rentals, office equipment, office supplies, 
and such other expenditures as are essential for the efficient maintenance and 
conduct of such office. 

(Apr. 24, 1926, 44 Stat. 322, ch. 176, § 2.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-91l. 
1973 Ed., § 45-710. 

Key Numbers 

District of Columbia (;:::::>31. 

Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 
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§ 42-1214. Recorder of Deed Automation and Infrastructure Improvement 
Fund. 

(a) Notwithstanding §§ 42-1205 and 42-1212, there is established in the 
Treasury of the District of Columbia a fund to be known as the Recorder of 
Deeds Automation and Infrastructure Improvement Fund ("Fund") into which 
shall be deposited all funds collected pursuant to § 42-1211. The Recorder of 
Deeds Automation and Infrastructure Improvement Fund shall be a fund as 
defined in §§ 47-373, 47-876, and 47-1304(h). All interest earned on monies 
deposited in the Fund shall be credited to the Fund established herein, and 
used solely for the purposes designated in this section and as described in 
subsection (b-l) of this section. Revenues in the Fund shall remain available 
for expenditure without regard to fiscal year limitation. 

(b) Revenues accruing to the Fund shall be used solely and exclusively to 
cover the costs of updating the automated system of the Recorder of Deeds and 
the repair and improvelnent of the infrastructure located at 515 D Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C., and any incidental costs associated with that repair and 
improvement. These costs shall include the purchasing of computer hardware 
and software, maintenance of the new computer system, training staff to 
implement and operate the new system, and the repair of the infrastructure 
COlTIpOnents necessary to meet the overall mission of the Recorder of Deeds. 

(b-l) Notwithstanding subsection (b) of this section, revenues accounted for 
and deposited into the Fund under the authority of §§ 47-876 and 47-1340(h), 
together with interest accruing thereon, shall be used solely and exclusively by 
the Real Property Tax Administration of the Office of Tax and Revenue for the 
purposes under which the revenue was charged and collected. 

(c) For purposes of this section, the term "infrastructure con1ponents" means 
the air and heating systems, elevator, roof, ceilings, windows, doors, walls, 
plumbing, floors, basen1ent, electrical systelTI, mechanical systems, and other 
similar con1ponents that make up the improvements located at 515 D Street, 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 

(d) The Mayor shall submit to the Council, as part of the annual budget, a 
requested appropriation for expenditures for the restricted purposes designated 
in subsections (b) and (b-1) of this section from the Fund. The request shall 
include an accounting of the use of funds from the Fund in the previous fiscal 
year. Appropriations from the Fund shall remain available until expended. 
Any revenue received, but not appropriated in a given fiscal year, shall be 
retained by the Fund. 

(e) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit or lin1it the appro
priation of additional funds from the revenues of the District for the operations 
of the Real Property Tax Administration of the Office of Tax and Revenue, 
including appropriations to support the purposes specified in subsections (b) 
and (b-]) of this section. The revenues accruing to the Fund shall be consid
ered as supplementing and enhancing the operations of the Real Property Tax 
Administration of the Office of Tax and Revenue, and are not intended to be 
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used to supplant support for the Real Property Tax Administration of the Office 
of Tax and Revenue provided through the general funds of the District. 

(Apr. 24, 1926, 44 Stat. 322, ch. 176, § 3, as added Apr. 12, 1997, D.C. Law 11-257, § 3, 
44 DCR 1247; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-264, § 50,46 DCR 2118; Apr. 4, 2003, D.C. 
Law 14-282, § 10,50 DCR 896; Mar. 13,2004, D.C. Law 15-105, § 72(b), 51 DCR 881; 
Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 16-192, § 1022, 53 DCR 6899.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-911.1. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-282, in subsec. (a), substituted 

"§§ 47-373, 47-876, and 47-1340(h)" for 
"§ 47-373)" and substituted ii, and used solely 
for the purposes designated in this section and 
as described in subsection (b-l) of this section." 
for "and used solely for the purposes designated 
in this section."; added subsec. (b-l); in sub
sec. (d), substituted "subsection (b) and (b-l)" 
for "subsection (b)"; and in subsec. (e), substi
tuted "Real Property Tax Administration of the 
Office of Tax and Revenue" for "Recorder of 
Deeds" and substituted "subsection (b) and 
(b-l)" for "subsection (b)". 

D.C. Law 15-105, in subsecs. (d) and (e), 
validated previously made technical corrections. 

D.C. Law 16-192 rewrote subsec. (b), which 
had read as follows: 

I/(b) Revenues accruing to the Fund shall be 
used solely and exclusively to cover the costs of 
updating the automated system of the Recorder 
of Deeds and repair of the infrastructure of 
improvements located at 515 D Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. These costs shall include, but 
not be limited to, the purchasing of computer 
hardware and software, maintenance of the new 
computer system, training staff to implement 
and operate the new system, and the repair of 
the infrastructure components necessary to 
meet the overall mission of the Recorder of 
Deeds." 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 11 of the Tax Clarity and Recorder of 
Deeds Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-191, Oct. 5, 2002, law notification 49 DCR 
9549). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 11 of the Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Temporary Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 
14-228, Mar. 25, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 
2741). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 11 of Tax Clarity and Recorder of 
Deeds Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-381, 
June 6, 2002, 49 DCR 5674). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 11 of Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 
14-456, July 23,2002,49 DCR 8107). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 11 of Tax Clarity and Related 
Amendments Congressional Review Emergency 
Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-510, October 23, 2002, 
49 DCR 10247). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1022 of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-477, August 8, 2006, 53 DCR 7068). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1022 of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-499, October 23, 2006, 53 
DCR 8845). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1022 of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-1, January 16, 2007, 54 
DCR 1165). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-257, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1211. 

Law 12-264, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 1998," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 12-804, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on No
vember 10, 1998, and December 1, 1998, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on January 7, 
1999, it was assigned Act No. 12-626 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 12-264 became effective April 
20, 1999. 

For Law 14-282, see notes following 
§ 42-204. 

For Law 15-105, see notes following 
§ 42-407. 

For Law 16-192, see notes following 
§ 42-903. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Short title: Section 1021 of D.C. Law 16-192 

provided that subtitle C of title I of the act may 
be cited as the "Recorder of Deeds Automation 
and Infrastructure Improvement Fund Use 
Clarification Act of 2006". 
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Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (:;::;>31. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

REAL PROPERlY 

Library References 

§ 42-1215. Recordation of service and discharge certificates; certified cop
ies thereof; recordation of notice or other document relating 
to federal tax liens; fees. 

(a) The Recorder shall also receive for record and record all certificates of 
service and certificates of discharge of persons released from active duty in or 
discharge from the armed forces of the United States, for which no fee shall be 
charged or collected, but the record of any certificate authorized by this section 
to be recorded shall not constitute constructive notice of the existence or 
contents of such certificate. For making certified copies of any of the foregoing 
certificates from the records in the Office of the Recorder the usual fees shall be 
charged. 

(b) The Recorder of Deeds shall accept for filing any notice of federal tax lien 
or any other document affecting such a lien if such notice or document is in the 
forn1 prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate and could be 
filed with the Clerk of the United States District Court for the District of 
Colul11bia. The fee for each such filing with the Recorder of Deeds shall be the 
same as the fee charged by the Recorder of Deeds for filing a similar document 
for a private person. The Recorder of Deeds shall bill the District Director of 
Internal Revenue on a monthly basis for fees for documents filed by such 
District Director. Any document releasing or affecting any notice of federal tax 
lien which has been filed with the Clerk of the United States District Court for 
the District of Columbia prior to the effective date of this subsection shall be 
filed with such Clerk. 

(Mar. 3,1901, ch. 854, § 548a; Apr. 27, 1945,59 Stat. 100, ch. 101; July 5, 1966,80 
Stat. 266, Pub. L. 89-493, § 17(b).) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-912. 
1973 Ed., § 45-711. 

References in Text 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

effective date of the Act of July 5, 1966, and 
§ 21 of that Act provided that the Act would 
take effect on the first day of the first month 
which was at least 90 days after July 5, 1966. 

The phrase "effective date of this subsection," 
near the end of subsection (b), refers to the 

Key Numbers 
Records (:;::;>5 to 7, 15. 
Registers of Deeds (:;::;>3. 
Westlavv Topic Nos. 326, 330. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Records §§ 3 to 8, 11 to IS, 19 to 23, 

75,81,84, 119. 
c.J.S. Registers of Deeds §§ 18 to 20. 

United States Code Annotated 

Federal tax liens on property situated in District, requirement that they be in Office of Recorder of 
Deeds, see 26 V.S.C.A. § 6323(t)(1)(C). 
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§ 42-1216. Office closed on Saturdays. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of any other act, the Office of the Recorder of 
Deeds for the District of Columbia shall be closed on every Saturday. 

(Aug. 2, 1946, 60 Stat. 860, ch. 758, § 1.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-913. 
1973 Ed., § 45-712. 

Key Numbers 
Registers of Deeds c;:;>5. 
Westlaw Topic No. 330. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Registers of Deeds §§ 9 to 13. 

§ 42-1217. Extension of time for recordation; Saturday, Sunday, and legal 
holidays. 

Any writing, the time for recording of which expires on a Saturday, or on a 
Sunday, shall be deemed to have been recorded within the time prescribed if 
such writing be recorded on the first day thereafter other than Sunday or a 
legal holiday. 

(Aug. 2, 1946, 60 Stat. 861, ch. 758, § 2.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-914. 
1973 Ed., § 45-713. 

Key Numbers 
Time C;:;>] 0(1). 
Westlaw Topic No. 378. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Time §§ 39 to 46. 

§ 42-1218. Authority of Mayor to adjust fees; computation of rates; excep
tion. 

(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of §§ 42-1210, 50-1212, and 50-1213, or 
any other act of Congress, the Mayor of the District of Columbia may, from 
time to time, increase or decrease the fees authorized to be charged for filing, 
recording, and indexing or for making a certified copy of any instrument; for 
searching records; for taking acknowledgments; for recording plats; for filing 
affidavits; for filing certificates of incorporation and amendlnents of certifi
cates; for recording liens, assignments of liens, or releases of liens on motor 
vehicles or trailers; or for any other service rendered by the Office of the 
Recorder of Deeds. 

(b) The fees for services rendered by the Office of the Recorder of Deeds shall 
be fixed at such rates, computed on such bases and in such manner, as may, in 
the judgment of the Mayor, be necessary to defray the approximate cost of 
operating the Office of the Recorder of Deeds. 
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(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed as authorizing the Mayor to 
n10dify any provision of Chapter 1 of Title 29. 

(Aug. 3, 1954, 68 Stat. 650, ch. 653, § 1.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-915. 
1973 Ed., § 45-714. 

Change in Government 
This section originated at a time when local 

government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume 1). 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 

Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.C. Code, 
§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(a», appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

Key Numbers 
Records ('?5. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Registers of Deeds (S;:::;> 3. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 326, 330. 
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CHAPTER 12A 

UNIFORM REAL PROPERTY ELECTRONIC RECORDING. 

Definitions. 
Section 
42-1231. 
42-1232. 
42-1233. 
42-1234. 
42-1235. 

Validity of electronic documents and digitized images. 
Recording of documents. 
Uniformity of application and construction. 
Relation to electronic signatures in Global and National Commerce Act. 

UNIFORM REAL PROPERTY ELECTRONIC RECORDING ACTS 

Table of Jurisdictions Wherein Act Has Been Adopted 

For text of Uniform Act, and variation notes and annotation materials 
for adopting jurisdictions, see Uniform Laws Annotated, Master Edition, 
Volume 7B. 

Jurisdiction Laws 

Alabama. . . . . . . . . . .. 2009-510 
Arizona .. , , , , , , , , .. , 2005, c. 109 
Arkansas ... , , , , . , , " 2007, c, 734 
Connecticut, , . , , . , , ,. 2008, P,A, 

08-56 

Effective Date 

1-1-2010 
1-1-2006 
7-31-2007 
10-1-2009 

Delaware, . , , . , , , , , , , 
District of Columbia ... 

2005, c, 23 1-1-2006 

Florida ............. . 
Georgia, , , , , . , , , , . , , 
Hawaii .. ",.".", .. 
Idaho .............. . 
Illinois ......... , , . , , 

I<ansas . , .. , . , , , , , , , , 
Michigan, , , , , , . , , . , , 
Minnesota ... , , .. , , , , 
Nevada ...... , , , , , .. , 
New Mexico , .. " ... . 
North Carolina, ..... . 
Oklahoma ".,., .... . 
South Carolina .. , , , , . 
Tennessee. , .. , , , , , . , , 
Texas, , , , , , , , , ... , .. 

Virginia, , .......... . 
Washington, , ....... . 
Wisconsin ......... . 

* Date of approval. 

D.C Law 16-25 10-18-2005 

2007, c. 233 
2009, c, 140 
2009, c. 102 
2007, c. 63 
2007, P.A, 

95-472 
2006, c. 145 
2010, No. 123 
2008, c, 238 
2007, c, 57 
2007, c. 261 
2005, c. 391 
2008, c. 295 
2008, Act 210 
2007, c. 420 
2005, c. 699 

2005, c. 744 
2008, c. 57 
2006, c. 421 

6-27-2007 
5-5-2009 
7-1-2009 
7-1-2007 
8-27-2007 

4-19-2006 * 
7-19-2010 
7-1-2008 
5-15-2007 * 
7-1-2007 
9-13-2005 
11-1-2008 
5-13-2008 
7-1-2007 
9-1-2005 

7-1-2005 
6-12-2008 
6-3-2006 

§ 42-1231. Definitions. 

For the purposes of this chapter, the term: 

Statutory Citation 

Code, 1975, §§ 35-4-120 to 35-4-127, 
A. R.S. §§ 11-487 to 11-487,06. 
A.C,A, §§ 14-2-301 to 14-2-308. 
C.G,S.A. §§ 7-35aa to 7-35gg, 

25 Del.C, §§ 180 to 184, 
D,C, Official Code, 2001 Ed, §§ 42-1231 to 

42-1235. 
West's F.S.A. § 695.27. 
O.C,G,A. §§ 44-2-35 to 44-2-39,2. 
H,R.S, §§ 502-121 to 502-125. 
I.C. §§ 31-2901 to 31-2907. 
S.H.A. 765 ILCS 33/1 to 33/99. 

I<.S.A. 58-4401 to 58-4407. 
M.C.L.A. §§ 565.841 to 565.847. 
M.S.A. §§ 507.0941 to 507.0949. 
N.R.S. 111.366 to 111.3697. 
NMSA 1978, §§ 14-9A-1 to 14-9A-7. 
G.S. §§ 47-16.1 to 47-16.7. 
16 Okl.St.Ann. §§ 86.1 to 86.7. 
Code 1976, §§ 30-6-10 to 30-6-70. 
T.C.A. §§ 66-24-201 to 66-24-206. 
V.T.C.A., Property Code §§ 15.001 to 

15.008. 
Code 1950, §§ 55-142.10 to 55-142.15. 
West's RCWA 65.24.010 to 65.24.901. 
W.S.A. 706.25. 

(1) "Digitized image" means an electronic document that is created as an 
electronic copy of a paper document that accurately depicts the information 
on the paper document and is unalterable. 

(2) "Document" means information that is: 
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(A) Inscribed on a tangible medium or that is stored in an electronic or 
other medium and is retrievable in perceivable form; and 

(B) Eligible to be recorded in the land records maintained by the 
Recorder of Deeds. 
(3) "Electronic" means relating to technology having electrical, digital, 

Inagnetic, wireless, optical, electrOlnagnetic, or similar capabilities. 
(4) "Electronic document" means a document that is received by the 

Recorder of Deeds in an electronic form. 
(5) "Electronic signature" means an electronic sound, sYlTIbol, or process 

attached to or logically associated with a document and executed or adopted 
by a person with the intent to sign the document. 

(6) "Paper document" means a document that is received by the Recorder 
of Deeds in a form that is not electronic. 

(7) "Person" means an individual, corporation, business trust, estate, trust, 
partnership, limited liability company, association, joint venture, public cor
poration, government, or governmental subdivision, agency, or instrumentali
ty, or any other legal or commercial entity. 

(8) "State" means a state of the United States, the District of Columbia, 
Puerto Rico, the United States Virgin Islands, or any territory or insular 
possession subject to the jurisdiction of the United States. 

(Oct. 18,2005, D.C. Law 16-25, § 2,52 DCR 8084.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 16-25, the "Uniform Real Property Elec

tronic Recording Act of 2005", was introduced 
in Council and assigned Bill No. 16-173 which 
was referred to the Committee on Finance and 
Revenue. The Bill was adopted on first and 
second readings on June 7, 2005, and July 6, 
2005, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
July 14, 2005, it was assigned Act No. 16-134 

and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 
its review. D.C. Law 16-25 became effective on 
October 18, 2005. 

Uniform Law 
This section is based upon § 2 of the Uniform 

Real Property Electronic Recording Act. See 
7B, Uniform Laws Annotated, Master Edition, 
or ULA Database on Westlaw. 

§ 42-1232. Validity of electronic documents and digitized images. 

(a) If a law requires, as a condition for recording, that a document be an 
original, be on paper or other tangible medium, or be in writing, an electronic 
document or digitized image that satisfies this chapter satisfies the law. 

(b) If a law requires, as a condition for recording, that a document be signed, 
an electronic signature or digitized image of a wet signature on a paper 
document satisfies the law. 

(c) A requirement that a document or a signature associated with a docu
ment be notarized, acknowledged, verified, witnessed, or made under oath is 
satisfied if the electronic signature of the person authorized to perform that act, 
and all other information required to be included, is attached to or logically 
associated with the document or signature. A physical or electronic image of a 
staITIP, impression, or seal is not required to accompany an electronic signa
ture. 

(Oct. 18, 2005, D.C. Law 16-25, § 3, 52 DCR 8084.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 7B, Uniform Laws Annotated, Master Edition, 
For Law 16-25, see notes following or ULA Database on Westlaw. 

§ 42-1231. 

Uniform Law 
This section is based upon § 3 of the Uniform 

Real Property Electronic Recording Act. See 

Key Numbers 
Records (!;:;;:>6. 
Westlaw Topic No. 326. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Records §§ 8, 11 to 15, 19 to 20. 

§ 42-1233. Recording of documents. 

(a) The Recorder of Deeds may receive, index, store, archive, and transmit 
electronic documents or digitized images. 

(b) The Recorder of Deeds may provide for access to, and for search and 
retrieval of, documents and information by electronic means. 

(c) The Recorder of Deeds, in addition to accepting electronic documents or 
digitized images for recording shall continue to accept paper doculnents and 
shall place entries for both types of documents in the same index. 

(d) The Recorder of Deeds may convert paper documents accepted for 
recording into electronic form. The Recorder of Deeds may convert into 
electronic form information recorded before the Recorder of Deeds began to 
record electronic documents. 

(e) Any fee, surcharge, or tax that the Recorder of Deeds is authorized to 
collect may be collected electronically. 

(f) The Recorder of Deeds and other officials of a state or a political 
subdivision thereof, or of the United States, may agree on procedures or 
processes to facilitate the electronic satisfaction of prior approvals and condi
tions precedent to recording and the electronic payment of fees and taxes. 

(g) Any electronic documents or digitized images accepted by the Recorder 
of Deeds prior to October 18,2005, are deemed to be recorded properly and to 
impart constructive notice. 

(h) Any electronic document or digitized ilnage recorded at the Recorder of 
Deeds shall be deemed recorded as of the date and time of its delivery to the 
Recorder of Deeds; provided, that the document or digitized image is accepted 
by the Recorder of Deeds for recordation. The Recorder of Deeds shall 
maintain a record of time and date of delivery in its index. 

(Oct. 18,2005, D.C. Law 16-25, § 4,52 DCR 8084.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 16-25, see notes 
§ 42-1231. 

Uniform Law 

following This section is based upon § 4 of the Uniform 
Real Property Electronic Recording Act. See 
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7B, Uniform Laws Annotated, Master Edition, 
or ULA Database on Westlaw. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Key Numbers 
Records e:=:>6. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Records §§ 8, 11 to 15, 19 to 20. 
Westlaw Topic No. 326. 

§ 42-1234. Uniformity of application and construction. 

In applying and construing this chapter, consideration shall be given to the 
need to promote uniformity of the law with respect to its subject n1atter among 
states that enact it. 

(Oct. 18,2005, D.C. Law 16-25, § 5,52 DCR 8084.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-25, see notes following 

§ 42-1231. 

Uniform Law 
This section is based upon § 6 of the Uniform 

Real Property Electronic Recording Act. See 

7B, Uniform Laws Annotated, Master Edition, 
or ULA Database on Westlaw. 

§ 42-1235. Relation to electronic signatures in Global and National Conl
merce Act. 

This chapter modifies, limits, and supersedes the federal Electronic Signa
tures in Global and National Commerce Act approved June 30, 2000 (114 Stat. 
464; 15 U.S.C. § 7001 et seq.), but does not modify, limit, or supersede section 
101 (c) or section 104 of the Act, or authorize electronic delivery of any of the 
notices described in section 103(b) of the Act. The provisions of this chapter 
shall be liberally construed as remedial legislation to encourage the use and 
recording of electronic documents affecting real property in the District of 
Columbia. 

(Oct. 18, 2005, D.C. Law 16-25, § 6, 52 DCR 8084.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-25, see notes following 

§ 42-1231. 

References in Text 
Section 101(c) or section 104 of the Act, re

ferred to in text, is classified to 15 U.S.C.A. 
§ 7001 (c) and 15 U.S.C.A. § 7004. Section 

103(b), referred to in text, is classified to 15 
U.S.C.A. § 7003(b). 

Uniform Law 
This section is based upon § 7 of the Uniform 

Real Property Electronic Recording Act. See 
7B, Uniform Laws Annotated, Master Edition, 
or ULA Database on Westlaw. 
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CHAPTER 13 

RESIDENTIAL REAL PROPERTY SELLER DISCLOSURES. 

Section 
42-1301. Applicability and exceptions. 
42-1302. Written statement; written indication of compliance. 
42-1303. Scope of liability; information prepared by third party. 
42-1304. Change in conditions after delivery. 
42-1305. Residential disclosure requirements. 
42-1306. Good faith disclosure. 
42-1307. Scope of disclosure. 
42-1308. Amendment of disclosure. 
42-1309. Method of delivery. 
42-1310. Failure to comply. 
42-1311. Duty imposed on transferor only. 

§ 42-1301. Applicability and exceptions. 

(a)(1) The provisions of this chapter shall apply only to the transfer or sale of 
real estate located in the District of Columbia consisting of not less than one 
nor more than 4 residential dwelling units, whether by sale, exchange, install
ment land contract, lease with an option to purchase, or any other option to 
purchase. 

(2) This chapter shall apply only where the purchaser expresses, in writing, 
an intent to reside in the property to be transferred. 

(b) The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to any of the following: 
(1) Transfers pursuant to court order, including, but not limited to, trans

fers ordered by a probate court in administration of an estate, transfers 
pursuant to a writ of execution, transfers by any foreclosure sale, transfers by 
a trustee in bankruptcy, transfers by eminent domain, and transfers resulting 
from a decree for specific performance; 

(2) Transfers to a mortgagee by a mortgagor or successor in interest who is 
in default, or transfers to a beneficiary of a deed of trust by a trustor or 
successor in interest who is in default; 

(3) Transfers by a sale under a power of sale or any foreclosure sale under 
a decree of foreclosure after default in an obligation secured by a mortgage 
or deed of trust or secured by any other instrument containing a power of 
sale, or transfers by a mortgagee or a beneficiary under a deed of trust who 
has acquired the real property at a sale conducted pursuant to a power of 
sale under a mortgage or deed of trust or a sale pursuant to a decree of 
foreclosure or has acquired the real property by a deed in lieu of foreclosure; 

(4) Transfers by a nonoccupant fiduciary in the course of the administra
tion of a decedent's estate, guardianship, conservatorship, or trust; 

(5) Transfers from one cotenant to one or more other co-tenants; 
(6) Transfers made to the transferor's spouse, donlestic partner, parent, 

grandparent, child, grandchild or sibling or any combination of the forego
ing; 
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(7) Transfers between spouses or domestic partners resulting from a judg
ment of divorce or a judgment of separate maintenance or from a property 
settlement agreement incidental to such a judgment; 

(8) Transfers or exchanges to or from any governmental entity; and 
(9) Transfers made by a person of newly constructed residential property 

that has not been inhabited. 

(c) For the purposes of this section, the term "domestic partner" shall have 
the same meaning as provided in § 32-701(3). 

(Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-263, § 2, 46 DCR 2111; Sept. 12, 2008, D.C. Law 17-231, 
§ 35,55 DCR 6758.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-951. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 17-231, in subsec. (b)(6), substitut

ed "spouse, domestic partner" for "spouse"; in 
subsec. (b)(7), substituted "spouses or domestic 
partners" for "spouses"; and added subsec. (c). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 12-263, the "Residential Real Property 

Seller Disclosure, Funeral Services Date 
Change, and Public Service Commission Inde
pendent Procurement Authority Act of 1998," 

was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
12-648, which was referred to the Committee 
on Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill 
was adopted on first, amended first and second 
readings on October 6 1998, November 10, 
1998, and December I, 1998, respectively. Bill 
12-648 was vetoed by the Mayor on December 
29, 1998, and the Council overrode the veto on 
January 5, 1999, whereupon the Bill was as
signed Act No. 12-625 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 
12-263 became effective on April 20, 1999. 

For Law 17 -231, see notes following 
§ 42-516. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation <p198. 
Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 

Protection §§ 47 to 57. 

§ 42-1302. Written statement; written indication of compliance. 

(a) The transferor of any real property described in § 42-1301(a) shall 
deliver to the prospective transferee a real property disclosure statement on a 
form to be approved by the Mayor. The written statement shall be signed by 
the transferor and shall be delivered to the prospective transferee within the 
following time limits: 

(1) In the case of a sale, before or at the time the prospective transferee 
executes a purchase agreement with the transferor; or 

(2) In the case of a sale by an installment sales contract where a binding 
purchase agreement has not been executed, or in the case of a lease together 
with an option to purchase, before or at the time the prospective transferee 
executes the installment sales contract, or lease, as the case may be, with the 
transferor. 

(b) With respect to any transfer subject to subsection (a) of this section, the 
transferor shall indicate compliance with this chapter either on the purchase 
agreement, the installment sales contract, the lease with an option to purchase, 
or any addendum attached to the purchase agreement, contract, or lease with 
an option to purchase, or on a separate document. 
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(c) Except as provided in subsection (d) of this section, if any disclosure 
required to be made by this chapter is delivered after the prospective transferee 
executes a purchase agreement, installment sales contract, or lease with an 
option to purchase, the prospective transferee may terminate any of the 
foregoing by delivering written notice of termination to the transferor not later 
than 5 calendar days after receipt of the disclosure statement by the prospective 
transferee, and any deposits made by the transferee to the transferor shall be 
promptly returned to the transferee. 

(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (c) of this section, the right 
of a transferee to terminate is waived if not exercised before the earliest of: 

(1) The making of a written application to a lender for a mortgage loan or 
financing, provided that the lender discloses in writing at or before the time 
application is made that the right to rescind terminates on submission of the 
application; 

(2) Settlement or the date of occupancy by the purchaser in the event of a 
sale; or 

(3) Occupancy in the event of a lease with option to purchase. 

(Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-263, § 3, 46 DCR 2111.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-952. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Delegation of Authority 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-263, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1301. 

Delegation of authority under D.C. Act 
12-625, the "Residential Real Property Seller 
Disclosure, Funeral Services Date Change, and 
Public Service Commission Independent Pro
curement Authority Act of 1998", see Mayor's 
Order 99-82, May 21, 1999 (46 DCR 5439). 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation e::=>198. 
Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 

Protection §§ 47 to 57. 

§ 42-1303. Scope of liability; information prepared by third party. 

(a) The transferor is not liable for any error, inaccuracy, or omission in any 
information delivered pursuant to this chapter if the error, inaccuracy, or 
Olnission was not within the actual personal knowledge of the transferor, or 
was based entirely on information provided by public agencies or provided by 
other persons specified in subsection ( c) of this section and ordinary care was 
exercised in transmitting the information. It is not a violation of this chapter if 
the transferor fails to disclose information that could be obtained only through 
inspection or observation of inaccessible portions of real estate or could be 
discovered only by a person with expertise in a science or trade beyond the 
knowledge of the transferor. 

(b) The delivery to a prospective transferee of any information required by 
this chapter to be disclosed to a prospective transferee by a public agency or 
other person specified in subsection (c) of this section shall be considered to 
comply with the requirements of this chapter and relieves the transferor of any 
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further duty or liability under this chapter with respect to that item of informa
tion, unless the transferor has actual personal knowledge of a known defect or 
condition that contradicts the information provided by the public agency or the 
person specified in subsection (c) of this section and knowingly fails to disclose 
such known defect or condition. 

e c) The delivery to a prospective transferee of a report or opinion prepared 
by a licensed professional engineer, professional surveyor, home inspector, 
geologist, structural pest control operator, contractor, or other expert, dealing 
with matters within the scope of the professional's license or expertise, is 
sufficient compliance for application of the exemption provided in subsection 
(a) of this section if the information is provided upon the request of the 
prospective transferee (provided that nothing in this chapter shall be construed 
as imposing on the transferor any obligation to comply with the request), unless 
the transferor has actual personal knowledge of a known defect or condition 
that contradicts the information contained in the report or opinion and know
ingly fails to disclose the known defect or condition. In responding to a 
request by a prospective transferee, an expert may indicate, in writing, an 
understanding that the information provided will be used in fulfilling the 
requirements of § 42-1305 and, if so, shall indicate the required disclosures, or 
parts of disclosures, to which the information being furnished applies. In 
furnishing the statement, the expert is not responsible for any items of informa
tion other than those expressly set forth in the statement. 

(Apr. 20,1999, D.C. Law 12-263, § 4,46 DCR 2111.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-953. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-263, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1301. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation <:;::;::>198. 
Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 
Protection §§ 47 to 57. 

§ 42-1304. Change in conditions after delivery. 

If information disclosed in accordance with this chapter becomes inaccurate 
as a result of any action, occurrence, or agreement after the delivery of the 
required disclosures, the resulting inaccuracy does not constitute a violation of 
this chapter. If at the time the disclosures are required to be Inade, an item of 
information required to be disclosed under this chapter is unknown or unavail
able to the transferor, the transferor may comply with this chapter by advising 
a prospective purchaser of the fact that the information is unknown. The 
infonnation provided to a prospective purchaser pursuant to this chapter shall 
be based upon the information available and actually known to the transferor. 

(Apr. 20,1999, D.C. Law 12-263, § 5,46 DCR 2111.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-954. For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-263, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1301. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation G;;>198. 
Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 

Protection §§ 47 to 57. 

§ 42-1305. Residential disclosure requirements. 

The residential real property disclosure statement approved by the Mayor 
shall contain the following: 

(1) A list of actually known defects or information concerning the follow-
ing: 

(A) Water and sewer systems; 
(B) Insulation; 
(C) Structural systems, including roof, walls, floors, foundation, and 

basement; 
(D) Plumbing, electrical, heating, and air conditioning systems; 
(E) History of infestation by rodents or wood-boring insects, if any; 
(F) Appliances; 
(G) Alarm system and intercOlU system; and 
(H) Garage door opener and remote control; and 
(I) Fixtures; and 

(2) Any other infonuation required by the Mayor to be published by 
rulemaking, provided that nothing in this chapter or in any rules shall be 
deelued to luodify or amend § 42-17S5(f). 

(Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-263, § 6, 46 DCR 2111.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-955. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-263, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1301. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation G;;>198. 
Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 

§ 42-1306. Good faith disclosure. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 

Protection §§ 47 to 57. 

Each disclosure required by this chapter shall be made in good faith. For 
the purposes of this chapter, /I good faith" means honesty in fact in the making 
of the disclosure. 

(Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-263, § 7,46 DCR 2111.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-956. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-263, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1301. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

Antitrust and Trade Regulation ~198. 
Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 

§ 42-1307. Scope of disclosure. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 

Protection §§ 47 to 57. 

The specification of items for disclosure in this chapter does not limit or 
abridge any obligation for disclosure created by any other provision of statutory 
law regarding fraud, misrepresentation, or deceit in transfer transactions. If 
the transferor provides to the prospective transferee the residential real proper
ty disclosure statelnent required by this chapter (or the other information 
described § 42-1303(b) or (c)), any licensed agent of the transferor shall be 
deemed to have complied with the licensee's obligations under § 42-1703 to 
disclose to a customer material adverse facts concerning the physical condition 
of the property. 

(Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-263, § 8,46 DCR 2111.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-957. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-263, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1301. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

Antitrust and Trade Regulation ~ 198. 
Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 

Protection §§ 47 to 57. 

§ 42-1308. Amendment of disclosure. 

Any disclosure made pursuant to this chapter may be amended in writing by 
the transferor, but the amendment is subject to the requirements of § 42-1302. 

(Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-263, § 9,46 DCR 2111.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-958. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-263, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1301. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation ~198. 
Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 

Encyclopedias 
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§ 42-1309. Method of delivery. 

Delivery of a disclosure statement required by this chapter shall be by 
personal delivery, facsimile delivery, or by registered mail to the prospective 
transferee. Execution by the transferor of a facsimile counterpart of the 
disclosure statement shall be considered to be execution of the original. 

(Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-263, § 10, 46 DCR 2111.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-959. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-263, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1301. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation ~ 198. 
Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 

§ 42-1310. Failure to comply. 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 
Protection §§ 47 to 57. 

A transfer subject to this chapter shall not be invalidated solely because of the 
failure of any person to comply with any provisions of this chapter. 

(Apr. 20,1999, D.C. Law 12-263, § 11,46 DCR2111.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-960. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-263, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1301. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation (;::::>198. 
Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 
Protection §§ 47 to 57. 

§ 42-1311. Duty imposed on transferor only. 

The duty to comply with this chapter is imposed on a transferor, and not on 
any real estate agent or real estate broker of a transferor. A real estate agent 
or real estate broker of a transferor shall not be liable for any error, inaccuracy 
or omission in any information delivered to any prospective transferee, or for 
any failure of a transferor to deliver any information or a real property 
disclosure statement to the prospective transferee, or for any violation of this 
chapter by a transferor, unless such real estate agent or real estate broker 
knowingly acts in concert with such transferor to commit fraud. 

(Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-263, § 12, 46 DCR 2111.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-961. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-263, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1301. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation <3:=>198. 
Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 

Encyclopedias 
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CHAPTER 14 

SALE OF CONTINGENT AND LIMITED INTERESTS. 

Section 
42-1401. Sale of life estate and contingent remainder in issue upon application of life 

tenant. 
42-1402. 
42-1403. 
42-1404. 

Application for sale by verified bill; contents; parties. 
Proceeds of sale held by court and treated as real estate. 
Sale of limited estate and future interest generally; court decree; binding 

effect thereof. 

§ 42-1401. Sale of life estate and contingent remainder in issue upon 
application of life tenant. 

Where real estate is limited to 1 or more for life, with a contingent limitation 
over to such issue of 1 or more of the tenants for life as shall be living at the 
death of their parent or parents, and the deed or will does not prohibit a sale, 
said court may, on the application of the tenants for life, and if the court shall 
be of opinion that it is expedient to do so, order a sale of such estate and decree 
to the purchaser an absolute and complete title in fee simple. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1205, ch. 854, § 97.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1001. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1101. 

Key Numbers 
Life Estates <§;;:>27. 
Westlaw Topic No. 240. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 61 to 63. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 property for purposes of reinvestment, made 
with jurisdiction over the res and of the parties, 

1. In general is not open to collateral attack, even though the 
The validity of a decree for the sale of an court erred in holding that a case had been 

infant's real estate for purposes of reinvestment, made, either under its inherent power as a 
and of the order appointing a trustee to make court of equity, or its statutory authority. U.S. 
the sale, and of the bond reciting the due ap- to Use of Hine v. Morse, U.S.Dist.Co1.l910, 31 
pointment of such trustee, executed to secure S.Ct. 37, 218 U.S. 493, 54 L.Ed. 1123, 21 Am. 
the faithful discharge by him of his duties, is not Ann.Cas. 782. Infants <§;;:> 39 
open to question by one who voluntarily became Court cannot order sale of real estate devised 
a surety upon the bond, thereby enabling his 
principal to obtain the proceeds of the sale. for life with remainder over, where will specifi-
U.S. to Use of Hine v. Morse, U.S.Dist.Co1.1910, cally forbids sale or incumbrance by trustee 
31 S.Ct. 37, 218 U.S. 493, 54 L.Ed. 1123,21 duringsuchperiod.Code,§§ 97, 100 (D.C.Code 
Am.Ann.Cas.782. Estoppel <§;;:> 32(4) 1929, T. 25, §§ 421, 424). Simon v. Simon, 

A decree of the Supreme Court of the District 1928, 26 F.2d 530, 58 App.D.C. 158. Trusts <§;;:> 
of Columbia for the sale of an infant's real 193.5 
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§ 42-1402. Application for sale by verified bill; contents; parties. 

Any application for such sale shall be by bill, verified by the oath of the party 
or parties, in which all the facts shall be distinctly set forth upon the existence 
of which it is clailued that such sale should be decreed, which facts shall be 
proved by competent testimony. All of the issue embraced in the limitation 
who are in existence at the time of the application shall be made parties 
defendant, together with all who would take the estate in case the limitation 
over should never vest; and luinors of the age of 14 years or more shall answer 
in proper person under oath, as well as by guardian ad litem, and all evidence 
shall be taken upon notice to the parties and the guardian ad litem. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1205, ch. 854, § 98.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1002. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1102. 

Key Numbers 
Life Estates <:;;=:>27. 
Westlaw Topic No. 240. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 61 to 63. 

§ 42-1403. Proceeds of sale held by court and treated as real estate. 

The proceeds of sale of said real estate shall be held under the control and 
subject to the order of the court, and shall be invested under its order and 
supervision upon real and personal security, and the same shall, to all intents 
and purposes, be deemed real estate and stand in the place of the real estate 
from the sale of which they are derived, and as such be subject to the 
limitations of the deed or will. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1205, ch. 854, § 99.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1003. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1103. 

Key Numbers 
Life Estates ~27. 
Westlaw Topic No. 240. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 61 to 63. 

§ 42-1404. Sale of limited estate and future interest generally; court 
decree; binding effect thereof. 

Wherever 1 or more persons shall be entitled to an estate for life or years, or 
a base or qualified fee simple, or any other limited or conditional estate in 
lands, and any other person or persons shall be entitled to a remainder or 
remainders, vested or contingent, or an interest by way of executory devise in 
the same lands, on application of any of the parties in interest the court may, if 
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Note 1 

all the parties in being are made parties to the proceeding, decree a sale or 
lease of the property, if it shall appear to be to the interest of all concerned, and 
shall direct the investment of the proceeds so as to inure in like manner as 
provided by the original grant to the use of the same parties who would be 
entitled to the land sold or leased; and all such decrees, if all the persons are 
parties who would be entitled if the contingency had happened at the date of 
the decree, shall bind all persons, whether in being or not, who claim or luay 
claim any interest in said land under any of the parties to said decree, or under 
any person from whom any of the parties to such decree claim, or from or 
under or by the original deed or will by which such particular, limited, or 
conditional estate, with remainders or executory devises, were created. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1205, ch. 854, § 100.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1004. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1104. 

Key Numbers 
Life Estates '0=>27. 
Westlaw Topic No. 240. 

In general 1 

1. In general 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 61 to 63. 

Notes of Decisions 

cally forbids sale or incumbrance by trustee 
during such period. Code, §§ 97, 100 (D.C.Code 
1929, T. 25, §§ 421, 424). Simon v. Simon, 

Court cannot order sale of real estate devised 
for life with remainder over, where will specifi-

1928, 26 F.2d 530, 58 App.D.C. 158. Trusts e::> 
193.5 
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CHAPTER 15 

USES AND TRUSTS. 

Section 
42-150l. 
42-1502. 

Legal estate in cestui que use; exception. 
Where several are jointly seized of lands to use of any so seized, latter 

deemed to have possession and seizin alone. 
42-1503. Effect of purchase for value without notice of trust; where express trust not 

declared in conveyance. 

§ 42-1501. Legal estate in cestui que use; exception. 

Where lands, tenements, or hereditaments are conveyed or devised to one 
person, whether for years or for a freehold estate, to the use of or in trust for 
another, no estate or interest, legal or equitable, shall vest in the trustee, but the 
person entitled, according to the true intent and meaning of such instrument, to 
the actual possession of the property and the receipt of the rents and profits 
thereof, in law or in equity, shall be deemed to have a legal estate therein of the 
same quality and duration and subject to the same conditions as his beneficial 
interest, except where the title of such trustee is not merely nominal but is 
connected with some power of actual disposition or management of the 
property conveyed. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1432, ch. 854, § 1617.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1101. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1201. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Cross References 

Fraudulent conveyances, see §§ 28-3101,28-3103. 

Key Numbers 
Trusts <?;::;>133 to 143. 
WestIaw Topic No. 390. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Trusts §§ 13, 242 to 243, 245 to 251, 

253 to 263. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 owned an undivided one-third interest in a great 
number of other parcels of real property and 
properties had various types of improvements, 1. In general 
in various states of repair, and would be lTlOSt If testamentary trustee has duties to perform, 

trust is active and trustee will take title and difficult to dispose of in an orderly fashion, will 
administer and manage properties, but if trustee clause, directing executor-trustee to distribute 
has no duties other than to convey title, trust is to the beneficiaries, devisees and legatees any 
passive and title vests in devisees. D.C.Code property of any character of which testator died 
1951, § 45-1201. Liberty Nat. Bank of Wash- the owner, required fiduciary to undertake suffi-
ington v. Smoot, D.D.CI955, 135 F.Supp. 654. ciently active duties so that fiduciary would 
Wills <?;::;> 681 (2) have to take title to real estate and proceed with 

Where, at time of his death, testator was sole its distribution as will directed. D.C.Code 
owner of five parcels of real property and also 1951, § 45-1201. Liberty Nat. Bank of Wash-
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USES AND TRUSTS 

ington v. Smoot, D.D.C1955, 135 F.Supp. 654. 
Wills ~ 681 (2) 

Even though assignee of expired lease in tak
ing title to property acted solely as agent or 
straw party for realty corporation, which was 
seeking to acquire a number of parcels of real 
estate in neighborhood, assignee was entitled to 

§ 42-1503 

bring possessory action against lessee, who was 
hold-over tenant, since lessee could assert any 
right he had to possession in suit by assignee in 
same manner that he could have asserted such 
right if corporation had brought suit. D.C.Code 
1951, §§ 45-820, 45-904, 45-1201. Lake v. 
Angelo (Cr.App. 1960) 163 A.2d 611. Landlord 
And Tenant ~ 280.5 

§ 42-1502. Where several arejoindy seized of lands to use of any so seized, 
latter deemed to have possession and seizin alone. 

Where divers and many persons be, or hereafter shall happen to be jointly 
seized of and in any lands, tenements, rents, reversions, relnainders, or other 
hereditalnents, to the use, confidence, or trust of any of them that be so jointly 
seized, in every such case those person or persons which have or hereafter shall 
have any such use, confidence, or trust in any such lands, tenelnents, rents, 
reversions, remainders, or hereditaments, shall from henceforth have, and be 
deemed and adjudged to have only to him or them that have, or hereafter shall 
have such use, confidence, or trust, such estate, possession, and seizin, of and 
in the same lands, tenements, rents, reversions, remainders, and other heredita
Inents, in like nature, manner, form, condition, and course, as he or they had 
before in the use, confidence, or trust of the same lands, tenements, or 
hereditmnents; saving and reserving to all and singular persons, and bodies 
politic, their heirs, and successors, other than those person or persons which be 
seized, or hereafter shall be seized of any lands, tenements, or hereditaments, to 
any use, confidence, or trust, all such right, title, entry, interest, possession, 
rents, and action, as they or any of them had, or might have had before the year 
1535. 

(27 Hen. 8, ch. 10, § 2, 1535; Kilty's Rep. 231; Alex. Br. Stat. 294; Compo Stat. D.C., 
537,§ 2.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1102. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1202. 

Key Numbers 
Trusts <P 121. 
Westlaw Topic No. 390. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Trusts §§ 227 to 240. 

§ 42-1503. Effect of purchase for value without notice of trust; where 
express trust not declared in conveyance. 

No ilnplied or resulting trust shall be alleged or established to defeat or 
prejudice the title of a purchaser for a valuable consideration and without 
notice of such trust; and where an express trust is created, but is not contained 
or declared in the conveyance to the trustee, such conveyance shall be deemed 
absolute in favor of purchasers from the trustee for value and without notice of 
the trust. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1432, ch. 854, § 1618.) 
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§ 42-1503 REAL PROPERlY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1103. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1203. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Trusts e::>62 to 90. 
Westlaw Topic No. 390. 

C.J.S. Trusts §§ 10 to 11, 128 to 142, 144 to 
173. 

Notes of Decisions 

Bona fide purchasers 2 
Receiverships 3 
Valuable consideration defined 

1. Valuable consideration defined 
Even assuming that District of Columbia re

cording statute protects bona fide purchasers of 
property which has been placed in custody of 
receiver, parties who purchased property at exe
cution sale did not pay "valuable consider
ation," within meaning of recording statute, to 
the extent that they paid only a nominal $1 
purchase price. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1103. 
In re Technical Land, Inc., 1994, 172 B.R. 429, 
affirmed 175 B.R. 792. Execution e::> 271; Ex
ecution e::> 273 

Mere fact that judgment creditors purchased 
property at execution sale subject to any valid 
liens thereon did not mean that they had paid 
"valuable consideration" for property, within 
meaning of District of Columbia recording stat
ute, to the extent that judgment creditors had 
made no payment on preexisting liens until they 
became aware property was in custody of re
ceiver. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1103. In re 
Technical Land, Inc., 1994, 172 B.R. 429, af
firmed 175 B.R. 792. Execution e::> 273 

"Valuable consideration," such as purchaser 
must pay in order to take title, under District of 

Columbia recording statute, superior to that en
joyed by resulting trust beneficiaries, is not to 
be equated with legally sufficient consideration, 
which can be purely nominal; status of bona 
fide purchaser will not be accorded to one who 
pays only a nominal amount, risking no sub
stantial sum on purchase. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1103. In re Technical Land, Inc., 1994, 
172 B.R. 429, affirmed 175 B.R. 792. Vendor 
And Purchaser e::> 235 

2. Bona fide purchasers 
Party can be "bona fide purchaser for valu

able consideration," within meaning of District 
of Columbia recording statute, only if such con
sideration is actually paid before purchaser 
learns of prior unrecorded interest. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-1103. In re Technical Land, Inc., 
1994, 172 B.R. 429, affirmed 175 B.R. 792. 
Vendor And Purchaser e::> 226(2) 

3. Receiverships 
Receivership is not to be equated with "re

sulting trust," under District of Columbia stat
ute providing that no implied or resulting trust 
shall defeat title of purchaser for valuable con
sideration and without notice of such trust. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1103. In re Technical 
Land, Inc., 1994, 172 B.R. 429, affirmed 175 
B.R. 792. Trusts e::> 62 
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CHAPTER 16 

WASTE. 

Section 
42-160l. 
42·-1602. 
42·-1603. 

Writ of waste; lease forfeited for waste and lessee to pay treble damages. 
Waste prohibited without written license; damages; amercement. 
Reversioner may maintain writ of waste although tenant's interest assigned 

to another; applicability of provisions. 
42-1604. Joint tenant or tenant in common against cotenant. 

§ 42-1601. Writ of waste; lease forfeited for waste and lessee to pay treble 
damages. 

A man from henceforth shall have a writ of waste in the chancery against him 
that holdeth by law, or otherwise for term of life, or for term of years; and he 
which shall be attainted of waste, shall lease the thing that he hath wasted, and 
moreover shall recon1pense thrice so much as the waste shall be taxed at. 

(6 Edw. 1, ch. 5, § 1, 1278; Kilty's Rep. 211; Alex. Br. Stat. 83; Compo Stat. D.C., 319, 
§ 21; Oct. 1, 1976, D.C. Law 1-87, § 41,23 DCR 2544; Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-292, 
§ 804, 48 DCR 2087.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1201. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1301. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-292 deleted " or in dower" 

following "for term of years". 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 1-87, the "Anti-Sex Discriminatory Lan

guage Act," was introduced in Council and as-

signed Bill No. 1-36, which was referred to the 
Committee on the Judiciary and Criminal Law. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on June 15, 1976, and June 29, 1976, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on July 27, 
1976, it was assigned Act No. 1-143 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re-
view. 

For Law 13-292, see notes following 
§ 42-1207. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant e=:>55. 
Waste e=:>1 to 22. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 233, 404. 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Estates §§ 50 to 52. 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 506, 551 to 
588. 

C.J.S. Waste §§ 1 to 41. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 have been too inconsequential to justify a forfei
ture of tenant's term. Klein v. Longo (Cr.App. 
1943) 34 A.2d 359. Landlord And Tenant e=:> 

1. In general 285(4) 
Breach of covenant to make repairs by failure The covenant not to commit, or suffer waste 

to replace broken hinge of gate, to reset a fallen to be committed, is implied in every lease. 
fence, to mend broken plaster, or to repaper Klein v. Longo (Cr.App. 1943) 34 A.2d 359. 
walls, supplemented by acts evidencing a wan- Landlord And Tenant e=:> 45 
ton disregard of landlord's rights, authorized a Acts constituting a breach of an express cove-
finding that "waste" has been committed, not- nant, which are of such a nature that when 
withstanding that each breach of itself might followed by other instances of abuse of the 
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§ 42-1601 
Note 1 

property by the tenant result in injury to the 
reversion, constitute "waste". Klein v. Longo 
(Cr.App. 1943) 34 A.2d 359. Landlord And 
Tenant <3:::=> 55(2) 

Whether a tenant by breach of covenant to 
make repairs has committed waste is a question 
of fact for trial court. Klein v. Longo (Cr.App. 
1943) 34 A.2d 359. Landlord And Tenant (:;::::;:> 

285(7) 
Where breach of an express covenant fol

lowed by other instances of abuse to property by 

REAL PROPERTY 

tenant results in injury to reversion, the waiver 
implied by acceptance of rent and failure to 
terminate tenancy upon breach of covenant 
does not exclude covenant from consideration 
when issue in action to recover possession is 
whether conduct of tenant over a period of 
years justifies finding that waste has been com
mitted. Klein v. Longo (Cr.App. 1943) 34 A.2d 
359. Landlord And Tenant <3:::=> 112(1); Land
lord And Tenant <3:::=> 112(2); Landlord And Ten
ant G:=> 285(4) 

§ 42-1602. Waste prohibited without written license; damages; amerce
ment. 

Fennors, during their terms, shall not make waste, sale or exile of house or 
woods, nor of anything belonging to the tenements, that they have to fenn, 
without special license had by writing of covenant, making mention that they 
may do it; which thing if they do, and thereof be convict, they shall yield full 
danlage and shall be punished by amercement grievously. 

(52 Hen. 3, eh. 23, § 2, 1267; Kilty's Rep. 209; Alex. Br. Stat. 46, 47; Compo Stat. D.C., 
318, § 19.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1202. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1302. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant <3:::=>55. 
Waste G:::>1 to 22. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 233, 404. 

Encyclopedias 
C.l.S. Estates §§ 50 to 52. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

C.l.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 506, 551 to 
588. 

C.l.S. Waste §§ 1 to 41. 

§ 42-1603. Reversioner may maintain writ of waste although tenant's 
interest assigned to another; applicability of provisions. 

Because that diverse people in times past have let their lands and tenements 
to divers persons, that is to say, some for term of life or of another man's life, 
and son1e for term of years, the said tenants have oftentimes let and granted 
their estate which they had in the same lands and tenements, to many persons, 
to the intent that they in the reversion, that is to say, their lessors, their heirs, or 
their assigns, 111ight not have knowledge of their names, and after the said first 
tenants continually occupy the said lands and tenements, and thereof take the 
profits to their proper use, and in the said lands and tenements commit waste 
and destruction, to the disheritance of them in the reversion: It is ordained and 
established, that they in the reversion in such case may have and maintain a 
writ of waste against the said tenants for term of life, of another's life, or for 
years, and so recover against them the place wasted, and their treble damages, 
for the waste by them done, as they ought to have done for the waste committed 
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WASTE § 42-1604 
Note 1 

by them before the said grant and lease of their estate. Provided always, that 
this ordinance hold not place, but where the first tenants before the lease and 
grant of their said estates, in the manner and form above-said, were unpunisha
ble of waste; and also where after the said grant and lease the said first tenants 
of the said lands and tenelnents take the profits at the time of the waste done, to 
their own proper use. 

(11 Hen. 6, ch. 5, § I, 1433; Kilty's Rep. 227; Alex. Br. Stat. 243; Compo Stat. D.C., 
320, § 26.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-]203. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1303. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant <>55. 
Waste <>1 to 22. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 233, 404. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Estates §§ 50 to 52. 

Library References 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 506, 551 to 
588. 

C.J.S. Waste §§ 1 to 41. 

§ 42-1604. Joint tenant or tenant in common against cotenant. 

Any joint tenant or tenant in common may nlaintain an action for waste 
committed by his cotenant, or in a suit for a partition, or a sale for purpose of 
partition may have said waste charged against the share of the cotenant 
committing the saIne. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1433, ch. 854, § 1622.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1204. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1304. 

Key Numbers 
Joint Tenancy G::>8 to 10. 
Tenancy in Common G::>26, 38. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 226, 373. 

In general 1 

1. In general 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Joint Tenancy §§ 15, 23 to 35. 
C.J.S. Tenancy in Common §§ 35, 59 to 62, 

105 to 109, 111 to 112, 114 to 127. 

Notes of Decisions 

The term "waste" when applied to a tenant in 
common means any action which goes to the 
destruction or permanent injury of the property 

to preserve the property by making all neces
sary, ordinary repairs, but this duty does not 
extend to extraordinary repairs or the substitu
tion of new structures resulting from normal 
decay. Moore v. Moore, 120 WLR 2393 (Super. 
Ct. 1992). 

held in common. Moore v. Moore, 120 WLR A cotenant's duty to repair is limited, in that 
2393 (Super. Ct. 1992). the costs of the repair must not exceed the 

A tenant in common who is in sole possession income produced by the propel~ty or its imputed 
of common property has a duty to his cotenant 
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§ 42-1604 
Note 1 

rental value. Moore v. Moore, 120 WLR 2393 
(Super. Ct. 1992). 

Plaintiff failed to show that the property's 
deteriorated condition was a result of defen-

REAL PROPERTY 

dant's inaction. Moore v. Moore, 120 WLR 2393 
(Super. Ct. 1992). 
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Section 
42-1701. 
42-1702. 
42-1703. 
42-1704. 
42-1705. 
42-1706. 

42-1707. 

'42-1708. 
42-1709. 

Purposes. 
Definitions. 

SUBTITLE II 

BROKERS AND REALTORS. 

CHAPTER 17 

REAL ESTATE BROKERS' DUTIES. 

Subchapter I. General. 

Duties of real estate brokers, salespersons, and property managers. 
Escrow accounts. 
Written listing contract required. 
Establishment of Real Estate Guaranty and Education Fund; Mayor to 

determine sum for deposit into Fund. 
Applications for payments from Fund; maximum payment; management of 

Fund. 
Additional criminal penalties. 
Savings clause. 

Subchapter H. Repealed Provisions. 

42-1721 to 42-1738. Acting as broker or salesman without license unlawful; defini
tions; exceptions to license requirements; single act may constitute one "broker" or 
"salesman;" applicability of chapter; Real Estate Commission; creation; member
ship; terms; officers and staff; seal; records; compensation; annual audit; rules and 
regulations; license; qualifications; competency and proof thereof; prohibitions on 
license issuance; written application; brokers and salesmen; recommendations; 
firms, partnerships, etc., and members thereof; oath; fee; bond and surety; other 
proof of character; hearing before refusal to issue; form and contents; display; 
rehearing within 6 months; notice to licensee; fees; expiration; renewal; actions for 
compensation for service or for enforcement of contracts; places of business; dis
charged or terminated salesmen; transferability; suspension or revocation; investiga
tion upon complaint; prohibited acts; hearing by Commission before denial of 
application or suspension; written notice; procedure; court review of determination; 
copy of record; provisions applicable to nonresident brokers and salesmen; members 
of Commission authorized to administer oaths; court to enforce compliance with 
Commission; exemptions from license requirements; limitation on exemptions; list of 
licenses, suspensions, and revocations and report of Commission to be published 
annually; unlawful acts; misleading deeds, mortgages and deeds of trust; prizes and 
awards in connection with sale of property; commission to one not licensed; revoca
tion of license upon conviction of certain crimes; suspension for indictment thereof; 
refusal for past convictions; revocation or suspension of member of copartnership or 
association; penalties; other liability; prosecutions by and advice of Corporation 
Counsel; bond required for renewal of licenses; separability. [Repealed] 

42-1739. Real Estate Commission of the District of Columbia. [Repealed] 
42-1740. Powers and duties of Mayor; evidentiary use of copies of Commission 

documents; record of Commission proceedings. [Repealed] 
42-1741. Fees. [Repealed] 
42-1742. Licensure of real estate brokers, real estate salespersons, and property 

managers. [Repealed] 
42-1743. Qualifications for licensure. [Repealed] 
42-1744. Status of person previously licensed. [Repealed] 
42-1745. Licensure required for property managers. [Repealed] 
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Section 
42-1746. 
42-1747. 
42-1748. 

42-1749. 
42-1750. 
42-1751. 
42-1752. 
42-1753. 
42-1754. 
42-1755. 

42- 1756. 
42-1757. 

42-1758. 
42-1759. 
42-1760. 
42-1761. 

42-1762. 

42-1763. 
42-1764. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Registration and certification required for resident managers. [Repealed] 
Qualifications for licensure of property managers. [Repealed] 
Waiver of examination and education requirements for property managers. 

[Repealed] 
Exemptions. [Repealed] 
Transfer of license; change of status; brokerage firms. [Repealed] 
Licensure of legal entities. [Repealed] 
Place of business. [Repealed] 
Prohibited names. [Repealed] 
Injunctions. [Repealed] 
Investigation of conduct; suspension or revocation of license; grounds; 

penalty in lieu of suspension; probationary period; reinstatement. [Re
pealed] 

Procedural requirements. [Repealed] 
Automatic suspension of license through affiliation; discharge or termination 

of employment or affiliation. [Repealed] 
Prohibited acts. [Repealed] 
License suspended upon criminal conviction. [Repealed] 
Effect of criminal conviction upon license application. [Repealed] 
Effect of license revocation or suspension upon partnership, association, or 

corporation. [Repealed] 
Suspension or revocation of property manager license; code of ethics appli

cable to all licensees. [Repealed] 
Criminal penalties; prosecutions. [Repealed] 
Duties of Corporation Counsel. [Repealed] 

SUBCHAPTER I. GENERAL 

§ 42-1701. Purposes. 

The purposes of this subchapter are to protect the public against incom
petence, fraud and deception in real estate transactions; to establish a Real 
Estate Guaranty and Educational Fund to compensate victims of unlawful real 
estate practices; and for other purposes. 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 2, 30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2(a), 31 DCR 4023; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(a), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1921. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Law 4-209, the "District of Columbia Real 
Estate Licensure Act of 1982," was introduced 
in Council and assigned Bill No. 4--230, which 
was referred to the Committee on Housing and 
Economic Development. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on November 16, 
1982, and December 14, 1982, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on December 28, 1982, it 
was assigned Act No. 4-299 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 45-1929.1. 

Law 12-261, the "Second Omnibus Regulato
ry Reform Amendment Act of 1998," was intro
duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 12-845, 
which was referred to the Committee of the 
Whole. The Bill was adopted on first and sec
ond reading on December 1, 1998, and Decem
ber 15, 1998, respectively. Signed by the May
or on December 31, 1998, it was assigned Act 
No. 12-615, and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 12-261 be
came effective on April 20, 1999. 
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REAL ESTATE BROKERS' DUTIES 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Applicability of chapter to District of Colum
bia Housing Authority: Section 13 of D.C. Law 
10-243, the District of Columbia Housing Au
thority Act of 1994, provided: 

Applicability of chapter to District of Colum
bia Housing Authority: "(a) The provisions of 
Chapter 17 of Title 42 shall not apply to the 
property managers of housing properties within 
the jurisdiction of the Authority. The activities 
of property managers of housing properties 
shall be regulated by the applicable statutes, 

§ 42-1702 

rules, and regulations of the United States in 
effect on March 21, 1995. 

"(b) Execution or other judicial process shall 
not issue against the real property of the Au
thority nor shall any judgment against the Au
thority be a charge or lien upon its rcal proper
ty. This section shall not apply to or limit the 
right of obligees to foreclose or otherwise en
force any mortgage on property of the Authority 
or the right of obligees to pursue any remedies 
for the enforcement of any pledge or lien given 
by the Authority on its rents, fees, and reve
nues." 

Cross References 
Section References 

This section is referred to in § 1-321.02. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

Brokers ~1, 3, 4. 
Westlaw Topic No. 65. 

C.J.S. Brokers §§ 13 to 32, 38 to 70. 

Notes of Decisions 

Construction and application 1 

1. Construction and application 
Even if Brokerage Act had been violated be

cause company affiliated with limited partner
ship's sole managing general partner did not 
hold a real estate brokerage license but had 
been retained under a consulting agreement to 
sell partnership's realty, there was no breach of 
partnership agreement's requirement that man
aging partner's self-dealing be conducted on 
lion terms and standards for performance cus
tomarily provided in the [District of Colum
bia]," where the partners agreed that the man
aging partner was qualified to negotiate the 
sales transaction. Marmac Inv. Co., Inc. v. 
Wolpe, 2000, 759 A.2d 620. Partnership <P 
366 

Equities did not favor requiring company af
filiated with limited partnership's sole manag
ing general partner to return fee it earned under 
consulting agreement for sale of partnership's 

§ 42-1702. Definitions. 

F or purposes of this subchapter: 

realty, even if Brokerage Act had been violated 
because company had not held a real estate 
brokerage license, where the majority of part-
ners had approved of the fee amount and the 
partnership received valuable services per
formed efficaciously by the managing partner. 
Marmac Inv. Co., Inc. v. Wolpe, 2000, 759 A.2d 
620. Partnership ~ 366 

Real Estate Licensure Act is designed to chill 
unlicensed practice by denying transgressors 
any recovery regardless of services they provide 
or status of their client. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1921 et seq. RDP Development Corp. v. 
Schwartz, 1995, 657 A.2d 301. Brokers <P 1 

Given broad remedial objectives of Real Es
tate Licensure Act, appellate court will construe 
it generously and will not create exception to 
legislative mandate which would exempt from 
Act's coverage most lucrative areas of brokerage 
practice. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1921 et seq. 
RDP Development Corp. v. Schwartz, 1995, 657 
A.2d 301. Brokers <P 3 

(1) The term "advance fee" means any fee, commission, or other valuable 
consideration contracted for, clailued, demanded, charged, received, or col
lected prior to the listing, advertisement, or offer to sell or lease real estate, 
paid or offered to be paid for the purpose of promoting the sale or lease of 
real estate, or for referral to any real estate broker, salesperson, or both, 
other than by newspaper of general circulation. 
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§ 42-1702 REAL PROPERTY 

(1 A) The tern1 " agency" Ineans every relationship in which a real estate 
licensee acts for or represents a person by such person's express authority in 
a real estate transaction, unless a different legal relationship is intended and 
is agreed to as part of the brokerage relationship. Nothing in this subchapter 
shall prohibit a licensee and a client from agreeing in writing to a brokerage 
relationship under which the licensee acts as an independent contractor or 
which imposes on a licensee obligations in addition to those provided in this 
subchapter. If a licensee agrees to additional obligations, however, the 
licensee shall be responsible for the additional obligations agreed to with the 
client in the brokerage relationship. A real estate licensee who enters into a 
brokerage relationship based upon a written contract which specifically 
states that the real estate licensee is acting as an independent contractor and 
not as an agent shall have the obligations agreed to by the parties in the 
contract, and such real estate licensee and its employees shall have no 
obligations under § 42-1703(a) through (e). 

(1 B) Repealed. 
(2) Repealed. 
(2A) The term "brokerage relationship" means the contractual relationship 

between a client and a real estate licensee who has been engaged by such 
client for the purpose of procuring a seller, buyer, option, tenant, or landlord 
ready, able, and willing to sell, buy, option, exchange, or rent real estate on 
behalf of a client, or for the purposes of managing real estate on behalf of a 
client. 

(3) Repealed. 
(3A) The term ((client" means a person who has entered into a brokerage 

relationship with a licensee. 
(4) The ten11 "Board" means the Board of Real Estate established by the 

Non-Health Related Occupations and Professions Licensure Act of 1998. 
(4A) The term "common source information company" means any person, 

firnl, or corporation that is a source, compiler, or supplier of information 
regarding real estate for sale or lease and other data and includes, but is not 
limited to, 111ultiple listing services. 

(5) The term "Council" means the Council of the District of Columbia. 
(SA) The term "custonler" means a person who has not entered into a 

brokerage relationship with a licensee, but for whom a licensee performs 
ministerial acts in a real estate transaction. Unless a licensee enters into a 
brokerage relationship with such person, it shall be presumed that such 
person is a customer of the licensee rather than a client. 

(SB) The term "designated agent" or "designated representative" means a 
licensee who has been assigned by a principal or supervising broker to 
represent a client when a different client is also represented by such principal 
or broker in the same transaction. 

(6) The term "District" nleans the District of Columbia. 
(6A) The term "dual agent" or "dual representative" means a licensee who 

has a brokerage relationship with both seller and buyer, or both landlord and 
tenant, in the SaI11e real estate transaction. 
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(6B) The term "escrow funds" means earnest money deposits for purchase 
of residential and commercial property and security deposits for rental of 
residential and commercial property. 

(7) The term "Fund" means the Real Estate Guaranty and Education Fund 
established by § 42-1706. 

(7 A) The term "licensee" means, respectively, real estate brokers, salesper
sons and property managers, as defined in paragraphs (10) (property manag
er), (12) (real estate broker), and (13) (real estate salesperson) of this section, 
provided that nothing in § 42-1703 shall be deemed to modify the licensure 
requirements otherwise set forth in this subchapter. 

(7B) The term "material fact" means infonnation that, if known, would be 
likely to induce a reasonable person to enter into or not enter into or 
consummate a real estate transaction. 

(8) The term "Mayor" means the Mayor of the District of Colun1bia or the 
Mayor's authorized representative. 

(8A) The tenn "ministerial acts" means those routine acts which a licensee 
can perform for a person which do not involve discretion or the exercise of 
the licensee's own judgment. 

(9) The term "person" means any individual, partnership, association, 
unincorporated business, firm, business trust, or corporation. 

(10) Repealed. 
(10A) Repealed. 
(10B) The term "property management" means leasing, renting or offering 

to lease or rent, managing, marketing, and the overall operation and Inainte
nance of real estate. The term "property management" includes the physical, 
administrative, and fiscal management of any real property serviced by a 
licensee, or his or her employee or agent. 

(10C) The term "psychological ilnpact" Ineans any fact or suspicion with 
respect to circumstances, other than the physical condition of the property, 
that creates a fear, belief, or mental condition. 

(11) The term "real estate" means condominiums, leaseholds, tiine sharing 
and any other interest or estate in land, whether corporeal, incorporeal, 
freehold, or nonfreehold, and whether located in the District or elsewhere. 
The term "real estate" includes any share or Inembership in a cooperative 
organized pursuant to Chapter 9 of Title 29, to engage in activities relating to 
real estate, even though the shares or membership Inay be deemed to be 
securities or personal property for purposes of such chapter. 

(12) Repealed. 
(12A) The term "real estate franchise" means any real estate franchise 

brokerage firm practicing in the District which does not own or operate 
individual offices directly, but licenses its trade name, reputation, operation 
procedure, and referral services to independently owned and operated bro
kerage firms. 

(13) Repealed. 
(13A) Repealed. 
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(13B) The term "standard agent" means a licensee who acts for or repre
sents a client in an agency relationship. A standard agent shall have the 
obligations as provided in this section. 

(14) The term "written listing contract" means a contract between a 
broker and an owner in which the owner grants to the broker the right to 
find a purchaser for a designated property at the price and terms the owner 
agrees to accept, and the broker, for a fee, commission, or other valuable 
consideration, promises to make a reasonable effort to obtain a purchaser for 
the term of the contract. 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 3, 30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2(b), 31 DCR 4023; Mar. 6, 1991, D.C. Law 8-209, § 2(a), 37 DCR 8464; Feb. 5, 1994, 
D.C. Law 10-68, § 38(a), 40 DCR 6311; Apr. 9,1997, D.C. Law 11-242, § 2(a), 44 DCR 
1128; Mar. 24, 1998, D.C. Law 12-81, § 55(a), 45 DCR 745; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 
12-261, § 1233(b), 46 DCR 3142; Apr. 20, ]999, D.C. Law 12-264, §§ 51, 57(f), 46 DCR 
2] 18; Apr. 12, 2000, D.C. Law 13-91, § 157(a), 47 DCR 520.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1922. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-91 validated a previously made 

technical amendment in subsec. (b)(1). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-170l. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

on first and second readings on November 7, 
1996, and December 3, 1996, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on December 24, 1996, it 
was assigned Act No. 11-502 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 11-242 became effective on April 9, 1997. 

Law ] 2-81, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 1997," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 12-408, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on N 0-

vember 4, 1997, and December 4, 1997, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on December 22, 
1997, it was assigned Act No. 12-246 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 12-81 became effective on 
March 24, 1998. 

Law 8-209, the "Real Estate Transaction 
Amendment Act of 1990," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 8-514, which was 
referred to the Committee on Consumer and 
Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
first and second readings on November 13, see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
1990, and December 4, 1990, respectively. § 42-1701. 
Signed by the Mayor on December 14, 1990, it Law 12-264, the "Technical Amendments Act 
was assigned Act No. 8-284 and transmitted to of 1998," was introduced in Council and as-
both Houses of Congress for its review. signed Bill No. 12-804, which was referred to 

D.C. Law 10-68, the "Technical Amendments the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
Act of 1993," was introduced in Council and adopted on first and second readings on No-
assigned Bill No. 10-166, which was referred to vember 10, 1998, and December 1, 1998, re-
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was spectively. Signed by the Mayor on January 7, 
adopted on first and second readings on June 1999, it was assigned Act No. 12-626 and trans-
29, 1993, and July 13, 1993, respectively. mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re-
Signed by the Mayor on August 23, 1993, it was view. D.C. Law 12-264 became effective on 
assigned Act No. 10-107 and transmitted to April 20, 1999. 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 13-91, the "Technical Amendments Act 
Law 10-68 became effective on February 5, of 1999," was introduced in Council and as-
1994. signed Bill No. 13-435, which was referred to 

Law 1 J -242, the "Real Estate Licensure the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
Amendment Act of 1996," was introduced in adopted on first and second readings on No-
Council and assigned Bill No. 11-620, which vember 2, 1999, and December 7, 1999, respec-
was referred to the Committee on Consumer tively. Signed by the Mayor on December 29, 
and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted 1999, it was assigned Act No. 13-234 and trans-
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mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 13-91 became effective on April 
12, 2000. 

§ 42-1703 

References in Text 
The "Non-Health Related Occupations and 

Professions Licensure Act of 1998," referenced 
in (4), is title I of D.C. Law 12-261. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 1-321.02. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Brokers <::=2 to 4. 
Westlaw Topic No. 65. 

c.J.S. Brokers §§ 1 to 32, 38 to 70. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Written listing agreement 2 

1. In general 

Purported listing agreement for purchase of 
building on behalf of foreign governments vio
lated District of Columbia Real Estate Licensure 
Act of 1982 due to lack of specific price term 
and lack of definite termination date; thus, list
ing agreement was void and did not entitle 
broker to recover commission from ultimate 
sale of building to foreign embassy which had 
been procured by embassy's actual exclusive 
agent. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1922(14), 
45-1936(b)(16), 45-1945. Hamadv v. Trammell 
Crow Asset Co., 1993, 824 F.S{lPP. 580, af
firmed 28 F.3d 1209. Brokers <> 40 

District of Columbia Real Estate Licensure 
Act does not distinguish between "business 
chance brokers" and "real estate brokers," does 
not require an analysis of whether a transaction 
was a "business opportunity" or a "real estate 
transaction," and does not examine whether 
real property was a "substantial aspect" of the 
transaction. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1921 et 
seq., 45-1926, 45-1926(c); § 45-1922 (Re
pealed). Kassatly v. Yazbeck, 1990, 739 
F.Supp. 651. Brokers <::= 3; Brokers (€;:::> 42 

Under District of Columbia Real Estate Licen
sure Act, "business chance broker" is "real es
tate broker" barred from bringing lawsuit to 
collect commission if unlicensed at time of 
transaction. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1921 et 
seq., 45-1926, 45-1926(c); § 45-1922 (Re
pealed). Kassatly v. Yazbeck, 1990, 739 
F.Supp. 651. Brokers ~ 42 

Development corporation acted as "real es
tate broker" when it performed under consult
ing agreement by negotiating to lease client's 
property, and thus it was barred by Real Estate 
Licensure Act, due to its unlicensed status, from 
collecting fees, considering additionally that 
contract was to be paid on commission basis, 
contingent upon success in securing lease, with 
amount tied directly to value of lease. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1922(l2)(A), 45-1926(c). 
RDP Development Corp. v. Schwartz, 1995, 657 
A.2d 301. Brokers ~ 2; Brokers G:;:> 42 

2. Written listing agreement 
Letter from commercial real estate services 

company to developers did not contemplate the 
sale or purchase of developers' property, and 
thus, it did not amount to a written listing 
agreement that would have entitled company to 
a commission on the sale of the property. Cb 
Richard Ellis Real Estate Services, Inc. v. Spitz, 
2008, 950 A.2d 704. Brokers <::= 43(2) 

§ 42-1703. Duties of real estate brokers, salespersons, and property man
agers. 

(a) Licensees engaged by sellers. -

(1) A licensee engaged by a seller shall: 
(A) Perform in accordance with the tenns of the brokerage relationship; 

(B) Promote the interests of the seller by: 

(i) Seeking a sale at the price and terms agreed upon in the brokerage 
relationship or at a price and terms acceptable to the seller; however, 
the licensee shall not be obligated to seek additional offers to purchase 
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the property while the property is subject to a contract of sale, unless 
agreed to as part of the brokerage relationship or as the contract of sale 
so provides; 

(ii) Presenting in a timely manner all written offers or counteroffers to 
and frorn the seller, even when the property is already subject to a 
contract of sale; 

(iii) Disclosing to the seller material facts related to the property or 
concerning the transaction of which the licensee has actual knowledge; 
and 

(iv) Accounting for in a timely manner all money and property re
ceived in which the seller has or n1ay have an interest; 
(C) Maintain confidentiality of all personal and financial information 

received frOln the client during the brokerage relationship and any other 
information that the client requests during the brokerage relationship be 
maintained confidential, unless otherwise provided by law or the seller 
consents in writing to the release of such information; 

(D) Exercise ordinary care; and 
(E) Comply with all requirements of this section, all applicable fair 

housing statutes and regulations, and all other applicable statutes and 
regulations which are not in conflict with this section. 
(2) Licensees shall treat all prospective buyers honestly and shall not 

knowingly give theln false information. A licensee engaged by a seller shall 
disclose to prospective buyers all material adverse facts pertaining to the 
physical condition of the property which are actually known by the licensee. 
A licensee shall not be liable to a buyer for providing false information to the 
buyer if the false inforn1ation was provided to the licensee by the seller and 
the licensee did not have actual knowledge that the information was false or 
act in reckless disregard of the truth. No cause of action shall arise against 
any licensee for revealing information as required by this section or applica
ble law. Nothing in this section shall modify or lin1it in any way the 
provisions of § 42-1755(f). 

(3) A licensee engaged by a seller in a real estate transaction may, unless 
prohibited by law or the brokerage relationship, provide assistance to a buyer 
or potential buyer by performing ministerial acts. Performing such ministe
rial acts that are not inconsistent with this subsection (a) of this section shall 
not be construed to violate the licensee's brokerage relationship with the 
seller unless expressly prohibited by the terms of the brokerage relationship, 
nor shall perfonning such Ininisterial acts be construed to form a brokerage 
relationship with such buyer or potential buyer. 

(4) A licensee engaged by a seller does not breach any duty or obligation 
owed to the seller by showing alternative properties to prospective buyers, 
whether as clients or customers, or by representing other sellers who have 
other properties for sale. 

(5) Licensees shall disclose brokerage relationships pursuant to the provi
sions of this section. 

(b) Licensees engaged by buyers. -
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(]) A licensee engaged by a buyer shall: 
(A) Perform in accordance with the terms of the brokerage relationship; 
(B) Promote the interests of the buyer by: 

(i) Seeking a property at a price and with terms acceptable to the 
buyer; however, the licensee shall not be obligated to seek other proper
ties for the buyer while the buyer is a party to a contract to purchase 
property unless agreed to as part of the brokerage relationship; 

(ii) Presenting in a timely manner all written offers or counteroffers to 
and from the buyer, even when the buyer is already a party to a contract 
to purchase property; 

(iii) Disclosing to the buyer ll1aterial facts related to the property or 
concerning the transaction of which the licensee has actual knowledge, 
provided that nothing in this section shall modify or limit in any way the 
provisions of § 42-1755(f); and 

(iv) Accounting for in a timely manner all money and property re
ceived in which the buyer has or n1ay have an interest; 
(C) Maintain confidentiality of an personal and financial information 

received from the client during the brokerage relationship and any other 
information that the client requests during the brokerage relationship be 
maintained confidential unless otherwise provided by law or the buyer 
consents in writing to the release of such information; 

(D) Exercise ordinary care; and 
(E) COlnply with all requirements of this section, all applicable fair 

housing statutes and regulations, and all other applicable statutes and 
regulations which are not in conflict with this section. 
(2) Licensees shall treat all prospective sellers honestly and shall not 

knowingly give them false information. No cause of action shall arise against 
any licensee for revealing infonnation as required by this section or applica
ble law. In the case of a residential transaction, a licensee engaged by a 
buyer shall disclose to a seller the buyer's intent to occupy the property as a 
principal residence. 

(3) A licensee engaged by a buyer in a real estate transaction may, unless 
prohibited by law or the brokerage relationship, provide assistance to the 
seller, or prospective seller, by perfonning ministerial acts. Performing such 
ministerial acts that are not inconsistent with subsection (a) of this section 
shall not be construed to violate the licensee's brokerage relationship with the 
buyer unless expressly prohibited by the terms of the brokerage relationship, 
nor shall performing such Ininisterial acts be construed to form a brokerage 
relationship with the seller. 

(4) A licensee engaged by a buyer does not breach any duty or obligation to 
the buyer by showing properties in which the buyer is interested to other 
prospective buyers, whether as clients or customers, by representing other 
buyers looking at the same or other properties, or by representing sellers 
relative to other properties. 

(5) Licensees shall disclose brokerage relationships pursuant to the provi
sions of this section. 
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(c) Licensees engaged by landlords to lease property. -
(1) A licensee engaged by a landlord shall: 

REAL PROPERTY 

(A) Perform in accordance with the terms of the brokerage relationship; 
(B) Promote the interests of the landlord by: 

(i) Seeking a tenant at the price and terms agreed in the brokerage 
relationship or at a price and terms acceptable to the landlord; however, 
the licensee shall not be obligated to seek additional offers to lease the 
property while the property is subject to a lease or a letter of intent to 
lease under which the tenant has not yet taken possession, unless agreed 
as part of the brokerage relationship, or unless the lease or the letter of 
intent to lease so provides; 

(ii) Presenting in a timely Inanner all written offers or counteroffers to 
and frOln the landlord, even when the property is already subject to a 
lease or a letter of intent to lease; 

(iii) Disclosing to the landlord material facts related to the property or 
concerning the transaction of which the licensee has actual knowledge; 
and 

(iv) Accounting for in a timely manner all money and property re
ceived in which the landlord has or may have an interest; 
(C) Maintain confidentiality of all personal and financial information 

received from the client during the brokerage relationship and any other 
infonnation that the client requests during the brokerage relationship be 
n1aintained confidential, unless otherwise provided by law or the landlord 
consents in writing to the release of such infonnation; 

(D) Exercise ordinary care; and 
(E) Comply with all requirements of this section, fair housing statutes 

and regulations, and all other applicable statutes and regulations which are 
not in conflict with this section. 
(2) Licensees shall treat all prospective tenants honestly and shall not 

knowingly give them false information. A licensee engaged by a landlord 
shall disclose to prospective tenants all n1aterial adverse facts pertaining to 
the physical condition of the property which are actually known by the 
licensee. A licensee shall not be liable to a tenant for providing false 
information to the tenant if the false information was provided to the licensee 
by the landlord and the licensee did not have actual knowledge that the 
information was false or act in reckless disregard of the truth. No cause of 
action shall arise against any licensee for revealing information as required 
by this section or applicable law. Nothing in this subsection shall limit the 
right of a prospective tenant to inspect the physical condition of the property. 
Nothing in this section shall modify or limit in any way the provisions of 
§ 42-17 SS(f). 

(3) A licensee engaged by a landlord in a rea] estate transaction may, 
unless prohibited by law or the brokerage relationship, provide assistance to 
a tenant, or potential tenant, by performing ministerial acts. Perforn1ing 
such ministerial acts that are not inconsistent with subsection (a) of this 
section shall not be construed to violate the licensee's brokerage relationship 
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with the landlord unless expressly prohibited by the terms of the brokerage 
relationship, nor shall performing such ministerial acts be construed to form 
a brokerage relationship with such tenant or potential tenant. 

(4) A licensee engaged by a landlord does not breach any duty or obli
gation owed to the landlord by showing alternative properties to prospective 
tenants, whether as clients or customers, or by representing other landlords 
who have other properties for lease. 

(5) Licensees shall disclose brokerage relationships pursuant to the provi
sions of this section. 

(d) Licensees engaged by tenants. -
(1) A licensee engaged by a tenant shall: 

(A) Perform in accordance with the terms of the brokerage relationship; 
(B) Promote the interests of the tenant by: 

(i) Seeking a lease at a price and with terms acceptable to the tenant; 
however, the licensee shall not be obligated to seek other properties for 
the tenant while the tenant is a party to a lease or a letter of intent to 
lease exists under which the tenant has not yet taken possession, unless 
agreed to as part of the brokerage relationship, or unless the lease or the 
letter of intent to lease so provides; 

(ij) Presenting in a timely fashion all written offers or counteroffers to 
and frOln the tenant, even when the tenant is already a party to a lease or 
a letter of intent to lease; 

(iii) Disclosing to the tenant material facts related to the property or 
concerning the transaction of which the licensee has actual knowledge, 
provided that nothing in this section shall arnend or limit in any way the 
provisions of § 42-1755(f); and 

(iv) Accounting for in a timely manner all money and property re
ceived in which the tenant has or Inay have an interest; 
(C) Maintain confidentiality of all personal and financial infornlation 

received from the client during the brokerage relationship and any other 
information that the client requests during the brokerage relationship be 
maintained confidential unless otherwise provided by law or the tenant 
consents in writing to the release of such information; 

(D) Exercise ordinary care; and 
(E) Comply with all requirements of this section, fair housing statutes 

and regulations, and all other applicable statutes and regulations which are 
not in conflict with this section. 
(2) Licensees shall treat all prospective landlords honestly and shall not 

knowingly give them false information. No cause of action shall arise against 
any licensee for revealing information as required by this section or applica
ble law. 

(3) A licensee engaged by a tenant in a real estate transaction may provide 
assistance to the landlord or prospective landlord by perfonning mi nisterial 
acts. Perfonning such ministerial acts that are not inconsistent with subsec
tion (a) of this section shall not be construed to violate the licensee's 
brokerage relationship with the tenant unless expressly prohibited by the 
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terms of the brokerage relationship, nor shall performing such Ininisterial 
acts be construed to form a brokerage relationship with the landlord or 
prospective landlord. 

(4) A licensee engaged by a tenant does not breach any duty or obligation 
to the tenant by showing properties in which the tenant is interested to other 
prospective tenants, whether as clients or customers, by representing other 
tenants looking for the same or other properties to lease, or by representing 
landlords relative to other properties. 

(5) Licensees shall disclose brokerage relationships pursuant to the provi
sions of this section. 

(e) Licensees engaged to nwnage real estate. -
(1) A licensee engaged to manage real estate shall: 

(A) Perform in accordance with the terms of the property management 
agreement; 

(B) Exercise ordinary care; 
(C) Disclose in a timely manner to the owner material facts of which the 

licensee has actual knowledge concerning the property; 
(D) Maintain confidentiality of all personal and financial information 

received from the client during the brokerage relationship and any other 
information that the client requests during the brokerage relationship be 
Inaintained confidential unless otherwise provided by law or the owner 
consents in writing to the release of such information; 

(E) Account for, in a timely manner, all money and property received in 
which the owner has or may have an interest; and 

(F) Comply with all requirements of this section, fair housing statutes 
and regulations, and all other applicable statutes and regulations which are 
not in conflict with this section. 
(2) Except as provided in the property management agreement, a licensee 

engaged to manage real estate does not breach any duty or obligation to the 
owner by representing other owners in the management of other properties. 

(3) A licensee may also represent the owner as seller or landlord if they 
enter into a brokerage relationship that so provides; in which case, the 
licensee shall disclose such brokerage relationships pursuant to the provi
sions of this section. 

(0 Preconditions to brokerage relationship. -

Prior to entering into any brokerage relationship provided for in this section, 
a licensee shall advise the prospective client of the type of brokerage relation
ship proposed by the broker, and the broker's compensation, and whether the 
broker will share such salary or compensation with another broker who may 
have a brokerage relationship with another party to the transaction. 

(g) Commencement and termination of brokerage relationships. -
(1) The brokerage relationships set forth in this section shall commence at 

the time that a client engages a licensee and shall continue until (A) 
completion of performance in accordance with the brokerage relationship, or 
(B) the earlier of (i) any date of expiration agreed upon by the parties as part 
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of the brokerage relationship or in any amendments thereto, (ii) any mutually 
agreed upon termination of the relationship, (iii) a default by any party under 
the terms of the brokerage relationship, or (iv) a termination as set forth in 
subsection (i)( 4) of this section. 

(2) Brokerage relationships shall have a definite termination date; howev
er, if a brokerage relationship does not specify a definite tennination date, 
the brokerage relationship shall terminate 90 days after the date the broker
age relationship was entered into. 

(3) Except as otherwise agreed to in writing, a licensee owes no further 
duties to a client after termination, expiration, or completion of performance 
of the brokerage relationship, except to account for all Inoneys and property 
relating to the brokerage relationship, and keep confidential all personal and 
financial information received from the client during the course of the 
brokerage relationship and any other information that the client requests 
during the brokerage relationship be maintained confidential, unless other
wise provided by law or the client consents in writing to the release of such 
information. 

(h) Disclosure of brokerage relationship. -
(1) Upon having a substantive discussion about a specific property or 

properties with an actual or prospective buyer or seller who is not the client 
of the licensee, a licensee shall disclose any broker relationship the licensee 
has with another party to the transaction. Further, except as provided in 
subsection (i) of this section, such disclosure shall be made in writing at the 
earliest practical time, but in no event later than the tilne when specific real 
estate assistance is first provided. Such disclosure may be given in combina
tion with other disclosures or provided with other infonnation, but if so, the 
disclosure must be conspicuous, printed in bold lettering, all capitals, under
lined, or within a separate box. Disclosure which complies substantially in 
effect with the following shall be deemed in cOlnpliance with this disclosure 
requirement: 

"DISCLOSURE OF BROKERAGE RELATIONSHIP 

"The undersigned do hereby acknowledge disclosure that: 
"The licensee __________________________ _ 

Name of Firm 
represents the following party in a real estate transaction: 

____ Seller(s) or ____ Buyer(s) 
____ Landlord(s) or Tenant(s) 

Date Name 

Date Name 

(2) A licensee shall disclose to an actual or prospective landlord or tenant, 
who is not the client of the licensee, that the licensee has a brokerage 
relationship with another party or parties to the transaction. Such disclo-
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sure shall be in writing and included in all applications for lease or in the 
lease itself, whichever occurs first. If the terms of the lease do not provide 
for such disclosure, disclosure shall be made in writing no later than the 
signing of lease. Such disclosure requirement shall not apply to lessors or 
lessees in single or multifamily residential units for lease tenns of less than 2 
months. 

(3) If a licensee's relationship to a client or customer changes, the licensee 
shall disclose that fact in writing to all clients and customers already involved 
in the specific contemplated transaction. 

(4) Copies of any disclosures relative to fully executed purchase contracts 
shall be kept by the licensee for a period of 3 years as proof of having such 
disclosure, whether or not such disclosure is acknowledged in writing by the 
party to whom such disclosure was shown or given. 

(i) Disclosed dual or designated representation authorized. -
(1) A licensee may act as a dual representative only with the written 

consent of all clients to the transaction. Such written consent and disclosure 
of the brokerage relationship as required by this section shall be presumed to 
have been given as against any client who signs a disclosure as provided in 
this section. 

(2) Such disclosure may be given in combination with other disclosures or 
provided with other information, but if so, the disclosure must be conspicu
ous, printed in bold lettering, all capitals, underlined, or within a separate 
box. Any disclosure which complies substantially in effect with the following 
shall be deemed in compliance with this disclosure requirement: 

"DISCLOSURE OF DUAL REPRESENTATION 

'The undersigned do hereby acknowledge disclosure that: 
'The licensee ____________________________ . 

(Name of Broker, Firm, Salesperson or Property Manager as applicable) 
represents more than one party in this real estate transaction as indicated below: 
____ Seller(s) and Buyer(s) 
____ .. Landlord(s) and Tenant(s). 
"The undersigned understands that the foregoing dual representative may not disclose 

to either client or such client's designated representative any information that has been 
given to the dual representative by the other client within the confidence and trust of the 
brokerage relationship except for that information which is otherwise required or 
permitted by § 45-1936(£), to be disclosed. The undersigned by signing this notice do 
hereby acknowledge their informed consent to the disclosed dual representation by the 
licensee. 

Date Name (One Party) 

Date Name (One Party) 

Date Name (Other Party) 
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Date Name (Other Party) 

(3) No cause of action shall arise against a dual representative for making 
disclosures of brokerage relationships as provided by this section. A dual 
representative does not terminate any brokerage relationship by the making 
of any such allowed or required disclosures of dual representation. 

(4) In any real estate transaction, a licensee may withdraw, without liabili
ty, from representing a client who refuses to consent to a disclosed dual 
representation, thereby tenninating the brokerage relationship with such 
client. Such withdrawal shall not prejudice the ability of the licensee to 
continue to represent the other client in the transaction nor to limit the 
licensee from representing the client who refused the dual representation in 
other transactions not involving dual representation. 

(5) A principal or supervising broker may assign different licensees affiliat
ed with the broker as designated representatives to represent different clients 
in the same transaction to the exclusion of all other licensees in the firm. 
Use of such designated representatives shall not constitute dual representa
tion if a designated representative is not representing more than one client in 
a particular real estate transaction; however, the principal or broker who is 
supervising the transaction shall be considered a dual representative as 
provided in this article. Designated representatives may not disclose, except 
to the affiliated licensee's broker, personal or financial information received 
from the clients during the brokerage relationship and any other information 
that the client requests during the brokerage relationship be kept confiden
tial, unless otherwise provided for by law or the client consents in writing to 
the release of such information. 

(6) Use of designated representatives in a real estate transaction shall be 
disclosed in accordance with the provisions of this section. Such disclosure 
lTIay be given in cOlnbination with other disclosures or provided with other 
infonnation, but if so, the disclosure must be conspicuous, printed in bold 
lettering, all capitals, underlined, or within a separate box. Any disclosure 
which cOIn plies substantially in effect with the following shall be deelned in 
cOlTIpliance with such disclosure requirement: 

"DISCLOSURE OF THE USE OF DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVES 

"The undersigned do hereby acknowledge disclosure that: 
"The licensee ___________________________ _ 

(Name of Broker and Firm) 
represents more than one party in this real estate transaction as indicated below: 
____ Seller(s) and Buyer(s) 
____ Landlord(s) and Tenant(s). 

"The undersigned understands that the foregoing dual representative may not disclose 
to either client or such client's designated representative any information that has been 
given to the dual representative by the other client within the confidence and trust of the 
brokerage relationship except for that information which is otherwise required or 
permitted by the Real Estate Licensure Amendment Act of 1996 to be disclosed. The 
undersigned by signing this notice do hereby acknowledge their informed consent to the 
disclosed dual representation by the licensee. 

"The principal or supervising broker has assigned to 
act as Designated Representative (Licensee/Sales Associate) for the one party as indicat
ed below: 
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____ Seller(s) 
_____ Landlord(s) 

or 
or 

and 

REAL PROPERTY 

____ Buyer(s) 
____ Tenant(s). 

to act as Designated Representative (Licensee/Sales 
Associate) for the one party as indicated below: 

_____ Seller(s) or 
____ Landlord(s) or 

Date 

Date 

Date 

Date 

____ Buyer(s) 
____ Tenant(s) 

Name (Other Party) 

Name (Other Party) 

Name (Other Party) 

Name (Other Party) 

U) Compensation shall not imply brokerage relationship. -

The payment or promise of payn1ent or compensation to a rea] estate broker 
or property manager does not create a brokerage relationship between any 
broker, seller, landlord, buyer or tenant. 

(k) Brokerage relationship not created by using common source information 
company. -

No licensee representing a buyer or tenant shall be deemed to have a 
brokerage relationship with a seller, landlord, or other licensee solely by reason 
of using a common source information company. 

(1) Liability; knowledge not to be imputed. -
(1) A client is not liable for a misrepresentation made by a licensee in 

connection with a brokerage relationship, unless the client knew or should 
have known of the luisrepresentation and failed to take reasonable steps to 
correct the misrepresentation in a timely manner, or the negligence, gross 
negligence, or intentional acts of any property manager, broker, or broker's 
licensee. 

(2) A licensee who has a brokerage relationship with a client and who 
engages another licensee to assist in providing brokerage services to such 
client shall not be liable for a misrepresentation made by the other licensee, 
unless the licensee knew or should have known of the other licensee's 
misrepresentation and failed to take reasonable steps to correct the 111isrepre·
sentation in a timely Inanner, or the negligence, gross negligence, or inten-· 
tional acts of the assisting licensee or assisting licensee's licensee. 

(3) Clients and licensees shall be deemed to possess actual knowledge and 
information only. Knowledge or information between or aIuong clients and 
licensees shall not be imputed. 

(4) Nothing in this section shall limit the liability between or among clients 
and licensees in all matters involving unlawful discriminatory housing prac-· 
tices. 
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(5) Except as expressly set forth in this section, nothing in this section shall 
affect a person's right to rescind a real estate transaction or limit the liability 
of a client for the misrepresentation, negligence, gross negligence, or inten
tional acts of such client in connection with a real estate transaction, or a 
licensee for the misrepresentation, negligence, gross negligence, or intention
al acts of such licensee in connection with a real estate transaction. 

(m) Commission regulations to be consistent. -

Any regulations adopted by the Commission shall be consistent with this 
section, and any such regulations existing as of April 9, 1997 be modified to 
comply with the provisions of this section. 

(n) Common law abrogated. -

The common law of agency relative to brokerage relationships in real estate 
transactions to the extent inconsistent with this section shall be expressly 
abrogated. 

(0) Applicability of criminal penalties. -

The criminal penalties provided in § 42-1763, shall not be applicable to 
violations of this section, which shall be civil and regulatory in nature, provided 
that the provisions in §§ 42-1708 and 42-1753 through 42-1762, shall be 
applicable to such violations. 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 15a, as added Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-242, § 2(b), 
44 DCR 1128; Mar. 24, 1998, D.C. Law 12-81, § 55(b), 45 DCR 745.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1934.1. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-242, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1702. 

Law 12-81, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 1998," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 12-408, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on No-

vember 4, 1997, and December 4, 1997, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on December 22, 
1997, it was assigned Act No. 12-246 and trans-
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 12-81 became effective on 
March 24, 1998. 

References in Text 
The "Real Estate Licensure Amendment Act 

of 1996", referred to in the form in (i)(6), is D.C. 
Law 11-242, which is codified as §§ 42-1702, 
42-1703,42-1705,42-1707, and 42-1755. 

Cross References 

Residential real property seller disclosure, fraud, misrepresentation and deceit, see § 42-1307. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 1-321.02. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Brokers ~6 to 11, 19 to 38,91 to 106. 
Westlaw Topic No. 65. 

Encyclopedias 
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C.J.S. Brokers §§ 11 to 12, 71 to 77, 79 to 
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Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 
Breach of fiduciary duty 2 

1. In general 
Real estate broker violated statute prohibiting 

him from profiting at expense of clients by 
acting as broker and as one percent participant 
in partnership formed to acquire property, and 
not disclosing arrangement with outside party 
to acquire at discount mortgage on property 
that was to be paid in full at time of closing. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1934.1(b). Ehlen v. Lew
is, J 997,984 F.Supp. 5. Brokers ~ 31 

2. Breach of fiduciary duty 
Conduct of real estate agent breached his 

fiduciary duties to home vendor and to vendor's 
brother who held power of attorney from ven
dor; agent's failure to memorialize in writing 

§ 42-1704. Escrow accounts. 

the oral listing contract showed a cavalier atti
tude toward interests of vendor, agent did not 
obtain written consent from brother for agent's 
dual representation of purchaser and ven-
dor/brother, sales agreement prepared by agent 
included highly unusual terms favoring pur
chaser, e.g., vendor agreed to pay six percent of 
sales price toward purchaser's costs and agreed 
to pay purchaser's outstanding consumer debts 
to one bank and two stores, the amount of 
which debts were not defined in the agreement, 
and agent acted outside of scope of oral con
tract to sell the home in all-cash transaction 
that would yield at least $120,000, i.e., net pro
ceeds were $70,419.53 after deductions for pay
ments on behalf of purchaser and after account
ing for mortgage placed on home. Jenkins v. 
Strauss, 2007, 931 A.2d 1026. Brokers ~ 19; 
Brokers ~ 29; Brokers ~ 32 

(a) In any real estate transaction in which any person is entrusted, receives, 
and accepts, or otherwise holds or deposits monies or other trust instruments, 
of whatever kind or nature, pending consumnlation or termination of the 
transaction involved, whether or not the person is required to be licensed under 
this subchapter, the monies, in the absence of written instructions to the 
contrary signed by all parties to the transaction, shall be: 

(1) Deposited within 7 days in an account in a financial institution located 
within the District whose deposits are insured either by the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation or the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora
tion, or their successors; 

(2) Maintained by the escrow holder or trustee as a separate account for 
nlonies belonging to others; and 

(3 )(A) Retained in an account until the transaction involved is consummat
ed or terminated, or until proper written instructions have been received by 
the escrow holder or trustee directing the withdrawal and disposition of the 
monies, at which time, all the monies shall be promptly and fully accounted 
for by the escrow holder or trustee. In no event shall any escrow holder or 
trustee commingle any of the monies with his or her own funds or use any of 
the nlonies for any purpose other than the purpose for which the lTIonies 
were entrusted to him or her. 

(B) The escrow holder or trustee may keep a nominal amount of his or 
her personal funds in an escrow or trustee account for the purpose of 
keeping active the escrow or trustee account. 

(b)(1) Each escrow holder or trustee shall notify the Commission within 14 
calendar days of the name and post office address of the financial institution in 
which an escrow or trust account has been established and also the nanle and 
number of the account. 
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(2) All escrow holders or trustees shall notify the Commission of all escrow 
in trust accounts existing on March 10, 1983, and within 30 calendar days 
after March 10, 1983. 

(c) Each escrow holder or trustee shall give written authorization to the 
ComlTIission to examine escrow or trust accounts maintained by hilll or her and 
shall permit the Commission to examine all books, records, and contracts 
relating to the escrow accounts. The examinations shall be made at any time 
the Commission may direct. 

(d) An escrow holder or trustee shall not be entitled to any part of the earnest 
n10ney or other money paid to, or held by, the escrow holder or trustee in 
connection with any real estate or business transaction as a part or all of his or 
her commission or fee or for any other purpose until the transaction has been 
consumn1ated or terminated. 

(e) If an escrow or trust is held for 90 days or more, it shall earn interest 
from the 91 st day to the date the transaction is consummated or terminated, at 
the highest of the following interest rates: 

(1) The legal maxilllum rate under federal law for interest on ordinary 
savings deposits in comlllercial banks; 

(2) The rate on the account in which the escrow is deposited; or 
(3) The rate on the certificate of deposit or other security given as the 

escrow or trust. 

(f) A service fee of not more than $15 may be subtracted from the interest by 
the financial institution into which the escrow or trust funds are deposited. 

(g) Nothing in this section shall be interpreted to supercede the Security 
Deposit Act (D.C. Law 1-48; 22 DCR 2825). 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 18,30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2(p), 31 DCR 4023.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1937. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

References in Text 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

The Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Cor-
poration, referred to in (a)(1), has been abol
ished. For provisions relating to the abolition 
of the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Cor
poration and the transfer of functions, person
nel and property of that agency, see §§ 401 to 
406 of Pub. L. 101-73, set out as a note under 
12 U.S.C. § 1437. 

Cross References 
Section References 

This section is referred to in § 1-321.02. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

Deposits and Escrows G=:> 11, 13 to 17. 
Westlaw Topic No. I22A. 

Encyclopedias 
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C.J.S. Depos: §§ 4 to 5,8 to 10, 13 to 21,23 
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c.J. S. Escrows §§ 1, 8 to 22. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 

1. In general 
Statute codifying the duty of an escrow holder 

10 deposit entrusted funds in a financial institu
tion does not purport to affect the validity of a 

real estate contract between a vendor and a 
purchaser when the escrow holder fails to com
ply with the statute. 3511 13th Street Tenants' 
Ass'n v. 3511 13th Street, N.W. Residences, 
LLC, 2007, 922 A.2d 439. Deposits And Es-
crows ~ 13 

§ 42-1 705. Written listing contract required. 

A written listing contract is required in the District for the sale of all real 
property. A licensee shall not receive payment of a commission in the absence 
of a written listing agreement. 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 26, 30 DCR 390; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-242, 
§ 3(3), 44 DCR 1128.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prim· Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1945. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-242, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1702. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 1-321.02. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Brokers ~43. 
Westlaw Topic No. 65. 

C.J.S. Brokers §§ 78, 179 to 182, 185. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 
Fiduciary duty 2 
Sale of property 4 
Summary judgment 6 
Third party beneficiaries 3 
Written listing agreement 5 

1. In general 
Real Estate Licensure Act is not an absolute 

bar to enforcement of an oral contract to pay 
real estate commission. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1945. Cassidy & Pinkard, Inc. v. Jemal, 
1995, 899 F.Supp. 5. Brokers ~ 43(2) 

Under District of Columbia law, purchase 
agreements, to which the broker is not a party, 
do not satisfy the written agreement require
ment under District of Columbia statute that 
bars real estate agents from collecting broker
age commissions in the absence of a written 

listing agreement. In re Capitol Hill Group, 
2006, 344 B.R. 709. Brokers ~ 43(2) 

Brokerage provided at least some real estate 
brokerage services to client in exchange for 
commissions sought, and therefore commission 
claims were subject to District of Columbia stat
ute that barred real estate agents from collect-
ing brokerage commissions in the absence of 
written listing agreement, notwithstanding bro
kerage's contention that it merely provided con
sulting services, where brokerage solicited at 
least one buyer and pursued other purchases for 
client's property. In re Capitol Hill Group, 
2006, 344 B.R. 709. Brokers ~ 43(2) 

A statute that prevents a licensee from receiv
ing a commission for the sale of real property, 
in the absence of a written listing agreement, 
does not necessarily preclude that licensee from 
receiving compensation for services contracted-
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for and provided before it was clear that the 
property would be sold. Cb Richard Ellis Real 
Estate Services, Inc. v. Spitz, 2008, 950 A.2d 
704. Brokers C:::::> 43(2) 

Absence of written contract, by itself, does not 
bar real estate broker from receiving commis
sion based on unwritten implied-in-fact con
tract. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-]945. Moshovitis 
v. Bank Companies, 1997, 694 A.2d 64. Bro
kers (;:::;:> 43(.5) 

District of Columbia Real Estate Licensure 
Act does not bar enforcement of unwritten im
plied-in-fact contracts to pay real estate com
mission. D.C.Code ]981, § 45-1945. Fred 
Ezra Co. v. Pedas, 1996,682 A.2d 173. Brokers 
C:::::> 43(2) 

2. Fiduciary duty 
Real estate agent owed fiduciary duties to 

home vendor and to vendor's brother who held 
a power of attorney from vendor, where an 
enforceable oral contract existed for agent to 
represent vendor and brother with respect to 
sale of home, even if agent had not complied 
with statutory requirement of memorializing the 
oral contract in a written listing contract. Jen
kins v. Strauss, 2007, 931 A.2d 1026. Brokers 
<0:=> 19 

Conduct of real estate agent breached his 
fiduciary duties to home vendor and to vendor's 
brother who held power of attorney from ven
dor; agent's failure to memorialize in writing 
the oral listing contract showed a cavalier atti
tude toward interests of vendor, agent did not 
obtain written consent from brother for agent's 
dual representation of purchaser and ven
dor/brother, sales agreement prepared by agent 
included highly unusual terms favoring pur
chaser, e.g., vendor agreed to pay six percent of 
sales price toward purchaser's costs and agreed 
to pay purchaser's outstanding consumer debts 
to one bank and two stores, the amount of 
which debts were not defined in the agreement, 
and agent acted outside of scope of oral con
tract to sell the home in all-cash transaction 
that would yield at least $120,000, i.e., net pro
ceeds were $70,4] 9.53 after deductions for pay
ments on behalf of purchaser and after account
ing for mortgage placed on home. Jenkins v. 
Strauss, 2007, 931 A.2d 1026. Brokers (;:::;:> 19· 
Brokers <0:=> 29; Brokers C:::::> 32 ' 

3. Third party beneficiaries 
Under District of Columbia law, brokerage 

could not assert rights as a third-party benefi
ciary under purchase agreement between client 
and purchaser, where it had no independent 
right to a commission triggered by purchase 
agreement. In re Capitol Hill Group, 2006, 344 
B.R.709. Contracts <0:=> 187(1) 

§ 42-1705 
Note 6 

4. Sale of property 
Transaction in which title to developers' prop

erty was transferred to limited liability company 
in exchange for company paying off developers' 
debt associated with property and developer 
receiving a five percent equity interest in limited 
liability company constituted a sale of property 
for purposes of statute that required a written 
listing contract for real estate broker to receive 
a commission; title was transferred for a consid
eration of value from one entity to another. Cb 
Richard Ellis Real Estate Services, Inc. v. Spitz, 
2008, 950 A.2d 704. Brokers C:::::> 43(2) 

5. Written listing agreement 
Purported listing agreement for purchase of 

building on behalf of foreign governments vio
lated District of Columbia Real Estate Licensure 
Act of 1982 due to lack of specific price term 
and lack of definite termination date; thus, list
ing agreement was void and did not entitle 
broker to recover commission from ultimate 
sale of building to foreign embassy which had 
been procured by embassy's actual exclusive 
agent. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1922(14), 
45-1936(b)(16), 45-1945. Hamady v. Trammell 
Crow Asset Co., 1993, 824 F.Supp. 580, af
firmed 28 F.3d 1209. Brokers C:::::> 40 

Letters setting forth terms of purported con
sulting and commission agreement between 
brokerage and client, even when read collective
ly with purchase agreements between client and 
purchaser, did not constitute a written agree
ment between broker and client, for purposes of 
District of Columbia statute that barred real 
estate agents from collecting brokerage commis
sions in the absence of written listing agree
ment, where letters had not been executed, and 
brokerage was not a party to purchase agree
ments. In re Capitol Hill Group, 2006, 344 
B.R. 709. Brokers <P 43(2) 

Letter from commercial real estate services 
company to developers did not contemplate the 
sale or purchase of developers' property, and 
thus, it did not amount to a written listing 
agreement that would have entitled company to 
a commission on the sale of the property. Cb 
Richard Ellis Real Estate Services, Inc. v. Spitz, 
2008, 950 A.2d 704. Brokers C:::::> 43(2) 

If there is no written listing agreement, a 
licensee may not seek to receive payment of a 
commission on the sale of real property by 
alleging that the parties had reached an oral 
agreement, that a contract was implied in fact, 
or that he is entitled to compensation for the 
value of his services. Cb Richard Ellis Real 
Estate Services, Inc. v. Spitz, 2008, 950 A.2d 
704. Brokers ~ 43(2) 

6. Summary judgment 
Genuine issues of material fact existed as to 

whether commercial real estate services compa-
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ny was entitled to some form of payment for 
services it provided to developers to help them 
refinance debt associated with property, pre
cluding summary judgment in company's action 

REAL PROPERTY 

against developers to recover for services ren
dered in complex real estate transaction. Cb 
Richard Ellis Real Estate Services, Inc. v. Spitz, 
2008, 950 A.2d 704. Federal Courts <> 1055 

§ 42-1706. Establishment of Real Estate Guaranty and Education Fund; 
Mayor to determine sum for deposit into Fund. 

(a) There is established a Real Estate Guaranty and Education Fund 
("Fund"). 

(b) Except as provided in § 42-1707(k), on or after March 10, 1983, every 
real estate broker, real estate salesperson and property lnanager licensed under 
this subchapter shall, as a condition for renewing his or her license, pay in 
addition to any other fees required under this subchapter, the sum to be 
established by the Mayor for deposit into the Fund. On or after March 10, 
1983, any person, before receiving an original real estate broker, real estate 
salesperson, or property manager license, shall pay, in addition to any other 
fees required under this subchapter, a sun1 to be established by the Mayor for 
deposit into the Fund. 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 29, 30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2(t), 31 DCR 4023.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1948. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 

Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6, 1983. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 1-321.02,6-1406.01,42-1702, and 42-1707. 

Key Numbers 
Brokers <>3, 4. 
Westlaw Topic No. 65. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Brokers §§ 13 to 32, 38 to 70. 

§ 42-1 707. Applications for payments from Fund; maximum payment; 
management of Fund. 

(a) Any person who: (1) obtains a final judginent, including a settlement 
reduced to a final judgment, in any court of competent jurisdiction in the 
District against any other person on the grounds of fraud, lTIisrepresentation, 
deceit, embezzlement, false pretenses, forgery, failure to account for or conver
sion of trust funds, or violation of the provisions of this subchapter, arising 
directly out of any transaction which occurred when the other person was 
licensed under this subchapter, during the course of which the licensee per
fonned acts for which a license is required under this subchapter, and which 
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transaction occurred on or after March 10, 1983; and (2) meets the require
ments of subsection (b) of this section; may, upon termination of all proceed
ings, including reviews and appeals in connection with the judglnent, file a 
written application, under oath, with the Mayor for an order directing payment 
from the Fund of the amount of actual and direct loss in the transaction 
(excluding the amount of any interest, attorney's fees, court costs, or punitive or 
exemplary damages) which remains unpaid upon the judgment. The applica
tion shall be filed no later than 12 months after the date on which the judgment 
became final. 

(b) A person filing an application meets the requirements of this subsection 
if: 

(1) The person is not a licensee or the personal representative of a licensee 
and is not the spouse or child of the licensee against whom the final 
judgment was awarded, or the personal representative of the spouse or child; 

(2) The person has made the investigation as is reasonably necessary to 
determine whether the judgment debtor possesses real or personal property 
or other assets which are liable to be sold or applied in satisfaction of the 
final judgment and has filed with the Board an affidavit which states that the 
investigation has been made; and 

(3) The investigation required by paragraph (2) of this subsection has not 
disclosed the existence of any real or personal property or other assets, or, if 
the investigation has disclosed the existence of real or personal property or 
other assets (which shall be described in the affidavit) the person has taken 
all action necessary for the sale or application, and the amount so realized is 
insufficient to satisfy the judgment (which amount shall have been stated in 
the affidavit together with the balance remaining due on the judgment after 
the sale or application). 

(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, the maXimUlTI 
amount that may be paid from the Fund to satisfy in whole or in part a final 
judgment against a licensee as provided for herein shall be as follows: 

Amount 
$10,000 .......... Judgment is final during the first year following March 10, 

1983; 
$20,000 .......... Judgment is final during the second year following March 

10, 1983; 
$30,000 .......... Judgment is final during the third year following March 10, 

1983; 
$40,000 .......... Judgment is final during the fourth year following March 

10, 1983; and 
$50,000 .......... Judgment is final during the fifth year following March 10, 

1983, and thereafter. 

(d) The aggregate of claims by judgment creditors against the Fund based 
upon an unpaid final judgment arising out of the acts of the licensee in 
connection with a single transaction shall be $50,000 regardless of the number 
of claimants. If the aggregate of claims exceeds $50,000, the Board shall pay 
$50,000 to the claimants in proportion to the amounts of their final judgments 
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against the Fund which ren1ain unpaid. If the Mayor has reason to believe that 
there m.ay be additional clain1s against the Fund arising out of the same 
transaction, the Mayor lTIay withhold payment from the Fund involving the 
licensee for a period of not more than 1 year. 

(e) Any person who commences an action for a judgment which could be the 
basis for an order of the Mayor directing payment from the Fund shall notify 
the Mayor in writing within 30 days after the date of the COn11TIenCement of the 
action. Any failure to notify the Mayor as required under this subsection shall 
be grounds for the Mayor to deny an application of the person for payment 
from the Fund. The Mayor may waive this requiren1ent if good cause is shown 
for failure to notify. The Mayor may, in accordance with the provisions of this 
subchapter, COlTImenCe an investigation of the complaint and hold a hearing to 
determine whether any license issued pursuant to this subchapter should be 
suspended or revoked. 

(f) Whenever an aggrieved person who has become a judgment creditor as 
provided in this section files an application for an order directing payment 
fron1 the Fund, the Mayor shall cause a copy of the application to be served on 
the licensee alleged to be the judgment debtor, by certified mail, return receipt 
requested, to the address of record of the licensee, and the matter shall be set 
for hearing before the Board. Whenever the Mayor determines that the 
applicant is entitled to payment from the Fund, the Mayor shall issue an order 
directing payment from the Fund in an amount consistent with this subchapter. 

(g) If the Mayor issues an order directing payment from the Fund of any 
amount towards satisfaction of a judgn1ent against a licensed real estate broker, 
real estate salesperson, or property manager, the license of the person shall be 
auton1atically suspended upon the issuance of the order. No real estate broker, 
real estate salesperson, or property manager shall be eligible to have his or her 
license restored until he or she has repaid in full the amount ordered paid from 
the Fund, plus interest at an annual rate established by the Mayor from the date 
of payn1ent of the amount frOlTI the Fund, and has satisfied all rules governing 
licensure as set forth in this subchapter. 

(h) Whenever amounts deposited in the Fund are insufficient to satisfy any 
duly authorized claim or portion thereof, the Mayor shall, when sufficient 
money has been deposited or portions thereof, satisfy the unpaid claims in the 
order that the applications relating thereto were originally filed with the Mayor, 
including accumulated interest at an annual rate established by the Mayor for a 
period not to exceed 1 year in duration. 

(i) In addition to the requirements of this subchapter, if the Mayor deter
mines that it is necessary to require the bonding requirelnents of licensees, the 
Mayor shall by rule establish bonding requirements as are deemed necessary to 
protect the public. 

U) All sU.ms paid pursuant to § 42-1706 and subsection (c) of this section 
shall be deposited with the D.C. Treasurer and shall be credited to the Fund. 
Any interest earned frOlTI any deposits and investments of the Fund also shall be 
credi ted to the Fund. The interest to be credited to the Fund may be 
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determined, consistent with the financial management procedures of the Dis
trict and may be revised from tilne to tin1e, as a pro-rata share of the interest 
earned on pooled cash, deposits, and investments. 

(k) The Mayor shall, by rule, establish minimun1 and maximum balances for 
the Fund. 

(1) Whenever the amount deposited in the Fund is less than the minimum 
balance established pursuant to subsection (k) of this section, the Mayor shall 
assess each licensee an alTIOunt, not to exceed $50 during any license year, 
within 30 calendar days, which is sufficient, when combined with similar 
assessments of other licensees, to bring the balance of the Fund up to the 
IninilTIUlTI established. Whenever the amount deposited in the Fund is more 
than the lTIaximum balance established, the Mayor shall waive contributions to 
the Fund required by this subchapter. 

(m) Notice of an assessment required pursuant to subsection (1) of this 
section shall be sent, by certified mail, to each licensee at his or her address of 
record. The Board may waive the certified lnail requiren1ent to licensees only 
when the Board is doing a mass mailing, the cost of which makes the 
application of such fee an undue financial burden on the Board and may, in 
such circumstances, send notice of the assessment by regular mail to each 
licensee at his or her address of record. The Board shall also post notice of the 
assessment in at least two trade publications distributed within the lTIetropoli
tan area and in a local newspaper in the real estate section. PaYlTIent of the 
assessn1ent shall be made within 30 calendar days after the receipt by the 
licensee of the notice. 

(n) A failure by any licensee to pay an assessment required pursuant to 
subsection (1) of this section within 30 days after the licensee has received 
notice of the assessment shall result in the autOlTIatic suspension of the license 
of the licensee. The Board shall send a notice of the suspension, by certified 
n1ail, to the address of record of the licensee within 5 days after the suspension. 
The license shall be restored only upon the actual receipt by the Mayor of the 
delinquent assessment, plus any interest and penalties as the Mayor may 
prescribe by rule. 

(0) The Board lTIay expend a sum not to exceed 20% of the amounts 
deposited in the Fund, on October 1 of each year, for the establishment and 
maintenance of educational progran1s for in1proving the COlTIpetency of licen
sees and applicants for licensure so as to further protect the public interest, and 
for conferences, workshops, and educational progran1s for real estate license 
officials. The cost of administering the Fund shall be paid out of the Fund. 

(p) When the Mayor has ordered a sum from the Fund to be paid to a 
judgment creditor, the Mayor shall be subrogated to all of the rights of the 
judgment creditor up to the amount paid and the judgment creditor shall assign 
to the Mayor all rights, title, and interest in the judgment up to the amount paid 
frOlTI the Fund. Any amount and interest so recovered by the Mayor or the 
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judgment creditor on the judgment up to the amount paid shall be deposited in 
the Fund. 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 30,30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2(u), 31 DCR 4023; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-242, § 3(4), (5), 44 DCR 1128; Apr. 
20,1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(cc), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1949. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-242, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1702. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 

Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6, 1983. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 1-321.02 and 42-1706. 

Key Numbers 
Brokers G=:>4. 
Westlaw Topic No. 65. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Brokers §§ 13 to 32. 

§ 42-1708. Additional criminal penalties. 

(a) Any person who knowingly files with the Mayor any application, notice, 
or other document required to be filed under this subchapter or any rule issued 
thereunder, which is false or fraudulent or contains any materialluisstatement 
of fact, shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine of no more than $3,000 or 
by imprisonment for no more than 1 year, or both. 

(b) The Corporation Counsel of the District may enter an appearance, file an 
answer, appear at court hearings, defend the action, or take whatever other 
action he or she deems appropriate on behalf of any party to a court proceeding 
in the District in which the Mayor may be interested, and may take recourse 
through any appropriate method of review on behalf and in the name of any 
party to a court action. 

(c) Nothing contained in this subchapter shall be construed as limiting the 
authority of the Mayor to take disciplinary action against any licensee pursuant 
to this subchapter for any violation of this subchapter or any rules promulgated 
under this subchapter, nor shall repaYluent in full of the amount paid frOln the 
Fund on the licensee's account nullify or modify the effect of any other 
disciplinary proceeding brought against the licensee pursuant to this subchap·
ter for any violation. 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 31, 30 DCR 390.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Delegation of Authority 

§ 42-1709 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1950. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 
Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6, 1983. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 1-321.02 and 42-1703. 

Key Numbers 
Brokers <$=>5. 
Westlaw Topic No. 65. 

§ 42-1709. Savings clause. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Brokers §§ 33 to 37. 

(a) The repeal of any provision of §§ 42-1721 to 42-1738, or any rule issued 
pursuant to this subchapter, shall not affect any act done, or any right accruing 
or accrued on any liability arising, or any suit or proceeding had or con1-
111enced in any civil cause under §§ 42-1721 to 42-1738 before repeal, but all 
rights and liabilities under §§ 42-1721 to 42-1738 shall continue and may be 
enforced in the same manner and to the same extent as if this subchapter had 
not been enacted. 

(b) Any violation of any provision of §§ 42-1721 to 42-1738 or any liability 
arising under the provision, shall, if the violation occurred prior to repeal, be 
prosecuted and punished in the same manner and with the same effect as if this 
subchapter had not been enacted. 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 33,30 DCR 390.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1951. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 1-321.02. 

Key Numbers 
Brokers (;:::::>3 to 5. 
Westlaw Topic No. 65. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Brokers §§ 13 to 70. 
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§§ 42-1721 to 42-1738 REAL PROPERTY 
Repealed 

SUBCHAPTER n. REPEALED PROVISIONS. 

§§ 42-1721 to 42-1738. Acting as broker or salesman without license 
unlawful; definitions; exceptions to license requirements; 
single act may constitute one "broker" or "salesman;" appli
cability of chapter; Real Estate COlumission; creation; 
membership; tenus; officers and staff; seal; records; com
pensation; annual audit; rules and regulations; license; 
qualifications; competency and proof thereof; prohibitions 
on license issuance; written application; brokers and sales
men; recommendations; firms, partnerships, etc., and men}
bers thereof; oath; fee; bond and surety; other proof of 
character; hearing before refusal to issue; form and con
tents; display; rehearing within 6 nl0nths; notice to licen
see; fees; expiration; renewal; actions for compensation for 
service or for enforcement of contracts; places of business; 
discharged or terminated salesluen; transferability; suspen
sion or revocation; investigation upon complaint; prohibited 
acts; hearing by Commission before denial of application or 
suspension; written notice; procedure; court review of de
termination; copy of record; provisions applicable to non
resident brokers and salesmen; members of Comnlission 
authorized to administer oaths; court to enforce compliance 
with Commission; exemptions from license requirements; 
limitation on exemptions; list of licenses, suspensions, and 
revocations and report of Commission to be published annu
ally; unlawful acts; misleading deeds, mortgages and deeds 
of trust; prizes and awards in connection with sale of prop
erty; commission to one not licensed; revocation of license 
upon conviction of certain crimes; suspension for indictment 
thereof; refusal for past convictions; revocation or suspen
sion of member of copartnership or association; penalties; 
other liability; prosecutions by and advice of Corporation 
Counsel; bond required for renewal of licenses; separability. 
[Repealed] 

(Mar. ]0, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 34,30 DCR 390.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

Inl Ed., §§ 45-1901 to 45-1918. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

§ 42-1739. Real Estate Commission of the District of Columbia. [Re
pealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 4, 30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2(e), 31 DCR 4023; Apr. 20,1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(e), 46 DCR 3142.) 
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Repealed 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1923. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 

Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 
Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6, 1983. 

§ 42-1740. Powers and duties of Mayor; evidentiary use of copies of 
Commission documents; record of Commission proceedings. 
[Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 5, 30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2(d), 31 DCR 4023; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(d), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1924. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

§ 42-1741. Fees. [Repealed] 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 

Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 
Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6, 1983. 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 6, 30 DCR 390; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1233(e), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1925. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 

Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 
Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6,1983. 

§ 42-1742. Licensure of real estate brokers, real estate salespersons, and 
property managers. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 7, 30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2(e), 31 DCR 4023; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(f), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1926. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 
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Repealed 

§ 42-1 743. Qualifications for licensure. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 8, 30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2(f), 31 DCR 4023; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(g), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1927. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 

Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 
Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6, 1983. 

§ 42-1744. Status of person previously licensed. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 9, 30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-] 17, 
§ 2(g), 31 DCR 4023; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(h), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1928. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

§ 42-1 745. Licensure required for property managers. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 10, 30 DCR 390; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1233(i), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1929. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 

Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6,1983. 

§ 42-1746. Registration and certification required for resident managers. 
[Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § lOa, as added Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2(h), 31 DCR 4023; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(j), 46 DCR 3142.) 

PriOl· Codifications 
1981 Eel., § 45-1929.1. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

1984," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 5-175, which was referred to the Com
mittee on Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. 

Legislative History of Laws The Bill was adopted on first and second read-
Law 5-117, the "District of Columbia Real ings on June 26, 1984, and July 10, 1984, re-

Estate Licensure Act of 1982 Amendment Act of spectively. Signed by the Mayor on July 13, 
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1984, it was assigned Act No. 5-169 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. 

§ 42-1749 
Repealed 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

§ 42-1747. Qualifications for licensure of property managers. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 11, 30 DCR 390; Apr. 30, 1988, D.C. Law 7-104, 
§ 45, 35 DCR 147; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(k), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1930. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Law 7-104, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 1987," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 7-346, which was referred to the 
Committee of the Whole. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on Nov. 24, 1987, 

and DeC. 8, 1987, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on DeC. 22, 1987, it was assigned Act 
No. 7-124 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 

Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 
Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6, 1983. 

§ 42-1748. Waiver of examination and education requirements for proper
ty managers. [Repealed] 

(Mar. J 0, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § lla, as added Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, § 2(i), 
31 DCR 4023; Apr. 20,1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(1),46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1930.1. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

§ 42-1749. Exemptions. [Repealed] 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 12, 30 DCR 390; Oct. 8, 1983, D.C. Law 5-31, 
§ 10(d), 30 DCR 3879; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, § 2U), 31 DCR 4023; June 6, 
1998, D.C. Law 12-116, § 3,45 DCR 1960; Apr. 20,1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(m), 
46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1931. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-170l. 

Law 5-31, the "Lower Income Homeowner
ship Tax Abatement and Incentives Act of 

adopted on first and second readings on June 
28, 1983, and July 12, 1983, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on July 21, 1983, it was 
assigned Act No.5-53 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

1983," was introduced in Council and assigned For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
Bill No. 5-167, which was referred to the Com- see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
mittee on Finance and Revenue. The Bill was § 42-1701. 
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Repealed 

REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-1750. Transfer of license; change of status; brokerage firms. [Re
pealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 13, 30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2(k), 31 DCR 4023; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(n), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1932. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

§ 42-1 751. Licensure of legal entities. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 13a, as added Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, § 2(1), 
31 DCR 4023; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(0),46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1932.1. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

§ 42-1752. Place of business. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 14, 30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2(m), 31 DCR 4023; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(p), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1933. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 

Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 
Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6, 1983. 

§ 42-1753. Prohibited names. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 15, 30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2(n), 31 DCR 4023; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(q), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1934. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 
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§ 42-1754. Injunctions. [Repealed] 

§ 42-1756 
Repealed 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 16, 30 DCR 390; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1233(1'),46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1935. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 

Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6, 1983. 

§ 42-1755. Investigation of conduct; suspension or revocation of license; 
grounds; penalty in lieu of suspension; probationary period; 
reinstatement. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 17, 30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2(0),31 DCR 4023; Mar. 14, 1985, D.C. Law 5-159, § 8,32 DCR 30; Mar. 6, 1991, 
D.C. Law 8-209, § 2(b), 37 DCR 8464; Feb. 5, 1994, D.C. Law 10-68, § 38(b), 40 DCR 
6311; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-242, § 3(1), (2), 44 DCR 1128; Apr. 20, t 999, D.C. 
Law 12-261, § 1233(5),46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1936. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

Law 5·-159, the "End of Session Technical 
Amendments Act of 1984," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 5-540, which was 
referred to the Committee of the Whole. The 
B ill was adopted on first and second readings 
on November 20, 1984, and December 4, 1984, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on Decem-

ber 10, 1984, it was assigned Act No. 5-224 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-209, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1702. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-68, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1702. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 

Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 
Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6, 1983. 

§ 42-1756. Procedural requirements. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 19, 30 DCR 390; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1233(t), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1938. 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 

Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 
Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6, 1983. 
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§ 42-1757 
Repealed 

REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-1757. Automatic suspension of license through affiliation; discharge 
or termination of employment or affiliation. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 20, 30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2eg), 31 DCR 4023; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(u), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-J 939. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-170l. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 

Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 
Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6, 1983. 

Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 
Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6, 1983. 

§ 42-1758. Prohibited acts. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 21,30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2(r), 31 DCR 4023; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(v), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1940. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

§ 42-1759. License suspended upon criminal conviction. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 22, 30 DCR 390; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1233(w), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1941. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 

Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6, 1983. 

§ 42-1760. Effect of criminal conviction upon license application. [Re
pealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 23, 30 DCR 390; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1233(x), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Eel., § 45-1942. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 
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REAL ESTATE BROKERS' DUTIES 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 

§ 42-1764 
Repealed 

Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 
Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6,1983. 

§ 42-1761. Effect of license revocation or suspension upon partnership, 
association, or corporation. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 24, 30 DCR 390; Sept. 26, 1984, D.C. Law 5-117, 
§ 2(s), 31 DCR 4023; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(y), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1943. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-117, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1746. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 

Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 
Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6, 1983. 

§ 42-1762. Suspension or revocation of property manager license; code of 
ethics applicable to aU licensees. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 25, 30 DCR 390; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1233(z), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1944. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes follovving 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261 , 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 

Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6,1983. 

§ 42-1763. Criminal penalties; prosecutions. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 27, 30 DCR 390; Oct. 5, 1985, D.C. Law 6---42, § 405, 
32 DCR 4450; Apr. 20,1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1233(aa), 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1946. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Law 6-42, the "Department of Consumer and 
Regulatory Affairs Civil Infractions Act of 
1985," was introduced in Council and assigned 

Bill No. 6-187, which was referred to the Com
mittee on Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read-
ings on June 25, 1985, and July 9, ] 985, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on July 16, 1985, it 
was assigned Act No. 6-60 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for is review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

§ 42-1764. Duties of Corporation Counsel. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-209, § 28, 30 DCR 390; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1233(bb), 46 DCR 3142.) 
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§ 42-1764 
Repealed 

REAL PROPERTY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1947. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-209, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1701. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of authority under Law 4-209, see 

Mayor's Order 83-123, May 6, 1983. 
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CHAPTER 18 

REAL ESTATE SALE OR RENT SIGNS. 

Section 
42-1801. Signs on sidewalk or parking prohibited; number of signs; removal; penal

ties. 

§ 42-1801. Signs on sidewalk or parking prohibited; number of signs; 
removal; penalties. 

No sign or advertisement relating to the sale, rent, or lease of land or 
premises shall be located on the sidewalk or parking of any street, avenue, or 
road in the District of Colun1bia. One painted or printed sign or advertisement 
for the sale, rent, or lease of land or prelnises Inay, with the written consent of 
the owner or legal representative of the owner, be placed, by any 1 of not 
exceeding 3 real estate agents, on any lot, piece, or parcel of land abutting on a 
street, avenue, or road in said District, or attached to the exterior of any 
building fronting thereon. The Mayor of the District of Columbia is authorized 
to use the police authority vested in hin1, to require the removal of any sign or 
advertisen1ent in violation of this provision, and to institute prosecutions, in the 
Superior Court of the District of Colun1bia, against persons violating the 
provisions hereof, and every such person, upon conviction of such violation, 
shall be fined in the sum of not less than $5 nor more than $25. This section 
shall not apply to the telnporary placelnent of directional signs relating to the 
sale or lease of real estate which indicate the holding of an open house or a sign 
attached to the 1 painted or printed sign allowed by this section which indicates 
that the premises have been sold, leased, or placed under contract. 

(Mar. 4, 1913, 37 Stat. 974, ch. 150, § 7; Apr. 1, 1942, 56 Stat. 190, ch. 207, § 1; July 8, 
1963, 77 Stat. 77, Pub. L. 88-60, § 1; July 29, 1970, 84 Stat. 570, Pub. L. 9] -358, title I, 
§ 155(a); Mar. 16, 1993, D.C. Law 9-189, § 2, 39 DCR 9001.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
] 981 Ed., § 45-200l. 
1973 Ed., § 7-1001. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 9-189, the "Real Estate Sign Placement 

Amendment Act of 1992," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 9-200, which was 
referred to the Committee on Consumer and 
Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on October 6, 1992, 
and November 4, 1992, respectively. Signed by 
the Mayor on November 23, 1992, it was as
signed Act No. 9-310 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 
9--189 became effective on March 16, 1993. 

of Commissioners of the Distl·ict of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume I). 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume I) 
transfelTed all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District or Columbia Self
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 8] 8, § 711 (D.C. Code, 
§ 1-207. J 1), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 

Change in Government the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord-
This section originated at a time when local ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 

government powers were delegated to a Board (D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(£1)), appropriate 
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§ 42-1801 

changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

Cross References 

REAL PROPERTY 

Out-of-door advertising signs, power of Council to regulate and license, see § 1-303.21 et seq. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia e::>22. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. District of Columbia §§ 24 to 25. 
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Section 
42-1901.01. 
42-1901.02. 
42-1901.03. 
42-1901.04. 
42-1901.05. 
42-1901.06. 

42-1901.07. 
42-1901.08. 

42-1902.01. 

42-1902.02. 

42-1902.03. 

42-1902.04. 

42-1902.05. 

42-1902.06. 

42-1902.07. 

42-1902.08. 

42-1902.09. 
42-1902.10. 

42-1902.11. 

42-1902.12. 

42-1902.13. 

SUBTITLE III 

CONDOMINIUMS. 

CHAPTER 19 

CONDOMINIUMS. 

Subchapter I. General Provisions. 

Applicability of chapter; corresponding terms; supersedure of prior law. 
Definitions. 
Ownership of individual units. 
Separate taxation. 
Ordinances and regulations. 
Eminent domain; allocation of award; proportionate shares of common 

areas and redetermination thereof where units or parts of units taken; 
reallocation of voting rights, profits, and future liabilities; recordation 
of decree. 

Variation by agreement. 
Interpretation of chapter. 

Subchapter n. Establishment of Condominiums. 

Creation of condominiums; recordation of instruments; plats; contiguity 
of units. 

Release of liens prior to conveyance of first unit; exemption; liens for 
labor or material applied to individual units or common areas; partial 
release. 

Description of condominium units; undivided interest in common ele
ments automatically included. 

Declaration, bylaws and amendments of each to be executed by owners 
and lessees. 

Recordation of condominium instruments; amendment and certification 
thereof. 

Construction of terms in instruments; designation of unit boundaries; 
division of property within and without unit boundary; common ele
ment serving single unit. 

Instruments construed together and incorporate one another; when con
flict arises. 

Provisions of instrument severable; unlawful provisions void; rule against 
perpetuities; restraints on alienation; unreasonable restraint. 

Compliance with condominium chapter and instruments. 
Contents of declaration; where condominium contains convertible land; 

expandable, contractable and leasehold condominiums; easements; ad
ditionally required descriptions. 

Allocation of interests in common elements; proportionate or equal 
shares; statement in declaration; no alteration nor disposition without 
unit; no partition. 

Allocation where condominium expandable or contains convertible land; 
reallocation following addition of land; where all convertible space 
converted to common elements; effect of reduction in number of units. 

Assignments of limited common elements; method of reassignment; 
amendment of instruments and recordation thereof. 
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Section 
42-1902.14. 

42-1902.15. 
42-1902.16. 
42-1902.17. 

42-1902.18. 

42-1902.19. 

42-1902.20. 

42-1902.21. 

42-1902.22. 

42-1902.23. 

42-1902.24. 

42-1902.25. 

42-1902.26. 

42-1902.27. 
42-1902.28. 
42-1902.29. 

42-1902.30. 

42-1903.01. 

42-1903.02. 

42-1903.03. 
42-1903.04. 
42-1903.05. 

42-1903.06. 
42-1903.07. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Recordation of plat and plans; contents; certification; when new plat, 
survey, and recordation necessary; provisions applicable to limited 
common elements; filing with Office of Surveyor. 

Preliminary recordation of plans. 
Easement for encroachments and support; where liability not relieved. 
Conversion of convertible lands; recordation of appropriate instruments; 

character of convertible land; tax liability; time limitation on conver
sion. 

Conversion of convertible spaces; amendment of declaration and bylaws; 
recordation; status of convertible space not converted. 

Expansion of condominiums; amendment of declaration; recordation; 
reallocation of interests in common elements. 

Contraction of condominiums; amendment of declaration; recordation; 
withdrawal of land after conveyance of unit. 

Declarant's easement over common elements for purpose of improve
ments, etc. 

Sales offices, model units, etc.; authorization; when become common 
elements. 

Representations or commitments relating to additional or withdrawable 
land; declarant's obligation to complete or begin improvements desig
nated for such; liability for damages arising out of use of certain 
easelnents. 

Improvements or alterations within unit; exterior appearance not to be 
changed; merger of adjoining units. 

Relocation of boundaries between units; when permitted; written appli
cation; amendment of declaration and bylaws; reallocation of common 
elements; altered maps and plans; recordation and effect thereof; 
scope of provisions. 

Subdivision of units; when permitted; written application; amendment of 
declaration and bylaws; reallocation of common elements; altered 
maps and plans; recordation and effect thereof; scope of provisions. 

Amendment of instruments. 
Termination of condominium. 
Condominium lease; recordation; terms; leasehold payments; increases; 

sale or assignation; offer to unit owners' association; renewal. 
Transfer of special declarant rights. 

Subchapter III. Control and Governance of Condominiums. 

Bylaws; recordation; unit owners' association and executive board there
of; powers and duties; officers; amendment and contents thereof; 
responsibility for insurance on common elements. 

Control by declarant; limitations; contracts entered on behalf of unit 
owners; declarant to act where owners' association or officers thereof 
not existent; graduated representation of unit owners in executive 
board; strict construction. 

Meetings. 
Meetings-Executive board; quorums. 
Allocation of votes within unit owners' association; vote where more than 

1 owner of unit; proxies; majority; provisions not applicable to units 
owned bv association. 

Officers; disqualification. 
Maintenance, repair, etc., of condominiums; right of access for repair; 

liability for damages arising from exercise thereof; warranty against 
structural defects; limitations upon actions; bond or other security. 
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CONDOMINIUMS 

Section 
42-1903.08. 

42-1903.09. 

42-1903.10. 
42-1903.11. 
42-1903.12. 

42-1903.13. 

42-1903.14. 
42-1903.15. 

42-1903.16. 

42-1903.17. 
42-1903.18. 

42-1903.19. 
42-1903.20. 
42-1903.21. 

Unit owners' associations; powers and rights; deemed attorney-in-fact to 
grant and accept beneficial easements. 

Tort and contract liability of association and declarant; judgment liens 
against common property and individual units. 

Insurance obtained by association; notice to unit owners. 
Rights to surplus funds. 
Liability for common expenses; special assessments; proportionate liabil

ity fixed in bylaws; installment payment of assessments; when assess
ment past due; interest thereon. 

Lien for assessments against units; priority; recordation not required; 
enforcement by sale; notice to delinquent owner and public; distribu
tion of proceeds; power of executive board to purchase unit at sale; 
limitation; costs and attorneys' fees; statement of unpaid assessments; 
liability upon transfer of unit. 

Financial records. 
Limitation on right of first refusal and other restraints on alienation; 

recordable statement of waiver of rights to be supplied promptly upon 
request. 

Warranty against structural defects; limitation for conversion condomini
LUllS; exclusion or modification of warranty. 

Statute of limitations for warranties. 
Master associations-Authorization; powers; rights and responsibilities of 

unit owners; election of executive board. 
Merger or consolidation of condominiums. 
Conveyance or encumbrance of common elements. 
Unit owners' association as trustee. 

Subchapter IV. Registration and Offering of Condominiums. 

42-1904.01. Exemptions. 
42-1904.02. No offer or disposition of unit prior to registration; current public 

offering statement; right of cancellation by purchaser; form therefor 
prescribed by Mayor. 

42-1904.03. Application for registration; contents; later registration of additional 
units; availability for public inspection; fee to be determined by Mayor. 

42-1904.04. Public offering statement; form prescribed by Mayor; contents; use in 
promotions; material change in information and amendment of state
ment. 

42-1904.05. Application for registration-Investigation by Mayor upon receipt. 
42-1904.06. Application for registration-Notice of filing; registration or rejection; 

notice of need for rejection; hearing. 
42-1904.07. Registration; annual updating report by declarant; termination. 
42-1904.08. Conversion condominiums; additional contents of public offering state

ment; notice of intent to convert; tenant's and subtenant's right to 
purchase; notice to vacate. 

42-1904.09. Escrow of deposits; to bear interest; not subject to attachment. 
42-1904.10. Copies of declaration and bylaws to be furnished to purchaser by declar

ant. 
42-1904.11. Resale by unit owner; seller to obtain appropriate statements from 

association and furnish to purchaser; scope of provisions. 
42-1904.12. Mayor to administer chapter; rules and regulations; advertising materi

als; abbreviated public offering statement; court actions; intervention 
in suits involving condominiums; notice relating to conversion condo
miniums. 

42-1904.13. Investigations and proceedings; powers of Mayor; enforcement through 
courts. 
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Section 
42-1904.14. Cease and desist and affirmative action orders; temporary cease and 

desist orders; prior notice thereof. 
42-1904.15. Revocation of registration; notice; hearing; written finding of fact; cease 

and desist order as alternative. 
42-1904.16. Judicial review of mayoral actions. 
42-1904.17. Penalties; prosecution by Corporation Counsel. 
42-1904.18. Severability. 

SUBCHAPTER I. GENERAL PROVISIONS. 

§ 42-1901.01. Applicability of chapter; corresponding terms; supersedure 
of prior law. 

(a) This chapter shall apply to all condominiums created in the District of 
Colun1bia after March 29, 1977. Sections 42-1901.03 through 42-1901.06, 
42-1902.03, 42-1902.06 through 42-1902.09, 42-1902.30, 42-1903.05(d), 
42-1903.08(a)(1) through (6), 42-1903.08(a)(11) through (16), 42-1903.09, 
42-1903.13, 42-1903.14, 42-1903.20, 42-1904.11, 42-1904.13 through 
42-1904.17, and 42-1901.02, to the extent necessary in construing any of those 
sections, shall apply to any condominium and to any horizontal property 
regime or condominium project created in the District of Columbia before 
March 29, 1977, except that these sections shall apply only with respect to an 
event or cirCUlTIstance that occurs after March 29, 1977 and shall not invalidate 
any existing provision of the condominium instruments of any condominium, 
horizontal property regime, or condominium project. 

(b) For the purposes of this chapter: 
(1) The terms "horizontal property regime" and "condominium project" 

shall be deemed to correspond to the term "condominium"; 
(2) The term "co-owner" shall be deemed to correspond to the term "unit 

owner"; 
(3) The term "council of co-owners" shall be deemed to correspond to the 

term "unit owners' association"; 
(4) The term "developer" shall be deemed to correspond to the term 

"declarant"; and 
(5) The term "general common elements" shall be deemed to correspond 

to the term "common elements." 

(c) This chapter shall supersede Chapter 20 of this title, and Regulation 
74-26 of the District of Columbia City Council, enacted October 18, 1974. No 
condominium shall be established except pursuant to this chapter after March 
28, 1977. This chapter shall not be construed, however, to affect the validity of 
any provision of any condominium instrument complying with the require
ments of Chapter 20 of this title and recorded prior to March 28, 1977. Except 
for § 42-1904.11, subchapter IV shall not apply to any condominium created 
prior to March 29, 1977. Any amendment to the condominiulTI instruments of 
any condominium, horizontal property regime, or condominium project created 
before March 29, 1977, shall be valid and enforceable if the amendment would 
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CONDOMINIUMS § 42-1901.01 
Note 1 

be permitted by this chapter and if the amendment was adopted in conformity 
with the procedures and requirements specified by those condOlniniuln instru
ments and by the applicable law in effect when the amendment was adopted. 
If an an1endment grants a person any right, power, or privilege permitted by 
this chapter, any correlative obligation, liability, or restriction in this chapter 
shall apply to that person. 

(d) This chapter shall not apply to any condOlninium located outside the 
District of Columbia. Sections 42-1904.02 through 42-1904.08 and 
§§ 42-1904.12 through 42-1904.17 shall apply to any contract for the disposi
tion of a condominiun1 unit signed in the District of Collunbia by any person, 
unless exempt under § 42-1904.01. 

(e) Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, amendments to this chapter 
shall not invalidate any provision of any condominiun1 instrument which was 
permitted under this chapter at the time the provision was recorded. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title 1, § ]0],23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(a), 38 DCR 261; Mar. 20, 1992, D.C. Law 9-82, § 2(a), 39 DCR 683.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1801. 
] 973 Ed., § 5-1201. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a) of Condominium Act of 1976 
Technical and Clarifying Temporary Amend
ment Act of 1991 (D.C. Law 9-38, August 17, 
1991, law notification 38 DCR 5805). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 1-89, the "Condominium Act of 1976," 

was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
1-179, which was referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Urban Development. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on June 
29, 1976, and July 20, 1976, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on August 6, 1976, it was 

assigned Act No.1-lSI and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. . 

Law 9-82, the "Condominium Act of 1976 
Technical and Clarifying Amendment Act of 
1992," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No.9-240, which was referred to the Com
mittee on Consumer and Regulatol"y Affairs. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on December 17. 1991, and January 7, 
1992, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
January 28, 1992, it was assigned Act No. 9-140 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 
its review. D.C. Law 9-82 became eff;ctive on 
March 20, 1992. 

Cross References 

Rental housing conversion and sale, see § 42-3401.01 et seq. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium e=> 1. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

In general 
Arbitration 2 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 232 to 234, 242 to 243, 247. 

Notes of Decisions 

Summary judgment 3 

1. In general 
While developer and its general partners may 

or may not have been liable under products 
liability principles for conditions that preexisted 
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their involvement with building which was con
verted to condominium ownership, they were 
responsible for quality and results of work they, 
in fact, undertook. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1801 
et seq., 45-1847(b). Towers Tenant Ass'n, Inc. 
v. Towers Ltd. Partnership, 1983, 563 F.Supp. 
566. Condominium <'? 4 

Absent some evidence of acquiescence by in
dividual owner of condominium unit, power of 
sale mechanism enacted after condominium 
documents are recorded and after individual 
owner has purchased his unit cannot be inter
preted to appJy retroactively to alter contractual 
rights between condominium owner and condo
mllllum assocIatIOn. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1801 (c). Johnson v. Fairfax Village Con
dominium IV Unit Owners Ass'n, 1988, 548 
A.2d 87. Condominium <'? 2 

Condominium Act does not provide remedies 
additional to those of common law, but at most, 
provides standing to sue for noncompliance 
with provisions of Act. D.C.Code 1978 Supp. 
§§ 5-1201 et seq., 5-1219; D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1801 et seq., 45-1819. Dresser v. Sun
derland Apartments Tenants Ass'n, Inc., 1983, 
465 A.2d 835. Condominium <'? 17 

2. Arbitration 
Arbitration agreement in contract for sale of 

penthouse precluded federal litigation of pur
chasers' claims that contract violated Interstate 

§ 42-1901.02. Definitions. 

F or the purposes of this chapter: 

REAL PROPERTY 

Land Sales Full Disclosure Act (ILSFDA), the 
District of Columbia Condominium Act, and the 
District of Columbia Consumer Protection Act 
prior to arbitration of such claims, where arbi
tration clause encompassed any fraud or mis
representation, the claims that comprised the 
gravamen of purchasers' complaint. OIle v. 
5401 Western Ave. Residential, LLC, 2008, 569 
F.Supp.2d 141. Alternative Dispute Resolution 
<'? 153 

3. Summary judgment 
Material issues of fact existed as to whether 

condominium association had authority under 
bylaws to foreclose on liens for unpaid assess
ments by individual owner by executing statuto
ry of power of sale, rather than proceeding by 
judicial foreclosure, thereby precluding sum
mary judgment in favor of condominium associ
ation; statutory provision providing for power 
of sale foreclosure was not enacted until after 
condominium documents were recorded and 
owner had purchased his unit, and documents 
submitted did not contain any provision which 
could be interpreted as providing for incorpo
ration of subsequent amendments to Condomin
ium Act into contract between unit owner and 
association. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1801 (c). 
Johnson v. Fairfax Village Condominium IV 
Unit Owners Ass/n, 1988, 548 A.2d 87. Federal 
Courts <'? 1055 

(1) "Common elements" shall mean all portions of the condominium other 
than the units. 

(2) "Common expenses" shall mean all lawful expenditures made or in
curred by or on behalf of the unit owners' association, together with all 
lawful assessments for the creation and maintenance of reserves pursuant to 
the provisions of the condominium instruments. "Future common expenses" 
shall mean common expenses for which assessments are not yet due and 
payable. 

(3) Repealed. 
(4) "Condominium" shall mean real estate, portions of which are designat

ed for separate ownership and the remainder of which is designated for 
common ownership solely by the owners of the portions designated for 
separate ownership. Real estate shall not be deemed a condominium within 
the meaning of this chapter unless the undivided interests in the common 
elements are vested in the unit owners. 

(5) "Condominium instrulnents" shall mean the declaration, bylaws, and 
plats and plans, recorded pursuant to the provisions of this chapter. Any 
exhibit, schedule, or certification accompanying a condominium instrument 
and recorded simultaneously therewith shall be deelned an integral part of 
that condominium instrument. Any amendment or certification of any con-
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dominium instrument shall, frOln the time of the recordation of such mnend
lnent or certification, be deemed an integral part of the affected condOlnini
urn instrument, so long as such mnendlnent or certification was made in 
accordance with the provisions of this chapter. 

(6) "Condominium unit" shall lnean a unit together with the undivided 
interest in the COlnn10n elelnents appertaining to that unit. 

(7) "Contractable condominiuln" shall mean a condOlninium from which 1 
or more portions of the submitted land may be withdrawn in accordance 
with the provisions of the declaration and of this chapter. If such withdraw
al can occur only by the expiration or tennination of 1 or Inore leases, then 
the condominium shall not be deemed a contractable condom_inilun within 
the lneaning of this chapter. 

(8) "Conversion condominium" shall lnean a condominium containing 
structures which before the recording of the declaration were wholly or 
partially occupied by persons other than those who have contracted for the 
purchase of condOlniniuln units and those who occupy with the consent of 
such purchasers. 

(9) "Convertible land" shall lnean a building site; that is to say, a portion 
of the common elelnents, within which additional units or liluited con1.mon 
elements, or both, may be created in accordance with the provisions of this 
chapter. 

(10) "Convertible space" shall luean a portion of a structure within the 
condominium, which portion may be converted into 1 or luore units or 
common elements, or both, in accordance with the provisions of this chapter. 

(11) "Declarant" shall lnean any person or group of persons acting in 
concert who: 

(A) Offers to dispose of the person's or group's interest in a condon1ini
urn unit not previously disposed of; 

(B) Reserves or succeeds to any special declarant right; or 
(C) Applies for registration of the condominium. 

(11A)(A) "Affiliate of a declarant" shall mean any person who controls, is 
controlled by, or shares con1luon control with a declarant. 

(B) A person controls a declarant if the person: 
(i) Is a general partner, officer, director, or employer of the declarant; 
(ii) Directly or indirectly or acting in concert with at least 1 other 

person, or through a subsidiary, owns, controls, holds with power to 
vote, or holds proxies that represent more than 20% of the voting interest 
in the declarant; 

(iii) Controls in any manner the election of a majority of the directors 
of the declarant; or 

(iv) Has contributed more than 20% of the capital of the declarant. 
(C) A person is controlled by a declarant if the declarant: 

(i) Is a general partner, officer, director, or employer of the person; 
(ii) Directly or indirectly or acting in concert with another person, or 

through a subsidiary, owns, controls, holds with power to vote, or holds 
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proxies representing more than 20% of the voting interest in the person; 
or 

(iii) Controls in any manner the election of a majority of the directors 
if the powers described in this paragraph are held solely as security for 
an obligation and are not exercised. 

(12) "Disposition" shall mean any voluntary transfer to a purchaser of a 
legal or equitable interest in a condominium unit, other than as security for a 
debt or pursuant to a deed in lieu of foreclosure. 

(l2A) "Domestic partner" shall have the same meaning as provided in 
§ 32-701(3). 

(13) "Executive Board" shall mean an executive and administrative entity, 
by whatever name denominated and designated in the condominium instru
ments to act for the unit owners' association in governing the condominium. 

(14) "Expandable condOll1iniull1" shall mean a condominium to which 
additional land may be added in accordance with the provisions of the 
declaration and of this chapter. 

(15) "Identifying number" shall mean 1 or more letters or numbers, or 
both, that identify only 1 unit in the condominium. 

(16) "Institutional lender" shall mean 1 or more comn1ercial or savings 
banks, savings and loan associations, trust companies, credit unions, industri
al loan associations, insurance companies, pension funds, or business trusts, 
including but not limited to, real estate investment trusts, any other entity 
regularly engaged directly or indirectly in financing the purchase, construc
tion, or improvement of real estate, or any con1bination of any of the 
foregoing entities. 

(17) Repealed. 
(18) "Leasehold condominium" shall mean a condominium all or any 

portion of which is subject to a lease, the expiration or termination of which 
will tern1inate the condOll1inium or exclude a portion therefrom. 

(19) "Limited common element" shall mean a portion of the common 
elements reserved for the exclusive use of those entitled to the use of 1 or 
more, but less than all, of the units. 

(l9A) "Master association" shall mean an organization described in 
§ 42-1903.18, whether or not the organization is an association described in 
§ 42-1903.0l. 

(20) "Mayor" shall mean the Mayor of the District of Columbia. 
(21) "Nonbinding reservation agreen1ent" shall mean an agreement be

tween the declarant and a prospective purchaser which is in no way binding 
on the prospective purchaser and which may be cancelled without penalty at 
the sole discretion of the prospective purchaser by written notice, hand
delivered or sent by United States mail, return receipt requested to the 
declarant at any time prior to the execution of a contract for the sale or lease 
of a condOll1inium unit or an interest therein. Such agreement shall not 
contain any provision for waiver or any other provision in derogation of the 
rights of the prospective purchaser as contemplated by this subsection, nor 
shall any such provision be a part of any ancillary agreement. 
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(22) "Offer" shallinean any inducelnent, solicitation, or attelnpt to encour
age any person or persons to acquire any legal or equitable interest in a 
condOlninium unit, other than as security for a debt; provided, however, that 
"offer" shall not mean any advertiselnent of a condominium not located in 
the District of Colun1bia in a newspaper or other periodical of general 
circulation, or in any public broadcast medium. Nothing shall be considered 
an offer that expressly states that the condominium has not been registered 
with the Mayor and that no unit in the condominium can or will be offered 
for sale until the time the unit has been so registered. 

(23) "Officer" shalllnean any Inember of the executive board or official of 
the unit owners' association. 

(24) "Par value" shall mean a nlunber of dollars or points assigned to each 
unit by the declaration. Substantially identical units shall be assigned the 
SaIne par value, but units located at substantially different heights above the 
ground, or having substantially different views, or having substantially differ
ent amenities or other characteristics that n1ight result in differences in 
Inarket value, Inay, but need not, be considered substantially identical within 
the meaning of this subsection. If par value is stated in tenns of dollars, that 
statement shall not be deelned to reflect or control the sales price or fair 
n1arket value of any unit, and no opinion, appraisal. or fair market transac
tion at a different figure shall affect the par value of any unit, or any 
undivided interest in the common elen1ents, voting rights in the unit owners' 
association, liability for common expenses, or rights to common profits, 
assigned on the basis thereof. 

(25) "Person" shall mean a natural person, corporation, partnership, asso
ciation, trust, or other entity capable of holding title to real property, or any 
combination of any of the foregoing. 

(26) "Purchaser" shall Inean any person, other than a declarant or a 
person in the business of selling real estate for his or her own account, who 
by n1eans of a voluntary transfer, acquires a legal or equitable interest in a 
condominiuln unit other than a leasehold interest, including a renewal 
option, of less than 20 years, or as security for an obligation. 

(26A) "Real estate" or "land" shall mean any leasehold or other estate or 
interest in, over, or under land, including but not limited to, any structure, 
fixture, or any other improven1ent or interest which by custom, usage, or law 
passes with a conveyance of land though not described in the contract of sale 
or instrulnent of conveyance. The term "real estate" or "land" shall be 
deemed to include a parcel with or without an upper or lower boundary, and 
space that may be filled with air or water. Any requirement in the Condo
n1inium Amendlnent Act of a legally sufficient description shall be deemed to 
include a requirement that any upper or lower boundary of a parcel be 
identified with reference to established data. 

(27) "Registered land surveyor" shall Inean any person or firm pennitted 
to prepare and certify surveys and subdivision plats in the District of 
Columbia, including but not limited to, registered civil engineers. 

(28) "Size" shall mean the nlunber of cubic feet or the number of square 
feet of ground or floor space, or both, within each unit as con1puted by 
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reference to the plats and plans and rounded off to a whole number. Certain 
spaces within the units including, without limitation, attic, basement, or 
garage space, may, but need not, be omitted from such calculation or 
partially discounted by the use of a ratio, so long as the same basis of 
calculation is elTIployed for all units in the condominium, and so long as that 
basis is described in the declaration. 

(28A) "Special declarant right" shall nlean any right reserved for the 
benefit of a declarant or any person that beconles a declarant to: 

(A) Complete improvements indicated on plats and plans filed with the 
declaration pursuant to § 42-1902.14; 

(B) Expand an expandable condominiulTI pursuant to § 42-1902.19; 

(C) Contract a contractable condominiulTI pursuant to § 42-1902.20; 

(D) Convert convertible land, convertible space, or both pursuant to 
§ 42-1902.170r§ 42-1902.18; 

(E) Elect, appoint, or remove any officer of the unit owners' association 
or master association or any executive board member pursuant to 
§ 42-1903.02 during any period of declarant control; 

(F) Exercise any power or responsibility otherwise assigned by any 
COndOlTIinium instrument or by the Condominium Amendment Act to the 
unit owners' association, any officer of the unit owners' association, or the 
executive board; 

(G) Use easements through the common elelTIents to make improvements 
within the condOlninium or real estate that may be added to the condomin
ium pursuant to § 42-1902.21; 

(H) Make the condominium subject to a master association pursuant to 
§ 42-1903.18; 

(I) Make the condonlinium part of a larger condominium pursuant to 
§ 42-1903.19; or 

(J) Maintain a sales office, lTIanagement office, or nlodel unit pursuant to 
§ 42-1902.22. 

(29) "Surveyor" shall mean the Office of the Surveyor of the District of 
Columbia. 

(29A) ''Time share" shall mean a right to occupy a condominium unit or 
any of several condominiulll units during 5 or more separate tilTIe periods 
over a period of at least 5 years including renewal options, whether or not 
the right is coupled with an estate or interest in a condominium or a specified 
portion of an estate or interest in a condominiulTI. 

(30) "Unit" shall mean a portion of the condominium designed and intend
ed for individual ownership. For the purposes of this chapter, a convertible 
space shall be treated as a unit in accordance with § 42-1902.18(d). 

(31) "Unit owner" shall mean a declarant or any person who owns a 
condominium unit. In the case of a leasehold condominium, "unit owner" 
shall mean a declarant or person whose leasehold interest in the condomini
unl extends for the entire balance of the unexpired term. The term "unit 
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owner" shall not include a person who has an interest in a condominium unit 
solely as a security for a debt. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title I, § 102, 23 DCR 9532b; Sept. 22, 1978, D.C. Law 
2--110, § 2,25 DCR 1461; Mar. 8,1991, D.C. Law 8-233, § 2(b), 38 DCR 261; Mar. 20, 
1992, D.C. Law 9-82, § 2(b), 39 DCR 683; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-255, § 49(a), 44 
DCR 1271; Sept. 12,2008, D.C. Law 17-231, § 36(a), 55 DCR 6758.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1802. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1202. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 17-231 added par. (12A). 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(b) of Condominium Act of 1976 
Technical and Clarifying Temporary Amend
ment Act of 1991 (D.C. Law 9-38, August 17, 
1991, law notification 38 DCR 5805). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Law 2-110, the IiCondominium Act of 1976 
Amendment of 1978," was introduced in Coun
ci! and assigned Bill No. 2-200, which was 
referred to the Committee on Housing and Ur
ban Development. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on June 13, 1978 and 
June 27, 1978, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on July 17, 1978, it was assigned Act No. 

2-231 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-82, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Law 11-255, the IiSecond Technical Amend
ments Act of 1996," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. II-90S, which was re
ferred to the Committee of the Whole. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
November 7, 1996, and December 3, 1996, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on December 
24, 1996, it was assigned Act No. 11-519 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 11-255 became effective on 
April 9, 1997. 

For Law 17-231, see notes following 
§ 42-516. 

References in Text 
The IiCondominium Amendment Act," re

ferred to in the third sentence of (26A), and in 
(28A)(F), is D.C. Law 8-233. 

Cross References 

Real property assessment and tax, taxpayer defined with reference to interests under this section, 
see§ 47-802. 

Real property tax sales, condominium, notice to record owner, see § 47-1302. 
Rental housing conversion and sale, condominium defined, see § 42-3401.03. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.01 and 42-1902.06. 

Key Numbers 
CondOIninium G::;>1. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

In general 1 
Arbitration 2 

1. In general 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 232 to 234, 242 to 243, 247. 

Notes of Decisions 

Board of Zoning Adjustment could require 
condominium association to participate in hear-

ing on applications for special exceptions to 
open mental health offices in condominium 
complex; owners of condominium units who did 
not apply for the special exceptions had an 
interest in the proceedings by virtue of their 
shared interest in the common ares. D.C.Code 
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198J, § 45-1802(6); D.C.Mun.Regs. title 11, 
§§ 501, 508. Gage v. District of Columbia Bd. 
of Zoning Adjustment, 1999,738 A.2d 1219. 
Zoning And Plann ing C=:> 1542 

2. Arbitration 
Provision in purchase agreement related to 

purchase of condominiums guaranteeing that 
condominiums would be delivered to purchaser 
"substantial in accordance with Plats and 
Plans" and requiring that all disputes "involv
ing delivery of Unit in accordance with the 
Plans" be submitted to project architect for 

REAL PROPERTY 

resolution did not compel arbitration of unit 
owners' claims for defective construction of 
condominiums, fraud, and related claims; 
"Plats and Plans," as defined bv Condominium 
Act, referred to location and dil;lensions of ver
tical boundaries of unit within building, which 
disputes were within professional expertise of 
architect, and did not include construction 
plans for installation of utilities, which were 
allegedly negligently installed. 2200 M Street 
LLC v. Mackell, 2007, 940 A.2d 143. Alterna
tive Dispute Resolution (;::;> 144 

§ 42-1901.03. Ownership of individual units. 

Each condominium unit shall constitute for all purposes a separate parcel of 
real estate, distinct from all other condominium units. Any condominium unit 
may be owned by more than 1 person as joint tenants, as tenants in common, 
as tenants by the entirety (in the case of spouses or domestic partners), or in 
any other real estate tenancy relationship recognized under the laws of the 
District of Columbia. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title I, § 103, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(e), 38 DCR 261; Sept. 12, 2008, D.C. Law 17-231, § 36(b), 55 DCR 6758.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-] 803. 

J 973 Ed., § 5-1203. 

Effect of Amendments 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 

D.C. Law 17-231 substituted "(in the case of 
spouses or domestic partners)" for "(in the case 
of husband and wife)". 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For Law 17-231, see notes following 
§ 42-516. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.01 and 42-1902.06. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <8=1. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 232 to 234, 242 to 243, 247. 

§ 42-1901.04. Separate taxation. 

If there is any unit owner other than the declarant, a tax or assessment shall 
not be levied on the condominium as a whole or against any common elements, 
but only on the individual condominium units. A condominium unit shall be 
carried on the records of the District of Columbia and assessed as a separate 
and distinct taxable entity. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title I, § 104, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(d), 38 DCR 261.) 
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Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1804. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1204. 

Legislative History of Laws 

§ 42-1901.05 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-] 901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1901.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (PI. 
Taxation (P2478. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 89A, 371. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 232 to 234, 242 to 243, 247. 

c.J.S. Taxation §§ 494 to 500, 504. 

§ 42-1901.05. Ordinances and regulations. 

No zoning or other land use ordinance or regulation shall prohibit condOlnin
iums as such by reason of the fonn of ownership inherent therein. Neither 
shall any condominium be treated differently by any zoning or other land use 
ordinance or regulation which would permit a physically identical project or 
development under a different form of ownership. No subdivision ordinance 
or regulation shall apply to any condominimn or to any subdivision of any 
convertible land, convertible space, or unit unless such ordinance or regulation 
is by its express terms made applicable thereto. Nothing in this section shall be 
construed to permit application of any provision of the building code which is 
not expressly applicable to condonliniulns by reason of the fonn of ownership 
inherent therein to a condOlninium in a Inanner different from the manner in 
which such provision is applied to other buildings of sinlilar physical form and 
nature of occupancy. 

(Mar. 29,1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title I, § 105,23 DCR 9S32b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1805. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1205. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, sec 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1901.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (P I. 
Zoning and Planning <&::::>1048. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 89A, 414. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 232 to 234, 242 to 243, 247. 
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Notes of Decisions 

Improvements to common areas 1 

1. Improvements to common areas 
Condominiums were "residential property" 

under the municipal regulations, and thus con
tract for improvements to the common areas of 

condominium building fell within scope of regu
lation requiring that contractors doing home 
improvement work, in order to accept payment 
before work was finished, were to be licensed as 
home improvement contractors. Carlson 
Const. Co., Inc. v. Dupont West Condominium, 
Inc., 2007, 932 A.2d 1132. Licenses ~ 11(5) 

§ 42-1901.06. Eminent domain; allocation of award; proportionate 
shares of common areas and redetermination thereof 
where units or parts of units taken; reallocation of voting 
rights, profits, and future liabilities; recordation of de
cree. 

(a) If any portion of the conlmon elements is taken by eminent domain, the 
award therefor shall be allocated to the unit owners in proportion to their 
respective undivided interests in the common elements, except that the portion 
of the award attributable to the taking of any permanently assigned limited 
common elenlent shall be allocated by the decree to the unit owner of the unit 
to which that limited comnlon element was so assigned at the time of the 
taking. If that limited comlllon element was permanently assigned to nlore 
than 1 unit at the time of the taking, then the portion of the award attributable 
to the taking thereof shall be allocated in equal shares to the unit owners of the 
units to which it was so assigned or in such other shares as the condominiulll 
instruments Inay specify for this express purpose. A permanently assigned 
limited cornnlon elenlent is a limited COlllnl0n element which cannot be 
reassigned or which can be reassigned only with the consent of the unit owner 
or owners of the unit or units to which it is assigned. 

(b) If I or more units is taken by eminent dOlnain, the undivided interest in 
the conlmon elements appertaining to any such unit shall thenceforth appertain 
to the remaining units, being allocated to them in proportion to their respective 
undivided interests in the common elements. The court shall enter a decree 
reflecting the reallocation of undivided interests produced thereby, and the 
award shall include, without limitation, just conlpensation to the unit owner of 
any unit taken for his undivided interest in the comlnon elements as well as for 
his unit. 

(c) If portions of any unit are taken by eminent domain, the court shall 
detennine the fair market value of the portions of such unit not taken, and the 
undivided interest in the common elements appertaining to any such units shaH 
be reduced in the case of each such unit, in proportion to the dilninution in the 
fair market value of such unit resulting from the taking. The portions of 
undivided interest in the common elelnents thereby divested frOln the unit 
owners of any such units shall be reallocated among those units and the other 
units in the condominium in proportion to their respective undivided interests 
in the common elements with any units partially taken participating in such 
reallocation on the basis of their undivided interests as reduced in accordance 
with the preceding sentence. The court shall enter a decree, reflecting the 
reallocation of undivided interests produced thereby, and the award shall 
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include, without lilnitatiol1, just compensation to the unit owner of any unit 
partially taken for that portion of his undivided interest in the con1111on 
elernents divested fron1 hiIn by operation of the first sentence of this subsection 
and not revested in hiln by operation of the following sentence, as well as for 
that portion of his unit taken by eminent dOll1ain. 

(d) If, however, the taking of a portion of any unit Jl1akes it impractical to use 
the relnaining portion of that unit for any lawful purpose pennitted by the 
condominium instruments, then the entire undivided interest in the COlnmon 
elelnents appertaining to that unit shall thenceforth appertain to the remaining 
units, being allocated to them in proportion to their respective undivided 
interests in the comlnon elelnents, and the remaining portion of that unit shall 
thenceforth be a common elelnent. The court shall enter a decree reflecting 
the reallocation of undivided interests produced thereby, and the award shall 
include, without lin1itation, just compensation to the unit owner of such unit for 
the unit owner's entire undivided interest in the common elen1ents and for the 
unit owner's entire unit. 

(e) Votes in the unit owners' association, rights to future surplus funds, and 
liabilities for future COlnlnon expenses not specially assessed, appertaining to 
any unit or units taken or partially taken by eminent dOlnain, shall thenceforth 
appertain to the remaining units, being allocated to theln in proportion to their 
relative voting strength in the unit owners' association, rights to future surplus 
funds, and liabilities for future common expenses not specially assessed, respec
tively, with any units partially taken participating in such reallocation as 
though the voting strength in the unit owners' association, right to future 
surplus funds, and liabilities for future COlnmon expenses not specially as
sessed, respectively, had been reduced in proportion to the reduction in their 
undivided interests in the common elements. But in any case where votes in 
the unit owners' association were originally assigned on the basis of equality 
(subject to the exception for convertible spaces) votes in the unit owners' 
association shall not be reallocated. The decree of the court shall provide 
accordingly. 

(f) The decree of the court shall require the recordation thereof an10ng the 
land records of the District of Columbia. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title I, § 106, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(e), 38 DCR 261.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1806. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1206. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 
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This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.01 and 42-1903.10. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Condominium ~l. 
Eminent Domain (;::;:>157. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 89A, 148. 

C.1.S. Eminent Domain § 227. 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 232 to 234, 242 to 243, 247. 

§ 42-1901.07. Variation by agreement. 

Except as expressly provided by this chapter, a provision of this chapter rnay 
not be varied by agreement and any right conferred by this chapter may not be 
waived. A declarant lnay not act under a power of attorney or use any other 
device to evade a limitation or prohibition of this chapter or the condominium 
instruments. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title I, § 107, as added Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 8-233, 
§ 2(f). 38 DCR 261; Mar. 20, 1992, D.C. Law 9-82, § 2(e), 39 DCR 683.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

I'rior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1807. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(c) of Condominium Act of 1976 
Technical and Clarifying Temporary Amend
ment Act of 1991 (D.C. Law 9-38, August 17, 
1991. law notification 38 DCR 5805). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 8-233, the "Condominium Act of 1976 

Reform Amendment Act of 1990," was intro-

duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 8-65, 
which was referred to the Committee on Con
sumer and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on Decem
ber 4,1990, and December 18,1990, respective
ly. Signed by the Mayor on December 27, 
1990, it was assigned Act No. 8-316 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re-
view. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-82, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-190l.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium C:;;:>1. 
Westla\\! Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 232 to 234, 242 to 243, 247. 

§ 42-1901.08. Interpretation of chapter. 

In the application or construction of the provisions of this chapter, the courts 
of the District of Columbia shall give due regard to judicial decisions and 
rulings in states that have enacted the Uniform Condominium Act or any other 
condominium statute that contains provisions similar to the provisions of this 
chapter. 

(Mar. 29, ] 977, D.C. Law 1-89, title I, § 108, as added Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 8-233, 
§ 2(g), 38 DCR 261; Mar. 20,1992, D.C. Law 9-82, § 2(d), 39 DCR 683.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed.,§ 45-l808. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
ment Act of 1991 (D.C. Law 9-38, August 17, 
J 991, law notification 38 DCR 5805). 

Temporary Amendments of Section Legislative History of Laws 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 

tion, see § 2(d) of Condominium Act of 1976 Historical and Statutory Notes following 
Technical and Clarifying Temporary Amend- § 42-1901.07. 
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For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-82, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

§ 42-1902.01 

Statutes ~226. 
Westlaw Topic No. 36]. 

C.J.S. Statutes §§ 306, 358 to 361. 

SUBCHAPTER H. ESTABLISHMENT OF CONDOMINIUMS. 

United States Code Annotated 

Condominium and cooperative conversion, protection and relief from abuses, see 15 U.S.C.A. 
§ 3601 et seq. 

§ 42-1902.01. Creation of condominiums; recordation of instruments; 
plats; contiguity of units. 

No condominimn shall come into existence except by the recordation of 
condominium instrmnents pursuant to the provisions of this chapter. No 
condominium instruments shall be recorded unless all units located or to be 
located on any portion of the submitted land, other than within the boundaries 
of any convertible lands, are depicted on plats and plans that cOlnply with the 
provisions of subsections (a) and (b) of § 42-1902.14. The foreclosure of any 
mortgage, deed of trust or other lien shall not be deemed, ex proprio vigore, to 
terminate the condominium. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 201,23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(h), 38 DCR 261.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1811. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1211. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

Bylaws and declaration copies for purchasers, see § 42-1904.10. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium ~3. 
Records (;::::>9. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 89A, 326. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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§ 42-1902.02. Release of liens prior to conveyance of first unit; exemp
tion; liens for labor or material applied to individual 
units or common areas; partial release. 

(a) At the time of the conveyance to the first purchaser of each cond01ninium 
unit following the recordation of the declaration, every mortgage, deed of trust, 
any other perfected lien, or any Inechanics' or Inaterialmen's liens, affecting all 
of the condominium or a greater portion thereof than the condominium unit 
conveyed, shall be paid and satisfied of record, or the declarant shall forthwith 
have the said condominium unit released of record from all such liens not so 
paid and satisfied. The provisions of this subsection shall not apply, however, 
to any withdrawable land in a contractable condon1inium, nor shall any 
provision of this subsection be construed to prohibit the unit owners' associa
tion frOlu mortgaging or causing a deed of trust to be placed on any portion of 
the condon1inium within which no units are located, so long as any time limit 
specified pursuant to § 42-1903.02(a) has expired, and so long as the bylaws 
authorize the same. 

(b) No labor perfonued or materials furnished with the consent of or at the 
request of a unit owner or such unit owner's agent or contractor or subcontrac
tor shall be the basis for the filing of a lien pursuant to the provisions of 
§ 40-301.01 against the property of any unit owner not expressly consenting to 
the smne, except that such consent shall be deemed to be given by any unit 
owner in the case of emergency repairs to his unit. Labor performed or 
materials furnished for the common elements, if duly authorized by the unjt 
owners' association or its executive board subsequent to any period of develop
er control pursuant to § 42-1903.02(a), shall be deeITled to be performed or 
furnished with the express consent of every unit owner and shall be the basis 
for the filing of a lien pursuant to the provisions of § 40-301.01 against all of 
the cond01ninium units. Notice of such lien shall be served on the principal 
officer of the unit owners' association or any member of the executive board. 

(c) In the event that any lien, other than a deed of trust or mortgage, 
becon1es effective against 2 or more condominium units subsequent to the 
creation of the condOlniniun1, any unit owner may ren10ve such unit owner's 
condominium unit fron1 that lien by payn1ent of the amount attributable to that 
condOlniniun1 unit, or, in the case of any mechanic's or luateriahnan's lien, by 
filing a written undertaking for such amount with surety approved by the court 
as provided in § 40-303.16. Such an10unt shall be computed by reference to 
the liability for common expenses appertaining to that cond01ninium unit 
pursuant to § 42-1903.12(c). Subsequent to such payluent, discharge or other 
satisfaction, or filing of bond, the unit owner of that condoITlinium unit shall be 
entitled to have that lien released as to such unit owner's condominium unit, 
and the unit owners' association shall not assess, or have a valid lien against 
that condominimn unit for any portion of the common expenses incurred in 
connection with that lien, notwithstanding anything to the contrary in 
§§ 42-1903.12 and 42-1903.13. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 202,23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(i), 38 DCR 261.) 
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Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1812. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1212. 

Legislative History of Laws 

§ 42-1902.04 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (;:::>4, 5. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Estates §§ 244, 252 to 255. 

§ 42-1902.03. Description of condominium units; undivided interest in 
common elements automatically included. 

After the creation of the condominiulTI, no description of a condOlTIinium unit 
shall be deemed vague, uncertain, or otherwise insufficient or infirm which sets 
forth the identifying nUlTIber of that unit, the natTIe of the condon1inimTI and the 
instrument nmnber and date of recordation of the declaration and the condo
minium book and page number where the plats and plans are recorded. Any 
such description shall be deemed to include the undivided interest in the 
cominon elelnents appertaining to such unit even if such interest is not defined 
or referred to therein. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 203, 23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1813. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1213. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89 see 

Historical and Statutory Notes follo~ing 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1901.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <3=>1. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 232 to 234, 242 to 243, 247. 

§ 42-1902.04. Declaration, bylaws and amendments of each to be executed 
by owners and lessees. 

The declaration and bylaws, and any atnendments of either made pursuant to 
§ 42-1902.19, shall be executed by or on behalf of all of the owners and lessees 
of the submitted land. But the phrase "owners and lessees" in the preceding 
sentence and in § 42-1902.19 does not include, in their capacity as such, any 
Inortgagee, any trustee or beneficiary under a deed of trust, any other lien 
holder, any person having an inchoate dower or curtesy interest, any person 
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having an equitable interest under any contract for the sale or lease of a 
condominium unit, or any lessee whose leasehold interest does not extend to 
any portion of the common elements. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 204, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(j), 38 DCR 261.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1814. 
1973Ed.,§ 5-1214. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (S;:::;:>3, 7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 246, 248 to 251, 264 

to 265. 

§ 42-1902.05. Recordation of condominium instruments; amendment and 
certification thereof. 

All amendlTIents and certifications of the condominium instruments shall set 
forth the instrument number and date of recordation of the declaration and, 
when necessary, shall set forth the condominium book and page number where 
the plats and plans are recorded. All condominiulTI instruments and all 
amendments and certifications thereof shall set forth the name and address of 
the condOlTIinium and shall be so recorded. The Recorder of Deeds shall 
accept for recordation any executed and acknowledged condominium instru
nlent or any executed and acknowledged amendment and certification without 
further review of a condOlTIinium instrument or the imposition of any addition
al requirement. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 205,23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(k), 38 DCR 261.) 

Prior Codifications 
198J Ed., § 45-1815. 
1973 Ed.,§ 5-1215. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.c. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. " 

Cross References 

Bylaws and declaration copies for purchasers, see § 42-1904.10. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium 0:=>1,3. 

Library References 

Records 0:=>9. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 89A, 326. 
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Encyclopedias C.l.S. Registland: §§ 1 to 66. 
C.l.S. Estates §§ 232 to 234, 237 to 244, 247 

to 251. 

§ 42-1902.06. Construction of terms in instruments; designation of unit 
boundaries; division of property within and without unit 
boundary; common element serving single unit. 

Except to the extent otherwise provided by the condon1inimTI instrmTIents: 

(1) The terms defined in § 42-1901.02 shall be deen1ed to have the mean
ings therein specified wherever they appear in the condOl11inium instruments 
unless the context otherwise requires; 

(2) To the extent that walls, floors, or ceilings are designated as the 
boundaries of the units or of any specified units, all doors and windows 
therein, and all lath, wallboard, plastering, and any other materials constitut
ing any part of the finished surfaces thereof, shall be deemed a part of sllch 
units, while all other portions of such walls, floors, or ceilings shall be 
deemed a part of the con1mon elements; 

(3) If any chutes, flues, ducts, conduits, wires, bearing walls, bearing 
columns, or any other apparatus lies partially within and partially outside of 
the designated boundaries of a unit, any portions thereof serving only that 
unit shall be deel11ed a part of that unit, while any portions thereof serving 
more than 1 unit or any portion of the common elements shall be deemed a 
part of the COn1lTIOn elelnents; 

(4) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (3) of this section, all space, 
interior partitions, and other fixtures and improvements within the bound
aries of a unit shall be deemed a part of that unit; and 

(5) Any shutters, awnings, window boxes, doorsteps, porches, balconies, 
patios, and any other apparatus designed to serve a single unit, but located 
outside the boundaries thereof, shall be deemed a lilnited con1111on elen1ent 
appertaining to that unit exclusively. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 206,23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1816. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1216. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notcs following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.01,42-1902.10,42-1902.14, and 42-1903.06. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (PI, 3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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§ 42-1902.07. Instrulnents construed together and incorporate one anoth
er; when conflict arises. 

The condominimn instruments shall be construed together and shall be 
deemed to incorporate one another to the extent that any requirement of this 
chapter as to the content of one shall be deemed satisfied if the deficiency can 
be cured by reference to any of the others. If any conflict exists among the 
condon1inium instrurnents, the declaration controls, except that a construction 
consistent with this chapter controls in all cases over any inconsistent construc
tion. 

(Mar. 29, ] 977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 207, 23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1817. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1217. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1901.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium C=;>3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 

§ 42-1902.08. Provisions of instrument severable; unlawful prOVISIons 
void; rule against perpetuities; restraints on alienation; 
unreasonable restraint. 

(a) All prOVISIOns of the condOlninium instruments shall be deemed severa
ble, and any unlawful provision thereof shall be void. 

(b) No provision of the condominium instruments shall be deemed void by 
reason of the rule against perpetuities. 

(c) No restraint on alienation shall discriminate or be used to discriminate 
on the basis of religious conviction, race, color, sex, or national origin. The 
condOlniniun1 instruments may provide, however, for restraints on use of some 
or all of the units restricting the use of such units to persons meeting require
ments based upon age, sex, marital status, physical disability or, in connection 
with programs of the federal or District of Columbia government, inCOlne 
levels. 

(d) Subject to the provisions of subsection (c) of this section, the rule of 
property law known as the rule restricting unreasonable restraints on alien
ation shall not be applied to defeat any provision of the condominium instru
ments restraining the alienation of condominium units not restricted exclusive
ly to residential use. 

(e) Title to a condOlninium unit and COlnmon elements is not rendered 
unmarketable or otherwise affected by reason of an insubstantial failure of the 
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condominiUlll instruments to comply with this chapter. Whether or not a 
substantial failure impairs marketability is not affected by this chapter. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 208,23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8--233, § 2(1), 38 DCR 261.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1818. 
1973 Ed., § 5-12]8. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1901.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (;:;::>3,4. 
WestJaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J .S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 Lo 254. 

§ 42-1902.09. Compliance with condominium chapter and instruments. 

Any lack of compliance with this chapter or with any lawful provision of the 
condominium instruments shall be grounds for an action or suit to recover 
daillages or injunctive relief, or for any other available reilledy maintainable by 
the unit owners' association, the unit owners' association's executive board, any 
111anaging agent on behalf of the unit owners' association, an aggrieved person 
on his or her own behalf, or, in an otherwise proper case, as a class action. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 209, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(m), 38 DCR 261.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1819. 
1973 Ed.,§ 5-1219. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, sec 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

Cross References 

Liens for unit assessments, enforcement and foreclosure sales, see § 42-1903.13. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1901.01. 
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Key Numbers 
Condominium e:::>3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Remedies 1 

1. Remedies 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

REAL PROPERTY 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 

Notes of Decisions 

Condominium Act does not provide remedies 
additional to those of common la\v, but at most, 

provides standing to sue for noncompliance 
with provisions of Act. D.C.Code 1978 Supp. 
§§ 5-1201 et seq., 5-1219; D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1801 et seq., 45-1819. Dresser v. Sun
derland Apartments Tenants Ass'n, Inc., 1983, 
465 A.2d 835. Condominium (!::;:> 17 

§ 42-1902.10. Contents of declaration; where condominium contains con
vertible land; expandable, contractable and leasehold 
condominiums; easements; additionally required de
scriptions. 

(a) The declaration for every condominium shall contain: 

(1) The name of the condominium, which name shall include the word 
"condominium" or be followed by the words Ita condOlninium"; 

(2) A legally sufficient description of the land submitted to this chapter; 

(3) A description or delineation of the boundaries of the units, including 
the horizontal (upper and lower) boundaries, if any, as well as the vertical 
(lateral or perimetric) boundaries; 

(4) A description or delineation of any limited common elements not 
covered by § 42-1902.06(5), showing or designating the unit or units to 
which each is assigned; 

(5) A description or delineation of all common elements not within the 
boundaries of any convertible lands which may subsequently be assigned as 
lin1ited common elements, together with a statement that they may be so 
assigned and a description of the method whereby any such assignments shall 
be made in accordance with the provisions of § 42-1902.13. The description 
of the method whereby an assignment shall be made shall include the 
following infonnation: 

(A) The name of any person who may assign the limited comn10n 
elements; 

(B) The name of any person who must execute the assignlnent; 
(C) Whether or not the deed to a condominium unit will reflect the 

assignment, if previously Inade; and 

(D) If there is any linlited common expense payable by the unit owners 
of a condonlinium unit to which the limited common elements pertain; 

(6) The allocation to each unit of an undivided interest in the common 
elements in accordance with the provisions of § 42-1902.11; and 

(7) Such other n1atters as the declarant deems appropriate. 

(b) If the condominium contains any convertible land the declaration shall 
also contain: 
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(1) A legally sufficient description of each convertible land within the 
condornini urn; 

(2) A statement of the maxil11um number of units that n1ay be created 
within each such convertible land; 

(3) A statel11ent, with respect to each such convertible land, of the maxi
mum percentage of the aggregate land and floor area of all units that l11ay be 
created therein that may be occupied by units not restricted exclusively to 
residential use; 

(4) A statel11ent of the extent to which any structure erected on any 
convertible land will be compatible with structures on other portions of the 
submitted land in terms of quality of construction, the principal materials to 
be used and architectural style; 

(5) A description of all other improvements that l11ay be made in each 
convertible land within the condon1iniun1; 

(6) A statement that any units created within each convertible land will be 
substantially identical to the units on other portions of the submitted land, or 
a statel11ent describing in detail what other types of units may be created 
therein; and 

(7) A description of the declarant's reserved right, if any, to create limited 
coml11on elements within any convertible land, or to designate coml11on 
elements therein which may subsequently be assigned as limited common 
elel11ents, in ten11S of the types, sizes, and maxilllunl number of such elements 
within each such convertible land; provided, that the plats and plans record
ed pursuant to subsections (a) and (b) of § 42-1902.14 may be used to 
supplement infon11ation furnished pursuant to paragraphs (1), (4), (5), (6), 
and (7) of this subsection, and that paragraph (3) of this subsection need not 
be complied with if none of the units on other portions of the subinitted land 
are restricted exclusively to residential use. 

(c) If the condOl11iniurn is an expandable condominiun1 the declaration shall 
also contain: 

(1) The explicit reservation of an option to expand the condon1inium; 
(2) A statel11ent of any limitations on that option, including, without lin1ita

tion, a staten1ent as to whether the consent of any unit owners shall be 
required, and if so, a staten1ent as to the 111ethod whereby such consent shall 
be ascertained; or a statement that there are no such limitations; 

(3) A tilne limit, not exceeding 5 years from the recording of the declara
tion, upon which the option to expand the condOlniniu111 shall expire, 
together with a statement of the circumstances, if any, which will terminate 
that option prior to the expiration of the ti111e linlit so specified; 

(4) A legally sufficient description of all land that may be added to the 
condonlinium, henceforth referred to as (( additional land' '; 

(5) A statement as to whether, if any of the additional land is added to the 
condominiUln, all of it or any particular portion of it must be added, and if 
not, a stateillent of any limitations as to what portions n1ay be added or a 
statement that there are no such limitations; 
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(6) A statement as to whether portions of the additional land may be added 
to the condominium at different times, together with any limitations fixing 
the boundaries of those portions by legally sufficient descriptions regulating 
the order in which they may be added to the condominiun1; 

(7) A statement of any limitations as to the locations of any improvements 
that may be n1ade on any portions of the additional land added to the 
condominimTI, or a staten1ent that no assurances are made in that regard; 

(8) A statement of the maximum number of units that may be created on 
the additional land. If portions of the additional land n1ay be added to the 
condominiun1 and the boundaries of those portions are fixed in accordance 
with paragraph (6) of this subsection, the declaration shall also state the 
maxin1un1 nmnber of units that may be created on each portion added to the 
condominium. If portions of the additional land may be added to the 
condominimTI and the boundaries of those portions are not fixed in accor
dance wi th paragraph (6) of this subsection, then the declaration shall also 
state the n1axin1um number of units per acre that may be created on any such 
portion added to the condominium; 

(9) A statement, with respect to the additional land and to any portion or 
portions thereof that may be added to the condominium, of the maximum 
percentage of the aggregate land and floor area of all units that may be 
created thereon that may be occupied by units not restricted exclusively to 
residential use; 

(10) A statement of the extent to which any structures erected on any 
portion of the additional land added to the condominium will be compatible 
with structures on the submitted land in terms of quality of construction, the 
principallnaterials to be used, and architectural style, or a statement that no 
assurances are lTIade in those regards; 

(11) A description of all other improvelnents that will be made on any 
portion of the additional land added to the condominium, or a statement of 
any lin1itations as to what other improvements may be made thereon, or a 
statement that no assurances are made in that regard; 

(12) A statement that any units created on any portion of the additional 
land added to the condominiun1 will be substantially identical to the units on 
the subn1itted land, or a statement of any limitations as to what types of units 
may be created thereon, or a statement that no assurances are made in that 
regard; and 

(13) A description of the declarant's reserved right, if any, to create limited 
common elements within any portion of the additional land added to the 
condon1inium, or to designate common elements therein which Inay subse
quently be assigned as limited common elements, in terms of the types, sizes, 
and n1axin1um number of such elements within each such portion, or a 
statelnent that no assurances are made in those regards; provided, that the 
plats and plans recorded pursuant to subsections (a) and (b) of § 42-1902.14 
may be used to supplement information furnished pursuant to paragraphs 
(4), (5), (6), (7), (10), (11), (12) and (13) of this subsection, and that paragraph 
(9) of this subsection need not be complied with if none of the units on the 
subn1itted land is restricted exclusively to residential use. 
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(d) If the condominiuln is a contractable condOlninium the declaration shall 
also contain: 

(1) The explicit reservation of an option to contract the condominiunl; 
(2) A statement of any limitations on that option, including, without limita

tion, a statement as to whether the consent of any unit owners shall be 
required, and if so, a statement as to the method whereby such consent shall 
be ascertained; or a statement that there are no such limitations; 

(3) A time limit, not exceeding 5 years from the recording of the declara
tion, upon which the option to contract the condorninium shall expire, 
together with a statement of the circunlstances, if any, which will terminate 
that option prior to the expiration of the time lirnit so specified; 

(4) A legally sufficient description of all land that nlay be withdrawn from 
the condOlniniurn, henceforth referred to as "withdrawable land"; 

(5) A statelnent as to whether portions of the withdrawable land may be 
withdrawn from the condominiuln at different times, together with any 
limitations fixing the boundaries of those portions by legally sufficient de
scriptions clearly delineating such portions and regulating the order in which 
such portions may be withdrawn from the condominiunl; and 

(6) A legally sufficient description of all of the submitted land to which the 
option to contract the condominium does not extend; provided, that the plats 
recorded pursuant to § 42-1902.14(a) may be used to supplenlent informa
tion furnished pursuant to paragraphs (4), (5) and (6) of this subsection, and 
that paragraph (6) of this subsection shall not be construed in derogation of 
any right the declarant may have to terminate the condominium in accor
dance with the provisions of § 42-1902.27. 

(e) If the condOlninium is a leasehold condominium, then with respect to any 
ground lease or other leases the expiration or termination of which will or 11lay 
terminate or contract the condominium, the declaration shall set forth: 

(1) The instnunent number and date of recordation of each such lease; 
(2) The date upon which each such lease is due to expire and the rights, if 

any, to renew such lease and the conditions pertaining to any such renewal; 
(3) A statement as to whether any land or improvenlents, or both, will be 

owned by the unit owners in fee simple, and if so, either: 
(A) A description of the same, including without limitation a legally 

sufficient description of any such land; or 
(B) A statelnent of any rights the unit owners shall have to remove such 

ilnprovements within a reasonable time after the expiration or termination 
of the lease or leases involved, or a statement that thev shall have no such 
rights; and -' 

(4) A statelnent of the rights the unit owners shall have to redeern the 
reversion or any of the reversions, or a statement that they shall have no such 
rights; provided, that after the recording of the declaration, no lessor who 
executed the sanle, and no successor in interest to such lessor, shall have any 
right or power to terminate any part of the leasehold interest of any unit 
owner who Inakes timely payment of his share of the rent to the person or 
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persons designated in the declaration for the receipt of such rent and who 
otherwise con1plies with all covenants which, if violated, would entitle the 
lessor to terminate the lease. Acquisition or reacquisition of such a leasehold 
interest by the owner of the reversion or remainder shall not cause a merger 
of the leasehold and fee simple interests unless all leasehold interests in the 
condOJuiniUlTI are thus acquired or reacquired. 

(f) Wherever this section requires a legally sufficient description of land that 
is submitted to this chapter or that may be added to or withdrawn from the 
condominium, such requirement shall be deemed to require a legally sufficient 
description of any easements that are submitted to this chapter or that may be 
added to or withdrawn from the condominium, as the case may be. In the case 
of each such easement, the declaration shall contain: 

(1) A description of the pennitted use or uses; 

(2) If less than all of those entitled to the use of all the units may utilize 
such easement, a statelnent of the relevant restrictions and limitations on 
utilization; and 

(3) If any persons other than those entitled to the use of the units may 
utilize such easelnent, a statement of the rights of others to utilization of the 
san1e. 

(g) Wherever this section requires a legally sufficient description of land that 
is submitted to this chapter or that may be added to or withdrawn from the 
condominium, an added requirement shall be a separate legally sufficient 
description of all lands in which the unit owners shall or Inay be tenants in 
common or joint tenants with any other persons, and a separate legally 
sufficient description of all lands in which the unit owners shall or D1ay be life 
tenants. No units shall be situated on any such lands, however, and the 
declaration shall describe the nature of the unit owners' estates therein. No 
such lands shall be shown on the same plat or plats showing other portions of 
the condOlniniuln, but shall be shown instead on separate plats. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 21 0, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(n), 38 DCR 261.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
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1981 Ed., § 45-1820. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1220. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes follO\ving 
§ 42-1901.07. 

Cross References 
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This section is referred to in §§ 42-1902.12,42-1902.13,42-1902.15, 42-1902.19, 42-1902.20, and 
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Library References 

Encyclopedias 

§ 42-1902.11 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (;;:;>3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 

§ 42-1902.11. Allocation of interests in common elements; proportionate 
or equal shares; statement in declaration; no alteration 
nor disposition without unit; no partition. 

(a) The declaration may allocate to each unit depicted on plats and plans that 
comply with subsections (a) and (b) of § 42-1902.14 an undivided interest in 
the con1n10n elelnents proportionate to either the size or par value of each unit. 

(b) Otherwise, the declaration shall allocate to each such unit an equal 
undivided interest in the comlnon elelnents, subject to the following exception: 
Each convertible space so depicted shall be allocated an undivided interest in 
the common elen1ents proportionate to the size of each such space, vis-a-vis the 
aggregate size of all units so depicted, while the relnaining undivided interest in 
the COml1l0n elelllents shall be allocated equally to the other units so depicted. 

(c) The undivided interests in the common elements allocated in accordance 
with subsection (a) or (b) of this section shall add up to 1 if stated as fractions 
or 100% if stated as percentages. 

(d) If, in accordance with subsection (a) or (b) of this section, an equal 
undivided interest in the con1mon elements is allocated to each unit, the 
declaration may simply state that fact and need not express the fraction or 
percentage so allocated. 

(e) Otherwise, the undivided interest allocated to each unit in accordance 
with subsection (a) or (b) of this section shall be reflected by a table in the 
declaration, or by an exhibit or schedule accOlllpanying the declaration and 
recorded simultaneously therewith, containing 3 COlUlllns. The first colullln 
shall identify the units, listing thelll serially or grouping then1 together in the 
case of units to which identical undivided interests are allocated. Correspond
ing figures in the second and third colulnns shall set forth the respective areas 
or par values of those units and the fraction or percentage of undivided interest 
in the COl1l1nOn elements allocated thereto. 

(0 Except to the extent otherwise expressly provided by this chapter, the 
undivided interest in the common elements allocated to any unit shall not be 
altered, and any purported transfer, encumbrance, or other disposition of that 
interest without the unit to which it appertains shall be void. 

(g) The common elenlents shall not be subject to any suit for partition until 
and unless the condOlninium is terminated. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 211, 23 DCR 9532b.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1821. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1221. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 
Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1902.10. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium Gz>3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244,248 to 251. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

L In general 
Trial court erred in awarding attorney fees 

related to condominium association's defense of 
unit owner's claim that association invalidly 
granted conservation easement to building's 
commonly owned facade, though claim was de
termined by summary judgment for association, 
in that association bylaws only allotted attorney 
fees upon unit owner default; attorney fees re
lated to association's counterclaim to collect 
special assessment to help finance conveyance 
of conservation easement were proper. Ochs v. 
L'Enfant Trust, 1986, 504 A.2d 1110. Condo
minium ~ 17 

D.C.Code 1981, § 4s-1848(b) vested authority 
in condominium association board of directors 
to grant conservation easement for commonly 
owned facade of building without approval by 
unit owners when no restriction on such au
thority was specified in association's condomin-

ium instruments. Ochs v. L'Enfant Trust, 1986, 
504 A.2d 1110. Condominium ~ 8 

Condominium association board of directors 
had authority under association bylaws to as
sess cost of conservation easement dispropor
tionately among unit owners where one owner 
was not United States federal income taxpayer 
and could not reap charitable deduction bene
fits of easement. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1848(b), 4s-18s2(b). Ochs v. L'Enfant 
Trust, 1986, 504 A.2d 1110. Condominium Gz> 
12 

Condominium association's execution of con
sen/ation easement for commonly owned facade 
of building did not deprive unit owner of vested 
property interest in violation of due process 
clause of Fifth Amendment in that only govern
ment action complained of was city council's 
promulgation of statute authorizing such ease
ments. U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 5; D.C.Code 
1981, § 4s-1848(b). Ochs v. L'Enfant Trust, 
1986, 504 A.2d 1110. Constitutional Law ~ 
4073 

§ 42-1902.12. Allocation where condominium expandable or contains con·· 
vertible land; reallocation following addition of land; 
where an convertible space converted to common ele
ments; effect of reduction in number of units. 

(a) If a condominium contains any convertible land or is an expandable 
condominiun1, then the declaration shall not allocate undivided interests in the 
common elements on the basis of par value unless the declaration: 

(1) Prohibits the creation of any units not substantially identical to the 
units depicted on the plats and plans recorded pursuant to subsections (a) 
and (b) of § 42-1902.14; or 

(2) Prohibits the creation of any units not described pursuant to 
§ 42-1902.10(b)(6) (in the case of convertible lands) or § 42-1902.10(c)(12) 
(in the case of additional land), and contains from the outset a statement of 
the par value that shall be assigned to every such unit that may be created. 
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(b) No allocation of interests in the COlnn10n elen1ents to any units created 
within any convertible land or within any additional land shall be effective until 
plats and plans depicting such units are recorded pursuant to § 42-1902.14(c). 
The declarant shall reallocate the undivided interests in the comlnon elements 
so that the units within the convertible land or additional land shall be 
allocated undivided interests in the common elements on the saIne basis as the 
units depicted on the plats and plans recorded pursuant to subsections (a) and 
(b) of § 42-1902.14. Promptly upon recording the amendment to the declara
tion, the declarant shall record an amendment to the plats and plans depicting 
the units created within the convertible land or additional land. 

(c) If all of a convertible space is converted into common elements, then the 
undivided interest in the common elements appertaining to such space shall 
thenceforth appertain to the relnaining units, being allocated among then1 in 
proportion to their undivided interests in the COlnmon elelnents. The principal 
officer of the unit owners' association, or such other officer or officers as the 
condominium instruments may specify, shall forthwith prepare, execute, and 
record an amendment to the declaration reflecting the reallocation of undivided 
interests produced thereby. 

(d) In the case of a leasehold condominium, if the expiration or tennination 
of any lease causes a contraction of the condon1inium which reduces the 
nun1ber of units, then the undivided interest in the common elements apper
taining to any units thereby withdrawn from the condon1inium shall thence
forth appertain to the remaining units, being allocated among theln in propor
tion to their undivided interests in the common elements. The principal officer 
of the unit owners' association, or such other officer or officers as the condo
Ininiun1 instruments may specify, shall forthwith prepare, execute, and record 
an amendment to the declaration reflecting the reallocation of undivided 
interests produced thereby. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 212, 23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-J822. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1222. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1902.15, 42-1902.17, 42-1902.19, and 42-1903.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <::=3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 
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§ 42-1902.13. Assignnlents of limited common elements; method of reas
signment; amendment of instruments and recordation 
thereof. 

(a) All assignn1ents and reassignlTIents of limited COlnmon elen1ents shall be 
reflected by the condon1inium instnllTIents. No limited COlTImOn element shall 
be assigned or reassigned except in accordance with the provisions of this 
chapter. No amendn1ent to any condominium instrument shall alter any rights 
or obligations with respect to any lin1ited common elements without the 
consent of all unit owners adversely affected thereby as evidenced by their 
execution of such an1endlTIent, except to the extent that the condominium 
instrument expressly provided otherwise prior to the first assignlnent of that 
limited common element. 

(b) Unless expressly prohibited by the condominiluTI instruments, a limited 
con1mon element lTIay be reassigned upon written application of the condomin
ium unit owners concerned to the principal officer of the unit owners' associa
tion or to any officer the condon1inium instruments may specify. The officer to 
whom the application is made shall prepare and execute an amendment to the 
condominium instrmnents that reassigns any right or obligation with respect to 
the limited con1mon element involved. The an1endment shall be executed by 
the unit owners of the condominiun1 units concerned and shall be recorded by 
the unit owners' association upon payment by the unit owners of reasonable 
costs for preparation and acknowledgn1ent of the amendment. 

(c) A common element not previously assigned as a limited COlTImOn element 
shall be assigned only pursuant to § 42-1902.10(a)(5). The assignment shall be 
made as follows: 

(1) If the assignment is made by the declarant, the amendment to the 
declaration that makes an assignment shall be prepared, executed, and 
recorded by the declarant and a copy sent to the unit owners' association. 
Unless the declaration provides otherwise, the an1endlTIent shall be executed 
by the condOlTIinium unit owner of the unit concerned. The recordation of 
an amendment shall be conclusive evidence of compliance with the lTIethod 
prescribed by § 42-1902.10(a)(5). 

(2) If the assigl1lTIent is made by the unit owners' association, the amend
ment to the declaration that makes an assignment shall be prepared and 
executed by the principal officer of the unit owners' association or any other 
officer the condon1iniun1 instruments nlaY specify. An alTIendlnent shall be 
executed by the condominiun1 unit owner of the unit concerned, and upon 
payment by the unit owner for the reasonable costs for the preparation and 
acknowledgment of the an1endment, the amendment shall be recorded by the 
unit owners' association. The recordation of an amendment shall be conclu
sive evidence of compliance with the method prescribed by 
§ 42-1902.1 0(a)(5). 

(3) Any assignn1ent made prior to March 8, 1991, shall be considered vaJid 
if the assignment would be pennitted pursuant to this section. 

(Mar. 29, ] 977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 213, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(0), 38 DCR 261; Mar. 20, 1992, D.C. Law 9-82, § 2(e), 39 DCR 683.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1823. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1223. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(e) of Condominium Act of 1976 
Technical and Clarifying Temporary Amend
rnent Act of 1991 (D.C. Law 9-38, August 17, 
1991, law notification 38 DCR 5805). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, sec 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.0l. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-82, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1902.10. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium C;:;>3. 
Wcstlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244,248 to 251. 

§ 42-1902.14. Recordation of plat and plans; contents; certification; 
when new plat, survey, and recordation necessary; provi
sions applicable to limited common elements; filing with 
Office of Surveyor. 

(a) There shall be recorded pr01l1ptly upon recordation of the declaration, 1 
or n10re plats of survey showing the location and dimensions of the submitted 
land, the location and dimensions of any convertible lands within the submitted 
land, the location and dimensions of any existing ill1prOVements, the intended 
location and dimensions of any contemplated improvements which are to be 
located on any portion of the submitted land other than within the boundaries 
of any convertible lands, and, to the extent feasible, the location and dimen
sions of all easements appurtenant to the subll1itted land or otherwise submit
ted to this chapter as a part of the common elements. If the submitted land is 
not contiguous, then the plats shall indicate the distances between the parcels 
constituting the subn1itted land. The plats shall label every convertible land as 
a convertible land, and if there be n10re than 1 such land the plats shall label 
each such land with 1 or 11l0re letters or numbers, or both, different from those 
designating any other convertible land and different also fr01l1 the identifying 
nUll1ber of any unit. The plats shall show the location and dill1ensions of any 
withdrawable lands, and shall label each such land with 1 or more letters or 
numbers, or both, different from those designating any other convertible land 
and different also from the identifying number of any unit. The plats shall 
show the location and dill1ensions of any withdrawable lands, and shall label 
each such land as a withdrawable land. If, with respect to any portion or 
portions, but less than all, of the submitted land, the unit owners are to own 
only an estate for years, the plats shall show the location and dill1ensions of any 
such portions, and shall label each such portion as a leased land. If there is 
more than 1 withdrawable land, or more than 1 leased land, the plats shall 
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label each such land with 1 or lnore letters or numbers, or both, different from 
those designating any convertible land or other withdrawable or leased land, 
and different also from the identifying number of any unit. The plats shall 
show all easements to which the sublnitted land or any portion thereof is 
subject, and shall show the location and dimensions of all such easements to 
the extent feasible. The plats shall also show all encroachments by or on any 
portion of the condonlinium. In the case of any improvements located or to be 
located on any portion of the submitted land other than within the boundaries 
of any convertible lands, the plats shall indicate which, if any, have not been 
begun by the use of the phrase "not yet begun," and which, if any, have been 
begun but have not been substantially completed by the use of the phrase "not 
yet completed." In the case of any units the vertical boundaries of which lie 
wholly or partially outside of structures for which plans pursuant to subsection 
(b) of this section are simultaneously recorded, the plats shall show the location 
and dimensions of such vertical boundaries to the extent that they are not 
shown on such plans, and the units or portions thereof thus depicted shall bear 
their identifying nUlnbers. Each plat shall be certified as to its accuracy and 
compliance with the provisions of this subsection by a registered land surveyor, 
and the said surveyor shall certify that all units or portions thereof depicted 
thereon pursuant to the preceding sentence of this subsection have been 
substantially completed. The specification within this subsection of items that 
shall be shown on the plats shall not be construed to mean that the plats shall 
not also show all other items customarily shown or hereafter required for land 
title surveys. 

(b) There shall also be recorded, pron1ptly upon recordation of the declara
tion, plans of every structure which contains or constitutes all or part of any 
unit or units, and whkh is located on any portion of the submitted land other 
than within the boundaries of any convertible lands. The plans shall show the 
location and dilnensions of the vertical boundaries of each unit to the extent 
that such boundaries lie within or coincide with the boundaries of such 
structures, and the units or portions thereof thus depicted shall bear their 
identifying numbers. In addition, each convertible space thus depicted shall be 
labeled a convertible space. The horizontal boundaries of each unit having 
horizontal boundaries shall be identified on the plans with reference to estab·
Ii shed datum. Unless the condominium instruments expressly provide other
wise, it shall be presun1ed that in the case of any unit not wholly contained 
within or constituting 1 or more such structures, the horizontal boundaries thus 
identified extend, in the case of each such unit, at the same elevation with 
regard to any part of such unit lying outside of such structures, subject to the 
following exception: in the case of any such unit which does not lie over any 
other unit other than basement units, it shall be presumed that the lower 
horizontal boundary, if any, of that unit lies at the level of the ground with 
regard to any part of that unit lying outside of such structures. The plans shall 
be certified as to their accuracy and compliance with the provisions of this 
subsection by a registered architect or registered engineer, and the said 
architect or engineer shall certify that all units or portions thereof depicted 
thereon have been substantially completed. 
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(c) When converting all or any portion of any convertible land, or adding 
additional land to an expandable condon1iniun1, the declarant shall record new 
plats of survey confonning to the requirelnents of subsection (a) of this section. 
In any case where less than all of a convertible land is being converted, such 
plats shall show the location and dimensions of the remaining portion or 
portions of such land in addition to otherwise conforming with the require
l11ents of subsection (a) of this section. At the same tin1e, the declarant shall 
record, with regard to any structures on the land being converted, or added, 
either plans conforming to the requiren1ents of subsection (b) of this section, or 
certifications, conforming to the certification requiren1ents of said subsection, 
of plans previously recorded pursuant to § 42-1902.15. 

(d) When converting all or any portion of any convertible space into 1 or 
more units or lilnited COlnlnon elelnents, the declarant shall record, with regard 
to the structure or portion thereof constituting that convertible space, plans 
showing the location and din1ensions of the vertical boundaries of each unit or 
lilnited COlnn10n elements formed out of such space. Such plans shall be 
certified as to their accuracy and con1pliance with the provisions of this 
subsection by a registered architect or registered engineer. 

(e) For the purposes of subsections (a), (b), and (c) of this section, all 
provisions and requirements relating to units shall be deemed equally applica
ble to limited comn10n elements. The limited comlnon elelnents shall be 
labeled as such, and each limited coml11on element depicted on the plats and 
plans shall bear the identifying number or nUlnbers of the unit or units to 
which it is assigned, if it has been assigned, unless the provisions of 
§ 42-1902.06(5) lnake such designations unnecessary. 

(f) The Office of the Surveyor shall receive plats and plans filed pursuant to 
this chapter. Unless such plats and plans are filed pursuant to § 42-1902.15, 
the Office of the Surveyor shall ascertain whether such plats and plans contain 
the certification required by subsections (a) and (b) of this section. If plats and 
plans are filed pursuant to § 42-1902.15 or if plats and plans are filed with the 
required certification, the Office of the Surveyor shall record such plats and 
plans without further certification or review. If plats and plans filed pursuant 
to § 42-1902.15 are thereafter certified as required by this section, the Office of 
the Surveyor shall record such certification with such plats and plans without 
further certification or review. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 214, 23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1824. 
J 973 Ed., § S--J 224. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.02,42-1902.01,42-1902.10,42-1902.11,42-1902.12, 
42-1902.15,42-1902.17,42-1902.18, 42-1902.19, 42-1903.01, 42-1903.05, anc142-1904.03. 
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§ 42-1902.14 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (>:;::>3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

REAL PROPERTY 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244,248 to 251. 

§ 42-1902.15. Preliminary recordation of plans. 

Plans previously recorded pursuant to the provisos set forth in subsections (b) 
and (c) of § 42-1902.10 may be used in lieu of new plans to satisfy in whole or 
in part the requirelnents of §§ 42-1902.12(b), 42-1902.17(b) and 42-1902.19 jf 
certifications thereof are recorded by the declarant in accordance with 
§ 42--1902.14(b); and if such certifications are so recorded, the plans which 
they certify shall be deemed recorded pursuant to § 42-1902.14(c) within the 
meaning of the 3 sections aforesaid. 

(Mar. 29,1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 215,23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1825. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1225. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1902.14. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (>:;::>3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 

§ 42-1902.16. Easement for encroachments and support; where liability 
not relieved. 

(a) To the extent that any unit or comn1on element encroaches on any other 
unit or COlnm.on elen1ent, whether by reason of any deviation from the plats and 
plans in the construction, repair, renovation, restoration, or replacement of any 
in1provement, or by reason of the settling or shifting of any land or improve
ment, a valid easement for such encroachment shall exist; provided, however, 
such easement shall not relieve unit owners of liability in cases of wilful and 
intentional misconduct by them or their agents or employees, nor shall the 
declarant or any contractor, subcontractor, or materialman be relieved of any 
liability which any of them nlay have by reason of any failure to adhere strictly 
to the plats and plans. 

(b) Each unit and comn10n element shall have an easement for support from 
every other unit and common elelnent. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 216,23 DCR 9532b.) 
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Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1826. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1226. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium e=:>3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

§ 42-1902.17 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 

§ 42-1902.17. Conversion of convertible lands; recordation of appropriate 
instruments; character of convertible land; tax liability; 
time limitation on conversion. 

(a) The declarant may convert all or any portion of any convertible land into 
or more units or common elements, or both, subject to any restrictions and 

lilllitations which the condominiulll instruments may specify. Any such con
version shall be deeilled to have occurred at the time of the recordation of 
appropriate instruments pursuant to subsection (b) of this section and 
§ 42-1902.14(c). 

(b) The declarant shall prepare, execute, and record an amendment to the 
declaration describing the conversion. Such amendillent shall assign an identi
fying number to each unit formed out of a convertible land and shall reallocate 
undivided interests in the COllllllon eleillents in accordance with 
§ 42-1902.12(b). Such amendillent shall describe or delineate the lin1ited 
COlllmon elen1ents formed out of the convertible land, showing or designating 
the unit or units to which each is assigned. 

(c) All convertible lands shall be deemed a part of the COl11111on elen1ents 
except for such portions thereof as are converted in accordance with the 
provisions of this section. Until the expiration of the period during which 
conversion n1ay occur or until actual conversion, whichever occurs first, real 
estate taxes shall be assessed against the declarant rather than the unit owners 
as to both the convertible land and any improveillents thereon. No such 
conversion shall occur after 5 years fronl the recordation of the declaration, or 
such shorter period of time as the declaration 111ay specify. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 217, 23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1827. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1227. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law ]-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes follo'vving 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.02, 42-1902.15, and 42-1902.19. 
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§ 42-1902.17 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <?3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

REAL PROPERTY 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244,248 to 251. 

§ 42-1902.18. Conversion of convertible spaces; amendment of declara
tion and bylaws; recordation; status of convertible space 
not converted. 

(a) The declarant Inay convert all or any portion of any convertible space into 
or 1110re units or C0111mOn elements, or both, including without limitation, 

limited COl11111on elel11ents, subject to any restrictions and li111itations which the 
condominiu111 instru111ents may specify. Any such conversion shall be deemed 
to have occurred at the time of the recordation of appropriate instruments 
pursuant to subsection (b) of this section and § 42-1902.14(d). 

(b) Simultaneously with the recording of plats and plans pursuant to 
§ 42-1902 .14(d), the declarant shall prepare, execute, and record an aI11end
n1ent to the declaration describing the conversion. Such amendment shall 
assign an identifying number to each unit formed out of a convertible space and 
shall allocate to each unit a portion of the undivided interest in the common 
elements appertaining to that space. Such amendment shall describe or 
delineate the lin1ited common elel11ents fon11ed out of the convertible space, 
showing or designating the unit or units to which each is assigned. 

(c) If all or any portion of any convertible space is converted into 1 or more 
units in accordance with this section, the declarant shall prepare, execute, and 
record simultaneously with the amendment to the declaration, an amendl11ent 
to the bylaws. The amendl11ent to the bylaws shall reallocate votes in the unit 
owners' association, rights to future coml11on profits, and liabilities for future 
common expenses not specially assessed, all as in the case of the subdivision of 
a unit in accordance with § 42-1902.26(d). 

(d) Any convertible space not converted in accordance with the provisions of 
this section, or any portion or portions thereof not so converted, shall be 
treated for all purposes as a single unit until and unless it is so converted, and 
the provisions of this chapter shall be deemed applicable to any such space, or 
portion or portions thereof, as though the SaI11e were a unit. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 218,23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1828. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1228. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.02 and 42-1902.26. 
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Key Numbers 
Condominium ~3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

§ 42-1902.20 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 

§ 42-1902.19. Expansion of condominiums; amendment of declaration; 
recordation; reallocation of interests in common ele
ments. 

No condOlninium shall be expanded except in accordance with the provisions 
of the declaration and of this chapter. Any such expansion shall be deemed to 
have occurred at the time of the recordation of plats and plans pursuant to 
§ 42-1902.14(c) and the recordation of an amendment to the declaration, duly 
executed by the declarant, including, without lin1itation, all of the owners and 
lessees of the additional land added to the condOlniniuln. Such an1endn1ent 
shall contain a legally sufficient description of the land added to the condomini
um, and shall reallocate undivided interests in the common elen1ents in 
accordance with the provisions of § 42-1902.12(b). Such amendment Inay 
create convertible or withdrawable lands within the land added to the condo
minium, but this provision shall not be construed in derogation of the tin1e 
limits ilnposed by or pursuant to §§ 42-1902.10(d)(3) and 42-1902.17(c). 

(Mar. 29,1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 219,23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1829. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1229. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.02,42-1902.04, and 42-1902.15. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium ~3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 

§ 42-1902.20. Contraction of condominiums; amendment of declaration; 
recordation; withdrawal of land after conveyance of unit. 

No condominium shall be contracted except in accordance with the provi
sions of the declaration and of this chapter. Any such contraction shall be 
deemed to have occurred at the time of the recordation of an amendment to the 
declaration, executed by the declarant, containing a legally sufficient descrip
tion of the land withdrawn from the condominium. If portions of the with
drawable land were described pursuant to § 42-1902.10(d)(S), then no such 
portion shall be so withdrawn after the conveyance of any unit on such portion. 
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If no such portions were described, then none of the withdrawable land shall be 
withdrawn after the first conveyance of any unit thereon. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 220,23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

J 981 Ed., § 45-1830. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1230. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1901.02. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (';::::::>3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244,248 to 251. 

§ 42-1902.21. Declarant's easement over common elements for purpose of 
improvements, etc. 

Subject to any restrictions and limitations the condominium instruments may 
specify, the declarant shall have a transferable easement over and on the 
common elements for the purpose of lTIaking imprOVelTIents on the submitted 
land and any additional land pursuant to the provisions of those instruments 
and of this chapter, and for the purpose of doing all things reasonably 
necessary and proper in connection therewith. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1--89, title II, § 221, 23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1831. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1231. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.02, 42-1902.23, and 42-1903.09. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (';::::::>3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Trespass 1 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 

Notes of Decisions 

Weight and sufficiency of evidence 2 

1. Trespass 
Trial court did not abuse its discretion by 

excluding evidence that bench trial in condo-
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minium owner's declaratory judgment claim 
found that townhouse owners did not have an 
easernent of necessity on condominium owner's 
property, in trial of condominium owner's tres
pass and abuse of process claims against town
house owners; condominium owner claimed ev
idence was relevant to establish that townhouse 
owners acted with malice as required in order 
for condominium owner to recover punitive 
damages, but condominium association had 
granted townhouse owners permission to enter 
limited common element assigned to condomin
ium owner in order to repair outside wall of 
townhouse that was separated from condomini
UITl property by only 8.4 inches of yard space, 
evidence would not have been sufficient to es
tablish that townhouse owners acted in willful 
disregard of condominium owner's rights, and 
introduction of evidence might have confused 
jury. Wood v. Neuman, 2009, 979 A.2d 64. 
Evidence GM> 146 

§ 42-1902.22 

2. Weight and sufficiency of evidence 

Evidence was sufficient to eSLablish, in bench 
trial of condominium owner's declaraLory judg
ment claim, that townhouse owners did not 
have a common-law easement of necessity to 
enter area where owner of neighboring ground 
Ooor condominium unit had a garden/patio in 
order to waterproof the westerly wall of their 
townhouse; though condominium association 
granted townhouse owners pcrmission to enter 
the limited common element assigned to condo
minium owner and townhouse owners only had 
8.4 inches of yard space bctween their town
house and condominium property, there was 
evidence that the need [or an easement arose 
from the inability of townhouse owners to get 
along with condominium owner. Wood v. Neu
man, 2009, 979 A.2d 64. Easements (;:::> 18(1); 
Easements (i;:;:;l 36(3) 

§ 42-1902.22. Sales offices, model units, etc.; authorization; when be
come common elements. 

The declarant and the declarant's authorized agents, representatives, and 
elnployees may Inaintain sales offices, lnanagement offices, and model units on 
the submitted land if and only if the condominium instruments provide for the 
saIne and specify the rights of the declarant with regard to the number, size, 
location, and relocation thereof. Any such sales office, management office, or 
rrlOdel unit which is not designated a unit by the condominium instruments 
shall become a common element as soon as the declarant ceases to be a unit 
owner, and the declarant shall cease to have any rights with regard thereto 
unless such sales office, management office, or model unit is removed forthwith 
from the submitted land in accordance with a right reserved in the condomini
um instrmnents to make such relnoval. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 222, 23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1832. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1232. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89 see 

Historical and Statutory Notes follo~ving 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.02,42-1902.23,42-1902.30, and 42-1903.09. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (;::;:>3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 
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§ 42-1902.23. Representations or commitments relating to additional or 
withdrawable land; declarant's obligation to complete or 
begin improvements designated for such; liability for 
damages arising out of use of certain easements. 

(a) No covenants, restrictions, limitations, or other representations or com
nlitillents in the condominium instruillents with regard to anything that is or is 
not to be done on the additional land, the withdrawable land, or any portion of 
either, shall be binding as to any portion of either lawfully withdrawn frOlll the 
condominium or never added thereto except to the extent that the condOlllini
um instruments so provide. In the case of any covenant, restriction, limitation, 
or other representation or commitment in the condominium instruments, or in 
any other agreelllent that requires the declarant to add any portion of the 
additional land or to withdraw any portion of the withdrawable land, or 
imposing any obligations with regard to anything that is or is not to be done 
with regard to the condominiulll or any portion of the condominium, this 
subsection shall not be construed to nullify, limit, or otherwise affect that 
obligation. 

(b) The declarant shall complete all improvements labeled "not yet complet
ed" on plats recorded pursuant to the requireillents of this chapter unless the 
condonliniunl instruments expressly exelnpt the declarant from such obligation, 
and shall, in the case of every inlprovelllent labeled "not yet begun" on such 
plats, state in the declaration either the extent of the obligation to conlplete the 
saIne or that there is no such obligation. 

(c) To the extent that daillage is inflicted on any part of the condominiunl by 
any person or persons utilizing the eaSClllents reserved by the condominium 
instruments or created by §§ 42-1902.21 and 42-1902.22, the declarant togeth
er with the person or persons causing the sanle shall be jointly and severally 
liable for the prompt repair thereof and for the restoration of the same to a 
condition conlpatible with the rClllainder of the condominium. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 223,23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8,1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(p), 38 DCR 261; Mar. 20, 1992, D.C. Law 9-82, § 2(f), 39 DCR 683.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1833. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1233. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(f) of Condominium Act of 1976 
Technical and Clarifying Temporary Amend
ment Act of 1991 (D.C. Law 9-38, August 17, 
1991, law notification 38 OCR 5805). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8--233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-82, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (;:::;>3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244,248 to 251. 
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§ 42-1902.24. Improvelnents or alterations within unit; exterior appear
ance not to be changed; merger of adjoining units. 

(a) Except to the extent prohibited by the condominium instnllTIents, and 
subject to any restrictions and limitations specified therein, any unit owner 11lay 
make any ilTIprOVements or alterations within his unit that do not inlpair the 
structural integrity of any structure or otherwise lessen the support of any 
portion of the condominiulTI. But no unit owner shall do anything which 
would change the exterior appearance of his unit or of any other portion of the 
condominium except to such extent and subject to such conditions as the 
condominium instruments may specify. 

(b) Except to the extent prohibited by the condominium instrUlTIents, and 
subject to any restrictions and limitations specified therein, if a unit owner 
acquires an adjoining unit, or an adjoining part of an adjoining unit, then such 
unit owner sha11 have the right to relTIOVe a11 or part of any intervening 
partition or to create doorways or other apertures therein, notwithstanding the 
fact that such partition lTIay in whole or in part be a COmlTIOn elelTIent, so long 
as no portion of any bearing wall or bearing column is weakened or removed 
and no portion of any COlTImOn element other than that partition is danlaged, 
destroyed, or endangered. Such creation of doorways or other apertures shall 
not be deemed an alteration of boundaries within the nleaning of § 42-1902.25. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 224,23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1834. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1234. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <p13. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

In general 1 

1. In general 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.].S. Estates §§ 271 to 277. 

Notes of Decisions 
court to determine reasonableness of board's 
decision to disapprove the enclosure of unit 
owner's balcony. Bolandz v. 1230-]250 Twen-

Remand of dispute between condominium 
unit owner and board of directors of condomin
ium association was required to permit trial 

ty-Third Street Condominium Unit Owners 
Ass'n, Inc., 2004, 849 A.2d 10 10, on subsequent 
appeal 978 A.2d 1188. Federal Courts <p 1067 

§ 42-1902.25. Relocation of boundaries between units; when permitted; 
written application; amendment of declaration and by
laws; reallocation of COlnmon elements; altered maps 
and plans; recordation and effect thereof; scope of provi
sions. 

(a)(1) If the condominiuDl instruments expressly penllit the relocation of 
boundaries between adjoining units, then the boundaries between such units 
ITlay be relocated in accordance with: 
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(A) The provisions of this section; and 
(B) Any restrictions and limitations not otherwise unlawful which the 

condominiunl instrmuents may specify. 
(2) The boundaries between adjoining units shall not be relocated unless 

the condOIniniulu instruments expressly permit it. 

(b) If the unit owners of adjoining units whose mutual boundaries may be 
relocated, desire to relocate such boundaries, then the principal officer of the 
unit owners' association, or such other officer or officers as the condominium 
instrunlents may specify, shall, upon written application of such unit owners, 
forthwith prepare and execute the appropriate instruments pursuant to subsec
tions (c), (d) and (e) of this section. 

(c) An amendment to the declaration shall identify the units involved and 
shall state that the boundaries between those units are being relocated by 
agreement of the unit owners thereof, which amendment shall contain words of 
conveyance between those unit owners. If the unit owners of the units involved 
have specified in their written application, a reasonable reallocation as between 
the units involved of the aggregate undivided interest in the common elements 
appertaining to those units, the amendment to the declaration shall reflect that 
reallocation. 

(d) If the unit owners of the units involved have specified in their written 
application reasonable allocations as between the units involved of the aggre
gate number of votes in the unit owners' association, rights to future surplus 
funds, or liabilities for future comnlon expenses not specially assessed, then an 
amendment to the bylaws shall reflect any such reallocations. 

(e) Such plats and plans as luay be necessary to show the altered boundaries 
between the units involved together with their other boundaries shall be 
prepared, and the units depicted thereon shall bear their identifying numbers. 
Such plats and plans shall indicate the new dinlensions of the units involved, 
and any change in the horizontal boundaries of either as a result of the 
relocation of their boundaries shall be identified with reference to established 
datunl. Such plats and plans shall be certified as to their accuracy and 
compliance with the provisions of this subsection: 

(1) By a registered land surveyor in the case of any plat; and 
(2) By a registered architect or registered engineer in the case of any plan. 

(0 If appropriate instrmuents in accordance with the preceding subsections 
have been prepared, executed, and acknowledged, the instruments shall be 
executed and acknowledged by the unit owners of the units concerned and, 
upon payment by the unit owners of reasonable costs for the preparation and 
acknowledgluent of the instruments, the instruments shall be recorded by the 
unit owners' association. The instruments shall become effective upon recor
dation and the recordation shall be conclusive evidence that the relocation of 
boundaries effectuated is not a violation of any restriction or limitation spec:i
fied by the condominium instruments and that any reallocation made pursuant 
to subsections (c) and (d) of this section are reasonable. 
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(g) Any relocation of boundaries between adjoining units shall be governed 
by this section and not by § 42-1902.26. Section 42-1902.26 shall apply only 
to such subdivisions of units as are intended to result in the creation of 2 or 
more units in place of the subdivided unit. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 225, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(q), 38 DCR 261.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1835. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1235. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1902.24. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium G;;;;> 13. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 271 to 277. 

§ 42-1902.26. Subdivision of units; when permitted; written application; 
amendment of declaration and bylaws; reallocation of 
common elements; altered maps and plans; recordation 
and effect thereof; scope of provisions. 

(a)(1) If the condon1inium instrun1ents expressly permit the subdivision of 
any units; then such units 111ay be subdivided in accordance with: 

(A) The provisions of this section; and 
(B) Any restrictions and limitations not otherwise unlawful which the 

condominium instruments may specify. 
(2) No unit shall be subdivided unless the condominimll instnllllents ex

pressly pern1it it. 

(b) If the unit owner of any unit which may be subdivided desires to 
subdivide such unit, then the principal officer of the unit owners' association, 
or such other officer or officers as the condorninilull instruments may specify, 
shall, upon written application of the subdivider, as such unit owner shall 
henceforth be referred to in this section, forthwith prepare and execute appro
priate instruments pursuant to subsections (c), Cd) and (e) of this section. 

(c) An amendment to the declaration shall assign new identifying numbers to 
the new units created by the subdivision of a unit and shall allocate to those 
units, on a reasonable basis acceptable to the subdivider, all of the undivided 
interest in the COlllmon elements appertaining to the subdivided unit. The new 
units shall jointly share all rights, and shall be equally liable jointly and 
severally for all obligations, with regard to any limited con1nlon clements 
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assigned to the subdivided unit except to the extent that the subdivider may 
have specified in his written application that all or any portions of any limited 
common elements assigned to the subdivided unit exclusively should be as
signed to 1 or more, but less than all of the new units, in which case the 
amendment to the declaration shall reflect the desires of the subdivider as 
expressed in such written application. 

(d) An amendment to the bylaws shall allocate to the new units, on a 
reasonable basis acceptable to the subdivider, the votes in the unit owners' 
association allocated to the subdivided unit, and shall reflect a proportionate 
allocation to the new units of the liability for common expenses and rights to 
conlmon profits formerly appertaining to the subdivided unit. 

(e) Such plats and plans as may be necessary to show the boundaries 
separating the new units together with their other boundaries shall be pre
pared, and the new units depicted thereon shall bear their new identifying 
numbers. Such plats and plans shall indicate the dimensions of the new units, 
and the horizontal boundaries thereof, if any, shall be identified thereon with 
reference to established datum. Such plats and plans shall be certified as to 
their accuracy and conlpliance with the provisions of this subsection: 

(1) By a registered land surveyor in the case of any plat; and 

(2) By a registered architect or registered engineer in the case of any plan. 

(D If appropriate instruments in accordance with the preceding subsections 
of this section have been prepared, executed, and acknowledged, the instru
ments shall be executed by the subdivider and, upon payment by the subdivider 
of reasonable costs for the preparation and acknowledgment of the instrument, 
shall be recorded by the unit owners' association. The instruments shall 
beconle effective upon recordation and the recordation shall be conclusive 
evidence that the subdivision effectuated is not a violation of any restriction or 
lilnitation specified by the condominium instruments and that any reallocations 
made pursuant to subsections (c) and (d) of this section are reasonable. 

(g) Notwithstanding the provisions of §§ 42-1901.03 and 42-1902.18(d), this 
section shall have no application to convertible spaces, and no such space shall 
be deemed a unit for the purposes of this section. However, this section shall 
apply to any units formed by the conversion of all or any portion of any such 
space, and any such unit shall be deen1ed a unit for the purposes of this section. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 226, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(r), 38 DCR 261.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1836. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1236. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 
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Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42--1902.18 and 42-1902.25. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

§ 42-1902.27 

Key Numbers 
Condominium ('::::;;>13,15. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 271 to 277, 283 Lo 286. 

§ 42-1902.27. Amendment of instruments. 

(a) If there is no unit owner other than the declarant, the declarant l1lay 
unilaterally an1end the condominium instruments, and the an1endment shall 
become effective upon recordation if the amendl11ent has been executed by the 
declarant. This section shall not be construed to nullify, lin1it, or otherwise 
affect the validity or enforceability of any agreement renouncing or to re
nounce, in whole or in part, the right conferred by this section. 

(b) If any of the units in the condon1inium are restricted exclusively to 
residential use and there is any unit owner other than the declarant, the 
condominiurn instruments shall be amended only by agreen1ent of unit owners 
of units to which 2/3 of the votes in the unit owners' association pertain, or any 
larger majority that the condOl11inium instrUl11ents may specify, except in cases 
for which this chapter provides different methods of arnendl11ent. If none of 
the units in the condominiurn is restricted exclusively to residential use, the 
condominiul11 instruments may specify a majority sn1aller than the minimum 
specified in the preceding sentence. 

(c) An action to challenge the validity of an amendment adopted by the unit 
owners' association pursuant to this section may not be brought more than 1 
year after the an1endment is recorded. 

(d) Any amendl11ent to the condon1iniUl11 instrU111ents required by this chap
ter to be recorded by the unit owners' association shall be prepared, executed, 
recorded, and certified on behalf of the unit owners' association by any officer 
designated for that purpose or, in the absence of designation, by the presiding 
officer of the executive board. 

(e) Except to the extent expressly pern1itted or required by other provisions 
of this chapter, an anlendment to the condOl11inium instruments l11ay not: 

(1) Create or increase special declarant rights; 
(2) Increase the nUl11ber of units; 
(3) Change the boundaries of any unit; 
(4) Change the undivided interest in the conlmon elen1ents, the liability for 

COl11mon expenses, the right to surplus funds, or the nun1ber of votes in the 
unit owners' association that pertains to any unit; or 

(5) Change the uses to which any unit is restricted, in the absence of the 
unanimous consent of the unit owners. 

(D(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, within 5 years 
after the recordation of a condominium instnu11ent that contains or creates a 
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mistake, inconsistency, error, or ambiguity, the declarant may unilaterally 
execute and record a corrective amendlnent or supplelnent to the condominium 
instrmnents to: 

(A) Correct a mathematical mistake, an inconsistency, or a scrivener's 
error; or 

(B) Clarify an ambiguity in the condominium instruments with respect to 
an objectively verifiable fact, including without limitation recalculating the 
undivided interest in the con1mon elements, the liability for comlnon 
expenses or right to surplus funds, or the number of votes in the unit 
owners' association that pertain to a unit. 
(2) An mnendment or supplement may not materially reduce what the 

obligations of the declarant would have been if the mistake, inconsistency, 
error, or ambiguity had not occurred. The principal officer of the unit 
owners' association may unilaterally execute and record a corrective amend
ment or supplement upon a vote of 2/3 of the members of the executive 
board. Any corrective amendment or supplement shall be validated to the 
extent that the corrective alnendment or supplement would have been per
mitted by this subsection. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 227,23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(s), 38 DCR 261; Mar. 20, 1992, D.C. Law 9-82, § 2(g), 39 DCR 683.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1837. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1237. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(g) of Condominium Act of 1976 
Technical and Clarifying Temporary Amend
ment Act of 1991 (D.C. Law 9-38, August 17, 
1991, law notification 38 DCR 5805). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 2(g) of the Condominium Act of 1976 Techni-

cal and Clarifying Emergency Amendment Act 
of 1991 (D.C. Act 9-47, June 24, 1991,38 DCR 
4082). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-82, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1902.10. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <>=3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 

§ 42-1902.28. Termination of condominium. 

(a) If there is no unit owner other than the declarant, the declarant Inay 
unilaterally terminate the condon1inium. A termination shall become effective 
upon recordation if the tennination has been executed by the declarant and 
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recorded in the Office of the Surveyor. This section shall not be construed to 
nullify, limit, or otherwise affect the validity or enforceability of any agreelnent 
renouncing or to renounce, in whole or in part, the right conferred. 

(b) If any of the units in the condominilun are restricted exclusively to 
residential use and there is any unit owner other than the declarant, the 
condOlninium may be tenninated by the agreement of unit owners of units to 
which 4/5 of the votes in the unit owners' association pertain, or any larger 
majority as the condominiun1 instruments may specify. If none of the units in 
the condominium is restricted exclusively to residential use, the condominiun1 
instrulnents may specify a majority slnaller than the minilnum specified in the 
preceding sentence. 

(c) An agreelnent to terminate a condominium shall be evidenced by the 
execution of a termination agreelnent or ratification in the same manner as a 
deed by the requisite number of unit owners. Unless the termination agree
ment otherwise provides, prior to recordation of the tennination agreement, a 
unit owner's prior agreement to terminate the condominium Inay be revoked 
only with the approval of unit owners of units to which a majority of the votes 
in the unit owners' association pertain. The tennination agreement shall 
specify a date after which the termination agreelnent shall be void if the 
termination agreement is not recorded. A tennination agreerrlent and any 
ratification of the tennination agreement shall be effective only upon recorda
tion in the Office of the Surveyor. 

(d) In the case of a condominium that contains only units having horizontal 
boundaries described in the condOlniniuln instruments, a termination agree
Inent n1ay provide that all the common elements and units of the condominium 
shall be sold following tern1ination. If, pursuant to the agreement, any real 
estate in the condominium shall be sold following termination, the termination 
agreement shall set forth the minimuln tern1S of the sale. 

(e) In the case of a condominiuln that contains any units not having horizon
tal boundaries described in the condominium instruments, a tennination agree
lnent may provide for sale of the COlnmon elements. The termination agree
n1ent Inay not require that the units be sold following termination, unless the 
condominiUln instruments as originally recorded provide otherwise or all the 
unit owners consent to the sale. 

(f) On behalf of the unit owners, the unit owners' association Inay contract 
for the disposition of real estate in the condominium, but the contract shall not 
be binding on the unit owners until approved pursuant to subsections (b) and 
(c) of this section. If any real estate in the condominium shall be sold following 
tern1ination, title to the real estate, upon termination, shall vest in the unit 
owners' association as trustee for the holders of all interests in the units. 
Thereafter, the unit owners' association shall have powers necessary and 
appropriate to effect the sale. Until the sale has been concluded and the 
proceeds have been distributed, the unit owners' association shall continue in 
existence with all the powers the unit owners' association had before termi
nation. Proceeds of the sale shall be distributed to unit owners and lienholders 
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as their interests may appear, in proportion to the respective interests of unit 
owners as provided in subsection (i) of this section. Unless otherwise specified 
in the tennination agreelnent, for as long as the unit owners' association holds 
title to the real estate, each unit owner or his or her successor in interest shall 
have an exclusive right to occupancy of the portion of the real estate that 
formerly constituted his or her unit. During the period of occupancy by the 
unit owner or his or her successor in interest, each unit owner or his successor 
in interest shall relnain liable for any assessment or other obligation imposed 
on the unit owner by this chapter or the condominium instrulnents. 

(g) If the real estate that constitutes the condominium shall not be sold 
following tennination, title to the COlnmon elements and, in the case of a 
condominiUln containing only units that have horizontal boundaries described 
in the condominium instruments, title to all the real estate in the condon1inium 
shall vest in the unit owners upon termination as tenants in common in 
proportion to the unit owners' respective interests as provided in subsection (i) 
of this section. Any liens on the units shall shift accordingly. While the 
tenancy in COnlITIOn exists, each unit owner or his or her successors in interest 
shall have an exclusive right to occupancy of the portion of the real estate that 
forn1erly constituted the unit owner's unit. 

(h) Following tern1ination of the condominium, the proceeds of any sale of 
real estate, together with the assets of the unit owners' association, shall be 
held by the unit owners' association as trustee for unit owners or lienholders on 
the units as their interests n1ay appear. Following termination, any creditor of 
the unit owners' association who holds a lien on the unit that was recorded 
before termination may enforce the lien in the same n1anner as any lienholder. 
Any other creditor of the unit owners' association shall be treated as if he or she 
had perfected a lien on the units immediately before termination. 

(i) The respective interests of unit owners referred to in subsections (f), (g), 
and (h) of this section shall be as follows: 

(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this subsection, the respective 
interests of a unit owner shall be the fair market values of the unit owner's 
limited comn10n elelnents, and common element interests ilnmediately before 
the tennination, as determined by an independent appraiser selected by the 
unit owners' association. The decision of the independent appraiser shall be 
distributed to the unit owners and becon1e final unless disapproved within 30 
days after distribution by unit owners of units to which 1/4 of the votes in the 
unit owners' association. The proportion of any unit owner's interest to the 
interest of all unit owners is detennined by dividing the fair Inarket value of 
the unit owner's unit and common element interest by the total fair market 
values of all the units and common elements. 

(2) If any unit or lin1ited COlnlnon elelnent is destroyed to the extent that 
an appraisal of the fair market value before destruction cannot be Inade, the 
interests of all unit owners are the unit owners' respective COlnlnon element 
interests ilnmediately before the termination. 

(D Except as provided in subsection (k) of this section, foreclosure or en
forcen1ent of a lien or encmnbrance against the entire condominium shall not 
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alone terminate the condominium, and foreclosure or enforcement of a lien or 
encumbrance against a portion of the condominium, other than withdrawable 
land, shall not withdraw the portion from the condOlninium. Foreclosure or 
enforcen1ent of a lien or encumbrance against withdrawable land shall not 
alone withdraw the land from the condon1iniuln, but the person who takes title 
to the withdrawable land shall have the right to require from the unit owners' 
association, upon request, an amendment that excludes the land from the 
condominiun1. 

(k) If a lien or encumbrance against a portion of the real estate that 
con1prises the condominium has priority over the condOlninium instruments, 
and the lien or encumbrance has not been partially released, upon foreclosure, 
the parties foreclosing the lien or enculnbrance may record an instnunent that 
excludes the real estate subject to the lien or enclunbrance from the condOluini
urn. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 228, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(t), 38 DCR 261; Mar. 20, 1992, D.C. Law 9-82, § 2(h), 39 DCR 683.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1838. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1238. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(h) of Condominium Act of 1976 
Technical and Clarifying Temporary Amend
ment Act of 1991 (D.C. Law 9-38, August 17, 
1991, law notification 38 DCR 5805). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. -

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Noles following 
§ 42-1901.07.' ~ 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-82, sec 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 
Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1903.10. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium C;::> 16. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates § 287. 

§ 42-1902.29. Condominium lease; recordation; tenus; leasehold pay
ments; increases; sale or assignation; offer to unit own
ers' association; renewal. 

(a) The declarant of a leasehold condominium shall record with the condo
minium instruments any lease pursuant to which the condo111iniun1 is a lease
hold condOlninium ("condominium lease"); provided, however, it shall be 
sufficient for the declarant to record a statement of the book, page and date of 
recordation of such lease if such lease has previously been recorded among the 
land records of the District of Colun1bia. CondOIninium instruments establish
ing a leasehold condominium containing more than 3 residential units shall not 
be effective unless the condon1inium lease(s) con1ply with the requirelnents of 
subsections (b), (c) and (d) of this section. 
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(b)(l) If a condominium is a leasehold COndOlTIiniulTI subject to the provi
sions of this section, any condominium lease shall be for a term of not less than 
99 years with a right of renewal for consecutive additional terms of not less 
than 99 years. The lease shall provide for level, periodic payments which may 
not be increased during the first 10 years of the leasehold term. If provided in 
the lease, the lessor may petition the Mayor for an increase in leasehold 
payn1ents to be effective beginning with the 11th year of the leasehold term, 
and the Mayor shall approve such increase if he finds that: 

(A) Costs borne by the lessor in connection with the lease have in
creased; or 

(B) Costs of living, as measured by a standard statistical index computed 
and published by the United States government and available for the period 
of the leasehold term, have increased; and 

(C) The increase in the lease paYlnents is in reasonable proportion to 
such increased costs. 
(2) An increase in lease payments shall be effective for a minimUlll period 

of 10 years, after which the lessor n1ay again petition for an increase subject 
to the provisions of this subsection. The lessor shall not require or accept 
lease paYlnents which do not n1eet the requirements of this subsection. 

(c) A lessor of a condominiulTI lease Inay sell or assign the lease only after 
offering the unit owners' association of the condominium the right to purchase 
the leasehold estate at a price and on terms offered to any other prospective 
purchaser. The lessor shall give the unit owners' association a period of at 
least 60 days within which to accept or reject the offer. 

(d) The lessor of a condon1inium lease shall give the lessee of such lease a 
statement not less than 5 years prior to the expiration of such lease of whether 
the lease is to be renewed and on what terms the lease is to be renewed. If the 
lessor offers to renew the lease, the lessor shall give the lessee a period of at 
least 180 days within which to accept or reject the offer. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 229,23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1839. 
1973 Ed .. § 5-1239. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (;:;::>3, 15. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.l.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251, 283 

to 286. 

§ 42-1902.30. Transfer of special declarant rights. 

(a) A special declarant right created or reserved under this chapter may not 
be transferred except by an instrument that evidences the transfer recorded in 
the same manner as the condominium instruments. The instrument shall not 
be effective unless executed by the transferee. 
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(b) Upon transfer of any special declarant right, the liability of a transferor 
declarant shall be as follows: 

(1) A transferor shall not be relieved of any obligation or liability that 
arises before the transfer and shall remain liable for any warranty obligation 
in1posed upon hi1n or her by this chapter. Lack of privity shall not deprive 
any unit owner of standing to n1aintain an action to enforce any obligation of 
the transferor. 

(2) If a successor to a special declarant right is an affiliate of a declarant, 
the transferor shall be jointly and severally liable with the successor for any 
obligation or liability of the successor that relates to the condominium. 

(3) If a transferor retains a special declarant right, and transfers other 
special declarant rights to a successor who is not an affiliate of the declarant, 
the transferor shall be liable for any obligation or liability in1posed on a 
declarant by this chapter or by the condOlninium instruments that relates to 
the retained special declarant rights and that arises after the transfer. 

(4) A transferor shall have no liability for any act or omission or any 
breach of a contractual or warranty obligation that arises from the exercise of 
a special declarant right by a successor declarant who is not an affiliate of 
the transferor. 

(c) Unless otherwise provided in a mortgage instrument or deed of trust, in 
case of foreclosure, n10rtgage, tax sale, judicial sale, sale by a trustee under a 
deed of trust, or sale under bankruptcy or receivership proceedings of any unit 
owned by a declarant or real estate in a condominium subject to developlnent 
rights, a person who acquires title to all the real estate being foreclosed or sold, 
upon his or her request, shall succeed to all special declarant rights related to 
the real estate held by the declarant, or to any rights reserved in the condon1ini
un1 instruments pursuant to § 42-1902.22 and held by the declarant to main
tain models, sales offices, and signs. The judgrnent or instrument that conveys 
title shall provide for transfer of only the special declarant rights requested. 
For purposes of this subsection, the term "development rights" 111eans any right 
or combination of rights to expand an expandable condominiun1, contract a 
contractable condominium, convert convertible land, or convert convertible 
space. 

(d) Upon foreclosure, tax sale, judicial sale, sale by a trustee under a deed of 
trust, or sale under bankruptcy or receivership proceedings of all units and 
other real estate in a condominium owned by a declarant: 

(1) The declarant shall cease to have any special declarant rights; and 
(2) The period of declarant control shall tern1inate unless the judgment or 

instnu11ent that conveys title provides for transfer of all special declarant 
rights held by the declarant to a successor declarant. 

(e) The liability or obligation of a person who sLlcceeds to special declarant 
rights shall be as follows: 

(1) A successor to any special declarant right who is an affiliate of a 
declarant shall be subject to any obligation or liability in1posed on the 
transferor by this chapter or the condOlllinium instruments. 
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(2) A successor to any special declarant right, other than a successor 
described in paragraph (3) or (4) of this subsection, who is not an affiliate of 
a declarant, shall be subject to any obligation or liability imposed by this 
chapter or the condominilull instrUlnents: 

(A) On a declarant that relates to his or her exercise or nonexercise of 
special declarant rights; or 

(B) On his or her transferor, other than: 

(i) A misrepresentation by a previous declarant; 

(ii) A warranty obligation on improvements nlade by a previous declar
ant or made before the condominium was created; 

(iii) A breach of a fiduciary obligation by a previous declarant or his or 
her appointee to the executive board; or 

(iv) Any liability or obligation imposed on the transferor's acts or 
omissions after the transfer. 

(3) A successor who is not an affiliate of a declarant and whose sole right is 
a reservation in the condonlinilull instruments to maintain models, sales 
offices, and signs may not exercise any other special declarant right and shall 
not be subject to any liability or obligation as a declarant, except a liability or 
obligation that arises under subchapter IV of this chapter that relates to 
disposition by the successor. 

(4) If the transferor is not an affiliate of the successor to special declarant 
rights and the successor succeeded to all the special declarant rights pursu
ant to a deed in lieu of foreclosure or a judgnlent or instrument that conveys 
title to units under subsection (c) of this section, the successor nlay declare 
his or her intention in a recorded instrument to hold the rights solely for 
transfer to another person. Until the successor transfers all special declarant 
rights to any person who acquires title to any unit owned by the successor, or 
until the successor records an instrument that permits exercise of all special 
declarant rights, the successor may not exercise the special declarant rights 
other than a right held by his or her transferor to control the executive board 
in accordance with the provisions of § 42-1903.02 for the duration of any 
period of declarant control. Any attempted exercise of special declarant 
rights other than a right held by the successor's transferor to control the 
executive board shall be void. For the period that a successor declarant lllay 
not exercise special declarant rights under this subsection, he or she shall not 
be subject to any liability or obligation as a declarant other than liability or 
obligation as a declarant for his or her acts or omissions under § 42-1903.02. 

(f) Nothing in this section shall subject any successor to a special declarant 
right to any claim against or other obligation of a transferor declarant, other 
than a claim or obligation that arises under this chapter or the condonlinium 
instnmlents. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title II, § 230, as added Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 8-233, 
§ 2(u), 38 DCR 261; Mar. 20, 1992, D.C. Law 9-82, § 2(i), 39 DCR 683.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1839.1. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(i) of Condominium Act of 1976 
Technical and Clarifying Temporary Amend
ment Act of 1991 (D.C. Law 9-38, August 17, 
1991, law notification 38 DCR 5805). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-82, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1901.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (;:;:>4, 15. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

SUBCHAPTER III. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 244, 252 to 254, 283 to 286. 

CONTROL AND GOVERNANCE OF CONDOMINIUMS. 

§ 42-1903.01. Bylaws; recordation; unit owners' association and execu
tive board thereof; powers and duties; officers; amend
ment and contents thereof; responsibility for insurance 
on common elements. 

(a) There shall be recorded simultaneously with the declaration a set of 
bylaws providing for the self-government of the condominium by an association 
of all the unit owners. The unit owners' association may be incorporated. 

(b) The bylaws shall provide whether or not the unit owners' association 
shall have an executive board. The executive board, if any, shall, subsequent to 
the expiration of the period of declarant control specified pursuant to 
§ 42-1903.02(a), be elected by the unit owners unless the unit owners vote to 
alnend the bylaws to provide otherwise. If there is to be such a board, the 
bylaws shall specify the powers and responsibilities of the Salne and the nun1ber 
and terms of its Inembers. The bylaws may delegate to such board, inter alia, 
any of the powers and responsibilities assigned by this chapter to the unit 
owners' association. The bylaws shall also specify which, if any, of its powers 
and responsibilities the unit owners' association or its executive board may 
delegate to a managing agent. 

(c) The bylaws shall provide whether or not there shall be officers in addition 
to the Inembers of the executive board. If there are to be such additional 
officers, the bylaws shall specify the powers and responsibilities of the san1e, 
the manner of their selection and relTIOval, their number and their terms. the 
bylaws may delegate to such additional officers, inter alia, any of the powers 
and responsibilities assigned by this chapter to the unit owners' association. 

(d) In any case where an amendlnent to the declaration is required by 
subsection (b), (c), or (d) of § 42-1902.12, the person or persons required to 
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execute the same shall also prepare and execute, and record simultaneously 
with such amendment, an amendn1ent to the bylaws. The amendment to the 
bylaws shall allocate to the new units votes in the unit owners' association, 
rights to future surplus funds, and liabilities for future cominon expenses not 
specially assessed, on the same bases as were used for such allocations to the 
units depicted on plats and plans recorded pursuant to subsections (a) and (b) 
of § 42-1902.14; or shall abolish the votes appertaining to former units and 
reallocate their rights to future surplus funds, and their liabilities for future 
COn11110n expenses not specially assessed, to the remaining units in proportion 
to the relative rights and liabilities of the remaining units immediately prior to 
the al11endn1ent. 

(e) Repealed. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 301, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(v), 38 DCR 261.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1841. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1241. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

Cross References 

Condominium or unit owners association defined, homestead housing preservation, see § 42-2103. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.02 and 42-1903.18. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (;;;::;>7, 8. 
WestJaw Topic No. 89A. 

In general 1 

1. In general 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 245 to 246, 256 
to 262, 264 to 265, 278 to 281. 

Notes of Decisions 

dominium Mgt., Inc., 114 WLR 157 (Super. Ct. 
1986). 

Condominium property is not protected by 
implied warranty of habitability. Green v. Con-

§ 42-1903.02. Control by declarant; limitations; contracts entered on 
behalf of unit owners; declarant to act where owners' 
association or officers thereof not existent; graduated 
representation of unit owners in executive board; strict 
construction. 

(a) The condominium instruments may authorize the declarant, or a 111anag
ing agent or SOl11e other person or persons selected or to be selected by the 
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declarant, to appoint and remove SOlne or all of the officers of the unit owners' 
association or melnbers of its executive board, or both, or to exercise powers 
and responsibilities otherwise assigned by the condominium instruments and 
by this chapter to the unit owners' association, the officers, or the executive 
board. But no alnendn1ent to the condominium instruments shall increase the 
scope of such authorization if there is any unit owner other than the declarant 
and no such authorization shall be valid after the time set by the condominiun1 
instruments or after units to which three-fourths of the undivided interests in 
the con1n10n elelnents appertain have been conveyed, whichever occurs first. 
For the purposes of the preceding sentence only, the calculation of the fraction 
of undivided interest shall be based upon the total undivided interests assigned 
or to be assigned to all units registered with the Mayor according to 
§ 42-1904.06. The time limit initially set by the condon1initun instrulnents 
shall not exceed 3 years in the case of an expandable condon1inium or a 
condon1iniuln containing convertible land, or 2 years in the case of any other 
condon1inium containing any convertible land, or 2 years in the case of any 
other condOlninium. Such period shall COlnmence upon settlelnent of the first 
unit to be sold in any portion of the condominiuln. 

Cb)(1) If entered into at any time prior to the expiration of the period of 
declarant control contelnplated by subsection (a) of this section, no contract or 
lease entered into with the declarant or an affiliate of a declarant, other than a 
lease subject to § 42-1902.10(e), managelnent contract, elnployment contract, 
or lease of a recreational or parking area or facility, which is directly or 
indirectly made by or on behalf of the unit owners' association or the unit 
owners as a group, shall be entered into for a period in excess of 2 years. Any 
contract or agreement entered into after March 8, 1991, Inay be terminated 
without penalty by the unit owners' association or the executive board of the 
unit owners' association upon not less than 90 days written notice to the other 
party. 

(2) If entered into at any tin1e prior to the expiration of the period of 
declarant control contemplated by subsection (a) of this section, any contract, 
lease or agreement, other than those subject to the provisions of paragraph 
(1) of this subsection, Inay be entered into by or on behalf of the unit owners' 
association, its executive board, or the unit owners as a group, if such 
contract, lease or agreelnent is bona fide and is commercially reasonable to 
the unit owners' association at the time entered into under the circum
stances. 

(c) If the unit owners' association is not in existence or does not have officers 
at the tinle of the creation of the condominium, the declarant shall, until there 
is such an association with such officers, have the power and the responsibility 
to act in all instances where this subchapter or the condominium instruments 
require or permit action by the unit owners' association, its executive board, or 
any officer or officers. 

Cd) Notwithstanding subsection (a) of this section, the bylaws shall provide 
that: 
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(1) Not later than the time that units to which 25% of the undivided 
interests in the common elen1ents appertain have been conveyed, the unit 
owners' association shall cause a special meeting to be held at which not less 
than 25% of the 111elnbers of the executive board shall be selected by unit 
owners other than declarant; and 

(2) Not later than the time units to which 50% of the undivided interests in 
the con1mon elements appertain have been conveyed, the unit owners' 
association shall cause a special n1eeting to be held at which not less than 33 
1/3% of the members of the executive board shall be selected by unit owners 
other than declarant. 

(e) Repealed. 

(f) This section shall be strictly construed to protect the rights of the unit 
owners. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 302, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(w), 38 DCR 261.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1842. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1242. 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

Section Refe,"ences 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.02, 42-1902.02, 42-1902.30, 42-1903.01, 42-1903.09, 
42-1903.18, and 42-1904.07. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <';:::::>3, 6. 
Wcstlaw Topic No. 89A. 

§ 42-1903.03. Meetings. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 237 to 246, 248 to 251, 256 
to 270, 278 to 281. 

Meetings of the unit owners' association shall be held in accordance with the 
provisions of the condon1inium instruments at least once each year after the 
forn1ation of the unit owners' association. The bylaws shall specify an officer 
who shall, at least 21 days in advance of any annual or regularly scheduled 
meeting and at least 7 days in advance of any other meeting, send to each unit 
owner notice of the til11e, place, and purpose of the meeting. The notice shall 
be sent by the United States 111ail to all unit owners of record at the address of 
their respective units and to any other address that the unit owners have 
designated to the officer. In the alternative, notice may be hand-delivered by 
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the officer, if the officer certifies in writing that the notice was delivered to the 
unit owner. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 303, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(x), 38 DCR 261.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1843. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1243. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1903.10 and 42-1903.18. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <::=8. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 256 to 262, 264 
to 265, 278 to 281. 

§ 42-1903.04. Meetings-Executive board; quorums. 

(a) Unless the condominium instruments otherwise provide, a quorum shall 
be deemed to be present throughout any meeting of the unit owners' associa
tion until adjourned if persons entitled to cast Inore than the thirty-three and 
one-third percent of the votes are present at the beginning of such Ineeting. 
The bylaws may provide for a larger percentage, or for a smaller percentage 
not less than 25 percent. 

(b) Unless the condominium instruments specify a larger majority, a quorun1 
shall be deemed to be present throughout any meeting of the executive board if 
persons entitled to cast one half of the votes in that body are present at the 
beginning of such Ineeting. 

(Mar. 29,1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 304,23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(y), 38 DCR 261.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-] 844. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1244. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

Cross References 
Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1903.05 and 42-1903.18. 
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Key Numbers 
Condominium C;;>8. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

REAL PROPERTY 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 256 to 262, 264 
to 265, 278 to 281. 

§ 42-1903.05. Allocation of votes within unit owners' association; vote 
where more than 1 owner of unit; proxies; majority; 
provisions not applicable to units owned by association. 

(a) The bylaws n1ay allocate to each unit depicted on plats and plans that 
con1ply with subsections (a) and (b) of § 42-1902.14 a number of votes in the 
unit owners' association proportionate to the liability for common expenses as 
established pursuant to § 42-1903.12(c). 

(b) Otherwise, the bylaws shall allocate to each such unit an equal number of 
votes in the unit owners' association, subject to the following exception: Each 
convertible space so depicted shall be allocated a number of votes in the unit 
owners' association proportionate to the size of each such space, vis-a-vis the 
aggregate size of all units so depicted, while the remaining votes in the unit 
owners' association shall be allocated equally to the other units so depicted. 

(c) Since a unit owner may be more than 1 person, if only 1 of such persons 
is present at a meeting of the unit owners' association, that person shall be 
entitled to cast the votes appertaining to that unit. But if n10re than 1 of such 
persons is present, the vote appertaining to that unit shall be cast only in 
accordance with their unanimous agreement unless the condominium instru
ments expressly provide otherwise, and such consent shall be conclusively 
presUlned if any 1 of them purports to cast the votes appertaining to that unit 
without protest being made forthwith by any of the others to the person 
presiding over the meeting. Since a person need not be a natural person, the 
word "person" shall be deemed for the purposes of this subsection to include, 
without lilnitation, any natural person having authority to execute deeds on 
behalf of any person, excluding natural persons, which is, either alone or in 
conjunction with another person or persons, a unit owner. 

(d) Notwithstanding any contrary provisions of the condominium instru
ments, this subsection establishes the requirements for the validity of proxies. 
The votes that pertain to any unit may be cast pursuant to a proxy duly 
executed by or on behalf of the unit owner, or, in a case where the unit owner 
is more than 1 person, by or on behalf of all those persons. A proxy Inay be 
revoked if a unit owner or 1 of the unit owners, in the case of a unit owned by 
lTIOre than 1 person, gives actual notice of revocation to the person who 
presides over the meeting. A proxy shall be void if the proxy is not dated, if the 
proxy purports to be revocable without notice, or if the signatures of any person 
executing the proxy has not been witnessed by a person who shall sign his or 
her full nan1e and address. A proxy shall terminate automatically upon the 
final adjournn1ent of the first meeting held on or after the date of the proxy, but 
shall remain in effect during any recess or temporary adjourmnent of the 
meeting. 
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(e) If 50% or Inore of the votes in the unit owners' association appertain to 
25% or less of the units, then in any case where a majority vote is required by 
the condominium instruments or by this chapter, the requirement for such a 
majority shall be deelned to include, in addition to the specified majority of the 
votes, assent by the unit owners of a like majority of the units. 

(f) Notwithstanding anything in this section to the contrary, during any time 
that the unit owners' association is the owner of any condominium unit, the 
votes in the unit owners' association that pertain to the condon1inimn unit shall 
be included in any calculation to determine the existence of a quorum at any 
meeting of the unit owners' association pursuant to § 42-1903.04, but other
wise shall be deemed to be cast in proportion to the affinnative and negative 
votes cast by all unit owners other than the unit owners' association at any 
meeting. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 305, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(z), 38 DCR 261; Mar. 20, 1992, D.C. Law 9-82, § 20), 39 DCR 683.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1845. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1245. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-82, see 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.01 and 42-1903.18. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium G=:>8. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 256 to 262, 264 
to 265,278 to 281. 

§ 42-1903.06. Officers; disqualification. 

(a) If the condominium instruments provide that any officer or officers Inust 
be unit owners, then any such officer who disposes of all of his units in fee or 
for a term or tenns of 6 Inonths or more shall be deen1ed to have disqualified 
himself from continuing in office unless the condominiun1 instrun1ents other
wise provide, or unless he acquires or contracts to acquire another unit in the 
condominium under tenns giving hin1 a right of occupancy thereto effective on 
or before the termination of his right of occupancy under such disposition or 
dispositions. 

(b) If the condominium instruments provide that any officer or officers Inust 
be unit owners, then notwithstanding the provisions of § 42-1902.06(1), the 
tenn "unit owner" in such context shall, unless the condominium instruments 
otherwise provide, be deemed to include, without limitation, any director, 
officer, partner in, or trustee of any person, which is, either alone or in 
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conjunction with another person or persons, a unit owner. Any officer who 
would not be eligible to serve as such were he not a director, officer, partner in, 
or trustee of such a person, shall be deen1ed to have disqualified hin1self from 
continuing in office if he ceases to have any such affiliation with that person, or 
if that person would itself have been deemed to have disqualified itself from 
continuing in such office under subsection (a) of this section were it a natural 
person holding such office. 

(Mar. 29, 1977. D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 306, 23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1846. 

1973Ed.,§ 5-1246. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium ~8. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 256 to 262, 264 

to 265! 278 to 281. 

§ 42-1903.07. Maintenance, repair, etc., of condonliniums; right of access 
for repair; liability for damages arising from exercise 
thereof; warranty against structural defects; limitations 
upon actions; bond or other security. 

(a) Except to the extent otherwise provided by the condominium instru
ments. all powers and responsibilities with regard to maintenance, repair, 
renovation, restoration, and replacen1ent of the condominium shall belong: (1) 
to the unit owners' association in the case of the common elen1ents; and (2) to 
the individual unit owner in the case of any unit or any part thereof. unit 
owner shall afford to the other unit owners and to the unit owners' association 
and to any agents or employees of either such access through such unit owner's 
unit as rnay be reasonably necessary to enable thern to exercise and discharge 
their respective powers and responsibilities. But to the extent that damage is 
inflicted 011 the C01111non elements or any unit through which access is taken, 
the unit owner causing the san1e, or the unit owners' association if it caused the 
same, shall be liable for the prornpt repair thereof. Notwithstanding any 
provision of this section or any provisions of the condominium instruments, the 
unit owners' association may repair or replace specified unit components using 
conl1non expense funds, if failure to make the repair or replacement would 
have a material adverse effect upon the health, safety, or welfare of the unit 
owners, the common elements, or the incmue and comInon expenses of the unit 
owners' association. The repair or replacement may be at the expense of the 
unit owners' association or, if a limited nU111ber of units are affected, at the 
expense of the unit owners affected. 

(b), (c) Repealed. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law \-89, title III, § 307, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(aa), 38 DCR 26l.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1847. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1247. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2U) of Condominium Act of 1976 
Technical and Clarifying Temporary Amend-

ment Act of 1991 (D.C. Law 9-38, August 17, 
1991, law notification 38 DCR 5805). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law J-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.0l. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1904.04. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (;::::>6.1, 11. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 264 to 265, 267. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 
Pleadings 2 
Remand 3 

1. In general 
Even though many unit owners in converted 

building might have been previous residents of 
building, they were entitled to rely on good faith 
and expertise of defendants to provide quality 
renovations, when those former tenants made 
their ultimate decisions to purchase condomini
um units outright. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1801 
et seq., 45-1847(b). Towcrs Tenant Ass'n, Inc. 
v. Towers Ltd. Partnership. 1983, 563 F.Supp. 
566. Condominium (;::::> 4 

Statutes placing responsibility for mainte
nance and repair of common elements of con
dominium to unit owners' association and 
which permitted action to be filed against asso
ciation for tort for wrong done by agents of 
association to area which association has re
sponsibility for maintaining did not provide ba
sis to require condominium association or its 
management company to exercise duty of rea
sonable care to make attic area safe for uses for 
which it was not structurally designed or con
structed. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1847(a), 

45-1849(a). Lacy v. Sutton Place Condomini
um Ass'n, Inc., 1996, 684 A.2d 390. Condom in
iumG=> 14 

2. Pleadings 
Association representing unit owners in build

ing which was converted to condominium own
ership stated claim upon which relief could be 
granted in connection with refurbishing and 
reconstruction of building. D.C.Code 1981. 
§§ 45-1801 et seq., 45-1847(b). Towers Tenant 
Ass'n, Inc. v. Towers Ltd. Partnership, 1983, 
563 F.Supp. 566. Condominium C:;:;;> 17 

3. Remand 
Where court did not give sufficient weight to 

condominium unit owners' association's right 
of access through individual units where sL~ch 
access was "reasonably necessary" to enablc 
association to carry out its obligation to rcpair 
common element, remand was required to de
termine basis for association's installation of 
ncw windows in each individual unit as part of 
major repair and renovation project. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-1847(al. Marlyn Condominium, 
Inc. v. McDowell, 1990, 576 A.2d 1346. Con
dominium G=> 17 

§ 42-1903.08. Unit owners' associations; powers and rights; deemed at
torney-in-fact to grant and accept beneficial easelnents. 

(a) Except to the extent expressly prohibited by the condominiunl instru
Dlents, and subject to any restrictions and limitations specified herein, the unit 
owners' association shall have the: 

(1) Power to adopt and amend bylaws or rules and regulations; 
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(2) Power to adopt and amend a budget for revenues, expenditures, and 
reserves, and collect assessments for common expenses frOln unit owners; 

(3) Power to hire or discharge a managing agent or other employees, 
agents, or independent contractors; 

(4) Power to institute, defend, or intervene in litigation or adlninistrative 
proceedings in the name of the unit owners' association on behalf of the unit 
owners' association or 2 or more unit owners on any Inatter that affects the 
condominium; 

(5) Power to n1ake a contract or incur liability; 
(6) Power to regulate the use, lnaintenance, repair, replacement, or modifi

cation of common elements; 
(7) Power to cause an additional irnprovement to be made as a part of the 

comn10n elements; 
(8) Power to acquire, hold, encumber, or convey in the naIne of the unit 

owners' association any right, title, or interest to real or personal property; 
(9) Power to grant an easement, lease, license, or concession through or 

over the comrnon elements; 
(10) Power to in1pose on and receive fron1 individual unit owners any 

payrnent, fee, or charge for the use, rental, or operation of the common 
elements or for any service provided to unit owners; 

(11) Power to impose a charge for late paYlnent of an assessment and, after 
notice and an opportunity to be heard, levy a reasonable fine for violation of 
the condominiurn instruments or rules and regulations of the unit owners' 
association; 

(12) Power to impose a reasonable charge for the preparation and recorda
tion of an amendment to the condominium instruments, a statement concern
ing the resale of units required by § 42-1904.11, or a staten1ent of an unpaid 
assessment; 

(13) Power to provide for the indemnification of officers or the executive 
board of the unit owners' association and maintain liability insurance for 
directors or officers; 

(14) Power to assign the unit owners' association's right to further incOlne, 
including the right to future income or the right to receive common expense 
assessrnents, but only to the extent the condominium instruments expressly 
so provide; 

(15) Power to exercise any other power conferred by the condominium 
instnm1ents; 

(16) Power to exercise any other power that may be exercised in the 
District of Columbia by a legal entity of the same type as the unit owners' 
association; and 

(17) Power to exercise any other power necessary and proper for the 
governance or operation of the unit owners' association. 

(b) Except to the extent prohibited by the condominium instnllnents, and 
subject to any restrictions and limitations specified therein, the executive board 
of the unit owners' association, if any, and if not, then the unit owners' 
association itself, shall have the irrevocable power as attorney-in-fact on behalf 
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of all the unit owners and their successors in title to grant easements through 
the comn10n elements and accept easelnents benefiting the condominium or 
any part thereof. 

(c) The condominium instrulnents may not impose any limitation on the 
power of the unit owners' association to deal with the declarant that is more 
restrictive than the limitation ilnposed on the power of the unit owners' 
association to deal with any other person. 

(d) In the performance of duties, an officer or Inen:1ber of the executive board 
shall exercise the care required of a fiduciary of the unit owners. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 308, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(bb), 38 DCR 261.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1848. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1248. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89 see 

Historical and Statutory Notes follo~ving 
§ 42-1901.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.01 and 42-1903.18. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium G;;>8. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.l.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 256 to 262, 264 

to 265, 278 to 281. 

Notes of Decisions 
Attorney fees 4 
Conservation easements 3 
Construction and application 
Regulations and bylaws 2 

1. Construction and application 
Statute permitting condominium to manage 

and provide for use, rental, and operation of 
common elements except to extent expressly 
prohibited by condominium instruments and 
subject to any limitations specified therein did 
not authorize condominium association's board 
of directors to impose move-in fee where condo
minium documents provided for pro rata alloca
tion of expenses among all units owners except 
in cases of owner negligence, misuse, or ne
glect; the documents by establishing pro rata 
assessment as exclusive means for recovering 
common elements expenses created clear limi
tation on authority to employ alternative assess
ment methods. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1848. 
Westbridge Condominium Ass'n, Inc. v. Law-

rence, 1989, 554 A.2d 1163. 
12 

Condominium (? 

Statute authorizing condominium to make in
dividual assessment for common expenses bene
fiting less than all units or caused by conduct of 
less than all those entitled to occupy elements 
requires express authorization in condominium 
documents before condominium's governing 
body may levy assessments against individual 
unit owners, while statute permitting condomin
ium to manage and provide for use, rental, and 
operation of common elements only requires 
absence of any limitation or express prohibition 
in condominium documents. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1848, 45-1852(b). Westbridge Condo
minium Ass'n, Inc. v. Lawrence, 1989. 554 A.2d 
1163. Condominium G:;;:> 12 

2. Regulations and bylaws 
While the governing body of a condominium 

has broad authority to regulate the internal af
fairs of the development, this power is not with
out limit; ultimately, if a rule is reasonable, the 
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association can adopt it, but if not, it cannot. 
Bolandz v. 1230-1250 Twenty-Third Street Con
dominium Unit O'wners Ass'n, Inc., 2004, 849 
A.2d ] 010, on subsequent appeal 978 A.2d 
1] 88. Condominium (;::::) 8 

Condominium instruments, including bylaws, 
are a contract that governs legal rights between 
condominium association and unit owners. 
Lacy v. Sutton Place Condominium Ass'n, Inc., 
1996, 684 A.2d 390. Condominium <> 7 

Bvlaws of condominium association are form 
of private lawmaking, and individuals who 
choose this form of ownership, by agreement, 
forego some of traditional incidents of owner
ship. Lacy v. Sutton Place Condominium Ass'n, 
Inc., 1996, 684 A.2d 390. Condominium G;;;:> 7 

Governing body of condominium, though en
dowed with broad authority to regulate internal 
affairs of development, may not adopt "unrea
sonable" rules. Johnson v. Hobson, 1986, 505 
A.2d 1313. Condominium (;::::) 7 

Parking regulation promulgated by governing 
body of condominium, under which unlicensed 
or unregistered cars could be towed from con
dominium lot, was not unreasonable exercise of 
body's authority, where body had been granted 
authority to regulate parking at condominium, 
where regulation was passed only after body 
received nUlTltTOUS complaints about unavaila
bility of parking spaces, where regulation was 
not applied discriminatoriiy or unfairly, where 
regulation was adopted pursuant to proper pro
cedures, and where condominium owners re
ceived 12 months notice before it was put into 
effect. Johnson v. Hobson, ] 986, 505 A.2d 
13] 3. Condominium <> 7 

3. Conservation easements 
Condominium association's execution of con

servation easement for commonly owned facade 
of building did not deprive unit owner of vested 
property interest in violation of due process 
clause of Fifth Amendment in that only govern-

REAL PROPERTY 

ment action complained of was city council's 
prolTmlgation of statute authorizing such ease
ments. U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 5; D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-1848(b). Ochs v. L'Enfant Trust, 
1986, 504 A.2d 1110. Constitutional Law <> 
4073 

D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1848(b) vested authority 
in condominiurn. association board of director~ 
to grant conservation casement for commonly 
owned facade of building without approval by 
unit owners when no restriction on such au
thority was specified in association's condomin
ium instruments. Ochs v. L'Enfant Trust, 1986, 
504 A.2d 1110. Condominium (;::::) 8 

Condominium association board of directors 
had authority under association bylaws to as
sess cost of conservation easement dispropor
tionately among unit owners where one owner 
was not United States federal income taxpayer 
and could not reap charitable deduction bene
fits of easement. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1848(b), 45-1852(b). Ochs v. L'EnLmt 
Trust, 1986, 504 A.2d 1110. Condominium (;::;> 

12 

4. Attorney fees 
Award o[ $157,119 in attorney's fees to con

doruinium unit owner, as prevailing party in 
action seeking declaratory judgment, which 
overturned condominium association's decision 
requiring owner to remove an enclosure he had 
installed on his balcony without board's permis
sion, was reasonable; owner outlined fees by 
stages in proceeding, neither party made repr~
sentations about prevailing market rate for 
hourly fees, and thus, Court of Appeals would 
presume that rate requested by owner was rea
sonable, and association failed to bring any spe
cific challenges to the reasonableness of fees 
requested. 1230-1250 T\venty-Third Street 
Condominium Unit Owners Ass'n, Inc. v. Bo
landz, 2009, 978 A.2d 1188. Costs <> 194.44 

§ 42-1903.09. Tort and contract liability of association and declarant; 
judgment liens against common property and individual 
units. 

(a) An action for tort alleging a wrong done: (1) by any agent or employee of 
the declarant or of the unit owners' association; or (2) in connection with the 
condition of any portion of the condominium which the declarant or the 
association has the responsibility to maintain, shall be brought against the 
declarant or the association, as the case lnay be. No unit owner shall be 
precluded from bringing such an action by virtue of ownership of an undivided 
interest in the comll1on elements or by reason of Inembership in the association 
or status as an officer. 

(b) Unit owners other than the declarant shall not be liable for torts caused 
by agents or ell1ployees of the declarant within any convertible land or using 
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any easement reserved In the declaration or created by § 42-1902.21 and 
42-1902.22. 

(c) An action ansing from a contract made by or on behalf of the unit 
owners' association, its executive board, or the unit owners as a group, shall be 
brought against the association, or against the declarant if the cause of action 
arose during the exercise by the declarant of control reserved pursuant to 
§ 42-1903.02(a). No unit owner shall be precluded from bringing such an 
action by reason of membership in the association or status as an officer. 

(d) A judgn1ent for n10ney against the unit owners' association shall be a lien 
against any property owned by the unit owners' association, and against each of 
the condominiulTI units in proportion to the liability of each unit owner for 
COlTIn10n expenses as established pursuant to § 42-1903.12(c), but no unit 
owner shall be otherwise liable on account of a judgn1ent and, after paYlTIent by 
the unit owner of his or her proportionate share, the association shall not 
assess or have a lien against the unit owner's condominiUlTI unit for any portion 
of the common expenses incurred in connection with the lien. If after payment 
by a unit owner of a proportionate share, the unit owners' association elects to 
pay the balance of the judgment from common funds, the unit owners' associa
tion shall reimburse the unit owner for the amount the unit owner paid 
separately. Any judgment shall be satisfied first out of the property of the unit 
owners' association. The judgment shall be otherwise subject to the provisions 
of Title 15. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 309, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, ] 991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(cc), 38 DCR 261; Apr. 18, 1996, D.C. Law 11-110, § 48(a), 43 DCR 530.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prim- Codif1cations 
1981 Ed., § 45-1849. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1249. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. ~ 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

Law 11-110, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 1996," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 11-485, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on Decem
ber 5, 1995 and January 4, 1996 respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on January 26, 1996, it 
was assigned Act No. 11-199 and'transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 11-110 became effective on April 18, 1996. 
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Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Statutes placing responsibility for mainte

nance and repair of common elements of con
donlinium to unit owners' association and 
which permitted action to be filed against asso
ciation for tort for wrong done by agents of 
association to area which association has re-

sponsibility for maintaining did not provide ba
sis to require condominium association or its 
management company to exercise duty of rea-
sonable care to make attic area safe for uses for 
which it was not structurally designed or con
structed. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1847(a), 
45-1 849(a). Lacv v. Sulton Place Condomini
um Ass'n, Inc., 1996, 684 A.2d 390. Condomin
ium(:::::> 14 

§ 42-1903.10. Insurance obtained by association; notice to unit owners. 

(a) When any insurance policy has been obtained by or on behalf of the unit 
owners' association, written notice of the procurement thereof and of any 
subsequent changes therein or tern1ination thereof shall be prOlTIptly furnished 
to each unit owner by the officer required to send notices of meetings of the 
unit owners' association. Such notices shall be sent in accordance with the 
provisions of the last sentence of § 42-1903.03. 

(b) Commencing not later than the time of the first conveyance of a condo
luiniun1 unit to a person other than a declarant, the unit owners' association 
shall n1aintain, to the extent reasonably available: 

(1) Property insurance on the common elements insuring against all risks 
of direct physical loss commonly insured against. The total amount of 
insurance after application of any deductibles shall not be less than 90% of 
the replacement cost of the insured property at the time the insurance is 
purchased and at each renewal date, excluded from property policies; and 

(2) Liability insurance, including medical payments insurance, in an 
aluount determined by the executive board but not less than any aIuount 
specified in the condominium instruments that covers all occurrences COffi-

1110nly insured against for death, bodily injury, or property dan1age arising 
out of or in connection with the use, ownership, or n1aintenance of the 
common elements. 

(c) If a building contains units that have horizontal boundaries described in 
the condominiun1 instrun1ents, the insurance maintained under subsection (b) 
(1) of this section, to the extent reasonably available, shall include the units, but 
need not include an improvement or betterment installed by unit owners. 

(d) If the insurance described in subsections (b) and (c) of this section is not 
reasonably available, the unit owners' association shall promptly cause notice 
of the unavailability of insurance to be hand-delivered or sent prepaid by the 
United States mail to all unit owners. The condominiulTI instruments may 
require the unit owners' association to carry any other insurance the unit 
owners' association deems appropriate to protect the unit owners' association 
or the unit owners. 

(e) An insurance policy carried pursuant to subsection (b) of this section shall 
provide that: 
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(1) A unit owner is an insured person under the policy with respect to 
liability that arises out of the unit owner's interest in the COD1m.on elements 
or melnbership in the unit owner's association; 

(2) The insurer waives the insurer's right to subrogation under the policy 
against any unit owner or member of the unit owner's household; 

(3) An act or omission by any unit owner, unless acting within the scope of 
his or her authority on behalf of the unit owners' association, shall not void 
the policy or be a condition to recovery under the policy; 

(4) If at the tiIne of loss under the policy, there is other insurance in the 
name of a unit owner that covers the same risk covered by the policy, the unit 
owners' association's policy shall provide primary insurance; and 

(5) If the unit owners' association brings suit against a unit owner, or vice 
versa, with respect to any loss, the insurer shall provide for the defense of the 
defendant. 

(f) Any loss covered by the property policy under subsections (b)(1) and (c) of 
this section shall be adjusted with the unit owners' association, but the 
insurance proceeds for the loss shall be payable to any insurance trustee 
designated to receive payments or otherwise to the unit owners' association, 
and not to any nlortgagee or beneficiary under a deed of trust. The insurance 
trustee or the unit owners' association shall hold any insurance proceeds in 
trust for unit owners or lienholders as the unit owners' or lienholders' interests 
may appear. Subject to the provisions of subsection (0 of this section, the 
proceeds shall be disbursed first for the repair or restoration of the damaged 
property. A unit owner or lienholder shall not be entitled to receive any 
portion of the proceeds unless there is a surplus of proceeds after the property 
has been completely repaired or restored or the cond01ninium is terminated. 

(g) An insurance policy issued to the unit owners' association shall not 
prevent a unit owner fr01n obtaining insurance for his or her own benefit. 

(h) An insurer that has issued an insurance policy under this section shall 
issue certificates or melnoranda of insurance to the unit owners' association 
and, upon written request, to any unit owner, mortgagee, or beneficiary under 
a deed of trust. The insurer that issues the policy may not cancel or refuse to 
renew the policy until 30 days after notice of the proposed cancellation or 
nonrenewal has been mailed to the unit owners' association, any unit owner, 
and any mortgagee or beneficiary under the deed of trust to whon1 a certificate 
or lTlen10randum of insurance has been issued at their respective last known 
addresses. 

(i) Any portion of the condominium for which insurance is required under 
this section that is damaged or destroyed shall be repaired or replaced prompt
ly by the unit owners' association unless the condon1iniunl is terminated, repair 
or replacenlent would be illegal under any health or safety statute, rule, or 
regulation, or 80% of the unit owners, including every owner of a unit or 
assigned lilnited comnl0n element which will not be rebuilt, vote not to rebuild. 
The cost of repair or replacement in excess of insurance proceeds and reserves 
shall be a common expense. If the entire condonlinilun is not repaired, the 
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insurance proceeds attributable to the damaged COlnmon elements shall be 
used to restore the damaged area to a condition compatible with the remainder 
of the condomjnilun. The insurance proceeds attributable to the units and 
limited common elelnents that are not rebuilt shall be distributed to the owners 
of those units and the owners of the units to which those limited cOlnmon 
elements appertained, or to lienholders, as their interests may appear. The 
ren1ainder of the proceeds shall be distributed to all the unit owners or 
lienholders, as their interests may appear, in proportion to the interests in the 
con11non elements appertaining to all the units. If the unit owners vote not to 
rebuild any unit, that unit's allocated interests shall be automatically reallocat
ed upon the vote as if the unit had been condelnned under § 42-1901.06, and 
the unit owners' association prOlnptly shall prepare, execute, and record an 
amendlnent to the condon1inium instruments reflecting the reallocations. Not
withstanding the provisions of this subsection, § 42-1902.28 governs the distri
bution of insurance proceeds if the condominium is tenninated. 

(j) The bylaws shall specify insurance coverage and limits with respect to any 
insurance policy that n1ay be required on the COlnlnon elements and shall 
indicate who shall be responsible for payment of any deductible aInount in 
connection with the insurance policy. 

(k) The provisions of this section Inay be varied or waived in the case of a 
condominium all of whose units are restricted to nonresidential use. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 310,23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(dd), 38 DCR 261; Apr. 18, 1996, D.C. Law 11-11 0, § 48(b), 43 DCR 530.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-J850. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1250. 

Legislative History of IJaws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-110, 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1903.09. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (;:;::>8. 
Westla\v Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 256 to 262, 264 

to 265,278 to 281. 

§ 42-1903.11. Rights to surplus funds. 

Unless otherwise provided in the condominium instruments, any surplus 
funds of the unit owners' association that remain after payment of or provision 
for COlnmon expenses and any prepayment of reserves shall be paid to the unit 
owners in proportion to the unit owners' liabilities for common expenses or 
credited to the unit owners to reduce the unit owners' future comn10n expense 
assess men ts. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 311, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(ee), 38 DCR 261.) 
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§ 42-1903.12. Liability for common expenses; special assessments; pro~ 
portionate liability fixed in bylaws; installment payment 
of assessments; when assessment past due; interest 
thereon. 

(a) Except to the extent that the condon1inium instruments provide other
wise, any comn10n expenses associated with the luaintenance, repair, renova
tion, restoration, or replaceluent of any liluited con1n10n element shall be 
specially assessed against the condominiun1 unit to which that limited con1n10n 
element was assigned at the time such expenses were made or incurred. If the 
limited COlUlTIOn elen1ent involved was assigned at that time to more than 1 
condOlTIinium unit, however, such expenses shall be specially assessed against 
each such condominiun1 unit equally so that the total of such special assess
ments equals the total of such expenses, except to the extent that the COndOlTIin
ium instrUluents provide otherwise. 

(b) To the extent that the condominiulTI instnlluents expressly so provide, any 
other common expenses benefiting less than all of the COndOlTIinium units, or 
caused by the conduct of less than all those entitled to occupy the san1e or by 
their licensees or invitees, shall be specially assessed against the condominiun1 
unit or units involved, in accordance with such reasonable provisions as the 
condominiulu instruments may make for such cases. 

(c) The amount of any common expense not specially assessed pursuant to 
subsection (a) or (b) of this section shall, subject to the provisions of subsection 
(f) of this section, be assessed against the condominium units, including the 
condon1inium units owned by the declarant, in accordance with the provisions 
of the condon1inium instruments. The bylaws may establish the fraction or 
percentage of liability for such expenses appertaining to each condominium 
unit proportionate to either the size or par value of such condOluiniluu unit. 
Otherwise, the bylaws shall allocate to each such condominium unit an equal 
liability for such expenses, subject to the following exception: Each convertible 
space shall be allocated a liability for cornmon expenses proportionate to the 
size of each such space, vis-a-vis the aggregate size of all units, while the 
remaining liability for common expenses shall be allocated equally to the other 
units. Such assessments shall be lTIade by the unit owners' association annual
ly, or lTIOre often if the COndOlTIiniUlu instruments so provide. No change in the 
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nLllnber of votes in the unit owners' association appertaining to any condOlnini
Uln unit shall enlarge, diminish, or otherwise affect any liabilities arising from 
assessments n1ade prior to such change. 

(d) If the condOlninium instruments provide for any common expense assess
Inents to be paid in installments, such instruments may further provide that 
upon default in the payment of any 1 or more of such installments, the balance 
thereof shall be accelerated, or that the said balance may be accelerated at the 
option of the unit owners' association, its executive board, or the lnanaging 
agent. 

(e) Unless the condominium instruments provide otherwise, unpaid assess
ments for con1mon expense and unpaid installments of such assessments shall 
become past due on the 15th day from the day such assessn1ent or installment 
thereof first became due and payable, and any past due assessment or install
ment thereof shall bear interest at the lesser of 10 percent per annum or the 
maximum rate permitted to be charged in the District of Columbia to natural 
persons on first mortgage loans at the time such assessment or installn1ent 
becmne past due. 

(D Unless the condOlninium instruments provide otherwise, the declarant 
may elect to pay all common expenses for a period not to exceed 1 year fron1 
the conveyance of the first condominium unit to a purchaser. If the declarant 
elects, COlnmon expenses shall not be assessed against any condOlninium unit 
or imposed upon or collected from any unit owner, and the declarant shall pay 
all the costs including the costs of any contributions to reserve accounts as set 
forth in the budget of the condon1inium described in § 42-1904.04. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 312,23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(ff), 38 DCR 261.) 
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1981 Ed., § 45-1852. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1252. 
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§ 42-1901.01. 
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Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Statute authorizing condominium to make in

dividual assessment for common expenses bene
fiting less than all units or caused by conduct o[ 
less than all those entitled to occupy elements 
requires express authorization in condominium 
documents before condominium's governing 
body may levy assessments against individual 
unit ov,mers, while statute permitting condomin
ium to manage and provide [or usc, rental, and 
operation of common elements only requires 
absence of any limitation or express prohibition 
in condominium documents. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1848, 45-1852(b). Westbridge Condo
minium Ass'n, Inc. v. Lawrence, 1989, 554 A.2d 
1163. Condominium ~ 12 

Statute authorizing condominium to make in
dividual assessment for common expenses bene
fiting less than all units or caused by conduct o[ 
less than all those entitled to occupy elements to 
the extent condominium documents expressly 

so provide did not provide authority for condo
mini Lim association's board of d i rec tors to 
adopt move-in fce when condominium docu-
ments provided only for pro rata allocation or 
common elements expenses among all unit 
owners except in cases of owner negligence, 
misuse, or neglect; the condominium docu
ments did not expressly provide [or individual 
assessments, so the statute did not provide au
thority for move-in fee. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45--1852(b). Westbridge Condominium Ass'n, 
Inc. v. Lawrence, 1989, 554 A.2d 1163. Condo
miniumC::o:> 12 

Condominium association board of directors 
had authority under association bylaws to as
sess cost o[ "conservation easemel;t dispropor
tionately among unit owners where one owner 
was not United StaLes federal income taxpayer 
and could not reap charitable deduction bene
fits of easement. D.C.Code 198], 
§§ 45-1848(b), 45-1852(b). Ochs v. L'Enfant 
Trust, 1986, 504 A.2d 1110. Condominium C= 

12 

§ 42-1903.13. Lien for assessments against units; priority; recordation 
not required; enforcement by sale; notice to delinquent 
owner and public; distribution of proceeds; power of 
executive board to purchase unit at sale; limitation; costs 
and attorneys' fees; statement of unpaid assessments; 
liability upon transfer of unit. 

(a) Any asseSSlnent levied against a condominium unit in accordance with 
the provisions of this chapter and any lawful provision of the condominiu111 
instrulnents shall, frOln the time the asseSSlnent becOlnes due and payable, 
constitute a lien in favor of the unit owners' association on the condOlninium 
unit to which the assessn1ent pertains. If an assessment is payable in install
ments, the full aInount of the assessn1ent shall be a lien fron1 the tin1e the first 
installment becomes due and payable. 

(1) The lien shall be prior to any other lien or encumbrance except: 
(A) A lien or encmnbrance recorded prior to the recordation of the 

declaration; 
(B) A first mortgage for the benefit of an institutional lender or a 1st 

deed of trust for the benefit of an institutional lender on the unit recorded 
before the date on which the assessment sought to be enforced became 
delinquent; or 

(C) A lien for real estate taxes or municipal asseSSlnents or charges 
against the unit. 
(2) The lien shall also be prior to a mortgage or deed of trust described in 

paragraph (l)(B) of this subsection and recorded after March 7, 1991, to the 
extent of the common expense assessments based on the periodic budget 
adopted by the unit owners' association which would have become due in the 
absence of acceleration during the 6 months immediately preceding institu-
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tion of an action to enforce the lien. The provisions of this subsection shall 
not affect the priority of Inechanics' or lnaterialmen's lien. 

(b) The recording of the condominiun1 instruments pursuant to the provi
sions of this chapter shall constitute record notice of the existence of such lien 
and no further recordation of any claim of lien for assessment shall be required. 

(c)(l) The unit owners' association shall have the power of sale to enforce a 
lien for an assessment against a condominium unit if an assessment is past due, 
unless the condOlniniun1 instruments provide otherwise. Any language con
tained in the condominium instruments that authorizes specific procedures by 
which a unit owners' association lnay recover sums for which subsection (a) of 
this section creates a lien, shall not be construed to prohibit a unit owners' 
association frOln foreclosing on a unit by the power of sale procedures set forth 
in this section unless the power of sale procedures are specifically and express
ly prohibited by the condominium instnllnents. 

(2) A unit owner shall have the right to cure any default in payment of an 
assessment at any time prior to the foreclosure sale by tendering payn1ent in 
full of past due assessments, plus any late charge or interest due and 
reasonable attorney's fees and costs incurred in connectjon with the enforce
Inent of the lien for the assessment. 

(3) The power of sale may be exercised by the executive board on behalf of 
the unit owners' association, and the executive board shall have the authority 
to deed a unit sold at a foreclosure sale by the unit owners' association to the 
purchaser at the sale. The recitals in the deed shall be prima facie evidence 
of the truth of the statement made in the deed and conclusive evidence in 
favor of bona fide purchasers for value. 

(4) A foreclosure sale shall not be held until 30 days after notice is sent by 
certified mail to a unit owner at the mailing address of the unit and at any 
other address designated by the unit owner to the executive board for 
purpose of notice. A copy of the notice shall be sent to the Mayor or the 
Mayor's designated agent at least 30 days in advance of the sale. The notice 
shall specify the amount of any assessn1ent past due and any accrued interest 
or late charge, as of the date of the notice. The notice shall notify the unit 
owner that if the past due assessment and accrued interest or late charge are 
not paid within 30 days after the date the notice is mailed, the executive 
board shall sell the unit at a public sale at the time, place, and date stated in 
the notice. 

(S) The date of sale shall not be sooner than 31 days fron1 the date the 
notice is n1ailed. The executive board shall give public notice of the foreclo
sure sale by advertisement in at least 1 newspaper of general circulation in 
the District of Columbia and by any other means the executive board deems 
necessary and appropriate to give notice of sale. The newspaper advertise
Inent shall appear on at least 3 separate days during the IS-day period prior 
to the date of the sale. 

(6) The proceeds of a sale shall be applied: 
(A) To any unpaid assessment with interest or late charges; 
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O(B) To the cost of foreclosure, including but not limited to, reasonable 
attorney's fees; and 

(C) The balance to any person legally entitled to the proceeds. 

(d) Unless the condOlninium instruments provide otherwise, the executive 
board shall have the power to purchase on behalf of the unit owners' associa
tion any unit at any foreclosure sale held on such unit. The executive board 
n1ay take title to such unit in the name of the unit owners' association and may 
hold, lease, encumber or convey the saIne on behalf of the unit owners' 
association. 

(e) The lien for asseSSlnents provided herein shall lapse and be of no further 
effect as to unpaid assessments (or installments thereof) together with interest 
accrued thereon and late charges, if any, if such lien is not discharged or if 
foreclosure or other proceedings to enforce the lien have not been instituted 
within 3 years from the date such assessment (or any installnlent thereoO 
become due and payable. 

(0 The judgment or decree in an action brought pursuant to this section shall 
include, without limitation, reilnbursement for costs and attorneys' fees. 

(g) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit actions at law to 
recover sums for which subsection (a) of this section creates a lien, ITlaintaina
ble pursuant to § 42-1902.09. 

(h) Any unit owner or purchaser of a condominiunl unit shall be entitled 
upon request to a recordable statement setting forth the amount of unpaid 
assessments currently levied against that unit. Such request shall be in 
writing, directed to the principal officer of the unit owners' association or to 
such other officer as the condonlinium instrUlnents may specify. Failure to 
furnish or make available such a statement within 10 days from the receipt of 
such request shall extinguish the lien created by subsection (a) of this section as 
to the condominium unit involved. Such statement shall be binding on the unit 
owners' association, the executive board, and every unit owner. Payment of a 
reasonable fee nlay be required as a prerequisite to the issuance of such a 
statelnent if the condominium instruments so provide. 

(i) Upon any voluntary transfer of a legal or equitable interest in a condomin
iunl unit, except as security for a debt, all unpaid common expense assessments 
or instalhnents thereof then due and payable from the grantor shall be paid or 
else the grantee shall become jointly and severally liable with the grantor 
subject to the provisions of subsection (h) of this section. Upon any involuntary 
transfer of a legal or equitable interest in a condOluiniUln unit, however, the 
transferee shall not be liable for such asseSSlnents or installments thereof as 
became due and payable prior to his acquisition of such interest. To the extent 
not collected fronl the predecessor in title of such transferee, such arrears shall 
be deemed COlInTIOn expenses, collectible fron1 all unit owners (including such 
transferee) in proportion to their liabilities for comnlon expenses pursuant to 
§ 42-1903.12(c). 

(j) In addition to any other right or power conferred by this section, the 
executive board shall have the power to suspend the voting rights in the unit 
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owners association of any unit owner who is in arrears in his payn1ent of a 
common expense assessn1ent by n10re than 30 days, and the suspension may 
relnain in effect until the assessment has been paid in full. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 313,23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(gg), 38 DCR 261; Mar. 20, 1992, D.C. Law 9-82, § 2(k), 39 DCR 683.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1853. 
1973 Ed .. § 5-1253. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(k) of Condominium Act of 1976 
Technical and Clarifying Temporary Amend
ment Act of 1991 (D.C. Law 9-38, August 17, 
1991. law notification 38 DCR 5805). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-82, see 
Historical and Statutorv Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. J 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.01,42-1902.02, and 42-1904.11. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <8=12. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 264 to 265, 268 

to 270. 

Treatises and Practice Aids 

C924 American Law Institute-American Bar 
Association 1 17. 

Notes of Decisions 

Attorney fees 2 
Authority to foreclose 
Summary judgment 3 

1. Authority to foreclose 

Lien for assessments against condominium 
unit can be enforced by power of sale only if 
condominium instruments do not provide other
\vise. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1853(c). 10hnson 
v. Fairfax Village Condominium IV Unit Owners 
Ass'n, 1994, 641 A.2d 495. Condominium c=> 
12 

Absent some evidence of acquiescence by in
dividual owner of condominium unit, power of 
sale mechanism enacted after condominium 
documents are recorded and after individual 
owner has purchased his unit cannot be inter
preted to apply retroactively to alter contractual 
rights between condominium owner and condo
I11Il1IUI11 association. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-180] (c). 10hnson v. Fairfax Village Con
dominium IV Unit Owners Ass'D, 1988, 548 
A.2d 87. Condominium c=> 2 

2. Attorney fees 
Statutory requirement that attorney fees in

curred in connection with enforcement of lien 
for unpaid assessments against condominium 
unit imposed upon condominium association 
duty to provide information supporting the fee 
request, and upon trial court the duty to evalu
ate the request according to the required meth
od in the jurisdiction; thus, a portion of judg
ment awarding attorney fees calculated in the 
amount of 33% of the assessments in arrears 
would be remanded for reconsideration. Rob
inson v. Fairfax Village Condominium VIII, 
1991, 600 A.2d 94. Condominium (;:::::> 12 

3. Summary judgment 
Material issues of fact existed as to whether 

condominium association had authority under 
bylaws to foreclose on liens for unpaid assess
ments by individual owner by executing statuto
ry of power of sale, rather than proceeding by 
judicial foreclosure, thereby precluding sum
mary judgment in favor of condominium associ
ation; statutory provision providing for power 
of sale foreclosure was not enacted until after 
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condominium documents were recorded and 
owner had purchased his unit, and documents 
submitted did not contain any provision which 
could be interpreted as providing for incorpo
ration of subsequent amendments to Condomin
ium Act into contract between unit owner and 
assoCiation. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1801(c). 
Johnson v. Fairfax Village Condominium IV 
Unit Owners Ass'n, 1988, 548 A.2d 87. Federal 
Courts (;::;:> 1055 

§ 42-1903.14. Financial records. 

§ 42-1903.15 

Genuine issue of material fact existed as to 
whether condominium association's byla\vs IT

quired some form of court action before foreclo
sure sale of unit, precluding summary judgment 
for association and subsequent purchasers in 
suit clain'ling title to unit. Lonon v. Board or 
Directors of Fairfax Village Condominium IV 
Unit Owners Ass'n, 1988, 535 A.2d 1386. Fed
eral Courts (;::;:> 1055 

The unit owners' association shall keep books with detailed accounts in 
chronological order of the unit owners' association's income and expenditures. 
The books and the vouchers accrediting the entries shall be n1ade available for 
examination by a unit owner or the unit owner's attorney, accountant, or 
authorized agent during reasonable hours on business days. The books shall be 
kept in a manner verifiable upon an audit and shall be subjected to an 
independent financial review at least once annually. The books shall be subject 
to an independent audit upon the request of unit owners of units to which at 
least 33 1/3% of the votes in the unit owners' association appertain or a lower 
percentage as may be specified in the condominiulTI instrun1ents. 

(Mar. 29,1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 314,23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(hh), 38 DCR 261.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1854. 
1973 Ed.,§ 5-1254. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory NoLes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1901.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium e:::>8. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 256 to 262, 264 
to 265, 278 to 281. 

§ 42-1903.15. Limitation on right of first refusal and other restraints on 
alienation; recordable statement of waiver of rights to be 
supplied promptly upon request. 

If the condominium instrurnents create any rights of first refusal or other 
restraints on free alienability of any of the COndOlTIinium units, such rights and 
restraints shall be void unless the condominiulTI instrU111ents n1ake provisions 
for promptly furnishing to any unit owner or purchaser requesting the same a 
recordable statelTIent certifying to any waiver of, or failure or refusal to 
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exercise, such rights and restraints, in all cases where such waiver, failure, or 
refusal does in fact occur. Failure or refusal to furnish promptly such a 
statement in such cirCUl11stances in accordance with the provisions of the 
condominium instruments shall make all such rights and restraints inapplicable 
to any disposition of a condominium unit in contemplation of which such 
statel11ent was requested. Any such statement shall be binding on the associa
tion of unit owners, its executive board, and every unit owner. Payment of a 
reasonable fee n1ay be required as a prerequisite to the issuance of such a 
statel11ent if the condOl11iniun1 instruments so provide. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 315, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(ii), 38 DCR 261.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1855. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1255. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1904.11. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <3=4, 15. 
WestJa,v Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 244, 252 to 254, 283 to 286. 

§ 42-1903.16. Warranty against structural defects; limitation for conver
sion condominiums; exclusion or modification of warran
ty. 

(a) As used in this section, the term "structural defect" means a defect in a 
component that constitutes any unit or portion of the comn10n elements that 
reduces the stability or safety of the structure below standards commonly 
accepted in the real estate market, or restricts the nOrI11ally intended use of all 
or part of the structure and which requires repair, renovation, restoration, or 
replacement. Nothing in this section shall be construed to n1ake the declarant 
responsible for any iteITIS of maintenance relating to the units or CmTIl110n 
elements. 

(b) A declarant shall warrant against structural defects in each of the units 
for 2 years from the date each unit is first conveyed to a bona fide purchaser, 
and all of the con1mon elements for 2 years. The 2 years shall begin as to any 
portion of the common elements whenever the portion has been completed or, 
if later: 

(1) If within any additional land or portion thereof that does not contain a 
unit, at the time the additional land is added to the condominilll11; 
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(2) If within any convertible land or portion thereof that does not contain a 
unit, at the tilne the convertible land may no longer be converted; 

(3) If within any additional land or convertible land or portion of either 
that does contain a unit, at the tin1e the first unit therein is first conveyed to a 
bona fide purchaser; or 

(4) If within any other portion of the condominium, at the time the first 
unit is conveyed to a bona fide purchaser. 

(c) A declarant of a conversion condominium n1ay offer the units, COInnl0n 
elements, or both in "as is" condition. If the conversion condominium is 
offered in II as is" condition, the declarant's warranty against structural defects 
shall apply only to a defect in cOInponents installed by the declarant or work 
done by the declarant unless the declarant gives a more extensive warranty in 
writing. 

(d) Except with respect to a purchaser of a unit that may be used for 
residential purposes, the warranty against structural defects: 

(1) May be excluded or nlodified by agreelnent of the parties; and 
(2) Is excluded by an expression of disclaimer such as "as is", "with all 

faults", or other language that in COInlnon understanding calls the purchas
er's attention to the exclusion of warranties. 

(e)(1) Prior to the declarant's first conveyance of a residential unit to a 
purchaser, the declarant shall post a bond or letter of credit with the Mayor in 
the amount of 10% of the estimated construction or conversion costs, or shall 
provide any other form of security the Mayor shall approve to satisfy any costs 
that arise frOID the declarant's failure to satisfy the requirements of this section. 
The other security n1ay include a lien in favor of the Mayor against the 
declarant's equity in any unsold units, including any non-residential units, in 
which event the unsold units will be valued, for purposes of computing the 
declarant's equity, at 90% of the current listed sales price of the units, or if not 
listed, then the current listed sales price of cOInparable units in the condomini
un1. The bond, letter of credit, or other security shall be reduced at the 
declarant's request in pro rata segnlents (based on the residential unit's 
percentage interest in the residential portion of the condOIninium) 2 years after 
the conveyance of each unit; provided, however, that in no event shall the 
security be reduced below 50% of the original alTIOunt of the security until one 
year after transfer of control of the residential executive board of the condomin
ium association to purchasing residential unit owners other than the declarant. 
For purposes of this subsection, "transfer of control" shall have occurred when 
51 % or nlore of the residential executive board is composed of residential unit 
owners other than the declarant, or successor declarant, or the declarant's 
selections or nominees. At the end of 5 years from the conveyance of the first 
residential unit to a purchaser, and provided one year has passed following 
transfer of control by the declarant, the declarant may sell unsold residential 
units as resale units, in which event no warranty against structural defects in 
the units under this section shall be required and the bond shall be reduced pro 
rata as to those unsold units. The bonding requirements pursuant to this 
subsection and the warranties required under this section are applicable only to 
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residential condmniniums or the residential condominium portion of mixed use 
condOllliniurns or mixed use projects. If residential condominiUlll units are part 
of a mixed use condon1inium, the cost of the residential portion of the 
condominium shall include the residential condominiUlll units' pro rata share 
of common elements, based on the residential condOlllinium units' percentage 
interest in the common elements. If a residential condominiulll is part of a 
mixed use project, the cost of the residential condominiUlll includes its pro rata 
share of those portions of the project directly supporting, enclosing or servicing 
the residential COndOllliniulll. 

(2) If claims for structural defects under this section are pending at the 
time the bond or other security posted would otherwise no longer be 
required, then the bond or other security shall be required to be 11laintained 
in the an10unt of the clain1, until the claims have been finally resolved and the 
bond or other security has been made available to satisfy the declarant's 
responsibilities to the unit owners and association under this section. The 
bylaws and other condon1inium documents to be prepared by the declarant 
shall not restrict or hinder the residential executive board's right to assert 
claims under this section. 

(f) As used in this section, the tenll Ii conveyance" shall n1ean the transfer of 
title by written instrument. 

(g)(l) The Mayor shall issue proposed rules to implen1ent the provisions of 
this section within 180 days of October 22, 1999. The proposed rules shall be 
submitted to the Council for a 45-day period of review, excluding Saturdays, 
Sundays, legal holidays, and days of Council recess. If the Council does not 
approve or disapprove the proposed rules, in whole or in part, by resolution 
within this 45-day review period, the proposed rules shall be deemed approved. 

(2) The Mayor shall report to the Council on an annual basis on the use 
and effect of this section and the number of condominium units traded each 
year. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title Ill, § 316, as added Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 8-233, 
§ 2(jj), 38 DCR 261; Mar. 20, 1992, D.C. Law 9-82, § 2(1), 39 DCR 683; Oct. 22, 1999, 
D.C. Law 13-46, § 2, 46 DCR 6598.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1856. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

may include a lien in favor of the Mayor against 
the declarant's equity in any unsold units, in
cluding any non-residential units, in which 

Effect of Amendments event the unsold units will be valued, for pur-
D.C. Law 13-46 added subsecs. (f) and (g) poses of computing the declarant's equity, at 

and rewrote subsec. (e) which formerly provid- 90% of the current listed sales price of the units, 
ed: or if not listed, then the current listed sales 

"(e)(1) Prior to the declarant's first convey- price of comparable units in the condominium. 
ance of a residential unit to a purchaser, tl;e The bond, letter of credit, or other security shall 
declaranL shall post a bond or letter of credit be reduced at the declarant's request in pro rata 
with the Mayor in the amount of 109c) of the segments (based on the residential uniL's per-
estimated construction or conversion costs, or centage interest in the residential portion of the 
sball provide any other form of security the condominium) 2 years after the conveyance of 
Mayor shall approve Lo satisfy any costs that each unit; provided, however, that in no event 
arise [rom the declarant's failure to satisfy the shall the security be reduced below 50% of the 
requirements of this section. The other security original amount of the security until one year 
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after transfer of control of the residential execu
tive board of the condominium association to 
purchasing residential unit owners other than 
the declarant. For purposes of this subsection, 
'transfer of control' shall have occurred when 
51% or more of the residential executive board 
is composed of residential unit owners other 
than the declarant, or successor declarant, or 
the declarant's selections or nominees. At the 
end of 5 veal's from the conveyance of the first 
residenti3'1 unit to a purchaser, and provided 
one year has passed following transfer of con
trol by the declarant, the declarant may sell 
unsold residential units as resale units, in which 
event no warranty against structural defects in 
the units under this section shall be required 
and the bond shall be reduced pro rata as to 
those unsold units. The bonding requirements 
pursuant to this subsection and the warranties 
required under this section are applicable only 
to residential condominiums or the residential 
condominium portion of mixed use condomini
ums or mixed use projects. If residential condo
minium units are part of a mixed use condomin
ium, the cost of the residential portion of the 
condominium shall include the residential con
dominium units' pro rata share of common ele
ments, based on the residential condominium 
units' percentage interest in the comnlon ele
ments. If a residential condominium is part of a 
mixed use project, the cost of the residential 
condominium includes its pro rata share of 
those portions of the project directly supporting, 
enclosing or servicing the residential condomin
ium. 

"(2) If claims for structural defects under this 
section are pending at the time the bond or 
other security posted would otherwise no longer 
be required, then the bond or other security 
shall be required to be maintained in the 
amount of the claim, until the claims have been 
finally resolved and the bond or other security 
has been made available to satisfy the declar-

§ 42-1903.17 

ant's responsibilities to the unit owners and 
association under this section. The bylaws and 
other condominium documents to be prepared 
by the declarant shall not restrict or hinder the 
residential executive board's right to assert 
claims under this section." 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Condominium Warranty Bond 
Release Discretion Clarification Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-420, July 
18,2006,53 DCR 6163). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-82, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Law 13-46, the "Condominium Amendment 
Act of 1999," was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 13-151, which was referred to 
the Committee on Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first and sec
ond readings on June 8, 1999, and July 6, 1999, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on July 23, 
1999, it was assigned Act No. 13-123 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 13-46 became effective on Octo
ber 22, 1999. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of Authority Pursuant to D.C. Law 

13-46, the "Condominium Amendment Act of 
1999", see Mayor's Order 2002-166, September 
27, 2002 (49 DCR 8926). 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Section 4 of D.C. Law 13-46 provides: "This 

act shall be applicable to all condominiums 
registered after January 1, 1999." 

Cross References 
Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1903.17. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <s:;;:;>4, 15. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 244, 252 to 254, 283 to 286. 

§ 42-1903.1 7. Statute of limitations for warranties. 

A judicial proceeding for breach of any warranty that arises under 
§ 42-1903.16 shall be commenced within 5 years after the date the warranty 
period began. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 317, as added Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 8-233, 
§ 2(kk), 38 DCR 261; Mar. 20, 1992, D.C. Law 9-82, § 2(m), 39 DCR 683.) 
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Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1857. 

Legislative History of Laws 

REAL PROPERTY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-82, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Noles following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

Key Numbers 
Condominiulll e::>17. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 282, 288 to 300. 

§ 42-1903.18. Master associations-Authorization; powers; rights and re
sponsibilities of unit owners; election of executive board. 

(a) If the condominium instrmuents for a condominiUlu provide that any of 
the powers described in § 42-1903.08 are to be exercised by or n1ay be 
delegated to a for-profit or nonprofit corporation or incorporated association 
that exercises the powers described in § 42-1903.08 or other powers on behalf 
of 1 or more condominiums or for the benefit of the unit owners of 1 or luore 
condolTliniums, all provisions of this chapter applicable to unit owners' associa
tions shall apply to the for-profit or nonprofit corporation or unincorporated 
association, except as modified by this section. 

(b) Unless a master association is acting in the capacity of an association 
described in § 42-1903.04, it may exercise the powers set forth in 
§ 42-1903.08(a)(2) only to the extent expressly permitted in the condOluinium 
instruments of condon1iniums that are part of the master association or 
expressly described in the delegations of power from those condominiums to 
the n1aster association. 

(c) If the condominium instrunlents of any condOluinium provide that the 
executive board may delegate certain powers to a master association, the 
men1bers of the executive board have no liability for the acts or omissions of the 
nlaster association with respect to the powers following delegation. 

(d) The rights or responsibilities of a unit owner with respect to the unit 
owners' association set forth in §§ 42-1903.02, 42-1903.03, 42-1903.04, 
42-1903.05, and 42-1903.20 shall apply in the conduct of the affairs of a 
master association only to any person who elects the board of a master 
association, whether or not the person is otherwise a unit owner within the 
meaning of this chapter. 

(e) Notwithstanding the provisions of § 42-1903.02(a) with respect to the 
election of the executive board of a unit owners' association by all unit owners 
after the period of declarant control ends, and regardless of whether a master 
association is an association described in § 42-1903.01, the certificate of 
incorporation or other instrmuent that creates the master association and the 
condominium instruments of each condominium, the powers of which are 
assigned by the condominium instruments or delegated to the Inaster associa-
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tion, may provide that the executive board of the master association shall be 
elected after the period of declarant control in any of the following ways: 

(1) All unit owners of all condominiums subject to the master association 
luay elect all members of the executive board; 

(2) All members of the executive boards of all condOlniniums subject to the 
master association may elect all melubers of the executive board; 

(3) All unit owners of each condOluinium subject to the nlaster association 
Juay elect specified members of the executive board; or 

(4) All members of the executive board of each condonlinium subject to the 
luaster association luay elect specified melubers of the executive board. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 318, as added Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 8-233, 
§ 2(11), 38 DCR 261.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1858. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1901.02. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium ~8. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 256 to 262, 264 
to 265,278 to 281. 

§ 42-1903.19. Merger or consolidation of condominiums. 

(a) Any 2 or more condominimus, by agreement of the unit owners as 
provided in subsection (b) of this section, luay be nlerged or consolidated into a 
single condOluiniulu. Unless the agreement otherwise provides, if 2 or nl0re 
condominiums merge or consolidate the resultant condonlinium shall be, for all 
purposes, the legal successor of all of the preexisting condominiums, and the 
operations or activities of all unit owners' associations of the preexisting 
condOluiniums shall be merged or consolidated into a single unit owners' 
association. The single unit owners' association shall hold any power, right, 
obligation, asset, or liability of all preexisting unit owners' associations. 

(b) An agreement of 2 or more condOluiniums to luerge or consolidate 
pursuant to subsection (a) of this section shall be evidenced by an agreeluent 
prepared, executed, recorded, and certified by the president of the unit owners' 
association of each of the preexisting condominiums following approval by 
owners of units to which are allocated the percentage of votes in each 
condOluinium required to terminate the condominium. 

(c)(1) A merger or consolidation agreement shall provide for the reallocation 
of the allocated interests in the new association among the units of the resultant 
condominium either by stating the reallocations or the formulas upon which 
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the reallocations are based, or by stating the percentage of overall allocated 
interests of the new condominiums which are allocated to all of the units 
comprising each of the preexisting condominiums, and providing that the 
portion of the percentages allocated to each unit formerly comprising a part of 
the preexisti ng condominium must be equal to the percentages of allocated 
interests allocated to that unit by the condOJl1inium instrUlTIents of the preexist
ing condominium. 

(2) For purposes of this section, the term "allocated interests" shall mean 
the individual interest in the common elen1ents, the liability for comI11on 
expenses, and the votes in the unit owners' association that pertain to each 
unit. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 319, as added Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 8-233, 
§ 2(mm), 38 DCR 261.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45--1859. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

Cross References 

This section is rderred to in § 42-1901.02. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium ~15. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 283 to 286. 

§ 42-1903.20. Conveyance or encumbrance of common elements. 

(a) A portion of the common elel11ents rnay be conveyed or subjected to a 
security interest by the unit owners' association if persons entitled to cast at 
least 80% of the votes in the unit owners' association, including 80% of the 
votes allocated to units not owned by a declarant, or any larger percentage the 
condon1iniun1 instruments specify, agree to conveyor subject to a security 
interest. To conveyor subject a limited con1mon element to a security interest, 
all the owners of units to which any lin1ited common elen1ent is allocated shal1 
agree. The condominiurTI instruments n1ay specify a smaller percentage if all 
of the units are restricted exclusively to nonresidential uses. Proceeds of the 
sale shall be an asset of the unit owners' association. 

(b) An agreement to conveyor subject common elel11ents to a security 
interest shall be evidenced by the execution and recordation of the agreen1ent, 
or ratification of the agreement, in the same manner as a deed, and by the 
requisite number of unit owners. The agreeI11ent shall specify a date after 
which the agreen1ent shall be void unless recorded before that date. 

(c) The unit owners' association, on behalf of the unit owners, may contract 
to conveyor subject comI11on elements to a security interest. The contract 
shall not be enforceable against the unit owners' association until approved 
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pursuant to subsections (a) and (b) of this section. Upon approval, the unit 
owners' association shall have any power necessary and appropriate to effect 
the conveyance or encun1brance of the conl111on elen1ents, including the power 
to execute a deed or other instrument. 

(d) Any purported conveyance, encun1brance, judicial sale, or other volun
tary transfer of COllllllon elements pursuant to this section shall not deprive any 
unit of the unit's right of access or support. 

(e) Unless the condOlninium instrulnents otherwise provide, a conveyance or 
enclllllbrance of common elelllents pursuant to this section shall not affect the 
priority or validity of a preexisting encumbrance. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-29, title III, § 320, as added Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 8-233, 
§ 2(nn), 38 DCR 261.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1860. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 
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This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.01 and 42-1903.18. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <3=>6. 

Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 239 to 243, 245 to 246, 256 
to 270, 278 to 281. 

§ 42-1903.21. Unit owners' association as trustee. 

With respect to a third person that deals with the unit owners' association in 
the unit owners' association's capacity as a trustee, the existence and proper 
exercise of trust powers by the unit owners' association, n1ay be assumed 
without inquiry. A third person shall not be bound to inquire whether the unit 
owners' association has the power to act as trustee or is properly exercising 
trust powers. A third person without actual knowledge that the unit owners' 
association is exceeding or improperly exercising its powers is fully protected in 
dealing with the unit owners' association as if the unit owners' association 
possessed and properly executed the powers the unit owners' association 
purports to exercise. A third person shall not be bound to assure the proper 
application of trust assets paid or delivered to the unit owners' association in its 
capacity as trustee. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title III, § 321, as added Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 8-233, 
§ 2(00), 38 DCR 261.) 
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REGISTRATION AND OFFERING OF CONDOMINIUMS. 

§ 42-1904.01. Exemptions. 

Unless the n1ethod of offer or disposition is adopted for the purpose of 
evasion of this chapter, the provisions of §§ 42-1904.02, 42-1904.03, 
42-1904.04, 42-1904.05, 42-1904.06, 42-1904.07, 42-1904.08, 42-1904.09, 
and 42-1904.12 do not apply to: 

(1) Dispositions in a condominiun1 in which all units are restricted to 
con1111ercial, industrial, or other nonresidential use; 

(2) Dispositions pursuant to court order; 
(3) Dispositions by any government or government agency; 
(4) Solicitation and acquisition by the declarant of nonbinding reservation 

agreel11ents; 
(5) Gratuitous dispositions; or 
(6) Dispositions by foreclosure or deed in lieu of foreclosure. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 401,23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(pp), 38 DCR 261.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
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1981 Ed., § 45-1861. 
1973 Ecl., § 5-1261. 

Legislative History of Laws 
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§ 42-1901.07. 
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Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 
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Westlaw Topic Nos. 89A, 349B. 
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§ 42-1904.02. No offer or disposition of unit prior to registration; current 
public offering statenlent; right of cancellation by pur
chaser; form therefor prescribed by Mayor. 

(a) Neither declarant nor any person on behalf of declarant may offer or 
dispose of any interest in a condominium unit located in the District of 
Colunlbia, nor dispose in the District of Columbia of any interest in a condo
minium unit located without the District of Columbia prior to the time the 
condOlninium including such unit is registered in accordance with this chapter. 

(b) During any period when registration of a condominium is required by 
this chapter or until the time that all units in the condominium have been 
initially disposed of to the bona fide purchasers, a declarant may not dispose of 
any interest in a condominium unit not previously disposed of unless there is 
delivered to the purchaser a current public offering statement by the time of the 
disposition. The disposition shall be expressly and without qualification or 
condition subject to cancellation by the purchaser before conveyance of the 
unit, within 15 days after the date of execution of the contract for the 
disposition, or within 15 days after delivery of the current public offering 
statement, whichever is later. A public offering statement shall not be current 
unless any necessary amendment is incorporated or attached. If the purchaser 
elects to cancel, he or she may cancel by notice hand-delivered or sent by 
United States mail, return receipt requested, to the seller. The cancellation 
shall be without penalty, and any deposit made by the purchaser shall be 
promptly refunded in its entirety. 

(c) The public offering statement and sales contract shall contain a clause 
and its Spanish equivalent in a form prescribed by the Mayor which shall 
clearly state the purchaser's right to cancel. 

(d) A declarant shall be liable under this chapter for any false or nlisleading 
statement in a public offering statement or for any Olnission of a Inaterial fact 
with respect to the portion of the public offering statement that he or she 
prepared or caused to be prepared. If a declarant did not prepare or cause to 
be prepared any part of a public offering statelnent that he or she delivers, the 
declarant shall not be liable for any false or misleading statement or any 
Olnission of a material fact unless he or she had actual knowledge of the 
statenlent or omission or, in the exercise of reasonable care, should have 
known of the statement or omission. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 402,23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(qq), 38 DCR 261.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
198] Ed.,§ 45-1862. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1262. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 
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Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.01 and 42-1904.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (;=4. 
Securities Regulation Q;:::::>254. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 89A, 349B. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Estates §§ 244, 252 to 254. 

C.J.S. Securities Regulation and Commodity 
Futures Trading Regulation §§ 3, 383 to 
387, 389 to 390, 392 to 393. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general I 

1. In general 
I n order 10 recover for alleged fraudulent 

misrepresentations regarding failure of condo
miniurn public offering statement to state that 
right of purchaser of condominium unit to resell 

for nonresidential use might be limited, unit 
owner's proof of damages was crucial, but na
ture of required proof of damages depended 
upon conduct of unit owner upon discovery of 
fraud. Dresser v. Sunderland Apartments Ten
ants Ass'n, Inc., 1983, 465 A.2d 835. Fraud (;::::;:> 

50 

§ 42-1904.03. Application for registration; contents; later registration of 
additional units; availability for public inspection; fee to 
be determined by Mayor. 

(a) The application for registration of the condominiulu shall be filed as 
prescribed by the Mayor's rules and shall contain the following docUluents and 
inforn1ation: 

(1) An irrevocable appointn1ent of an agent in the District of Columbia, 
and in the absence of such an agent, the agency to receive service of any 
lawful process in any noncriminal proceeding arising under this chapter 
against the applicant or applicant's personal representative; 

(2) The states or jurisdictions in which an application for registration or 
sin1ilar document pertaining to the condominium has been filed, and any 
adverse order, judgment, or decree by any regulatory authority or by any 
court entered against declarant or any other person referred to in paragraph 
(3) of this subsection in connection with: 

(A) Any registration, offer of sale of any condominium or condOl11inium 
units; 

(B) Any violation of any condOluinium statute or any lack of compliance 
with a condOl11inium instrument; and 

(C) Any breach of contract, fraud or misrepresentation perpetrated 
against any unit owner, unit owner association or unit purchaser; 

(3) The nan1e, address, and principal occupation for the past 5 years of 
every officer of the applicant or person occupying a sin1ilar status or 
perfon11ing similar functions; the extent and nature of such person's interest 
in the applicant or the condominium as of a specified date within 30 days of 
the filing of the application; 
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(4) A statement, in a fonTI acceptable to the Mayor, of the condition of the 
title to the condominium project including enculTIbrances as of a specified 
date within 30 days of the date of application by a title opinion of a licensed 
attorney, not a salaried elTIployee, officer or director of the applicant or 
owner, or by other evidence of title acceptable to the Mayor; 

(5) Copies of any lTIanagement agreements, elTIployment contracts or other 
contracts or agreements affecting the use or maintenance of, or access to, all 
or a part of the condominium; 

(6) Plats and plans of the condominimn that con1ply with the provisions of 
§ 42-1902.14 other than the certification requirements thereof, and which 
show all units and buildings containing units to be built anywhere within the 
submitted land other than within the boundaries of any convertible lands; 
except that the Mayor lTIay by regulation or order waive or modify this 
requirement or the requirements of § 42-1902.14 for plats and plans of a 
condOlninium located outside the District of Columbia; 

(7) The proposed public offering statement; and 

(8) Any other information, including any current financial statelTIent, 
which the Mayor by his regulations requires for the protection of purchasers. 

(b) If the declarant registers additional units to be offered for disposition in 
the Salne condOlninium he n1ay consolidate the subsequent registration with 
any earlier registration offering units in the condominiuln for disposition under 
the same promotional plan. 

(c) The declarant shall maintain a copy of the application for registration at 
the declarant's principal office at the condominium. The application for 
registration shall be made available for public inspection upon request at 
reasonable times; provided, however, that the Mayor lnay grant confidential 
status to any information required pursuant to § 42-1904.04(a)(11). The 
declarant shall promptly report any material changes in the information con
tained in an application for registration and amend the application accordingly. 

(d) Each application shall be accompanied by a fee in an amount determined 
by the Mayor. The amount of such fee shall be established at a rate adequate to 
cover the costs related to processing such application and to provide additional 
funds to be available to defray the costs of adlTIinistering this chapter. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 403, 23 DCR 9532b; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 
11-255, § 49(b), 44 DCR 1271.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1863. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1263. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-255, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.02. 
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387, 389 to 390, 392 to 393. 

§ 42-1904.04. Public offering statement; form prescribed by Mayor; con
tents; use in promotions; material change in information 
and amendment of statement. 

(a) A public offering statement shall disclose fully and accurately the charac
teristics of the condominiuln and the units therein offered and shall make 
known to prospective purchasers all unusual and Inaterial circumstances or 
features affecting the condominium. The proposed public offering statement 
subn1itted to the Mayor shall be in a fonn prescribed by his rules and shall 
include: 

(1) The name and principal address of the declarant and the condominiuln; 
(2) The applicant's nmne, address, and the form, date, and jurisdiction of 

organization, the address of each of its offices in the District of Colulnbia, the 
names and addresses of all general partners if applicant is a partnership, and 
all directors and owners of 10% or more of the beneficial interest in the stock 
of applicant if applicant is a corporation; 

(3) To the extent that such infonnation is reasonably available to applicant, 
the nalnes and addresses of the attorney primarily responsible for the 
preparation of the condominium documents, the general contractor, if any, 
all contractors who are primarily responsible for the construction, recon
struction or renovation of the electrical, plumbing or mechanical systems or 
the roof of the condOlninium, and the architect and engineer primarily 
responsible for the design, construction or renovation of the condominiuln; 

(4) A general narrative description of the condominiun1 stating the total 
nunlber of units in the offering; the total nUlnber of units planned to be sold 
and the number of units to be rented; the total number of units that may be 
included in the condominiUln by reason of future expansion or merger of the 
project by the declarant; 

(5) A copy of the condOlniniuln instruments, with a brief narrative state
ment describing each and including: 

(A) Information on declarant control; 
(B) A projected budget for at least the first year of the condOlninium's 

operation (including projected COlnmon expense assessments for each 
unit); 

(C) Provisions for enforcement of liens for assessments; 
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(D) A statement of the amount, or a statement that there is no amount, 
included in the projected budget as a reserve for repairs and replacen'lent; 

(E) The estinlated anlount of any initial or special condOluinium fee due 
fronl the purchaser on or before settleluent of the purchase contract and 
the basis of such fees; 

(F) A description of any restraints on alienation; and 
(G) A description of any service not reflected in the proposed budget that 

the declarant shall provide or expenses that he or she shall pay, and that he 
or she expects may become, at any subsequent time, a conlmon expense of 
the unit owners' association, and the projected COlumon expense assess
ment attributable to each of those services or expenses for the association 
and for each type of unit; 
(6) Copies of the deed that shaH be delivered to a purchaser to evidence his 

or her interest in the unit and of the contract of sale that a purchaser shall be 
required to sign; 

(7) A copy of any managenlent contract, lease of recreational areas, and 
any other contract or agreement substantially affecting the use or nlainte
nance of, or access to all or any part of the condominium with a brief 
narrative statement of the effect of each such agreen1ent upon a purchaser, 
the condonlinium unit owners and the condominiulu, and a statement of the 
relationship, if any, between the declarant and the luanaging agent or firm; 

(8) A general statement of: 
(A) The status of construction; 
(B) The project's compliance with zoning, site plan and building permit 

regulations; 

(C) Source of financing available and the estiluated anlount necessary to 
complete all iluprovements shown on the plats and plans as "not yet 
completed" or "not yet begun" which declarant is obligated to complete; 
and 

(D) The projected date of completion of construction or renovation of the 
major amenities of the condOlniniurn; 
(9) The significant terms of any encmubrances, easements, liens and mat

ters of title affecting the condOluiniurn; 
(10) The significant terms of any financing offered by or through the 

declarant to purchasers of units in the condominium; 
(11) The provisions and any significant limitations of any warranties pro

vided by the declarant on the units and the COlnmon elements, other than the 
warranty prescribed by § 42-1903.07(b); 

(12) A statement that the contract purchaser of a condominium unit may, 
prior to conveyance, cancel the purchase transaction within 15 days follow
ing the date of execution of the contract by the purchaser or the receipt of a 
current public offering stateluent, whichever is later; 

(13) A statelnent as to whether or not the condominium satisfies, or is 
expected to satisfy, the special requirelnents pertaining to condominiurns 
established by federal, federally chartered or District of Columbia institutions 
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which insure, guarantee or maintain a secondary Inarket for condOlniniunl 
unit n10rtgages; 

(14) Additional information required by the Mayor to assure full and fair 
disclosure to prospective purchasers; and 

(15) Repealed. 

(a-I) If the declaration provides that ownership or occupancy of the units 
are or Inay be owned in time-shares, the public offering statement shall disclose 
In addition to the information required by subsection (a) of this section: 

(1) The total number of units in which time-share estates may be created; 
(2) The total number of time-share estates that may be created in the 

condominium; 
(3) The projected comn10n expense assessment for each time-share estate 

and whether the assessment nlay vary seasonally; 
(4) A statement that shall include: 

(A) Any service that the declarant shall provide or any expense that the 
declarant shall pay, if the service or expense is not reflected in the budget 
and the declarant expects that the expense or service may later become a 
common expense of the unit owners' association; and 

(B) The projected common expense assessment attributable to any ex
pense or service listed pursuant to subparagraph (A) of this paragraph for 
each time-share estate; 
(5) Repealed; 
(6) The extent to which the time-share owners of a unit are jointly and 

severally liable for the payn1ent of real estate taxes and all asseSSlnents and 
other charges levied against the unit; 

(7) The extent to which a suit for partition may be n1aintained against a 
unit owned in tin1e-share estates; and 

(8) The extent to which a time-share estate Inay become subject to a tax or 
other lien that arises out of claims against other time-share owners of the 
saIne unit. 

(b) The public offering statelnent shall not be used for any prOlnotional 
purposes before registration of the condominium project and afterwards only if 
it is used in its entirety. No person may advertise or represent that the Mayor 
approves or recOlnmends the condominiuln or disposition thereof. No portion 
of the public offering statement Inay be underscored, italicized, or printed in 
larger or heavier or different color type than the remainder of the statement if 
such elnphasis is intended to mislead the prospective purchaser or to otherwise 
conceal material facts, except that there may be a cover sheet for such public 
offering statement using such design, pictures and words as the Mayor may 
deem reasonable. The form, content, and layout of the public offering state
Inent shall be subject to approval by the Mayor. 

(c) The declarant shall file with the Mayor a statement of any material 
change in the infonnation contained in the public offering statement. Such 
statelnent shall be filed within 15 days after the date on which the declarant 
knows or should have known about the change. The Mayor may require the 
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declarant to aInend the public offering statement if necessary to assure full and 
fair disclosure to prospective purchasers. A public offering statement is not 
current unless any necessary amendn1ents are incorporated therein or attached 
thereto. Such an1endments lnust be mailed by United States registered mail, 
return receipt requested. Such receipt shall be kept on file for review. 

(d) The provisions of this section shall be deemed to be complied with if the 
public offering statelnent filed pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (9) of 
subsection (a) of this section is for offers of units currently registered as 
securities with the Securities and Exchange Comn1ission. 

(e) In the case of a condominium situated wholly outside the District of 
Columbia, an application for registration or a proposed public offering state
ment filed with the Mayor, which has been approved by an agency in the state 
where the condOlninium is located and substantially cOlnplies with the require
Inents of this chapter, Inay not be rejected by the Mayor on the grounds of 
noncOlnpliance with any different or additional requirelnents imposed by this 
chapter or by rules and regulations issued by the Mayor pursuant 10 this 
chapter. The Mayor Inay require additional documents or information in a 
particular case to assure adequate and accurate disclosure to prospective 
purchasers. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 405, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(rr), 38 DCR 261; Mar. 20, 1992, D.C. Law 9-82, § 2(n), 39 DCR 683; Mar. 
24,1998, D.C. Law 12-81, § 54,45 DCR 745.) 
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C.J.S. Securities Regulation and Commodity 
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387, 389 to 390, 392 to 393. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
I n order to recover for alleged fraudulent 

misrepresentations regarding failure of condo
minium public offering statement to state that 
right of purchaser of condominium unit to resell 

for nonresidential use might be limited, unit 
owner's proof of damages was crucial, but na
ture of required proof of damages depended 
upon conduct of unit owner upon discovery of 
fraud. Dresser v. Sunderland Apartments Ten
ants Ass'n, Inc., 1983, 465 A.2d 835. Fraud <P 
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§ 42-1904.05. Application for registration-Investigation by Mayor upon 
receipt. 

Upon receipt of an application for registration in proper forn1, the Mayor 
111ay forthwith initiate an investigation to determine: 

(1) That there is reasonable assurance that the declarant can conveyor 
cause to be conveyed the units offered for disposition if the purchaser 
cOll1piies with the terms of the offer; 

(2) That there is reasonable assurance that all proposed in1provements will 
be completed as represented; 

(3) That the advertising n1aterial and the general promotional plan are not 
false or 111isleading and comply with the standards prescribed by the Mayor 
in its rules and afford full and fair disclosures; 

(4) Whether the declarant has, or if a corporation its officers and princi
pals have, been convicted of a crin1e involving condominium unit dispositions 
or any aspect of the land sales business in the United States or any foreign 
country within the past 10 years, or has been subject to any injunction or 
adn1inistrative order restraining a false or misleading promotional plan 
involving land dispositions; and 

(5) The public offering statement requiren1ents of this chapter have been 
satisfied. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 405, 23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1865. 

1973 Eel., § 5-1265. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.01,42-1904.01, anel42-1904.06. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <>4. 

Library References 
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Securities Regulation <p254. 

Westlaw Topic Nos. 89A, 349B. 
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Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Estates §§ 244, 252 to 254. 

§ 42-1904.06 

c.J.S. Securities Regulation and Commodity 
Futures Trading Regulation §§ 3, 383 to 
387, 389 to 390, 392 to 393. 

§ 42-1904.06. Application for registration-Notice of filing; registration 
or rejection; notice of need for rejection; hearing. 

(a) Upon receipt of the application for registration in proper £orn1, the Mayor 
shall, within 5 business days, issue a notice of filing to the applicant. Within 60 
days fron1 the date of the notice of filing, the Mayor shall enter an order 
registering the condominium or rejecting the registration. If no order of 
rejection is entered within 60 days from the date of notice of filing, the 
condominium shall be deeilled registered unless the applicant has consented in 
writing to a delay. 

(b) If the Mayor affirmatively detern1ines, upon inquiry and examination, 
that the requirements of § 42-1904.05 have been met, he shall enter an order 
registering the condominium and lllay require any additions, deletions, or 
modifications in and to the public offering stateillent in order to assure full and 
fair disclosure. 

(c) If the Mayor determines upon inquiry and examination, that any of the 
requiren1ents of § 42-1904.05 have not been lllet, he shall notify the applicant 
that the application for registration must be corrected in the particulars 
specified within 15 days or such longer period as he lllay prescribe. If the 
requirements are not Illet within the time allowed the Mayor shall enter an 
order rejecting the registration which shall include the findings of fact upon 
which the order is based. The order rejecting the registration shall not becOll1e 
effective for 20 days after the lapse of the aforesaid period during which 20-day 
period the applicant may petition for reconsideration and shall be entitled to a 
hearing to contest the particulars specified in the Mayor's notice. Such order 
of rejection shall not take effect during the pendency of a hearing, if requested. 

(Mar. 29, ] 977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 406, 23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1866. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1266. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes followi ng 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

Rental housing conversion and sale, applicability to prior housing accommodations conversions, 
see § 42-3402.11. 

Rental housing conversion and sale, condominium conversion as issuance of notice of I"iling 
pursuant to this section, see § 42-3401.03. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42--1901.01,42-1903.02,42-1904.01, 42-1904.16, 42-3401.03, ancl 
42-3402.11. 
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Key Numbers 
Condominium e=:>4. 
Securities Regulation e=:>254. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 89A, 349B. 

Encyclopedias 
C.l.S. Estates §§ 244, 252 to 254. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Library References 

C.l.S. Securities Regulation and Commodity 
Futures Trading Regulation §§ 3, 383 to 
387, 389 to 390, 392 to 393. 

§ 42-1904.07. Registration; annual updating report by declarant; termi
nation. 

The declarant shall, during any period of control of the condominiun1 by the 
declarant pursuant to § 42-1903.02 file a report in the form prescribed by the 
rules of the Mayor within 30 days of each anniversary date of the order 
registering the condominiUl11. The report shall reflect any material changes in 
information contained in the original application for registration. In the event 
that the annual report reveals that all of the units in the condominium have 
been disposed of, and that all periods for conversion or expansion have expired, 
the Mayor shall issue an order terminating the registration of the condOl11ini
UI11. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 407,23 DCR 9532b.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1867. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1267. 

Section References 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.01 and 42--1904.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium C;:;>3. 
Securities Regulation e=:>254. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 89A, 349B. 

Encyclopedias 

Library References 
C.l.S. Securities Regulation and Commodity 

Futures Trading Regulation §§ 3, 383 to 
387, 389 to 390, 392 to 393. 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 

§ 42-1904.08. Conversion condominiums; additional contents of public 
offering statement; notice of intent to convert; tenant's 
and subtenant's right to purchase; notice to vacate. 

(a) Any declarant of a conversion condominium shall include in his public 
offering statement, in addition to the requirements of § 42-1904.04: 

(1) Repealed; 
(2)(A) A statement by the declarant based upon a report of a qualified 

architect or engineer as to the present condition of all structural components 
and I11ajor utility installations in the condOl11inium. The statement shall 
include: 
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(i) The approximate dates of construction, installation, and major 
repairs of structural cOluponents and major utility installations and a 
general description of each installed system as particularly suitable or 
unsuitable for use in a conversion condOluiniulu; 

(ii) An evaluation of the adequacy of each system to perfornl its 
intended function both before and after conlpletion of the condominiunl 
conversion; and 

(iii) The estimated life of the system components, and the estimated 
cost (in current dollars) of replacing each COITlpOnent that has a rated life 
that is evaluated to be less than the rated life of the entire structure. 
(B) The architect's or engineer's report upon which the stateluent re-

quired by this subsection is based shall be filed with the Mayor as a part of 
the application for registration. 

(b) In the case of a conversion condOluinium: 
(1) The declarant shall give each of the tenants or subtenants of the 

building or buildings which the declarant subluits to the provisions of this 
chapter at least 120 days notice of the conversion before any such tenant or 
subtenant may be served with notice to vacate. Such notice of conversion 
shall be given no sooner than 10 days after the date the declarant's applica
tion for registration of the condominium units is approved. The notice shall 
be in such form as the Mayor may require and shall set forth generally the 
rights of tenants and subtenants pursuant to this section. Such notice shall 
be hand-delivered or sent by United States mail, return receipt requested. 
Such notice shall contain a stateluent indicating that such notice shall not be 
construed as abrogating any rights any tenant nlay have under a valid 
existing written lease; 

(2) During the first 60 days of the 120-day notice period, each of the 
tenants who entered into an agreement with declarant or declarant's prede
cessor in interest to lease the apartment unit shall have the exclusive right to 
contract for the purchase of such apartnlent unit. If the tenants do not 
contract for the purchase of their apartment unit, during the second 60 days 
of such 120-day period, each of the subtenants, if any, who occupy the 
apartment unit under an agreenlent with the tenants shall have the exclusive 
right to contract for the purchase of such apartment unit. The exclusive 
right to contract for the purchase of such apartlnent units shall be on tenus 
and conditions at least as favorable to the tenants or subtenants as those 
being offered by declarant to the general public. The right to contract for 
purchase granted to the tenants and subtenants, if any, of an apartment unit 
shall be granted only where the tenant or subtenant has remained, and on the 
date of the notice is, in substantial compliance with the terms of the lease or 
sublease agreeluent, and if such apartluent unit is to be retained in the 
conversion condominium without substantial renovation or alteration in its 
physical layout. If there is more than 1 tenant, then each such tenant shall 
be entitled to contract for the purchase of a proportionate share of the 
apartment unit and of a proportionate share of the share of any tenant who 
elects not to purchase. If the tenants do not contract for the purchase of the 
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apartment unit and if there is more than 1 subtenant occupying the apart
ment unit, then each such subtenant shall be entitled to contract for the 
purchase of a proportionate share of the apartment unit occupied, and of a 
proportionate share of the share of any subtenant who elects not to purchase. 
In no case shall this subsection be deemed to authorize the purchase of less 
than the entire interest in the apartment unit to be conveyed; 

(3) If the notice of conversion specifies a date by which the apartment unit 
shall be vacated, then such notice shall constitute and be the equivalent of a 
valid statutory notice to vacate. Otherwise, the declarant shall give the 
tenant or subtenant occupying the apartment unit to be vacated the statutory 
notice to vacate where required by law in cornpliance with the requirements 
applicable thereto. 

(c) Each declarant of a conversion condOluiniulu shall assure that the budget 
established for the unit owners' association and upon which common expense 
assessments are luade shall include an adequate provision for reasonable 
reserves to cover future n1aintenance, repair, or replacement costs associated 
with the COlumon eleluents. 

(Mar. 29,1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 408,23 DCR 9532b; Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 
3-86, § 207, 27 DCR 2975; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 8-233, § 2(tt), 38 DCR 261.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1868. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1268. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Law 3-86, the "Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980," was introduced in Coun
cil and assigned Bill No. 3-222, which was 

referred to the Committee on Housing and Eco
nomic Development. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on June 3, 1980, and 
June 17, 1980, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on June 27, 1980, it was assigned Act 
No. 3-204 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

Cross References 

Cooperative conversion, see § 42-3402.06. 
Rental housing conversion and sale, applicability to prior housing accommodations conversions, 

see § 42-3402.11. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.01, and 42-1904.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <p3. 
Securities Regulation <Z=254. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 89A, 349B. 

Encyclopedias 

Library References 

c.J.S. Securities Regulation and Commodity 
Futures Trading Regulation §§ 3, 383 to 
387, 389 to 390, 392 to 393. 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 
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Notes of Decisions 

Construction and application 1 

1. Construction and application 
Tenant was not entitled to possession of rent

ed premises on effective date of statute prohibit
ing eviction of disabled tenants during apart
ment-to-condominium conversion, and thus 
statute did not apply to prevent tenant's eviction 
after her refusal during conversion to either 
purchase or vacate premises, even though ten-

ant had not been evicted at time statute went 
into effect: at time statute went into effect, ten
ant's right to occupy the premises had ended, 
due to expiration of statutory 120-day period to 
vacate after conversion, and landlord had cho
sen to treat her as an unlawful holdover tenant 
by filing an eviction action. Redman v. Poto
mac Place Associates, LLC, 2009, 972 A.2d 316, 
certiorari denied 130 S.Ct.1 071 , rehearing de
nied 130 S.Cl. 2142, 176 L.Ed.2d 759. Land
lord And Tenant <3=> 278.6 

§ 42-1904.09. Escrow of deposits; to bear interest; not subject to attach
ment. 

Any deposit n1ade in regard to any disposition of a unit, including a nonbind
ing reservation agreel11ent, shall be held in escrow until either delivered at 
settlement or returned to the prospective purchaser. Such escrow funds shall 
be deposited in a separate account for each condominium in a financial 
institution the accounts of which are insured by a federal or state agency. 
These deposits shall bear interest at the passbook rate then prevailing in the 
District of ColUl11bia beginning with the first business day after the date 
deposited with declarant or declarant's agent. Earned interest shall be credit
ed to the prospective purchaser's deposit. Such escrow funds shall not be 
subject to attachment by the creditors of either the purchaser or the declarant. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 409, 23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1869. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1269. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1904.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (';::;;)4. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 244, 252 Lo 254. 

§ 42-1904.10. Copies of declaration and bylaws to be furnished to pur
chaser by declarant. 

Unless previously furnished, an exact copy of the recorded declaration and 
bylaws shall be furnished to each purchaser by the declarant within 10 days of 
recordation thereof as provided for in §§ 42-1902.01 and 42-1902.05. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 410, 23 DCR 9532b.) 
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Prior Codifications 

]981 Ed., § 45-1870. 

] 973 Ed., § 5-1270. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium ~4. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

l.egislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. La"v 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes Following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 244, 252 to 254. 

§ 42-1904.11. Resale by unit owner; seHer to obtain appropriate state
ments from association and furnish to purchaser; scope 
of provisions. 

(a) In the event of a resale of a condominium unit by a unit owner other than 
the declarant, the unit owner shall obtain from the unit owners' association and 
furnish to the purchaser, on or prior to the 10th business day following the date 
of execution of the contract of sale by the purchaser, a copy of the condomini
um instruments and a certificate setting forth the following: 

(1) Appropriate statements pursuant to § 42-1903.13(h) and, if applicable, 
§ 42-1903.15, which need not to be in recordable form; 

(2) A statement of any capital expenditures anticipated by the unit owners' 
association within the current or succeeding 2 fiscal years; 

(3) A statement of the status and amount of any reserves for capital 
expenditures, contingencies, and iInprovements, and any portion of such 
reserves eannarked for any specified project by the executive board; 

(4) A copy of the statement of financial condition for the unit owners 
association for the then most recent fiscal year for which such statelnent is 
available and the current operating budget, if any; 

(5) A statelnent of the status of any pending suits or any judglnents to 
which the unit owners' association is a party; 

(6) A statement setting forth what insurance coverage is provided for all 
unit owners by the unit owners' association and a statement whether such 
coverage includes public liability, loss or damage, or fire and extended 
coverage insurance with respect to the unit and its contents; 

(7) A statement that any improvements or alterations made to the unit, or 
the lilnited common elements assigned thereto, by the prior unit owner are 
not in violation of the condOlninium instnunents; 

(8) A staten1ent of the remaining term of any leasehold estate affecting the 
condOlniniuln or the condominium unit and the provisions governing any 
extension or renewal thereof; and 

(9) The date of issuance of the certificate. 

(a-l)( 1) If the condominium instruments and certificate prescribed pursuant 
to subsection (a) of this section are not furnished to the purchaser on or prior to 
the 10th business day following the date of execution of the contract of sale by 
the purchaser, the purchaser shall have the right to cancel the contract by 
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giving notice in writing to the seller prior to receipt of the condOIninium 
instruments and certificate, but not after conveyance under the contract. 

(2) Except as provided pursuant to paragraph (5) of this subsection, the 
purchaser shall have the right for a period of 3-business days following the 
purchaser's receipt of the condOluinium instrunlents and certificate pre
scribed pursuant to subsection (a) of this section, whether or not such receipt 
occurs within the tiIne period described in subsection (a) of this section, to 
cancel the contract by giving notice in writing and returning the condomini
um instruments and certificate to the seller, provided that the purchaser nlay 
not so cancel the contract after conveyance under the contract. 

(3) If the purchaser cancels the contract pursuant to paragraph (l) or (2) 
of this subsection, the purchaser shall receive back any earnest nloney or 
other deposit without delay or deduction. 

(4) From and after the earlier of (i) the expiration of the 3-business-day 
period for review prescribed pursuant to paragraph (2) of this subsection, or 
an extension of the 3-business-day period agreed to by the parties in a signed 
writing, or (ii) conveyance under the contract, if the purchaser has not 
exercised the right to cancel, the contract shall not be cancellable by the 
purchaser under this subsection. 

(5) If the condonliniluu instnullents and certificate are furnished to the 
purchaser on or prior to execution of the contract of sale by the purchaser, 
the 3 business-day period for review prescribed pursuant to paragraph (2) of 
this subsection shall comlnence when the contract is executed by the pur
chaser. 

(b) The principal officer of the unit owners' association or such other officer 
or officers as the condonliniuln instrUJnents may specify, shall furnish the 
certificate prescribed by subsection (a) of this section upon the written request 
of any unit owner or purchaser within 10 days of the receipt of such request. 

(c) Subject to the provisions of § 42-1904.01, but notwithstanding any other 
provisions of this chapter, the provisions and requirenlents of this section shall 
apply to any such resale of a condominiuln unit created under the provisions of 
Chapter 20 of this title. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 411, 23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(uu), 38 DCR 261; Mar. 20, 1992, D.C. Law 9-82, § 2(0), 39 DCR 683.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-187l. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1271. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(m) of Condominium Act of 1976 
Technical and Clarifying Temporary Amend
ment Act of 1991 (D.C. Law 9-38, August 17, 
1991, law notification 38 DCR 5805). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. La\v 1-89, sec 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42--1901.0l. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-82, scc 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 
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Cross References 

Application of this chapter, prior law superseded, see § 42-1901.01. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1903.08. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

REAL PROPERTY 

Key Numbers 
Condominium ~15. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 283 to 286. 

§ 42-1 904.12. Mayor to administer chapter; rules and regulations; adver
tising materials; abbreviated public offering statement; 
court actions; intervention in suits involving condomini
ums; notice relating to conversion condominiums. 

(a) This chapter shall be administered by the Mayor or his designee. The 
Mayor shall prescribe reasonable rules which shall be adopted, amended or 
repealed in accordance with the provisions of the District of Columbia Adminis
trative Procedure Act (§ 2-501 et seq.). The rules shall include but not be 
lirn.ited to provisions for advertising standards to assure full and fair disclosure; 
provisions for operating procedures; and such other rules as are necessary and 
proper to accomplish the purposes of this chapter. The initial such regulations 
shall be pron1ulgated by the Mayor within 120 days after March 29, 1977. 

(b) The Mayor by regulation, rule or order, after reasonable notice and 
hearing may require the filing of advertising material relating to condominiums 
prior to the distribution of such material. 

(c) The Mayor may by regulation, rule or order approve the filing and use of 
an abbreviated public offering statement if the agency determines that the 
public interest and the interests of purchasers would best be served thereby. 
The Mayor shall detern1ine whether or not such abbreviated disclosure will be 
pern1itted based upon consideration of the following factors among others: 

(1) The total nUlnber of units being offered is small, which shall mean 
generally less than 10; 

(2) Adequate disclosure of relevant infonnation will otherwise be readily 
available to prospective purchasers; 

(3) The class of purchasers will be comprised substantially of persons 
having the ability to protect their own interests (such as the present tenants); 
and 

(4) In the case of a conversion condominium, no substantial renovation or 
remodeling of the units will be done. 

(d) If it appears that a person has engaged or is about to engage in an act or 
practice constituting a violation of a provision of this chapter, or a rule, 
regulation or order hereunder, the Mayor, with or without prior administrative 
proceedings may bring an action in the Superior Court of the District of 
Columbia to enjoin the acts or practices and to enforce compliance with this 
chapter or any rule, regulation or order hereunder. Upon proper showing, 
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injunctive relief or temporary restraining orders shall be granted. The Mayor 
is not required to post a bond in any court proceedings or prove that any other 
adequate remedy at law exists. 

(e) The Mayor may intervene in any suit involving the rights and liabilities of 
declarant with respect to the condOlllinium being registered and any transac
tions related thereto. The Mayor may require the declarant to notify the Mayor 
of any suit by or against the declarant involving a condon1iniulll established or 
sold by the declarant. 

(f) The Mayor may: 

(1) Accept registrations filed in other jurisdictions or with the federal 
government; 

(2) Contract with similar agencies in this or other jurisdictions to perform 
investigative functions; and 

(3) Accept grants-in-aid from any governmental source. 

(g) The Mayor shall notify the Rental Accon1modations Commission whenev
er an application is made to register a conversion condominium and at such 
time as any application to register a conversion condominiun1 is approved. 

(h) With respect to any lawful process served upon the agency pursuant to 
the appointment made in accordance with § 42-1904.03, the agency shall send 
the lawful process by registered or certified mail to any of the principals, 
officers, directors, partners, or trustees of the declarant listed in the application 
for registration at the last address listed in the application or any annual report. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 412,23 DCR 9532b; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 
8-233, § 2(vv), 38 DCR 261.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1872. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1272. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-233, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 
Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-1901.01,42-1904.01, and 42-1904.17. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium ~4, 15. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 244, 252 to 254, 283 to 286. 

§ 42-1904.13. Investigations and proceedings; powers of Mayor; enforce
ment through courts. 

(a) The Mayor may make necessary public or private investigations in accor
dance with law within or outside of the District of Columbia to detern1ine 
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whether any person has violated or is about to violate this chapter or any rule 
or order hereunder, or to aid in the enforcement of this chapter or in the 
prescribing of rules and forms hereunder. 

(b) For the purpose of any investigation or proceeding under this chapter, 
the Mayor or any officer designated by rule may administer oaths or affirma
tions, and upon the Mayor's own motion or upon request of any party shall 
subpoena witnesses, compel their attendance, take evidence, and require the 
production of any matter which is relevant to the investigation, including the 
existence, description, nature, custody, condition, and location of any books, 
documents or other tangible things and the identity and location of persons 
having knowledge of relevant facts or any other matter reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of material evidence. 

(c) Upon failure to obey a subpoena or to answer questions propounded by 
the investigating officer and upon reasonable notice to all persons affected 
thereby, the Mayor may apply to the Superior Court of the District of Columbia 
for an order con1pelling cOlnpliance. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 413,23 DCR 9532b.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1873. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1273. 

Section References 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.0l. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1901.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium C=> 1. 
Securities Regulation (:::::>274. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 89A, 349B. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 232 to 234, 242 to 243, 247. 
C.l.S. Securities Regulation and Commodity 

Futures Trading Regulation §§ 413, 415. 

§ 42-1904.14. Cease and desist and affirmative action orders; temporary 
cease and desist orders; prior notice thereof. 

(a) If the Mayor detennines after notice and hearing that a person has: (1) 
violated any provision of this chapter; (2) directly or through an agent or 
ernployee knowingly engaged in any false, deceptive or misleading advertising, 
pron10tional, or sales Inethod to offer or dispose of a unit; (3) made any 
substantial change in the plan of disposition and development of the condOlnin
iun1 subsequent to the order of registration without notifying the agency; (4) 
disposed of any units which have not been registered with the agency; or (5) 
violated any lawful order or rule of the agency, the Mayor may issue an order 
requiring the person to cease and desist from the unlawful practice and to take 
such affirn1ative action as in his judgment will carry out the purposes of this 
chapter. 
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(b) If the Mayor makes a finding of fact in writing that the public interest will 
be irreparably harmed by delay in issuing an order the Mayor may issue a 
telnpOl dry cease and desist order. Prior to issuing the temporary cease and 
desist order, the Mayor shall give notice of the proposal to issue a ten1porary 
cease and desist order to the person affected. Every temporary cease and 
desist order shall include i.n its terms a provision that upon request a hearing 
will be held promptly to detern1ine whether or not such order becOlnes 
penllanent. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 414,23 DCR 9532b.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1874. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1274. 

Section References 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1901.01. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <:>4. 
Securities Regulation (i:';:;:;:>31O. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 89A, 349B. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 244, 252 to 254. 
c.J.S. Securities Regulation and Commodity 

Futures Trading Regulation §§ 441 to 442. 

§ 42-1904.15. Revocation of registration; notice; hearing; written find
ing of fact; cease and desist order as alternative. 

(a)(1) A registration 111ay be revoked after notice and hearing upon a written 
finding of fact that the declarant has: 

(A) Failed to COlllply with the terms of a cease and desist order; 

(B) Been convicted in any court subsequent to the filing of the applica
tion for registration for a crilne involving fraud, deception, false pretenses, 
misrepresentation, false advertising, or dishonest dealing in real estate 
transactions; 

(C) Disposed of, concealed, or diverted any funds or assets of any person 
so as to defeat the rights of unit purchasers; 

(D) Failed faithfully to perform any stipulation or agreeillent l11ade with 
the Mayor as an inducement to grant any registration, to reinstate any 
registration, or to approve any promotional plan or public offering state
ment; or 

(E) Made intentional misrepresentations or concealed material facts in 
an application for registration. 

(2) Findings of fact, if set forth in statutory language, shall be accOlllpanied 
by a concise and explicit statement of the underlying facts supporting the 
findings. 
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§ 42-1904.15 REAL PROPERTY 

(b) If the Mayor finds after notice and hearing that the declarant has been 
guilty of a violation for which revocation could be ordered, the agency may 
issue a cease and desist order instead. 

(Mar. 29, ] 977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 415,23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1875. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1275. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1901.01. 

Key Numbers 
Securities Regulation (';;;:>277. 
Westlaw Topic No. 349B. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Securities Regulation and Commodity 
Futures Trading Regulation §§ 412, 416. 

§ 42-1904.16. Judicial review of mayoral actions. 

Proceedings for judicial review of lnayoral actions shall be subject to and be 
in accordance with the District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act 
(§ 2-501 et seq.) applicable to IIrule-making"; provided, however, that review 
of mayoral actions pursuant to § 42-1904.06 shall be subject to provisions 
applicable to "contested cases." 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 416, 23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1876. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1276. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1901.01. 

Key Numbers 

Securities Regulation (>::;::>270. 

Westlaw Topic No. 349B. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Securities Regulation and Commodity 

Futures Trading Regulation §§ 410 to 411, 
414. 

§ 42-1904.17. Penalties; prosecution by Corporation Counsel. 

(a) Any person who wilfully violates any provision of this chapter or any rule 
adopted under or order issued pursuant to § 42-1904.12 or any person who 
wilfully in an application for registration makes any untrue statement of a 
material fact or on1its to state a material fact shall be fined not less than $1,000 
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or double the amount of gain from the transaction, whichever is the larger but 
not more than $50,000; or such person may be imprisoned for not more than 6 
months; or both, for each offense. Prosecution for violations of this chapter 
shall be brought in the name of the District of Columbia by the Corporation 
Counsel or his assistants. 

(b) Civil fines, penalties, and fees may be imposed as alternative sanctions for 
any infraction of the provisions of this subchapter, or any rules or regulations 
issued under the authority of this subchapter, pursuant to Chapter 18 of Title 2. 
Adjudication of any infraction of this subchapter shall be pursuant to Chapter 
18 of Title 2. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 417, 23 DCR 9532b; Oct. 5, 1985, D.C. Law 
6-42, § 420, 32 DCR 4450.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed.,§ 45-1877. 
1973 Ed., § 5-1277. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-42, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.06. 

Cross References 
Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-1901.01. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

Securities Regulation G=>291 to 329. 
Westlaw Topic No. 349B. 

§ 42-1904.18. Severability. 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Securities Regulation and Commodity 

Futures Trading Regulation §§ 418 to 452. 

If any provision of this chapter, or any paragraph, section, sentence, clause, 
phrase or word or the application thereof, in any circun1stances is held invalid, 
the validity of the remainder of this chapter, and of the application of any such 
provision, paragraph, section, sentence, clause, phrase or word in any circum
stances shall not be affected thereby and to this end, the provisions of this 
chapter are declared severable. 

(Mar. 29, 1977, D.C. Law 1-89, title IV, § 418,23 DCR 9532b.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1878. 

1973 Ed., § 5-1278. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium G=>2. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-89, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-1901.01. 

Library References 
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Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Estates §§ 235 to 241, 303. 
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c.J.S. Securities Regulation and Commodity 
Futures Trading Regulation §§ 368, 371. 



Section 
42-2001. 
42-2002. 
42-2003. 
42-2004. 
42-2005. 
42-2006. 

42-2007. 

42-2008. 
42-2009. 

42-2010. 

42-2011. 

42-2012. 
42-2013. 

42-2014. 

42-2015. 

42-2016. 

42-2017. 
42-2018. 

42-2019. 

42-2020. 

42-2021. 

42-2022. 

42-2023. 

42-2024. 

42-2025. 

Short title. 
Definitions. 

CHAPTER 20 

HORIZONTAL PROPERTY REGIMES. 

Subchapter I. General. 

Establishment by subdivision. 
Transfer of individual units; incidents of real property; recordation. 
Joint tenancies, tenancies in common, tenancies by the entirety. 
Units held in fee; common elements held in undivided shares; recordation of 

declaration of ownership percentages; market values of units and shares 
not fixed; voting on basis; unit deeds. 

Indivisibility of common elements; limitation upon partition; exception 
thereto. 

Use of elements held in common; right to enter units for certain repairs. 
Plat of condominium subdivision-Contents thereof; certification and recor

dation. 
Plat of condominium subdivision-Reference thereto for description; convey

ance of unit includes share in common elements. 
Termination and waiver of regime; certification upon plat; judicial termi

nation; ownership after termination; condominium restrictions not appli
cable after termination or partition. 

Merger no bar to reconstitution. 
Bylaws-Availability for examination; made part of declaration; amend

ment; compliance mandatory. 
Plat of condominium subdivision-Necessary; modification of administra

tion. 
Books of receipts and expenditures; availability for examination; annual 

audit. 
Common profits and expenses; taxation; proportional contributions for 

administration and maintenance mandatory; determination of amount due 
and assessment of lien. 

Priority of liens; unpaid assessments upon sale or conveyance. 
Joint and several liability of purchaser and seller of unit for amounts owing 

under § 42-2016; purchaser's right of indemnity; right to statement of 
amount of unpaid assessments. 

Supplemental method of enforcement of lien; rights and duties of subsequent 
purchaser; priority of lien, bond and trust; written statement of payments 
due under lien. 

Authority to obtain hazard insurance; held in trust; no effect on right to 
insure individual unit. 

Application of insurance proceeds to reconstruction; pro rata distribution in 
certain cases according to bylaws or decision of council. 

Sharing of reconstruction cost where project not insured or insurance 
indemnity insufficient. 

Unit identification; taxation of unit and proportionate share of common 
area; effect of forfeiture or tax sale of other units. 

Actions relating to common elements; service of process; removal of lien on 
proportionate share of common areas following judgment against other 
unit owners. 

Liens available only against individual units; consent necessary for mechan
ics' or materialmen's liens; removal of lien on unit and proportionate 
share of common area following judgment against other unit owners. 
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Section 
42-2026. 

42-2027. 

42-2028. 
42-2029. 

42-2030. 

42-2031. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Rule against perpetuities and rule against unreasonable restraints on alien
ation not applicable to horizontal property regimes; exception for individu
al units. 

Subchapter supplements existing code provisions; exception where conflict 
arises. 

Regulations of Council and Zoning Commission; enforcement thereof. 
Subchapter interpreted to require compliance with all applicable laws; own

ers' responsibilities for taxes; methods of collection; no effect on eminent 
domain. 

Right to individual water meters; common water service authorized; billing 
and collection. 

Authority vested in Board of Commissioners unaffected; delegation of func
tions. 

Subchapter n. Council AuthOrity. 

42-2051. Council authorized to prohibit conversions to condominiums. 

SUBCHAPTER I. GENERAL. 

§ 42-2001. Short title. 

This subchapter, including its table of contents, may be cited as the "Horizon
tal Property Act of the District of Columbia." 

(Dec. 21, 1963,77 Stat. 449, Pub. L. 88-218, § 1.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1701. 
1973 Ed., § 5-901. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Supersedure of chapter: The prOVISIOns of 

this chapler have been superseded by the provi-

§ 42-2002. Definitions. 

sions of Chapter 19 of this title. See 
§ 42-1901.01(c). 

Unless it is plainly evident from the context that a different meaning is 
intended, as used herein: 

(1) "Unit" or "condominium unit" means an enclosed space, consisting of 
1 or 1110re rOOl11S, occupying all or part of 1 or more floors in buildings of 1 
or more floors or stories regardless of whether it be designed for residence, 
for office, for the operation of any industry or business, or for any other type 
of independent use, and shall include such accessory units as may be 
appended thereto, such as garage space, storage space, balcony, terrace or 
patio; provided, that said unit has a direct exit to a thoroughfare or to a 
given con1mon space leading to a thoroughfare. 

(2) "Condominium" means the ownership of single units in a n1ultiunit 
project with common elements. 

(3) "Condominium project" or "project" means a real estate condominium 
project; a plan or project condominium project; a plan or project whereby 5 
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or more apartments, rooms, office spaces, buildings, or other units, which 
may be either contiguous or detached, in existing or proposed buildings or 
structures are offered or proposed to be offered for sale. 

(4) "Co-owner" means a person, persons, corporation, trust, or other legal 
entity, or any combination thereof, that owns a condominium unit within the 
building. 

(5) "Council of co-owners" means the co-owners as defined in paragraph 
(4) of this section, acting as a group in accordance with the provisions of this 
subchapter and the bylaws and declaration established thereunder; and a 
majority, as defined in paragraph (8) of this section, shall, except as other
wise provided in this subchapter, constitute a quorum for the adoption of 
decisions. 

(6) "General common elements" except as otherwise provided in the plat 
of condominium subdivision, means and includes: 

(A) The land on which the building stands in fee simple or leased 
provided that the leasehold interest of each unit is separable fron1 the 
leasehold interests of the other units; 

(B) The foundations, lllain walls, roofs, halls, columns, girders, bean1s, 
supports, corridors, fire escapes, lobbies, stairways, and entrance and exit 
or communication ways; 

(C) The basements, flat roofs, yards, and gardens except as otherwise 
provided or stipulated; 

(D) The premises for lodging of janitors or persons in charge of the 
building, except as otherwise provided or stipulated; 

(E) The compartments or installations of central services such as power, 
light, gas, cold and hot water, heating, central air conditioning or central 
refrigeration, swimming pools, reservoirs, water tanks and PUIllPS, and the 
like; 

(F) The elevators, garbage and trash incinerators and, in general, all 
devices or installations existing for common use; and 

(G) All other elements of the building rationally of common use or 
necessary to its existence, upkeep, and safety. 
(7) "Limited common elements" means and includes those COlnmon ele

ments which are agreed upon by all the co-owners to be reserved for the use 
of a certain number of condominium units, such as special corridors, stair
ways, and elevators, sanitary services common to the apartlnents of a 
particular floor, and the like. 

(8) "Majority of co-owners," "two-thirds of the co-owners," and "three
fourths of the co-owners" mean, respectively, 51 %, 66 2/3%, and 75% or 
more of the votes of the co-owners cOlnputed in accordance with their 
percentage interests as established under § 42-2006. 

(9) "Plat of condominium subdivision" means the plat of the surveyor of 
the District of Colun1bia establishing the condominium units, accessory units, 
general comIllon elements, and limited common elelnents. 

(10) "Person" means a natural individual, corporation, trustee, or other 
legal entity or any combination thereof. 
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(11) "Developer" means a person that undertakes to develop a real estate 
condominium project. 

(12) "Property" means and includes the lands whether leasehold, if separa
ble as defined in subparagraph (A) of paragraph (6) of this section, or in fee 
simple, the building, all improvements and structures thereon, and all ease-
111ents, rights, and appurtenances thereunto belonging. 

(13) "To record" means to record in accordance with the provisions of 
§ 42-401. 

(14) "Comnl0n expenses" means and includes; 

(A) All sunlS lawfully assessed against the unit owners by the council of 
co-owners; 

(B) Expenses of administration, maintenance, repair, or replaceluent of 
the comluon areas and facilities, including repair and replacement funds as 
luay be established; 

(C) Expenses agreed upon as conlmon expenses by the council of co
owners; and 

(D) Expenses declared common expenses by the provisions of this chap
ter or by the bylaws. 

(I5) "COlumon profits" means the balance of all income, rents, profits, and 
revenues from the common areas and facilities remaining after deduction of 
the common expenses. 

(16) All words used herein include the masculine, feminine, and neuter 
genders and include the singular or plural numbers, as the case may be. 

(Dec. 21, 1963, 77 Stat. 449, Pub. L. 88-218, § 2; Aug. 21, 1964, 78 Stat. 586, Pub. L. 
88-475, § l(a), (b); May 22, 1975, D.C. Law 1-3, § 2(1), 21 DCR 3944; Apr. 9, 1997. 
D.C. Law 11-255, § 48(a), 44 DCR 1271.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Pdor Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1702. 
1973 Ed., § 5-902. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Law 1-3, the "Horizontal Property Act 
Amendment Act of 1975," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 1-12, which was 
referred to the Committee on Housing and Ur
ban Development. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on February 25, ] 975, 
and March 11, 1975, respectively. Signed by 
the Mayor on March 27, 1975, it was assigned 
Act No. 1-5 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. 

Law 11-255, the "Second Technical Amend
ments Act of 1996," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 11-905, which was re
ferred to the Committee of the Whole. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
November 7, 1996, and December 3, 1996, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on December 
24, 1996, it '.vas assigned Act No. ] 1-519 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 11-255 became effective on 
April 9, 1997. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <P2. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 235 to 241, 303. 
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Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Suit by board of directors of condominium 

association protesting construction of subway 
was related to "common elements or more than 
one unit" within meaning of provision of Hori
zontal Property Act authorizing board to main
tain actions relating to the common elements or 

more than one unit; matters encompassed by 
settlement agreement, including regulation of 
construction and vibration from trains, were 
rationally necessary for condominium's exis
tence, upkeep and safety, which matters fall 
within statutory definition of "general common 
elements." D.C.C.E. §§ 5-902(0, (0(7), 
5-924(a). Owens v. Tiber Island Condominium 
Ass'n, 1977, 373 A.2d 890. Condominium G;:;:> 

17 

§ 42-2003. Establishment by subdivision. 

Whenever the owners or the co-owners of any square or lot shall subdivide 
the saIne into a condominium project in conformity with § 42-2009 with a plat 
of condominium subdivision there shall be established a horizontal property 
regime. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 451, Pub. L. 88-218, § 3.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1703. 
1973 Ed., § 5-903. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Cross References 

Real property assessment and tax, condominium defined, see §§ 47-803,47-1002. 
Real property assessment and tax, horizontal property regime defined, see § 47-803. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 47-813. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium G;::;>3. 
Wcstlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 

§ 42-2004. Transfer of individual units; incidents of real property; recor
dation. 

Once the property is subdivided into the horizontal property regime, a 
condominium unit in the project may be individually conveyed, leased, and 
encumbered and may be inherited or devised by will, as if it were sole and 
entirely independent of the other condominium units in the project of which it 
fonns a part; the said separate units shall have the same incidents as real 
property and the corresponding individual titles and interests therein shall be 
recordable. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 451, Pub. L. 88-218, § 4; May 22,1975, D.C. Law 1-3, § 2(2), 
21 DCR 3945.) 
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§ 42-2004 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1704. 
1973 Ed., § 5-904. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

REAL PROPERTY 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-3, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2002. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <>15. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 283 to 286. 

§ 42-2005. Joint tenancies, tenancies in common, tenancies by the entirety. 

Any condominium unit may be held and owned by more than 1 person as 
joint tenants, as tenants in common, as tenants by the entirety (in the case of 
husband and wife), or in any other real property tenancy relationship recog
nized under the laws of the District of Columbia. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 451, Pub. L. 88-218, § 5.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1705. 
1973 Ed., § 5-905. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium 0=> 13. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 27] to 277. 

§ 42-2006. Units held in fee; common elements held in undivided shares; 
recordation of declaration of ownership percentages; market 
values of units and shares not fixed; voting on basis; unit 
deeds. . 

(a) A condominium unit owner shall have the exclusive fee silTIple ownership 
of his unit and shall have a common right to a share, with the other co-owners, 
of an undivided fee simple interest in the common elements of the property, 
equivalent to the percentage representing the value of the unit to the value of 
the whole property. 

(b) Said percentage interest shall not be separated frOlTI the unit to which it 
appertains. 

(c) The individual percentages shall be established at the time the horizontal 
property regin1e is constituted by the recording among the land records of the 
District of Columbia, of a declaration setting forth said percentages, shall have 
a permanent character, and shall not be changed without the acquiescence of 
the co-owners representing all the condominium units in the project, which 
said change shall be evidenced by an appropriate amendatory declaration to 
such effect recorded among the land records of the District of Columbia. Said 
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share interest shall be set forth of record, in the initial individual condominium 
unit deeds. Said share interests in the common elements shall, nevertheless, be 
subject to mutual rights of ingress, egress, and regress of use and enjoYlnent of 
the other co-owners and a right of entry to officers, agents, and employees of 
the government of the United States and the government of the District of 
Colulnbia acting in the performance of their official duties. 

(d) The said basic value of said undivided comlnon interest shall be fixed for 
the purposes of this subchapter and shall not fix the market value of the 
individual condominium units and undivided share interests and shall not 
prevent each co-owner from fixing a different circumstantial value to his 
condOlninium unit and undivided share interest in the common elements, in all 
types of acts and contracts. 

(e) In addition to the foregoing provisions, the declaration may contain other 
provisions and attachments relating to the condominium and to the units which 
are not inconsistent with this subchapter. 

(f) Voting at all n1eetings of the co-owners shall be on a percentage basis, and 
the percentage of the vote to which each co-owner is entitled shall be the 
individual percentage assigned to his unit in the declaration. 

(g) Individual condominium unit deeds may make reference to this subchap
ter, the condominiuln subdivision and land subdivision plats referred to in 
§ 42-2010 hereof, the declaration provided for in this section, the bylaws of the 
council of co-owners, and the deeds may include any further details which the 
grantor and grantee Inay deem desirable to set forth consistent with the 
declaration and this subchapter. 

(Dec. 21, 1963, 77 Stat. 451, Pub. L. 88-218, § 6; May 22, 1975, D.C. Law 1-3, § 2(2), 
21 DCR 3945.) 

Prior Codifications 
] 981 Ed., § 45-1706. 
1973 Ed., § 5-906. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-3, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2002. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-2002,42-2011,42-2013,42-2014, 42-2016, 42-2023, 42-2024, 
42-2025 and 42-2030. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium ~6 to 13. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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§ 42-2007. Indivisibility of common elements; limitation upon partition; 
exception thereto. 

(a) The common elements, both general and limited, shall remain undivided. 
No unit owner, or any other person, shall bring any action for partition or 
division of the co-ownership permitted under § 93, and related provisions, of 
the Act of March 3, 1901 (31 Stat. 1203), as amended by the Act of June 30, 
1902 (32 Stat. 523, ch. 1329), against any other owner or owners of any interest 
or interests in the same horizontal property regin1e so as to terminate the 
regime. 

(b) Nothing contained in this section shall be construed as a limitation on 
partition by the owners of 1 or more units in a regime as to the individual 
ownership of such unit or units without terminating the regime or as to the 
ownership of property outside the regime; provided, that upon partition of any 
such individual unit the same shall be sold as an entity and shall not be 
partitioned in kind. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 452, Pub. L. 88-218, § 7.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1707. 
1973 Ed., § 5-907. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Cross References 

Partition actions, see § 16-2901. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-2011. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (;:::>6.1, 13. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 264 to 265, 271 
to 277. 

§ 42-2008. Use of elements held in common; right to enter units for 
certain repairs. 

(a) Each co-owner may use the elements held in common in accordance with 
the purposes for which they are intended, without hindering or encroaching 
upon the lawful rights of the other co-owners. 

(b) The manager, board of directors or of administration, as the case may be, 
shall have an irrevocable right and an easement to enter units to make repairs 
to common elements or when repairs reasonably appear to be necessary for 
public safety or to prevent damage to property other than the unit. 

(Dec. 21, 1963,77 Stat. 452, Pub. L. 88-218, § 8.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1708. 
1973 Ed., § 5-908. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 
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Key Numbers 
Condominium (;;::::;)10, 13. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 264 to 266, 271 

to 277. 

§ 42-2009. Plat of condominium subdivision-Contents thereof; certifica
tion and recordation. 

(a) Whenever the owner or the co-owners of any square or lot duly subdivid
ed in conformity with § 1-1320 or other applicable laws of the District of 
Columbia shall deem it necessary to subdivide the same into a condom.inium 
project of convenient condominium units for sale and occupancy and means of 
access for their accommodation, he may cause a plat or plats to be luade by the 
surveyor of the District of Columbia, on which said plats, together, shall be 
expressed: 

(1) The ground dimensions as set forth under such § 1-1320 and the 
exterior lengths of all lines of the building; 

(2) For each floor or floors, in the instance of condominium units consist
ing of more than 1 floor, of the condominiulu subdivision, the number or 
letter, diluensions, and lengths of finished interior surfaces of unit dividing 
walls of the individual condominium units; the elevations (or average eleva
tion, in case of slight variance) frOlu a fixed known point, of finished floors 
and of finished ceilings of such condominium units situate upon the san1e 
£1oor, and further expressing the area, the relationship of each unit to the 
other upon the san1e £1oor and their relationship to the con1mon eleluents 
upon said £1oor; provided, that when a unit is situated on more than 1 floor, 
access shall be provided within the unit between the portion of the unit on 
any 1 floor and the portion of the unit on any other £1oor in addition to any 
outside access which luight be provided to any portion of the unit; 

(3) The dilnensions and lengths of the interior finished surface of walls, 
elevations, from said same fixed known point, of the finished floors and of the 
finished ceilings of the general common elements of the building, and, in 
proper case, of the limited common elements restricted to a given number of 
condominium units, expressing which are those units; and 

(4) Any other data necessary for the identification of the individual condo
luiniulu units and the general and limited COlUluon elements. 

(b) And said owners or co-owners Iuay certify such condominiun1 subdivi
sions under their hands and seals in the presence of 2 credible witnesses, upon 
the same plat or on a paper or a parchment attached thereto. And the sanle 
shall thereupon be put up, labeled, indexed, and preserved for record and 
deposit with the office of the surveyor for the District of COlulubia in like 
luanner as land subdivisions have been heretofore recorded or in such other 
books as the said surveyor n1ay prescribe. 

(Dec. 21, 1963,77 Stat. 452, Pub. L. 88-218, § 9; Aug. 21, 1964,78 Stat. 586, Pub. L. 
88-475, § l(c); Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-255, § 48(b), 44 DCR 1271.) 
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Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-] 709. 
1973 Ed., § 5-909. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-255, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2002. 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-2003. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium ~3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 

§ 42-2010. Plat of condominium subdivision-Reference thereto for de
scription; conveyance of unit includes share in common 
elements. 

When a plat of a condon1inium project and subdivision shall be so certified, 
exan1ined, and recorded, the purchaser of any condon1inium unit thereof or any 
person interested therein may refer to the plat and record for description in the 
same manner as to squares and lots divided between the Mayor of the District 
of Colul11bia and the original proprietors and in the same 111anner as has been 
heretofore the practice for land subdivisions; provided, that said purchaser or 
other person interested therein shall also make reference to the plat of land 
subdivision appearing prior to the establishment of the condominium subdivi
sion thereupon. Any such conveyance of an individual condominium unit shall 
be deemed to also convey the undivided interest of the owner in the COl11mon 
elements, both general and limited, and of any accessory units, if any, apper
taining to said condominium unit without specifically or particularly referring 
to the saI11e. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 453, Pub. L. 88-218, § 10.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-] 710. 
1973 Ed., § 5-9 J O. 

Change in Government 
This section originated at a time when local 

government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume 1). 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 

Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.C. Code, 
§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(a)), appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec-
tion. 
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Miscellaneous Notes 
Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-2006 and 42-2011. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (;;;;:>15. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 283 to 286. 

§ 42-2011 

§ 42-2011. Termination and waiver of regime; certification upon plat; 
judicial termination; ownership after termination; condo
minium restrictions not applicable after termination or parti
tion. 

(a) All the co-owners or the sole owner of a project constituted into a 
horizontal property regime may terminate and waive this regin1e and regroup 
or merge the individual and several condominium units with the principal 
property; such termination and waiver shall be by certification to such effect 
upon the plat of condominium subdivision establishing the particular horizontal 
property regime under the hands and seals of the said sole owner or co-owners, 
in the presence of 2 credible witnesses, upon the same plat or upon a paper or 
parchment attached thereto; provided, that the said individual condominium 
units are unencumbered, or if encumbered, that the creditors in whose behalf 
the encumbrances are recorded agree to accept as security the undivided 
interest in the property of the debtor co-owner and said creditors or trustees 
under duly recorded deeds of trust, shall signify their assent to such tern1i
nation and waiver upon the aforesaid plat, paper, or parchment; provided 
further, that should the buildings or other improvements in a condominiUlu 
project be 1110re than two-thirds destroyed by fire or other disaster, the co
owners of three-fourths of the condominium project 111ay waive and tenl1inate 
the horizontal property regime and may certify to such tennination and waiver; 
provided further, that if within 90 days of the date of such damage or 
destruction: (1) the council of co-owners does not detern1ine to repair, recon
struct or rebuild as provided in §§ 42-2021 and 42-2022 or; (2) the insurance 
indemnity is delivered pro rata to the co-owners in conformity with the 
provisions of § 42-2021 and if the co-owners do not terminate and waive the 
regime in conformity with this section, then any unit owner or any other person 
aggrieved thereby may file a petition in the Superior Court of the District of 
Columbia, setting forth under oath such facts as may be necessary to entitle the 
petitioner to the relief prayed and praying judicial tern1ination of the horizontal 
property regime. Said petition luay be served on the person designated in the 
bylaws in conformity with § 42-2014(a)(7). The court 111ay thereupon lay a 
rule upon the council of co-owners, unless they shall voluntarily appear and 
admit the allegations of the petition, to show cause, under oath, on or before 
the 10th day, exclusive of Sundays and legal holidays, after service of such rule, 
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why the prayers of said petition should not be granted. If no cause be shown 
against the prayer of the petition by the council of co-owners, or by anyone of 
the co-owners, the court may determine in a summary way whether the facts 
warrant termination and thereupon the court may decree the particular hori
zontal property regime terminated. 

(b) In the event a horizontal property regime is terminated or waived, the 
property shall be deemed to be owned in common by the co-owners, and the 
undivided interest in the property owned in common which shall appertain to 
each co-owner shall be the percentage of undivided interest previously owned 
by such co-owner in the common elements in the property as set forth in the 
declaration under § 42-2006. 

(c) Upon such termination and waiver the provisions of § 42-2010 shall no 
longer be applicable and reference to the principal project thereupon shall be 
to the plat and record of the prior land subdivision and thereupon the restraint 
against partition or division of the co-ownership imposed by § 42-2007 shall no 
longer apply. In the event of such partition suit the net proceeds shall be 
divided among all the unit owners, in proportion to their respective undivided 
ownership of the common elements, after first paying off, out of the respective 
shares of the unit owners, all liens on the unit of each unit owner. To be valid 
such termination shall be recorded among the land records of the District of 
Columbia. 

(Dec. 21, 1963,77 Stat. 453, Pub. L. 88-218, § 11; Aug. 21,1964,78 Stat. 586, Pub. L. 
88-475, § l(d); July 29, 1970, 84 Stat. 571, Pub. L. 91-358, title I, § 155(c)(20); May 
22, 1975, D.C. Law 1-3, § 2(2),21 DCR 3945.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1711. 
1973 Ed., § 5-91l. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-3, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2002. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (;:;>16. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Estates § 287. 

§ 42-2012. Merger no bar to reconstitution. 

The n1erger provided for in the preceding section shall in no way bar the 
subsequent constitution of the property into another horizontal property regime 
whenever so desired and upon observance of the provisions of this subchapter. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 454, Pub. L. 88-218, § 12.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1712. 
1973 Ed., § 5-912. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 
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Key Numbers 
Condominium (;::::>16. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Estates § 287. 

§ 42-2013. Bylaws-Availability for examination; made part of declara
tion; amendment; compliance mandatory. 

(a) The administration of every project constituted into a horizontal property 
regime shall be governed by the bylaws as the council of co-owners Inay from 
time to tilne adopt, which said bylaws together with the declaration, including 
recorded attachments thereto, referred to in § 42-2006 shall be available for 
examination by all the co-owners, their duly authorized attorneys or agents, at 
convenient hours on working days that shall be set and announced for general 
knowledge. 

(b) A true copy of said bylaws shall be annexed to the declaration referred to 
in § 42-2006 and made a part thereof. No lnodification of or amendn1ent to 
the bylaws shall be valid unless set forth in an amendment to the declaration 
and such amendment is duly recorded. 

(c) Each unit owner shall cOlnply strictly with the bylaws and with the 
administrative rules and regulations adopted pursuant thereto, as either of the 
same may be lawfully amended frOln time to time. Failure to comply with any 
of the same shall be ground for an action to recover SUlns due, for damages or 
injunctive relief, or both, maintainable by the manager, the administrator, 
board of directors or of administration, or as specified in the bylaws or in 
proper case, by an aggrieved unit owner. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 454, Pub. L. 88-218, § 13; May 22,1975, D.C. Law 1-3, § 2(2), 
21 DCR 3945.) 

Prior Codifications 
981 Ed., § 45-1713. 

1973 Ed., § 5-913. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-3, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2002. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (';:;>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 245 to 246, 264 
to 265. 

§ 42-2014. Plat of condominium subdivision-Necessary; modification of 
administration. 

(a) The bylaws must necessarily provide for at least the following: 

(1) Form of adlninistration, indicating whether this shall be in charge of an 
administrator, manager, or of a board of directors, or of administration, or 
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otherwise, and specifying the powers, manner of removal, and, where proper, 
the compensation thereof; 

(2) Method of calling or sunlllloning the co-owners to assemble; that a 
Inajority of co-owners is required to adopt decisions, except as otherwise 
provided in this subchapter; who is to preside over the meeting and who will 
keep the Ininute book wherein the resolutions shall be recorded; 

(3) Care, upkeep, and surveillance of the project and its general or limited 
comInon elenlents and services; 

( 4) Manner of collecting from the co-owners for the payment of COlnnlon 
expenses; 

(5) Designation, hiring, and dismissal of the personnel necessary for the 
good working order of the project and for the proper care of the general or 
limited common elements and to provide services for the project; 

(6) Such restrictions on or requirements respecting the use and mainte
nance of the units and the use of the common elements as are designed to 
prevent unreasonable interference with the use of the respective units and of 
the common elements by the several unit owners; 

(7) Designation of person authorized to accept service of process in any 
action relating to 2 or more units or to the common elelnents as authorized 
under § 42-2024. Such person must be a resident of and maintain an office 
in the District of Columbia; and 

(8) Notice as to the existence or nonexistence of a declaration in trust for 
the enforcement of the lien for common expenses permitted under 
§ 42-2019. 

(b) The sale owner of the project, or if there be more than I, the co-owners 
representing two-thirds of the votes provided for in § 42-2006 may at any tinle 
modify the system of administration, but each one of the particulars set forth in 
this section shall always be embodied in the bylaws. 

(Dec. 21, 1963, 77 Stat. 455, Pub. L. 88-218, § 14; May 22, 1975, D.C. Law 1-3, § 2(2), 
21 DCR 3945; Apr. 9,1997, D.C. Law 11-255, § 48(c), 44 DCR 1271.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1714. 
1973 Ed., § 5-914. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-3, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2002. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-255, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2002. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-2011, 42-2024, and 42-2025. 
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Key Numbers 
Condominium <I!?7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

EncyclQpedias 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 245 to 246, 264 
to 265. 

§ 42-2015. Books of receipts and expenditures; availability for examina
tion; annual audit. 

The manager, administrator, or the board of directors, or of administration, 
or other form of adlninistration specified in the bylaws, shall keep books with 
detailed accounts in chronological order, of the receipts and of the expenditures 
affecting the project and its administration and specifying the n1aintenance and 
repair expenses of the common elelnents and any other expenses incurred. 
Both said books and the vouchers accrediting the entries made thereupon shall 
be available for examination by the co-owners, their duly authorized agents or 
attorneys, at convenient hours on working days that shall be set and announced 
for general knowledge. All books and records shall be kept in accordance with 
good accounting practice and shall be audited at least once a year by an auditor 
outside the organization. 

(Dec. 21, 1963,77 Stat. 455, Pub. L. 88-218, § 15; May 22, 1975, D.C. Law 1-3, § 2(2), 
21 DCR 3945.) 

Prior CQdificatiQns 
1981 Ed., § 45-1715. 
1973 Ed., § 5-915. 

Legislative HistQry Qf Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

MiscelianeQus NQtes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-200 J . 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-3, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2002. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <I!?8. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

EncyclQpedias 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 256 to 262, 264 
to 265, 27 8 to 281. 

§ 42-2016. Common profits and expenses; taxation; proportional contri
butions for administration and maintenance mandatory; de
termination of amount due and assessment of Hen. 

(a) The comlnon profits of the property shall be distributed among and the 
COlnmon expenses shall be charged to the unit owners according to the 
percentages established by § 42-2006; provided, that for purposes of the 
application of subchapter II of Chapter 18 of Title 47, the council of co-owners 
shall, in accordance, with the provisions of said subchapter, be regarded as 
constituting an unincorporated business and shall file returns and pay taxes 
upon the taxable income derived from the common areas without regard to the 
"common profits" as defined in this subchapter. 

(b) All co-owners are bound to contribute in accordance with the said 
percentages toward the expenses of adlninistration and of maintenance and 
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repairs of the general COllllllon elements, and, in proper case, of the lilllited 
common elements of the project and toward any other expenses lawfully agreed 
upon by the council of co-owners. 

(c) No owner shall be exempt from contributing toward such common 
expenses by waiver of the use or enjoyrnent of the common elements both 
general and limited, or by the abandonment of the condon1iniulll unit belonging 
to hilll. 

(d) Said contribution may be determined, levied, and assessed as a lien on 
the first day of each calendar or fiscal year, and may become and be due and 
payable in such installments as the bylaws may provide, and said bylaws may 
further provide that upon default in the payment of any 1 or more of such 
installn1ents, the balance of said lien may be accelerated at the option of the 
manager, board of directors, or of lllanagement and be declared due and 
payable in full. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 456, Pub. L. 88-218, § 16; May 22,1975, D.C. Law 1-3, § 2(2), 
21 DCR3945.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1716. 
1973 Ed., § 5-916. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-200l. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-3, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2002. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-2017,42-2018, and 42-2019. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (;;:;>12. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 264 to 265, 268 

to 270. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 be overturned; in any event, the co-owners 
agreed, by the required vote, to pay the legal 
fees. D.C.C.E. § 5-924(a). Owens v. Tiber ls-

I. In general land Condominium Ass'n, 1977, 373 A.2d 890. 
Where contention that absent agreement to Costs <&;::;:> 99 

the contrary, legal fees in connection with suit Condominium association's counterclaim to 
by board of directors of condominium associa- recover assessment against condominium own
t{on protesting construction of subway should ers, who brought action challenging right of 
be borne by the co-owners named as plaintiffs association to maintain suit protesting construc-
and by the association was raised at meeting to tion of subway and assessing costs of suit 
vote on assessment for legal fees and it was against owners, was not required to be filed in 
explained to owners that counsel was retained equity, on ground that the assessment was a lien 
only by the condominium and that other owners against the property, since under the Horizontal 
were invited to become parties only to make a Property Act, amounts due may be, but are not 
better presentation, assessment of portion of required to be, assessed as liens and association 
legal fees against nonplaintiff owners would not did not purport to file any such lien but pro-
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ceeded in an action at law. D.C.C.E. 
§ 5-916(d). Owens v. Tiber Island Condomini
um Ass'n, 1977, 373 A.2d 890. Action ~ 22 

Permitting condominium association to file 
counterclaim in owners' suit challenging, 
among other things, assessment for costs of 
maintaining association's suit protesting con
struction of subway was not abuse of discretion 
since had owners failed to prevail on their claim 
against the association the condominium would 
still have been obliged to file suit if owners 
refused to pay the assessment, as voted by the 
board; since claim for assessment was a com
pulsory counterclaim such an action would oth
erwise have been barred. D.C.C.E. § 5-901 et 
seq.; D.C.C.E. SCR, Civil Rule 13(a). Owens v. 
Tiber Island Condominium Ass'n, 1977, 373 

§ 42-2017 

A.2d 890. Set-off And Counterclaim G;;:> 29(1); 
Set-off And Counterclaim ~ 60 

Nonplaintiff condominium owners' due pro
cess rights were not violated by assessment 
scheduled basing each co-owner's share on 
costs of suit brought by condominiurn associa
tion protesting construction of subway on his 
percentage of ownership; there was no slale 
action in establishment of the assessment sched
ule and since the nonplaintiff owners voluntari
ly agreed to the schedule when they brought a 
unit, any attempt to change it was to be pursu
ant to attempt to alter the declaration and by
laws. D.C.C.E. § 5-924(a). Owens v. Tiber 
Island Condominium Ass'n, 1977,373 A.2d 890. 
Constitutional Law G;;:> 4445 

§ 42-201 7. Priority of liens; unpaid assessments upon sale or conveyance. 

(a) The lien determined, levied and assessed in accordance with § 42-2016 
shall have preference over any other assessments, liens, judglTIents, or charges 
of whatever nature, except the following: 

(1) Real estate taxes, other taxes arising out of or resulting frOlTI the 
ownership, use, or operation of the common areas, special assessn1ents, 
including, but not limited to, special assessments for sewer n1ains, water 
mains, curbs, gutters, sidewalks, alleys, paving of streets, roads and avenues, 
removal or abatement of nuisances, and special asseSSlnents levied in connec
tion with condemnation proceedings instituted by the District of Colun1bia, 
and water charges and sanitary sewer service charges levied on the condo
n1inium unit, and judgments, liens, preferences, and priorities for any tax 
assessed against a co-owner by the United States or the District of ColUlllbia 
or due from or payable by a co-owner to the United States or the District of 
Columbia, and judgments, liens, preferences, and priorities in favor of the 
District of Columbia for assessments or charges referred to in this paragraph. 

(2) The liens of any deeds of trust, mortgage instruments, or encumbrances 
duly recorded on the condominium unit prior to the assessment of the lien 
thereon or duly recorded on said unit after receipt of a written statement 
from the manager, board of directors, or of manageillent reflecting that 
payments on said lien were current as of the date of recordation of said deed 
of trust, mortgage instrument, or encumbrance. 

(b) Upon a voluntary sale or conveyance of a condominium unit all unpaid 
asseSSlllents against a grantor co-owner for his pro rata share of the expenses to 
which § 42-2016 refers shall first be paid out of the sales price or by the 
grantee in the order of preference set forth above. Upon an involuntary sale 
through foreclosure of a deed of trust, mortgage, or encumbrance having 
preference as set forth in paragraph (2) of subsection (a) of this section a 
purchaser thereunder shall not be liable for any installments of such lien as 
became due prior to his acquisition of title. Such arrears shall be deen1ed 
comillon expenses, collectible from all co-owners, including such purchaser. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 456, Pub. L. 88-218, § 17.) 
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§ 42-2017 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1717. 
1973 Ed., § 5-917. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium G::;;>12. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

REAL PROPERTY 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.l.S. Estates §§ 239 to 24], 264 to 265, 268 

to 270. 

§ 42-2018. Joint and several liability of purchaser and seller of unit for 
amounts owing under § 42-2016; purchaser's right of in
demnity; right to statement of amount of unpaid assess
ments. 

The purchaser of a condominium unit in a voluntary sale shall be jointly and 
severally liable with the seller for the amounts owing by the latter under 
§ 42-2016 upon his interest in the condominium unit up to the tin1e of 
conveyance; without prejudice to the purchaser's right to recover from the 
other party the mTIounts paid by him as such joint debtor; provided, that any 
such purchaser, or a lender under a deed of trust, mortgage, or encumbrance, 
or parties designated by them, shall be entitled to a statement from the 
manager, board of directors, or of administration, as the case may be, setting 
forth the amount of unpaid assessments against the seller or borrower, and the 
unit conveyed or encumbered shall not be subject to a lien for any unpaid 
assessment in excess of the anlOunt set forth. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 457, Pub. L. 88-218, § 18.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1718. 
1973 Ed., § 5-918. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-2019. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium G::;;>12, 15. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 264 to 265, 268 

to 270, 283 to 286. 

§ 42-2019. Supplemental method of enforcement of lien; rights and duties 
of subsequent purchaser; priority of lien, bond and trust; 
written statement of payments due under lien. 

(a) In addition to proceedings available at law or equity for the enforcen1ent 
of the lien established by § 42-2016, all the owners of property constituted into 
a horizontal property regime may execute bonds conditioned upon the faithful 
performance and payment of the installments of the lien permitted by 
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§ 42-2016 and Inay secure the payn1ent of such obligations by a declaration in 
trust recorded among the land records of the District of Columbia, granting 
unto a trustee or trustees appropriate powers to the end that upon default in the 
performance of such bond, said declaration in trust may be foreclosed by said 
trustee or trustees, acting at the direction of the Inanager, board of directors, or 
of management, as is proper practice in the District of Columbia in foreclosing 
a deed of trust. 

(b) And the bylaws may require in the event such bonds have been executed 
and such declaration in trust is recorded that any subsequent purchaser of a 
condOlniniUln unit in said horizontal property regilne shall take title subject 
thereto and shall assume such obligations; provided, that the said lien, bond, 
and declaration in trust shall be subordinate to and a junior lien to liens for 
real estate taxes and other taxes arising out of or resulting from the ownership, 
use, or operation of the common areas, liens for special assessn1ents, including, 
but not lilnited to, special asseSSlnents for sewer mains, water mains, curbs, 
gutters, sidewalks, alleys, paving of streets, roads, and avenues, relnoval or 
abatement of nuisances, and special assessments levied in connection with 
conden1nation proceedings instituted by the District of Columbia, and liens for 
water charges and sanitary sewer service charges levied on the condominium 
unit, and to judgments, liens, preferences, and priorities for any tax assessed 
against a co-owner by the United States or the District of Colulnbia or due from 
or payable by a co-owner to the United States or the District of Colmnbia, and 
to judgments, liens, preferences, and priorities in favor of the District of 
Columbia for assessments or charges referred to in this section then or 
thereafter accruing against the unit and to the lien of any duly recorded deeds 
of trust, mortgages, or encumbrances previously placed upon the unit and said 
lien, bond, and declaration in trust shall be and become subordinate to any 
subsequently recorded deeds of trust, mortgages, or enculnbrances; provided, 
that the lender thereunder shall first obtain from the manager, board of 
directors, or of administration a written statement as provided in § 42-2018 
reflecting that payments due under this lien are current as of the date of 
recordation of such subsequent deed of trust, mortgage, or encun1brance. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 457, Pub. L. 88-218, § 19.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1719. 
1973 Ed., § 5--919. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-2014. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <S;;:>12. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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c.J.S. Estates §§ 239 to 241, 264 to 265, 268 
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§ 42-2020 REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-2020. Authority to obtain hazard insurance; held in trust; no effect 
on right to insure individual unit. 

The manager or the board of directors, if required by the bylaws or by a 
majority of the co-owners, or at the request of a mortgagee having a first 
mortgage of record covering a unit, shall have the authority to, and shall, 
obtain insurance for the property against loss or damage by fire and such other 
hazards under such terms and for such amounts as shall be required or 
requested. Such insurance coverage shall be written on the property in the 
naIne of such manager or of the board of directors of the council of co-owners, 
as trustee for each of the unit owners in the percentages established in the 
declaration. Premiums shall be cominon expenses. Provision for such insur
ance shall be without prejudice to the right of each unit owner to insure his 
own unit for his benefit. 

(Dec. 21, 1963, 77 Stat. 458, Pub. L. 88-218, § 20.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1720. 
1973 Ed., § 5-920. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <&:;:;>6 to 13. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes follow·jng § 42-2001. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 239 to 243, 245 to 246, 256 
to 281. 

§ 42-2021. Application of insurance proceeds to reconstruction; pro rata 
distribution in certain cases according to bylaws or decision 
of counciL 

(a) In case of fire or other disaster the insurance indemnity shall, except as 
provided in the next succeeding subsection of this section, be applied to 
reconstruct the project. 

(b) Reconstruction shall not be compulsory where destruction comprises the 
whole or more than two-thirds of the project and other improvements in a 
condon1inium project. In such cases, and unless otherwise unanilnous]y 
agreed upon by the co-owners, the indemnity shall be delivered pro rata to the 
co-owners entitled to it in accordance with provisions made by the bylaws or in 
accordance with a decision of three-fourths of the co-owners, if there be no 
bylaw provision, after first paying off, out of the respective shares of the unit 
owners, to the extent sufficient for the purpose, all liens on the unit of each co
owner. Should it be proper to proceed with the reconstruction, the provision 
for such eventuality made in the bylaws shall be observed, or in lieu thereof, the 
decision of the council of co-owners shall prevail, subject to all provisions of 
law and regulations of the District of Columbia then in effect. 

(Dec. 21, 1963, 77 Stat. 458, Pub. L. 88-218, § 21; May 22, 1975, D.C. Law 1-3, § 2(2), 
(3), 21 DCR 3945.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

§ 42-2022 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45--1721. 
1973 Ed., § 5-921. 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-3, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2002. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-2011. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <:;::;;>6.1 to 11. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.l.S. Estates §§ 239 to 243, 245 to 246, 256 

to 267, 278 to 281. 

§ 42-2022. Sharing of reconstruction cost where project not insured or 
insurance indemnity insufficient. 

Where the project is not insured or where the insurance indelnnity is 
insufficient to cover the cost of reconstruction the new project costs shall be 
paid by all the co-owners in the same proportion as their proportionate 
ownership of the common elelnents of the condominium project, and if any 1 or 
more of those cOlnposing the minority shall refuse to make such paYlnents, the 
majority may proceed with the reconstruction at the expense of all the co
owners and the share of the resulting common expense Inay be assessed against 
all the co-owners and such assessment for this expense shall have the saIne 
priority as provided under § 42-2017. 

(Dec. 21, 1963,77 Stat. 458, Pub. L. 88-218, § 22; May 22, 1975, D.C. Law 1-3, § 2(2), 
21 DCR 3945.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1722. 
1973 Ed., § 5-922. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-3, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2002. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referTed to in § 42-201 1. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <:;::;;>6 to 13. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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§ 42-2023 REAL PROPERlY 

§ 42-2023. Unit identification; taxation of unit and proportionate share of 
common area; effect of forfeiture or tax sale of other units. 

(a) For the purposes of assessment and taxation of property constituted into 
a horizontal property regime and to conform to the systelu of nmubering 
squares, lots, blocks, and parcels for taxation purposes in effect in the District 
of Columbia, each condominium unit duly situate upon a subdivided lot and 
square shall bear a nun1ber or letter that will distinguish it from every other 
condominium unit situate in said lot and square. 

(b) Each of said condominium units shall be carried on the records of the 
District of Columbia as a separate and distinct entity and all real estate taxes, 
other taxes arising out of or resulting from the ownership, use, or operation of 
the con1mon areas, special assessments, including, but not lin1ited to, special 
assessments for sewer luains, water mains, curbs, gutters, sidewalks, alleys, 
paving of streets, roads, and avenues, removal or abatement of nuisances, and 
special assessments levied in connection with condemnation proceedings insti
tuted by the District of Columbia, shall be assessed, levied, and collected 
against each of said several separate and distinct units in conformity with the 
percentages of co-ownership established by § 42-2006, and in accordance with 
the provisions of law in effect in the District of Columbia relating to assess
ment, levying, and collection of real property taxes. 

(c) The council of co-owners shall be liable for the filing of returns and 
payment of the tax on personal property located in the common areas and held 
for use or used in a trade or business or held for sale or rent. 

(d) The title to an individual condominium unit shall not be divested or in 
anywise affected by the forfeiture or sale of any or all of the other condominiun1 
units for delinquent real estate taxes, other taxes arising out of or resulting 
frOlu the ownership, use, or operation of the common areas; special assess
ments, including, but not limited to, special asseSSluents for sewer n1ains, water 
mains, curbs, gutters, sidewalks, alleys, paving of streets, roads and avenues, 
reluoval or abatement of nuisances, special assessments levied in connection 
with condemnation proceedings instituted by the District of Columbia, or water 
charges and sanitary sewer service charges; provided, that the real estate taxes, 
the duly levied share of such other taxes and of such special assessments, and 
the water and sanitary sewer service charges on or against said individual 
condominium unit are currently paid. 

(Dec. 21, 1963, 77 Stat. 458, Pub. L. 88-218, § 23.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1723. 
1973 Ed., § 5-923. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ~33. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.1.S. District of Columbia §§ 38 to 47. 
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HORIZONTAL PROPERTY REGIMES § 42-2024 
Note 1 

§ 42-2024. Actions relating to common elements; service of process; re
moval of lien on proportionate share of common areas fol
lowing judgment against other unit owners. 

(a) Without limiting the right of any co-owner, actions nlay be brought on 
behalf of 2 or more of the unit owners, as their respective interests nlay appear, 
by the manager, or board of directors, or of administration with respect to any 
cause of action relating to the conlnlon elements or lllore than 1 unit. 

(b) Service of process on 2 or lllore unit owners in any action relating to the 
COllllllon elements may be made on the person designated in the bylaws in 
conformity with § 42-2014(a)(7). 

(c) In the event of entry of a final judgment as a lien against 2 or lllore unit 
owners, the unit owners of the separate units lllay remove their unit and their 
percentage interest in the common elements from the lien thereof by payillent 
of the fractional proportional amounts attributable to each of the units affected. 
Said individual payment shall be computed by reference to the percentage 
established pursuant to § 42-2006. After such partial payment, partial dis
charge, or release or other satisfaction, the unit and its percentage interest in 
the common eleillents shall thereafter be free and clear of the lien of such 
judglnent. 

(d) Such partial payment, satisfaction, or discharge shall not prevent such a 
judgment creditor from proceeding to enforce his rights against any unit and its 
percentage interest in the COlllmon eleillents not so paid, satisfied, or dis
charged. 

(Dec. 21, 1963, 77 Stat. 459, Pub. L. 88-218, § 24; Aug. 21, 1964, 78 Stat. 586, Pub. L. 
88-475, § l(e).) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1724. 
1973 Ed., § 5-924. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-2014. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium C;;:>12, 17. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

In general 1 
Due process 2 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 239 to 24], 264 to 265. 268 
to 270, 282, 288 to 300. 

Notes of Decisions 

was related to "common elements or more than 
one unit" within meaning of provision of Hori
zontal Property Act authorizing board to main-
tain actions relating to the common elements or 

1. In general lTlOre than one unit; matters encompassed by 
Suit by board of directors of condominium settlement agreement, including regulation of 

association protesting construction of subway construction and vibration from trains. were 
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§ 42-2024 
Note 1 

rationally necessary for condominium's exis
tence, upkeep and safety, which matters fall 
within statutory ddinition of "general common 
elements." D.C.C.E. §§ 5-902(£), (£)(7), 
5-924(a). Owens v. Tiber Island Condominium 
Ass'n, 1977, 373 A.2d 890. Condominium (';::;;:> 

17 
Bringing of action protesting construction of 

subway in area where condominium was locat
ed felf within provision of bylaw authorizing 
board of directors to enforce, by litigation, the 
bylaws as well as to maintain any proceeding 
authorized by Horizontal Property Act, which 
Act itself authorized suit. D.C.C.E. § 5-924(a). 
Owens v. Tiber Island Condominium Ass'n, 
1977,373 A.2d 890. Condominium (';::;;:> 17 

Where contention that absent agreement to 
the contrary, legal fees in connection with suit 
by board of directors of condominium associa
tion protesting construction of subway should 
be borne by the co-owners named as plaintiffs 
and by the association was raised at meeting to 
vote on assessment for legal fees and it was 
explained to owners that counsel was retained 
only by the condominium and that other owners 

REAL PROPERTY 

were invited to become parties only to make a 
better presentation, assessment of portion of 
legal fees against nonplaintiff owners would not 
be overturned; in any event, the co-owners 
agreed, by the required vote, to pay the legal 
fees. D.C.C.E. § 5-924(a). Owens v. Tiber Is
land Condominium Ass'n, 1977, 373 A.2d 890. 
Costs (';::;;:> 99 

2. Due process 

Nonplaintiff condominium owners' due pro
cess rights were not violated by assessment 
scheduled basing each co-owner's share on 
costs of suit brought by condominium associa
tion protesting construction of subway on his 
percentage of ownership; there was no state 
action in establishment of the assessment sched
ule and since the nonplaintiff owners voluntari
ly agreed to the schedule when they brought a 
unit, any attempt to change it was to be pursu
ant to attempt to alter the declaration and by
laws. D.C.C.E. § 5-924(a). Owens v. Tiber 
Island Condominium Ass'n, 1977, 373 A.2d 890. 
Constitutional Law ~ 4445 

§ 42-2025. Liens available only against individual units; consent necessary 
for mechanics' or materialmen's liens; removal of lien on 
unit and proportionate share of common area following 
judgment against other unit owners. 

(a) Subsequent to establishment of a horizontal property regime as provided 
in this subchapter, and while the property remains subject to this subchapter, 
no lien shall thereafter arise or be effective against the property. During such 
period liens or enculnbrances shall arise or be created and enforced only 
against each unit and the percentage of undivided interest in the common areas 
and facilities appurtenant to such unit in the same manner and under the same 
conditions in every respect as liens or encumbrances may arise or be created 
upon or against any other separate parcel or real property subject to individual 
ownership; provided, that no labor performed or materials furnished with the 
consent or at the request of a unit owner or his agent or his contractor or 
subcontractor, shall be the basis for the filing of a lien pursuant to the 
provisions of § 40-301.0 I, against the unit or any other property of any other 
unit owner not expressly consenting to or requesting the SaIne, except that such 
express consent shall be deemed to be given by the owner of any unit in the 
case of eJnergency repairs thereto. Labor performed or materials furnished for 
the common areas and facilities, if duly authorized by the council of co-owners, 
the n1anager, or board of directors in accordance with this subchapter, the 
declaration or bylaws, shall be deen1ed to be performed or furnished with the 
express consent of each unit owner and shall be the basis for the filing of a lien 
pursuant to the provisions of § 40-301.01, against each of the units and shall be 
subject to the provisions of subsection (b) hereunder. Notice of said lien may 
be served on the person designated in conformity with § 42-2014(a)(7). 
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HORIZONTAL PROPERTY REGIMES § 42-2026 

(b) In the event of filing of a lien against 2 or more units and their respective 
percentage interest in the comlnon elements, the unit owners of the separate 
units 111ay remove their unit and their percentage interest in the COl11111on 
elelnents appurtenant thereto fron1 the said lien by payment, or may file a 
written undertaking with surety approved by the court as provided in 
§ 40-303.16, of the fractional or proportional amounts attributable to each of 
the units affected. Said individual payment, or amount of bond, shall be 
computed by reference to the percentage established pursuant to § 42-2006. 
After such partial payment, filing of bond, partial discharge, or release, or other 
satisfaction, the unit and its percentage interest in the common elements shall 
thereafter be free and clear of such lien. Such partial payn1ent, indemnity, 
satisfaction, or discharge shall not prevent the lienor from proceeding to 
enforce his rights against any unit and its percentage interest in the coml11on 
elements not so paid, indemnified, satisfied, or discharged. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 459, Pub. L. 88-218, § 25; Aug. 21, 1964,78 Stat. 586, Pub. L. 
88-475, § 1(£).) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1725. 
1973 Ed., § 5-925. 

Key Numbers 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Library References 

Mechanics' Liens <:;::::>9 to 21, 55 to 78, 180 to 
]89,218 to 244. 

c.J.S. Mechanics' Liens §§ 9 to 14, 33, 36 to 
76, 217 to 230, 296 to 322, 325 to 333, 335 
to 337. 

Westlaw Topic No. 257. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Fixtures § 29. 

§ 42-2026. Rule against perpetuities and rule against unreasonable re
straints on alienation not applicable to horizontal property 
regimes; exception for individual units. 

The rule of property known as the rule against perpetuities, and the rule of 
property known as the rule restricting unreasonable restraints on alienation, 
§§ 42-302 and 42-304, shall not be applied to defeat any of the provisions of 
this subchapter, or of any declaration, bylaws, or other document executed in 
accordance with this subchapter as to the condOlninium project. This exemp
tion shall not apply to estates in the individual condominiul11 units. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 460, Pub. L. 88-218, § 26.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1726. 
1973 Ed., § 5-926. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 
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Key Numbers 
Perpetuities c:::=>4 to 6. 
Westlaw Topic No. 298. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

REAL PROPERTY 

c.J.S. Perpetuities §§ 1, 5, to to 28, 30 to 42, 
50 to 51, 53 to 73. 

§ 42-2027. Subchapter supplements existing code provisions; exception 
where cQnflict arises. 

The provisions of the subchapter shall be in addition to and supplemental to 
all other provisions of law of the District of Columbia and wheresoever there 
appears in the provisions the words "square", "lot", "land", "ground", "par_ 
eel", "property", "block", or other designation denoting a unit of land, where 
appropriate to implement this subchapter, after such descriptive tenus, there 
shall be deemed inserted reference to a condominium unit, condominium 
subdivision, or horizontal property regime, whichever shall be appropriate to 
effect the ends and purposes of this subchapter; provided, that wherever the 
application of the provisions of this subchapter conflict with the application of 
such other provisions, the provisions of law generally applicable to buildings in 
like use in the District of Columbia shall prevail. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 460, Pub. L. 88-218, § 27.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1727. 
1973 Ed., § 5-927. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

§ 42-2028. RegulatiQns Qf Council and ZQning CQmmission; enfQrcement 
thereQf. 

In order to bring horizontal property regimes into compliance with the laws 
and regulations in effect in the District of Columbia, the Council of the District 
of Columbia and the Zoning Commission of the District of Columbia are each 
hereby authorized to adopt such regulations as either deems proper, within its 
respective general authority, and the Mayor of the District of Colurnbia and the 
Zoning COlumission are each hereby authorized to enforce such regulations, 
within its respective general authority. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 461, Pub. L. 88-218, § 28.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1728. 
1973 Ed., § 5-928. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to the District 
of Columbia Council, subject to the right of the 
Commissioner as provided in § 406 of the Plan. 

Change in Government The District of Columbia Self-Government and 
This section originated at a time when local Govermnental Reorganization Act, 87 Stat. 818, 

government powers were delegated to a Board § 711 (D.C. Code, § 1-207.11), abolished the 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia District of Columbia Council and the Office of 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the Commissioner of the District of Columbia. 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of These branches of government were replaced by 
Governmental Organization in Volum.e 1). Sec- the Council of the District of Columbia and the 
tion 402(132) of Reorganization Plan No.3 of Office of Mayor of the District of Columbia, 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) respectively. Accordingly, and also pursuant to 
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§ 714(a) of such Act (D.C. Code, § 1-207. 14(a)), 
appropriate changes in terminology were made 
in this section. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (;:::::>18. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 17 to 23. 

§ 42-2029. Subchapter interpreted to require compliance with all applica
ble laws; owners' responsibilities for taxes; methods of col
lection; no effect on eminent domain. 

(a) This subchapter shall be interpreted in such a manner as to require each 
condOlllinium unit and each horizontal property regime to be in compliance 
with all District of Columbia laws and regulations relating to property of like 
type, whether it be designed for residence, for office, for the operation of any 
industry or business, or for any other use. The owner of each condominiun1 
unit shall be responsible for the compliance of his unit with such laws and 
regulations, and the council of co-owners and any person designated by them to 
manage the regime shall be jointly and severally liable for compliance with all 
such laws and regulations in all matters relating to the COHlmon elements of the 
regillle. 

(b) Notwithstanding any provision of this subchapter, the owner of each 
condominium unit shall have the same responsibility for the payn1ent of all 
taxes, assessments, and other charges due to the District of Colun1bia as does 
any other person or property owner similarly situated. 

(c) Notwithstanding any provision of this subchapter, the n1ethod of enforce
n1ent available to the District of Colulnbia to collect any tax or aSSeSSlllent or 
any charge from any individual property owner or any building owner shall be 
available to collect taxes, assessments, and charges from individual condOlllini
urn unit owners and from the council of co-owners. 

(d) Nothing contained in this subchapter shall in any way be construed as 
affecting the right to institute and maintain eminent domain proceedings. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 461, Pub. L. 88-218, § 29.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1730. 
1973 Ed., § 5-929. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <>3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 

§ 42-2030. Right to individual water meters; common water service au
thorized; hilling and collection. 

(a) Notwithstanding any provision of this subchapter, the developer or co
owners of any horizontal property regime shall have the right to have installed 
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for each and every individual unit a separately metered water service. Such 
installations shall be subject to all laws and regulations then or thereafter in 
effect in the District of Columbia. Upon the establishment of such separate 
water services each unit owner and his successor in title and persons occupying 
such units shall be responsible for the payment to the District of Columbia of all 
water and sewer charges rendered and the Mayor of the District of Columbia is 
authorized to enforce any and all of the renlCdies for collection of such charges 
as are authorized by law. 

(b) A comrnon water service is hereby expressly authorized for any horizontal 
property regime and in the event that a horizontal property regime is provided 
with a conunon water service to the charges for sewer and water service shall 
be billed to the person designated by the co-owners, pursuant to the bylaws, to 
manage the regin1e. In the event that the entire sewer and water charges are 
not paid within the time specified by law for the payment of sewer and water 
charges, the Mayor shall be authorized to enforce payment in any n1anner 
authorized by law, including, but not limited to, the assessment of an additional 
charge for late paylnent, the shutting off of water to the regime and the 
enforcement of the liens for nonpayment of such charges against the individual 
units in confonnity with the percentage of co-ownership established by 
§ 42-2006. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 461, Pub. L. 88-218, § 30.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Pdo.- Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1731. 
1973 Ed., § 5-930. 

Change in Government 
This section originated at a time when local 

government powers were delegated to a Board 
or Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume O. 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self-

Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.C. Code, 
§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mavor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. A~cord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(a)), appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec
tion. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium (>::;>13. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Estates §§ 271 to 277. 

§ 42-2031. Authority vested in Board of Commissioners unaffected; dele
gation of functions. 

Nothing in this subchapter or in any amendments n1ade by this subchapter 
shall be construed so as to affect the authority vested in the Board of COlnmis
sioners of the District of Columbia by Reorganization Plan No.5 of 1952 (66 
Stat. 824). The performance of any function vested by this subchapter in the 
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Board of COlnmissioners or in any office or agency under the jurisdiction and 
control of said Board of Comlnissioners may be delegated by said Board of 
COlTIlnissioners in accordance with § 3 of such plan. 

(Dec. 21,1963,77 Stat. 462, Pub. L. 88-218, § 31.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1732. 
1973 Ed., § 5-931. 

Change in Government 
This section originated at a time when local 

government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(sec Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 
District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume 1). 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 

SUBCHAPTER n. 

Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.C. Code, 
§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

COUNCIL AUTHORITY. 

§ 42-2051. Council authorized to prohibit conversions to condOininiums. 

In addition to other authority delegated to it, and in accordance with § 406 
of Reorganization Plan No.3 of 1967, the Council of the District of Colun1bia is 
authorized, by regulation, to prohibit the establishment, after the effective date 
of such regulation, of any horizontal property regilne, real estate condomini
ums project, or other conversion of units in a multiunit structure into a 
condominiun1 pursuant to this subchapter. 

(Aug. 29, 1974, 88 Stat. 794, Pub. L. 93-395, § 2.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1729. 
1973 Ed., § 5-928a. 

References in Text 
Reorganization Plan No.3 of 1967, referred 

to in this section, is set forth in its entirety in 
Volume 1. 

Change in Government 
This section originated at a time when local 

government powers were delegated to the Dis
trict of Columbia Council and to a Commission
er of the District of Columbia. The District of 
Columbia Self-Government and Governmental 

Reorganization Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.C. 
Code, § 1-207.11), abolished the District of Co
lumbia Council and the Office of Commissioner 
of the District of Columbia. These branches of 
government were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(a», appropriate changes 
in terminology were made in this section. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Supersedure of chapter: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-2001. 

Key Numbers 
Condominium <&;;>3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 89A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 237 to 244, 248 to 251. 
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Section 
42-2101. 
42-2102. 
42-2] 03. 
42-2104. 

42-2105. 
42-2105.01. 
42-2106. 
42-2107. 
42-2108. 
42-2109. 
42-2110. 
42-2111. 

SUBTITLE IV 

HOUSING ENHANCEMENT PROGRAMS. 

CHAPTER 21 

HOMESTEAD HOUSING PRESERVATION. 

Findings. 
Purpose. 
Definitions. 
Homestead Housing Preservation Program and Homestead Program Ad-

ministration established. 
Program inventory. 
Privatization of title services. 
Program guidelines. 
Property transfer. 
Abatement agreement. 
Proposals to develop a Technical Training Program. 
Appropriation; reports. 
Notice. 

§ 42-2101. Findings. 

The Council of the District of Columbia ("Council") finds that: 

(1) There exists an immediate crisis regarding the critical shortage of 
decent and affordable low- and Inoderate-income housing resulting in signifi
cant measure fron1 the lack of maintenance and the deterioration of rental 
housing, the lack of adequate financial investment in rental housing by 
owners and private investors, the abandonment of low- and n10derate-income 
rental housing by owners resulting from outstanding government liens, the 
lack of incentives for tenants to improve the rental property, and the 
ineffectiveness of traditional means of abating housing code violations on 
rental property. 

(2) Based on 1980 census data, there are approximately 9,800 units that 
are currently vacant and approximately 60,000 units in need of rehabilitation. 

(3) There are numerous properties that, because of their deteriorating 
condition, adversely affect the health, comfort, safety, and welfare of those 
persons who reside in and around thein. 

(Aug. 9, 1986, D.C. Law 6-135, § 2, 33 DCR 3771.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed.,§ 45-2701. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

first and second readings on May 27, 1986, and 
June 10, 1986, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on June 13, 1986, it was assigned Act 

Legislative History of Laws No. 6-173 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Law 6-135, the "Homestead Housing Preser- Congress for its review. 

vation Act of 1986," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 6-168, which was re- Miscellaneous Notes 
[erred to the Committee on Housing and Eco- Approval of community development objec-
nomic Development. The Bill was adopted on tives and projected use of funds: Pursuant to 
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Resolution 6-768, the "Community Develop
ment Block Grant Program Resolution of 
1986," effective July 8, 1986, the Council ap-

§ 42-2102. Purpose. 

proved the revised program description and au
thorized the allocation of funds. 

In enacting this chapter, the Council supports the following statutory pur
poses: 

(1) To provide decent and affordable rental opportunities for low-incon1e 
persons and homeownership opportunities to low-and moderate-income per
sons; 

(2) To enable organized groups of low-and n10derate-income persons to 
obtain skills to repair, maintain, and manage residential property; 

(3) To afford highly-motivated low-and moderate-income persons the op
portunity to participate fully in the production of their own decent and 
affordable homes; 

(4) To facilitate cOlllmunity developillent that would create jobs for low 
and llloderate income District of Columbia residents, as well as enhance the 
quality of life in residential areas by establishing businesses and other 
community services designed to meet the needs of the neighborhood; 

(5) To provide nonprofit organizations and developers the opportunity to 
purchase property in the progran1 in exchange for providing needed commu
nity service to District residents; and 

(6) To strengthen neighborhoods by returning blighted, vacant, and ne
glected properties to productive use. 

(Aug. 9, 1986, D.C. Law 6-135, § 3, 33 DCR 3771; June 11, 1999, D.C. Law 13-11, 
§ 2(a), 46 DCR 548; Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 80l(a), 49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2702. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-11 added pars. (4) and (5). 
D.C. Law 14-114, in par. (I), substituted "To 

provide decent and affordable rental opportuni
ties for low-income persons and" for "To pro
vide"; made nonsubstantive changes in pars. 
(4) and (5); and added par. (6). 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, sec § 2(a) of Homestead Housing Preser
vation Temporary Amendment Act of ] 998 (D.C. 
Law 12-245, April 20, ] 999, law notification 46 
DCR 4] 58). 

ervation Congressional Review Emergency 
Amendrnent Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-62, May 
10, 1999,46 DCR 4454). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2001. 

Law 13-11, the "Homestead Housing Preser
vation Amendment Act of 1999," was intro
duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 13-50, 
which was referred to the Committee 011 Eco
nomic Development. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on February 2, 1999, 
and March 2, 1999, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on March 22, 1999, it was assigned Act 
No. 13-48 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 13-11 became 

Emergency Act Amendments effective on June 11, 1999. 
For temporary amendment of section, see Law 14-114, the "Housing Act of 2002", was 

§ 2(a) of the Homestead Housing Preservation introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
Emergency Amendment Act of 1998 (D.C. Act 14-183, which was referred to the Committee 
12-556, January 12, 1999, 45 DCR 625). on Finance and Revenue. The Bill was adopted 

For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec- on first and second readings on December 4, 
tion, see § 2(a) of the Homestead Housing Pres- 2001, and January 8, 2002, respectively. 
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Signed by the Mayor on February 6, 2002, it 
was assigned Act No. 14-267 and transmitted to 

both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law ]4-114 became effective on April 19, 2002. 

§ 42-2103. Definitions. 

For the purposes of this chapter, the term: 

(1) Repealed. 
(l A) "Con1mercial property" means income producing property as identi

fied under zoning classifications, that would allow for such uses as office 
buildings, retail stores, restaurants, and service facilities pursuant to Chapter 
7 of Title 11 of the District of Colulnbia Municipal Regulations (July 1995). 

(l B) "Comn1unity service" means reasonable and needed services to Dis
trict residents for at least 10 years. Examples of reasonable and needed 
services include, but are not lilnited to, providing free food and clothing to 
the community; providing free shelter to the homeless on a temporary or 
long term basis; providing low or no-cost educational programs; providing 
vocational training programs for District residents with mental or physical 
disabilities; or providing housing for transition progranls for District resi
dents with mental or physical disabilities. 

(1 C) "Condonlinium or unit owners association" means an association of 
owners of individual units organized and incorporated in accordance with 
Chapter 9 of Title 29, for the purposes of the self-government of the condo
Ininium in accordance with subchapter III of Chapter 19 of this title. 

(2) "Cooperative housing association" means an association that is incor
porated in accordance with Chapter 9 of Title 29, and organized for the 
purpose of owning and operating residential real property in the District of 
Columbia ("District"), the shareholders or members of which, by reason of 
their ownership of a stock or Inembership certificate, a proprietary lease, or 
other evidence of membership, are entitled to occupy a dwelling unit pursu
ant to the terms of a proprietary lease or occupancy agreement. To qualify 
for participation in the Program established pursuant to § 42-2104, a cooper
ative housing association must be organized for the purpose of providing 
homeownership opportunities for low-or moderate-income persons. 

(3) "Dwelling unit" means any room or group of rooms forming a single 
unit that is used or intended to be used for living, sleeping, and the 
preparation and eating of meals, and that is located within a building that is 
wholly or partially used or intended to be used for living and sleeping by 
hUlnan occupants. 

(3A) "Homesteader (Commercial)" means a nonprofit organization or de
veloper entitled to purchase both commercial and multi-family residential 
property included in the program established under § 42-2104 in exchange 
for providing community service to the District and maintaining ownership of 
that property for at least 10 years under terms of an abatement agreement 
entered into between the Mayor and the nonprofit organization or developer. 

(4) "Homesteader (Residential) means an individual or an organization 
representing an individual who purchases a dwelling unit through the Pro
gram and enters into an abatement agreement. 
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(5) "Low-income persons" means persons or falllilies whose annual hOllse
hold income as determined by the Administrator does not exceed the limits 
for lower income families established by the Mayor for use in connection 
with the Tenant Assistance Progralll established pursuant to subchapter III of 
Chapter 35 of this title. 

(6) "Mayor" means the Mayor of the District. 
(7) "Moderate-income persons" means persons or families whose annual 

household income as determined by the Administrator does not exceed 120% 
of the lower inCOllle guidelines established pursuant to 42 V.S.C. § 1437f, for 
the Washington Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area ("SMSA"), as the 
median is determined by the Vnited States Department of Housing and 
Urban Developn1ent and adjusted yearly by historic trends of that median, 
and as lllay be further adjusted by an interim census of District incOllles by 
local or regional government agencies. 

(8) "Large n1ulti-falllily dwelling" means a building containing 5 or more 
dwelling units each with access to the outside directly or through a common 
stairway or hallway. 

(9) "Nonprofit developer" means a corporation that has been approved by 
the Internal Revenue Service as exempt from federal income tax under 26 
V.S.C. § 501 (c)(3), and that is organized for the purpose of developing 
housing for low-or moderate-income persons. 

(10) "Single-family dwelling" means a building containing 1 dwelling unit. 
(11) "Slllall multi-family dwelling" means a building containing 2 to 4 

dwelling units each with access to the outside directly or through a COlllmon 
stairway or hallway. 

(12) "Tenant association" Ineans a condominium or cooperative housing 
association that represents a minimUlll of 51 % of the households in a 
building, as determined by rules established by the Administrator. 

(Aug. 9, 1986, D.C. Law 6-135, § 4, 33 nCR 3771; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-192, 
§ 5(a), 33 DCR 7836; June 11, 1999, D.C. Law 13-11, § 2(b), 46 nCR 5487; Apr. 19, 
2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 801(b), 49 DCR 1468; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, 
§ 60(a), 53 DCR 6198.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications amendment, pars. (1) and (4) read, respectively, 
1981 Ed., § 45-2703. as follows: 

"(1) 'Administrator' means the Administrator 
Effect of Amendments of the Homestead Program Administration." 

D.C. Law 13-11 added new paragraphs (lA), "(4) 'Homesteader (Residential)' means an 
(lB), (1 C), and (3A); in Paragraph (4) struck the individual or an organization representing an 
word "Homesteader" and inserted the phrase individual who is entitled to occupy a dwelling 
"Homesteader (Residential)" in its place; and in unit in a building that is included in the Pro-
Paragraph (12) struck the phrase "cooperative gram established under § 42-2104 and who is 
housing association" and inserted the phrase occupying or will occupy the dwelling unit un-
"condominium or cooperative housing associa- der an abatement agreement entered into be-
tion" in its place. tween the Administrator and the individual or 

D.C. Law 14-114, repealed par. 0); in par. organization." 
(3A), substituted "Mayor" for "Administrator", D.C. Law 16-305, in par. (1 B), substituted 
and rewrote par. (4). Prior to repeal and "disabilities" for "handicaps". 
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Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b), (c), (d) of Homestead Housing 
Preservation Temporary Amendment Act of 
1998 (D.C. Law 12-245, April 20, 1999, law 
notification 46 DCR 4158). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 2(b)-(d) of the Homestead Housing Preserva
tion Emergency Amendment Act of 1998 (D.C. 
Act 12-556, January 12, 1999, 45 DCR 625). 

For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b) of the Homestead Housing Pres
ervation Congressional Review Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-62, May 
10, 1999,46 DCR 4454). 

REAL PROPERTY 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 45-2701. 

Law 6-192, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 1986," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 6-544, which was referred to the 
Committee of the Whole. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on November 5, 
1986, and November 18, 1986, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on December 10, 1986, it 
was assigned Act No. 6-246 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. 

For Law 13-11, see notes following 
§ 45-2702. 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-2102. 

For Law 16-305, see notes following 
§ 42-820. 

§ 42-2104. Homestead Housing Preservation Program and Homestead 
Program Administration established. 

(a) There is established a HOlnestead Housing Preservation Program ("Pro
gram"), to be administered by the Mayor, the purpose of which is to provide a 
program under which title to property acquired by the District pursuant to 
§§ 47-847 and 47-1303, or through District-initiated foreclosure, donation, or 
purchase, may be transferred to organizations or individuals meeting the 
criteria established in §§ 42-2106 to 42-2108 and any rules promulgated 
pursuant to this chapter. The Progrmll shall not include owner-occupied, single
family dwellings. 

(b) The Program established under this chapter shall be administered by the 
Mayor through the Homestead Program Administration. 

(c) Within 90 days after August 9, 1986, the Administrator shall develop and 
transmit to the Council for consideration in accordance with this subsection 
rules to carry out the purposes of this chapter. At a minimum, the rules shall 
establish procedures for administering the Program, define terms not otherwise 
defined in this chapter, and formulate standards consistent with this chapter for 
participation in the Program. Simultaneous with transmittal of the rules, the 
Administrator shall transmit to the Council for approval under this section an 
adlninistrative plan for the Program which shall contain, at minilTImTI, the 
following information: 

(1) A current list of all buildings that qualify for inclusion in the Program; 
a statement of the address, ward location, and condition of each building; 
and a discussion of the suitability of each building for transfer to homestead
ers; 

(2) Notice provisions for owners of property to be included in the PrograITI 
and samples of any notice that will be sent to owners of property to be 
included in the Program prior to the property becoming available for pur
chase by individuals or organizations under the Program; 

(3) An explanation of any changes in existing notices to property owners 
necessitated by this chapter; 
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(4) A current dollar statement of family income limits for the ProgralTI; 
(5) A sample Request for Proposals ("RFP") for buildings that are to be 

included in the Program; 
(6) A sample RFP for the Technical Training ProgrmTI described in 

§ 42-2109; 
(7) A sample of the abatement agreelTIent or agreements that will be used 

in the Program; and 
(8) SalTIples of all loan application forms that will be used in the Program. 

(d) All rules issued pursuant to this chapter and the adlTIinistrative plan 
required by subsection (c) of this section shall be transmitted to the Council for 
a 45-day review period, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, legal holidays, and days 
when the Council is in recess. The Council may adopt a resolution disapproving 
the rules or administrative plan, in whole or part, within the 45-day review 
period. If the Council, by resolution, does not approve or disapprove the rules 
or adlTIinistrative plan before the expiration of the 45-day review period, the 
rules or administrative plan shall become effective at the expiration of the 
45-day review period. 

(e) Repealed. 

(Aug. 9, 1986, D.C. Law 6-135, § 5, 33 DCR 3771; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-192, 
§ 5(b), 33 DCR 7836; Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-226, § 3(c), 48 DCR 1603; Apr. 19, 
2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 801(c), 49 DCR 1468; June 12, 2003, D.C. Law 14-310, 
§ 14(a), 50 DCR 1092.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2704. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-226, in subsec. (a), substituted 

"§ 47-847 and 47-1303" for "§ 47-847". 
D.C. Law 14-1 ]4, in subsec. (a), substituted ", 

to be administered by the Mayor" for "for the 
District" and substituted "or through District
initiated foreclosure, donation, or purchase, 
may be transferred" for "may be transferred"; 
in subsec. (b), substituted "Mayor through" for 
"Administrator of"; and repealed subsec. (e) 
which, prior to repeal, read: 

"Ce) There is hereby established within the 
District of Columbia Department of Housing 
and Community Development, a Homestead 
Program Administration, to be headed by an 
Administrator, to be appointed by the Mayor 
with the advice and consent of the Council. In 
nominating the Administrator, the Mayor shall 
give preference to a person who has demon
strated administrative experience with a home
steading program." 

D.C. Law 14-310, in subsec. (a), validated a 
previously made technical correction. 

Land Agency Disposition Review Congressional 
Review Emergency Amendment Act of 2000 
(D.C. Act 13-524, Januarv 5, 200], 48 DCR 
624). " 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes follo\ving 
§ 42-2101. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-192, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2103. 

Law 13-226, the "Redevelopment Land Agen
cy Disposition Review Amendment Act of 
2000", was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 13-185, which was referred to the 
Committee Economic Development. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
July 11, 2000, and November 8, 2000, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on November 29, 
2000, it was assigned Act No. 13-498 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 13-226 became effective on 
April 3, 2001. 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-2102. 

Emergency Act Amendments Law 14-310, the "Criminal Code and Miscel-
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec- laneous Technical Amendments Act of 2002", 

tion, see § 3(c) and 6(b) of the Redevelopment was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
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14-954, which was referred to the Committee 
on Whole. The Bill was adopted on first and 
second readings on December 3, 2002, and De
cember 17, 2002, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on January 22, 2003, it was assigned Act 
No. 14-622 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 14-310 be
came effective on June 12, 2003. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Approval of amendments to rules for real 

property taxes: Pursuant to Resolution 7-72, 
the "Homestead Housing Tax Sale Amendment 
Approval Resolution of 1987," effective June 2, 
1987, the Council approved proposed amend-

REAL PROPERTY 

ments to Chapter 3, Title 9 DCMR, rules for real 
property taxes which were transmitted to Coun
cil by the District of Columbia Homestead Pro
gram Administration, Department of Housing 
and Community Development. 

Approval, in part, and disapproval, in part, of 
proposed rules and administrative plan: Pursu
ant to Resolution 7-97, the "Homestead Hous
ing Program Approval and Disapproval Resolu
tion of 1987," effective July 14, 1987, the 
Council, approved, in part, and disapproved, in 
part, the proposed rules and administrative 
plan for the Homestead Housing Preservation 
Program. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-2103, 42-2106, 42-2107 and 42-2111. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (>::;>8. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 24 to 25. 

§ 42-2105. Program inventory. 

(a) The Mayor shall identify and publish in the D.C. Register on an annual 
basis a list of properties, the titles to which are available for transfer under the 
Program. The properties shall be properties for which the statutory redemption 
period has lapsed. In addition to publication in the D.C. Register, the list shall 
be published in at least 2 I11ajor newspapers circulated in the District and 
through other reasonable methods determined by the Mayor and shall be 
transmitted to the Council, Advisory Neighborhood Commissions, COl11I11unity 
Development Corporation, and any other organizations the Mayor deems ap·· 
propriate. 

(b) Along with the list of properties required to be published under subsec
tion (a) of this section, the Mayor shall publish a RFP inviting the submission of 
proposals for purchase of any of the properties listed. Proposals subl11itted to 
the Mayor shall be evaluated in accordance with this chapter and rules 
prol11ulgated pursuant to this chapter. Each proposal shall outline financial and 
structural plans for the developn1ent, repair, occupancy, maintenance, and 
ownership of the property and shall contain any other information required by 
this chapter or any rules pron1ulgated pursuant to this chapter. 

(c) The Mayor may accept unsolicited proposals for any property that has 
been offered for sale but that was not purchased through the RFP process. A 
proposal that the Mayor approves shall be submitted to the Council for 
approval, in whole or in part, by resolution. If the Council does not approve or 
disapprove the proposed resolution within 60 calendar days, excluding days of 
Council recess, the proposed resolution shall be deemed disapproved. 

(d) The Director of the District of Columbia Department of Housing and 
Community Development is authorized, at his or her discretion, as deel11ed 
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necessary to achieve the purposes of this chapter, and when it serves the 
District's interest in producing affordable housing, to transfer real property in 
the Program inventory to other programs adlninistered by the District govern
ment. 

(Aug. 9, 1986, D.C. Law 6-135, § 6, 33 DCR 3771; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-192, 
§ 5ec), 33 DCR 7836; June 11, 1999, D.C. Law 13-11, § 2(e), 46 DCR 5487; Apr. 19, 
2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 801(d), 49 nCR 1468; Oct. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-213, 
§ 35(e), 49 nCR 8140; Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 16-192, § 2112, 53 DCR 6899.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2705. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-11 struck the phrase "a semian

nual" and inserted the phrase "an annual" in its 
place. 

D.C. Law 14-114, in subsec. (a), substituted 
"Mayor" for "Administrator"; in subsec. (b), 
substituted "Mayor" for "Administrator" and 
substituted "development, repair" for "repair" 
in the third sentence; and added subsec. (c). 

D.C. Law 14-213 made a technical change in 
the enacting clause of D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 801(d)(2)(B), which resulted in no change in 
text. 

D.C. Law 15-105 attempted to make the same 
technical amendment as D.C. Law 14-213, 
therefore, the amendment was ineffective. 

D.C. Law 16-192 added subsec. (d). 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(e) of Homestead Housing Preserva
tion Temporary Amendment Act of 1998 (D.C. 
Law 12-245, April 20, 1999, law notification 46 
DCR 4158). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 2(e) of the Homestead Housing Preservation 
Emergency Amendment Act of 1998 (D.C. Act 
12-556, January 12,1999,45 DCR 625). 

For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(c) of the Homestead Housing Pres
ervation Congressional Review Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-62, May 
10, 1999,46 DCR 4454). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2112 of Fis~al Year 2007 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-477, August 8,2006,53 DCR 7068). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment o/" sec
tion, see § 2112 of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Conuressional Review Emenzencv Act 
of 2006 (D.C.

b 

Act 16-499, October 23: 2006, 53 
DCR 8845). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2112 of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-1, January 16, 2007, 54 
DCR 1165). ~ 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2101. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-192, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes [ollowing 
§ 42-2103. 

For Law 13-11, see notes following 
§ 42-2102. 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-2102. 

For Law 14-213, see notes [ollowing 
§ 47-820. 

For Law 15-105, see notes following 
§ 42-407. 

For Law 16-192, see notes following 
§ 42-903. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Shorttitle: Section 2111 of D.C. Law 16-192 

provided that subtitle I of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Homestead Housing Amend
ment Act of 2006". 

Key Numbers 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

District of Columbia e=:>8. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 24 to 25. 

§ 42-2105.01. Privatization of title services. 

The Mayor n1ay contract with, and pay all reasonable costs of, any person to 
research and quiet title to properties to be included in the Program. If services 
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are provided by a person under this section and the property is subsequently 
redeemed by the owner or another party having an interest in the property, as 
allowed under § 47-847, the costs of the services shall be paid by the District 
and shall be included in the costs due to the District by the redeeming party 
under § 47-847. 

(Aug. 9, 1986, D.C. Law 6-135, § 6a, as added Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 801 (e), 49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-2102. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Section 1101 of D.C. Law 14-114 provides: 

"The Mayor, pursuant to Title I of the District of 

Columbia Administrative Procedure Act, ap
proved October 21, 1968 (82 Stat. 1204; D.C. 
Official Code § 2-501 et seq.), shall promulgate 
rules to implement this act." 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia ~8. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2106. Program guidelines. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 24 to 25. 

(a) Proposals for large multi-family dwellings shall be considered only in 
accordance with the following rules of priority: 

(1) A proposal from a qualified tenant association shall be considered first. 
(2) If there is no proposal from a qualified tenant association or if the 

proposal does not meet criteria set forth in the RFP and rules prOlTIulgated 
pursuant to this chapter, proposals from condominium and cooperative 
housing associations shall be considered next. 

(3) If there are no proposals from condominium and cooperative housing 
associations or if the proposals do not meet criteria set forth in the RFP and 
rules promulgated pursuant to this chapter, proposals from nonprofit devel
opers, and for-profit developers who agree to make 100% of the units 
affordable to low- and lTIoderate-incom.e persons with no less than 50% of the 
units affordable to low-income persons, for the development of condominium 
and cooperative housing opportunities shall be considered next. 

(4) If there are no proposals for the development of condominium or 
cooperative housing, proposals for the development of rental housing for low
incon1e persons shall be considered next. 

(b) Except in the case of rental buildings, the proprietary interests in proper
ties sold through the Program shall be allocated as follows: 

(1) No less than 25% of the proprietary interests in large multi-family 
dwellings shall be transferred to low- or lTIoderate-income households. 

(2) No less than 15% of the proprietary interests in large multi-family 
dwellings shall be transferred to low-income households. 

(3) No less than 50% of the dwelling units and proprietary interests in 
large multi-falTIily, small multi-family, and single-family properties each year 
shall be transferred to low- or moderate-income families. 
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(c) Proposals for single-family and small multi-family dwellings may be 
considered in accordance with standards developed by the Mayor and approved 
by the Council pursuant to § 42-2104. To the extent financially feasible, 
priority shall be given to purchasers who are low- or lTIoderate-income persons. 

(d) Proposals for comlTIercial property shall be considered on a con1petitive 
basis in accordance with the following rules of priority: 

(1) A proposal from a tenant or tenant association which delTIOnstrates the 
ability to obtain financing shall be considered first. 

(2) If there is no proposal from a qualified tenant or tenant association, or 
if the proposal does not meet criteria set forth in the RFP and rules 
promulgated pursuant to this chapter, proposals from condominium or 
cooperative associations and nonprofit developers which demonstrate the 
ability to obtain financing shall be considered next. 

(3) If there is no proposal from a condominium or cooperative association 
or nonprofit developer, or if the proposal does not n1eet criteria set forth in 
the RFP and rules promulgated pursuant to this chapter, proposals from 
proprietary developers shall be considered next. 

(Aug. 9, 1986, D.C. Law 6-135, § 7, 33 DCR 3771; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-192, 
§ 5(d), 33 DCR 7836; June II, 1999, D.C. Law 13-11, § 2(d), 46 DCR 5487; Apr. 19, 
2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 801(f), 49 DCR 1468; Dec. 11,2007, D.C. Law 17-57, § 2,54 
DCR 10712.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2706. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-11 in subsec. (a)(2) struck the 

phrase "cooperative housing associations" and 
inserted the phrase "condominium and cooper
ative housing associations" in its place; in sub
sec. (a) (3) struck the phrase "cooperative hous
ing" and inserting the phrase "condominium 
and cooperative housing" wherever it appears; 
and added new subsection (d). 

D.C. Law 14-114, added subsec. (a)(4); re
wrote subsec. (b); and in subsec. (c), substituted 
"Mayor" for "Administrator". Subsec. (b) had 
read as follows: 

less than 50% of the units affordable to low
income persons," for "nonprofit developers". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(t) of Homestead Housing Preserva
tion Temporary Amendment Act of 1998 (D.C. 
Law 12-245, April 20, ] 999, law notification 46 
DCR 4158). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 2(t) of the Homestead HOllsing Preservation 
Emergency Amendment Act of 1998 (D.C. Act 
12-556, January 12, 1999, 45 DCR 625). 

For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(d) of the Homestead Housing Pres
ervation Congressional Review Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-62, May 
10, 1999, 46 DCR 4454). 

"(b) At least 25% of the proprietary interests 
in large multi-family dwellings in the Program 
shall be transferred to low-or moderate-income 
persons. No less than 15% of the proprietary 
interests in large multi-family dwellings in the 
Program shall be transferred to low-income per- Legislative History of Laws 
sons. At least 50% of the total dwelling units For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-135. see 
and proprietary interests in the Program shall Historical and Statutory Notes following 
be transferred to low-or moderate-income per- § 42-2101. 
sons." For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-192, see 

D.C. Law 17-57, in subsec. (a)(3), substituted Historical and Statutory Notes following 
"nonprofit developers, and for-profit developers § 42-2103. 
who agree to make 100% of the units affordable For Law 13-11, see notes following 
to low- and moderate-income persons with no § 42-2102. 
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For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-2102. 

Law] 7-57, the "Homestead Housing Preser· 
vation Amendment Act of 2007", was intro
duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 17-40 
which was referred to the Committee on Hous
ing and Urban Affairs. The Bill was adopted on 

REAL PROPERlY 

first and second readings on July 10, 2007, and 
October 2, 2007, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on October 17, 2007, it was assigned Act 
No. 17-131 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 17-57 be
came effective on December] 1,2007. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-2104. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia ~8. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 24 to 25. 

Notes of Decisions 

Construction and application 
For-profit developer 2 

1. Construction and application 
Regulation of District of Columbia Depart

ment of I-lousing and Community Development 
(DHCD), allowing sale of property, pursuant to 
the District's Homestead Program created by 
the Homestead Housing Preservation Act of 
1986 (HHPA), to "other" entities, could not 
amend provision of HHPA limiting sale of prop
erty to tenant associations, cooperative housing 
associations, or non-profit developers, so as to 
allow sale of property to for-profit developer; to 
the extent that regulation was inconsistent with 
HHPA, regulatio; was invalid. District of Co
lumbia v. Brookstowne Community Develop
ment Co., 2010, 987 A.2d 442. District Of Co
lumbia G;::;> 8 

2. For-profit developer 
For-profit developer was on constructive no

tice that District of Columbia lacked statutory 
capacity to sell property to it, pursuant to the 

§ 42-2107. Property transfer. 

District's Homestead Program created by the 
Homestead Housing Preservation Act of ] 986 
(HHPA), and thus District could not be estopped 
from disavowing contract for sale; even if Dis-
trict had made representations that it had au
thority to sell property to for-profit developer, 
developer's reliance on District's alleged repre
sentations could not have been reasonable. 
District of Columbia v. Brookstowne Communi
ty Development Co., 2010, 987 A.2d 442. Dis
trict Of Columbia ~ 8 

District of Columbia lacked statutory capacity 
to sell, pursuant to the District's Homestead 
Program created by the Homestead Housing 
Preservation Act of 1986 (HHPA), residential 
apartment building to for-profit developer, and 
thus contract for sale of building to for-profit 
developer was void; HHPA provided that Dis
trict could sell property under the program 
"only" to tenant associations, cooperative hous
ing associations, or non-profit developers. Dis
trict of Columbia v. Brookstowne Community 
Development Co., 2010, 987 A.2d 442. District 
Of Columbia c;;;> 8 

(a) The Mayor shall sell each residential building in the Program for $250 
per dwelling unit and each cOlnmercial building for up to $5,000 per unit. 
Commercial, single-family and small multi-family dwellings shall be sold at 
prices determined by the Mayor after considering the income level of the 
purchaser, the condition of the property, and such other factors as the Mayor 
deen1s appropriate pursuant to rules. In transferring single-fatnily dwellings 
with one dwelling unit, priority shall be given first to the sale to a low-income 
person and priority shall be given next to the sale for the development of rental 
units for low-income persons. Any rules or factors developed by the Mayor for 
consideration in connection with the transfer of single-family and small multi
family dwellings shall be transmitted to the Council for review and approval 
pursuant to § 42-2104. 
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(b) Individuals renting commercial space or residing in buildings in which 
dwelling units are rented or offered for rent at the time of inclusion of the 
building in the Program shall be given the right of first refusal to purchase a 
proprietary interest in the unit in which they reside or in a cornparable unit 
within the building provided that the resident agrees to join a condominium 
association, tenant association, or cooperative housing association that qualifies 
for participation in the Program. Those individuals who do not elect to 
purchase shall have the right to relocation assistance, consistent with 
§ 42-3403.02. If the individual is an elderly tenant, within the meaning of 
§ 42-3402.08, he or she shall be entitled to the protection afforded by that 
section. 

(c) Individuals who are not tenants in a building included in the Program 
shall participate in the Program individually or through a nonprofit developer, 
condominium association, or cooperative housing association. 

(d) With the exception of those individuals occupying a building at the time 
that the building is included in the Pro graIn, acceptance of individuals as 
potential homesteaders for the purchase of the building shall be lin1ited to first
time hOlne buyers, as defined in rules prOlnulgated by the Mayor and approved 
by the Council pursuant to § 42-2104, and commercial properties shall be 
offered to developers through a competitive bidding process. 

(e) The Mayor may provide to low-or moderate-income individuals a second 
mortgage not to exceed $10,000 per dwelling unit for the cost of repairs of the 
unit. The hon1esteaders shall not be required to repay the mortgage until the 
unit is transferred, as that term is defined in rules pron11dgated by the Mayor 
and approved by the Council pursuant to § 42-2104, at which time the entire 
$10,000 shall becOlne due and owing, plus interest. 

(Aug. 9, 1986, D.C. Law 6-135, § 8, 33 DCR 3771; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-192, 
§ 5(e), 33 DCR 7836; June 11, 1999, D.C. Law 13-11, § 2(e), 46 DCR 5487; Apr. 19, 
2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 801(g), 49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2707. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 13-11 rewrote subsec. (a); in sub
sec. (b) struck the phrase "residing in build
ings" and insert the phrase "renting commer
cial space or residing in buildings" in its place, 
struck the phrase "tenant association" and in
serted the phrase "condominium association, 
tenant association," in its place; in subsec. (c) 
added the phrase ", condominium association," 
after the phrase "nonprofit developer"; and in 
subsec. (d) inserted the phrase ", and commer
cial properties shall be offered to developers 
through a competitive bidding process" at the 
end of the sentence after the phrase "pursuant 
to section 45-2704". Prior to amendment sub
sec. (a) provided: 

"(a) The Administrator shall sell each residen
tial building in the Program for $250 per dwell
ing unit and each commercial building for up to 
$5,000 per unit. Commercial, single-family, and 
small multi-family dwellings shall be sold at 
prices determined by the Administrator after 
considering the income level of the purchaser, 
the condition of the property, and such other 
factors as the Administrator deems appropriate 
pursuant to rules. In transferring single-family 
dwellings with one dwelling unit, priority shall 
be given to low-income persons. Any rules or 
factors developed by the Adrninistrator [or con
sideration in connection with the transfer of 
single-family and small multi-family dwellings 
shall be transmitted to the Council for review 
and approval pursuant to § 45-2704." 

D.C. Law 13-91 validated a previously made 
technical amendment. 
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D.C. Law 14-114, in subsec. (a), in the third 
sentence, substituted "priority shall be given 
first to the sale to a low-income person and 
priority shall be given next to the sale for the 
development of rental units for low-income per
sons" for "priority shall be given low-income 
persons"; in subsec. (d), substituted "potential 
homesteaders for the purchase of the building" 
for "potential homesteaders"; and substituted 
"Mayor" for "Administrator" throughout the 
section. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(g) through (j) of Homestead Hous
ing Preservation Temporary Amendment Act of 
1998 (D.C. Law 12-245, April 20, 1999, law 
notification 46 DCR 4158). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 2(g)-(j) of the Homestead Housing Preserva-

REAL PROPERTY 

tion Emergency Amendment Act of 1998 (D.C. 
Act 12-556, January 12, 1999, 45 DCR 625). 

For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(e) of the Homestead HOllsing Pres
ervation Congressional Review Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-62, May 
10, 1999,46 DCR 4454). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-135, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2101. 

For legislative history of D.c. Law 6-192, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2103. 

For Law 13-11, see notes following 
§ 42-2102. 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-2102. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-2104 and 42-2802. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <P8. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 24 to 25. 

§ 42-2108. Abatement agreement. 

(a) At the tilne of settlement, the homesteader shall take free and clear title to 
property subject only to the terms of an abatement agreement and this chapter. 
Each homesteader at the tinle of property settlement shall enter into an 
abatement agreement with the District, which shall include, but shall not be 
limited to, requirelnents that the homesteader perform the following: 

(1) The homesteader (Residential) shall maintain the property as his or her 
principal dwelling place and residence for a period conlnlencing with the 
date of property settlement and ending on the 5th anniversary of the settle
ment date. If the property cannot be lawfully occupied on the settlelnent date, 
the homesteader shall be considered in compliance with this residency 
provision if he or she takes occupancy within a reasonable period of tilne 
after the property has been brought into compliance with the Building Code 
approved pursuant to the Construction Codes Approval and Amendments Act 
of 1986 ("Building Code"), and the District of Colum.bia Housing Code (14 
DCMR Chapter 1-14) ("Housing Code"). 

(lA) The homesteader (Commercial) shall maintain title and ownership of 
the property for a period commencing with the date of property settlement 
and ending on the 10th anniversary of the settlement date. If the property 
cannot be lawfully occupied on the settlement date, the hOlnesteader (Com
nlercial) shall be considered in compliance with this ownership provision if 
the nonprofit organization or developer takes physical possession of the 
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property within a reasonable period of time after the property has been 
brought into c0111pliance with the 12A DCMR, and 14 DCMR Chapters 1-14 
("Housing Code"). 

(1B) The homesteader (Commercial) shall provide needed community ser
vices for at least 10 years to the residents of the District. 

(2) The homesteader (Residential) shall participate in a Technical Training 
Program to be administered and conducted by groups selected pursuant to 
§ 42-2109. 

(3) The homesteader (Residential) shall improve the property within 12 
months of the starting date of the Technical Training Program to meet all 
applicable requiren1ents of the Building Code and Housing Code. 

(4) The homesteader (Residential) shall not sell, convey, lease, or otherwise 
alienate the property, or place liens or encumbrances on it, for at least 5 
years from the date of property settlement without the written approval of the 
District. 

(4A) The homesteader (Commercial) shall not sell, convey, or otherwise 
alienate the property, or place liens or encumbrances on it, for at least 10 
years fr0111 the date of property settlement without written approval of the 
District. 

(5) During the 5 or 10-year period, the homesteader shall permit periodic 
inspections of the property by the District or its agents or other persons duly 
authorized by the District for the purpose of determining the homesteader's 
compliance with the requirements of the Program. 

(6) The homesteader (Residential) shall maintain at all times during the 5 
or 10-year period fire and extended coverage insurance with a face amount 
equal to at least 80% of the fair market value of the property. 

(7) The hon1esteader (Residential) shall pay all taxes, fees, utility charges 
and asseSSl11ents on the property fr0111 the date of settlement, except as 
otherwise provided in District law. 

(b) Organizations to which residential buildings have been transferred shall 
certify that their mel11bers or other individuals who will reside in the buildings 
will meet the requirements of the abatement agreement and any other terms 
and conditions of the transfer imposed by the Mayor. Organizations to which 
commercial properties have been transferred shall certify that they will m.eet 
the terms of an abatement agreel11ent that would require the rehabilitation of 
the property. 

(b-l) At the time of settlement, an organization purchasing a property for 
residential rental use shall take free and clear title, subject only to the terms of 
an abatel11ent agreement and this chapter. The purchaser shall enter into an 
abatement agreement with the District, which shall include requirements that 
the purchaser, for a period of at least 20 years, shall: 

(1) Maintain the property in decent, safe, and sanitary condition and in 
conformity with all building codes; 

(2) Reserve no fewer than 50% of units for low-income and 1110derate
income households and charge rents affordable to low-income households in 
no fewer than 25% of units; 
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(3) Allow periodic inspections of the property by the District or its agents; 
(4) Maintain fire and extended coverage insurance with a face amount 

equal to at least 80% of the fair market value of the property; and 
(5) Pay all taxes, fees, utility charges, and assessments on the property. 

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (a) of this section, if the 
homesteader (Residential) dies or has a total disability during the first 5 years 
after the original transfer to the homesteader (Residential), the homesteader's 
personal representative may petition the Mayor on behalf of the homesteader's 
heirs, devisees, and imn1ediate family for an exemption from all or part of the 
ten1lS of the abatement agreement. In ruling on the petition, the Mayor shall 
attempt to avoid any unreasonable burden upon the homesteader's heirs, 
devisees, and immediate family. 

(d) In the event a homesteader (Residential), or one of its organizational 
members, has received written approval from the District to alienate his or her 
interest in the property during the first 5 years of ownership, the homesteader 
(Residential) shall pay to the District an assessment fee according to the 
following formula: 

(1) Eighty percent of the tax assessment value of his or her property (as 
detern1ined at the time of original acquisition by the homesteader), if the 
alienation occurs within 0 to 15 months after the original acquisition; 

(2) Sixty percent of the tax assessment value of his or her property (as 
determined at the time of original acquisition by the homesteader), if the 
alienation occurs within 16 to 30 months after the original acquisition; 

(3) Forty percent of the tax assessment value of his or her property (as 
determined at the time of original acquisition by the homesteader), if the 
alienation occurs within 31 to 45 months after the original acquisition; and 

(4) Twenty percent of the tax assessn1ent value of his or her property (as 
detern1ined at the time of original acquisition by the homesteader), if the 
alienation occurs within 46 to 60 months after the original acquisition. 

(e) ASSeSSI1lent fees shall not take priority over any 11l0rtgage liens. 

(f) The holder of a lTIOrtgage secured by the homesteader's building or 
dwelling unit shall be exempt from the terms of the abatement agreement if the 
hon1esteader (Residential) defaults on the mortgage. 

(Aug. 9, 1986, D.C. Law 6-135, § 9, 33 DCR 3771; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-192, 
§ 5(f), 33 DCR 7836; Mar. 21, 1987, D.C. Law 6-216, § 13(i), 34 DCR 1072; June 11, 
1999, D.C. Law 13-11, § 2(f), 46 DCR 5487; Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 801(h), 
49 DCR 1468; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 60(b), 53 DCR 6198.) 

Prior Codifications 
] 98] Ed., § 45-2708. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

subsec. (a) inserted the phrase "or 10" after the 
number "5". The amendment in subsec. (b) 
inserted the word "residential" after the phrase 

Effect of Amendments "Organizations to which" and added a new 
D.C. Law 13-11 in pars. (1) and (4) of subsec. sentence at the end of the phrase "the Mayor." 

(a) inserted the word "(Residential)" after the providing "Organizations to which commercial 
word "homesteader"; added subsec. (a) pars. properties have been transferred shall certify 
(lA) (l B) and (4A); and in pars. (5) and (6) of that they will meet the terms of an abatement 
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agreement that would require the rehabilitation 
of the property." 

D.C. Law 14-114, in subsec. (a)(7), substitut
ed "taxes, fees, utility charges" for "taxes, 
fees,"; added subsec. (b-l); and substituted 
"Mayor" for "Administrator" wherever it ap
pears in the section. 

D.C. Law 16-305, in subsec. (c), substituted 
"has a total disability" for "becomes totally 
disabled". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(k), (1) of Homestead Housing Pres
ervation Temporary Amendment Act of 1998 
(D.C. Law 12-245, April 20, 1999, law notifica
tion 46 DCR 4158). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 2(k) and (1) of the Homestead Housing Preser
vation Emergency Amendment Act of 1998 
(D.C. Act 12-556, January 12, 1999, 45 DCR 
625). 

For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(0 of the Homestead Housing Pres
ervation Congressional Review Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-62, May 
10, 1999, 46 DCR 4454). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2101. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-192, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2103. 

Law 6-216, the "Construction Codes Approv
al and Amendments Act of 1986," was intro
duced in Council and assi!rned Bill No. 6-500, 
which was referred to th~ Committee of the 
Whole. The Bill was adopted on first and sec
ond readings on November 18, 1986, and De
cember 16, 1986, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on February 2, 1987, it was assigned Act 
No. 6-279 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. 

For Law 13-11, see notes following 
§ 42-2102. 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-2102. 

For Law 16-305, see notes following 
§ 42-820. 

References in Text 
The "Construction Codes Approval and 

Amendments Act of 1986," referred to in sub
section (a)(1), is D.C. Law 6-216. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-2104. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ~16. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 26, 28 to 32. 

§ 42-2109. Proposals to develop a Technical Training Program. 

(a) The Mayor shall issue a RFP inviting organizations to submit proposals 
for the developn1ent and implementation of a Technical Training Program 
consistent with this chapter and rules promulgated pursuant to this chapter. 

(b) The Technical Training Program shall contain, at minimum, the following 
training elements: 

(1) Teaching individuals the legal rights and responsibilities of hon1e
ownership; 

(2) Training individuals in financial management to assist them in meeting 
the financial responsibilities of homeownership; 

(3) Providing individuals with technical skills that will permit them to 
identifY and correct conditions that are unsafe or that may otherwise lead to 
deterioration of the property; and 
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(4) Providing individuals with such other skills and information as may be 
required by rule. 

(Aug. 9, 1986, D.C. Law 6-135, § 10, 33 DCR 3771; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-192, 
§ 5(g), 33 DCR 7836; Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 801(i), 49 DCR 1468. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

]981 Ed., § 45-2709. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-114, in subsec. (a), substituted 

"Mayor" for "Administrator"; and, in subsec. 
(b)(l), deleted "of cooperative and other forms" 
before "of homeownership". 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2101. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-192, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2103. 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-2102. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-2104 and 42-2108. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <;::::>11. 
WestJaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ II, 26 to 33. 

§ 42-2110. Appropriation; reports. 

(a) There may be appropriated out of revenues available to the District 
sufficient funds to administer the Program. Beginning with the budget submis
sion for Fiscal Year 1988, the Mayor shall include in the budget submission to 
the Council a statement of goals and objectives regarding the number of 
properties contemplated for inclusion in the Program in the upcoming fiscal 
year and a projection of the funds that would be necessary to permit transfer 
and repair of the property under the Program. 

(b) Thirty days after the end of the 1st full calendar quarter after August 9, 
1986, and 30 days after the end of each calendar quarter thereafter, the Mayor 
shall submit to the Council a report on the progress in implementing the 
Program. The report shall include, but not be limited to, the following 
information: 

(1) The ward location, size, and assessed value of each property transferred 
under the Program; 

(2) A list of all properties remaining in the Program at the close of the 
quarter; 

(3) The individuals or organizations that were transferees under the Pro
gram and the sales price and other terms of transfers made under the 
Program during the preceding quarter; and 
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Note 1 

(4) A description of assistance provided to transferees under the Progral11. 

(Aug. 9, 1986, D.C. Law 6-135, § 11, 33 DCR 3771; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-192, 
§ 5(h), 33 DCR 7836; Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 801 U), 49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2710. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-114 substituted "Mayor" for 

((Administrator" throughout section. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2101. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-192, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2103. 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-2102. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <§;;:;:>31. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2111. Notice. 

Pursuant to rules issued in accordance with § 42-2104, the Mayor shall give: 

(1) Reasonable advance notice to the record owners and affected parties of 
properties brought to tax sale in accordance with § 47-1205 (b) and (c); and 

(2) Reasonable advance notice of properties scheduled to be sold and the 
date of sale by advertising the list of properties in a newspaper of general 
circulation published in the District of Columbia at least once every 2 weeks. 

(Aug. 9,1986, D.C. Law 6-135, § 12,33 DCR 3771.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2711. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <§;;:;:>33(29). 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

In general 1 

1. In general 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2101. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia § 45. 

Notes of Decisions 

property is sold to satisfy tax lien or placed in 
the homestead program. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2701 et seq., 45-2711, 47-1304, 47-1312 

Prior to disposing of property bid off by oper
ation of law at tax sale, government must pro
vide additional notice to record owner if the 

to 47-1314. District of Columbia v. Mayhew, 
1991, 601 A.2d 37. District Of Columbia <? 

33(29) 
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CHAPTER 21A 

AFFORDABLE HOUSING CLEARINGHOUSE DIRECTORY. 

Section 
42-2131. Definitions. 
42-2132. Development of an Affordable Housing Inventory and an Affordable Housing 

Locator. 
42-2133. Agency submission of affordable housing data to the Mayor. 
42-2134. Submission of affordable housing data by affordable housing developments. 
42-2135. Information on affordable housing developments. 
42-2136. List of affordable housing developments. 

§ 42-2131. Definitions. 

For the purposes of this chapter, the term: 

(1) "Affordable housing development" means any structure or building in 
the District (whether existing, planned, or under construction) containing one 
or l110re affordable housing units and the land appurtenant thereto, including 
privately owned units, rental properties, public housing, cooperatives, and 
liI11ited-equity cooperatives. 

(2) "Affordable Housing Inventory" n1eans a single, unified, searchable, 
and sortable database of all affordable housing developments that is main
tained by the Mayor. 

(3) "Affordable Housing Locator" means a list of affordable housing devel
opments generated using data in the Affordable Housing Inventory that the 
Mayor provides to the public in an effort to assist low-income and moderate
income households locate available affordable housing. 

(4) "Affordable housing unit" means a dwelling that is offered for rent or 
for sale for residential occupancy and is made available to, and affordable to, 
a household whose income is equal to, or less than, 120 % of AMI, as a result 
of a federal or District subsidy. 

(5) "AMI" means the periodic Area Median Income calculation provided 
by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Developn1ent as a 
direct calculation without taking into account any adjustments. 

(6) "Household" means all the persons who would occupy an affordable 
housing unit, including a single family, one person living alone, 2 or 1110re 
families living together, or any other group of related or unrelated persons 
who share living arrangements. 

(Aug. 15,2008, D.C. Law 17-215, § 2,55 DCR 7494.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws readings on May 6, 2008, and June 3, 2008, 
Law 17-215, the "Affordable Housing Clear- respectively. Signed by the Mayor on June 24, 

inghouse Directory Act of 2008", was intro- 2008, it was assigned Act No. 17-415 and trans
duced in Council and assigned Bill No.17-339 mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
which was referred to Housing and Urban Af- view. D.C. Law 17-215 became effective on 
fairs. The Bill was adopted on first and second August 15, 2008. 
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Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ~6. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. District of Columbia § 5. 

§ 42-2132. Development of an Affordable Housing Inventory and an Af
fordable Housing Locator. 

(a) To assist residents of the District in locating affordable housing units 
within the District, the Mayor, or the Mayor's designee, shall develop and 
maintain the Affordable Housing Inventory. 

(b)( 1) The Mayor shall create the Affordable Housing Locator using the 
Affordable Housing Inventory. 

(2) The Mayor shall make the Affordable Housing Locator available and 
accessible to the general public by all appropriate means, including the 
internet. 

(c)(l) The Mayor shall provide copies of the Affordable Housing Locator to 
each of the following offices and entities: 

(A) The Office of the Deputy Mayor for Planning and EconOl11ic Develop-
ment; 

(B) The Office of Planning; 
(C) The District of Columbia Housing Authority; 
(D) The District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency; 
(E) The Departl11ent of Housing and Coml11unity Development; and 
(F) The District of Columbia Public Library. 

(2) The Mayor shall provide updated copies to the offices and entities listed 
in this subsection on a quarterly basis. 

(Aug. 15, 2008, D.C. Law 17-215, § 3, 55 DCR 7494.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 17-215, see notes following 
§ 42-2131. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ~6. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. District of Columbia § 5. 

§ 42-2133. Agency submission of affordable housing data to the Mayor. 

(a) The Mayor shall require the following agencies to provide the information 
required by § 42-2135 to the Mayor, or the Mayor's designee: 

(1) The Office of the Deputy Mayor for Planning and Economic Develop-
ment; 

(2) The Office of Planning; 
(3) The Department of Human Services; 
(4) The Department of Mental Health; 
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(5) The Office of Aging; 
(6) The Office of Victims Services; 
(7) The Department of Housing and Community Development; 
(8) The District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency; 
(9) The District of Columbia Housing Authority; and 
(10) Any other District agency involved in the development, planning, 

provision of financing, subsidy, funding, or any form of financial assistance, 
facilitation, administration, compliance, monitoring, or oversight of housing 
requirements and programs that create or subsidize the operation of afforda
ble housing units in the District of Columbia. 

(b) With respect to affordable housing developments for which applications 
for financing, subsidy, funding, or any other form of financial assistance fron1 
the District of Columbia were processed and that are under construction on 
August IS, 2008, an agency subject to this chapter shall submit the report 
required by this section within 3 months of August IS, 2008. 

(c)(l) With respect to affordable housing developments for which applica
tions for financing, subsidy, funding, or any other form of financial assistance 
from the District of Columbia were processed and that are either completed 
and occupied or ready for occupancy on August IS, 2008, an agency subject to 
this chapter shall submit the report required by this section within 6 months of 
August IS, 2008. 

(2) The agency shall review the information for accuracy and update it as 
appropriate not less than once every 12 months. 

(d) An agency subject to this chapter shall submit the information required 
by this section to the Mayor on a quarterly basis after the initial submission 
required by this section. 

(Aug. 15,2008, D.C. Law 17-215, § 4,55 DCR 7494.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-2] 5, see notes following 

§ 42-2131. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia e:::>6. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia § 5. 

§ 42-2134. Submission of affordable housing data by affordable housing 
developments. 

The Mayor shall include in the Affordable Housing Inventory an affordable 
housing developlnent that does not receive financing, subsidy, funding, or some 
forn1 of financial assistance from the District of Columbia or federal govern
ment to provide a unit of affordable housing, if the affordable housing develop
lnent requests inclusion in the Affordable Housing Inventory and submits the 
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information required by § 42-2135 to the Mayor, or the Mayor's designee, on a 
quarterly basis. 

(Aug. 15,2008, D.C. Law 17-215, § 5,55 DCR 7494.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-215, see notes following 

§ 42-2131. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia G:;:::>6. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia § 5. 

§ 42-2135. Information on affordable housing developments. 

(a) The Affordable Housing Inventory developed by the Mayor pursuant to 
§ 42-2132 shall include the following information about any affordable housing 
developn1ent in the District of Columbia that is existing, planned, or under 
construction: 

(1) Name, address, and ward number; 
(2) Name and contact information of the owner; 
(3) Name and contact information of the property manager; 
(4) Name and contact information of the marketing manager; 
(5) Whether the affordable housing development is planned, under con

struction, or an existing property; 
(6) Name and contact information for the developer responsible for the 

construction of the affordable housing development; 
(7) Number of affordable housing units and number of market-rate units in 

the affordable housing development; 
(8) NUlnber of affordable housing units by bedroom size; 
(9) Percentage of units that are accessible to persons with disabilities; 
(10)(A) Type of financial assistance, funding, or subsidy provided by the 

District of Columbia or the federal government; 
(B) The name of the subsidy program; 
(C) The arrlOunt and the type of financial assistance provided with 

respect to the affordable housing development or unit; 
(D) Any income qualification and percentage of area median incon1e 

restriction ilnposed by the program; 
(E) The date upon which the program comlnenced and the date upon 

which the program expires; 
(F) The start date and ending date of use restrictions (the earliest date 

upon which the affordable housing developluent can be sold without an 
affordable housing restriction); 
(11) Where available, for properties subsidized through the u.s. Depart

ment of Housing and Urban Development, all scores received through an 
inspection conducted by the Real Estate Assessment Center; 
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(12) For properties that receive project-based funding under section 8 of 
the United States Housing Act of 1937, approved August 22, 1974 (88 Stat. 
662; 42 U.S.C. § 1437f), an indication of whether the owner has issued a 
notice of termination of the assistance and the date of the notice; 

(13) For properties with a mortgage insured or held by the Secretary of the 
u.S. Departlnent of Housing and Urban Development under sections 
236U)(1), 221(d)(3) BMIR, 241(f)/221-BMIR, or 241(£)/236 of the National 
Housing Act, approved June 27, 1934 (48 Stat. 1246; 12 U.S.C. § 1701 et 
seq.), an indication of whether the owner has issued a notice of prepayment 
of the mortgage and the date of such notice; 

(14) Any population specifically served by the affordable housing develop
lnent, including elderly persons, persons with disabilities, and low-income 
individuals or families; 

(15) Any affordable units created under the inclusionary zoning require
ments; and 

(16) All information required to be included in the Affordable Housing 
Locator pursuant to § 42-2136. 

(b) The Affordable Housing Inventory shall include a unique identification 
nun1ber for each affordable housing development. 

(Aug. 15,2008, D.C. Law 17-215, § 6,55 DCR 7494.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 17-215, see notes following 
§ 42-2131. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <8=6. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. District of Columbia § 5. 

§ 42-2136. List of affordable housing developments. 

(a) The Affordable Housing Locator shall include the following information 
about any affordable housing development located in the District: 

(1) Name of the affordable housing development, where applicable; 
(2) Address of the affordable housing development/unit, unless the owner 

or manager of the development requests that the address not be published to 
protect the confidentiality of the residents, and provides reasonable grounds 
for the request, such as the residents are participants in an ex-offender, 
substance abuse, victims of abuse, or mental disability program; 

(3) Population served by affordable housing developn1ent/unit, where spec
ificity is appropriate, such as elderly, persons with disabilities, or family, 
unless the owner or manager of the development requests that the address 
not be published to protect the confidentiality of the residents, and provides 
reasonable grounds for the request, such as the residents are participants in 
an ex-offender, substance abuse, victims of abuse, or Inental disability pro
gram; 
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(4) Any population specifically served by the affordable housing develop
lTIent, such as elderly persons, persons with disabilities, and low-income 
individuals or families; 

(5) Type of affordable housing development/unit (i.e., single-family, rnulti
family, townhouse, rental, ownership, condominium, hOlTIeOWner association, 
cooperative, lilnited equity cooperative); 

(6) NalTIe and contact inforn1ation for the agent selling or renting the 
property; 

(7) Rent charge or sale price, utilities paid by the tenant or owner, and 
underlying mortgage, condominium and cooperative fees, and other carrying 
charges, per affordable housing unit; 

(8) Maximum percentage of AMI and income for which units would be 
affordable; 

(9) Other subsidy or financial assistance program requirements for the 
affordable housing development, if any; 

(10) Number of bedroOlTIs in the affordable housing unit; and 
(11) Whether there are affordable housing units in the development that 

are accessible for persons with disabilities. 

(b) The Affordable Housing Locator shall display the information required by 
this chapter in various formats to allow the public the maximum flexibility in 
sorting through the information. The Affordable Housing Locator that is made 
available to the public by way of the internet shall be searchable and sortable 
by ward, target population, income limitation, affordable housing unit size, and 
rent or sales price. 

(Aug. 15,2008, D.C. Law 17-215, § 7,55 DCR 7494.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-215, see notes following 

§ 42-2131. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia G;:;:>6. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia § 5. 
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CHAPTER 22 

SENIOR CITIZENS' HOME REPAIR AND IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM FUND. 

Section 
42-2201. Definitions. 
42-2202. Establishment of Fund. 
42-2203. Sources of monies for loans. 
42-2204. Eligibility for loans. 
42-2205. Repayment of loans. 
42-2206. Issuance of rules. 
42-2207. Mayor's report to Council. 

§ 42-2201. Definitions. 

For the purposes of this chapter, the term: 

(1) "Council" l11eans the Council of the District of Columbia. 
(2) "District" means the District of Columbia. 
(3) "Fund" means the Senior Citizens' Home Repair and Improvement 

Program Fund established by § 42-2202. 
(4) "Lower income" means a household within the Section 8 lower income 

guidelines established by the Secretary of the United States Department of 
Housing and Urban Development pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1437f. 

(5) "Mayor" means the Mayor of the District of Columbia. 
(6) "Principal place of residence" means a dwelling unit in which a person 

lives in a particular locality with the intent to make it a fixed and permanent 
home of the senior citizen. 

(7) "Senior citizen homeowner" means the owner resident of residential 
real property who is 60 years of age or older. 

(Mar. 24, 1988, D.C. Law 7-96, § 2,35 DCR 891.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3001. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 7-96, the "Senior Citizens' Home Repair 

and Improvement Program Fund Act of 1987," 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 

§ 42-2202. Establishment of Fund. 

7-167, which was referred to the Committee on 
Human Services. The Bill was adopted on first 
and second readings on December 8, 1987, and 
January 5, 1988, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on February 3, 1988, it was assigned Act 
No. 7-140 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. 

(a) There is established in the District a revolving Senior Citizens' Home 
Repair and Improvement Program Fund to be administered by the Mayor for 
the purpose of providing loans up to $5,000 to lower income senior Cltlzen 
hOllleowners to enable them to make repairs and improvements to ensure 
health and safety in their principal places of residence. 

(b) There may be appropriated out of the revenue of the District an amount 
necessary to carry out the purposes of this chapter. 

(Mar. 24, 1988, D.C. Law 7-96, § 3, 35 DCR 891.) 
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Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-3002. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-96, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2201. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-2201. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia e:::>1O. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

§ 42-2203. Sources of monies for loans. 

The fund shall consist of, but not be limited to, monies frOll1 the following 
sources: 

(1) Appropriations pursuant to this chapter; 
(2) Grants and gifts from public or private sources to the fund or to the 

District for the purposes of the fund; 
(3) Repayments on principal and any interest on loans provided from the 

fund; 
(4) Proceeds realized from the liquidation of any security interests held by 

the District under the terms of any assistance provided from the fund; 
(5) Interest earned from the deposit or investment of monies of the fund; 
(6) Monies appropriated for the fund by the United States government; 

and 
(7) All other revenues, receipts, and fees derived from the operation of the 

fund. 

(Mar. 24, 1988, D.C. Law 7-96, § 4, 35 DCR 891.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-3003. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia e:::>10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-96, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2201. 

Library References 

§ 42-2204. Eligibility for loans. 

(a) An applicant is eligible for a loan if he or she is a senior CItIzen 
hOll1eowner, is a resident of the District, and has resided in his or her principal 
place of residence for at least 3 years preceding the date of the application for 
assistance under this chapter. Lower income applicants shall be given priority 
consideration by the Mayor with respect to the issuance of loans. 
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(b) To detern1ine the eligibility of an applicant, the Mayor shall develop an 
application form. 

(c) In order to apply for a loan under this chapter, an applicant shall 
complete the application form and return it to the Mayor at the time and in the 
manner in which the Mayor shall prescribe. 

(d) The Mayor shall verify the contents of the application form and determine 
whether the applicant meets the requirements for age, residency, and principal 
place of residence. 

(Mar. 24, 1988, D.C. Law 7-96, § 5,35 DCR 891.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-3004. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia e=:>10. 
Westlavv' Topic No. 132. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-96, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2201. 

Library References 

§ 42-2205. Repayment of loans. 

(a) For each loan issued under this chapter, the Mayor shall arrange a 
repayment schedule for which the repayment shall not create an economic 
hardship on the senior citizen homeowner receiving the loan. Loan repayment 
may be deferred to avoid economic hardship. 

(b) The loans granted under this chapter shall be recorded as a lien against 
the principal place of residence of the applicant. 

(c) If the loan is not fully repaid prior to the death of the senior citizen 
hon1eowner who accepted a loan under this chapter, the District may collect 
the unsatisfied amount from the decedent's estate. 

(Mar. 24, 1988, D.C. Law 7-96, § 6,35 DCR 891.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-3005. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia e=:>1O. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-96, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2201. 

Library References 

§ 42-2206. Issuance of rules. 

Within 120 days of March 24, 1988, the Mayor shall, pursuant to subchapter 
I of Chapter 5 of Title 2, issue proposed rules to implement the provisions of 
this chapter. The proposed rules shall be submitted to the Council for a 45-day 
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period of review, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, legal holidays, and days of 
Council recess. If the Council does not approve or disapprove the proposed 
rules, in whole or in part, by resolution within this 45-day review period, the 
proposed rules shall be deemed approved. 

(Mar. 24, 1988, D.C. Law 7-96, § 7,35 DCR 891.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Eel., § 45-3006. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ~10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-96, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2201. 

Library References 

§ 42-2207. Mayor's report to Council. 

The Mayor shall submit to the Council, not later than 6 n10nths after the end 
of each fiscal year, a report on the financial condition of the fund and the 
results of the operation of the fund for the fiscal year. 

(Mar. 24, 1988, D.C. Law 7-96, § 8,35 DCR 891.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-3007. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <;::;'>10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-96, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2201. 

Library References 
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SUBTITLE V 

HOUSING FINANCE AND ASSISTANCE. 

CHAPTER 23 

CREDIT LINE DEEDS OF TRUST. 

Section 
42-2301. Definitions. 
42-2302. Notice requirements. 
42-2303. Priority of credit line deed of trust. 

§ 42-2301. Definitions. 

For the purposes of this chapter, the term: 
(1) "Credit line deed of trust" means any deed of trust in which title to real 

property located in the District of Columbia is conveyed, transferred, encum
bered, or pledged to secure repayment of money that is loaned in the form of 
periodic advances by the noteholder named in the credit line deed of trust. 

(2) "Real property" has the meaning set forth in § 47-802(1). 
(3) "Single family residential property" shall have the same meaning as 

the term has in § 47-803(6). 

(Jan. 28, 1988, D.C. Law 7-67, § 2, 34 DCR 7441; Mar. 11, 1992, D.C. Law 9-72, 
§ 2(a), 39 DCR 20.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2901. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 7-67, the "Real Property Credit Line 

Deed of Trust Act of 1987," was introduced in 
Council and aSSigned Bill No. 7-163, which was 
referred to the Committee on Consumer and 
Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on October 13, 1987, 
and October 27, 1987, respectively. Signed by 
the Mayor on November 5, 1987, it was as-

§ 42-2302. Notice requirements. 

signed Act No.7-100 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. 

Law 9-72, the "District of Columbia Real 
Property Credit Line Deed of Trust Clarification 
Amendment Act of 1991," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No.9-70, which was 
referred to the Committee on Consumer and 
Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on November 5, 1991, 
and December 3, 1991, respectively. Signed by 
the Mayor on December 20, 1991, it was as
signed Act No. 9-123 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. 

(a) A credit line deed of trust shall include: 
(1) On the front page, either in capital letters or underscored, the words 

"THIS IS A HOME EQUITY CREDIT LINE DEED OF TRUST. DEFAULT 
ON PAYMENTS MAY RESULT IN THE LOSS OF YOUR HOME."; 

(2) Language to convey notice to all parties that the noteholder, the 
grantors, and other borrowers identified have an agreement whereby the 
noteholder may make or contelnplates making advances fron1 tin1e to tilne 
against the security described in the credit line deed of trust; 

(3) The Inaxilnum aggregate amount of principal to be secured at any 1 
tilne; and 
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(4) An explicit statement of the rights and obligations of the borrower and 
the consequences of default. 

(b) Failure to provide the notice required by subsection (a) of this section 
shall be deemed an unlawful trade practice punishable under Chapter 39 of 
Title 28. 

(c) This section shall apply only to a credit line deed of trust for single family 
residential property. 

(Jan. 28, 1988, D.C. Law 7-67, § 3, 34 DCR 7441; Mar. 11, 1992, D.C. Law 9-72, 
§ 2(b), 39 DCR 20.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2902. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-67, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2301. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-72, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2301. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Mortgages <>40 to 54. 
Westlaw Topic No. 266. 

C.J.S. Mortgages §§ 92 to 102, 107. 

§ 42-2303. Priority of credit line deed of trust. 

(a) From the date of the recording of a credit line deed of trust, the credit 
line deed of trust shall have priority: 

(1) Over all other deeds, conveyances, or other instruments, or contracts in 
wdting, that are unrecorded as of that date and of which the noteholder has 
no knowledge or notice; and 

(2) Over judgment liens subsequently recorded, except that a judgment 
creditor who gives notice of the judgment to the noteholder of record at the 
address listed in the credit line deed of trust shall have priority over the 
credit line deed of trust in the case of advances that are made after the date 
of the noteholder's receipt of the notice and that were not irrevocably 
cOl11mitted prior to this date. 

(b) Mechanic's liens established pursuant to § 40-301.01, shall have priority 
over all advances made under a credit line deed of trust subsequent to the filing 
of a notice of mechanic's lien, but shall not have priority over advances made 
prior to the filing of a notice of mechanic's lien. 

(c) Except as provided in subsections (a)(2) and (b) of this section, the 
priority of a credit line deed of trust shall extend to all advances 111ade 
following the recordation of the credit line deed of trust. Amounts outstanding, 
together with interest, shall continue to have priority until paid or otherwise 
settled. 

(d) Nothing in this chapter shall apply to the priority of purchase money 
security interests in goods and fixtures. 

(Jan. 28, 1988, D.C. Law 7-67, § 4,34 DCR 7441.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2903. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-67, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2301. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Mortgages C=o151 to 186. 
Westlaw Topic No. 266. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Executions §§ 214 to 217. 

c.J.S. Executors and Administrators § 484. 
c.J.S. Judgments §§ 801, 805. 
C.J.S. Mechanics' Liens §§ 242 to 244, 251 to 

252, 255 to 256. 
C.J.S. Mortgages §§ 204, 206 to 253, 256 to 

273. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 

1. In general 
Under District of Columbia, lender was not 

obligated to release second deed of trust lien on 
Chapter 11 debtor's residence upon payment of 
full amount owed from proceeds of loan se-

cured by third lien deed of trust, and thus 
subsequent advance by lender had priority over 
third lien, where sums secured by deed of trust 
were advances and readvances pursuant to re
volving line of credit, and line of credit was not 
closed. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2903. In re Har
ris, 1994, 165 B.R. 729, reversed 183 B.R. 657. 
Mortgages C=o 151 (2); Mortgages C=o 309(1) 
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CHAPTER 24 

DISBURSEMENT OF SETTLEMENT PROCEEDS. 

Section 
42-2401. Definitions. 
42-2402. Applicability. 
42-2403. Duties of lender. 
42-2404. Duties of owners and brokers. 
42-2405. Duties of settlement agent. 
42-2406. Validity of loan documents. 
42-2407. Penalty. 

§ 42-2401. Definitions. 

For the purposes of this chapter, the term: 

(1) "Disbursement of loan funds" means the delivery of loan funds by a 
lender to a settlement agent in the form of: 

(A) Cash; 
(B) Wired funds; 

(C) Certified checks; 
(D) Checks issued by the District of Columbia; 
(E) Cashier's check or teller's check; or 

(F) Checks drawn on a financial institution the accounts of which are 
insured by an agency of the federal, a state, or the District of Columbia 
government, and are located within the Fifth Federal Reserve District. 

(2) "Disbursement of settlement proceeds" means the payment of all 
proceeds of a transaction by a settlement agent to the persons entitled to 
receive the proceeds. 

(3) "Lender" means any person regularly engaged in making loans secured 
by n10rtgages or by deeds of trust on real estate. 

(4) "Loan closing" means that time agreed upon by a borrower and a 
lender when the execution of the loan doculnents by the borrower occurs. 

(5) "Loan documents" Ineans a note evidencing a debt due a lender, a 
deed of trust or a mortgage securing a debt due a lender, and any other 
documents required by a lender to be executed by a borrower as part of a 
transaction. 

(6) "Loan funds" means the gross or net proceeds of the loan to be 
disbursed by a lender at loan closing. 

(7) "Parties" n1eans a seller, a purchaser, a borrower, a lender, and a 
settlement agent. 

(8) "Settlement" means the time when the settlement agent has received a 
duly executed deed, loan funds, loan documents, and other documents and 
certified funds required to carry out the terms of a contract between the 
parties, and the settlement agent can reasonably determine that prerecorda
tion conditions of the contract have been satisfied. 
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(9) "Settlement agent" means a person responsible for conducting a settle
ment and disbursement of the settlement proceeds. 

(Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-187, § 2, 33 DCR 7681; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1241,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2801. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Law 6-] 87, the "Real Property Wet Settle
ment Act of 1986," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 6-60, which was referred 
to the Committee on Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first and sec
ond readings on October 21, 1986, and Novem
ber 18,1986, respectively. Signed by the May
or on November 25, 1986, it was assigned Act 

§ 42-2402. Applicability. 

No. 6-238 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. 

Law 12-261, the "Second Omnibus Regulato-
ry Reform Amendment Act of 1998," was intro
duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 12-845, 
which was referred to the Committee of the 
Whole. The Bill was adopted on first and sec
ond reading on December 1, 1998, and Decem
ber IS, 1998, respectively. Signed by the May
or on December 31, 1998, it was assigned Act 
No. 12-615, and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for review. D.C. Law 12-261 became 
effective on April 20, 1999. 

This chapter applies only to transactions involving purchase money loans 
made by lenders that are secured by first or second deeds of trust or mortgages, 
excluding second deeds of trust or mortgages for refinancing purposes only, on 
real estate containing not more than 4 residential dwelling units. 

(Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-187, § 3,33 DCR 7681.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2802. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-187, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2401. 

§ 42-2403. Duties of lender. 

A lender shall, at or before loan closing, cause disbursement of loan funds to 
a settlelnent agent. A lender shall not receive or charge any interest on a loan 
until disburselnent of loan funds and loan closing have occurred, and shall not 
require paylnent of any interest in advance. For purposes of this section, the 
term. "interest" Ineans any compensation directly or indirectly imposed by a 
lender for the extension of credit for the use or forbearance of money as defined 
in § 28-3311, except that for purposes of this section, the term "interest" shall 
not include any loan fee, origination fee, service and carrying charge, investiga
tor's fee, or point under § 28-3301 (e). 

(Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-187, § 4,33 DCR 7681.) 

Prior Codifications 

198] Ed., § 45-2803. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-187, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2401. 
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Key Numbers 
Deposits and Escrows (;:::;:> 11 to 26. 
Westlaw Topic No. 122A. 

Encyclopedias 

Library References 

C.J.S. Escrows §§ 1 to 28. 

C.J.S. Depos: §§ 4 to 5, 8 to 10, 13 to 25, 27. 

§ 42-2404. Duties of owners and brokers. 

The owner and real estate broker shall have in place, at or before settleluent, 
all documents, deeds, titles, recordation tax returns, certified checks, and any 
other monies needed for settlement so that disbursements can be made in a 
timely n1anner. 

(Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-187, § 5,33 DCR 7681.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2804. 

Key Numbers 

Deposits and Escrows (;:::;:>11 to 26. 

Westlaw Topic No. 122A. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-187, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2401. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Depos: §§ 4 to 5, 8 to 10, 13 to 25,27. 

C.J.S. Escrows §§ 1 to 28. 

§ 42-2405. Duties of settlement agent. 

A settlement agent shall cause recordation of the deed, the deed of trust or 
mortgage, or other doculuents required to be recorded, and shall cause dis
bursement of settlement proceeds within 1 business day of settlement. At least 
5 days prior to settlement, the settlement agent shall inform the seller of the 
terms of this chapter. If settlement is delayed, the settlement agent shall notify, 
in writing, all of the settlement parties explaining the reasons for the delay. If 
any of the reasons listed are the fault of a settlement agent or of the lender, the 
settlen1ent agent or the lender at fault shall be subject to the provisions of 
§ 42-2407. 

(Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-187, § 6,33 DCR 7681.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

] 981 Ed., § 45-2805. 

Key Numbers 

Deposits and Escrows (;:::;:>11 to 26. 

Westlaw Topic No. 122A. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-187, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2401. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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§ 42-2406. Validity of loan documents. 

Failure to comply with the provisions of this chapter shall not affect the 
validity or enforceability of any loan documents. 

(Feb. 24,1987, D.C. Law 6-187, § 7,33 DCR 7681.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2806. 

§ 42-2407. Penalty. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-187, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2401. 

(a) Any person suffering a loss due to the failure of a lender or of a settlement 
agent to cause disburseluent as required by this chapter shall be entitled to 
recover, in addition to the amount of actual damages, double the amount of any 
interest collected in violation of this chapter, plus any reasonable attorneys' fees 
incurred in the collection of that amount. 

(b) Civil fines, penalties, and fees may be imposed as alternative sanctions for 
any infraction of the provisions of this chapter, or any rules or regulations 
issued under the authority of this chapter, pursuant to Chapter 18 of Title 2. 
Adjudication of any infraction of this chapter shall be pursuant to Chapter 18 of 
Title 2. 

(Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-187, § 8, 33 DCR 7681; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 8-237, 
§ 15,38DCR314.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2807. 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-187, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2401. 

Law 8-237, the "Department of Consumer 
and Regulatory Affairs Civil Infractions Act of 

1985 Technical and Clarifying Amendments Act 
of 1990," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 8-203, which was referred to the 
Committee on Consumer and Regulatory Af-
fairs. The Bill was adopted on first and second 
readings on December 4, 1990, and December 
18, 1990, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
December 27, 1990, it was assigned Act No. 
8-320 and transmitted to both Houses of Con-
gress for its review. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-2405. 

Key Numbers 
Deposits and Escrows G;;;>11 to 26. 
Westlaw Topic No. 122A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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CHAPTER 24A 

FORECLOSURE RESCUE PROHIBITED. 

Definitions. 
Section 
42-2431. 
42-2432. 
42-2433. 
42-2434. 
42-2435. 

Prohibited foreclosure transactions and practices. 
Fiduciary duties. 
Private actions. 
Criminal penalties. 

§ 42-2431. Definitions. 

For the purposes of this chapter, the term: 
(1) "Foreclosure rescue service" means any good or service related to or 

promising assistance in connection with: 
(A) Avoiding or delaying actual or anticipated foreclosure proceedings 

concerning residential property; or 
(B) Curing or otherwise addressing a default or failure to timely pay 

with respect to a residential mortgage loan obligation. 
(2) "Foreclosure rescue transaction" means a transaction involving the 

transfer of title to real property, or an interest in the property, by a 
homeowner during or incident to a mortgage default, foreclosure, or tax sale 
proceeding, either by transfer of any interest from the homeowner to another 
party or by creation of a lTlOrtgage, trust, or other lien or encmnbrance 
during the foreclosure process; provided, that the transaction includes the 
subsequent conveyance, the promise of a subsequent conveyance, or a right 
to a subsequent conveyance of an interest back to the homeowner from the 
acquirer or a person acting in participation with the acquirer, including an 
interest in a contract for deed, purchase agreement, land installment sale, 
contract for sale, option to purchase, sale/leaseback, trust, or other contractu
al arrangement. 

(Jan. 29, 2008, D.C. Law 17-87, § 2,54 DCR 11913.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 17-87, the "Home Equity Protection Act 

of 2007", was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 17-101 which was referred to 
the Committee on Public Services and Consum
er Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first and 

second readings on October 2, 2007, and No
vember 6, 2007. respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on November 27, 2007, it was assigned. 
Act No. 17-205 and. transmitted to both HOllses 
of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 17-87 
became effective on January 29, 2008. 

§ 42-2432. Prohibited foreclosure transactions and practices. 

(a) It shall be unlawful, for compensation or gain or for potential or contin
gent compensation or gain, whether at the tilne of the transaction or in the 
future, to engage in, arrange, offer, promote, promise, solicit participation in, 
or carry out a foreclosure rescue transaction in the District or concerning 
residential property in the District. Nothing in this subsection shall be inter
preted to prohibit foreclosure rescue transactions that are not carried out for 
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compensation or gain or for potential or contingent compensation or gain, 
including transactions engaged in between or among family members or 
arranged by a bona fide nonprofit community organization or nonprofit hous
ing organization. 

(b) It shall be unlawful to advertise, offer, or promote the availability of 
foreclosure rescue transactions or services related to foreclosure rescue trans
actions. 

(c) It shall be unlawful to advertise, offer, or promote foreclosure rescue 
services without disclosing, clearly and conspicuously, a precise description of 
the goods or services offered and how they will assist persons in avoiding or 
delaying foreclosure or curing or otherwise addressing a default or failure to 
till1ely pay a residential mortgage loan obligation. 

(d) Nothing in this section shall be interpreted to prohibit the advertising of, 
offering of, promoting of, or engaging in foreclosure rescue transactions or 
foreclosure rescue services that are not carried out for compensation or gain or 
for potential or contingent compensation or gain, including transactions en
gaged in between or among family members or arranged by a bona fide 
nonprofit community organization or nonprofit housing organization. 

(Jan. 29, 2008, D.C. Law 17-87, § 3, 54 DCR 11913.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-87, see notes following 

§ 42-2431. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation G:z>218, 1005. 
Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 

Encyclopedias 
CoJ.S. Monopolies §§ 195, 255 to 256. 

§ 42-2433. Fiduciary duties. 

CoJ.S. Trademarks, Tradenames, and Unfair 
Competition § 387. 

Any person who advertises, offers, promotes, or provides foreclosure rescue 
services to a homeowner owes a fiduciary duty to the homeowner and shall 
discharge that duty in accordance with all applicable laws. 

(Jan. 29, 2008, D.C. Law 17-87, § 4, 54 DCR 11913.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-87, see notes following 

§ 42-2431. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 

Antitrust and Trade Regulation G:z>218. 

Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 
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§ 42-2434. Private actions. 

(a) In addition to any action by the Attorney General authorized under this 
chapter and any other action otherwise authorized by law, a homeowner Inay 
bring an action for damages incurred, or equitable relief, as the result of a 
practice prohibited by this chapter. 

(b) A hOlneowner who brings an action under this chapter and who is 
awarded dan1ages or equitable relief may also be awarded reasonable attor
ney's fees and costs. 

(c) A violation of this chapter shall be a violation of Chapter 39 of Title 28 
and all relnedies of the chapter shall be available for such action. A private 
cause of action under the chapter is in the public interest. 

(d) The remedies provided in this section are cUlnlllative and do not restrict 
any relnedy that is otherwise available. 

(Jan. 29, 2008, D.C. Law 17-87, § 5,54 DCR 11913.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-87, see notes following 

§ 42-2431. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation G;::>350 to 365. 
Attorney General <>7. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 29T, 46. 

§ 42-2435. Criminal penalties. 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Attorney General §§ 26 to 78. 
C.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 

Protection §§ 100, 103 to 104, 110 to 114. 

(a) Any person who knowingly violates any provision of this chapter, or any 
rule promulgated pursuant to this chapter, shall be fined an an10unt not to 
exceed $10,000, imprisoned for not more than one year, or both. All prosecu
tions of this subsection shall be instituted by the Attorney General for the 
District of Colmnbia or any of his or her assistants. 

(b) A person who knowingly commits a 2nd or subsequent violation of any 
provision of this chapter, or any rule promulgated pursuant to this chapter, 
shall be fined an amount not to exceed $50,000, imprisoned for not more than 5 
years, or both. 

(Jan. 29, 2008, D.C. Law 17-87, § 6,54 DCR 11913.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-87, see notes following 

§ 42-2431. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

Antitrust and Trade Regulation <>1005. 
Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Monopolies §§ 195, 255 to 256. 
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C.l.S. Trademarks, Tradenames, and Unfair 
Competition § 387. 
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CHAPTER 25 

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYER-ASSISTED HOUSING PROGRAM. 

Section 
42-2501. Definitions. 
42-2502. Establishment. 
42-2503. Eligibility. 
42-2504. Employee savings; District government contribution. 
42-2505. Deferred payment loan. 
42-2506. Assistance available for District government and public charter school em

ployees. 
42-2507. Rules. 

§ 42-2501. Definitions. 

F or the purposes of this chapter, the term: 
(1) "Agency" lueans the District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency. 
(2) "Agreement" means the housing allowance agreement required, pursu

ant to § 42-2504, to be entered into between a Participant and the District of 
Columbia government. 

(3) "Deferred payment loan" means funds luade available to Participants 
in the Program by the District to assist with the purchase of housing units 
and for which payment of the principal is deferred until the property is sold, 
transferred, or otherwise ceases to be the principal residence of the Partici
pant. 

(4) "Departluent" means the District of Colmubia Department of Housing 
and Community Developluent. 

(5) "First-time homebuyer" means a purchaser who has no ownership 
interest in a principal residence at any time during the 3-year period ending 
on the date of the application for assistance, but includes an applicant who 
has divorced or separated during the 3-year period where a formal settle
ment did not convey an ownership interest in a principal residence which 
had been jointly owned. 

(6) "Household" means all of the persons living in a housing unit. 
(7) "Housing unit" means any room or group of roOlUS forming a single

fmuily residential unit, including a semi-detached condominium, cooperative, 
or semi-detached or detached home that is used or intended to be used for 
living, sleeping, and the preparation and eating of meals by human occu
pants. 

(8) "Matching contribution" means those funds made available to Partici
pants in the Program by the District to assist the Participants in saving 
toward a down payment. 

(9) "Participant" means a person who has applied to the Program and who 
has met the eligibility requirements set forth in § 42-2503. 

(10) "Program" lueans the District of Columbia Government Employer
Assisted Housing Program established pursuant to § 42-2502. 

(May 9,2000, D.C. Law 13-96, § 2,47 DCR 1081.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 

see § 2 of the Government Employer-Assisted 
HOLlsing Emergency Amendment Act of 1999 
(D.C. Act 13-188, December 1, 1999, 46 DCR 
10407). 

For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 
see § 2 of the Government Employer-Assisted 
Housing Legislative Review Emergency Amend
ment Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-258, Februarv 9, 
2000, 47DCR 1124). " 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 13-96, the "Government Employer-As

sisted Housing Amendment Act of 1999," was 

§ 42-2502. Establishment. 

introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
13-451, which was referred to the Committee 
on Economic Development. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on No
vember 15, 1999, and December 7, 1999, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on December 
29, 1999, it was assigned Act No. 13-225 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 13-96 became effective on 
May 9,2000. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Section 11 of D.C. Law 13-96 provides: ''This 

act shall apply as of October 1, 1997." 

There is established within the District of Columbia Department of Housing 
and Community Development a District of Colulnbia Government Employer
Assisted Housing Program to assist District of Columbia government elnployees 
to become homeowners in the District. The Program shall include: 

(1) A District contribution toward a down payment; 
(2) A deferred payment loan of up to $10,000; and 
(3) Agency single-family mortgage financing for qualified applicants. 

(May 9, 2000, D.C. Law 13-96, § 3, 47 DCR 1081; Mar. 3,2010, D.C. Law 18-111, 
§ 7011,57 DCR 181.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Efi'ect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 18-111 substituted "There" for 

"Subject to availability of funds, there". 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 

sec § 3 of the Government Employer-Assisted 
Housing Emergency Amendment Act of 1999 
(D.C. Act 13-188, December 1, 1999,46 DCR 
10407). 

For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 
see § 3 of the Government Employer-Assisted 
Housing Legislative Review Emergency Amend
ment Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-258, February 9, 
2000.47 OCR 1124). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 7011 of Fiscal Year 2010 Budget 
Support Second Emergency Act of 2009 (D.C. 
Act 18-207, October 15, 2009, 56 DCR 8234). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 7011 of Fiscal Year Budget Support 
Congressional Review Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 18--260, Januarv 4, 2010, 
57 DCR 345). " 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-96, see notes following 

§ 42-2601. 
For Law 18-111, see notes following 

§ 42-1102.02. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

District of Columbia ~ 1 O. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2503. Eligibility. 

(a) An applicant shall be eligible for the Program if the applicant is: 
(1) A District of Columbia government employee, an employee of a District 

of Columbia public charter school, or a person who has accepted an offer to 
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be a District of Columbia police officer, firefighter, en1ergency n1edical 
technician, public school teacher, or a teacher at a District of Columbia 
public charter school; and 

(2) A first-tilne homebuyer in the District. 

(b) No more than one men1ber of a household shall be eligible for the 
Progrmn. 

(c) The Mayor shall not limit the eligibility of an applicant to participate in 
the Prograln based on the length of elnployment of the applicant or the length 
of time that the applicant has resided in the District of Columbia if the 
applicant is a District of Columbia police officer, firefighter, emergency Inedical 
technician, public school teacher, or a teacher at a District of Columbia public 
charter school; provided, that the Mayor may limit the eligibility of an applicant 
to receive a District of Columbia contribution toward a down paylnent based on 
the length of employment of the applicant with the District of Columbia or a 
District of Columbia public charter school or the length of time the applicant 
has resided in the District of Columbia. The Mayor shall not limit the eligibility 
of an applicant to participate in the Program based on the place of residence of 
the applicant at the time of his or her application. A rule, or a portion of a rule, 
inconsistent with this subsection shall be void. 

(May 9,2000, D.C. Law 13-96, § 4,47 DCR 1081; Apr. 3, 2001, D.C. Law 13-236, § 2, 
48 DCR 595; Apr. 24, 2004, D.C. Law 15-152, § 2,50 DCR 9827.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-236 rewrote subsec. (a)(1) and 

added subsec. (c). Prior to amendment, subsec. 
(a)(1) read: 

"(1) A District government employee; and" 
D.C. Law 15-152, in subsecs. (a)(1) and (c), 

inserted "emergency medical technician," after 
"firefighter," . 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 

see § 4 of the Government Employer-Assisted 
Housing Emergency Amendment Act of 1999 
(D.C. Act 13-188, December 1, 1999, 46 DCR 
10407). 

For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 
see § 4 of the Government Employer-Assisted 
Housing Legislative Review Emergency Amend
ment Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-258, February 9, 
2000,47 DCR 1124). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-96, see notes following 

§ 42-2601. 
Law 13-236, the "Government Employer-As

sisted Housing Program Teacher, Police Officer, 
and Firefighter Hiring Incentive Amendment 
Act of 2000", was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 13-629, which was referred to 
the Committee on Education, Libraries, and Re
creation. The Bill was adopted on first and 

second readings on November 8, 2000, and 
December 5, 2000, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on December 26, 2000, it was assigned 
Act No. 13-513 and transmitted to both Houses 
of Congress for its review. D.C.3 Law 13-236 
became effective on April 3,2001. 

Law 15-152, the "Government Employer-As
sisted Housing Program Teacher, Police Officer, 
Firefighter, and Emergency Medical Technician 
Incentive Amendment Act of 2003", was intro
duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 15-130, 
which was referred to Committee on Economic 
Development. The Bill was adopted on first 
and second readings on July 8, 2003, and Octo
ber 7, 2004, respectively. Signed by the Mayor 
on October 24, 2003, it was assigned Act No. 
15-199 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. D.C. Law 15-152 became 
effective on April 24, 2004. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Section 3 of D.C. Law 13-236 provides: 
liThe Mayor shall, pursuant to the District of 

Columbia Administrative Procedure Act, ap
proved October 21, 1968 issue rules within 90 
days of the effective date of the Government 
Employer-Assisted Housing Program Teacher, 
Police Officer, and Firefighter Hiring Incentive 
Amendment Act of 2000 CAct') to implement 
the Act." 
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Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia G::;;>10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2504. Employee savings; District government contribution. 

(a) Each Participant in the Program shall be required to save an agreed upon 
amount, as set forth in this section, which shall be applied toward the down 
payment and closing costs for the housing unit. Each Participant shall enter 
into an Agreement with the Department. The Agreement shall set forth the 
following items: 

(1) The amount to be saved by the employee and the period of time during 
which the savings shall be accomplished; 

(2) A provision for amendment or termination of the Agreement; 
(3) A penalty for withdrawal of funds or termination of the Agreeluent 

prior to settlement of the loan; 
(4) A procedure for refund to the District of the amount of n1atching funds 

contributed by the District on behalf of a Participant who has withdrawn 
from the Agreement, terminated the Agreement, or otherwise failed to pur
chase the housing unit; 

(5) The matching funds to be contributed by the District; 
(6) The requirement that the matching funds provided by the District shall 

be used only for the purchase of a housing unit that shall be the principal 
residence of the Participant; and 

(7) Any other item that the Department deems necessary. 

(b) For each Participant in the Progran1 who sets aside $2,500 under an 
Agreement, the District shall obligate $500 in the financialluanagement systelTI. 
The District shall luatch succeeding Participant saving increments of $2,500 
with a $500 obligation until the District obligation totals $1,500. Matching 
contributions by the District shall not exceed $1,500 for any individual Partici
pant. The District shall disburse its cash contribution at the time of settlement. 

(c) The Mayor shall establish a procedure to allow a Participant in the 
Program to save the target amount of luoney listed in the Agreement through a 
system of payroll deduction. 

(d) An applicant who has saved toward a down payment prior to entering the 
Program shall also be eligible for the matching contribution upon entering into 
an Agreement with the Department. 

(May 9, 2000, D.C. Law 13-96, § 5,47 DCR 1081.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 

see § 5 of the Government Employer-Assisted 
I-lousing Emergency Amendment Act of 1999 
(D.C. Act 13-188, December 1, 1999, 46 DCR 
10407). 

For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 
see § 5 of the Government Employer-Assisted 
Housing Legislative Review Emergency Amend
ment Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-258, February 9, 
2000,47 DCR 1124). 
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Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-96, see notes following 

§ 42-2601. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Colurnbia <;::;:>10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2505. Deferred payment loan. 

(a) In addition to the assistance provided in § 42-2504(b), the Department 
shall make available to each Participant a deferred loan of up to $10,000 to 
provide financial assistance for the purchase of a housing unit. The deferred 
paYluent loan shall be available only if the housing unit shall be the principal 
residence of the Participant. 

(b) Payment of the principal n1ay be deferred until the property is sold, 
transferred, or ceases to be the principal residence of the Participant. 

(c) Deferred payment loans may be secured by a second deed of trust on the 
subject property. 

(d) The deferred payment loan luay be used in conjunction with the Hon1e 
Purchase Assistance Program established by Chapter 26 of this title. 

(e) The Department luay charge interest on the loan if the housing unit is 
sold within 5 years. 

(May 9, 2000, D.C. Law 13-96, § 6, 47 DCR 1081; Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law ]6-192, 
§ 20I2(a), 53 DCR 6899.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-192, in subsec. (d), substituted 

"may" for "may not". 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 

see § 6 of the Government Employer-Assisted 
Housing Emergency Amendment Act of 1999 
(D.C. Act 13-188, December 1, 1999, 46 DCR 
10407). 

For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 
see § 6 of the Government Employer-Assisted 
Housing Legislative Review Emergency Amend
ment Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-258, February 9, 
2000,47 DCR 1124). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2012(a) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-477, August 8,2006,53 DCR 7068). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2012(a) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 

Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-499, October 23, 2006, 53 
OCR 8845). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 20] 2(a) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-1, January 16, 2007, 54 
OCR 1165). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-96, see notes following 

§ 42-2601. 

For Law 16-192, see notes following 
§ 42-903. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Short title: Section 2011 of D.C. Law 16-192 

provided that subtitle B of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Government Employer-Assisted 
Housing Program Amendment Act of 2006". 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <;::;:>10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 483 
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§ 42-2506. Assistance available for District government and public charter 
school employees. 

(a) In addition to the assistance provided in §§ 42-2504 and 42-2505, a 
District of ColUll1bia government employee, an employee of a District of 
Columbia public charter school, or a person who has accepted an offer to be a 
District of Colun'lbia police officer, firefighter, en'lergency medical technician, 
public school teacher, or a teacher at a District of Columbia public charter 
school who is a first-time hOll1ebuyer in the District shall be eligible for the 
following assistance, subject to annual available appropriations: 

(1) A sliding-scale property tax credit as follows: 
(A) An 80% property tax credit for the first year; 
(B) A 60% property tax credit for the second year; 
(C) A 40% property tax credit for the third year; 
(D) A 20% property tax credit for the fourth year; and 
(E) A 20% property tax credit for the fifth year. 

(2) A $2,000 income tax credit in the tax year the District of Columbia 
government employee, employee of a District of Columbia public charter 
school, or person who has accepted an offer to be a District of Columbia 
police officer, firefighter, emergency luedical technician, public school teach
er, or teacher at a District of Columbia public charter school purchases the 
housing unit and each of the 4 immediately succeeding tax years; provided, 
that the District of Columbia government employee, employee of a District of 
Columbia public charter school, or person who has accepted an offer to be a 
District of Colun1bia police officer, firefighter, emergency medical technician, 
public school teacher, or teacher at a District of CO]Ull1bia remains eligible 
for the tax credit. The credit shall not be prorated and any portion of the 
credit that is not utilized in a tax year shall not be carried forward, carried 
back, or refunded to the District of Colun1bia government employee, employ
ee of a District of Columbia public charter school, or person who has 
accepted an offer to be a District of Columbia police officer, firefighter, 
ell1ergency medical technician, public school teacher, or teacher at a District 
of Columbia. 

(b) Any real property owner eligible to receive a real property tax credit 
under this section shall receive the tax credit as of the next half of the real 
property tax year following the date the real property owner applied for the 
credit. The real property owner shall continue to receive the real property tax 
credit for each succeeding 9 halves of the real property tax year; provided, that 
the real property owner remains eligible to receive the tax credit. 

(May 9, 2000, D.C. Law 13-96, § 7, 47 DCR 1081; Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 16-192, 
§ 2012(b), 53 DCR 6899; Mar. 3, 2010, D.C. Law 18-111, § 7038(a), 57 DCR 181.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments cers"; rewrote the lead-in language of subsec. 
D.C. Law 16-192, in the section heading, sub- (a), which had previously read: "In addition to 

stituted "District government and public charter the assistance provided in §§ 42-2504 and 
school employees" for "Metropolitan police offi- 42-2505, Metropolitan police officers who are 
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first-time homebuyers in the District shall be 
eligible for the following assistance:"; and re
wrote subsec. (a)(2), which had previously read: 

"(2) A $2,000 income tax credit in the tax 
year the officer purchases the housing unit and 
each of the 4 immediately succeeding tax years; 
provided, that the officer remains eligible for 
the tax credit. The credit shall not be prorated 
and any portion of the credit that is not utilized 
in a tax year shall not be carried forward, 
carried back, or refunded to the officer." 

D.C. Law 18-111, in subsec. (a), substituted 
"following assistance, subject to annual avail
able appropriations:" for "following assis
tance:". 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 

see § 7 of the Government Employer-Assisted 
Housing Emergency Amendment Act of 1999 
(D.C. Act 13-188, December 1, 1999, 46 DCR 
10407). 

For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 
see § 7 of the Government Employer-Assisted 
Housing Legislative Review Emergency Amend
ment Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-258, February 9, 
2000,47 DCR 1124). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2012(b) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
]6-477, August 8,2006,53 DCR 7068). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2012(b) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-499, October 23, 2006, 53 
DCR 8845). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2012(b) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-1, January 16, 2007, 54 
DCR 1165). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 7038 of Fiscal Year 2010 Budget 
Support Second Emergency Act of 2009 (D.C. 
Act 18-207, October 15, 2009, 56 DCR 8234). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 7038 of Fiscal Year Budget Support 
Congressional Review Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 18-260, January 4,2010, 
57 DCR 345). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-96, see notes following 

§ 42-2601. 
For Law 16-192, see notes following 

§ 42-903. 
For Law 18-111, see notes following 

§ 42-1102.02. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Section 7038(b) of D.C. Law 18-111 provides: 
"(b) This section shall apply as of October 1, 

2009." 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <>10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2507. Rules. 

(a) The Mayor shall, pursuant to subchapter I of Chapter 5 of Title 2, issue 
rules within 90 days after the effective date of this chapter to implement the 
provisions of this chapter. 

(b) The rules shall include the following: 

(1) An application procedure for the Program; 
(2) A standard for eligibility and selection of applicants; and 
(3) The conditions under which the deferred paylnent loan may be granted. 

(c) The proposed rules shall be submitted to the Council for a 45-day period 
of review, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, legal holidays, and days of Council 
recess. If the Council does not approve or disapprove the proposed rules, in 
whole or in part, by resolution within this 45-day review period, the proposed 
rules shall be deemed approved. Nothing in this section shall affect any 
requirements iInposed upon the Mayor by subchapter I of Chapter 5 of Title 2. 

(May 9,2000, D.C. Law 13-96, § 8,47 DCR 1081.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 

see § 8 of the Government Employer-Assisted 
I-lousing Emergency Amendment Act of 1999 
(D.C. Act 13-188, December 1, 1999, 46 DCR 
10407). 

For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 
see § 8 of the Government Employer-Assisted 
Housing Legislative Review Emergency Amend
ment Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-258, February 9, 
2000,47 DCR 1124). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-96, see notes following 
§ 42-2601. 

Resolutions 
Resolution 14-578, the "Government Employ

er-Assisted Housing Program Teacher, Police 
Officer, and Firefighter Hiring Incentive Regu
lations Approval Resolution of 2002", was ap
proved effective October 18, 2002. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <> 10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 
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CHAPTER 26 

HOME PURCHASE ASSISTANCE FUND. 

Subchapter I. General Provisions. 
Section 
42-2601. Establishment; purpose; unexpended balance. 
42-2602. Deposits to credit of Fund. 
42-2603. Availability; use prescribed by Mayor. 
42-2604. Promulgation of rules and regulations by Mayor; review by Council; con

tents of loan agreements. 
42-2605. Annual audit; report to Congress and Council; appropriations. 

Subchapter n. Step Up Program. 

42-2621. Definitions. 
42-2622. Establishment; funding; annual audit. 
42-2623. Eligibility. 
42-2624. Assistance. 
42-2625. Rulemaking. 
42-2626. Applicability. 

SUBCHAPTER I. GENERAL PROVISIONS. 

§ 42-2601. Establishment; purpose; unexpended balance. 

There is hereby established in the District of Colulubia and there is author
ized, and accounted for in the General Fund as a separate revenue source 
allocable to provide financial assistance to low and moderate income persons, 
and District of Columbia Government employees participating in the District of 
Columbia Employer-Assisted Housing Program, and families seeking to pur
chase homes in the District of Columbia, for the purposes of enabling them to 
purchase decent, safe, and sanitary hOlues in the District of Colulubia. Any 
unexpended balance at the end of the year shall be reserved as a restricted fund 
balance and used to provide authorization to expend for subsequent years 
subject to the direction of the Mayor. 

(Sept. 12, 1978, D.C. Law 2-103, § 2, 25 DCR 1977; June 14, 1980, D.C. Law 3-70, 
§ 7(1), 27 DCR 1776; Oct. 24, 1981, D.C. Law 4-44, § 2(b), 28 DCR 4265; Sept. 23, 
1986, D.C. Law 6-151, § 2(a), 33 DCR 4783; June 11, 1992, D.C. Law 9-118, § 8(a), 39 
DCR 3189; Mar. 20, 1998, D.C. Law 12-60, § 1101, 44 DCR 7378; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. 
Law 12-259, § 2(a), 46 DCR 1316; May 9,2000, D.C. Law 13-96, § 9(a), 47 DCR 1081.) 

Prior Codifications 
1 981 Ed., § 45-2201. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1801. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Housing Program" following "low and moder
ate income persons." 

Section 11 of D.C. Law] 3-96 provides: 'This 
act shall apply as of October I, 1997." 

Effect of Amendments Emergency Act Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-96 inserted lithe District of Co- For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec-

lumbia Government employees participating in tion, see § 9(a) of the Government Employer-
the District of Columbia Employer-Assisted Assisted Housing Emergency Amendment Act of 
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1999 (D.C. Act 13-188, December 1, 1999,46 
DCR 10407). 

For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 9(a) of the Government Employer
Assisted Housing Legislative Review Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-258, Feb
ruary 9,2000, 47 DCR 1124). 

Legislative History of Laws 

Law 2-103, the "Home Purchase Assistance 
Fund Act of 1978," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 2-316, which was re
ferr'ed to the Committee on Housing and Urban 
Development. The Bill \vas adopted on first 
and second readings on June 13, 1978, and 
June 27, 1978, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on July 1, 1978, it was assigned Act No. 
2-214 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. 

Law 3-70, the "District of Columbia Fund 
Accounting Act of 1980," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 3-197, which was 
referred to the Committee on Human Services. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on March 18, 1980, and April 1, 1980, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on April 25, 
1980, it was assigned Act No. 3-176 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. 

Law 4-44, the "Home Purchase and First 
Right Assistance Fund Act Amendments Act of 
198] ," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No.4-170, which was referred to the Com
mittee on Housing and Economic Development. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on July 14, 1981, and July 28,1981, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on August 6, 1981, 
it was assigned Act No. 4-79 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. 

Law 6-151, the "Home Purchase Assistance 
Fund Act Amendments Act of 1986," was intro
duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 6-395, 
which was referred to the Committee on Hous
ing and Economic Development. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on June 
24, 1986, and July 8, 1986, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on July 16, 1986, it was 
assigned Act No. 6-193 and transmitted to both 
Ho;ses of Congress for its review. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Law 9-118, the "District of Columbia Govern
ment Employer-Assisted Housing Act of 1992," 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
9-210, which was referred to the Committee on 
Housing. The Bill was adopted on first and 
second readings on March 3, 1992, and April 7, 
1992, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
April 24, 1992. it was assigned Act No. 9-192 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 
its review. D.C. Law 9-118 became effective on 
June 11, 1992. 

Law 12-60, the "Fiscal Year 1998 Revised 
Budget Support Act of 1997" was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 12-353, which 
was referred to the Committee of the Whole. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on September 8, 1997, and October 7, 
1997, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
October 24, 1997, it was assigned Act No. 
12-191 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. D.C. Law 12-60 became 
effective on March 20, 1998. 

Law 12-259, the "Home Purchase Assistance 
Fund Amendment Act of 1998," was introduced 
in Council and assigned Bill No. 12-617, which 
was referred to the Committee on Economic 
Development. The Bill was adopted on first 
and second readings on December 1, 1998, and 
December 15, 1998, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on December 31, 1998, it was assigned 
Act No. 12-611 and transmitted to both Houses 
of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 12-259 
became effective on April 20, 1999. 

Law 13-96, the "Government Employer-As
sisted Housing Amendment Act of 1999," was 
introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
13~451, which was referred to the Committee 
on Economic Development. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on No
vember 15, 1999, and December 7, 1999, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on December 
29, 1999, it was assigned Act No. 13-225 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 13-96 became effective on 
May 9,2000. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Repeal of Law 9-118: Section 1101 of D.C. 

Law 12-60 repealed the District of Columbia 
Employer-Assisted Housing Act of 1992, D.C. 
Law 9-118. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (;:::;:> 1 0. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2602. Deposits to credit of Fund. 

There shall be deposited to the credit of the Fund such amounts as may be 
appropriated pursuant to this subchapter; grants and gifts from public and 
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private sources to the Fund or to the District of Columbia for the purposes of 
the Fund; repayments of principal and any interest on loans provided from the 
Fund; proceeds realized from the liquidation of any security interests held by 
the District of Columbia under the terms of any assistance provided from the 
Fund; interest earned from the deposit or investment of monies of the Fund; 
repayments of principal and any interest on loans provided under the District 
of Colun1bia Government Employer-Assisted Housing Progral11; and all other 
revenues, receipts and fees of whatever nature derived from the operation of 
the Fund. 

(Sept. 12, 1978, D.C. Law 2-103, § 3, 25 DCR 1977; June 11, 1992, D.C. Law 9-118, 
§ 8(b), 39 DCR 3189; Mar. 20, 1998, D.C. Law 12-60, § 1101,44 DCR 7378; May 9, 
2000, D.C. Law 13-96, § 9(b), 47 DCR 1081.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

J 981 Ed., § 45-2202. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1802. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 13-96 inserted "repayments of prin
cipal and any interest on loans provided under 
the District of Columbia Government Employ
er-Assisted Housi ng Program;" following "in
terest earned from the deposit or investment of 
monies of the Fund;". 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec
lion, see § 9(b) of the Government Employer
Assisted I-Iousing Emergency Amendment Act of 
1999 (D.C. Act 13-188, December 1, 1999, 46 
DCR 10407). 

For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 9(b) of the Government Employer
Assisted Housing Legislative Review Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-258, Feb
ruary 9,2000,47 OCR 1124). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-103, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2601. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-118, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2601. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-60, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2601. 

For Law 13-96, see notes following 
§ 42-2601. 

Editor's Notes 
Because of the enactment of subchapter II 01 

this chapter by D.C. Law 12-266, "subchapter" 
has been substituted for" chapter". 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Repeal of Law 9-118: Section 1101 01 D.C. 

Law 12-60 repealed the District of Columbia 
Employer-Assisted Housing Act of 1992, D.C. 
Law 9-118. 

Section 11 of D.C. Law 13-96 provides: "This 
act shall apply as of October 1, 1997." 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (::;::>10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2603. Availability; use prescribed by Mayor. 

The Fund shall be available without fiscal year limitation for the purpose of 
providing financial assistance for down payments or interil11 financing to 
recipients for the purpose of purchasing or securing housing, including single 
fall1ily homes, condominium units, or occupancy rights to cooperative housing 
in the District of Colul11bia as their principal place of residence and of 
providing financial assistance to District of Columbia government employees 
eligible under the District of Columbia Employer-Assisted Housing PrograIl1 to 
purchase a home in the District of Columbia. Under terms and conditions 
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prescribed by the Mayor of the District of Columbia ("Mayor"), the Fund shall 
be used for making loans and providing other forms of financial assistance. The 
assistance provided pursuant to the Fund may be used in conjunction with 
other available hOlne assistance programs. 

(Sept. 12, 1978, D.C. Law 2-103, § 4, 25 DCR 1977; Oct. 24, 1981, D.C. Law 4-44, 
§ 2(c), 28 DCR 4265; June 11, 1992, D.C. Law 9-118, § 8(c), 39 nCR 3189; Mar. 20, 
1998, D.C. Law 12-60, § 1101,44 DCR 7378; May 9,2000, D.C. Law 13-96, § 9(e), 47 
DCR 1081.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2203. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1803. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-96 rewrote the first sentence 

which fOD1:lerly provided: "The Fund shall be 
available without fiscal year limitation for the 
purpose of providing financial assistance for 
down payments or interim financing to recipi
ents for the purpose of purchasing or securing 
housing, including single family homes, condo
minium units, or occupancy rights to coopera
tive housing in the District of Columbia as their 
principal place of residence and of providing 
financial assistance to District of Columbia gov
ernment employees eligible under the District of 
Columbia Employer-Assisted Housing Program 
to purchase a home in the District of Colum
bia." 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 9(c) of the Government Employer
Assisted Housing Emergency Amendment Act of 
1999 (D.C. Act 13-188, December 1, 1999, 46 
DCR 10407). 

For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 9(c) of the Government Employer-

Assisted Housing Legislative Review Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-258, Feb
ruary 9, 2000, 47 DCR 1124). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. La",;, 2-103, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2601. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-44, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2601. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-118, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2601. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-60, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2601. 

For Law 13-96, see notes following 
§ 42-2601. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Repeal of Law 9-118: Section 1101 of D.C. 

Law 12-60 repealed the District of Columbia 
Employer-Assisted Housing Act of 1992, D.C. 
Law 9-118. 

Section 11 of D.C. Law 13-96 provides: "This 
act shall apply as of October I, 1997." 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ~10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2604. Promulgation of rules and regulations by Mayor; review by 
Council; contents of loan agreements. 

(a) The Mayor is authorized to promulgate rules and regulations to govern 
the operation of the Fund, including but not limited to, rules and regulations 
establishing standards for determining the eligibility and selection of appli
cants; procedures for applying for assistance and for notifying applicants 
(including the development of appropriate forms); and criteria for determining 
the tenns and conditions under which loans or other forms of financial 
assistance may be made from the Fund which, among things, shall reflect the 
ability of the recipient to pay and may provide for the deferred payment or 
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forgiveness of loans. The rules and regulations issued by the Mayor for the 
purpose of implelllenting the provisions of this subchapter shall be submitted 
by the Mayor to the Council of the District of Columbia for a 45 calendar day 
review period, excluding days of Council recess. No such rules or regulations 
shall take effect until the end of the 45 calendar day period beginning on the 
day such rules or regulations are translllitted by the Mayor to the Chairman of 
the Council, and then only if during such period, the Council does not adopt a 
resolution disapproving such rules and regulations in whole or in part. 

(b) Any loan agreement entered into pursuant to such rules and regulations 
shall provide that: 

(1) All applicants for and recipients of financial assistance from the Funds 
shall be tenant organizations (as defined in § 42-3401.03(18) or a first tillle 
hOluebuyer seeking to purchase housing in the District of Columbia as a 
primary residence including, but not limited to, single fan1ily homes, condo
minium units, or occupancy rights to cooperative housing. For the purposes 
of this section, the tenu "first time hOluebuyer" means a real property 
purchaser who had no ownership interest in his or her principal residence at 
any time during the 3 year period ending on the date of his or her application 
for assistance, but including an applicant who has divorced or separated 
during the 3 year period where a formal settlement has been made under 
which the applicant does not receive an ownership interest in a priluary 
residence which had been jointly owned, and who has no other current 
ownership interest in residential real property. 

(lA) Priority in the allocation of assistance under the Fund shall be given 
to residents of the District of Columbia and District of Columbia residents 
who are low incon1e, elderly, displaced applicants, or residents with disabili
ties. 

(2) If the home purchased ceases to be the primary residence of the 
recipient of financial assistance from the Fund, the payments to such Fund by 
the recipient shall be accelerated on terms and conditions prescribed by the 
Mayor; provided, that such obligation shall not be inconsistent with the 
applicable law or regulations of any federal home purchase assistance pro
gram made available to the recipient. 

(3) Repealed. 

(Sept. 12, 1978, D.C. Law 2-103, § 5, 25 DCR 1977; Oct. 24, 1981, D.C. Law 4-44, 
§ 2(d), 28 DCR 4265; Sept. 23, 1986, D.C. Law 6-151, § 2(b), 33 DCR 4783; Apr. 20, 
1999, D.C. Law 12-259, § 2(b), 46 DCR 1316; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 61,53 
DCR 6198.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2204. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1804. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

abilities" for "handicapped, disabled, or dis
placed applicants". 

Legislative History of Laws 
Effect of Amendments For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-103, see 

D.C. Law 16-305, in subsec. (b)(lA), substitut- Historical and Statutory Notes following 
ed "displaced applicants, or residents with dis- § 42-2601. 
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For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-44, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2601. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-151, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2601. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-259, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2601. 

For Law 16-305, see notes following 
§ 42-820. 

Editor's Notes 

Because of the enactment of subchapter II of 
this chapter by D.C. Law 12-266, "subchapter" 

REAL PROPERlY 

has been substituted for" chapter" in the second 
sentence of (a). 

Resolutions 
Resolution 16-651, the "Home Purchase As

sistance Program Approval Resolution of 2006", 
was approved effective May 29,2006. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Home Purchase Assistance Program Loan Re

payment Resolution of 1998: Pursuant to Reso
lution 12-CPR12-890), effective October 7, 1998, 
the Council approved the amendment of Chap
ter 25 of the Home Purchase Assistance Pro
gram Regulations to authorize the use of loan 
repayment funds to pay reasonable administra
tive costs associated with making loans. 

Cross References 

Lower income homeownership households, qualifications, see § 47-3502. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia 0:=> 10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Claimant, who sought review of decision by 

Department of Housing and Community Devel
opment not to award her housing loan under 
home purchase assistance program, did not 
have property interest sufficient to require ad-

ministrative trial-type hearing where she failed 
to show why, if she was entitled to hearing, it 
would be trial type hearing and not some lesser 
process; thus, claimant was not entitled to 
"contested case" review in court. Rones v. 
District of Columbia Dept. of Housing and Com
munity Development, 1985, 500 A.2d 998. 
States 0:=> 124 

§ 42-2605. Annual audit; report to Congress and Council; appropriations. 

(a) An annual audit of the operations of the Fund shall be conducted by the 
Office of the Inspector General of the District of Columbia. 

(b) Not later than 6 months after the end of each fiscal year, the Mayor shall 
subrnit to the Congress of the United States and to the Council of the District of 
Columbia a report of the financial condition of the Fund and the results of the 
operations for such fiscal year. 

(c) The Mayor shall include in the budget estimates of the District of 
Colun1bia for each fiscal year, and there is authorized to be appropriated 
annually, such amounts out of the revenues of the District of Columbia as may 
be required for the Fund. 

(Sept. 12, 1978, D.C. Law 2-103, § 6, 25 DCR 1977; Oct. 24, 1981, D.C. Law 4-44, 
§ 2(e), 28 DCR 4265.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2205. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

1973 Ed., § 45-1805. 
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Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-103, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2601. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-44, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2601. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Office of Internal Audits and Inspections abol

ished: The District of Columbia Office of T nter
nal Audits and Inspections was replaced by 
Mayor's Order 79-7, dated January 2, 1979, and 
Mayor's Order 79-224, dated September 24, 
1979, which Orders established the Office of the 
Inspection General of the District of Columbia. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (PIO. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

SUBCHAPTER n. STEP Up PROGRAM. 

§ 42-2621. Definitions. 

For the purpose of this subchapter, the term: 

(1) "Closing Costs" means expenses in addition to the purchase price of 
the property which must be paid by the purchaser or deducted from the 
proceeds of the sale to the seller at time of closing. 

(2) "Department" means the Department of Housing and Community 
Development. 

(3) "Downpayment" means the unamortized amount paid by the purchaser 
at closing, which when added to the Inortgage amount equals the total sale 
price. 

(4) ilEarnest money contract" nleans a contract created between the buyer 
and seller when the buyer makes a deposit to indicate both the ability and 
good faith intention to cOlnplete the purchase of a property. If the contract 
is fulfilled, then the earnest money deposit is applied toward the purchase 
price. 

(5) "Fund" means the Home Purchase Assistance Step Up Fund. 

(6) "Household" nleans an individual or 2 or more persons who reside 
together in a housing unit in the District. 

(7) "Single family home" means a housing unit designed and nlaintained 
for occupancy by only one falnily. 

(Apr. 27, 1999, D.C. Law 12-266, § 2,46 DCR 948.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2211. 

Legislative History of Laws 

was referred to the Committee on Economic 
Development. The Bill was adopted on first 
and second readings on December 1, 1998, and 
December 15, 1998, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on December 23, 1998, it was assigned 

Law 12-266, the "Home Purchase Assistance Act No. 12-574 and transmitted to both Houses 
Step Up Fund Act of 1998," was introduced in of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 12-266 
Council and assigned Bill No. 12-661, which became effective on April 27, 1999. 
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§ 42-2622. Establishment; funding; annual audit. 

(a) There is established in the Department of Housing and Community 
Development, a Home Purchase Assistance Step Up Program to provide one
till1e housing assistance to residents of the District of Columbia in low- to 
moderate-income households, who own condominiums, cooperatives, or starter 
hOll1es and seek to purchase single family housing in the District of Columbia 
that is larger, or otherwise more appropriate for their households. 

(b) There is authorized to be appropriated from the general revenues of the 
District of Columbia, and accounted for in the General Fund as a separate 
revenue source, such al110unts as may be needed to establish a permanent 
revolving fund to be known as the Home Purchase Assistance Step Up Fund. 
From this Fund the District shall provide financial assistance to residents of the 
District of COlull1bia in low- to moderate-incom.e households, who own condo
miniums, cooperatives, or starter h0111es and seek to purchase single family 
housing in the District of Columbia. 

(c) There shall be deposited to the credit of the Fund any amounts as may be 
appropriated pursuant to this subchapter; any grants and gifts from public and 
private sources to the Fund or to the District of Columbia governll1ent for the 
purposes of the Fund; repayments of principal and any interest on loans 
provided fron1 the Fund; any proceeds realized from the liquidation of any 
security interests held by the District under the terms of any assistance 
provided from the Fund; any interest earned from the deposit or investment of 
monies of the Fund; and all other revenues, receipts, penalties, and fees of 
whatever nature derived fr0111 the operation of the Fund. 

(d) The Fund shall be available, without fiscallin1itation, to provide financial 
assistance for down payments or closing costs to recipients for the purpose of 
purchasing a single family residence that is larger or otherwise more appropri
ate than the home previously owned by the recipient. Such financial assistance 
may be used in conjunction with other available home purchase assistance 
progran1s. 

(e) An annual audit of the operations of the Fund shall be conducted by the 
Office of the Inspector General of the District of Columbia. Not later than 6 
months after the end of the fiscal year, the Mayor shall submit to the Congress 
and to the Council of the District of Columbia a report on the financial 
condition of the Fund and the results of the operations for such fiscal year. 

(Apr. 27, 1999, D.C. Law 12-266, § 3,46 DCR 948.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2212. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia G=:> 10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-266, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2621. 

Library References 
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§ 42-2623. Eligibility. 

(a) An applicant shall be eligible for the HOlTIe Purchase Assistance Step Up 
ProgralTI if the applicant: 

(1) Is a District of Columbia resident; 
(2) Is the head of the household and will occupy the property to be 

purchased with assistance from the progralTI as his or her primary residence; 
(3) Has a satisfactory credit rating as shall be defined by rules deen1ed 

necessary to carry out the purposes of this subchapter; 
(4) Has adequate income to qualify for a mortgage from a private lender; 
(5) Has sold or otherwise disposed of all interests in any other real 

property before the closing of any loan under this subchapter; 
(6) Has insufficient assets to pay the down payment or reasonable closing 

costs, or both, without assistance frOlTI this program; 
(7) Would have liquid assets not exceeding the limit established by the 

Mayor by rulen1aking, after purchasing property under this subchapter or 
through this progralTI; and 

(8) Meets qualifying income levels as provided by regulation. 

(b) Property shall be eligible for the Home Purchase Assistance Step Up 
ProgralTI if the property: 

(1) Is an existing single family residence in the District of Columbia; 
(2) Meets the requirements of the Construction Codes promulgated pursu

ant to the Construction Codes Approval and Amendments Act of 1980, 
effective February 2, 1987 (D.C. Law 6-216; 12 DCMR) and the Housing 
Regulations of the District of Columbia, effective August 11, 1955 (C.O. 
55-1503; 14 DCMR Chapters 1-14); and 

(3) Has a purchase price that neither exceeds the maximum price require
lTIent established by rulemaking nor the appraised value of the property. 

(Apr. 27, 1999, D.C. Law 12-266, § 4,46 DCR 948.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2213. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <3=10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2624. Assistance. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-266, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2621. 

Library References 

(a) Assistance available pursuant to this subchapter is limited to a one-time 
loan of up to $15,000 with a maximum 20-year amortized term. 

(b) The interest rate shall be 3%, unless otherwise provided by the Mayor by 
rulemaking. 
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(c) The Mayor shall establish underwriting guidelines, including loan 
am.ounts and repaYlnent terms, by rulemaking. 

(Apr. 27, 1999, D.C. Law 12-266, § 5, 46 DCR 948; Apr. 12, 2000, D.C. Law 13-91, 
§ ] 55, 47 DCR 520.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2214. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-91 validated a previously made 

technical amendment in subsec. (a). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Jegislative history of D.C. Law 12-266, 

see I-listorical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2621. 

Law 13-91, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 1999," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 13-435, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on No
vember 2, 1999, and December 7, 1999, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on December 29, 
1999, it was assigned Act No. 13-234 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 13-91 became effective on April 
12,2000. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <PIa. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2625. Rulelnaking. 

The Mayor is authorized to promulgate rules to govern the operation of the 
Fund, including but not lilnited to, rules establishing eligibility requirements for 
applicants and homes and for establishing operating procedures for the pro
gram. The proposed rules shall be submitted to the Council for a 45-day 
period of review, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, legal holidays, and days of 
Council recess. If the Council does not approve or disapprove the proposed 
rules, in whole or in part, by resolution within the 45-day review period, the 
proposed rules shall be deemed approved. Nothing in this section shall affect 
any requirements imposed upon the Mayor by subchapter I of Chapter 5 of Title 
2. 

(Apr. 27, 1999, D.C. Law 12-266, § 6,46 DCR 948.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2215. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <PIa. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2626. Applicability. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-266, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2621. 

Library References 

The provisions of this subchapter shall apply to the purchase of a single 
family hon1e for which an earnest money contract is dated after April 1, 1999. 

(Apr. 27,1999, D.C. Law 12-266, § 7,46 DCR 948.) 
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Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2216. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia C?1O. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-266, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2621. 

Library References 
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CHAPTER 26A 

HOMEOWNERSHIP COUNSELING. 

Section 
42-2651. Homeownership counseling program. 

§ 42-2651. Homeownership counseling program. 

(a) The Mayor shall establish within the District government, or cause to be 
provided through one or more non-governlnent entities pursuant to a contract 
or contracts with the District of Columbia, a Homeownership Counseling 
Program ("Program"). The Program shall provide: 

(1) Information concerning credit ratings, credit Inanagement, and credit 
counseling; 

(2) Warnings regarding predatory lending practices; 
(3) Information on how to purchase a home; 
(4) Information concerning financial resources available to first-time hom

ebuyers in the District of Columbia; 
(5) Information concerning financial planning after purchasing a home; 

and 
(6) A con1pilation and explanation of all federal and District of Columbia 

tax provisions and public and private programs providing homeownership 
assistance. 

(b) The information required under subsection (a) of this section shall be 
Inade available over the Internet and shall be provided to each public library in 
the District of Columbia. 

(Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 1001,49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 

Law 14-1 14, the "Housing Act of 2002", was 
introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
14-183, which was referred to the Committee 
on Finance and Revenue. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on December 4, 
2001, and January 8, 2002, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on February 6, 2002, it 
was assigned Act No. 14-267 and transmitted to 

both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 14-114 became effective on April 19, 2002. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Section 1101 of D.C. Law 14-114 provides: 

"The Mayor, pursuant to Title I of the District of 
Columbia Administrative Procedure Act, ap
proved October 21, 1968 (82 Stat. 1204; D.C. 
Official Code § 2-501 et seq.), shall promulgate 
rules to implement this act." 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ez;.1O. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 
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Section 
42-2701.01. 
42-2701.02. 

42-2702.01. 
42-2702.02. 
42-2702.03. 

42-2702.04. 

42-2702.05. 
42-2702.06. 

42-2702.07. 

42-2703.01. 
42-2703.02. 
42-2703.03. 
42-2703.04. 

42-2703.05. 
42-2703.06. 
42-2703.07. 
42-2703.08. 

42-2704.01. 
42-2704.01a. 
42-2704.02. 

42-2704.03. 

42-2704.04. 

42-2704.05. 
42-2704.06. 
42-2704.07. 

42-2704.08. 

42-2704.09. 
42-2704.10. 
42-2704.11. 

CHAPTER 27 

HOUSING FINANCE AGENCY. 

Subchapter I. Policy and Definitions. 

Declaration of policy. 
Definitions. 

Subchapter II. Establishment of the Agency. 

Creation; purpose. 
Board of Directors. 
Executive Director; powers and duties; service as Secretary of Board; 

other necessary employees; rights and privileges thereof. 
Conflict of interest; disclosure; waiver of bar against participation by 

interested party. 
Requirement for public official bonding. 
Delegation of Council authority to issue revenue bonds, notes and other 

obligations for Agency undertakings. 
Agency reports; Council review and approval of proposals. 

Subchapter HI. Operations of the Agency. 

General powers. 
Financing of housing projects. 
Financing of homeownership programs. 
Loans to mortgage lenders; requirements for reinvestment of proceeds 

by lender. [Repealed] 
Supportive programs. 
Rulemaking. 
Technical assistance, loans, grants and consultant services. 
Exemption from rent control. 

Subchapter IV. Financial Affairs of the Agency. 

Receipt of funds; disposition thereof. 
Repayment of funds. 
Issuance of bonds and notes; renewals and refunds; deemed obligations 

of Agency; negotiable instruments; director, employer, or agent not 
personally liable. 

Terms for sale of bonds and notes; effect of resolution authorizing sale; 
pledge of agency and lien thereon; signature valid after officeholder 
vacates. 

Trust indenture to secure bonds or notes; provisions protecting holders; 
expenses treated as operating expenses. 

Agency's purchase of its own bonds and notes; maximum price. 
Special or reserve funds; management and investment of funds. 
No limitation, alteration, or impairment of rights and remedies of bond

holders and noteholders. 
Faith and credit and taxing power of District not pledged on obligation; 

statement thereto. 
Bonds and notes as legal investments and securities. 
District tax exemptions; payments in lieu; exceptions. 
Deposits; payments out of accounts; contracts involving monies held in 

trust or otherwise for payment of notes or bonds. 
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Section 
42-2704.12. 

42-2704.13. 

42-2705.01. 
42-2705.02. 
42-2705.03. 
42-2705.04. 

42-2706.0l. 
42-2706.02. 
42-2706.03. 
42-2706.04. 
42-2706.05. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Investment of funds with financial institution or company doing business 
with Republic of South Africa. [Repealed] 

Investment of funds with financial institution or company doing business 
with Northern Ireland. 

Subchapter V. Public Accountability. 

Agency actions governed by Administrative Procedure Act. 
Advisory Committees. 
Annual ·report by Agency; contents. 
Agency to arrange annual audit; transmission to Mayor and Council. 

Subchapter VI. Miscellaneous Provisions. 

Liberal construction of chapter. 
Severability. 
Allocation of bond issuing authority. 
Disposition of assets on dissolution. 
Laws or acts referred to in this chapter. 

SUBCHAPTER I. POLICY AND DEFINITIONS. 

§ 42-2701.01. Declaration of policy. 

(a) The Council of the District of Columbia hereby finds: that a decline in the 
number of housing units in the District of Columbia, together with the existing 
number of substandard dwellings, has produced a critical shortage of adequate 
housing for low and moderate income families; that this shortage of affordable 
housing and the inability of residents to obtain appropriate financing compels a 
substantial number of District residents to live in unsanitary, overcrowded and 
unsafe conditions and to expend a disproportionate portion of their inCOlues on 
housing; that these conditions are detrimental to the health and welfare of 
District residents and adversely affect the economy of the District; that a major 
cause of this housing crisis is the cost of funds made available by luortgage 
lenders in the District to finance housing for low and moderate income 
families; and further that this situation has frustrated the construction, lease, 
sale and purchase of housing units for low and moderate incon1e families. 

(b) The Council determines that a corporate instrumentality of the District 
shall be created and given authority to generate funds frOlu private and public 
sources to increase the supply and lower the cost of funds available for 
residential mortgages and construction loans and thereby help alleviate the 
shortage of adequate housing. The Council further determines that this pur
pose can be accon1plished through programs whereby mortgage lenders and/or 
the Agency make mortgage, construction and rehabilitation loans for single and 
multifamily rental and home ownership units on terms designed to expand 
available housing opportunities. The Council further determines that this 
purpose can also be accomplished through a program whereby the Agency 
issues bonds and lends the proceeds thereof to Eligible State and Local 
Government Units to enhance the Agency's ability to generate revenues to fulfill 
its duties under this chapter. The Council further detern1ines that the goals of 
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neighborhood and fiscal stability can be achieved through a policy of residential 
economic diversity. 

(c) The Council hereby declares that the enactment of this chapter is in the 
public interest and for the public benefit, and that the authority and powers 
conferred by this chapter and the expenditure of monies pursuant to this 
chapter are to serve valid public purposes. 

(Mar. 3,1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 101,25 DCR 5008; Apr. 20,1999, D.C. Law 12-247, 
§ 2(a), 46 DCR 1100.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-210l. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1901. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 2-135, the "District of Columbia Hous

ing Finance Agency Act," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 2-161, which was 
referred to the committee on Housing and Ur
ban Development. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on July 25, 1978, and 
September 19, 1978, respectively. Signed by 
the Mayor on November 1, 1978, it was as-

§ 42-2701.02. Definitions. 

signed Act No. 2-291 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. 

Law 12-247, the "Housing Finance Agency 
Amendment Act of 1998," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 12--300, which 
was referred to the Committee on Economic 
Development. The Bill was adopted on first 
and second readings on December 1, 1998, and 
December 15, 1998, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on December 24, 1998, it was assigned 
Act No. 12-584 and transmitted to both Houses 
of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 12-247 
became effective on April 20, 1999. 

The following terms as used in this chapter shall have the following Ineanings 
unless a different meaning clearly appears from the context: 

(1) "Chapter" means this Housing Finance Agency Act. 
(2) "Agency" Ineans the District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency. 
(3) "Board" means the Board of Directors of the District of Columbia 

Housing Finance Agency. 
(4) "Bonds," "notes" and "other obligations" refer to any bonds, notes, 

debentures, interim certificates or other evidences of financial indebtedness 
of the Agency authorized to be issued under the provisions of this chapter. 

(5) "Council" means the Council of the District of Columbia. 
(6) "Construction loan" means a short tenn advance of monies for the 

purpose of constructing or rehabilitating housing projects. 
(7) "District" means the District of Columbia. 
(8) "Eligible persons" Ineans individuals and falnilies who qualify for 

housing under a given program according to the requirelnents of the pro
gram as established by the Agency. 

(8A) "Eligible State or Local Government Unit" means any state or politi
cal subdivision thereof within the meaning of § 103 of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986 (or successor provisions), including any agency, authority, 
body, commission or entity that acts on behalf of any such state or political 
subdivision, which is authorized under applicable law to issue bonds or enter 
into other obligations for the purpose of providing low and moderate income 
housing. 
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(8B) "State or Local Government Loan" means a loan or other advance of 
monies by the Agency to an Eligible State or Local Government Unit to be 
used as pernlitted by refunding agreements between the Eligible State or 
Local Governnlent Unit and the Department of Housing and Urban Develop
nlent. 

(9) "Forward Cornmitluent Mortgage Purchase Progranl" means a pro
gram pursuant to which the Agency commits to purchase frOlu or originate 
through mortgage lenders mortgage loans committed to and originated by 
the mortgage lender or the Agency after the date of the Agency's commitment 
where the loans are to low or nloderate income persons for financing housing 
units to be owner-occupied or are loans which meet the requirements of 
subsection (b) or (c) of § 42-2703.02. 

(10) "Homeownership program" means any type of program through 
which a person can achieve an ownership position in a residential unit 
including, but not limited to, cooperatives and condominiums. 

(11) "Housing project or project" means any undertaking to plan, develop, 
construct or rehabilitate one or more dwelling units located in the District of 
Columbia which meets the requirelnents of this chapter. Such undertaking 
may include, but is not limited to any building, land, equipment, facilities or 
other real or personal property which are necessary, convenient or desirable 
appurtenances, streets, sewers, utilities, parks, site preparation or landscap
ing; and other non-housing facilities, such as offices, stores, commercial 
facilities, community, lnedical, educational, social, health, recreational, and 
welfare facilities, which are reasonably related to and subordinate to the 
housing project, consistent with the applicable Internal Revenue Code provi
sions, as arnended, and the regulations thereunder, as determined to be 
necessary, convenient or desirable by the Agency. Any facility which incorpo
rates the residence and care of persons with special needs, including but not 
limited to the aged, youth, students, homeless, persons with disabilities, 
persons requiring health and medical care, shall be deemed an undertaking 
for purposes of this chapter. 

(11 A) "Loan" means a secured or unsecured obligation issued for the 
purposes of financing a housing project or homeownership program. 

(12) "Low income persons" lneans those persons and families whose 
annual income as determined by the Agency does not exceed the income 
requirements for low income persons as established by the Internal Revenue 
Service or the Departlnent of Housing and Urban Development from time to 
tinle as applicable to the particular housing project or homeownership 
program under the Agency's plan of financing. 

(13) "Moderate income persons" means those persons and families whose 
annual income as detennined by the Agency does not exceed the income 
requirements for moderate income persons established by the Internal Reve
nue Service or the Department of Housing and Urban Development from 
time to time as applicable to the particular housing project or homeowner
ship program under the Agency's plan of financing. 

(14) "Mortgage" means a mortgage deed, deed of trust, or other security 
instrument which shall constitute a lien in the District on improvements and 
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real property in fee simple, on a lease having a remaining term, which at the 
tilne such mortgage is acquired does not expire for at least that nun1ber of 
years beyond the lnaturity date of the obligation secured by such mortgage. 

(15) "Mortgage lender" means an entity as defined in § 26-1101(11), that 
is deemed eligible by the Agency to participate in any of its programs. 

(16) "Mortgage loan" 111eans an obligation secured by a mortgage financ
ing a housing project. 

(17) "Sponsor" means a sole proprietor, joint venture, partnership, lill1ited 
partnership, trust, corporation, cooperative, or condominium, whether non
profit or organized for profit, which owns or sponsors a housing project 
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter. 

(18) "Subsidy" means any resources generated through appropriation by 
the federal or District government, or donated by a public or private source; 
the resources n1ust be designated for meeting housing expense and may be 
paYlnents to the occupant of a housing unit as reimbursement for monies 
expended, payment made for supplementing housing or rent paYll1ents made 
by an occupant, or payments made to effect a reduction in mortgage interest 
rates paid by the mortgagor of a housing unit. 

(19) "Cooperative" 111eans a rental housing unit or project, unless the 
Agency determines by resolution that a given unit or units in a given project 
shall be deemed to be a homeownership housing unit or project. 

(20) "Very-Low Incon1e" means those persons and families whose annual 
inCOll1e as detenl1ined by the Agency does not exceed the inCOll1e require
ments for very-low income persons as established by the Internal Revenue 
Service or the Departll1ent of Housing and Urban Development frOlTI time to 
time as applicable to the particular housing project or homeownership 
program under the agency's plan of financing. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 102, 25 DCR 5008; Aug. 5, 1981, D.C. Law 4-28, 
§ 2(a)-(f), 28 DCR 2848; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-247, § 2(b), 46 DCR 1100; Apr. 12, 
2000, D.C. Law 13-91, § 164,47 DCR 520; Mar. 25, 2003, D.C. Law 14-239, § 2(a), 49 
DCR 11162.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2102. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1902. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

by the Agency to participate in any of its pro
grams." 

Legislative History of Laws 
Effect of Amendments For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

D.C. Law 13-91 validated a previously made Historical and Statutory Notes following 
technical amendment. § 42-2701.01. 

D.C. Law 14-239 rewrote par. (15) which had Law 4-28, the "District of Columbia Housing 
read as follows: Finance Agency Act Amendments Act of 1981," 

"( 15) 'Mortgage lender' means any bank, was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
mortgage banking company, trust company, 4-145, which was referred to the Committee on 
Servings bank, savings and loan association, Housing and Economic Development. The Bill 
credit union, national banking association, fed- was adopted on first and second readings on 
eral savings and loan association or federal May 5,1981, and May 19,1981, respectively. 
credit union maintaining an office in the Dis- Signed by the Mayor on June 9, 1981, it was 
trict, or any insurance company authorized to assigned Act No. 4-49 and transmitted to both 
do business in the District and deemed eligible Houses of Congress for its review. 
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For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

Law 13-91, the ''Technical Amendments Act 
of 1999," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 13-435, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on No
vember 2, 1999, and December 7, 1999, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on December 29, 
1999, it was assigned Act No. 13-234 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 13-91 became effective on April 
12, 2000. 

Law 14-239, the "Housing Finance Agency 
Amendment Act of 2002", was introduced in 

REAL PROPERTY 

Council and assigned Bill No. 14-345, which 
was referred to the Committee on Economic 
Development. The Bill was adopted on first 
and second readings on October 1, 2002, and 
November 7, 2002, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on November 26, 2002, it was assigned 
Act No. 14-520 and transmitted to both Houses 
of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 14-239 
became effective on March 25, 2003. 

References in Text 

Section 103 of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, referred to in (8A), is codified at 26 U.S.C. 
§ 103. 

SUBCHAPTER n. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE AGENCY. 

§ 42-2702.01. Creation; purpose. 

The District of Colul11bia Housing Finance Agency is created as a corporate 
body which has a legal existence separate from the government of the District 
but which is an instrumentality of the government of the District created to 
effectuate certain public purposes. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 201,25 DCR 5008.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2111. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1903. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Appropriations approved: Public Law 

lOl-518, 104 Stat. 2227, the District of Colum
bia Appropriations Act, 1991, provided that up 

to $275,000 within the 15% set-aside for special 
programs within the Tenant Assistance Program 
shall be targeted for the single-room occupancy 
initiative. 

Repayment by D.C. Housing Finance Agency: 
Section 147 of Pub. Law] 04-1 94 provided 
that, notwithstanding any other law, the District 
of Columbia Housing Finance Agency, shall not 
be required to repay moneys advanced by the 
District government (including accrued interest 
thereon) pursuant to Congressional appropria
tions for fiscal years 1980 through 1992. 

Cross References 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency, membership disclosure of interests, see § 1-1106.02. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia e=:>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-2702.02. Board of Directors. 

(a) The agency shall be governed by a Board of Directors, which shall be 
comprised of 5 mel11bers who are residents of the District of Columbia. Two 
shall have experience in n10rtgage lending or finance, 2 shall have experience 
in h0111e building, real estate, architecture, or planning, and 1 shall represent 
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cOInn1unity or conSUlner interests. The members shall be appointed by the 
Mayor, with advice and consent of the Council, in accordance with § 1-523.01. 
Melnbers shall be appointed for 2-year terms. Of the 5 members first appoint
ed pursuant to this chapter, 2 shall serve for a term of 1 year and 3 shall serve 
for a term of 2 years. 

(b) The appointing authority or the Board may remove a member of the 
Board for inefficiency, neglect of duty or misconduct in office, after giving the 
n1ember a copy of the charges against him and an opportunity to be heard in 
person or by counsel in his defense upon not less than 10 days' notice. 
Ren10val of a Inember by action of the Board shall require an affinnative vote 
of 3 Inen1bers. If a Inember is ren10ved by the Board, the Board shall prOlnptly 
notify the Mayor and the Council of the action. Within 30 days after a vacancy 
occurs or a tenn expires, the Mayor shall nominate someone to fill the vacancy 
or begin the new tenn. The member shall hold office for the term of his 
appointlnent and shall serve until a successor has qualified. Any lnernber shall 
be eligible for reappointment. 

(c) The Board shall elect from among its number a chairperson, a vice 
chairperson, and other officers it may determine. 

(d) The powers of the Agency shall be vested in the Board. A majority of the 
incumbent Board n1elnbers shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of 
business, and an affinnative vote of 3 members shall be necessary for valid 
Agency action. Members of the Board may participate in a meeting of the 
Board or a committee thereof by Ineans of conference telephone or similar 
cOlnmunication equipment so long as all Board members participating in the 
meeting and members of the public can be heard by each other. No vacancy in 
the Inembership of the Board shall impair the right of a quoruln to exercise all 
rights and perform all duties of the Agency. Members of the Board shall be 
reimbursed for actual and necessary expenses incurred while engaged in 
services for the Agency. A n1ember of the Board not otherwise elnployed by the 
District may also receive per diem c01npensation at the rate equal to the daily 
equivalent of step 1 of Grade 15 of the General Schedule established under 5 
U.S.C. § 5332, with a lilnit of $8,000 per annum. 

(e) Repealed. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 202, 25 DCR 5008; Aug. 5, 1981, D.C. Law 4-28, 
§ 2(g), 28 DCR 2848; Aug. I, 1985, D.C. Law 6-15, § 8(a), 32 DCR 3570; Oct. 5, 1985, 
D.C. Law 6-44, § 2(a), 32 DCR 4487; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-247, § 2(e), 46 DCR 
1100; Oct. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-213, § 27,49 DCR 8140.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2112. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1904. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-213, in subsec. (a), substituted 

"Council, in accordance with § 1-523.01." for 
"Council." 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(a) of District of Columbia Housing 
Finance Agency Act Amendment Temporary Act 
of 1985 (D.C. Law 6-4, May 9, 1985, law notifi
cation 32 DCR _). 
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Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.0l. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-28, see 
Histol~ical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

Law 6-15, the "Legislative Veto Amendments 
Act of 1985," was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 6-141, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on May 
14, 1985, and May 28, 1985, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on June 7, 1985, it was 
assigned Act No. 6-30 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. 

REAL PROPERTY 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-44, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes follo\ving 
§ 42-2701.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-270] .01. 

For Law 14-213, see notes following 
§ 42-1102. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Supersedure of Law 6-4: Section 3(b) of D.C. 

Law 6-44 provided that upon October 5, 1985, 
the act shall supersede the District of Columbia 
Housing Finance Agency Amendment Act Tem
porary Act of 1985, effective May 9, 1985 (D.C. 
Law 6-4). 

Cross References 

Mayoral nomination of District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency Board of Directors, review 
and approval of Council, see § 1-523.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ((;:;;>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-2702.03. Executive Director; powers and duties; service as Secretary 
of Board; other necessary employees; rights and privi
leges thereof. 

(a) The Board of Directors shall appoint an Executive Director who shall be 
an employee of the Agency, but who shall not be a member of the Board, and 
who shall serve at the pleasure of the Board and receive such compensation as 
shall be fixed by the Board. The Executive Director shall be appointed by the 
Board with the advice and consent of the Council. The Executive Director 
shall administer, 111anage and direct the affairs and activities of the Agency in 
accordance with the policies, control and direction of the Board. The Execu
tive Director shall approve all accounts for salaries, allowable expenses of the 
Agency or of any employee or consultant thereof, and expenses incidental to the 
operation of the Agency. He shall perform such other duties as may be 
directed by the Board in carrying out the purposes of this chapter. 

(a-I) The Executive Director shall be a District resident throughout his or 
her term and failure to maintain District residency shall result in a forfeiture of 
the position. 

(b) The Executive Director shall be Secretary to the Board. He shall attend 
the meetings of the Board, shall keep a record of the proceedings of the Board, 
and shall maintain and be custodian of all books, docun1ents and papers filed 
with the Board, of the 111inutes book or journal of the Board and of its official 
seal. 

(c)(1) The Executive Director may employ on a permanent or temporary 
basis such employees, including, but not limited to, technical advisors, financial 
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advisors, accountants, legal counsel, appraisers, underwriters, and such other 
officers, agents and en'lployees deemed necessary to operate the Agency effi
ciently, and shall detennine their qualifications, duties, and compensation. 

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of Unit A of Chapter 14 of Title 2, each 
qualified District resident applicant shall receive an additional 10-point 
preference over a qualified non-District resident applicant for all positions 
within the Agency unless the applicant declines the preference. This 
10-point preference shall be in addition to, and not instead of, qualifications 
established for the position. All persons hired after February 6, 2008, shall 
sublnit 8 proofs of residency upon employment in a manner detern'lined by 
the Board of Directors. An applicant claiming the hiring preference under 
this section shall agree in writing to maintain bona fide District residency for 
a period of 7 consecutive years from the effective date of hire and shall 
provide proof of such residency annually to the director of personnel for the 
Agency for the first 7 years of employment. Failure to maintain District 
residency for the consecutive 7-year period shall result in forfeiture of 
elnployment. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 203, 25 DCR 5008; Oct. 5, 1985, D.C. Law 6-44, 
§ 2(b), 32 DCR 4487; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-247, § 2(d), 46 DCR 1100; Feb. 6, 
2008, D.C. Law 17-108, § 215(a), 54 DCR 10993.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2113. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1905. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 17-108 added subsec. (a-I); and, in 

subsec. (c), designated par. (1) and added par. 
(2). 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(b) of District of Columbia Housing 
Finance Agency Act Amendment Temporary Act 
of 1985 (D.C. Law 6-4, May 9, 1985, law notifi
cation 32 DCR _). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-270l.0l. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-44, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.0l. 

Law 17-108, the "Jobs for D.C. Residents 
Amendment Act of 2007", was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 17-185 which 
was referred to the Committee on Workforce 
Development and Government Operations. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings 
on July 10, 2007, and October 2, 2007, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on October 26, 
2007, it was assigned Act No. 17-172 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 17-108 became effective on 
February 6, 2008. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Supersedure of Law 6-4: Section 3(b) of D.C. 
Law 6-44 provided that upon October 5, 1985, 
the act shall supersede the District of Columbia 
Housing Finance Agency Amendment Act Tem
porary Act of 1985, effective May 9, 1985 (D.C. 
Law 6-4). 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia Q;;:;>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 
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§ 42-2702.04. Conflict of interest; disclosure; waiver of bar against par
ticipation by interested party. 

Any member, officer, or employee of the Agency who is interested either 
directly or indirectly, or who is an officer or employee of, or has an ownership 
interest in any firm or agency interested directly or indirectly in any transaction 
with the Agency including, but not limited to, any loan to any sponsor, builder 
or developer, shall disclose this interest to the Agency. This interest shall be set 
forth in the 111inutes of the Agency, and the member, officer, or employee 
having the interest shall not participate on behalf of the Agency in the authori
zation or ill1plementation of any such transaction. The Board by two-thirds 
majority vote may allow a waiver of a member's, officer's or employee's 
inability to participate in circumstances where the interest falls within guide
lines adopted as rules promulgated by the Board. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 204, 25 DCR 5008; Aug. 5, 1981, D.C. Law 4-28, 
§ 2(h), 28 DCR 2848; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-247, § 2(e), 46 DCR 1100.) 

Prior Codifications 
J 981 Ed., § 45-2114. 
J 973 Ed., § 45-1906. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-28, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (;;::>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-2702.05. Requirement for public official bonding. 

Each member of the Board shall execute a public official bond in the penal 
sum of $25,000, and the Executive Director of the Agency shall execute a public 
official bond in the penal sum of $50,000. Each public official bond shall be 
conditioned upon the faithful performance of the duties of the person bonded, 
issued by an indemnity company authorized to transact business as an indemni
ty cOll1pany in the District, approved by the Corporation Counsel of the District, 
and filed in the office of the District Department of Insurance. All costs of the 
public official bonds shall be borne by the Agency. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 205, 25 DCR 5008; Oct. 5, 1985, D.C. Law 6-44, 
§ 2(e), 32 DCR 4487.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2115. 

1973 Eel .. § 45-1907. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 
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For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-44, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2702.07. 

§ 42-2702.07 

Key Numbers 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

District of Columbia Q;::;>7. 
Westlaw Topic No.1 32. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-2702.06. Delegation of Council authority to issue revenue bonds, 
notes and other obligations for Agency undertakings. 

The Council delegates to the Agency the authority of the Council under 
§ 1-204.90 to issue revenue bonds, notes and other obligations to borrow 
money to finance or assist in the financing of undertakings authorized by this 
chapter. An undertaking financed or assisted by the Agency shall constitute an 
undertaking in the area of prilnarily low and moderate income housing if the 
housing project or homeownership program complies with the income restric
tion, rent lin1itations, tenant income mixtures and other restrictions as estab
lished by the Internal Revenue Service, or the Departlnent of Housing and 
Urban Development as applicable under the plan of financing determined by 
the Agency at the time it approves the undertaking for financing or assistance, 
or State or Local Government Loans or supportive progran1s that generate 
revenues which benefit progralns authorized under this chapter. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 206, as added Aug. 5, 1981, D.C. Law 4-28, § 2(i), 28 
DCR 2848; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-247, § 2(f), 46 DCR 1100; Mar. 25, 2003, D.C. 
Law 14-239, § 2(b), 49 DCR 11162.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2116. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-239 substituted "or supportive 

programs" [or "are made". 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-28, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For Law 14-239, see notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

District of Columbia ~31, 32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2702.07. Agency reports; Council review and approval of proposals. 

(a) The Board of Directors of the Agency shall determine, by enactment of an 
eligibility resolution that a housing project or homeownership program contem
plated to be financed through a bond issuance meets the requirements of this 
chapter. Subsequent to enactlnent of an eligibility resolution, the Agency shall 
send to the Chairman of the Council of the District of Columbia written 
notification thereof, describing the nature of the housing project, the benefits 
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designed to result therefrom, as related to the public purposes of the Agency, 
and the criteria under which funds will be made available. 

(a-I) Each notification transmitted to the Chairman of the Council of the 
District of Columbia shall set forth information pertaining to the following: 

(1) Date of application; 
(2) Name and description of the project; 
(3) Address and ward location of the project; 
(4) Developer of the project; 
(5) An10unt and type of financing requested; 
(6) Amount and type of federal or District funds involved; and 
(7) The number of units reserved for very-low, low and moderate income 

persons, income restrictions, and rent levels. 

(b)( 1) Repealed. 

(2) The Agency may not adopt an inducement resolution or a resolution 
authorizing a bond issuance to fund a project nor may the agency ilnplement 
a proposed housing program sublnitted in accordance with this section 
unless the proposal has been submitted to the Council for a 30-day review 
period, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, holidays, and days of Council recess. 
During the Council review period, comments of the Council representative 
from the affected ward shall be considered. 

(3) If, during the 30-day review period, the Council does not adopt a 
resolution disapproving the proposal, the Agency may take action to imple·· 
ment the proposal. The Council may adopt a resolution approving the 
proposal prior to expiration of the 30-day period in which case the Agency 
may take immediate action to implelnent the proposal. 

(c) In the event a proposal is disapproved, the resolution shall state the 
reasons for disapproval. The Agency staff may modify the proposal to address 
the concerns expressed in the resolution of disapproval and may without 
further action of the Board resubmit the proposal, as modified, for a 30-day 
review period, excluding days of Council recess. If, during the 30-day review 
period the Council does not adopt a resolution disapproving the resubmitted 
proposal, the Agency may take action to implelnent the proposal. The Council 
may adopt a resolution approving the resubmitted proposal prior to the 
expiration of the 30-day review period in which case the Agency may take 
immediate action to in1plement the proposal. For purposes of this section the 
tenn "proposal" shall include housing projects and programs. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 207, as added Oct. 5, 1985, D.C. Law 6-44, § 2(d), 32 
DCR 4487; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-192, § 12, 33 DCR 7836; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 
12-247, § 2(g), 46 DCR 1100; Apr. 12, 2000, D.C. Law 13-91, § 154, 47 DCR 520.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Eel., § 45-2117. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-91, validating a previously made 

technical amendment struck the phrase "(1) 
Each notification transmitted to the Chairman" 
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and inserted the phrase "(a-1) Each notification 
transmitted to the Chairman" in its place. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(c) of District of Columbia Housing 
Finance Agency Act Amendment Temporary Act 
of 1985 (D.C. Law 6-4, May 9, 1985, law notifi
cation 32 DCR _). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 6-44, the "District of Columbia Housing 

Finance Agency Act Amendment Act of 1985," 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
6-207, which was referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Economic Development. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
June 25, 1985, and July 9, 1985, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on July 16,1985, it was 
assigned Act No. 6-62 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. 

Law 6-192, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 1986," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 6-544. which was referred to the 
Committee of the Whole. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on November 5, 
1986, and November 18, 1986, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on December 10, 1986, it 
was assigned Act No. 6-246 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For Law 
§ 42-2701.02. 

Resolutions 

13-91. see notes following 

Resolution 13-183, the "District of Columbia 
Housing Finance Agency Stanton Glenn Apart
ments Mortgage Revenue Bonds Resolution of 
1999", was approved effective July 6, 1999. 

Resolution 13-184, the "District of Columbia 
Housing Finance Agency Widrich Court Apart
ments Mortgage Revenue Bonds Resolution of 
1999", was approved effective July 6, 1999. 

Resolution 13-185, the "District of Columbia 
Housing Finance Agency Garfield Park Apart
ments Mortgage Revenue Bonds Resolution of 
1999", was approved effective July 6, 1999. 

Resolution 13-219, the "District of Columbia 
Housing Finance Agency Fort Chaplin Park 
Apartments Mortgage Revenue Bonds Em.ergen
cy Approval Resolution of 1999", was approved 
effective July 6, 1999. 

Resolution 13-354, the "District of Columbia 
Housing Finance Agency Randolph Towers 
Apartments and Aspen Courts Apartments Mort
gage Revenue Bonds Emergency Approval Res
olution of 1999", was approved effective No
vember 2, 1999. 

Resolution 13-356, the "District of Columbia 
Housing Finance Agency Congress Park I Apart-

§ 42-2702.07 

ments Mortgage Revenue Bonds Emergency Ap
proval Resolution of 1999", was approved effec
tive November 2, 1999. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Supersedure of Law 6-4: Section 3(b) of D.C. 

Law 6-44 provided that upon October 5, 1985, 
the act shall supersede the District of Columbia 
Housing Finance Agency Amendment Act Tem
porary Act of 1985, effective May 9, 1985 (D.C. 
Law 6-4). 

Approval of Mount Vernon Plaza Apartments 
as eligible project for financing: Pursuant to 
Resolution 6-769, the "Mount Vernon Plaza Ap
proval Resolution of 1986," effective July 8, 
1986, the Council approved the Mount Vernon 
Plaza as an eligible project for financing. 

Approval of 1986 Single-Family Forward 
Commitment Mortgage Purchase Program as 
eligible for financing: Pursuant to Resolution 
6-770, the "Housing Finance Agency Single
Family Forward Commitment Mortgage Pur
chase Resolution of 1986," effective July 8, 
1986, the Council approved the program as 
eligible for financing. 

Approval of Jeffrey Gardens Apartments Pro
ject as eligible for financing: Pursuant to Reso
lution 7-203, the "District of Columbia Housing 
Finance Agency Jeffrey Gardens Apartments 
Project Approval Resolution of 1988", effective 
January 5, 1988, the Council approved the Jef
frey Gardens Apartments as an eligible project 
for financing. 

Approval of Monroe Tower Apartments Pro
ject as eligible for financing: Pursuant to Reso
lution 7-205, the "District of Columbia Housing 
Finance Agency Monroe Towers Apartments 
Project Approval Resolution of 1988", effective 
January 5, 1988, the Council approved the Mon
roe Towers Apartments as an eligible project for 
financing. 

Approval of Southern Gardens Apartments 
Project as eligible for financing: Pursuant to 
Resolution 7-206, the "District of Columbia 
Housing Finance Agency Southern Gardens 
Apartments Project Approval Resolution of 
1988," effective January 5, 1988, the Council 
approved the Southern Gardens Apartments as 
an eligible project for financing. 

Approval of Collateralized Single-Family 
Mortgage Purchase Program: Pursuant to Reso
lution 7-271, the "Housing Finance Agency Col
lateralized Single-Family Mortgage Purchase 
Resolution of 1988", effective May 31, 1988, the 
Council approved the Collateralized Single
Family Mortgage Purchase Prograrn. 

Approval of Supplemental Collateralized Sin
gle-Family Mortgage Purchase Program: Pursu
ant to Resolution 7-344, the "Housing Finance 
Agency Supplemental Collateralized Single
Family Mortgage Purchase Resolution of 1988", 
effective November 15, 1988, the Council ap-
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proved the Supplemental Collateralized Single
Family Mortgage Purchase Program. 

Approval of District of Columbia Housing Fi
nance Agency's proposal for Massachusetts 
Courts Apartments: Pursuant to Resolution 
8-70. the "District of Columbia Housing Fi
nance Agency Massachusetts Courts Apartments 
Approval Resolution of 1989", effective June 27, 
1989, the Council approved the District of Co
lumbia Housing Agency's proposal for the Mas
sachusetts Courts Apartments. 

Approval of Columbia Housing Finance Agen
cy's proposal for Parkchester Apartments: Pur
suant to Resolution 8-245, the "D.C. Housing 
Finance Agency Parkchester Apartments Reso
lution of 1990," effective July 27, 1990, the 
Council approved the District of Columbia 
Housing Finance Agency's proposal for the 
Parkchester Apartments. 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency 
Chastleton Apartments Refunding Resolution of 
1991: Pursuant to Resolution 9-67, effective 
June 14, 1991, the Council approved the District 
of Columbia Housing Finance Agency's propos
al for the Chastleton Apartments. 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency 
Mount Vernon Plaza Apartments Refunding 
Resolution of 1991: Pursuant to Resolution 
9-68, effective June 14, 1991, the Council ap
proved the District of Columbia Housing Fi
nance Agency's proposal for the Mount Vernon 
Plaza Apartments. 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency 
Carmel Plaza North Apartments Refunding Res
olution of 1991: Pursuant to Resolution 9-69, 
effective June 14, 1991, the Council approved 
the District of Columbia Housing Finance Agen
cy's proposal for the Carmel Plaza North Apart-
ments. 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency 
Parkchester Apartments Project Supplemental 
Financing Emergency Approval Resolution of 
1991: Pursuant to Resolution 9-106, effective 
July 19, 1991, the Council approved, on an 
emergency basis, the District of Columbia Hous
ing Finance Agency's supplemental proposal for 
the Parkchester Apartments. 

Housing Finance Agency Savannah Park 
Apartments Approval Resolution of 1992: Pur
suant to Resolution 9-322, effective July 24, 
1992, the Council approved the District of Co
lumbia HOLlsing Finance Agency's proposal for 
the Savannah Park Apartments. 

HOLlsing Finance Agency Cloister (a.k.a. 
''Trinity'' Apartments) Refunding Approval 
Emergency Resolution of ] 993: Pursuant to 
Resolution 10-160. effective October 5, 1993, 
the Council approved, on an emergency basis, 
the District of Columbia Housing Finance Agen
cy's Proposal for the Cloister (a.k.a. "Trinity") 
Apartments. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Housing Finance Agency New Amsterdam 
Apartments Refunding Approval Emergency 
Resolution of 1993: Pursuant to Resolution 
10-162, effective October 5, 1993, the Council 
approved, on an emergency basis. the District of 
Columbia Housing Finance Agency's proposal 
for the New Amsterdam Apartments. 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency 
Tyler House Apartments Multi-Family Housing 
Revenue Bonds Approval Emergency Resolu
tion of 1994: Pursuant to Resolution 10-493, 
effective December 6, 1994, the Council ap
proved, on an emergency basis, the Housing 
Finance Agency's proposal for the Tyler House 
Apartments. 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency 
Single Family Forward Commitment Mortgage 
Purchase Program Approval Emergency Resolu
tion of 1994: Pursuant to Resolution 10-495, 
the Council approved, on an emergency basis, 
the Housing Finance Agency's proposal for the 
1994 Single Family Forward Commitment 
Mortgage Purchase Program. 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency 
Livingston Manor Apartments Multi-Famjly 
Mortgage Revenue Bonds Resolution of 1995: 
Pursuant to Proposed Resolution 11-60, 
deemed approved April 5, 1995, Council ap
proved the District of Colurnbia Housing Fi
nance Agency's proposal for the Livingston 
Manor Apartments. 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency 
Benning Road Apartments Multi-Family Hous
ing Revenue Bonds Emergency Approval Reso
lution of 1995: Pursuant to Resolution 11-80, 
effective June 6, 1995, the Council approved, on 
an emergency basis, the District of Columbia 
Housing Finance Agency's proposal for the Ben
ning Road Apartments. 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency 
Capitol Hill Towers Apartments Multi-family 
Mortgage Revenue Refunding Bonds Resolution 
of 1995: Pursuant to Resolution 11-162, effec
tive November 7, 1995, the Council approved 
the District of Columbia Housing Finance Agen
cy's proposal to refund the Capitol Hill Towers 
Apal~tment Project bonds. 

District of Columbia Housing Agency 1995 
Single Family Forward Commitment Mortgage 
Purchase Program Approval Emergency Resolu
tion of 1995: Pursuant to Resolution 11-114, 
effective July 11. 1995, Council approved, on an 
emergency basis, District of Columbia Housing 
Finance Agency's proposal for the 1995 Single 
Family Forward Commitment Mortgage Pur
chase Program. 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency 
Capitol Park Apartments Multi-Family Mort
gage Revenue Bonds Resolution of 1995: Pur
suant to Proposed Resolution 11-263, deemed 
approved, November 2, 1995, Counsel approved 
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the District of Columbia Housing Finance Agen
cy's proposal for the Capitol Park Apartments. 

District of Columbia Housing finance Agency 
Dakotas Apartments Multi-Family Mortgage 
Revenue Bonds Resolution of 1995: Pursuant to 
Proposed Resolution 11-264, deemed approved, 
November 2, 1995, Counsel approved the Dis
trict of Columbia Housing Finance Agency's 
proposal for the Dakotas Apartments. 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency 
Rockburne Estates Mortgage Revenue Bonds 
Resolution of 1997: Proposed Resolution 
12-0422, the "District of Columbia Housing Fi
nance Agency Rockburne Estates Mortgage Rev
enue Bonds Resolution of 1997" was deemed 
approved, effective Nov. 7, 1997. 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency 
Haven House Cooperative Multi-Family Mort
gage Revenue Bonds Resolution of 1997: Pro
posed Resolution 12-0422, the "District of Co
lumbia Housing Finance Agency Haven House 
Cooperative Multi-Family Mortgage Revenue 
Bonds Resolution of 1997" was deemed ap
proved, effective Nov. 7, 1997. 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency 
636 Cooperative Association for Tax Exempt 
Multi-Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds Resolu
tion of 1998: Pursuant to Resolution 
12-(PRI2-592), effective April 1, 1998, the 
Council approved the District of Columbia 
Housing Finance Agency's proposal for the 636 
Cooperative Association. 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency 
Archbishop Rivera Y. Damas Cooperative, InC. 
Tax-Exempt Multi-Family Mortgage Revenue 
Bonds Resolution of 1998: Pursuant to Resolu
tion 12-(PRI2-791), effective July 16, 1998, the 
Council approved the District of Columbia 
Housing Finance Agency's proposal for Arch
bishop Rivera Y. Damas Cooperative, Inc. 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency 
Wheeler Creek Estates Tax-Exempt Multi-Fami
ly Mortgage Revenue Bonds Approval Emergen
cv Resolution of 1998: Pursuant to Resolution 
12-620, effective July 7, 1998, the Council ap-
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proved, on an emergency basis, the District of 
Columbia Housing Finance Agency's Eligibility 
Resolution for the Wheeler Creek Estates. 

Housing Finance Agency Randolph Street 
Apartments Tax-Exempt Multi-Family Mortgage 
Revenue Bonds Approval Resolution of 1998: 
Pursuant to Resolution 12-747, effective No
vember 10, 1998, the Council approved the Dis
trict of Columbia Housing Finance Agency's 
proposal for the acquisition and rehabilitation 
of the Randolph Street Apartments in Ward 4. 

Housing Finance Agency Fort Stevens Apart
ments Tax-Exempt Multi-Family Mortgage Rev
enue Bonds Approval Resolution of 1998: Pur
suant to Resolution 12-748, effective November 
10, 1998, the Council approved the District of 
Columbia Housing Finance Agency's proposal 
for the acquisition and rehabilitation of the Fort 
Stevens Apartments in Ward 4. 

Housing Finance Agency Burke Park Apart
ments Tax-Exempt Multi-Family Mortgage Rev
enue Bonds Approval Resolution of 1998: Pur
suant to Resolution 12-749, effective November 
10, 1998, the Council approved the District of 
Columbia Housing Finance Agency's proposal 
for the acquisition and rehabilitation of the 
Burke Park Apartments in Ward 2. 

District of Columbia Housing Finance Agency 
Hamlin & 7th Street Apartments Tax-Exempt 
Multi-Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds Resolu
tion of 1998: Pursuant to Resolution 12-750, 
effective November 10, 1998, the Council ap
proved the District of Columbia Housing Fi
nance Agency's proposal for the acquisition and 
rehabilitation of the Hamlin & 7th Street Apart
ments in Ward 5. 

Finance Agency Stewart Glen Apartments 
Tax-Exempt Multi-Family Mortgage Revenue 
Bonds Approval Resolution of 1998: Pursuant 
to Resolution 12-751, effective November 10, 
1998, the Council approved the District of Co
lumbia Housing Finance Agency's proposal for 
the acquisition and rehabilitation of the Stewart 
Glen Apartments in Ward 8. 

Library References 

Key Numbers Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia <:;:::;>7. C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

SUBCHAPTER HI. OPERATIONS OF THE AGENCY. 

§ 42-2703.01. General powers. 

The Agency is hereby granted all powers necessary or convenient to effectu
ate its corporate purposes, including but not limited to, the following: 

(1) To have perpetual succession; 
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(2) To sue and be sued in its own name; 
(3) To have an official seal and power to alter that seal at will; 
(4) To acquire (by purchase or otherwise), sell, construct, lease, ilnprove, 

rehabilitate, repair and otherwise maintain an office or offices at such places 
within the District of Columbia as the Agency shall from time to time 
designate and to issue bonds or otherwise provide financing for such offices; 

(5) To adopt, amend and repeal bylaws, rules and regulations to carry out 
its purposes under this chapter; 

(6) To n1ake and execute contracts and all other instruments for the 
perforn1ance of its duties under this chapter and contracts for or relating to 
the development, construction, rehabilitation, improvelllent, m.aintenance, 
repair, operation, and managelllent of housing projects; 

(6A) To originate and service mortgage loans or contract for the origina
tion and servicing of lllortgage loans and loans. 

(7) To employ advisers, consultants, and agents including, but not limited 
to, financial advisers, appraisers, accountants and legal counsel, and to fix 
their compensation; 

(8) To collect reasonable interest, fees and charges in connection with 
nIaking and servicing its loans, including State and Local Governlllent Loans, 
notes, bonds, obligations, commitments and other evidences of indebtedness, 
and in connection with providing technical, consultative and project assis
tance services; 

(9) To procure insurance or self-insure against any loss in connection with 
its property and other assets, including mortgage loans, in such amounts and 
from such insurers as it deems desirable; 

(10) To borrow money and to issue bonds, notes or other obligations and to 
give security therefor; 

(11) To enter into agreen1ents with the United States or any agency, 
departlllent, instrumentality or political subdivision thereof, to provide that 
interest on any bonds, notes or other obligations of the Agency will be subject 
to federal incon1e taxes; 

(12) To contract for and to receive contributions, gifts, grants, subsidies, 
and loans of money, property, labor or other things of value frOlll any source 
to be used for the purpose of this chapter and subject to the conditions upon 
which the contributions, gifts, grants, subsidies, and loans are made; 

(13) To enter into agreements with any department, agency or instrumen
tality of the United States or the District and with sponsors and mortgage 
lenders for the purpose of planning, regulating and providing for the financ
ing and refinancing, construction, reconstruction or rehabilitation, leasing, 
lllanageillent, maintenance, opera60n, acquisition, sale or other disposition 
of any housing project undertaken with the assistance of the Agency under 
this chapter; 

(13A) To make state and local government loans and enter into such 
agreements with the respective Eligible State and Local Government Units 
for the purpose of n1aking a State or Local Government Loan on such terms 
and conditions as the Agency determines to be appropriate; 
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(14) To proceed with foreclosure action, to take assignments of leases and 
rentals, to acquire property in lieu of foreclosure; 

(15) To own, lease, clear, reconstruct, rehabilitate, improve, repair, main
tain, manage, operate, assign, encumber, or sell or otherwise dispose of any 
real or personal property if: 

(A) The property was obtained by the Agency due to the default of any 
obligation held by the Agency; and 

(B) Repealed. 
(15A) To acquire (by purchase or otherwise), own, lease, clear, construct, 

reconstruct, rehabilitate, improve, repair, rnaintain, manage, operate, assign, 
encumber, or sell or otherwise dispose of any real property; provided, that: 

(A) The Agency shall not finance more than 4 housing projects in any 
one fiscal year; and 

(B) The authority of the Agency to acquire properties by purchase or 
otherwise under this paragraph shall terminate on Deceluber 31, 2007; 
provided, that before that time the Agency may submit a request for 
renewal of authority; 
(16) To invest any funds not required for immediate disburseluent, includ

ing funds held in reserve, in investn1ents; the incon1e derived from the 
investluent shall be deposited as provided in § 42-2704.11; 

(17) To provide technical assistance to profit and nonprofit entities in the 
developluent or operation of housing for low and moderate income persons 
in accordance with § 42-1734; to gather and distribute data and information 
concerning the housing needs of low and moderate income persons within 
the District; 

(18) To the extent permitted under its contract with the holders of bonds, 
notes and other obligations of the Agency, to consent to any modification 
with respect to rate of interest, time and payment of any installment of 
principal or interest, security or any other term of any contract, mortgage, 
luortgage loan, mortgage loan commitment, or contract or agreeluent of any 
kind to which the Agency is a party; 

(19) To sell, at public or private sale, with or without public bidding, any 
mortgage or other obligation held by the Agency pursuant to regulations 
prOluulgated by the Agency; 

(20) To luake grants, or to convert loans to grants or to forgive loans, to 
make loans or mortgage loans, either directly or through n10rtgage lenders, 
for the purpose of assisting in developing, acquiring, constructing, rehabili
tating or improving any housing project financing under this chapter; 

(20A) To establish funds and reserves to provide additional security for 
loans provided for housing projects; 

(20B) To enter into such contracts with government agencies that the 
Agency considers appropriate for housing projects; 

(20C) To establish nonprofit and for-profit corporations, partnerships, 
lin1ited liability companies, business trusts, and any other entities to act in 
furtherance of its general powers or purposes; 
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(20D) To establish such supportive programs as provided in § 42-2703.05; 
and 

(21) To do any act necessary or convenient to the exercise of the powers 
granted by or reasonably implied from this chapter. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 301, 25 DCR 5008; Aug. 5, 1981, D.C. Law 4-28, 
§ 2(D, 28 DCR 2848; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-255, § 50, 44 DCR 1271; Apr. 20, 
1999, D.C. Law 12-247, § 2(h), 46 DCR 1100; Mar. 25, 2003, D.C. Law 14-239, § 2(e), 
49 DCR 11162.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 4S-212l. 
1973 Ed., § 4S-1908. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-239 rewrote par. (4); in par. (6), 

substituted "this chapter and contracts for or 
relating to the development, construction, reha
bilitation, improvement, maintenance, repair, 
operation, and management of housing pro
jects;" for "this chapter;"; in par. (1S)(A), sub
stituted "rehabilitate, improve" for "rehabili
tate"; repealed par. (1S)(B); added pars. (15A), 
(20A), (20B), (20C), and (20D); and made a 
nonsubstantive change to par. (20). Prior to 
amendments, pars. (4) and (15)(B) had read as 
follows: 

"(4) To maintain, through purchase or lease, 
an office or offices at such place or places 
within the District as it may designate;" 

"(B) The Agency's actions, as provided in this 
paragraph, are in preparation for disposition of 
such properties;" 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-13S, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-28, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42--2701.02. 

Law 11-25S, the "Second Technical Amend
ments Act of 1996," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. II-90S, which was re
fen-ed to the Committee of the Whole. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
November 7, 1996, and December 3, 1996, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on December 
24, 1996, it was assigned Act No. 11-519 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 11-255 became effective on 
April 9, 1997. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For Law 14-239, see notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

References in Text 

Section 42-1734, referred to in (17), was re
pealed March 10, 1983, by D.C. Law 4-209, 
§ 34. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Repayment to General Fund: Public Law 
103-334, 108 Stat. 2577, the District of Colum
bia Appropriations Act, 1995, provided for eco
nomic development and regulation $56,343,000; 
provided that the District of Col umbia Housing 
Finance Agency, established by § 42-2702.01, 
based upon its capability of repayments as de
termined each year by the Council of the Dis
trict of Columbia from the Housing Finance 
Agency's annual audited financial statements to 
the Council of the District of Columbia, shall 
repay to the general fund an amount equal to 
the appropriated administrative costs plus inter
est at a rate of four % per annum for a term of 
15 years, with a deferral of payments for the 
first three years; provided further, that notwith
standing the foregoing provision, the obligation 
to repay all or part of the amounts due shall be 
subject to the rights of the owners of any bonds 
or notes issued by the Housing Finance Agency 
and shall be repaid to the District of Columbia 
government only from available operating reve
nues of the Housing Finance Agency that are in 
excess of the amounts required for debt service, 
reserve funds, and operating expenses; provided 
further, that upon commencement of the debt 
service payments, such payments shall be de
posited into the general fund of the District of 
Columbia. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia (!;:;;>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 
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§ 42-2703.02. Financing of housing projects. 

(a) The Agency may make, issue commitments for, part]c]pate in Inaking 
loans or mortgage loans to sponsors for the financing of housing projects for 
eligible persons. Such housing projects shall cOlnply with all applicable 
requirelnents regarding tenant income mixtures, tenant income, the number of 
units reserved for very-low, low and moderate income persons, and other 
requirements established by the Internal Revenue Service, the Departn1ent of 
Housing and Urban Development or other laws, rules and guidelines applicable 
under the Agency's plan of financing. 

(b) The Agency when purchasing property shall issue only bonds that are 
government entity bonds of the Agency or 501(c)(3) bonds created by the 
Agency for the specific purpose of undertaking a development project. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 302, 25 DCR 5008; Aug. 5, 1981, D.C. Law 4-28, 
§ 2(k), 28 DCR 2848; Aug. I, 1985, D.C. Law 6-15, § 8(b), 32 DCR 3570; Oct. 5, 1985, 
D.C. Law 6-44, § 2(e), 32 DCR 4487; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-247, § 2(i), 46 DCR 
1100; Mar. 25, 2003, D.C. Law 14-239, § 2(d), 49 DCR 11162.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2122. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1909. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-239 designated the existing text 

as subsection (a); and added subsec. (b). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-28, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-15, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2702.02. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-44, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2702.07. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For Law 14-239, sec notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-2701.02. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia Q;;:;>7, 12. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10, 26. 

§ 42-2703.03. Financing of homeownership programs. 

The Agency may invest in, purchase, Inake commitments to purchase, take 
assignments frOln Inortgage lenders, originate, and service mortgage loans 
either directly or through Inortgage lenders pursuant to criteria established by 
the Agency under a HOlneownership program. Such criteria shall comply with 
the requirements of the Internal Revenue Service, the Departlnent of Housing 
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and Urban Development or other laws, rules and guidelines applicable under 
the Agency's plan of financing. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 303, 25 DCR 5008; Aug. 5, 1981, D.C. Lavv' 4-28, 
§ 2(l)-(n), 28 DCR 2848; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-247, § 2(j), 46 DCR 1100.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
J 981 Ed., § 45-2123. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1910. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-28, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia Q;;::>7, 12. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10, 26. 

§ 42-2703.04. Loans to mortgage lenders; requirements for reinvestment 
of proceeds by lender. [Repealed] 

(1973 Ed., § 45-1911; Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 304, 25 DCR 5008; Aug. 5, 
1981, D.C. Law 4-28, § 2(0), 28 DCR 2848; June 11, 1992, D.C. Law 9-118, § 7, 39 
DCR 3189; Apr. 18, 1996, D.C. Law 11-110, § 49, 43 DCR 530; Mar. 20, 1998, D.C. 
Law 12-60, § 1101, 44 DCR 7378; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-247, § 2(k), 46 DCR 
1100.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2124. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1911. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-28, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

Law 9-1 18, the "District of Columbia Govern
ment Employer-Assisted Housing Act of 1992," 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
9-2 10, which was referred to the Committee on 
Housing. The Bill was adopted on first and 
second readings on March 3, 1992, and April 7, 
1992, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 

§ 42-2703.05. Supportive programs. 

April 24, 1992, it was assigned Act No. 9-192 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 
its review. D.C. Law 9-118 became effective on 
June 11, 1992. 

Law 11-110, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 1996," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 11-485, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on Decem
ber 5, 1995, and January 4, 1996 respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on January 26, 1996, it 
was assigned Act No. 11-199 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 11-110 became effective on April 18, 1996. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

(a) The Agency may establish, administer or contract for the administration 
of any program which assists sponsors or eligible persons, "or Eligible State or 
Local Governn1ent Units", as determined by the Agency consistent with the 
declarations of policy under § 42-2701.01 and the delegation of authority 
under § 42-2702.06. 
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(b) The Agency may establish, adll1inister, or contract for the adlninistration 
of any program that involves providing loans or other financial assistance 
directly by the Agency or by an entity established by the Agency under this 
chapter or indirectly through an Agency-approved financial institution, to 
persons residing within any state or political subdivision thereof within the 
lneaning of section 103 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, approved August 
16, 1954 (68A Stat. 29; 26 U.S.C. § 103) (or successor provisions), which loan 
or other financial assistance is eligible for, or made in conjunction with the 
provision of, n10rtgage insurance under any program of the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development or meets the guidelines established by Feder
al National Mortgage Association, the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corpora
tion, the Department of Veterans Affairs, or the Rural Development Agency, 
and which loan or other financial assistance will result in the generation of 
revenues that will benefit programs authorized under this chapter. 

(Mar. 3,1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 305,25 DCR 5008; Apr. 20,1999, D.C. Law 12-247, 
§ 2(1), 46 DCR 1100; Mar. 25, 2003, D.C. Law 14-239, § 2(e), 49 DCR t 1162.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2125. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1912. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-239 designated the existing text 

as subsection (a); and added subsec. (b). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For Law 14-239, see notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia Q;:;:::>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2703.06. Rulemaking. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

The Agency shall establish rules and regulations to effectuate the purposes of 
this chapter. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 306,25 DCR 5008; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-247, 
§ 2(m), 46 DCR 1100.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2126. 
]973 Ed., § 45-1913. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 
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Key Numbers 
District of Columbia G=>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

REAL PROPERlY 

C.l.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-2703.07. Technical assistance, loans, grants and consultant services. 

The Agency lTIay provide eligible persons, sponsors or such individual, private 
or public corporation, association, group, organization, Eligible State or Local 
Government Unit, or any other entity with technical assistance, loans, grants or 
consultant services consistent with the authority of this chapter. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 307, 25 DCR 5008; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-247, 
§ 2(n), 46 DCR 1100.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2127. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1914. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.0 I. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia (;=>7. 
Westlz\\v Topic No. 132. 

C.l.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-2703.08. Exemption from rent control. 

(a) Housing projects assisted by the Agency or through the auspices of the 
Agency under the provisions of this chapter shall be exempt from the provisions 
of Chapter 35 of this title. 

(b) The Agency shall establish, by rulemaking, procedures for evictions and 
protections from retaliatory action for tenants of housing projects exempted 
fron1 Chapter 35 of this title under subsection (a) of this section. Such 
procedures and protections shall be in accordance with subchapter V of 
Chapter 35 of this title. 

(c) The Agency shall establish, by rulemaking, conditions and procedures for 
relocation assistance to tenants displaced fron1 housing projects which are 
exen1pted from Chapter 35 of this title under subsection (a) of this section. 
Such conditions and procedures shall be in accordance with subchapter VII of 
Chapter 35 of this title. 

(d) Each owner of a rental accon1modation subject to the provisions of this 
chapter shall file simultaneously with the Agency and with the Rental Housing 
Commission an exemption staten1ent which shall contain the following infor
mation: 

(1) The actual rent for each rental unit in the accommodation, the services 
included, and the facilities and charges therefor; 

(2) The number of bedrooms in the rental accomlTIodation; and 
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(3) A list of any outstanding violations of the Housing Regulations of the 
District of Columbia, issued August 11, 1955 (C.O. 55-1503), applicable to 
such accommodation. 

(e) Tenants of housing projects exempted by this chapter from Chapter 35 of 
this title, who, except for such exemption, would be eligible for rent supple
ments under subchapter III of Chapter 35 of this title, shall have the same 
rights to such supplements as tenants residing in a project subject to Chapter 
35 of this title. 

(0 Prior to the execution of a lease or other rental agreen1ent, a prospective 
tenant of any unit shall receive notice in writing advising him or her that rent 
increases for the accommodation are not regulated by Chapter 35 of this title. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 308, 25 DCR 5008; Aug. 5, 1981, D.C. Law 4-28, 
§ 2(p), 28 DCR 2848; Oct. 5, 1985, D.C. Law 6-44, § 2(E), 32 DCR 4487.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2128. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1915. 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-28, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-44, see 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2702.07. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant c&::;>200.16. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

SUBCHAPTER IV. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1060 to 1062. 

FINANCIAL AFFAIRS OF THE AGENCY. 

§ 42-2704.01. Receipt of funds; disposition thereof. 

In connection with the exercise of its powers under this chapter, the Agency 
Inay receive gifts, grants, appropriations, loans, bond or note proceeds, or other 
funds, property or other assets, or any other type of financial assistance frOln 
any federal, District, private, or other source and may utilize such funds as 
determined by rules issued by the Board. Such rules shall also govern the 
establishn1ent of, administration of, and expenditure from, reserve funds. The 
source of such funds and the use thereof shall be a part of the annual reporting 
requirement of § 42-2705.03. The rules shall be sublnitted to the Chairman of 
the Council for review on the same day as the rules are transmitted for 
publication to the District of Colun1bia Register. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 401, 25 DCR 5008; Aug. 5, 1981, D.C. Law 4-28, 
§ 2(q), 28 DCR 2848.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2131. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
1973 Ed., § 45-1916. 
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Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.0l. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-28, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Repayment by D.C. Housing Finance Agency: 

Section 147 of Pub. Law 104-194 provided 

REAL PROPERTY 

that, notwithstanding any other law, the District 
of Columbia Housing Finance Agency, shall not 
be required to repay moneys advanced by the 
District government (including accrued interest 
thereon) pursuant to Congressional appropria
tions for fiscal years 1980 through 1992. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia (}?7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-2704.01a. Repayment of funds. 

The Agency shall not be required to repay ill.oneys advanced by the District 
government (including accrued interest thereon) pursuant to Congressional 
appropriations for fiscal years 1980 through 1992, and any obligation to repay 
these moneys shall be forgiven. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 401a, as added Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-197, § 3, 43 
DCR 4567.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2131.1. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 11-197, the "Housing Finance Agency 

Loan Forgiveness Amendment Act of 1996," 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
11-537, which was referred to the Committee 
on Housing and Urban Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on June 4, 
1996, and July 3, 1996, respectively. Signed by 
the Mayor on July 26, 1996, it was assigned Act 
No. 11-359 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 11-197 be
came effective April 9, 1997. 

Effective Dates 
Section 5 of D.C. Law 11-197 provided that 

the act shall take effect on the latter of: (1) 
following approval by the Mayor (or the Council 

in the event of a veto override), approval by the 
Financial Responsibility and Management Assis
tance Authority as provided in § 47-392.03(a), 
and a 30-day period of Congressional review as 
provided in § 1-233 (c)(1), and publication in 
the District of Columbia Register; or (2) enact
ment by Congress of legislation providing that 
the moneys advanced to the agency pursuant to 
congressional appropriations need not be repaid 
to the General Fund of the District of Columbia. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Repayment by D.C. Housing Finance Agency: 

Section 147 of Pub. Law 104-194 provided 
that, notwithstanding any other law, the District 
of Columbia Housing Finance Agency, shall not 
be required to repay moneys advanced by the 
District government (including accrued interest 
thereon) pursuant to Congressional appropria
tions for fiscal years 1980 through 1992. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

District of Columbia C=::>31. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2704.02. Issuance of bonds and notes; renewals and refunds; 
deemed obligations of Agency; negotiable instruments; 
director, employer, or agent not personally liable. 

(a) Borrowing authority. - The Agency may, by resolution, authorize the 
issuance of bonds and notes or other obligations ("bonds or notes") for 
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undertakings authorized by this chapter. In addition, the Agency may issue 
notes to renew notes and bonds to pay notes, including, the interest thereon. 
Whenever expedient, the Agency may refund bonds, including bonds previously 
issued by other than the Agency, by the issuance of new bonds, regardless of 
whether the bonds to be refunded have matured. The Agency is the successor 
to any and all District of Columbia Section l1(b) bond issuing authority. The 
Agency may also issue bonds for a combination of refund, renewal, and 
financing progran1s authorized by this chapter. 

(b) Obligations of the Agency. - Except as expressly provided otherwise by 
the Agency, bonds and notes of the Agency are obligations payable solely from 
revenues derived frOlu the respective housing projects which such obligations 
are issued to finance, provided that bonds and notes of the Agency issued, in 
whole or in part, for the purpose of enabling the Agency to luake State and 
Local Government Loans are obligations payable solely, to the extent issued for 
such purpose, frOlu revenues derived frOlu repayment of State and Local 
Government Loans made from proceeds of such bonds and notes. The Agency 
may expressly provide additional security by pledge or contribution from any 
source in accordance with § 1-204.71. 

(c) Negotiable instruments. - Regardless of their form or character, bonds 
and notes of the Agency are negotiable instruluents for all purposes of the 
U niforn1 Commercial Code of the District of Columbia (§ 28: 1-101 et seq.), 
subject only to the provisions of the bonds and notes for registration. 

(d) No personal liability. - No director, employee or agent of the Agency is 
personally liable solely because a bond, note or other obligation is issued. The 
Agency shall inden1nify any person who shall have served as a con1n1issioner, 
officer, or employee of the Agency against financial loss or litigation expense 
arising out of or in connection with any claim or suit involving allegations that 
pecuniary harm has been sustained as a result of any transaction authorized by 
this chapter, unless such person is found by a final judicial detern1ination not to 
have acted in good faith and for a purpose which he reasonably believed to be 
lawful and in the best interest of the Agency. 

(e) Compliance required. - The issuance and performance of bonds, notes, 
and other obligations by the Agency as contemplated in this chapter and the 
adoption of resolutions authorizing such bonds, notes, and other obligations 
shall be done in cOlupliance with the requirements of this chapter, but shall not 
be subject to Chapter 5 of Title 2 and, except as otherwise provided in the 
chapter, shall not be required to comply with the requirements of any legisla
tion passed by the Council. No notice (except as provided in this section), 
proceeding, consent, or approval shall be required for the issuance or perforn1-
ance of any bond, note, or other obligation of the Agency or the execution of 
any instrument relating thereto or to the security therefor, except as provided in 
this chapter or in rules and regulations promulgated by the Agency. Notice of 
the adoption of a bond resolution shall be given to the Mayor and the Council 
before the adoption of such resolution. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 402, 25 DCR 5008; Aug. 5, 1981, D.C. Law 4-28, 
§ 2(r), 28 DCR 2848; Apr. 20,1999, D.C. Law 12-247, § 2(0),46 DCR 1100.) 
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§ 42-2704.02 REAL PROPERlY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2132. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1917. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-28, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

Cross References 
Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-2705.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (:;::;:>32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

§ 42-2704.03. Terms for sale of bonds and notes; effect of resolution 
authorizing sale; pledge of agency and Hen thereon; sig
nature valid after officeholder vacates. 

(a) General. - The Agency may stipulate by resolution the terms for sale of 
its bonds and notes in accordance with this chapter, including the following: 

(1) The date a bond or note bears; 
(2) The date a bond or note matures; provided, that notes shall not rnature 

later than 10 years from the date of original issuance and bonds shall not 
lnature later than 50 years from the date of original issuance; 

(3) Whether bonds are issued as serial bonds, as term bonds, or as a 
combination of the 2; 

(4) The denon1ination; 
(5) The interest rate or rates, or variable rate or rates changing from time 

to tin1e in accordance with a base or formula; 
(6) The registration privileges; 
(7) The mediun1 and method for paYlnent; and 
(8) The tern1S of redemption. 

(b) Public or private sale. - The Agency may sell its bonds or notes at public 
or private sale and may determine the price for sale. 

(c) Additional provisions part of contract. - If the resolution authorizing the 
sale of bonds or notes contains any of the provisions listed below, the provi
sions must also be part of the contract with holders of the bonds or notes. The 
provisions in the resolution may include the following: 

(1) The custody, security, expenditure or application of proceeds of the sale 
of bonds or notes of the Agency (hereinafter "proceeds"), a pledge of the 
proceeds to secure payment, and the rank or priority of the pledge, subject to 
preexisting agreements with holders of bonds or notes; 

(2) The pledge of revenue securing payment; 
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(3) A pledge of assets of the Agency, including m.ortgages and obligations 
securing n10rtgages, to secure payment, and the rank or priority of the 
pledge, subject to preexisting agreements with holders of bonds or notes; 

(4) Use of gross income fronl n10rtgages owned by the Agency and pay
ment on principal of mortgages owned by the Agency; 

(5) Use of reserves or sinking funds; 

(6) Use of proceeds from sale of bonds or notes and a pledge of proceeds to 
secure payment; 

(7) Limitation of issuance of additional bonds or notes, including ten11S of 
issuance and security, and the refunding of outstanding or other bonds or 
notes; 

(8) Procedure for amendment or abrogation of a contract with holders of 
bonds or notes, the al110unt of bonds or notes, the holders of which n1ust 
consent to the amendment, and the Inanner in which consent may be given; 

(9) Vesting in a trustee property, power and duties, which n1ay include the 
power and duties of a trustee appointed by holders of bonds or notes under 
this chapter; 

(10) Lin1itation or abrogation of the right of holders of bonds or notes to 
appoint a trustee under this chapter; 

(11) Defining the nature of default in the obligations of the Agency to the 
holders of bonds or notes and providing rights and remedies of holders in the 
event of default, including the right to appointment of a receiver, in accor
dance with the general laws of the District and this chapter; and 

(12) Any other provisions of like or different character which affect the 
security of holders of bonds or notes. 

(d) Pledge of the Agency. - A pledge of the Agency is binding fr0111 the till1e it 
is made. Any funds or property pledged are subject to the lien of a pledge 
without physical delivery. The lien of a pledge is binding as against parties 
having any tort, contract or other claim against the Agency regardless of notice. 
Neither the resolution nor any other instrun1ent creating a pledge need be 
recorded. 

(e) Signature. - The signature of any officer of the Agency which appears on 
a bond or note remains valid if that person ceases to hold that office. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 403, 25 DCR 5008; Aug. 5, 1981, D.C. Law 4-28, 
§ 2(s), 28 DCR 2848; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-247, § 2(p), 46 DCR 1100.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2133. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1918. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-28, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 
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Key Numbers 
District of Columbia C:;;;>32. 
Wcstla\v Topic No. 132. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Library References 

§ 42-2704.04. Trust indenture to secure bonds or notes; prOVISIOns pro
tecting holders; expenses treated as operating expenses. 

(a) Authority. - The Agency may secure bonds, notes, or other obligations by 
a trust indenture between the Agency and a corporate trustee which has the 
authority to exercise corporate trust powers within the District. 

(b) Provisions. - A trust indenture of the Agency may contain provisions for 
protecting and enforcing the rights and relnedies of holders of bonds or notes 
in accordance with the provisions of the resolution authorizing the sale of 
bonds or notes. 

(c) Expenses. - The Agency may treat expenses incurred in carrying out a 
trust indenture as operating expenses. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 404, 25 DCR 5008; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-247, 
§ 2(q), 46 DCR 1100.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2134. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1919. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For legislative histOl~y of D.C. Law 2-135, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (;:::>32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

§ 42-2704.05. Agency's purchase of its own bonds and notes; maximum 
price. 

Subject to pre-existing agreements with the holders of bonds, notes, or other 
obligations, the Agency may purchase its own bonds, notes, or other obligations 
which may then be cancelled upon such terms and conditions as established by 
the Agency. 

(l) If the bonds, notes, or other obligations are redeemable, the price 
cannot exceed the redelnption price then applicable plus accrued interest to 
the next interest paYlnent; or 

(2) If the bonds, notes, or other obligations are not redeemable, the price 
cannot exceed the redemption price applicable on the I st date after the 
purchase upon which the bonds, notes or other obligations become subject to 
redemption plus accrued interest to that date. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 405, 25 DCR 5008; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-247, 
§ 2(r), 46 DCR 1100.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2135. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1920. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia G:::::>32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2704.06. Special or reserve funds; management and investment of 
funds. 

The Agency may establish special or reserve funds in furtherance of its 
authority under this chapter. Notwithstanding other provisions of District law 
and subject to agreelnents with holders of bonds and notes, the Agency shall 
nlanage its own funds, and may invest funds not required for disburselnent in a 
nlanner the Agency determines prudent and in accordance with § 42-2704.13. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 406, 25 DCR 5008; Mar. 8, 1984, D.C. Law 5-50, 
§ 3(a), 30 DCR 5916; Mar. 16, 1993, D.C. Law 9-185, § 3(a), 39 DCR 8221; June 28, 
1994, D.C. Law 10-134, § 4(a), 41 DCR 2597; Apr. 18, 1996, D.C. Law 11-110, § 62,43 
DCR 530.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
J 981 Ed., § 45-2136. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1921. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 4(a) of South Africa Sanctions Re
peal Act 1993 (D.C. Law 10-75, March 8, 1994, 
law notification 41 DCR 1518). 

Eme.'gency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 4(a) of the South Africa Sanctions Emergency 
Repeal Act of 1993 (D.C. Act 10-127, October 
25, 1993, 40 DCR 7583) and § 4(a) of the South 
Africa Sanctions Congressional Recess Emer
gency Repeal Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-176, 
January 25, ]994,41 DCR 512). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D,C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.0l. 

Law 5-50, the "Prohibition of the Investment 
of Public Funds in Financial Institutions and 
Companies Making Loans to or Doing Business 
with the Republic of South Africa or Namibia 
Act of 1983," was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 5-18, which was referred to 

the Committee on Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first and sec
ond readings on Septernber 6, 1983, and Octo-
ber 4, 1983, respectively. Signed by the Mayor 
on November 9, 1983, it was assigned Act No. 
5-76 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-185, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2704.13. 

Law 10-134, the "South Africa Sanctions Re
peal Act of 1994," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 10-427, which was re
ferred to the Committee on Consumer and Reg
ulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first 
and second readings on March 1, 1994, and 
April 12, J 994, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on April 28, 1994, it was assigned Act 
No. 10-234 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 10-134 be
came effective on June 28, 1994. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-110, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2703.04. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of authority under D.C. Law 

9-185, "Public Funds Investment Policy in Fi
nancial Institutions and Companies Making 
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Loans to or Doing Business with Northern Ire
land Amendment Act of 1992", see Mayor's 
Order 93-76, June 16, 1993. 

Cross References 

REAL PROPERTY 

Limitation on investment of District of Columbia employees retirement funds, see § 1-721. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-2704.13. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (;=32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

§ 42-2704.07. No limitation, alteration, or impairment of rights and reme
dies of bondholders and noteholders. 

The District pledges to the holders of any bonds or notes issued under this 
chapter that the District will not limit or alter rights vested in the Agency to 
fulfill agreements made with the holders thereof, or in any way impair the 
rights and remedies of such holders until the bonds and notes, together with the 
interest thereon, with interest on any unpaid installments of interest, and all 
costs and expenses in connection with any action or proceedings by or on 
behalf of such holders are fully met and discharged. The Agency is authorized 
to include this pledge of the District in any agreelnent with the holders of bonds 
or notes. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 407,25 DCR 5008.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2137. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1922. 

Key Numbers 
Distl~ict of Columbia G=:>32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

Library References 

§ 42-2704.08. Faith and credit and taxing power of District not pledged 
on obligation; statement thereto. 

Bonds, notes, and other obligations issued under the provisions of this 
chapter do not constitute an obligation of the District, but are payable solely 
fron1 the revenues or assets of the Agency. Each bond, note, or other obli
gation issued under this chapter Inust contain on its face a statement that the 
Agency is not obligated to pay principal or interest except from the revenues or 
assets pledged and that neither the faith and credit nor the taxing power of the 
District is pledged to the payment of the principal or interest on a bond, note, 
or other obligation. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 408, 25 DCR 5008; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-247, 
§ 2(s), 46 DCR 1100.) 
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Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2138. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1923. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ~32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

§ 42-2704.09. Bonds and notes as legal investments and securities. 

The bonds and notes of the Agency are legal investments in which public 
officers and public bodies of the District, insurance companies and associations 
and other persons carrying on an insurance business, banks, bankers, banking 
institutions including savings and loan associations, building and loan associa
tions, trust companies, savings banks and savings associations, investment 
companies and other persons carrying on a banking business, administrators, 
guardians, executors, trustees, and other fiduciaries and other persons author
ized to invest in bonds or in other obligations of the District, may legally invest 
funds, including capital, in their control. The bonds and notes are also 
securities which legally may be deposited with and received by public officers 
and public bodies of the District or any agency of the District for any purpose 
for which the deposit of bonds or other obligations of the District is authorized 
by law. 

(Mar. 3, ] 979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 409, 25 DCR 5008.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2139. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1924. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ~32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

Library References 

§ 42-2704.10. District tax exemptions; payments in Heu; exceptions. 

(a) Assets and income of the Agency or of any entity established by the 
Agency pursuant to § 42-2703.01(20C) are exempt from District taxation. The 
Agency may make, at its discretion, payn1ent in lieu of taxation. 

(b) Bonds and notes issued by the Agency and the interest thereon are 
exelnpt from District taxation except estate, inheritance, and gift taxes. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 410,25 DCR 5008; Mar. 25, 2003, D.C. Law ]4-239, 
§ 2(E), 49 DCR 11162.) 
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Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2140. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1925. 

Effect of Amendments 

REAL PROPERTY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

the Agency pursuant to § 42-2703.01 (20C)" for 
1/ of the Agency". 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 

D.C. Law 14-239, in subsec. (a), substituted 
"of the Agency or of any entity established by 

§ 42-2701.01. 
For Law 14-239, see notes following 

§ 42-2701.02. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <&;;;>33(14). 
Wcstlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. District of Columbia § 39. 

§ 42-2704.11. Deposits; payments out of accounts; contracts involving 
monies held in trust or otherwise for payment of notes or 
bonds. 

(a) All monies of the Agency, except as otherwise authorized in this chapter, 
shall be deposited as soon as practicable in 1 or more separate accounts in 
financial institutions regulated or insured by a federal or District agency. 
Monies in these accounts shall be paid out on checks signed by the Executive 
Director or other authorized officers or employees of the Agency. 

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of this section, the Agency shall have 
power to contract with the holders of its notes or bonds as to the custody, 
collection, securing, investment, and payment of any monies of the Agency and 
of any monies held in trust or otherwise for the payment of notes or bonds. 
Monies held in trust pursuant to a contract with holders of notes or bonds may 
be secured in the same manner as monies of the Agency. 

(Mar. 3, t 979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 411,25 DCR 5008.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Eel., § 45-2141. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1926. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-2703.01 and 42-2704.13. 

Key Numbers 

District of Columbia <&;;;>32. 

Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 
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§ 42-2704.12. Investment of funds with financial institution or company 
doing business with Republic of South Africa. [Re
pealed] 

(June 28, 1994, D.C. Law 10-134, § 4(b), 41 DCR 2597.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2142. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-134, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2704.06. 

§ 42-2704.13. Investment of funds with financial institution or company 
doing business with Northern Ireland. 

(a) For the purposes of this section, the term "agency funds" lueans all 
tuonies nlanaged and all funds established pursuant to §§ 42-2704.06 and 
42-2704.11. 

(b)(1) Agency funds invested in stocks, securities, or other obligations of any 
institution or conlpany doing business in or with Northern Ireland or with 
agencies or instruluentalities of Northern Ireland shall be invested to reflect 
advances to eliluinate discrimination nlade by these institutions and companies 
pursuant to paragraph (2) of this subsection. 

(2) The Mayor shall consider the following criteria, referred to as the Mac
Bride Principles, to determine the advances to eliminate discriluination made 
by cOlupanies and institutions doing business in or with Northern Ireland or 
with agencies or instruluentalities of Northern Ireland: 

(A) Increasing the representation of individuals from underrepresented 
religious groups on the work force, including luanagerial, supervisory, 
administrative, clerical, and technical jobs; 

(B) Providing adequate security for the protection of luinority employees 
both at the workplace and while traveling to and from work; 

(C) Banning provocative religious or political enlblems frOlU the work
place; 

(D) Publicly advertising all job openings and making special recruitluent 
efforts to attract applicants frOlu underrepresented religious groups; 

(E) Providing that layoff, recall, and termination procedures should not 
in practice favor particular religious groups; 

(F) Abolishing job reservations, apprenticeship restrictions, and differen
tial eluployment criteria that discriminate on the basis of religion or ethnic 
origin; 

(G) Developing training progranls that will prepare substantial nmubers 
of current minority enlployees for skilled jobs, including the expansion of 
existing programs and the creation of new programs to train, upgrade, and 
iluprove the skills of minority eluployees; 

(H) Establishing procedures to assess, identify, and actively recruit n1i
nority employees with potential for further advancement; and 
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(1) Appointing senior management staff members to oversee affirmative 
action efforts and setting up timetables to carry out affirmative action 
principles. 
(3) On or before the 1 st day of October of each year, the Mayor shall 

detern1ine the existence of affinnative action taken by all institutions and 
companies doing business in or with Northern Ireland, in which agency 
funds are or will be invested, in adhering to the MacBride Principles as 
enumerated in paragraph (2) of this subsection and provide an annual report 
of his or her findings for presentation to the Council, which report shall be 
n1ade available for public inspection. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 413, as added Mar. 16, 1993, D.C. Law 9-185, § 3(b), 
39 DCR 8221.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Priol' Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2143. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 9-185, the "Public Funds Investment 

Policy in Financial Institutions and Companies 
Making Loans to or Doing Business with North
ern Ireland Amendment Act of 1992," was in
troduced in Council anel assigned Bill No. 

9-311, which was referred to the Committee on 
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on July 7, 
1992, and October 6, 1992, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on November 2, 1992, it 
was assigned Act No. 9-350 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 9-185 became effective on March 16, 1993. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 

District of Columbia e:-:>32. 

Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

SUBCHAPTER V. PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY. 

§ 42-2705.01. Agency actions governed by Administrative Procedure Act. 

Except as provided in subsection (e) of § 42-2704.02, all actions of the 
Agency shall be conducted in accordance with the District of Columbia Admin
istrative Procedure Act (§ 2-501 et seq.). 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 501, 25 DCR 5008; Aug. 5, 1981, D.C. Law 4-28, 
§ 2(t), 28 DCR 2848.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Eel., § 45-2151. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1927. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

1:-1 istorical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-28, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 
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Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia Q;;:;>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2705.02. Advisory Committees. 

C.l.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

The Agency, frOln time to tilne, may establish advisory comn1ittees or groups 
to advise the Agency with respect to matters the Agency shall designate and 
may appoint persons to serve on such advisory committees or groups as the 
Agency may deem necessary consistent with the provisions of this chapter. The 
function of such con1mittees or groups shall be solely advisory in nature, and 
no such comlnittee or group shall have authority to act for, or on behalf, of the 
Agency. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 502, 25 DCR 5008; Aug. 5, 1981, D.C. Law 4-28, 
§ 2(u), 28 DCR 2848; Apr. 20, ] 999, D.C. Law 12-247, § 2(t), 46 DCR 1100.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2152. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1928. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-28, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-247, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia Q;;:;>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.l.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-2705.03. Annual report by Agency; contents. 

The Agency shall, within 90 days of the end of each fiscal year, submit an 
annual report of its activities for the preceding year to the Mayor, the Council, 
and the Advisory Board. The report shall set forth a cOlnplete operating 
financial statelnent of the Agency during the fiscal year it covers, its housing 
prograln operations and accomplishments, the names of all new employees and 
their pay schedules, titles, and place of residence, its plans for the succeeding 
fiscal year, and its recOlnmendations for needed action on the part of the Mayor 
or Council, with respect to the purposes of the Agency. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 503,25 DCR 5008; Feb. 6, 2008, D.C. Law 17-108, 
§ 215(b), 54 DCR 10993; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-353, § 223(g), 56 DCR 1117.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2153. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1929. 

their pay schedules, titles, and place of resi
dence," for" accomplishments,". 

D.C. Law 17-353 substituted "the names" for 
Effect of Amendments "and the names". 

D.C. Law 17-108 substituted "accomplish
ments, and the names of all new employees and 
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Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

For Law 17-108, see notes following 
§ 42-2702.03. 

For Law 17-353, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

Cross References 
Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-2704.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (;;;:>7. 
Wcstlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-2705.04. Agency to arrange annual audit; transmission to Mayor 
and Council. 

The Agency shall contract at least once each year with an independent 
certified public accountant to audit the books and accounts of the Agency. The 
Agency shall translnit the audit to the Mayor and Council within 10 days of 
receipt. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 504, 25 DCR 5008.) 

Prior Codifications 

198] Ed., § 45-2154. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1930. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (;;;:>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

SUBCHAPTER VI. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. 

§ 42-2706.01. Liberal construction of chapter. 

The provisions of this chapter are to be liberally construed so as to effectuate 
those powers which are specifically enumerated. 

(Mar. 3,1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 601,25 DCR 5008.) 

Pdo .. Codifications 

198] Ed., § 45-2161. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1931. 

§ 42-2706.02. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Severability. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.0 I. 

If any section, subsection, subdivision, paragraph, sentence, clause, or provi
sion of this chapter shall be unconstitutional or ineffective, in whole or in part, 
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to the extent that it is not unconstitutional or ineffective it shall be valid and 
effective, and no other section, subsection, subdivision, paragraph, sentence, 
clause, or provision shall on account thereof be deelned invalid or ineffective. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 602, 25 DCR 5008.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2162. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1932. 

Key Numbers 
Statutes ez>64. 
Westlaw Topic No. 361. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 2-135, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.01. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.1.S. Statutes §§ 83 to 107. 

§ 42-2706.03. Allocation of bond issuing authority. 

All of the authority of the District government to issue qualified Inortgage 
bonds in each calendar year under the Mortgage Subsidy Bond Tax Act of 1980 
(26 U.S.C. § 1100 et seq.) as it may be amended from tilne to time with respect 
to the District is allocated to the Agency. 

(Mar. 3, 1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 603, as added Aug. 5, 1981, D.C. Law 4-28, § 2(w), 28 
DCR 2848.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2163. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1932. 

I~egislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

References in Text 

The Mortgage Subsidy Bond Tax Act of 1980 
is codified as notes under 26 U.S.C. §§ 1, 103A, 
and 141, not as 26 V.S.c. § 1100 et seq. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-28, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

Key Numbers 

District of Columbia ez>32. 

Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

§ 42-2706.04. Disposition of assets on dissolution. 

If the Agency is dissolved by repeal of this chapter, or ceases to exist for any 
other reason, all of its assets (including, but not limited to, cash, accounts 
receivable, reserve funds, real or personal property, and contract and other 
rights) shall automatically be assigned to and become the property of the 
District. 

(Mar. 3,1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 604, as added Aug. 5,1981, D.C. Law 4-28, § 2(w), 28 
DCR 2848.) 
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Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2164. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1932. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ez:>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-28, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-2706.05. Laws or acts referred to in this chapter. 

Each law or act of the District identified in this chapter shall include any and 
a]] amendments thereto Inade from tinle to time, and shall include any and all 
superseding laws and acts, unless the superseding law or act expressly provides 
otherwise. 

(Mar. 3,1979, D.C. Law 2-135, § 60S, as added Aug. 5,1981, D.C. Law 4-28, § 2(w), 28 
DCR 2848.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2165. 

1973 Ed., § 45-1932. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-28, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2701.02. 
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CHAPTER 28 

HOUSING PRODUCTION TRUST FUND. 

Subchapter I. General. 

Definitions. 
Section 
42-280l. 
42-2802. 
42-2802.01. 
42-2803. 

Housing Production Trust Fund; established. 
Housing Production Trust Fund Board. 
Coordination of housing programs for targeted populations; community 

outreach. 
42-2803.01. 
42-2804. 

Annual report by Mayor. 
Rules. 

Subchapter H. Bond Authorization. 

42-2812.01. Definitions. 
42-2812.02. Findings. 
42-2812.03. Bond authorization for New Community Initiative neighborhoods, includ-

ing Sursum Corda. 
42-2812.04. Bond details. 
42-2812.05. Sale of the bonds. 
42-2812.06. Payment and security. 
42-2812.07. Financing and Closing Documents. 
42-2812.08. Authorized delegation of authority. 
42-2812.09. Limited liability. 
42-2812.10. District officials. 
42-2812.11. Maintenance of documents. 
42-2812.12. Information reporting. 

SUBCHAPTER I. GENERAL. 

§ 42-2801. Definitions. 

For the purposes of this chapter, the term: 

(l)(A) "Area median income" means: 
0) For a household of 4 persons, the area median income for a 

household of 4 persons in the Washington Metropolitan Statistical Area 
as set forth in the periodic calculation provided by the United States 
Department of Housing and Urban Development; 

(ii) For a household of 3 persons, 90% of the area median inCOlne for a 
household of 4 persons; 

(iii) For a household of 2 persons, 80% of the area median income for 
a household of 4 persons; 

(iv) For a household of one person, 70% of the area median income for 
a household of 4 persons; 

(v) For a household of n10re than 4 persons, the area median income 
for a household of 4 persons, increased by 10% of the area Inedian 
income for a family of 4 persons for each household member exceeding 4 
persons (e.g., the area median income for a family of 5 shall be 110% of 
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the area median incom.e for a family of 4; the area median inCOlue for a 
household of 6 shall be 120% of the area luedian income for a fan1ily of 
4). 
(B) Any percentage of household income referenced in this chapter (e.g., 

80% of household income) shall be determined through a direct mathemat
ical calculation and shall not take into account any adjustments made by 
the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development for the 
purposes of the programs it administers. 
(lA) "Board" means the Housing Production Trust Fund Board estab

lished under § 42-2802.01. 
(lB) "Child development facility" means a facility where a child develop

ment program is provided for infants and children, away frOlu hOlue, for less 
than 24 hours a day for each infant or child, and which is to be located on a 
proposed housing or commercial project under a linked development agree
ment. The term "child developluent facility" shall include a child develop
ment center, child development home, or infant care center, but does not 
include a public or private elementary school engaged in legally required 
education and related functions. 

(1 C) "Continuing affordability" means: 
(A) For rental units, a period of at least 40 years; and 
(B) For for-sale units, a period of at least 15 years, unless the unit is 

located in a census tract with a poverty rate of 30 percent or more as 
determined by the U.S. Census Bureau's decennial census, in which case 
the period shall be 1 0 years. If a for-sale unit is sold within the term of 
years under this paragraph, the new affordability term shall begin on the 
date of the sale. 
(lD) "Department" lueans the Department of Housing and Community 

Development. 
(2) "District" means the District of Columbia. 
(2A) "Eligible household" means a household that, at the time of its 

purchase of a qualified housing unit, had total annual income at or below 
120% of the area median income; provided, that the annual incomes of 
eligible households assisted through an allocation of proceeds from the 
Housing Production Trust Fund shall not exceed 80% of the area median 
income. 

(3) "Extremely low income" means a household income equal to 30% or 
less of the area median income. 

(4) "Fund" lueans the Housing Production Trust Fund established pursu
ant to § 42-2802. 

(5) "Housing production" lueans the construction, rehabilitation, or pres
ervation of decent, safe, and affordable housing. 

(SA) "Land Trust Plan" means the District of Columbia Workforce Hous
ing Land Trust Design and Implementation Plan, as amended and approved 
by subchapter III-A of Chapter 10 of Title 6. 

(6) "Low incOlue" n1eans a household income equal to, or less than, 80% 
of the area luedian income and greater than 50% of the area median inconle. 
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(7) "Moderate income" means a total income equal to between 50% and 
80% of the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area median as certified by the 
Department. 

(8) "Nonprofit housing developer" means a housing developer who quali
fies as a nonprofit organization under 26 U.S.C. 501 (c)(3). 

(9) "Targeted population" means low and llloderate income fan1ilies and 
individuals, including the elderly, people with disabilities, and single parent 
families. 

(9A) "Very low income" means a household inC01ne equal to, or less than, 
50% of the area median income and greater than 30% of the area median 
incon1e. 

(10) IiWMATA" means Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority. 
(11) "Workforce Housing Land Trust" means the tax-exempt organization 

selected by the Deputy Mayor for Planning and Economic Development to 
administer the pilot program pursuant to § 6-1061.02(b). 

(12) "Workforce Housing Production Program Approval Act" means sub-
chapter III-A of Chapter 10 of Title 6. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 2, 36 DCR 444; Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 501 (a), 49 DCR 1468; Nov. 13,2003, D.C. Law 15-39, § 222(a), 50 DCR 5668; Mar. 
13,2004, D.C. Law 15-105, § 74(a)(1), 51 DCR 881; Dec. 7,2004, D.C. Law 15--205, 
§ 2012(a), 51 DCR 8441; Apr. 13, 2005, D.C. Law 15-354, § 60, 52 DCR 2638; Apr. 24, 
2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 62, 53 DCR 6198; Dec. 24, 2008, D.C. Law 17-285, § 3(a), 55 
DCR 11986.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3101. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-114 redesignated existing par. 

(1) as par. (IE); inserted pars. 0), (lA), (3A), 
and (9A); and rewrote par. (6) which had read: 

"(6) "Low-income" means a total income 
equal to less than 50% of the Standard Metro
politan Statistical Area median as certified by 
the Department." 

D.C. Law 15-39 added the definition of con
tinuing affordability. 

D.C. Law 15-105, in sub-subpars. (iii), (iv), 
and (v) of par. (J )(A), and in par. (3), validated 
previously made technical corrections. 

D.C. Law 15-205, in par. (IC), substituted 
"40" for "30" in subpar. (A). and rewrote sub
par. (B) which had read as follows: 

U(B) For for-sale units, a period of at least 5 
years." 

D.C. Law 15-354 validated previously made 
technical changes. 

D.C. Law 16-305, in par. (9), substituted 
"people with disabilities" for "the disabled". 

D.C. Law 17-285 added pars. (2A), (SA), (J 1), 
and (12). 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec-

tion, see § 2(a) of Housing Production Trust 
Fund A[fordability Period Temporary Amend
ment Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-298, April 11, 
2003, law notification SO DCR 5856). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(a) of Housing Production Trust 
Fund Continuing Basis Definition Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2003 (D.C. Law 14-304, May 
3,2003, law notification 50 DCR 3778). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a) of Housing Production Trust 
Fund Affordability Pel-iod Emergency Amend
ment Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14--536, December 
2, 2002, 49 OCR 11648). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tiol1, see § 2(a) of Housing Production TnJst 
Fund Continuing Basis Definition Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14--599, Janu
ary 7,2003, 50 DCR 661). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(a) of Housing Production Trust 
Fund Continuing Basis Definition Congressional 
Review Emergency Amendment Act of 2003 
(D.C. Act 15-61, April 16,2003.50 OCR 3379). 
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For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2012(a) of Fiscal Year 2005 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2004 (D.C. Act 
15-486, August 2,2004, 51 DCR 8236). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2012(a) of Fiscal Year 2005 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2004 (D.C. Act 15-594, October 26,2004,51 
DCR 11725). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 7-202, the "Housing Production Trust 

Fund Act of 1988," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 7-264, which was re
ferred to the Committee on Housing and Eco
nomic Development. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on November 29, 
1988, and December 13, 1988, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on January 6, 1989, it was 
assigned Act No. 7-273 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-2102. 

Law 15-39, the "Fiscal Year 2004 Budget 
Support Act of 2003", was introduced in Coun
cil and assigned Bill No. 15-218, which was 
referred to Committee on Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on May 6, 
2003, and June 3, 2003, respectively. Signed by 
the Mayor on June 20, 2003, it was assigned Act 
No. 15-106 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 15-39 be
came effective on November 13,2003. 

REAL PROPERTY 

For Law 15-105, see notes following 
§ 42-407. 

For Law 15-205, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

For Law 15-354, see notes follo'wing 
§ 42-1103. 

For Law 16-305, see notes following 
§ 42--820. 

Law 17-285, the "Workforce Housing Pro
duction Program Amendment Act of 2008", was 
introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
17-279 which was referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Urban Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on July ], 
2008, and October 7, 2008, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on October 27, 2008, it 
was assigned Act No. 17-551 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 17-285 became effective on December 24, 
2008. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Short title of subtitle C of title II of Law 

15-39: Section 221 of D.C. Law 15-39 provided 
that subtitle C of title II of the act may be cited 
as the Continuing Basis Definition Amendment 
Act of 2003. 

Short title of subtitle B of title II of Law 
15-205: Section 2011 of D.C. Law 15-205 pro
vided that subtitle B of title II of the act may be 
cited as the Housing Production Trust Fund 
Amendment Act of 2004. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
"Housing Now! Act of 1990" initiative calling 

for deposit of new revenues in existing revolving 
fund established by District of Columbia council 
would improperly interfere with council's allo-

cation power since council would have no dis
cretion about allocation of new revenues raised 
by the initiative. D.C.Code 1981. §§ 45-3101 to 
45-3104, 45-3102(c), (c)(1), 47-813. Hessey v. 
District of Colurnbia Bd. of Elections and Eth
ics, 1991,601 A.2d 3. District Of Columbia <P 
30 

§ 42-2802. Housing Production Trust Fund; established. 

(a) There is established the Housing Production Trust Fund as a permanent 
revolving special revenue fund within the Governmental Funds of the District 
apart frOln the General Fund consisting of identifiable, renewable, and segre
gated capital, which shall be administered by the Department to provide 
assistance in housing production for targeted populations. 

(b) The Fund shall be used to provide: 

(1) Pre-developlnent loans for nonprofit housing developers; 
(2) Grants for architectural designs for adaptive re-use of previously non

residential structures; 
(3) Loans to develop housing and provide housing services for low- and 

very low-income elderly persons who have special needs; 
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(4) Bridge loans and gap financing to reduce up-front costs and costs of 
residential developn1ent and to keep a housing project in operation, if 
circumstances change adversely during development; 

(5) Loans for first-effort model projects; 
(6) Financing for the construction of new housing, or rehabilitation or 

preservation of existing housing; 
(7) Financing for site acquisition, construction loan guarantees, collateral, 

or operating capital; 
(B) Loans or grants to finance on-site child development facilities for 

proposed housing or commercial development projects; 
(BA) Loans authorized through the Homestead Housing Preservation Pro

gram in § 42-2107; 
(BB) Payn1ents to a person contracted to perform services under 

§ 42-2105.01; 
(9) Other loans and grants for housing production determined by the 

Departluent to be consistent with the purposes of this chapter; 
(t 0) Funds for the adn1inistration of the Fund, not to exceed in a fiscal 

year, beginning in fiscal year 2009, 10% of the funds deposited into the Fund 
pursuant to subsection (c) of this section; and 

(tl)(A) Funds for the New Comluunities Initiative as that tern1 is defined 
in subparagraph (B) of this paragraph; provided, that the use of the funds for 
the initiative is consistent with the provisions and purposes of this section 
and meets the requirements of § 42-2B12.03(d) and the rules promulgated 
pursuant to this chapter. 

(B) For the purposes of this paragraph, the tern1 "New Comluunities 
Initiative" means a large scale and comprehensive plan, subn1itted by the 
Mayor to the Council for approval, that provides housing infrastructure 
with a special focus on public housing, provides critical social support 
services, decreases the concentration of poverty and crin1e, enhances 
access to education, and provides training and employment education to 
neighborhoods where criIue, unen1ploYluent, and truancy converge to 
create intractable physical and social conditions. 

(b-l)(1) At least 40% of the funds disbursed from the Fund during a fiscal 
year shall be for the purposes of assisting in the provision of housing opportuni
ties for very low-income households, which includes individuals who have 
previously been incarcerated for or convicted of a felony under state or federal 
law and who are otherwise entitled to services and assistance pursuant to this 
chapter, including maximizing the possibility of home ownership. The Mayor 
may subluit a written request to the Council for a waiver of the 40% require
ment if, by the 4th quarter of the fiscal year, the Mayor has not received a 
sufficient number of viable housing proposals. The Council shall approve or 
disapprove the waiver by resolution within 30 days, and the resolution sha11 be 
deelued disapproved if the Council does not act within this 30-day period. 

(2) At least 40% of the funds disbursed from the Fund during a fiscal 
year shall be for the purposes of assisting in the provision of housing 
opportunities for extremely low-income households, including maximizing 
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the possibility of home ownership. The Mayor may submit a written 
request to the Council for a waiver of the 400/0 requirement if, by the 4th 
quarter of the fiscal year, the Mayor has not received a sufficient number of 
viable housing proposals. The Council shall approve or disapprove the 
waiver by resolution within 30 days, and the resolution shall deemed 
disapproved if the Council does not act within this 30-day period. 

(3) At least 50% of the funds disbursed from the Fund during a fiscal 
year shall be for the purposes of assisting in the provision of rental 
housing. The Mayor may submit a written request to the Council for a 
waiver of the 50% requirement if, in the 3rd quarter of the fiscal year, the 
Mayor has not received a sufficient number of viable rental housing 
proposals. The Council shall approve or disapprove the waiver by resolu
tion within 30 days, and the resolution shall be deemed approved if the 
Council does not act within the 30-day period. 

(b-2)(1) An am.ount not to exceed $16 million of the funds deposited into the 
Fund rnay be used by the Mayor to secure bonds issued for the benefit of the 
New Communities Initiative or other purposes consistent with the Housing 
Production Trust Fund uses and pursuant to subsection (b )(11) of this section; 
provided, that securitization above $16 nlillion may only occur upon certifica
tion by the Mayor that resources are needed to fulfill the New Comluunities 
projects. 

(2) Council authorization by act shall be required for any amount above 
$12 nlillion in the Fund to secure financing for the New Conlmunity Initiative 
or other purposes consistent with the Housing Production Trust Fund uses. 

(b-3) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter or any other law to 
the contrary, $4 million of the funds deposited into the Fund luay be made 
available by the Mayor to the Workforce Housing Land Trust. The uses of the 
funds shall be governed exclusively by the provisions of the Land Trust Plan 
and the requirements of subchapter III-A of Chapter 10 of Title 6. 

(c) There shall be deposited in the Fund: 
(1) Fee option contributions luade by comnlercial developers under a 

comluercial linked development policy to be established by statute by the 
Council; 

(2) Community development program contributions made pursuant to sub
chapter I of Chapter 7 of Title 26, as determined by the Superintendent of 
Banking and Financial Institutions in consultation with the Departnlent; 

(3) Appropriated amounts; 
(4) Grants, fees, donations, or gifts from public and private sources; 
(5) Repayments of principal and interest on loans provided from the Fund; 
(6) Proceeds realized from the liquidation of security interests held by the 

District under terms of assistance provided frorn the Fund; 
(7) Interest earned from the deposit or investment of monies from the 

Fund; 
(8) All revenues, receipts, and fees of whatever source derived from the 

operation of the Fund; 
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(9) Repealed. 
(10) Any fee or portion of an application fee that the Zoning Commission, 

by rule, may require an applicant for a Planned Unit Developillent to pay 
when the applicant proposes a housing production option or fee option in 
connection with a planned unit development application, to the extent that 
the Zoning COlllnlission designates that the fee or portion of that fee shall be 
allocable to the Fund; 

(11) Available community development block grants; 
(12) Repealed. 
(13) Repealed. 
(14)(A) Repayments of loans, including principal and interest, provided 

under § 42-2107; 
(B) Proceeds realized from the liquidation of any security interests held 

by the District under the terms of assistance provided from the fund 
through the Homestead Housing Preservation Progrmll established in 
Chapter 21 of this title; 
(15) $5 million on October 1,2002; 
(16) Beginning October 1, 2003, 15% of the real property transfer tax 

imposed by § 47-903 and 15% of the deed recordation tax illlposed by 
§ 42-1103; provided, that if, in any fiscal year, the Chief Financial Officer 
certifies the proposed budget will not be balanced as required by 
§ 1-206.03(c) if the provisions of this paragraph take effect, the applicable 
percentage for the fiscal year shall be the amount derived from the available 
general fund balance; 

(16A)(A) Beginning October 1, 2009, the first $70 million of the aggregate 
amount of the real property transfer tax imposed by § 47-903 and the deed 
recordation tax imposed by § 42-1103; 

(B) Beginning October 1, 2010, the first $80 million of the aggregate 
amount of the real property transfer tax imposed by § 47-903 and the deed 
recordation tax imposed by § 42-1103; and 

(C) Beginning October 1,2011, the amount listed in subparagraph (B) of 
this paragraph increased by the product of that amount and the percentage 
that the average of the Consumer Price Index for the Washington-Balti
more Metropolitan Statistical Area for all-urban consumers published by 
the Department of Labor, or any successor index, as of the close of the 
12-month period ending on March 31 ("Consumer Price Index") for the 
preceding fiscal year exceeds the Consumer Price Index for the fiscal year 
beginning October 1, 2010; and 
(17) All fines collected pursuant to § 6-1041.03, which shall be used 

exclusively to fund the Mayor's purchase of dwelling units for sale or rental 
to low- and moderate-income households as authorized by § 6-1041.04(c). 

(d) The Department shall: 
(1) Periodically review Fund revenue sources to determine what additional 

revenue sources may be required to assure the continuation of the Fund and 
its programs and shall request Council action to access revenue sources 
otherwise unavailable to the Department; 
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(2) File with the Chairperson of the Committee on Economic Development 
quarterly reports on activities and expenditures; 

(3) Conduct annual audits, publish annual reports, hold public hearings, 
and make annual assessments of the continued housing needs of targeted 
populations; 

(4) Monitor for compliance written agreements entered into by the Depart
ment and commercial developers pursuant to this chapter; 

(5) Provide outreach and housing production counseling and technical 
assistance to individuals or groups interested in producing housing for 
targeted populations as provided in § 42-2803(b); 

(6) Encourage profit and nonprofit developers to produce housing units of 
3 or more bedrooms designed to accomlTIodate large families and to produce 
child development facilities in a housing development; 

(7) Give priority to nonprofit housing developers for receipt of loans frorn 
the Fund; and 

(8) Include in the rules pron1ulgated pursuant to § 42-2804 provisions to 
assure that housing units produced pursuant to this chapter shall be afforda
ble on a continuing basis for targeted populations; provided, that the Depart
ment shall not be required to assure affordability on a continuing basis where 
assistance is provided for the rehabilitation of owner-occupied single-family 
homes or where assistance is provided under Chapter 21 of Title 42 or 
another statutory program. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 3, 36 DCR 444; Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§§ 501(b), 802(b), 49 DCR 1468; Oct. 1,2002, D.C. Law 14-190, § 1102,49 DCR 6968; 
June 3, 2003, D.C. Law 14-307, § 302,49 DCR 11664; Nov. 13,2003, D.C. Law 15-39, 
§ 222(b), 50 DCR 5668; Mar. 13,2004, D.C. Law 15-105, §§ 74(a)(2), Cd), 75(a), 51 DCR 
881; Dec. 7, 2004, D.C. Law 15-205, § 2012(b), 51 DCR 8441; May 24, 2005, D.C. La-w 
15-357, § 402, 52 DCR 1999; Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, § 2172(b), 52 DCR 7503; 
Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 16-191, §§ 5(n), 63, 53 DCR 6794; Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 
16-192, § 2062(a), 53 DCR 6899; Mar. 14,2007, D.C. Law 16-275, § 203, 54 DCR 880; 
Sept. 18, 2007, D.C. Law 17-20, § 2402(a), 54 DCR 7052; Aug. 16, 2008, D.C. Law 
17-219, § 2010,55 DCR 7598; Dec. 24, 2008, D.C. Law 17-285, § 3(b), 55 DCR 11986; 
Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-365, § 2, 56 DCR 1217; Mar. 3, 2010, D.C. Law 18-111, 
§ 210],57 DCR 181.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications and, in subsec. (d)(2), deleted "Housing and" 
1981 Ed., § 45-3102. following "Committee on". 

D.C. Law 14-190, in subsec. (c), repealed 
Effect of Amendments pars. (12) and (13), and added pars. (15) and 

D.C. Law 14-114, in subsec. (b)(3), substitut- (16). Prior to repeal, pars. (12) and (13) read 
ed "low- and very low-income" for "low- and as follows: 
moderate- income"; in subsec. (b)(8), substitut- "(12) Beginning October 1, 2002, 15% of the 
ed a semicolon for "; and"; added subsecs. real property transfer tax imposed by § 47-903 
(b)(8A) and (b)(8B); in subsec. (b)(9), substitut- and 15% of the deed recordation tax imposed by 
ed "other Loans and grants" for "other loans", § 42-1103;" 
and substituted "; and" for a period at the end; "(13) Proceeds realized from the sale of 
added subsecs. (b)(lO) and (b-l); added sub- abandoned or deteriorated properties pursuant 
sees. (c)(12), (13), and (14); in subsec. (c)(12), to Title VIII of the Housing Act of 2001, unless 
substituted a semicolon for "; and"; in subsec. those properties are sold pursuant to Chapter 
(c)(I3), substituted a semicolon for a period; 2] of this title; and" 
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D.C. Law 14-307, in subsec. (c), substituted 
"$5 million" for "$11.5 million" in par. (15), 
and validated a previously made technical cor
recti on in par. (16). 

D.C. Law 15-39, in subsec. (d)(8), substituted 
"targeted populations; provided, that the De
partment shall not be required to assure afford
ability on a continuing basis where assistance is 
provided for the rehabilitation of owner-occu
pied single-family homes or where assistance is 
provided under Chapter 21 of Title 42 or anoth
er statutory program" for "targeted popula
tions". 

D.C. Law 15-105, in par. (9) of subsec. (b), 
and pars. (12) to (16) of subsec. (c), validated 
previously made technical corrections. 

D.C. Law 15-205, in par. (10) of subsec. (b), 
substituted "deposited into the Fund pursuant 
to subsection (c)" for "expended from the Fund 
during the fiscal year". 

D.C. Law 15-357, in subsec. (b-l)(A), substi
tuted "very low-income households, which in
cludes individuals who have previously been 
incarcerated for or convicted of a felony under 
state or federal law and who are otherwise 
entitled to services and assistance pursuant to 
this chapter," for "very low-income house
holds,". 

D.C. Law 16-33, in subsecs. (b)(8B) and 
(b)(9), "and" was deleted from the end of the 
subsections; in subsec. (b)(lO), substituted "fis
cal year; and" for "fiscal year."; and added 
subsecs. (b)(11) and (b-2). 

D.C. Law 16-191, in subsec. (b)(10), inserted 
"of this section" and validated a previously 
made technical correction. 

D.C. Law 16-192 rewrote subsecs. (a) and 
(b-2), which had read as follows: 

"(a) There is established the Housing Produc
tion Trust Fund as a permanent proprietary 
revolving fund of identifiable, renewable, and 
segregated capital, which shall be administered 
by the Department to provide assistance in 
housing production for targeted populations. 

"(b-2)(1) An amount not to exceed $6 million 
of the funds deposited into the Fund may be 
used by the Mayor to secure bonds issued for 
the benefit of the Sursum Corda New Commu
nity Initiative pursuant to subsection (b)(1l) of 
this section. 

and inserted "; provided, that securitization 
above $16 million may only occur upon certifi
cation by the Mayor that resources are needed 
to fulfill the New Communities projects". 

D.C. Law 17-219 repealed subsec. (c)(9), 
which had read as follows: 

"(9) Lease payments from loans received un
der the Land Acquisitions for Housing Develop
ment Opportunities Program;". 

D.C. Law 17-285 added subsec. (b-3). 
D.C. Law 17-365, in subsec. (c), deleted 

"and" from the end of par. (16) and added par. 
(16A). 

D.C. Law 18-111, in subsec. (b)(lO), substitut
ed ", beginning in fiscal year 2009, 10u70" for 
"5%". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(b) of Housing Production Trust 
Fund Affordability Period Temporary Amend
ment Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-298, April 11, 
2003, law notification 50 DCR 5856). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b) of Housing Production Trust 
Fund Continuing Basis Definition Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2003 (D.C. Law 14-304, May 
3,2003, law notification 50 DCR 3778). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3 of Workforce Housing Production 
Program Temporary Amendment Act of 2007 
(D.C. Law 17-44, November 24, 2007, law noti
fication 55 DCR 3). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3 of Workforce Housing Production 
Program Temporary Amendment Act of 2008 
(D.C. Law 17-244, October 21, 2008, law notifi
cation 55 DCR 11707). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(b) of Housing Production Trust 
Fund Affordability Period Emergency Amend
ment Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-536, December 
2,2002,49 DCR 11648). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 302 of Fiscal Year 2003 Budget 
Support Amendment Emergency Act of 2002 
(D.C. Act 14-544, December 4, 2002, 49 DCR 
11700). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec-
"(2) Council authorization by act shall be re- tion, see § 2(b) of Housing Production Trust 

quired for: Fund Continuing Basis Definition Emergency 
"(A) Anv amount above $6 million in the Amendment Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-599, Janu-

Fund to s~cure financing for the Sursum Corda ary 7,2003,50 DCR 661). 
New Community Initiative; and For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec-

"(B) Any amount of funds in the Fund to tion, see § 1102 of Fiscal Year 2003 Budget 
secure financing for any other New Community Support Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 
Initiative." 14-453, July 23,2002,49 DCR 8026). 

D.C. Law 16-275 added subsec. (c)(17). For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec-
D.C. Law 17-20, in subsec. (b-2)(1), substitut- tion, see § 302 of Fiscal Year 2003 Budget 

ed "$16 million" for" 12 million" in two places, Support Amendment Congressional Review 
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Emergency Act of 2003 (D.C. Act 15-27, Febru
ary 24,2003,50 DCR 2151). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b) of Housing Production Trust 
Fund Continuing Basis Definition Congressional 
Review Emergency Amendment Act of 2003 
(D.C. Act 15-61, April 16, 2003, 50 DCR 3379). 

For" temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 302 of Fiscal Year 2003 Budget 
Support Amendment Second Congressional Re
view Emergency Act of 2003 (D.C. Act 15-103, 
June 20, 2003, 50 DCR 5499). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2012(b) of Fiscal Year 2005 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2004 (D.C. Act 
J 5-486, August 2,2004, 51 DCR 8236). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2012(b) of Fiscal Year 2005 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2004 (D.C. Act 15-594, October 26, 2004, 51 
DCR 11725). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2] 72(b) of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 
16-168, July 26,2005,52 DCR 7667). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2062(a) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-477, August 8,2006, 53 DCR 7068). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2062(a) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-499, October 23, 2006, 53 
OCR 8845). 

For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 2 of 
District of Columbia Housing Authority north
west One!Temple Courts Subsidiary Establish
ment Approval Emergency Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-664, December 28, 2006, 54 DCR 1127). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2062(a) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-1, January 16, 2007, 54 
DCR 1165). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2402(a) of Fiscal Year 2008 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 
17-74, July 25,2007, 54 DCR 7549). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3 of Workforce Housing Production 
Program Emergency Amendment Act of 2007 
(D.C. Act 17-104, July 27, 2007, 54 DCR ). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3 of Workforce Housing Production 
Program Congressional Review Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2007 (D.C. Act] 7-201, No
vember 26, 2007, 54 DCR 11903). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3 of Workforce Housing Production 
Program Emergency Amendment Act of 2008 
(D.C. Act 17-440, July 16, 2008, 55 DCR 8290). 

REAL PROPERTY 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2101 of Fiscal Year 2010 Budget 
Support Second Emergency Act of 2009 (D.C. 
Act 18-207, October 15, 2009, 56 DCR 8234). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2101 of Fiscal Year Budget Support 
Congressional Review Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 18-260, January 4, 2010, 
57 DCR 345). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 302 of Fiscal Year 2010 Balanced 
Budget Support Emergency Act of 2010 (D.C. 
Act 18-450, June 28, 2010, 57 DCR 5635). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-202, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2801. 

For Law 14-114, see notes follO\ving 
§ 42-2102. 

For Law ]4-190, see notes following 
§ 42-204. 

For Law 14-298, see notes following 
§ 42-2801. 

For Law 14-304, see notes following 
§ 42-2801. 

For Law 14-307, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

For Law 15-39, see notes following 
§ 42-2801. 

For Law 15-105, see notes following 
§ 42-407. 

For Law 15-205, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

Law 15-357, the "Omnibus Public Safety Ex
offender Self-sufficiency Reform Amendment 
Act of 2004", was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 15-785, which was referred to 
the Committee on Judiciarv. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on No
vember 9, 2004, and December 21, 2004, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on January 19, 
2005, it was assigned Act No. 15-744 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 15-357 became effective on 
May 24,2005. 

For Law ]6-33, see notes following 
§ 42-1102. 

For Law 16-] 91, see notes following 
§ 47-308.02. 

For Law 16-192, see notes following 
§ 42-903. 

Law 16-275, the "Inclusionary Zoning Imple
mentation Amendment Act of 2006", was intro
duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 16-779, 
which was referred to Committee on the Whole. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on December 5, 2006, and December 19, 
2006, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
December 28, 2006, it was assigned Act No. 
16-632 and transmitted to both Houses of Con-
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gress for its review. D.C. Law 16-275 became 
effective on March 14,2007. 

Law 17-20, the "Fiscal Year 2008 Budget 
Support Act of 2007", was introduced in Coun
cil and assigned Bill No. 17-148 which was 
referred to the Committee of the Whole. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings 
on May 15, 2007, and June 5, 2007, respective
ly. Signed by the Mayor on June 28, 2007, it 
was assigned Act No. 17-63 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 17-20 became effective on September 18, 
2007. 

For Law 17-219, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

For Law 17-285, see notes following 
§ 42-2802. 

Law 17-365, the "Housing Production Trust 
Fund Stabilization Amendment Act of 2008", 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
17-943 which was referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Public Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on No
vember 18, 2008, and December 16, 2008, re
spectively. Approved without the signature of 
the Mayor on January 23, 2009, it was assigned 
Act No. 17-700 and transmitted to both Houses 
of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 17-365 
became effective on March 25, 2009. 

For Law I 8-111, see notes following 
§ 42-1102.02. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of authority to Acquire Certain 

Real Estate in the District of Columbia, see 

Mayor's Order 2007-81, April 2, 2007 (54 DCR 
7810). 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Short title of subtitle A of title XI of Law 

14-190: Section 1101 of D.C. Law 14-190 pro
vided that subtitle A of title XI of the act may be 
cited as the Housing Production Trust Fund 
Amendment Act of 2002. 

For approval of the Northwest One Redevel
opment Plan and authorization of the Mayor to 
exercise eminent domain authority in the area 
bounded by North Capitol Street, N.B., K 
Street, N.E., New Jersey Avenue, N.E., and New 
York Avenue, N.E., see'the Northwest One/Sur
sum Corda Affordable Housing Protection, Pres
ervation and Production Act of 2006, effective 
November 16, 2006 (D.C. Law 16-188; 53 DCR 
6750). 

Short tide: Section 2061 of D.C. Law 16-192 
provided that subtitle E of title 11 of the act may 
be cited as the "Housing Production Trust Fund 
and New Communities Financing Clarification 
Act of 2006". -

Short title: Section 2401 of D.C. Law 17-20 
provided that subtitle S of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "New Communities Amendment 
Act of 2007". 

Section 3 of D.C. Law 17-365 provides that 
this act shall apply upon the inclusion of its 
fiscal effect in an approved budget and financial 
plan. 

Short title: Section 2100 of D.C. Law 18--111 
provided that subtitle K of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Housing Production Trust Fund 
Amendment Act of 2009'-;'. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia G=:> 10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Notes of Decisions 
In general 

1. In general 
"Housing Now! Act of 1990" initiative calling 

for deposit of new revenues in existing revolving 
fund established by District of Columbia council 
would improperly interfere with council's allo-

cation power since council would have no dis
cretion about allocation of new revenues raised 
by the initiative. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-3101 to 
45-3104, 45-3102(c), (c)(1), 47-8l3. Hessey v. 
District of Columbia Bd. of Elections and Eth
ics, 1991, 601 A.2d 3. District Of Columbia C::> 

30 

§ 42-2802.01. Housing Production Trust Fund Board. 

(a) There is hereby established a Housing Production Trust Fund Board. 
The Board shall advise the Mayor on the development, financing, and operation 
of the Fund and other matters related to the production of housing for low
incOlue, very 10w-incOlue, and extremely low-income households. The Board 
may review the uses of the Fund for their conformity with the purposes of this 
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chapter and the Board shall have reasonable access to records related to the 
Fund to perform. this review. 

(b) The Board shall be cOluposed of 9 members, selected as follows: 

(1) One meluber shall be a representative of the financial services industry. 
(2) One men1ber shall be a representative of the nonprofit housing produc

tion cOlumunity. 
(3) One member shall be a representative of the for-profit housing produc

tion industry. 
(4) One member shall be a representative of an organization that advocates 

for the production, preservation, and rehabilitation of affordable housing for 
lower-income households. 

(5) One member shall be a representative of the low-income tenant associ
ation. 

(6) One member shall be a representative of an organization that advocates 
for people with disabilities. 

(7) The ren1aining 3 n1elubers shall have significant knowledge of an area 
related to the production, preservation, and rehabilitation of affordable 
housing for 10wer-incon1e households. 

(c) The luembers of the Board shall be appointed by the Mayor within 50 
days of April 19, 2002, with the advice and consent of the Council. 

(d) The tenus of the luelubers of the Board shall be 4 years; provided, that of 
the initial 9 members of the Board, the Mayor shall appoint 5 men1bers to serve 
2-year tenus. 

(e) No member of the Board may serve more than 2 tenus. 

(0 The Chairperson of the Board shall be designated by the Mayor with the 
advice and consent of the Council. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 3a, as added June 8, 1990, D.C. Law 8-133, § 2, 37 
DCR 2369; Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 501(e), 49 DCR 1468; Oct. 19, 2002, D.C. 
Law 14-213, § 28(b), 49 DCR 8140; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 63, 53 DCR 
6198.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3102.1. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
See Note to § 42-2801. 

Effect of Amendments Law 8-88, the "Housing Production Trust 
D.C. Law 14-114 rewrote this section which Fund Board Amendm.ent ~Temporary Act of 

had read as follows: 1989," was intwduced in Council and assigned 
"Any nongovernment member of a board es- Bill No. 8-474. The Bill was adopted on first 

tablished by the Mayor to administer or provide and second readings on November 21, 1989, 
advice on the administration of the Housing and December 5, 1989, respectively. Approved 
Production Trust Fund shall be appointed by without the signature of the Mayor on January 
the Mayor with the advice and consent of the 3, 1990, it was assigned Act No. 8-139 and 
Council of the District of Columbia." transmitted to both Houses of Congress [or its 

D.C. Law 14-213, in subsec. (c), validated a review. D.C. Law 8-88 became effective on 
previously made technical correction; and in March 15, 1990. 
subsec. (d), substituted "9" for" 11". Law 8-133, the "Housing Production Trust 

D.C. Law 16-305, in subsec. (b)(6), substitut- Fund Board Amendment Act of 1990," was in-
ed "people with disabilities" for "the disabled". troduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
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8-475, which was referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Economic Development. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
February 27,1990, and March 13, 1990, respec
tively. Approved without the signature of the 
Mayor on April 2, 1990, it was assigned Act No. 
8-187 and transmitted to both Houses of Con-

gress for its review. D.C. Law 8-133 became 
effective on March 15, 1990. 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-2102. 

Key Numbers 

For Law 
§ 42-1102. 

For Law 
§ 42-820. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

14-213, see notes following 

16-305, see notes following 

District of Columbia 0;::;>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.l.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-2803. Coordination of housing programs for targeted populations; 
community outreach. 

(a) The Department shall establish a one-stop center to: 
(1) Assist nonprofit housing developers; 
(2) Assist housing developers and commercial developers in housing pro

duction for targeted populations; and 
(3) Provide to potential housing developers easy and adequate access to 

information on housing production programs. 

(b) There is established, within the Departl11ent, the Nehel11iah COl11munity 
Housing Opportunity Program ("Nehemiah Progral11"), a pilot project to pro
vide grants, loans; and available land to eligible nonprofit organizations in 
accordance with this section. 

(1) Real property shall be transferred from the RLA Revitalization Corpo
ration to qualified nonprofit organizations ("qualified applicants") pursuant 
to subsection (c) of this section. 

(2) To be eligible, a nonprofit organization shall: 
(A) Comply with the guidelines and procedures established by the Nehe-

111iah Progral11; 
(B) Be a neighborhood-based nonprofit organization; 
(C) Propose to construct or substantially rehabilitate not less than 50 

single family homes located in a targeted area; 
(D) Provide for the involvement of local residents in the planning and 

construction of homes; 
(E) Provide for a systematic effort of door-to-door canvassing in the 

immediate area where the nonprofit organization is located to offer Nehe
miah Program houses to residents for homeownership; 

(F) Accumulate or establish a plan to accumulate $300,000 in non
District funds through membership fees; donations, or gifts; 

(G) Propose construction methods that will reduce the cost per square 
foot below the average per square foot construction cost in the market area 
involved; 

(H) Demonstrate market demand by utilizing the residents of the neigh
borhood in which the nonprofit organization is located as homebuyers of 
Nehel11iah Program homes; 
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(1) Develop a Inarketing plan that includes a range of affordable prices 
that includes a 20% set aside for very low-income purchasers; and 

(1) Provide technical assistance to the homebuyer in the areas of finan
cial managelnent, legal rights attendant to homeownership, and other 
aspects of homeownership. 
(3) The Department shall grant a qualified applicant the exclusive right to 

develop land specified in the development plan submitted by the applicant. 
(4) A qualified applicant shall be eligible for a $1,000,000 loan, partially 

funded through loans from the Fund, at a below market rate set by the 
Department. 

(5) Each single family home sold through the Nehemiah Program shall be 
sold to a person who: 

(A) Is a first-time homebuyer or who has not owned a home in the 
previous 3 years; 

(B) Will occupy the home as his or her principal place of residence for at 
least 5 years; and 

(C) Agrees not to sell, convey, lease, or otherwise alienate the home, or 
place liens or encumbrances on the home, for a 5-year period commencing 
on the date of property settlement and ending on the 5th anniversary of the 
settlelnent date without the written approval of the Mayor. The Mayor, by 
rule, shall establish appropriate alienation fees to be assessed against a 
homeowner who alienates a home purchased pursuant to the Nehemiah 
Program in violation of this paragraph. Alienation fees shall not take 
priority over mortgage liens. 
(6) Qualified purchasers of Nehemiah Program homes shall be eligible for 

up to $25,000 in grants or loans, depending on the income of the purchaser 
and purchase price of the home. 

(7) Grants shall be repaid to the Fund if the purchaser sells, conveys, 
leases, or otherwise alienates the home. 

(c) The Department shall develop an annual community outreach plan, 
which shall prOlnote maximum visibility of the Fund and its operations and full 
participation by District, developers, lenders, and District residents who request 
assistance under this chapter. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 4, 36 DCR 444; Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ SOled), 49 DCR 1468; Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 16-191, § 98,53 DCR 6794.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-3103. 

trict of Columbia Redevelopment Land Agency 
CRLA')". 

Legislative History of Laws 
Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 14-114, in subsec. (b)(2)(I), substi
tuted "very low-income purchasers" for "low 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-202, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2801. 

income purchasers". For Law 
§ 42-2102. 

D.C. Law 16-191, in subsec. (b)(1), substitut- For Law 
ed "RLA Revitalization Corporation" for "Dis- § 42-1102. 
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Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-2802. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

§ 42-2803.01 

District of Columbia (;;;;>7, 10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-2803.01. Annual report by Mayor. 

Within 60 days after the end of each fiscal year, the Mayor shall transmit to 
the Council a Housing Production Trust Fund Annual Report. The report shall 
include the following information: 

(1) The amount of money expended from the Housing Production Trust 
Fund during the fiscal year; 

(2) The number of loans and grants made during the fiscal year; 
(3) The nUluber of low-income, very low-income, and extremely low

inCOlue households and individuals assisted through Fund expenditures; 

(4) A list of each project on which funds from the Fund were expended, 
including, for each project: 

(A) A brief description of the project, including the nalue of the project 
sponsor; 

(B) The amount of money expended on the project; 
(C) Whether the money expended was in the form of a loan or a grant; 

and 

(D) The general terms of the loan or grant; 
(5) The amount and percentage of funds expended on homeownership 

projects; 

(6) The aluount and percentage of funds expended on rental housing 
projects; 

(7) The amount and percentage of funds expended on rental housing or 
hOlueownership opportunities for households with incomes at or below 30% 
of the area median incOlue; 

(8) The amount and percentage of funds expended on rental housing or 
homeownership opportunities for households with incomes at or below 50% 
of the area luedian income; 

(9) The amount and percentage of funds expended on rental housing or 
homeownership opportunities for households with incomes at or below 80% 
of the area median income; 

(10) The number of housing units assisted, including the number of rental 
housing units assisted and the number of homeownership units assisted; and 

(11) The amount expended on administrative costs during the fiscal year. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 4a, as added Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ SalCe), 49 DCR 1468.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-2102. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Section 1101 of D.C. Law 14-114 provides: 

"The Mayor, pursuant to Title I of the District of 

Columbia Administrative Procedure Act, ap
proved October 21, 1968 (82 Stat. 1204; D.C. 
Official Code § 2-501 et seq.), shall promulgate 
rules to implement this act." 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia G:;::>10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2804. Rules. 

Rules to implement this chapter shall be promulgated by the Mayor pursuant 
to subchapter I of Chapter 5 of Title 2, and submitted to the Council within 90 
days after March 16, 1989 for a 45-day review period, excluding Saturdays, 
Sundays, legal holidays, and days of Council recess. If the Council does not 
approve or disapprove the proposed rules, in whole or in part, within this 
45-day review period, the proposed rules shall be deemed approved. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 5, 36 DCR 444.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3104. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-202, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2801. 

Resolutions 
Resolution 14-579, the "Housing Production 

Trust Fund Regulatory Amendment Approval 

Resolution of 2002", was approved effective Oc
tober 18, 2002. 

Resolution 16-393, the "Housing Production 
Trust Fund Regulatory Amendment Approval 
Resolution of 2005", was approved effective No
vember 26, 2005. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-2802. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (PI0. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

SUBCHAPTER H. BOND AUTHORIZATION. 

§ 42-2812.01. Definitions. 

For the purpose of this subchapter, the term: 

(1) "Allocated Fund" means the portion of the Fund established pursuant 
to § 42-2802 that equals the amount that is deposited in the Fund from the 
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real property transfer tax imposed by § 47-903 and the deed recordation tax 
imposed by § 42-1103. 

(2) "Authorized Delegate" means the City Adlninistrator, the Chief Finan
cial Officer, the Treasurer, or any officer or employee of the executive office 
of the Mayor to whom the Mayor has delegated any of the Mayor's functions 
under this chapter pursuant to § 1-204.22(6). 

(3) "Bond Counsel" means a firm or firms of attorneys designated as bond 
counsel from tilne to time by the Mayor. 

(4) "Bonds" means the District of Columbia revenue bonds, notes, or other 
obligations (including refunding bonds, notes, and other obligations), in one 
or n10re series, authorized to be issued pursuant to this subchapter. 

(5) "Chairman" means the Chairnlan of the Council of the District of 
Columbia. 

(6) "Chief Financial Officer" means the Chief Financial Officer established 
pursuant to § 1-204.24a(a). 

(7) "City Adn1inistrator" means the City Adnlinistrator established pursu
ant to § 1-204.22(7). 

(8) "Closing Documents" means all documents and agreements other than 
Financing Documents that may be necessary and appropriate to issue, sell, 
and deliver the bonds contemplated thereby, and includes agreements, certifi
cates, letters, opinions, forms, receipts, and other similar instruments. 

(9) "Department" means the Department of Housing and Community 
Developlnent. 

(10) "Financing Documents" means the documents other than Closing 
Documents that relate to the financing or refinancing of transactions to be 
effected through the issuance, sale, and delivery of the bonds, including any 
offering document, and any required supplements to any such documents. 

(11) "Home Rule Act" means Chapter 2 of Title 1. 
(12) "New Communities Initiative" shall have the same meaning as in 

section § 42-2802(b)(11)(B). 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 201, as added Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, 
§ 2172(c), 52 DCR 7503.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see 

§ 2172(c) of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support 
Emergency Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 
26, 2005, 52 DCR 7667). 

Legislative History of Laws 

Law 16-33 became effective on October 20, 
2005. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of Authority to the Deputy Mayor 

for Planning and Economic Development-Im
plementation of the New Communities Initia
tive, see Mayor's Order 2008-165, December 
31, 2008 (56 DCR 334). 

Law 16-33, the "Fiscal Year 2006 Budget 
Support Act of 2005", was introduced in Coun
cil and assigned Bill No. 16-200 which was 
referred to the Committee of the Whole. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings Miscellaneous Notes 
on May 10,2005, and June 21,2005, respective- Short title of subtitle J of title II of Law 
ly. Signed by the Mayor on July 26, 2005, it 16-33: Section 2171 ofD.C. Law 16-33 provid-
was assigned Act No. 16-166 and transmitted to ed that subtitle J of title II of the act may be 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. cited as the Housing Production Trust Fund and 
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New Communities Financing Amendment Act of 
2005. 

§ 42-2812.02. Findings. 

The Council finds that: 

REAL PROPERTY 

(1) Section 1-204.90 provides that the Council may, by resolution, author
ize the issuance of District revenue bonds, notes, or other obligations (includ
ing refunding bonds, notes, or other obligations) to borrow money to finance, 
refinance, or reimburse and to assist in the financing, refinancing, or reim
bursing of undertakings in certain areas designated in § 1-204.90 where the 
ultimate obligation to repay the revenue bonds, notes, or other obligations is 
that of one or more governmental persons or entities. 

(2) Under § 42-2802, the Council established the Housing Production 
Trust Fund as a permanent proprietary revolving fund to be administered by 
the Department to provide assistance in housing production for targeted 
populations. 

(3) The Mayor wishes to issue bonds for the benefit of the Fund and to 
pledge to repayment of the bonds a portion of the lTIonies deposited into the 
Fund and to use the proceeds of the bonds to accomplish certain of the 
purposes of this chapter. 

(4) Section 1-204.90 provides that bonds may be issued to assist in 
undertakings in the area of housing. 

(5) The authorization, issuance, sale, and delivery of the bonds are desir
able, are in the public interest, and will promote the purposes and intent of 
§ 1-204.90 and of this chapter. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 202, as added Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, 
§ 2172(c), 52 DCR 7503.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90 day) addition, see 
§ 2172(c) of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support 
Emergency Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 
26, 2005, 52 DCR 7667). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 16-33, see notes following 
§ 42-2812.01. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

District of Columbia ~32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2812.03. Bond authorization for New Community Initiative neigh
borhoods, including Sursum Corda. 

(a) Pursuant to § 1-204.90 and this subchapter, the Mayor is authorized to 
issue bonds to assist in financing, refinancing, or reimbursing costs of under
takings by the District to accomplish the purposes of the New Communities 
Initiative. Subject to Council approval by resolution submitted by the Mayor in 
accordance with subsection (d) of this section, the Mayor is authorized to issue 
bonds to assist in financing, refinancing, or reimbursing costs of developing 
mixed income and mixed use projects situated in: 
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(1) The vicinity of an area known as Northwest One/Sursum Corda Coop
erative, located between K Street, N.W., M Street, N.W., New Jersey Avenue, 
N.W., and North Capitol Street, N.W., in the District; or 

(2) Any other area that has been approved by the Council pursuant to the 
New Communities Initiative. 

(b) The bonds, which may be issued from time to time, in one or more series, 
which shall be tax-exempt or taxable as the Mayor shall determine, shall be 
payable solely frOlTI and secured by monies deposited in the Allocated Fund; 
provided, that the total amount of funds allocated annually to pay debt service 
on the bonds shall not exceed $16 million. 

(c) The Mayor is authorized to pay from the proceeds of the bonds the costs 
and expenses of issuing and delivering the bonds, including, but not limited to, 
underwriting, legal, accounting, financial advisory, bond insurance or other 
credit enhancement, marketing and selling the bonds, and printing costs and 
expenses. 

(d) The Mayor shall submit and the Council shall approve, by resolution, the 
amount of bonds that shall be issued at anyone time for a project authorized by 
subsection (a) of this section. Each approval resolution shall state the aggre
gate principal amount of bonds to be issued, and shall be accompanied by a 
preliminary development plan that describes the projected construction plan, 
and includes the following: 

(1) A plan that provides for the one-to-one replacement of existing subsi
dized units, minin1izes the displacement of current residents, relocates dis
placed residents to suitable interim housing within the general neighborhood, 
and provides the opportunity and the means for the return of the residents to 
the redeveloped community; 

(2) Evidence that the poverty rate in the community is 20% or more; 
(3) An executed agreement between the Mayor, or his Authorized Delegate, 

and one or more designated representatives of the community that acknowl
edges the in1n1ediate and recognizable need for redevelopment of the comn1U
nity; 

(4) A plan by which local, community-based developers of affordable 
housing may be able to achieve at least 40% participation in the redevelop
ment project; 

(5) A preliminary financing plan that includes a financial feasibility analy
sis that sets forth the proposed sources and uses of funds; 

(6) Evidence that 500 or more new or rehabilitated housing units will be 
developed in the proposed New Communities Initiative neighborhood, and 
which specifies the total number and the distribution of planned housing 
units by level of household income; and 

(7) An analysis of the synergies to be achieved through the allocation of 
public and private investments in human and physical capital, and their 
combined contribution to enhancement of the project's economic feasibility. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 203, as added Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, 
§ 2172(c), 52 DCR 7503; Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 16-192, § 2062(b), 53 DCR 6899; Sept. 
18, 2007, D.C. Law 17-20, § 2402(b), 54 DCR 7052.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-192, in subsec. (b), substituted 

"$12 million" for "$6 million". 
D.C. Law 17-20, in subsec. (b), substituted 

«$16 million" for "12 million". 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see 

§ 2172(c) of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support 
Emergency Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 
26, 2005, 52 DCR 7667). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2062(b) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-477, August 8,2006,53 DCR 7068). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2062(b) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-499, October 23, 2006, 53 
DCR 8845). 

For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 2 of 
District of Columbia Housing Authority north
west One!Temple Courts Subsidiary Establish
ment Approval Emergency Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-664, December 28, 2006, 54 DCR 1127). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2062(b) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-1, January 16, 2007, 54 
DCR 1165). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2402(b) of Fiscal Year 2008 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 
[7-74, July 25,2007, 54 DCR 7549). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-33, see notes following 

§ 42-2812.01. 
For Law 16-192, see notes following 

§ 42-903. 
For Law 17-20, see notes following 

§ 42-2802. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of authority to Acquire Certain 

Real Estate in the District of Columbia, see 
Mayor's Order 2007-81, April 2, 2007 (54 DCR 
7810). 

Resolutions 
Resolution 16-654, the "Northwest One/Sur

sum Corda Cooperative Approval Resolution of 
2006", was approved effective June 7, 2006. 

Resolution 17-315, the "Barry Farm/Park 
ChesterIWade Road and Lincoln Heights/Rich
ardson Dwellings New Communities Initiative 
Combined Emergency Approval Resolution of 
2007", was approved effective July 10, 2007. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
For approval of the Northwest One Redevel

opment Plan and authorization of the Mayor to 
exercise eminent domain authority in the area 
bounded by North Capitol Street, N.E., K 
Street, N.E., New Jersey Avenue, N.E., and New 
York Avenue, N.E., see the Northwest One/Sur
sum Corda Affordable Housing Protection, Pres
ervation and Production Act of 2006, effective 
November 16, 2006 (D.C. Law 16-188; 53 DCR 
6750). 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

District of Columbia ()::::::>32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2812.04. Bond details. 

(a) The Mayor is authorized to take any action reasonably necessary or 
appropriate in accordance with this subchapter in connection with the prepara
tion, execution, issuance, sale, delivery, security for, and payment of the bonds 
of each series, including, but not limited to, determinations of: 

(1) The final form, content, designation, and terms of the bonds, including 
a detennination that the bonds may be issued in certificated or book-entry 
form; 

(2) The principal amount of the bonds to be issued and denominations of 
the bonds; 

(3) The rate or rates of interest or the method for determining the rate or 
rates of interest on the bonds; 

(4) The date or dates of issuance, sale, and delivery of, and the payment of 
interest on the bonds, and the maturity date or dates of the bonds; 
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(5) The terms under which the bonds may be paid, optionally or mandator
ily redeemed, accelerated, tendered, called, or put for redemption, repur
chase, or remarketing before their respective stated maturities; 

(6) Provisions for the registration, transfer, and exchange of the bonds and 
the replacement of mutilated, lost, stolen, or destroyed bonds; 

(7) The creation of any reserve fund, sinking fund, or other fund with 
respect to the bonds; 

(8) The time and place of payment of the bonds; 
(9) Procedures for monitoring the use of the proceeds received from the 

sale of the bonds to ensure that the proceeds are properly applied and used to 
accomplish the purposes of Chapter 2 of Title 1 and this chapter; 

(10) Actions necessary to qualify the bonds under blue sky laws of any 
jurisdiction where the bonds are marketed; and 

(11) The terms and types of credit enhancement under which the bonds 
may be secured. 

(b) The bonds shall contain a legend, which shall provide that the bonds are 
special obligations of the District, are without recourse to the District, are not a 
pledge of, and do not involve the faith and credit or the taxing power of the 
District (other than real property transfer taxes and deed recordation taxes 
allocated to the Allocated Fund), do not constitute a debt of the District, and do 
not constitute lending of the public credit for private undertakings as prohibited 
in § 1-206.02(a)(2). 

(c) The bonds shall be executed in the name of the District and on its behalf 
by the manual or facsimile signature of the Mayor, and attested by the 
Secretary of the District of Columbia by the Secretary's manual or facsimile 
signature. The Mayor's execution and delivery of the bonds shall constitute 
conclusive evidence of the Mayor's approval, on behalf of the District, of the 
final form and content of the bonds. 

(d) The official seal of the District, or a facsimile of it, shall be impressed, 
printed, or otherwise reproduced on the bonds. 

(e) The bonds of any series may be issued in accordance with the terms of a 
trust instrument to be entered into by the District and a trustee to be selected 
by the Mayor, and may be subject to the terms of one or more agreements 
entered into by the Mayor pursuant to § 1-204.90(a)(4). 

(f) The bonds may be issued at any time or from time to time in one or n10re 
issues and in one or more series. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 204, as added Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, 
§ 2172(c), 52 DCR 7503.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see 

§ 2172(c) of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support 
Emergency Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 
26, 2005, 52 DCR 7667). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 16-33, see notes following 
§ 42-2812.01. 
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Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ~32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

§ 42-2812.05. Sale of the bonds. 

REAL PROPERTY 

(a) The bonds of any series may be sold at negotiated or competitive sale at, 
above, or below par, to one or Inore persons or entities, and upon terms that 
the Mayor considers to be in the best interests of the District. 

(b) The Mayor or an Authorized Delegate may execute, in connection with 
each sale of the bonds, offering documents on behalf of the District, may deem 
final any such offering document on behalf of the District for purposes of 
compliance with federal laws and regulations governing such matters, and may 
authorize the distribution of the documents in connection with the sale of the 
bonds. 

(c) The Mayor is authorized to deliver the executed and sealed bonds, on 
behalf of the District, for authentication, and, after the bonds have been 
authenticated, to deliver the bonds to the original purchasers of the bonds upon 
payment of the purchase price. 

(d) The bonds shall not be issued until the Mayor receives an approving 
opinion from Bond Counsel as to the validity of the bonds of such series and, if 
the interest on the bonds is expected to be exempt from federal incOlne 
taxation, the treatment of the interest on the Bonds for purposes of federal 
income taxation. 

(e) Unit A of Chapter 3 of Title 2 and subchapter III-A of Chapter 3 of Title 
47 shall not apply to any contract the Mayor may from time to time enter into 
for purposes of this subchapter or the Mayor may determine to be necessary or 
appropriate for purposes of this subchapter to place, in whole or in part: 

(1) An investment or obligation of the District as represented by the bonds; 
(2) An investment or obligation of program of investment; or 
(3) A contract or contracts based on the interest rate, currency, cash flow, 

or other basis, including, without limitation, interest rate swap agreements; 
currency swap agreements; insurance agreements; forward payment conver
sion agreen1ents; futures contracts providing for payments based on levels of, 
or changes in, interest rates, currency exchange rates, or stock or other 
indices; contracts to exchange cash flows or a series of payments; and 
contracts to hedge payment, currency, rate, spread or similar exposure, 
including, without limitation, interest rate floors, or caps, options, puts, and 
calls. The contracts or other arrangements may also be entered into by the 
District in connection with, or incidental to, entering into or maintaining any 
agreement that secures the bonds. The contracts or other arrangements 
shall contain whatever payment security, terms, and conditions as the Mayor 
Inay consider appropriate and shall be entered into with whatever party or 
parties the Mayor may select, after giving due consideration, where applica
ble, to the creditworthiness of the counterparty or counterparties, including 
any rating by a nationally recognized rating agency or any other criteria as 
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n1ay be appropriate. In connection with, or incidental to, the issuance or 
holding of the bonds, or entering into any contract or other arrangen1ent 
referred to in this section, the District may enter into credit enhancement or 
liquidity agreements, with payment, interest rate, termination date, currency, 
security, default, remedy, any other terms and conditions as the Mayor 
determines. Proceeds of the bonds and any Inoney set aside and pledged to 
secure payment of the bonds or any contract or other arrangement entered 
into pursuant to this section may be pledged to and used to service any 
contract or other arrangement entered into pursuant to this section. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 205, as added Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, 
§ 2172(c), 52 DCR 7503.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see 

§ 2172(c) of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support 
Emergency Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 
26, 2005, 52 DCR 7667). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-33, see notes following 

§ 42-2812.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia 0:=:>32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2812.06. Payment and security. 

(a) Except as otherwise provided in § 42-2812.03(b), the principal of, premi
um, if any, and interest on, the bonds shall be payable solely from proceeds 
received from the sale of the bonds, income realized frOln the temporary 
investment of those proceeds, receipts and revenues realized by the District 
fron1 the Allocated Fund, income realized fron1 the temporary investlnent of 
those receipts and revenues prior to payment to the bond owners, other moneys 
that, as provided in the Financing Documents, may be made available to the 
District for the payment of the bonds, and other sources of payn1ent (other than 
the District), all as provided for in the Financing Documents. 

(b) Payment of the bonds shall be secured as provided in the Financing 
Documents and by an assignment by the District for the benefit of the bond 
owners of certain of its rights under the Financing Documents and Closing 
Documents, including a security interest in certain collateral, if any, to the 
trustee for the bonds pursuant to the Financing Docuinents. 

(c) The trustee is authorized to deposit, invest, and disburse the proceeds 
received frOln the sale of the bonds pursuant to the Financing Documents. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 206, as added Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, 
§ 2172(c), 52 DCR 7503.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments Emergency Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see 26, 2005, 52 DCR 7667). 

§ 2172(c) of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support 
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Legislative History of Laws 
For Law ] 6-33, see notes following 

§ 42-2812.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ~32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

§ 42-2812.07. Financing and Closing Documents. 

REAL PROPERTY 

(a) The Mayor is authorized to prescribe the final form and content of all 
Financing Documents and all Closing Documents to which the District is a 
party that may be necessary or appropriate to issue, sell, and deliver the bonds. 
Each of the Financing Documents and each of the Closing Documents to which 
the District is not a party shall be approved, as to form and content, by the 
Mayor. 

(b) The Mayor is authorized to execute, in the name of the District and on its 
behalf, the Financing Documents and any Closing Documents to which the 
District is a party by the Mayor's manual or facsimile signature. 

(c) If required, the official seal of the District, or a facsimile of it, shall be 
impressed, printed, or otherwise reproduced on the bonds, the Financing 
Documents, and the Closing Documents to which the District is a party. 

(d) The Mayor's execution and delivery of the Financing Documents and the 
Closing Documents to which the District is a party shall constitute conclusive 
evidence of the Mayor's approval, on behalf of the District, of the final fonn and 
content of the executed Financing Documents and the executed Closing Docu
ments, including those Financing Documents and Closing Documents to which 
the District is not a party. 

(e) The Mayor is authorized to deliver the executed and sealed Financing 
Documents and Closing Documents on behalf of the District, prior to or 
simultaneously with the issuance, sale, and delivery of the bonds, and to ensure 
the due performance of the obligations of the District contained in the executed, 
sealed, and delivered Financing Documents and Closing Documents. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 207, as added Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, 
§ 2172(c), 52 DCR 7503.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see 

§ 2172(c) of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support 
Emergency Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 
26, 2005, 52 DCR 7667). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 16-33, see notes following 
§ 42-2812.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 

District of Columbia ~32. 

WestJaw Topic No. 132. 
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§ 42-2812.08. Authorized delegation of authority. 

To the extent permitted by District and federal laws, the Mayor luay delegate 
to any Authorized Delegate the performance of any function authorized to be 
perfonued by the Mayor under this subchapter. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 208, as added Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, 
§ 2172(c), 52 DCR 7503.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see 

§ 2172(c) of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support 
Emergency Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 
26,2005, 52 DCR 7667). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 16-33, see notes following 
§ 42-2812.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ~32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2812.09. Limited liability. 

(a) The bonds shall be special obligations of the District. The bonds shall be 
without recourse to the District. The bonds shall not be general obligations of 
the District, shall not be a pledge of or involve the faith and credit or the taxing 
power of the District (other than real property transfer taxes and deed recorda
tion taxes), shall not constitute a debt of the District, and shall not constitute 
lending of the public credit for private undertakings as prohibited in 
§ 1-206.02(a)(2). 

(b) The bonds shall not give rise to any pecuniary liability of the District and 
the District shall have no obligation with respect to the purchase of the bonds. 

(c) Nothing contained in the bonds, in the Financing Documents, or in the 
Closing Documents shall create an obligation on the part of the District to luake 
paYluents with respect to the bonds from sources other than those listed for that 
purpose in § 42-2812.03. 

(d) All covenants, obligations, and agreements of the District contained in 
this subchapter, the bonds, and the executed, sealed, and delivered Financing 
Documents and Closing Documents to which the District is a party, shall be 
considered to be the covenants, obligations, and agreements of the District to 
the fullest extent authorized by law, and each of those covenants, obligations, 
and agreements shall be binding upon the District, subject to the limitations set 
forth in this subchapter. 

(e) No person, including, but not liluited to any bond owner, shall have any 
claims against the District or any of its elected or appointed officials, officers, 
employees, or agents for monetary damages suffered as a result of the failure of 
the District to perform any covenant, undertaking, or obligation under this 
subchapter, the bonds, the Financing Documents, or the Closing Documents, or 
as a result of the incorrectness of any representation in or Oluission frOlu the 
Financing Documents or the Closing Documents, unless the District or its 
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elected or appointed officials, officers, employees, or agents have acted in a 
willful and fraudulent manner. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 209, as added Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, 
§ 2172(c), 52 DCR 7503.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see 

§ 2172(c) of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support 
Emergency Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 
26, 2005, 52 DCR 7667). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 16-33, see notes following 
§ 42-2812.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <P32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2812.10. District officials. 

(a) Except as otherwise provided in § 42-2812.09(e), the elected or appoint
ed officials, officers, employees, or agents of the District shall not be liable 
personally for the payment of the bonds or be subject to any personal liability 
by reason of the issuance of the bonds, or for any representations, warranties, 
covenants, obligations, or agreen1ents of the District contained in this chapter, 
the bonds, the Financing Documents, or the Closing Documents. 

(b) The signature, countersignature, facsilnile signature, or facsimile counter
signature of any official appearing on the bonds, the Financing Doculnents, or 
the Closing Documents shall be valid and sufficient for all purposes notwith
standing the fact that the individual signatory ceases to hold that office before 
delivery of the bonds, the Financing Documents, or the Closing Documents. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 210, as added Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, 
§ 2172(c), 52 DCR 7503.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90 day) addition, see 
§ 2172(c) of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support 
Emergency Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 
26, 2005, 52 DCR 7667). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 16-33, see notes following 
§ 42-2812.01. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

District of Columbia ~32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2812.11. Maintenance of documents. 

Copies of the specimen bonds and of the final Financing Documents and 
Closing Documents shall be filed in the Office of the Secretary of the District of 
Columbia. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 211, as added Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, 
§ 2172(c), 52 DCR 7503.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments Legislative History of Laws 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see 

§ 2172(c) of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support 
Emergency Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 
26, 2005, 52 DCR 7667). 

For Law 16-33, see notes following 
§ 42-2812.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <?32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2812.12. Information reporting. 

Within 3 days after the Mayor's receipt of the transcript of proceedings 
relating to the issuance of the bonds, the Mayor shall transmit a copy of the 
transcript to the Secretary to the Council. 

(Mar. 16, 1989, D.C. Law 7-202, § 212, as added Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, 
§ 2172(c), 52 DCR 7503.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see 

§ 2172(c) of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support 
Emergency Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 
26, 2005, 52 DCR 7667). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 16-33, see notes following 
§ 42-2812.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <?32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 
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CHAPTER 28A 

Low-INCOME HOUSING PRESERVATION AND PROTECTION. 

Short title. 
Definitions. 

Section 
42-2851.01. 
42-2851.02. 
42-2851.03. Notice required upon opting out; inspection of property; maintenance of 

contract. 
42-2851.04. 
42-2851.05. 
42-2851.06. 

District's first right to purchase section 8 properties. 
Relocation services by Mayor. 
Section 8 assistance considered income for non-discrimination and mini

mum income purposes; requirement to accept section 8 vouchers. 
42-2851.07. 
42-2851.08. 

Penalties for noncompliance. 
Determination of qualified areas. 

§ 42-2851.01. Short title. 

This chapter may be referred to as the "Low-Income Housing Preservation 
and Protections Act of 2002". 

(Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 201, 49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 

Law 14-114, the "Housing Act of 2002", was 
introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
14-\ 83, which was referred to the Committee 
on Finance and Revenue. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on December 4, 
2001, and January 8, 2002, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on February 6, 2002, it 
was assigned Act No. 14-267 and transmitted to 

both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 14-114 became effective on April 19, 2002. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Section 1101 of D.C. Law 14-114 provides: 

"The Mayor, pursuant to Title I of the District of 
Columbia Administrative Procedure Act, ap
proved October 21, 1968 (82 Stat. 1204; D.C. 
Official Code § 2-501 et seq.), shall promulgate 
rules to implement this act." 

Notes of Decisions 

Construction with other laws 1 

1. Construction with other laws 
Private landlord's refusal to rent apartment to 

prospective tenant who was federally funded 
rental assistance voucher holder fell within am
bit of District of Columbia Human Rights Act 
(DCI-IRA), prohibiting source of income housing 
discrimination, despite technical amendments 
correcting error that applied intervening legis la-

§ 42-2851.02. Definitions. 

tion to public, rather than private, housing, 
since amendments merely clarified DCHRA's 
long-standing definition of source of income as 
including federal payments, and intervening 
District of Columbia Low-Income Housing 
Preservation and Protection Act (LIHPPA) ex
pressly declared that Housing Choice Voucher 
Program (HCVP) assistance was source of in
come under DCHRA. Bourbeau v. Jonathan 
Woodner Co., 2008, 549 F.Supp.2d 78. Civil 
Rights (p 1082 

For the purposes of this chapter, the term: 
(1) "Affordable multifamily housing property" means residential real prop

erty consisting of 5 or more dwelling units in which, as the result of use 
restrictions or other covenants, at least 20% of the dwelling units are 
occupied by very low-income households. 

(2)(A) "Area median income" means: 
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(i) For a household of 4 persons, the area median income for a 
household of 4 persons in the Washington Metropolitan Statistical Area 
as set forth in the periodic calculation provided by the United States 
Department of Housing and Urban Development; 

(ii) For a household of 3 persons, 90% of the area median incon1e for a 
household of 4 persons; 

(iii) For a household of 2 persons, 80% of the area median inCOl11e for 
a household of 4 persons; 

(iv) For a household of one person, 70% of the area l11edian income for 
a household of 4 persons; and 

(v) For a household of more than 4 persons, the area 111edian incon1e 
for a household of 4 persons, increased by 10% of the area median 
incon1e for a family of 4 persons for each household member exceeding 4 
persons (e.g., the area median income for a family of 5 shall be 110% of 
the area median income for a family of 4; the area l11edian inCOl11e for a 
household of 6 shall be 120% of the area median income for a fan1ily of 
4). 
(B) Any percentage of household income referenced in this chapter (e.g., 

80% of household income) shall be determined through a direct 111athel11at
ical calculation and shall not take into account any adjustl11ents made by 
the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development for the 
purposes of the programs which it adn1inisters. 
(3) "District" means District of Colun1bia. 
(4) "Eligible low-income housing development" means a housing develop

ment that is an affordable multifamily housing property, a housing accoml110-
dation that receives assistance pursuant to a HAP contract, or a housing 
accommodation certified by the Mayor pursuant to § 47-865. 

(5) "Extremely low-income household" means a household consisting of 
one or more persons with a household income equal to 30% or less of the 
area median income. 

(6) "Federally-assisted housing accommodation" means a housing accon1-
modation that is: 

(A) Covered in whole or in part by a contract for project-based assis
tance under section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, including 
the following programs: 

(i) The new construction or substantial rehabilitation program under 
section 8(b)(2) of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as in effect 
before October 1, 1983; 

(ii) The property disposition program under section 8(b) of the United 
States Housing Act of 1937; 

(iii) The moderate rehabilitation program under section 8(e)(2) of the 
United States Housing Act of 1937; 

(iv) The loan management assistance program under section 8 of the 
United States Housing Act of 1937; and 

(v) The programs authorized by amendments to section 8 of the United 
States Housing Act of 1937 contained in the Multifamily Assisted Hous-
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ing Reform and Affordability Act of 1997, approved October 27, 1997 
(Pub. L. No.1 05-65; 11 Stat. 1344); 
(B) Assisted under section 23 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, 

as in effect before January 1, 1975; 
(C) Assisted under the rent supplement program under section 101 of the 

Housing and Urban Development Act of 1965, approved August 10, 1965 
(79 Stat. 451; 12 U.S.C. § 1701s); 

(D) Financed under section 202 of the Housing Act of 1959, approved 
September 23, 1959 (75 Stat. 162; 12 U.S.C. § 1701q); 

(E) Financed under section 811 of the National Housing Act, approved 
Noven1ber 28, 1990 (104 Stat. 4324; 42 U.S.C. § 8013); 

(F) Financed in whole or in part by a mortgage insured or held by the 
Secretary under section 236 of the National Housing Act, approved June 
27,1934 (48 Stat. 1246; 12 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq.), or subject to an interest 
reduction payment agreement with the Secretary; 

(G) Financed in whole or in part by a below market interest rate 
l11.ortgage insured or held by the Secretary under section 221( d)(3) of the 
National Housing Act, pursuant to the proviso in section 221 (d)(5) of the 
National Housing Act; or 

(H) Subject to a use agreement under the Flexible Subsidy program 
established by the Housing and Coml11unity Development Amendments of 
1978, approved October 31, 1978 (Pub. L. No. 95-557; 92 Stat. 2080). 
(7) "HAP contract" means a project-based housing assistance payments 

contract executed between the owner of an affordable multifamily housing 
property and the Secretary or a public housing agency pursuant to section 8 
of the United States Housing Act of 1937. 

(8) "Household income" shall have the same meaning as "household gross 
income" in § 47-1806.06. 

(9) "Housing accommodation" shall have the same meaning as In 
§ 42-3401.03(11). 

(10) "Low-income household" means a household consisting of one or 
more individuals with a household income equal to, or less than, 80% of the 
area median inCOl11e and greater than 50% of the area median. 

(11) "Qualified area" means a census tract in which the average rent for 
one bedroom and 2-bedroom apartments exceeds the fair market rent by 
25% or n10re. 

(12) "Rental housing" or "rental unit" means that part of a housing 
accOl11modation which is rented or offered for rent for residential occupancy, 
including an apartment, efficiency apartment, room, suite of rooms, and 
single-fan1ily home or duplex, and the land appurtenant to such rental unit or 
rental housing. 

(13) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the United States Department of 
Housing and Urban Development. 

(14) ''Tenant'' shall have the same meaning as in § 42-3501.03(36)). 
(15) "United States Housing Act" means the United States Housing Act of 

1937, approved September 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 888; 42 U.S.C. § 1437 et seq.). 
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(16) liVery low-income household" means a household consisting of one or 
more individuals with a household income equal to, or less than, 50% of the 
area median income and greater than 30% of the area median. 

(Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 202,49 DCR 1468; Nov. 13,2003, D.C. Law 15-39, 
§ 212(a), 50 DCR 5668.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 15-39 rewrote par. (6) which had 

read as follows: 
U(6) "Federally-assisted housing accommoda

tion" means a housing accommodation: 
U(A) That is covered in whole or in part by a 

contract for project-based assistance under: 
U(i) The new construction or substantial reha

bilitation program under section 8(b)(2) of the 
United States Housing Act of 1937, as in effect 
before October 1, 1983; 

U(ii) The property disposition program under 
section 8(b) of the United States Housing Act of 
1937; 

U(iii) The moderate rehabilitation program 
under section 8(e)(2) of the United States Hous
ing Act of 1937; 

"(iv) The loan management assistance pro
gram under section 8 of the United States Hous
ing Act of 1937; 

U(v) Section 23 of the United States Housing 
Act of 1937, as in effect before January 1, 1975; 

"(vi) The rent supplement program under 
section 101 of the Housing and Urban Develop
ment Act of 1965, approved August 10, 1965 (79 
Stat. 451; 12 U.S.C. § 1701 s); or 

"(vii) Section 8 of the United States Housing 
Act of 1937, following conversion from assis
tance under section 101 of the Housing and 
Urban Development Act of 1965, approved Au
gust 10, 1965 (79 Stat. 451; 12 U.S.c.§ 1701s); 

"(viii) Section 202 of the Housing Act of 
1959, approved September 23, 1959 (75 Stat. 
162; 12 U.S.c. § 1701q); 

UCix) Section 811 of the National Housing 
Act, approved November 28, 1990 (104 Stat. 
4324; 42 U.S.C. § 8013); or 

"(B) Financed in whole or in part by a mort
gage insured or held by the Secretary under the 
National Housing Act, approved June 27, 1934 
(48 Stat. 1246; 12 U.S.c. § 1701 et seq.)". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a) of Housing Notice Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-181, July 
23, 2002, law notification 49 DCR 8275). ~ 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(a) of Housing Notice Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2003 (D.C. Law 15-7, June 
5,2003, law notification 50 DCR 4871). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a) of the Housing Notice Emergen
cy Amendment Act of 2003 (D.C. Act 15-22, 
February 24,2003,50 DCR 2135). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(a) of Housing Notice Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-343, April 
24, 2002, 49 DCR 4294). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-2851.01. 
For Law 15-39, see notes following 

§ 42-2801. 

References in Text 
Sections 8 and 23 of the United States Hous

ing Act of 1937, referred to in subpars. (A)(i) 
through (A)(iv) and subpar. (B) of par. (6), are 
codified to 42 U.S.C.A. § 1437f and 42 U.S.c.A. 
§ 1437u, respectively. 

National Housing Act, referred to in subpar. 
(G) of par. (6), are codified to 12 U.S.C.A. 
§ 1715(d)(3) and (5). 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Short title of subtitle B of title II of Law 

15-39: Section 211 ofD.C. Law 15-39 provided 
that subtitle B of title II of the act may be cited 
as the Housing Notice Amendment Act of 2003. 

§ 42-2851.03. Notice required upon opting out; inspection of property; 
maintenance of contract. 

(a) The owner of a federally-assisted housing accommodation who intends 
not to continue participation in the federal assistance program shall transmit to 
the Mayor, the Director of the Department of Housing and Community Devel
opment, the Director of the Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs, 
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and the Executive Director of the District of Columbia Housing Authority any 
notice regarding the intent of the owner not to continue participation that the 
owner is required to provide to tenants of the housing accommodation or a 
federal agency under federal law or regulation. 

(b)(1) One year before participation in the federal assistance program would 
expire absent the owner's extension or renewal of participation in the prograln, 
the owner of a federally-assisted housing accommodation shall transmit to the 
Mayor, the Director of the Department of Housing and Community Develop
ment, the Director of the Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs, and 
the Executive Director of the District of Columbia Housing Authority a form, 
promulgated by the Mayor, that shall provide notice of the pending expiration 
date. 

(2) If the owner intends not to continue participation in the federal 
assistance program, through any means, including tern1ination of a subsidy 
contract, termination of rental restrictions, or prepayment of a mortgage on 
an assisted housing development, the notice shall be sent to each assisted 
tenant household, the Mayor, the Director of the Department of Housing and 
Community Developl11ent, the Director of the Department of Consumer and 
Regulatory Affairs, and the Executive Director of the District of Columbia 
Housing Authority, and shall include the following information: 

(A) A statement identifying the program under which assistance is pro
vided and stating that the owner intends to terminate the subsidy contract 
or rental restrictions upon its expiration date, or the expiration date of any 
contract extension; 

(B) In the event of prepayment, a statement identifying the program 
under which the mortgage is insured and stating that the owner intends to: 

(i) Pay in full or refinance the federally insured or federally held 
mortgage indebtedness prior to its original maturity date; or 

(ii) Voluntarily cancel the 1110rtgage insurance; 
(C) The anticipated date of the termination or prepayment of the federal 

assistance; 
(D) A statement of the possibility that the housing may remain in the 

federal program after the proposed date of the termination of the subsidy 
contract or prepayment if the owner elects to do so under the terms of the 
federal government's offer; 

(E) A statement that technical assistance may be available through the 
Department of Housing and Community Development and the address and 
phone number for that agency; and 

(F) A statement containing information about available resources as the 
Mayor may by regulation require. 

(c) An owner of a federally-assisted housing accommodation who does not 
continue, or intends not to continue, participation in the federal assistance 
program for the housing accommodation shall be deemed to have consented to 
reasonable inspection by the Mayor of the housing accommodation and any 
owner or housing accon1modation report on file with United States Department 
of Housing and Urban Development. 
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(d) To the extent allowed by federal law, the owner of a federally-assisted 
housing accommodation that receives assistance pursuant to a HAP contract 
shall Inaintain a HAP contract in good standing during the notice period 
required by this section and during any period during which the Mayor luay 
exercise a right to first refusal. 

(e) The one-year notice provision of this section shall not be required with 
respect to any property which ceased to be a federally assisted housing 
accommodation prior to April 19, 2002. 

(Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 203, 49 DCR 1468; Nov. 13, 2003, D.C. Law 15-39, 
§ 212(b), 50 DCR 5668; Mar. 13,2004, D.C. Law IS-lOS, § 76,51 DCR 881.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 15-39 added subsec. (e). 
D.C. Law IS-lOS, in subsec. (d), validated a 

previously made technical correction. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(b) of Housing Notice Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2002 (D.C. Law 14-181, July 
23, 2002, law notification 49 DCR 8275). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b) of Housing Notice Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2003 (D.C. Law 15-7, June 
5, 2003, law notification 50 DCR 4871). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(b) of the Housing Notice Emergen-

cy Amendment Act of 2003 (D.C. Act 15-22, 
February 24, 2003, 50 DCR 2135). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b) of Housing Notice Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 14-343, April 
24,2002,49 DCR 4294). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-2851.01. 

For Law 15-39, see notes following 
§ 42-2801. 

For Law 15-105, see notes following 
§ 42-407. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

District of Columbia e:::>10. 
WestJaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2851.04. District's first right to purchase section 8 properties. 

(a) Before an owner of a federally-assisted housing accommodation may sell 
the housing accommodation, the owner shall provide to the Mayor, and the 
Mayor shall have, an opportunity to purchase the housing accommodation in 
the same manner, and with the same rights, as the opportunity to purchase is 
provided to tenants and tenant organizations under §§ 42-3404.02 through 
42-3404.04 and 42-3404.08. The Mayor shall have 30 days after receiving a 
written offer of sale from the owner to provide the owner with a written 
statement of interest. The owner shall afford the Mayor a reasonable period of 
time, but not less than 120 days after receiving the statement of interest, to 
negotiate a contract of sale. The Mayor and the owner shall bargain in good 
faith. 

(b) The Mayor may assign the opportunity to purchase provided under 
subsection (a) of this section to a person that: 

(1) Demonstrates the capacity to manage the housing and related facilities 
for its relnaining useful life, either by itself or through a management agent; 
and 
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(2) Agrees to obligate itself and any successors in interest to maintain the 
afford ability of the assisted housing development as required by subsection 
(e) of this section. 

(c) The Mayor shall not exercise the opportunity to purchase provided by this 
section unless the sale of the housing accommodation by the owner would 
result in the discontinuance of the use of the housing accommodation as a 
federally-assisted housing accommodation or in the termination of any low
income residency requirements that apply to the housing accommodation. 

(d) The income restrictions imposed by the federal assistance program on the 
dwelling units in the housing accommodation purchased by the Mayor or an 
assignee of the Mayor shall be maintained by the purchaser for a 30-year 
period from the date that the purchaser takes possession of the housing 
accommodation. 

(e) This section shall not abrogate the rights of tenants under subchapter IV 
of Chapter 34 of this title. 

(Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 204,49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-2851.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia G=>1O. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

§ 42-2851.05. Relocation services by Mayor. 

(a) If the owner of a federally-assisted housing accommodation discontinues 
participation in the federal assistance program, the Mayor shall provide reloca
tion services to the tenants of the housing accommodation. The relocation 
services shall include ascertaining the relocation needs of each household, 
providing current inforn1ation on the availability of comparable housing of 
suitable size, and supplying information concerning federal and District hous
ing programs. 

(b) The Mayor may provide relocation assistance payments of up to $500 per 
tenant, based on need and pursuant to regulations promulgated by the Mayor. 

(c) A relocation assistance payment provided under this section shall not be 
considered income of the recipient under § 47-1803.02 (a)(2). 

(Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 205,49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-2851.01. 
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Key Numbers 
District of Columbia e=:>1O. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

§ 42-2851.06 
Note 1 

§ 42-2851.06. Section 8 assistance considered income for non-discrimina
tion and minimum income purposes; requirement to 
accept section 8 vouchers. 

(a) The monetary assistance provided to an owner of a housing accommoda
tion under section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, either directly or 
through a tenant, shall be considered the income of the tenant for the purposes 
of any minimum income qualification for a dwelling unit in the housing 
accommodation. 

(b) The monetary assistance provided to an owner of a housing accomnl0da
tion under section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, either directly or 
through a tenant, shall be considered income and a source of inCOlne under 
§ 2-1402.21. 

(c) The owner of a housing accommodation shall not refuse to rent a 
dwelling unit to a person because the person will provide his or her rental 
payment, in whole or in part, through a section 8 voucher. 

(Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 206,49 DCR 1468; Apr. 13,2005, D.C. Law 15-354, 
§ 59, 52 DCR 2638.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments For Law 15-354, see notes following 
D.C. Law 15-354, in subsec. (b), validated § 42-1103. 

previously made technical changes. 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 14-114, see 
§ 42-2851.01. 

Key Numbers 

District of Columbia <&;:;>10. 

Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

notes following 

References in Text 
Section 8 of the United States Housing Act, 

referred to in subsecs. (a) and (b), is Act Sept. 1, 
1937, c.896, Title I, § 8, which is classified to 
42 U.S.C.A. § 1437f. 

Library References 

Notes of Decisions 

Construction with other laws 1 tion to public, rather than private, housing, 
since amendments merely clarified DCHRA's 
long-standing definition of source of income as 

1. Construction with other laws including federal payments, and intervening 
Private landlord's refusal to rent apartment to District of Columbia Low-Income Housing 

prospective tenant who was federally funded Preservation and Protection Act (LIHPPA) ex
rental assistance voucher holder fell within am- pressly declared that Housing Choice Voucher 
bit of District of Columbia Human Rights Act Program (HCVP) assistance was source of in
(DCHRA), prohibiting source of income housing come under DCHRA. Bourbeau v. Jonathan 
discrimination, despite technical amendments Woodner Co., 2008, 549 F.Supp.2d 78. Civil 
correcting error that applied intervening legisla- Rights e=:> 1082 
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§ 42-2851.07. Penalties for noncompliance. 

(a) An owner who fails to comply with a requirelnent of this chapter shall 
pay a civil fine of no greater than 5 times the costs and damages caused by the 
noncompliance. 

(b) All fines collected pursuant to this section shall be paid into the Housing 
Production Trust Fund established by Chapter 28 of this title. 

(c) The Mayor may commence enforcement proceedings for any fine not paid 
within the time period set forth in regulations. 

(Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 207,49 DCR 146S.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-2851.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <{piO. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

§ 42-2851.08. Determination of qualified areas. 

Within 30 days after April 19, 2002, the Mayor shall issue a notice of 
proposed rulemaking setting forth those census tracts which are preliminarily 
determined to be qualified areas. The Mayor shall issue a notice of final 
rulemaking setting forth those census tracts which are determined to be 
qualified areas within 75 days after April 19, 2002. The Mayor shall n1ake a 
Inap of the qualified areas, a list of the census tracts determined to be qualified 
areas, and the boundaries of those tracts available on the Internet. The Mayor 
shall review and, if necessary, update the map, list, and boundaries at least 
once every 2 years. 

(Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 20S, 49 DCR 146S.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-2851.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <{P 10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 
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CHAPTER 28B 

Low-INCOME HOUSING TAX CREDIT FUND. 

Definitions. 
Section 
42-2853.01. 
42-2853.02. Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Fund. 

§ 42-2853.01. Definitions. 

For the purposes of this chapter, the term: 
(1) "Administrative costs" means the costs of the Department to adminis

ter, manage, and monitor the low-income housing tax credit program, 
including personnel costs, whether incurred before or after April 8, 2005. 

(2) IIDepartment" means the Department of Housing and Community 
Development. 

(3) "Developer" means a person or entity that proposes to cause the 
construction affordable housing using tax credits provided under the Low
Income Housing Tax Credit Program. 

(4) "Fund" means the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Fund established 
by § 42-2853.02. 

(5) "Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Program" means the program au
thorized by section 42 of the Internal Revenue Code. 

(6) IIUser fee" means a fee charged by the Department to a developer in 
connection with the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Program, including 
application, reservation, allocation, and monitoring fees. 

(Apr. 8, 2005, D.C. Law 15-299, § 2,52 DCR 1502.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Temporary Addition of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Low-Income Housing Tax Credit 
Fund Temporary Act of 2004 (D.C. Law 15-230, 
March 16,2005, law notification 52 DCR 3556). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) fund provisions, see 

§ 2 of Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Non
Reverting/Non Lapsing Proprietary Fund Emer
gency Act of 2004 (D.C. Act 15-511, August 2, 
2004, 51 DCR 8969). 

For temporary (90 day) fund provisions, see 
§ 2 of Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Fund 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2004 
(D.C. Act 15-730, January 19, 2005, 52 DCR 
1958). 

For temporary (90 day) fund provisions, see 
§ 2 of Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Fund 
Congressional Review Emergency Amendment 

Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-39, February 17, 2005, 
52 DCR 3037). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 15-299, the "Low-Income Housing Tax 

Credit Fund Act of 2004", was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 15-940, which 
was referred to the Committee on Economic 
Development. The Bill was adopted on first 
and second readings on November 9, 2004, and 
December 7, 2004, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on December 29, 2004, it was assigned 
Act No. 15-696 and transmitted to both Houses 
of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 15-299 
became effective on April 8, 2005. 

References in Text 
Section 42 of the Internal Revenue Code, 

referred to in par. (5), is classified to 26 
U.S.C.A. § 42. 

§ 42-2853.02. Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Fund. 

(a) There is hereby established a nonlapsing fund separate fron1 the General 
Fund of the District of Columbia, to be known as the Low-Income Housing Tax 
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Credit Fund ("Fund"). All user fees collected under this chapter, and all 
interest earned on those user fees, shall be deposited into the Fund, shall be 
available without regard to fiscal year limitation, and shall not revert to the 
General Fund of the District of Columbia at the end of any fiscal year or at any 
other time. The money in the Fund shall be continually available to the 
Department for the uses and purposes set forth in this chapter, subject to 
authorization by the Council and Congress. 

(b) Money in the Fund shall be expended by the Department only for 
adlninistrative costs and for the audit required under subsection (c) of this 
section. 

(c) All income and expenses of the Fund shall be audited annually by the 
Mayor. The audit report shall be submitted to the Council. The expenses for 
each audit shall be paid by the Fund. 

(Apr. 8,2005, D.C. Law 15-299, § 3,52 DCR 1502.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Addition of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3 of Low-Income Housing Tax Credit 
Fund Temporary Act of 2004 (D.C. Law 15-230, 
March 16, 2005, law notification 52 DCR 3556). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) fund provisions, see 

§ 3 of Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Non
Reverting/Non Lapsing Proprietary Fund Emer
gency Act of 2004 (D.C. Act 15-511, August 2, 
2004, 51 DCR 8969). 

For temporary (90 day) fund provisions, see 
§ 3 of Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Fund 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2004 
(D.C. Act 15-730, January 19, 2005, 52 DCR 
1958). 

For temporary (90 day) fund provisions, see 
§ 3 of Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Fund 
Congressional Review Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-39, February 17, 2005, 
52 DCR 3037). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 15-299, see notes following 

§ 42-2853.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ~10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 
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CHAPTER 28C 

COMPREHENSIVE HOUSING TASK FUND. 

Section 
42-2855.01. Mayor's Comprehensive Housing Task Force Fund. [Expired] 

§ 42-2855.01. Mayor's Conlprehensive Housing Task Force Fund. [Ex-
pired] 

(Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 16-192, § 2052, 53 DCR 6899; Sept. 18,2007, D.C. Law 17-20, 
§§ 2092,2102,54 DCR 7052; Aug. 16,2008, D.C. Law 17-219, § 2002,55 DCR 7598; 
Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-353, § 135, 56 DCR 1117.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) enactments, see 

§§ 1142, 1143, 2052, and 2055 of Fiscal Year 
2007 Budget Support Emergency Act of 2006 
(D.C. Act 16-477, August 8, 2006, 53 DCR 
7068). 

For temporary (90 day) enactments, see 
§§ 1142. ] 143, 2052, and 2055 of Fiscal Year 
2007 Budget Support Congressional Review 
Emergency Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-499, Octo
ber 23, 2006, 53 DCR 8845). 

For temporary (90 day) enactments, see 
§§ ] ]42, 1143, 2052, and 2055 of Fiscal Year 
2007 Budget Support Congressional Review 
Emergency Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-1, January 
16,2007,54 DCR 1165). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 2092, 2102 of Fiscal Year 2008 
Budget Support Emergency Act of 2007 (D.C. 
Act 17-74, July 25,2007, 54 DCR 7549). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 16-] 92, the IiFiscal Year Budget Support 

Act of 2006", was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 16-679, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on May 9, 
2006, and June 6, 2006, respectively. Signed by 
the Mayor on August 8, 2006, it was assigned 
Act No. 16-476 and transmitted to both Houses 
of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 16-·192 
became effective on March 2, 2007. 

For Law 17-20, see notes following 
§ 42-2802. 

For Law 17-219, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Shorttitle: Section 1141 of D.C. Law 16-192 

provided that subtitle M of title I of the act may 
be cited as the IiCommercial Linkage Nexus 
Study Act of 2006". 

Sections 1142 and 1143 ofD.C. Law 16-192 
provided as follows: 

IiSec. 1142. Nexus study. 
liTo quantify the relationship between com

mercial development and the need for housing 
for low and moderate-income workers, the Dis
trict of Columbia Office of Planning shall com
mission one or more nexus studies. Each studv 
shall determine the appropriate level of a on~
time commercial linkage fee, based on square 
footage, that will generate revenues froni new 
commercial development sufficient to support 
low and moderate-income housing needs creat
ed by the new development. The initial study 
shall be commissioned not later than October 
15, 2006, and shall be completed not later than 
April!' 2007. 

IiSec. 1143. Funding for nexus study. 
liThe nexus study shall be funded from the 

Mayor's Comprehensive Task Force Fund, from 
which $80,000 shall be allocated from the fiscal 
year budget as provided in section 2052(b)(7)." 

Short title: Section 2051 of D.C. Law 16-192 
provided that subtitle D of title II of the act may 
be cited as the IiDeed Transfer and Recordation 
Amendment Act of 2006". 

Section 2055 ofD.C. Law 16-192, as amend
ed by section 203 of D.C. Law 16-223 and 
section 8(c) of D.C. Law 16-294, provided as 
follows: 

For Law 17-353, see notes following "The following programs shall be funded for 
§ 42-1103. fiscal year 2007 from the General Fund of the 

District of Columbia in the following amounts: 
Editor's Notes 1i(1) An amount of $15,089,443 to the Office 

Pursuant to subsection Cd) of this section, of Unified Communications, which shall be allo-
added by D.C. Law 17-219, this section expired cated for personnel and nonpersonal costs of 
on April 1,2009. the E-911 system; 
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Expired 

"(2) An amount of $508,200 to fund the fiscal 
effect and implementation of the Health Care 
Benefits Expansion Amendment Act of 2006, 
effective April 4, 2006 (D.C. Law 16-82; D.C. 
Official Code § 32-706 et seq.); 

"(3) An amount of $379,400 to the Office of 
the Deputy Mayor for Planning and Economic 
Development to be granted to the Tudor Place 
Historic House and Garden for capital restora
tion funding; 

"(4) An amount of $200,000 to the Commis
sion on Arts and Humanities to be granted to 
the Washington D.C. Jewish Community Cen
ter's Center for the Arts; 

"(5) An amount of $250,000 to the Depart
ment of Health to be granted to the Capital 
Breast Care Center; 

"(6) An amount of $50,000 to the Department 
of Health to be granted to the D.C. Assembly on 
School-Based Health Care to fund school-based 
health programs; 

"(7) An amount of $400,000 to the Depart
ment of Youth Rehabilitation Services to be 
granted to Peaceoholics to assist in providing 
comprehensive, wrap-around services for at-risk 
youth and their families in the District of Co
lumbia; 

"(8) An amount of $100,000 to the Depart
ment of Youth Rehabilitation Services to be 
granted to Positive Choices to provide edu
cational, athletic, emotional, and a socially en
I-iched environment for economically disadvan
taged inner-city youth; 

"(9) An amount of $50,000 to the Office on 
Aging to be granted to Saint Mary's Court Sen
ior Living Facility to assist its Quality of Life 
Program, which provides support services, 
classes, community, and social activities for its 
residents; 

"(10) An amount of $50,000 to the Depart
ment of Human Services to be granted to Bread 
for the City to assist in funding programs of
fered including meals, housing, legal assistance, 
and job placement; 

"(11) An amount of $50,000 to the Depart
ment of Human Services to be granted to D.C. 
Central Kitchen to assist in supplemental food 
purchases used to provide daily meals to resi
dents at all District of Columbia shelters; 

"(12) An amount of $50,000 to the Depart
ment of Parks and Recreation to be used as one
time capital funding for the Spanish Steps pro
ject; 

"(13) An amount of $14 million to the District 
of Columbia Housing Authority for operations, 
rent supplements, and emergency assistance; 

REAL PROPERTY 

"(14) An amount of $7 million to the Metro
politan Police Department to hire new pol ice 
officers; provided, that: 

"(A) The Metropolitan Police Department 
maintain the total percent of sworn officers 
assigned to the police districts as existed on 
June 11, 2006; 

"(B) The additional police officers shall be 
allocated evenly across all 7 police districts for 
patrol duty, shall be in addition to current pa
trol staffing levels, and shall be assigned to foot 
patrol, bike patrol, and scooter patrol, mounted 
patrol, and Segway (or other electric personal 
assistive mobility device) patrol; and 

"(C) The Chief of Police shall provide to the 
Council monthly reports on deployment and 
Metropolitan Police Department strength by the 
15th of each month 

"(15) An amount of $257,000 to the fund the 
fiscal effect and implementation of subtitle B of 
Title IV; 

"(16) An amount of $89,5000 to fund the 
fiscal effect and implementation of subtitle I of 
Title I; 

"(17) An amount of $143,882 to the Depart
ment of Parks and Recreation for Boys and 
Girls Club programs; 

"(18) An amount of $8,780,300 to fund the 
fiscal effect of subtitle II-L; and 

"(19) An amount of $150,000 to fund the 
earned income tax credit community outreach; 
and 

"(20) An amount of $124,000 to the Board of 
Real Property Assessments and Appeals to be 
allocated as follows: 

"(A) The amount of $9,000 for computer up
grades; 

"(B) The amount of $45,000 for records man
agement conversion to a web-based system; 

"(C) The amount of $20,000 for centralized 
digital recording; 

"(D) The amount of $35,000 to increase 
Board member reimbursements to $35 per 
hour; and 

"(E) The amount of $15,000 for nonlegal ad
ministrative support staff." 

Short title: Section 2091 of D.C. Law 17-20 
provided that subtitle J of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Affordable Housing Amendment 
Act of 2007". 

Short title: Section 2101 of D.C. Law 17-20 
provided that subtitle K of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Fiscal Year 2008 Comprehen
sive Housing Task Force Fund Authorized Ex
penditures Amendment Act of 2007". 

Short title: Section 2001 of D.C. Law 17-219 
provided that subtitle A of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Comprehensive Housing Strate
gy Fund Amendment Act of 2008". 
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Section 

CHAPTER 28D 

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY 

DEVELOPMENT UNIFIED FUND. 

42-2857.01. Department of Housing and Community Development Unified Fund. 

§ 42-2857.01. Department of Housing and Community Development Uni
fied Fund. 

(a) There is established as a nonlapsing fund the Department of Housing and 
Comlnunity Development Unified Fund ("Unified Fund"), to be administered 
by the Department of Housing and COll1munity Development. 

(b) All funds deposited into the Unified Fund, and any interest earned on 
those funds, shall not revert to the unrestricted fund balance of the General 
Fund of the District of Columbia at the end of a fiscal year, or at any other 
time, but shall be continually available for the uses and purposes set forth in 
subsection (c) of this section without regard to fiscal year limitation, subject to 
authorization by Congress. 

(c) Funds deposited into the Unified Fund shall be used for the following 
purposes: 

(0 To provide financial assistance to low-income and moderate-incon1e 
residents of the District so that they may obtain or maintain affordable 
housing; 

(2) To assist low-income and moderate-income residents in 111aking down 
payments on homes within the District; 

(3) To assist low-income and moderate-income residents in making share 
payments or other payments to housing cooperatives or condo associations 
within the District; 

(4) To provide financial assistance to developers to acquire real property 
for the provision of affordable housing; 

(5) To provide funding for the design, installation, and renovation of site 
ill1provements to be located on property to be developed or rehabilitated as 
affordable housing; 

(6) To provide funding for private for-profit and not-for-profit developers to 
facilitate the development of affordable housing; 

(7) To provide funding for property maintenance facilities at affordable 
housing developll1ents; 

(8) To provide funding for the Department of Housing and Comn1unity 
Development ("DHCD") to reclaim properties that have received notice of 
foreclosure in cases where DHCD has subordinated liens; 

(9) To provide affordable financing to low-income and 1110derate-income 
residents to correct basic housing defects and ensure long-term livability; 

(10) To develop programs to encourage property owners to rehabilitate 
and occupy their abandoned or deteriorated residential properties; 
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(11) To facilitate DHCD's acquIsItIOn, disposition, and rehabilitation of 
vacant and deteriorated properties when property owners fail to maintain the 
properties; 

(12) To facilitate the development of affordable housing generally; 
(13) To provide funding for other affordable housing purposes, as deter

mined by the Director of DHCD in furtherance of DHCD's mission; 
(14) To provide one-time funding for enhancements for the Rental Housing 

Con1mission; 
(15) To provide funding to support the housing needs of veterans; and 
(16) To provide funding to assist tenants evicted under § 42-3505.01. 

(d) Not more that 20% of the funds deposited into the Unified Fund may be 
used to pay project-delivery costs. 

(e) The following funds shall be deposited into the Unified Fund, beginning 
on October 1, 2008: 

(1) All revenue derived from lease payments from loans and other proceeds 
received under the Land Acquisitions for Housing Development Opportuni
ties Program, established under the authority of subchapter I of Chapter 10 of 
Title 6; 

(2) All revenue derived from repayments and other proceeds from the 
following programs, funding sources, and accounts maintained by DHCD: 

(A) Rehabilitation Repayment account; 
(B) Low Income Housing Tax Credit Fee Collection; 
(C) Home Again Revolving Fund; 
(D) Portal Sites; and 
(E) Any other DHCD programs created by regulation, as determined by 

the Director; and 
(3) All other sources of revenue as the Council may determine by act. 

(D No revenue from any federal funding source nor any income derived from 
any federal funding source shall be deposited into the Unified Fund. 

(g) The Director shall distribute funds from the Unified Fund in accordance 
with DHCD's annual action plan, budget projections, and performance goals 
that are directed towards creating affordable housing and community develop
n1ent. 

(h) On October 31, 2009, and annually thereafter, DHCD shall submit to the 
Council a report that describes all programs, activities, and projects undertaken 
by DHCD using funds allocated from the Unified Fund. 

(Aug. 16, 2008, D.C. Law 17-219, § 2009, 55 DCR 7598; Mar. 3, 2010, D.C. Law 
18-111, § 2181,57 DCR 181.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 18-111, in subsec. (c), deleted 

"and" from the end of par. (12); substituted a 
semicolon for a period at the end of par. (13), 
and added pars. (14) to (16). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2181 of Fiscal Year 2010 Budget 
Support Second Emergency Act of 2009 (D.C. 
Act 18-207, October 15, 2009, 56 DCR 8234). 
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For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2181 of Fiscal Year Budget Support 
Congressional Review Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 18-260, January 4, 2010, 
57 DCR 345). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 17-219, the "Fiscal Year 2009 Budget 

Support Act of 2008", was introduced in Coun
cil and assigned Bill No. 17-678, which was 
referred to the Committee of the Whole. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings 
on May 13, 2008, and June 3, 2008, respective
ly. Signed by the Mayor on June 26, 2008, it 
was assigned Act No. 17-419 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 

§ 42-2857.01 

Law 17-219 became effective on August 16, 
2008. 

For Law 18-111, see notes following 
§ 42-1102.02. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Short title: Section 2008 of D.C. Law 17-219 

provided that subtitle D of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Department of Housing and 
Community Development Unified Fund Estab
lishment Act of 2008". 

Short title: Section 2180 of D.C. Law 18-111 
provided that subtitle S of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Rental Housing Commission 
Enhancement Amendment Act of 2009". 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (';:;;:>10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 
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CHAPTER 29 

METROPOLITAN POLICE HOUSING ASSISTANCE 

AND COMMUNITY SAFETY PROGRAM. 

Section 
42-290l. 
42-2902. 
42-2903. 

Definitions. 
Rental assistance. 
Community police presence. 

§ 42-2901. Definitions. 

For the purposes of this chapter, the term: 

(1) "Department" means the District of Columbia Department of Public 
and Assisted Housing Development. 

(2) "First-time hOlTIebuyer" lneans a purchaser who has no ownership 
interest in a principal residence at any time during the 3-year period ending 
on the date of the application for assistance, but includes an applicant who 
has divorced or separated during the 3-year period where a formal settle
ment did not convey an ownership interest in a principal residence which 
had been jointly owned. 

(3) "Housing unit" means any room or group of rooms fonning a single
family residential unit, including a semi-detached condominium, cooperative, 
or semi-detached or detached home that is intended to be used or used for 
living, sleeping, and the preparation and eating of meals by human occu
pants. 

(4) "Police officer" means officers of all ranks employed by the District of 
Columbia Metropolitan Police Department. 

(Feb. 23,1994, D.C. Law 10-70, § 2,40 DCR 7575.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2231. 

Temporary Addition of Section 
For temporary (225 day) addition, see § 2 of 

Metropolitan Police Housing Assistance Pro
gram and Community Safety Temporary Act of 
1993 (D.C. Law 10-63, October 8, 1993, law 
notification 40 DCR _). 

Legislative History of Laws 
D.C. Law 10-70, the "Metropolitan Police 

Housing Assistance Program and Community 
Safety Act of 1993," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 10-325, which was re
ferred to the Committee on Housing. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
September 21, 1993, and October 5,1993, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on October 25, 
1993, it was assigned Act No. 10-124 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re-

view. D.C. Law 10-70 became effective on Feb
ruary 23, 1994. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Mayor authorized to issue rules: Section 5 of 

D.C. Law 10-70 provided that the Mayor shall, 
pursuant to subchapter I of Chapter 5 of Title 2, 
issue rules within 90 days after February 23, 
1994, to implement the provisions of this chap
ter. The rules shall include, but not be limited 
to, the following: 

Report on cost of tax exemption for police 
substations: Section 6 of D.C. Law 10-70 pro
vided that six months from February 23, 1994, 
the Department of Finance and Revenue shall 
submit a report to the Council on the fiscal 
impact of providing a real property tax exemp
tion to that portion of the real property belong
ing to any individual, partnership, or corpora
tion that is provided rent free to the District for 
use solely by the Metropolitan Police Depart
ment as a police substation. The exemption 
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shall be applicable only while the property is 
used as an active police substation. 

Mayor authorized to issue rules: (1) An appli
cation procedure for the Metropolitan Police 
Housing Assistance Program; and. 

(2) A standard of eligibility and selection of 
Metropolitan Police Housing Assistance Pro
gram applicants. The Mayor may establish pri
orities for eligibility based on length of residen-

cy in the District, geographic location, or other 
means as deemed appropriate. 

Report on fiscal impact: Section 7 of D.C 
Law 10-70 provided that at the end of 1 year 
from the issuance of regulations to implement 
this chapter, similar incentives for teachers and 
firefighters shall be considered, and the Depart
ment of Finance and Revenue shall submit a 
report to the Council on the fiscal impact of 
these incentives. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia <::;;:;>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-2902. Rental assistance. 

CJ.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

(a) The Departlnent shall offer public housing units at a discounted rental 
rate to Metropolitan police officers. In assigning public housing units, the 
Department shall establish a priority for Metropolitan police officers who 
already reside in the District. 

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of District of Columbia law or 
regulation, Metropolitan police officers who reside in the District of Columbia 
lTIay receive discounted rent from private or public housing providers. 

(c) All Metropolitan police officers who receive a discounted rent from a 
private or public housing provider shall notify the Chief of Police of the tern1S 
of the discount, and provide a copy of any lease or written agreement detailing 
the terms of the housing arrangement. 

(d) Any discounted rent received by a Metropolitan police officer shall not be 
considered income for purposes of District of Columbia income tax. 

(Feb. 23, 1993, D.C. Law 10-70, § 3, 40 DCR 7575.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2232. 

Temporary Addition of Section 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

1993 (D.C Law 10-63, October 8, 1993, law 
notification 40 DCR _). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For temporary (225 day) addition, see § 3 of 

Metropolitan Police Housing Assistance Pro
gram and Community Safety Temporary Act of 

For legislative history of D.C Law 10-70, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2901. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <::;;:;>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-2903. Community police presence. 

All Metropolitan police officers who reside in the District of Colun1bia shall 
be eligible to keep in their possession at all times, overnight and off-duty, the 
official vehicles assigned for patrol purposes. In assigning police vehicles to be 
taken by police officers while off-duty, the Chief of Police shall establish 
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priorities based on District residency, dispersion by geographic locations, and 
other factors the Chief of Police may deem appropriate. 

(Feb. 23, 1994, D.C. Law 10-70, § 4,40 DCR 7575.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2233. 

Temporary Addition of Section 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

1993 (D.C. Law 10-63, October 8, ] 993, law 
notification 40 DCR _). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For temporary (225 day) addition, see § 4 of 

Metropolitan Police Housing Assistance Pro
gram and Community Safety Temporary Act of 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-70, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-2901. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (};;;J7. 
Wcstlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 
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CHAPTER 30 

SERVICEMEN'S READJUSTMENT. 

Section 
42-3001. Disability of minority removed; investments by building, building and loan, 

and savings and loan associations. 
42-3002. Direct-reduction loans authorized; obligor to be member of lending associa

tion. 

§ 42-3001. Disability of minority removed; investments by building, build
ing and loan, and savings and loan associations. 

(a) The disability of minority of a resident of the District of Columbia who is 
eligible for guaranty of a loan pursuant to the Servicemen's Readjustment Act 
of 1944 (58 Stat. 284) and of a minor spouse of any such resident (when acting 
jointly with such resident) is hereby removed with respect to the incurring of 
any obligation all or part of which is guaranteed under the provisions of said 
Act or in conjunction with which a secondary loan is so guaranteed, and with 
respect to the exercise of the rights of ownership in any property acquired with 
the proceeds of any such obligation, including the right to sell, convey, lease, 
enculuber, improve or maintain the same and to further obligate hin1self 
incident to his exercise of such rights. 

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any building association or 
building and loan association or any savings and loan association, incorporated 
or unincorporated, organized and operating under the laws of the District of 
Columbia, or any federal savings and loan association whose main office is in 
the District of Colulubia, may invest its funds in: 

(1) Property-improvement loans insured or insurable under title I of the 
National Housing Act (12 U.S.C. § 1702 et seq.); 

(2) Loans to veterans of World War II when guaranteed in whole or in part 
by a loan guaranty certificate issued under the Servicen1en's Readjustment 
Act of 1944, including, without limitation, such loans as are unsecured and 
such loans as are junior to another mortgage or lien upon the security; and 

(3) Other secured or unsecured loans for property alteration, repair, or 
improvement or for home equipment; provided, that no such unsecured loan 
not insured or guaranteed by a federal agency shall be n1ade in excess of 
$2,000; provided further, that the total an10unt loaned or invested and held 
in unsecured loans not insured or guaranteed by a federal agency as provided 
for under this subsection at any 1 time shall not exceed 15% of the associa
tion's assets. 

(May 1, 1946, 60 Stat. 159, ch. 245, § 2.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2301. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1701. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

References in Text 

The Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, 
referred to in subsections (a) and (b)(2) of this 
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section, is the Act of June 22, 1944, 58 Stat. 
284, codified primarily as former 38 V.S.c. 
§ 693 et seq., and repealed by the Act of Sept. 

2, 1958, 72 Stat. 1273, Pub. 1. 85-857. See 
now 38 V.S.c. § 3701 et seq. 

Key Numbers 
Armed Services <8:;::>108.1. 
Westlaw Topic No. 34. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Armed Services §§ 1,309 to 312. 

§ 42-3002. Direct-reduction loans authorized; obligor to be member of 
lending association. 

Any building association, building and loan association, or savings and loan 
association organized and operating under the laws of the District of Columbia 
is authorized to lend money to veterans of World War II and others upon the 
security of a first deed of trust or first mortgage upon real estate, to be repaid in 
monthly or quarterly payments to be applied first to interest and the balance to 
principal until the indebtedness is paid in full, and without subscription to, or 
ownership of any shares, and such loans shall be known as direct-reduction 
loans. Direct-reduction-Ioan borrowers, and all persons assuming or obligated 
under direct-reduction loans made or held by such association shall be mem
bers of the association, and at all meetings of the members of the association, 
each borrower or each obligor upon a direct-reduction loan shall be entitled to 
1 vote as such meluber. 

(May 1, 1946, 60 Stat. 159, ch. 245, § 3.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2302. 
1973 Ed., § 45-1702. 

Key Numbers 
Armed Services <8:;::>108.1. 
Westlaw Topic No. 34. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Armed Services §§ 1, 309 to 312. 
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SUBTITLE VI 

NUISANCE PROPERTY. 

CHAPTER 31 

DRUG OR PROSTITUTION-RELATED NUISANCE ABATEMENT. 

Section 
42-3101. 
42-3102. 
42-3102.01. 
42-3103. 
42-3104. 
42-3105. 
42-3106. 
42-3107. 
42-3108. 
42-3109. 
42-3110. 
42-3111. 
42-3111.01. 
42-3112. 
42-3113. 
42-3114. 

Definitions. 
Action to abate. 
Authority to obtain law enforcement records. 
Complaint. 
Preliminary injunction. 
Protection of witnesses. 
Conviction not required. 
Security. 
Burden of proof. 
Evidence of reputation. 
Relief. 
Damages. 
Drug or Prostitution-Related Nuisance Abatement Fund. 
Violation of injunction or abatement order. 
Interpretation. 
Availability of other remedies. 

§ 42-3101. Definitions. 

For the purpose of this chapter) the term: 

(1) "Adverse impact" means the presence of anyone or more of the 
following conditions: . 

(A) Diminished real property value that is related to prostitution or the 
use, sale, or manufacture of controlled substances or drug paraphernalia in 
or near the property; 

(B) Increased fear of residents to walk through or in public areas, 
including sidewalks, streets, and parks, due to prostitution or the use, sale, 
or manufacture of controlled substances or drug paraphernalia, or violence 
stemming therefrom; 

(C) Increased volume of vehicular and pedestrian traffic to and from the 
property that is related to prostitution or the use, sale, or manufacture of 
controlled substances or drug paraphernalia in or near the property; 

(D) An increase in the number of ambulance or police calls to the 
property that are related to prostitution or the use, sale, or manufacture of 
controlled substances or drug paraphernalia, or to violence sten1ming 
therefrom; 

(E) Bothersome solicitations or approaches by persons wishing to en
gage in prostitution or to sell controlled substances or drug paraphernalia 
on or near the property; 

(F) The display of dangerous weapons at or near the property; 
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(G) Investigative purchases of controlled substances or drug parapherna
lia or investigative actions relating to prostitution by undercover law 
enforcen1ent officers at or near the property; 

(H) Arrests of persons on or near the property for criminal conduct 
relating to prostitution or the use, sale, or manufacture of controlled 
substances or drug paraphernalia; 

(I) Search warrants served or executed at the property relating to 
prostitution or the use, sale, or manufacture of controlled substances or 
drug paraphernalia; 

(J) A substantial number of complaints made to law enforcel11ent and 
other government officials about alleged illegal activity associated with 
prostitution or the use, sale, or manufacture of controlled substances or 
drug paraphernalia in or near the property; or 

(K) The discharge of a firearm at the property. 
(2) "Community-based organization" means any group, whether unincor

porated or incorporated, affiliated with or organized for the benefit of one or 
more communities or neighborhoods, of defined geographic boundaries, 
containing the drug or prostitution-related nuisance, or any group organized 
to benefit the quality of life in a residential area containing the alleged drug 
or prostitution-related nuisance. 

(3) "Controlled substance" means any of the controlled substances as 
defined in § 48-901.02(4). 

(4) "Drug paraphernalia" means drug paraphernalia, as defined in 
§ 48-1101(3). 

(5) "Drug or prostitution-related nuisance" means: 
(A) Any real property, in whole or in part, used or intended to be used to 

facilitate any violation of Chapter 9 of Title 48; 
(B) Any real property, in whole or in part, used, or intended to be used, 

to facilitate prostitution or the use, sale, or manufacture of controlled 
substances or drug paraphernalia that has an adverse impact on the 
con1munity; or 

(C) Any real property, in whole or in part, used or intended to be used to 
facilitate any violation of §§ 22-2701, 22-2703, and 22-2723, 
§ 22-2701.01, § 22-2704, §§ 22-2705 to 22-2712, and § 22-2722. 
(6) "Manufacturing" means the production, preparation, propagation, 

compounding, conversion, or processing of a controlled substance, either 
directly or indirectly, by extraction from substances of natural origin or 
independent means of chemical synthesis, including the packaging or repack
aging of the drug or labeling or relabeling of its container. 

(7) "Owner" ITleanS the individual, corporation, partnership, trust associa
tion, joint venture, or any other business entity, and the respective agents of 
such individuals or entities, in whon1 is vested all or any part of the title to 
the property alleged to be a drug or prostitution-related nuisance. 

(8) "Property" n1eans tangible real property, or any interest in real proper
ty, including an interest in any leasehold, license or real estate, such as any 
house, apartment building, condominium, cooperative, office building, stor-
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age, restaurant, tavern, nightclub, warehouse, park, median, and the land 
extending to the boundaries of the lot upon which such structure is situated, 
and anything growing on, affixed to, or found on the land. 

(8A) "Prostitution" means prostitution as defined in § 22-2701.01(1), or 
any act that violates any provision of §§ 22-2701, 22-2703, and 22-2723, 
§ 22-2704, §§ 22-2705 to 22-2712, and § 22-2722. 

(9) "Tenant" means a person who resides in or occupies real property 
owned by another person pursuant to a lease agreement, whether written or 
oral, or pursuant to a tenancy at will or sufferance at common law. 

(Mar. 26, 1999, D.C. Law 12-194, § 2, 45 DCR 7982; Apr. 4, 2006, D.C. Law 16-81, 
§ 3(a), 53 DCR 1050; Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 16-191, § 112,53 DCR 6794.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3301. 

Effect of Amendments 

ty' , and inserted "facilitate prostitution or the 
use, sale, or manufacture of controlled sub
stances or drug paraphernalia that has an ad
verse impact on the community"; added sub
par. (5)(C); in par. (7), substituted "drug or 
prostitution-related" for "drug-related"; and 
added par. (8A). 

D.C. Law 16-191, in pars. (5)(A) and (B), 
validated previously made technical corrections. 

Temporary Addition of Section 
For temporary (225 day) additions, see §§ 2 

to 15 of Drug-Related Nuisance Abatement 
Temporary Act of 1998 (D.C. Law 12-178, 
March 26, 1999, law notification 45 DCR 3404). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary addition of this chapter, con

sisting of §§ 45-3301 through 45-3314 [1981 
Ed.], see §§ 2-14 of the Drug-Related Nuisance 
Abatement Emergency Act of 1998 (D.C. Act 
12-395, October 4, 1998, 45 DCR 464S), 
§§ 2-14 of the Drug-Related Nuisance Abate
ment Congressional Review Emergency Act of 
1998 (D.C. Act 12-476, October 28, 1998, 45 
DCR SOOl), and §§ 2-14 of the Drug-Related 
Nuisance Abatement Second Congressional Re
view Emergency Act of 1998 (D.C. Act 12-545, 
December 24, 1995, 45 DCR 490). 

D.C. Law 16-S1, in subpar. (1 )(A), substituted 
"value that is related to prostitution or the use, 
sale, or manufacture of controlled substances or 
drug paraphernalia in or near" for "value 
which is related to the use, sale, or manufacture 
of controlled substances or drug paraphernalia 
in and around"; subpar. O)(B), substituted 
"due to prostitution or the use" for "due to the 
use"; in subpar. (1)( C), substituted "that is re
lated to prostitution or the use, sale, or manu
facture of controlled substances or drug para
phernalia in or near" for "which is related to 
the use, sale, or manufacture of controlled sub
stances or drug paraphernalia in and around"; 
in subpar. (1)(D), substituted "that are related 
to prostitution or the use" for "which are relat
ed to the use"; in subpar. O)(E), substituted 
"wishing to engage in prostitution or to sell" for 
"wishing to sell"; in subpar. (l)(G), substituted 
"paraphernalia or investigative actions relating 
to prostitution by" for "paraphernalia by"; in 
subpar. (l)(H), substituted "relating to prostitu
tion or the use" for "relating to the use"; in 
subpar. (1)(1), substituted "relating to prostitu
tion or the use" for "relating to the use"; in 
subpar. (1 )(J), substituted "associated with pros-
titution or the use, sale, or manufacture of con- Legislative History of Laws 
trolled substances or drug paraphernalia in or Law 12-194, the "Drug-Related Nuisance 
near" for "associated with the use, sale, or Abatement Act of 1998," was introduced in 
manufacture of controlled substances or drug Council and assigned Bill No. 12-519, which 
paraphernalia in and around"; in par. (2), sub- was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary. 
stituted "drug or prostitution-related" for "drug The Bill was adopted on first and second read
related", and substituted "drug or prostitution- ings on July 7, 1998 and September 22, 1998, 
related" for "drug-related"; in the lead-in lan- respectively. Signed by the Mayor on October 
guage of par. (5), substituted "Drug or prostitu- S, 1998, it was assigned Act No. 12-470 and 
tion-related" for "Drug-related"; in subpar. transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
(5)(B), struck "or" before "intended", substitut- review. D.C. Law 12-194 became effective on 
ed "facilitate the use, sale, distribution, posses- March 26, 1999. 
sion, storage, transportation, or manufacture of Law 16-S1, the "Nuisance Abatement Reform 
any controlled substance or drug paraphernalia Amendment Act of 2006", was introduced in 
which has an adverse impact on the communi- Council and assigned Bill No. 16-S0 which was 
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referred to the Committee on Consumer and 
Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on December 6, 2005, 
and January 4, 2006, respectively. Signed by 
the Mayor on January 26, 2006, it was assigned 

REAL PROPERTY 

Act No. 16-267 and transmitted to both Houses 
of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 16-S1 
became effective on April 4, 2006. 

For Law 16-191, see notes following 
§ 42-1102. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Nuisance 0=:>60. 
Westlaw Topic No. 279. 

c.J.S. Nuisances §§ 9,41. 

Notes of Decisions 

Weight and sufficiency of evidence 1 

1. Weight and sufficiency of evidence 
Evidence supported determination that defen

dant's property was drug or prostitution related 
nuisance, in violation of District of Columbia 
law, supporting probable cause to seize proper
ty prior to forfeiture; necessary showing of ad-

§ 42-3102. Action to abate. 

verse impact on community was shown through 
numerous arrests for purchases of controlled 
substances and other criminal activities related 
to drugs, property had been searched for drugs 
pursuant to warrant, and there had been dis
charge of firearm at property. U.S. v. Property 
Identified as 1923 Rhode Island Ave. Northeast, 
Washington, D.C., 2007, 522 F.Supp.2d 204. 
Controlled Substances 0=:> 17S; Forfeitures 0=:> 5 

(a) Wherever there is reason to believe that a drug or prostitution-related 
nuisance exists, the United States Attorney for the District of Columbia, the 
Corporation Counsel for the District of Columbia, or any community-based 
organization may file an action in the Superior Court of the District of 
Columbia to abate, enjoin, and prevent the drug or prostitution-related nui
sance. 

(b) Such actions shall be commenced by the filing of a complaint in the Civil 
Branch of the Superior Court of the District of Columbia against any person 
alleging the facts constituting the drug or prostitution-related nuisance. 

(c) Such actions shall be in equity and shall be tried without a jury. 

(Mar. 26, 1999, D.C. Law 12-194, § 3, 45 DCR 7978; Apr. 4, 2006, D.C. Law 16-81, 
§ 3(b), 53 DCR 1050.) 

Prior Codifications 
J 981 Ed., § 45-3302. 

Effect of Amendments 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary addition of chapter, see notes 

to § 42-310 1. 

. D.C. Law,,16-S,1, substituted ::drug or prostitu
tIOn-related for drug-related . 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-194, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3101. Temporary Addition of Section 

See Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

For Law 16-81, see notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

Key Numbers 
Jury ~14(l2). 
Nuisance (?82, 84. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 230, 279. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 
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c.J.S. Nuisances §§ 63 to 64, 107 to 115, 117 
to 118,122,124 to 125. 

§ 42-3102.01. Authority to obtain law enforcement records. 

§ 42-3103 

Upon request by the Attorney General for the District of Columbia, the United 
States Attorney for the District of Columbia may provide infonuation related to 
a drug or prostitution-related property that has been obtained from a law 
enforcement agency. 

(Mar. 26, 1999, D.C. Law 12-194, § 3a, as added Apr. 4, 2006, D.C. Law 16-81, § 3(c), 
53 DCR 1050.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-81, see notes following 

§ 42-3101. 

§ 42-3103. Complaint. 

(a) The complaint or an affidavit attached thereto shall describe the adverse 
ilnpact of the drug or prostitution-related nuisance upon the surrounding 
community. 

(b) The complaint shall contain a description of attempts n1ade by the 
plaintiff to notify the owner of the property on which the drug or prostitution
related nuisance is situated about the drug or prostitution-related nuisance and 
the resulting adverse impact. No complaint shall be filed unless a reasonable 
attempt at notice to the owner of the property on which the alleged drug or 
prostitution-related nuisance is situated is made no later than 14 days prior to 
the filing of the complaint. This notice requirement may be satisfied either by a 
luailing to the last known luailing address of the owner or by posting a 
conspicuous notice at the property stating the general nature of the drug or 
prostitution-related nuisance. 

(c) When an action is brought pursuant to this chapter by a comluunity
based organization, the complaint shall be supported by at least 1 person 
residing, either as a tenant or otherwise, or owning real property within 3000 
feet of the property alleged to be a drug or prostitution-related nuisance. Said 
support shall be in the form of an affidavit testifying to the fact that the affiant's 
residence is within 3000 feet of the alleged drug or prostitution-related nui
sance, that the affiant has witnessed the activities alleged to constitute a drug or 
prostitution-related nuisance, and that the affiant is aware of an adverse impact 
on the cOlumunity steluming from the alleged drug or prostitution-related 
nuisance. 

(d) A copy of the summons and complaint shall be served upon the defendant 
at least 5 business days prior to the first hearing on the action. Service shall be 
made in accordance with the Rules of the Superior Court of the District of 
Columbia or by posting a conspicuous notice at the property indicating the 
nature of the proceedings, a copy of the summons, and the time and place of 
the hearing. If service is made by posting at the property, a copy of the 
summons and cOluplaint shall be sent, by first class mail, postage prepaid, to 
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the last known mailing address, if any, of the defendant. If the defendant is not 
the owner of the property, a copy of the summons and complaint shall be 
mailed to the last known mailing address of the owner. 

(Mar. 26, 1999, D.C. Law 12-194, § 4, 45 DCR 7982; Apr. 4, 2006, D.C. Law 16-81, 
§ 3(b), 53 DCR 1050.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

19S1 Ed., § 45-3303. 

Effect of Amendments 
. D.C. Law,,16-S,1, substituted ::drug or prostitu

tIOn-related for drug-related . 

Temporary Addition of Section 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary addition of chapter, see notes 

to § 42-3101. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-194, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

See Historical and Statutory Notes following For Law 16-S1, see notes following 
§ 42-3101. § 42-3101. 

Key Numbers 
Nuisance ~S4. 
Westlaw Topic No. 279. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Nuisances §§ 107 to 115, 117 to lIS, 

122, 124 to 125. 

§ 42-3104. Preliminary injunction. 

(a) Upon the filing of a complaint to abate the drug or prostitution-related 
nuisance, the court shall hold a hearing on the motion for a preliminary 
injunction, within 10 business days of the filing of such action. If it appears, by 
affidavit or otherwise, that there is a substantial likelihood that the plaintiff will 
be able to prove at trial that a drug or prostitution-related nuisance exists, the 
court may enter an order prelilninarily enjoining the drug or prostitution
related nuisance and granting such other relief as the court may deem appro
priate, including those remedies provided in § 42-3110. A plaintiff need not 
prove irreparable harm to obtain a preliminary injunction. Where appropriate, 
the court may order a trial of the action on the merits to be advanced and 
consolidated with the hearing on the motion for preliminary injunction. 

(b) This section shall not be construed to prohibit the application for or the 
granting of a telnporary restraining order, or other equitable relief otherwise 
provided by law. 

(Mar. 26, 1999, D.C. Law 12-194, § 5, 45 DCR 7982; Apr. 4, 2006, D.C. Law 16-81, 
§ 3(b), 53 DCR 1050.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

19S1 Ed., § 45-3304. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 16-81 substituted "drug or prostitu
tion-related" for "drug-related". 

Temporary Addition of Section 
See Historical and Statutory Notes following 

§ 42-3101. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary addition of chapter, see notes 

to § 42-3101. 
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Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-194, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

For Law 16-81, see notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Nuisance ~84. 
Westlaw Topic No. 279. 

§ 42-3105. Protection of witnesses. 

C.J.S. Nuisances §§ 107 to 115, 117 to 118, 
122, 124 to 125. 

If proof of the existence of the drug or prostitution-related nuisance depends, 
in whole or in part, upon affidavits of witnesses who are not law enforcement 
officers, the court in its discretion may issue orders to protect those witnesses, 
including, but not limited to, placing the complaint and supporting affidavits 
under seal. 

(Mar. 26, 1999, D.C. Law 12-194, § 6, 45 DCR 7982; Apr. 4, 2006, D.C. Law 16-81, 
§ 3(b), 53 DCR 1050.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3305. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-81 substituted "drug or prostitu

tion-related" for "drug-related". 

Temporary Addition of Section 
See Historical and Statutory Notes following 

§ 42-3101. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary addition of chapter, see notes 

to § 42-3101. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-194, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-310l. 

For Law 16-81, see notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Nuisance ~84. 
Records ~ 32. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 279, 326. 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Nuisances §§ 107 to 115, 117 to 118, 
122, 124 to 125. 

C.J.S. Records §§ 80, 82 to 88. 

C.J.S. Bankruptcy §§ 830 to 834. 

§ 42-3106. Conviction not required. 

A previous conviction of the defendant, or any tenant or owner of the 
property, shall not be required to demonstrate a drug or prostitution-related 
nuisance. 

(Mar. 26, 1999, D.C. Law 12-194, § 7, 45 DCR 7982; Apr. 4, 2006, D.C. Law 16-81, 
§ 3(b), 53 DCR 1050.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-3306. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-81 substituted "drug or pmstitu

tion-related" for "drug-related". 
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Temporary Addition of Section 
See Historical and Statutory Notes following 

§ 42-3101. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary addition of chapter, see notes 

to § 42-310]. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-194, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-31Ol. 

For Law 16-81, see notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Nuisance (';::;>79 to 84. 
Westlaw Topic No. 279. 

§ 42-3107. Security. 

C.J.S. Nuisances §§ 63 to 64, 85, 90, 94 to 97, 
103 to 115, 117 to 118, 122, 124 to 125. 

No security bond shall be required to issue a preliminary injunction or 
telllpOrary restraining order sought by the United States Attorney for the 
District of Columbia or by the Corporation Counsel. Otherwise, the court may 
require a security bond to issue a preliminary injunction or temporary restrain
ing order. 

(Mar. 26, 1999, D.C. Law 12-194, § 8,45 DCR 7982.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
198J Ed., § 45-3307. 

Temporary Addition of Section 
See Historical and Statutory Notes following 

§ 42-3101. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary addition of chapter, see notes 

to § 42-310l. 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-194, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Nuisance (';::;>84. 
Westlaw Topic No. 279. 

§ 42-3108. Burden of proof. 

c.J.S. Nuisances §§ 107 to 115, 117 to 118, 
122, 124 to 125. 

The plaintiff must establish that a drug or prostitution-related nuisance exists 
by a preponderance of the evidence. Once a reasonable attempt at notice is 
made pursuant to § 42-3103, the owner of the property shall be presumed to 
have knowledge of the drug or prostitution-related nuisance. A plaintiff is not 
required to make any further showing that the owner knew, or should have 
known, of the drug or prostitution-related nuisance to obtain relief under 
§ 42-311 0 or § 42-3111. 

(Mar. 26, 1999, D.C. Law 12-194, § 9, 45 DCR 7982; Apr. 4, 2006, D.C. Law 16-81, 
§ 3(b), 53 DCR 1050.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3308. 

Effect of Amendments 
. D.C. Law,,16-8,1, substituted ::drug or prostitu

tIOn-related for drug-related . 

Temporary Addition of Section 
See Historical and Statutory Notes following 

§ 42-3101. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary addition of chapter, see notes 

to § 42-310 1. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-194, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

For Law 16-81, see notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Nuisance ~84. 
Westlaw Topic No. 279. 

§ 42-3109. Evidence of reputation. 

C.J.S. Nuisances §§ 107 to 115, 117 to 118, 
122, 124 to 125. 

In an action brought under this chapter, evidence of general reputation of the 
property or tenants is admissible for the purpose of proving a drug or prostitu
tion-related nuisance, and for the purpose of proving the knowledge of the 
defendant of the nuisance. 

(Mar. 26, 1999, D.C. Law 12-194, § 10,45 DCR 7982; Apr. 4, 2006, D.C. Law 16-81, 
§ 3(b), 53 DCR 1050.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed.,§ 45-3309. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-81 substituted "drugorprostitu

tion-related" for "drug-related". 

Temporary Addition of Section 
See Historical and Statutory Notes following 

§ 42-3101. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary addition of chapter, see notes 

to § 42-310 1. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-194, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-310l. 

For Law 16-81, see notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

Nuisance ~84. 
Westlaw Topic No. 279. 

§ 42-3110. Relief. 

c.J.S. Nuisances §§ 107 to 115, 117 to 118, 
122, 124 to 125. 

(a) If the existence of a drug or prostitution-related nuisance is found, the 
court shall enter an order permanently enjoining, abating, and preventing the 
continuance or recurrence of the nuisance. In order to effectuate fully the 
equitable remedy of abatement, such order may include damages as provided in 
§ 42-3111. The court may grant declaratory relief or any other relief deelned 
necessary to accomplish the purposes of the judgment. The court may retain 
jurisdiction of the case for the purpose of enforcing its orders. A drug or 
prostitution-related nuisance is a nuisance per se requiring abatement as 
provided under subsection (b) of this section. 
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(b) Any order issued under this section may include the following relief: 
(1) Assessment of reasonable attorney fees and costs to the prevailing 

party; 
(2) Ordering the owner to make repairs upon the property; 
(3) Ordering the owner to make reasonable expenditures upon the proper

ty, including the installation of secure locks, hiring private security person
nel, increasing lighting in common areas, and using videotaped surveillance 
of the property and adjacent alleys, sidewalks, or parking lots; 

(4) Ordering all rental inCOl11e from the property to be placed in an escrow 
account with the court for up to 90 days or until the drug or prostitution
related nuisance is abated; 

(5) Ordering all rental income for the property transferred to a trustee, to 
be appointed by the court, who shall be empowered to use the rental income 
to make reasonable expenditures related to the property in order to abate the 
drug or prostitution-related nuisance; 

(6) Ordering the property vacated, sealed, or demolished; or 
(7) Any other remedy which the court, in its discretion, deems appropriate. 

(c) In fashioning an order under this section, the court shall consider, 
without limitation, the following factors: 

(1) The extent and duration of the drug or prostitution-related nuisance 
and the severity of the adverse impact on the community; 

(2) The nun1ber of people residing at the property; 
(3) The proximity of the property to other residential structures; 
(4) The nUl11ber of times the property has been cited for housing code or 

health code violations; 
(5) The number of times the owner or tenant has been notified of drug or 

prostitution-related problems at the property; 
(6) Prior efforts or lack of efforts by the defendant to abate the drug or 

prostitution-related nuisance; 
(7) The involvement of the owner or tenant in the drug or prostitution

related nuisance; 
(8) The costs incurred by the jurisdiction or by the community-based 

organization in investigating, correcting, or attempting to correct the drug or 
prostitution-related nuisance; 

(9) Whether the drug or prostitution-related nuisance was continuous or 
recurring; 

(10) The economic or financial benefit accruing or likely to accrue to the 
defendant as a result of the conditions constituting the drug or prostitution
related nuisance; or 

(11) Any other factor the court deems relevant. 

(d) In fashioning an order under this section, the court shall not consider the 
lack of action by other property owners, tenants, or third parties to abate the 
drug or prostitution-related nuisance. 

(Mar. 26, 1999, D.C. Law 12-194, § 11,45 DCR 7982; Apr. 4, 2006, D.C. Law 16-81, 
§ 3(b), 53 DCR 1050.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3310. 

Effect of Amendments 

. D.C. Law,,16-81~ substituted ::drug or prostitu
tiOn-related for drug-related . 

Temporary Addition of Section 
See Historical and Statutory Notes following 

§ 42-3101. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary addition of chapter, see notes 

to § 42-3] 01. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-194, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

For Law 16-81, see notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Nuisance G:;;>84, 85. 
Westlaw Topic No. 279. 

§ 42-3111. Damages. 

C.J.S. Nuisances §§ 107 to ] 15, 117 to 118, 
120 to 122, 124 to 125. 

In addition to equitable relief granted under this chapter, the plaintiff may 
request, and the court in its discretion may order damages for each day the 
drug or prostitution-related nuisance is unabated since the date the defendant 
first received notice of the drug or prostitution-related nuisance as provided in 
§ 42-3103, or knew or should have known of the existence of the drug or 
prostitution-related nuisance, whichever is earlier. Such damages shall be 
payable to the plaintiff, or, in the case of an action by the United States 
Attorney for the District of Columbia or by the Corporation Counsel, to the 
Drug or Prostitution-Related Nuisance Abatement Fund established by 
§ 42-3111.01. No other damages are recoverable under this chapter. 

(Mar. 26, 1999, D.C. Law 12-194, § 12, 45 DCR 7982; Apr. 4, 2006, D.C. Law 16-81, 
§ 3(b), (d), 53 DCR 1050.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3311. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-81 substituted "drug or prostitu

tion-related" for "drug-related"; and substitut
ed "to the Drug or Prostitution-Related Nui
sance Abatement Fund established by 
§ 42-3111.02" for "to the General Fund of the 
District of Columbia". 

Temporary Addition of Section 
See Historical and Statutory Notes following 

§ 42-3101. 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary addition of chapter, see notes 
to § 42-310 1. 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-194, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

For Law 16-81, see notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Nuisance G:;;>84. 
Westlaw Topic No. 279. 
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§ 42-3111.01 REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-3111.01. Drug or Prostitution-Related Nuisance Abatement Fund. 

(a) There is hereby established a Drug or Prostitution-Related Nuisance 
Abatement Fund ("Fund"), which shall be separate from the General Fund of 
the District of Columbia. The assets of the Fund shall not exceed $2 million at 
any tilne. The Fund shall consist of damages collected in cases brought 
pursuant to this chapter and any additional funds Congress may make available 
to the Fund. Such funds shall be deposited in the Fund upon receipt. The 
funds in the Fund shall not revert to the General Fund of the District of 
Columbia at the end of any fiscal year, but shall remain available for the 
purposes set forth in this section, subject to authorization and appropriation by 
Congress. Any balance in excess of $2 million shall be deposited in the General 
Fund of the District of Columbia. 

(b) The funds in the Fund shall be available for use by the Attorney General 
to carry out the enforcement of this chapter, including all costs reasonably 
related to prosecuting cases and conducting investigations pursuant to this 
chapter. 

(c) Disbursements made from the Fund to the Office of Attorney General or 
other appropriate agency shall be used to supplement and not supplant the 
Office of the Attorney General's appropriated operating budget. 

(Mar. 26,1999, D.C. Law 12-194, § 12a, as added Apr. 4, 2006, D.C. Law 16-81, § 3(e), 
53 DCR 1050.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-81, see notes following 

§ 42-3101. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia e=:>10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

§ 42-3112. Violation of injunction or abatement order. 

(a) A violation of any court order issued under this chapter is punishable as a 
contempt of court. 

(b) Upon finding that a defendant has willfully violated an order issued under 
this chapter, the court may issue any additional orders necessary to abate the 
drug or prostitution-related nuisance. 

(c) Upon motion, the court may vacate an order or judgment of abatement if 
the owner of the property satisfies the court that the drug or prostitution
related nuisance has been abated for 90 days prior to the motion, corrects all 
housing code and health code violations on the property, and deposits a bond in 
an amount to be determined by the court, which shall be in an amount 
reasonably calculated to ensure continued abatement of the nuisance. Any 
bond posted under this subsection shall be forfeited immediately if the drug or 
prostitution-related nuisance recurs during the 2-year period following the date 
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on which an order under this section is entered. At the close of 2 years 
following the date on which an order under this section is entered, the bond 
shall be returned. 

(Mar. 26, 1999, D.C. Law 12-194, § 13, 45 DCR 7982; Apr. 4, 2006, D.C. Law 16-81, 
§ 3(b), 53 DCR 1050.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3312. 

Effect of Amendments 
. D.C. Law}6-8,~ substituted ::drug or prostitu

tion-related for drug-related . 

Temporary Addition of Section 
See Historical and Statutory Notes following 

§ 42-3101. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary addition of chapter, see notes 

to § 42--3101. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-194. 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

For Law 16-81, see notes followi ng 
§ 42-3101. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Nuisance <>86. 
Westlaw Topic No. 279. 

§ 42-3113. Interpretation. 

C.l.S. Nuisances §§ 126 to 129. 

This chapter shall be construed liberally in accordance with its ren1edial 
purposes. The definition of a drug or prostitution-related nuisance shall not be 
subject to any restrictions or linlitations upon public or private nuisance 
actions at common law. This action is civil in nature and none of its provisions 
should be interpreted as punishment. 

(Mar. 26, 1999, D.C. Law 12-194, § 14,45 DCR 7982; Apr. 4, 2006, D.C. Law 16-81, 
§ 3(b), 53 DCR 1050.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-3313. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 16-81 substituted "drug or prostitu
tion-related" for "drug-related". 

Temporary Addition of Section 

See Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary addition of chapter, see notes 
to§ 42-3101. 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-194. 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

For Law 16-81, see notes following 
§ 42-3101. 

§ 42-3114. Availability of other remedies. 

The provisions of this chapter shall not liluit the availability of other remedies 
under the law or other equitable relief whether or not an adequate ren1edy 
exists at law. 

(Mar. 26, 1999, D.C. Law 12-194, § 15, 45 DCR 7982.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3314. 

Temporary Addition of Section 
See Historical and Statutory Notes following 

§ 42-3101. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary addition of chapter, see notes 

to§42-3101. 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-194, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3101. 
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Section 
42-3131.01. 

42-3131.02. 

42-3131.03. 
42-3131.04. 

42-3131.05. 
42-3131.05a. 
42-3131.06. 
42-3131.07. 
42-3131.08. 
42-3131.09. 
42-3131.10. 
42-3131.11. 
42-3131.12. 
42-3131.13. 
42-3131. t 4. 
42-3131.15. 
42-3131.16. 

CHAPTER 31A 

ABATEMENT OF NUISANCE PROPERTY 

Subchapter I. General. 

Mayor may correct conditions violative of law; assessment of cost; lien 
on property; fund to pay costs; summary corrective action of life-or
health threatening condition. 

Inspection of buildings for violative conditions; interference with inspec
tion. 

Notice requiring correction of unlawful conditions; service. 
[Reserved] 

Subchapter n. Registration of Vacant Buildings. 

Definitions. 
Notice by mail. 
Registration of vacant buildings. 
Registration and renewal procedure. 
Notice of denial or revocation of registration. 
Fees. 
Penalties for noncompliance. 
Notice of vacancy designation and right to appeal. 
Vacant building maintenance standard. 
Public identification of owner. 
Collection. 
Administrative review and appeal. 
Transmission of list by Mayor. 

SUBCHAPTER I. GENERAL. 

§ 42-3131.01. Mayor may correct conditions violative of law; assessment 
of cost; lien on property; fund to pay costs; summary 
corrective action of life-or-health threatening condition. 

(a)(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this subsection, whenever the 
owner of any real property in the District of Columbia shall fail or refuse, after 
the service of reasonable notice in the manner provided in § 42-3131.03, to 
correct any condition which exists on or has arisen from such property in 
violation of law or of any regulation made by authority of law, with the 
correction of which condition said owner is by law or by said regulation 
chargeable, or to show cause, sufficient in the judgment of the Mayor of said 
District, why he should not be required to correct such condition, then, and in 
that instance, the Mayor of the District of Columbia is authorized to: Cause 
such condition to be corrected; assess the fair market value of the correction of 
the condition or the actual cost of the correction, whichever is higher, and all 
expenses incident thereto (including the cost of publication, if any, herein 
provided for) as a tax against the property on which such condition existed or 
from which such condition arose, as the case may be; and carry such tax on the 
regular tax rolls of the District, and collect such tax in the same manner as 
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general taxes in said District are collected; provided, that the correction of any 
condition aforesaid by the Mayor of said District under authority of this section 
shall not relieve the owner of the property on which such condition existed, or 
fronl which such condition arose, frOIll criminal prosecution and punishlllent 
for having caused or allowed such unlawful condition to arise or for having 
failed or refused to correct the same. 

(2) Whenever the owner of any vacant building, as defined in 
§ 42-3131.05(5), shall fail to enclose the doors, windows, areaways, or other 
openings of the property, the Mayor may immediately enclose the property to 
meet the standard described in § 42-3131.12. Subsequent to the enclosure, 
the Mayor shall give the owner notice as prescribed in § 42-3131.03. 

(b)(1)(A) There is established in the District of Colun1bia, and accounted for 
within the General Fund, a separate revenue source allocable to provide 
authorization for the purpose of paying the costs of correction of any condition, 
and all expenses incident thereto, that the Mayor may order or cause pursuant 
to subsection (a) of this section and for the purposes of demolishing or 
enclosing a structure under subchapter II of Chapter 31 C of this title. Any 
unexpended balance at the end of the year shall be reserved as a restricted fund 
balance and used to provide authorization to expend for subsequent years 
subject to the direction of the Mayor. 

(B) There is established within the fund established by subparagraph (A) 
of this paragraph an account in which fees and penalties collected under 
§ 6-916(b), shall be deposited, to be expended for the purposes set forth in 
§ 6-916(b). 
(2) There shall be deposited to the credit of the fund such amounts as may 

be appropriated for the fund or for the purposes of the fund; grants, 
donations, or restitution from any source to the fund or to the District of 
Columbia for the purposes of the fund; interest earned from the deposit or 
investlllent of monies of the fund; if an accounting is made in accordance 
with, and subject to, § 47-1340(f), amounts assessed and collected as a tax 
against real property under subsection (a) of this section including any 
interest and any penalties thereon, or otherwise received to recoup any 
amounts, incidental expenses or costs incurred, obligated or expended for the 
purposes of the fund and funds collected pursuant to subchapter II of 
Chapter 31 C of this title; all fees and penalties collected under § 6-916(b ) (to 
be deposited in the account established under paragraph (l)(B) of this 
subsection) recoveries from enforcement action brought by the Office of the 
Attorney General on behalf of the District of Columbia or District of Colum
bia agencies for the abatement of violations of Chapters 1 through 16 of Title 
14 of the District of Columbia Code of Municipal Regulations, excluding 
funds obtained through administrative proceedings; and all other receipts of 
whatever nature derived from the operation of the fund. 

(3) The Mayor shall include in the budget estimates of the District of 
Columbia for each fiscal year, and there are authorized to be appropriated 
annually, such an10unts out of the revenues of the District of Columbia as 
may be necessary for the capitalization of the fund. 
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(4) Not later than 6 1110nths after the end of each fiscal year, the Mayor 
shall submit to the Council a report of the financial condition of the fund, and 
any other special purpose revenue funds or capital project funds used for 
nuisance abatel11ent activities, and the results of the operations and collec
tions for the fiscal year. The report shall include an itemized accounting of 
all unrecovered taxes and penalties, the names of delinquent property own
ers, the nature of corrected building violations, and a detailed accounting of 
each expenditure. All funding sources shall be separately listed. 

(c)(1) The Mayor 111ay cause the suml11ary correction of housing regulation 
violations or violations of the construction codes where a life-or-health threat
ening condition exists, as determined by the Mayor. A life-or-health threatening 
condition means a condition that imminently endangers the health or safety of 
the tenant or occupant of the prenlises in a housing unit or housing accomlno
dation, or that imminently endangers the health, safety, or welfare of the 
surrounding conlmunity. The condition may include, but is not lilnited to, a 
vacant building, as defined in § 42-3131.05(5), or the interruption of electrical, 
heat, gas, water, or other essential services, when the interruption results from 
other than natural causes. The condition may also include the presence of 
graffiti. Except in the case of a vacant building, the Mayor shall notify 
promptly the owner or authorized agent that the correction is ordered within a 
specified time period. If at the tilne of this notice the owner is engaged in a 
good faith effort to make the necessary correction, the Mayor shall not com
mence corrective action unless and until the owner interrupts or ceases the 
effort. A good faith effort shall be one which is likely to cause the correction of 
the condition at least as soon as it could otherwise be corrected by the Mayor. 
The Mayor shall provide an opportunity for review of the sunlmary corrective 
action without prejudice to the Mayor's authority to take and complete that 
action. The owner or authorized agent shall be notified by personal service or 
by registered 1nail to the last known address and by conspicuous posting on the 
property. If the owner or address is unknown, or cannot be located, notice shall 
be provided by conspicuous posting on the property. The Mayor may assess all 
reasonable costs of correcting the condition and all expenses incident thereto as 
a tax against the property, to carry this tax on the regular tax rolls, and to 
collect the tax in the same manner as real estate taxes are collected. Monies in 
the revolving fund established by subsection (b)( 1) of this section shall be 
available to cover the costs of the summary correction authorized by this 
subsection. 

(2) For the purposes of this subsection, the presence of graffiti shall be 
deemed to be a housing regulation violation. 

(3) In the case of graffiti which does not constitute a life-or-health threat
ening condition, but which constitutes a nuisance, the Mayor Inay order the 
removal of the graffiti within a specified tilne period and, subject to 7 days' 
notice to the owner or an authorized agent in the manner provided under 
paragraph (1) of this subsection and an opportunity for review of the order, 
the Mayor nlay remove the graffiti if the owner does not cOlnply. 
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(d) The Mayor may charge any property owner whose property is the subject 
of corrective action, as provided in subsection (c) of this section, or any 
property owner who receives a notice to correct wrongful conditions pursuant 
to § 6-804(c) a fee to cover the administrative costs incurred by the District of 
Columbia in its efforts to provide that the violation be corrected. The Mayor 
may assess this fee as a tax against the property, luay carry this tax on the 
regular tax rolls, and may collect this tax in the same manner as real estate 
taxes are collected. 

(e) The Mayor may defer or forgive, in whole or in part, any cost or fee 
assessed pursuant to §§ 42-3131.01 to 42-3131.03 with respect to any qualified 
real property approved pursuant to § 6-1503. 

(Apr. 14, 1906, 34 Stat. 114, ch. 1626, § 1; Jan. 5, 1980, D.C. Law 3-45, § 2, 26 DCR 
2305; June 14, 1980, D.C. Law 3-70, § 7(m), 27 DCR 1776; Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 
4-205, § 2, 30 DCR 188; Oct. 20, 1988, D.C. Law 7-177, § 8, 35 DCR 6158; Feb. 27, 
]998, D.C. Law 12-52, § 2,44 DCR 6226; Mar. 26,1999, D.C. Law 12-201, § 2,45 DCR 
8410; June 9, 2001, D.C. Law 13-305, § 508(b), 48 DCR 334; Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 
14-114, § 102,49 DCR 1468; Oct. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-213, § 11,49 DCR 8140; 
Mar. 13, 2004, D.C. Law 15-105, § 42, 51 DCR 881; Dec. 7, 2004, D.C. Law 15-205, 
§ 2073,51 DCR 8441; Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 16-209, § 2,53 DCR 9080; Mar. 8, 2007, 
D.C. Law 16-241, § 2, 54 DCR 599; Aug. 16,2008, D.C. Law 17-219, § 2020, 55 DCR 
7598; Mar. 21, 2009, D.C. Law 17-319, § 2(a), 56 DCR 214; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 
17-353, §§ 155, 244(b), 56 DCR 1117; Mar. 3, 2010, D.C. Law 18-111, § 2141,57 DCR 
181.) 

Prior Codifications 
2001 Ed., § 6-711.01. 
1981 Ed., § 5-513. 
1973 Ed., § 5-313. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

(A), and added subpar. (B); and, in par. (2) of 
subsec. (b), substituted "; all fees and penalties 
collected under § 6-916(b) (to be deposited in 
the account established under paragraph (1)(B) 
of this subsection); and all other receipts" for "; 

Effect of Amendments and all other receipts". 
D.C. Law 13-305, in subsec. (b)(2), substitut- D.C. Law 16-209, in subsec. (c), designated 

ed "if an accounting is made in accordance existing text as par. (1); in newly designated 
with, and subject to § 47-1340(£), amounts as- par. 0), inserted" The condition may also in-
sessed and collected as a tax against real prop- clude the presence of graffiti."; and added pars. 
erty under subsection (a) of this section" for (2) and (3). 
"amounts assessed and collected as a tax D.C. Law 16-241 designated the existing text 
against real property pursuant to subsection (a) of subsec. (a) as subsec. (a)(1); in subsec. (a)(I), 
o[ this section". inserted "Except as provided in paragraph (2) 

D.C. Law 14-114, in subsec. (b)(1), substitut- of this subsection, whenever"; added subsec. 
ed "subsection (a) of this section and for the (a)(2); and, in subsec. (c)(1), inserted "a vacant 
purposes of demolishing or enclosing a struc- building, as defined in § 42-3131.05(5), or" and 
ture under subchapter II of Chapter 31 C of this "Except in the case of a vacant building,". 
title" for "subsection (a) of this section"; and, D.C. Law 17-219 rewrote subsec. (b)(4), 
in subsec. (b)(2), substituted "expended for the which had read as follows: 
purposes of the fund and funds collected pursu- "(4) Not later than 6 months after the end o[ 
ant to subchapter II of Chapter 31 C of this title" each fiscal year, the Mayor shall submit to the 
for "expended for the purposes of the fund". Council of the District of Columbia a report of 

D.C. Law 14-213, in subsecs. (b)(1) and the financial condition of the fund and the re-
(b)(2), validated a previously made technical sults of the operations and collections [or such 
correction. fiscal year. Said report should include, but not 

D.C. Law j 5-1 05, in subsec. (b)(2), validated be limited to, the itemized amounts of unrecov-
a previously made technical correction. ered taxes and penalties, the names of delin-

D.C. Law 15-205, in par. (1) of subsec. (b), quent property owners, and the nature of cor-
designated the existing text as subparagraph rected building violations." 
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D.C. Law 17-319, in subsec. (c)(1), substitut
ed "housing regulation violations or violations 
of the construction codes" for "housing regula
tion violations". 

D.C. Law 17-353 validated previously made 
technical corrections in subsecs. (b)(4) and (c). 

D.C. Law IS-Ill, in subsec. (b)(2), substitut
ed "grants, donations, or restitution from any 
source" for "grants from any source" and sub
stituted "recoveries from enforcement action 
brought by the Office of the Attorney General on 
behalf of the District of Columbia or District of 
Columbia agencies for the abatement of viola
tions of Chapters 1 through 16 of Title 14 of the 
District of Columbia Code of Municipal Regula
tions, excluding funds obtained through admin
istrative proceedings; and all other receipts" 
for "; and all other receipts". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § S(b) of the Real Property Tax Clarity 
and Litter Control Administration Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2001 (D.C. Law 14-8, June 
13,2001, law notification 4S DCR 5916). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(a) of Abatement of Nuisance Prop
erties and Tenant Receivership Temporary 
amendment Act of 2008 (D.C. Law 17-237, Oc
tober 21, 200S, law notification 55 DCR 11700). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of the Nuisance Repairs Emergen
cv Amendment Act of 1997 (D.C. Act 12-101, 
J~ly 2, 1997,44 DCR 4195), § 2 of the Nuisance 
Repairs Legislative Review Emergency Amend
ment Act of 1997 (D.C. Act 12-159, October 16, 
1997, 44 DCR 6053), and § 2 of the Nuisance 
Repairs Congressional Review Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1997 (D.C. Act 12-241, Janu
ary 13, 1998,45 DCR 636). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § S(b) of Real Property Tax Clarity and 
Litter Control Administration Emergency Act of 
2001 (D.C. Act 14-22, March 16, 2001, 48 DCR 
2706). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2073 of Fiscal Year 2005 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2004 (D.C. Act 
15-486, August 2, 2004, 51 DCR 8236). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2073 of Fiscal Year 2005 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2004 (D.C. Act 15-594, October 26,2004,51 
DCR 11725). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment, see 
§ 2(a) of Abatement of Nuisance Properties and 
Tenant Receivership Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2008 (D.C. Act 17-420, July S, 200S, 55 
DCR 7703). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(a) of Abatement of Nuisance Prop
erties and Tenant Receivership Congressional 
Review Emeraencv Amendment Act of 200S 
(D.C. Act 17-563, C October 27, 2008, 55 DCR 
12019). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2141 of Fiscal Year 2010 Budget 
Support Second Emergency Act of 2009 (D.C. 
Act 1S-207, October 15, 2009, 56 DCR 8234). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2141 of Fiscal Year Budget Support 
Congressional Review Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 18-260, January 4,2010, 
57 DCR 345). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 3-45, the "Realty Violations Correction 

Fund Act of 1979," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 3-136, which was re
ferred to~ the Committee on Housing and Eco
nomic Development. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on September 25, 
1979, and October 23, 1979, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on November 9, 1979, it 
was assigned Act No. 3-123 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. 

Law 3-70, the "District of Columbia Fund 
Accounting Act of 1980," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 3-197, which was 
referred to the Committee on Human Services. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on March 18, 1980, and April 1, J 980, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on April 25, 
1980, it was assigned Act No. 3-176 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress [or its re
view. 

Law 4-205, the "Summary Abatement of Life
or-Health Threatening Conditions Act of 1982," 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
4-459 which was referred to the Committee on 
Housi~g and Economic Development. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
November 16, 1982, and December 14, 1982, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on Decem
ber 28, 1982, it was assigned Act No. 4-289 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. 

Law 7-177, the "Economic Development 
Zone Incentives Amendment Act of 1988," was 
introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
7-208, which was referred to the Committee on 
Finance and Revenue. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on June 28, 1988, and 
July 12, 1988, respectively. Signed by the May
or on August 2, J 988, it was assigned Act No. 
7-237 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. 

Law 12-52, the "Nuisance Repairs Amend
ment Act of 1997," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 12-174, which was re
ferred to the Committee on Consumer and Reg-
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ulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first 
and second readings on September 8, 1997, and 
September 22, 1997, respectively. Signed by 
the Mayor on October 3, 1997, it was assigned 
Act No. 12-169 and transmitted to both Houses 
of Congress fOI~ its review. D.C. Law 12-52 
became effective on February 27, 1998. 

Law 12-201, the "Summary Abatement of 
Life-or-Health Threatening Conditions Amend
ment Act of 1998," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 12-175, which was re
ferred to the Committee on Consumer and Reg
ulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first 
and second readings on July 7, 1998, and Sep
tember 22, 1998, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on October 13, 1998, it was assigned Act 
No. 12-487 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 12-201 be
came effective on March 26, 1999. 

For Law 13-305, see notes following 
§ 42-110l. 

For Law 14-114, see notes following § 6-802. 
Law 14-213, the ''Technical Amendments Act 

of 2002", was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 14-671, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on June 4, 
2002, and July 2, 2002, respectively. Signed by 
the Mayor on July 26, 2002, it was assigned Act 
No. 14-459 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 14-213 be
came effective on October 19, 2002. 

Law 15-105, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 2003", was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 15-437, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on No
vember 4, 2003, and Decenlber 2, 2003, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on January 6, 
2004, it was assigned Act No. 15-291 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 15-105 beca;;1e effective on 
March 13,2004. 

For Law 15-205, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

Law 16-209, the "Anti-Tagging and Anti
Vandalism Amendment Act of 2006", was intro
duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 16-395, 
which was referred to the Committee on Con
sumers and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was 

REAL PROPERTY 

adopted on first and second readings on July 
11, 2006, and October 3, 2006, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on October 25, 2006, it 
was assigned Act No. 16-509 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 16-209 became effective on March 2, 2007. 

Law 16-241, the "Summary Enclosure of 
Nuisance Vacant Property Amendment Act of 
2006", was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 16-903, which was referred to Commit
tee on Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings 
on November 14, 2006, and December 5, 2006, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on Decem
ber 28 2006, it was assigned Act No. 16-597 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 
its review. D.C. Law 16-241 became effective 
on March 8, 2007. 

For Law 17-219, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

Law 17-319, the "Abatement of Nuisance 
Properties and Tenant Receivership Amendment 
Act of 2008", was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 17-729 which was referred to 
the Committee on Public Services and Consum
er Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first and 
second readings on November 18, 2008, and 
December 2, 2008, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on December 22, 2008, it was assigned 
Act No. 17-623 and transmitted to both Houses 
of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 17-319 
became~ effective on March 21,2009. 

For Law 17-353, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

For Law 18-111, see notes following 
§ 42-1102.02. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Mayor authorized to issue rules: Section 13 

of D.C. Law 7-177 provided that the Mayor 
shall issue rules to implement the provisions of 
the act. 

Short title: Section 2019 of D. C. La\v 17-219 
provided that subtitle H of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Nuisance Properties Abatement 
Implementation Amendment Act of 2008". 

Short title: Section 2140 of D.C. Law 18-111 
provided that subtitle 0 of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Abatement Property Nuisance 
Fund Amendment Act of 2009". 

Cross References 

Ownership by nonresidents, vacant property, maintenance by resident agent, see § 42-903. 
Special assessments, removal of nuisances and payment, see § 47-1205. 

Key Numbers 
Health <&=:>390. 
Westlaw Topic No. 198H. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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Notes of Decisions 
In general 1 

1. In general 
Superior Court correctly decided that it 

would not exercise jurisdiction over taxpayer's 
suit as a tax appeal in suit to enjoin removal of 
property tax lien, where tax was not paid and 
more than six months elapsed from date of 

assessment until filing of suit. Agbaraji v. Al
dridge, 2003, 836 A.2d 567. District Of Colum
bia ~ 33(30) 

The District of Columbia can collect tax as
sessed to correct deficiencies on a property in 
the same manner as general taxes in the District 
are collected. Agbaraji v. Aldridge, 2003, 836 
A.2d 567. District Of Columbia (;;:::> 33(27.1) 

§ 42-3131.02. Inspection of buildings for violative conditions; interference 
with inspection. 

(a) For the purpose of carrying into effect § 42-3131.01, the Mayor of the 
District of Columbia and all other persons, including contractors and employ
ees of contractors acting under his authority or by his direction, are authorized 
to enter upon and into any lands and tenements in said District, during all 
reasonable hours, to inspect the same and to do whatever may be necessary to 
correct, in a good and workmanlike manner, any condition that exists on or has 
arisen from such lands or tenements in violation of law or of any regulation 
made by authority of law, with the correction of which condition the owner of 
said lands or tenelnents is by law or such regulation chargeable. Any person 
who shall hinder, interfere with, or prevent any inspection or work authorized 
by this subchapter shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine not 
exceeding $100 or by imprisonn1ent for a period not exceeding 3 Inonths, or by 
both such fine and ilnprisonment, in the discretion of the court. 

(b)( 1) The Mayor Inay apply to a judge of the District of Columbia for an 
administrative search warrant to enter any premises to conduct any inspection 
required or authorized by law to determine compliance with the provisions of 
this chapter. 

(2) The application for an administrative search warrant shall be in writing 
and sworn to by the applicant and shall particularly describe the place, 
structure, or premises to be inspected and the nature, scope, and purpose of 
the inspection to be performed by the applicant. 

(3) Before filing an application for an adlninistrative search warrant with a 
court, the Mayor shall obtain approval by the Office of the Attorney General 
as to its legality in both forn1 and substance under the standards and criteria 
of this section and a statement to this effect shall be included as part of the 
application. 

(4) A judge of a court referred to in this section may issue the warrant on 
finding that: 

(A)(i) The applicant has sought access to the property for the purpose of 
making an inspection; and 

(ii)(I) After requesting, at a reasonable time, the owner, tenant, or 
other individual in charge of the property to allow access, has been 
denied access to the property; or 

(II) After n1aking a reasonable effort, the applicant has been unable 
to locate any of these individuals; 
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(B) The requireluents of paragraphs (2) and (3) of this subsection are 
satisfied; 

(C) The Mayor is authorized by law to make an inspection of the 
property for which the warrant is sought; and 

(D) Probable cause for the issuance of the warrant has been deluonstrat
ed by the applicant by specific evidence of an existing violation of any 
provision of this chapter or any rule or regulation adopted under this 
chapter or by showing that: 

(i) A reasonable administrative inspection program exists regarding 
the condition of the property; and 

(ii) The proposed inspection comes within the program. 
(5) An adn1inistrative search warrant issued under this section shall specify 

the place, structure, premise, vehicle, or records to be inspected. The 
inspection conducted shall not exceed the limits specified in the warrant. 

(6) An adluinistrative search warrant issued under this section authorizes 
the applicant and other officials or employees of the District to enter 
specified property to perform the inspection, sampling, and other functions 
authorized by law to determine compliance with the provisions of this 
chapter. 

(7) An administrative search warrant issued under this section shall be 
executed and returned to the judge by whom it was issued within: 

(A) The time specified in the warrant, not to exceed 30 days; or 
(B) If no time period is specified in the warrant, 15 days from the date of 

its issuance. 

(Apr. 14, 1906, 34 Stat. 115, ch. 1626, § 2; Apr. 4, 2006, D.C. Law 16-81, § 4, 53 DCR 
1050.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
2001 Ed., § 6-711.02. 
1981 Ed., § 5-514. 
1973 Ed., § 5-314. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-81 designated the existing text 

of the section as subsec. (a); and added subsec. 
(b). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-81, see notes following 

§ 42-3101. 

Change in Government 
This section originated at a time when local 

government powers were delegated to a Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
(see Acts Relating to the Establishment of the 

District of Columbia and its Various Forms of 
Governmental Organization in Volume O. 
Section 401 of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1967 (see Reorganization Plans in Volume 1) 
transferred all of the functions of the Board of 
Commissioners under this section to a single 
Commissioner. The District of Columbia Self
Government and Governmental Reorganization 
Act, 87 Stat. 818, § 711 (D.C. Code, 
§ 1-207.11), abolished the District of Columbia 
Council and the Office of Commissioner of the 
District of Columbia. These branches of gov
ernment were replaced by the Council of the 
District of Columbia and the Office of Mayor of 
the District of Columbia, respectively. Accord
ingly, and also pursuant to § 714(a) of such Act 
(D.C. Code, § 1-207.14(a)), appropriate 
changes in terminology were made in this sec-
tion. 
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Key Numbers 
Health e:::>390. 
Westlaw Topic No. 198H. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Health and Environment §§ 35, 51 to 

64,66. 

§ 42-3131.03. Notice requiring correction of unlawful conditions; service. 

For the purposes of this subchapter, any notice required by law or by any 
regulation aforesaid to be served shall be deemed to have been served: 

(1) If delivered to the person to be notified, or if left at the usual residence 
or place of business of the person to be notified, with a person of suitable age 
and discretion then resident therein; 

(2) If no such residence or place of business can be found in said District 
by reasonable search, if left with any person of suitable age and discretion 
en1ployed therein at the office of any agent of the person to be notified, which 
agent has any authority or duty with reference to the land or tenement to 
which said notice relates; 

(3) If no such office can be found in the District by reasonable search, if 
forwarded by first-class Inail to the last-known address of the person to be 
notified, or the person's agent, as determined by the tax records, business 
license records, or business entity registration records, and not returned by 
the post office authorities; 

(4) If no address be known or can by reasonable diligence be ascertained, 
or if any notice forwarded as authorized by paragraph (3) of this section shall 
be returned by the post office authorities, if posted in a conspicuous place in 
or about the property affected by the notice; or 

(5) If by reason of an outstanding, unrecorded transfer of title the nan1e of 
the owner in fact cannot be ascertained beyond a reasonable doubt, if served 
on the owner of record in the manner hereinbefore in this section provided. 
Any notice required by law or by any regulation aforesaid to be served on a 
corporation shall for the purposes of this subchapter be deelned to have been 
served on any such corporation if served on the president, secretary, treasur
er, general manager, or any principal officer of such corporation in the 
manner hereinbefore provided for the service of notices on natural persons 
holding property in their own right; and, if required to be served on any 
foreign corporation, if served on any agent of such corporation personally, or 
if left with any person of suitable age and discretion residing at the usual 
residence or employed at the place of business of such agent in the District of 
Columbia. Every notice aforesaid shall be in writing or printing, or partly in 
writing and partly in printing; shall be addressed by name to the person to be 
notified; shall describe with certainty the character and location of the 
unlawful condition to be corrected; and shall allow a reasonable time to be 
specified in said notice, within which the person notified Inay correct such 
unlawful condition or show cause why he should not be required to do so. 

(Apr. 14, 1906, 34 Stat. 115, ch. 1626, § 3; June 11, 1960, 74 Stat. 203, Pub. L. 86-507, 
§ 1(43); Mar. 21, 2009, D.C. Law 17-319, § 2(b), 56 DCR214.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

2001 Ed., § 6-711.03. 

1981 Ed., § 5-515. 

1973 Ed., § 5-315. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 17-319 rewrote pars. (3) and (4), 
which had read as follows: 

"(3) If no such office can be found in said 
District by reasonable search, if forwarded by 
registered mail or by certified mail to the 1ast
known address of the person to be notified and 
not returned by the post office authorities; 

"(4) If no address be known or can by rea
sonable diligence be ascertained, or if a~y no
tice forwarded as authorized by paragraph (3) 
of this section be returned by the post office 
authorities, if published on 3 consecutive days 
in a daily newspaper published in the District of 
Columbia; or". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(b) of Abatement of Nuisance Prop
erties and Tenant Receivership Temporary 
amendment Act of 2008 (D.C. Law 17-237, Oc
tober 21,2008, law notification 55 DCR 11700). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment, see 

§ 2(b) of Abatement of Nuisance Properties and 
Tenant Receivership Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2008 (D.C. Act 17-420, luly 8, 2008, 55 
DCR 7703). . 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b) of Abatement of Nuisance Prop
erties and Tenant Receivership Congressional 
Review Emergency Amendment Act of 2008 
(D.C. Act 17-563, October 27, 2008, 55 DCR 
12019). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-319, see notes fol1owing 

§ 42-3131.01. 

Cross References 

Documentary evidence, prima facie evidence of delivery, certified mail return receipts, see 
§ 14-506. 

Key Numbers 
Health G:::>390. 
Westlaw Topic No. 198H. 

§ 42-3131.04. [Reserved] 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Health and Environment §§ 35, 51 to 
64,66. 

SUBCHAPTER n. REGISTRATION OF VACANT BUILDINGS. 

§ 42-3131. 05. Definitions. 

For the purposes of this subchapter, the term: 

(1) "Commercial unit" means a building, or part of a building, zoned for 
con1mercial purposes under the zoning regulations of the District of Colum
bia. 

(2) "Dwelling unit" means a room, or group of rooms forming a single 
unit, designed, or intended to be used, for living and sleeping, whether or not 
designed or intended for the preparation and eating of meals or to be under 
the exclusive control of the occupant. The term "dwelling unit" shall not 
include a room, or group of rooms forming a single unit, in a hotel or motel 
licensed in the District of Columbia, actively operating as a hotel or motel. 

(2A) "Fit for occupancy" means ready for immediate occupancy by a 
tenant without lTIOre than minor cosmetic changes. 

(3) "Occupied" means: 
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(A) For purposes of a dwelling unit, the use of one's residence in 
improved real property on a regular basis; and 

(B) For purposes of a commercial unit, use consistent with zoning 
regulations, for which there is a current valid certificate of occupancy, and 
(i) paid utility receipts for the specified period, executed lease agreen1ents, 
or sales tax return, or (ii) other evidence of use of the building that the 
Mayor may require by rule. 
(4) "Owner" means one or more persons or entities with an interest in real 

property in the District of Columbia that appears in the real property tax 
records of the Office of Tax and Revenue. 

(4A) "Real property" l11eans real property as defined under § 47-802(1). 
(4B) "Related owners" or "related ownership" exists when a deduction for 

a loss frOl11 the sale or exchange of properties between taxpayers would be 
disallowed under section 267 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, approved 
August 16, 1954 (68A Stat. 78; 26 U.S.C. § 267); provided, that the exclusion 
under section 267(a)(1) for a loss in a distribution in a complete liquidation 
shall not apply. 

(5) "Vacant building" means real property in1proved by a building, or a 
part of a building, which contains a dwelling or commercial unit, or a part of 
a building which is a dwelling or commercial unit, which, on or after April 
27, 2001, has not been occupied continuously; provided, that in the case of 
residential buildings, a building shall only be a vacant building if the Mayor 
determines that there is no resident. Ordinarily, in determining whether 
there is a resident, the Mayor shall consider the following: 

(A) Electrical, gas, or water 111eter not running; 
(B) Accumulated mail; 
(C) Neighbor complaint; 
(D) No window covering; 
(E) No furniture observable; 
(F) Open accessibility; 
(G) Deferred maintenance, including loose or falling gutters, severe 

paint chipping, or overgrown grass; and 
(H) The dwelling is boarded up. 

(Apr. 14, 1906,34 Stat. 115, ch, 1626, § 5, as added Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, 
§ ] 01,48 DCR ]888; Aug. 15,2008, D.C. Law 17-216, § 3(a), 55 DCR 7500.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 17-216, in the lead-in text, made a 
technical correction that resulted in no change 
in the text; in par. (2), substituted "District of 
Columbia, actively operating as a hotel or mo
tel" for "District of Columbia"; added pars. 
(2A), (4A), and (4B); and rewrote pars. (4) and 
(5), which read as follows: 

"(4) 'Owner' nieans one or more persons or 
entities with an interest in real property in the 
District of Columbia that appears in the land 
records of the District of Columbia. 

"(5) 'Vacant building' means a building, or a 
part of a building, which contains a dwelling or 
commercial unit, or a part of a building which 
is a dwelling or commercial unit, which, on or 
after April 27, 2001. has not been occupied 
continuously for more than 180 days." 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(a) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Law 
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16-259, March 8,2007, law notification 54 DCR 
3044). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(a) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2007 (D.C. Law 
17-102, February 2, 2008, law notification 55 
OCR 4254). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(a) of Real Property Tax Reform 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2010 (D.C. Law 
18-153, May 22, 2010, law notification 57 DCR 
5381). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(a) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-586, December 28,2006,54 DCR 353). 

For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 3(b) of 
Nuisance Properties Abatement Reform and 
Real Property Classification Emergency Amend
ment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-586, December 
28, 2006, 54 OCR 353). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(a) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 
17-173, November 2, 2007, 54 OCR 11204). 

For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 3(b) of 
Nuisance Properties Abatement Reform and 
Real Property Classification Emergency Amend
ment Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-173, November 
2,2007,54 OCR] 1204). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(a) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2008 
(D.C. Act 17-436, July 16, 2008, 55 OCR 8272). 

For temporary (90 day) addition, sec § 3(b) of 
Nuisance Properties Abatement Reform and 

§ 42-313 LOSa. Notice by mail. 
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Real Property Classification Congressional Re
view Emergency Act of 2008 (D.C. Act 17-436, 
July 16,2008,55 OCR 8272). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, sec § 2(a), of Real Property Tax Reform 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 
18-313, February 22,2010,57 OCR 1645). 

Legislative History of Laws 

Law 13-281, the "Abatement and Condemna
tion of Nuisance Properties Omnibus Amend
ment Act of 2000", was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 13-646, which was re
ferred to the Committee on Consumer and Reg
ulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first 
and second readings on November 8, 2000, and 
December 5, 2000, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on January 22, 2001, it was assigned Act 
No. 13-578 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 13-281 be
came effective on April 27, 200 l. 

Law 17-216, the "Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Amendment Act of 2008", was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No.17-86 which was 
referred to Finance and Revenue and Public 
Services and Consumer Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on March 
4, 2008, and June 3, 2008, respectively. Signed 
by the Mayor on June 24, 2008, it was assigned 
Act No. 17-416 and transmitted to both Houses 
of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 17-216 
became effective on August 15, 2008. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Section 601 of D.C. Law 13-281 provides: 
"The Mayor may issue rules to implement the 

Abatement and Condemnation of Nuisance 
Properties Omnibus Amendment Act of 2000 in 
accordance with the District of Columbia Ad
ministrative Procedure Act." 

Notice shal1 be deemed to be served properly on the date when mailed by 
first class mail to the owner of record of the vacant building at the owner's 
mailing address as updated in the real property tax records of the Office of Tax 
and Revenue. Notice shall also be posted on the vacant building. 

(Apr. 14, 1906,34 Stat. 115, ch. 1626, § Sa, as added Aug. 15,2008, D.C. Law 17-216, 
§ 3(b), 55 DCR 7500.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Addition of Section 
For temporary (225 day) addition, see § 3(b) 

of Nuisance Properties Abatement Reform and 
Real Property Classification Temporary Amend
ment Act of 2006 (D.C. Law 16-259, March 8, 
2007, law notification 54 DCR 3044). 

For temporary (225 day) addition, see § 3(b) 
of Nuisance Properties Abatement Reform and 
Real Property Classification Temporary Amend
ment Act of 2007 (D.C. Law 17-102, February 
2,2008, law notification 55 OCR 4254). 
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Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 3(b) of 

Nuisance Properties Abatement Reform and 
Real Property Classification Emergency Amend
ment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-586, December 
28, 2006, 54 DCR 353). 

For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 3(b) of 
Nuisance Properties Abatement Reform and 
Real Property Classification Emergency Amend
ment Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-173, November 
2,2007,54 DCR ] 1204). 

For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 3(b) of 
Nuisance Properties Abatement Reform and 

Real Property Classification Congressional Re
view Emergency Act of 2008 (D.C. Act 17-436, 
July 16,2008,55 DCR 8272). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-216, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Section 5(a) of D.C. Law 17-216 provides that 

sections 2, 3, and 4(b) and (c) shall apply to real 
property tax years beginning after September 
30,2006. 

Key Numbers 
Health ~392. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

Westlaw Topic No. 198H. 
C.l.S. Health and Environment §§ 35, 5 J to 

54,56 to 64. 

§ 42-3131.06. Registration of vacant buildings. 

(a) Except as provided in subsections (b) and (c) of this section, the owner of 
a vacant building shall n1aintain the building in cOlnpliance with the require
ments of § 42-3131.12 and, within 30 days after it becomes a vacant building, 
register the building with the Mayor, and pay the registration fee. The Mayor, in 
his sole discretion, may extend the tilne for good cause. 

(b) A vacant building shall not be subject to the registration and fee require-
ments if it is: 

(1) Owned by the governlnent of the United States or its instrulnentalities; 
(2) Owned by a foreign government or its instrumentalities; 
(3) Under active construction or undergoing active rehabilitation, renova

tion, or repair, and there is a building permit to 11lake the building fit for 
occupancy that was issued, renewed, or extended within 12 months of the 
required registration date; 

(3A)(A) A newly constructed building; provided, that a newly constructed 
building shall include a building whose initial certificate of occupancy was 
issued within the 24 months before August 15,2008. 

(B) The exemption under this paragraph shall expire 4 years from the 
date of the initial certificate of occupancy. 
(4) In cOlllpliance with the requirelllents of § 42-3131.12 and the housing 

regulations of the District of Columbia and the owner or his agent has been 
actively seeking to rent or sell it; provided, that: 

(A) The tillle period for sale or rent shall not exceed: 

(i) One year from the initial listing, offer, or advertisement of sale in 
the case of residential buildings; 

(ii) Two years from the initial listing, offer, or advertisement of sale in 
the case of commercial buildings; or 

(iii) 90 days from the initial listing, offer, or advertiselllent to rent; 
and 
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(B) Any leased property exempt under this paragraph shall have a valid 
certificate of occupancy; 

(S)(A) Exempted by the Mayor in extraordinary circumstances and upon a 
showing of substantial undue econOluic hardship. 

(B) The exemption may be granted for a period of up to 24 months, 
subject to renewal on the basis of continuing extraordinary circumstances 
and substantial undue economic hardship. The Mayor shall notify the 
Council and affected Advisory Neighborhood COlumissions CANC") of all 
requests for exelnptions under this paragraph. Within 30 days of the grant 
of an exemption under this paragraph, the Mayor shall notify the Council 
and affected ANC of the action taken. Any exemption shall be published in 
the District of Columbia Register. The Mayor may withdraw the exelnp
tion at any time and shall provide notice to the Council and ANC within 30 
days of the withdrawal of the exemption. 
(6) Occupied at the time of a fire, flood, or other casualty which occurred 

within the preceding 12 months and which was not intentionally caused by 
the owner; 

(7) For a period not to exceed 24 months, the subject of a probate 
proceeding or the title is the subject of litigation (not including a foreclosure 
of the right of redemption action brought under Chapter 13A of Title 47); or 

(8) For a period not to exceed 12 months, the subject of a pending 
application for a necessary approval for development before the Board of 
Zoning Adjustment, the Zoning Commission for the District of Colmnbia, the 
Con1mission on Fine Arts, the Historic Preservation Review Board, the 
Mayor's Agent for Historic Preservation, the Department of Public Works, or 
the National Capital Planning Commission. 

(c) If a vacant building is owned by the District of Colmubia or its instrun1en
talities, it shall be subject to the registration requirements in subsection (a) of 
this section and the Inaintenance requirements in § 42-3131.12, but shall not 
be subject to the fee requirements under subsection (a) of this section or the 
fines and penalties collected under § 42-3131.10. 

(d) If a present interest in a vacant building registered under this chapter is 
transferred or otherwise conveyed, a deed shall not be recorded by the Record
er of Deeds until a new registration is filed with the Mayor and the applicable 
fees are paid. 

(e) If the name or address of an owner of a vacant building changes for any 
reason other than by transfer or conveyance, the change shall be reported to 
the Mayor in writing within 30 days in the manner provided in § 42-40S(b-l). 

(f)( 1) The cumulative tilne period for exemption from registration and fee 
requiren1ents for a vacant building under the same, substantially similar, or 
related ownership shall not exceed 3 real property tax years. 

(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1) of this subsection, any exemption shall 
be terminated at the end of the 2007 real property tax year if the building 
under the same, substantially similar, or related ownership benefited from an 
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exemption under this section or under § 47-S13(c-6) during 3 or n10re real 
property tax years. 

(3) The limitations set forth in paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subsection 
shall not apply to vacant buildings that benefit from the exen1ption under 
subsection (b)(l) or (b)(2) of this section. 

(4) A vacant building benefiting from an exemption under this section or 
§ 47-S13(c-6)(2)(C) or (c-6)(3)(C), on December 27, 2006, shall continue to 
benefit frmil the exemption and shall not be required to register or pay fees 
for the duration permitted under those provisions; provided, that the exemp
tion shall not be valid after September 30, 2007; provided further, that the 
vacant building Inay qualify for an exemption in effect after December 2S, 
2006 and subject to the time restriction and exclusion set forth in paragraphs 
(2) and (3) of this subsection. 

(g) The total cumulative time for any exemption granted to any property shall 
not exceed 5 years in any 12-year period, excluding exemptions granted under 
subsections (b)(1) and (b)(2) of this section. 

(h) The Mayor shall issue proposed rules to implement the provisions of this 
chapter on or before June 30, 200S. The proposed rules shall be sublnitted to 
the Council for a 45-day period of review, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, legal 
holidays, and days of Council recess. If the Council does not approve or 
disapprove the proposed rules, in whole or in part, by resolution within this 
45-day review period, the proposed rules shall be deemed disapproved. 

(Apr. 14, 1906, 34 Stat. 115, ch. 1626, § 6, as added Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, 
§ 101, 48 DCR 1888; Oct. 18, 2005, D.C. Law 16-23, § 2(a), 52 DCR 8078; Aug. 15, 
2008, D.C. Law 17-216, § 3(c), 55 DCR 7500.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments ance with the requirements of § 42-3131.12 
D.C. Law 16-23, in subsec. (b)(3), substituted and, within 30 days after it becomes a vacant 

"and if there is a valid building permit that was building, register the building with the Mayor, 
issued within 60 days of the required registra- and pay the registration fee. The Mayor, in his 
tion date;" for "and if there is a valid building sole discretion, may extend the time for good 
permit that was issued within 60 days of the cause. 
required registration date; provided, that the "(b) A vacant building shall not be subject to 
scope of the permit is not limited to electrical or the registration and fee requirements if it is: 
plumbing work; provided further, that this ex- "(1) Owned by the government of the United 
emption shall not exceed one year from the date States or its instrumentalities; 
of issuance of the first building permit for reha- "(2) Owned by a foreign government or its 
bilitation, renovation or repair;"; and, in sub- instrumentalities; 
sec. (b)(4), substituted "the owner or his agent "(3) Under construction or undergoing reha
has been actively seeking to rent or sell it;" for bilitation, renovation, or repair, and if there is a 
"the owner or his agent has been actively seek- valid building permit that was issued within 60 
ing to rent or sell it; provided, that the time days of the required registration date; provided, 
period for sale or rent shall not exceed one year that the scope of the permit is not limited to 
from the initial listing, offer, or advertisement of electrical or plumbing work; provided further, 
sale, or 90 days from the initial listing, offer, or that this exemption shall not exceed one year 
advertisement to rent;". from the date of issuance of the first building 

D.C. Law 17-216 rewrote the section which permit for rehabilitation, renovation or repair; 
had read as follows: "(4) In compliance with the requirements of 

"(a) Except as provided in subsections (b) § 42-3131.12 and the housing regulations of the 
and (c) of this section, the owner of a vacant District of Columbia and the owner or his agent 
building shall maintain the building in compli- has been actively seeking to rent or sell it; 
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provided, that the time period for sale or rent 
shall not exceed one year from the initial listing, 
offer, or advertisement of sale, or 90 days from 
the initial listing, offer, or advertisement to rent; 
or 

"(5) Exempted by the Mayor, in his or her 
sole discretion, for good cause. 

"(c) If a vacant building is owned by the 
District of Columbia or its instrumentalities, it 
shall be subject to the registration requirements 
in subsection (a) of this section and the mainte
nance requirements in § 42-3131.12, but shall 
not be subject to the fee requirements under 
subsection (a) of this section or the fines and 
penalties collected under § 42-313 L.1O. 

"(d) If a present interest in a vacant building 
registered under this chapter is transferred or 
othervvise conveyed, a deed shall not be record
ed by the Recorder of Deeds until a new regis
tration is filed with the Mayor and the applica
ble fees are paid. 

"(e) If the name or address of an owner of a 
vacant building changes for any reason other 
than by transfer or conveyance, the change shall 
be reported to the Mayor in writing within 30 
days. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
Seclion 3(c) of D.C. Law 16-259, in subsec. 

(b), in par. (4), substituted "8 months" for "one 
year from the initial listing, offer, or advertise
ment of sale, or 90 days from the initial listing, 
offer, or advertisement to rent"; and amended 
pars. (3) and (5), and added pars. (6), (7), (8), 
and (9) to read as follows: 

"(3) Under active construction or undergoing 
active rehabilitation, renovation, or repair, and 
there is a valid building permit to make the 
building fit for occupancy that was issued, re
newed, or extended within 12 months of the 
required registration date;" 

"(5) Exempted by the Mayor in his or her 
sole discretion; provided, that the exemption 
may be withdrawn upon notice in the same 
manner as if the building were designated as 
vacant under section 11; 

"(6) Occupied at the time of a fire, flood, or 
other casualty which occurred within the pre
ceding 12 months and which was not intention
ally caused by the O\vner; 

"(7) For a period not to exceed 24 months, 
the subject of a probate proceeding or the title 
is the subject of litigation (not including a fore
closure of the right of redemption action 
brought under Chapter 13A of Title 47 of the 
District of CohJmbia Official Code); 

"(8) For a period not to exceed 12 months, 
the subject of a pending application for a neces
san' approval for development before the Board 
of Zoning Adjustment, the Zoning Commission 
for the District of Columbia, the Commission on 
Fine Arts, the Historic Preservation Review 
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Board, the Mayor's Agent for Historic Preserva
tion, or the National Capital Planning Commis
sion; or 

(/(9) For a period not to exceed 12 months, 
owned by a qualifying nonprofit housing organi
zation under D.C. Official Code § 47-3S05Ca)." 

In subsec. (e), substituted "30 days in the 
manner provided in section 499d(b-l) of An Act 
To establish a code of law for the District of 
Columbia, effective October 23, 1997 (D.C. Law 
14-282; D.C. Official Code § 42-405(b-l)." for 
(/30 days"; and added subsecs. Cf) and (g) to 
read as follows: 

"(f)(1) The cumulative time period for exemp
tion from registration and fee requirements for 
a vacant building under the same, substantially 
similal', or related ownership shall not exceed 3 
real property tax years. 

"(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1) of this 
subsection, any exemption shall be terminated 
at the end of the 2007 real property tax year if 
the building under the same, substantially simi
lar, or related ownership benefitted from an 
exemption under this section or under D.C. 
Official Code § 47-813(c-6) during 3 or more 
real property tax years. 

(/(3) The limitations set forth in paragraphs 
(1) and (2) of this subsection shall not apply to 
vacant buildings that benefit from the exemp
tion under subsection (b)(1), (b)(2), or (b)(S) of 
this section. 

"(4) A vacant building benefitting from an 
exemption under this section or D.C. Official 
Code § 47-813(c-6)(2)(C) or (c-6)(3)(C), imme
diately preceding the effective date of the Nui
sance Properties Abatement Reform and Real 
Property Classification Temporary Amendment 
ct of 2006, passed on 2nd reading on December 
19, 2006 (Enrolled version of Bill 16-1036), 
shall continue to benefit from the exemption 
and shall not be required to register or pay fees 
for the duration permitted under those provi
sions; provided, that the exemption shall not be 
valid after September 30, 2007; provided fur
ther, that the vacant building may qualify for an 
exemption in effect after the effective date of the 
Nuisance Properties Abatement Reform and 
Real Property Classification Temporary Amend
ment ct of 2006, passed on 2nd reading on 
December 19, 2006 (Enrolled version of Bill 
16-1036), and subject to the time restriction 
and exclusion set forth in paragraphs (2) and (3) 
of this subsection. 

(/(5) For purposes of this subsection, owner
ship shall be related if a deduction for a loss 
from the sale or exchange of properties between 
taxpayers would be disallowed under section 
267 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, ap
proved August 16, 1954 (68A Stat. 78; 26 
U.S.c. § 267); provided, that the exclusion un
der section 267(a)(1) for a loss in a distribution 
in a complete liquidation shall not apply. 
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"(g) The Mayor shall issue proposed rules to 
implement the provisions of this title on or 
before June 30, 2007. The proposed rules shall 
be submitted to the Council for a 45-day period 
of review, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, legal 
holidays, and days of Council recess. If the 
Council does not approve or disapprove the 
proposed rules, in whole or in part, by resolu
tion within this 45-day review period, the pro
posed rules shall be deemed disapproved." 

Section 7(b) of D.C. Law 16-259 provides that 
the act shall expire after 225 days of its having 
taken effect. 

Section 3(c) of D.C. Law 17-102, in subsec. 
(b), in par. (4), substituted "8 months" for "one 
year from the initial listing, offer, or advertise
ment of sale, or 90 days from the initial listing, 
offer, or advertisement to rent", and amended 
pars. (3) and (5) and added pars. (6), (7), (8), 
and (9) to read as follows: 

"(3) Under active construction or undergoing 
active rehabilitation, renovation, or repair, and 
there is a valid building permit to make the 
building fit for occupancy that was issued, re
newed, or extended within 12 months of the 
required registration date;" 

"(5) Exempted by the Mayor in his or her 
sole discretion; provided, that the exemption 
may be withdrawn upon notice in the same 
mannel~ as if the building were designated as 
vacant under section 11; 

"(6) Occupied at the time of a fire, flood, or 
other casualty which occurred within the pre
ceding 12 months and which was not intention
ally caused by the owner; 

"(7) For a period not to exceed 24 months, 
the subject of a probate proceeding or the title 
is the subject of litigation (not including a fore
closure of the right of redemption action 
brought under Chapter 13A of Title 47 of the 
District of Columbia Official Code); 

"(8) For a period not to exceed 12 months, 
the subject of a pending application for a neces
sary approval for development before the Board 
of Zoning Adjustment, the Zoning Commission 
for the District of Columbia, the Commission on 
Fine Arts, the Historic Preservation Review 
Board, the Mayor's Agent for Historic Preserva
tion, or the National Capital Planning Commis
sion; or 

"(9) For a period not to exceed 12 months, 
owned by a qualifying nonprofit housing organi
zation under D.C. Official Code § 47-3505(a)." 
; in subsec. (e), substituted "30 days in the 
manner provided in section 499d(b-l) ~ of An Act 
To establish a code of law for the District of 
Columbia, effective October 23, 1997 (D.C. Law 
14-282; D.C. Official Code § 42-405(b-l)" for 
"30 days"; and added subsecs. (D and (g) to 
read as follows: 

a vacant building under the same, substantiallv 
similar, or related ownership shall not exceed :3 
real property tax years. 

"(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1) of this 
subsection, any exemption shall be terminated 
at the end of the 2007 real property tax year if 
the building under the same, substantially simi
lar, or related ownership benefitted from an 
exemption under this section or under D.C. 
Official Code § 47-813(c-6) during 3 or more 
real property tax years. 

"(3) The limitations set forth in paragraphs 
(1) and (2) of this subsection shall not apply to 
vacant buildings that benefit from the exemp
tion under subsection (b)(1), (b)(2), or (b)(5) of 
this section. 

"(4) A vacant building benefitting from an 
exemption under this section or D.C. Official 
Code § 47-813(c-6)(2)(C) or (c-6)(3)(C), imme
diately preceding March 8, 2007, shall continue 
to benefit from the exemption and shall not be 
required to register or pay fees for the duration 
permitted under those provisions; provided, 
that the exemption shall not be valid after Sep
tember 30, 2007; provided further, that the 
vacant building may qualify for an exemption in 
effect after March 8, 2007, and subject to the 
time restriction and exclusion set forth in para
graphs (2) and (3) of this subsection. 

"(5) For the purposes of this subsection, own
ership shall be related if a deduction for a loss 
from the sale or exchange of properties between 
taxpayers would be disallowed under section 
267 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, ap
proved August 16, 1954 (68A Stat. 78; 26 
U.S.C. § 267); provided, that the exclusion un
der section 267(a)(1) for a loss in a distribution 
in a complete liquidation shall not apply. 

"(g) The Mayor shall issue proposed rules to 
implement the provisions of this act on or be
fore June 30, 2007. The proposed rules shall be 
submitted to the Council for a 45-day period of 
review, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, legal hol
idays, and days of Council recess. If the Coun
cil does not approve or disapprove the proposed 
rules, in whole or in part, by resolution within 
this 45-day review period, the proposed rules 
shall be deemed disapproved." 

Section 7(b) of D.C. Law 17-102 provides that 
the act shall expire after 225 days of its having 
taken effect. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(c) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-586, December 28, 2006, 54 DCR 353). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec~ 
"(£)(1) The cumulative time period for exemp- tion, see § 3(c) of Nuisance Properties Abate-

tion from registration and fee requirements for ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
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Emergency Amendment Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 
17-173, November 2, 2007, 54 DCR 11204). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(c) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2008 
(D.C. Act 17-436, July] 6, 2008, 55 DCR 8272). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.05. 
Law 16-23, the "Nuisance Properties Abate

ment Reform Amendment Act of 2005", was 

REAL PROPERTY 

introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
16-30 which was referred to the Committee on 
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on June 
21, 2005, and July 6, 2005, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on July 14, 2005, it was 
assigned Act No. 16-132 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 16-23 became effective on October 18, 
2005. 

For Law 17-216, see notes following 
§ 42-3131.05. 

Key Numbers 
Health ~392. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Westlaw Topic No. 198H. 
c.J.S. Health and Environment §§ 35, 51 to 

54, 56 to 64. 

§ 42-3131.07. Registration and renewal procedure. 

(a) At the time of application for the initial registration or renewal of 
registration of a vacant building, the owner shall arrange with the Mayor for 
the inspection of the building. On receiving an application for the initial 
registration or renewal of registration of a vacant building, the Mayor shall 
thereafter inspect the building. The Mayor shall approve the initial registration 
or the renewal registration for one year if: 

(1) The building has been maintained in accordance with the requirements 
of§ 42-3131.12; and 

(2) The vacancy of the building will not: 

(A) Be detrimental to the public health, safety, and welfare; 

(B) Unreasonably interfere with the reasonable and lawful use and 
enjoyment of the other pren1ises within the neighborhood; and 

(C) Pose a hazard to police officers or firefighters entering the building 
in an el11ergency; 

(3) The building complies with the fire, building, and housing codes of the 
District of Columbia; 

(4) The continuance of any maintenance work or condition of occupancy is 
not dangerous to life or property; 

(5) No false statements or misrepresentations have been 111ade upon the 
registration application; 

(6) Orders on a building have been complied with and the building con1-
plies with any applicable occupancy requiren1ents; 

(7) An adequate water supply or facilities for fire fighting purposes is 
furnished as required in the fire code; and 

(8) The Mayor is pen11itted to inspect the building before initial registra
tion, during the registration period, and before a renewal of registration. 

(b) If the owner of a vacant building fails to comply with the provisions of 
subsection (a) of this section, both initially and throughout the registration 
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period, the Mayor luay deny or revoke the owner's registration and may subject 
the owner to the penalties provided in § 42-3131.10. 

(Apr. 14, 1906,34 Stat. 115, ch. 1626, § 7, as added Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, 
§ 101,48 DCR 1888.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Key Numbers 
Health ~392. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Westlaw Topic No. 198H. 
C.J.S. Health and Environment §§ 35, 51 to 

54, 56 to 64. 

§ 42-3131.08. Notice of denial or revocation of registration. 

The owner shall be notified in writing of the denial or revocation of registra
tion of a vacant building and the right to appeal. Upon notice of the denial or 
revocation, the owner shall not proceed with any operation to which the 
registration related. If the registration is denied or revoked, no registration 
fees or parts thereof shall be returned. 

(Apr. 14, 1906,34 Stat. 115, ch. 1626, § 8, as added Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, 
§ 101,48 DCR 1888; Aug. 15,2008, D.C. Law 17-216, § 3(d), 55 DCR 7500.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 17-216 rewrote the section which 
had read as follows: 

"A notice of denial or revocation of registra
tion shall be in writing and shall be served upon 
the owner, or his or her agent. A notice of 
denial or revocation of registration shall also be 
posted on the vacant building. Upon receipt or 
posting of the notice of denial or revocation of 
registration, a person shall not proceed with 
any operation to which such registration relat
ed. If an initial or renewal registration is de
nied, or if a registration is revoked during the 
registration period, no registration fees, or parts 
thereof, shall be returned to the owner." 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(d) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Law 

Temporary Amendment Act of 2007 (D.C. Law 
17-102, February 2, 2008, law notification 55 
DCR 4254). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(d) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-586, December 28,2006, 54 DCR 353). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(d) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 
17-173, November 2, 2007, 54 DCR ] 1204). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(d) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2008 
(D.C. Act 17-436, July 16, 2008, 55 DCR 8272). 

16-259, March 8, 2007, Jaw notification 54 DCR Legislative History of Laws 
3044). For Law 13-281, see notes following 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- § 42-3131.05. 
tion, see § 3(d) of Nuisance Properties Abate- For Law 17-216, see notes following 
ment Reform and Real Property Classification § 42-3131.05. 
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Key Numbers 
Health C=;:>392. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Westlaw Topic No. 198H. 

§ 42-3131.09. Fees. 

C.J.S. Health and Environment §§ 35, 5] to 
54,56 to 64. 

(a) As provided in § 42-3131.06(a), the owner of a building shall register the 
building and pay the registration fee within 30 days after it becomes a vacant 
building. The Mayor may, in his or her sole discretion, extend the time for 
payment for good cause. 

(b) Registrations shall be renewed annually from date of initial issuance 
unless there is a change in ownership. 

(c) The initial registration fee shall be: 

(1) Twenty dollars for each dwelling unit; and 

(2) Twenty dollars for each 400 square feet of commercial space or part 
thereof. 

(d) The renewal registration fee shall be: 

(1) One-half of the initial applicable registration fee, if paid within 30 days 
after the renewal date established by rule; 

(2) The amount equal to the an10unt of the applicable initial registration 
fee, if paid after such 30-day period but before the receipt of notice under 
§ 42-3131.08; 

(3) Three times the amount of the applicable initial registration fee, if paid 
after receipt of the notice under § 42-3131.08. 

(Apr. 14, 1906,34 Stat. 115, ch. 1626, § 9, as added Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, 
§ 10 1,48 DCR 1888; Aug. 15, 2008, D.C. Law 17-216, § 3(e), 55 DCR 7500.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 17-216, in subsec. (d), substituted 

"§ 42-3131.08" for "§ 42-3131.11". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(e) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Law 
16-259, March 8, 2007, law notification 54 DCR 
3044). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(e) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2007 (D.C. Law 
17-102, February 2, 2008, law notification 55 
DCR 4254). 

ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-586, December 28,2006,54 DCR 353). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(e) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 
17-173, November 2, 2007, 54 DCR 11204). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(e) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2008 
(D.C. Act 17-436, July] 6, 2008, 55 DCR 8272). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see notcs following 

Emergency Act Amendments § 42-3131.05. 
For temporary (90 day) amendlTlent of sec- For Law 17-216, see notes following 

lion, see § 3(e) of Nuisance Properties Abate- § 42-3131.05. 
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Key Numbers 
Health <p401. 
Westlaw Topic No. 198H. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Health and Environment §§ 65 to 73. 

§ 42-3131.10. Penalties for noncompliance. 

(a) The failure of the owner of a vacant building to register and pay all 
required fees under § 42-3131.06(a) or § 42-3131.09 after notice of the desig
nation of the owner's building as vacant, the determination of delinquency of 
registration or fee payment, the denial or revocation of registration, the filing 
by an owner of any false or misleading registration-related infonnation, or the 
refusal of the owner of a vacant building to permit the Mayor to inspect the 
building shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine not to exceed 
$1,000, imprisonment for not more than 90 days, or both. The Director of the 
Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs shall provide the Office of the 
Attorney General with a list of all owners who fail to register and pay the 
required fee after notice. 

(b) If the owner of a vacant building fails to maintain the building in 
cOlnpliance with the requirements of § 42-3131.12 or, having obtained a 
vacant property registration, subsequently fails to comply with the other regis
tration requirements under § 42-3131.07, the Mayor may: 

(1) Charge the owner with failure to comply and enforce all applicable 
penalties under this chapter, and 

(2) Take other action as required by the fire, building, and housing codes 
of the District of Columbia to bring the building into compliance with those 
codes. 

(c) Civil fines, penalties, and fees may be imposed as additional sanctions for 
any infraction of the provisions of § 42-3131.06, § 42-3131.07, § 42-3131.08, 
§ 42-3131.09, or § 42-3131.12, pursuant to Chapter 18 of Title 2. 

(d) Criminal prosecutions under § 42-3131.05 through § 42-3131.15 shall 
be brought in the name of the District of Columbia by the Attorney General for 
the District of Columbia. 

(Apr. 14, 1906,34 Stat. 115, ch. 1626, § 10, as added Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, 
§ 101, 48 DCR 1888; Oct. 18, 2005, D.C. Law 16-23, § 2(b), 52 DCR 8078; Oct. 18, 
2005, D.C. Law 16-24, § 4(a), 52 DCR 8080; Mar. 8, 2007, D.C. Law 16-236, § 2, 54 
DCR 391; Aug. 15,2008, D.C. Law 17-216, § 3(£),55 DCR 7500.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 16-23, in subsec. (a), added the 
second sentence; and added subsec. (c). 

D.C. Law 16-24 added subsec. (d). 

vacant building to register and pay all the re
quired fees under § 42-3131.06(a) or 
§ 42-3131.09 within 10 days after receipt of the 
mailing of a delinquency and determination no
tice under § 42-3131.11 shall be punishable by 

D.C. Law 16-236 rewrote subsec. (c) which a civil fine not to exceed $1,000 for each in-
had read as follows: stance of inclusion of each property in the semi-

<I(c) In addition to the penalties provided in annual list under § 42-3131. 1 I. The Mayor 
subsection (a) of this section, and other avail- shall provide for such fines in accordance with 
able remedies, the failure of the owner of a Chapter 18 of Title 2." 
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D.C. Law 17-216, in subsec. (a), substituted 
"notice of the designation of the owner's build
ing as vacant, the determination of delinquency 
of registration or fee payment, the denial or 
revocation of registration, the filing by an own
er of any false or misleading registration-related 
information, or" for "receipt of a mailing of a 
delinquency and determination notice under 
§ 42-3131.11 or". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 4(a) of Abatement of Nuisance Con
struction Projects Temporary Amendment Act of 
2005 (D.C. Law 16-4, May 14, 2005, law notifi
cation 52 OCR 5427). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of 
section, see § 2 of Additional Sanctions for 
Nuisance Abatement and Office of the Tenant 
Advocate Duties Clarification Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Law 16-183, 
November 16, 2006, law notification 53 OCR 
9650). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(f) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Law 
16-259, March 8, 2007, law notification 54 OCR 
3044). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(f) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2007 (D.C. Law 
] 7-102, February 2, 2008, law notification 55 
OCR 4254). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 4(a) of Abatement of Nuisance Con
struction Projects Emergency Amendment Act 
of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-42, February 17, 2005, 52 
OCR 3045). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Additional Sanctions for Nui
sance Abatement and Office of the Tenant 
Advocate Duties Clarification Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-408, 
June 26, 2006, 53 OCR 5428). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Additional Sanctions for Nui
sance Abatement and Office of the Tenant Advo
cate Duties Clarification Congressional Review 

REAL PROPERTY 

Emergency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-479, September 22, 2006, 53 OCR 7938). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(f) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-586, December 28,2006,54 OCR 353). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(0 of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 
17-173, November 2, 2007, 54 OCR 11204). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(f) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2008 
(D.C. Act 17-436, July 16, 2008, 55 OCR 8272). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.05. 
For Law 16-23, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.06. 
Law 16-24, the "Abatement of Nuisance Con

struction Projects Amendment Act of 2005", 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
16-30 which was referred to the Committee on 
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on June 
21, 2005, and July 6, 2005, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on July 14, 2005, it was 
assigned Act No. 16-133 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 16-24 became effective on October 18, 
2005. 

Law 16-236, the "Additional Sanctions for 
Nuisance Abatement and Office of the Tenant 
Advocate Duties Clarification Amendment Act of 
2006", was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 16-786, which was referred to Commit
tee on Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings 
on November 14, 2006, and December 5, 2006, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on Decem
ber 28 2006, it was assigned Act No. 16-.592 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 
its review. D.C. Law 16-236 became effective 
on March 8, 2007. 

For Law 17-216, see notes following 
§ 42-3131.05. 

Key Numbers 
Health e=:>378. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

Westlaw Topic No. 198H. 
C.J.5. Health and Environment §§ 27, 84 to 

88. 

§ 42-3131.11. Notice of vacancy designation and right to appeal. 

The Mayor shall identify nonregistered vacant buildings in the District, 
excluding vacant buildings identified in § 42-3131.08. The owner shall be 
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notified that the owner's building has been designated as vacant and of the 
owner's right to appeal. 

(Apr. 14, 1906,34 Stat. 115, ch. 1626, § 11, as added Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, 
§ 101, 48 DCR 1888; June 5, 2003, D.C. Law 14-307, § 1302, 49 DCR 11664; Oct. 18, 
2005, D.C. Law 16-24, § 4(b), 52 DCR 8080; Aug. 15,2008, D.C. Law 17-216, § 3(g), 55 
DCR 7500.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-307, in subsec. (a)(1), substitut

ed "real properties, as identified on the cadas
tral maps of the Office of Tax and Revenue 
according to square, parcel, or reservation. and 
lot," [or "building addresses"; and added sub
sec. (a)(3). 

D.C. Law] 6-24, in subsec. (a)(2), substituted 
"quarterly" for "semiannual". 

D.C. Law 17-2] 6 rewrote the section which 
had read as follows: 

"(a)(1) Within 30 days after April 27, 2001, 
the Mayor shall identify vacant buildings in the 
District and compile a list of real properties, as 
identified on the cadastral maps of the Office of 
Tax and Revenue according to square, parcel, 
or reservation, and lot, that includes the names 
and addresses of owners, if known. 

"(2) The Mayor shall update this list on a 
semiannual basis. 

"(3) Copies of the list prescribed by this sec
tion and updates shall be transmitted to the 
Chief Financial Officer in the form and medium 
prescribed by the Chief Financial Officer. 

"(b) For buildings that are vacant buildings 
on the date of the Mayor's initial listing, the 
Mayor shall make a determination of delinquen
cy of registration or fee payment within 45 days 
after April 27, 2001; shall provide the owner 
with the notice of the delinquency, the registra
tion form, and the registration amount that is 
due; and shall inform the owner of the right to 
an administrative review of the determination. 

"(c) For buildings that become vacant build
ings after the date of the Mayor's initial list, the 
Mayor shall make a determination of delinquen
cy of registration or fee payment within 15 days 
of the date of the quarterly listing and give the 
owner notice of the delinquency determination, 
the registration form and registration fee due, 
and the right to administrative review of the 
determination.' . 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 4(b) of Abatement of Nuisance Con
struction Projects Temporary Amendment Act of 
2005 (D.C. Law] 6-4, May 14, 2005, law notifi
cation 52 DCR 5427). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(g) of Nuisance Properties Abate-

ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Law 
16-259, March 8,2007, law notification 54 DCR 
3044). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(g) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2007 (D.C. Law 
17-102, February 2, 2008, law notification 55 
DCR 4254). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion. see § 2(b) of Real Property Tax Reform 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2010 (D.C. Law 
18-153, Mav 22,2010, law notification 57 DCR 
5381). " 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see §§ 1302 and 1304 of Fiscal Year 2003 
Budget Support Amendment Emergency Act of 
2002 (D.C. Act 14-544, December 4, 2002, 49 
DCR 11700). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 1302 and 1304 of the Fiscal Year 
2003 Budget Support Amendment Congression
al Review Emergency Act of 2003 (D.C. Act 
15-27, February 24,2003,50 DCR 2151). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 1302 and 1304 of Fiscal Year 2003 
Budget Support Amendment Second Congres
sional Review Emergency Act of 2003 (D.C. Act 
15-103, June 20, 2003, 50 DCR 5499). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 4(b) of Abatement of Nuisance Con
struction Projects Emergency Amendment Act 
of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-42, February 17, 2005, 52 
DCR 3045). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(g) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-586, December 28,2006,54 DCR 353). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec-
tion, see § 3(g) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 
17-173, November 2, 2007, 54 DCR 11204). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(g) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2008 
(D.C. Act 17-436, July 16,2008, 55 DCR 8272). 
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For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b), of Real Property Tax Reform 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 
18-313, February 22,2010,57 DCR 1645). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.05. 
For Law 14-307, see notes following 

§ 42-1103. 

REAL PROPERTY 

For Law 16-24, see notes following 
§ 42-3131.10. 

For Law 17-216, see notes following 
§ 42-3131.05. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Application of Law 14-307: Section 1304 of 
D.C. Law 14-307 provides: "Sections 1302 and 
1303 shall apply as of October 1, 2002." 

Key Numbers 
Health (>392. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Westlaw Topic No. 198H. 
c.J.S. Health and Environment §§ 35, 51 to 

54,56 to 64. 

§ 42-3131.12. Vacant building maintenance standard. 

A building shall be adequately maintained if: 

(1) Doors, windows, areaways, and other openings are weather-tight and 
secured against entry by birds, vennin, and trespassers, and missing or 
broken doors, windows, and other openings are covered with 1/2 inch CDX 
plywood that is weather protected, tightly fitted to the opening, and secured 
by screws or bolts; 

(2) The roof and flashing are sound and tight, will not admit moisture, and 
are drained to prevent dampness or deterioration in the walls or interior; 

(3) The building storm drainage system is adequately sized and installed in 
an approved Inanner and functional; 

(4) The interior and exterior is maintained in good repair, structurally 
sound, free from debris, rubbish, and garbage, and sanitary so as not to 
threaten public health or safety; 

(5) The structural members are free of deterioration and capable of safely 
bearing imposed dead and live loads; 

(6) The foundation walls are plumb, free from open cracks and breaks, and 
vennin -proof; 

(7) The exterior walls are free of holes, graffiti, breaks, and loose or rotting 
materials, and exposed metal and wood surfaces are protected from the 
elements and against decay or rust by periodic application of weather-coating 
materials, such as paint; 

(8) The cornices, belt courses, corbels, terra cotta triln, wall facings, and 
similar decorative features are safe, anchored, and in good repair, and 
exposed metal and wood surfaces are protected from the elements and 
against decay or rust by periodic application of weather-coating n1aterials, 
such as paint; 

(9) All balconies, canopies, marquees, signs, metal awnings, stairways, fire 
escapes, standpipes, exhaust ducts, and similar features are in good repair, 
anchored, safe and sound, and exposed metal and wood surfaces are protect
ed from the elements and against decay or rust by periodic application of 
weather-coating materials, such as paint; 
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(10) Chimneys, cooling towers, smokestacks, and silnilar appurtenances 
are structurally safe, sound, and in good repair, and exposed metal and wood 
surfaces are protected from the elements and against decay or rust by 
periodic application of weather-coating materials, such as paint; 

(11) Openings in sidewalks are safe for pedestrian travel; 
(12) Accessory and appurtenant structures such as garages, sheds, and 

fences are free from safety, health, and fire hazards; and 
(13) The property on which a structure is located is clean, safe, and 

sanitary and does not threaten the public health or safety. 

(Apr. 14, 1906,34 Stat. 115, ch. 1626, § 12, as added Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, 
§ 101,48 DCR 1888; Mar. 3,2010, D.C. Law 18-lll, § 7101,57 DCR 181.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 18-111, in par. (7), substituted 

"holes, graffiti, breaks," for "holes, breaks,". 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 7101 of Fiscal Year 2010 Budget 
Support Second Emergency Act of 2009 (D.C. 
Act 18-207, October IS, 2009, 56 DCR 8234). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 710 1 of FiscaJ Year Budget Support 
Congressional Review Emergency Amendment 

Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 18-260, January 4, 2010, 
57 DCR 345). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.05. 
For Law 18-111, see notes following 

§ 42-1102.02. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Short title: Section 7100 of D.C. Law 18-\11 

provided that subtitle H of title VII of the act 
may be cited as the "Real Property Tax Reform 
Classification Amendment Act of 2009". 

Key Numbers 
Health G:::>392. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Westlaw Topic No. 198B. 
c.J.S. Health and Environment §§ 35, 5 \ to 

54, 56 to 64. 

§ 42-3131.13. Public identification of owner. 

The Mayor may cause to be affixed to the property contaInIng a vacant 
building required to be registered under this chapter a sign setting forth the 
nan1e of the owner of each unit and any other pertinent infonnation that the 
Mayor may require to protect the public health and welfare. 

(Apr. 14, 1906,34 Stat. lIS, ch. 1626, § 13, as added Apr. 27, 200l, D.C. Law 13-28t, 
§ lOt, 48 DCR 1888.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-281, see notes following 
§ 42-3\31.05. 

Key Numbers 
Health G:::>392. 
Westlaw Topic No. 198H. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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§ 42-3131.14 REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-3131.14. Collection. 

(a)(1) Any fees required under § 42-3131.06(a) or § 42-3131.09 that remain 
unpaid after receipt of the notice under § 42-3131.08 or § 42-3131.11 shall be 
assessed as a tax against the real property containing the vacant building and 
shall be subject to § 6-806 and shall constitute a lien against the real property 
containing the vacant building and the personal property of the owner. 

(2) In addition to the lien provided under paragraph (1) of this section, any 
fees required under § 42-3131.06(a) or § 42-3131.09 that remain unpaid 
after receipt of the notice under § 42-3131.08 or § 42-3131.11 shall be a 
continuing and perpetual lien in favor of the District of Columbia upon all 
property, whether real or personal, of the owner, and shall have the Salne 
force and effect as a lien created by judgment. The lien shall attach to all 
property belonging to the owner at any time during the period of the lien, 
including any property acquired by the owner after the lien arises. The lien 
shall have priority over all other liens, except liens for District of Columbia 
taxes, District of Columbia water charges, and the lien under § 2-1802.03; 
provided, that the lien shall not be valid against a bona fide purchaser, holder 
of a security interest, mechanic's lienor, or judgment lien creditor until notice 
by filing in the Recorder of Deeds. 

(b) All fees and penalties collected under this chapter shall be deposited in 
the fund established under § 42-3131.01(b)(1) and shall be expended for the 
general administration, inspection, and abatement costs incurred in the correc
tion of wrongful conditions in vacant buildings and other nuisance properties; 
provided, that if any fees and penalties are collected as a tax through the real 
estate tax sale process, the fees and penalties shall be deposited in the fund 
established under § 42-3131.01(b)(1) after an accounting has been made in 
accordance with § 47-1340(f). 

(Apr. 14, 1906, 34 Stat. 115, eh. 1626, § 14, as added Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, 
§ 101,48 DCR 1888.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-281, see notes following 
§ 42-3131.05. 

Key Numbers 
Health <>40 I . 
Wesllaw Topic No. 198H. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Health and Environment §§ 65 to 73. 

§ 42-3131.15. Administrative review and appeal. 

(a) Within 15 days after the designation of an owner's building as vacant, the 
determination of delinquency of registration or fee payment, or the denial or 
revocation of registration, the owner may petition the Mayor for reconsidera
tion by filing the form prescribed by the Mayor. Within 30 days after receiving 
the petition, the Mayor shall issue a notice of final determination. 

(b) Within 45 days after the date of the notice of final determination under 
subsection (a) of this section, an owner luay file an appeal with the Board of 
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Real Property Assessments and Appeals on the form prescribed by the Mayor; 
provided, that the notice of final detern1ination under subsection (a) of this 
section shall be a prerequisite to filing an appeal with the Board of Real 
Property Assessments and Appeals. 

(Apr. 14, 1906,34 Stat. 115, ch. 1626, § 15, as added Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, 
§ 101, 48 DCR 1888; Apr. 13, 2005, D.C. Law 15-354, § 62, 52 DCR 2638; Aug. 15, 
2008, D.C. Law 17-216, § 3(h), 55 DCR 7500.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 15-354 substituted "file a request 

for a hearing with the Office of Administrative 
Hearings" for "seek administrative review by 
the Board of Appeals and Review, or any suc
cessor board or agency". 

D.C. Law 17-216 rewrote the section which 
had read as follows: 

"Within 1 0 days after a notice of a final 
determination by the Mayor under 
§ 42-3131.08 or § 42-3131.11, an owner may 
file a request for a hearing with the Office of 
Administrative Hearings." 

'Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(h) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Law 
16-259, March 8, 2007, law notification 54 DCR 
3044). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(h) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2007 (D.C. Law 
17-102, February 2, 2008, law notification 55 
DCR 4254). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(c) of Real Property Tax Reform 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2010 (D.C. Law 

18-153, May 22, 2010, law notification 57 DCR 
5381). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(h) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-586, December 28,2006, 54 DCR 353). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(h) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 
17-173, November 2, 2007, 54 DCR 11204). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(h) of Nuisance Properties Abate
ment Reform and Real Property Classification 
Congressional Review Emergency Act of 2008 
(D.C. Act 17-436, July 16, 2008, 55 DCR 8272). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(c), of Real Property Tax Reform 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 
18-313, February 22,2010,57 DCR 1645). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.05. 
For Law 15-354, see notes following 

§ 42-1103. 
For Law 17-216, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Health ~370 to 382. 
Westlaw Topic No. 198H. 

c.J.S. Health and Environment §§ 20 to 23, 
25, 27, 47 to 50, 84 to 88, 92 to 97. 

§ 42-3131.16. Transmission of list by Mayor. 

(a) Semiannually, the Mayor shall transmit to the Office of Tax and Revenue 
a list of buildings: 

(1) Registered as vacant; provided, that for the purposes of this section 
and § 47-813(d-l)(5)(A-i)(i)(I)(aa), buildings for which the registration has 
been revoked shall also be deemed registered; and 

(2) For which a notice of final determination has been issued under this 
subchapter and adm.inistrative appeals have been exhausted or expired. 
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(b) The list shall be in the form and medium prescribed by the Office of Tax 
and Revenue. 

(Apr. 14, 1906, 34 Stat. 115, ch. 1626, § 16, as added Aug. 15, 2008, D.C. Law 17-216, 
§ 3(i), 55 DCR 7500.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(d) of Real Property Tax Reform 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2010 (D.C. Law 
18-153, May 22, 2010, law notification 57 DCR 
5381 ). 

Temporary Addition of Section 

For temporary (225 day) addition, see § 3(i) 
of Nuisance Properties Abatement Reform and 
Real Property Classification Temporary Amend
ment Act of 2006 (D.C. Law 16-259, March 8, 
2007, law notification 54 DCR 3044). 

For temporary (225 day) addition, see § 3(i) 
of Nuisance Properties Abatement Reform and 
Real Property Classification Temporary Amend
ment Act of 2007 (D.C. Law 17-102, February 
2, 2008, law notification 55 DCR 4254). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For ternporary (90 day) addition, see § 3(i) of 
Nuisance Properties Abatement Reform and 
Real Property Classification Emergency Amend
ment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-586, December 
28, 2006, 54 DCR 353). 

For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 3(i) of 
Nuisance Properties Abatement Reform and 
Real Property Classification Emergency Amend
ment Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-173, November 
2, 2007, 54 DCR 11204). 

For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 3(i) of 
Nuisance Properties Abatement Reform and 
Real Property Classification Congressional Re
view Emergency Act of 2008 (D.C. Act 17-436, 
July 16,2008,55 DCR 8272). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(d), of Real Property Tax Reform 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 
18-313, February 22,2010,57 DCR 1645). 

For temporary (90 day) additions, see §§ 2 to 
12 of Anti-Graffiti Emergency Act of 2010 (D.C. 
Act 18-389, May 5,2010,57 DCR 4332). 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Section 5(a) of D.C. Law 17-216 provides that 

sections 2, 3, and 4(b) and (c) shall apply to t-eal 
property tax years beginning after September 
30,2006. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-216, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Key Numbers 
Health (;::::::>392. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

Westlaw Topic No. 198H. 
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CHAPTER 31B 

QUICK ACQUISITION OF ABANDONED AND 

NUISANCE PROPERTY. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-3151.01. Definitions. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 401,48 DCR 1888; Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 103,49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

lLegislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-281, see notes following 
§ 42-3131.05. 

was assigned Act No. 14-267 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 14-114 became effective on April 19,2002. 

Law 14-114, the "Housing Act of 2002", was 
introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
l4-183, which was referred to the Committee 
on Finance and Revenue. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on December 4, 
2001, and January 8, 2002, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on February 6, 2002, it 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Section 601 of D.C. Law 13-281 provides: 
"The Mayor may issue rules to implement the 

Abatement and Condemnation of Nuisance 
Properties Omnibus Amendment Act of 2000 in 
accordance with the District of Columbia Ad
ministrative Procedure Act." 

§ 42-3151.02. Petition for immediate taking. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 402,48 nCR 1888; Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 103, 49 DCR 1468.) 

lLegislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For Law 14-114, 
notes following § 42-3151.01. 

see notes following 

§ 42-3151.03. Deposit in court of fair market value. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 403,48 nCR 1888; Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 103,49 DCR 1468.) 

lLegislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
notes following § 42-3151.01. 

§ 42-3151.04. Judgment for excess of public charges over property value. 
[Repealed] 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 404,48 nCR 1888; Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 103,49 DCR 1468.) 

lLegislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For Law 14-114, 
notes following § 42-3151.01. 
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42-3151.05 
Repealed 

§ 42-3151.05. Title holder. [Repealed] 

REAL PROPERTY 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 405,48 DCR 1888; Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 103, 49 DCR 1468.) 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For Law 14-114, 
notes following § 42-3151.01. 

see notes following 

§ 42-3151.06. Assistance to certain displaced persons. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 406,48 DCR 1888; Apr. 19 .. 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 103,49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws For Law 14-114, see notes following 
For Law 13-281, see notes following § 42-3151.01. 

§ 42-3131.05. 

§ 42-3151.07. Inability to qualify for hardship petition. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 407,48 DCR 1888; Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 103,49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws For Law 14-114, see notes following 
For Law 13-281, see notes following § 42-3151.01. 

§ 42-3131.05. 

§ 42-3151.08. Effect on other authority. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 408,48 DCR 1888; Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 103,49 DCR 1468.) 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For Law 14-114, 
notes following § 42-3151.01. 

see notes following 

§ 42-3151.09. Condemnation and acquisition of open, hazardous residen
tial buildings or other structures. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 409,48 DCR 1888; Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 103, 49 DCR 1468.) 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-28], see 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For Law 14-114, 
notes following § 42-3151.01. 

see notes following 

§ 42-3151.10. Notice; demolition, repair, or enclosure. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 410,48 DCR 1888; Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 103,49 DCR 1468.) 
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Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For Law 14-114, 
notes following § 42-3151.01. 

see notes 

42-3151.13 
Repealed 

following 

§ 42-3151.11. Designation of development or redevelopment plan for 
property acquired. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 411,48 DCR 1888; Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 103, 49 DCR 1468.) 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For Law 14-114, 
notes following § 42-3151.01. 

see notes following 

§ 42-3151.12. Limitation on actions against the District of Columbia. 
[Repealed] 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 412,48 DCR 1888; Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 103,49 DCR ] 468.) 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For Law 14-114, 
notes following § 42-3151.01. 

see notes following 

§ 42-3151.13. Report to the Council required. [Repealed] 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 413,48 DCR 1888; Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-] 14, 
§ 103,49 DCR 1468.) 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For Law 14-114, 
notes following § 42-3151.01. 
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CHAPTER 31C 

QUICK ACQUISITION OF ABANDONED AND NUISANCE PROPERTY. 

Subchapter I. Acquisition and Disposal of Abandoned and Deteriorated Properties. 
Section 
42-3171.02. Acquisition and redevelopment of abandoned or deteriorated property. 
42-3171.03. Disposal of abandoned or deteriorated property. 
42-3171.04. Assistance to displaced persons. 

42-3173.01. 
42-3173.02. 
42-3173.03. 
42-3173.04. 
42-3173.05. 
42-3173.06. 
42-3173.07. 
42-3173.08. 
42-3173.09. 
42-3173.10. 
42-3173.11. 
42-3173.12. 

Subchapter n. Due Process Demolition. 

Definitions. 
Authority of the Mayor to demolish or enclose deteriorated structures. 
Redevelopment feasibility analysis. 
Designation of potential historic structure. 
Initial determination of deteriorated structure. 
Action by interested parties. 
Final determination of deteriorated structure. 
Duty of Mayor to demolish or enclose deteriorated structure 
Judicial review of final determination. 
Recovery of costs by the District of Columbia. 
Use of funds; deposit of funds. 
Nature of remedies. 

SUBCHAPTER I. ACQUISITION AND DISPOSAL OF ABANDONED 

AND DETERIORATED PROPERTIES. 

§ 42-31 71.01 Definitions. 

For the purposes of this subchapter, the term: 
(1) "Abandoned property" llleans: 

(A) A structure: 
(i) That is unoccupied by an owner or a tenant; and 
(ii) On which the real property tax imposed by § 47-811 has not been 

paid in 18 months; 
(B) A vacant lot on which the real property tax imposed by § 47-811 has 

not been paid in 18 months; 
(C) A structure: 

(i) That is unoccupied by an owner or tenant; 
(ii) That the Mayor has determined is structurally unsafe; and 
(iii) Regarding which the Mayor has issued to the owner a notice 

requiring that the owner cause the structure to conform with any 
provision of the fire code, building code, or housing code, or to demolish 
the structure for safety reasons, and the owner has failed to act in 
response to the Mayor's notice within the period of time established by 
statute, regulation, or the notice; or 
(D) A vacant lot on which a building has been delllolished. 

(1A) "Blighted Area" shall have the meaning as set forth in § 2-1219.01(6). 
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(2) "Deteriorated property" Ineans real property: 
(A) The Mayor has determined constitutes a threat to the public health, 

safety, or welfare; 
(B) The Mayor has determined contributes to the blight or dilapidation 

of the area immediately surrounding the property; or 
(C) As to which, if the real property contains a structure, the Mayor has 

issued to the owner a notice requiring the owner to conform the structure 
to any provision of the fire code, building code, or housing code, or to 
demolish the structure for safety reasons, and the owner has failed to act in 
response to the Mayor's notice within the period of time established by 
statute, regulation, or the notice. 
(3) "Owner" means a person who holds legal title to an interest in real 

property as reflected in the records of the Recorder of Deeds. 
(4) "Slum and blight" nleans one or more parcels of land, whether vacant 

or inlproved, that are in a blighted area or exhibit one or more characteris
tics of a blighted area. 

(5) "Tenant" shall have the meaning set forth in § 42-3501.03(36). 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 431, as added Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 102, 49 DCR 1468; Oct. 1,2002, D.C. Law 14-190, § 1002(a), 49 DCR 6968; Oct. 19, 
2002, D.C. Law 14-213, § 29(a), 49 DCR 8140; June 8, 2006, D.C. Law 16-119, § 2,53 
DCR 2609; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-353, §§ 115, 182, 56 DCR 1117.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-190 made 

changes in par. (2)(B). 

For Law 14-190, 
non substantive § 42-204. 

see notes following 

D.C. Law 14-213, in par. (4), validated a 
previously made technical correction. 

D.C. Law 16-119 added par. (lA); and re
wrote par. (4), which had read as follows: 

"(4) 'Slum and blight' means properties in a 
blighted area, as that term is defined in 
§ 2-1219.01(6)." 

D.C. Law 17-353 validated previously made 
technical corrections in pars. (lA), (2)(C), and 
(4). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § J 002(a) of Fiscal Year 2003 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 
14-453, July 23,2002,49 DCR 8026). 

For Law 
§ 42-1102. 

14-213, see notes following 

Law 16-119, the "Home Again Initiative 
Community Development Amendment Act of 
2006", was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 16-403 which was referred to the Com
mittee on Economic Development. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
February 7, 2006, and March 7, 2006, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on March 23, 
2006, it was assigned Act No. 16-336 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 16-119 became effective on 
June 8, 2006. 

For Law 
§ 42-1103. 

17-353, sec notes following 

Legislative History of Laws Delegation of Authority 
Law 14-114, the "Housing Act of 2002", was 

introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
14-183, which was referred to the Committee 
on Finance and Revenue. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on December 4, 
2001, and January 8, 2002, respectively. 

Delegation of Authority Under D.C. Law 
13-281, the "Abatement and Condemnation of 
Nuisance Property Omnibus Amendment Act of 
2002", see Mayor's Order 2002-33, March 1, 
2002 (49 DCR 1875). 

Signed by the Mayor on February 6, 2002, it Delegation of Authority to the Director of the 
was assigned Act No. 14-267 and transmitted to Department of Housing and Community Devel-
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. opment, see Mayor's Order 2007-209, Septem-
Law 14-114 became effective on April 19,2002. bel' 27,2007 (55 DCR 133). 
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Miscellaneous Notes 
Section 1101 of D.C. Law 14-114 provides: 

"The Mayor, pursuant to Title I of the District of 
Columbia Administrative Procedure Act, ap
proved October 21, 1968 (82 Stat. 1204; D.C. 
Official Code § 2-501 et seq.), shall promulgate 
rules to implement this act." 

REAL PROPERTY 

Short title of title X of Law 14-190: Section 
1001 of D.C. Law 14-190 provided that title X 
of the act may be cited as the Quick Acquisition 
of Abandoned and Nuisance Property Amend
ment Act of 2002. 

§ 42-3171.02. Acquisition and redevelopment of abandoned or deteriorat
ed property. 

(a) The Mayor may acquire abandoned property or deteriorated property for 
the public purpose of eliminating slum and blight: 

(1) Pursuant to §§ 16-1311 through 16-1321; 
(2) Through gift or donation; 
(3) By assignment; or 
(4) Through voluntary sale by the owner. 

(b) The Mayor may develop or redevelop abandoned or deteriorated property 
acquired under this section, may deillolish structures on the property, and ulay 
take any other lawful action to eliminate blight or unsafe conditions on the 
property. 

(c) The Mayor shall not acquire deteriorated property which is occupied and 
from which tenants shall, or will likely, be displaced unless the Mayor has first 
n1ade available for public review and comment, for a period of at least 30 days, 
a plan for the relocation of the displaced tenants. 

(d) Before the acquisition of a property under this subchapter, the Mayor 
shall issue a meillorandum describing the Mayor's plan for the development or 
disposition of the property, describing any potential displacement of tenants 
and plans for the relocation of displaced tenants, and setting forth a timetable 
for the development or disposition of the property. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 432, as added Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 102,49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-3171.01. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of Authority to the Deputy Mayor 

for Planning and Economic Development to Ac
quire Abandoned or Deteriorated Properties for 

the Purpose of Eliminating Slum and Blight, see 
Mayor's Order 2002-110, July 19, 2002 (49 
DCR 6873). 

Delegation of Authority to Approve or to Dis
approve the Acquisition and Disposition of Real 
Estate, by Sale, Lease or Otherwise, see Mayor's 
Order 2003-161, November 17, 2003 (50 DCR 
10197). 

Key Numbers 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

District of Columbia <'? 11. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 11,26 to 33. 

§ 42-3171.03. Disposal of abandoned or deteriorated property. 

(a) The Mayor may dispose of abandoned or deteriorated property acquired 
under § 42-3171.02, or acquired by any other means, including property the 
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Mayor has altered or improved, through a competitive process or through a 
negotiated sale; provided, that: 

(1) Before disposition of the property, there shall be a public hearing on 
the proposed terms and conditions of the disposition after at least 30 days 
public notice; or 

(2) The Mayor shall transmit to the Council for a 60-day period of review, 
excluding Saturdays, Sundays, legal holidays, and days of Council recess, a 
proposed resolution providing for the disposition of the property. The 
proposed resolution shall contain a description of the property to be disposed 
of and the proposed method and terms and conditions of the disposition. If 
the Council does not approve or disapprove the proposed resolution within 
the 60-day period, the proposed resolution shall be deen1ed approved. 

(b)(1) The Mayor may dispose of property acquired under § 42-3171.02 
through a request for offers from adjacent property owners. Before accepting 
an offer under this subsection, the Mayor shall notify adjacent property owners: 

(A) That they may n1ake an offer to the Mayor to purchase the property 
within a time period established by the Mayor; 

(B) Of the minimum acceptable purchase price and any mandatory 
terms or conditions of an acceptable offer; and 

(C) That the offer shall be in writing and contain such information as the 
Mayor may by regulation prescribe. 
(2) If only one adjoining property owner offers to purchase the property at 

or above the minimum acceptable purchase price and the offer meets all 
mandatory terms and conditions of an acceptable offer, the Mayor shall 
accept the offer. 

(3) If more than one adjoining property owner offers to purchase the real 
property at or above the minimum acceptable purchase price and the offers 
meet all mandatory terms and conditions of an acceptable offer, the Mayor 
shall accept the offer with the highest purchase price. 

(c) In transferring a property, the Mayor may forgive up to 50% of the 
amount of any outstanding taxes owed on the property, and may forgive in full 
any penalties or interest accrued on the taxes owed, if the property is trans
ferred to a low-income household or to a nonprofit housing entity providing 
housing opportunities to low-income households; provided, that: 

(1) The transferee, if a low-income household, shall maintain the property 
as his or her principal place of residence for at least 5 years; 

(2) The transferee, if a nonprofit housing entity, shall: 
(A) If the property is developed for homeownership opportunities, re

quire that each homeowner maintain the property as his or her principal 
place of residence for at least 5 years; 

(B) If the property is developed for rental opportunities, n1aintain the 
rental units as units affordable to, and occupied by, low-income, very low
incOlne, or extremely 10w-incOlne households for not less than 20 years; 
and 
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(3) The transferee shall complete rehabilitation of the property within 18 
n10nths after the property is transferred. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 433, as added Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 102, 49 DCR 1468; Oct. 1, 2002, D.C. Law 14-190, § 1002(b), 49 DCR 6968; Oct. 19, 
2002, D.C. Law 14-213, § 29(b), 49 DCR 8140; Aug. 16,2008, D.C. Law 17-219, § 2012, 
55 DCR 7598.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments For Law 14-213, see notes following 
D.C. Law 14-190 made 

changes in subsec. (a)(1). 
nonsubstantive § 42-1102. 

D.C. Law 14-213 redesignated subsec. (d) as 
subsec. (c). 

D.C. Law 17-219, in subsec. (a), inserted ", or 
acquired by any other means," following "ac
quired under § 42-3171.02". 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 1002(b) of Fiscal Year 2003 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2002 (D.C. Act 
14-453, July 23, 2002, 49 DCR 8026). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-3171.01. 
For Law 14-190, see notes following 

§ 42-204. 

For Law 
§ 42-1103. 

Resolutions 

17-219, see notes following 

Resolution 17-220, the "Blighted Real Prop
erty Disposition Emergency Approval Resolu
tion of 2007", was approved effective July 5, 
2007. 

Resolution 17-222, the "Second Blighted 
Real Property Disposition Emergency Approval 
Resolution of 2007", was approved effective 
July 5,2007. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Short title: Section 2011 of D.C. Law 17-219 

provided that subtitle E of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Disposition of Abandoned and 
Deteriorated Property Amendment Act of 
2008". 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia (;:;;:>11. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 11,26 to 33. 

§ 42-3171.04. Assistance to displaced persons. 

If an occupant or tenant is displaced by the acqUISItIOn, development, 
redeveloplnent, or disposition of an abandoned or deteriorated property under 
this subchapter, the Mayor shall offer to the owner or tenant assistance under 
§ 6-331.01; § 6-333.01; or § 6-333.02. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 434, as added Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 102, 49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-3171.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (;:;;:>11. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 11,26 to 33. 
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SUBCHAPTER n. DUE PROCESS DEMOLITION. 

§ 42-3173.01. Definitions. 

For the purposes of this subchapter, the term: 

(1) "Department" 111eans the Department of Housing and Community 
Developnlent. 

(2) "Deteriorated structure" means a structure that: 
(A) Is unoccupied; 
(B) The Mayor has determined: 

(i) Constitutes a threat to the public health, safety, or welfare; or 
(ii) Contributes to the deterioration or dilapidation of the community 

in which the structure is located; and 
(C) Violates one or more provisions of the District of Columbia Construc

tion Codes, as defined in subsection 101.2 of Title 12A of the District of 
Columbia Municipal Regulations (12A DCMR § 101.2), or the District of 
Columbia Housing Code, set forth in Title 14 of the District of Colunlbia 
Municipal Regulations (14 DCMR § 100 et seq.). 
(3) "Enclose" means to use barricades, boards, fences, or other 111eans to 

preclude access, including access by environmental elements, to a structure 
or site. 

(4) "Interested party" means, with respect to a deteriorated structure: 
(A) An owner, as recorded in the real estate tax assessment records of 

the District of Columbia; 
(B) A titleholder, as reflected in the records of the Recorder of Deeds; or 
(C) A lienholder, as reflected in the records of the Recorder of Deeds. 

(5) "Site" means the deteriorated structure and the lot or lots on which the 
structure is located. 

(6) "Sufficient action" nleans the action specified by the Mayor pursuant to 
§ 42-3173.05(a)(8). 

(7) "Unoccupied" means not occupied by an owner or a tenant, as defined 
in § 42-3501.03(36). 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 441, as added Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 102, 49 DCR 1468; Oct. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-213, § 29(c), 49 DCR 8140.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 14-213, in par. (6), substituted 
"§ 42-3173.05(a)(7)" for "§ 42-3173.05(a)(8)". 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-3171.01. 

For Law 14-213, see notes following 
§ 42-1102. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of Authority Pursuant to D.C. Law 

14-114, the "Housing Act of 2002", see Mayor's 
Order 2003-39, March 21,2003 (50 DCR 2508). 

§ 42-3173.02. Authority of the Mayor to demolish or enclose deteriorated 
structures. 

(a) The Mayor may determine whether any structure in the District of 
Columbia is a deteriorated structure. 
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(b) The Mayor may demolish or enclose a deteriorated structure if: 

(1) The Mayor takes the actions required by §§ 42-3173.03 and 
42-3173.04; 

(2) A notice of initial determination is prepared and posted under 
§ 42-3 I 73.05; 

(3) An interested party does not take sufficient action by the latest of: 
(A) Thirty days after the notice of initial determination is mailed; 
(B) Thirty days after the notice of initial determination is published; or 
(C) A date specified by the Mayor which is not earlier than the date 

specified in subparagraph (A) or (B) of this paragraph; 
(4) A notice of final determination is prepared and posted under 

§ 42-3173.07; and 
(5)(A) A petition for review challenging the final determination has not 

been filed under § 42-3173.09 within the time period specified by 
§ 42-3173.09; or 

(B) A petition for review challenging the final detennination has been 
filed under § 42-3173.09 within the time period specified by § 42-3173.09, 
and the Superior Court of the District of Columbia, the District of Coluln
bia Court of Appeals, or other court of competent jurisdiction has issued an 
order authorizing the Mayor to act, enters final judgment against the 
petitioner, or dismisses the petition. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 442, as added Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 102, 49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-3171.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <s=> 11. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 11,26 to 33. 

§ 42-3173.03. Redevelopment feasibility analysis. 

(a) Prior to posting, mailing, publishing, or filing a notice of initial determi
nation of a deteriorated structure under § 42-3173.05(b), the Mayor shall 
request frOln the Department an analysis of the cost of rehabilitating the 
structure and the feasibility and likelihood that the site will be redeveloped 
without delnolition of the structure. Upon requesting the analysis, the Mayor 
shall cause notice of the request to be published in the District of Columbia 
Register. The Mayor shall consider the analysis provided by the Department in 
determining whether to issue a notice of initial determination under 
§ 42-3173.05. 

(b) If the Department does not provide an analysis to the Mayor within 60 
days after the Mayor requests an analysis under subsection (a) of this section, 
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the Mayor n1ay post, mail, publish, or file the notice of initial determination 
under § 42-3173.05(b). 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 443, as added Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 102, 49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-3171.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia e=> 11. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 11, 26 to 33. 

§ 42-3173.04. Designation of potential historic structure. 

(a) Prior to posting, luailing, publishing, or filing a notice of initial detenni
nation under § 42-3173.05(b), the Mayor shall file with the Historic Preserva
tion Review Board a notice which shall include the following information: 

(1) The address of the deteriorated structure or, if the address is not 
available or does not adequately describe the location of the structure, a 
description of the location of the structure that is sufficient for its identifica
tion; 

(2) A photograph of the structure clearly documenting the appearance of 
the structure and its immediate surroundings; and 

(3) A statement that the Mayor intends to make a determination that the 
structure is a deteriorated structure. 

(b) Within 60 days after receiving the notice from the Mayor, the Historic 
Preservation Review Board shall make a preliminary determination whether or 
not there is a substantial possibility that the structure is eligible for designation 
as a historic landmark or a contributing building in a historic district. 

(c) The Mayor shall not issue a notice of initial determination under 
§ 42-3173.05 and shall not demolish a structure under this subchapter unless: 

(1) The structure is not a historic landmark, a contributing building in a 
historic district, or a structure for which the Historic Preservation Review 
Board has made a preliminary determination that there is a substantial 
possibility that the structure is eligible for designation as a historic landmark 
or a contributing building in a historic district; 

(2) The structure is a historic landmark or a contributing building in a 
historic district, or the Historic Preservation Review Board makes a prelilui
nary determ.ination that there is a substantial possibility that the structure is 
eligible for designation as a historic landlnark or a contributing building in a 
historic district, and: 

(A) The Mayor determines, pursuant to the procedures and standards of 
subchapter I of Chapter 11 of Title 6, that demolition of the structure is 
necessary in the public interest, as provided in § 6-1104(e); or 

(B) The Mayor intends to enclose, but not demolish, the structure; or 
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(3) The Historic Preservation Review Board does not Inake a determina
tion under subsection (b) of this section within 60 days after receiving the 
notice filed by the Mayor under subsection (a) of this section, and the 
structure is not a historic landmark or a contributing structure in a historic 
district. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 444, as added Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 102, 49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-317l.0l. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (!;:;;:>11. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 11,26 to 33. 

§ 42-3173.05. Initial determination of deteriorated structure. 

(a) If the Mayor determines that a structure is a deteriorated structure, the 
Mayor shall prepare a notice of initial determination which shall include the 
following information: 

(1) The address of the deteriorated structure or, if the address is not 
available or does not adequately identify the location of the structure, a 
description of the location of the structure that is sufficient for its identifica
tion; 

(2) A statement that the Mayor has determined that the structure is a 
deteriorated structure and the basis for the Mayor's determination; 

(3) A description of the analysis of the Department under § 42-3173.03 
and a statement regarding the Mayor's consideration of the analysis or, if no 
analysis was provided, a summary of the Mayor's reason for issuing the 
notice of initial detennination absent the analysis; 

(4 )(A) A statement that the structure is not a historic landmark, a contrib
uting building in a historic district, or a structure for which the Historic 
Preservation Review Board has made a preliminary determination that there 
is a substantial possibility that the structure is eligible for designation as a 
historic landmark or a contributing building in a historic district; or 

(B) A statement that the structure is a historic landmark or a contribut
ing building in a historic district or the Historic Preservation Review Board 
has made a preliminary determination under § 42-3173.04 that there is a 
substantial possibility that the structure is eligible for designation as a 
historic landn1ark or a contributing building in a historic district, and a 
statement that: 

(i) The Mayor has determined, pursuant to the procedures and stan
dards of subchapter I of Chapter 11 of Title 6, that demolition of the 
structure is necessary in the public interest, as provided in § 6-1104(e); 
or 
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(ii) The Mayor intends to enclose, but not demolish, the structure; 
(5) A statement that the Mayor intends to demolish or enclose the deterio

rated structure if an interested party does not take sufficient action within 30 
days after the mailing or publication of the notice, whichever is later; 

(6) If the Mayor intends to demolish the structure, a statement describing 
why the Mayor intends to demolish, rather than enclose, the structure; 

(7) A statement that the Mayor shall not demolish or enclose the structure 
if sufficient action is taken within 30 days after the mailing or publication of 
the notice, whichever is later; 

(8) A description of the action which, if taken, shall be considered suffi
cient action; and 

(9) A summary statement of the final determination procedure and judicial 
review provided by this chapter. 

(b) After the notice is prepared under subsection (a) of this section, the 
Mayor shall: 

(1) Post the notice on the deteriorated structure; 
(2) Mail the notice to all interested parties by certified mail, return receipt 

requested; 
(3) Publish the notice once in a newspaper of general circulation in the 

District of Columbia; 
(4) Publish the notice in the District of Columbia Register. 
(5) Transmit the notice to the advisory neighborhood comrnission in which 

the structure is located; and 
(6) File the notice with the Recorder of Deeds. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 445, as added Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 102, 49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-3171.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia G:;:> 11. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 11,26 to 33. 

§ 42-3173.06. Action by interested parties. 

Interested parties shall have 30 days after the mailing or publication of the 
notice under § 42-3173.05, whichever is later, to take sufficient action. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 446, as added Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 102,49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-3171.01. 
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Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <0=11. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

REAL PROPERTY 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 11,26 to 33. 

§ 42-3173.07. Final determination of deteriorated structure. 

(a)(1) If sufficient action has not been taken within the 30-day period of 
§ 42-3173.06, the Mayor shall prepare a notice of final determination. 

(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1) of this subsection, the Mayor may 
revoke the notice of initial determination or hold in abeyance further action 
under this subchapter if, prior to the end of the 30-day period, an interested 
party: 

(A)(i) Submits to the Mayor a written plan for the prompt completion of 
the sufficient action; and 

(ii) The Mayor approves the plan with or without conditions; or 
(B) SublTIits to the Mayor written reasons why the Mayor should not take 

the action specified in § 42-3173.05(a)(5); provided, that, in such case, the 
Mayor lTIay also amend the notice of initial determination. 
(3) The Mayor may extend the 30-day period for 30 days or less upon the 

written request of an interested party and for good cause shown. 

(b) The notice of final determination shall be prepared within 30 days after 
the end of the 30-day period or within 30 days after the end of any extension of 
the 30-day period. 

(c) The notice of final determination required by subsection (a) and (b) of this 
section shall include: 

(1) The address of the deteriorated structure or, if the address is not 
available or does not adequately identify the location of the structure, a 
description of the location of the deteriorated structure that is sufficient for 
its identification; 

(2) A statement that the Mayor has detern1ined that the structure is a 
deteriorated structure and the basis for the Mayor's determination that the 
structure is a deteriorated structure; 

(3) The date or dates on which the notice of initial determination under 
§ 42-3173.04 was posted, mailed, published, and filed; 

(4) A statement that sufficient action was not taken within the specified 
tilTIe period; 

(5) A statement that the Mayor intends to demolish or enclose the deterio
rated structure; and 

(6) A statement that interested parties have 30 days from the date of the 
mailing of the notice of final detern1ination to file a petition for review in the 
Superior Court of the District of Columbia seeking judicial review of the 
Mayor's final determination and that the filing of the petition shall stay final 
action by the Mayor to demolish or enclose the deteriorated structure until a 
judicial order is entered. 

Cd) After the notice of final determination is prepared, the Mayor shall: 
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(1) Post the notice on the deteriorated structure; 
(2) Mail the notice to all interested parties by certified mail, return receipt 

requested; and 
(3) File the notice with the Recorder of Deeds. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 447, as added Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 102, 49 DCR 1468; Oct. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-213, § 29(d), 49 DCR 8140.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments For Law 14-213, see notes following 
D.C. Law 14-213, in subsec. (a)(2)(B), substi- § 42-1102. 

tuted u§ 42-3173.0S(a)(S)" for 
"§ 42-3173.05(a)(4)". 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-3171.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia <>11. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.l.S. District of Columbia §§ 11,26 to 33. 

§ 42-3173.08. Duty of Mayor to demolish or enclose deteriorated struc
ture 

(a) If a petition for review is not filed under § 42-3173.09 within the tillle 
period specified in § 42-3173.09, the Mayor shall delnolish or enclose the 
deteriorated structure within 120 days after the notice of final detern1ination 
has been Inailed or filed, whichever is earlier. 

(b) If a petition for review is filed under § 42-3173.09 within the time period 
specified in § 42-3173.09, the Mayor shall demolish or enclose the deteriorated 
structure within 120 days after the court issues an order authorizing the Mayor 
to act, enters final judgment against the petitioner, or dismisses the petition. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 448, as added Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 102,49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-3171.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia c;::> 11. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. District of Columbia §§ 11, 26 to 33. 

§ 42-3173.09. Judicial review of final determination. 
(a) Within 30 days after the date of the mailing of the notice of final 

detennination under § 42-3173.07, an interested party may file a petition for 
review in the Superior Court of the District of Columbia challenging the final 
determination. 
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(b) If a petition has been filed under subsection (a) of this section and the 
Mayor has been served with the petition, the Mayor shall not demolish or 
enclose the deteriorated structure under the authority of this subchapter until 
the court issues an order authorizing the Mayor to act, enters final judgment 
against the petitioner, or dismisses the petition. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 449, as added Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 102, 49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-3171.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (p 11. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. District of Columbia §§ 11,26 to 33. 

§ 42-3173.10. Recovery of costs by the District of Columbia. 

(a) Within 120 days after a deteriorated structure is enclosed or demolished 
under this subchapter, the Mayor shall determine the total costs incurred by the 
District to bring about the delTIolition or enclosure. The total costs shall: 

(1) Include all reasonable costs, including administrative costs; 
(2) Include the cost of repairing damage to adjoining premises; and 
(3) Be reduced by the amount, if any, received from the sale of old 

material. 

(b) (1 ) The Mayor shall assess the total costs deternlined under subsection (a) 
of this section as a tax on the lot on which the deteriorated structure stands or 
stood. 

(2) A tax assessed under this section may be paid without interest within 
60 days after the date the tax is assessed. Interest of 18% per annUlTI shall be 
charged on the unpaid portion of the tax, if any, and interest on the unpaid 
portion of the tax shall accrue from the date the tax was assessed. 

(3) If a portion of the tax assessed under this section relTIains unpaid one 
year after the date the tax was assessed, the property against which the tax 
was assessed may be sold for the tax or unpaid portion of the tax, with 
interest and penalties thereon, at the next tax sale in the same lTIanner and 
under the same conditions as property sold for delinquent general taxes. 

(4) In selling a property tax lien under paragraph (3) of this subsection, the 
Mayor nlay forgive up to 50% of the alTIount of any outstanding taxes owed 
on the property, and nlay forgive in full any penalties or interest accrued on 
the taxes owed, if the property is transferred to a low-income household, as 
defined in § 42-2851.02(10), or a nonprofit housing entity providing housing 
opportunities to low-income households; provided, that: 

(A) The transferee, if a low-income household, shall maintain the proper
ty as his or her principal place of residence for at least 5 years; 

(B) The transferee, if a nonprofit housing entity, shall: 
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(i) If the property is developed for homeownership opportunities, 
require that the homeowner maintain the property as his or her principal 
place of residence for at least 5 years; 

(ii) If the property is developed for rental opportunities, maintain the 
rental units as units affordable to, and occupied by, low-income, very 
low-income, or extrelnely 10w-incOlne households for not less than 20 
years; and 
(C) The transferee shall cOlnplete rehabilitation of the property within 18 

Jnonths after the property is transferred. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 450, as added Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 102,49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 14-114, see notes following 

§ 42-3171.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia G;;>11. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 11,26 to 33. 

§ 42-3173.11. Use of funds; deposit of funds. 

(a) Amounts collected by the District of Columbia under this subchapter shall 
be deposited into the fund established by § 42-3131.01(b)(l). 

(b) Alnounts in the fund established by § 42-3131.01(b)(l), Inay be used to 
pay the costs incurred by the District to demolish or enclose a structure under 
this subchapter. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 451, as added Apr. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 102, 49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-3171.01. 

Key Numbers 

District of Columbia G;;>10. 

Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

§ 42-3173.12. Nature of remedies. 

The remedies set forth in this subchapter shall be cumulative and not 
exclusive. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 452, as added Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, 
§ 102, 49 DCR 1468.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 
Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-317l.01. 
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SUBTITLE VII 

RENTAL HOUSING. 

CHAPTER 32 

LANDLORD AND TENANT. 

Law Review and Journal Commentaries 

Landlord & Tenant, 31 Catholic University 
Law Review 830. 

Section 
42-3201. 

42--3202. 

42-3203. 
42-3204. 
42-3205. 
42-3206. 
42-3207. 
42-3208. 
42-3209. 
42-3210. 
42-3211. 

42-3212. 
42-3213. 
42-3214. 
42-3215. 

42-3216. 

42-3217. 

42-3218. 

42-3219. 

42-3220. 

42-3221. 

42-3222. 

42-3223. 

42-3224. 

42-3225. 

Notice to quit-Unnecessary with lease for certain term; landlord's right to 
immediate possession. 

Notice to quit-Month to month or quarter to quarter tenancy; expiration of 
notice. 

Notice of termination-Tenancies at will. 
Notice to quit-Tenancies by sufferance; apportionment of rent. 
Notice not to be recalled without consent; effect of expiration of notice. 
Service of notice to quit. 
Refusal to surrender possession; double rent. 
Parties may agree to alternate notice provisions; waiver. 
Recovery of real and personal property leased together. 
Action in ejectment-When proper. 
Action in ejectment-Claims for arrears of rent, double rent, and waste; 

jurisdiction of court; money judgment. 
Consolidation of actions for arrears of rent and possession. 
Landlord's lien for rent-Time of existence. 
Landlord's lien for rent-How enforced. 
Landlord's lien for rent-When attachment issuable; executing officer's 

power of entry. 
Landlord's lien for rent-Property subject to lien not to be executed on by 

another without payment of rent due; when rent in arrears exceeds 3 
months. 

Distress not unlawful and party making it not trespasser ab initio because of 
irregularity; special damages recoverable; costs; tender of amends defeats 
recovery. 

Fraudulent removal, conveyance, or concealment of property to defeat lien 
subjects guilty party to forfeiture of double value of such property. 

Representatives of life tenant may recover proportion of rent from under
tenant. 

Action in debt may be brought for rent in arrears under lease or demise for 
life. 

Action by landlord for use and occupation of property where no deed; parol 
agreement as evidence of quantum of damages. 

Lease under control of a person with a mental disability -Surrender and 
renewal; guardian or committee; court order. 

Leases under control of a person with a mental disability -Lease pursuant to 
provisions of § 42-3222 valid. 

Leases under control of a person with a mental disability -Money received 
for renewal paid to guardian for benefit of person with a disability; 
characterization of money at death of person with a disability. 

Lease held by infant or person with a mental disability-Surrender and 
renewal; guardian or committee; court order. 
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Section 
42-3226. 

42-3227. 

42-3228. 

42-3229. 

42-3230. 

42-3231. 

42-3232. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Lease held by an infant or person with a mental disability-Costs of renewal 
chargeable to estate of infant or person with a disability or deemed charge 
upon leasehold. 

Lease held by an infant or person with a mental disability -New leases to be 
of same nature and subject to same liabilities as surrendered leases. 

Lease held by an infant or person with a mental disability -Renewed lease 
valid. 

Surrender for new lease good without surrender of underleases; underleases 
continue unaffected; all rights and remedies to continue. 

Grant or assignment of reversion of premises or by lessee not to affect rights 
or duties under lease. 

Grants of remainders, reversions, and rents good without attornment; pay
ment of rent to grantor without notice valid. 

Fraudulent attornment void; possession not changed by such attornment; 
limitation on scope of provisions. 

§ 42-3201. Notice to quit-Unnecessary with lease for certain term; land
lord's right to immediate possession. 

When real estate is leased for a certain term no notice to quit shall be 
necessary, but the landlord shall be entitled to the possession, without such 
notice, immediately upon the expiration of the term. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1382, ch. 854, § 1218.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
J981 Ed., § 45-1401. 
1973 Ed.,§ 45-901. 

Cross References 

Alterations to units after notice to vacate, prohibition, see § 6-731.01 et seq. 
Ejectment proceedings, see § 16-1110. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant <>94,275. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

ALR Library 
Grounds For Revocation Or Suspension Of 

License Of Real-estate Broker Or Salesper
son, 7 A.L.R. 5th 474. 

C.l.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 140, 142 to 
146, 148, 181 to 182, 1322 to 1323, 1325, 
1329 to 1331. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Continuation of possession after term 2 
Defenses 6 
Notice to quit 5 
Rent control laws 4 
Tenancy by sufferance 3 

permitted to continue with no funds in registry 
and with tenant on premises and would contin
ue to be deprived of funds which he might well 
need to pay his mortgage and to maintain other 
units, and tenant would be affected only insofar 
as he was precluded from continuing to live in a 
unit for which he was demonstrably unable to 
pay rent, landlord was entitled to possession of 

1. In general premises for failure to make one or more pay-
Since landlord would not be in a position to ments required by protective order, and tenant 

rent unit to a paying tenant if litigation was was not deprived of due process by disposition 
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of claim on merits without a hearing. D.C.Code 
1973, §§ 16-1501 et seq., 45-901 et seq.; 
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5. Mahdi v. Poretsky 
Management, Inc., 1981, 433 A.2d 1085. Land
lord And Tenant <'P 108(1) 

When parties contract for a definite lease 
term no notice to quit need be given when the 
term expires. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-901. Keu
roglian v. Wilkins (Cr.App. 1952) 88 A.2d 581. 
Landlord And Tenant <'P 94(2) 

Where rejection by trial court of an offer by 
tenants to prove that they had an oral agree
ment with deceased landlord to give them a 
lease through January 31, 1950, \vas assigned 
by tenants as error, but briefs on appeal were 
not filed until subsequent to the terminal date 
specified, the issue was moot, and court would 
not consider admissibility of the proffered evi
dence, or constitutionality of amendment to the 
Survivor's Testimony statute, under the due pro
cess clause. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 14-302, 
45-901, 45-902; U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 5. Al
pert v. Wolf (Cr.App. 1950) 73 A.2d 525. Feder
al Courts (;::::> 727 

The fact that landlord who immediately 
brought at expiration of term lease, an action 
for recovery of possession of leased premises, 
accepted damages from tenant for wrongful su
ing oul of order temporarily restraining land
lord from further proceeding with the action, 
did not constitute waiver of landlord's right to 
sue for recovery of premises. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-901. Bell v. Westbrook (Cr.App. 1946) 50 
A.2d 264. Landlord And Tenant ~ 200.9 

Landlord who filed on January 2, 1946, a suit 
for possession of premises was -not required to 
first give a 30 day notice to quit, notwithstand
ing term lease expired December 31, 1945, 
since January 1, 1946, being a legal holiday, the 
statute authorizing recovery of possession with
out notice immediately upon expiration of term 
was complied with. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-90l. 
Bell v. Westbrook (Cr.App. 1946) 50 A.2d 264. 
Landlord And Tenant ~ 291 (1) 

Where lessee of one portion of premises occu
pied, added space as subtenant of second lessee, 
and by supplemental agreement with landlord 
proposed to occupy added space under cove
nants of original lease if second lessee vacated, 
and both leases expired before second lessee 
vacated, and lessor did not recognize lessee as a 
tenant of added space by accepting rent from 
him for such space, lessee occupied added 
space as a subtenant holding over, and since 
second lessee had no right to a 30 day notice to 
vacate, his lease having expired, lessee, as sub
tenant, also was without right to such notice. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-901, 45-904. Thayer v. 
Brainerd (CLApp. 1946) 47 A.2d 787. Landlord 
And Tenant (;:= 94(2) 

§ 42-3201 
Note 2 

2. Continuation of possession after term 

Landlord was entitled to possession of the 
leased premises upon expiration of the commer
cial lease term, even if landlord committed a 
breach of the lease contract by rendering the 
premises "uninhabitable" due to construction 
work. Pinzon v. A & G Properties, 2005, 874 
A.2d 347. Landlord And Tenant <'P 275 

Where, even though tenant had a one-year 
lease, landlord had an established policy of al
lowing tenants to remain as month-to-month 
tenants after the expiration of a fixed term of 
lease, and where landlord abandoned that es
tablished policy with respect to one tenant 
who had just been elected president of the ten
ants' association, tenant was entitled to pres
ent evidence, in defense of possessory action, 
to demonstrate that landlord was engaged in a 
retaliatory eviction notwithstanding statutory 
provision that a landlord is entitled to posses
sion without notice at the expiration of a fixed 
term. D.C.C.E. § 45-901. Golphin v. Park 
Monroe Associates, 1976, 353 A.2d 314. 
Landlord And Tenant G;;;> 284(1) 

Where tenant was merely continuing in pos
session after expiration of lease against will of 
landlord, without payment of rent, tenant was 
not entitled to notice to quit. D.C.Code 1951, 
§ 45-901. Nickles v. Sullivan (Cr.App. 1953) 97 
A.2d 920. Landlord And Tenant <'P 120(2) 

Fact that landlord whose tenants were re
quired under lease to surrender premises at 
expiration of term, did not forcibly evict tenants 
from premises at expiration of term, did not file 
suit for possession for two weeks after lease 
expired, and that tenants, with landlord paying 
the bills, continued to furnish heat and hot 
water for other tenants in building as they were 
required to do under lease, did not create a 
tenancy by sufferance entitling tenants to thirty
day notice to quit possession, where tenants 
continued in possession against wishes of land
lord. D.C.Code, 1940, §§ 45-820, 45-901. 
Williams v. John F. Donohoe & Sons (Cr.App. 
1949) 68 A.2d 239. Landlord And Tenant (;:= 

119(2); Landlord And Tenant (;:= 120(2) 

The fact that tenant continued in possession 
of premises a(~ter expiration of tenn" lease did 
not create a tenancy by sufferance so as to 
require landlord to give 30 day notice, where 
landlord brought action for possession immedi
ately upon expiration of term and continuation 
in possession was result of temporary injunction 
order obtained by tenant and landlord rejected 
rent offered by tenant, notwithstanding landlord 
accepted damages for wrongful suing out of 
temporary restraining order. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 45-820, 45-901. Bell v. Westbrook (CLApp. 
1946) 50 A.2d 264. Landlord And Tenant <'P 
1 19(2); Landlord And Tenant <'P 29l( 1) 
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3. Tenancy by sufferance 
The fact that landlord called tenant a "tenant 

by sufferance" in complaint in action for pos
session of premises filed imnlediately upon expi
ration of term lease, did not create a "tenancy 
by sufferance" so as to require landlord to first 
give tenant a 30 day notice since quoted term 
was a legal conclusion. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 45-820, 45-901. Bell v. Westbrook (Cr.App. 
1946) 50 A.2d 264. Landlord And Tenant (;;:::::> 

119(1); Landlord And Tenant (;;:::::> 291 (1); Land
lord And Tenant (;;:::::> 291 (8) 

Where landlord gave tenant permission to 
install an air cooling system [or leased premises 
and thereafter gave tenant "permission to usc" 
certain space not covered by lease for purpose 
of installing parts of the air cooling machinery, 
the language used did not create a "tenancy by 
sufferance" so as to require landlord to give 
tenant a 30 day notice to quit after expiration of 
lease with respect to the space permissively 
used. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-901, 45-904. 
Thayer v. Brainerd (Cr.App. 1946) 47 A.2d 787. 
Landlord And Tenant G;::::> 119(1); Landlord And 
Tenant <> 120(2) 

Once a tenant moves into a residential rental 
unit in the District of Columbia, and regardless 
of the nature or length of the tenancy set forth 
in the lease, that tenant may not be evicted from 
the unit unless: (J) He or she fails to pay rent; 
or (2) he or she gives a written notice of inten
tion to vacate by a certain date and then fails to 
do so; or (3) he or she violates some other 
condition of the tenancy; or (4) the landlord 
wishes to retake possession for one of the rea
sons specified in § 45-2551. In all cases save 
(1), the landlord must give a written notice 
wh ich conforms to the Rental Housing Act of 
1985, D.C. Law 6-10 (Chapter 25 of this title). 
Thus, in effect, the Act creates residential tenan
cies of indefinite duration. Bums v. Harvey, I 14 
WLR 133 (Super. Ct. 1986). " 

REAL PROPERTY 

4. Rent control laws 

Although District of Columbia Rent Control 
Regulation governing eviction procedures under 
the District's rent control program is in conflict 
with District of Columbia Code providing that a 
tenant whose lease has expired may be evicted 
without service of a notice to quit and with 
related Code provision which does not require 
that a notice to quit contain a reason therefor, 
the conflicting sections of the Code, being first 
enacted, yield to the more recently enacted rent 
control regulations. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-901, 
45-904, 45-1621 et seq. Jack Spicer Real Es
tate, Inc. v. Gassaway, 1976, 353 A.2d 288. 
Landlord And Tenant (;;:::::> 278.3 

5. Notice to quit 

Notice provisions in this section are supersed
ed by notice provisions in § 45-2551 in requir
ing written notice to quit in cases where a lease 
for a definite term has come to an end. Burns v. 
Harvey, 114 WLR 133 (Super. Ct. 1986). 

The right of a tenant to waive its right to 
receive written notice to quit from the landlord, 
where a lease for a definite term of years has 
come to an end, is limited to a nonpayment of 
rent situation. Burns v. Harvey, 114 WLR 133 
(Super. Ct. 1986). 

6. Defenses 

In the unique context of a landlord's sum
mary suit for possession, a defense premised 
upon a failure of the landlord to perform other 
obligations is inappropriate; such a failure on 
the part of the landlord is irrelevant in assessing 
the propriety of possessory relief, for a tenant is 
not entitled to withhold rent based on any other 
asserted breach of contract. Pinzon v. A & G 
Properties, 2005, 874 A.2d 347. Landlord And 
Tenant C;:;> 199.5; Landlord And Tenant <P 
298(1) 

§ 42-3202. Notice to quit-Month to month or quarter to quarter tenancy; 
expiration of notice. 

A tenancy frOlTI month to lTIonth, or from quarter to quarter, lTIay be 
terminated by a 30 days notice in writing from the landlord to the tenant to 
quit, or by such a notice frOlTI the tenant to the landlord of his intention to quit, 
said notice to expire, in either case, on the day of the month from which such 
tenancy cOlnmenced to run. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1382, ch. 854, § 1219.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1402. 

1973 Ed., § 45-902. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
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Note 1 

Cross References 

Alterations to units after notice to vacate, prohibition, see § 6-731.01 et seq. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant e:;> 116. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

ALR Library 
Grounds For Revocation Or Suspension Of 

License Of Real-estate Broker Or Salesper
son, 7 A.L.R. 5th 474. 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 209 to 2 I 0, 
220 to 228, 232 to 239. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Action for possession 18 
Commencement of tenancy 4 
Due process 2 
Expiration of notice 10 
Length of notice 7 
Manner of service of notice 9 
Month to month tenancy defined 3 
Notice to quit by tenant 13 
Payment or acceptance of rent after notice 12 
Persons entitled to notice 6 
Pleadings 19 
Protective orders 17 
Retaliatory evictions 14 
Review 20 
Sufficiency of notice 8 
Surrender of premises 15 
Tenancy at sufferance 16 
Validity of lease 5 
Waiver of right to notice 11 

1. In general 

The District of Columbia Emergency Rent 
Act, which contains no express reference to 
United States as a landlord or to application of 
act to government owned housing of any kind, 
is not applicable to government owned defense 
housing in the District, such as the Bellevue 
Houses, and hence government can bring dis
possessory proceeding against tenant without 
establishing any of the additional facts which 
the act requires landlord to establish as condi
tion of recovery of possession of housing accom
modations to which the act applies. D.C.Code 
1940, §§ 5-103 et seq., 11-735, 11-773,45-902, 
45-1601 to 45- J 611; Lanham Act, § 1 et seq. as 
amended 42 U.S.C.A. § 1521 et seq.; Housing 
Act of 1937, § 1 et seq., 42 U.S.C.A. § 140 J et 
seq.; Second SupplenlCntal National Defense 
Appropriation Act of 1941, § 201, 54 Stat. 883, 
884; Emergency Price Control Act of 1942, 
§§ 2, 302 as amended 50 U.S.C.A.Appendix, 
§§ 902, 942; Housing and Rent Act of 1947, § 1 
et seq., 50 U.S.C.A~Appendix, § 1881 et seq. 
U.S. v. Wittek, U.S.Dist.Co1.1949, 69 S.Ct. 1108, 

337 U.S. 346, 93 L.Ed. 1406. Landlord And 
Tenant (2;::::;> 278.4(.5); Statutes <> 233 

Where party occupying landowner's premises 
had no right to possession but his original entry 
had been lawful, ejectment rather than action 
under forcible entry and detainer statute was 
only appropriate remedy. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 11-735, 45-902 to 45-904. Shapiro v. Chris-
topher, C.A.D.C.1952, 195 F.2d 785, 90 
U.S.App.D.C. 114. Ejectment <> 35; Forcible 
Entry And Detainer G::;> 15(1) 

Late payments of rent, at least when continu
ous and willful, are violations of an obligation of 
tenancy which may be the subject of eviction 
upon the giving of the required 30-day statutory 
notice, pursuant to rent control law, just as 
much as violations based upon occupancy lim
its, banned use of the premises, or other non
rent-related violations. Suggs v. Lakritz Adler 
Management, LLC, 2007, 933 A.2d 795. Land
lord And Tenant G::;> 278.9(.5); Landlord And 
Tenant (2;::::;> 278.9(2) 

Where housing authority in its lease for an 
apartment in a low-rent housing project con
structed under United States Housing Act in
serted a provision that it might terminate the 
lease for anyone of eight listed reasons or for 
others not named, and notice to quit stated 
reason that tenants in effect had violated Gwinn 
Amendment when they failed to execute certifi
cate of nonmembership in subversive organiza
tion, tenants, in resisting suit by United States 
for possession, were entitled to show that 
Gwinn Amendment was unconstitutional. Unit
ed States Housing Act of 1937, § 1 el seq. as 
amended 42 U.S.C.A. § 140J et seq.; 42 
U.S.C.A. § 1411c; D.C.Code J 95 J, §§ 1 J-735, 
45-902, 45-910. Rudder v. U.S. (Cr.App. J 954) 
105 A.2d 74J, reversed 226 F.2d 5J, 96 
U.S.App.D.C. 329. Constitutional Law C= 695 

Where housing authority in its lease for an 
apartment in a low-rent housing project con
structed under United States Housing Act in
serted a provision that it might terminate the 
lease for anyone of eight listed reasons, or for 
others not named, such provision indicated a 
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Note 1 

contractual intent that the tenants were not to 
be evicted except for certain reasons. United 
States Housing Act of 1937, § 1 et seq. as 
amended 42 U.S.C.A. § 1401 et seq.; 42 
U.S.C.A. § 1411c; D.C.Code 1951, §§ 11-735, 
45-902.45-910. Rudder v. u.s. (Cr.App. 1954) 
105 A.2d 741, reversed 226 F.2d 51, 96 
U.S.App.D.C. 329. United States C= 57 

Ordinarily, the United States like any private 
landlord, may exercise its right to terminate a 
monthly tenancy by serving a statutory notice to 
quit, \vithout revealing any other reason. Unit
ed States Housing Act of 1937, § 1 et seq. as 
amended 42 U.S.C.A. § 1401 et seq.; 42 
U.S.C.A. § 1411c; D.C.Code 1951, §§ 11-735, 
45-902,45·-910. Rudder v. U.S. (Cr.App. 1954) 
LOS A.2d 741, reversed 226 F.2d 51, 96 
U.S.App.D.C. 329. United States C= 57 

At common law a tenant who holds over after 
end of month and after rightful notice of termi
nation of tenancy is subject to an exercise of an 
option by landlord to treat him as a wrongdoer 
or hold him for another month's rent. Zoby v. 
Kosmadakes (CLApp. 1948) 61 A.2d 618. 
Landlord And Tenant e:=::> 116(4); Landlord And 
Tenant G:::::> 116(7) 

2. Due process 
Though private landlord can terminate tenan

cy from month to month by 30 days' notice and 
recover possession without furnishing reason 
for termination, United States in its capacity as 
landlord is still United States and is subject to 
requirements of due process and may not termi
nate tenancy arbitrarily. D.C.Code 1951, 
§§ 45-902, 45-910; United States Housing Act, 
§ I et seq. as amended 42 U.S.C.A. § 1401 et 
seq.; Independent Offices Appropriation Act of 
1953, § 101 as amended 42 U.S.C.A. § 1411c. 
Rudder v. U.S., C.A.D.C.1955, 226 F.2d 51,96 
U.S.App.D.C. 329. Constitutional Law (? 4112; 
United States (? 57 

Attempted termination of tenancy by United 
States as landlord for sole reason that tenants 
refused to sign certification that they were not 
members of many of certain listed organizations 
which had been designated by Attorney General 
either as subversive or as otherwise within Ex
ecutive Order No. 9835 was, without regard to 
issue of constitutionality of Gwinn Amendment, 
providing that certain units should not be occu
pied by any member of organization designated 
as subversive, arbitrary and violative of due 
process requirements. D.C.Code 1951, 
§§ 45-902, 45-910; Executive Order No. 9835, 
5 U .S.C.A. § 631 note; United States Housing 
Act, § 1 et seq. as amended 42 U.S.C.A. § 1401 
et seq.; Independent Offices Appropriation Act 
of 1953, § 101 as amended 42 U.S.C.A. 
§ 1411c. Rudder v. U.S., C.A.D.C.1955, 226 
F.2d 51, 96 U.S.App.D.C. 329. Constitutional 
Law (;::;> 4112 

REAL PROPERTY 

Where District of Columbia Emergency Rent 
Act was not applicable to United States bringing 
dispossessory proceedings against tenant in Mu
nicipal Court for the District of Columbia, ten
ant was not deprived of due process of law 
because of failure of the United States to com
ply with landlord and tenant rule of Municipal 
Court requiring that the landlord show grounds 
for possession under such act. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-1601 et seq. Wittek v. U.S. (Cr.App. 1947) 
54 A.2d 747, remanded 171 F.2d 8, 83 U.S.App. 
D.C. 377, certiorari granted 69 S.Ct. 737, 336 
U.S. 931, 93 L.Ed. 1091, reversed 69 S.Ct. 1108, 
337 U.S. 346, 93 L.Ed. 1406. Constitutional 
Law ~ 4112 

3. Month to month tenancy defined 
A "tenancy from month to month" is a tenan

cy for a month certain plus an expectancy or 
possibility of continuation for one or more simi
lar periods, and until rightful notice of terl11.i
nation is given this expectancy ripens at the 
turn of each month to a true tenancy for the 
ensuing month. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-821, 
45-902. Dorado v. Loew's, Inc. (Cr.App. 1952) 
88 A.2d 188. Landlord And Tenant G:::::> 115(1) 

4. Commencement of tenancy 
Provision of lease of governmentally assisted 

dwelling which stated that the first term of the 
lease "shall commence on the 18th day and 
continue through the last day of January, 1974" 
and that ''This lease shall be automatically re
newed for successive terms of one month each 
at the rent of $36.00 per month" was not unrea
sonably ambiguous as to the date of comnlence
ment of the tenancv but evidenced an intent to 
create two separat~ terms of tenancy, the first 
term expiring the last day of January, 1974, 
with a new term automatically commencing on 
February 1 and continuing on a month-to
month basis; therefore, notice to quit which 
expired on June 30 and required tenant to va
cate on or before July 1 sufficiently complied 
with statute which requires that notice to quit 
expire on date of commencement of tenancy. 
D.C.C.E. §§ 5-103a, 45-902. District of Colum
bia Dept. of Housing and Community Develop
ment v. Pitts, 1977, 370 A.2d 1377. Landlord 
And Tenant e=:> 116(5) 

5. Validity of lease 
Fact that there had been Housing Code viola

tions, under process of being corrected, in ten
ant's apartment at time she executed lease did 
not render lease invalid. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-902, 
45-908, 47-2328. Watson v. Kotler (App. 1970) 
264 A.2d 141. Landlord And Tenant (;::;> 21 

Where substantial violation of housing regula
tions existed on premises at time lease was 
signed, such violations were sufficient to render 
premises unsafe and unsanitary, and landlord 
knew of such violations, lease was void and 
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unenforceable, though landlord had not re
ceived official notice of existence of violations 
from city housing inspectors. D.C.C.E. 
§§ 45-902, 45-908. Diamond Housing Corp. v. 
Robinson (App. 1969) 257 A.2d 492, motion 
denied 433 F.2d 497, 139 U.S.App.D.C. 339. 
Landlord And Tenant ~ 21 

Provision of lease that tenant, if not in de
fault, was entitled to not less than 30 days' 
notice to vacate, which notice was to be given, 
in writing, at least 30 days before the tenancy 
was intended to be terminated, was a valid 
contract substitution for the code provision per
taining to notice to terminate a tenancy from 
month to month. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-902. 
Zoby v. Kosmadakes (CLApp. 1948) 61 A.2d 
618. Landlord And Tenant (:::::::> 116(5) 

6. Persons entitled to notice 
General pat'tner had no obligation to serve 

notice to quit on limited partner before raising 
rent for limited partner's use of parking lots 
owned by partnership, provided that increase 
was consistent with provision of partnership 
agreement authorizing rental to Limited partner 
at reasonable monthly rate; parties were sophis
ticated businessmen who entered agreement 
with relatively equal bargaining power so there 
was no need to rewrite contract to equalize 
equities. Auger v. Tasea Inv. Co., 1996, 676 
A.2d 18. Landlord And Tenant c:;:> 200.8 

Apartment building maintenance men who 
occupied apartment rent-free as partial com
pensation for their services did not occupy 
"rental unit" within meaning of Rental Housing 
Act of 1985, and thus were not "tenants" within 
meaning of Act; therefore, employer was not 
obligated to give them 30 days' notice to quit. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2503(33, 36), 45-2551. 
Anderson v. William J. Davis, Inc., 1989, 553 
A.2d 648. Labor And Employment (:::::::> 201 

§ 42-3202 
Note 7 

§§ 45-902,45-1601 el seq., 45-1605; Act Congo 
June 30, 1951, §§ 1 et seq., 2(4), 65 Stat. 98. 
Stoner v. Humphries (Cr.App. 1952) 87 A.2d 
528. Landlord And Tenant (:::::::> 200.61(1) 

A roomer, although a tenant under the rent 
act, was not a tenant for other purposes, and 
was not entitled to benefit of statutory provi
sions requiring a notice to quit for termination 
of a tenancy. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-902 to 
45-904, 45-161l(a, f). Tamamian v. Gabbard 
(Cr.App. 1947) 55 A.2d 513. Innkeepers (:::::::> 9 

7. Length of notice 
Under Code, § 1219 (D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 

§ 312), providing that a monthly tenancy may 
be terminated on 30 days' notice, the landlord is 
not required to so specify in the notice the date 
of the termination of the lease, but, having done 
so, he is bound by that date and must give the 
full 30 days' notice before that date. Merritt v. 
Thompson, 1923, 289 F. 631, 53 App.D.C. 233. 
Landlord And Tenant C::> 116(5) 

Where the landlord was given 30 days' notice 
to quit on the 1st day of the following month, 
the notice was sufficient under Code, § 1219 
(D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 312), whether the ten
ancy was from month to month, beginning on 
the 1st of the month, or by sufferance. McCoy 
v. Duehay, 1922, 279 F. 1001, 51 App.D.C. 363. 
Landlord And Tenant (:::::::> 116(5); Landlord And 
Tenant C::> 120(2) 

A notice to tenant from month to month to 
quit is not bad, because giving him a day more 
than the 30 days required by the Code in which 
to surrender. Boss v. Hagan, 1919,261 F. 254, 
49 App.D.C. 106, 8 A.L.R. 1508. Landlord And 
Tenant (p 116(5) 

Month-to-month tenant was entitled to 30-day 
notice to quit before his landlord could sue fo~' 
possession of premises. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1402. Jamison v. S & H Associates, 1985, 
487 A.2d 619. Landlord And Tenant (:::::::> 283 

Apartment building maintenance men who 
occupied apartment rent-free as partial com-
pensation [or their services were servants rather Notice to month-to-month tenant whose ten-
than tenants, and were thus not entitled to ancy commenced on first day o[ month, to va-
30-day notice required under statute pertaining cate premises on April 30, was invalid in that 
to tenancies by sufferance; maintenance men tenant was entitled to possession [or full month 
did not have lease, and were allowed to occupy of April and could not be required to vacate 
apartment only as incident to services they pro- within such month. Custis v. Klein (Cr.App. 
vided. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1404. Anderson 1962) 177 A.2d 268. Landlord And Tenant C::> 

v. William J. Davis, Inc., 1989, 553 A.2d 648. 116(5) 
Landlord And Tenant (:::::::> 1 Under statute permitting a tenancy from 

Where Congress amended the District of Co- month to month to be terminated by 30 days 
lumbia Emergency Rent Act providing that for notice in writing, a notice on May 24, 1949 to 
housing accommodations rented on January 1, quit premises at the end of 60 days after begin-
t 94 t, maximum rent ceiling should be in- ning of next rrlOn1h's tenancy, "vas good and 
creased to 20 per cent above freeze date rental, inured to benefit of lessor's widow. D.C.Code 
on filing by landlord with Rent Administrator of 1940, § 45-902. Alpert v. Wolf (Cr.App. 1950) 
a new rent schedule form, tenants were obligat- 73 A.2d 525. Landlord And Tenant (;:::> 116(5) 
ed to pay such authorized increase on filing by The thirty days' notice required to terminate a 
landlord of his schedule, and tenants were not tenancy from month 10 month may not include 
entitled to 30-day notice. D.C.Code 1940, the day on which tenant is required to vacate. 
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D.C.Code 1940, § 45-902. Zobv v. Kosmadakes 
(Cr.App. 1948) 61 A.2d 618. Time G::::> 9(10) 

The notice of termination of month to month 
tenancy must be given before end of one month, 
at which time expectancy to have continuation 
for one or more similar periods will have vest
ed. Zoby v. Kosmadakes (Cr.App. 1948) 61 
A.2d 618. Landlord And Tenant c:;;;> 116(5) 

Tenant may be given more than 30 days' 
notice of termination of month to month tenan
cy without affecting validity of notice. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-902. Zoby v. Kosmadakes 
(CLApp. 1948) 61 A.2d 618. Landlord And 
Tenant (;:;:::> 116(5) 

The requirements for a good notice to termi
nate a tenancy by month to month are: Thirty 
full days' notice; counted by excluding the day 
of service and including the last day; and expi
ration of notice on day from which tenancy 
began to run. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-902. Zoby 
v. Kosmadakes (Cr.App. 1948) 61 A.2d 618. 
Landlord And Tenant ~ 116(5) 

A tenant from month to month is entitled to 
full 30 days' notice to quit. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-902. Klein v. Miles (Cr.App. 1944) 35 
A.2d 243. Landlord And Tenant G::::> 116(5) 

Where monthly tenancy commenced on De
cember 15, 1942, landlord's notice, dated June 
] 1, J 943, and served on tenant on June 12, 
directing him to vacate and quit leased premises 
30 days after June 15, 1943, and adding that 
notice expired July 15, 1943, was not defective 
as commencing after June] 5, less than 30 days 
before July 15. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-902. 
Klein v. Miles (Cr.App. 1944) 35 A.2d 243. 
Landlord And Tenant G;;:;> ] 16(5) 

8. Sufficiency of notice 
A notice to a tenant to quit, which describes 

the demised property in the same way that it is 
described in the lease, and which gives the 
tenant more than 30 days' notice to surrender 
the premises, is a sufficient notice. Bliss v. 
Duncan, 1915, 44 App.D.C. 93. Landlord And 
Tenant G;:::> 283 

A 30-day notice to quit is not void because it 
fails to specify the day of the termination of the 
tenancy where it is dated and served the full 30 
days before the end of the term. Byrne v. 
Morrison, 1905, 25 App.D.C. 72. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 283 

Housing landlord subject to statute governing 
evictions may not terminate month-to-month 
tenancy under notice to quit statute without 
giving valid statutory reason. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1402, 45-2551, 45-2551(b). Cormier v. 
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ning of her next month's tenancy, complied 
with statute requiring landlord to give 30 days 
notice to quit in writing which must expire on 
day of month from which tenancy begins to run. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-902. Conrad v. Pisner 
(Cr.App. 1951) 79 A.2d 780, affirmed 196 F.2d 
240, 90 U.S.App.D.C. 423. Landlord And Ten
ant (;:;:::> 278.10(3) 

Thirty days' notice to tenant in defense hous
ing project, written on a letterhead of the Na
tional Capital Housing Authority and signed by 
property manager of project, was sufficient 
though dispossessory proceedings were brought 
by the United States, rather than by the authori
ty. Wittek v. U.S. (Cr.App. 1947) 54 A.2d 747, 
remanded 171 F.2d 8, 83 U.S.App.D.C. 377, 
certiorari granted 69 S.Ct. 737, 336 U.S. 931, 
93 L.Ed. 1091, reversed 69 S.Ct. 1108,337 U.S. 
346, 93 L.Ed. 1406. United States (;:;:::> 57 

Where month to month tenancy began on the 
third of the month, and rent was payable on 
that day, a notice to quit signed by both land
lords, dated and served on October 18, 1946 
requiring tenants to vacate premises on the 
third day of December, 1946, satisfied statutory 
provision respecting notice to terminate tenancy 
from month to month. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-902. Wynn v. Washington (Cr.App. 1947) 
53 A.2d 275. Landlord And Tenant (;:;:::> 116(5) 

A notice to quit served on tenant on or about 
May 14, 1946, requiring month to month tenant 
to vacate "on or before" July 1, 1946 was not 
defective because of use of words "on or be
fore", since notice did not require tenant to quit 
before July 1. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-902. Gor
don v. Tino (Cr.App. 1946) 50 A.2d 593. Land
lord And Tenant <IF> 116(5) 

A landlord's notice to quit, dated and served 
on month to month tenant June 30, 1943, and 
demanding that tenant quit leased premises at 
end of 30 days after beginning of next month's 
tenancy on July 1, 1943, complied with statute 
requiring 30 days' written notice to quit, expir
ing on day of month from which tenancy com
menced to run, so as to entitle landlord to 
possession after August 1, on which date notice 
expired. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-902. Young v. 
Baugh (Cr.App. 1944) 35 A.2d 242. Time G::::> 
9(4) 

Notice to quit must be given in each succes
sive suit for possession based upon the nonpay
ment of rent for different periods of time unless 
landlord establishes a continuing waiver of no
tice. Nash v. Walker, 112 WLR 1617 (Super. Ct. 
1984). 

McRae, 1992, 609 A.2d 676. Landlord And 9. Manner of service of notice 
Tenant (;:;:::> 283 Substituted service of notice to quit is less 

Where tenancy by terms of written lease com- favored than delivery of the document to the 
menced on first day of each month, notice tenant in person, and posting should be em-
served on June 26, which ordered tenant to quit ployed as a last resort. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-902, 
premises at expiration of 30 days after begin- 45-906. Moody v. Winchester Management 
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Corp., 1974, 321 A.2d 562. Landlord And Ten
ant ~ 94(4) 

When landlord has to fall back on substituted 
service as method of service of notice to quit, he 
must strictly comply with the statutory require
ments. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-902, 45-906. Moody v. 
Winchester Management Corp., 1974, 321 A.2d 
562. Landlord And Tenant ~ 94(4) 

Service of notice to quit by resident manager 
who knocked on tenants' door but received no 
response and who slipped notice, enclosed in an 
envelope, under the door, did not constitute 
"posting in a conspicuous place" as required by 
statute and service of notice was defective. 
D.C.C.E. §§ 45-902, 45-906. Moody v. Win
chester Management Corp., 1974,321 A.2d 562. 
Landlord And Tenant <P 94(4) 

The same exactness is not required in the 
serving of a notice to quit as in the serving of a 
summons in a landlord and tenant action. 
D.C.Code 1961, §§ 11-736, 45-906. Custis v. 
Klein (CLApp. 1962) 177 A.2d 268. Landlord 
And Tenant (::;:;;> 116(5) 

Landlord who without knowledge of dealings 
between tenant and corporation accepted cor
porate checks for rent was not thereby bound by 
transactions between tenant and corporation, 
and where there was no written assignment of 
rental agreement with tenant to corporation 
and landlord had never accepted corporation as 
a tenant, service of notice on tenant was suffi
cient to terminate lease as well as sublease 
expressly made subject thereto. Haje's, Inc. v. 
Wire (CLApp. 1947) 56 A.2d 158. Landlord 
And Tenant (::;:;;> 76(3); Landlord And Tenant ~ 
80(3); Landlord And Tenant <P 94(3) 

Where one of the landlords personally handed 
month to month tenant a 30-day notice to quit, 
there was good service notwithstanding that 
tenant, after reading notice, stated she would 
not accept it and handed it back. Pointer v. 
Shepard (CLApp. 1946) 49 A.2d 659. Landlord 
And Tenant <P 116(5) 

Where one of the landlords went to rented 
dwelling and inquired for month to month ten
ant, and, upon being told that she was not at 
home, delivered 30-day notice to quit to an 
adult person who came to the door, there was 
good service of such notice. Pointer v. Shepard 
(CLApp. 1946) 49 A.2d 659. Landlord And 
Tenant (::;:;;> 116(5) 

Where by terms of lease there was a tenancy 
from month to month commencing on the first 
of the month, notice tacked on door of premises 
on November 30, 1945, terminating lease on 
January 1, 1946, was sufficient as a 30-day 
notice whether tenant received notice before 
midnight on November 30th or in the early 
hours of December 1, 1945. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-906. Lynch v. Bernstein (CLApp. 1946) 
48 A.2d 467. Landlord And Tenant (::;:;;> 116(5) 

§ 42-3202 
Note 10 

10. Expiration of notice 
Landlord may file action for possession or 

leased residential premises alleging violation of 
obligation of tenancy other than nonpayment 
of rent if tenant has not corrected violation 
within 30 days after receiving notice to correct 
violation or vacate, without regard to statutory 
notice to quit timing requirement that notice 
expire on day of month from which tenancy 
commenced to run. D.C.Code 198 J, 
§§ 45-1402, 45-2251(b). Cormier v. McRae, 
1992, 609 A.2d 676. Landlord And Tenant C=> 

283 
If there were an agreement between landlord 

and month-to-month tenant whose tenancy 
commenced on first day of month, that May 1 
was acceptable date fOJ: expiration of notice to 
quit, landlord breached agreement by giving 
notice to vacate on or before April 30; such 
agreement, if made after giving of such notice, 
would not give validity to invalid notice. Custis 
v. Klein (Cr.App. 1962) 177 A.2d 268. Landlord 
And Tenant C=> 116(5) 

The validity of a notice to quit a month to 
month tenancy does not depend upon whether 
the notice expires on a rent day, but upon 
whether it expires on the day of the month from 
which the tenancy began to run, thus notice 
given to expire on the corresponding current 
date to that of the leasehold origin was valid 
even though the parties had orally agreed to a 
change in the date of rental payments. Ouris
man Chevrolet, Inc. v. Zimmelman (CcApp. 
1952) 91 A.2d 709. Landlord And Tenant C=> 

116(5) 
Notice of termination of tenancy [rom month 

to month cannot be made to expire at time 
other than end of month, notwithstanding Code 
provision allowing parties to lease to substitute 
a longer or shorter period of notice than the 
thirty days which would be otherwise required 
by Code. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-821, 45-902, 
45-908. Dorado v. Locw's, Inc. (CLApp. 1952) 
88 A.2d 188. Landlord And Tenant <P 116(5) 

Under lease "by the month" commencing on 
20th day of month and providing that lessee 
would quit premises 24 hours after receiving 
notice to quit and that he would operate on a 24 
hour notice to quit, waiving any and all other 
notices to quit, and that lessor would rebate any 
rent paid in advance for period after notice to 
quit, 24 hour notice served on the 26th of the 
month was ineffective and notice to be effective 
had to expire on day of month from which 
tenancy commenced to run. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 45-821,45-902,45-908. Dorado v. Loew's, 
Inc. (Cr.App. 1952) 88 A.2d 188. Landlord And 
Tenant G:;;> 116(5) 

Notices to quit demanding that occupants of 
houses in federal low rent housing project un
der month to month tenancies, commencing on 
first day of each month, vacate houses on or 
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§ 42-3202 
Note 10 

before first day of certain month over thirty 
days after giving of notices, were valid as 
against contention that they should not have 
expired until 10th of month because of provi
sions in rental agreements for payment of rent 
in advance before 1 P.M. each dav between 1st 
and 10th of each month. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-902. Miller v. U.S. (Cl'.App. 1950) 77 A.2d 
171. Landlord And Tenant <3= 94(3) 

The purpose of a thirty day notice to quit is to 
terminate a tenancy and at expiration of notice 
to quit tenancy no longer exists but only occu
pancy. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-904. Rubenstein 
v. Swagart (Cr.App. 1950) 72 A.2d 690. Land
lord And Tenant <3= 116(5); Landlord And Ten
ant <3= 1 19(2) 

With respect to 30-day notice of termination 
of month to month tenancy, that midnight lying 
midway between the last dav of the terminal 
month "and the first day of th~ new month must 
be the termination of the thirtieth day of notice. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-902. Zoby v. Kosmadakes 
(Cr.App. 1948) 61 A.2d 618 .. Time <3= 9(10) 

An agreement whereby property was con
veyed to holder of a deed of trust did not affect 
lease of the premises previously made by owner, 
but the title taken was subject to the lease, in 
absence of foreclosure of the deed of trust, even 
though the lease was not of record, and to 
terminate the tenancy it was necessary that no
tice to quit expire on the day on which the 
tenancy commenced to run. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 11-739,45-902,45-904. Knowles v. Mosher 
(Cr.App. 1946) 45 A.2d 755. Landlord And 
Tenant <3= 94(3); Landlord And Tenant <3= 95 

in fixing time "vhen landlord's notice to ten
ant to quit leased premises expires, law does not 
take cognizance of fractions of a day or minute. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-902. Young v. Baugh (Cl'. 
App. 1944) 35 A.2d 242. Time <3= 11 

A landlord is not required to specify, in notice 
to quit premises leased from month to month 
date of expiration of notice, but must give notice 
running for full 30-day period, excluding date of 
service, and expiring on day of month from 
which tenancy commenced to run. D.C.Code 
1940, § 45-902. Young v. Baugh (Cr.App. 
J 944) 35 A.2d 242. Landlord And Tenant <2=:> 

116(5) 

11. Waiver of right to notice 
If landlord fails to serve tenant with notice to 

quit and tenant does not waive such notice, 
landlord is not entitled to possession. D.C.Code 
198 t, § 45-1402. Jamison v. S & H Associates, 
J 985, 487 A.2d 619. Landlord And Tenant <2=:> 

283 
If landlord alleges in complaint for possession 

that tenant has waived the right to a notice to 
quit, and the tenant contest~ that allegation, 
landlord must affirmatively prove either that 
there has been waiver or that notice has been 
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served. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1402. Jamison 
v. S & H Associates, 1985,487 A.2d 619. Land
lord And Tenant G::;> 285(4) 

On issue as to whether statutory tenant had, 
under lease provision, waived right to 30 days' 
notice by using premises for unlawful purpose, 
evidence would not sustain finding in favor of 
landlord. D.C.Code 1951, § 45-1601 et seq. 
Dunnington v. Thomas E. Jarrell Co. (Cr.App. 
1953) 96 A.2d 274. Landlord And Tenant <3= 
278.14(5) 

12. Payment or acceptance of rent after notice 
The rule, that when landlord gives notice to 

quit and later accepts rent for new term or part 
thereof he waives his right to demand posses
sion under notice, applies only in cases where 
notice to quit is statutory prerequisite of land
lord's right to recover possession from his ten
ant, that is, in cases involving tenancies from 
month to month, at will, or by sufferance. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-902 to 45-904. Shapiro 
v. Christopher, C.A.D.C.1952, 195 F.2d 785, 90 
U.S.App.D.C. 114. Landlord And Tenant G::;> 

112(2); Landlord And Tenant <2=:> 116(4); Land
lord And Tenant <2=:> 120(1) 

When landlord gives notice to quit and later 
accepts rent for new term or part thereof, he 
thereby waives his right to demand possession 
under notice, but a landlord's receipt of rent 
already in arrears merely obviates necessity of 
entering judgment for that amount and in no 
way affects landlord's right to judgment for 
possession. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-902 to 
45-904. Shapiro v. Christopher, C.A.D.C.1952, 
195 F.2d 785, 90 U.S.App.D.C. 114. Landlord 
And Tenant <2=:> J 12(2) 

Party storing merchandise upon premises by 
permission but without any lease or agreement 
as to payment of rent was only permissive occu
pant and mere licensee, and, as such, not enti
tled to benefit of rule providing that when land
lord gives notice to quit and later accepts rent 
for new term or part thereof he thereby waives 
his right to demand possession under notice. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-902 to 45-904. Shapiro 
v. Christopher, C.A.D.C.1952, 195 F.2d 785, 90 
U.S.App.D.C. 114. Landlord And Tenant <2=:> 

120(1) 
A landlord, who had given notice to his tenant 

to quit on the 1st day of the following month, 
does not waive the notice by accepting payment 
of the rent to the last day of the current month. 
McCoy v. Duehay, 1922, 279 F. 1001, 51 App. 
D.C. 363. Landlord And Tenant <3= 116(7) 

The receipt by a landlord, after notice to quit, 
of rent [or a new term or part thereof, amounts 
to a waiver of his right to demand possession 
under that notice; but receipt of rent for the 
current month pending a notice to quit does not 
have that effect. Byrne v. Morrison, 1905, 25 
App.D.C. 72. Landlord And Tenant <2=:> 283 
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Generally, receipt by landlord, after notice to 
quit has expired, of rent for new term or part 
thereof, amounts to a waiver of his right to 
demand possession under that notice. Rhodes 
v. U. S., 1973, 310 A.2d 250. Landlord And 
Tenant (l::;> 112(2) 

Finding, in action for possession by landlord, 
which charged rent on basis of the tenant's 
ability to pay, that fact that institution, which 
collected rent for landlord, accepted and depos
ited rent payment, which was made by tenant 
for new period after expiration of 30-day notice 
to quit, did not indicate an intention by landlord 
to waive such notice was not clearly erroneous. 
Rhodes v. U. S., 1973, 310 A.2d 250. Landlord 
And Tenant G;;:> 112.5 

Notice to quit was waived by landlord's sub
sequent continuous acceptance of rent from 
statutory tenant. D.C.Code 1951, § 45-1601 et 
seq. Dunnington v. Thomas E. Jarrell Co. eCr. 
App. 1953) 96 A.2d 274. Landlord And Tenant 
G;;:> 278.10(1) 

In landlord's action to recover leased premis
es, where trial court fixed amount of tenant's 
appeal bond at certain sum provided that tenant 
paid all rent in arrears, and continued to pay 
rent as due until final determination of appeal, 
acceptance of rent thereafter by landlord 
waived no rights that he had, and tenant was 
estopped from raising defense that landlord ac
cepted rent after trial, that such constituted 
waiver of notice to quit. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-902. Conrad v. Pisner (Cr.App. 1951) 79 
A.2d 780, affirmed 196 F.2d 240, 90 U.S.App. 
D.C. 423. Landlord And Tenant G;;:> 94(5) 

Acceptance by landlord of rent during run
ning of notice to quit does not constitute a 
waiver of notice. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-1605(b)(2). Little v. French (Cr.App. 
1950) 71 A.2d 534. Landlord And Tenant G;;:> 

116(7) 
An "acceptance" by a landlord of rent from a 

tenant sufficient to constitute a waiver of a 
notice to quit comprehends receipt of some
thing, plus an intention to retain it. Little v. 
French (CLApp. 1950) 71 A.2d 534. Landlord 
And Tenant (l::;> 116(7) 

The acceptance of rent by landlord from 
month to month tenant only for period during 
the running of notice to quit was not a waiver of 
such notice. Pointer v. Shepard (Cr.App. 1946) 
49 A.2d 659. Landlord And Tenant <s= 116(7) 

In action by landlord against one alleged to 
be a monthly tenant for possession of realty, 
appellate court could not pass on validity of 
defense of acceptance of a month's rent after 
service of notice to quit in absence of statement 
of proceedings and evidence showing when ten
ancy began to run or when notice to quit ex
pired, since acceptance of rent to date of such 
expiration would not waive or invalidate notice. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-902. Moncure v. Curry 

§ 42-3202 
Note 13 

(CLApp. 1945) 42 A.2d 143. Appeal And Error 
<s= 544(3) 

A notice to quit served on November 27, 
1944, on a monthly tenant whose tenancy ran 
from the first day of the month would expire 
January 1, 1945, and acceptance of rent to 
Januarv 1, 1945 after service of notice would 
not waive or invalidate such notice. D.C.Code 
1940, § 45-902. Moncure y. Curry (Cr.App. 
1945) 42 A.2d 143. Landlord And Tenant G;;:> 

116(5); Landlord And Tenant <s= 116(7) 
Whether landlord's agent had authority to 

accept rent paid after service of notice to quit 
would be immaterial unless payment was fOl~ 
rent beyond termination date of the notice. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-902. Moncure v. Curry 
(Cr.App. 1945) 42 A.2d 143. Landlord And 
Tenant <s= 116(7) 

When a cure is effectuated within 30 davs, the 
plain language of the statute precludes re~overy 
of possession for the violation of the tenancy 
cited in the notice and ends the effectiveness of 
the notice. McGinty v. Dickson, 117 WLR 1109 
(Super. Ct. 1989). 

13. Notice to quit by tenant 
Tenant's oral notification that s}le intended to 

quit premises did not entitle landlord to posses
sion of premises, as notice of intention to quit 
must be given in writing to be effective. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1402 to 45-1404. Burns 
v. Harvey, 1987, 524 A.2d 35. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 94(6) 

Landlord who, in early or mid-August, in
formed month-to-month tenant that she would 
have to vacate by September 1 or agree to rent 
increase, waived requirement of 30 days' writ
ten notice and was estopped to rely on statute 
relating to termination of tenancy and was not 
entitled to rent for September although tenant 
only gave oral notice on August 22 and did not 
comply with statutory requirement. D.C.C.E. 
§§ 17-305, 45-902, 45-908. Sklar v. Hightow
er, 1975, 342 A.2d 57. Landlord And Tenant <S= 

116(7) 
Month-to-month tenant who fails to give 30 

days' written notice may be liable for additional 
month's rent if lack of proper notice causes loss 
to landlord but landlord's right may be waived 
and waiver need not be in writing. D.C.C.E. 
§ 45-902. Sklar v. Hightower, 1975, 342 A.2d 
57. Landlord And Tenant <S= 116(5); Landlord 
And Tenant <S= 116(7) 

In case of a tenancy from month to month, 
landlord is entitled to a written 30-day notice to 
quit from the tenant, and if the tenant quits 
without giving such notice he is liable for an 
additional month's rent, but landlord may waive 
his right to such notice, and a surrender by 
tenant and an unqualified acceptance by land
lord terminates tenancy and relieves tenant 
from further liability for rent. Thomas D. 
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Walsh, Inc. v. Moore (CLApp. 1958) 141 A.2d 
754. Landlord And Tenant c=> 116(5); Land
lord And Tenant c;;> J 16(7); Landlord And Ten
ant c=> 194(2) 

In action by landlord against tenant, who 
took possession as a tenant by the month, to 
recover a month's rent from tenant, who vacat
ed without giving statutory 30-day notice of his 
intention to quit, evidence sustained finding that 
landlord, whose employee took key to premises 
from tenant without protest and on following 
day placed rental sign on premises, waived his 
right to notice. D.C.Code 1951, § 45-902. 
Thomas D. Walsh, Inc. v. Moore (Cr.App. 1958) 
141 A.2d 754. Landlord And Tenant c=> 116(7) 

Where dwelling house was leased on a 
monthly basis and after paying the first month's 
rent in advance, the tenants vacated after ten 
days without notice, the landlord was not enti
tled to recover an additional month's rent 
where due to rerenting, it sustained no loss. 
D.C.Code 1951, § 45-902. First Nat. Realty 
Corp. v. Oliver (Cr.App. 1957) 134 A.2d 325. 
Landlord And Tenant G=:> 195( I) 

The purpose of the code section respecting 
tenants' notice of intent to vacate rented prem
ises is not to penalize the tenant but to give the 
opportunity to the landlord to find a new ten
ant, and where the failure to give notice results 
in no loss to the landlord, due to reletting, an 
additional month's rent would penalize the ten
ant and unjustly enrich the landlord contrary to 
the intent of the statute. D.C.Code 1951, 
§ 45-902. First Nat. Realty Corp. v. Oliver 
(CLApp. 1957) 134 A.2d 325. Landlord And 
Tenant c=> 195(2) 

14. Retaliatory evictions 
Tenant's constitutional rights to freedom of 

speech and to petition for redress of grievances 
were not violated by landlord's eviction of ten
ant through court action, notwithstanding fact 
that landlord may have been motivated to evict 
in retaliation for tenant's justified complaints to 
housing authority about condition of premises. 
D.C.Code 1961, § 45-902. Edwards v. Habib 
(App. 1967) 227 A.2d 388, reversed 397 F.2d 
687, 130 U.S.App.D.C. 126, certiorari denied 89 
S.Ct. 618, 393 U.S. 1016,21 L.Ed.2d 560. Con
stitutional Law c;::> 1781; Constitutional Law <&::;:> 

1436; Landlord And Tenant c;::> 284(1) 
Thirty days' notice to quit given by landlord to 

1110nth-to-month tenant was sufficient to termi
nate tenancy under statute, notwithstanding fact 
that landlord may have been motivated to give 
notice in retaliation for tenant's justified com
plaints to housing authority about condition of 
premises. D.C.Code 1961, § 45-902. Edwards 
v. Habib (App. 1967) 227 A.2d 388, reversed 
397 F.2d 687, 130 U.S.App.D.C. 126, certiorari 
denied 89 S.Ct. 618,393 U.S. 1016,21 L.Ed.2d 
560. Landlord And Tenant G;::> 116(5) 
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15. Surrender of premises 
Whether there has been a surrender of prem

ises by a tenant under a tenancy from month to 
month and an unqualified acc~ptance by land
lord such as to terminate tenancv and relieve 
tenant [rom further liability for re~t is generally 
a question of fact, and mere acceptance of key 
and re-entry for purpose of rerenting does not 
conclusively establish, as a matter of layv, that 
tenant is relieved from further rent. D.C.Code 
1951, § 45-902. Thomas D. Walsh, Inc. v. 
Moore (Cr.App. 1958) 141 A.2d 754. Landlord 
And Tenant G;::> 194(3) 

16. Tenancy at sufferance 
Statutory tenancy by sufferance is entirely 

different from common-law tenancy by suffer
ance, and statutes declaring that certain tenan
cies are tenancies by sufferance and providing 
manner of terminating such tenancies are con
trolling. D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-820, 45-902, 
45-904. Cavalier Apartments Corp. v. McMul
len (Cr.App. 1959) 153 A.2d 642. Landlord And 
Tenant G=:> 119(1); Landlord And Tenant G=:> 

120(1) 
Under statute to effect that all verbal hirings 

by month shall be deemed estates by sufferance, 
tenant who rented premises under oral tenancy 
from month to month was a tenant by suffei
ance and her tenancy was terminable at any 
time by notice in writing of her intention to quit 
on 30th day after date of service of notice. 
D.C.Code ] 951, §§ 45-820, 45-902, 45-904. 
Cavalier Apartments Corp. v. McMullen (Cr. 
App. 1959) 153 A.2d 642. Landlord And Tenant 
G=:> 119(1); Landlord And Tenant c=> 120(2) 

17. Protective orders 
Court may, in its discretion, strike tenant's 

pleadings and enter judgment of possession in 
favor of landlord when tenant fails to comply 
with protective order, but only after holding 
proper inquiry, considering extent of tenant's 
noncompliance with order, reasons for that 
noncompliance, and landlord's right to be free 
from governmental takings without just com
pensation. U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 5. Haynes 
v. Logan, 1991,600 A.2d 1074. Federal Courts 
c;::> 1052.1 

Trial court could not enter judgment of pos
session for landlord based on tenant's noncom
pliance with protective order, where court 
failed to hold hearing on landlord's request for 
judgment of possession, even if court considered 
testimony presented at prior Bell hearing and 
hearing on tenant's request to make late protec
tive order payment as well as averments in 
tenant's motion for reconsideration of denial of 
that request. Haynes v. Logan, 1991, 600 A.2d 
1074. Federal Courts c;;> 1052.1 

Accumulation of hearings on other matters 
before different trial judges may not substitute 
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for hearing on landlord's request for judgment 
of possession for tenant's noncompliance with 
protective order. Haynes v. Logan, 1991, 600 
A.2d 1074. Federal Courts (;:;:;11052.1 

That landlord failed to prove that tenant had 
waived right to notice to quit did not preclude 
landlord from obtaining judgment of possession 
for tenant's noncompliance with protective or
der, where tenant had ample opportunity to 
contest landlord's allegation of waiver but failed 
to do so. Haynes v. Logan, 1991, 600 A.2d 
1074. Federal Courts G:=> 1052.1 

18. Action for possession 
The principle, that tenant should be relieved 

from forfeiture by stay of proceedings upon 
payment of rent due before or after judgment, 
applies only in situations where tenant under 
unexpired lease fails to pay rent and his land
lord sues for possession because of default, but, 
in such circumstances, if tenant pays arrears 
with interest and costs, lease is again in full 
vigor and he is entitled to retain possession for 
remainder of unexpired term. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 45-902 to 45-904. Shapiro v. Christopher, 
C.A.D.C.1952, 195 F.2d 785, 90 U.S.App.D.C. 
114. Landlord And Tenant <> 285(6) 

Municipal court of District of Columbia had 
jurisdiction of civil suit brought by the United 
States as landlords seeking recovery of posses
sion of real property situated within the District 
of Columbia. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 11-306, 
11-735 to 11-737, 11-755. Wittek v. U.S., 
C.A.D.C.1948, 171 F.2d 8, 83 U.S.App.D.C. 377, 
certiorari granted 69 S.Ct. 737, 336 U.S. 931, 
93 L.Ed. J091, reversed 69 S.Ct. 1108,337 U.S. 
346, 93 L.Ed. 1406. Federal Courts <> 1032 

Where landlord obtained judgment for posses
sion of the premises, it thereby terminated the 
leasehold and any obligation to pay rent. BDC 
Capital Properties, L.L.C. v. Trinh, 2004, 307 
F.Supp.2d 12. Landlord And Tenant <> 198 

Although service of notice to quit may be 
waived, it is nevertheless a condition precedent 
to landlord's suit for possession. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-1402. Jamison v. S & H Associates, 
1985, 487 A.2d 619. Landlord And Tenant <> 
283 

Landlord who chose to rely upon expiration 
of 30-day notice to quit, rather than upon ap
parently unpaid past rent, waived right to claim 
rental arrearages in proceeding for possession 
of premises, and could not have amended com
plaint to assert claim for rent due, though he 
was free to seek recovery of back rent in sepa
rate action. D.C.C.E. § 45-902. McNeal v. 
Habib, 1975, 346 A.2d 508. Landlord And Ten
ant <> 285(3); Federal Courts <> 1054 

Although service of notice to quit is not juris
dictional and can be waived, it is a condition 
precedent to the landlord's suit for possession. 
D.C.C.E. §§ 45-902, 45-906. Moody v. Win-
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chester Management Corp., 1974,321 A.2d 562. 
Landlord And Tenant <> 283 

Sufficient notice of termination of a month to 
month tenancy does not in and of itself allow 
institution of an action for possession, since 
notice merely cuts off future expectancy of a 
continuation" of the tenancy for one or more 
terms, and thereupon a tenancy for the terminal 
month runs its course, and upon the occurrence 
of both events landlord may maintain action for 
possession, as tenant is then holding over. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-902. Zoby v. Kosrnadakes 
(Cr.App. 1948) 61 A.2d 618. Landlord And 
Tenant <> 280.5; Landlord And Tenant <> 283 

Where tenancy was one from month to month 
which commenced to run on the first day of the 
month, and landlord served tenant with a notice 
to terminate tenancy on January 2 so that the 
thirtieth day of notice was February I, which 
was the first day of the new month, possessory 
action commenced on February 19 was prema
ture. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-902. Zoby v. Kos
madakes (Cr.App. 1948) 61 A.2d 618. Time <> 
9(10) 

19. Pleadings 
In a landlord and tenant proceeding, defects 

in the form of the complaint, and notice to quit, 
and the fact that the reversion of the lease sued 
on is outstanding in a third person, are not 
jurisdictional, but may be waived by the failure 
of the defendant to make objection by proper 
pleading, and cannot be advanced for the first 
tiIl1e on appeal. Bliss v. Duncan, 1915, 44 
App.D.C. 93. Federal Courts (;:::> 1064 

Where a bill of exceptions recites that a ten
ancy expired on November 25th, such recital 
will be taken as true, although it is suggested by 
counsel in argument that the tenancy actually 
expired on November 24th, as shown by the 
lease, which had been misrecited in the bill of 
exceptions. Byrne v. Morrison, 1905, 25 App. 
D.C. 72. Federal Courts (;:::> 1061 

Where complaint alleged termination of ten
ancy by notice and sought recovery of demised 
premises, even if premises were housing accorn
modations governed by rent act, it was still 
possible that plaintiff could have stated a cause 
of action by alleging that tenants had violated a 
condition of their tenancy, and proper proce
dure was to grant motion to dismiss with leave 
to amend. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-902, 
45-1605(b). U.S. v. Wittek (Cr.App. 1946) 48 
A.2d 805. Federal Courts (;:::> 1032 

In action for recovery of demised premises, 
where complaint alleged that tenancy had been 
terminated pursuant to notice to quit but did 
not show whether premises were commercial or 
housing accommodations and, hence was suffi
cient to state a cause of action if commercial 
premises not subject to rent act were involved, 
the sustaining of motion to dismiss was error. 
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D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-902, 45-1605(b). U.S. v. 
Wittck (CLApp. 1946) 48 A.2d 805. Federal 
Courts G:::> 1032 

In proceeding in landlord and tenant court, 
where informality of pleading has always been 
the rule, to recover demised premises on the 
sole ground that tenancy had been terminated 
by notice failure of cOIl1plaint to show that 
premises were exempt from local rent act did 
not require dismissal. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 45-902, 45-1605(b). U.S. v. Wittek (Cr.App. 
1946) 48 A.2d 805. Federal Courts ~ 1032 

20. Review 
Where a tenant appeals to the Supreme Court 

of the District of Columbia from the judgment 
of a justice of the peace in favor of his landlord 
for possession, the judgment on the appeal 
against the tenant and his surety under Code, 
§ 1233 (31 Stat. 1383, c. 854), will not be ar
rested because the verdict on the trial of the 
appeal, instead of being for intervening dam-

REAL PROPERTY 

ages and compensation for the usc and occupa
tion of the property, is for a specified sum of 
money, "intervening rent, and damages," where 
there is nothing to show that the form of the 
verdict was called to the attention of the court. 
Byrne v. Morrison, 1905, 25 App.D.C. 72. Fed
eral Courts G:::> 1066 

Where rejection by trial court of an offer by 
tenants to prove that they had an oral agree
ment with deceased landlord to give them a 
lease through January 31,1950, was assigned 
by tenants as error, but briefs on appeal were 
not filed until subsequent to the terminal date 
specified, the issue was moot, and court would 
not consider admissibility of the proffered evi
dence, or constitutionality of amendment to the 
Survivor's Testimony statute, under the due pro
cess clause. D.C.Code ] 940, §§ 14-302, 
45-901, 45-902; U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 5. Al
pert v. Wolf (CLApp. 1950) 73 A.2d 525. Feder
al Courts ~ 727 

§ 42-3203. Notice of termination-Tenancies at will. 

A tenancy at will may be tenninated by 30 days notice in writing by either 
landlord or tenant. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1382, ch. 854, § 1220.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1403. 
1973 Ed., § 45-903. 

Cross References 

Alterations to units after notice to vacate, prohibition, see § 6-731.01 et seq. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant (l::;:>120. 
Westla\v Topic No. 233. 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 267 to 280, 
293 to 294. 

Notes of Decisions 
In general 
Accepting rent after notice 4 
Persons entitled to notice 3 
Written notice 2 

1. In general 
Tenants holding over after foreclosure of 

property which \vas treated before and subse
quent to foreclosure as rental property were 
entitled to eviction protections of Rental Hous
ing Act of 1980 [D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1561 et 
seq.]. Merriweather v. D.C. Bldg. Corp., 1985, 
494 A.2d 1276. Landlord And Tenant e::::> 
278.4(.5) 

Statutory eVlctIOn restnctIOns applied to 
mortgagee's attempt to evict tenant who contin
ued to live in her home after landlord defaulted 
on mortgage and mortgagee repurchased home 
at foreclosure sale, and restrictions superseded 
earlier enacted statutes which provided that ten-
ant continuing in possession following foreclo
sure sale was tenant at will whose tenancy 
could be terminated by giving 30 days' of writ
ten notice. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-222, 
45-1403, 45-1561, 45-1561(a). Administrator 
of Veterans Affairs v. Valentine, 1985, 490 A.2d 
1165. Landlord And Tenant e=:> 81 (2) 

A tenancy at will does not operate to impose 
contractual obligations, i.e., for the payment of 
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rent, upon parties. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-222. 
Nicholas v. Howard, 1983, 459 A.2d 1039. 
Landlord And Tenant <> 117 

Where purchasers of house at foreclosure sale 
notified mortgagor-owner to quit immediately 
after their purchase in May, where they did not 
sue for possession until after settlement took 
place in July, where the court treated their suit 
as a civil action rather than a summary action 
for possession and did not render decision until 
January, and where, during all that time, mort
gagor occupied the house with knowledge that 
her right to possession was in issue, there was 
compliance with statute's purpose of giving a 
former owner of real estate when sold out under 
a mortgage reasonable notice and time to 
peaceably remove himself and his belongings 
from the property sold before being made a 
defendant in a summary proceeding in court. 
D.C.C.E. §§ 45-822, 45-903, 45-910. Rinaldi v. 
Wallace, 1972, 293 A.2d 847. Mortgages e=:> 
544(6) 

The eviction of tenant at will without statuto
ry 30-day notice was unlawful and justified 
award of damages. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-903. 
Northeast Auto Wreckers v. Sanford (CLApp. 
1945) 43 A.2d 292. Landlord And Tenant e=:> 
180(J) 

2. Written notice 
Tenant who initially orally told landlord she 

intended to quit premises did not waive her 
right to written notice to vacate before landlord 
could seek possession; even if tenant can waive 
right to written notice, such waiver must be in 
writing, and tenant did not relinquish posses
sion of premises when her plans to quit premis
es fell through. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1408. 
Burns v. Harvey, 1987, 524 A.2d 35. Landlord 
And Tenant e=:> 283 

Tenant's oral notification that she intended to 
quit premises did not entitle landlord to posses
sion of premises, as notice of intention to quit 
must be given in writing to be effective. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1402 to 45-1404. Burns 
v. Harvey, 1987, 524 A.2d 35. Landlord And 
Tenant e=:> 94(6) 

Statute providing that landlord may not recall 
notice to vacate and that tenant may not recall 
notice of intention to quit premises, without 
consent of other party, applies to notice in writ
ing, and does not permit substitution of oral 
notice for written notice. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1405. Burns v. Harvey, 1987, 524 A.2d 
35. Landlord And Tenant <> 94(6); Landlord 
And Tenant ~ 283 

3. Persons entitled to notice 
Tenant in possession held entitled to thirty

day notice to quit before purchaser at foreclo
sure sale of premises institutes summary pro
ceedings for possession (D.C.Code 1929, T. 18, 

§ 42-3203 
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§ 225, T. 25, §§ 282, 313, 320). Thornhill v. 
Atlantic Life Ins. Co., 1934, 70 F.2d 846, 63 
App.D.C. 184. Landlord And Tenant <> 297(2) 

Residents of shelter for homeless persons op
erated in federally owned building were not 
"tenants," entitled to 30 days notice to quit 
under District of Columbia Code [D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-1403, 45-1404], because govern
ment never sought nor received any rent for lise 
of shelter. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1503(30). 
Robbins v. Reagan, 1985, 616 F.Supp. 1259, 
affirmed 780 F.2d 37, 250 U.S.App.D.C. 375. 
Asylums And Assisted Living Facilities ~ 21 

Members of foreign cooperative association, 
whose membership was terminated for failure 
to pay monthly carrying charges, welT not enti
tled to 30-day notice to vacate under D.C. Rent
al Housing Act; members were tenants-at-will 
after their interest in cooperative was terminat
ed, and as such, were entitled only to notice for 
tenants-at-will. D.C.Code 1981,- §§ 45-1403, 
45-2515(a)(6). Snowden v. Benning Heights 
Co-op., Inc., 1989, 557 A.2d 151. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 361 

Apartment building maintenance mcn who 
occupied apartment rent-free as partial com
pensation for their services did not occupy 
"rental unit" within meaning of Rental Housing 
Act of 1985, and thus were not "tenants" within 
meaning of Act; therefore, employer was not 
obligated to give them 30 days' notice to quit. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2503(33, 36), 45-2551. 
Anderson v. William J. Davis, Inc., 1989, 553 
A.2d 648. Labor And Employment c=> 201 

Where real property is sold under foreclosure 
of a deed of trust, grantor of deed of trust, or 
anyone in possession claiming under him, be
comes tenant at will of purchaser at foreclosure 
and is entitled to 30 days' notice to quit. 
D.C.C.E. §§ 45-822, 45-903. Thompson v. 
Mazo (App. 1968) 245 A.2d 122. Landlord And 
Tenant <> 118(1); Landlord And Tenant G:=;> 

120(2) 

4. Accepting rent after notice 
The rule, that when landlord gives notice to 

quit and later accepts rent ror new term or part 
thereof he waives his right to demand posses
sion under notice, applies only in cases where 
notice to quit is statutory prerequisite of land
lord's right to recover possession from his ten
ant, that is, in cases involving tenancies from 
month to month, at will, or by suFferance. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-902 to 45-904. Shapiro 
v. Christopher, C.A.D.C.1952, J 95 F.2d 785, 90 
U.S.App.D.C. 114. Landlord And Tenant G= 

112(2); Landlord And Tenant c::;:> 116(4); Land
lord And Tenant <> 120(1) 

When landlord gives notice to quit and later 
accepts rent for new term or part thereof, he 
thereby waives his right to demand possession 
under notice, but a landlord's receipt of rent 
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already in arrears merely obviates necessity of 
entering judgment for that amount and in no 
way affects landlord's right to judgrnent for 
possession. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-902 to 
45-904. Shapiro v. Christopher, C.A.D.C.1952, 
195 F.2d 785, 90 U.S.App.D.C. 114. Landlord 
And Tenant G=:> 112(2) 

Party storing merchandise upon premises by 
permission but without any lease or agreement 

REAL PROPERTY 

as to payment of rent was only permissive occu
pant and mere licensee, and, as such, not enti
tled to benefit of rule providing that when land
lord gives notice to quit and later accepts rent 
for new term or part thereof he thereby waives 
his right to demand possession under notice. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-902 to 45-904. Shapiro 
v. Christopher, C.A.D.C.1952, 195 F.2d 785, 90 
U.S.App.D.C. 114. Landlord And Tenant (;::;:> 

120(1) 

§ 42-3204. Notice to quit-Tenancies by sufferance; apportionment of 
rent. 

A tenancy by sufferance may be terminated at any time by a notice in writing 
frOln the landlord to the tenant to quit the prelnises leased, or by such notice 
from the tenant to the landlord of his intention to quit on the 30th day after the 
day of the service of the notice. If such notice expires before any periodk 
instaln1ent of rent falls due, according to the tenns of the tenancy, the landlord 
shall be entitled to a proportionate part of such instalment to the date fixed for 
quitting the prelnises. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1382, ch. 854, § 1221.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1404. 
1973 Ed., § 45-904. 

Cross References 

Alterations to units after notice to vacate, prohibition, see § 6-731.01 et seq. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant G=:>120, 210. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

In general 
Acceptance of rent after notice 7 
Action for possession 13 
Construction and application 2 
Expiration of notice 6 
Holding over 11 
Notice by tenant 8 
Oral tenancies 10 
Persons entitled to notice 4 
Retaliatory evictions 12 
Sufficiency of notice 5 
Time for serving notice 3 
Waiver of notice 9 

I. In general 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 267 to 280, 
293 to 294, 1039. 

Notes of Decisions 

Diamond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C.1972, 463 
F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. Action G=:> 6; 
Federal Courts <:;;;:> 13 

The principle, that tenant should be relieved 
from forfeiture by stay of proceedings upon 
payment of rent due before or after judgment. 
applies only in situations where tenant under 
unexpired lease fails to pay rent and his land
lord sues for possession because of default, but, 
in such circumstances. if tenant pays arrears 
with interest and costs, lease is again in full 
vigor and he is entitled to retain possession for 
remainder of unexpired terrrl. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 45-902 to 45-904. Shapiro v. Christopher, 
C.A.D.C.1952, 195 F.2d 785, 90 U.S.App.D.C. 
114. Landlord And Tenant c;:;;> 285(6) 

A tenant's voluntary relinquishment of posses
sion ends case or controversv when landlord 
makes no claim for back re;lt. Robinson v. 

In landowner's action to recover possession 
and fair amount as rental from person in pos
session of property without right, it was error to 
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permanently stay judgment for possession upon 
payment by defendant of amount adjudged to be 
due as rental. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-902 to 
45-904. Shapiro v. Christopher, C.A.D.C.] 952, 
195 F.2d 785, 90 U.S.App.D.C. 114. Ejectment 
c:= 119(2) 

Thirty days' written notice to quit must be 
served on tenant to terminate tenancy by suffer
ance (Code, § 1221 [D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 
§ 314]). Beyer v. Smith, 1929, 32 F.2d 423, 59 
App.D.C. 32, certiorari denied 50 S.Ct. 17, 280 
U.S. 557, 74 L.Ed. 613. Landlord And Tenant 
c:= 120(2) 

A "tenancy at sufferance" requires "payment 
of rent" or "hirings" or a "rate per month" to 
accompany the estate. D.C.C.E. § 45-820. 
Smith v. Town Center Management Corp., 
1974, 329 A.2d 779. Landlord And Tenant c:= 
119(1 ) 

Although former tenant was entitled to resti
tution of rent paid under void lease, landlords 
were entitled to the reasonable value of the 
premises in the condition existing when occu
pied by the tenant and were entitled to setoff. 
D.C.C.E. § 45-904. William 1. Davis, Inc. v. 
Slade (App. 1970) 271 A.2d 412. Implied And 
Constructive Contracts Q;::;:> 58; Implied And 
Constructive Contracts c:= 75 

The mere change in description or premises, 
particularly where rights of tenant in possession 
on 1 anuary 1, 1941, the effective date of Rent 
Control Act, are concerned and where the same 
use is continued, cannot operate to change the 
status of housing accommodations. D.C.Code 
1940, § 45-1601 et seq. Friedman v. Sherman 
(Cr.App. 1950) 74 A.2d 57. Landlord And Ten
ant c:= 200.45; War And National Emergency 
c:= 1227 

Prior to enactment of District of Columbia 
Emergency Rent Act, landlord could have evict
ed tenant by sufferance at any time and without 
any reason merely by serving on tenant a 30-day 
notice to quit followed with possessory action, 
but Rent Act restricts landlord's rights and pro
tects tenant from eviction except on one of 
grounds specified. Code 1940, §§ 45-820, 
45-904, 45-1605(b). Westchester Apartments 
v. Keroes (Cr.App. 1943) 32 A.2d 869. Land
lord And Tenant c:= 278.10(1); Landlord And 
Tenant c:= 280.5; Landlord And Tenant c:= 283 

Where tenant at sufferance twice sublet apart
ment for definite terms with express consent of 
landlord and landlord after it had knowledge 
that persons in addition to second sublessee 
were occupying apartment expressly consented 
that second sublease continue to its expiration 
date, and accepted rent throughout remaining 
period of sublease, landlord had no right to 
demand possession because of anything which 
had occurred prior to expiration date of second 
sublease on ground that tenant was violating 
"obligation of tenancy" within statute. Code 

§ 42-3204 
Note 3 

1940, §§ 45-820, 45-904, 45-1605(b). West
chester Apartments v. Keroes (Cr.App. 1943) 32 
A.2d 869. Landlord And Tenant c:= 275 

2. Construction and application 
Under Code, § 1034 (D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 

§ 280) tenants in possession of a property l1l1der 
a lease, which had expired, were tenants by 
sufferance. Weaver v. Koester, 1924, 294 F. 
1011,54 App.D.C. 80. Landlord And Tenant c:= 
119(2) 

Although District of Columbia Rent Control 
Regulation governing eviction procedures under 
the District's rent control program is in connict 
with District of Columbia Code providing that a 
tenant whose lease has expired may be evicted 
without service of a notice to quit and with 
related Code provision which does nol require 
that a notice to quit contain a reason therefor, 
the conflicting sections of the Code, being first 
enacted, yield to the more recently enacted rent 
control regulations. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-901. 
45-904, 45-1621 et seq. Jack Spicer Real Es
tate, Inc. v. Gassaway, 1976, 353 A.2d 288. 
Landlord And Tenant c:= 278.3 

Statutory tenancy by sufferance is entirely 
different from common-law tenancy by suffer
ance, and statutes declaring that certain tenan
cies are tenancies by sufferance and providing 
manner of terminating such tenancies are con
trolling. D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-820, 45-902, 
45-904. Cavalier Apartments Corp. v. McMul
len (Cr.App. 1959) 153 A.2d 642. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 1] 9(1); Landlord And Tenant c:= 
120(1) 

Though Rent Act was enacted primarily for 
benefit of tenants, it did not intend that rights 
given tenants should be used to frustrate rights 
reserved to landlord, and where rights of pur
chaser of leased property to be used for pur
chaser's residence were clearly established, ten
ant must yield regardless of hardships involved. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-904, 45-1605(b)(2). Ar
senault v. Angle (Cr.App. 1945) 43 A.2d 709. 
Landlord And Tenant <3=> 278.8 

Where tenant, under verbal hil~ing by the 
month removed herself from rented apartment 
and sublet it to another with landlord's consent 
for a designated period, after expiration of such 
period, landlord was entitled to possession of 
the apartment on ground that tenant was violat
ing "obligation of tenancy" within Ernergency 
Rent Act. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-820, 45-904, 
45-1605(b). Keroes v. Westchester Apartments 
(Cr.App. 1944) 36 A.2d 263. Landlord And 
Tenant c:= 278.9(1) 

3. Time for serving notice 
Notice to quit, served on tenant at sufferance 

who had sublet premises for definite period 
with landlord's consent on ground that tenant 
was violating obligation of tenancy within stat-
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ute three weeks before any such alleged viola
tion occurred, was premature, and had no anti
cipatory effect to reach future violations. Code 
1940, §§ 45-820, 45-904, 45-1605(b). West
chester Apartments v. Keroes (Cr.App. 1943) 32 
A.2d 869. Landlord And Tenant <9 120(2) 

4. Persons entitled to notice 
Residents of shelter for homeless persons op

erated in federally owned building were not 
"tenants," entitled to 30 days notice to quit 
under District of Columbia Code [D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-1403, 45-1404J, because govern
ment never sought nor received any rent for use 
of shelter. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1503(30). 
Robbins v. Reagan, 1985, 616 F.Supp. 1259, 
affirmed 780 F.2d 37, 250 U.S.App.D.C. 375. 
Asylums And Assisted Living Facilities <9 21 

Tenant charged with nonpayment of rent was 
not entitled to 30-day notice to cure or vacate 
that could not expire any sooner than on the 
day of the month upon which his tenancy com
menced. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1404, 
45-2551 (a). Mullin v. N Street Follies Ltd. 
Partnership, 1998, 712 A.2d 487. Landlord 
And Tenant <> 297(1) 

Apartment building maintenance men who 
occupied apartment rent-free as partial com
pensation for their services were servants rather 
than tenants, and were thus not entitled to 
30-day notice required under statute pertaining 
to tenancies by sufferance; maintenance men 
did not have lease, and were allowed to occupy 
apartment only as incident to services they pro
vided. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1404. Anderson 
v. William J. Davis, Inc., 1989, 553 A.2d 648. 
Landlord And Tenant <> 1 

A copy of purported lease signed only by 
tenant was not binding on landlord or its suc
cessor, and tenant could not claim benefit of 
provisions therein relating to notice to quit. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-904. Sandler v. Wertlieb 
(Cr.App. 1948) 60 A.2d 222. Landlord And 
Tenant (P 25; Landlord And Tenant <> 53(2) 

A roomer, although a tenant under the rent 
act, was not a tenant for other purposes, and 
was not entitled to benefit of statutory provi
sions requiring a notice to quit for termination 
of a tenancy. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-902 to 
45-904, 45-1611(a, f). Tamamian v. Gabbard 
(Cr.App. 1947) 55 A.2d 513. Innkeepers <> 9 

Where landlord gave tenant permission to 
install an air cooling system for leased premises 
and thereafter gave tenant "permission to use" 
certain space not covered by lease for purpose 
of installing parts of the air cooling machinery, 
the language used did not create a "tenancy by 
sufferance" so as to require landlord to give 
tenant a 30 day notice to quit after expiration of 
lease with respect to the space permissively 
used. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-901, 45-904. 
Thayer v. Brainerd (CLApp. 1946) 47 A.2d 787. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Landlord And Tenant <> 119(1); Landlord And 
Tenant (P 120(2) 

Where lessee of one portion of premises occu
pied, added space as subtenant of second lessee, 
and by supplemental agreement with landlord 
proposed to occupy added space under cove
nants of original lease if second lessee vacated, 
and both leases expired before second lessee 
vacated, and lessor did not recognize lessee as a 
tenant of added space by accepting rent from 
him for such space, lessee occupied added 
space as a subtenant holding over, and since 
second lessee had no right to a 30 day notice to 
vacate, his lease having expired, lessee, as sub
tenant, also was without right to such notice. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-901, 45-904. Thayer v. 
Brainerd (Cr.App. 1946) 47 A.2d 787. Landlord 
And Tenant <&;:;> 94(2) 

5. Sufficiency of notice 
A notice to quit, under Code, § 1221, 

D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 314, "on the thirtieth 
day after service of this notice," "the said prem
ises being necessary for me for my immediate 
personal occupancy after necessary repairs and 
alterations therein," held sufficient, under Rent 
La\v, § 109 (c), as amended by Act May 22, 
1922, § 9, 42 Stat. 547, to entitle plaintiff to 
possession, whether the property was being 
used for business purposes or not. Weaver v. 
Koester, 1924, 294 F. 1011, 54 App.D.C. 80. 
Landlord And Tenant <> 278.10(3) 

The Ball Rent Act, 41 Stat. 298, making the 
finding of the rent commission conclusive as to 
the right of a tenant in possession, merely 
changed the rule of evidence, and did not affect 
the jurisdiction of the municipal court over the 
subject-matter of an action between a landlord 
and tenant, and if neither party invoked the Ball 
Act the court could proceed as effectively as if 
the act had never been passed, so that the 
tenant cannot question in the Court of Appeals 
the sufficiency of the notice to quit under the 
Ball Act, after failing to raise that question in 
either of the lower courts. Hayden v. Filip
pone, 1922, 278 F. 329, 51 App.D.C. 246. 
Landlord And Tenant <&;:;> 278.11 

Under Code of La"v 1901, § 1221 (D.C.Code 
1929, T. 25, § 314), providing that a tenancy by 
sufferance may be terminated by a notice to quit 
on the thirtieth day after day of service, a notice 
at the end of 30 days from the date of service is 
sufficient, since it g"ave the tenant at least full 30 
days, and if it could be construed as giving 
more than 30 days that would not affect its 
validity. Hayden·v. Filippone, 1922, 278 F. 
329,51 App.D.C. 246. Landlord And Tenant <> 
120(2) 

Under Code, § 1221 (D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, 
§ 314), requiring that notice from landlord to 
tenant by sufferance to quit shall be in writing, 
a written notice served on defendant, and giving 
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him the required length of time within which to 
leave the premises, was sufficient, though it was 
addressed to "Wm." Creel, while defendant's 
name was Richard. Creel v. Adams, 1920, 265 
F. 456, 49 App.D.C. 306. Landlord And Tenant 
(;:::;> 120(2) 

When tenant remained in building after expi
ration of lease and continued to pay rent, tenant 
became tenant by sufferance, and thus 30 days' 
written notice to tenant to vacate premises was 
sufficient. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-820, 45-904. Oliver 
T. Carr Management, Inc. v. National Delicates
sen, Inc., 1979, 397 A.2d 914. Landlord And 
Tenant C:::> 119(2); Landlord And Tenant (;:::;> 

120(2) 
Notice to quit given on July 31 to tenants 

whose lease expired on August 15 and who 
became tenants by sufferance thereafter was 
proper and, therefore, could serve as basis for 
possessory action. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-820, 45-904. 
Brown v. Young, 1976,364 A.2d 1171. Land
lord And Tenant <> 297(2) 

Landlord's 30-day notice to quit did not com
ply with requirements of District of Columbia 
Rent Control Regulation where stated reason 
for demanding possession was the expiration of 
the tenant's lease and no showing was made 
that eviction could be had on some basis au
thorized by the regulation. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-820, 
45-904. Jack Spicer Real Estate, Inc. v. Gassa
way, 1976, 353 A.2d 288. Landlord And Tenant 
<> 278.10(3) 

Tenancy of lessee after expiration of purchas
er's 90-day notice to quit was subject to termi
nation on 30 days notice to quit and 30-day 
notice given by purchaser was effective. 
D.C.Code 1961, § 45-904. Fisher v. Parkwood, 
Inc. (App. 1965) 213 A.2d 757. Landlord And 
Tenant (;:::;> 120(2) 

Where evidence was insufficient to establish 
that tenant had any special form of lease, he 
was merely a tenant at sufferance, and a notice 
to quit wl~ich expired 30 days from December 
20 was valid although tenancy commenced on 
first of the month. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-820, 
45-904, 45-1605. Sandler v. Wertlieb (CLApp. 
1948) 60 A.2d 222. Landlord And Tenant (;:::;> 

119(1); Landlord And Tenant (;:::;> 120(2) 
A landlord's notice to quit to tenant by suffer

ance, stating that notice expired on 30th day 
after day of service of notice, substantially com
plied with statute providing that tenancy by 
sufferance could be terminated at any time by 
notice in writing from landlord to quit premises 
on 30th day after day of service of notice. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-904. Globe Clothing Shop 
v. Skolnick (CLApp. 1946) 50 A.2d 271. Land
lord And Tenant (;:::;> 120(2) 

A notice to tenant by sufferance to quit ad
dressed to "Globe Clothing Shop" was not de
fective for failure to designate tenant as corpo
ration, partnership, or individual, where notice 
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was personally served on tenant and tenant was 
not misled bv notice. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-904. 
Globe Clothing Shop v. Skolnick (CLApp. 1946) 
50 A.2d 271. Landlord And Tenant c:::> 120(2) 

A purely formal defect in notice to tenant by 
sufferance to quit may be ignored. D.C.Code 
1940, § 45-904. Globe Clothing Shop v. Skol
nick (CLApp. 1946) 50 A.2d 271. Landlord And 
Tenant (p 120(2) 

Where tenant held over after expiration of 
lease and landlord desired premises for person
al occupancy, 30-day notice to vacate was suffi
cient to terminate the tenancy notwithstanding 
that notice did not specify anyone of the several 
grounds which, under the Emergency Rent Con
trol Act, are made conditions to the right of a 
landlord to regain possession of residential 
property. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-904, 45-1605. 
Warthen v. Lamas (CLApp. 1945) 43 A.2d 759. 
Landlord And Tenant (p 120(2); Landlord And 
Tenant <> 278.10(3) 

6. Expiration of notice 
The purpose of a thirty day notice to quit is to 

terminate a tenancy and at expiration of notice 
to quit tenancy no longer exists but only occu
pancy. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-904. Rubenstein 
v. Swagart (CLApp. 1950) 72 A.2d 690. Land
lord And Tenant <> 116(5); Landlord And Ten
ant <> 119(2) 

An agreement whereby property was con
veyed to holder of a deed of trust did not affect 
lease of the premises previously made by owner, 
but the title taken was subject to the lease, in 
absence of foreclosure of the deed of trust, even 
though the lease was not of record, and to 
terminate the tenancy it was necessary that no
tice to quit expire on the day on which the 
tenancy commenced to run. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 11-739,45-902,45-904. Knowles v. Mosher 
(Cr.App. 1946) 45 A.2d 755. Landlord And 
Tenant (p 94(3); Landlord And Tenant (;:::;> 95 

7. Acceptance of rent after notice 
The rule, that when landlord gives notice to 

quit and later accepts rent for new term or part 
thereof he waives his right to demand posses
sion under notice, applies only in cases where 
notice to quit is statutory prerequisite of land
lord's right to recover possession from his ten
ant, that is, in cases involving tenancies from 
month to month, at will, or by sufferance. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-902 to 45-904. Shapiro 
v. Christopher, C.A.D.C.1952, 195 F.2d 785, 90 
U.S.App.D.C. 114. Landlord And Tenant <> 
112(2); Landlord And Tenant ~ 116(4); Land
lord And Tenant c:::> 1200) 

When landlord gives notice to quit and Jater 
accepts rent for new term or part thereof. he 
thereby waives his right to demand possession 
under notice, but a landlord's receipt of rent 
already in arrears merely obviates necessity of 
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entering judgment for that amount and in no 
way affects landlord's right to judgment for 
possession. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-902 to 
45-904. Shapiro v. Christopher, C.A.D.C.1952, 
195 F.2d 785, 90 U.S.App.D.C. 114. Landlord 
And Tenant (P 112(2) 

Party storing merchandise upon premises by 
pel~mjssion but without any lease or agreement 
as to payment of rent was only permissive occu
pant and mere licensee, and, as such, not enti
tled to benefit of rule providing that when land
lord gives notice to quit and later accepts rent 
for new term or part thereof he thereby waives 
his right to demand possession under notice. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-902 to 45-904. Shapiro 
v. Christopher, C.A.D.C.1952, 195 F.2d 785, 90 
U.S.App.D.C. 114. Landlord And Tenant <&::;:> 

120(1) 

Where a 30-day notice to quit was served on 
May 1, 1922, held that acceptance of rent for 
the month of May was not a waiver of the right 
to possession under the notice. Weaver v. 
Koester, 1924, 294 F. 1011, 54 App.D.C. 80. 
Landlord And Tenant G;:;:> 120(1) 

A landlord receiving rent for ne"v term or part 
thereof after giving tenant notice to quit waives 
right to demand possession of leased premises 
under such notice. Code 1940, § 45-904. 
Christopher v. Shapiro (CLApp. 1950) 76 A.2d 
781, affirmed in part, reversed in part 195 F.2d 
785, 90 U.S.App.D.C. 114. Landlord And Ten
ant (::;::> 112(2) 

In suit by landlord for possession of realty, 
whether fact that after service of notice to quit 
premises, tenant mailed to manager of realty a 
check Cor next month's rent which was inadver
tently deposited but thereafter returned to ten
ant and never credited to manager's account, 
constituted acceptance of the rent, and notice to 
quit became ineffective was for jury. D.C.Code 
1940, § 45-904. Rubenstein v. Swagart (Cr. 
App. 1950) 72 A.2d 690. Landlord And Tenant 
<&::;:> 285(5) 

Action by owners for possession of residential 
property under Emergency Rent Act, on ground 
that they desired possession for their immediate 
use as a dwelling, was not barred by prior 
judgment for defendant in action between same 
parties, where transcript showed that, when pri
or judgment was introduced in evidence, own
ers' attorney stated without contradiction that 
findings [or defendant were based on fact that 
30-day notice to quit required by law to be 
served on tenant to terminate tenancy had been 
invalidated by acceptance of rent by owners' 
rental agent for a period extending beyond expi
ration date of notice, and present action was 
brought after expiration date of the second no
tice. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-904, 45-1605(b)(2). 
Klein v. Fields (CLApp. 1943) 32 A.2d 398. 
Judgment (P 585(5) 

REAL PROPERTY 

8. Notice by tenant 
Tenant's oral notification that she intended to 

quit premises did not entitle landlord to posses
sion of premises, as notice of intention to quit 
must be given in writing to be effective. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1402 to 45-1404. Bums 
v. Harvey, 1987, 524 A.2d 35. Landlord And 
Tenant (P 94(6) 

Where tenant at sufferance vacated premises 
on August 27 without giving landlord 30-day 
notice of his intention to quit, tenant was liable 
to rent only for 30 days subsequent to vacating. 
D.C.C.E. § 45-904. Willis v. Retail Adjustment 
Bureau, Inc. (App. 1969) 248 A.2d 823. Land
lord And Tenant (::;::> 195(1) 

A tenant at sufferance who vacated without 
giving required 30-day notice is liable [or rent 
for 30 days during which notice would have 
run. D.C.C.E. § 45-904. Willis v. Retail Ad
justment Bureau, Inc. (App. 1969) 248 A.2d 
823. Landlord And Tenant <> 195(1) 

Although tenant's wife on September 22 in
formed landlord's of lice that she and tenant 
would vacate apartment within 30 days, and 
also wrote landlord stating that they wished to 
move by October 1, where tenant paid and 
landlord accepted rent for October on October 
4, even if notice was valid when given, neither 
landlord nor tenant was bound by it, and when 
tenant vacated on October 9, tenant vacated 
without giving required notice. D.C.Code 1951, 
§§ 45-820,45-904. Williams v. Tencher-Walker, 
Inc. (Cr.App. 1956) 125 A.2d 58. Landlord And 
Tenant <&::;:> 94(6) 

9. Waiver of notice 
Where landlord's assignee did not file brief in 

tenant's appeal from judgment for unpaid rent, 
there was no statement of proceedings and evi
dence in the record and trial court did not 
certify that tenant's recital o[ the facts was 
correct, reviewing court would remand case for 
trial on tenant's claim that landlord's assignee 
was estopped to assert right to rent because o[ 
oral waiver by landlord-assignor of 30-day no
tice o[ intention to quit. D.C.C.E. § 45-904. 
Willis v. Retail Adjustment Bureau, Inc. (App. 
1969) 248 A.2d 823. Federal Courts G;:;:> 1067 

10. Oral tenancies 
Under statute to effect that all verbal hirings 

by month shall be deemed estates by sufferance, 
tenant who rented premises under oral tenancy 
from month to month was a tenant by suffer
ance and her tenancy was terminable at any 
time by notice in writing of her intention to quit 
on 30th day after date of service of notice. 
D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-820, 45-902, 45-904. 
Cavalier Apartments Corp. v. McMullen eCL 
App. 1959) 153 A.2d 642. Landlord And Tenant 
(::;::> 119(1); Landlord And Tenant (i;::;;> 120(2) 
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Tenant holding apartment under verbal hiring 
by the month was a "tenant at sufferance". 
Code 1940, § 45-820. Westchester Apartments 
v. Keroes (Cr.App. 1943) 32 A.2d 869. Land
lord And Tenant (p 119(1) 

11. Holding over 
Where lease expired on August 15, tenants 

became tenants by sufferance during second 
half of August and, therefore, were entitled to a 
30-day notice to quit. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-820, 
45-904. Brown v. Young, 1976, 364 A.2d 1171. 
Landlord And Tenant c:::> 120(2) 

Lessee who occupied commercial property as 
hold-over tenant after his three years' written 
lease had expired was a hold-o~er tenant by 
sufferance and his tenancy was subject to termi
nation on thirty days' notice. D.C.Code 1951, 
§§ 45-820, 45-904. Lake v. Angelo (Cr.App. 
1960) 163 A.2d 611. Landlord And Tenant G;;> 

120(1) 
A tenant continuing in possession and paying 

rent under an expired lease becomes a tenant at 
sufferance and such tenancy is impliedly subject 
to provisions of expired lease. Friedman v. 
Sherman (Cr.App. 1950) 74 A.2d 57. Landlord 
And Tenant G;;> 119(2) 

Where one-year lease of rooming house gave 
lessor or his assignee right to terminate lease if 
property was sold during term of lease by giving 
lessee 90-days notice, it unambiguously provid
ed for 90-days notice only during year lease was 
in effect, and tenant by holding over and paying 
rent after lease expired became "tenant by suf
ferance" and was entitled only to the usual 
30-day notice. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-904. Arse
nault v. Angle (Cr.App. 1945) 43 A.2d 709. 
Landlord And Tenant G;;> 94(1); Landlord And 
Tenant G;;> 119(2); Landlord And Tenant e:;> 

120(2) 
A tenant who remained in possession paying 

rent after expiration of written lease became a 
"tenant by sufferance", not within common-law 
meaning of term, and hence such tenancy could 
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ant liability for cost of needful repairs. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-820, 45-904. Hampton 
v. Mott Motors (Cr.App. 1943) 32 A.2d 247. 
Landlord And Tenant (p 119(2) 

12. Retaliatory evictions 
Evidence raised question for jury as to wheth

er eviction by serving 30-day notice to quit on 
tenant, who had asserted violations of housing 
code of District of Columbia as defense to a 
prior action for possession, was based on an 
illicit retaliatory motive on part of landlord. 
Robinson v. Diamond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C. 
1972, 463 F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. 
Landlord And Tenant (p 285(5) 

In view of private enforcement mechanism 
established by District of Columbia City Council 
depending in part on right of tenant to withhold 
rent when a unit is rendered unsafe and unsani
tary by substantial housing code violations, 
islature no more intended to permit retal iatory 
evictions as punishment for rent withholding 
than it intended to permit such evictions as 
punishment for reporting housing code viola
tions and retaliatory motivation defense would 
be applicable where landlord seeks to evict by 
serving 30-day notice to quit on tenant at suffer
ance because she successfully set up housing 
code violations in a previous action for posses
sion. Robinson v. Diamond Housing Corp., 
C.A.D.C.1972, 463 F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 
17. Landlord And Tenant G;;> 1200) 

Where tenant had been successful in having 
lease declared void and unenforceable in prior 
action because property was unsafe and unin
habitable and was being evicted after expiration 
of 30 days' notice because landlord wished to 
withdraw property from rental market, tenant 
was not permitted to raise defense that land
lord's action for recovery of possession was 
retaliatory. D.C.C.E. § 45-904. Robinson v. 
Diamond Housing Corp. (App. 1970) 267 A.2d 
833, reversed 463 F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 
17. Landlord And Tenant e:;> 284(1) 

be terminated by either party upon 30 days' 13. Action for possession 
notice. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-820, 45-904. Where landlord obtained judgment for posses-
Hampton v. Mott Motors (Cr.App. 1943) 32 A.2d sion of the premises, it thereby terminated the 
247. Landlord And Tenant G;;> 119(2); Land- leasehold and any obligation to pay rent. BDC 
lord And Tenant G;;> 120(1) Capital Properties, L.L.C. v. Trinh, 2004, 307 

A tenant holding over and paying rent be- F.Supp.2d 12. Landlord And Tenant c:::> 198 
comes a "tenant by sufferance" in sense only Where landlord of housing which had been 
that his tenancy may be terminated by tenant or determined to be unsafe and uninhabitable in 
landlord on 30 days' notice in accordance with violation of housing regulations, served a 30 
statute. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-820, 45-904. days' notice upon tenant at sufferance and then 
Hampton v. Mott Motors (Cr.App. 1943) 32 A.2d brought action to recover possession upon her 
247. Landlord And Tenant e:;> 119(2); Land- failure to quit so that he could withdraw prop-
lord And Tenant G;;> 120(1) erty from rental market, it was unreasonable to 

Where tenant held over for about 30 months permit tenant to remain in unsafe and uninhab-
after expiration of written lease, and tenancy itable housing, and in absence of opposing affi-
could have been terminated on 30 davs' notice davits by tenant, granting o[ landlord's motion 
tenancy created by holding over was "impliedly for summary judgment was proper. D.C.C.E. 
subject to covenant of lease imposing upon ten- General Sessions Court Rules, § 1, rule 56(e, I); 
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D.C.C.E. § 45-904. Robinson v. Diamond 
Housing Corp. (App. 1970) 267 A.2d 833, re
versed 463 F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. 
Federal Courts c=> 1055 

In landlord's suit [or possession of leased lots 
and rent due therefor, where jury's verdict, not 
attacked, determined issue of possession in 
plaintiff's favor, plaintiff 'vvas entitled to entry of 
judgment thereon, with consequential result 
that issues determined thereby would become 
res judicata, so that court erred in dismissing 
action after verdict, without entering judgment 
thereon, because of defendant's payment to 
plaintiff of full amount of rent found due. 
Christopher v. Shapiro (Cr.App. 1950) 76 A.2d 
781, affirmed in part, reversed in part 195 F.2d 
785, 90 U.S.App.D.C. ] 14. Judgment Q;;:;> 

743(2); Landlord And Tenant C= 285(6) 
Where tenant was served with notice to quit 

on March 1, and on July 26, 1949, realty was 
leased to third party, lease to be retroactive to 
May 1, 1949 and to be subject to outstanding 
tenancy and landlord agreed to assign all right 
and intel"est in any outstanding leases and 
agreements of existing tenants to third party 
and to assist in obtaining possession from exist
ing tenants when called on to do so, and land
lord and tenant suit was filed August 1, 1949, in 
name of landlord and of third party, landlord 
had not lost all right to file suit. D.C.Code 
1940, § 45--904. Rubenstein v. Swagart (Cr. 
App. 1950) 72 A.2d 690. Landlord And Tenant 
C= 280.5 

A landlords' suit for possession of business 
property occupied by tenant by sufferance was 
not prematurely brought because complaint was 
sworn to by landlords on 30th day after notice 
to quit, where suit was not filed until two days 
later. Rules, Landlord and Tenant Branch, Mu
nicipal Court of Appeals for the District of Co-

REAL PROPERTY 

lumbia, rule 13; D.C.Code 1940, § 45-904. 
Globe Clothing Shop v. Skolnick (CLApp. 1946) 
50 A.2d 27l. Federal Courts Q;;:;> 1032 

An action by landlords for possession of busi
ness property occupied by defendant as a tenant 
by sufferance was commenced vvhen the com
plaint was filed, and not when the complaint 
was verified. Rules, Landlord and Tenant 
Branch, Municipal Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia, rule 13; D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-904. Globe Clothing Shop v. Skolnick 
(Cr.App. 1946) SO A.2d 271. Federal Courts <P 

1032 

In action by purchaser of leased rooming 
house for possession thereof for her own resi
dence purposes after expiration of one-year 
lease under which tenant was holding over as 
tenant by sufferance, testimony concerning 
price paid for rooming house business by tenant 
and amount thereof she had recouped was 
properly excluded as having no bearing on 
question of plaintiff's good faith, legality of no
tice of termination of tenancy, or any other 
question. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-904, 
45-1605(b)(2). Arsenault v. Angle (Cr.App. 
1945) 43 A.2d 709. Landlord And Tenant C= 
278.14(2) 

Where one-year lease unambiguously gave 
lessor or his assignee right to terminate lease if 
property was sold during term of lease by giving 
lessee 90 days' notice, refusal to admit testimo
ny to explain terms of lease, in action by pur
chaser of premises for possession thereof, to 
show that lessee was entitled to 90 days' notice 
to vacate where he held over after expiration of 
one year's tenancy and continued to pay rent, 
was not error. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-904, 
45-1605(b) (2). Arsenault v. Angle (CLApp. 
1945) 43 A.2d 709. Evidence C= 450(4) 

§ 42-3205. Notice not to be recalled without consent; effect of expiration 
of notice. 

Neither landlord nor tenant, after giving notice as aforesaid, shall be entitled 
to recall the notice so given without the consent of the other party, but after the 
expiration of the notice given by the tenant as aforesaid the landlord shall be 
entitled to the possession as if he had given the proper notice to quit; and after 
the expiration of the notice given by the landlord as aforesaid the tenant shall 
be entitled to quit as if he had given the proper notice of his intention to quit. 

(Mar. 3, 190], 31 Stat. 1382, eh. 854, § 1222; June 30, 1902, 32 Stat. 542, eh. 1329.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1405. 

1973 Ed., § 45-905. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
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Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant (;::::>94, 116, 120,275. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

ALR Library 
Grounds For Revocation Or Suspension Of 

License Of Real-estate Broker Or Salesper
son, 7 A.L.R. 5th 474. 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 140, 142 to 
146, 148, 181 to 182, 209 to 210, 220 to 
228, 232 to 239, 267 to 280, 293 to 294, 
1322 to 1323, 1325. 1329 to 1331. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 

1. In general 
Acceptance of a month's rent during the run

ning of a notice to quit does not create a new 
tenancy, or waive plaintiff's right to demand 
possession under the notice. Maxwell v. Bray
shaw, 1919,258 F. 957,49 App.D.C. 57. Land
lot"d And Tenant (;::::> 94(5) 

Statute providing that landlord may not recall 
notice to vacate and that tenant may not recall 
notice of intention to quit premises, without 
consent of other party, applies to notice in writ
ing, and does not permit substitution of oral 
notice for written notice. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1405. Burns v. Harvey, 1987, 524 A.2d 
35. Landlord And Tenant (;::::> 94(6); Landlord 
And Tenant (;::::> 283 

Where landlord gave tenants, who had verbal
ly leased property by the month, statutory 30 
days' notice to vacate, landlord was entitled to 
judgment of possession, notwithstanding that 
reason for notice may have been tenants' refusal 
to enter into written lease containing waiver of 
right to statutory notice to quit in event of 
certain breaches. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-820, 45-821, 
45-905,45-908. Wilson v. John R. Pinkett, Inc. 
(App. 1970) 265 A.2d 778. Landlord And Ten
ant (;::::> 94(1) 

Where tenant sent to landlords by registered 
mail a check for rent for period beyond expira
tion date of 30 days' notice to quit served by 
landlords on tenant, but landlords refused to 
receive letter from postal authorities, landlords 

§ 42-3206. Service of notice to quit. 

did not "accept" check, as regards issue wheth
er landlords had waived their notice to quit by 
accepting rent for a period beyond expiration 
date of the notice. Givens v. Goldstein (Cr.App. 
1947) 52 A.2d 725. Landlord And Tenant (;::::> 
94(5) 

The right of a tenant to waive its right to 
receive written notice to quit from the landlord, 
where a lease for a definite term of years has 
come to an end, is limited to a nonpayment of 
rent situation. Burns v. Harvey, 114 WLR 133 
(Super. Ct. 1986). 

This section provides only that a written no
tice, as opposed to oral notice, given by either 
landlord or tenant mav not be withdrawn with
out the consent of th~ other. Burns v. Harvey, 
114 WLR 133 (Super. Ct. 1986). 

Once a tenant moves into a residential rental 
unit in the District of Columbia, and regard less 
of the nature or length of the tenancy set forth 
in the lease, that tenant mav not be evicted from 
the unit unless: (1) He or ~he fails to pay rent; 
or (2) he or she gives a written notice of inten
tion to vacate by a certain date and then fails to 
do so; or (3) he or she violates some other 
condition of the tenancy; or (4) the landlord 
wishes to retake possession for one of the rea
sons specified in § 45-2551. In all cases save 
0), the landlord must give a written notice 
which conforms to the Rental Housing Act o[ 
1985, D.C. Law 6-10 (Chapter 25 of this title). 
Thus, in effect, the Act creates residential tenan
cies of indefinite duration. Burns v. Harvey, 114 
WLR 133 (Super. Ct. 1986). 

Every notice to the tenant to quit shall be served in English and Spanish 
upon him personally, if he can be found, and if he can not be found it shall be 
sufficient service of said notice to deliver the same to some person of proper 
age upon the premises, and in the absence of such tenant or person to post the 
same in some conspicuous place upon the leased premises. If the notice is 
posted on the premises, a copy of the notice shall be mailed first class U.S. 
mail, postage prepaid, to the premises sought to be recovered, in the l1aIne of 
the person known to be in possession of the premises, or if unknown, in the 
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name of the person occupying the premises, within 3 calendar days of the date 
of posting. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1382, ch. 854, § 1223; June 29, 1984, D.C. Law 5-90, § 3, 31 
DCR 2537.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Eel., § 45-1406. 
1973 Ed., § 45-906. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Law 5-90, the "Eviction Procedures Act of 
1984," was introduced in Council and assigned 

Bill No. 5-134, which was referred to the Com
mittee on Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on April 10, 1984, and April 30, 1984, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on May 9, 
1984, it was assigned Act No. 5-131 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re-
view. 

Cross References 

Alterations to units after notice to vacate, prohibition, see § 6-731.01 et seq. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 

Landlord and Tenant <8:::094, 116, 120. 

Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 140, 142 to 

146, 148, 181 to 182, 209 to 210, 220 to 
228, 232 to 239, 267 to 280, 293 to 294. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Acceptance of rent after notice 5 
Action for possession 6 
Construction and application 2 
Manner of service 3 
Notice to foreign-speaking persons 7 
Review 8 
Waiver 4 

1. In general 

Landlord who seeks to evict a tenant for vio
lation of an obligation under the tenancy is not 
required to give the tenant a notice to quit in 
addition to a notice to cure or vacate. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1406, 45-1561(b). Coo
ley v. Suitland Parkway Overlook Tenants' 
Ass'll, 1983, 460 A.2d 574. Landlord And Ten
ant c:= 283 

The same exactness is not required in the 
serving of a notice to quit as in the serving of a 
summons in a landlord and tenant action. 
D.C.Code 1961, §§ 11-736, 45-906. Custis v. 
Klein (Cr.App. 1962) 177 A.2d 268. Landlord 
And Tenant <8:::0 116(5) 

A "notice to quit" is not process but is simply 
a notice given privately from one party to anoth
er terminating or attempting to terminate the 
landlor'd-tenant relationship, and the same ex
actness is not required in the serving of such a 
notice as in the serving of a summons. 
D.C.Code ] 940, § 45-906. Lynch v. Bernstein 

(Cr.App. 1946) 48 A.2d 467. Landlord And 
Tenant <8:::0 94(1); Landlord And Tenant c:= 94(4) 

A "notice to quit" is not the equivalent of 
court process but is simply a notice given pri
vately from one party to another terminating or 
attempting to terminate the landlord-tenant re
lationship and is without judicial effect unless 
followed by a court action. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-906. Craig v. Heil (Cr.App. 1946) 47 A.2d 
871. Landlord And Tenant c:= 94( 1) 

2. Construction and application 

Statutory provision governing service of no
tice to quit leased premises applies to commer
cial as well as residential tenancies. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-1406. OnteU v. Capitol Hill E.W. 
Ltd. Partnership, 1987, 527 A.2d 1292. Land
lord And Tenant <8:::0 283 

Statute specifying form of service of notice to 
quit leased premises, although unambiguous as 
to scope of its application, was silent as to its 
enforcement, necessitating recourse to legisla
tive history and judicial praxis to determine 
legal effect of notice which did not meet statuto
ry requirements. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1406. 
Ontell v. Capitol Hill E.W. Ltd. Partnership, 
1987, 527 A.2d 1292. Statutes c=> 217.4; Stat
utes <8:::0 218 

Statute, which requires personal service of 
notice to tenant to quit. controlled over statute, 
which permits service by mail. D.C.Code 198 I, 
§ 45-1406; §§ 45-156], 45-1595 (Repealed). 
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Graham v. Bernstein, 1987, 527 A.2d 736. 
Landlord And Tenant ~ 94(4) 

Statute, which requires personal service of 
notice to tenant to quit, was more specific than 
statute, which permits service by mail of any 
information or document and, therefore, gov
erned service of notice 10 quit. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1406; §§ 45-1561. 45-1595 (Repealed). 
Graham v. Bernstein, 1987, 527 A.2d 736. 
Landlord And Tenant (:::::> 94(4); Statutes (:::::> 

223.4 
The statute providing for service of notice to 

tenant to quit must be read in its entirety. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-906. Lynch v. Bernstein 
(CcApp. 1946) 48 A.2d 467. Statutes ~ 205 

This section is subsumed in § 45-2551 and 
that section provides a specific enforcement 
provision that serves as a sanction for a viola
tion of this section. Kline v. Kelly, 116 WLR 101 
(Super. Ct. 1988). " 

3. Manner of service 
Where the landlord took a notice to quit to 

the premises and there delivered it to the ten
ant's 17 year old son at the request of tenant, 
who came to the head of the stairs, but stated 
she was too ill to come down, but to send the 
paper by her son, and the notice was thereafter 
immediately delivered to her by her son, there 
was substantial compliance with the require
ment of Code of Law 1901, § 1223 (D.C.Code 
1929, T. 25, § 316), that service be made per
sonally on the tenant. Hockman v. Shreve, 
1920, 269 F. 482, 50 App.D.C. 140. Landlord 
And Tenant ~ 94(4) 

Where a landlord delivered a notice to quit to 
the tenant's wife, with request that she deliver it 
to the tenant, which she agreed to do and did 
do, there was sufficient service to comply with 
Code of Law 1901, § 1223 (D.C.Code 1929, T. 
25, § 316), which requires personal service, but 
does not specifY by whom the service shall be 
made, since the notice was personally served on 
the tenant bv his vvife. Hardebeck v. Hamilton, 
1920, 268 F. 703, 50 App.D.C. 113. Landlord 
And Tenant (p 94(4) 

Absent showing that Department of Housing 
and Urban Development (HUD) diligently at
tempted to personally serve notice to quit on 
tenant, posting notice to quit on tenant's door 
and then mailing copy of notice to tenant did 
not fulfill statutory requirements. Russell v. 
Dept. of Housing and Urban Development, 
2003, 836 A.2d 576. United States ~ 82(3.5) 

Statute concerning notice to tenant to quit 
premises requires that if landlord posts notice 
on premises, landlord must then mail copy of 
notice to tenant within three-day period follow
ing posting; posting and not then mailing will 
not comport with due process. U.S.C.A. Const. 

§ 42-3206 
Note 3 

v. Landow, 1995, 666 A.2d 51. Constitutional 
Law (p 4083; Landlord And Tenant (p 297(3) 

Landlord who first mailed tenant a notice to 
quit, then posted notice to quit on tenant's door 
four times in the month that followed, did not 
comply with statute providing that if notice to 
quit is posted, copy of notice must be mailed 
within three days of date of posting; thus, land
lord could not prevail in suit for possession. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1406. Ayers v. Landow, 
1995, 666 A.2d 51. Landlord And Tenant (:::::> 

297(3) 
A landlord seeking to serve tenant with a 

notice to quit should employ posting on the 
premises only as a last resort, and landlord 
must strictly comply with statutory require
ments when using this method of service. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1406. Ayers v. Landow, 
1995, 666 A.2d 51. Landlord And Tenant (:::::> 

297(3) 
Landlord that knew tenant's Colorado ad

dress and telephone number could not serve 
tenant by posting summons for eviction action 
on premises and could have served tenant by 
mail requiring signed receipt; landlord was un
able to locate anyone residing on premises. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 13-401, 13-402, 
13-423(a)(5), 13-424, 13-431 (a)(3), 45-1406; 
Landlord and Tenant Rule 4. Frank Emmet 
Real Estate, Inc. v. Monroe, 1989, 562 A.2d 134. 
Landlord And Tenant (:::::> 285(1) 

More recent statute, which permits service by 
mail, did not conflict with statute, which re
quires personal service of notice to tenant to 
quit and, therefore, did not govern service of 
notice to quit. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1406; 
§§ 45-1561, 45-1595 (Repealed). Graham v. 
Bernstein, 1987, 527 A.2d 736. Landlord And 
Tenant e=:> 94(4); Statutes (:::::> 223.1 

Landlord's substituted service of notice to 
quit by using procedure for service of notice to 
cure and other notices instead of lIsing proce
dure required for service of notices to quit was 
ineffective. D.C.Code 1973, § 45-906; 
D.C.Code 1980 Supp. § 45-1699.26. Jones v. 
Brawner Co., 1981, 435 A.2d 54. Landlord And 
Tenant (p 283 

Despite evidence of actual receipt by tenant of 
notice to quit, service of notice was ineffective 
where landlord's slipping notice under tenant's 
door was not authorized by statute. D.C.Code 
1973, § 45-906. Jones v. Brawner Co., 1981, 
435 A.2d 54. Landlord And Tenant ~ 283 

Substituted service of notice to quit is less 
favored than delivery of the docurnent to the 
tenant in person, al;d posting should be ern
played as a last resort. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-902, 
45-906. Moody v. Winchester Management 
Corp., 1974, 321 A.2d 562. Landlord And Ten
ant (:::::> 94(4) 

When landlord has to fall back on substituted 
Amend. 14; D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1406. Ayers service as method of service of notice to quit, he 
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must strictly comply with the statutory require
ments. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-902, 45-906. Moody v. 
Winchester Management Corp., 1974, 321 A.2d 
562. Landlord And Tenant e=:> 94(4) 

Service of notice to quit by resident manager 
who knocked on tenants' door but received no 
response and who slipped notice, enclosed in an 
envelope, under the door, did not constitute 
"posting in a conspicuous place" as required by 
statute and service of notice was defective. 
D.C.C.E. §§ 45-902, 45-906. Moody v. Win
chester Management Corp., 1974, 321 A.2d 562. 
Landlord And Tenant ~ 94(4) 

Notice to quit rented premises was not inef
fective because served upon only one tenant the 
other tenant being in a foreign country, where 
the evidence indicated that the notice reached 
the wife of the other tenant, who was also his 
attorney in fact. Tatum v. Townsend (Cr.App. 
1948) 61 A.2d 478. Landlord And Tenant <> 
94(4) 

Notice to quit rented premises was not inef
fective because served upon only one tenant the 
other being in a foreign country, where defen
dants not only were cotenants of the property 
but also partners in a rooming house venture 
conducted thereon. Tatum v. Townsend (Cr. 
App. J 948) 61 A.2d 478. Landlord And Tenant 
e=:> 94(4) 

Where one of the landlords personally handed 
month to month tenant a 30-day notice to quit, 
there was good service notwithstanding that 
tenant, after reading notice, stated she would 
not accept it and handed it back. Pointer v. 
Shepard (Cr.App. 1946) 49 A.2d 659. Landlord 
And Tenant <> 116(5) 

Where one of the landlords went to rented 
dwelling and inquired for month to month ten
ant, and, upon being told that she was not at 
home, delivered 30-day notice to quit to an 
adult person who came to the door, there was 
good service of such notice. Pointer v. Shepard 
(CLApp. 1946) 49 A.2d 659. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 1 16(5) 

Where by terms of lease there was a tenancy 
from month to month commencing on the first 
of the month, notice tacked on door of premises 
on November 30, 1945, terminating lease on 
January 1, 1946, was sufficient as a 30-day 
notice whether tenant received notice before 
midnight on November 30th or in the early 
hours of December 1, 1945. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-906. Lynch v. Bernstein (Cr.App. 1946) 
48 A.2d 467. Landlord And Tenant ~ 116(5) 

Where attempt was made at 10:30 p. m. to 
serve on tenant a notice to quit and another 
attempt was made at 11 p. m. same evening, 
and an earlier attempt would have proved un
successful and notice to quit was tacked on door 
of premises, service of notice was sufficient. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-906. Lynch v. Bernstein 

REAL PROPERTY 

(Cr.App. 1946) 48 A.2d 467. Landlord And 
Tenant <> 94(4) 

Landlord could select Post Office Department 
as his delivering agent for service of a notice to 
quit upon tenant by the employment of regis
tered mail, prescribing delivery to addressee 
only with demand for a return receipt, so long 
as such method resulted in notice being served 
personally upon tenant. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-906. Craig v. Heil (Cr.App. 1946) 47 A.2d 
871. Landlord And Tenant <> 94(4) 

Service of notice to quit upon tenant need not 
be made by landlord in person but may be made 
by any person acting for landlord so long as 
tenant receives notice in time to allow him the 
statutory period to vacate, the same exactness 
not being required in serving such a notice as in 
serving a summons. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-906. 
Craig v. Heil (Cr.App. 1946) 47 A.2d 871. 
Landlord And Tenant ~ 94(4) 

Inserting notice to quit between door and 
doorjamb of rented premised was insufficient to 
satisfy statute governing service of such notice 
by posting on the premises, even if tenant actu
ally received the notice. Independence Man
agement of Delaware, Inc. v. Ortiz, 132 WLR 
1969 (Super. Ct. 2004). 

4. Waiver 
Landlord's evidence of tenant's actual receipt 

of notice to quit, as distinguished from tenant's 
judicial admission of receipt, docs not constitute 
waiver of statutory requirements for substituted 
service. D.C.Code 1973, § 45-906. Jones v. 
Brawner Co., 1981,435 A.2d 54. Landlord And 
Tenant G:::> 283 

Although notice to quit is a condition prece
dent to the filing of a suit for possession of 
renter's premises, it is not so in a jurisdictional 
sense, and it may be waived when tenancy is 
created or at a later time. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 45-906, 45-908. Craig v. Heil (Cr.App. 
1946) 47 A.2d 871. Landlord And Tenant tP 
283 

5. Acceptance of rent after notice 
In suit by landlord for possession of realty, 

whether fact that after service of notice to quit 
premises, tenant mailed to manager of realty a 
check for next month's rent which was inadver
tently deposited but thereafter returned to ten
ant and never credited to manager's account, 
constituted acceptance of the rent, and notice to 
quit became ineffective was for jury. D.C.Code 
1940, § 45-904. Rubenstein v. Swagart (Cr. 
App. 1950) 72 A.2d 690. Landlord And Tenant 
G:::> 285(5) 

The acceptance of rent by landlord from 
month to month tenant only for period during 
the running of notice to quit was not a waiver of 
such notice. Pointer v. Shepard (Cr.App. 1946) 
49 A.2d 659. Landlord And Tenant ~ 116(7) 
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6. Action for possession 
Tenant was not entitled to relief from default 

judgment in favor of landlord in action for 
possession after selling the property; the tenant 
merely claimed to be out of town on date of 
hearing, had actual notice of the notice to va
cate, received proper notice o[ the summons 
and complaint [or possession through posting 
and mailing, and did not present an adequate 
ddense, and the landlord and contract purchas
er would suffer prejudice upon the setting aside 
of the default judgment. Pelkey v. Endowment 
[or Community Leadership, 2004, 841 A.2d 757. 
Federal Courts e::=:> 1052.1 

After personal service could not be accom
plished on tenant in landlord's action for pos
session, posting of the complaint and summons, 
followed by first-class mailing to the tenant's 
address, was proper. Pelkey v. Endowment for 
Community Leadership, 2004, 841 A.2d 757. 
Federal Courts (;:::;;> 1052.1 

Tenant was not entitled to vacating of default 
in favor of landlord in action for possession; the 
tenant received the notice to vacate, did not file 
a verified answer, and failed to show good 
cause. Pelkev v. Endowment for Communitv 
Leadership, 2004, 841 A.2d 757. Feder~l 
Courts (;:::;;> 1052.1 

Service of a notice to quit in the prescribed 
manner is, unless waived, a condition precedent 
to a landlord's suit for possession. Russell v. 
Dept. of Housing and Urban Development, 
2003, 836 A.2d 576. Landlord And Tenant (;:::;;> 
283 

Although service of notice to quit is not juris
dictional and can be waived, it is a condition 
precedent to the landlord's suit [or possession. 
D.C.C.E. §§ 45-902, 45-906. Moodv v. Win
chester Management Corp., 1974, 32t"A.2d 562. 
Landlord And Tenant (;:::;;> 283 

Tn forcible detainer action, testimony of wit
ness that he sat in truck in front of premises and 
saw his driver hand notice to quit to defendant 
at front door of house was sufficient to establish 
proper service. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 11-735, 
45--906. GJenn v. Mindell (Cr.App. 1950) 74 
A.2d 835. Forcible Entry And Detainer (;:::;;> 
11(5) 

'Nhere tenant was served with notice to quit 
on March 1, and on Julv 26, 1949, realty was 
leased to third party, le;se to be retroactive to 
May 1, 1949 and to be subject to outstanding 
tenancy and landlord agreed to assign all right 

§ 42-3207 

and interest in any outstanding leases and 
agreements of existing tenants to third party 
and to assist in obtaining possession from exist
ing tenants when called on to do so, and land
lord and tenant suit was filed August I, 1949, in 
name of landlord and of third party, landlord 
had not lost all right to file suit. D.C.Code 
1940, § 45-904. Rubenstein v. Swagart (Cr. 
App. 1950) 72 A.2d 690. Landlord And Tenant 
e=> 280.5 

Conflicting evidence as to what occurred 
when landlord attempted to serve 30-day notice 
to quit upon tenant was for trial judge. Pointer 
v. Shepard (Cr.App. 1946) 49 A.2d 659. Appeal 
And Error(;:::;;> 100S.1(8.1) 

7. Notice to foreign-speaking persons 

Statutorily required notice to quit leased com
mercial premises was not ineffective because it 
was not written in Spanish as well as English, 
as required by statute, where undisputed evi
dence established that lessee read and under
stood English but did not read or understand 
Spanish and thus suffered no prejudice. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1406. OnteH v. Capitol 
Hill E.W. Ltd. Partnership, 1987, 527 A.2d 
1292. Landlord And Tenant (;:::;;> 283 

This section ensures that Spanish-speaking 
residential tenants will not be evicted following 
the receipt of a notice which is incomprehensi
ble to them and that they will be given a full 
opportunity to assert their rights in court. Kline 
v. Kelly, 116 WLR 101 (Super. C1. 1988). 

Requirement that a notice to quit be served in 
both Spanish and English is required for all 
residential tenants. Kline v. Kellv, 116 WLR 101 
(Super. Ct. ] 988). ~ 

Judicial admission, which asserts that a no
tice was received and understood, though 
served only in English, can similarly act as a 
waiver of requirement that a notice to quit be 
served in English and Spanish. Kline v. Kelly, 
116 WLR 101 (Super. C1. 1988). 

8. Review 

Court of Appeals reviewed de novo, as a ques
tion of law, the issue of whether statute con
cerning a landlord's notice to quit premises 
permits a mailing of such notice a substantial 
period before service by posting. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-1406. Avers v. Landow, 1995,666 
A.2d 51. Federal CO~IJ~ts e=> 1066 

§ 42-3207. Refusal to surrender possession; double rent. 

If the tenant, after having given notice of his intention to quit as aforesaid, 
shall refuse, without reasonable excuse, to surrender possession according to 
such notice, he shall be liable to the landlord for rent at double the rate of rent 
payable according to the terms of tenancy for all the tilne that the tenant shall 
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so wrongfully hold over, to be recovered in the same way as the rent accruing 
before the tennination of the tenancy. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1382, eh. 854, § 1224.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1407. 
1973 Ed., § 45-907. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant (l:;;:>196, 216. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 988 to 989, 
1052 to 1053. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Lease provisions 2 

1. In general 
Evidence in landlord's suit for double rent 

supported finding that tenants had not refused 
to surrender possession without reasonable ex
cuse in accordance with notice to quit. 
D. C. Code 1961, § 45-907. Paton v. Rose (App. 
1964) 205 A.2d 609. Landlord And Tenant (l:;;:> 
231(8) 

2. Lease provisions 
Pursuant to liquidated-damages and cost-on

default provisions of commercial leases, land
lord was entitled to recover triple rent and 
attorneys' fees after tenant held over on proper
ty, notwithstanding tenant's claim that it re
mained on premises on basis of reasonable 
good-faith understanding of legal rights; liqui
dated damages provision of leases did not in
clude bad-faith requirement. Horn & Hardart 
Co. v. National Rail Passenger Corp., C.A.D.C. 
1988, 843 F.2d 546, 269 U.S.App.D.C. 53, cer
tiorari denied 109 S.O. 129, 488 U.S. 849, 102 
L.Ed.2d 102. Landlord And Tenant (l:;;:> 216 

Lease provision authorizing triple rent upon 
failure to surrender possession of premises was 
valid and not preempted by District of Columbia 
statute authorizing double damages if tena.nt 
refused to surrender possession after having 
given notice of intention to quit; thus lessee 
would be required to pay amount equal to three 
times monthly liquidated damages for five
month period, reduced by amount of rent actu
ally paid during hold-over period. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-1407. Horn & Hardart Co. v. Na
tional R.R. Passenger Corp., 1987, 659 F.Supp. 
1258, affirmed 843 F.2d 546, 269 U.S.App.D.C. 
53, certiorari denied 109 S.Ct. 129. 488 U.S. 
849, 102 L.Ed.2d 102. Landlord And Tenant 
(l:;;:> 216 

Clause in sublease imposing double rent for 
subtenant's holding over was permissible liqui
dated damages, rather than unlawful penalty, in 
light of statute authorizing double rent for hold
ing over in another context, and in light of fact 
that prime tenant would remain liable to land
lord even though enjoying no use of property. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1407. Sanchez v. Eleven 
Fourteen, Inc., 1993, 623 A.2d 1179. Landlord 
And Tenant (l:;;:> 216 

§ 42-3208. Parties may agree to alternate notice provisions; waiver. 

Nothing herein contained shall be construed as preventing the parties to a 
lease, by agreelnent in writing, from substituting a longer or shorter notice to 
quit than is above provided or to waive all such notice. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1384, ch. 854, § 1236.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1408. 

1973 Ed., § 45-908. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
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Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant e=:>94, 116, 120. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

AI.R Library 
Grounds For Revocation Or Suspension Of 

License Of Real-estate Broker Or Salesper
son, 7 A.L.R. 5th 474. 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 140, 142 to 
146, 148, 181 to 182,209 to 210,220 to 
228, 232 to 239, 267 to 280, 293 to 294. 

Notes of Decisions 

Action for possession 3 
Month to month tenancies 
Waiver of notice 2 

1. Month to month tenancies 
Since residential landlord understood on Sep

tember 29 that leased premises were still occu
pied, constructively, by the month-to-month ten
ant, landlord, having accepted rent through 
September 30 pursuant to the terms of lease, 
was estopped to claim that the tenancy ended 
any sooner, and, having refused the tenant a 
new key for newly installed locks during brief, 
two-day period when lease was still in effect, 
the landlord was further estopped to claim that 
the tenancy extended any later than September 
30, the date through which the tenant claimed a 
right to occupy the premises. Hinton v. Sealan
der Brokerage Co., 2007, 917 A.2d 95. Land
lord And Tenant c=:> 116(4) 

Although month-to-month residential tenant 
had given her i/30-day notice to move" on third 
day of month, there was no basis for a finding 
that tenant, who paid her rent through 30th day 
of that month, intended for the lease to run 
through third day of subsequent month, and, 
because tenancy itself could end only upon the 
last day of an ensuing month upon proper no
tice, lease was in effect through month in which 
notice was given, but no later. Hinton v. Seal
ander Brokerage Co., 2007, 917 A.2d 95. Land
lord And Tenant (;:::;:> 116(4) 

Month-to-month tenancy could end only upon 
the last day of an ensuing month upon proper 
notice. Hinton v. Sealander Brokerage Co., 
2007, 917 A.2d 95. Landlord And Ter;-ant C=:> 

116(4); Landlord And Tenant C=:> 116(5) 
Notice of termination of tenancy from month 

to month cannot be made to expire at time 
other than end of month, notwithstanding Code 
provision allowing parties to lease to substitute 
a longer or shorter period of notice than the 
thirty days which would be otherwise required 
by Code. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-821, 45-902, 
4~i·-908. Dorado v. Loew's, Inc. (CcApp. 1952) 
88 A.2d 188. Landlord And Tenant (;:::;:> 116(5) 

notice to quit and that he would operate on a 24 
hour notice to quit, waiving any and all other 
notices to quit, and that lessor would rebate any 
rent paid in advance for period after notice to 
quit, 24 hour notice served on the 26th of the 
month was ineffective and notice to be effective 
had to expire on day of month from which 
tenancy commenced to run. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 45-821,45-902,45-908. Dorado v. Loew's, 
Inc. (Cr.App. 1952) 88 A.2d 188. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 116(5) 

Tenant may be given more than 30 days' 
notice of termination of month to month tenan
cy without affecting validity of notice. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-902. Zoby v. Kosmadakes 
(Cr.App. 1948) 61 A.2d 618. Landlord And 
Tenant (;:::;> 116(5) 

Provision of lease that tenant, if not in de
fault, was entitled to not less than 30 days' 
notice to vacate, which notice was to be given, 
in writing, at least 30 days before the tenancy 
was intended to be terminated, was a valid 
contract substitution for the code provision per
taining to notice to terminate a tenancy from 
month to month. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-902. 
Zoby v. Kosmadakes (CLApp. 1948) 61 A.2d 
618. Landlord And Tenant ~ 1 16(5) 

2. Waiver of notice 
Where tenant, who became tenant bv suffer

ance after expiration of year lease, def~ulted in 
paying rent for two months, he was not entitled 
to notice to vacate (D.C. Code 1929, T. 25, Sees. 
280, 318). Lease for one year provided that in 
event of tenant's holding over he should give 
landlord at least 30 days' notice of intention to 
vacate, and that tenant ~should be entitled to like 
notice that landlord desired possession of prop
erty, but that in event rent should not be paid in 
advance without demand tenant should 'not be 
entitled to any notice to quit. the usual thirty 
days' notice being hereby expressly 
waived.' H.L. Rust Co. v. Drury, 1933, 68 F.2d 
167,62 App.D.C. 329. Landlor21 And Tenant (;:::;:> 

120(2) 
Even though landlord could have demanded 

full 30-day notice from tenant who sought to 
end l110nth-to-month tenancy, if landlord had 

Under lease "by the month" commencing on not locked out tenant upon its alleged belief that 
20th day of month and providing that lessee tenant had abandoned the premises, landlord's 
would quit prenlises 24 hours after receiving conduct in withholding key to premises for peri-
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od in \vhich lease was still in effect and landlord 
had become aware that tenant had not aban
doned her personal property or her right to 
enter premises to retrieve such property was 
sufficient to imply the landlord's waiver of any 
notice otherwise required of the tenant. Hinton 
v. Sealander Brokerage Co., 2007, 917 A.2d 95. 
Landlord And Tenant C:::> 116(3) 

Tenant who initially orally told landlord she 
intended to quit premises did not waive her 
rigllt to written notice to vacate before landlord 
could seek possession; even if tenant can waive 
right to written notice, such waiver must be in 
writing, and tenant did not relinquish posses
sion of premises when her plans to quit premis
es fell through. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1408. 
Burns v. Harvey, 1987, 524 A.2d 35. Landlord 
And Tenant c:::=> 283 

Landlord who, in early or mid-August, in
formed 1110nth-to-I1'1Onth tenant that she would 
have to vacate by September 1 or agree to rent 
increase, waived requirement of 30 days' writ
ten notice and was estopped to rely on statute 
relating to termination of tenancy and was not 
entitled to rent for September although tenant 
only gave oral notice on August 22 and did not 
comply with statutory requirement. D.C.C.E. 
§§ J 7-305, 45-902, 45-908. Sklar v. Hightow
er, 1975, 342 A.2d 57. Landlord And Tenant (l:;:;;> 

116(7) 
Where landlord gave tenants, who had verbal

ly leased property by the month, statutory 30 
days' notice to vacate, landlord was entitled to 
judgment of possession, notwithstanding that 
reason for notice may have been tenants' refusal 
to enter into written lease containing waiver of 
right to statutory notice to quit in event of 
certain breaches. D.C.C.E. §§ 45-820, 45-821, 
45-905,45-908. Wilson v. John R. Pinkett, Inc. 
(App. 1970) 265 A.2d 778. Landlord And Ten
ant c:::=> 94(1) 

Although notice to quit is a condition prece
dent to the filing of a suit for possession of 
renter's premises, it is not so in a jurisdictional 
sense, and it may be waived when tenancy is 
created or at a later time. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 45-906, 45-908. Craig v. Heil (Cr.App. 
1946) 47 A.2d 871. Landlord And Tenant (l:;:;;> 

283 

REAL PROPERlY 

Where lease provided that no notice to quit 
should be necessary if default in rent occurred, 
but in landlord's suit for possession, a confes
sion of judgment and stipulation was filed per
mitting tenant to continue in possession and 
providing a new method of rent payment, the 
lease, including the waiver clause, remained in 
force and tenant was not entitled to a 30-dav 
notice to quit before a new suit for possessio~ 
could be filed against him. Klein v. Insurance 
Bldg. (Cr.App. 1946) 46 A.2d 368. Landlord 
And Tenant c:::=> 283 

A notice to quit is a condition precedent to 
the filing of an action by landlord to obtain 
premises from tenant but is not jurisdictional 
and may be waived when tenancy is created or 
at any "later time. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-908. 
Morris v. Breaker (Cr.App. 1944) 38 A.2d 632. 
Landlord And Tenant c:::=> 283 

3. Action for possession 
Where in District of Columbia Municipal 

Court question whether 30 days' notice to quit 
had been waived by tenant was raised by plead
ings but no evidence of waiver was adduced at 
trial, tenant's failure to call absence of proof to 
trial court's attention was equivalent to waiver 
or at least waiver of proof of notice. D.C.Cocle 
1940, § 45-908. Zindler v. Buchanon (Cr.App. 
1948) 61 A.2d 616. Federal Courts c:::=> 62J 

A notice to quit is a condition precedent to 
filing of action by landlord to recover posses
sion of premises from tenant, but is not jurisdic
tional. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-908. Zindler v. 
Buchanon (Cr.App. 1948) 61 A.2d 616. Land
lord And Tenant (l:;:;;> 283 

In landlord's action to recover premises, 
landlord's failure to give notice to quit is not an 
automatic defense and can be waived or relin
quished. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-908. Morris v. 
Breaker (Cr.App. 1944) 38 A.2d 632. Landlord 
And Tenant (l:;:;;> 284(1) 

In landlord's action to recover premises from 
tenant where tenant testified that she had 
waived service of a notice to quit, tenant waived 
defense of failure of landlord to serve such 
notice. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-908. Morris v. 
Breaker (Cr.App. 1944) 38 A.2d 632. Landlord 
And Tenant G=> 284(1) 

§ 42-3209. Recovery of real and personal property leased together. 

Whenever real and personal property are leased together, as, for example, a 
house with furniture contained therein, the landlord, either in an action of 
ejectment or in the summary proceeding for possession, in the Superior Court 
of the District of Columbia, may have a judgment for recovery of the personalty 
as well as the realty. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1384, ch. 854, § 1235; Feb. 17, 1909,35 Stat. 623, ch. 134; July 
8,1963,77 Stat. 77, Pub. L. 88-60, § 1; July 29,1970,84 Stat. 588, Pub. L. 91-358, title 
I, § 167(1).) 
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Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1409. 
1973 Ed., § 45-909. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Cross References 

Possessory actions, see § 16-1501 et seq. 

Library References 

Key Numbers Encyclopedias 

§ 42-3210 

Landlord and Tenant <>285(6), 310. 
West1aw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1335 to 1336, 
1356 to 1357, 1392, 1395, 1479 to 1482. 

§ 42-3210. Action in ejectment-When proper. 

Whenever a lease for any definite term shall expire, or any tenancy shall be 
terminated by notice as aforesaid, and the tenant shall fail or refuse to 
surrender possession of the leased premises, the landlord may bring an action 
of ejectn1ent to recover possession in the Superior Court of the District of 
Columbia. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1382, eh. 854, § 1225; Feb. 17, 1909, 35 Stat. 623, eh. 134; June 
25, 1936, 49 Stat. 1921, eh. 804; June 25, 1948, 62 Stat. 991, eh. 646, § 32(b); May 24, 
1949,63 Stat. 107, eh. 139, § 127; July 8,1963,77 Stat. 77, Pub. L. 88-60, § 1; July 29, 
1970,84 Stat. 570, Pub. L. 91-358, title 1, §§ 155(e)(1)(J), 167(2).) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
198 LEd., § 45-1410. 
1973 Ed., § 45-910. 

Cross References 

Possessory actions, see § 16-1501 et seq. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant (;:;>279.1 to 286. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1335 to 1338, 

1340 to 1360, 1364 to 1365, 1395. 

Mobile home, 

United States Supreme Court 

Termination of tenancy, 
Evie'zion, 

Mobile home parks, unauthorized evic
tion, seizures, see Soldal v. Cook Coun
ty, Ill., U.S.l11.1992, 113 S.Ct. 538, 506 
U.S. 56, 121 L.Ed.2d 450, on remand 
986 F.2d 1425. 

Notice, 

Due process, posting notice, forcible en
try and detainer, see Greene v. Lindsey, 
U.S.Ky.1982, 102 S.Ct. 1874, 456 U.S. 
444, 72 L.Ed.2d 249. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 
Actions for possession 11 
Amendment of pleadings 15 
Attorney fees 18 
Construction and application 2 

Dismissal of action 12 
Due process 3 
Grounds for eviction 10 
Jurisdiction of court 14 
Malicious prosecution 19 
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Matters determined 16 
Parties 13 
Protective orders 17 
Rent 8 
Repair of premises 7 
Retaliatory eviction 6 
Review 20 
Self-help 4 
Surrender of possession of premises 5 
Waiver of covenants 9 

1 . In general 

In landlord-tenant litigation the court's au
thority to order a turnover from in-court fund 
must be cautiously and sparingly utilized. 
Cooks v. Fowler, C.A.D.C.1971, 459 F.2d 1269, 
148 U.S.App.D.C. 245. Deposits In Court (P 11 

Judicial protection of landlord, whether pre
trial or post-trial, can be justified only within 
area of fair compensation for possession he 
loses during period of landlord-tenant litigation. 
Cooks v. Fowler, C.A.D.C.1971, 459 F.2d 1269, 
148 U.S.App.D.C. 245. Landlord And Tenant 
(P 299; Landlord And Tenant (P 315(1) 

Where defendant in ejectment action claimed 
right of possession under lease from plaintiff, he 
was thereby estopped to deny plaintiff's title. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 11-703, 11-704, 11-735, 
11-738, 16-513, 45-910; Act March 3, 1901, 
§ 987, 31 Stat. 1347. Shapiro v. Christopher, 
C.A.D.C.1952, 195 F.2d 785, 90 U.S.App.D.C. 
1] 4. Landlord And Tenant (P 63(2) 

Collateral estoppel did not require award of 
punitive damages to evicted tenant on the basis 
of bad-faith determination made by the Rental 
Accommodations and Conversion Division of 
the Department of Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs, in view of the discretionary nature of 
such an award and the egregiousness of the 
conduct that must underlie such damages. Ca
macho v. 1440 Rhode Island Ave. Corp., 1993, 
620 A.2d 242. Administrative Law And Proce
dure (P 501; Landlord And Tenant (P 3I8( 1) 

Landlord was not entitled to preliminary in
junction to prevent tenants from withdrawing 
withheld rent payments from bank account 
where payments were deposited in rent strike 
suit which alleged unlawful conspiracy and in
terference with landlord and tenant relation
ship, even though rent control legislation had 
been enacted, where comprehensive statutory 
scheme for landlord and tenant disputes provid
ed adequate legal remedy; landlord had alter
native legal remedies of commencing action for 
ejectment and could request protective order 
whereby tenants paid rent into court managed 
registry. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1410,45-1411, 
45-1413, 45-1414, 45-2501 et seq. Serafin v. 
1458 Columbia Road, N.W., 1991, 592 A.2d 
1063. Injunction (;::::;> 138.31 

REAL PROPERTY 

Landlords' covenant for quiet enjoyment went 
only to possession, which "vas not disturbed by 
landlords' first suit for possession. Weisman v. 
Middleton, 1978, 390 A.2d 996. Landlord And 
Tenant Gz> 130(.5); Landlord And Tenant Gz> 

130(2) 
Statutory remedy is, as a rule, merely cumula

tive and does not abolish existing common-law 
remedy unless so declared in express terms or 
by necessary implication. D.C.C.E. §§ 16-150 I, 
22-3]01, 45-910. Mendes v. Johnson, 1978, 
389 A.2d 781. Action (P 35 

Where tenant of a row house, shortly before 
expiration of five-year lease, made improve
ments on the property at a cost of more than 
$200, but the only improvement landlord was 
cognizant of was the painting of front porch by 
tenant, such repairs were not sufficient to have 
bound tenant for a renewal term of five years, 
and hence did not constitute notice to landlord 
that tenant was exercising option contained in 
lease to renew for a five-year period, and land
lord was at liberty, after expiration of lease, to 
terminate the tenancy and recover possession 
for landlord's personal occupancy. D.C.Code 
1940, §§ 11-735, 45-904, 45-910, 45-1605. 
Warthen v. Lamas (Cr.App. 1945) 43 A.2d 759. 
Landlord And Tenant C= 86(2); Landlord And 
Tenant G;:::> 278.4(.5) 

2. Construction and application 
Purpose of District of Columbia statutes gov

erning summary proceedings by landlord to re
gain possession of premises is to provide court 
relief to landlord, otherwise trapped by relative
ly slow, fairly complex and substantially expen
sive procedure of the common-law possessory 
action of ejectment, to avoid resort to self-help 
and force, condoned at common law as justi
fied, and to permit an expeditious judicial deter
mination of what remains in possessory action. 
D.C.C.E. §§ 16-1501 to 16-1503, 45-910. Tutt 
v. Doby, C.A.D.C.1972, 459 F.2d 1195, 148 
U.S.App.D.C. 171. Landlord And Tenant (P 

295 
Where purchasers of house at foreclosure sale 

notified mortgagor-owner to quit immediateJy 
after their purchase in May, where they did not 
sue for possession until after settlement took 
place in July, where the court treated their suit 
as a civil action rather than a summary action 
for possession and did not render decision until 
January, and where, during all that time, rIlort
gagor occupied the house with knowledge that 
her right to possession was in issue, there was 
compliance with statute's purpose of giving a 
former owner of real estate when sold out under 
a mortgage reasonable notice and time to 
peaceably remove himself and his belongings 
from the property sold before being made a 
defendant in a summary proceeding in court. 
D.C.C.E. §§ 45-822, 45-903, 45-910. Rinaldi v. 
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Wallace, 1972, 293 A.2d 847. Mortgages C=:> 

544(6) 
The effect of section of Emergency Rent Con

trol Act restricting landlord's right to recover 
possession of housing accommodations is to 
create a noncontractual statutory right of pos
session in tenant, continuing at his option be
yond expiration of his lease or rental agreement 
by depriving landlord, unless he claims under 
one of the permitted grounds, of right to main
tain an action [or possession. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 11-735, 45-910, 45-1605. Warthen v. La
mas (Cr.App. 1945) 43 A.2d 759. Landlord And 
Tenant C=> 278.19 

3. Due process 
Though private landlord can terminate tenan

cy from month to month by 30 days' notice and 
recover possession without furnishing reason 
for termination, United States in its capacity as 
landlord is still United States and is subject to 
requirements of due process and may not termi
nate tenancy arbitrarily. D.C.Code 1951, 
§§ 45-902, 45-910; United States Housing Act, 
§ 1 et seq. as amended 42 U.S.C.A. § 1401 et 
seq.; Independent Offices Appropriation Act of 
1953, § 101 as amended 42 U.S.C.A. § 1411c. 
Rudder v. U.S., C.A.D.C.1955, 226 F.2d 51, 96 
U.S.App.D.C. 329. Constitutional Law c=> 4112; 
United States C=:> 57 

Attempted termination of tenancy by United 
States as landlord for sole reason that tenants 
refused to sign certification that they were not 
members of many of certain listed organizations 
which had been designated by Attorney General 
either as subversive or as otherwise within Ex
ecutive Order No. 9835 was, without regard to 
issue of constitutionality of Gwinn Amendment, 
providing that certain units should not be occu
pied by any member of organization designated 
as subversive, arbitrary and violative of due 
process requirements. D.C.Code 1951, 
§§ 45-902, 45-910; Executive Order No. 9835, 
5 U.S.C.A. § 631 note; United States Housing 
Act, § 1 et seq. as amended 42 U.S.C.A. § 1401 
et seq.; Independent Offices Appropriation Act 
of 1953, § 101 as amended 42 U.S.C.A. 
§ 1411 c. Rudder v. U.S., C.A.D.C.1955, 226 
F.2d 51, 96 U.S.App.D.C. 329. Constitutional 
Law~4112 

4. Self-help 
Transient-accommodation provider could uti

lize self-help as alternative means of evicting 
roomer for non-payment of weekly occupancy 
charge; provider was not required to pursue 
judicial possessory action. Harkins v. Win 
Corp .. 2001, 771 A.2d 1025, amended on re
hearing in part 777 A.2d 800. Innkeepers c=> 9 

Landlord's common-law right to self-help 
eviction was abrogated by statute. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-2501 to 45-2594. Camacho v. 

§ 42-3210 
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1440 Rhode Island Ave. Corp., 1993, 620 A.2d 
242. Landlord And Tenant (;;:;:::> 275 

Legislatively created remedies for reacquiring 
possession are exclusive in their application to 
commercial tenancies as well as residential ten
ancies, and landlord's common-law right of sel/'
help no longer exists. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 16-1501, 45-1410. Simpson v. Lee, 1985, 
499 A.2d 889. Landlord And Tenant (;:;::> 279.1 

Right-to-enter provision in lease did not re
lieve lessor of obligation to comply with statuto
ry remedies [D.C.Code 1981, §§ 16-150 I, 
45-1410], where resident discontinued rent pay
ments due to former lessee's claim to premises. 
Simpson v. Lee, 1985, 499 A.2d 889. Landlord 
And Tenant (;;:;:::> 279.1 

Decision abolishing previously recognized 
right of landlords to use self-help eviction reme
dy would be given partial retroactive effect, i. e., 
would be applied to instant parties, as well as 
prospective application. (Per Mack, A. J., with 
four Judges concurring.) D.C.C.E. §§ 16-1501, 
45-910. Mendes v. Johnson, 1978, 389 A.2d 
78 I. Courts c=> 100(1) 

One motivation for providing summary pos
sessory action for landlord was to avoid resort 
to self-help and force, condoned at common 
law. D.C.C.E. §§ 16-1501, 45-910. Mendes v. 
Johnson, 1978, 389 A.2d 781. Landlord And 
Tenant (;:;::> 293.1 

5. Surrender of possession of premises 
A tenant's voluntary relinquishment of posses

sion ends case or controversy when landlord 
makes no claim for back rent. Robinson v. 
Diamond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C.1972, 463 
F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. Action <S;:::::> 6; 
Federal Courts (;:;::> 13 

Landlord should not be held responsible for 
tenant's misconduct and a tenant who makes 
her own apartment uninhabitable can be taken 
as having voluntarily surrendered possession, 
thus mooting out the controversy. Robinson v. 
Diamond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C.1972, 463 
F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. Action (;:;::> 6; 
Federal Courts C=:> 13 

Where counsel for both parties in landlord's 
possessory actions represented to trial court 
when cases were called for trial that the tenants 
had vacated the premises sometime during the 
eight-month period between the filing of com
plaints and trial date, cases had become moot 
since no controversy remained between the par
ties. D.C.C.E. General Sessions Court Rules, 
§ 2, rule 3. Atkins v. U. S., 1971,283 A.2d 204. 
Action (;:;::> 6 

Merely because tenants moved for summary 
judgment in landlord's actions for possession, 
they were not estopped from having the action 
subsequently declared moot on ground that ten
ants bad vacated premises. Atkins v. U. S., 
1971,283 A.2d 204. Estoppel G=:> 6 
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Where lessee moved out of leased office suite, 
and no writ of restitution was issued or threat of 
eviction was made by lessor, action by lessor 
against sucb lessee for possession of office suite 
for failure to pay rent became moot. Dietz v. 
Miles Holding Corp., 1971, 277 A.2d 108. Ac
tion G:=:> 6 

6. Retaliatory eviction 
Where tenant asserted retaliatory eviction de

fense to action [or possession but had left prem
ises, if as tenant claimed her departure was 
necessitated by landlord's continued failure to 
repair violations of housing code of District of 
Columbia, case would not be moot. Robinson 
v. Diamond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C.1972, 463 
F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. Action G:=:> 6; 
Federal Courts G;;;> 13 

Where tenant asserted retaliatory eviction de
fense to action for possession after tenant had 
asserted violations of housing code of District of 
Columbia as defense to prior action for posses
sion, if tenant was forced to leave premises 
when her own failure to provide heat caused all 
pipes in the building to freeze, controversy 
would be moot. Robinson v. Diamond Housing 
Corp., C.A.D.C.1972, 463 F.2d 853, 150 
U.S.App.D.C. 17. Action C;;;> 6; Federal Courts 
G;;;> 13 

Landlord may go out of business entirely if it 
wishes to do so but its right to discontinue 
rental of all its units does not justify a partial 
closing designed to intimidate remaining ten
ants in connection with retaliatory eviction de
fense after a tenant's assertions of violations of 
housing code of District of Columbia. Robin
son v. Diamond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C.1972, 
463 F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. Landlord 
And Tenant G;;;> 275 

An eviction grounded on a desire to punish 
exercise by tenant of right to assert substantial 
violations of housing code of District of Colum
bia in defense to prior action to gain possession 
for rent due is plainly illegal, and its illicit status 
remains unchanged even if it is accompanied by 
withdrawal of unit from housing market. Rob
inson v. Diamond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C.1972, 
463 F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. Landlord 
And Tenant c;::> 278 

A tenant has right to remain in possession 
without paying rent when premises are bur
dened with substantial violations of housing 
code of District of Columbia making them un
safe and unsanitary, and landlord of such prem
ises who evicts his tenant because he will not 
pay rent is in effect evicting him for asserting 
his legal right to refuse to pay rent and that 
reason will not support an eviction. Robinson 
v. Diamond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C.1972, 463 
F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. Landlord And 
Tenant G=> J 87(1); Landlord And Tenant c;;;> 275 

REAL PROPERTY 

Retaliatory eviction defense after tenant's as
sertions of violations of housing code of District 
of Columbia deals with landlord's subjective 
state of mind, that is, with his motives, and if 
landlord's actions are motivated bv desire to 
punish the tenant for exercising his ~"ights or to 
chill the exercise of similar rights by other ten
ants, they are impermissible. Robinson v. Dia
mond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C.1972, 463 F.2d 
853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. Landlord And Ten
ant ~ 284(1) 

A jury can judge a landlord's state of mind 
only by examining its objective manifestations 
and in connection with retaliatory eviction de
tense after tenant's assertions of violations of 
housing code of District of Columbia, when 
landlord's conduct is inherently destructive of 
tenants' rights or unavoidably chills their exer
cise, jury may under well recognized principles 
presume that landlord intended that result. 
Robinson v. Diamond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C. 
1972, 463 F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. 
Landlord And Tenant G;;;> 285(4) 

An unexplained eviction following successful 
assertion of defense by tenant based on substan
tial violations of housing code of District of 
Columbia in prior action to gain possession for 
rent due falls within category of conduct inher
ently destructive of tenants' rights and gives rise 
to presumption that landlord intended that re
sult and once the presumption is established it 
is then up to landlord to rebut it by demonstrat
ing that he is motivated by some legitimate 
business purpose rather than by illicit motive 
which would otherwise be presumed and land
lord's desire to remove a tenant who is not 
paying rent is not such a legitimate purpose. 
Robinson v. Diamond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C. 
1972, 463 F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. 
Landlord And Tenant G;;;> 285(4) 

Evidence raised question for jury as to wheth
er eviction by serving 30-day notice to quit on 
tenant, who bad asserted violations of housing 
code of District of Columbia as defense to a 
prior action for possession, was based on an 
illicit retaliatory motive on part of landlord. 
Robinson v. Diamond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C. 
1972, 463 F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. 
Landlord And Tenant G:=:> 285(5) 

Whether landlord's action in attempting evic
tion is retaliatory after tenant's assertions of 
violations of housing code of District of Colum
bia is a question of fact and court would not be 
justified in taking it away from jury merely 
because it is "hard." Robinson v. Diamond 
Housing Corp., C.A.D.C.1972, 463 F.2d 853, 
150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. Landlord And Tenant c;;;> 

285(5) 
In view of private enforcement mechanism 

established by District of Columbia City Council 
depending in part on right of tenant to withhold 
rent when a unit is rendered unsafe and unsani-
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tary by substantial housing code violations, leg
islature no more intended to permit retaliatory 
evictions as punishment for rent withholding 
than it intended to permit such evictions as 
punishment for reporting housing code viola
tions and retaliatory motivation defense would 
be applicable where landlord seeks to evict by 
serving 30-day notice to quit on tenant at suffer
ance because she successfully set up housing 
code violations in a previous action for posses
sion. Robinson v. Diamond Housing Corp., 
C.A.D.C.1972, 463 F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 
17. Landlord And Tenant c::::> 120( 1) 

In action for possession in which tenant as
serted retaliatory eviction defense, where record 
was not complete, particularly as to precipitat
ing cause of tenant's leaving the premises, trial 
court should be permitted to determine whether 
tenant's departure was caused by her own ac
tions or by violations of housing code of District 
of Columbia, and if trial court finds that tenant 
voluntarily left the premises, it should vacate 
initial judgment thus leaving landlord in posses
sion; if, on the other hand, it finds that code 
violations caused tenant's departure, it should 
set case for trial on issue of retaliatory eviction 
and jury's evaluation of that defense will then 
determine question of legal possession. Robin
son v. Diamond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C.1972, 
463 F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. Federal 
Courts c::::> 947 

While inability to repair is a legitimate busi
ness reason which would justify r·emoving hous
ing unit from market, even that allegation is not 
sufficient to justify summary judgment over re
taliatory eviction defense after tenant's asser
tions of violations of housing code of District of 
Columbia, and landlord's mere allegation that it 
was removing unit from market because it 
could not afford to make repairs did not mean 
that jury would find that it was in fact unable to 
make the necessary repairs and further mere 
existence of legitimate reason for landlord's ac
tions would not help it if jury found that it was 
in fact motivated by some illegitimate reason. 
Robinson v. Diamond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C. 
1972, 463 F.2d 853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. Fed
eral Courts G:::> 1055 

Retaliatory eviction defense would not be ex
tended to commercial leases, although commer
cial tenant claimed that landlord dramatically 
increased rent in retaliation for tenant' s assi~
tance to residential tenants in same building in 
pursuing housing violation complaints and com
mercial tenant's own numerous written and 
oral complaints about damages and deficiencies 
in building structure; there are fundamental 
differences between enforcement role played by 
commercial tenants as opposed to residential 
tenants, and commercial tenant failed to adduce 
any evidence indicating commercial analog of 
appalling condition and shortages and inequali-
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ty of bargaining power between tenant and 
landlord. Espenschied v. Mallick, 1993, 633 
A.2d 388. Landlord And Tenant c::::> 284(1) 

Right to interpose retaliatory eviction defense 
based on breach of warrant of habitability 
would not be extended to commercial tenant; 
commercial tenants and landlords are more 
likely to have equal bargaining power, and com
mercial tenant will presumably have sufficient 
interest in demised premises to make needed 
repairs and means to make needed repairs him
self or herself if necessary and then sue landlord 
for damages. Espenschied v. Mallick, 1993, 
633 A.2d 388. Landlord And Tenant c::::> 284(l) 

Independent cause of action may not be 
maintained by tenant against landlord based on 
unsuccessful retaliatorv eviction suit; courts 
recognize retaliatory e~iction only as valid de
fense to landlord's action for possession. Weis
man v. Middleton, 1978, 390 A.2d 996. Land
lord And Tenant c::::> 180(1) 

7. Repair of premises 
If landlord is unable to repair the premises, 

eviction would be permissible, but jf landlord is 
able to repair premises another method is avail
able to him for complying with requirements of 
section of housing code of District of Columbia 
prohibiting landlords from permitt.ing occupan
cy of premises with code violations and, since 
retaliatory eviction would be unlawful, landlord 
must repair the premises. Robinson v. Dia
mond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C.1972, 463 F.2d 
853, 150 U.S.App.D.C. 17. Landlord And Ten
ant c::::> 275 

If landlord wishes to remove unit from mar
ket for some sound business reason he is free to 
do so but such a removal following a tenant's 
defense of substantial violations of housing code 
of District of Columbia in prior action t~ gain 
possession for rent due is as inherently destnJc
tive of tenant's rights as an ordinary eviction 
and landlord who fails to come forward with 
substantial business reason for removing unit 
from market, such as, for example, its financial 
inability to make the necessary repairs, may be 
presumed to have done so for an illicit retaliato
ry reason. Robinson v. Diamond Housing 
Corp., C.A.D.C.1972, 463 F.2d 853, 150 
U.S.App.D.C. 17. Landlord And Tenant c::::> 278 

Landlord would not be able to evict tenant 
asserting retaliatory eviction defense so long as 
landlord was motivated bv desire to rid itself of 
tenant who was not payil;g rent but if landlord 
came forward with a legitimate business justifi
cation it might be able to convince a jury that it 
was motivated by proper concern and if, for 
example, landlord brought premises up to stan
dards of housing code of District of Columbia so 
that rent was again due and then evicted tenant 
for some unrelated, lawful reason, eviction 
would be permissible and, if landlord were to 
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make convincing showing that it was for some 
reason impossible or unfeasible to make repairs, 
it would have legitimate reason for evicting the 
tenant and taking unit off the market. Robin
son v. Diamond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C.1972, 
463 F.2d 853, ] 50 U.S.App.D.C. 17. Landlord 
And Tenant c;::;> 284(1) 

In situations where landlord is unable to re
pair the premises he has legitimate business 
justification for taking the unit off the market 
and can meet his responsibility under section of 
housing code of District of Columbia prohibit
ing landlords from permitting occupancy of 
premises with code violations by evicting his 
tenant but in situations where landlord is able 
but unwilling to repair the premises he has by 
hypothesis made them uninhabitable and hence 
constructively deprived the tenant of possession 
and landlord may no more constructively evict a 
tenant [or retaliatory purposes than he may 
actually so evict him and, if the tenant is enti
tled to possession, he is also entitled to have 
premises made habitable through a code en
forcement action by housing authorities or 
proper suit by the tenant. Robinson v. Dia
mond Housing Corp., C.A.D.C.1972, 463 F.2d 
853, ISO U.S.App.D.C. 17. Landlord And Ten
ant e::> 154(2); Landlord And Tenant e::> 275 

8. Rent 

REAL PROPERTY 

ant agrees to pay for partial rent found due; 
however, if the tenant refuses to pay such par
tial amount judgment for possession may then 
be entered. Javins v. First Nat. Realty Corp., 
C.A.D.C.1970, 428 F.2d 1071, 138 U.S.App.D.C. 
369, certiorari denied 91 S.Ct. 186, 400 U.S. 
925, 27 L.Ed.2d 185. Landlord And Tenant e:::> 
285(6) 

Where tenants assert in their pleadings to a 
possessory action brought against them by a 
landlord that a rent increase is invalid, but have 
not challenged it before the rent administrator, 
the superior court may, in the exercise of its 
discretion, accord them a reasonable time to file 
such a challenge; if no such challenge has been 
brought before rent administrator by time set 
for trial, the superior court is not to undertake 
to adjudicate validity of rent increase. Drayton 
v. Poretsky Management, Inc., 1983, 462 A.2d 
1115. Landlord And Tenant e:::> 284(1) 

New owners, who prevailed in a suit for pos
session, were not entitled to a money judgment 
for past-due rent from occupants of the recently 
purchased premises, who were tenants of the 
former owner, since there was no contractual 
landlord-tenant relationship between owners 
and occupants which obligated occupants to 
pay rent or entitled owners to claim that rent 
was owed to them. D.C.Code] 981, § 45-1411. 
Nicholas v. Howard, 1983, 459 A.2d 1039. 
Vendor And Purchaser e::> ] 96 

Although, in order to bnd that landlord was 
entitled to possession of premises for nonpay-
ment of rent, court had to find that tenant owed Tenant was guilty of a continuing willful vio-
landlord some rent, where court had only a lation of her tenancy, and her landlord was 
collateral or incidental interest in any consider- entitled to possession, where she consistently 
ation of how much rent was due, and had no and willfully failed to pay her rent when due; 
jurisdiction, in absence of personal service of the Rental Accommodations Act, properly con-
process, to enter a judgment for landlord for strued, did not dictate a contrary result. 
amount of rent due, so that issue of rent is not D.C.C.E. §§ 45-1631 et seq., 45-1653(b), (b)(I). 
genuinely before court, court could not be said Kaiser v. Rapley, 1977,380 A.2d 995. Landlord 
to have "decided" question for purposes of rais- And Tenant c;::;> 278.9(3) 
ing a later estoppel, and tenant was not collater- Since tenant's failure to pay timely tent as 
ally estopped from litigating issue of rent in required by her lease and her payment with 
subsequent action by landlord to recover rent. checks not covered by sufficient funds in her 
D.C.C.E. §§ 16-1501 to 16-1503, 45-910. Tutt bank account was Willful, calculated and consis-
v. Doby, C.A.D.C.1972, 459 F.2d 1195, 148 tent, she was entitled to no equitable relief, 
U.S.App.D.C. 171. Judgment <P 720 notwithstanding the fact that, after the expira-

If a tenant is ready to yield possession that tion date of the lease, she tendered all money 
gives landlord all relief he sought in possessory owing. Kaiser v. Rapley, 1977, 380 A.2d 995. 
action, it is neither good administration nor just Landlord And Tenant e::> 108(1) 
to require that proceeding be delayed or pro- A landlord's violation of law in failing to 
tracted so as to litigate issue of rent; that issue procure required licenses is not to be treated 
should be litigated separately, and de novo, ac- any differently than a violation of law in failing 
cording to notice provided by law for personal to meet the minimum standards of habitability; 
actions lor rent due. D.C.C.E. §§ 16-1501 to in neither case does a violation arising after the 
16-1503, 45-910. Tutt v. Doby, C.A.D.C.1972, lease term has commenced void the contract, 
459 F.2d 1195, 148 U.S.App.D.C. 171. Land- and in neither case does the failure to comply 
lord And Tenant G;:;:> 291 (16) with statutory requirements deprive the land-

Where part of tenant's rental obligation is lord of his right to sue for possession for non-
suspended because of breach of implied warran- payment of rent. D.C.C.E. §§ 5-422, 47-2301, 
ty of habitability and part is found owing, no 47-2328. Currv v. Dunbar House, Inc., 1976, 
judgment for possession should issue if the ten- 362 A.2d 686. 'Landlord And Tenant G:;:;;> 284(1) 
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A landlord who operates premises in violation 
o[ the housing regulations is not thereby en
joined from maintaining an action to recover 
possession [or nonpayment of rent; rather, the 
landlord's breach of the warranty of habitabili
ty, as measured by substantial violations of the 
housing code, can be interposed by a tenant as a 
defense, in whole or in part, to the landlord's 
claim that possession should be surrendered 
because rent is owed; moreover, if any viola
tions of the regulations arise after the com
mencement of the lease, they do not serve to 
void the lease and render it unenforceable. 
D.C.C.E. §§ 5-422,47-2301, 47-2328. Curry v. 
Dunbar House, Inc., 1976, 362 A.2d 686. 
Landlord And Tenant c;::> 284(1) 

Lessee of office suite could not, on appeal 
from judgment for lessor in action for posses
sion, assert that his failure to pay rent was 
justified on theory that lessor had breached its 
duty to protect suite because o[ alleged burgla
ries that had taken place, where lessee did not 
allege or proffer that lessor had reduced protec
tive measures in force at time he entered into 
possession. Dietz v. Miles Holding Corp., 1971, 
277 A.2d 108. Appeal And Error c;::> 173(1) 

A landlord could not dispossess tenant [or 
nonpayment of rent and at the same time collect 
rent from tenant for period extending beyond 
time of filing of action. Gunn v. Brown (Cr. 
App. 1948) 59 A.2d 518. Landlord And Tenant 
c;::> 198 

9. Waiver of covenants 
J n action by landlord for possession of leased 

apartment, tenant's testimony that prior to exe
cution of lease, the landlord through its agent 
knew that tenant intended keeping dog on 
premises and assured tenant that it would be all 
right, that from beginning of tenancy and for 
nearly five years dog was kept on premises with 
knowledge of landlord who without objection 
accepted rent during that time, raised issue for 
jury of whether landlord had waived covenant 
in lease against keeping animals in apartment. 
Stewart v. Shannon & Luchs Co. (CLApp. 1946) 
46 A.2d 863. Landlord And Tenant c;::> 285(5) 

10. Grounds for eviction 
It was the intent of Congress, which directed 

enactment of District of Columbia housing code, 
that, while landlord might evict for any legal 
reason or for no reason at all, he was not free to 
evict tenant in retaliation for tenant's report of 
housing code violations to the authorities. 
U.S.C.A.Const. Amends. 1, 5, 14; D.C.C.E. 
§§ 16-1501, 45-902, 45-910. Edwards v. Ha
bib, C.A.D.C.1968, 397 F.2d 687, 130 U.S.App. 
D.C. 126, certiorari denied 89 S.Ct. 618, 393 
U.S. 1016,21 L.Ed.2d 560. Landlord And Ten
ant c;::> 94(1) 

Even if there was reduction of services by 
landlord after racial composition of apartment 
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building changed, such discrimination did not 
license any tenant, black or white, to indulge in 
threats of physical violence, by reason or which 
landlord served eviction notice. Miller v. Dis
trict of Columbia Commission on Human 
Rights, 1976, 352 A.2d 387. Extortion And 
Threats C=:> 27 

Ordinarily, the United States like any private 
landlord, may exercise its right to terminate a 
monthly tenancy by serving a statutory notice to 
quit, without revealing any other reason. Unit
ed States Housing Act of 1937, § 1 et seq. as 
amended 42 U.S.C.A. § 1401 ct seq.; 42 
U.S.C.A. § 1411c; D.C.Cocie 1951, §§ 11-735, 
45-902,45-910. Rudder v. U.S. (Cr.App. J 954) 
105 A.2d 741, reversed 226 F.2d 51, 96 
U.S.App.D.C. 329. United States ~ 57 

Where housing authority in its lease for an 
apartment in a low-rent housing project con
structed under United States Housing Act in
serted a provision that it might terminate the 
lease for anyone of eight listed reasons, or for 
others not named, such provision indicated a 
contractual intent that the tenants were not to 
be evicted except for certain reasons. United 
States Housing Act of 1937, § 1 et seq. as 
amended 42 U.S.C.A. § 1401 et seq.; 42 
V.S.C.A. § 1411c; D.C.Code 1951, §§ 11-735, 
45-902,45-910. Rudder v. U.S. (Cr.App. 1954) 
105 A.2d 741, reversed 226 F.2d 51, 96 
U.S.App.D.C. 329. United States C::::> 57 

Where housing authority in its lease for an 
apartment in a low-rent housing project con
structed under United States Housing Act in
serted a provision that it might terminate the 
lease for anyone of eight listed reasons or for 
others not named, and notice to quit stated 
reason that tenants in effect had violated Gwinn 
Amendment when they failed to execute certifi
cate of nonmembership in subversive organi%a
tion, tenants, in resisting suit by United States 
for possession, were entitled to show that 
Gwinn Amendment was unconstitutional. Unit
ed States Housing Act of 1937, § 1 et seq. as 
amended 42 U.S.C.A. § 140 I et seq.; 42 
U.S.C.A. § 1411c; D.C.Code 1951, §§ 11-735, 
45-902, 45-910. Rudder v. V.S. (Cr.App. 1954) 
105 A.2d 741, reversed 226 F.2d 51, 96 
U.S.App.D.C. 329. Constitutional Law ~ 695 

Where lease prohibited keeping of dogs in 
apartment but landlord conditionally granted 
tenants permission to keep dog subject to with
drawal if other tenants complained, tenants' 
refusal to remove dog when permission was 
withdrawn entitled landlord to recover posses
sion. Shay v. Randall H. Hagner & Co. (Cr. 
App. 1943) 34 A.2d 358. Landlord And Tenant 
(;::;;> 281 

Where lease contained covenant prohibiting 
keeping of dogs, and provided that waiver of 
breach of covenant could not be construed as 
waiver of covenant, even though landlord concii-
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tionally granted permisSion to tenants to keep 
dog, the covenant was not waived and could be 
enforced by action for possession of premises on 
withdrawal of permission. Shay v. Randall H. 
Hagner & Co. (Cr.App. 1943) 34 A.2d 358. 
Landlord And Tenant (;::::> 281 

11. Actions for possession 
Tenant in possession held entitled to thirty

day notice to quit before purchaser at foreclo
sure sale or premises institutes summary pro
ceedings for possession (D.C.Code 1929, T. 18, 
§ 225, T. 25, §§ 282, 313, 320). Thornhill v. 
Atlantic Life Ins. Co., 1934, 70 F.2d 846, 63 
App.D.C. 184. Landlord And Tenant (;::::> 297(2) 

Tenant was not entitled to relief from default 
judgment in favor of landlord in action for 
possession after selling the property; the tenant 
mCTelv claimed to be out of town on date of 
hearil;g, had actual notice of the notice to va
cate, received proper notice of the summons 
and complaint for possession through posting 
and mailing, and did not present an adequate 
defense, and the landlord and contract purchas
er would suffer prejudice upon the setting aside 
of the default judgment. Pelkey v. Endowment 
for Community Leadership, 2004, 841 A.2d 757. 
Federal Courts (;::::> 1052.1 

After personal service could not be accom
plished on tenant in landlord's action for pos
session, posting of the complaint and summons, 
followed by first-class mailing to the tenant's 
address, was proper. Pelkey v. Endowment for 
Community Leadership, 2004, 841 A.2d 757. 
Federal Courts ~ 1052.1 

Tenant was not entitled to vacating of default 
in favor of landlord in action for possession; the 
tenant received the notice to vacate, did not file 
a verified answer, and failed to show good 
cause. Pe!kev v. Endowment for Communitv 
Leadership, 2004, 84] A.2d 757. Feder~l 
Courts (;::::> 1052.1 

Tenant was properly served with summons 
and complaint for possession of real property; 
process server went to premises to serve tenant 
\vith summons and complaint and, after being 
informed that tenant was out of state and that 
tenant's employee was authorized to receive ser
vice, summons and complaint were left with 
employee. D.C.Code 1989, § 16-1502. Es
penschied v. Mallick, 1993, 633 A.2d 388. Fed
eral Courts (;::::> 1052.1 

Landlord bringing possessory action would be 
required to file certified statement of costs with 
Rental Housing Commission only, and not with 
court. Drayton v. Poretsky Management, Inc., 
1983, 462 A.2d 11 J 5. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
282 

Granting landlord possession of premises on 
December 31, by virtue of granting landlord's 
motion stating that lease vwuld terminate on 
such date, was improper where motion was 
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made before expiration date of lease. D.C.C.E. 
§ 45-910. Zanakis v. Brawner Bldg., Inc., 
1977, 377 A.2d 67. Landlord And Tenant <P 
296(3) 

While oral motion by tenant for stay in pos
sessory action is sanctioned, absent extraordi
nary circumstances, landlord should have no
tice of such motion and opportunity to be heard 
before trial court rules thereon. D.C.C.E. SCR, 
LT Rule 13. McNeal v. Habib, 1975, 346 A.2d 
508. Landlord And Tenant G::;;:> 285(1) 

Normally, defense of housing code violations 
would be irrelevant in possessory action based 
solely upon valid 30-day notice to quit. 
D.C.C.E. SCR, LT Rules 3, 5, 5(b). McNeal v. 
Habib, 1975, 346 A.2d 508. Landlord And Ten
ant ~ 284(1) 

Denial of landlord's request for summary pos
session against tenants, who placed words 
"Paid under protest" on their rent payment 
checks for purpose of avoiding waiver of right 
to challenge rent increases, on ground that 
granting of request would unduly impinge on 
class action challenging lawfulness of such in
creases was proper, notwithstanding contention 
that landlord's right to do with its property as it 
pleased would be impaired and contention that 
tenants in summary possession suit did not put 
into issue the lawfulness of the rent increases 
and thus such issue should not have been con
sidered. D.C.C.E. § 45-910. F. W. Berens 
Sales Co., Inc. v. McKinney, 1973, 310 A.2d 
601. AbateIl1ent And Revival (;::::> 5 

In landlord's action to recover possession of 
store from tenant after expiration of lease, testi
mony as to landlord's reasons for seeking of 
possession was inadmissible. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-910. Fowel v. Continental Life Ins. Co. 
(Cr.App. 1947) 55 A.2d 205. Landlord And 
Tenant G;::> 285(4) 

Where action by husband and wife as land
lords for possession of housing accommodations 
was brought as a summary proceeding, the veri
fication of complaint by husband, for himself 
and as agent for his wife, was authorized by the 
statute providing that complaint shall be veri
fied by person aggrieved or by his agent or 
attorney having knowledge of the facts. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 11-735, 45-910. Wynn v. 
Washington (CLApp. 1947) 53 A.2d 275. Land
lord And Tenant c::::> 303(4) 

Under the Emergency Rent Control Act, the 
procedure in landlord's action against tenant 
for possession of premises, except for restric
tions as to grounds upon which landlord may 
claim right of possession, remains the same as it 
was previously. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 11-735, 
45-910, 45-1605. Warthen v. Lamas (Cr.App. 
1945) 43 A.2d 759. Landlord And Tenant (;::::> 

278.5 
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12. Dismissal of action 
Once tenants successfully moved in open 

court through their attorneys to have landlord's 
suits for possession dismissed as moot, tenants 
were thereafter equitably estopped from later 
asserting a claim to entitlement to possession. 
Atkins v. U. S., 1971, 283 A.2d 204. Estoppel 
e::> 68(2) 

13. Parties 
The factors considered in determining wheth

er an occupant has exclusive possession, and 
whether he is thus a tenant, rather than a room
er, include: (1) whether the owner provided 
furnishings, linens, towels, and daily maid ser
vice to the occupant; (2) the owner's right to 
access the room; (3) the number of rooms pro
vided; (4) the scheduled interval for payment 
(e.g., daily, weekly, monthly); (5) the substance 
of the contract between the owner and the occu
pant; and (6) any other conditions of occupan
cy. Harkins v. Win Corp., 2001, 771 A.2d 1025, 
amended on rehearing in part 777 A.2d 800. 
Innkeepers C=:> 8; Landlord And Tenant c:::> 1 

Where tenant terminated his tenancy by no
tice acceptable to landlord but tenant's es
tranged wife remained in possession of premis
es, landlord's action to recover possession of 
premises was properly brought against the ten
ant and it was not necessary that the tenant's 
estranged wife, who was not a party to lease, 
should be named as defendant. D.C.Code 1940, 
§ 45-910. Scott v. H. G. Smithy Co. (Cr.App. 
1947) 53 A.2d 45. Landlord And Tenant G=> 
285(1) 

Where leases were assigned to manager of 
building as landlord under express instructions 
of owners of building, in light of code section 
giving landlord right to sue for possession and 
in light of holding that manager was real land
lord, manager was "real party in interest" with
in meaning of rule restricting right to maintain 
suit to real party in interest. Rules of the Mu
nicipal Court, rule 17(a); Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure, rule 17(a), 28 U.S.C.A. following 
section 723c; D.C.Code 1940, § 45-910. 
Koehne v. Harvey (Cr.App. 1946) 45 A.2d 780. 
Federal Civil Procedure C= 143 

Where owners of building, who had received 
from former landlord assignments in blank of 
various leases, directed that blanks be filled up 
in name of owners' building manager, thereby 
making him landlord, a judgment in a possesso
ry action by manager against a tenant would be 
binding on owners. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-910. 
Koehne v. Harvey (Cr.App. 1946) 45 A.2d 780. 
Judgment C= 695 

14. Jurisdiction of court 
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money, does not establish a right to provide 
relief to landlord outside court's jurisdiction. 
D.C. C.E. §§ 16-1501 to 16-1503,45-910. TuH 
v. Doby, C.A.D.C.1972, 459 F.2d ] 195, 148 
U.S.App.D.C. 171. Landlord And Tenant (::;;;> 

29](6.5) 
District of Columbia statute providing that a 

landlord may bring an ejection action to recover 
possession in Superior Court of District of Co
lumbia did not create an exception to tenant's 
right to remove to federal court an action for 
damages, possession and waste, and an action 
solely for possession of real estate, where the 
parties were of diverse citizenship and the 
amount in controversy exceeded $10,000, be
cause nothing in the statute referred to removal 
or otherwise suggested Congress' intent to di
vest federal courts of diversity jurisdiction. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1410; 28 U.S.C.A. 
§§ 1332(a), 1441(a). Eckert v. Fitzgerald, 1982, 
550 F.Supp. 88. Removal Of Cases (::;;;> 11 

Under District of Columbia ejectment statute 
as amended by 1970 Court Reform Act, District 
Court does not have original jurisdiction over 
ejectment proceedings brought by the United 
States; intent of Court Reform Act was to vest 
exclusive jurisdiction of all ejectment proceed
ings in Superior Court, even those brought by 
the United States. 28 U.S.C.A. §§ 1345, 1441, 
1441(a), 1446(d), 1447(c); D.C.C.E. §§ 5-103 et 
seq., 11-503, 45-910. Herian v. U. S., 1973, 
363 F.Supp. 287. Federal Courts (::;;;> 1133 

In view of express terms of 1970 Court Re
form Act, District of Columbia ejectment statute 
as amended by 1970 Court Reform Act was not 
"Act of Congress" within statute giving original 
jurisdiction in district court of suits brought by 
the United States except as otherwise provided 
by Act of Congress. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1345; 
D.C.C.E. § 45-910. Herian v. U. S., 1973, 363 
F.Supp.287. Federal Courts c:::> 263 

A possessory suit must be heard in the Land
lord and Tenant Branch and can be brought 
upon the basis of a notice to quit. D.C.C.E. 
§ 45-910; D.C.C.E. SCR, LT Rule 1. Brown v. 
Young, 1976, 364 A.2d 1171. Landlord And 
Tenant C= 297( 1); Landlord And Tenant c:::> 302 

Power of court to assess amount of rent owed 
in summary possessory action does not give rise 
to an expanded authority simultaneously to ad
judicate all conflicting claims between landlord 
and tenant. D.C.C.E. SCR, LT Rule 5(b); 
D.C.C.E. §§ 16-1501 to 16-1503, 45-910. Win
chester Management Corp. v. Staten, 1976, 361 
A.2d 187. Landlord And Tenant C= 294 

Rule of landlord and tenant branch or supe
rior court relating to counterclaims did not 
permit filing of counterclaim for damage to 
tenant's personalty in landlord's action for pos-

Authority to limit possessory relief within session of premises based upon nonpayment of 
court's jurisdiction, i.e., giving tenant a power rent. Miles Realty Co. v. Garrett, 1972, 292 
to avoid eviction conditional on payment of A.2d 152. Landlord And Tenant e::> 284(2) 
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In landlord's action filed in landlord and ten
ant branch of superior court against tenant for 
possession of premises for nonpayment of rent, 
counterclaim for damage to tenant's personalty 
caused by water in the apartment was improp
erly filed. Miles Realty Co. v. Garrett, 1972, 
292 A.2d ] 52. Landlord And Tenant <> 284(2) 

Jurisdiction of rnunicipal court for the District 
of Columbia, over summary suits to recover 
possession of realty, is limited under statutes to 
actions by landlords against tenants and to the 
action of forcible entry and detainer, where the 
conventional relation of landlord and tenant 
exists or has existed between the parties. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ ] 1-735, 45-9]0. Spruill v. 
Brooks (Cr.App. ] 949) 68 A.2d 204. Federal 
Courts Cz> 1032 

Municipal Court for the District of Columbia 
was without jurisdiction of an action for the 
recovery of real estate on ground that defendant 
held premises as a tenant at will of plaintiff, 
because of prior litigation involving the proper
ty \..,/herein plaintiff was ordered to be credited 
with the rent actually collected, where no con
nection between the defendant and previous 
occupants was shown and plaintiff expressly 
disclaimed that defendant was in possession as 
result of an agreement with her. D.C.Code 
1940, §§ 11-735, 16-501 et seq., 45-822, 
45-910. Spruill v. Brooks (CLApp. 1949) 68 
A.2d 204. Federal Courts Cz> ] 032 

15. Amendment of pleadings 
Either landlord, seeking to recover possession 

for failure to pay rent, or tenant, seeking to 
defeat landlord's action on ground of breach of 
implied warranty of habitability, should be per
mitted to amend its complaint or answer at any 
time before trial, to allege change in condition; 
in such event finder of fact should make a 
separate finding as to condition at time at which 
amendment was filed and such new finding 
should have no effect on original action but only 
affect distribution of any escrowed rent paid 
after filing of amendment. Javins v. First Nat. 
Realty Corp., C.A.D.C.1970, 428 F.2d 1071, 138 
U.S.App.D.C. 369, certiorari denied 91 S.Ct. 
186, 400 U.S. 925, 27 L.Ed.2d 185. Federal 
Civil Procedure <> 840; Federal Civil Proce
dure <> 845; Landlord And Tenant Cz> 285(5) 

Where only issue as to right of possession 
raised and tried in landowner's action against 
occupant was whether parties had intended 
lease of adjacent lot to cover also the premises 
in issue, and it appeared that occupant was 
mCl-e licensee or trespasser upon premises in 
question, landowner was not concluded by his 
allegation describing occupant as a "tenant by 
sufferance," in view of fact that complaint also 
alleged that occupant held "without right"; and 
if there was any doubt in trial judge's mind as to 
sufficiency of complaint as one in ejectment, it 
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was his duty to permit plaintiff to amend by 
withdrawing allegations concerning tenancy by 
sufferance and clearly stating cause of action in 
ejectment in conformity with facts. D.C.Code 
1940, § 45-910; Rules of Municipal Court for 
the District of Columbia, rules 1, 15(b). Shapi
ro v. Christopher, C.A.D.C.1952, 195 F.2d 785, 
90 U.S.App.D.C. 114. Pleading <> 36(2); 
Pleading Cz> 237(8) 

Landlord who chose to rely upon expiration 
of 30-day notice to quit, rather than upon ap
parently unpaid past rent, waived right to claim 
rental arrearages in proceeding for possession 
of premises, and could not have amended com
plaint to assert claim for rent due, though he 
was free to seek recovery of back rent in sepa
rate action. D.C.C.E. § 45-902. McNeal v. 
Habib, 1975, 346 A.2d 508. Landlord And Ten
ant <> 285(3); Federal Courts c;:::;> 1054 

Landlord's motion to amend complaint to 
claim rent in arrears was properly denied 
where original suit for possession contained no 
claim for rent. Miles Realty Co. v. Garrett, 
1972, 292 A.2d 152. Federal Courts ~ 1054 

Trial court, in action by lessor against lessees 
for possession of leased office suites for failure 
to pay rent, did not abuse its discretion in 
refusing to permit one lessee to amend his an
swer to allege that lessor had violated building 
code by failing to provide two means of egress 
from building where lessee rnust have been 
aware of building structure at time he leased 
suite and again two years later when he filed his 
first answer and lessee did not explain or justify 
his failure to raise such defense timely. 
D.C.C.E. General Sessions Court Rules, § 1, rule 
15(a). Dietz v. Miles Holding Corp., 1971,277 
A.2d 108. Federal Courts c;:::;> 1054 

16. Matters determined 

Where tenants asserting illegality of rent in
creases in their pleadings in response to land
lord's possessory action did not seek review of 
either of the two challenged rent increases be
fore the rent administrator, lower court should 
not have undertaken to determine the validity of 
the rent increases. Drayton v. Poretsky Man
agement, Inc., 1983, 462 A.2d 1115. Landlord 
And Tenant c;:::;> 200.64 

Landlord's possessory action when decided in 
favor of landlord determines finally as between 
the parties that there is a tenancy' between the 
parties, that the lease between the parties is 
valid and that rent is due and owing by tenant, 
and thus for all practical purposes a decision 
for landlord determines by principle of res judi
cata all other matters at issue between the two 
parties. D.C.C.E. General Sessions Court 
Rules, § 2, rule 3. Atkins v. U. S., 1971, 283 
A.2d 204. Judgment <&::::> 725(4) 
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17. Protective orders amenable to a landlord's protective order of 
Landlord carried burden of demonstrating an some type pending the tenant's appeal of judg-

obvious need for such protection, in case in ment of possession. Cooks v. Fowler, C.A.D.C. 
which protective order fixed deposit required 1971, 459 F.2d 1269, 148 U.S.App.D.C. 245. 
from tenant at $50 per month, where evidence Landlord And Tenant <&::;;> 315(1) 
disclosed at time of hearing that about one-third A landlord's protective order pending a ten-
of the units in the IS-unit apartment building ant's appeal from a judgment of dispossession 
were vacant, and that landlord was financially should be made only on motion of landlord, and 
unable to absorb an operating deficit that was only after notice and opportunity for a hearing 
more than $3,300 and was still mounting. on such a motion, including opportunity for 
Blanks v. Fowler, C.A.D.C.1971, 459 F.2d 1282, oral argument and presentation of evidence by 
148 U.S.App.D.C. 258. Deposits In Court <> 1 both parties. Cooks v. Fowler, C.A.D.C.1971, 

Protective order requiring that tenant pay $50 459 F.2d 1269, 148 U.S.App.D.C. 245. Land-
per month as a fixed deposit into registry of lord And Tenant <&::;;> 315 (1) 
court, a reduction from monthly rental of In fashioning a landlord's protective order 
$72.50, would not be disturbed on basis of phys- pending a tenant's appeal from a judgment of 
ical condition of the apartment, even though dispossession, amount of rent specified in lease 
there were uncorrected infractions of the hous- constitutes not only upper limit of deposit but 
ing regulations, since the evidence did not show also base from which reductions because of 
that the infractions were so severe as to com- housing code infringements must be made. 
pletely negate tenant's rent obligation. Blanks Cooks v. Fowler, C.A.D.C.1971, 459 F.2d 1269, 
v. Fowler, C.A.D.C.1971, 459 F.2d 1282, 148 148 U.S.App.D.C. 245. Landlord And Tenant 
U.S.App.D.C.258. Deposits In Court ~ 1 <> 315(1) 

Burden of demonstrating need for protective In appropriate situations trial judges may 
order, which fixed deposit required from tenant specify protective conditions as accompani-
at $50 per month, a reduction from monthly ments of stays of eviction pending appeal. 
rental of $72.50, was on landlord, and such Cooks v. Fowler, C.A.D.C.1971, 459 F.2d 1269, 
burden was not shifted to tenant when, in stat- 148 U.S.App.D.C. 245. Landlord And Tenant 
ing its conclusions, court observed that it would <> 315(1) 
like to have heard tenant testify with regard to Even though trial evidence, in suit by land-
important purpose of a protective order, namely lord for possession, may preclude a jury verdict 
whether tenant could meet an obligation if and favorable to a tenant's setoff against rent, that 
when the time came, and when court also circumstance does not warrant a judge's failure 
voiced concern about lack of any evidence as to to consider a sum less than stipulated rent as 
tenant's ability to pay at any time, since such amount of protective order deposits. Cooks v. 
statements could well have reflected court's le- Fowler, C.A.D.C.1971, 459 F.2d 1269, 148 
gitimate desire to obtain maximum information U.S.App.D.C. 245. Deposits In Court cz;::::, 2 
bearing upon need for an order affording land- Landlord's protective order, like injunction, is 
lord security against possible future financial "an equitable remedy" and similarly circum-
loss. Blanks v. Fowler, C.A.D.C.1971, 459 F.2d scribed. Cooks v. Fowler, C.A.D.C.1970, 437 
1282, 148 U.S.App.D.C. 258. Deposits In Court F.2d 669, 141 U.S.App.D.C. 236, supplemented 
<> 1 455 F.2d 1281, 147 U.S.App.D.C. 213. Deposits 

Where, but only where, the court can say with In Court cz;::::, 1 
complete certainty that landlord will become If a tenant defends an action for possession 
entitled to a definite part of in-court fund in any on basis of breach of implied warranty or habit-
event, and landlord demonstrates convincingly ability, trial court may require tenant to make 
so dire a need for that part as to persuade the future rent payments into the registry of the 
court to exercise its equitable powers to afford court as they become due; generally, such es-
him some relief, the court may, to just that crowed moneys should be apportioned between 
extent, respond favorably to the landlord's re- the landlord and tenant after trial on basis of 
quest for disbursement from deposited fund finding of rent actually due for period at issue. 
pendente lite; this rule contemplates that com- Javins v. First Nat. Realty Corp., C.A.D.C.1970, 
peting claims of parties will first be subjected to 428 F.2d 1071, 138 U.S.App.D.C. 369, certiorari 
careful examination at a hearing after due no- denied 91 S.Ct. 186, 400 U.S. 925, 27 L.Ed.2d 
tice, and that nonfrivolous claims of tenants to 185. Deposits In Court cz;::::, 1 
ultimate nonliability for any or all of deposited If tenant in possessory action demands trial, 
rnonies will be scrupulously honored. Cooks v. future payments for use of premises become 
Fowler, C.A.D.C.1971, 459 F.2d 1269, 148 involved, and at hearing on landlord's motion 
U.S.App.D.C. 245. Deposits In Court <> 12 for protective order, allegations of housing code 

Where tenant prevailed on issue of housing violations would be relevant to trial court's de
code violations and landlord on issue of repos- termination of amount which should be paid 
session via notice to quit, case was substantially monthly into registry of court pursuant to pro-
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tective order, notwithstanding fact that defense 
of housing code violations is normally irrelevant 
to possessory action based upon valid 30-day 
notice to quit. McNeal v. Habib, 1975, 346 
A.2d 508. Deposits In Court (;:::> 2 

Court may enter order disbursing funds paid 
into registry of court pursuant to protective 
order in contested possessory action only after 
holding hearing at which tenant has opportuni
ty to present evidence as to, inter alia, extent to 
which rental contract figure should be abated, if 
at all, due to violations of housing regulations 
which might have existed during tenant's occu
pancy of premises while protective order was in 
effect. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5. McNeal v. 
Habib, 1975, 346 A.2d 508. Deposits In Court 
(;:::> 12 

Court order that $105 which had been paid 
into registry of court pursuant to protective 
order in contested possessory action be dis
bursed to landlord was improper, where no 
evidentiary hearing was held. McNeal v. Ha
bib, 1975, 346 A.2d 508. Deposits In Court (;:::> 

12 

18. Attorney fees 
Though landlord's summary possession suit 

against tenants, who placed words "Paid under 
protest" on their rent payment checks for pur
pose of avoiding waiver of right to challenge 
rent increases, may have been brought to 
achieve tactical advantage in class action chal
lenging lawfulness of such increases, suit was 
not so clearlv unwarranted or so vexatious, 
wanton or oppressive as to justify award of 
counsel fees to tenants on dismissal of suit. 
D.C.C.E. § 45-910. F. W. Berens Sales Co., 
Inc. v. McKinney, 1973, 310 A.2d 601. Costs 
(;:::> 194.44 

19. Malicious prosecution 

REAL PROPERTY 

to tenant, as required clement of suit by tenant 
for malicious prosecution. Weisman v. Middle
ton, 1978, 390 A.2d 996. Malicious Prosecution 
(;:::> 10 

Where tenant had tendered payment of all 
rent due when second suit for possession was 
instituted by landlords, and payments had been 
returned by landlords and only three weeks 
after adverse judgment in suit for possession 
and apparently without any request for tenant 
to pay back reni, other than bill for April rent 
sent tenant shortly after end of first suit, land
lords instituted second suit for possession, and 
suit was dismissed when tenant agreed to pay 
back rent already tendered unsuccessfully, and 
landlords received only payments which tenant 
previously had offered them and failed to gain 
possession of realty, second suit for possession 
was "unsuccessful" for purposes of malicious 
prosecution. Weisman v. Middleton, 1978, 390 
A.2d 996. Malicious Prosecution c=> 37 

Landlord's suit for possession, resulting in 
payment of rent, may be considered "success
ful" for purposes of malicious prosecution ac
tion only if landlord has made unsuccessful 
good-faith attempt to secure payment prior to 
filing his suit for possession. Weisman v. Mid
dleton, 1978, 390 A.2d 996. Malicious Prosecu
tion (;:::> 37 

Whether there was termination of suit for 
possession, in favor of defendant, was, for pur
poses of malicious prosecution suit, question of 
law normallv to be determined bv trial court, 
insofar as r;quiring court to dra~ conclusion 
based on its legal judgment as to significance of 
prior judgment in light of relief requested. 
Weisman v. Middleton, 1978, 390 A.2d 996. 
Malicious Prosecution (;:::> 71 (1) 

Factual determination, by jury in action for 
malicious prosecution, that malice and lack of 
probable cause were present in bringing of first 
suit for possession was crucial to verdict ren
dered and would be conclusive in any further 
malicious prosecution proceedings relating to 
landlords' second suit for possession, under 
doctrine of res judicata. Weisman v. Middle
ton, 1978, 390 A.2d 996. Judgment c=> 725(1) 

Where malicious prosecution claim arose 
from very filing of landlords' second suit for 
possession, claim did not arise out of same 
transaction or occurrence that was subject mat
ter of landlords' suit, i. e., alleged nonpayment 
of rent, and therefore there was no requirement 
that malicious prosecution claim be brought as 
compulsory counterclaim in that suit; such 
counterclaim was also barred by rule prohibit- 20. Review 
ing filing, in suit for possession in landlord and As rent contracted for, $72.50 per month, 
tenant branch, of counterclaim for other than represented apartment's occupancy value if it 
money judgment based on payment of rent or flilly complied with housing regulations, as one-
on expenditures claimed as credits against rent third of $72.50 represented shelter in narrowest 
or for equitable relief related to premises. sense and remaining two-thirds reflected quali-
D.C.C.E. SCR, LT Rule 5(b); D.C.C.E. SCR, tative improvements required by regulations, 
Civil Rule 13(a). Weisman v. Middleton, 1978, and as the apartment's condition violated those 
390 A.2d 996. Landlord And Tenant (;:::> 284(2); regulations in a number of respects, order stay-
Set-off And Counterclaim (;:::> 60 ing eviction of tenant-appellant pending resoJu-

If both of landlords' two suits against tenant, tion of her appeal to review protective order 
for possession of premises, were found to have entered in favor of landlord by court of general 
been brought with malice and without probable sessions would be conditioned on tenant's mak-
cause, jury could reasonably find special injury ing monthly security deposits of $48.34, repre-
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senting apartment's "as-is" occupancy value 
(one-third of base rent for providing shelter and 
one-half of remaining two-thirds for qualitative 
factors). Cooks v. Fowler, C.A.D.C.1971, 455 
F.2d 1281, 147 U.S.App.D.C. 213. Landlord 
And Tenant G=;> 315(1) 

Until District of Columbia Court of Appeals 
had acted on merits of landlord's possessory 
action, there was no occasion for review in 
United States Court of Appeals for District of 
Columbia of any issue encompassed thereby. 
Cooks v. Fowler, C.A.D.C.1970, 437 F.2d 669, 
141 U.S.App.D.C. 236, supplemented 455 F.2d 
1281, 147 U.S.App.D.C. 213. Landlord And 
Tenant G=;> 315(1) 

Where court of general sessions conditioned 
stay pending appeal of judgment for landlord 
for possession upon tenant's paying into court 
registry monthly a sum equal to rent that would 
have accrued under lease, order of the District 
of Columbia Court of Appeals denying relief 
from the protective order was appealable to 
tender for decision bv United States Court of 
Appeals for District of Columbia the issue over 
propriety of the protective order. Cooks v. 
Fowler, C.A.D.C.1970, 437 F.2d 669, 141 
U.S.App.D.C. 236, supplemented 455 F.2d 1281, 
147 U.S.App.D.C. 213. Landlord And Tenant 
e= 315(1) 

Pending decision of United States Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia of appeal 
centering on protective order issued in litigation 
between landlord and tenant, tenant's motion 
for stay of eviction would be granted, where 
there was probability of tenant's success, and 
balance of hardship clearly favored tenant. 
Cooks v. Fowler, C.A.D.C.1970, 437 F.2d 669, 
141 U.S.App.D.C. 236, supplemented 455 F.2d 
1281, 147 U.S.App.D.C. 213. Landlord And 
Tenant G=;> 315(1) 

Where jury had found that landlord's action 
for possession for nonpayment of rent must fail 
because of substantial housing code violations 
but jury still granted possession in landlord's 
action based on notice to quit, United States 

§ 42-3211 

Court of Appeals for District of Columbia would 
grant petition for allowance of appeal from or
der of District of Columbia Court of Appeals 
denying stay of protective order entered by 
court of general sessions and would stay evic
tion pending its decision but stay would be 
conditioned on tenant's making monthly pay
ments to registry of court of general sessions in 
amount to be determined by the Court. Cooks 
v. Fowler, C.A.D.C.1970, 437 F.2d 669, 141 
U.S.App.D.C. 236, supplemented 455 F.2d 1281, 
147 U.S.App.D.C. 213. Landlord And Tenant 
e= 315(0 

Appeals taken by tenants from rulings entered 
in possessory actions by landlord for nonpay
ment of rent were not rendered mool bv the fact 
that the tenants had vacated their ap~lrtl11ents, 
since the issue on appeal was whether the fail
ure to have the required license and certificate 
precluded the landlord IS action for possession 
in the first instance, and since the tenants' con
tinuing interest in the appeal lay in the fact that, 
prior to voluntarily surrendering possession of 
their respective apartments, they paid the rent 
arrearages to the landlord in order to avoid 
immedi;te eviction. Curry v. Dunbar House, 
Inc., 1976, 362 A.2d 686. Landlord And Tenant 
e= 285(7) 

Inasmuch as landlord sold apartment build
ing during pendency of tenant's appeal from 
eviction order, and landlOl-d could no longer put 
tenant back into possession, case was moot. 
Spingarn v. Landow & Co., 1975, 342 A.2d 41. 
Federal Courts e= 1061 

Where occupant, who vacated apartment un
der threat of eviction, had occupied apartment 
as a permissive user or licensee, occupant left 
as trespasser and took with her no right of 
reentry; thus, occupant's appeal from refusal to 
vacate default judgment for owner for posses
sion of apartment had been rendered moot. 
Smith v. Town Center Management Corp., 
1974, 329 A.2d 779. Appeal And Error e:::> 
781(4) 

§ 42-3211. Action in ejectment-Claims for arrears of rent, double rent, 
and waste; jurisdiction of court; money judgment. 

In either case the landlord may join with his clain1 for recovery of the 
possession of the leased premises a claim for all arrears of rent accrued to the 
termination of the tenancy, and, when the tenant has given the notice, for 
double rent from the termination of the tenancy to the verdict, or judgment, if 
the trial be by the court and for damages for waste; provided, that in such 
action before the Superior Court of the District of Columbia the cunount so 
claiIned shall be within its jurisdiction. If judglnent for possession be rendered 
in favor of the plaintiff, he shall be entitled, at the same time, to a judglnent for 
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said arrears of rent, and for said double rent, as the case may be, to the date of 
the verdict or judgment as aforesaid, and for dmnages for waste. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 3] Stat. 1382, ch. 854, § ] 226; June 30, 1902, 32 Stat. 542, ch. 1329; 
Feb. 17, 1909, 35 Stat. 623, ch. 134; July 8, 1963, 77 Stat. 77, Pub. L. 88-60, § 1; July 
29, 1970,84 Stat. 570, Pub. L. 91-358, title I, § 155(a).) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1411. 
1973 Ed., § 45-911. 

Cross References 

Possessory actions, see § 16-1501 et seq. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant (;::;:>217 to 238, 286. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 23, 1094 to 

1198, 1335 to 1336, 1359. 

Notes of Decisions 

In genet"a} 
Actions 7 
Attorney fees and costs 
Counterclaim by tenant 
Damages 4 
Defenses 12 
Evidence 15 

16 
14 

Interest on rent arrears 6 
Joinder of claims 9 
Jurisdiction of court 8 
Liability for rent 2 
Mitigation of damages 5 
Parties 10 
Pleading 11 
Set-off 13 
Waiver of right to rent 3 

L In general 
Run-of-the-mill state law claims such as un

paid rent, fajlure to pay creditors, or even torts 
COJ1lI11itted by ERISA plan are not subject to 
ERlSA preemption. Employee Retirement In
come Security Act of 1974, § 514(a), (b)(2)(A), 
29 U.S.C.A. § 1144(21), (b)(2)(A). Edelen v. Ost
erman, 1996, 943 F.Supp. 75. Landlord And 

And Tenant <:P 195(1); Landlord And Tenant (;::;:> 
195(2) 

In landlord's action for rent, whether there 
was a rescission of contract for purchase of 
leased premises was a factual question. Beck v. 
Troiano (CLApp. 1958) 138 A.2d 492. Land
lord And Tenant <:P 233(2) 

2. Liability for rent 
Where landlord obtained judgment for posses

sion of the premises, it thereby terminated the 
leasehold and any obligation to pay rent. BDC 
Capital Properties, L.L.C. v. Trinh, 2004, 307 
F.Supp.2d 12. Landlord And Tenant <:P 198 

New owners, who prevailed in a suit for pos
session, were not entitled to a money judgment 
for past-due rent from occupants of the recently 
purchased premises, who were tenants of the 
former owner, since there was no contractual 
landlord-tenant relationship between owners 
and occupants which obligated occupants to 
pay rent or entitled owners to claim that rent 
was owed to them. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1411. 
Nicholas v. Howard, 1983, 459 A.2d 1039. 
Vendor And Purchaser <:P 196 

Tenant (;::;:> 217(1); States (;::;:> 18.15; States <:P Generally, question of the existence of hous-
18.39; Labor And Employment (;::;:> 407 ing violations and their effect on habitability 

Landlord has three options for dealing with and the tenant's liability for rent is one of fact to 
tenants who wrongfully abandon premises and be submitted to the trier thereof. Reese v. Dia-
repudiate their leases: landlord can accept mond Housing Corp. (App. 1969) 259 A.2d 112. 
abandonment and thereby terminate the lease; Landlord And Tenant <:P 233(2) 
landlord can, without acquiescing in abandon- Tenant who did not prove that housing viola-
ment, reenter and relet and hold tenants for any tions existed because of landlord's neglect or 
deficiency in rent; or landlord can refuse to refusal to make repairs or that violations made 
reenter, allow premises to remain vacant, and the house unhealthy or unsafe, or the extent to 
hold tenants for full rent. Truitt v. Evangel which violations offset his liability under lease, 
Temple, Inc., 1984, 486 A.2d 1169. Landlord was not relieved of liability to pay rent. 
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D.C.C.E. General Sessions Court Rules, § 2, rule 
4(c). Jones v. Sheetz (App. 1968) 242 A.2d 208. 
Landlord And Tenant C= 231(1) 

Whether failure of tenant who had closed his 
business to remove plumbing and trade fixtures 
constituted a holding over by tenant so as to 
render him liable for rent was a question of fact. 
Beck v. Troiano (CLApp. 1958) 138 A.2d 492. 
Landlord And Tenant C= 233(2) 

Rent as it fell due became a debt which tenant 
was bound to pay unless the parties entered into 
a contrary agreement supported by consider
ation. Crowder v. Lackey (Cr.App. 1946) 46 
A.2d 699. Landlord And Tenant C= 181; Land
lord And Tenant C= 213(1) 

3. Waiver of right to rent 
In action by agent-lessor against lessee to 

recover unpaid rent for leased tavern, irrespec
tive of the number of premises, evidence was 
insufficient to show that agent-lessor had 
waived his right under lease or by his conduct 
had induced lessee's breach of the lease or to 
show a basis for estoppel against lessor. Paul v. 
Holloway (Cr.App. 1956) 124 A.2d 587. Land
lord And Tenant C= 231(6) 

Landlord's prior refusal of proffered rent 
would not constitute a waiver which would enti
tle tenant, when sued for possession because of 
nonpayment of rent, to a trial on the merits 
without tendering the rent due, in absence of 
agreement supported by consideration that ten
ant could remain in possession without charge. 
Crowder v. Lackey (Cr.App. 1946) 46 A.2d 699. 
Landlord And Tenant C= 284(1) 

In action for possession of real property 
based on nonpayment of rent, where defendant 
at hearing refused to tender rent at court's 
request on ground that plaintiff, by her previous 
refusals had waived her right to rent money, 
court properly gave judgment for plaintiff at 
that point, as against contention that a material 
issue of fact for trial on the merits was raised by 
defendant's statement that plaintiff had previ
ously refused tender of the rent and plaintiffs 
denial of the allegations. Crowder v. Lackey 
(Cr.App. 1946) 46 A.2d 699. Landlord And 
Tenant C= 285(5) 
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rental which, though less than that stipulated in 
the original lease, is fair and reasonable, is the 
difference between the rent called for by the two 
leases. Slayton v. Jordan, 1914, 42 App.D.C. 
421. Landlord And Tenant C= 232 

In an action for use and occupation, the 
plaintiff can recover only for the time of the 
actual occupation, although there be a parol 
lease for a whole year at a certain rent, and the 
tenant voluntarily' quits the premises during the 
year. The parol demise is only evidence, in such 
an action, of the rate at which the defendant is 
to be charged for the time of actual occupation. 
Carroll v. Finnagan & Waters, J804, 5 F.Cas. 
162, 1 Cranch C.c. 234, 1 D.C. 234, No. 2453. 
Landlord And Tenant G;::;> 232 

Landlords clearly accepted surrender of 
leased property when they reentered property 
after tenant abandoned it, erected a sign, and 
actively sought to relet the premises; thus, they 
were not entitled to recover for rent due from 
date of abandonment until date of reletting, but 
were limited to damages for breach of contract. 
Truitt v. Evangel Temple, Inc., 1984, 486 A.2d 
1169. Landlord And Tenant C= 194(2); Land
lord And Tenant G;::;> 195(2) 

Where landlords accepted tenant's surrender 
of leased property and re-Ieased to a new tenant 
for a monthly rental sufficiently greater than 
that of original lease that it allowed landlord to 
recoup any loss of rent from period that the 
property was unoccupied, landlords suffered no 
damages. Civil Rule 52. Truitt v. Evangel 
Temple, Inc., 1984, 486 A.2d 1169. Landlord 
And Tenant C= 49(3) 

Even if landlords could treat action of tenants 
as total breach of lease and sue for damages for 
such breach, they were not compelled to do so 
but could sue for rent as it accrued. Cohen v. 
Food Town, Inc. (App. 1965) 207 A.2d 122. 
Action G;::;> 53(3); Landlord And Tenant (;::::> 

217(1) 

5. Mitigation of damages 
Failure of landlord to mitigate damages is 

affirmative defense and tenant has burden of 
showing absence of reasonable efforts to mItI
gate. Norris v. Green, 1995, 656 A.2d 282. 
Landlord And Tenant G:;;> 230(2) 

4. Damages Commercial tenant's cross-examination chal-
Landlord was not entitled to damages from lenge to landlord's posteviction actions to miti-

tenant who clearly breached lease where lost gate damages failed to establish that landlord's 
rents were fully offset by revenues under substi- acts of placing signs in window were unreason-
tute lease, even though substitute lease to new able and, thus, tenant failed to establish land-
tenant included additional space. Jack I. Bend- lord's failure to mitigate damages as defense to 
e," & Sons v. Tom James Co., C.A.D.C.1994, 37 suit for rent. Norris v. Green, 1995, 656 A.2d 
F.3d 640, 308 U.S.App.D.C. 343, rehearing de- 282. Landlord And Tenant C= 231 (8) 
nied 1994 WL 697939. Landlord And Tenant Landlords suffered no prejudice from tenant's 
G;::;> 223(1) "no damages" defense interposed after pretrial 

The measure of damages for a tenant's breach statements had been filed and could not claim 
of lease for nonpayment of rent, where the that they were unfairly surprised in urging their 
landlord re-entered and relet the premises at a position in trial court where landlords supplied 
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tenant with information about new lease, and 
tenant's pretrial statement referred to fact that 
if landlords had properly relet property, dam
ages could have been COlTlpletely mitigated. 
Truitt v. Evangel Temple, Inc., 1984, 486 A.2d 
1169. Federal Courts <> 1066 

6. Interest on rent arrears 
Interest is recoverable on a debt for rent only 

from the time of a demand. Wise's Ex'r ~. 
Ressler, 1820, 30 F.Cas. 388, 2 Cranch C.c. 
199, 2 D.C. 199, No. 17912. Landlord And 
Tenant <> 232 

I nterest held not recoverable in covenant and 
in debt on arrears of rent from the time it 
became due. Gill v. Patton, 1804, 10 F.Cas. 
379, 1 Cranch c.c. 188, 1 D.C. 188, No. 5430. 
Landlord And Tenant <> 232 

7. Actions 
Assumpsit is the proper form of action by a 

landlord to recover damages for a tenant's 
breach of lease for nonpayment of rent, where, 
the landlord having relet the premises, the ten
ant did not object to the rate of the rental 
reserved on the re1etting; and it is not neces
sary to sue in covenant, though the lease is 
under seal. Slayton v. Jordan, 19 J 4, 42 App. 
D.C. 421. Landlord And Tenant <&;:::> 217(2) 

J n an action for two months' unpaid rent due 
in advance on the 20th day of each month, 
where the defense is a surren'der of the demised 
premises and acceptance of such surrender dur
ing the first month after the rent day, under an 
agreement that no rent should be paid while the 
demised premises were being renlOdeled, evi
dence is admissible showing that, before the 
execution of the lease, the lessor had promised 
that no rent should be charged during the pro
cess of rernode1ing, and that after the surrender 
and before the expiration of the term lumber 
had been stored upon the premises. Okie v. 
Person, 1904, 23 App.D.C. 170. Landlord And 
Tenant <> 231 (5) 

Evidence that lessee and lessor agreed to 
monthly rental of $3400, that lessee tendered 
checks everv month to lessor for $3400, that 
lessor dain{ed $3400 per month as rental in
come on its federal income tax returns, and that 
lessee understood that this was agreed upon 
rent was sufficient for jury to conclude that 
lessee agreed to pay lessor $3400 per month in 
rent, paid such rent, and thus did not owe lessor 
back rent. R & A, Inc. v. Kozy Korner, Inc., 
] 996, 672 A.2d 1062. Landlord And Tenant <&;:::> 

231(8) 
Landlord offered sufficient evidence to sup

port $2,500,000 verdict in his favor on nonpay
ment of rent claim given terms of lease, which 
was in evidence, landlord's two witnesses on 
damages, and trial court's very general jury 
instructions on counterclaim to which tenant 
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did not object. Consumers United Ins. Co. v. 
Smith, 1994, 644 A.2d 1328. Landlord And 
Tenant <> 231 (8) 

In view of lack of any indication that tenants 
were in any way prejudiced in their defense of 
landlords' claim for rent by landlords' discovery 
delays, trial court abused its discretion in strik
ing landlords' complaint as sanction for such 
delays. D.C.C.E. SCR, Civil Rule 37(b); Fed. 
Rules Crim.Proc. rule 48(b), 18 U.S.C.A. Pol
lock v. Brown, 1978, 395 A.2d 50. Pretrial 
Procedure <&;:::> 44.1 

Although lease term had two more months to 
run when landlord instituted suit for possession 
and for rent in arrears, under cilTumstances, 
including facts that one month's rent had then 
accrued and had not been paid, that by time of 
trial the rent due for final month of term had 
accrued and remained unpaid, and that dam
ages had not been reduced by rerenting, action 
was not subject to dismissal as premature. Sat
in v. Buckley (App. 1968) 246 A.2d 778. Land
lord And Tenant (:::::> 227 

Evidence in landlord's suit for double rent 
supported finding that tenants had not refused 
to surrender possession without reasonable ex
cuse in accordance with notice to quit. 
D.C.Code 1961, § 45-907. Paton v. Rose (App. 
1964) 205 A.2d 609. Landlord And Tenant <> 
231 (8) 

Evidence supported determination that check
room operator was indebted to checkroom own
er for unpaid installments of rent. V. E. M. 
Hotel Service, Inc. v. Wine, Inc. (App. 1963) 
190 A.2d 812. Landlord And Tenant (:::::> 231(8) 

Where lease provided that termination for 
default should not relieve tenants of liability and 
that any loss of rent at option of a landlord 
could be recovered by him in separate actions 
from time to time as tenants' obligation to pay 
rent would have accrued if term had been con
tinued, after tenant defaulted and surrendered 
premises which could not be rerented, land
lord's action to recover rent before expiration of 
lease term was not premature. Sanders v. 
Kahn (CLApp. 1957) 134 A.2d ]07. Landlord 
And Tenant (:::::> 227 

Where hold-over tenant under a month's lease 
did not pay rent when due and landlord brought 
suit for possession and two days later tenant 
vacated premises and paid rent due up to time 
he vacated premises, landlord could not subse
quently bring suit for one month's rent on 
ground that tenant failed to give 30-day notice. 
Ryan v. Ortiz (CLApp. 1957) ] 31 A.2d 925. 
Landlord And Tenant <> 219 

Under lease covenant providing that if land
lord re-enters by process of law for default of 
tenants, tenants are liable for any deficiency or 
loss of rent, and authorizing landlord to re-Iet 
premises at tenants' risk, landlord's action for 
loss or defiCiency of rent is premature if brought 
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before end of term, since extent of loss or defi
ciency may not be determined until such time. 
McIntosh v. Gitomer (Cr.App. 1956) 120 A.2d 
205. Landlord And Tenant ~ 227 

In action by landlord against former tenant of 
rooming house property for rent for pel'iod from 
January 1954 through January 1955, evidence 
was sufficient to sustain the trial court's finding 
that tenant's responsibility for rent ceased in 
March, 1954. Elliott v. Crawford (Cr.App. 
1955) 118 A.2d 518. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
231 (8) 

In action by landlord for nonpayment of rent 
against tenant who relied on provision which 
conditioned lease on tenant's obtaining an occu
pancy permit for conduct of his business on 
leased premises, evidence sustained court's 
finding that tenant's business had not changed 
between time of execution of lease and time 
tenant sought to reoccupy premises on termi
nation of sublease. Weingarden v. Hughes eCr. 
App. 1954) 108 A.2d 157. Landlord And Tenant 
e=:::> 231(8) 

Entry of judgment for tenant in landlord's 
action against tenant for a non-payment of rent 
was wrong where defendant had admittedly 
paid no rent for a particular month. D.C.Code 
1951, § 45-1611. Kelley v. Hinnant (Cr.App. 
1953) 97 A.2d 339. Landlord And Tenant G:::::> 

235 
In action for recovery of rent of leased prem

ises, evidence was sufficient to support finding 
that landlord had not represented that the build
ing would house tenant's heavy paper cutter. 
Soresi v. Repetti (Cr.App. 1950) 76 A.2d 585. 
Landlord And Tenant c=> 231 (8) 

In action for possession of real property 
based on nonpayment of rent, defendant had 
right to defeat action by tendering the rent at 
the headng. Crowder v. Lackey (Cr.App. 1946) 
46 A.2d 699. Landlord And Tenant c=> 284(1) 

In action for possession of real property 
based on nonpayment of rent, dismissal on 
plaintiff's motion, of prior action for possession 
of the same premises but involving rent for 
shorter period was not error. Crowder v. Lack
ey (Cr.App. 1946) 46 A.2d 699. Pretrial Proce
dure G=> 501 
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brought action seeking possession and damages, 
and though action only seeking money damages 
would not have been assigned to landlord and 
tenant branch, since claim could not be defeat
ed by voluntary act of tenant which satisfied 
only portion of relief sought. Landlord and 
Tenant Rule 1. Millman Broder & Curtis v. 
Antonelli, 1985, 489 A.2d 481. Federal Courts 
e=:::> 1051 

Landlord and tenant branch was not required 
to transfer action to civil division, when tenant 
had surrendered premises, so that only remain
ing issue was landlord's claim for monetary 
relief, since to have I'eferred motion for SUI11-

lnary judgment brought by landlord to another 
branch would have been a waste of judicial 
resources. Millman Broder & Curtis v. Anto
nelli, 1985, 489 A.2d 481. Federal Courts C=> 
1051 

When commercial property is involved, mere 
fact that counterclaim is related to premises 
does not permit such matter to be raised in 
landlord and tenant branch unless based upon 
payment or credit against rent. LandlOl'd and 
Tenant Rule 5(b). Millman Broder & Curtis v. 
Antonelli, 1985, 489 A.2d 481. Set-off And 
Counterclaim G:::::> 34(1) 

9. Joinder of claims 
Under District of Columbia Code providing 

that landlord may join with his claim for recov
ery of possession of leased premises a claim for 
arrears for rent, recovery of money judgment is 
incidental to basic action for possession, the two 
claims are separate and distinct, and landlord is 
not required to join claims, but may sue for rent 
in separate action. D.C.Code 1951, § 11-735, 
as amended by Act July 18, 1953, 67 Stat. 66; 
§§ 11-736, 45-910, 45-911. Paregol v. Smith 
(CcApp. 1954) 103 A.2d 576. Action (> 53(1) 

Under District of Columbia Code providing 
that landlord may join with claim for recovery 
of possession of leased premises a claim for 
arrears of rent, claim for rent may be joined 
only when possessory action is commenced, and 
if omitted may not thereafter be added in that 
suit. D.C.Code 1951, § 11-735, as amended by 
Act July 18, 1953, 67 Stat. 66; §§ 11-736, 
45-910, 45-911; Rules of Municipal Court for 

8. Jurisdiction of court District of Columbia, Landlord and Tenant 
If landlord does not join claim for recovery of Branch, rule 4(c). Paregol v. Smith (CLApp. 

premises in an action seeking damages for ar- 1954) 103 A.2d 576. Federal Courts <> 1054 
rears in rent, action would not be assigned to The recovery of a money judgment for rent in 
landlord and tenant branch, since its primary landlord's action for possession of leased prem-
function is to conduct summary proceedings for ises on ground of nonpayment of rent is but 
possession. Landlord and Tenant Rule 1. Mill- incidental to the main action, which remains 
man Broder & Curtis v. Antonelli, 1985, 489 basically one for possession. D.C.Code 1940, 
A.2d481. Federal Courts e=:::> 1051 §§ 11-735,45-911. Shipley v. Major (Cr.App. 

Landlord and tenant branch was not deprived 1945) 44 A.2d 540. Landlord And Tenant <> 
of jurisdiction to enter an order for damages for 280 
back rent sought by landlord, even though ten- The words "at the same time" in this section 
ant surrendered possession after landlord· do not allow a plaintiff to return to court 4 
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months after receiving a judgment for posses
sion to obtain a money judgment. The Most 
Worshipful Prince Hall Grand Lodge, Inc. v. 
Moncue, 122 WLR 61 (Super. Ct. 1993). 

10. Parties 
Action for rent against tenant could not be 

dismissed for want of indispensable parties, 
nan,e\v, the other tenants, since tenants were 
jointly" liable for the rent and could be sued 
either jointly or separately. D.C.C.E. 
§ 16-210 l. Ostrow v. Smulkin (App. 1969) 249 
A.2d 520. Landlord And Tenant G= 228 

Lessor's attorney in fact who was to receive 
5% of all rentals paid during full term of lease 
as his commission had no legal title in claim for 
unpaid rent under lease, and consequently was 
not the real party in interest, and had no right 
to sue thereon. Rules of Municipal Court, Civil 
Division, rule 17(a). Capital Linoleum Co. v. 
Savage (Cr.App. 1952) 91 A.2d 564. Landlord 
And Tenant G= 228 

Where wife rented premises as a home [or her 
husband and herself, and both husband and 
wife paid rent, both husband and wife were 
proper plaintiffs in action for double overcharge 
of rent, notwithstanding wife alone signed rent
al agreement. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-1601 et 
seq. Santucci v. Mancuso (Cr.App. 1951) 78 
A.2d 671. Landlord And Tenant <? 228 

Where directors of association which occu
pied premises for a time had leased such prem
ises from owners and had thereafter rented the 
property to defendant, directors were entitled to 
maintain suit for rent, and association was not 
an "indispensable party" notwithstanding that 
payments of rent found their way into associa
tion's account. Werth v. Nolan (CLApp. 1943) 
32 A.2d 386, reversed 142 F.2d 9, 79 U.S.App. 
D.C. 33. Landlord And Tenant G= 228 

In suit for rent, evidence established that de
fendant, and not corporation with which he had 
some connection, was personally liable for the 
rent. Werth v. Nolan (Cr.App. 1943) 32 A.2d 
386, reversed 142 F.2d 9, 79 U.S.App.D.C. 33. 
Landlord And Tenant (;::::;> 231 (6) 

A receiver was appointed to receive rents 
pending litigation between a market company 
and its tenants. One tenant failed to pay rent, 
and abandoned his stall. The decree conferred 
on the receivers no authority to relet in such 
case. The market company let the abandoned 
stall to a new tenant. Held, a suit against the 
latter tenant for rent should be maintained by 
the company rather than by the receiver. 
Washington Market Co. v. Warthen Bros., 
D.C.Sup.1883, 13 D.C. 432. Landlord And Ten
ant G= 224; Receivers (;::;;;> 167 
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sor had not paid the rent, according to his 
covenant, to the original landlord. Gill v. Pat
ton, 1803, 10 F.Cas. 378, 1 Cranch C.C. 143, 1 
D.C. 143, No. 5429. Landlord And Tenant Q,;::::> 

222 
In view of narrow wording of landlord's conJ

plaint for rent arrearages, landlord was limited 
to recovering such monthly rents as feJl clue 
within period set forth speci"ncally in complaint. 
Novak v. Cox, 1988, 538 A.2d 747. Landlord 
And Tenant G= 230(8) 

Sublessor was not entitled to judgment for 
possession and rent due on premises on basis of 
verified complaint or alleged sublessees' attor
neys' failure to oppose entry of judgment, as 
alleged sublessees were not required to and did 
not file answer to sublessor's complaint, trial 
court did not refer to verified complaint or any 
evidence as proof of alleged sublessees' liability 
and verified complaint was set forth in conclu
sory fashion. Jones v. Health Resources Corp. 
of America, 1986, 509 A.2d 1140. Landlord 
And Tenant (;::;;;> 230(8); Landlord And Tenant G= 

285(3) 
If a landlord seeks a money judgment for rent 

in action to recover leased premises on ground 
of nonpayment of rent, he must set forth his 
claim for such in his complaint. D.C.Code 
1940, §§ 11-735, 45-911. Shipley v. Major 
(CLApp. 1945) 44 A.2d 540. Landlord And 
Tenant G= 285(3) 

Although proceedings in landlord and tenant 
actions are informal, tenant is entitled to be 
informed by complaint of nature of recovery 
sought against him. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 11-735, 
45-911. Shipley v. Major (CLApp. 1945) 44 
A.2d 540. Landlord And Tenant (;:::;:> 285(3) 

12. Defenses 
In lessor's suit for three months' hotel rent, 

evidence held to sustain judgment against lessee 
who defended on ground of assignment of lease 
to corporation before three-month period. 
Smith v. Pickford, 1936, 85 F.2d 705, 66 App. 
D.C. 206. Landlord And Tenant (;:::;:> 231 (8) 

In an action for unpaid rent, where the de
fense is eviction from a portion of the demised 
premises, a plea of set-off, claiming "damage 
accruing to defendant [or breach of the cove
nant for quiet enjoyment and amount due for 
use and occupation by plaintiff of demised 
premises," is broad enough to cover any dam
age accruing from the eviction, especially in a 
suit instituted before a justice of the peace, by 
whom the decision is required to be, not in 
accordance with legal principles alone, but in 
accordance "with the equity and right of the 
matter." Code, § 80. Okie v. Person, 1904,23 
App.D.C. 170. Landlord And Tenant ~ 230(3) 

11. Pleading Where the defense to an action for two 
To an action of covenant for rent against a months' unpaid rent due in advance on the 20th 

subtenant, defendant cannot plead that his les- day of each month is a surrender of the demised 
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premises during the first month, after the rent 
day, and acceptance of such surrender, evi
dence that lumber had been stored on the de
mised premises prior to the 20th day of the 
second month is admissible as tending to dis
charge the liability of defendant for rent due 
during the second month. Okie v. Person, 
1904, 23 App.D.C. 170. Landlord And Tenant 
G:=;> 231 (5) 

Affidavit of defense alleging plaintiff's eviction 
by landlord presents sufficient defense to action 
for rent as eviction is not merely conclusion of 
law, but term used to express act of disposses
sion, as well as result thereof and used in such 
affidavit must be taken in sense in which it 
would be effectual rather than in sense in which 
it would be meaningless and unavailing. The 
Richmond v. Cake, 1893, 1 App.D.C. 447. 
Landlord And Tenant G:=;> 230(4) 

Affidavit of defense stating that defendant in 
landlord's action for rent is "informed and be
lieves" that he was evicted by persons acting 
under plaintiff's instructions and expects so to 
prove at trial is sufficient. The Richmond v. 
Cake, 1893, 1 App.D.C. 447. Landlord And 
Tenant @::::> 230(4) 

Allegation in tenant's answer that landlord 
fraudulently induced him to enter into lease was 
assertion of recoupment defense, so that land
lord was not barred from seeking money judg
ment for rent in arrears by his failure to person
ally serve tenant with summons and complaint; 
tenant was asking court to look beyond nonpay
ment of rent to examine entire transaction with 
landlord and to enter judgment that would do 
justice in view of transaction as a whole. Land
lord and Tenant Rule 3. Lofchie v. Washington 
Square Ltd. Partnership, 1990, 580 A.2d 665. 
Landlord And Tenant G;:;:> 217(1) 

Tenant's activities were not inconsistent with 
pretrial order and trial court did not err in 
permitting tenant to interpose "no damages" 
defense after pretrial statements had been filed 
in action to recover unpaid rent and for breach 
of contract where pretrial order provided that 
tenant could submit, on day of trial, memoran
dum delineating "any special legal matters." 
Truitt v. Evangel Temple, Inc., 1984, 486 A.2d 
1169. Federal Courts G::;> 1052.1 

Tenant sued for rent had burden to establish 
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title paramount existed. Reamer v. Blumenthal 
(Cr.App. 1959) 154 A.2d 364. Landlord And 
Tenant @::::> 231 (7) 

In landlord's action to recover rent from ten
ant whose defense was constructive eviction by 
title paramount, it \vas not necessary that tenant 
prove that he \vas actually expelled; however, it 
was necessary that he show a yielding to a 
hostile assertion of paramount title by one enti
tled to present possession. Reamer v. Blumen
thal (Cr.App. 1959) 154 A.2d 364. Landlord 
And Tenant G::;> 231 (l) 

What is a reasonable time within which to 
move after constructive eviction is ordinarily a 
question of fact; and in action for recovery of 
rent, evidence sustained finding that tenants 
had waived defense of constructive eviction by 
failing to move from premises for a year' after 
being notified of their inability to legally use 
property as used car lot. Goldsmith v. Gisler 
(Cr.App. 1959) 150 A.2d 462. Landlord And 
Tenant G::;> 231 (7) 

Whether lessee abandoned premises within a 
reasonable time and hence did not waive de
fense of constructive eviction in action for rent 
was for jury under evidence of lessee's reliance 
on lessor's promises to repair leaking roof and 
evidence of continuous repairs to the roof. Ack
erhalt v. Smith (CLApp. 1958) 141 A.2d 187. 
Landlord And Tenant (l:::;d 233(3) 

Where lessee cannot take possession of a part 
of the premises because of a prior lease to 
another, he may refuse to take possession and 
bring an action for damages, or may accept 
possession of remainder, pay the entire rent, 
and bring an action for damages, or he may 
accept possession of remainder and when suit is 
brought for rent due, or for possession for non
payment of rent, may defend on ground that he 
does not owe all the rent claimed. Lalekos v. 
Manset (CLApp. 1946) 47 A.2d 617. Landlord 
And Tenant G::;> 129(1); Landlord And Tenant G::;> 

223(2) 
A lessee in a lease which is a nullity as to the 

owner is not estopped when sued for rent to 
relv on the invaliditv of the lease. Stott v. 
Rutherford, D.C.Sup.l873, 8 D.C. 7, reversed 92 
U.S. 107, 2 Otto 107, 23 L.Ed. 486. Landlord 
And Tenant @::::> 222 

his defense of constructive eviction by title para- 13. Set-off 
mount. Reamer v. Blumenthal (Cr.App. 1959) Breaching tenants may offset their damages 
] 54 A.2d 364. Landlord And Tenant ~ 231(1) to landlord with substitute rents even if land-

In landlord's action against tenant for rent, lords have made improvements or advertised to 
evidence tending to show that a portion of the attract replacement tenants; landlords' efforts 
leased premises was public property, i. e., prop- are taken into account by reducing offset to 
erty of the District of Columbia, and that after cover expense of securing new tenants and not 
tenant had vacated, the landlord had been con- by erasing breaching tenants' credits for re-
victed of occupying public space without a li- placement rents. Jack 1. Bender & Sons v. Tom 
cense, was insufficient to prove tenant's defense James Co., C.A.D.C.1994, 37 F.3d 640, 308 
of constructive eviction by title paramount; the U.S.App.D.C. 343, rehearing denied 1994 WL 
most that such evidence could prove was that a 697939. Landlord And Tenant G;:;:> 223(1) 
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Tenant would be allowed to offset against 
damages owed for breach of lease the rent ob
tained from ne\v tenant even though landlord 
included additional premises in substitute lease, 
even though inclusion of additional space makes 
task of allocating substitute lease revenues be
tween premises made available by breach and 
those added by landlord more difficult. Jack I. 
Bender & Sons v. Tom James Co., C.A.D.C. 
1994, 37 F.3d 640, 308 U.S.App.D.C. 343, re
hearing denied 1994 WL 697939. Landlord 
And Tenant <'? 223(1) 

Allocation of revenues for substitute lease, 
which included space almost 20 times larger 
than that of original lease, to give breaching 
tenant credit for revenues from entire area was 
reasonable where original space was unlikely on 
its own to bring in any rent large enough to 
offset costs of readying for new tenant or con
verting it to non restaurant use. Jack I. Bender 
& Sons v. Tom James Co., C.A.D.C.1994, 37 
F.3d 640, 308 U.S.App.D.C. 343, rehearing de
nied 1994 WL 697939. Landlord And Tenant 
<'? 223(1) 

For purposes of calculation of offset to tenant 
who breached lease for rents received where 
original space and additional space were com
bined in substitute lease, calculation of contri
bution of either of two areas to combined value 
was necessarily indeterminate because parcels 
had greater total value combined than separate. 
Jack 1. Bender & Sons v. Tom James Co., 
C.A.D.C.1994, 37 F.3d 640, 308 U.S.App.D.C. 
343, rehearing denied 1994 WL 697939. Land
lord And Tenant (> 223(1) 

In determining damages for tenant's wrongful 
abandonment of leased space, trial court prop
erly offset tenant's rent liability with amount of 
increased rent to be received from new tenant 
over balance of old tenant's lease term. Inter
national Com'n On English In Liturgy v. 
Schwa.rtz, 1990, 573 A.2d 1303. Landlord And 
Tenant <'? 223(2) 

Where lease did not contain covenant to re
pair and there was no contractual duty on land
lord to maintain premises in compliance with 
housing regulations, tenant was not entitled to 
maintain counterclaim, to landlord's suit for 
arrearages in rent, for repairs allegedly made by 
tenant for damages allegedly resulting from 
landlord's failure to repair. Tutt v. Doby (App. 
1970) 265 A.2d 304. Landlord And Tenant <'? 

223(6) 
If landlord sues for unpaid rent in different 

months, tenant mav set off and counterclaim for 
damages he has" suffered in each of those 
months. Burka v. Seidenberg (Cr.App. 1954) 
108 A.2d 159. Landlord And Tenant ~ 223(3) 
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rent than was payable under original lease, 
breaching tenant may credit that surplus 
against its rent obligations for period before 
substitute lease was signed. Jack I. Bender & 
Sons v. Tom James Co., C.A.D.C.1994, 37 F.3d 
640, 308 U.S.App.D.C. 343, rehearing denied 
1994 WL 697939. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
223(1) 

In action by landlord seeking possession of 
commercial premises and back rent in landlord 
and tenant branch, tenant was not entitled to 
assert counterclaim alleging breach of contract 
by landlord where claim was not based upon a 
payment or credit against rent. Landlord and 
Tenant Rule 5(b). Millman Broder & Curtis v. 
Antonelli, 1985, 489 A.2d 481. Set-off And 
Counterclaim ~ 34(1) 

15. Evidence 
Evidence did not show landlord and tenant 

reached an agreement regarding rent due, and 
thus, landlord's cashing of check tendered by 
tenant did not constitute accord and satisfac
tion; check contained notation "1 st pay," indi
cating the payment was the first of more than 
one payment, landlord did not sign cover letter 
beneath statement asking for landlord's signa
ture if the letter reflected "our agreement and 
settlement," and further negotiations ensued af
ter landlord's receipt of check and cover letter. 
So v. 514 10th Street Associates, L.P., 2003, 834 
A.2d 910. Accord And Satisfaction (> 11(2) 

16. Attorney fees and costs 
Landlord reasonably complied with lease pro

vision requiring written notice to tenant of at
torney and expert witness fees which it sought 
to recover as additional rent in connection with 
litigation under the lease, though landlord did 
not provide notice by certified or registered 
mail pursuant to an additional provision of the 
lease, where written notice was provided by 
service of process and subsequent filings in the 
litigation against the tenant; court would not 
concern itself with the trifle of requiring certi
fied or registered letter notice of that which had 
been long known to all parties. LJC Corp. v. 
Boyle, C.A.D.C.1985, 768 F.2d 1489, 248 
U.S.App.D.C. 56. Landlord And Tenant <'? 238 

Under lease requiring tenant to pay as addi
tional rent attorney and expert witness fees 
which landlord was compelled to payor incur, 
landlord was not required to actually pay bills 
submitted by its counsel and experts before ten
ant could be liable for those fees. LJC Corp. v. 
Boyle, C.A.D.C.1985, 768 F.2d 1489, 248 
U.S.ApP.D.c. 56. Landlord And Tenant <'? 238 

Lease provision holding tenant liable for cost 
of legal counsel retained by landlord to obtain 
payment of rent was not an indemnity agree-

14. Counterclaim by tenant ment and did not require showing that landlord 
Under District of Columbia law, where land- had paid, been billed or agreed to pay any legal 

lord succeeds in reletting premises for higher fees, but even if it could be construed as an 
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indemnity agreement, testimony at posttrial 
hearing by landlord's attorney regarding his 
fees in suit to recover unpaid rent from tenant 
was ample to satisfy the requisite for recovery
a showing that landlord was obligated to pay. 
Simons v. Federal Bar Bldg. Corp., 1971, 275 
A.2d 545. Indemnity (;:::::> 33(3); Landlord And 
Tenant (;:::::> 238; Indemnity (;:::::> 37 

Clause in lease holding tenant liable for cost 
of legal counsel retained by landlord to obtain 
payment of rent or damages for breach of lease 
provision was not unreasonable or unfair in 
light of commercial exigencies facing landlord 
of office building, and clause was valid as to 
tenant who was an attorney who had signed 
lease after a considerable period of negotiations. 
Simons v. Federal Bar Bldg. Corp., 1971, 275 
A.2d 545. Landlord And Tenant (;:::::> 29(1); 
Landlord And Tenant (;:::::> 238 

When lease for term of two months contained 
provision allowing landlord attorney's fee in 
action against tenant for rent that provision was 
applicable to holding-over tenancy. Williams v. 

§ 42-3213 

Tencher-Walker, Inc. (Cr.App. 1956) 125 A.2d 
58. Landlord And Tenant (;:::::> 238 

In action by landlord against holding over 
tenant for rent, amount of attorneys' fees to be 
awarded landlord under lease rested in sound 
discretion of trial court. Williams v. Tencher
Walker, Inc. (Cr.App. 1956) 125 A.2d 58. Land
lord And Tenant (;:::::> 238 

Where landlord in his suit for possession of 
leased premises on ground of nonpayment of 
rent made no claim in his complaint for a 
money judgment, trial court was justified in 
denying landlord's claim for attorney's fee pur
suant to provision in lease. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 11-735, 45-911. Shipley v. Major (Cr.App. 
1945) 44 A.2d 540. Landlord And Tenant (;:::::> 

285(3) 
Attorney's fees were not taxable as costs in 

landlord's action to recover possession of leased 
premises on ground of nonpayment of rent. 
D.C.Code 1940, §§ 11-735, 45-911. Shipley v. 
Major (Cr.App. 1945) 44 A.2d 540. Landlord 
And Tenant G= 285(9) 

§ 42-3212. Consolidation of actions for arrears of rent and possession. 

If actions be brought separately for arrears of rent and for the possession, 
they may be afterwards consolidated and 1 judgment rendered in thelTI for the 
possession and also for the rent. 

(Mar. 3,1901,31 Stat. 1383, ch. 854, § 1227; Feb. 17, 1909,35 Stat. 623, ch. 134; June 
25, 1936, 49 Stat. 1921, ch. 804; June 25, 1948, 62 Stat. 991, ch. 646, § 32(b); May 24, 
1949,63 Stat. 107, ch. 139, § 127; July 8,1963,77 Stat. 77, Pub. L. 88-60, § 1; July 29, 
1970,84 Stat. 575, Pub. L. 91-358, title I, § 157(g).) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1412. 
1973 Ed., § 45-912. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Cross References 

Possessory actions, see § 16-150 I et seq. 

Key Numbers 
Action (;::;;>55 to 59. 
Westlaw Topic No. 13. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Actions §§ 259 to 285. 

§ 42-3213. Landlord's lien for rent-Time of existence. 

The landlord shall have a tacit lien for his rent upon such of the tenant's 
personal chattels, on the premises, as are subject to execution for debt, to 
COlTIn1enCe with the tenancy and continue for 3 lTIonths after the rent is due and 
until the termination of any action for such rent brought within said 3 lTIonths. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1383, ch. 854, § 1229.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1413. 
1973 Ed., § 45-915. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

Landlord and Tenant c:::::>243 to 247. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1200, 1202 to 

1204,1214 to 1217,1219 to 1225. 

Treatises and Practice Aids 

458 Practising Law Institute Real Estate Law 
and Practice 773. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Charges not secured by lien 6 
Discharge of lien 9 
Execution sale proceeds 8 
Nature of'lien 4 
Priority of lien 3 
Property subject to lien 7 
Rent secured by lien 5 
Time lien attaches 2 
Wrongful detention of tenant's chattels 

1. In general 

10 

In the District of Columbia, the landlord has a 
tacit lien for his rent on the chattels of the 
tenant on the demised premises from the time 
the chattels are placed therein until the expira
tion of three months after the rent becomes due. 
Webb V. Sharp, U.S.Dist.Co1.1871, 80 U.S. 14, 
20 L.Ed. 478, 13 Wall. 14. Landlord And Ten
ant C=> 254(.5) 

Under District of Columbia statute, landlord 
acquired a statutory lien on personal property 
of tenant on premises from time of execution of 
lease and lien continued in full force for a 
period of three months after rent was due and 
until termination of any action to recover on 
lease. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-915,45-916, subd. 
2. Moses V. Labofish, 1942, 132 F.2d 16, 76 
U.S.App.D.C. 401. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
246(1); Landlord And Tenant ~ 247; Landlord 
And Tenant ~ 254(.5) 

A person in possession of personal property 
under a lien is the owner of it as against all the 
world, including the actual owner and his judg
ment creditors, and no one has a right to dis
turb his possession without paying his claim; 
and he does not lose his right to claim the 
propel-ty, where it has been seized under a writ 
of execution against the owner, by purchasing it 
at a sale under the writ, his action in that 
regard being no more than a prudent precau
tion to save the property from sacrifice. Brown 
V. Petersen, 1905, 25 App.D.C. 359. Liens ~ 
16 

Under Act Congo Feb. 22, 1867 (14 Stat. 404), 
concerning liens in the District of Columbia, a 
landlord can claim for rent due and in arrear, 
and also for any installment of rent, although 
the tenant has occupied the premises only for a 
part of the time during which said installment is 
accruing. Joyce v. Wilkenning, D.C.Sup.1874, 
8 D.C. 567. Landlord And Tenant (:? 241 

2. Time lien attaches 
Landlord's statutory lien attaches at the mo

ment chattels of tenants come upon leased 
premises. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-9]5, 45-916, 
subd. 2. Moses V. Labofish, ] 942, 132 F.2d ] 6, 
76 U.S.App.D.C. 401. Landlord And Tenant c;:::> 

247 
Landlord's lien attached to rug on office Hoor 

when it was brought on to premises by tenant 
and continued throughout period of tenancy. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-915. Munday V. Bricklay
ers, Masons & Plasterers Intern. Union of Amer
ica (CLApp. 1946) 47 A.2d 398. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 246(1); Landlord And Tenant ~ 247 

3. Priority of lien 
Landlords of taxpayer had no judgment lien 

and were not "judgment creditors" of taxpayer 
on August 4 when United States recorded its 
federal tax lien, and federal tax lien would pre
vail over judgment lien of landlords, where 
government assessed taxpayer on May 26 for 
unpaid federal taxes, and on July 5 landlords 
began suit for unpaid rent and obtained writ of 
attachment, and on July 11, 196] writ was 
executed by United States marshal who seized 
goods belonging to taxpayer, and on August 4 
government's tax lien was filed, and on August 
18, 1961 landlords obtained judgment in mu
nicipal court. D.C.Code 1961, §§ 45-915, 
45-916; 26 U.S.C.A. (I.R.C.1954) §§ 6321, 
6322, 6323. U. S. V. Leventhal, C.A.D.C.1963, 
316 F.2d 341, 114 U.S.App.D.C. 340. Internal 
Revenue <&:;:::> 4790 

Where landlords of taxpayer had statutory 
lien on date when government assessed taxpay
er for unpaid federal taxes, but no steps at all 
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were taken to assert or enforce landlords' lien 
before federal tax lien was filed, landlords' lien 
was an inchoate unperfected lien which did not 
have precedence over lien of government. 
D.C.Code 1961, §§ 45-915, 45-916; 26 
U .S.C.A. (I.R.C.1954) §§ 6321, 6322, 6323. U. 
S. v. Leventhal, C.A.D.C.l963, 316 F.2d 341, 
114 U .S.App.D.C. 340. Internal Revenue <Z;:;> 

4788.1 
Landlord's claim under District of Columbia 

statute giving landlord rent lien on such of 
tenant's personal chattels on premises as are 
subject to execution for debt could not be grant
ed priority over tax claims of United States for 
payment out of assets which were in hands of 
assignee for benefit of creditors, where landlord 
failed to perfect its lien by acquiring title or 
taking possession prior to the assignment. 31 
U.S.C.A. § 191; D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-915, 
45-916. U.S. v. Saidman, C.A.D.C.1956, 231 
F.2d 503, 97 U.S.App.D.C. 344. Debtor And 
Creditor <Z;:;> 6 

Where landlord brought action to recover 
possession of premises and rent due and recov
ered judgment under which levy was made on 
chattels which had been removed from leased 
premises after commencement of action, but, 
before the chattels were offered for sale, tenant 
filed voluntary petition in bankruptcy, the land
lord's statutory lien and right to priority of 
payment out of proceeds was not impaired by 
the Bankruptcy Act. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 45-915 .. 45-916, subd. 2; Bankr.Act § 1 et 
seq., § 67, sub. f, 11 U.S.C.A. § 1 et seq., § 107, 
sub. f. Moses v. Labofish, 1942, 132 F.2d 16, 
76 U.S.App.D.C. 401. Bankruptcy <Z;:;> 2581 

Landlord's lien for rent on tenant's personal 
chattels on leased premises held superior to 
chattel mortgage given by tenant after tenancy 
commenced, but before commencement of peri
od for which rent remained unpaid. D.C.Code 
1929, T. 25. §§ 325, 326. Spilman v. Geiger, 
1932, 58 F.2d 890, 61 App.D.C. 164. Chattel 
Mortgages <Z;:;> 138(3) 

The District of Columbia statute giving land
lord rent lien on such of tenant's personal chat
tels on premises as are subject to execution for 
debt gives landlord a specific lien on specific 
property, and hence landlord had priority for 
payment out of assets which were in hands of 
assignee for benefit of creditors and which con
sist;d of proceeds of sale of such chattels over 
tax claims of United States and of District of 
Columbia whose rights of priority were to be 
paid out of general assets. D.C.Code 1951, 
§§ 45-915, 47-2609, 47-2707; 3] U.S.C.A. 
§ 191. In re Lobel Enterprises, D.D.C1954, 
126 F.Supp. 792, t-emanded 231 F.2d 503, 97 
U.S.App.D.C. 344. Debtor And Creditor <Z;:;> 6 

Invocation of statutory enforcement methods 
was not necessary to perfection of landlord's 
lien (at least in so far as liens other than for 

§ 42-3213 
Note 4 

federal taxes were concerned), and priority en
joyed by such lien over lien of chattel deed of 
trust executed after tenancy commenced and 
after chattels had been brought on premises was 
not lost when foreclosure sale was had under 
trust deed. D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-915,45-916. 
Elmira Corp. v. Bulman (Cr.App. 1957) J 35 
A.2d 645. Chattel Mortgages <Z;:;> 138(3) 

Landlord's lien attaches at commencement of 
tenancy, or when chattels are brought on prem
ises, and continues for three months after rent 
becomes due; and even though no rent was in 
arrears at time of execution of chattel deed of 
trust, landlord's lien would have priority, where 
deed of trust had been executed after tenancy 
commenced and after chattels had been brought 
on premises. Elmira Corp. v. Bulman (Cr.App. 
1957) 135 A.2d 645. Chattel Mortgages <Z;:;> 

138(3); Landlord And Tenant <Z;:;> 247 
Where the goods and chattels of the tenant 

have been sold by virtue of an assignment, the 
landlord's claim upon the fund, to the extent of 
three months' rent, has priority under statute 
over the claims of simple contract creditors 
CR.S.D.C. § 678). Fox v. Davidson, D.C.Sup. 
1881, 12 D.C. 102. Landlord And Tenant <Z;:;> 

248(1 ) 

4. Nature of lien 
Under the landlord and tenant law of the 

District of Columbia (14 Stat. 404), the "tacit 
lien," given upon certain of the tenants' person
al chattels on the premises, attaches at the com
mencement of the tenancy to any such chattels 
then on the premises, and continues to attach to 
them into whosesoever hands the chattels may 
come during the time allowed by the act for 
instituting proceedings, unless the lien is dis
placed by the removal of the chattels or by the 
sale of them by the tenant in the ordinary 
course of mercantile transactions. It is not dis
placed by a sale of the stock in mass, while they 
remain in mass, to a person who knew that the 
premises were leased and continues to occupy 
them, selling in the ordinary way the goods, nor 
even by a second sale of that sort. Fowler v. 
Rapley, U.S.Dist.Co1.1872, 82 U.S. 328, 21 
L.Ed. 35, 15 Wall. 328. Landlord And Tenant 
<Z;:;> 247 

The statutory provisions of the District of Co
lumbia statute giving landlord lien on such of 
tenant's personal chattels on premises as are 
subject to execution for debt, do not or their 
own force create a specific and perfected lien in 
the sense long understood as essential Lo over
turn the priority granted to claim of United 
States under federal statute. 31 U .S.C.A. § 191; 
D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-915, 45-916. U.S. v. 
Saidman, C.A.D.C.1956, 231 F.2d 503, 97 
U.S.App.D.C. 344. United States (;::::> 76(4) 

A landlord's statutory lien exists independent
ly of the several means of enforcement which 
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the statute permits. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-915, 
45-916, subd. 2. Moses v. Labofish, 1942, 132 
F.2d 16, 76 U.S.App.D.C. 401. Landlord And 
Tenant <> 243 

A landlord's statutory lien is not a "}jen by 
legal proceedings" within Bankruptcy Act pro
viding that liens obtained through legal pro
ceedings against a person who is insolvent with
in four months prior to filing of petition in 
bankruptcy shall be void. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 45-915, 45-916, subd. 2; BankLAct § 67, 
sub. 1', 11 U.S.C.A. § 107, sub. f. Moses v. 
Labofish, 1942, 132 F.2d 16, 76 U.S.App.D.C. 
401. Bankruptcy <> 2581 

Statutory rent lien without possession paral
lels common-law lien accompanied by posses
sion and, by virtue of statute, attaches the 
moment chattels are brought on premises and 
exists independently of means of enforcement 
authorized by statute. D.C.Code 1951, 
§§ 45-915, 45-916. Elmira Corp. v. Bulman 
(Cr.App. 1957) 135 A.2d 645. Landlord And 
Tenant <> 239; Landlord And Tenant <> 247 

The landlord's lien in the District of Columbia 
is statutory. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-915. Mun
day v. Bricklayers, Masons & Plasterers Intern. 
Union of America (Cr.App. 1946) 47 A.2d 398. 
Landlord And Tenant <> 239 

The landlord's lien in District of Columbia is 
not dormant, but is in effect from the time 
personal chattels are brought upon leased 
premises and can only be displaced by a sale of 
the goods in the ordinary course of trade fol
lowed by their removal from the premises. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-915. Munday v. Bricklay
ers, Masons & Plasterers Intern. Union of Amer
ica (CLApp. 1946) 47 A.2d 398. Landlord And 
Tenant <> 247; Landlord And Tenant <> 252(1) 

Under the law a landlord cannot attach chat
tels of his tenant which have been removed 
from the leased premises before the rent has 
become due, although after judgment he may 
have execution against such chattels in whose
soever hands they may be found. Wallach v. 
Chesley, D.C.Sup.1883, 13 D.C. 209. Landlord 
And Tenant <> 245 

Landlord's tacit lien on tenant's furniture for 
rent due exists independently of statutory meth
ods for enforcing it and property subject thereto 
comes into possession of equity court or its 
officers subject to such lien. Bryan v. Sander
son, D.C.Sup.1877, 10 D.C. 431. Landlord And 
Tenant <> 243 
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Co. v. Southern Soda Fountain Co., 1917,46 
App.D.C. 84. Landlord And Tenant <> 245 

The tacit lien for rent given landlord by Land
lord and Tenant Act extends only to rent due 
and rent which has actually commenced to ac
crue but is not yet payable, and hence does not 
extend to rent to accrue for any monthly, quar
terly or annual period, provided in lease for 
payment thereof, unless such period has actual
ly commenced to run and landlord's right to 
that installment of rent has become fixed and 
absolute. The Richmond v. Cake, 1893, 1 App. 
D.C. 447. Landlord And Tenant <> 245 

Although four months' rent was due operation 
of landlord's lien was properly restricted to 
three months' rent under statute creating lien. 
Code 1940, § 45-915. Klein v. Insurance Bldg. 
(CLApp. 1946) 46 A.2d 368. Landlord And 
Tenant <> 245 

Under a statute giving a landlord a prior lien 
on goods on the premises subject to execution, 
to commence with the tenancv, the lien is for 
the periodical rent accruing ~hen the levy is 
made, but not for succeeding periods, during 
which the officer keeps the goods upon the 
premises. Harris v. Dammann, D.C.Sup.1884, 
14 D.C. 90. Landlord And Tenant <> 245 

6. Charges not secured by lien 
Landlord's claim for water charges was a 

claim for damages for breach of covenant, and 
did not come within lien for rent. D.C.Code 
1951, §§ 45-915, 45-916. Elmira Corp. v. Bul
man (CLApp. 1957) 135 A.2d 645. Landlord 
And Tenant <> 245 

Statutory lien for rent should not be extended 
beyond terms of statute to include other items 
such as water charges unless clear intention of 
parties to make this a part of consideration for 
leasing premises is shown; and such intention 
did not appear from contract in which covenant 
to pay water charges was separate from provi
sion setting out rent. D.C.Code 1951, §§ 59-915, 
45-916. Elmira Corp. v. Bulman (CLApp. 
1957) 135 A.2d 645. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
245 

7. Property subject to lien 
Where purchaser under conditional sales con

tract was a mere bailee of personalty sold there
under, such personalty was not subject to exe
cution for debt within landlord's lien statute, so 
as to entitle landlord to personalty seized by 
attachment as against claim of vendOL 
D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, §§ 325, 326. Stern Co. 

5. Rent secured by lien of Washington v. Rosenberg, 1937, 89 F.2d 843, 
Where rent is payable in monthly, quarterly, 67 App.D.C. 99. Landlord And Tenant ~ 

or annual periods, the lien does not extend to 248(1) 
rent to accrue for any such period unless the Where, on March 11, landlord filed complaint 
period has actually commenced to run and the against tenant for possession of rented office 
landlord's lien as to that particular installment and [or $250 rental in arrears, on March 15, 
of rent has become fixed. R.P. Andrews Paper dealer engaged in buying, selling, and renting of 
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office furn iture purchased tenant's furniture 
and leased it to tenant and furniture remained 
on premises, sale did not affect landlord's lien. 
D.C.Code 1951, § 45-915. Recachinas v. Kres
sin (CLApp. 1958) 146 A.2d 443. Landlord And 
Tenant (';::::> 252(1) 

Where sale of rug on office floor to tenant's 
secretary was not made in ordinary course of 
trade and rug was not removed from premises, 
though no rent was due when sale was made, 
rug was subject to landlord's lien for three 
months' rent which subsequently accrued. 
D.C.Code 1940, § 45-915. Munday v. Bricklay
ers, Masons & Plasterers Intern. Union of Amer
ica (Cr.App. 1946) 47 A.2d 398. Landlord And 
Tenant (';::::> 246(3) 

The statute gives to the landlord a lien upon 
the goods of his tenant, but not upon the goods 
of other persons which are upon the demised 
premises. 10hnson v. Douglass, D.C.Sup.1882, 
13 D.C. 36. Landlord And Tenant (';::::> 246(3) 

Though a fraudulent sale of goods be set 
aside, they are nevertheless liable to the land
lord's lien for rent due by the fraudulent vendee 
to the landlord, on whose premises they have 
been kept; and this, notwithstanding judgment 
creditors of the vendor issued execution before 
the landlord's lien attached. Gibson v. Gautier, 
D.C.Sup.1881, 12 D.C. 35. Landlord And Ten
ant C;::> 248(3) 

8. Execution sale proceeds 
Onder Rev.St. §§ 677, 678, abolishing distress 

for rent and providing that the landlord shall 
have a lien on such of the tenant's chattels on 
the premises as are subject to execution for 
debt, to continue for three months after rent is 
due, the marshal levying an execution against 
the tenant is obliged, on due notice given him 

§ 42-3214 

by the landlord, to pay from the proceeds all 
rent due to the time of sale; and, if the sale 
takes place during the month, he is entitled to 
the rent for that month. Gibson v. Gautier, 
D.C.Sup.1881, 12 D.C. 35. Execution C;::> 324; 
Landlord And Tenant (';::::> 248(3) 

9. Discharge of lien 
The tacit lien given to the landlord in the 

District of Columbia on the chattels of the ten
ant is discharged by the bona fide sale or re
moval of the chattels from the premises. Webb 
v. Sharp, U.S.Dist.Co1.1871, 80 U.S. 14, 20 
L.Ed. 478, 13 Wall. 14. Landlord And Tenant 
(9246(1) 

The lien of a landlord is not lost or impaired 
by his suspension for a month of the execution 
issuing under the judgment obtained in attach
ment proceedings to enforce the same. Gibson 
v. Gautier, D.C.Sup.1881, 12 D.C. 35. Land
lord And Tenant (';::::> 254(4) 

A landlord will lose his lien by conduct which 
misleads bona fide purchasers for valuable con
sideration. White v. Freedman's Bank, 
D.C.Sup.1874, 8 D.C. 509, reversed 94 U.S. 382, 
4 Otto 382, 24 L.Ed. 173. Landlord And Tenant 
~ 254(3) 

10. Wrongful detention of tenant's chattels 
Where landlord held tenant's furniture and 

personal property not only for purpose of col
lecting overdue rent but also for purpose of 
collecting a penalty arbitrarily and illegally 
sought to be imposed by him, award of punitive 
damages in tenant's detinue action was proper. 
D.C.Code 1951, § 45-915. Katz v. Myers (Cl'. 
App. 1955) 114 A.2d 75. Landlord And Tenant 
(';::::>161(3) 

§ 42-3214. Landlord's lien for rent-How enforced. 

The said lien may be enforced: 

(1) By attachment, to be issued upon affidavit that the rent is due and 
unpaid; or, if it be not due, that the defendant is about to remove or sell 
son1e part of said chattels; 

(2) By judgment against the tenant and execution, to be levied on said 
chattels, or any of them, in whosesoever hands they may be found; 

(3) By action against any purchaser of said chattels, with notice of the lien, 
in which action the plaintiff may have judglnent for the value of the chattels 
purchased by the defendant not exceeding the rent in arrear. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1383, ch, 854, § 1230.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1414. 
1973 Ed., § 45-916. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
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§ 42-3214 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant G:;;>258 to 262. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

In general 
Priority of lien 2 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

REAL PROPERTY 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1206, 1209 to 
1210, 1256 to 1270. 

Notes of Decisions 

bound, on receipt of a landlord's notice, to 
retain the money. Gibson v. Gautier, D.C.Sup. 
1881, 12 D.C. 35. Landlord And Tenant (P 261 

1. In general 2. Priority of lien 
Under District of Columbia statute, landlord Where landlords of taxpayer had statutory 

acquired a statutory lien on personal property lien on date when government assessed taxpay-
of tenant on premises from time of execution of er for unpaid federal taxes, but no steps at all 
lease and lien continued in full force for a were taken to assert or enforce landlords' lien 
period of three months after rent was due and before federal tax lien was filed, landlords' lien 
until termination of any action to recover on was an inchoate unperfected lien which did not 
lease. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-915,45-916, subd. have precedence over lien of government. 
2. Moses v. Labofish, 1942, 132 F.2d 16, 76 D.C.Code 1961, §§ 45-915, 45-916; 26 
U.S.App.D.C. 401. Landlord And Tenant (P U.S.C.A. (I.R.C.1954) §§ 6321, 6322, 6323. U. 
246(1); Landlord And Tenant (P 247; Landlord S. v. Leventhal, C.A.D.C.1963, 316 F.2d 341, 
And Tenant G:;;> 254(.5) 114 U.S.App.D.C. 340. Internal Revenue <§;::=> 

A landlord's statutory lien exists independent- 4788.1 
Iy of the several means of enforcement which Landlords of taxpayer had no judgment lien 
the statute permits. D.C.Code 1940, §§ 45-915, and were not "judgment creditors" of taxpayer 
45-916, subd. 2. Moses v. Labofish, 1942, 132 on August 4 when United States recorded its 
F.2d ] 6, 76 U.S.App.D.C. 401. Landlord And federal tax lien, and federal tax lien would pre-
Tenant <> 243 vail over judgment lien of landlords, where 

Act Congo Feb. 22, 1867, providing for the government assessed taxpayer on May 26 for 
enforcement of a landlord's lien, is not affected unpaid federal taxes, and on July 5 landlords 
by section 10 of the same act, providing that began suit for unpaid rent and obtained writ of 
proceedings to enforce any lien shall be in equi- attachment, and on July 11, 1961 writ was 
ty. The Richmond v. Cake, 1893, 1 App.D.C. executed by United States marshal who seized 
447. Landlord And Tenant G:;;> 258 goods belonging to taxpayer, and on August 4 

Statutory rent lien without possession paral- government's tax lien was filed, and on August 
leIs common-law lien accompanied by posses- 18, 1961 landlords obtained judgment in mu-
sion and, by virtue of statute, attaches the nicipal court. D.C.Code 1961, §§ 45-915, 
moment chattels are brought on premises and 45-916; 26 U.S.C.A. (LR.C.1954) §§ 6321, 
exists independently of means of enforcement 6322, 6323. U. S. V. Leventhal, C.A.D.C.1963, 
authorized by statute. D.C.Code 1951, 316 F.2d 341,114 U.S.App.D.C. 340. Internal 
§§ 45-915, 45-916. Elmira Corp. V. Bulman Revenue <> 4790 
(Cr.App. ] 957) 135 A.2d 645. Landlord And Landlord's claim under District of Columbia 
Tenant (P 239; Landlord And Tenant G:;;> 247 statute giving landlord rent lien on such of 

Invocation of statutory enforcement methods tenant's personal chattels on premises as are 
was not necessary to perfection of landlord's subject to execution for debt could not be grant-
lien (at least in so far as liens other than for ed priority over tax claims of United States for 
federal taxes were concerned), and priority en- payment out of assets which were in hands of 
joyed by sLlch lien over lien of chattel deed of assignee for benefit of creditors, where landlord 
trLlst executed after tenancy commenced and failed to perfect its lien by acquiring title or 
after chattels had been brought on premises was taking possession prior to the assignment. 31 
not lost when foreclosure sale was had under U.S.C.A. § 191; D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-915, 
trust deed. D.C.Code 1951, §§ 45-915. 45-916. 45-916. U.S. v. Saidman, C.A.D.C.1956, 231 
Elmira Corp. V. Bulman (Cr.App. 1957) ] 35 F.2d 503, 97 U.S.App.D.C. 344. Debtor And 
A.2d 645. Chattel Mortgages c::;> 138(3) Creditor C=> 6 

To compel a marshal levying on goods to pay Where landlord brought action to recover 
over one year's rent, for which a landlord has a possession of premises and rent due and recov-
lien under the statute, the latter may move the ered judgment under which levy was made on 
court out of \vhich the execution issues for an chattels which had been removed from leased 
order to pay the amount due him from the sale, premises after commencement of action, but, 
and this motion may be made at any time before before the chattels were offered for sale, tenant 
the money is paid over; the marshal being filed voluntary petition in bankruptcy, the land-
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lord's statutory lien and right to priority of 
payment out of proceeds was not impaired by 
the Bankruptcy Act. D.C.Code 1940, 
§§ 45-915, 45-916, subd. 2; Bankr.Act § 1 et 

seq., § 67, sub. f, 11 U.S.C.A. § 1 et seq., § 107, 
sub. f. Moses v. Labofish, 1942, 132 F.2d 16, 
76 U.S.App.D.C. 401. Bankruptcy @::;> 2581 

§ 42-3215. Landlord's lien for rent-When attachment issuable; executing 
officer's power of entry. 

Such attachment may be issued in any action for the recovery of the 
possession of the leased premises by the landlord, in which the rent in arrear, 
or double rent, or both, shall be claimed as aforesaid, and it shall be lawful for 
any officer to whom the writ of attachment shall be delivered to be executed to 
break open an outer or inner door when necessary to the execution of the same. 

(Mar. 3, 1901,31 Stat. 1383, eh. 854, § 1231.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1415. 
1973 Ed., § 45-917. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant e=:>260. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1206, 1256, 

1260. 

§ 42-3216. Landlord's lien for rent-Property subject to lien not to be 
executed on by another without payment of rent due; when 
rent in arrears exceeds 3 months. 

No goods or chattels whatsoever, lying or being in or upon any messuage, 
lands, or tenements, which are or shall be leased for life or lives, term of years, 
at will, or otherwise, shall be liable to be taken by virtue of any execution on 
any pretence whatsoever, unless the party at whose suit the said execution is 
sued out, shall before the removal of such goods from off the said premjses, by 
virtue of such execution or extent, pay to the landlord of the said premises, or 
his bailiff, all such SUI'll or sums of money as are or shall be due for rent for the 
said premises at the time of the taking such goods or chattels by virtue of such 
execution; provided, the said arrears of rent do not amount to l'llOre than 3 
months rent, and in case the said arrears shall exceed 3 months rent, then the 
said party, at whose suit such execution is sued out, paying the said landlord, or 
his bailiff, 3 months rent, may proceed to execute his judgment as he might 
have done before the making of this section; and the n1arshal is hereby 
empowered and required to levy and pay to the plaintiff as well the money so 
paid for rent, as the execution money. 

(8 Ann, eh. 14, § 1, 1709; Kilty's Rep. 248; Alex. Br. Stat. 681; Compo Stat. D.C., 325, 
§ 41.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1416. 
1973 Ed., § 45-918. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
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Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant G:::>24S, 249. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.l.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1227 to 1231. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
S1. S Anne, c. 14, providing that "after the 1st 

day of May 1710, no goods or chattels," etc., 
"lying or being upon any messuage, lands," etc., 
"which are or shall be leased for life or term of 
years, or otherwise, shall be liable to be taken 
on any execution on any pretense whatsoever, 
un less the party at whose suit the said execution 
is sued out shall, before the removal of such 
goods off the premises by virtue of such execu
tion, pay to the landlord of said premises or his 

bailiff all such sums as shall be due for rent for 
the premises at the time of the taking of such 
goods or chattels by virtue of such action, pro-
vided said arrears do not amount to more than 
one year's rent," etc., is in force in this district; 
and hence, if the marshal levy an execution and 
make sale of property, he is obliged, after due 
notice given him by the landlord, on whose 
premises the goods are, to pay from the pro
ceeds all rent due up to the time of the sale, 
and, if the sale take place during the month, 
there can be no division of the rent for that 
month. Gibson v. Gautier, D.C.Sup.lS81, 12 
D.C. 35. Landlord And Tenant G:::> 248(3) 

§ 42-3217. Distress not unlawful and party making it not trespasser ab 
initio because of irregularity; special damages recoverable; 
costs; tender of amends defeats recovery_ 

Where any distress shall be made for any kind of rent justly due, and any 
irregularity or unlawful act shall be afterwards done by the party or parties 
distraining, or by his, her, or their agents; the distress itself shall not be 
therefore deemed to be unlawful, nor the party or parties making it be deemed 
a trespasser or trespassers ab initio; but the party or parties aggrieved by such 
unlawful act or irregularity shall or Inay recover full satisfaction for the special 
dam.age he, she, or they shall have sustained thereby, and no lllore, in an action 
of trespass or on the case at the election of the plaintiff or plaintiffs; provided 
always, that where the plaintiff or plaintiffs shall recover in such action, he, 
she, or they shall be paid his, her, or their full costs of suit, and have all the like 
ren1edies for the saIne as in other cases of costs; provided nevertheless, that no 
tenant or tenants, lessee or lessees, shall recover in any action for any such 
unlawful act or irregularity as aforesaid, if tender of amends hath been made by 
the party or parties distraining, his, her, or their agent or agents, before such 
action brought. 

(11 Geo. 2, ch. 19, §§ 19,20,1738; Kilty's Rep. 251; Alex. Br. Stat. 741, 742; Camp. 
Stat. D.C., 334, §§ 66, 67.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1417. 
1973 Ed., § 45-919. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant G:::>263 to 273. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1272 to 1316. 
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In general 1 

1. In general 

Notes of Decisions 

Corp. v. Service Parking Corp. (Cr.App. 1947) 
54 A.2d 144. Landlord And Tenant (;::::> 263 

The right of distress in District of Columbia 
has been abolished. Trans-Lux Radio City 

§ 42-3218. Fraudulent removal, conveyance, or concealment of property to 
defeat lien subjects guilty party to forfeiture of double value 
of such property. 

If any tenant or lessee shall fraudulently reluove and convey away his or her 
goods or chattels, or if any person or persons shall wilfully and knowingly aid 
or assist any such tenant or lessee in such fraudulent conveying away or 
carrying off of any part of his or her goods or chattels, or in concealing the 
Sc1l11e; all and every person or persons so offending shall forfeit and pay to the 
landlord or landlords, lessor or lessors, from whose estate such goods and 
chattels were fraudulently carried off as aforesaid, double the value of the 
goods by him, her or them respectively carried off or concealed as aforesaid; to 
be recovered by action of debt in any court of record. 

(11 Geo. 2, ch. 19, § 3, 1738; Kilty's Rep. 251; Alex. Br. Stat. 732; Camp. Stat. D.C., 
329, § 53.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1418. 
1973 Ed., § 45-920. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant (;::;;>251. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1226, 1232 to 

1233, 1235 to 1245. 

§ 42-3219. Representatives of life tenant may recover proportion of rent 
from under-tenant. 

Where any tenants for life shall happen to die before or on the day, on which 
any rent was reserved or made payable upon any demise or lease of any lands, 
tenen1ents, or hereditmuents, which detern1ined on the death of such tenant for 
life, the executors or administrators of such tenant for life shall and may in an 
action on the case recover of and from such under-tenant or under-tenants of 
such lands, tenements, or hereditaments, if such tenant for life dies on the day 
on which the san1e was made payable the whole, or if before such day then a 
proportion, of such rent according to the time such tenant for life lived, of the 
last year, or quarter of a year or other time in which the said rent was growing 
due as aforesaid, luaking all just allowances or a proportionable part thereof 
respectively. 

(11 Geo. 2, ch. 19, § IS, 1738; Kilty's Rep. 251; Alex. Br. Stat. 739; Camp. Stat. D.C., 
333, § 64.) 
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Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1419. 
1973 Ed., § 45-92l. 

Key Numbers 

REAL PROPERTY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Executors and Administrators e::-> 13l. 
Life Estates <P25. 

C.J.S. Estates §§ 45, 64. 
c.J.S. Executors and Administrators §§ 368 

to 369. WestJaw Topic Nos. 162,240. 

§ 42-3220. Action in debt may be brought for rent in arrears under lease 
or demise for life. 

It shall and may be lawful for any person or persons, having any rent in 
arrear, or due upon any lease or demise for life or lives, to bring an action or 
actions of debt for such arrears of rent, in the same manner they might have 
done, in case such rent were due, and reserved upon a lease for years. 

(8 Ann, eh. 14, § 4, 1709; Kilty's Rep. 248; Alex. Br. Stat. 682; Camp. Stat. D.C., 325, 
§ 42.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
]981 Ed., § 45-1420. 
] 973 Ed., § 45-922. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant <P217 to 238. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 23, 1094 to 
1198. 

§ 42-3221. Action by landlord for use and occupation of property where no 
deed; parol agreement as evidence of quantum of damages. 

It shall and may be lawful to and for the landlord or landlords, where the 
agreen1ent is not by deed, to recover a reasonable satisfaction for the lands, 
tenements, or hereditaments, held or occupied by the defendant or defendants, 
in an action on the case, for the use and occupation of what was so held or 
enjoyed; and if in evidence on the trial of such action any parol demise or any 
agreement (not being by deed) whereon a certain rent was reserved shall 
appear, the plaintiff in such action shall not therefor be nonsuited, but may 
make use thereof as an evidence of the quantum of the dmnages to be 
recovered. 

(11 Geo. 2, eh. 19, § 14, 1738; Kilty's Rep. 251; Alex. Br. Stat. 738; Camp. Stat. D.C., 
333, § 63.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1421. 
] 973 Ed., § 45-923. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
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Library References 

Key Numbers 
Implied and Constructive Contracts (};;:;>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 20SH. 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Implied and Constructive Contracts 
§ 4. 

§ 42-3222. Lease under control of a person with a mental disability -
Surrender and renewal; guardian or committee; court or
der. 

In all cases where any person with a mental disability is or shall be entitled 
or has right to renew any lease or leases made or granted, or to be nlade or 
granted, for the life or lives of 1 or more person or persons, or for any term or 
number of years, absolute or determinable on the death of 1 or more person or 
persons, or otherwise; it shall and may be lawful to and for the person with a 
111ental disability, or his or her guardian or guardians, committee or com~mit
tees, of his estate, in his, her, or their name or names, by the direction of the 
chancellor, signified by an order made on hearing all parties concerned, upon 
petition, in a sUl11mary way, from time to time, to accept of a surrender or 
surrenders of such lease or leases; and to make and execute to any person or 
persons, bodies politic, or corporate or collegiate, aggregate or sole, a new 
lease or leases of the premises comprised in such lease or leases so to be 
surrendered by virtue of this section, for and during such number of lives, or 
for such term or terms of years, determinable upon such number of lives, or for 
such term or tenns of years absolute, as was or were mentioned or contained in 
such lease or leases so surrendered, at the making thereof, or otherwise, as the 
chancellor for the tilne being, by any such order, so to be obtained as aforesaid, 
shall direct. 

(11 Geo. 3, ch. 20, § 1, 1771; Kilty's Rep. 253; Alex. Br. Stat. 791; Compo Stat. D.C., 
336, § 74; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 64(a), 53 DCR 6198.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1422. 
1973 Ed., § 45-924. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-305 rewrote this section, which 

formerly read: 
"§ 42-3222. Leases under control of men

tally handicapped-Surrender and renewal; 
committee or guardian; court order." 

lor, signified by an order made on hearing all 
parties concerned, upon petition, in a summary 
way, from time to time, to accept of a surrender 
or surrenders of such lease or leases; and to 
make and execute to any person or persons, 
bodies politic, or corporate or collegiate, aggre
gate or sole, a new lease or leases of the premis
es comprised in such lease or leases so to be 
surrendered by virtue of this section, for and 
during such number of lives, or for such term or 
terms of years, determinable upon such numbel
of lives, or for such term or terms of years 
absolute, as was or were mentioned or con
tained in such lease or leases so surrendered, at 
the making thereof, or otherwise. as the chan
cellor for the time being, by any such order, so 
to be obtained as aforesaid, shall direct." 

"In all cases where any lunatic is or shall be 
entitled, or has right to renew any lease or 
leases made or granted, or to be made or grant
ed, for the life or lives of 1 or more person or 
persons, or for any term or number of years, 
absolute or determinable on the death of 1 or 
more person or persons, or otherwise; it shall 
and may be lawful to and for such lunatic, or 
his or her guardian or guardians, committee or Legislative History of Laws 
committees, of his estate, in his, her, or their For Law 16-305, see notes following 
name or names, by the direction of the chancel- § 42-820. 
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Library References 

Key Numbers 
Mental Health (;::;;>274,376. 
Westlaw Topic No. 257 A. 

§ 42-3223. Leases under control of a person with a mental disability -
Lease pursuant to provisions of § 42-3222 valid. 

All and every such lease or leases so to be made or executed shall be deelTIed 
as good and valid, and effectual in the law, to all intents and purposes, as if the 
person with a mental disability was at the time of making or executing thereof 
of without a mental disability. 

(11 Geo. 3, ch. 20, § 2, 1771; Kilty's Rep. 253; Alex. Br. Stat. 791; Camp. Stat. D.C., 
336, § 75; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 64(b), 53 DCR 6198.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1423. 
] 973 Ed., § 45-925. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-305 rewrote this section, which 

formerly read: 
"§ 42-3223. Leases under control of men

tally handicapped-Lease pursuant to provi
sions of § 42-3222 valid. 

"All and every such lease or leases so to be 
made or executed as aforesaid, shall be and be 
deemed as good and valid, and effectual in the 
law, to all intents and purposes, as if such 
lunatic was at the time of making or executing 
thereof of sane mind, and had executed the 
same in his or her own proper person." 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-305, see notes following 

§ 42-820. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

Mental Health G:;:>274, 376. 
Westlaw Topic No. 257 A. 

§ 42-3224. Leases under control of a person with a mental disability -
Money received for renewal paid to guardian for benefit of 
person with a disabilitYi characterization of money at death 
of person with a disability. 

All fines, premiUlTIS, foregifts, and sums of money, which shall or may be had, 
received, or paid for, or on account of the renewing of any such lease or leases 
as aforesaid, shall (after a deduction of all necessary incident charges and 
expenses) be paid to the guardian or guardians, committee or comlTIittees, of 
the person with a disability, and be applied and disposed of for the benefit of 
the person with the disability, in such manner as the chancellor shall direct: 
but, upon the death of the person with the disability, all such sum or sums of 
money as shall arise by such fines, premiUlTIS, or foregifts, or so lTIuch as shall 
remain unapplied for the benefit of the person with the disability, at his, her or 
their death, shall, as between the representatives of the real and personal 
estates of all such people with disabilities, be considered as real estate, unless 
such the person with a disability shall be a tenant for life only, and then the 
same shall be considered as personal estate. 

(11 Geo. 3, ch. 20, § 3, 1771; Kilty's Rep. 253; Alex. Br. Stat. 792; Camp. Stat. D.C., 
336, § 76; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 64(c), 53 DCR 6198.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1424. 
1973 Ed., § 45-926. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.e. Law 16-305 rewrote this section, which 

formerly read: 
"§ 42-3224. Leases under control of men

tally handicapped-Money received for renewal 
paid to guardian for benefit of handicapped; 
characterization of money at death of handi
capped. 

"All fines, premiums, foregifts, and sums of 
money, which shall or may be had, received, or 
paid for, or on account of the renewing of any 
such lease or leases as aforesaid, shall (after a 
deduction of all necessary incident charges and 
expenses) be paid to the guardian or guardians, 

committee or committees, of the said lunatic, 
and be applied and disposed of for the benefit of 
such lunatic, in such manner as the chancellor 
shall direct: but, upon the death of such lunatic 
or lunatics, all such sum or sums of money as 
shall arise by such fines, premiums, or foregifts, 
or so much as shall remain unapplied for the 
benefit of such lunatic or lunatics, at his, her or 
their death, shall, as between the representa
tives of the real and personal estates of all such 
lunatics, be considered as real estate, unless 
such lunatic or lunatics shall be tenants for life 
only; and then the same shall be considered as 
personal estate." 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-305, see notes following 

§ 42-820. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 

Mental Health ~274, 376. 

Westlaw Topic No. 257A. 

§ 42-3225. Lease held by infant or person with a mental disability
Surrender and renewal; guardian or committee; court or
der. 

In all cases where any person under the age of 18 years, or any person with 
mental illness, is or shall become interested in or entitled to any lease or leases 
made or granted, or to be made or granted, by any person or persons, bodies 
politic, corporate or collegiate, aggregate or sole, for the life or lives of 1 or 
n10re person or persons, or for any term of years, either absolute or determin
able upon the death of 1 or more person or persons or otherwise, it shall and 
luay be lawful for such person under the age of 18 years, or for his or her 
guardian or guardians, or other person or persons on his or her behalf, and for 
such person with mental illness, or his or her guardian or guardians, committee 
or con11uittees of the estate, or other person or persons on his or her behalf, to 
apply to the court of chancery by petition or motion, in a summary way, and by 
the order and direction of the said court made, upon hearing all parties 
concerned, such person under the age of 18 years, and such persons with 
l11ental illness, or person or persons appointed by the said courts respectively, 
by deed or deeds only, shall and may be enabled, from time to time, to 
surrender such lease or leases, and accept and take, in the nan1e, and for the 
benefit of such person under the age of 18 years, or person with mental illness, 
1 or more new lease or leases of the preluises comprised in such lease or leases 
surrendered by virtue of this section for and during such nUluber of lives, or for 
such tenu or tenus of years, determinable upon such number of lives, or for 
such term or tenus of years absolute, as was or were luentioned or contained in 
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such lease or leases so surrendered, at the nlaking thereof respectively, or 
otherwise as the said court shall respectively direct. 

(29 Geo. 2, ch. 31, § I, 1756; Kilty's Rep. 253; Alex. Br. Stat. 788; Compo Stat. D.C., 
335, § 70; July 22, 1976, D.C. Law 1-75, § 4U), 23 DCR 1182; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 
16-305, § 64(d), 53 DCR 6198.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1425. 
1973 Ed., § 45-927. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-305, in the section name line, 

substituted "person with a mental disability" for 
"mentally handicapped"; and substituted "per
son with mental illness" for "lunatic" and "per
sons with mental illness" for "lunatics". 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 1-75, the "District of Columbia Age of 

Majority Act," was introduced in Council and 

assigned Bill No. 1-252, which was referred to 
the Committee on Public Services and Consum
er Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first and 
second readings on April 6, 1976, and April 20, 
1976, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
May 14, 1976, it was assigned Act No. ]-1]6 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 
its review. 

For Law 16-305, see notes following 
§ 42-820. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Guardian and Ward e:::>44. 
Infants e:::>44. 
Mental Health e=>274, 376. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 196,211, 257A. 

C.J.S. Guardian and Ward §§ 123 to 126. 

C.J.S. Infants §§ 191, 193 to 194, 208. 

§ 42-3226. Lease held by an infant or person with a mental disability-
Costs of renewal chargeable to estate of infant or person with 
a disability or deemed charge upon leasehold. 

All and every sum and sums of money and other consideration, paid or 
advanced by any such guardian, trustee, committee or other person, for or on 
account of the renewal of any such lease or leases, and all reasonable charges 
incident thereto, shall be paid out of the estate or effects of the infant or lunatic 
for whose benefit the said lease or leases shall be renewed, or shall be a charge 
and incumbrance upon the leasehold premises, together with interest for the 
same, as the said court shall direct and detennine. 

(29 Geo. 2, ch. 31, § 2, 1756; Kilty's Rep. 253; Alex. Br. Stat. 789; Compo Stat. D.C., 
335, § 71; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 64(e), 53 DCR 6198.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1426. 
1973 Ed., § 45-928. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-305 rewrote the section heading, 

which formerly I"ead: "Lease held by infant or 

mentally handicapped-Costs of renewal 
chargeable to estate of infant or handicapped or 
deemed charge upon leasehold." 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law ] 6-305, see notes following 
§ 42-820. 
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Key Numbers 
Guardian and Ward ~44. 
Infants e=:>44. 
Mental Health <3=>274, 376. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 196,211, 257A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Guardian and Ward §§ 123 to 126. 

c.J.S. Infants §§ 191,193 to 194, 208. 

§ 42-3227. Lease held by an infant or person with a mental disability -
New leases to be of same nature and subject to same liabili
ties as surrendered leases. 

The respective leases to be so renewed, shall operate, and be to the same 
uses, and be liable to the same trusts, charges, incumbrances, dispositions, 
devises and conditions, as the leases to be, from time to time, surrendered as 
aforesaid, were or would have been subject to, in case such surrender had not 
been made. 

(29 Geo. 2, ch. 31, § 3, 1756; Kilty's Rep. 253; Alex. Br. Stat. 790; Comp. Stat. D.C., 
335, § 72; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 64(0,53 DCR 6198.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1427. 

1973 Ed., § 45-929. 

Effect of Amendments 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

mentally handicapped-New leases to be of 
same nature and subject to same liabilities as 
surrendered leases." 

Legislative History of Laws 

D.C. Law 16-305 rewrote the section heading, 
which formerly read: "Lease held by infant or 

For Law 16-305, see notes following 
§ 42-820. 

Key Numbers 
Guardian and Ward <3=>44. 
Infants e=:>44. 
Mental Health e:::>274, 376. 
WestlawTopic Nos. 196,211, 257A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Guardian and Ward §§ 123 to 126. 

C.J.S. Infants §§ 191, 193 to 194, 208. 

§ 42-3228. Lease held by an infant or person with a mental disability -
Renewed lease valid. 

Every such surrender, and such lease or leases granted thereupon, shall be, 
and be deemed as valid and legal, to all intents and purposes, as if such 
surrender had been made by and on the behalf of a person of full age, or sane 
n1ind. 

(29 Geo. 2, ch. 31, § 4, 1756; Kilty's Rep. 253; Alex. Br. Stat. 790; Comp. Stat. D.C., 
336, § 73; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 64(g), 53 DCR 6198.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1428. 

1973 Ed., § 45-930. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-305 rewrote the section heading, 

which formerly read: "Lease held by infant or 
mentally handicapped-Renewed lease valid". 
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Legislative History of Laws 
For La,\! 16-305, see notes following 

§ 42-820. 

Key Numbers 
Guardian and Ward C=:>44. 
Infants (:;::::>44. 
Mental Health (;:::>274, 376. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 196,211, 257A. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Guardian and Ward §§ 123 to 126. 

C.J.S. Infants §§ 191, 193 to 194, 208. 

§ 42-3229. Surrender for new lease good without surrender of underleas
es; underleases continue unaffected; an rights and remedies 
to continue. 

In case any lease shall be duly surrendered, in order to be renewed, and a 
new lease made and executed by the chief landlord or landlords, the sanle new 
lease shall, without a surrender of all the underleases, be as good and valid, to 
all intents and purposes, as if all the underleases derived thereout had been 
likewise surrendered at or before the taking of such new lease; and all and 
every person and persons in whom any estate for life or lives, or for years, 
shall, from time to time, be vested by virtue of such new lease, and his, her, and 
their executors and administrators, shall be entitled to the rents, covenants, and 
duties, and have like remedy for recovery thereof, and the underlessees shall 
hold and enjoy the messuages, lands, and tenements, in the respective under
leases, cOlnprised, as if the original leases, out of which the respective under
leases are derived, had been still kept on foot and continued, and the chief 
landlord and landlords shall have, and be entitled to, such and the same 
ren1edy, by distress or entry in and upon the messuages, lands, tenements, and 
hereditaments cOlnprised in any such underlease, for the rents and duties 
reserved by such new lease, so far as the same exceed not the rents and duties 
reserved in the lease, out of which such underlease was derived, as they would 
have had in case such former lease had been still continued, or as they would 
have had, in case the respective underleases had been renewed under such new 
principal lease. 

(4 Geo. 2, ch. 28, § 6, 1731; Kilty's Rep. 249; Alex. Br. Stat. 708; Comp. Stat. D.C., 
328, § 50.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Pdor Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1429. 

1973 Ed., § 45-931. 

Key Numbers 

Landlord and Tenant <8:::>81.5 to 91. 

Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Estates § 199. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 68 to 111. 
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LANDLORDS AND TENANTS § 42-3230 
Note 2 

§ 42-3230. Grant or assignment of reversion of premises or by lessee not to 
affect rights or duties under lease. 

The grantee or assignee of the reversion of any leased prelnises shall have the 
same right of action against the lessee, his personal representatives, heirs, or 
assigns, for rent or for any forfeiture or breach of any covenant or condition in 
the lease which the grantor or assignor might have had; and the assignee of the 
lessee shall have the same rights of action against the lessor, his grantee, or 
assignee, upon any covenants in the lease which the lessee might have had 
against the lessor. 

(Mar. 3, 1901, 31 Stat. 1384, ch. 854, § 1234.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1430. 
1973 Ed., § 45-932. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant e=>53, 74 to 80.5. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 29 to 64, 506, 

526 to 544, 757. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Assignment of lease 2 
Covenants running with land 3 

1. In general 
That purchasers' action against vendor's ten

ant, holding over after expiration of term, 
sounded in contract, and not in tort, was not 
prejudicial to tenant. Selden v. Lee, 1925, 3 
F.2d 335, 55 App.D.C. 164. Federal Courts e=> 
1066 

Purchasers could recover for use and occupa
tion against vendor's tenant, holding over after 
expiration of term. Selden v. Lee, 1925,3 F.2d 
335, 55 App.D.C. 164. Implied And Construc
tive Contracts e=> 71 

Defendant could not urge that plaintiff did not 
have right to bring suit to recover possession of 
leased premises because there was no proof that 
lease had been transferred by original lessor to 
plaintiff, where defendant in answer admitted 
that he was holding premises as a monthly 
tenant of plaintiff. D.C.Code 1940, § 45-820. 
Banks v. Torre (Cr.App. 1947) 56 A.2d 52. Fed
eral Courts e=> 1054 

lease prohibited assignment except by consent 
of landlord. Mars v. Spanos, 1943, 139 F.2d 
369, 78 U.S.App.D.C. 230. Landlord And Ten
ant e=> 76(3) 

Where retiring partner received back his con
tributions to partnership and orally assigned to 
copartner rights in five-year lease of store, lease 
became property of general partnership under 
oral agreement between assignee and third per
son, and general partnership immediately took 
possession of leased premises with implied con
sent of landlord and discharged obligations un
der lease until dissolved by order of court, as 
respects rights of assignors· and assignees, both 
assignments were completely executed and 
hence not avoidable for violation of statute of 
frauds. D.C.Code 1940, § 12-301. Mars v. 
Spanos, 1943, 139 F.2d 369, 78 U.S.App.D.C. 
230. Frauds, Statute Of e=> 139(1) 

A covenant in a lease against assigning, being 
for the benefit of lessor, may be availed of only 
by him or his representative or assignee. Mars 
v. Spanos, 1943, 139 F.2d 369, 78 U.S.App.D.C. 
230. Landlord And Tenant e=> 76(1) 

Where premises had been sublet by the ten
ant, contrary to the lease, while the rent there
for was in arrears, and the lessor thereafter sold 

2. Assignment of lease the property and assigned the lease to another, 
Where landlord made no objection to assign- the acceptance by the lessor, after the assign-

ment of lease to partnership and ratified assign- ment, of the rent due up to the time of the 
ment by accepting [rom partnership and receiv- assignment, does not waive the assignee's right 
er for partnership business rent for two years as to forfeit the lease for the subletting. Bailey v. 
it became due, assignors could not question Allen E. Walker & Co., 1923, 290 F. 282, 53 
partnership's ownership of lease on ground that App.D.C. 307. Landlord And Tenant e=> 112(2) 
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§ 42-3230 
Note 2 

Assignee of original lessor had all the rights of 
assignor, including right to hold tenant to its 
waiver of jury in action for wrongful abandon
ment. International Com'n On English In Lit
urgy v. Schwartz, 1990, 573 A.2d 1303. Land
lord And Tenant ~ 57(2) 

Statute puts landlord's assignee in exactly 
same position as landlord with respect to en
forcement of lease and included is right to en
force every provision of lease including tenant's 
express waiver of right to a notice to quit. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1430. Word v. Tiber Is
land Co-op. Homes, Inc., 1985, 491 A.2d 521. 
Landlord And Tenant (;';::::> 53(2) 

Landlord's assignee held precisely same 
rights as landlord and, as successor landlord, 
was under no duty to give tenant any notice to 
quit where tenant had waived his right to such 
notice when he signed lease with original land
lord. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1430. Word v. Ti
ber Island Co-op. Homes, Inc., 1985, 491 A.2d 
521. Landlord And Tenant G:=:> 53(2) 

Where, during monthly tenancy under two 
yeal- lease containing provision that if tenant 
should remain in possession after expiration of 
term, he would become tenant by month, les
sors executed five year lease of same property to 
third party \Nith provisions that new lease was 
subject to prior lease, and that lessors would 

REAL PROPERTY 

assign prior lease to the third parties, and 
where lessors then completed such assignment, 
new lease was "concurrent lease", involving 
assignment of part of reversion, and lessees 
thereunder could enforce covenants of prior 
lease against monthly tenant. D.C.Code 1951, 
§ 45-932. Gulf Motors v. Fenner (Cr.App. 
1955) 114 A.2d 543. Landlord And Tenant ~? 
53(2) 

3. Covenants running with land 

If a covenant in a lease will be for the benefit 
either of the landlord or tenant, bv reason of his 
relation to the land, it concerns the land, so as 
to run with it. Bailey v. Allen E. Walker & Co., 
1923, 290 F. 282, 53 App.D.C. 307. Landlord 
And Tenant (;';::::> 44(2) 

A covenant against subletting by the tenant, 
and giving the landlord a right to terminate the 
lease for subletting without his consent, runs 
with the land, so as to be enforceable by an 
assignee of the land, under Code, § 1234 
(D.C.Code 1929, T. 25, § 342) which gives the 
assignee the same right of action against the 
lessee which the assignor might have had. Bai
ley v. Allen E. Walker & Co., 1923, 290 F. 282, 
53 App.D.C. 307. Landlord And Tenant (> 

76(1); Landlord And Tenant (l:;;> 79(2) 

§ 42-3231. Grants of remainders, reversions, and rents good without at
tornment; payment of rent to grantor without notice valid. 

All grants or conveyances of any manors or rents, or of the reversion or 
remainder of any messuages or lands, shall be good and effectual, to all intents 
and purposes, without any attornment of the tenants of any such manors, or of 
the land out of which rent shall be issuing, or of the particular tenants upon 
whose particular estates any such reversions or reluainders shall and may be 
expectant or depending, as if their attornment had been had and made; 
provided, nevertheless, that no such tenant shall be prejudiced or damaged by 
payment of any rent to any such grantor or conusor, or by breach of any 
condition for nonpayment of rent, before notice shall be given to him of such 
grant by the conusee or grantee. 

(4 Ann, ch. 16, §§ 9, 10, 1705; Kilty's Rep. 246; Alex. Br. Stat. 660, 661; Compo Stat. 
D.C., 496, §§ 31, 32.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1431. 

1973 Ed., § 45-933. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant ~ 15. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 13, 19 to 20. 
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§ 42-3232. Fraudulent attornment void; possession not changed by such 
attornment; limitation on scope of provisions. 

All and every fraudulent attornment and attornments of any tenant or tenants 
of any messuages, lands, tenements, or hereditaments, shall be absolutely null 
and void to all intents and purposes whatsoever; and the possession of their 
respective landlord or landlords, lessor or lessors, shall not be deemed or 
construed to be anywise changed, altered, or affected by any such attorn111ent 
or attornlnents; provided always, that nothing herein contained shall extend to 
vacate or affect any attornment made pursuant to and in consequence of some 
judgment at law, or decree or order of a court of equity, or made with the 
privity and consent of the landlord or landlords, lessor or lessors, or to any 
mortgagee after the mortgage is become forfeited. 

(11 Geo. 2, ch. 19, § 11, 1738; Kilty's Rep. 251; Alex. Br. Stat. 737; Compo Stat. D.C., 
332, § 60.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1432. 
1973 Ed., § 45-934. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant C::;>15. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 13, 19 to 20. 
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CHAPTER 32A 

LEAD LEVEL TEST OF WATER IN MULTIPLE DWELLINGS 

Section 
42-3251. 
42-3252. 
42-3253. 
42-3254. 
42-3255. 

Definitions. 
Testing. 
Violations. 
Rules and procedures. 
Fines and penalties. 

§ 42-3251. Definitions. 

For the purposes of this chapter, the term: 

(1) "Dwelling unit" means any habitable room or group of habitable roorr1S 
located within a residential building and forming a single unit which is used 
or intended to be used for living, sleeping, and the preparation and eating of 
111eals; including a bachelor apartment. 

(2) "Multiple Dwelling" means any residential building containing 3 or 
more dwelling units, 3 or more rooming units, or any combination of 
dwelling or rOOll1ing units totaling 3 or more. 

(3) "Owner" means any individual, corporation, association, or partner
ship listed as the legal title holder of record and any owners' association 
legally incorporated in accordance with Chapter 9 of Title 29 or Chapter 19 
of this title that is the recognized representative of the households in a 
condominium or cooperative housing building. 

(4) "WASA" means the District of COlull1bia Water and Sewer Authority 
established by § 34-2202.02. 

(Apr. 8,2005, D.C. Law 15-303, § 2,52 DCR 1690.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Addition of Section 
For temporary (225 day) addition, see § 2 of 

Multiple Dwelling Residence Water Lead Level 
Test Temporary Act of 2004 (D.C. Law 15-206, 
December 7, 2004, law notification 52 DCR 
450). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 15-303, the "Multiple Dwelling Resi

dence Water Lead Level Test Act of 2004", was 

§ 42-3252. Testing. 

introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
15-980, which was referred to the Committee 
on Public works and the Environment. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
November 9, 2004, and December 7, 2004, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on December 
29, 2004, it was assigned Act No. 15-700 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 15-303 became effective on 
April 8, 2005. 

(a) The Mayor shall require the owner of a n1ultiple dwelling to order a water 
lead level test kit from WASA to sample the tap water in a dwelling or rooming 
unit for the presence of lead within 15 calendar days of a written request to do 
so by a rental tenant or owner-occupant of the unit. The rental tenant or 
owner-occupant shall also send a copy of this written request to the Mayor. 

(b)( 1) The owner shall order a water lead level test kit for each rental tenant 
and owner-occupant of the dwelling who requests a test, up to a 111aximum of 
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2% of the total units in the multiple dwelling or 6 units, whichever is less. In 
multiple dwellings of less than 50 units, the owner shall order at least one 
water lead level test kit if requested to by a rental tenant or owner-occupant of 
the dwelling. 

(2) An owner shall be required to order a water lead level test kit pursuant 
to this chapter no more than once in a 6-month period for each unit whose 
rental tenant or owner-occupant requests a test kit. 

(c) WASA shall send a water lead level test kit to each owner upon request. 
At the time W ASA sends a water lead level test kit to an owner in response to a 
request pursuant to this chapter, WASA shall also send written notice to the 
Mayor that it has sent the water lead level test kit. 

(d) Within 15 calendar days of receiving the water lead level test kit frOlll 
W ASA, the owner shall provide the water lead level test kit to an occupant of 
each unit being tested and send written certification to the Mayor that the 
owner has provided the kit. 

(e) The rental tenant or owner-occupant of the unit being tested shall send a 
sample of the water it collects from the unit to WASA to have it tested for the 
lead level. 

(f) W ASA shall ensure the conducting of a lead level test of the water san1ple 
at its expense and shall mail the result of the water lead level test to both the 
dwelling owner and to the rental tenant or owner-occupant of the unit in which 
the water sample was collected when the result is available. 

(g) Within 15 calendar days of receiving the water lead level test result frOlll 
W ASA, the owner shall: 

(1) Provide a written copy of the water lead level test result to any rental 
tenant or owner-occupant of the multiple dwelling who requests a copy of the 
test result and post the test result in a conspicuous place on the dwelling's 
premises; and 

(2) Send written certification to the Mayor that the owner has provided a 
written copy of, and posted, the water lead level test result in the manner 
prescribed by this subsection. 

(Apr. 8,2005, D.C. Law 15-303, § 3,52 DCR 1690.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Addition of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3 of Low-Income Housing Tax Credit 
Fund Temporary Act of 2004 (D.C. Law 15-230, 
March 16, 2005, law notification 52 DCR 3556). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 15-303, see 110tes following 
§ 42-3251. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Environmental Law ~187, 207. 
Westlaw Topic No. 149E. 
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§ 42-3253 REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-3253. Violations. 

(a) Whenever the Mayor finds reasonable grounds to believe that a violation 
of any provision of this chapter exists, he or she shall give notice of the alleged 
violation to the person or persons responsible for that violation. Each notice of 
violation shall be in writing and shall meet the following requirements: 

(1) State the nature of the violation; 

(2) Indicate the provision of this chapter being violated; 
(3) Allow a reasonable time for the performance of any corrective action 

required by the notice; and 
(4) Be signed by the Mayor or the Mayor's authorized agent. 

(b) Each notice shall be served upon the persons responsible for correcting 
the violation described in the notice. 

(c) The notice shall be to be properly served upon the person to be notified if 
served by any of the following means: 

(1) By serving a copy of the notice upon the person personally; 
(2) By leaving a copy of the notice at the person's usual place of business 

or at the person's usual residence with a person over the age of 16 years; 
(3) If no residence or place of business can be found in the District 

following a reasonable search, by leaving a copy of the notice with any agent 
of the person to be notified who has any authority or duty with reference to 
the prelnises to which the notice relates, or by leaving a copy of the notice at 
the office of that agent with any person elnployed in that office; 

(4) By n1ailing a copy of the notice with a receipt of notice included, 
postage prepaid, to the last known address of the person to be notified; or 

(5) By publishing a copy of the notice on 3 consecutive days in a daily 
newspaper of general circulation published in the District. 

(d) Failure of an owner to comply with the provisions of this chapter upon a 
detennination by the Mayor that a violation has occurred shall be punishable 
by a fine of $100 for each day of noncompliance. 

(Apr. 8, 2005, D.C. Law 15-303, § 4, 52 DCR 1690.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Temporary Addition of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 4 of Low-Income Housing Tax Credit 
Fund Temporary Act of 2004 (D.C. Law 15-230, 
March J 6,2005, law notification 52 DCR 3556). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 15-303, see notes following 
§ 42-3251. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

Environmental Law <>206. 
Westlaw Topic No. 149E. 

§ 42-3254. Rules and procedures. 

C.J.S. Health and Environment § 172. 

The Mayor is authorized to promulgate rules and to establish procedures to 
implelnent this chapter. 

(Apr. 8,2005, D.C. Law 15-303, § 5,52 DCR 1690.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Addition of Section Delegation of Authority 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 5 of Low-Income HOllsing Tax Credit 
Fund Temporary Act of 2004 (D.C. Law 15-230, 
March 16, 2005, law notification 52 DCR 3556). 

Delegation of Authority to the Director, De
partment of Health, see Mayor's Order 
2005-102, June 17,2005 (52 DCR 8169). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 15-303, see notes following 

§ 42-3251. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Environmental Law <>162. 
WesLlaw Topic No. 149E. 

§ 42-3255. Fines and penalties. 

c.J.S. Health and Environment § 172. 

Civil fines, penalties, and fees may be imposed as sanctions for any infraction 
of the provisions of this chapter, or the rules. 

(Apr. 8, 2005, D.C. Law 15-303, § 6,52 DCR 1690.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Tt!mporary Addition of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tiOIl, see § 6 of Low-Income Housing Tax Credit 
Fund Temporary Act of 2004 (D.C. Law 15-230, 
March 16, 200S, law notification 52 DCR 3556). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 15-303, see notes following 
§ 42-3251. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Environmental Law C=>223. 
Westlaw Topic No. 149E. 
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Section 
42-3301. 
42-3302. 

42-3303. 
42-3304. 
42-3305. 
42-3306. 
42-3307. 

CHAPTER 33 

MASTER-METERED APARTMENT BUILDINGS. 

Definitions. 
Opportunity for tenants to receive service in own names; payments made by 

tenants. 
Appointment of receiver; termination. 
Penalties. 
Exclusiveness of remedy. 
Findings required prior to termination of service. 
Regulations. 

§ 42-3301. Definitions. 

For the purposes of this chapter: 

(1) The term "apartment house" means any building or part thereof, not 
used prin1arily for transient occupancy, in which there are 3 or more 
apartments, each with 1 or more habitable rooms with kitchen and bathroom 
facilities exclusively for use of and under the control of the occupant thereof. 

(2) The term "tenant" lneans any person who holds or possesses a habi
tation in subordination to the title of the owner of the premises in which such 
habitation is located, with the consent of the owner. 

(Sept. 13, 1980, D.C. Law 3-94, § 2, 27 DCR 3500.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed .. § 43-541. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 3-94 was introduced in Council and as

signed Bill No. 3-186, which was referred to the 

Committee on Public Services and Consumer 
Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first and sec
ond readings on June 3, 1980 and June 17, 
1980, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
July 9, 1980, it was assigned Act No. 3-216 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. 

Law Review and Journal Commentaries 

"Tenants' rights and the District of Columbia 
master meter act: A violation of due process." 2 

The District of Columbia Law Review 1] 3 
(1993). 

§ 42-3302. Opportunity for tenants to receive service in own names; pay
ments made by tenants. 

(a) Wherever an owner, agent, lessor or manager of an apartment house is 
billed directly by a company, electricity supplier, natural gas supplier, or gas 
cOlnpany (any of which shall be referred to as "con1pany") for service furnished 
to such apartlnent house not occupied exclusively by such owner, agent, lessor 
or manager, and such company has actual or constructive knowledge that the 
tenants of such apartment house are not the persons to whom the company 
sends its bills, such company shall not terminate such service for nonpaYlnent 
of a delinquent account owed to such company by such owner, agent, lessor or 
manager unless such company provides an opportunity, where practicable, for 
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such tenants to receive service in their own nalnes, either individually or 
collectively, without any liability for the amount due while service was billed 
directly to the lessor, owner, agent or Inanager. Security deposits or guaran
tees of paylnent Inay only be required as provided in part V of the ConSUll1er 
Bill of Rights, Public Service Comrnission of the District of Columbia Order No. 
6084 (15 DCMR 307) and the Public Service Commission of the District of 
Columbia Fonnal Case No. 760 (15 DCMR 409); provided, however, if it is not 
practicable for such tenants to receive service in their own nmnes, the company 
shall not terminate service to such apartment house but may pursue the remedy 
provided in § 42-3303. 

(b) Any payments 111ade by the tenants of any apartment house pursuant to 
subsection (a) of this section shall be deemed to be in lieu of an equal amount 
of rent or payment for use and occupancy and each tenant shall be permitted to 
deduct such alTIOunts from any sum of rent or payment for use and occupancy 
due and owing or to becon1e due and owing to the owner, agent, lessor or 
n1anager. 

(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent the c0111pany fr0111 
pursuing any other action or remedy at law or equity that it may have against 
the owner, agent, lessor or manager. 

(Sept. 13, 1980, D.C. Law 3-94, § 3,27 DCR 3500; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-192, § 20, 
33 DCR 7836; May 9, 2000, D.C. Law 13-107, § 202(a), 47 DCR 1091; Mar. 16, 2005, 
D.C. Law 15-227, § 20(a), 51 DCR 10549.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 43-542. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-107 in subsec. (a) substituted 

"company, electricity supplier, or gas company 
(any of which shall be referred to as Icompany') 
for service" for "electric or gas company for 
utility service". 

D.C. Law 15-227, in subsec. (a), substituted 
"natural gas supplier, or gas company" for "01' 

gas company". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 8(a) of Prevention of Unauthorized 
Switching of Customer Natural Gas Accounts 
Temporary Act of 200] (D.C. Law 14-13, July 
] 0, 2001, law notification 48 DCR 6589). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-94, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3301. 

Law 6-192 was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 6-544, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 

10, 1986, it was assigned Act No. 6-246 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. 

Law 13-107, the "Retail Electric Competition 
and Consumer Protection Act of 1999," was 
introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
13-284, which was referred to the Committee 
on Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
December 7, 1999, and December 21, 1999, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on January 
18, 2000, it was assigned Act No. 13-256 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 13-107 became effective on 
May 9,2000. 

Law 15-227, the "Retail Natural Gas Supplier 
Licensing and Consumer Protection Act of 
2004", was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 15-679, and was retained by Council. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on July 13, 2004, and October 5, 2004, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on Novem
ber 1, 2004, it was assigned Act No. 15-567 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 15-227 became ~ffective on 
March 16, 2005. 

adopted on first and second readings on No- References in Text 
vember 5, 1986 and November 18, 1986, re- liThe Consumer Bill of Rights," referred to in 
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on December the second sentence of subsection (a) of this 
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section, is now included as Chapter V of Title 
15, D.C.M.R. 

REAL PROPERlY 

Law Review and Journal Commentaries 

Tenants' Rights and the District of Columbia 
Master Meter Act: A Violation of Due Process. 
Sally Frank, 2 D.C.L.Rev. 114, (1993). 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Electricity (:::::>]1(1), 11.4. 
Gas (;::;;>13(1),14.6. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 145, 190. 

C.J.S. Electricity § 46. 
c.J.S. Gas §§ 30, 45 to 47, 49 to 52, 69 to 71, 

88 to 91. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Public Service Commission departure from 

policy of using a five-year average as measure of 
uncollectible accounts was justified in natural 
gas rate case considering dramatic increase in 
uncollectibles particularly with master-metered 

apartments under new law prohibiting a utility 
from terminating gas service to such apartment 
buildings without first giving tenants an oppor-
tunity to receive service in their own names. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 43-542, 43-906. Office of 
People's Counsel v. Public Service Com'n of 
District of Columbia, 1984, 482 A.2d 404. Gas 
(;::;;> 14.4(2) 

§ 42-3303. Appointment of receiver; termination. 

(a)(1) Upon nonpayment of a delinquent account by the owner, agent, lessor, 
or manager of an apartment house who is billed directly by a cOlnpany, 
electricity supplier, or gas company (any of which shall be referred to as 
"company") for service furnished to such apartment house, such con1pany, or 
the tenants residing in the affected apartInent house, may petition the Superior 
Court of the District of Columbia for appointment of a receiver of the rents or 
payments for use and occupancy for such apartment house. The Chief Judge of 
the Superior Court or such Judge's designee, upon presentation by the petition
er of a verified petition indicating such nonpayment of a delinquent account, 
shall immediately issue an order requiring such owner, agent, lessor, or 
Inanager, as respondent, to show cause why a receiver should not be appointed. 

(2) The order of the Court, together with a copy of the verified petition, 
shall be served on the owner, agent, lessor, or manager at his last known 
address or by such other method as the Court may direct and shall be posted 
in a conspicuous place upon the apartment house in question. 

(3) A hearing on the show cause order shall be held no later than 72 hours 
after its issuance or the first court day thereafter. Upon a prima facie 
showing by affidavit, testimony or otherwise, that delinquent electric compa
ny, electricity supplier, gas company, or natural gas supplier bills on the 
subject apartment house remain unpaid, the Court shall forthwith appoint a 
receiver to collect rents or payments for use and occupancy from the tenants 
thereof and to pay current electric company, electricity supplier, or gas 
company bills as hereinafter required. Prior to said hearing, respondent may 
file an answer to the petition raising such grounds of defense as respondent 
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Inay have; except, that any set-offs, counterclaims, or third-party clailTIS shall 
not be grounds for refusing to appoint a receiver. 

(4) The receiver appointed by the Court shall have the authority to take 
such action as it deems necessary to collect all rents or payments for use and 
occupancy fronl the tenants of the apartment house in question in place of 
the owner, agent, lessor or Inanager. Any monies remaining after such 
payments, fees and costs shall be turned over to the owner, agent, lessor, or 
Inanager. The receiver shall pay the electric cOlnpany, electricity supplier, gas 
company, or natural gas supplier from the rents and payments for services 
provided the cOlnpany on and after the date of his appointnlent. The owner, 
agent, lessor, or manager shall be liable for the reasonable fees and costs 
determined by the Court to be due the receiver, which fees and costs may be 
recovered from the rents or payments for use and occupancy under the 
control of the receiver; provided, that no fees or costs shall be turned over 
until after paYlnent of current electric company, electricity supplier, gas 
conlpany, or natural gas supplier on the apartlnent house has been made. 
Any Inonies remaining after such paynlents, fees and costs shall be turned 
over to the owner, agent, lessor, or manager. Upon order of the Court, the 
receiver shall become trustee of any escrow accounts or other funds estab
lished by the tenants or otherwise into which rents or paynlents for use and 
occupancy have been paid or are being held. The Court shall require 
accountings to be made by the receiver at such tinles as the Court deternlines 
to be just, reasonable and necessary. 

(b) Any receivership established pursuant to subsection (a) of this section 
shall be tenninated by the Court upon its finding that the arrearage which was 
the subject of the original petition has been satisfied, or that all tenants have 
agreed to aSSUlne liability in their own names for prospective service supplied 
by the electric company, electricity supplier, gas cOlnpany, or natural gas 
supplier, or that the apartnlent house has been sold and the new owner has 
assumed liability for prospective service supplied by the electric company, 
electricity supplier, or gas company. 

(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent the electric compa
ny, electricity supplier, gas company, or natural gas supplier from pursuing any 
other action or remedy at law or equity that it may have against the owner, 
agent, lessor or manager. 

(d) Any owner, agent, lessor or manager who collects or attelnpts to collect 
any rent or paynlent for use and occupancy from any tenant of an apartlnent 
house subject to an order appointing a receiver pursuant to this section shall be 
found, after due notice and hearing, to be in contempt of court. 

(Sept. 13, 1980, D.C. Law 3-94, § 4, 27 DCR 3500; May 9, 2000, D.C. Law 13-107, 
§ 202(b), 47 DCR 1091; Mar. 16, 2005, D.C. Law 15-227, § 20(b), 51 DCR 10549.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed.,§ 43-543. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-107 in subsec. (a)(1) substituted 

""company, electricity supplier, or gas compa-
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ny (any of which shall be referred to as 'compa
ny') [or service" for "electric or gas company 
for utility service"; substituted in the second 
sentence of subsec. (a)(3) "electric company, 
electricity supplier, or gas company" for "utili
ty"; rewTote the second and third sentences of 
subsec. (a)(4) which formerly provided: "The 
receiver shall pay the utility company from such 
rents and payments for utility services provided 
by such company on and after the date of his 
appointment. The owner, agent, lessor or man
ager shall be liable for such reasonable fees and 
costs determined by the Court to be due the 
receiver, which fees and costs may be recovered 
from the rents or payments for use and occu
pancy under the control of the receiver; provid
ed, however, that no such fees or costs shall be 
turned over until after payment of current utility 
bills on the apartment house has been made. "; 
substituted in subsec.(b) "electric company, 
electricity supplier, or gas" for "utility"; and, in 
subsec. (c) substituted "electic company, elec
tricity supplier, or gas company" for "utility 
company". 

D.C. Law 15-227, in subsec. (a), substituted 
"electric company, electricity supplier, gas com
pany, or natural gas supplier" for "electric com
pany, electricity supplier, or gas company" in 
the second sentence of par. (3), rewrote the 
second and third sentences of par. (4), which 
had read: "The receiver shall pay the electric 

REAL PROPERTY 

company, electricity supplier, or gas company 
from the rents and payments for services pro
vided the company on and after the date of his 
appointment. The owner, agent, lessor or man
ager shall be liable for the reasonable fees and 
costs determined by the Court to be due the 
receiver, which fees and costs may be recovered 
from the rents or payments for use and occu
pancy under the control of the receiver; provid
ed, however, that no fees or costs shall be 
turned over until after payment of current elec
tric company, electricity supplier, or gas bills on 
the apartment house has been made."; and, in 
subsecs. (b) and (c), substituted "gas company, 
or natural gas supplier" for "or gas company". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 8(b) of Prevention of Unauthorized 
Switching of Customer Natural Gas Accounts 
Temporary Act of 2001 (D.C. Law 14-13, July 
10,2001, law notification 48 DCR 6589). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-94, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3301. 

For Law 13-107, see notes following 
§ 42-3302. 

For Law 15-227, see notes following 
§ 42-3302. 

Cross References 

Water and sewer services, receiver for rental property, see § 34-2304. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3302. 

Law Review and Journal Commentaries 

Tenants' Rights and the District of Columbia 
Master Meter Act: A Violation of Due Process. 
Sally Frank, 2 D.C.L.Rev. 114, (1993). 

Key Numbers 
Electricity <P11.4. 
Gas <P14.6. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 145, 190. 

In general 1 
Contempt 5 
Delegation of authority 4 
Improper attempt to collect rent 6 
Purpose 2 
Sanctions 7 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Gas §§ 69 to 71, 88 to 91. 

Notes of Decisions 

Summary suit for possession 3 

1. In general 
Receiver appointed due to failure of owner of 

apartment complex to pay utility bills is clothed 
with immunity when carrying out duties of its 
office. D.C.Code 1981, § 43-543. Capitol Ter-
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race, Inc. v. Shannon & Luchs, Inc., 1989, 564 
A.2d 49. Receivers (:::::> 168 

Receiver appointed due to landlord's failure 
to pay utility bills is a representative of the court 
accountable directly to the court in perform
ance of its duties. D.C.Code 1981, § 43-543. 
Capitol Terrace, Inc. v. Shannon & Luchs, Inc., 
1989,564 A.2d 49. Receivers (:::::> 81 

Owner of apartment complex placed in re
ceivership due to owner's failure to pay utility 
bills could petition court for accounting if there 
was reason to believe that receiver was negli
gent in performing its duties. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 43-543. Capitol Terrace, Inc. v. Shannon & 
Luchs, Inc., 1989, 564 A.2d 49. Receivers (:::::> 

191 
Statute governing receiverships for master

metered apartment buildings divested landlord 
of his ability to sue tenants for non-payment of 
rent. Knott v. Patten, 135 WLR 385 (Super. Ct. 
2007). 

The requirement for service on the owner "at 
his last known address or bv such other method 
as the Court may direct" c~nnot reasonably be 
interpreted to mean that attempted service with
out more, will suffice. Potomac Elec. Power Co. 
v. Scoggins, 110 WLR 2169 (Super. Ct. 1982). 

Tenant association's bank account represent
ing amount of rent due held to be "other funds" 
within the meaning of subsection (a)(4) of this 
section and therefore due to the receiver as 
trustee. Washington Gas Light Co. v. Continen
tal Mgt. Co., 110 WLR 2349 (Super. Ct. 1982). 

2. Purpose 
Prohibition of Electric and Gas Utility Service 

Termination to Master-Metered Apartment 
Building Act of 1980, allowing unpaid utility 
company to petition the superior court for ap
pointment of a receiver to collect rents from 
tenants, serves two legislative purposes: (1) it 
protects tenants who live in master-metered 
apartment buildings from the loss of utility ser
vices due to the landlord's failure to pay its 
utility bills, and (2) it protects utility companies 
from the loss of payment for services they are 
required by the statute to provide. Loewinger 
v. Stokes, 2009, 977 A.2d 901. Electricity <> 
1l.1 (2); Gas <> 13(6) 

Provision of the Prohibition of Electric and 
Gas Utility Service Termination to Master-Me
tered Apartment Building Act, permitting ap
pointment of a receiver to collect rents [rom 
tenants, serves two legislative purposes: it pro
tects tenants who live in the master-metered 
apartment buildings from the loss o[ utility ser
vices due to the landlord's failure to pay its 
utility bills, and it protects utility companies 
from the loss of payment for services they are 
required by statute to provide. Lanier v. 
Stokes, 134 WLR 2195 (Super. Ct. 2006). 

Note 5 

3. Summary suit for possession 
Receiver which had been appointed for sever

al apartment buildings pursuant to Prohibition 
of Electric and Gas Utility Service Termination 
to Master-Metered Apartment Building Act, due 
to landlord's failure to pay utility bills, could 
institute summary suit for possession in land
lord and tenant branch of the superior court in 
order to obtain rental payments from tenants, 
but only if landlord was joined as indispensable 
party-plaintiff. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 16-]501, 
16-1503, 43-543, 43-543(a)(4); Civil Rule 
19(a). Shannon & Luchs Co. v. Jeter, 1983, 469 
A.2d 812. Landlord And Tenant e:::> 300(2) 

4. Delegation of authority 
Receivership order did not permit receiver to 

delegate to owner of apartment master-metered 
building the authority to institute nonpayment 
actions against tenants; receivership statute 
could not be interpreted to permit extrajudicial 
delegation of authority that could result in rent 
money going into hands of the landlord, the 
very party that had proved itself not up to task 
of paying bills for vital utility services for its 
tenants. Loewinger v. Stokes, 2009, 977 A.2d 
901. Gas G:=> 14.6 

Statute governing receiverships for master
metered apartment buildings precluded receiver 
from delegating to landlord the ability to sue 
tenants for non-payment of rent. Knott v. Pat
ten, 135 WLR 385 (Super. Ct. 2007). 

Receiver's purported delegation of its authori
ty to institute nonpayment actions against ten
ants was directly at odds with terms and legisla
tive purpose of provision of the Prohibition of 
Electric and Gas Utility Service Termination to 
Master-Metered Apartment Building Act, per
mitting appointment of a receiver to collect 
rents from tenants. Lanier v. Stokes, 134 WLR 
2195 (Super. Ct. 2006). 

5. Contempt 
Landlord would be held in contempt for at

tempting to collect rent in violation of a receiv
ership order [or a master-metered apartment 
building, where landlord repeatedly violated re
ceivership order, which he had countersigned, 
after unsuccessfully seeking authority [rom re
ceiver to prosecute nonpayment actions, and he 
intentionally insulated himself [rom readily 
available legal advice concerning the reach of 
the receivership order. Knott v. Patten, 135 
WLR 385 (Super. Ct. 2007). 

Superior court would give great, even if not 
necessarily determinative, weight to clear state
ment of legislative intent that any party or other 
entity found, after due notice and hearing, to 
have collected or attempted to collect rent in 
violation of a receivership order for a master
metered apartment building should be held in 
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Note 5 

contempt. Knott v. Patten, 135 WLR 385 (Su
per. Ct. 2007). 

Violation of the contempt provision of the 
Prohibition of Electric and Gas Utility Service 
Termination to Master-Metered Apartment 
Building Act is not contempt; rather, statutory 
provision is properly understood as a strong 
legislative statement that a landlord or land
lord's agent found to have collected or attempt
ed to collect rent in violation of a court order 
appointing a receiver for a master-metered 
apartment building should be held in contempt 
for violating that order. Lanier v. Stokes, 134 
WLR 2195 (Super. Ct. 2006). 

6. Improper attempt to collect rent 
A landlord's prosecution of action against ten

ant for nonpayment of rent in apartment mas
ter-metered building under receivership consti
tutes improper attempt to collect rent under 
receivership statute, even if action seeks only 

§ 42-3304. Penalties. 

REAL PROPERTY 

possession of premises, as opposed to money 
judgment for unpaid rent. Loewinger v. Stokes, 
2009,977 A.2d 901. Receivers <> 80 

7. Sanctions 

Requirement that law firm, and its principal 
file a statement, indicating whether firm was 
currently prosecuting any nonpayment actions 
with respect to rental properties subject to re
ceivership orders, and certifying that its em
ployees, and clients with rental property in 
district were provided written statement ex
plaining, among other things, the receivership 
statute, was proper sanction for firm's contu
macious conduct by assisting its client in pros
ecuting nonpayment actions, in violation of 
terms of receivership order, if not oral agree
ment firm reached with court-appointed re
ceiver. Loewinger v. Stokes, 2009, 977 A.2d 
901. Receivers (;:;::> 74 

Any wilful or malicious violation of this chapter by any owner, agent, lessor, 
manager or any electric company, electricity supplier, gas company, or natural 
gas supplier shall be punishable by a fine of not Inore than $500 or imprison
ment for not more than 30 days, or both. 

(Sept. 13, 1980, D.C. Law 3-94, § 5, 27 DCR 3500; May 9, 2000, D.C. Law 13-107, 
§ 202(e), 47 DCR 1091; Mar. 16, 2005, D.C. Law 15-227, § 20(e), 51 DCR 10549.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 43-544. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-107 in lieu of "utility company" 

substituted "electric company, electricity suppli
er, or gas company". 

D.C. Law 15-227 substituted "gas company, 
or natural gas supplier" for "or gas company". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 8(c) of Prevention of Unauthorized 

Switching of Customer Natural Gas Accounts 
Temporary Act of 2001 (D.C. Law 14-13, July 
10, 2001, law notification 48 DCR 6589). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-94, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3301. 

For Law 13-107, see notes following 
§ 42-3302. 

For Law 15-227, see notes following 
§ 42-3302. 

Key Numbers 
Electricity p21. 
Gas <>22,23. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

Westlaw Topic Nos. 145, 190. 

§ 42-3305. Exclusiveness of remedy. 

C.J.S. Electricity §§ 123 to 124. 

c.J.S. Gas §§ 4, 59. 

Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prevent the tenant of such 
apartlnent house from pursuing any other action or remedy at law or equity 
that it may have against the owner, agent, lessor, manager or company. 

(Sept. 13, 1980, D.C. Law 3-94, § 6,27 DCR 3500.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 43-545. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-94, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3301. 

§ 42-3306. Findings required prior to termination of service. 

(a) It shall be unlawful for any electric company, electricity supplier, gas 
company, or natural gas supplier to terminate service at the request of the 
owner, agent, lessor, or manager of an apartment house subject to this chapter, 
unless the Public Service Commission first makes a finding that all units within 
the apartment house are not lawfully occupied, or the Public Service COlumis
sion finds that services provided by such company shall be provided by other 
means. 

(b) Nothing in this section shall be construed to relieve any owner, agent, 
lessor, or luanager of an apartment house from liability under a contract for the 
provision of services with an electric company, electricity supplier, gas COlupa
ny, or natural gas supplier until such time as the Public Service Con1mission 
Inakes its findings as required by subsection (a) of this section. 

(Sept. 13, 1980, D.C. Law 3-94, § 7, 27 DCR 3500; May 9, 2000, D.C. Law 13-107, 
§ 202(d), 47 DCR 1091; Mar. 16, 2005, D.C. Law 15-227, § 20(d), 51 DCR 10549.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 43-546. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-107 substituted "electric compa

ny, electricity supplier, or gas company" for 
"gas or electric company". 

D.C. Law 15-227 .su~stitu~~d "gas company" 
or natural gas supplIer for or gas company. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 8(d) of Prevention of Unauthorized 

Switching of Customer Natural Gas Accounts 
Temporary Act of 2001 (D.C. Law 14-13, July 
10,2001, law notification 48 DCR 6589). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-94, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3301. 

For Law 13-107, see notes following 
§ 42-3302. 

For Law 15-227, see notes following 
§ 42-3302. 

Key Numbers 
Electricity C=:> 11 (1). 
Gas C=:> 13(6). 

Library References 

Encycl opedias 

C.J.S. Electricity § 46. 

Westlaw Topic Nos. 145, 190. 
C.J.S. Gas §§ 30, 45 to 47, 49 to 52, 56 to 57. 

§ 42-3307. Regulations. 

The Public Service Comluission shall adopt regulations necessary to carry out 
the purposes of this chapter. Such regulations shall include, but not be liluited 
to, establishing procedures by which the cOlupany shall notify tenants of an 
affected apartluent house that monies are owed the company. 

(Sept. 13, 1980, D.C. Law 3-94, § 8,27 DCR 3500.) 
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Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 43-547. 

Key Numbers 
Electricity (p 1. 
Gas (;;:;:::>1. 
Westlav.l Topic Nos. 145, 190. 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-94, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3301. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Electricity §§ 1 to 9, 21. 

C.J.S. Gas §§ 1,7 to 10,12 to 13,15 to 19. 
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Section 
42-3401.01. 
42-3401.02. 
42-3401.03. 

42-3402.01. 
42-3402.02. 
42-3402.03. 
42-3402.04. 
42-3402.05. 
42-3402.06. 
42-3402.07. 
42-3402.08. 
42-3402.09. 
42-3402.10. 
42-3402.11. 

42-3403.01 . 
42-3403.02. 
42-3403.03. 
42-3403.04. 
42-3403.05. 
42-3403.06. 
42-3403.07. 
42-3403.08. 
42-3403.09. 

42-3404.01. 
42-3404.02. 
42-3404.02a. 
42-3404.03. 
42-3404.04. 
42-3404.05. 
42-3404.06. 
42-3404.07. 
42-3404.08. 
42-3404.09. 
42-3404.10. 
42-3404.11. 
42-3404.12. 
42-3404.13. 

42-3404.31. 
42-3404.32. 

CHAPTER 34 

RENTAL HOUSING CONVERSION AND SALE. 

Subchapter I. Findings; Purposes; Definitions. 

Findings. 
Purposes. 
Definitions. 

Subchapter II. Conversion Procedures. 

Short title. 
Conversions. 
Tenant election. 
Conversion fee. 
Certification fee. 
Cooperative conversion. 
[Reserved] 
Elderly or disabled tenancy. 
Property tax abatement. 
Exceptions to coverage of subchapter: expiration provisions. 
Retroactive conversion. 

Subchapter HI. Relocation Assistance. 

Short title. 
Relocation payment. 
Relocation services. 
Housing assistance payments. 
Payments not subject to District tax. 
Tenant rights. 
Housing assistance fund. 
Information and technical assistance. 
Expiration provisions. 

Subchapter IV. Opportunity to Purchase. 

Short title. 
Tenant opportunity to purchase; "sale" defined. 
Registration of a tenant organization. 
Offer of sale. 
Third party rights. 
Contract negotiation. 
Exercise or assignment of rights. 
Waiver of rights. 
Right of first refusal. 
Single-family accommodations. 
Accommodations with 2 through 4 units. 
Accommodations with 5 or more units. 
Exceptions to coverage of subchapter; expiration provisions. 
Notice to convert; offer to sell. 

Subchapter IV-A. District's Opportunity to Purchase. 

District's opportunity to purchase certain housing accommodations. 
Limitations on the District's opportunity to purchase. 
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Section 
42-3404.33. 
42-3404.34. 
42-3404.35. 
42-3404.36. 
42-3404.37. 

42-3405.01. 
42-3405.02. 
42-3405.03. 
42-3405.03a. 
42-3405.03b. 
42-3405.04. 
42-3405.05. 
42-3405.06. 
42-3405.07. 
42-3405.08. 
42-3405.09. 
42-3405.10. 
42-3405.10a. 
42-3405.11. 
42-3405.12. 
42-3405.13 . 

REAL PROPERlY 

Limitations on the District as purchaser of a housing accommodation. 
Procedure for District to effectuate purchase. 
Rights of tenants not abrogated. 
Assignment of District rights. 
Rules. 

Subchapter V. Implementation and Enforcement. 

Rule making; publication requirements. 
Time periods. 
Civil cause of action. 
Declaratory relief. 
Choice of forum; standard of review. 
Notice of rejection. 
Investigations. 
Enforcement. 
Revocation. 
Administrative proceedings. 
Judicial review. 
Penalties. 
Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act Task Force. 
Statutory construction. 
Declaration of continuing housing crisis. 
Severabil i ty. 

SUBCHAPTER I. FINDINGS; PURPOSES; DEFINITIONS. 

§ 42-3401.01. Findings. 

(a) The Council of the District of Columbia finds that: 

(1) There is a continuing housing crisis in the District of Columbia. 

(2) There is a severe shortage of rental housing available to the citizens of 
the District of Columbia. The percentage of all rental housing units within 
the District of Columbia which are vacant, habitable, and available for 
occupancy is less than 5% which is generally considered an indication of a 
serious shortage of rental housing units. The vacancy rate is substantially 
lower among units which can be afforded by lower income tenants as 
evidenced by serious overcrowding in private units and waiting lists for 
public housing in excess of 5,000 households. 

(3) Conversion of rental units to condominiums or cooperatives depletes 
the rental housing stock. Since 1977, more than 8,000 rental units in the 
District of Columbia have been converted to condominiums or cooperatives, 
more than 9,000 additional units have not yet been converted but have been 
declared eligible to do so and applications for 6,000 more units are pending. 
The 8,000 units which have been converted represent 4.5% of the District of 
Columbia's 1977 rental stock, and the 15,000 units subject to conversion 
represent an additional 8.3%. These trends have been thoroughly investigat
ed and documented by two legislative study commissions: The D.C. Legisla
tive COInlnission on Housing and the Emergency Commission on Condomini-
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UIU and Cooperative Conversion. The latter Commission reported policy 
proposals, many of which are contained in this chapter. 

(4) Lower income tenants, particularly elderly and disabled tenants, are 
the most adversely affected by conversions since the after conversion costs 
are usually beyond their ability to pay, which results in forced displaceluent, 
serious overcrowding, disproportionately high housing costs, and the loss of 
additional affordable rental housing stock. The threat of conversion has 
caused widespread fear and uncertainty among many tenants, particularly 
lower income, elderly, and disabled tenants. 

(5) The District of Columbia housing assistance plan shows that 43,521 
renter households and 14,215 homeowner households are in need of housing 
assistance in the District. 

(6) Very few rental units are being constructed or vacant units being made 
available for rental occupancy. More units are being converted to other uses 
or demolished than are being made available for rent. 

(7) Experience with conversions since passage of the Condominiunl Act of 
1976 and the Condominium and Cooperative Stabilization Act of 1979 (D.C. 
Law 3-53) has demonstrated that the previous conversion controls have not 
been sufficiently effective in preserving rental housing, particularly for those 
who cannot afford homeownership. Based on that experience and the 
conclusions of the legislative study commissions, tenants who are lUost 
directly affected by the conversion should be provided with sufficient accu
rate information about the relative advantages and disadvantages to conver
sion of rental housing and should have a voice in the decision whether or not 
their rental housing should be converted. These controls are necessary to 
luore effectively assure that housing will be preserved at a cost which can be 
afforded by current tenants who would otherwise be involuntarily displaced 
and forced into overcrowded or otherwise substandard housing conditions. 

(8) These additional conversion controls are required to preserve the 
public peace, health, safety, and general welfare. 

(b) In enacting the Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Amend
luents and Extension Act of 1983, the Council of the District of Columbia finds 
that: 

(1) A housing crisis continues in the District of Columbia that has not 
substantially iluproved since the passage of this chapter. 

(2) The chapter, as amended by the Rental Conversion and Sale Act of 
1980 Amendnlent Act of 1982 (D.C. Law 4-196), the Rental Housing Conver
sion and Sale Act Amendment Act of 1981 (D.C. Law 4-27), the Rental 
Housing Act of 1980 (D.C. Law 3-131), and the Rental Housing Act of 1977 
Extension Act of 1980 (D.C. Law 3-106), has generally been successful in 
lueeting its stated purposes. 

(3) The chapter, with additional muendments to address minor problems 
which have been identified since its passage, should be extended for 5 luore 
years. 

(4) This extension is required to preserve the public peace, health, safety, 
and general welfare. 
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(c) In enacting the Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Exten
sion Amendment Act of 1988, the Council of the District of Columbia finds that: 

(1) A housing crisis continues in the District of Colulnbia that has not 
substantially improved since passage of this chapter. 

(2) The chapter, as amended by the Rental Housing Act of 1985 (D.C. Law 
6-10), the Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Amendments and 
Extension Act of 1983 (D.C. Law 5-38), the Rental Conversion and Sale Act 
Amendment Act of 1982 (D.C. Law 4-196), the Rental Housing Act of 1980 
(D.C. Law 3-131), and the Rental Housing Act of 1977 Extension Act of 1980 
(D.C. Law 3-106), has generally been successful in meeting its stated pur
poses. 

(3) The chapter should be extended until Septelnber 6, 1995, and thereafter 
by subsection (d)(4) of this section. 

(4) This extension is required to preserve the public peace, health, safety, 
and general welfare. 

(d) In enacting the Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reenact
Inent and Amendment Act of 1995, the Council of the District of Columbia finds 
that: 

(1) The District of Columbia continues to face an ongoing housing crisis 
and will continue to face such a crisis for the foreseeable future. The well 
publicized and well documented District budget crisis has meant that the 
limited ability of the District government to meaningfully address the housing 
crisis has been further eroded. 

(2) The Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980, as amended 
("this chapter"), has generally been successful in meeting its stated purposes 
and needs to be continued in effect in light of the ongoing housing and 
budget crises. 

(3) A number of assumptions upon which this chapter was based have 
changed in light of the almost 15 years of experience since this chapter first 
went into effect. In continuing this chapter, the Council intends the an1end
ments reflected in this extension to address these changes. 

(4) This chapter should be continued into the future so long as the 
underlying housing crisis continues as declared annually by the Mayor 
pursuant to § 42-3405.12. 

(5) This extension is required to preserve the public peace, health, safety, 
and general welfare. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 101, 27 DCR 2975; Nov. 5, 1983, D.C. Law 5-38, 
§ 2(a), 30 DCR 4866; Sept. 29, 1988, D.C. Law 7-154, § 2(a), 35 DCR 5715; Sept. 6, 
1995, D.C. Law 11-31, § 3(a), 42 DCR 3239; Nov. 16, 2006, D.C. Law 16-179, § 2(a), 53 
DCR 6698.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1601. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-179, in subsec. (a)(4), in the first 

sentence, substituted "elderly and disabled" for 
"elderly", and, in the second sentence, substi-
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tuted "lower income, elderly, apd disabled" for 
"lower income and elderly". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Arnendment Act of 1988 (D.C. Law 7-140, Sep
tember 21, 2008, law notification 35 DCR 
7279). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(a) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1993 (D.C. Law 10-13, Sep
tember 11 , 1993, law notification 40 DCR 
6835). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(a) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 
September 22, 1994, law notification 41 DCR 
6706). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendments of section, see 

§ 2(a) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Extension Emergency Amend
ment Act of 1993 (D.C. Act 10-29, May 19, 
1993,40 DCR 3418) and § 2(a) of the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Ex
tension Congressional Recess Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1993 (D.C. Act 10-82, August 
4, 1993,40 DCR 6(56). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 2(a) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Extension Emergency Amend
ment Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-235, April 28, 
1994, 41 DCR 2599). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(a) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 
8, 1994, 41 DCR 49(4). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(a) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 
1995, 42 DCR 2410) and § 3(a) of the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reen
actment and Amendment Congressional Recess 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-96, July 
J 9, 1995, 42 DCR 3837-8). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 3-86, the "Rental Housing Conversion 

and Sale Act of 1980," was introduced in Coun
cil and assigned Bill No. 3-222, which was 
referred to the Committee on Housing and Eco
nomic Development. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on June 3, 1980 and 
June 17,1980, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on June 27, 1980, it was assigned Act 

No. 3-204 and transmitted to both Houses or 
Congress for its review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-38, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

Law 7-154, the "Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Extension Amendment Act 
of 1988," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 7-462, which was referred to the 
Committee on Consumer and Regulatory Af
fairs. The Bill was adopted on first and second 
readings on June 28, 1988 and July 12, 1988, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on July 15, 
1988, it was assigned Act No. 7-209 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, sec 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03b. 

Law 16-179, the "Low-Income Disabled Ten
ant Rental Conversion Protection Amendment 
Act of 2006", was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 16-724, which was referred to 
the Committee on Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first and sec
ond readings on June 20, 2006, and July 11, 
2006, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
July 21, 2006, it was assigned Act No. 16-457 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 
its review. D.C. Law 16-179 became effective 
on November 16, 2006. 

References in Text 
The "Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act 

of 1980 Amendments and Extension Act of 
1983," referred to in the introductory language 
of (b), is D.C. Law 5-38. 

The "Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act 
of 1980 Extension Amendment Act of 1988," 
referred to in the introductory language of (c), 
is D.C. Law 7-154. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Amendment of section by Law 10-144: Sec

tion 2(a) of D.C. Law 10-144 purported to 
amend this section by adding (d) to read as 
follows: 

"(d) In enacting the Rental Housing Conver
sion and Sale Act of 1980 Extension and 
Amendment Act of 1994, the Council of the 
District of Columbia finds that: 

(1) The District of Columbia continues to face 
an ongoing housing crisis and will continue to 
face such a crisis for the foreseeable future. 
The well publicized and well documented Dis
trict budget crisis has meant that the limited 
ability of the District government to meaningful
ly address the housing crisis has been further 
eroded. 
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"(2) The Rental Housing Conversion and Sale 
Act of J 980, as amended ('chapter'), has gener
ally been successful in meeting its stated pur
poses and needs to be continued in effect in 
light of the ongoing housing and budget crises. 

(3) A number of assumptions upon which this 
chapter was based have changed in light of the 
almost 14 years of experience since this chapter 
first went into effect. In continuing this chap
ter, the Council intends the amendments re
flected in this extension to address these 
changes. 

(4) The chapter should be continued into the 
future so long as the underlying housing crisis 
continues as declared annually by the Mayor 
pursuant to § 45-1662. 

(5) This extension is required to preserve the 
public peace, health, safety, and general wel
fare." 

The provisions of D.C. Law 10-144 cannot be 
given effect, however, as that act amends provi
sicms of D.C. Law 3-86 which had expired pur
suant to § 45-1601(c)(3) [1981 Ed.] and D.C. 
Law 10-13, the Rental Housing Conversion and 

REAL PROPERlY 

Sale Act of 1980 Extension Temporary Amend
ment Act of 1993. 

Reenactment of Law 3-86: Section 2 of D.C. 
Law 10-176 temporarily reestablished the Rent
al Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 as 
it existed on April 23, 1994. 

Section 2 of the Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amend
ment Emergency Act of ] 994 (D.C. Act 10-285, 
July 8, 1994, 41 DCR 4904) provides for the 
temporary reenactment into law of D.C. Law 
3-86 as it existed on April 23, 1994. 

For provisions reestablishing D.C. Law 3-86 
as it existed on April 23, 1994, see § 2 of D.C. 
Law 11-3J. 

Reenactment of Law 3-86: Section 2 of the 
Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 
1980 Reenactment and Amendment Emergency 
Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 1995, 42 
DCR 2410) and § 2 of the Rental Housing Con
version and Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and 
Amendment Congressional Recess Emergency 
Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-96, July 19, 1995, 42 
DCR 3837) provide for the temporary reestab
lishment as law of D.C. Law 3-86 as it existed 
on April 23, 1994. 

Cross References 

Tax liens successor, protection under provisions of this chapter, see § 47-1303.4. 

Law Review and Journal Commentaries 

The Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act: 
A Practitioner's Roadmap to Tenant Ownership. 
Richard C. Eisen, 2 D.C.L.Rev. 92, (1993). 

Notes of Decisions 

Construction and application 2 
Inverse condemnation claims 4 
Jurisdiction of federal court 3 
Laches 6 
RICO claims 5 
Validity 1 

1. Validity 
District of Columbia legislation pursuant to 

police power, generally prohibiting condomini
um and cooperative conversions of apartment 
buildings but delegating to a majority of tenants 
authority to waive that prohibition pursuant to 
tenant election, did not violate due process 
rights of apartment owners on theory of imper
missibly delegating governmental authority to 
private citizens. U.S.C.A. Const.Amends. 5, 14; 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1601 et seq., 45-1602(1), 
45-1611 (a)(1), 45-1612(i). Silverman v. Barry, 
C.A.D.C.1988, 845 F.2d 1072, 269 U.S.App.D.C. 
327, rehearing en banc denied 851 F.2d 434, 
271 U.S.App.D.C. 179, certiorari denied 109 
S.Ct. 394,488 U.S. 956, 102 L.Ed.2d 383. Con
dominium (;::::;> 3; Landlord And Tenant ~ 351 

Statute conditioning condominium conver
sion upon approval of majority vote of eligible 
tenants did not violate due process rights of 
property owners on theory the tenant consent 
requirement impermissibly delegated legislative 
authority to private citizens without providing 
standards for granting or withholding of con
sent. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1601 et seq.; 
U.S.C.A. Const.Amends. 5, 14. Hornstein v. 
Barry, 1989, 560 A.2d 530. Condominium ~ 
2; Constitutional Law ~ 4080 

2. Construction and application 
Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act 

guarantees District of Columbia tenants oppor
tunity to purchase property on which they re
side when owner places property on market for 
sale. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1601 et seq. Red
mond v. Birkel, 1992, 797 F.Supp. 36. Land
lord And Tenant <3= 92(1) 

Purchaser of rented home was not required to 
specify in his contract for sale that there would 
be certain limitations on the rights of the ten
ant; Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act 
was specific on the legally enforceable rights of 
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a tenant, and there was nothing more to add 
where contract provided it was subject to statu
tory rights. Coburn v. Heggestad, 2003, 817 
A.2d 813. Landlord And Tenant ~ 92(1) 

Statute purporting to clarify earlier legislation 
under which landlord was required to grant 
certain purchase rights to tenants in the event 
residential property was sold, so as to ensure 
that requirements of earlier statute would be 
deemed to apply to long-term leases, not reflect 
legislative intent that term "sale," as used in 
original statute, contemplated lease arrange
ments. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1601 et seq., 
45--163l(b). West End Tenants Ass'n v. George 
Washington University, 1994, 640 A.2d 718. 
Landlord And Tenant G::;> 92(1) 

For purposes of determining whether statute 
conferring rights on tenants to purchase their 
building in event of contemplated sale of build
ing, as applied to master lease agreement cover
ing building, violated the contract clause rights 
of lessor and lessee, agreement would be 
deemed to substantially impair contractual obli
gations; parties had reasonable expectation that 
they could obtain benefits bargained for under 
contract, as there had been no prior history of 
government regulations of apartment building 
leases. U.S.C.A. Const. Art. 1, § 10, c1. 1; 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-]601 et seq., 45-1631(b). 
West End Tenants Ass'n v. George Washington 
University, 1994, 640 A.2d 718. Constitutional 
Law ~ 2755; Landlord And Tenant G::;> 92(1) 

Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act envi
sioned that tena~t organization could establish 
reasonable rules governing its memberships, 
and thus, tenant organization had power to 
terminate membership of member of associa
tion. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1601 to 45-1663. 
Raskauskas v. Temple Realty Co., 1991, 589 
A.2d 17. Condominium c;::;> 3 

3. Jurisdiction of federal court 
Upon district court's dismissal of claim by 

real estate developer and its broker against ten
ants' association, association's president, and 
association's attorneys for violation of Racke
teer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act 
(RICO), district court had to either remand 
pendent common-law claims for tortious inter
ference with contract, abuse of process, and 
malicious prosecution to District of Columbia 
Superior Court, or dismiss without prejudice so 
that developer would have opportunity to file 
claims again in District of Columbia, where 
common-law claims raised novel or complex 
issues, district court had invested virtually no 
time on any issues left to be resolved in case, 
and there seemed little difference in conven
ience for parties whether they litigated in Dis
trict of Columbia courts or federal court. 18 
U.S.C.A. §§ 1961, 1962(c, d); 28 U.S.C.A. 
§ 1367(c). Edmondson & Gallagher v. Alban 

Note 5 

Towers Tenants Ass'n, C.A.D.C.1995, 48 F.3d 
1260, 310 U.S.App.D.C. 409. Federal Courts 
<&;:;:> 18 

Federal court had federal question and civil 
rights jurisdiction over complaint which alleged 
that District of Columbia violated apartment 
ovmers' rights under the due process and equal 
protection clauses by refusing to permit the 
conversion of the building into condominiums 
by the enacting of successive and illegal emer
gency measures prohibiting conversion and by 
impermissibly delegating to the tenants of the 
building the power to prohibit conversion and 
which alleged that the District, through all of its 
actions, had unlawfully taken the owners' prop
erty without just compensation. Silverman v. 
Barry, C.A.D.C.1984, 727 F.2d 1121, 234 
U.S.App.D.C.22. Federal Courts G::;> J 78.5 

Where statutory scheme under which protect
ed property right \vas claimed established that 
plaintiffs were entitled to rent certificates which 
they sought and without which they could not 
convert their apartments into condominiums 
and where statute defined in precise quantita
tive terms those apartments which could qualify 
for the certificates and subsequent conversion, 
there were no ambiguous questions of local law 
whose resolution might modify or moot the due 
process claims so as to warrant abstention. Sil
verman v. Barry, C.A.D.C.1984, 727 F.2d 1121, 
234 U.S.App.D.C. 22. Federal Courts c;::;> 47.1 

4. Inverse condemnation claims 
Cause would be remanded for further pro

ceedings on property owners' claim that enact
ment of statute conditioning condominium 
conversion upon approval of majority vote of 
eligible tenants and effecting "delays though 
the use of illegal ordinances" took property for 
public use without just compensation in viola
tion of Fifth Amendment; cases had come be
fore superior court on district's motion for 
summary judgment, statements regarding facts 
filed by district and property owners addressed 
statutory claims alone and did not address fac
tual context of issue of uncompensated taking, 
and owners were not put on notice that they 
were required to submit materials from which 
court might find that genuine issue of material 
fact existed regarding uncompensated taking 
issue. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1601 et seq.; 
U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 5. Hornstein v. Barry, 
1989, 560 A.2d 530. Enlinent Domain <&;:;:> 315 

5. RICO claims 
Claim by real estate developer and its broker 

that future threat was posed by alleged activity 
of tenants' association, association's president, 
and association's attorneys in seeking to prevent 
or delay sale of apartment building or to secure 
"ransom" for allowing sale to proceed had no 
apparent basis, for purpose of determining 
whether those defendants had engaged in "pat-
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Note 5 

tern of racketeering activity" under Racketeer 
I nfl uenced and Corrupt Organizations Act 
(RICO), where there was nothing to suggest any 
reason to expect that same defendants, together 
or separately, would again engage in RICO
violating conduct; only possible rationale that 
could support such prediction, that once one is 
a RICO violator one will always be a RICO 
violator, would deprive pattern requirement of 
all meaning by establishing open-ended continu
ity \"vhenever two or more predicated acts were 
shown. 18 U.S.C.A. §§ 1961(1, 5), 1962(c). 
Edmondson & Gallagher v. Alban Towers Ten
ants Ass'n, C.A.D.C.1995, 48 F.3d 1260, 310 
U.S.App.D.C. 409. Racketeer Influenced And 
Corrupt Organizations (!;:;;:;> 27 

Alleged acts of tenants' association, associa
tion's president, and association's attorneys to 
prevent or delay sale of apartment building or 
secure ransom for allowing sale to proceed did 
not demonstrate "pattern of racketeering activi
ty" based on closed period of continuous crimi
nal activity, and, thus, real estate developer and 
its broker failed to state claim against those 
defendants under Racketeer Influenced and 
Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO), where 
scheme entailed but single discrete injury con
sisting of loss of sale or payment of ransom and 
injury was suffered by only three victims, even 
though developer and broker alleged 15 predi
cate acts during three-year period. 18 U.S.C.A. 
§§ 1961 (1, 5), 1962(c). Edmondson & Galla
gher v. Alban Towers Tenants Ass'n, C.A.D.C. 
1995, 48 F.3d 1260, 310 U.S.App.D.C. 409. 
Racketeer Influenced And Corrupt Organiza
tions (!;:;;:;> 27; Racketeer Influenced And Corrupt 
Organizations (;::::;> 30 

Claim by real estate developer and its broker 
against tenants' association, association's presi
dent, and association's attorneys for Racketeer 
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act 
(RICO) conspiracy failed to state claim, where 
their allegations provided no basis for inferring 

§ 42-3401.02. Purposes. 
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any conspiracy broader than defendants' al
leged scheme to prevent or delay sale of apart
ment building or to secure "ransom" for allow
ing sale to proceed. 18 U .S.C.A. § 1962(c, d). 
Edmondson & Gallagher v. Alban Towers Ten
ants Ass'n, C.A.D.C.1995, 48 F.3d 1260, 310 
U.S.App.D.C.409. Conspiracy G;::> 18 

Tenants association did not engage in a pat
tern of racketeering activity necessary to sup
port real estate developer's Racketeer Influ
enced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO) 
claim against association and its attorneys when 
association attempted to exercise its right of 
first refusal under District of Columbia consum
er protection laws in order to block developer's 
purchase of apartment building. 18 U.S.C.A. 
§ 1962(c); D.C.Code 1981, § 45-]601 et seq. 
Edmondson and Gallagher v. Alban Towers 
Tenants Ass'n, 1993, 829 F.Supp. 420, affirmed 
in part, vacated in part 48 F.3d 1260, 310 
U.S.App.D.C. 409. Racketeer Influenced And 
Corrupt Organizations (!;:;;:;> 25 

6. Laches 
Real estate developer whose attempt to pur

chase apartment building was blocked when 
tenants association attempted to exercise its 
right of first refusal under District of Columbia 
law was barred from pursuing claims for tor
tious interference with contractual relations, 
abuse of process and malicious prosecution 
against association and its attorneys under doc
trine of laches and in interest of finality of 
judgment; developer could have pursued its 
claims in building owner's initial declaratory 
judgment action to clear title, but instead at
tempted to settle with association. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-1601 et seq. EdnlOndson and 
Gallagher v. Alban Towers Tenants Ass'n, 1993, 
829 F.Supp. 420, affirmed in part, vacated in 
part 48 F.3d 1260, 310 U .S.App.D.C. 409. 
Judgment G;::> 713(2); Malicious Prosecution (;:::> 

44; Process C= 203; Equity (;:::> 84 

In enacting this chapter, the Council of the District of Columbia supports the 
following statutory purposes: 

(1) To discourage the displacement of tenants through conversion or sale 
of rental property, and to strengthen the bargaining position of tenants 
toward that end without unduly interfering with the rights of property owners 
to the due process of law; 

(2) To preserve rental housing which can be afforded by lower income 
tenants in the District; 

(3) To prevent lower income elderly and disabled tenants from being 
involuntarily displaced when their rental housing is converted; 

(4) To provide incentives to owners, who convert their rental housing, to 
enable low income non-elderly and non-disabled tenants to continue living in 
their current units at costs they can afford; 
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(5) To provide relocation housing assistance for lower income tenants who 
are displaced by conversions; 

(6) To encourage the formation of tenant organizations; 
(6a) To balance and, to the maximum extent possible, meet the sOlnetiInes 

conflicting goals of creating homeownership for lower income tenants, pre
serving affordable rental housing, and n1inimizing displacement; and 

(7) To authorize necessary actions consistent with the findings and pur
poses of this chapter. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 102, 27 DCR 2975; Sept. 6, 1995, D.C. Law 11-31, 
§ 3(b), 42 DCR 3239; Nov. 16,2006, D.C. Law 16-179, § 2(b), 53 DCR 6698.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1602. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 16-179, in par. (3), substituted "el
derly and disabled" for "elderly"; and, in par. 
(4), substituted "non-elderly and non-disabled" 
for {lnon-elderly". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(b) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 
September 22, 1994, law notification 41 DCR 
6706). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(b) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 
8, 1994,41 DCR 4904). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(b) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 
1995, 42 DCR 2410) and § 3(b) of the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of ] 980 Reen
actment and Amendment Congressional Recess 

Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-96, July 
19, 1995,42 DCR 3837). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-·86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03b. 

For Law 16-179, see notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.0 I. 
Amendment of section by Law 10-144: Sec

tion 2 (b) of D. C. Law 10-1 44 purported to 
amend this section by inserting (6A) to read as 
follows: 

"In enacting this chapter, the Council of the 
District of Columbia supports the following stat
utory purposes: 

(6A) To balance and, to the maximum extent 
possible, meet the sometimes conflicting goals 
of creating homeownership for lower income 
tenants, preserving affordable rental housing, 
and minimizing displacement; and". 

Notes of Decisions 

Construction and application 2 
Validity 1 

missibly delegating governmental authority to 
private citizens. U.S.C.A. Const.Amends. 5, 14; 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1601 et seq., 45-1602(1), 
45-1611(a)(1), 45-1612(i). Silverman v. BatTY, 

1. Validity C.A.D.C.1988, 845 F.2d 1072, 269 U.S.App.D.C. 
District of Columbia legislation pursuant to 327, rehearing en bane denied 851 F.2d 434, 

police power, generally prohibiting condomini- 271 U.S.App.D.C. 179, certiorari denied 109 
um and cooperative conversions of apartment S.Ct. 394, 488 U.S. 956, 102 L.Ed.2d 383. Con-
buildings but delegating to a majority of tenants dominium <P 3; Landlord And Tenant <P 351 
authority to waive that prohibition pursuant to Statute conditioning condominium conver-
tenant election, did not violate due process sion upon approval of majority vote of eligible 
rights of apartment owners on theory of imper- tenants did not violate due process rights of 
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property owners on theory the tenant consent 
requirement impermissibly delegated legislative 
authority to private citizens without providing 
standards for granting or withholding of con
sent. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1601 et seq.; 
U.S.C.A. Const.Amends. 5, 14. Hornstein v. 
Barry, 1989, 560 A.2d 530. Condominium <> 
2; C;nstitutional Lmv <> 4080 

2. Construction and application 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Conver

sion and Sale Act, which entitles tenants to 
purchase rental property, requires tenants to 
purchase entire property rather than just one or 
two buildings. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1602(1), 
45-1661. Redmond v. Birkel, 1992, 797 
F.Supp. 36. Landlord And Tenant <> 92(1) 

§ 42-3401.03. Definitions. 

As used in this chapter, the term: 

REAL PROPERTY 

Overarching purpose of the Tenant Opportu
nity to Purchase Act (TOPA) is to protect tenant 
rights. Allman v. Snyder, 2005, 888 A.2d 1161. 
Landlord And Tenant G;::> 92(1) 

Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act's 
overarching purpose is to protect tenant rights 
by strengthening the bargaining position of ten
ants and discouraging the displacement of ten
ants through conversion or sale of rental prop
erty. Medrano v. Osterman, 2005, 885 A.2d 
310. Landlord And Tenant <> 92(1) 

The only rights accorded to anyone under the 
Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act are 
rights that are enforceable by a tenant. Coburn 
v. Heggestad, 2003, 817 A.2d 813. Landlord 
And Tenant <> 92(1) 

(1) "Condominium" has the Salne meaning as in § 42-1901.02(4). 

(2) "Condominium Act" n1eans the Condominium Act of 1976 
(§ 42-1901.01 et seq.). 

(3) "Condominium conversion" is the issuance of notice of filing pursuant 
to § 42-1904.06(a). 

(4) "Conversion" shall include cooperative conversions and condominium 
conversions as defined in this chapter. 

(5) "Cooperative" means a cooperative legally incorporated pursuant to 
the District of Columbia Cooperative Association Act (§ 29-901 et seq.) or a 
cooperative corporation incorporated in another jurisdiction for the primary 
purpose of owning and operating real property in which its members reside. 

(6) "Cooperative Act" means the District of Columbia Cooperative Associa
tion Act (§ 29-901 et seq.). 

(7) "Cooperative conversion" is the filing of articles of incorporation 
pursuant to the Cooperative Act, or the comparable act of another jurisdic
tion and compliance with the requirements of this chapter, in either order. 

(8) "District" n1eans the District of Columbia government. 

(9) "Head of household" means a tenant who maintains the affected rental 
unit as the tenant's principal place of residence, is a resident and domiciliary 
of the District of Columbia, and contributes more than one-half of the cost of 
lnaintaining the rental unit. If no member of a household contributes more 
than one-half of the cost of n1aintaining the rental unit, the men1bers of the 
household who maintain the affected rental unit as their principal place of 
residence are residents and domiciliaries of the District of Columbia, and 
contribute to the cost of maintaining the rental unit, may designate one of 
then1selves as the head of household. An individual may be considered a 
head of household for the purposes of this chapter without regard to whether 
the individual would qualify as a head of household for the purpose of any 
other law. 
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(10) "Division" means the Rental Accommodations Division established by 
§ 42-3502.03 or the Rental Conversion and Sale Division established by 
§ 42-3502.04a. 

(11) "Housing accOlumodation" or "accommodation" means a structure in 
the District of Columbia containing 1 or more rental units and the appurte
nant land. The term does not include a hotel, motel, or other structure used 
priluarily for transient occupancy and in which at least 60 percent of the 
rooms devoted to living quarters for tenants or guests are used for transient 
occupancy if the owner or other person or entity entitled to receive rents is 
subject to the sales tax imposed by § 47-2001(n)(1)(C) and the occupant of 
the rental unit has been in occupancy for less than 15 days. 

(12) "Low-income" means a household with a combined annual income, in 
a luanner to be determined by the Mayor, which may include federal income 
tax returns where applicable, totaling less than the following percentages of 
the lower income guidelines established pursuant to § 8 of the United States 
Housing Act of 1937 (42 U.S.C. § 1437f) for a family of 4 for the Washington 
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA), as the median is determined 
by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Developluent and 
adjusted yearly by historic trends of that median, and as may be further 
adjusted by an interim census of District of Columbia incomes by local or 
regional government agencies: 

one-person household. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50% 
two-person household . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60% 
three-person household or a 1 or 2 person household containing a person who 

is 62 years of age or older or who has a disability. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90% 
four-person household. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100% 
five-person household . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 110% 
more than 5 person household. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 120% 

(13) "Mayor" means the Mayor of the District of Columbia or the designat
ed representative of the Mayor. 

(14) "Owner" means an individual, corporation, association, joint venture, 
business entity and its respective agents, who hold title to the housing 
accommodation unit or cooperative share. 

(15) "Rental Housing Act" means the Rental Housing Act of 1985, effective 
July 17, 1985 (D.C. Law 6-10; § 42-3501.01 et seq.), or any successor rent 
control act. 

(16) "Rental unit" or "unit" means only that part of a housing accomrl1O
dation which is rented or offered for rent for residential occupancy and 
includes an apartment, efficiency apartment, room, suite of rooms, and 
single-family home or duplex, and the appurtenant land to such rental unit. 

(17) "Tenant" means a tenant, subtenant, lessee, sublessee, or other person 
entitled to the possession, occupancy or benefits of a rental unit within a 
housing accommodation. If the nmnes of 2 or luore persons appear on a 
rental agreement, those persons shall determine which person may exercise a 
vote under this chapter. The singular term "tenant" includes the plural. 
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(18) "Tenant organization" means an organization that represents at least 
a majority of the heads of household in the housing accommodation exclud
ing those households in which no member has resided in the housing 
accommodation for at least 90 days and those households in which any 
n1ember has been an employee of the owner during the preceding 120 days. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 103,27 DCR 2975; Mar. 4, 1981, D.C. Law 3-131, 
§ 801 (a), 28 DCR 326; Sept. 6, 1995, D.C. Law 11-31, § 3(c), 42 DCR 3239; July 22, 
2005, D.C. Law 16-15, § 2ea), 52 DCR 6885; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 65,53 
DCR 6198; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-366, § 2(a), 56 DCR 1332.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1603. 

Effect of Amendments 
D. C. Law 1 6-15, in par. (17), added the sec

ond sentence. 
D.C. Law 16-305, in par. (12), substituted 

"bas a disability" for "is handicapped". 
D.C. Law 17-366 re'vvrote par. (10), which 

had read as follows: 
"(lO)'Household' means all of the persons 

living in a rental unit." 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(c) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 
September 22, 1994, law notification 41 DCR 
6706). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3 of Tenant Protection Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2000 (D.C. Law 13-158, 
September 16, 2000, law notification 47 DCR 
8064). 

Amendment Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-411, Au
gust 14, 2000, 47 DCR 7285). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

Law 3-131, the "Rental Housing Act of 
1980," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 3-321, which was referred to the Com
mittee on Housing and Economic Development. 
The Bill was adopted on first, amended first and 
second readings on November 12, 1980, No
vember 25, 1980, and December 9, 1980, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on January 7, 
1981, it was assigned Act No. 3-340 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03b. 

Law 16-15, the "Rental Housing Conversion 
Emergency Act Amendments and Sales Amendment Act of 2005", was intro-

For temporary amendment of section, see duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 16-50, 
§ 3(c) of the Rental Housing Conversion and which was referred to the Committee on Con-
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment sumer and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was 
Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act] 0-285, July adopted on first and second readings on April 5, 
8,1994,41 DCR 4904). 2005, and May 3,2005, respectively. Signed by 

For temporary amendment of section, see the Mayor on May 26, 2005, it was assigned Act 
§ 3(c) of the Rental Housing Conversion and No. 16-89 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment Congress for its review. D.C. Law 16-15 be-
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act J 1-47, May 4, came effective on July 22,2005. 
1995, 42 DCR 2410) and § 3(c) of the Rental For Law 16-305, see notes following 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reen- § 42-820. 
actment and Amendment Congressional Recess Law 17-366, the "Housing Regulation Admin-
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-96, July istration Amendment Act of 2008", was intro-
19, 1995, 42 DCR 3837). duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 17-979 

For temporary (90-day) addition of which was referred to the Committee on Hous-
§ 45-1604 [1981 Ed.], see § 3 of the Tenant ing and Public Affairs. The Bill was adopted on 
Protection Emergency Amendment Act of 2000 first and second readings on November 18, 
(D.C. Act 13-328, May 9,2000,47 DCR 4347). 2008, and December 16, 2008, respectively. 

For temporary (90-day) addition of Approved without the signature of the Mayor on 
§ 45-1604 [1981 Ed.], see § 3 of the Tenant January 23, 2009, it \vas assigned Act No. 
Protection Congressional Review Emergency 17-701 and transmitted to both Houses of Con-
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gress for its review. D.C. Law 17-366 became 
effective on March 25, 2009. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 
Amendment of section by Law 10-144: Sec

tion 2(c) of D.C. Law 10-144 purported to 
amend (7) and (15) to read as follows: 

"As used in this chapter, the term: 

Note 3 

"(7) 'Cooperative conversion' is the filing of 
articles of incorporation pursuant to the Coop
erative Act, or the comparable act of another 
jurisdiction and compliance with the require
ments of this chapter, in either order." 

"(15) 'Rental Housing Act' means the Rental 
Housing Act of 1985, effective July 17, 1985 
(D.C. Law 6-10; D.C. Code § 45-2501 et seq.), 
or any successor rent control act." 

Cross References 

Recipients of financial assistance from Home Purchase Assistance funds as tenant organizations, 
see § 42-2604. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Tenant 2 
Tenant organization 3 

1. In general 
Attorney's tenancy in mixed-use building was 

commercial, rather than residential, contrary to 
attorney's contention that he was a reside~tial 
tenant with a statutory right to purchase the 
premises, for purposes of lessor's action for 
possession, where attorney listed the premises 
as his business address and maintained a sepa
rate residence. Ontell v. Capitol Hill E.W. Ltd. 
Partnership, 1987, 527 A.2d 1292. Landlord 
And Tenant c;:::> 284(1) 

2. Tenant 
Tenant was not entitled to possession of rent

ed premises on effective date of statute prohibit
ing eviction of disabled tenants during apart
ment-to-condominium conversion, and thus 
statute did not apply to prevent tenant's eviction 
after her refusal during conversion to either 
purchase or vacate premises, even though ten
ant had not been evicted at time statute went 
into effect; at time statute went into effect, ten
ant's right to occupy the premises had ended, 
due to expiration of statutory 120-day period to 
vacate after conversion, and landlord had cho
sen to treat her as an unlawful holdover tenant 
by filing an eviction action. Redman v. Poto
mac Place Associates, LLC, 2009, 972 A.2d 316, 
certiorari denied 130 S.Ct. 1071, rehearing de
nied 130 S.Ct. 2142, 176 L.Ed.2d 759. Land
lord And Tenant c;:::> 278.6 

Daughter of deceased tenant would be grant
ed intervention as a matter of right in Housing 
Authority's in rem action to recover possession 
of housing unit, as daughter had continued to 
live in unit since tenant's death and had paid 
rent and thus had an interest in the transaction 

which was the subject matter of the suit, evic
tion of daughter would impede her ability to 
protect that interest, and there were no other 
parties to the action which could protect daugh
ter's interest. McPherson v. District of Colum
bia Housing Authority, 2003, 833 A.2d 991. 
Federal Courts c;:::> 1052.1 

Occupant timely filed a motion to intervene as 
of right in bank's action for possession of a 
foreclosed house, where occupant filed motion 
three months after the complaint for possession 
was brought, occupant twice visited the court 
and spoke with the bank's attorney after learn
ing of the suit, and occupant would have a 
defense to the action if she was a "tenant" 
occupying a "rental unit" within the meaning of 
the Rental Housing Act (RHA). Robinson v. 
First Nat. Bank of Chicago, 2001, 765 A.2d 543. 
Federal Courts c;:::> 1052.1; Mortgages c;:::> 544(1) 

In bank's action for possession of foreclosed 
house, remand was required for a determina
tion of whether house's occupant was a "ten
ant" occupying a "rental unit" within the 
meaning of the Rental Housing Act (RHA), for 
purposes of determining whether she should be 
allowed to intervene as of right. Robinson v. 
First Nat. Bank of Chicago, 2001, 765 A.2d 543. 
Federal Courts (;::::> 1067 

3. Tenant organization 

Tenants' association lacked standing as a 
"tenant organization" to bring action against 
apartment building owners under the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act, as associa
tion had not obtained signed membership forms 
from a majority of the eligible tenants and had 
not registered with the Mayor. Twin Towers 
Plaza Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. Capitol Park Associ
ates, L.P., 2006, 894 A.2d 1113. Landlord And 
Tenant <&;;:> 92(1) 
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§ 42-3401.04 Applicability of Rental Housing Act of 1985. 

For purposes of this chapter, the provisions of § 42-3505.01 (n) shall apply. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 104, as added Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 302, 
48 DCR 1888; Oct. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-213, § 30,49 DCR 8140.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D. C. Law 14-213 validated a previously made 

technical correction. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Section 601 of D.C. Law 13-281 provides: 

"The Mayor may issue rules to implement the 
Abatement and Condemnation of Nuisance 
Properties Omnibus Amendment Act of 2000 in 
accordance with the District of Columbia Ad-

For Law 14-213, see notes following ministrative Procedure Act.I! 
§ 42-·1102. 

SUBCHAPTER n. CONVERSION PROCEDURES. 

United States Code Annotated 

Condominium and cooperative conversion, protection and relief from abuses, see 15 U.S.C.A. 
§ 3601 et seq. 

§ 42-3402.01. Short title. 

This subchapter may be cited as the "Conversion of Rental Housing to 
Condonlinium or Cooperative Status Act of 1980". 

(Sept. 1 0, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 201,27 DCR 2975.) 

§ 42-3402.02. Conversions. 

(a) Prerequisite. - (1) An owner shall not convert a housing accommodation 
into a condominium or a cooperative until the Mayor certifies cOlllpliance with 
the provisions of this chapter. 

(2) Only an owner may request a tenant election to convert, send notice of 
intent to convert, or convert an accommodation. Certification of a conver
sion by the Mayor is not transferable to a subsequent owner. An owner who 
has issued a notice to vacate for the inlmediate purpose of discontinuing the 
housing use and occupancy of a rental unit pursuant to § 42-3505.01(i)(1)(A), 
or a purchaser from such owner or successor in interest to such owner, may 
not request a tenant election to convert the housing accommodation in which 
the rental units are located. 

(3) Certification by the Mayor is effective for 180 days; provided, that the 
Mayor shall extend the certification if a majority of the qualified voters 
consent. If the owner receives certification by the Mayor and does not 
convert within this period, the owner 111ay not request another tenant election 
or certification by the Mayor for that accomillodation for 1 year from the date 
of expiration of the prior certification. 

(4) Once converted or established as a condominium or cooperative in a 
newly constructed building, the owner need not conlply anew with the 
requirenlents of this chapter even if the condonlinium units or cooperative 
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units have been occupied by tenants partially or exclusively, provided that 
each tenant has been given written notice, prior to occupying the unit, of the 
fact that the unit being rented is part of a condominiun1 or cooperative or 
each tenant who was not given notice waives the right in writing before or 
after occupancy or vacating the unit. 

(b) Exemption. - With the Mayor's approval, owners who certify their intent 
to convert a housing accoluluodation to a nonprofit cooperative, with an 
appreciation of share value limited to a n1aximum of the annual rate of 
inflation, for low and moderate income persons as defined frOlu time to time by 
the United States Departrnent of Housing and Urban Developluent for the 
Washington Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) may be exen1pt 
from this subchapter. "Share value", for the purposes of this subsection, 
means the actual initial melubership price plus the actual cost of any in1prove-
111ent to the unit paid by the member after board approval. Upon application, 
the Mayor 111ay exempt owners described in this subsection prior to their taking 
title to the accommodations, provided that they have a valid contract to 
purchase the accOlumodation. The Mayor may exempt the owner from some 
or all the provisions of this subchapter. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 202,27 DCR 2975; Mar. 4, 1981, D.C. Law 3-131, 
§ 801 (b), 28 DCR 326; Nov. 5, 1983, D.C. Law 5-38, § 2(b), 30 DCR 4866; Sept. 6, 
1995, D.C. Law 11-31, § 3(d), 42 DCR 3239.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1611. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(d) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 
September 22, 1994, law notification 41 DCR 
6706). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For tenlporary amendment of section, see 

§ 3(d) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 
8, 1994,41 DCR 4904). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(d) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 
1995,42 DCR 2410) and § 3(d) of the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reen
actment and Amendment Congressional Recess 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act tl-96, July 
19,1995,42 DCR 3837). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-131, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.03. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-38, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03b. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Declaration of continuing housing crisis: See 

Mayor's Order 83-239, October 7, 1983. 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.0 L 
Amendment of section by Law 10-144: Sec

tion 2(d) of D.C. Law 10-144 purported to 
amend this section by adding (a)( 4) to read as 
follows: 

ilea) Prerequisite. 
(4) Once converted or established as a condo

minium or cooperative in a newly constructed 
building, the owner need not comply anew with 
the requirements of this chapter even if the 
condominium units or cooperative units have 
been occupied by tenants partially or exclusive
ly, provided that each tenant bas been given 
written notice, prior to occupying the unit, of 
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the fact that the unit being rented is part of a 
condominium or cooperative or each tenant 
who was not given notice waives the right in 

REAL PROPERTY 

writing before or after occupancy or vacating 
the unit." 

Cross References 

Certificate or registration revocation, see § 42-3405.07. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant G:::>353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.l.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 

Notes of Decisions 
Approval by tenants 2 
Inverse condemnation 3 
Validity 1 

1. Validity 
District of Columbia legislation pursuant to 

police power, generally prohibiting condomini
um and cooperative conversions of apartment 
buildings but delegating to a majority of tenants 
authority to waive that prohibition pursuant to 
tenant election, did not violate due process 
rights of apartment owners on theory of imper
missibly delegating governmental authority to 
private citizens. U.S.C.A. ConsLAmends. 5, 14; 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1601 et seq., 45-1602(1), 
45-1611(a)(I), 45-1612(i). Silverman v. Barry, 
C.A.D.C.1988, 845 F.2d 1072, 269 U.S.App.D.C. 
327, rehearing en banc denied 851 F.2d 434, 
271 U.S.App.D.C. 179, certiorari denied 109 
S.Ct. 394, 488 U.S. 956, 102 L.Ed.2d 383. Con
dominium G:::> 3; Landlord And Tenant G:::> 351 

Statute conditioning condominium conver
sion upon approval of majority vote of eligible 
tenants did not violate due process rights of 
property owners on theory the tenant consent 
requirement impermissibly delegated legislative 
authority to private citizens without providing 
standards for granting or withholding of con
sent. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1601 et seq.; 
U.S.C.A. ConSLAmends. 5, 14. Hornstein v. 
Barry, 1989, 560 A.2d 530. Condominium G:::> 
2; Constitutional Law G:::> 4080 

2. Approval by tenants 
Provision of Rental Housing Conversion and 

Sale Act conditioning any proposed condomini
um conversion upon approval of majority vote 
of eligible tenants in tenant election unconstitu
tionally delegated to tenants absolute, unre
viewable veto power over any condominium 
conversion; final decision had to be made by 
governmental agency according to some enun
ciated standards. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1611, 
45-1612. Hornstein v. Barry, 1987, 530 A.2d 
1177, rehearing granted and vacated 537 A.2d 
1] 31, on rehearing 560 A.2d 530. Condomini
um G:::> 2; Constitutional Law <> 2442 

It was not necessary for apartment building 
owners to conduct tenant election on proposed 
condominium conversion, in order to raise 
claim that statute conditioning condominium 
conversion upon approval of majority vote of 
eligible tenants was facially unconstitutional in 
delegating to private citizens the legislative 
power granted by congress to district council. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1611,45-1612. Horn
stein v. Barry, 1987, 530 A.2d 1177, rehearing 
granted and vacated 537 A.2d 1131, on rehear
ing 560 A.2d 530. Constitutional Law G:::> 732 

3. Inverse condemnation 
Cause would be remanded for further pro

ceedings on property owners' claim that enact
ment of statute conditioning condominium 
conversion upon approval of majority vote of 
eligible tenants and effecting "delays though 
the use of illegal ordinances" took property for 
public use without just compensation in viola
tion of Fifth Amendment; cases had come be
fore superior court on district's motion for 
summary judgment, statements regarding facts 
filed by district and property owners addressed 
statutory claims alone and did not address fac
tual context of issue of uncompensated taking, 
and owners were not put on notice that they 
were required to submit materials from which 
court might find that genuine issue of material 
fact existed regarding uncompensated taking 
issue. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1601 et seq.; 
U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 5. Hornstein v. Barry, 
1989, 560 A.2d 530. Eminent Domain G:::> 315 

There was fact issue as to whether alternative 
economic uses were available to apartment 
building owners, precluding summary judgment 
on claim that combined effect of local rent 
control and statute conditioning any proposed 
condominium conversion upon approval of ma
jority vote of eligible tenancy in tenant election 
amounted to uncompensated taking of private 
property. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1611, 
45-1612; U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 5. Hornstein 
v. Barry, 1987, 530 A.2d 1177, rehearing grant
ed and vacated 537 A.2d 1131, on rehearing 560 
A.2d 530. Federal Courts <> 1055 
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§ 42-3402.03. Tenant election. 

(a) Notice by owner. - An owner who seeks to convert shall provide each 
tenant and the Mayor a written request for a tenant election by first class mail 
and post the request for an election in conspicuous places in COlTImOn areas of 
the housing accommodation. The written request shall include, at a n1inimum, 
a summary of tenant rights and obligations, a list of tenant voter qualifications 
and disqualifications, and sources of technical assistance as published in the 
D.C. Register by the Mayor. If Spanish is the primary language of a head of 
household, the owner shall provide a Spanish translation of the request to the 
head of household. An owner shall also provide the Mayor with a list of 
tenants residing in the housing accomlTIodation. 

(b) Notice by tenant organization. - Within 30 days of receipt of the owner's 
request for an election, the tenants may establish a single tenant organization, if 
one does not exist, and if a tenant organization exists or is established, it shall 
provide each tenant, the owner, and the Mayor with written notice of the 
election by first class mail and by conspicuous posting in common areas of the 
housing accOlTImodation. Notice includes, at a minimun1, the date, tilTIe and 
place of the election, and a summary of tenant rights, obligations, a list of 
tenant voter qualifications and disqualifications, and sources of technical assis
tance as published in the D.C. Register by the Mayor, if published. 

(c) Conduct of election. - Within 60 days of receipt of an owner's request for 
an election, a tenant organization, if one exists or is established, shall conduct 
an election. If notice of an election is not provided as required by this section, 
upon the request of a tenant or an owner, the Mayor shall provide notice and 
conduct an election within 60 days of receipt of an owner's original request for 
an election. 

(d) QualifIed voter. - (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this subsec
tion, a head of household residing in each rental unit of the housing accomn10-
dation is qualified to vote unless: 

(A) No n1ember of the household has resided in the accommodation for 
at least 90 days before the election; 

(B) A l11ember of the household is or has been an owner or an en1ployee 
of the owner within 120 days prior to the date of application for eligibility; 
or 

(C) A luember of the household's continued right to remain a tenant as 
guaranteed by this chapter is exercised. 

(2) A tenant who otherwise meets the requirements of this section and 
becomes an owner only after the exercise of his or her rights under subchap
ter IV of this chapter shall be qualified to vote. 

(3) The Mayor shall determine the eligibility of voters prior to the election 
and shall devise such fonTIs and procedures as may be necessary to verify 
eligibility under this subsection. 
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(4) An elderly or disabled tenant who delivers a waiver under 
§ 42-3402.08(a)(2)(D) to the Mayor shall be qualified to vote in an election 
under this section. 

(e) Abs'entee ballot. - A head of household unable to attend the election may 
submit to the Mayor or tenant organization, prior to the election, a signed 
absentee ballot or sworn statement of agreement or disagreelnent with the 
conversion. 

(I-) Notification of election results. - The tenant organization shall notify the 
owner and the Mayor of the results of the election within 3 days. If the Mayor 
conducts the election, the Mayor shall notify the owner of the results of the 
election within 3 days. 

(g) Election audit. - The Mayor may monitor an election and take measures 
to preserve the integrity of the election process and result. 

(h) Coercion prohibited. - An owner, tenant organization, or third party 
purchaser shall not coerce a household in order to influence the head of 
household's vote. Coercion includes, but is not limited to, the knowing circula
tion of inaccurate information; frequent visits or calls over the objection of that 
household; threat of retaliatory action; an act or threat not otherwise permit
ted by law which seeks to recover possession of a rental unit, increase rent, 
decrease services, increase the obligation of a tenant or cause undue or 
unavoidable inconvenience, harass or violate the privacy of the household; 
refusal to honor a lease provision; refusal to renew a lease or rental agreelnent; 
or other form of threat or coercion. 

(i) Compliance approved. - If over 50 percent of the qualified voters vote in 
approval of conversion, or if an election is not held within 60 days of receipt of 
an owner's request pursuant to subsection (a) of this section or within such 
reasonable extension of time as the Mayor may consider necessary to hold an 
election in accordance with the procedural requirements of this chapter, the 
Mayor shall certify compliance with this section for purposes of conversion. 

(D Compliance not approved. - If 50 percent or less of the qualified voters 
vote in approval of conversion, or if an election is invalidated by the Mayor 
because of fraud or coercion in favor of conversion on the part of the owner, 
the Mayor shall not certify compliance with this section for purposes of 
conversion, and an owner may not request another tenant election for that 
accommodation for 1 year from the date of the election. 

(k) New election. - If an election is invalidated by the Mayor because of 
fraud or coercion on the part of the tenant organization, the Mayor shall 
conduct a new election within 30 days of the invalidation. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 203,27 DCR 2975; Mar. 4, 1981, D.C. Law 3-131, 
§ 801 (c), 28 DCR 326; Aug. 1, 1981, D.C. Law 4-27, § 2(a), 28 DCR 2824; Nov. 16, 
2006, D.C. Law 16-179, § 2(e), 53 DCR 6698; Oct. 22, 2008, D.C. Law 17-247, § 2, 55 
DCR 9201; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-353, § 125,56 DCR 1117.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1612. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law] 6-179, designated the existing text 

of subsec. (d) as subsec. (d)(1); in subsec. (d)(1), 
substituted "a member of the household's con
tinued right to remain a tenant as guaranteed 
by this chapter is exercised" for "he or she is a 
head of household whose continued right to 
remain a tenant is required by this chapter"; 
and added subsec. (d)(2). 

D.C. Law 17-247 rewrote subsec. Cd), which 
had read as follows: 

"(d) Qualified voter. - (1) A head of house
hold residing in each rental unit of the housing 
accommodation is qualified to vote unless no 
member of the household has resided in the 
accommodation for at least 90 days before the 
election, or unless a member of the household is 
or has been an employee of the owner within 
120 days prior to the date of application for 
eligibility, or unless a member of the house
hold's continued right to remain a tenant as 
guaranteed by this chapter is exercised. The 
Mayor shall determine the eligibility of voters 
prior to the election and shall devise such forms 
and procedures as may be necessary to verify 
eligibility under this subsection. (2) An elderly 
or disabled tenant who delivers a waiver under 
§ 42-3402.08(a)(2)(D) to the Mayor shall be 
qualified to vote in an election under this sec
tion." 

D.C. Law 17-353 validated a previously made 
technical correction in subsec. (d). 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Tenant-Owner Voting in Conver
sion Election Clarification Temporary Amend
ment Act of 2006 (D.C. Law 16-253, March 8, 
2007, law notification 54 DCR 3038). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Tenant-Owner Voting in Con
version Election Clarification Emergency 

Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-565, De
cember 19, 2006, 53 DCR 10269). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-131, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.03. 

Law 4-27, the "Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act Amendment Act of 1981," was 
introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
4-162, which was referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Economic Development. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
May 5, 1981, and May 19, 1981, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on June 5, 1981, it was 
assigned Act No. 4-48 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. 

For Law 16-179, see notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

Law 17-247, the "Tenant-Owned Voting in 
Conversion Election Clarification Amendment 
Act of 2008", was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 17-267 which was referred to 
the Committee on Housing and Urban Affairs. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on July 1, 2008, and July 15, 2008, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on August 4, 2008, 
it was assigned Act No. 17-494 and transmitted 
to both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 17-247 became effective on October 22, 
2008. 

For Law 17-353, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

Effective Dates 
Section 3 of D.C. Law 4-27 provided that the 

provisions of § 2(a) shall take effect retroactive
ly as of August 10, 1980. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Declaration of continuing housing crisis: See 

Mayor's Order 83-239, October 7, 1983. 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3405.08. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant e=>353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 
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Notes of Decisions 

Construction and application 2 
Due process 1 
Inverse condemnation 3 

1 . Due process 
District of Columbia legislation pursuant to 

police power, generally prohibiting condomini
um and cooperative conversions of apartment 
buildings but delegating to a majority of tenants 
authority to waive that prohibition pursuant to 
tenant election, did not violate due process 
rights of apartment owners on theory of imper
missibly delegating governmental authority to 
private citizens. U.S.C.A. Const.Amends. 5, 14; 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1601 et seq., 45-1602(1), 
45-1611(a)(1), 45-1612(i). Silverman v. Barry, 
C.A.D.C.1988, 845 F.2d 1072, 269 U.S.App.D.C. 
327, rehearing en banc denied 851 F.2d 434, 
271 U.S.App.D.C. 179, certiorari denied 109 
S.Ct. 394, 488 U.S. 956, 102 L.Ed.2d 383. Con
dominium (;.:::::> 3; Landlord And Tenant (;.:::::> 351 

Statute conditioning condominium conver
sion upon approval of majority vote of eligible 
tenants did not violate due process rights of 
property owners on theory the tenant consent 
requirement impermissibly delegated legislative 
authority to private citizens without providing 
standards for granting or withholding of con
sent. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1601 et seq.; 
U.S.C.A. Const.Amends. 5, 14. Hornstein v. 
Barrv, 1989, 560 A.2d 530. Condominium (;.:::::> 

2; C~nstitutional Law (;.:::::> 4080 

2. Construction and application 
Provision of Rental Housing Conversion and 

Sale Act conditioning any proposed condomini
um conversion upon approval of majority vote 
of eligible tenants in tenant election unconstitu
tionally delegated to tenants absolute, unre
viewable veto power over any condominium 
conversion; final decision had to be made by 
governmental agency according to some enun
ciated standards. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1611, 
45-1612. Hornstein v. Barry, 1987, 530 A.2d 
1177, rehearing granted and vacated 537 A.2d 
1131, on rehearing 560 A.2d 530. Condomini
um <8=> 2; Constitutional Law <8=> 2442 

§ 42-3402.04. Conversion fee. 

It was not necessary for apartment building 
owners to conduct tenant election on proposed 
condominium conversion, in order to raise 
claim that statute conditioning condominium 
conversion upon approval of majority vote of 
eligible tenants was facially unconstitutional in 
delegating to private citizens the legislative 
power granted by congress to district council. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1611, 45-1612. Horn
stein v. Barry, 1987,530 A.2d 1177, rehearing 
granted and vacated 537 A.2d 113], on rehear
ing 560 A.2d 530. Constitutional Law (;.:::::> 732 

3. Inverse condemnation 
Cause would be remanded for further pro

ceedings on property owners' claim that enact
ment of statute conditioning condominium 
conversion upon approval of majority vote of 
eligible tenants and effecting "delays though 
the use of illegal ordinances" took property for 
public use without just compensation in viola
tion of Fifth Amendment; cases had come be
fore superior court on district's motion for 
summary judgment, statements regarding facts 
filed by district and property owners addressed 
statutory claims alone and did not address fac
tual context of issue of uncompensated taking, 
and owners were not put on notice that they 
were required to submit materials from which 
court might find that genuine issue of material 
fact existed regarding uncompensated taking 
issue. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1601 et seq.; 
U.S.c.A. Const.Amend. 5. Hornstein v. Barry, 
1989, 560 A.2d 530. Eminent Domain <8=> 315 

There was fact issue as to whether alternative 
economic uses were available to apartment 
building owners, precluding summary judgment 
on claim that combined effect of local rent 
control and statute conditioning any proposed 
condominium conversion upon approval of ma
jority vote of eligible tenancy in tenant election 
amounted to uncompensated taking of private 
property. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1611, 
45-1612; U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 5. Hornstein 
v. Barry, 1987, 530 A.2d 1177, rehearing grant
ed and vacated 537 A.2d 1131, on rehearing 560 
A.2d 530. Federal Courts (;.:::::> 1055 

(a) Definitions. - For the purposes of this section, the term "low-income" 
means annual household income, as determined by the Mayor, no greater than 
80% of the area median income, as defined in § 42-2801(1». 

(a-I) Amount. - An owner who converts a housing accommodation, includ
ing vacant buildings, into a condominium or a cooperative shall pay the Mayor 
a conversion fee of 5% of the sales price for each condominium unit, or 
proportionate value of the cooperative residence, within the housing aCCOIIuno
dation. 
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(b) Fee exemption. - The Mayor shall not require a conversion fee for a 
condominiUlTI unit, or the proportionate share value of a cooperative residence, 
that: 

(1) Is sold to a low-income household; 

(2)(A) Is sold to a member of a household who, as determined by the 
Mayor: 

(i) Has maintained a rental unit in the building complex as the 
principal place of residence for at least one year prior to the owner's 
application to the Mayor for conversion of the housing accOlnmodation 
to a condominium or cooperative; 

(ii) Is a domiciliary of the District of Columbia; and 

(iii) Is entitled to the possession, occupancy, or benefits of the rental 
unit. 

(B) If an owner seeks an exemption under this paragraph, the melnber 
of the household may elect to purchase any unit in the housing accomlno
dation in lieu of her current unit; 

(3)(A) Is sold to a person who: 

(i) Is 62 years of age or older; or 

(ii) Has a disability as defined in § 42-3402.08(c)(1 )(B)(ii); and 

(B) Does not have a total annual household incOlne, as detern1ined by 
the Mayor, greater than 100% of the area median income, as defined in 
§ 42-2801(1); or 

(4 )(A) Is sold as part of a conversion of a property that has been registered 
as vacant for at least 12 months prior to conversion; and 

(B) Is part of a building complex not exceeding 10 units. 

(b-1)(1) Payment. - The conversion fee required by subsection (a-l) of this 
section shall be paid in full into an escrow account at the time of settlement on 
the sale of the condominium unit or cooperative share. 

(2)(A) The escrow agent shall sublnit the conversion fee to the Mayor 
within 30 business days of settlement, together with a copy of the recordation 
and transfer tax form reflecting the sale price of each condominium unit or 
cooperative share. 

(B) The name, address, and telephone number of the escrow agent shall 
be stated on the deed or on a fonn attached to the deed. 

(3) The Mayor Inay in1pose civil fines, penalties, and fees for failure to 
sublnit the conversion fee to the Mayor, any infraction of the provisions of 
this section, or any rules issued under the authority of this section pursuant 
to Chapter 18 of Title 2. Adjudication of any infraction of this chapter shall 
be pursuant to Chapter 18 of Title 2. 

(4) No portion of the conversion fee required under this section shall be 
included in the purchase price of units exempted from the conversion fee in 
subsection (b) of this section. 
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(c) Repealed. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 204, 27 DCR 2975; Nov. 5, 1983, D.C. Law 5-38, 
§ 2(e), 30 DCR 4866; Sept. 6, 1995, D.C. Law 11-31, § 3(e), 42 DCR 3239; June 5, 
2003, D.C. Law 14-307, § 1606, 49 DCR 11664; Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 16-192, 
§ 2162(a), 53 DCR 6899; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-354, § 2(a), 56 DCR 1155.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1613. 

Effect of Amendments 

proportionate value for a cooperative residence 
that is sold or leased to a low-income purchaser 
or to a new low-income tenant who leases a unit 
in accordance with the requirements of this 

D.C. Law 14-307, in subsec. (a), substituted subsection, regardless of where that low-income 
"5%" for "4%". purchaser or tenant previously lived. In doing 

D.C. Law 16-192 rewrote the section which so, the Mayor shall consider the lost conversion 
had read as follows: fee revenue in comparison to the cost of making 

"(a) Amount.- An owner who seeks to con
vert shall pay the Mayor a conversion fee of 5% 
of the declared sales price for each condomini
um unit or proportionate value of the coopera
tive residence within the housing accommoda
tion. If a condominium unit or proportionate 
value of the cooperative residence is sold for 
less tl1an the declared price, that proportionate 
share of the conversion fee shall be refunded to 
the owner. [f a condominium unit or propor
tionate value of the cooperative residence is 
sold for more than the declared sales price, the 
conversion fee on that increment of value be
comes a lien on the property which the Mayor 
may collect in the manner provided for collec
tion of property taxes. 

"(b) Reduction. - The Mavor mav reduce the 
conversion fee to as low as $50 per" condomini
um unit or proportionate value of the coopera
tive residence if the owner declares the intent to 
sell or provide a lease or option to lease for at 
least 5 years to tenants who, at the time of 
request ·for an election, are low income and 
whose continued right to remain a tenant is not 
required by statute ("qualifying tenants"). To 
quali(y for this reduction, a sale or lease cannot 
require monthly payments greater than existing 
rents, as may be increased by the annual adjust
ment o[ general applicability provided in 
§ 42-3502.06(b), or a similar annual adjustment 
in any successor rent control act, or 25% of 
gross household income, whichever is greater. 
The number of qualifying tenants is the number 
of tenants identified by the Mayor as residing in 
the accommodation as of the date of the own
er's request [or an election. The amount of the 
redllction shall be determined by the Mayor 
based on factors such as the Mayor may deter
mine, which shall include the percentage of 
tenants in the accommodation who are qualify
ing tenants and the percentage of qualifying 
tenants who purchase or continue renting in 
accordance with the first sentence of this sub
section. The Mayor shall also reduce the 
amount or the conversion fee of each unit or 

available the number of low-income units pur
chased or leased. If the owner does not sell or 
lease to the percentage of qualifying tenants or 
outside purchasers or tenants as declared, the 
unpaid balance of the conversion fee as adjusted 
by the Mayor in accordance with the actual 
sales and leases shall be paid by the owner. 
The Mayor may assert a lien against any unsold 
units or proportionate value of the cooperative 
residence by filing a lien against the land. The 
Mayor shall not attempt to collect any conver
sion fee which would not have been due if the 
provisions of this section had been in effect at 
the time of the conversion. 

"(b-1) Payment. - The conversion fee re
quired by s{lbsection (a) of this section shall be 
paid no later than at the time of settlement on 
the individual units or shares. 

"(c) Waiver of lien. - The Mayor shall waive 
a conversion fee lien on a condominium unit or 
proportionate value of the cooperative residence 
purchased by a low-income tenant." 

D.C. Law 17-354 rewrote subsecs. (a), (b), 
and (b-1) which read as follows: 

"(a) Definitions. - For purposes of this sec
tion, the term: 

"(1) 'Low-income individual' means an indi
vidual with an annual household income, as 
determined by the Mayor, of less than 60% of 
the area median income for the Washington
Arlington-Alexandria Metropolitan area. 

"(2) 'Qualifying tenant-purchasers' means the 
number of tenants or purchasers who qualify as 
low-income individuals at the time they enter a 
5-year lease, acquire an option to lease, or 
purchase a unit in the housing accommodation, 
and whose continued right to remain a tenant is 
not required by law. 

"(3) 'Declared conversion fee' means the con
version fee required by this section, based on a 
bona fide estimate of the sales price and num
ber of qualifying tenant-purchasers, as declared 
by the property owner at the time of application 
for registration of the housing accommodation 
as a condominium or cooperative. 
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"(4) 'Final conversion fee' means the conver
sion fee required by this section, based on the 
number of qualifying tenant-purchasers and the 
sales price of all sold units and any unsold units 
that have been assessed a conversion fee by the 
Mayor, as required by subsection (b-1) of this 
section. 

"(b) Reduction. - The Mayor shall reduce the 
conversion fee of each unit of a condominium, 
or proportionate value of the cooperative resi
dence, when the owner sells a unit in the hous
ing accommodation, provides a lease, or pro
vides an option to lease for at least 5 years, to 
current or new qualifying tenant-purchasers. 
To qualify for this reduction, a lease cannot 
require monthly payments greater than existing 
rents, as may be increased by the annual adjust
ment of general applicability provided in 
§ 42-3502.06(b), or a similar annual adjustment 
in any successor rent control act, or 30% of 
gross household income, whichever is greater. 
The 5% conversion fee shall be reduced by 
dividing the total number of qualifying tenant
purchasers by the number of units in the build
ing at settlement, and multiplying the quotient 
by 5%. The resulting percentage shall be sub
tracted from the 5% conversion fee coefficient 
and shall be used as the basis of the final 
conversion fee. 

"(b-l) Payment. - Upon registration of the 
housing accommodation as a condominium or a 
cooperative, the Mayor shall record a lien on 
the property in the amount of the declared 
conversion fee. The declared conversion fee 
shall be apportioned among the individual units 
or shares according to the percentage that each 
unit represents of the total estimated sales price 
and shall be paid at the time o[ settlement on 
the individual units or shares. The Recorder of 
Deeds shall not record a deed for an individual 
unit or share until the declared conversion fee 
for that individual unit or share is paid in full. 
The Mayor shall require payment of the de
clared conversion fee [or any unsold units or 
shares 2 years after the housing accommodation 
is registered as a condominium or a coopera
tive. After payment of the declared conversion 
fees for all of the units, if the declared conver
sion fee and the final conversion fees are not the 
same, any underpayment or overpayment of the 
conversion fee shall be collected from the owner 
or refunded to the owner by the Mayor, accord
ingly. If the final conversion fee is greater that 
the declared conversion fee, for each 1 % that 
the final conversion fee is greater than the de
clared conversion fee, a .5% (one-half of one 
percent) surcharge shall be added to the conver
sion fee paid by the owner. The Mayor shall 
enforce a lien against any unsold unit of a 
condominium or proportionate value of a coop
erative to collect any underpayment of the final 
conversion fee." 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(e) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 
September 22, 1994, law notification 4 J DCR 
6706). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Vacancy Conversion Fee Exemp
tion Reinstatement Temporary Act of 2006 (D.C. 
Law 16-250, March 8, 2007, law notification 54 
DCR 250). 

Section 3 of D.C. Law 16-250 repealed Subti
tle M of Title II of the Fiscal year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2006, effective October 3, 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-499; 53 DCR 8818), as of October 3, 2006. 

Section 2 of D.C. Law 17-17 repealed Subtitle 
M of Title II of the Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Act of 2006, effective March 2) 2007 
(D.C. Act 16-476; 53 DCR 6899), as of March 2, 
2007. 

Section 3 of D.C. Law 17-17 repealed Subtitle 
M of Title II of the Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2007, effective January 16, 2007 (D.C. Act 
17-1; 54 DCR 1165), as of January 16,2007. 

Section 2 of D.C. Law 17-] 62 repealed Subti
tle M of Title II of the Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Act of 2006, effective March 2) 2007 
(D.C. Act 16-476; 53 DCR 6899), as of March 2, 
2007. 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Vacancy Exemption Repeal 
Temporary Amendment Act of 2008 (D.C. Law 
17-191, July 18,2008, law notification 55 DCR 
9769). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(a) of Vacancy Exemption Repeal 
Clarification Temporary Amendment Act of 
2008 (D.C. Law 17-274, November 25, 2008, 
law notification 55 DCR 12594). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 3(e) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 
8, 1994,41 DCR 4904). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(e) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 
1995, 42 DCR 2410) and § 3(e) of the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reen
actment and Amendment Congressional Recess 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-96, July 
19, 1995,42 DCR 3837). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1606 of Fiscal Year 2003 Budget 
Support Amendment Emergency Act of 2002 
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(D.C. Act 14-544, December 4, 2002, 49 OCR 
11700). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § ] 606 of the Fiscal Year 2003 Budget 
Support Amendment Congressional Review 
Emergency Act of 2003 (D.C. Act 15-27, Febru
ary 24,2003,50 OCR 2151). 

For tempol-ary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1606 of Fiscal Year 2003 Budget 
Support Amendment Second Congressional Re
view Emergency Act of 2003 (D.C. Act 15-103, 
June 20, 2003, 50 OCR 5499). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2162(a) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-477, August 8, 2006, 53 OCR 7068). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tions, see § 2162(a) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-499, October 23, 2006, 53 
OCR 8845). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 2 and 3 of Vacancy Conversion Fee 
Exemption Reinstatement Emergency Act of 
2006 (D.C. Act 16-533, December 4, 2006, 53 
OCR 9844). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2162(a) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-1, January 16, 2007, 54 
OCR 1165). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of Subtitle M 
of Title II of the Fiscal Year 2007 Budget Sup
port Act of 2006, effective March 2, 2007 (D.C. 
Law 16-192; 53 OCR 6899), see § 2 of Conver
sion Fee Clarification Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2008 (D.C. Act 17-305, February 22, 
2008, 55 OCR 2516). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Vacancy Exemption Repeal 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2008 (D.C. Act 
17-354, April 17, 2008, 55 OCR 5372). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment, see 
§ 2(a) of Vacancy Exemption Repeal Clarifica
tion Emergency Amendment Act of 2008 (D.C. 
Act] 7-461, July 28, 2008, 55 OCR 8732). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-38, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03b. 

REAL PROPERTY 

For Law 14-307, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

For Law 16-192, see notes following 
§ 42-903. 

Law 17-354, the "Conversion Fee Clarifica
tion and Technical Amendment Act of 2008", 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
17-179 which was referred to the Committee on 
Public Services and Consumer Affairs. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
November 18, 2008, and December 16, 2008, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on January 
16, 2009, it was assigned Act No. 17-688 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 17-354 became effective on 
March 25,2009. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 
Amendment of section by Law 10-144: Sec

tion 2(e) of D.C. Law 10-144 purported to 
amend (b), (b-l) and (c) of this section to read 
as follows: 

"(b) Reduction. The Mayor may reduce the 
conversion fee to as low as $50 per condomini
um unit or proportionate value of the coopera
tive residence if the owner declares the intent to 
sell or provide a lease or option to lease for at 
least 5 years to tenants who, at the time of 
request for an election, are low income and 
whose continued right to remain a tenant is not 
required by statute ("qualifying tenants"). To 
qualify for this reduction, a sale or lease cannot 
require monthly payments greater than existing 
rents, as may be increased by the annual adjust
ment of general applicability provided in 
§ 45-2516(b) or a similar annual adjustment in 
any successor rent control act, or 25% of gross 
household income, whichever is greater. The 
number of qualifying tenants is the number of 
tenants identified by the Mayor as residing in 
the accommodation as of the date of the own
er's request for an election. The amount of the 
reduction shall be determined by the Mayor 
based on factors such as the Mayor may deter
mine, which shall include the percentage of 
tenants in the accommodation who are qualify
ing tenants and the percentage of qualifying 
tenants who purchase or continue renting in 
accordance with the first sentence of this sub
section. The Mayor shall also reduce the 
amount of the conversion fee of each unit or 
proportionate value for a cooperative residence 
that is sold or leased to a low-income purchaser 
or to a new low-income tenant who leases a unit 
in accordance with the requirements of this 
subsection, regardless of where that low-income 
purchaser or tenant previously lived. I n doing 
so, the Mayor shall consider the lost conversion 
fee revenue in comparison to the cost of making 
available the number of low-income units pur-
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chased or leased. If the owner does not sell or 
lease to the percentage of qualifying tenants or 
outside purchasers or tenants as declared, the 
unpaid balance of the conversion fee as adjusted 
by the Mayor in accordance with the actual 
sales and leases shall be paid by the owner. 
The Mayor may assert a lien against any unsold 
units or proportionate value of the cooperative 
residence by filing a lien against the land. The 
Mayor shall not attempt to collect any conver
sion fee which would not have been due if the 
provisions of this section had been in effect at 
the time of the conversion. 

(b-l) Payment. The conversion fee required 
by subsection (a) of this section shall be paid no 
later than at the time of settlement on the indi
vidual units or shares. 

(c) Waiver of lien. The Mayor shall waive a 
conversion fee lien on a condominium unit or 
proportionate value of the cooperative residence 
purchased by a low-income tenant." 

Short title: Section 2161 of D.C. Law 16-192 
provided that subtitle M of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Vacancy Conversion Fee Clarifi
cation Amendment Act of 2006". 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant e=>353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 

§ 42-3402.05. Certification fee. 

An owner who seeks to convert must pay the Mayor a certification fee. The 
Mayor is authorized to collect and establish the amount of the fee. The 
certification fee shall be sufficient to cover the cost of administering this 
subchapter. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 205, 27 DCR 2975.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1614. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 
and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant ~353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 

§ 42-3402.06. Cooperative conversion. 

(a) Notice. - An owner shall provide each tenant with prior written notice of 
an intent to convert of at least 120 days by first class mail and by conspicuous 
posting in common areas of the housing accommodation. An owner shall not 
provide notice prior to the Mayor's certification of compliance for purposes of 
cooperative conversion. 

(b) Tenant opportunity to purchase unit. - An owner shall make to each 
tenant of the housing accomlllodation a bona fide offer to sell to each tenant a 
share or membership interest in the cooperative. An offer includes, at a 
nlinimum, the asking price for the share or membership interest and a sum
lnary of tenant rights and sources of technical assistance as published in the 
D.C. Register by the Mayor, if published. An owner shall afford the tenant at 
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least 60 days in which to make a contract to purchase the share or membership 
interest at a rnutually agreeable price and under mutually agreeable terms, 
which shall be at least as favorable as those offered to the general public. An 
owner shall not provide notice prior to the Mayor's certification of compliance 
for purposes of cooperative conversion. 

(c) Notice to vacate. - An owner shall not serve a notice to vacate until at 
least 90 days after the tenant received notice of intention to convert, or prior to 
expiration of the 60-day period of notice of opportunity to purchase. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 206, 27 DCR 2975; Nov. 5, 1983, D.C. Law 5-38, 
§ 2(d), 30 DCR 4866.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
I 981 Ed., § 45 -161 5. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-38, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

Cross References 

Conversion condominiums, see § 42-1904.08. 
Tenant evictions, exceptions, see § 42-3505.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant <3:::>353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

§ 42-3402.07. [Reserved] 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 

§ 42-3402.08. Elderly or disabled tenancy. 

(a)(1) For the purposes of this subsection, the term "qualifying income" 
means a total annual household income, as determined by the Mayor, no 
greater than 95% of the area median income, as defined in § 42-2801(1). 

(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of this subchapter, Chapter 19 of 
this title, or Chapter 35 of this title, an owner of a rental unit in a housing 
accommodation converted under the provisions of this subchapter shall not 
evict or send notice to vacate to an elderly or disabled tenant if the combined 
annual household income for his or her unit, as determined by the Mayor, 
does not exceed the qualifying incon1e, unless: 

(A) The tenant violates an obligation of the tenancy and fails to correct 
the violation within 30 days after receiving notice of the violation froIn the 
owner; 

(B) A court of competent jurisdiction has determined that the tenant has 
performed an illegal act within the rental unit or housing accOlumodation; 

(C) The tenant fails to pay rent; or 
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(D)(i) For the purposes of a single, scheduled tenant election under 
§ 42-3402.03, the tenant waives, in writing, his or her right to remain a 
tenant. 

(ii) The waiver shall state that it was made voluntarily, without coer
cion as set forth in § 42-3402.03(h), and with full knowledge of the 
ramifications of a waiver of the right to remain a tenant. 

(iii) The waiver under sub-subparagraph (i) of this subparagraph shall 
apply only to the single, scheduled tenant election for which it was given. 

(b) Rent level. - Any owner of a converted unit shall not charge an elderly or 
disabled tenant rent in excess of the lawful rent at the time of request for a 
tenant election for purposes of conversion plus annual increases on that basis 
authorized under the Rental Housing Act. 

(c) Qualification. - (1) An elderly or disabled tenant shall qualify under this 
subchapter if, on the day a tenant election is held for the purposes of conver
sion, the elderly or disabled tenant: 

(A) Is entitled to the possession, occupancy, or the benefits of his or her 
rental unit; and 

(B)(i) Is 62 years of age or older; or 
(ii)(I) Has a disability as defined in section 3(2)(A) of the Americans 

with Disabilities Act of 1990, approved July 26, 1990 (104 Stat. 329; 42 
U.S.C. § 12102(2)(A)), and 29 C.F.R. § 1630.2(g)(1). 

(II) In making a determination that a tenant qualifies under this sub
subparagraph, the Mayor shall limit the inquiry to the minimum 
information and documentation necessary to establish that the tenant 
meets the definition of disabled provided in sub-sub-subparagraph (I) 
of this sub-subparagraph, and shall not inquire further into the nature 
or severity of the disability. The Mayor shall not require the tenant to 
provide a description of the disability when making an eligibility 
determination; provided, that the Mayor shall require that a physician 
or other licensed healthcare professional verify that a tenant meets the 
definition of disabled in sub-sub-subparagraph (I) of this sub-subpara
graph. The Mayor shall not require the tenant to provide eligibility 
documentation in less than 30 days. 

(III) The Mayor shall maintain records of the information compiled 
under this sub-subparagraph; provided, that the Mayor: 

(aa) Shall not disclose information about a tenant's disability 
unless the disclosure is required by law; 

(bb) May provide a list of eligible voters upon request; and 
(cc) May make a list of eligible voters available at the site of the 

tenant election. 

(IV) In requesting information under this sub-subparagraph, the 
Mayor shall inform tenants that their names will be absent from 
publicly available lists of eligible voters and the Mayor shall not 
disclose infonnation provided about a tenant's disability unless the 
disclosure is required by law. 
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(2) The Mayor shall develop such forms and procedures as may be neces-
sary to verify eligibility under this subsection. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 208,27 DCR 2975; Mar. 4, 1981, D.C. Law 3-131, 
§ 80l(d), 28 DCR 326; Nov. 5, 1983, D.C. Law 5-38, § 2(e), 30 DCR 4866; Nov. 16, 
2006, D.C. Law 16-179, § 2(d), 53 DCR 6698; Mar. 8, 2007, D.C. Law 16-240, § 2, 54 
DCR 597; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-354, § 2(b), 56 DCR 1155.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1616. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-179 rewrote subsec. (a); in sub

sec. (b), substituted "elderly or disabled" for 
"elderly"; and rewrote subsec. (c). Prior to 
amendment, subsecs. (a) and (c) read as follows: 

"(a) Eviction linlited. - Notwithstanding any 
other provision of this subchapter, the Condo
minium Act, or the Rental Housing Act, an 
O\vner of a rental unit in a housing accommoda
tion converted under the provisions of this 
chapter shall not evict or send notice to vacate 
to an elderly tenant with an annual household 
income, as determined by the Mayor, of less 
than $40,000 per year unless: 

"(1) The tenant violates an obligation of the 
tenancy and fails to correct the violation within 
30 days after receiving notice of the violation 
from the owner; 

"(2) A court of competent jurisdiction has 
determined that the tenant has performed an 
illegal act within the rental unit or housing 
accommodation; or 

"(3) The tenant fails to pay rent." 
"(c) Definition. - For the purposes of this 

subchapter, the term 'elderly tenant' means a 
head of household who is 62 years of age or 
older. The number of elderly tenants qualifying 
under this section is that number on the day an 
owner requests a tenant election for PUl-POS~s of 
conversion. 

D.C. Law 16-240 rewrote subsec. (c)(1)(B)(ii), 
which had read as follows: 

"(ii)(I) Has a medically determinable physical 
impairment, including blindness, which prohib
its and incapacitates 75% of that person's ability 
to move about, to assist himself or herself, or to 
engage in an occupation. 

"(II) In making a determination that a ten
ant qualifies under this sub-subparagraph, the 
Mayor shall limit the inquiry to the minimum 
information and documentation necessary to 
establish that the tenant meets the definition of 
disabled provided in sub-sub-subparagraph (1) 
of this sub-subparagraph, and shall not inquire 
further into the nature or severity of the dis
ability. The Mayor shall not require the tenant 

that the Mayor may request that a physician or 
other licensed healthcare professional verify 
that a tenant meets the definition of disabled in 
sub-sub-subparagraph (I) of this sub-subpara
graph. The Mayor shall not require the tenant 
to provide eligibility documentation in less than 
30 days. 

"(III) The Mayor shall not disclose informa
tion compiled under this sub-subparagraph un
less the disclosure is required by law; provided, 
that the Mayor may provide a list of eligible 
voters upon request; provided further, that the 
Mayor may make a list of eligible voters avail
able at the site of the tenant election." 

D.C. Law 17-354 rewrote subsec.(a)(l), which 
had read as follows: 

"(a) Eviction limited. - (l)(A) For the pur
poses of this subsection, the term 'qualifying 
income' means the applicable percentage for 
the household size, as set forth in subparagraph 
(B) of this paragraph, of the area median in
come for a household of 4 persons for the 
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria Metropolitan 
area, as established by the U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development." 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-131, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.03. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-38, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For Law 16-179, see notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

Law 16-240, the "Definition of Persons with 
Disabilities A.D.A. Conforming Amendment Act 
of 2006", was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 16-875, which was referred to 
Committee on Consumer and Regulatory Af
fairs. The Bill was adopted on first and second 
readings on November 14, 2006, and December 
5, 2006, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
December 28 2006, it was assigned Act No. 
16-596 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. D.C. Law 16-240 became 
effective on March 8, 2007. 

to provide a description of the disability when 
making an eligibility determination; provided, § 

For Law 17-354, see notes following 
42-3402.04 
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Miscellaneous Notes 
Declaration of continuing housing crisis: See 

Mayor's Order 83-239, October 7, 1983. 

Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Histo)-ical 
and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

Cross References 

Homestead housing preservation, transfers of real estate of elderly tenants, see § 42-2107. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3402.03,42-3402.04, and 42-3402.10. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant <>353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant§ 1437. 

Treatises and Practice Aids 

152 Practising Law Institute Litig. & Admin. 
Prac.: Crinl. Law & Urban Problems 279. 

Notes of Decisions 

Construction and application 

1. Construction and application 
Tenant was not entitled to possession of rent

ed premises on effective date of statute prohibit
ing eviction of disabled tenants during apart
ment-to-condominium conversion, and thus 
statute did not apply to prevent tenant's eviction 
after her refusal during conversion to either 
purchase or vacate premises, even though ten-

ant had not been evicted at time statute went 
into effect; at time statute went into effect, ten
ant's right to occupy the premises had ended, 
due to expiration of statutory l20-day period to 
vacate after conversion, and landlord had cho
sen to treat her as an unlawful holdover tenant 
by filing an eviction action. Redman v. Poto
mac Place Associates, LLC, 2009, 972 A.2d 316, 
certiorari denied 130 S.Ct. 1071, rehearing de
nied 130 S.Ct. 2142, 176 L.Ed.2d 759. Land
lord And Tenant e:::> 278.6 

§ 42-3402.09. Property tax abatement. 

The Mayor shall not require the owner of a converted condOIninium unit 
occupied by a low-income tenant to pay real property tax for the unit. The 
proportionate value for a unit in a converted cooperative housing accon1n10da
tion occupied by a low-income tenant shall be exelupt frOlu real property tax. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 209, 27 DCR 2975; Sept. 6, 1995, D.C. Law] ] -31, 
§ 3(f), 42 DCR 3239.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1617. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(f) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 
September 22, 1994, law notification 41 DCR 
6706). 

Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 
8, 1994,41 DCR 4904). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3m of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 
1995, 42 DCR 2410) and § 3(f) of the Ren tal 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reen
actment and Amendment Congressional Recess 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 1 1-96, July 
19, 1995, 42 DCR 3837). 

Emergency Act Amendments Legislative History of Laws 
For temporary amendment of section, see For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

§ 3m of the Rental Housing Conversion and Historical and Statutory Notes [ollO\,ving 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment § 42-3401.01. 
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For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-340S.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-340S.03b. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Amendment of section by Law 10-144: Sec
tion 2(0 of D.C. Law 10-144 purported to 
amend this section to read as follows: 

"The Mayor shall not require the owner of a 
converted condominium unit occupied by a low
income tenant to pay real property tax for the 
unit. The proportionate value for a unit in a 
converted cooperative housing accommodation 
occupied by a low-income tenant shall be ex
empt from real property tax." 

Key Numbers 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

District of Columbia (;::::>33(14). 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia § 39. 

§ 42-3402.10. Exceptions to coverage of subchapter: expiration provi
sions. 

(a) This subchapter shall remain in effect until the Mayor declares that a 
housing crisis no longer exists pursuant to § 42-3405.12. 

(b) The rights granted under § 42-3402.08 to eligible elderly and disabled 
tenants shall not be abrogated or reduced notwithstanding such a declaration 
by the Mayor. 

(c)(1) A housing provider shall not unreasonably interfere with the tenant's 
comfort, safety, or enjoyment of a rental unit, or engage in retaliatory action 
under § 42-3505.02, for the purpose of causing a housing accommodation to 
becon1e vacant. 

(2) For the purposes of this subsection, the terms "unreasonable interfer-
ence" or "retaliatory action" may include: 

(A) The knowing circulation of inaccurate infonnation; 
(B) Frequent visits or calls over the objection of the household; 
(C) The threat of retaliatory action; 
(D) An act or threat not otherwise permitted by law to recover posses

sion of a rental unit, increase rent, decrease services, increase the obli
gation of a tenant or cause undue or avoidable inconvenience, harass or 
violate the privacy of the household, reduce the quality or quantity of 
service, refuse to honor a lease, rental agreement, or any provision of a 
lease or rental agreernent, refuse to renew a lease or rental agreement, or 
terminate a tenancy without legal cause; or 

(E) Any other form of threat or coercion. 

(d)(1) The provisions of this subchapter shall not apply to the conversion of 
housing accomn10dations into condominium or cooperative status that are fully 
vacant as of the date of application to the Mayor for a vacancy exemption; 
provided, that this exemption shall not apply to: 

(A) § 42-3402.04; or 
(B) Any violation of subsection (c) of this section. 

(2) The Mayor shall make such inquiries as the Mayor considers appropri
ate to determine whether the vacating of each unit was voluntary. 
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(3) If the Mayor determines that the vacating of any unit was not volun
tary, the Mayor shall disapprove or rescind the approval of the application 
for exelnption. 

(4) All vacancy exemptions shall expire after 180 days; provided, that 
vacancy exemptions in effect on March 25, 2009, shall expire 180 days after 
March 25,2009. 

(e) The Mayor may impose civil fines, penalties, and fees for any infraction of 
the provisions of this section, or any rules issued under the authority of this 
section pursuant to Chapter 18 of Title 2. Adjudication of any infraction of this 
chapter shall be pursuant to Chapter 18 of Title 2. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 210, 27 DCR 2975; Nov. 5, 1983, D.C. Law 5-38, 
§ 2(£), 30 DCR 4866; Sept. 29, 1988, D.C. Law 7-154, § 2(b), 35 DCR 5715; Sept. 6, 
1995, D.C. Law 11-31, § 3(g), 42 DCR 3239; Nov. 16,2006, D.C. Law 16-179, § 2(e), 53 
DCR 6698; Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 16-192, § 2162(b), 53 DCR 6899; Mar. 25, 2009, 
D.C. Law 17-354, § 2(e), 56 DCR 1155.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1618. 

Eflect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-179 substituted "elderly and dis

abled" for" elderly". 
D.C. Law] 6-192 rewrote the section which 

had read as follows: 
"This subchapter shall remain in effect until 

the Mayor declares that a housing crisis no 
longer exists pursuant to § 42-3405.12. The 
rights granted under § 42-3402.08 to eligible 
elderly and disabled tenants may not be abro
gated or reduced notwithstanding such a decla
ration by the Mayor. The provisions of this 
subchapter shall not apply to the conversion of 
housing accommodations into condominium or 
cooperative status which are fully vacant as of 
the date of application to the Mayor for a vacan
cy exemption. Occupancy by 1 or more em
ployees or other occupants for security or simi
lar nontenancy purposes shall not prevent the 
accommodation from qualifying for a vacancy 
exemption. The owner shall submit to the May
or an application for vacancy exemption in or
der to qualify for this vacancy exemption. The 
application shall require that the owner certify 
that the owner is not an owner or purchaser as 
described in the third sentence of the second 
paragraph of § 42-3402.02(a), and that the 
owner has affirmatively sought information 
from any applicable former owner in order to 
make a truthful certification. The Mayor shall 
accept the owner's certification unless the May
or has received information which tends to 
challenge the truthfulness of the certification." 

longer exists pursuant to § 42-3405.12. The 
rights granted under § 42--3402.08 to eligible 
elderly and disabled tenants may not be abro-
gated or reduced notwithstanding such a decla
ration by the Mayor. The provisions of this 
subchapter shall not apply to the conversion of 
housing accommodations into condominium 01' 

cooperative status that are fully vacant as of the 
date of application to the Mayor [or a vacancy 
exemption; provided, that this exemption shall 
not apply to § 42-3402.04. Occupancy by I or 
more employees or other occupants for security 
or similar nontenancy purposes shall not pre
vent the accommodation from qualifying for a 
vacancy exemption. The owner shall submit to 
the Mayor an application for vacancy exemption 
in order to qualify for this vacancy exemption. 
The application shall require that the owner 
certify that the owner is not an owner or pur
chaser as described in the third sentence of the 
second paragraph of § 42-3402.02(a), and that 
the owner has affirmatively sought information 
from any applicable former owner in order to 
make a truthful certification. The Mayor shall 
investigate all requests for vacancy exemptions 
under this section and photographically docu
ment the vacant status of at least 25% of the 
total number of randomly selected units in the 
housing accommodation. All vacancy exemp
tions shall expire 90 days after certification. 
Vacancy exemptions properly certified, and in 
effect, on March 2, 2007, shall expire 90 days 
after March 2,2007." 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
D.C. Law 17-354 rewrote the section, which 

had read as follows: 
For temporary (225 day) amendmenl of sec

tion, see § 2(b) of Rental Housing Conversion 
"This subchapter shall remain in effect until and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 

the Mayor declares that a housing crisis no Amendment Act of 1988 (D.C. Law 7-140, Sep-
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tember 21, 2008, law notification 35 DCR 
7279). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
lion, see § 2(b) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1993 (D.C. Law 10-13, Sep
tember II, 1993, law notification 40 DCR 
6835). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 
September 22, 1994, law notification 41 DCR 
6706). 

Section 2 of D.C. Law 16-250 repealed Subti
tle M of Title II of the Fiscal year 2007 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2006, effective Au
gust 8, 2006 (D.C. Act 16-477; 53 DCR 7068), 
as of August 8, 2006. 

Section 3 of D.C. Law 16-250 repealed Subti
tle M of Title II of the Fiscal year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2006, effective October 3, 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-499; 53 DCR 8818), as of October 3, 2006. 

Section 2 of D.C. Law 17-17 repealed Subtitle 
M of Title II of the Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Act of 2006, effective March 2, 2007 
(D.C. Act 16-476; 53 DCR 6899), as of March 2, 
2007. 

Section 3 of D.C. Law 17-17 repealed Subtitle 
M of Title II of the Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2007, effective January 16, 2007 (D.C. Act 
17-1; 54 DCR 1165), as of January 16, 2007. 

Section 2 of D.C. Law 17-162 repealed Subti
tle M of Title II of the Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Act of 2006, effective March 2, 2007 
(D.C. Act 16-476; 53 OCR 6899), as of March 2, 
2007. 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b) of Vacancy Exemption Repeal 
Clarification Temporary Amendment Act of 
2008 (D.C. Law 17-274, November 25, 2008, 
law notification 55 DCR 12594). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendments of section, see 

§ 2(b) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Extension Emergency Amend
ment Act of 1993 (D.C. Act 10-29, May 19, 
1993, 40 OCR 3418) and § 2(b) of the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Ex
tension Congressional Recess Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1993 (D.C. Act 10-82, August 
4, 1993, 40 DCR 6056). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 2(b) or the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Extension Emergency Amend
ment Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-235, April 28, 
1994,41 DCR 2599). 
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Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 
8, 1994, 41 DCR 4904). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(g) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 
1995, 42 OCR 2410) and § 3(g) of the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reen
actment and Amendment Congressional Recess 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-96, July 
19, 1995,42 DCR 3837). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2162(b) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-477, August 8,2006,53 DCR 7068). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2162(b) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-499, October 23, 2006, 53 
DCR 8845). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 2 and 3 of Vacancy Conversion Fee 
Exemption Reinstatement Emergency Act of 
2006 (D.C. Act 16-533, December 4, 2006, 53 
DCR 9844). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2162(b) of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-1, January 16, 2007, 54 
DCR 1165). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 2 and 3 of Vacancy Conversion Fee 
Exemption Reinstatement Emergency Amend
ment Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-31, April 19, 
2007,54 DCR 4081). 

For temporary (90 day) repeal of Subtitle M 
of Title II of the Fiscal Year 2007 Budget Sup
port Act of 2006, effective March 2, 2007 (D.C. 
Law 16-192; 53 DCR 6899), see § 2 of Conver
sion Fee Clarification Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2008 (D.C. Act J 7-305, "February 22, 
2008,55 DCR2516). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment, see 
§ 2(b) of Vacancy Exemption Repeal Clarifica
tion Emergency Amendment Act of 2008 (D.C. 
Act 17-461, July 28,2008,55 DCR 8732). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-38, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-154, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
For temporary amendment of section, see see Historical and Statutory Notes following 

§ 3(g) of the Rental Housing Conversion and § 42-3405.03a. 
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For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03b. 

For Law 16-179, see notes following 
§ 42-3401.0 l. 

For Law 16-192, see notes following 
§ 42-903. 

For Law 17-354, see notes following 
§ 42-3402.04 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 
Amendment of section by Law 10-144: Sec

tion 2(g) of D.C. Law 10-144 purported to 
amend this section to read as follows: 

''This subchapter shall remain in effect until 
the Mayor declares that a housing crisis no 
longer exists pursuant to § 45-1662. The rights 
granted under § 45-1616 to eligible elderly ten
ants may not be abrogated or reduced notwith
standing such a declaration by the Mayor. The 

provisions of this subchapter shall not apply to 
the conversion of housing accommodations into 
condominium or cooperative status which are 
fully vacant as of the date of application to the 
Mayor for a vacancy exemption. Occupancy by 
1 or more employees or other occupants for 
security or similar nontenancy purposes shall 
not prevent the accommodation from qualifying 
for a vacancy exemption. The owner shall sub
mit to the Mayor an application for vacancy 
exemption in order to qualify for this vacancy 
exemption. The application shall require that 
the owner certify that the owner is not an owner 
or purchaser as described in the third sentence 
of § 45-1611 (a)(2) and that the owner has affir
matively sought information from any applica
ble former owner in order to make a truthful 
certification. The Mayor shall accept the own
er's certification unless the Mayor has received 
information which tends to challenge the truth
fulness of the certification." 

Cross References 

Filing and recordation of articles of incorporation of cooperative associations, see § 29-906. 
Notice, registration or rejection, and hearing provisions concerning application for registration of 

condominium, see § 42-1904.06. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3404.12 and 42-3405.07. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant (;:::>351. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Vacancy exemption 

1. Vacancy exemption 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 822,1437. 

Notes of Decisions 

1, 1980 did not apply to permit conversion of 
apartment units which, while vacant on that 
date, were occupied eight months later on stat-

Exemption in statute limiting right of land
lords to sell apartment units as condominiums 
for apartments which were vacant on January 

ute's effective date. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1618. 
Dyer v. D.C. Dept. of Housing and Community 
Development, 1982, 452 A.2d 968. Condomini
um ('p 4 

§ 42-3402.11. Retroactive conversion. 

With respect to conversions of housing accommodations by owners or con
tract purchasers who received a notice of filing or filed articles of incorporation 
as a housing cooperative prior to August 10, 1980 (the effective date of the 
Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Emergency Act of 1980 (D.C. Act 3-248)), 
or prior to the effective date of this chapter [September 10, 1980], the following 
provisions shall apply: 

(1) Definitions. - For the purposes of this section, unless the subject 
luatter requires otherwise, the term: 
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(A) "Association" means a group enterprise legally incorporated under 
the District of Columbia Cooperative Association Act, or a cooperative 
corporation incorporated pursuant to the laws of another jurisdiction. 

(B) "Comparable rental units" means rental units of corresponding 
facilities with the same or similar benefits or services included in the price 
of the rent. 

(C) "Declarant" shall mean a person(s), association(s), or group(s) who: 
(i) In the case of a housing cooperative, obtained an exemption pursu

ant to § 4 of the Cooperative Regulation Act of 1979 and filed articles of 
incorporation prior to August 10, 1980; or 

(ii) In the case of a condominium conversion, received a notice of 
filing pursuant to § 42-1904.06. 
(D) "Eligible recipient" means the head of household in which the 

household has a cOlllbined annual incorne totaling less than the following 
percentages of the median annual family income (for a household of 4 
persons) for the District of Columbia, as such median is determined by the 
United States Bureau of Census and adjusted yearly by historic trends of 
that n1edian, and as may be further adjusted by an interim census of 
District of Columbia incomes collected under contract by local or regional 
government agencies: 

one-person household. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50% 
two-person household. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60% 
three-person household or a 1- or 2-person household containing any person 

who is 60 years of age or older or who has a disability as defined by the 
Mayor.................................................................. 90% 

four-person household. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100% 
five-person household . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. J 10% 
more than 5-person household. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ] 20% 

(E) "Family" means a group of persons related by blood or marriage. 
(F) "Head of household" means an individual who maintains the affect

ed rental unit as his or her principal place of abode, is a bona fide resident 
and domiciliary of the District of Colun1bia, and contributes more than 
one-half the cost of maintaining such rental unit. An individual may be 
considered a head of household without regard as to whether such individ
ual would qualify as a head of household for the purposes of any other law. 

(G) "High rent housing accommodation" means any housing accomlllO
dation in the District of Columbia for which the total monthly rent exceeds 
an amount con1puted for such housing accommodation as follows: 

0) Multiply the number of rental units in the following categories by 
the corresponding rents established by the United States Departnlent of 
Housing and Urban Development for the District of Columbia as the 
current fair market rents for existing housing under § 8 Housing Assis
tance Payments Program for Elevator or Non-Elevator (as appropriate) 
Buildings: (1) efficiency rental units; (2) 1 bedroom rental units; (3) 2 
bedroom rental units; (4) 3 bedroom rental units; (5) 4 or more 
bedroOlll rental units; so that the rates are not lower than $267 for 1 
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bedroom, $314 for 2 bedroom, $408 for a 3 or more bedroOln, and $221 
for efficiency rental units; 

(ii) Total the results obtained in sub-subparagraph (i) of this subpara
graph; and 

(iii) Increase the result obtained in sub-subparagraph (ii) of this sub
paragraph by the maximum percentage of any upward rent adjustments 
found to be warranted by the District of Columbia Rental Accomlnoda
tions Commission pursuant to § 206 of the Rental Housing Act of 1977. 
(H) "Housing accOlnmodation" means any structure or building in the 

District of Columbia containing 1 or more rental units, and the land 
appurtenant thereto. Such term shall not include any hotel, n10tel, or 
other structure, including any room therein, used primarily for transient 
occupancy, and in which at least 60% of the rooms devoted to living 
quarters for tenants or guests are used for transient occupancy; any rental 
unit in an establishment which has as its primary purpose the providing of 
diagnostic care and treatment of diseases, including, but not limited to, 
hospitals, convalescent homes, nursing homes, and personal care homes; 
or any donnitory of an institute of higher education, or a private boarding 
school, in which rooms are provided for students. 

(I) "Housing expense" means the amount of rent attributable to a rental 
unit plus the cost of gas, electricity, water, and sewer services if not 
included in the rent and if paid by the occupant of such rental unit, but 
shall exclude any security deposit. 

(J) "Housing project" means a group of housing accommodations which 
are managed as a single business entity. 

(K) "Suitable size" means for a 1 person family, an efficiency rental unit; 
for a 2 person family, a 1 bedroom rental unit; for a family of 3 or 4 
persons, a 2 bedroom rental unit; for a family of 5 or 6 persons, a 3 
bedroom rental unit; and for a family of 7 or Inore persons, a 4 bedroon1 
rental unit; except, that adjustments shall be made to allow children and 
unlnarried adults of the opposite sex, to have separate sleeping rooms. In 
determining suitable size for a comparable rental unit, 1 person living in a 
1 bedroom rental unit before relocation as a result of cooperative conver
sion shall be eligible for assistance at the level of a 1 bedroom comparable 
rental unit. 

(L) "Total monthly rent" shall include the rents asked for vacant units. 
(2) Eligibility for housing assistance and relocation compensation. - (A) In 

addition to all other requirements of this section, and to all other applicable 
provisions of law, each declarant of a conversion cooperative shall pay 
housing assistance, in an amount calculated according to paragraph (3) of 
this section, to any eligible recipient who: 

(i) Makes application for such assistance; 
(ii) Has been living, for at least 1 year immediately prior to the first 

day of the Inonth in which the application for registration relating to 
such conversion is filed, in the rental unit from which he or she is being 
displaced; 
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(iii) Is displaced from a rental unit because such rental unit is being 
converted to a cooperative by the declarant; and 

(iv) Relocates in the District of Columbia. Such housing assistance 
shall be paid in 1 lump sum paylnent, within 30 days after the date the 
declarant receives notification pursuant to subparagraph (C) of para
graph (5) of this section, to the eligible recipient or the Mayor, as 
appropriate. Beginning with the 25th month occurring immediately 
after the month in which such eligible recipient relocated, and for the 
immediately succeeding 35 months thereafter, housing assistance pay
n1ents to such recipient shall be made by the Mayor if, as of the first day 
of the 25th month occurring after his or her relocation, the recipient is 
eligible for such payment. In lieu of monthly payments, the Mayor n1ay 
make a lump sum payment to an eligible recipient equal to the amount to 
which the recipient is entitled to receive under this section. 
(B) In addition to all other requirements of this section, and to all other 

applicable provisions of law, each declarant shall pay relocation compensa
tion to an eligible recipient in each rental unit in the building converted if 
such rental unit is occupied prilnarily for residential purposes on the date 
the occupant received the 120-day notice of declarant's intention to con
vert as required by § 603 of the Rental Housing Act of 1977. Such 
relocation compensation shall be calculated according to the provisions of 
subparagraph (D) of paragraph (4) of this section. 

(C) No part of any housing assistance payment or any relocation com
pensation made under this section shall be considered incon1e to the 
eligible recipient for the purposes of Chapter 18 of Title 47, Any such 
housing assistance payment or any relocation c0111pensation n1ade to any 
person or family entitled to receive any other payment from the District of 
Columbia government related to paying the costs of housing or shelter shaH 
be in addition to and shall not affect the amount of or entitlement to such 
other payment. 
(3) Calculation of housing assistance. - (A) The amount of each housing 

assistance payment to be made under this section shall be calculated as 
follows: 

(i) If the amount of an eligible recipient's average monthly housing 
expense, during the 12 consecutive month period ending with the Inonth 
preceding the month during which he or she relocated as a result of the 
rental unit being converted to a cooperative, is an amount which is less 
than 25% of the average net monthly family income computed for such 
period, then the amount of the monthly housing assistance payment to 
such eligible recipient shall be in an amount equal to the difference 
between an amount equal to 25% of such average net monthly fmnily 
income and the amount of the monthly housing expense to be paid by the 
eligible recipient for the first full month after such relocation (excluding 
security deposit, if any), 

(ij) If the amount of an eligible recipient's average monthly housing 
expense, during such period, is an alnount which is more than 25% of 
such average net monthly family income, then the amount of the monthly 
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housing assistance payment shall be in an amount equal to the difference 
between such average monthly housing expense during such period and 
the aluount of the monthly housing expense to be paid by the eligible 
recipient for the first full month after such relocation (excluding security 
deposit, if any). 

(iii) To obtain the total housing assistance payment to be made by a 
declarant to any eligible recipient, multiply the figure obtained under 
either sub-subparagraph (i) or (ii) of this subparagraph, as appropriate, 
by 24. To obtain the total housing assistance payment to be lTIade by the 
Mayor to any eligible recipient, multiply such appropriate figure by 36. 
(B) The Mayor shall determine, from time to time and at least once every 

12 lTIonths, the range of rents being charged in the District of Columbia by 
landlords of privately-owned housing accommodations for available 1 
bedroom, 2 bedroom, 3 bedroom or more, and efficiency rental units. The 
Mayor shall publish his or her preliminary range of rents in the District of 
Columbia Register and, within 30 days after publication shall hold hearings 
on that preliminary range. Based on the record of those hearings, the 
Mayor shall certify a final range of rents to be used for the purposes of this 
section. The figure obtained under either sub-subparagraph (i) or (ii) of 
subparagraph (A) of this paragraph, as appropriate, shall not exceed the 
difference between the highest rent in the range of rents of cOlTIparable 
rental units of suitable size, as detenuined by the Mayor at the time the 
housing assistance payment is made to such eligible recipient, and the 
aIuount of the eligible recipient's average monthly housing expense for the 
12-month period referred to in sub-subparagraph (i) of subparagraph (A) of 
this paragraph. 
(4) Calculation of relocation compensation. - (A) The amount of reloca

tion compensation payable shall be calculated as follows: 
(i) Relocation compensation in the amount of $125 for each roon1 in 

the apartment unit shall be payable to the tenants if the tenants are 
occupying the apartment unit, or, if the tenants are not occupying the 
apartment unit, to the tenants or subtenants bearing the cost of renlOving 
the majority of the furnishings. For the purpose of the preceding 
sentence, a "room" in an apartment unit shall mean any space 60 square 
feet or larger which has a fixed ceiling and floor and is subdivided with 
fixed partitions on all sides, but shall not mean bathroOlTIs, balconies, 
closets, pantries, kitchens, foyers, hallways, storage areas, utility rooms, 
or the like. 

(ii) The Mayor shall adjust the amounts to be paid as relocation 
con1pensation from time to time solely to reflect changes in the cost of 
moving within the Washington metropolitan area. Such adjustments 
shall be made no more than once in any calendar year and shall be n1ade 
only after prior notice and hearing. 
(B) After notification of the Mayor's determination pursuant to para

graph (5) (B) of this section, the declarant shall pay relocation compensa
tion as follows: 
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(i) If the declarant has received at least 10 days advance written notice 
of the date upon which the apartment unit is to be vacated, the payment 
shall be paid no later than 24 hours prior to the date the apartment unit 
is to be vacated; or 

(ii) If no such notice has been received, then payment shall be made 
within 30 days after the apartment unit is vacated. 
(C) If there is more than 1 person entitled to relocation compensation 

with respect to an apartment unit, each such person shall be entitled to 
share equally in the amount of relocation compensation. 

(D) In any case in which there is a question as to whether relocation 
compensation shall be paid for an apartment unit, or to whom, or the 
proper amount of such compensation, the declarant shall pay to the Mayor 
the amount indicated in the notice issued pursuant to paragraph (5) (B) of 
this section for such apartment unit and shall thereby be relieved of any 
further obligation under this section with respect to such apartment unit. 
The Mayor shall hold such payment and shall determine, after investiga
tion, whether relocation compensation is payable with respect to the 
apartment unit, the amount of relocation compensation payable, if any, and 
the person or persons, if any, entitled thereto. The Mayor shall refund any 
ren1ainder of such payment to the declarant. 

(E) PaYlnent or relocation compensation shall not be required with 
respect to any apartment unit which is the subject of an outstanding 
judglnent for possession obtained by the declarant or declarant's predeces
sor in interest against the tenants or subtenants for a cause of action 
whether such cause of action arises before or after the service of the notice 
of conversion. If, however, the judgment for possession is based on 
nonpaYlnent and arises after the notice of conversion has been given, then 
relocation compensation shall be required in an amount reduced by the 
amount determined to be due and owing to the declarant by the court 
rendering the judgment for possession. 
(S) Application for housing assistance and relocation compensation. - (A) 

Each declarant, at the same tilne he or she sends tenants the 120-day notice 
required under § 603 of the Rental Housing Act of 1977, shall send to each 
tenant the application forms (with instructions) provided by the Mayor for 
n1aking application for housing assistance and relocation compensation pay
able under the provisions of this section. Each applicant for such housing 
assistance or relocation cOlnpensation shall give to the Mayor reasonable 
information as may be required in order to determine an applicant's eligibili
ty. All information provided to the Mayor under this paragraph shall be 
confidential and shall not be disclosed to any person except to parties and 
their attorneys, officials, and employees conducting proceedings under this 
section. 

(B) If the information provided by an applicant on the form filed with 
the Mayor indicates on its face that such applicant is eligible for relocation 
cOlnpensation payable under paragraph (2) (B) of this section, then such 
applicant shall be presumed to be an eligible recipient. Within 15 working 
days fron1 receipt of the cOlnpleted application, the Mayor shall notify the 
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appropriate declarant of the amount of payll1ent due, to whom it shall be 
paid, and the address at which such payment should be delivered. Each 
declarant shall make each relocation compensation payment in a IUll1p sum 
payment equal to the total amount of the paYll1ent for which he or she is 
liable to that eligible recipient. The payment of relocation compensation is 
subject to review pursuant to paragraph (4) (D) of this section. 

(C)(i) If the inforn1ation provided by an applicant on the [orn1 filed with 
the Mayor indicates on its face that such applicant is eligible for housing 
assistance payable under paragraph (2) (A) of this section, then such 
applicant shall be presumed to be an eligible recipient. The Mayor shall 
notify the appropriate declarant of the amount of housing assistance 
payn1ent due, to whom it shall be paid, and the address at which such 
payment should be delivered. 

(ii) In the event that a declarant believes either that the recipient is not 
an eligible recipient, or has not ll1et the requirements of paragraph (2) 
(A) of this section, or that the payment to that recipient should be lower 
than the all10unt indicated by the Mayor for housing assistance pay
ments, the declarant 111ay seek review of the eligibility of the recipient, 
the recipient's eligibility under paragraph (2) (A) of this section, and the 
amount of such payment by: (1) Making the paYll1ent indicated to the 
Mayor; and (2) filing a notice of appeal and request for a hearing with 
the Mayor within 10 days after l11aking such payment. The Mayor shall 
conduct such requested hearing as soon as possible after such request is 
n1ade. Based on the record of the hearing, the Mayor shall determine 
whether the recipient is actually eligible for the payn1ent as indicated in 
the Mayor's notice, or whether the amount of the payment is correct, as 
appropriate. In the event the Mayor determines that the recipient is not 
eligible, or that the amount of the payll1ent made should be reduced, the 
Mayor shall issue an order to that effect, and shall refund to the 
declarant such excess monies, as is appropriate. 
(D) The Mayor may review bi-annually, or earlier upon request by a 

declarant, both the continued eligibility of a recipient for housing assis
tance and the al110unt of such payments. 
(6) Payments of housing assistance. - The Mayor 111ay enter into contracts 

with any bank or other financial institution in the District of COlull1bia 
providing that such bank or other financial institution shall make the monthly 
paYll1ents of housing assistance for which the District of Colull1bia is liable (if 
the Mayor elects not to 111ake a lump sum payn1ent) fr0111 sums of money 
deposited in such bank or financial institution by the Mayor for that purpose. 

(7) Tax exemption. - (A) In addition to all other requiren1ents of this 
section, and to all other applicable provisions of law, each declarant of a 
conversion condominium shall pay housing assistance, in an al110unt calcu
lated according to paragraph (3) of this section, to any eligible recipient who: 

(i) Makes application for such assistance; 
(ii) Has been living, for at least 1 year il11111ediately prior to the first 

day of the l110nth in which the application for registration relating to 
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such conversion is filed, in the rental unit from which he or she is being 
displaced; 

(iii) Is displaced from a rental unit because such rental unit is being 
converted to a condOllliniuln by the declarant; and 

(iv) Relocates in the District of Columbia. 

Such housing assistance shall be paid in 1 lump sum payment within 30 days 
after the date such recipient relocates. Beginning with the 25th month occur
ring immediately after the month in which such recipient relocated, and for the 
immediately succeeding 35 months thereafter, housing assistance payments to 
such recipient shall be made by the Mayor if, as of the first day of the 25th 
lllonth occurring after his or her relocation, the recipient is eligible for such 
payment. In lieu of n10nthly paYlllents, the Mayor may make a lump sum 
payment to an eligible recipient equal to the amount to which he or she is 
entitled to receive under this section. 

(B) In addition to all other requirements of this section, and to all other 
applicable provisions of law, each declarant of a conversion condOlllinium 
shall pay relocation compensation to any eligible recipient in each rental 
unit in the building converted if such rental unit is occupied primarily for 
residential purposes on the date the notice required by § 42-1904.03 is 
given. Such relocation assistance shall be calculated according to the 
provisions of paragraph (9) of this section. 

(C) No part of any housing assistance payment or any relocation com
pensation made under this section shall be considered income to the 
recipient for the purposes of Chapter 18 of Title 47. Any such housing 
assistance payment or any relocation compensation made to any person or 
fan1ily entitled to receive any other payment from the District of Columbia 
governillent related to paying the costs of housing or shelter shall be in 
addition to and shall not affect the amount of or entitlement to such other 
payn1ent. 
(8) Computation of housing assistance. - (A) The amount of each housing 

assistance payment to be lllade under this section shall be calculated as 
follows: 

(i) If the alllOunt of an applicant's average monthly housing expense, 
during the 12 consecutive month period ending with the n10nth preced
ing the lllonth during which he or she relocated as a result of his or her 
rental unit being converted to a condominium, is an amount which is less 
than 25% of the average net monthly family incOllle, con1puted for such 
period, then the amount of the monthly housing assistance paylllent to 
such applicant shall be in an amount equal to the difference between an 
aillount equal to 25% of such average net monthly family income and the 
amount of the monthly housing expense to be paid by the applicant for 
the first full n10nth after such relocation (excluding security deposit, if 
any). 

(ii) If the alllOunt of a recipient's average Inonthly housing expense, 
during such period, is an amount which is more than 25% of such 
average net monthly family incOllle, then the amount of the lllonthly 
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housing assistance payment payable to such applicant shall be an 
alnount equal to the difference between such average monthly housing 
expense during such period and the amount of the monthly housing 
expense to be paid by the applicant for the first full month after such 
relocation (excluding security deposit, if any). 

(iii) To obtain the total housing assistance payment to be made by a 
declarant to any eligible recipient, multiply the figure obtained under 
either sub-subparagraph (0 or (ii) of this subparagraph, as appropriate, 
by 24. To obtain the total housing assistance payment to be made by the 
Mayor to any eligible recipient, multiply such appropriate figure by 36. 
(B) The Mayor shall determine, from time to time and at least once every 

12 months, the range of rents being charged in the District of Columbia by 
landlords of privately owned housing accommodations for generally avail
able 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom, 3 bedroom or more, and efficiency rental 
units. The Mayor shall publish his or her preliminary range of rents in the 
District of Columbia Register and during the next ilnmediately occurring 
30 days hold hearings on that preliminary range. Based on the record of 
those hearings, the Mayor shall certify a final range of rents to be used for 
the purposes of this section. The figure obtained under either sub-subpara
graph (i) or (ii) of subparagraph (A) of this paragraph, as appropriate, shall 
not exceed the difference between the highest rent in the range of rents of 
comparable rental units of suitable size, as determined by the Mayor at the 
time of the housing assistance payment is made to such recipient, and the 
amount of the recipient's average monthly housing expense for the 
12-1nonth period referred to in sub-subparagraph (i) of subparagraph (A) of 
this paragraph. 
(9) Computation of relocation compensation. - (A) The amount of reloca

tion cOlnpensation payable shall be calculated as follows: 
(i) Relocation compensation in the amount of $125 for each roon1 in 

the apartment unit shall be payable to the tenants if the tenants are 
occupying the apartment unit or if the tenants are not occupying the 
apartlnent unit, to the tenants or subtenants bearing the cost of removing 
the n1ajority of the furnishings. For the purposes of the preceding 
sentence, a "room" in an apartlnent unit shall mean any space 60 square 
feet or larger which has a fixed ceiling and floor and is subdivided with 
partitions on all sides, but shall not mean bathrooms, balconies, closets, 
pantries, kitchens, foyers, hallways, storage areas, utility rooms, or the 
like. 

(ii) The Mayor shall adjust the amounts to be paid as relocation 
cOlnpensation from time to time solely to reflect changes in the cost of 
Inoving within the Washington metropolitan area. Such adjustlnent 
shall be made no more than once in any calendar year and shall be made 
only after prior notice and hearing. 
(B) Relocation compensation shall be paid no later than 24 hours prior 

to the date the apartment unit is to be vacated by the tenants or subtenants 
if the declarant has received at least 10 days advance written notice of the 
date upon which the apartlnent unit is to be vacated. If no such notice has 
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been received, then relocation compensation shall be paid within 30 days 
after the apartment unit is vacated. 

(C) If there is more than 1 person entitled to relocation compensation 
with respect to an apartlnent unit, each such person entitled to relocation 
compensation shall be entitled to share equally in the amount of relocation 
compensation. In any case in which there is a dispute as to whether 
relocation cOHlpensation shall be paid for an apartment unit, or the proper 
amount of such compensation or the persons entitled to such COlnpensa
tion, the declarant Inay pay to the Mayor the maximum possible relocation 
cOHlpensation allowable for such apartlnent unit and shall thereby be 
relieved of any further obligation under this subparagraph with respect to 
such apartlnent unit. The Mayor shall hold such payment and shall 
determine whether relocation compensation is payable with respect to the 
apartment unit, the amount of relocation compensation payable, if any, and 
the person or persons entitled thereto. The Mayor shall refund any 
relnainder of such payment to the declarant. 

CD) Payment of relocation compensation shall not be required with 
respect to any apartlnent unit which is the subject of an outstanding 
judgment for possession obtained by the declarant or declarant's predeces
sor in interest against the tenants or subtenants for a cause of action, 
whether such cause of action arises before or after the service of the notice 
of conversion. If, however, the judgment for possession is based on 
nonpaYlnent and arises after the notice of conversion has been given, then 
relocation compensation shall be required in an amount reduced by the 
alnount determined to be due and owing to declarant by the court render
ing the judgment for possession. 

(10) Notification of eligibility; review of eligibility determinations. - (A) 
Each declarant of a conversion condominium, in addition to and at the same 
time that he or she sends tenants in the building to be converted the notices 
required under § 42-1904.08(b), shall send to each such tenant the necessary 
application forms (with instructions), provided by the Mayor, for making 
application for the housing assistance payments and relocation compensation 
payable under the provisions of this section. Each applicant for such 
assistance or compensation shall give to the Mayor such reasonable informa
tion as he or she may require in order to determine whether such applicant is 
eligible for the payments for which he or she applied. All information 
provided to the Mayor under this section shall be confidential and shall not 
be disclosed to any person or governnlental or private entity in such a 
nlanner as to identify the applicant to whom the information relates. 

(B) If the information provided by an applicant on the form filed with 
the Mayor indicates that such applicant is eligible for the relocation 
conlpensation payable under paragraph (7)(B) of this section, then such 
applicant shall be presumed to be an eligible recipient and the Mayor shall 
notify the appropriate declarant of the amount of payment due, to whom it 
shall be paid, and the address at which such paynlent should be delivered. 
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Each declarant shall lnake each relocation compensation payment in a 
lun1p sum payment equal to the total amount of the payment for which he 
or she is liable to that recipient. 

(C) In the event that a declarant believes that either the recipient is not 
an eligible recipient, or that the payment to that recipient should be lower 
than the amount indicated by the Mayor, for either housing assistance 
paYlnents or for relocation cOlnpensation, he or she may seek review of 
both the eligibility and amount of payment by: (i) Making the payment as 
indicated by the Mayor; and (ii) filing a notice of appeal and request for a 
hearing with the Mayor within 10 days after making such payment. The 
Mayor shall conduct such requested hearing as soon as possible after such 
request is n1ade. Based on the record of the hearing held as requested by a 
declarant, the Mayor shall detennine whether the recipient is actually 
eligible for the payment received, or whether the amount of such payment 
is correct, as appropriate. In the event the Mayor determines that the 
recipient is not eligible, or that the amount of the paylnent made should be 
reduced, he or she shall issue an order to that effect, requiring the recipient 
to return to the declarant any paYlnent received to which he or she was not 
entitled. 

(D) The eligibility of a recipient for housing assistance payments shall be 
reviewed by the Mayor bi-annually. 

(11) Deposit in and payment of banks of District of Columbia housing 
assistance payments. - The Mayor may enter into contracts with any bank or 
other financial institution in the District of Columbia providing that such 
bank or other financial institution shall make the monthly payments of 
housing assistance for which the District of Columbia is liable (if the Mayor 
elects not to make a lump sum payment) from SUlns of money deposited in 
such bank or financial institution by the Mayor for that purpose. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 211 (b), as added Aug. 1, 1981, D.C. Law 4-27, § 2(b), 
28 DCR 2824; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 66,53 DCR 6198.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
198] Ed., § 45-1619. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-305, in par. (1)eD), substituted 

"has a disability" for "is handicapped". 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-27, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3402.03. 

For Law 16-305, see notes following 
§ 42-820. 

References in Text 
The "Cooperative Regulation Act of 1979," 

referred to in paragraph (l)(C)(i), is D.C. Law 
3-19. 

The "Rental Housing Act of 1977," referred to 
in paragraphs (l)(G)(iii) and (5)(A), is D.C. Law 
2-54, which had formerlv been codified as 
Chapter 16 of this title, an"d which was subse
quently superseded by the Rental HOllsing Act 
of 1980, D.C. Law 3-131. See also 
§ 42-3401.03(15). 

The phrase "the effective date of this chapter" 
which appears in the introductory language of 
this section, probably refers to the effective date 
of D.C. Law 3-86, which was September 10, 
1980. 
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Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant ~351. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 822, 1437. 

SUBCHAPTER HI. RELOCATION ASSISTANCE. 

§ 42-3403.01. Short title. 

This subchapter n1ay be cited as the "Relocation and Housing Assistance Act 
of 1980". 

(Sept. 1 0, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 301,27 DCR 2975.) 

§ 42-3403.02. Relocation payment. 

(a) Required. - If an owner converts a housing accommodation into a 
condominium or cooperative pursuant to this chapter, the owner shall provide 
a relocation payment to each tenant who does not purchase a unit or share or 
enter into a lease or lease option of at least 5 years' duration. 

(b) Amount. - An owner shall pay the tenant only if the tenant provides a 
relocation expense receipt or a written estimate from a moving company or 
other relocation service provider. Regardless of the amount on the receipt or 
written estimates, the owner shall pay no less than $125, but is not required to 
pay more than $1,000 to the tenant. 

(c) Method. - An owner may pay by check or cash to the tenant or person 
designated by the tenant, and shall pay within 7 days of receipt of the written 
estimate or receipt, the amount indicated or an amount required by subsection 
(b) of this section. 

(d) Entitlement to receive. - (1) The tenant who bears the cost of relocation 
is entitled to the payment. If there is more than 1 tenant who bears the cost of 
relocation from a unit, the owner shall pay the tenants proportionally. 

(2) The owner is not required to make a relocation payment to a tenant 
against whom the owner has obtained a judgment for possession of the unit. 

(3) If an owner does not 111ake a relocation payment as required, the tenant 
has a private right of action to collect the payment and is entitled to costs and 
reasonable attorney fees for bringing the action. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 302, 27 DCR 2975; Aug. 1, 1981, D.C. Law 4-27, 
§ 2(c), 28 DCR 2824; Mar. 21, 2009, D.C. Law 17-319, § 3(a), 56 DCR 214.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
198J Ed., § 45-J621. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 17-319, in subsec. (b), substituted 

"is not required to pay more than $1,000 to the 
tenant" for "is not required to pay more than 
$500 to the tenant". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec-
tion, see § 3(a) of Abatement of Nuisance Prop
erties and Tenant Receivership Temporary 
amendment Act of 2008 (D.C. Law 17-237, Oc
tober 21, 2008, law notification 55 DCR 11700). 
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Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90 day) amendment, see 
§ 3(a) of Abatement of Nuisance Properties and 
Tenant Receivership Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2008 (D.C. Act 17-420, July 8, 2008, 55 
DCR 7703). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(a) of Abatement of Nuisance Prop
erties and Tenant Receivership Congressional 
Review Emergency Amendment Act of 2008 
(D.C. Act 17-563, October 27, 2008, 55 DCR 
12019). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. .. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-27, see 
Historical and Statutory Noles following 
§ 42-3402.03. 

For Law J 7-319, see notes following 
§ 42-3131.01. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

Cross References 

Homestead housing preservation, transfers of real estate of persons not electing to purchase, see 
§ 42-2107. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant (;:.:::>353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.l.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 

§ 42-3403.03. Relocation services. 

The Mayor shall provide relocation assistance to low-income tenants who 
move from a housing accommodation which is converted into a condOlniniun1 
or cooperative. The Mayor shall provide service in the manner required by 
§ 6-333.01. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 303(a), 27 DCR 2975.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1622. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 
and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (;:;:::>12. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. District of Columbia § 26. 

§ 42-3403.04. Housing assistance payments. 

(a) Required. - If an owner converts a housing accOlll1TIodation into a 
condominiulll or cooperative pursuant to this chapter, the Mayor shall provide 
housing assistance payment for 3 years to each low-incon1e tenant who does 
not purchase a unit or share. 

(a-1) Administration. - Housing assistance payments shall be adillinistered 
by the Departn1ent of Housing and COllllllunity Development. 

(b) Eligibility. - In order to receive housing assistance payments, the tenant 
lllUSt: 
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(1) Be 10w-incOlue; 
(2) Apply for the assistance; 
(3) Have been living in a rental unit within the converted housing accom

modation for at least 180 days prior to receipt of an owner's request for a 
tenant election for purposes of conversion; and 

(4) Reside within the District of Columbia after conversion of the housing 
accOluluodation. 

(c) Amount. - The amount of a housing assistance paYluent is calculated as 
follows: 

(1) If a household's average monthly housing expenses during the 12 
consecutive months prior to conversion are less than 25 percent of net 
nl0nthly household income, the amount of a monthly housing assistance 
payment is the difference between 25 percent of net monthly household 
income and the projected average monthly housing expenses after conver
sion; 

(2) If a household's average monthly housing expenses during the 12 
consecutive months prior to conversion are more than 25 percent of net 
monthly household income, the amount of a monthly housing assistance 
payment is the difference between the prior average monthly housing ex
penses and the projected average monthly housing expenses after conversion; 

(3) The Mayor may review the eligibility of a household and the amount of 
payments and change the household's status accordingly; 

(4) For purposes of this subsection, the tenu "housing expenses" includes 
rent or nl0nthly payment for a unit plus the cost of all utilities if not included 
in the rent or monthly payment. The term "housing expense" shall not 
include a security deposit. The Mayor is not required to consider housing 
expenses which exceed the level of fair market rents established by the 
federal Department of Housing and Urban Developluent for the District of 
Columbia. 

(d) Method. - (1) The Mayor may Iuake housing assistance paYluents on a 
monthly basis or an aggregate basis for any portion of the period of eligibility. 
An aggregate payment is calculated by luultiplying the monthly paynlent 
amount by the number of nlonths desired. 

(2) The Mayor may contract with a financial institution in the District of 
Columbia for provision of housing assistance payments with District funds. 

(3) The Mayor may provide housing assistance payments to the tenant, or 
to the tenant's landlord directly. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 304, 27 DCR 2975; Aug. 1, 1981, D.C. Law 4-27, 
§ 2(d), 28 DCR 2824; Mar. 3, 2010, D.C. Law 18-111, § 211l(a), 57 DCR 181.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
]981 Ed.,§ 45-1623. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 18-111 added subsec. (a-I). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2111(a) of Fiscal Year 2010 Budget 
Support Second Emergency Act of 2009 (D.C. 
Act 18-207, October 15, 2009, 56 DCR 8234). 
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For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2111 (a) of Fiscal Year Budget Sup
port Congressional Review Emergency Amend
ment Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 18-260, January 4, 
20] 0, 57 DCR 345). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.0 l. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-27, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3402.03. 

For Law 18-11 t, see notes following 
§ 42-1102.02. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 
and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

Short title: Section 2110 of D.C. Law 18-11] 
provided that subtitle L of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Housing Assistance Payment 
Clarification Amendment Act of 2009". 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3403.07. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia ~12. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia § 26. 

§ 42-3403.05. Payments not subject to District tax. 

Relocation and housing assistance payments are not incon1e to the recipient 
for purposes of the District of Columbia Income and Franchise Tax Act of 1947 
(§ 47-1801.01 et seq.). 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 305, 27 DCR 2975.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1624. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.0l. 

Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 
and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia ~33(10). 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-3403.06. Tenant rights. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia § 41. 

The Mayor shall include tenant rights to relocation payments, relocation 
services, and housing assistance payments in the SUluluary of tenant rights 
required for publication in the D.C. Register. When an owner sends notice of 
intent to convert a housing accommodation into a condominium or coopera
tive, the owner shall attach to that notice a summary of tenant rights under this 
subchapter and an application for relocation services and housing assistance 
paYluents as published in the D.C. Register by the Mayor. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 306, 27 DCR 2975.) 
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Prior Codifications 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

REAL PROPERTY 

] 98l Ed., § 45-1625. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 
and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant c=:>353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 

§ 42-3403.07. Housing assistance fund. 

(a) There is established a fund designated as the Housing Assistance Fund 
("Fund"), which shall be separate from the General Fund of the District of 
Columbia. All funds from collection of the condominium or cooperative 
conversion fee shall be deposited into the Fund without regard to fiscal year 
lilnitation pursuant to an act of Congress and used solely to pay the costs of 
operating and maintaining the Fund. All funds, interest, and other amounts 
deposited into the Fund shall not revert to the General Fund of the District of 
Columbia at the end of any fiscal year or at any other time, but shall be 
continually available for the uses and purposes set forth in this section, subject 
to authorization by Congress in an appropriations act. 

(a-I) The fund shall be administered and managed by the Office of the 
Tenant Advocate, established by § 42-3531.05, and by the Department of 
Housing and Community Development. 

(b) The funds in the Fund shall be used as follows: 
(1) An anlOunt not to exceed one-third of the funds deposited in the fund 

each fiscal year shall be used by the Office of the Chief Tenant Advocate to 
fund emergency housing and tenant relocation assistance; 

(2) An amount not to exceed one-third of the funds deposited in the fund 
each fiscal year shall be used by the Department of Housing and Community 
Development as follows: 

(A) For the District of Colulnbia Horne Purchase Assistance Program; 
provided, that priority shall be given to those tenants who live in: 

(i) Buildings which have received certification for conversion under 
the provisions of this subchapter, or; 

(ii) Housing accommodations in which the tenant association has 
signed a contract to purchase the accommodation under the provisions 
of this subchapter; and 
(B) For adlninistration and delivery of housing assistance payments 

under § 42-3403.04; and 
(3) An amount not to exceed one-third of the funds annually collected in 

the fund each fiscal year shall be used by the Office of the Tenant Advocate 
for the annual administrative and operational purposes of the Office of the 
Tenant Advocate. 
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(c) The Mayor shall request an appropriation in the annual budget of the 
District of the funds within the Fund for its authorized purposes. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 307, 27 DCR 2975; Mar. 10, 1983, D.C. Law 4-196, 
§ 2, 30 DCR 57; Nov. 5, 1983, D.C. Law 5-38, § 2(g), 30 DCR 4866; Sept. 29, 1988, 
D.C. Law 7-154, § 2(c), 35 DCR 5715; Dec. 7, 2004, D.C. Law 15-205, § 2082,51 DCR 
8441; Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, § 2070, 52 DCR 7503; Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 
16-191, § 5(1),53 DCR 6794; Oct. 1,2007, D.C. Law 16-181, § 3,53 DCR 6703; Sept. 
18, 2007, D.C. Law 17-20, § 2002, 54 DCR 7052; Mar. 21, 2009, D.C. Law 17-319, 
§ 3(b), 56 DCR 214; Mar. 3, 2010, D.C. Law 18-111, § 2111(b), 57 DCR 181.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1626. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 15-205 rewrote the section which 

had read as follows 
"(a) Creation. - The Mayor shall deposit rev

enues from collection of the condominium or 
cooperative conversion fee in a special fund for 
purposes of housing assistance to low-income 
persons. 

"(b) Authorized uses. - The Mayor may 
spend revenues from the special fund as fol
lows: 

"(1) For providing housing assistance pay
ments as required by this chapter; and 

"(2) For the fiscal year ending on September 
30, 1984, the Mayor may spend up to 50% of 
the revenue deposited in the fund as of Septem
ber 30, 1983, plus up to 50% of the revenue 
deposited in the fund each fiscal year thereafter, 
as follows: 

"(A) For the District of Columbia Home Pur
chase Assistance Program, provided that the 
Mayor shall give priority to those tenants who 
live in buildings which have received certifica
tion for conversion under the provisions of this 
chapter, or tenants who live in housing accom
modations in which the tenant association has 
signed a contract to purchase the accommoda
tion under the provisions of this chapter; and 

"(B) For relocation payments and housing as
sistance payments for tenants displaced under 
the provisions of Chapter 9 of Title 6: 

"(i) The amount, method, and entitlement of 
relocation payments shall be in accordance with 
§ 42-3403.02(b), (c), and (d); and 

"(ii) The eligibility, amount, and method of 
housing assistance payments shall be in accor
dance with § 42-3403.04(b), (c), and (d). 

"(c) Appropriation. - The Mayor shall re
quest an appropriation in the annual budget of 
the District of revenues within the special fund 
for its authorized purposes. 

"(d) Termination. - The Council of the Dis
trict of Columbia shall reestablish the special 
fund by the end of the 16th fiscal year following 
the effective date of this subchapter. Should 

the fund not be reestablished, it is dissolved and 
its revenues shall revert to the General Fund of 
the District. During the life of the special fund, 
however, its revenues do not revert to the Gen
eral Fund at the end of a fiscal year." 

Law 16-33 added subsec. (a-t). 
D.C. Law 16-191, in subsec. (a-I), validated a 

previously made technical correction. 
D.C. Law 16-181, in subsec. (a-1), substituted 

"shall be administered and managed on behalf 
of the Mayor by the Office of Tenant Advocate" 
for "shal! be administered and managed by the 
Office of the Tenant Advocate"; rewrote subsec. 
(b)(1); and, in subsec. (b)(2), substituted "An 
amount not to exceed 50% of the funds deposit
ed in the fund each fiscal vear shall be used" fOF 

"In an amount not to ex~eed 50% of the funds 
deposited in the fund each fiscal year". PriOI- to 
amendment, subsec. (b)(1) read as follows: 

1/(1) For providing housing assistance pay
ments as required by this subchapter; and" 

D.C. Law 17-20, rewrote subsec. (b)(1); in 
subsec. (b)(2), substituted "amount not to ex
ceed 33% of the funds deposited" for "amount 
not to exceed 50% of the funds deposited", and 
substituted "; and" for a period; and added 
subsec. (b)(3). Prior to amendment. subsec. 
(b)(1) read as follows: 

"(1) An amount not to exceed 50% of the 
funds shall be used to fund emergency housing 
and tenant relocation assistance; and". 

D.C. Law 17-319 rewrote subsec. (b)(2)(B), 
which had read as follows: 

"(B) For relocation payments and housing as
sistance payments for tenants displaced under 
Chapter 9 of Title 6; provided, that: 

"(i) The amount, method, and entitlement of 
relocation payments shall be in accordance with 
§ 42-3403.02(b), (c), and (d); and 

"(ii) The eligibility, amount, and method of 
housing assistance payments shall be in accor
dance with § 42-3403.04(b), (c), and (d); and". 

D.C. Law 18-111, in subsec. (a-l), substituted 
"§ 42-3531.05 and by the Department of Hous
ing and Community Development" [or 
"§ 42-3531.05"; and rewrote subsec. (b), 
which had read as follows: 
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"(b) The funds in the Fund shall be used as 
follows: 

"(1) An amount not to exceed 33% of the 
funds shall be used to fund emergency housing 
and tenant relocation assistance; 

"(2) An amount not to exceed 33% of the 
funds deposited in the fund each fiscal year 
shall be used, as follows: 

"(A) For the District of Columbia Home Pur
chase Assistance Program; provided, that prior
ity shall be given to those tenants who live in: 

"(i) Buildings which have received certifica
tion for conversion under the provisions of this 
subchapter, or; 

"(ii) Housing accommodations in which the 
tenant association has signed a contract to pur
chase the accommodation under the provisions 
of this subchapter; and 

"(B) For relocation payments for tenants dis
placed from housing that is subject to proceed
ings under Chapter 9 of Title 6; provided, that: 

"(i) Relocation payments may include pay
ments for 2 months of storage, security deposit, 
1st month's rent, actual moving expenses, and 
other items incidental to the relocation as ap
proved by the Office of the Tenant Advocate. 

"(ii) To receive relocation payments, the ten-
ant shall 

"(I) Be low-income; 
"(II) Apply for the assistance; and 
"(III) Reside or intend to reside within the 

District of Columbia after condemnation of the 
housing accommodation. 

"(iii) The amount and method of relocation 
payments shall be determined by the Office of 
the Tenant Advocate. 

"(3) An amount not to exceed 33% of the 
funds shall be utilized by the Office of the Ten
ant Advocate for the annual administrative and 
operational purposes of the Office of the Tenant 
Advocate." 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(c) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1988 (D.C. Law 7-140, Sep
tember 21. 2008, law notification 35 DCR 
7279). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(b) of Abatement of Nuisance Prop
erties and Tenant Receivership Temporary 
amendment Act of 2008 (D.C. Law 17-237, Oc
tober 21, 2008, law notification 55 DCR 11700). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2082 of Fiscal Year 2005 Budget 
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For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2082 of Fiscal Year 2005 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2004 (D.C. Act 15-594, October 26,2004,51 
DCR 11725). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2070 of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 
16-168, July 26,2005, 52 DCR 7667). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2002, of Fiscal Year 2008 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 
17-74, July 25, 2007, 54 DCR 7549). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment, see 
§ 3(b) of Abatement of Nuisance Properties and 
Tenant Receivership Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2008 (D.C. Act 17-420, July 8, 2008, 55 
DCR 7703). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(b) of Abatement of Nuisance Prop
erties and Tenant Receivership Congressional 
Review Emergency Amendment Act of 200S 
(D.C. Act 17-563, October 27, 200S, 55 DCR 
12019). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 211l(b) of Fiscal Year 2010 Budget 
Support Second Emergency Act of 2009 (D.C. 
Act 1S-207, October IS, 2009, 56 DCR 8234). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2U1(b) of Fiscal Year Budget Sup
port Congressional Review Emergency Amend
ment Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 18-260, January 4, 
2010,57 DCR 345). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

Law 4-196, the "Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 19S0 Amendment Act of 1982," 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
4-442, which was referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Economic Development. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
November 16, 1982, and December 14, 19S2, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on Decem
ber 2S, 1982, it was assigned Act No. 4-2S0 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-3S, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-154, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For Law 15-205, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

For Law 16-33, see notes following 
§ 42-1102. 

For Law 16-191, see notes following 
§ 42-1102. 

Support Emergency Act of 2004 (D.C. Act For Law 16-181, see notes following 
15-486, August 2,2004,51 DCR 8236). § 42-3531.01. 
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For Law 17-20, 
§ 42-2802. 

For Law 17-319, 
§ 42-3131.01. 

For Law 18-111, 
§ 42-1lO2.02. 

Effective Dates 

see notes 

see notes 

see notes 

following 

following 

following 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Short title of subtitle G of title II of Law 

15-205: Section 2081 of D.C. Law 15-205 pro
vided that subtitle G of title II of the act may be 
cited as the Housing Assistance Fund Amend
ment Act of 2004. ~ 

Section 5 of D.C. Law 16-181 provides: 
Short title: Section 2001 of D.C. Law 17-20 

provided that subtitle A of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Rental Housing Operations 
Transfer Amendment Act of 2007". 

"Section 2 through 4 shall apply as of October 
1,2007." 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <s=:>31. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

§ 42-3403.08. Information and technical assistance. 

The Mayor shall establish an office to coordinate programs of technical 
assistance and serve as a central clearinghouse for information needed by 
tenants regarding the conversion and sale of rental housing. Program areas for 
this office include, but are not limited to, counseling, subsidy programs, 
relocation services, housing purchase and rehabilitation finance, tax relief 
programs, and technical assistance for the formation of tenant organizations, 
purchase of housing accon1modations, rehabilitation, and conversion to cooper
ative or condominium. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 308, 27 DCR 2975.) 

Prior Codifications 
]98] Ed., § 45-1627. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 
and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.0l. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <S=:>12. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia § 26. 

§ 42-3403.09. Expiration provisions. 

This subchapter shall remain in effect until the Mayor declares that a housing 
crisis no longer exists pursuant to § 42-3405.12. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 309, 27 DCR 2975; Nov. 5, 1983, D.C. Law 5-38, 
§ 2(h), 30 DCR 4866; Sept. 29, 1988, D.C. Law 7-154, § 2(d), 35 DCR 5715; Sept. 6, 
1995, D.C. Law 11-31, § 3(h), 42 DCR 3239.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1628. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b) of Rental Housing Conversion 
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and Sale Act of ] 980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1988 (D.C. Law 7-140, Sep
tember 21, 2008, law notification 35 DCR 
7279). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1993 (D.C. Law 10-13, Sep
tember II, 1993, law notification 40 DCR 
6835). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(h) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 
September 22, 1994, law notification 41 DCR 
6706). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 2(c) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of ] 980 Extension Emergency Amend
ment Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-235, April 28, 
1994,41 DCR 2599). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(h) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 
8,1994,41 DCR 4904). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(h) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 
1995, 42 DCR 2410) and § 3(h) of the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reen-
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actment and Amendment Congressional Recess 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-96, July 
19,1995,42 DCR 3837). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.0l. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-38, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-154, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes follo\ving 
§ 42-3405.03b. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.0 l. 
Amendment of section by Law 10-144: Sec

tion 2(h) of D.C. Law 10-144 purported to 
amend this section to read as follows: 

"This subchapter shall remain in effect until 
the Mayor declares that a housing crisis no 
longer exists pursuant to § 45-1662." 

Expiration of subchapter: For provisions re
garding the expiration of this subchapter, see 
§ 42-3404.12. 

SUBCHAPTER IV. OPPORTUNITY TO PURCHASE. 

§ 42-3404.01. Short title. 

This subchapter may be cited as the "Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act of 
1980" . 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 401,27 DCR 2975.) 

§ 42-3404.02. Tenant opportunity to purchase; "sale" defined. 

(a) Before an owner of a housing accommodation may sell the accOl11moda
tion, or issue a notice of intent to recover possession, or notice to vacate, for 
purposes of demolition or discontinuance of housing use, the owner shall give 
the tenant an opportunity to purchase the accon1modation at a price and terms 
which represent a bona fide offer of sale. 

(b) For the purposes of subchapters IV and V of this chapter, the terms "sell" 
or "sale" include, but are not limited to, the execution of any agreel11ent 
pursuant to which the owner of the housing accommodation agrees to some, 
but not all, of the following: 

(1) Relinquishes possession of the property; 
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(2) Extends an option to purchase the property for a sum certain at the end 
of the assignment, lease, or encumbrance and provides that a portion of the 
payments received pursuant to the agreement is to be applied to the purchase 
price; 

(3) Assigns all rights and interests in all contracts that relate to the 
property; 

(4) Requires that the costs of all taxes and other government charges 
assessed and levied against the property during the tenu of the agreem.ent are 
to be paid by the lessee either directly or through a surcharge paid to the 
owner; 

(5) Extends an option to purchase an ownership interest in the property, 
which luay be exercised at any time after execution of the agreement but 
shall be exercised before the expiration of the agreeluent; and 

(6) Requires the assignee or lessee to maintain personal injury and proper
ty damage liability insurance on the property that names the owner as the 
additional insured. 

(c)(1) For the purposes of subchapters IV and V of this chapter, the term 
"sell" or " sale" shall include: 

(A) A luaster lease which meets some, but not all, of the factors de
scribed in subsection (b) of this section or which is similar in effect; and 

(B)(i) The transfer of an ownership interest in a corporation, partner
ship, limited liability cOlupany, association, trust, or other entity which 
owns an accomluodation as its sale or principal asset, which, in effect, 
results in the transfer of the accommodation pursuant to subsection (a) of 
this section. 

(ii) For the purposes of sub-subparagraph (i) of this subparagraph, the 
term "principal asset" means the value of the accommodation relative to 
the entity's other holdings. 

(2) For the purposes of subchapters IV and V of this chapter, and notwith
standing anything to the contrary herein, the term "sell" or "sale" shall not 
include: 

(A)(i) A transfer, even though for consideration, by a decedent's estate to 
members of the decedent's family if the consideration arising fron1 the 
transfer will pass fron1 the decedent's estate to, or solely for the benefit of, 
charity. 

(ii) For purposes of sub-subparagraph (i) of this subparagraph, the 
term "luember's of the decedent's family" means: 

(I) A surviving spouse, or don1estic partner as defined In 
§ 32-701(3), of the decedent, lineal descendants of the decedent, or 
spouses of lineal descendants of the decedent; 

(II) A trust for the primary benefit of the persons referred to in sub
sub-subparagraph (I) of this sub-subparagraph; and 

(III) A partnership, corporation, or other entity controlled by the 
individuals referred to in sub-sub-subparagraphs (I) and (II) of this 
sub-subparagraph; 
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(B) An inter-vivos transfer, even though for consideration, between 
spouses, parent and child, siblings, grandparent and grandchild, or domes
tic partners as defined in § 32-701(3); 

(C) A transfer of legal title or an interest in an entity holding legal title to 
a housing accomm.odation pursuant to a bona fide deed of trust or 
mortgage, and thereafter any transfer by foreclosure sale or deed in lieu of 
foreclosure pursuant to a bona fide deed of trust or mortgage; 

(D) A tax sale or transfer pursuant to tax foreclosure; 
(E) A bankruptcy sale; 
(F) Any transaction involving accommodations otherwise subject hereto 

expressly contemplated by a registration statement filed with the Securities 
and Exchange Commission prior to February 22, 1994; 

(G) Any transfer of a property directly caused by a change in the form of 
the entity owning the property; provided, that the transfer is without 
consideration, including a transfer of interests in an entity to a limited 
liability company as contemplated by § 29-1013; 

(H) The transfer of interests in a partnership or limited liability company 
that owns an accommodation as its sole or principal asset; provided, that 
the sole purpose of the transfer is to admit one or more limited partners or 
investor members who will make capital contributions and receive tax 
benefits pursuant to section 42 of the United States Internal Revenue Code 
of 1986, approved October 22, 1986 (l00 Stat. 2189; 26 U.S.C. § 42), or a 
comparable District progran1; 

(H-i)(i) A conveyance or re-conveyance for a project that improves or 
renovates the real property located at 733 15th Street, N.W. (Lot 22, 
Square 222), commonly known as "The Woodward Building," if: 

(I)(aa) It was operated as an office building until being vacated by 
commercial tenants to accOlnmodate rehabilitation of the building; 

(bb) It was or is being redesigned for residential tenants, having 
previously not been designed for such use; and 

(cc) It was not occupied by residential tenants at the commence
n1ent of the project or as of October 18,2007; 

(II) Its zoning is appropriate for its proposed residential use; 
(III) There is a conveyance by 15th and H Street Associates, LLP to 

the Master Tenant by entering into a Inaster lease with the Master 
Tenant for the purpose of utilization of historic tax credits for the 
improvement or the renovation; 

(IV) 15th and H Street Associates, LLP: 
(aa) Sublnits a complete application for historic tax credits to the 

U.S. Department of Interior, National Park Service; 
(bb) Receives approval of part 1 and part 2 of the application; and 
(cc) Pursues approval of part 3 of the application in good faith; 

(V) There is a re-conveyance of the ownership interests within 120 
months of the commencement of the project to 15th and H Street 
Associates, LLP, which re-conveyance restores the ownership interests 
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in 15th and H Street Associates, LLP as existing at the COlnlnencen1ent 
of the project (subject to any other transfers otherwise exempt under 
this section) and tenninates the interest of the Master Tenant in the 
real property; 

(VI) 15th and H Street Associates, LLP does not sell the real proper
ty to the Investor Melnber except as pennitted by this subparagraph; 

(VII) A Notice of Transfer is issued in accordance with subsection 
(d)(1 )(A) of this section; and 

(VIII) Prior to the execution of a residential lease for the building, 
which execution occurs prior to the re-conveyance provided for in su b
sub-subparagraph (IV) of this sub-subparagraph, the proposed tenant 
receives a written notice, on a single page, in a minimum 14-point 
bold Times Roman font, that: 

(aa) 15th and H Street Associates, LLP has entered into a master 
lease with the Master Tenant for the purpose of utilizing historic tax 
credits; 

(bb) Within 120 months of the execution of the master lease, there 
may be a re-conveyance of the interest held by the Master Tenant to 
15th and H Street Associates, LLP, which re-conveyance restores the 
ownership interests in 15th and H Street Associates, LLP as existing 
at the comlnencement of the project (subject to any other transfers 
otherwise exelnpt under this section) and tenninates the interest of 
the Master Tenant in the real property; and 

(cc) The conveyances and re-conveyances, with respect to the real 
property only, are exelnpt from the provisions of this act if the 
requirel11.ents of this subparagraph are met, including the require
ment that 15th and H Street Associates, LLP: 

(1) Submits a complete application for historic tax credits to the 
U.S. Departlnent of Interior, National Park Service; 

(2) Receives approval of part 1 and part 2 of the application; 
and 

(3) Pursues approval of part 3 of the application in good faith. 

(ii) For the purposes of this subparagraph, the term: 
(I) "Conveyance" or "re-conveyance" means a transfer of interests 

in real property or an entity, including by sale, exchange, or execution 
or termination of a Inaster lease, or a combination thereof. 

(II) "Historic tax credits" l11.eans tax credits under section 47 of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, approved October 16, 1962 (76 Stat. 
966; 26 U.S.C. § 47). 

(III) "Investor Melnber" means an investor in the Master Tenant. 
(IV) "Master Tenant" means a lilnited partnership or lin1ited liabili

ty COlnpany that will: 
(aa) Be primarily owned by Investor Men1bers who will have a 

noncontrolling interest; and 
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(bb) Own a noncontrolling interest in 15th and H Street Associ
ates, LLP. 

(V) "Non controlling interest" means an equity interest under which 
the Investor Melnber shall not, notwithstanding the Investor Member's 
customary consent rights, and absent a default or breach by the 
managing partner: 

(aa) Exercise management or control over any aspect of the pro
ject, including acting as directors, officers, n1anagers, or decision
makers in the project; or 

(bb) Playa role in selecting, recommending, or choosing directors, 
officers, managers, or decision-makers in the project. 

(iii) For the purposes of this subparagraph, failure to cOlnply with the 
requirements of sub-subparagraph (I) through (VIII) of this subpara
graph shall require 15th and H Street Associates, LLP to comply anew 
with the requirelnents of this chapter as though this subparagraph had 
not been enacted. 

(I) A transfer of title to the housing accomlnodation to a limited liability 
company pursuant to § 29-1013; 

(J) A transfer of bare legal title into a revocable trust, without actual 
consideration for the transfer, where the transferor is the current beneficia
ry of the trust pursuant to § 42-1102(17); 

(K) A transfer of the housing accOlnmodation to a named beneficiary of a 
revocable trust by reason of the death of the grantor of the revocable trust, 
pursuant to § 42-1102; 

(L) A transfer of the housing accommodation by the trustee of a revoca
ble trust if the transfer would otherwise be excluded under this act if made 
by the grantor of the revocable trust, pursuant to § 42-1102(19); 

(M) A transfer pursuant to court order or court-approved settlement; 
and 

(N) A transfer by eminent domain or under threat of eminent dOlnain. 

(3) An owner who is uncertain as to the applicability of this chapter shall 
be deen1ed to be an aggrieved party for the purposes of seeking declaratory 
relief under §§ 42-3405.03 and 42-3405.03a. The tenant or tenant organiza
tion in such an accomlnodation shall be deemed to be an aggrieved party, for 
these purposes. 

(d)(l)(A) In addition to any other notice required by subchapters IV and V of 
this chapter, if an opportunity to purchase is not provided under this section, 
the owner shall provide each tenant and the Mayor written notice ("Notice of 
Transfer' ') of the transfer of an interest in a housing accOlnmodation or of any 
ownership interest in a corporation, partnership, limited liability company, 
association, trust, or other entity which owns a housing accommodation. 

(B) Notwithstanding any other provision in this chapter, an owner shall 
not be required to file a Notice of Transfer for a transfer exelnpt under 
subsection (c)(2)(A), (D), (E), (F), (0, (J), (K), (L), (M), or (N) of this section; 
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provided, that a notice of the transfer shall be filed with the Mayor in a 
form prescribed by the Mayor. 

(C) Notwithstanding any other provision in this chapter, a owner shall 
not be required to a Notice of Transfer for a transfer exempt under 
subsection(c)(2)(C) of this section. 
(2) The Notice of Transfer shall be sent by registered or certified mail, 

return receipt requested, by commercial overnight delivery service that 
maintains proof of delivery, or by personal service, at least 90 days prior to 
the proposed date of transfer. Notice to tenants shall be sent to their address 
at the housing accommodation unless a tenant has supplied in writing to the 
owner a different address for notice. 

(3)(A) The Notice of Transfer shall be substantially in the form prescribed 
by the Mayor and shall provide, at a minimum, a statement of the tenant or 
tenant organization's rights under this chapter, an accurate description of the 
transfer containing all material facts, the date of the proposed transfer, and 
the reason, if any, why the owner asserts the transfer may not constitute a 
sale. 

(B) In addition to any other requirements for the form of the Notice of 
Transfer prescribed pursuant to subparagraph (A) of this paragraph, a 
Notice of Transfer for a housing accommodation to be transferred for the 
purposes of receiving tax benefits pursuant to section 42 of the United 
States Internal Revenue Code of 1986, approved October 22, 1986 (100 
Stat. 2189; 26 U.S.C. § 42), or a comparable District program, shall 
include a description of the applicable federal or District subsidy, and a 
description of the steps in the transaction employed by the developer to 
avail itself of the subsidy. 
(4) The owner's failure to provide the Notice of Transfer, or the provision 

of a notice that is fraudulent or contains material misrepresentations or 
material omissions, shall create a rebuttable presumption that the transfer 
constitutes a sale for purposes of subchapters IV and V of this chapter. 

(5)(A) An aggrieved tenant or tenant organization duly organized under 
§ 42-3404.11 and 111eeting pursuant to its by laws, whichever shall be 
applicable, may, within 45 days of the Mayor's receipt of the Notice of 
Transfer, file a notice indicating an intent to file a petition for relief pursuant 
to § 42-3405.03 or § 42-3405.03a. 

(B) A Notice of Intent to File Petition shall be delivered by registered or 
certified mail, return receipt requested, by commercial overnight delivery 
service that maintains proof of delivery, or by personal service to the 
Mayor and sinlultaneously to the owner. The owner's address shall be that 
set forth in the Notice of Transfer. 

(C) Failure of an aggrieved tenant or tenant organization to file tiInely 
the Notice of Intent to File Petition shall preclude the tenant or tenant 
organization from asserting any rights under subchapters IV and V of this 
chapter relating to the transfer identified in the Notice of Transfer. 
(6) Within 30 days of the receipt by the Mayor of the Notice of Intent to 

File, a tenant or tenant organization shall have 30 days to file a petition for 
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relief under § 42-3405.03 or § 42-3405.03a. A copy of the petition shall be 
delivered to owner by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, 
or by personal service. Failure of a tenant or tenant organization to file 
timely the petition for relief shall preclude the tenant or tenant organization 
frOlll asserting any rights under subchapters IV and V of this section relating 
to the transfer identified in the Notice of Transfer. 

(7)(A) Notwithstanding the time requirements for notice in subsection 
(e)(5)(A) of this section, an aggrieved tenant or tenants, whichever shall be 
applicable, may, within 30 days of the Mayor's receipt of the notice of 
transfer of an accommodation pursuant to an exelllption in subsection (b)(3) 
of this section ("Notice of Transfer Pursuant to an Exemption"), file a Notice 
of Intent to File Petition. 

(B)(i) Failure of a tenant or tenants, pursuant to paragraph (7)(A) of this 
subsection, or a tenant or tenant organization pursuant to paragraph (7)(B) 
of this subsection, to file timely the Notice of Intent to File Petition shall 
preclude the tenant or tenant organization from asserting any rights under 
subchapters IV and V of this chapter relating to the transfer identified in 
the Notice of Transfer Pursuant to an Exemption of an accommodation 
pursuant to an exen1ption. 

(ii) A tenant or tenant organization shall be precluded from asserting 
any rights under subchapters IV and V of this chapter for a transfer 
exempt under subsection(c)(2)(C) of this section. 

(C) Any change in the transfer agreement that would invalidate a claim 
of exemption shall be reported in writing to the Mayor and proper notice 
shall be provided to the tenant or tenant organization. 

(8) For the purposes of providing notice under this subsection, the tenll 
"tenant" shall n1ean the person or persons who, under the terms of the lease 
or any amendn1ent or consent executed pursuant thereto, are entitled to 
occupy the rental unit. 

(9)(A) Upon 5 days of request by any person, the Mayor shall provide: 

(i) Written certifications, including date of receipt or non-receipt, of 
any notices received under sub chapters IV and V of this chapter; and 

(ii) Copies of the notices. 

(B) The certifications may be recorded among the records of the Record
er of Deeds and shall be exempt from filing fees. 

(10) Notice of Transfer, Notice of Transfer Pursuant to an Exemption, 
Notice of Intent to File, and the petition for relief pursuant to § 42-3405.03 
or § 42-3405.03a shall be referred to as "Time Certain Notices". 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 402, 27 DCR 2975; Oct. 19, 1989, D.C. Law 8-49, 
§ 2,36 DCR 5790; Feb. 5,1994, D.C. Law 10-68, § 37,40 DCR 6311; Sept. 6, 1995, 
D.C. Law 11-31, § 3(i), 42 DCR 3239; Sept. 8, 2004, D.C. Law 15-176, § 3, 51 DCR 
5707; July 22, 2005, D.C. Law 16-15, § 2(b), 52 DCR 6885; Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 
16--191, § 10I(a), 53 DCR 6794; Oct. 18,2007, D.C. Law 17-40, § 2, 54 DCR 8050; 
Sept. 12, 2008, D.C. Law 17-231, § 37, 55 DCR 6758.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1631. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 15-176, in subsec. (c), substituted 

"spouse, or domestic partner as defined in 
§ 32-701(3)," for "spouse". 

D.C. Law 16-15, in subsec. (b), substituted 
"subchapters IV and V of this chapter, the 
terms 'sell' or 'sale' include, but are not limited 
to, the execution of any agreement pursuant to 
which the owner of the housing accommodation 
agrees to some, but not all, of the following:" 
for "this subchapter, the terms 'sell' or 'sale' 
include the execution of any agreement that 
assigns, leases, or encumbers property, pursu
ant to which the owner"; rewrote subsec. (c); 
and added subsec. (d). Prior to amendment, 
subsec. (c) read as follows: 

"(c) For the purposes of this subchapter, the 
term "sell" or "sale" includes the transfer of 
100% of all partnership interests in a partner
ship which owns the accommodation as its sole 
asset to 1 transferee or of 100% of all stock of a 
corporation which owns the accommodation as 
its sole asset to 1 transferee in 1 or more trans
actions occurring during a period of 1 year 
from the date of the first such transfer, and a 
master lease which meets some, but not all, of 
the factors described in subsection (b) of this 
section or which is similar in effect. For the 
purposes of this subchapter, the term "sell" or 
"sale" does not include a transfer, even though 
for consideration, by a decedent's estate to 
members of the decedent's family if the consid
eration arising from such transfer will pass 
from the decedent's estate to, or solely for the 
benefit of, charity. For purposes of the preced
ing sentence, the term "member's of the dece
dent's family" means (i) a surviving spouse, or 
domestic partner as defined in § 32-701(3), of 
the decedent, lineal descendants of the dece
dent, or spouses of lineal descendants of the 
decedent, (ii) a trust for the primary benefit of 
the persons referred to in clause (i), and (iii) a 
partnership, corporation, or other entity con
trolled bv the individuals referred to in clauses 
0) and (ti). The term "sell" or "sale" does not 
include a foreclosure sale, a tax sale, or a bank
ruptcy sale. An owner who is uncertain as to 
the applicability of this subchapter is deemed to 
be an aggrieved owner for the purposes of seek
ing declaratory relief under §§ 42-3405.03 and 
42-3405.03a. The tenant or tenant organiza
tion in such an accommodation is deemed to be 
an aggrieved tenant or tenant organization, as 
applicable, for these purposes. This subsection 
shall not apply to any transaction involving ac
commodations otherwise subject hereto ex
pressly contemplated by a registration state-

ment filed with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission prior to February 22, ] 994." 

D.C. Law 16-191, in subsecs. (b), (c)(3), and 
(d)(S)(A), validated previously made lechnical 
corrections. 

D.C. Law 17-40, in subsec. (c)(2), added sub
par. (H-i). 

D.C. Law 17-231, in subsec. (c)(2)(B), substi
tuted "spouses" for "husband and wife". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(i) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 
September 22, 1994, law notification 41 DCR 
6706). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 3(i) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 
8, 1994,41 DCR 4904). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(i) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Arnendmenl 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 
1995, 42 DCR 2410) and § 3(i) of the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reen
actment and Amendment Congressional Recess 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11--96, July 
19, 1995,42 DCR 3837). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Historic Preservation Tax Credit 
Partnership and Limited Liability Company 
Clarification Emergency Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 
17-111, July 27,2007,54 DCR 8227). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.0l. 

Law 8-49, the "Tenant Opportunity to Pur
chase Clarification Amendment Act of 1989," 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
8-188, which was referred to the Committee on 
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on June 
27, 1989 and July 11, 1989, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on August 1, 1989, it was 
assigned Act No. 8-82 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. 

D.C. Law 10-68, the "Technical Amendments 
Act of 1993," was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 10-166, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on June 
29, 1993, and July 13, 1993, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on August 23, 1993, it was 
assigned Act No. 10-107 and transmitted to 
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both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 10--68 became effective on February 5, 
1994. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03b. 

For Law 15-176, see notes following 
§ 42-1102. 

For Law 16-15, see notes following 
§ § 42-3401.03. 

For Law 16-191, see notes following 
§ 42-1102. 

Law 17-40, the "Historic Preservation Tax 
Credit Partnership and Limited Liability Com
pany Clarification Amendment Act of 2007", 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
17-182 which was referred to the Committee on 
Finance and Revenue. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on June 21, 2007, and 
July 10, 2007, respectively. Signed by the May
or on July 27, 2007, it was assigned Act No. 
17-102 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. D.C. Law 17-40 became 
effective on October 18,2007. 

For Law 17-231, see notes following 
§ 42-516. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 45-1601. 
Application of Law 8-49: Section 3 of D.C. 

Law 8-49 provided that the act shall apply to 
any sale of a rental housing accommodation 
that occurs after June 23, 1988. 

Amendment of section by Law 10-144: Sec
tion 2(i) of D.C. Law 10-144 purported to 
amend this section by adding (c) to read as 
follows: 

"(c) For the purposes of this subchapter, the 
term 'sell' or 'sale' includes the transfer of 100% 
of all partnership interests in a partnership 
which owns the accommodation as its sole asset 
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to 1 transferee or of 100% of all stock of a 
corporation which owns the accommodation as 
its sale asset to 1 transferee in 1 or more trans
actions occurring during a period of 1 year 
from the date of the first such transfer, and a 
master lease which meets some, but not all, of 
the factors described in subsection (b) of this 
section or which is similar in effect. For the 
purposes of this subchapter, the term 'sell' or 
'sale' does not include a transfer, even though 
for consideration, by a decedent's estate to 
members of the decedent's family if the consid
eration arising from such transfer will pass 
from the decedent's estate to, or solely for the 
benefit of, charity. For purposes of the preced
ing sentence, the term 'member's of the dece
dent's family' means: (1) a surviving spouse of 
the decedent, lineal descendants of the dece
dent, or spouses of lineal descendants of the 
decedent, (2) a trust for the primary benefit of 
the persons referred to in clause 0), and (3) a 
partnership, corporation, or other entity con
trolled by the individuals referred to in clauses 
(1) and (2). The term 'sell' or 'sale' does not 
include a foreclosure sale, a tax sale, or a bank
ruptcy sale. An owner who is uncertain as to 
the applicability of this subchapter is deemed to 
be an aggrieved owner for the purposes of seek
ing declaratory relief under §§ 45-1653 and 
45-1653.1. The tenant or tenant organization 
in such an accommodation is deemed to be an 
aggrieved tenant or tenant organization, as ap
plicable, for these purposes. This subsection 
shall not apply to any transaction involving ac
commodations otherwise subject hereto ex
pressly contemplated by a registration state
ment filed with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission prior to February 22, 1994." 

Applicability of D.C. Law 15--176: Section 7 of 
D.C. Law 15-176 provides: 

"Sections 2 through 6 shall apply as of Octo
ber 1, 2003." 

Expiration of Law 17-40: Section 3 of D.C. 
Law 17-40 provides: 'This act shall expire 120 
months after its effective date." 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-2851.04, 42-3404.05, and 42-3404.12. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant ~92, 353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Actions 4 
Apparent concession 9 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 105, 112 to 

139, 1437. 

Notes of Decisions 

Attorney fees 12 
Condition precedent 6 
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Construction and application 
Contract Clause rights 2 
Damages 11 
Lis pendens 8 
Partial release of mortgage 5 
Remand 13 
Review 14 
Sale 3 
Specific performance 7 
Summary judgment 10 

1. Construction and application 
District of Columbia Financial Responsibility 

and Management Assistance Authority is not 
subject to District of Columbia Housing Act, 
given Act's absence from statute identifying 
those District of Columbia laws applicable to 
Authoritv. District of Columbia Financial Re
sponsibility and Management Authority v. Con
cerned Senior Citizens of Roosevelt Tenant As
soc., Inc., 2000, 129 F.Supp.2d 13. District Of 
Columbia~ 8 

Letter in which District of Columbia indicated 
that it was subject to District of Columbia Hous
ing Act did not establish that Act was applicable 
to District; there was no legal authority holding 
that District had to adhere to so-called interpre
tation of District of Columbia statute, and letter 
did not purport to be official interpretation with 
binding effect. District of Columbia Financial 
Responsibility and Management Authority v. 
Concerned Senior Citizens of Roosevelt Tenant 
Assoc., Inc., 2000, 129 F.Supp.2d 13. District 
Of Columbia (;::::> 8 

District of Columbia Rental Housing Conver
sion and Sale Act applies to all sales of rental 
property, and not just to sales for purposes of 
demolition or discontinuance of housing use. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1631(a); D.C.Code 1980 
Supp. § 45-1681 et seq. Red mond v. Birkel. 
1992, 797 F.Supp. 36. Landlord And Tenant (;::::> 

92(1) 
In determining when a transfer of an apart

ment building took place, for purposes of the 
right of tenants to be provided with notice and 
an opportunity to purchase a building under the 
Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act, courts 
look at the date the deed was delivered, not the 
date it is recorded. Gomez v. Independence 
Management of Delaware, Inc., 2009, 967 A.2d 
1276. Landlord And Tenant ~ 92(1) 

If the landlord proposes to sell the property 
or discontinue its use as rental housing, the 
Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act (TaPA) re
quires the landlord to extend a finn offer of sale 
that is capable of immediate, binding accep
tance by the tenant, as opposed to merely ex
tending an invitation to negotiate a sale within a 
reasonable time period. 1836 S Street Tenants 
Ass'n, Inc. v. Estate of B. Battle, 2009, 965 A.2d 
832. Landlord And Tenant (;::::> 92(1) 

Note 1 

"Bona fide offer of sale," for purposes of 
provision of Tenant Opportunity to Purchase 
Act (TaPA) granting a residential tenant the 
opportunity to purchase the property at a price 
and terms which represent a bona fide offer of 
sale if the landlord proposes to sell the property 
or discontinue its use as rental housing, means 
an objectively good faith, honest offer of sale. 
1836 S Street Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. Estate of B. 
Battle, 2009, 965 A.2d 832. Landlord And Ten
ant (;::::> 92(1) 

When determining whether landlord's pur
ported offer of sale for eight-unit rental property 
and residential tenants' association's purported 
letters of acceptance could be interpreted as 
forming a binding contract, the court would 
construe those documents in light of the re
quirements of the Tenant Opportunity to Pur
chase Act (TaPA); the offer of sale document 
purported on its face to comply with or imple
ment TaPA, and regardless of the parties' actu
al, subjective intentions, the ultimate issue was 
whether, by their choice of language including 
their invocations of TaPA, they objectively man
ifested a mutual intent to be bound contractual
ly. 1836 S Street Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. Estate 
of B. Battle, 2009, 965 A.2d 832. Landlord And 
Tenant <&=:> 92(1) 

Tenants association's Consumer Protection 
Procedures Act CCPPA) claim against owners of 
apartment buildings was expressly premised on 
its unsuccessful claim that transfer of owner
ship percentage between owners violated the 
Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act, and 
thus association could not prevail on CPPA 
claim, even assuming CPPA covered landlord
tenant relations; complaint characterized the al
leged violations of the Sale Act as "unlawful 
trade practices" prohibited by the CPPA, and 
association's briefs stated that the "violation of 
the Sale Act also gives rise to remedies under 
the Consumer Protection Procedures Act," that 
"violations of the Sale Act's disclosure obli
gations are unlawful trade practices actionable 
under the CPPA," and that the "unfair trade 
practices" were "the failure to make the disclo
sures and offers of sale required by the Sale 
Act." Twin Towers Plaza Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. 
Capitol Park Associates, L.P., 2006, 894 A.2d 
1113. Antitrust And Trade Regulation (;::::> 199; 
Antitrust And Trade Regulation (;::::> 200 

Conveyance of an apartment building from 
the former building owner to his wholly owned 
corporation was not a sale that triggered the 
tenants' statutory right of first refusal under the 
Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act, but rather 
was a restructuring, where the conveyance was 
effectuated for no purpose other than to legiti
mately limit former owner's liability and sim
plify his future estate planning, there was 110 

evidence of negotiation between the parties to 
suggest an arms' length deal, and fonner OWJ1-
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Note 1 

er remained in ultimate control of the building 
at all times. Wallasey Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. 
Varner, 2006, 892 A.2d 1135. Landlord And 
Tenant C;:::> 92(1) 

A right of first refusal is not triggered, where 
the evidence indicates that motives of business 
convenience prompted the transfer of the leased 
property to the grantor's wholly owned corpora
tion, or the transfer from one corporation to 
another corporation owned and controlled by 
the same interests; in each of these situations, 
the conveyance does not result in a change in 
ownership or control and therefore does not 
invoke a right of first refusal on the property. 
Wallasey Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. Varner, 2006, 
892 A.2d 1135. Landlord And Tenant e=::> 92(1) 

The balance of interests in rental housing 
conversion has been struck by the legislature in 
establishing the requirements it did in the Ten
ant Opportunity to Purchase Act; and it is not 
for the courts to adjust that balance to correct 
perceived inequities. Allman v. Snyder, 2005, 
888 A.2d 1161. Landlord And Tenant c::::> 92(1) 

The words "or which is similar in effect" in 
provision of the Tenant Opportunity to Purchase 
Act (TOPA) entitling tenant to an opportunity to 
purchase the accommodation prior to its sale 
and defining "sale" to include master lease 
which meets some, but not all, statutory factors 
or which is similar in effect are designed to 
reach a document which is akin to a "master 
lease" and which meets some but not all of the 
factors codified. Columbia Plaza Tenants' Ass'n 
v. Columbia Plaza Ltd. Partnership, 2005, 869 
A.2d 329. Landlord And Tenant e=::> 92(1) 

Landlord's agreement with university in con
nection with university's purchase of limited 
partnership interest in landlord was not a 
"sale" or "master lease" within the meaning of 
the Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act (TOPA) 
which requires the owner of a housing accom
modation to give to a tenant an opportunity to 
purchase the accommodation prior to its sale; 
the university acquired as a limited partner 
substantially less than a 51 % interest in the 
partnership, did not have control or obligations 
with respect to equipment, supplies, permits, 
payment of taxes, maintenance and repairs, and 
liability insurance although it did have right to 
designate student or faculty member for vacan
cy, and its right to a first offer by limited part
ner desiring to sell interest was not an option to 
purchase. Columbia Plaza Tenants' Ass'n v. 
Columbia Plaza Ltd. Partnership, 2005, 869 
A.2d 329. Landlord And Tenant (;::;:> 92(1) 

"Tenant opportunity to purchase" statute 
(TOTPS) did not permit the tenant to repLldiate 
stipulation of settlement in landlord's suit for 
possession; if landlord was obligated to provide 
tenant with opportunity to purchase, her failure 
to do so violated TOTPS, not the agreement, 
which made no reference to TOTPS, and thus 
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tenant's remedy was to seek enforcement of 
statute, rather than to repudiate agreement. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1631(a). Brown v. Horn
stein, 1996, 669 A.2d 139. Compromise And 
Settlement c::::> 19(2) 

Statute purporting to clarify earlier legislation 
under which landlord was required to grant 
certain purchase rights to tenants in the event 
residential property was sold, so as to ensure 
that requirements of earlier statute would be 
deemed to apply to long-term leases, not reflect 
legislative intent that term "sale," as used in 
original statute, contemplated lease arrange
ments. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1601 et seq., 
4S-1631(b). West End Tenants Ass'n v. George 
Washington University, 1994, 640 A.2d 718. 
Landlord And Tenant ~ 92( 1) 

Attorney's tenancy in mixed-use building was 
commercial, rather than residential, contrarv to 
attorney's contention that he was a resider~tial 
tenant with a statutory right to purchase the 
premises, for purposes of lessor's action for 
possession, where attorney listed the premises 
as his business address and maintained a sepa
rate residence. Ontell v. Capitol Hill E.W. Ltd. 
Partnership, 1987, 527 A.2d 1292. Landlord 
And Tenant e=::> 284(1) 

2. Contract Clause rights 
Transfer of stock in corporation that owned 

apartment building was not a sale of apartment 
building under provision of Rental Housing 
Conversion and Sale Act defining a sale as in
cluding the transfer within one year of 100% of 
the stock of a corporation which owned a build
ing subject to the Act, for purposes of determin
ing whether owner of building was required by 
the Act to first offer the building to the tenants, 
where only 99% of the stock of the corporation 
owning the apartment building was transferred. 
Gomez v. Independence Management of Dela
ware, Inc., 2009, 967 A.2d 1276. Landlord And 
Tenant C= 92(1) 

A period of sixty to seventy days could be 
treated as reasonable time for closing after expi
ration of the tenants' statutory rights to pur
chase the apartment building under the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act, even though 
the contract contained a clause making time of 
the essence; the original contract contemplated 
settlement within fifty-five to seventy days, the 
vendor did not demand performance from the 
purchaser until three weeks after termination of 
contract with the tenants association and did so 
only after purchaser had learned of the termi
nation, and when the purchaser repeatedly pro
posed a sixty-day closing schedule, the vendor 
did not respond. Independence Management 
Co., Inc. v. Anderson & Summers, LLC, 2005, 
874 A.2d 862. Vendor And Purchaser c::::> 78 

Closing for sale of apartl11.ent building was to 
occur within a reasonable time after expiration 
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of the tenants' statutory rights to purchase the 
building under the Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act; the vendor and purchaser contem
plated a delay in settlement in the event the 
tenants exercised their right to purchase the 
property, but they failed to provide a time for 
settlement once that delay came to an end. 
Independence Management Co., Inc. v. 
Anderson & Summers, LLC, 2005, 874 A.2d 
862. Vendor And Purchaser (;::::> 75 

Contract requiring settlement ten days after 
expiration of financing contingency for sale of 
apartment building did not require purchaser to 
stand perpetually ready to close within ten days 
of the expiration of the tenants' statutory rights 
to purchase the building under the Rental Hous
ing Conversion and Sale Act; such an interpre
tation would place a significant burden on the 
purchaser, and absent an express provision in 
the contract indicating that this was the parties' 
intent, it was untenable. Independence Man
agement Co., Inc. v. Anderson & Summers, 
LLC, 2005, 874 A.2d 862. Vendor And Pur
chaser <> 75 

For purposes of determining whether statute 
conferring rights on tenants to purchase their 
building in event of contemplated sale of build
ing, as applied to master lease agreement cover
ing building, violated the contract clause rights 
of lessor and lessee, agreement would be 
deemed to substantially impair contractual obli
gations; parties had reasonable expectation that 
they could obtain benefits bargained for under 
contract, as there had been no prior history of 
government regulations of apartment building 
leases. U .S.C.A. Const. Art. 1, § 10, cl. 1; 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1601 et seq., 45-1631(b). 
West End Tenants Ass'n v. George Washington 
University, 1994, 640 A.2d 718. Constitutional 
Law <:= 2755; Landlord And Tenant (;::::> 92(1) 

Act purporting to clarify statute granting ten
ants of residential building certain rights in 
connection with "sale" of building, by retroac
tively defining "sale" so as to include lease 
agreements, did not constitute an exercise of 
state police power sufficient to override Con
tract Clause rights of lessor and Jessee under 
rnaster lease of building; "clarifying" statute 
had been passed with specific lease arrange
ment between landlord and tenant in mind 
indicating that purpose of statute was to vindi~ 
catc interest of tenants in particular building, 
rather than tenants generally. U.S.C.A. Const. 
Art. 1, § 10, cl. 1; D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1601 
et seq., 45-1631(b). West End Tenants Ass'n v. 
George Washington University, 1994, 640 A.2d 
718. Constitutional Law G:=::> 2755; Landlord 
And Tenant (;::::> 92(1) 

3. Sale 
Transfer of residential apartment building by 

deeding it to trust to be held for benefit of 

Note 3 

limited liability company (LLC) owned by trans
feror was not a "sale" under prior version of 
statute that conditioned sale of housing accom
modation on owner giving tenant bona fide op
portunity to purchase the accommodation, and, 
thus, tenants did not have right of first refusal to 
buy building, although te~ants argued that 
transfer originated out of unconsummated, 
arms-length transaction involving transferor 
and non-party offeror; transaction was a change 
in form of ownership, not sale. Alcazar Ten
ants' Ass'n v. Smith Property Holdings, LP., 
2009, 981 A.2d 1202. Landlord And Tenant <> 
92(1 ) 

To be a "sale" as the term is used in the 
Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act, a 
property transaction must be an absolute trans
fer or amount to the passing of general and 
absolute title. Twin Towers Plaza Tenants 
Ass'n, Inc. v. Capitol Park Associates, LP., 
2006, 894 A.2d 1113. Landlord And Tenant <:= 
92(1) 

Apartment buildings owners' transfer from 
one owner to another of 95% of ownership in 
buildings was not a "sale" under the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act such that 
owner was required to give tenants notice and 
an opportunity to purchase at a price and 011 

terms which represent a bona fide offer of sale, 
as transaction was not the transfer of absolute 
title or complete ownership. Twin Towers Pla
za Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. Capitol Park Associ
ates, LP., 2006, 894 A.2d 1113. Landlord And 
Tenant <:= 92( 1) 

Term "bona fide offer of sale" in Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act simply means 
an offer of sale made in objective, honest good 
faith, and does not require that the offer reflect 
the appraised or fair market value of the prop
erty; term was term of art, other sections in Act 
supported that conclusion, including sections 
which used term "bona fide" but modified the 
term, and legislative history showed that ap
praised value provision was considered but not 
included in final bill. 1618 Twentv-First Street 
Tenants' Ass'n, Inc. v. The Phillips Collection, 
2003, 829 A.2d 201. Landlord And Tenant <> 
92( I) 

An offer does not have to reflect appraised 
value or market value to be a "bona fide ofler of 
sale" under the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act. 1618 Twenty-First Street Tenants' 
Ass'n, Inc. v. The Phillips Collection, 2003, 829 
A.2d 201. Landlord And Tenant (;::::> 92(1) 

Apartment building purchaser's offer to ten
ants of $7.8 million was a "bona fide offer of 
sale" under the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act; property had unique value to purchas
er, which was adjacent to purchaser's existing 
building and was intended to be used as art 
study center rather than as condominiums or 
retail development, and sale figure was based 
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on price it would cost to purchase similar suit
able space near existing building. 1618 Twen
tv-First Street Tenants' Ass'n, Inc. v. The Phil
lips Collection, 2003, 829 A.2d 201. Landlord 
And Tenant G=:> 92(1) 

4. Actions 
Tenants were not required to show they are 

financially capable of purchasing property or to 
form tenant organization before suing for land
lord·s failure to provide notice of intent to sell 
rental property, as required under District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Conversion and Sale 
Act; Act only requires tenants to form organiza
tion after notice is given and financial capacity 
to purchase is irrelevant to requirement of no
tice. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1631, 45-1632, 
45-1640(1)(C). Redmond v. Birkel, 1992, 797 
F.Supp. 36. Landlord And Tenant G=:> 92(1) 

Genuine issue of material fact as to whether 
action of possession against holdover tenants, 
brought by new corporate owner of apartment 
building \vhich was formerly a subsidiary of 
prior owner of apartment building before 99% 
of subsidiary's stock was transferred to new 
shareholder, was a retaliatory eviction in viola
tion of the Rental Housing Act, precluded sum
mary judgment in the possession action. Go
mez v. Independence Management of Delaware, 
Inc., 2009, 967 A.2d 1276. Federal Courts (;l:;:::> 

1055 
Presumption of retaliatory action was trig

gered under the Rental Housing Act, in posses
sion action brought by new owner of apartment 
building against holdover tenants, such that 
new owner was required to rebut presumption 
by clear and convincing evidence; though rent 
administrator had determined that new owner's 
intended improvements could not be safely or 
reasonably accomplished while the rental units 
were occupied, possession action was brought 
after tenants' association had sued former own
er and new owner alleging that a sale had 
occurred that triggered tenants' right to pur
chase under the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act, holdover tenants were members of 
tenants' association, holdover tenants had been 
paying rent into the court registry rather than to 
the new owner, and the withholding of rent had 
continued during six-month period preceding 
new owner's service ofl20-day notices to va
cate the building. Gomez v. Independence 
Management of Delaware, Inc., 2009, 967 A.2d 
1276. Landlord And Tenant G=:> 285(4) 

Genuine issue of material fact regarding 
whether transfer of apartment building by cor
poration to its subsidiary, followed by transfer 
of 99% of the stock of the subsidiary to new 
shareholder, constituted a sale under the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act, precluded 
summary judgment on issue of whether owner 
of building was required by the Act to first offer 
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the building to tenants, in action by tenant's 
association against the corporations. Gomez v. 
Independence Management of Delaware, Inc., 
2009, 967 A.2d 1276. Federal Courts (;l:;:::> 1055 

Factual issue concerning landlord's good faith 
in negotiating precluded summary judgment in 
action by tenant claiming violation of statutory 
rights of opportunity to purchase and first refus
al. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1631(a), 45-1633, 
45-1634(a), 45-1637, 45-1638(2). Green v. 
Gibson, 1992, 613 A.2d 361. Federal Courts G::;:> 

1055 

5. Partial release of mortgage 
Evidence was sufficient to establish that land

lord did not act in bad faith when it failed to 
obtain a partial release of mortgage which en
cumbered rental units, in trial of action brought 
by tenants alleging that landlord breached con
tracts to purchase that landlord entered into 
with tenants pursuant to the Tenant Opportuni
ty to Purchase Act (TaPA); landlord had entered 
into an agreement with a potential purchaser to 
sell the subject rental units and others if a 
Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) mortgage 
could be renewed in purchaser's name, landlord 
offered to sell units to tenants in order to com
ply with TaPA, contracts with tenants were 
subject to condition that landlord obtain a par
tial release of the mortgage, and there was 
evidence that agreement with purchaser did not 
close because mortgagee and Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) re
fused to release the mortgage, rather as a result 
of any lapse on the part of landlord. BSA 77 P 
Street LLC v. Hawkins, 2009, 983 A.2d 988. 
Landlord And Tenant G=:> 92(5) 

6. Condition precedent 
Landlord's obtaining a partial mortgage re

lease was an "express condition" which had to 
occur before landlord's performance became 
due, in contracts to purchase rental units that 
landlord entered into with tenants pursuant to 
the Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act (TaPA), 
where the contracts stated that they were voida
ble at the option of either landlord or tenant if 
the mortgagee did not agree to release the mort
gage which encumbered the units, and releasing 
the mortgage was an event outside of the con
trol of landlord. BSA 77 P Street LLC v. Haw
kins, 2009, 983 A.2d 988. Landlord And Tenant 
(;l:;:::> 92(1) 

Purchaser was not required to forfeit his de
posit for apartment building when purchaser 
refused to settle on the transaction at the time 
vendor demanded, because of vendor's failure 
to satisfy condition precedent in purchase 
agreement requiring vendor to convey to insur
able title free of any claims by the building's 
tenants; purchase agreement required return of 
deposit if purchaser elected to terminate agree
ment due to vendor's failure to remove title 
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exceptions in title commitment, title commit
ment contained an exception requiring vendor's 
proof of compliance with Tenants' Opportunity 
to Purchase Act (TaPA), when vendor demand
ed a closing buildings' tenants were claiming 
that vendor had failed to comply with TOPA, 
and, though purchaser had filed a notice of lis 
pendens, such notice did not prejudice or dam
age vendor, as other title defects remained and 
purchaser had agreed to lift the notice if vendor 
provided security for his deposit. Psaromatis v. 
English Holdings 1, L.L.c., 2008, 944 A.2d 472. 
Vendor And Purchaser C;::> 335 

Vendor of apartment building failed to satisfy 
condition precedent in purchase agreement 
with purchaser to convey to purchaser insurable 
title free of any claims by the building's tenants, 
and thus purchaser's performance never be
came due; title commitment from purchaser's 
title company contained an exception requiring 
vendor's proof of compliance with Tenants' Op
portunity to Purchase Act (TOPA), when vendor 
demanded that purchaser close on the transac
tion purchaser notified vendor that it had not 
satisfied the exception in the title commitment, 
building's tenants' association intervened in the 
parties' action and asserted claim against ven
dor alleging that vendor had not satisfied TOPA, 
and the purchase agreement and the settlement 
agreement did not require purchaser to proceed 
to settlement of the transaction in the face of 
tenants' claims. Psaromatis v. English Hold
ings T, L.L.c., 2008, 944 A.2d 472. Vendor And 
Purchaser C=:> 79 

Vendor's obligation to convey to purchaser 
insurable title to apartment building free of any 
claims by the building's tenants was, under the 
parties' purchase agreement and interim settle
ment agreement which parties' executed after 
purchaser commenced specific performance ac
tion, a condition precedent to purchaser's duty 
to proceed to settlement of the transaction; pur
chase agreement required vendor to convey a 
title that was insurable, agreement's addendum 
allowed purchaser to cancel if vendor failed to 
comply with the Tenants' Opportunity to Pur
chase Act (TOPA), title commitment from title 
company contained an exception requiring ven
dor's proof of compliance regarding TOPA, and 
settlement agreement extended the time for set
tlement of the transaction in order to allow 
vendor to provide tenants with a new offer of 
sale under TOPA. Psaromatis v. English Hold
ings 1, L.L.C., 2008, 944 A.2d 472. Compro
mise And Settlement (;= 13 

7. Specific performance 
Purchaser was not ready, willing and able to 

perform on contract to purchase apartment 
building, and therefore, was not entitled to spe
cific performance of contract; he failed to ten
der earnest money, he attempted to forestall 
another contract and instead sought to purchase 
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property at pending foreclosure sale. and he 
took no action to ensure that seller cleared 
cloud on title. 3511 13th Street, LLC v. Lewis, 
2010, 993 A.2d 590. Specific Performance C;::> 

97(1 ) 

8. Lis pendens 
Notice of lis pendens filed by purchaser on 

apartment building was neither false nor mali
cious, as required in order for vendor to main
tain a slander of title action against purchaser, 
as notice of lis pendens was originally filed 
when purchaser was seeking specific perform
ance after vendor refused to close, parties then 
entered into an interim settlement agreement 
which staved the action and extended the ti me 
for vendo~ to close to allow vendor an opportu
nity to provide tenants with a new notice of sale 
pursuant to Tenants' Opportunity to Purchase 
Act (TOPA), and when purchaser subsequently 
declined to close due to vendor's failure to pro
vide insurable title free of tenants' claims and 
sought return of his deposit purchaser was will
ing to release his lis pendens if other security 
was provided for his deposit. Psaromatis v. 
English Holdings I, L.L.C., 2008, 944 A.2d 472. 
Libel And Slander C;::> 131; Libel And Slander 
C;::> 134 

9. Apparent concession 
Court of Appeals would exercise its discretion 

not to base its decision, in residential tenants' 
association's appeal from superior court's grant 
of summary judgment to landlord, on apparent 
concession by landlord's counsel, at oral argu
ment before Court of Appeals, that an uncqui~o
cal acceptance by association of landlord's pur
ported offer of sale under Tenant Opportunity to 
Purchase Act (TOPA) would have resulted in a 
binding contract without necessity for further 
negotiation, though counsel had declined to 
withdraw that concession when asked whether 
he wished to do so; the apparent concession 
was inconsistent with counsel's position in his 
appellate brief and at other points during oral 
argument that unqualified acceptance of pur
ported offer of sale merely would have ensured 
the association an opportunity to negotiate a 
contract within the constraints imposed by 
TOPA, and Court of Appeals was uncertain 
whether landlord's counsel, under the press of 
judicial interrogation, had made an improvident 
concession that he did not intend. 1836 S 
Street Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. Estate of B. Battle, 
2009, 965 A.2d 832. Federal Courts (';::;:> 1067 

10. Summary judgment 
Genuine issues of material fact as to whether 

document that landlord sent to residential ten
ants' association would have been reasonablv 
understood by landlord and association as ~I 
finn offer of sale or instead as an invitation to 
negotiate precluded summary judgment for 
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landlord, in association's action seeking specific 
performance of alleged contract for association 
to purchase the eight-unit rental property and 
alleging landlord had violated the Tenant Op
portunity to Purchase Act (TOPA). 1836 S 
Street Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. Estate of B. Battle, 
2009, 965 A.2d 832. Federal Courts (;:;:> 1055 

11. Damages 
Tenant was not entitled to have set aside a 

sale of the rented premises to purchasers and 
an order of specific performance of a sale to 
her, in her action against landlord for his viola
tion of her statutory right of first refusal, under 
the Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act (TaPA), 
by his selling of the house to those other pur
chasers; tenant had not joined purchasers as 
defendants in her TOPA claim, her other claims 
against them had been stricken, as for tortious 
interference with a contract, and the bona fides 
of the landlord's sale to the purchasers had not 
been litigated at the trial on her TaPA claim. 
Zanders v. Reid, 2009, 980 A.2d 1096. Specific 
Performance (;:;:> 64; Specific Performance (;:;:> 

106(1 ) 
Tenant was entitled to an award of monetary 

damages from her landlord for his violation of 
her statutorv rie:ht of first refusal, under the 
Tenant Opp~rtL11~ity to Purchase Act (TOPA), by 
selling the house to other purchasers even 
though she had offered to match their bid. 
Zanders v. Reid, 2009, 980 A.2d 1096. Land
lord And Tenant (;:;:> 92( 1) 

12. Attorney fees 
Landlord was not entitled to award of attor

ney fees under bad-faith exception to American 
Rule regarding action that was brought by as
signee of apartment building's tenant associa
tion's right to purchase under Tenant Opportu
nity to Purchase Act and that sought specific 
performance to compel good-faith bargaining 
by landlord relating to sale of building, although 
landlord was granted summary judgment, and 
although trial court found that level of handling 
of case by assignee's counsel could be criticized; 
trial court believed that action was not brought 
in bad faith. 6921 Georgia Avenue, N.W., Ltd. 
Partnership v. Universal Community Develop
ment, LLC, 2008, 954 A.2d 967, as amended. 
Federal Courts (;:;:> lO52.1 

Trial court did not abuse its discretion by 
declining to award vendor of apartment build
ing attorney fees incurred defending against 
claims of tenants' association, under attorney 
fees provision in vendor's and purchaser's pu;-
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chase agreement, in purchaser's action for spe
cific performance, conditional damages and re
turn of his security deposit against vendor in 
which tenants' association intervened, even if 
tenants' associations' claims were premised on 
the same set of facts, as the attorney fees provi
sion only authorized an award of attorney fees 
in disputes which arose between vendor and 
purchaser. Psaromatis v. Englisb Holdings J, 
L.L.c., 2008, 944 A.2d 472. Costs (;:;:> 194.36 

13. Remand 

Remand to trial court was warranted for pur
pose of determining whether landlord was enti
tled to award of sanctions under statute govern
ing filing of lis pendens in action that was 
brought by assignee of apartment building's ten
ant association's right to purchase under Tenant 
Opportunity to Purchase Act and that sought 
specific performance to compel good-faitb bar
gaining by landlord relating to sale of building; 
trial court failed to give due consideration to 
whether sanctions were appropriate. 6921 
Georgia Avenue, N.W., Ltd. Partnership v. Uni
versal Community Development, LLC, 2008, 
954 A.2d 967, as amended. Federal Courts (;:;:> 

1067 

14. Review 
Trial court's setting of purchase price of real 

property at $1,840,000, which represented sale 
price offered to third-party prospective purchas
er, rather than $2,155,000 sale price listed in 
real estate agreement with tenants' association, 
was not abuse of discretion based on vendor's 
claim that sale price under agreement was nev
er in dispute, in action brought by tenants' 
association for specific performance of agree
ment; vendor could not have been surprised 
that sale price would become an issue in action, 
since tenants' association's claim arose from 
their rights under Tenant Opportunity to Pur
chase Act (TOPA), which granted association 
right of first refusal and right to match bona 
fide offer of sale, and which limited tenants' 
association's deposit to five percent, vendor 
never provided tenants' association with copy of 
third-party contract, but disclosed that $92,000 
deposit check paid by third-party purchaser rep
resented five percent of purchase price, which 
indicated that vendor's offer to sell to third 
party was $315,000 less than sale price offered 
to tenants' association. Malik Corp. v. Tenacity 
Group, LLC, 2008, 961 A.2d 1057. Landlord 
And Tenant G=;> 92(1) 

§ 42-3404.02a. Registration of a tenant organization. 

In a housing accomn10dation of 5 or more units, the tenants may form and 
register the tenant organization with the Mayor, pursuant to § 42-3404.11, at 
any time; provided, that this section shall not be construed to alter the time 
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periods within which a tenant organization may exercise the rights afforded by 
this chapter. A tenant organization may file a petition for relief pursuant to 
§ 42-3405.03 or § 42-3405.03a. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 402a, formerly § 402b, as added July 22,2005, D.C. 
Law 16-15, § 2(e), 52 DCR 6885; renumbered Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 16-191, § 101(b), 
53 DCR 6794.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments For Law 16-191, see notes following 
D.C. Law 16-191 renumbered the section. § 42-1102. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-15, see notes following 

§ § 42-3401.03. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

Landlord and Tenant e=:>92, 353. 
Wcstlaw Topic No. 233. 

§ 42-3404.03. Offer of sale. 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 105, 112 to 
139, 1437. 

The owner shall provide each tenant a written copy of the offer of sale by 
certified mail and post a copy of the offer of sale in a conspicuous place in 
COmlTIOn areas of the housing accommodation if it consists of more than one 
unit. The owner shall provide the Mayor with a written copy of the offer of sale 
by certified mail or by filing it with the Conversion and Sale Administrator 
within the DepartlTIent of Housing and Community Developn1ent. The owner 
shall certify to the Mayor that the Mayor and each tenant were provided copies 
of the offer of sale on the same day. An offer includes, at a minilTIUn1: 

(1) The asking price and material terms of the sale; 
(2) A statement that the tenant has the right to purchase the accommoda

tion under this chapter and a SUlTIlTIary of tenant rights and sources of 
technical assistance as published in the D.C. Register by the Mayor; Provid
ed, however, that if no such statement and sun1mary have been published, the 
owner will be deemed in compliance with this paragraph; 

(3) A statement as to whether a contract with a third party exists for sale of 
the aCCOlTIlTIodation and that the owner shall make a copy available to the 
tenant within 7 days after receiving a request; and 

(4) A statement that the owner shall make available to the tenant a floor 
plan of the building and an itemized list of monthly operating expenses, 
utility consumption rates, and capital expenditures for each of the 2 preced
ing calendar years within 7 days after receiving a request. The statelTIent 
shall also indicate that the owner shall, at the same tirne, make available the 
most recent rent roll, list of tenants, and list of vacant apartlnents. If the 
owner does not have a floor plan, the owner lTIay lTIeet the requirement to 
provide a floor plan by stating in writing to the tenant that the owner does 
not have a floor plan. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 403, 27 DCR 2975; Nov. 5, 1983, D.C. Law 5-38, 
§ 2(i), 30 DCR 4866; Sept. 6, 1995, D.C. Law 11-31, § 3G), 42 DCR 3239; Oet. 21, 
2008, D.C. Law 17-234, § 2(a), 55 DCR 9014.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1632. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 17-234 rewrote the lead-in lan

guage, which had read as follows: 
''The owner shall provide each tenant and the 

Mayor a written copy of the offer of sale by first 
class mail and post a copy of the offer of sale in 
a conspicuous place in common areas of the 
housing accommodation if it consists of more 
than 1 unit. An offer includes, at a minimum:/I. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(j) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 
September 22, 1994, law notification 41 DCR 
6076). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 3(j) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 
8, 1994,41 DCR 4904). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(j) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 
1995, 42 DCR 2410) and § 3(j) of the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reen
actment and Amendment Congressional Recess 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-96, July 
19,1995,42 DCR 3837). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-38, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03b. 

Law 17-234, the "Tenant Opportunity to Pur
chase Notification Amendment Act of 2008/1, 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
17-640 which was referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Urban Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on July I, 
2008, and July IS, 2008, respectively. Signed 
by the Mayor on July 28, 2008, it was assigned 
Act No. 17-475 and transmitted to both Houses 
of Congress for its review. D.C. Lavv 17-234 
became effective on October 21, 2008. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 
Amendment of section by Law 10-144: Sec

tion 2(j) of D.C. Law 10-144 purported to 
amend (4) of this section to read as follows: 

"The owner shall provide each tenant and the 
Mayor a written copy of the offer of sale by first 
class mail and post a copy of the offer of sale in 
a conspicuous place in common areas of the 
housing accommodation if it consists of more 
than 1 unit. An offer includes, at a minimum: 

"(4) A statement that the owner shall make 
available to the tenant a floor plan of the build
ing and an itemized list of monthly operating 
expenses, utility consumption rates, and capital 
expenditures for each of the 2 preceding calen
dar years within 7 days after receiving a re
quest. The statement shall also indicate that 
the owner shall, at the same time, make avail
able the most recent rent roll, list of tenants, 
and list of vacant apartments. If the new own
er does not have a floor plan, the owner may 
meet the requirement to provide a floor plan by 
stating in writing to the tenant that the owner 
does not have a floor plan." 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant <3=92, 353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

In general 
Review 2 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ lOS, 112 to 
139, 1437. 

Notes of Decisions 

form tenant organization before suing for land
lord's failure to provide notice of intent to sell 
rental property, as required under District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Conversion and Sale 

1. In general Act; Act only requires tenants to form organiza-
Tenants were not required to show they are tion after notice is given and financial capacity 

financially capable of purchasing property or to to purchase is irrelevant to requirement of no-
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tice. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1631, 45-1632, 
45-1640(1)(C). Redmond v. Birkel, 1992, 797 
F.Supp. 36. Landlord And Tenant ~ 92(1) 

If the landlord proposes to sell the property 
or discontinue its use as rental housing, the 
Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act (TaPA) re
quires the landlord to extend a firm offer of sale 
that is capable of immediate, binding accep
tance by the tenant, as opposed to merely ex
tending an invitation to negotiate a sale within a 
reasonable time period. 1836 S Street Tenants 
Ass'n, Inc. v. Estate of B. Battle, 2009, 965 A.2d 
832. Landlord And Tenant c:= 92(1) 

Apartment building owners' failure to comply 
with request for detailed statement of operating 
expenses did not toll running of negotiation 
period where tenant association did not make 
request until after it had submitted two contract 
proposals for purchase of building more than 
120 days after beginning of negotiation period. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1632(4), 45-1637, 
45-1640(2). Lealand Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. 
Johnson, 1990, 572 A.2d 431. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 92(1) 

Negotiation period was not extended by plain
tiff's request for operating expense statement 
where the request was not made until after the 
expiration of the negotiating period provided by 

§ 42-3404.04. Third party rights. 

§ 45-1640(2). Lealand Tenants Ass'n v. John
son, 116 WLR 1457 (Super. C1. 1988). 

2. Review 
Trial court's setting of purchase price of real 

property at $1,840,000, which represented sale 
price offered to third-party prospective purchas
er, rather than $2,155,000 sale price listed in 
real estate agreement with tenants' association, 
was not abuse of discretion based on vendor's 
claim that sale price under agreement was nev
er in dispute, in action brought by tenants' 
association for specific performance of agree
ment; vendor could not have been surprised 
that sale price would become an issue in action, 
since tenants' association's claim arose from 
their rights under Tenant Opportunity to Pur
chase Act (TaPA), which granted association 
right of first refusal and right to match bona 
fide offer of sale, and which limited tenants' 
association's deposit to five percent, vendor 
never provided tenants' association with copy or 
third-party contract, but disclosed that $92,000 
deposit check paid by third-party purchaser rep
resented five percent of purchase price, which 
indicated that vendor's offer to sell to third 
party was $315,000 less than sale price offered 
to tenants' association. Malik Corp. v. Tenacity 
Group, LLC, 2008, 961 A.2d 1057. Landlord 
And Tenant (l:;:::> 92(1) 

The right of a third party to purchase an accommodation is conditional upon 
exercise of tenant rights under this subchapter. The time periods for negotia
tion of a contract of sale and for settlement under this subchapter are minilTIUn1 
periods, and the owner may afford the tenants a reasonable extension of such 
period, without liability under a third party contract. Third party purchasers 
are presumed to act with full knowledge of tenant rights and public policy 
under this subchapter. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 404, 27 DCR 2975.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1633. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 
and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-2851.04 and 42-3404.12. 
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Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant C=>92, 353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ lOS, 112 to 
139, 1437. 

Notes of Decisions 
In general 
Contract negotiations 2 
Specific performance 3 

1. In general 
Rental I-lousing Conversion and Sale Act docs 

not shield a landlord from third-party liability 
when the landlord gratuitously extends a ten
ant's statutory deadline for exercising her rights 
of first refusal after being provided with a copy 
of a contract of sale with a third party. Coburn 
v. Heggestad, 20m, 817 A.2d 813. Landlord 
And Tenant G;;:> 92( 1) 

Factual issue concerning landlord's good faith 
in negotiating precluded summary judgment in 
action by tenant claiming violation of statutory 
rights of opportunity to purchase and first refus
al. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1631(a), 45-1633, 
45-1634(a), 45-1637, 45-1638(2). Green v. 
Gibson, 1992,613 A.2d 361. Federal Courts G;;:> 

1055 

2. Contract negotiations 
A period of sixty to seventy days could be 

treated as reasonable time for closing after expi
ration of the tenants' statutory rights to pur
chase the apartn1.cnt building under the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act, even though 
the contract contained a clause making time of 
the essence; the original contract contemplated 
setllement within fifty-five to seventy days, the 
vendor did not demand performance from the 
purchaser until three weeks after termination of 
contract with the tenants association and did so 
only after purchaser had learned of the tenni
nation. and when the purchaser repeatedly pro
posed a sixty-day closing schedule, the vendor 
did not respond. Independence Management 
Co., Inc. v. Anderson & Summers, LLC, 2005, 
874 A.2d 862. Vendor And Purchaser <z;::;;> 78 

Contract requiring settlement ten days after 
expiration of financing contingency for sale of 
apartment building did not require purchaser to 
stand perpetually ready to close within ten days 
of the expiration of the tenants' statutory rights 
to purchase the building under the Rental Hous
ing Conversion and Sale Act; such an interpre
tation would place a significant burden on the 
pu rchaser, and absent an express provision in 
the contract indicating that this was the parties' 
intent. it was untenable. Independence Man
agement Co., ]nc. v. Anderson & Summers, 
LLC, 2005, 874 A.2d 862. Vendor And Pur
ch;;lser C=> 75 

Closing for sale of apartment building was to 
occur within a reasonable time after expiration 
of the tenants' statutory rights to purchase the 
building under the Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act; the vendor and purchaser contem-
plated a delay in settlement in the event the 
tenants exercised their right to purchase the 
property, but they failed to provide a time for 
settlement once that delay came to an end. 
Independence Management Co., Inc. v. 
Anderson & Summers, LLC, 2005, 874 A.2d 
862. Vendor And Purchaser G;;:> 75 

A tenant does not have a right to extend or 
revive the IS-day period under the Rental Hous
ing Conversion and Sale Act in which she may 
exercise her right of first refusal after she has 
received a copy of a contract of sale for the 
leased property; Act only allows extension of 
time for negotiation and settlement with a ten
ant who has expressed in writing an interest in 
purchasing the property. Coburn v. Heggestad. 
20m, 817 A.2d 813. Landlord And Tenant (;::;;> 

92(3) 
Apartment building owners could take into 

account terms of proposed purchase contract by 
third party during course of negotiations with 
tenant organization during statutorily required 
first refusal period; when third-party contract 
was received by tenant organization after nego
tiations had begun, it was permissible for own
ers to ask for nonmaterial terms similar to those 
offered by the third party. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1637. Lealand Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. 
Johnson, 1990, 572 A.2d 431. Landlord And 
Tenant (;::;;> 92(1) 

Apartment building owners did not negotiate 
in bad faith when they used third party's pur
chase contract proposal as basis for rejecting 
tenant organization's second purchase contract 
proposal, and could proceed with sale of apart
ment building to third parties when tenant or
ganization failed to exercise IS-day right of first 
refusal. D.C.Code ]981, §§ 45-1634, 45-1637. 
Lealand Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. Johnson, 1990, 
572 A.2d 431. Landlord And Tenant G;;:> 92(1) 

3. Specific performance 
A court has discretion to grant such equitable 

relief as specific performance, under the Tenant 
Opportunity to Purchase Act (TOPA), in an ac
tion by the tenant against a third party purchas
er if the tenant establishes that the third party 
had actual or constructive knowledge of the 
tenant's superior rights at the time it acquired 
the property, in other words. the third party 
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was not a bona fide purchaser. Zanders v. 
Reid. 2009, 980 A.2d 1096. Specific Perform
ance (l::;;;> 8 

§ 42-3404.05. Contract negotiation. 

§ 42-3404.05 

(a) Bargaining in good faith. - The tenant and owner shall bargain in good 
faith. The following constitute prima facie evidence of bargaining without 
good faith: 

(1) The failure of an owner to offer the tenant a price or tenn at least as 
favorable as that offered to a third party, within the periods specified in 
§§ 42-3404.09(4), 42-3404.10(4), and 42-3404.11(4), respectively, without a 
reasonable justification for so doing; 

(2) The failure of an owner to make a contract with the tenant which 
substantially confonns with the price and terms of a third party contract 
within the time periods specified in §§ 42-3404.09(4), 42-3404.10(4), and 
42-3404.11(4), respectively, without a reasonable justification for so doing; 
or 

(3) The intentional failure of a tenant or an owner to cOlnply with the 
provisions of this subchapter. 

(a-l) Reduced price. - If the owner sells or contracts to sell the accommoda
tion to a third party for a price more than 10% less than the price offered to the 
tenant or for other terms which would constitute bargaining without good faith, 
the owner shall con1ply anew with all requirements of §§ 42-3404.09, 
42-3404.10, and 42-3404.11, as applicable. 

(a-2) Financial assurances. - The owner Inay not require the tenant to prove 
financial ability to perfonn as a prerequisite to entering into a contract. The 
owner may not require the tenant to pay the purchase price in installments 
unless the owner provides deferred purchase money financing on terms reason
ably acceptable to the tenant. The owner may require the tenant to prove that 
the tenant, either alone or in conjunction with a third party, has comparable 
financial ability to the third-party contractor before the owner will be required 
to grant deferred purchase money financing to the tenant on the same tenns 
and conditions agreed between the owner and the third-party contractor. If 
the tenant can prove comparable financial ability alone, the owner may not 
require the tenant to secure a third-party guarantor. This proof cannot be 
required as a prerequIsIte to contracting. I t may be required only as a 
prerequisite to the owner granting deferred purchase money financing at 
settlement. 

(a-3) Transfers of interest in a partnership or corporation and master leases. -
In the event of a transfer of interest in a partnership or corporation or in the 
event of a master lease or agreement that is considered a sale within the 
n1eaning of § 42-3404.02, but which does not involve a transfer of record title 
to the real property, the owner shall be bargaining in good faith if the owner 
offers the tenant the opportunity to acquire record title to the real property or 
offers the tenant the opportunity to Inatch the type of transfer or agreement 
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entered into with the third party. With respect to either type of offer, all 
provisions of this subchapter apply. 

(b) Deposit. - The owner shall not require the tenant to pay a deposit of 
more than 5% of the contract sales price in order to make a contract. The 
deposit is refundable in the event of a good faith failure of the tenant to perfonll 
under the contract. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 405, 27 DCR 2975; Sept. 26, 1980, D.C. Law 3-106, 
§ 3(a), 27 DCR 3758; Sept. 29, 1988, D.C. Law 7-154, § 2(e), 35 DCR 5715; Sept. 6, 
1995, D.C. Law 11-31, § 3(k), 42 DCR 3239.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1634. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(k) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 
September 22, 1994, law notification 41 DCR 
6076). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 3(k) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 
8,1994,41 DCR 4904). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(k) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 
1995, 42 DCR 2410) and § 3(k) of the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reen
actment and Amendment Congressional Recess 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-96, July 
19, 1995,42 DCR 3837). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

Law 3-106, the "Rental Housing Act of 1977 
Extension Act of 1980," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 3-326, which was 
referred to the Committee on Housing and Eco
nomic Development. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on July 15, 1980, and 
July 29, 1980, respectively. Signed by the May
or on July 31, 1980, it was assigned Act No. 
3-231 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-154, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.0l. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03b. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 
Amendment of section by Law 10-144: Sec

tion 2(k) of D.C. Law 10-144 purported to insert 
new (a-1), (a-2) and (a-3) of this section to read 
as follows: 

"(a-1) Reduced price. If the owner sells or 
contracts to sell the accommodation to a third 
party for a price more than 1 0% less than the 
price offered to the tenant or for other terms 
which would constitute bargaining without 
good faith, the owner shall comply anew with 
all requirements of §§ 45-1638, 45-1639, or 
45-1640 as applicable. 

"(a-2) Financial assurances. The owner may 
not require the tenant to prove financial ability 
to perform as a prerequisite to entering into a 
contract. The owner may not require the ten
ant to pay the purchase price in instalhnents 
unless the owner provides deferred purchase 
money financing on terms reasonably accept
able to the tenant. The owner may require the 
tenant to prove that the tenant, either alone or 
in conjunction with a third party, has compara
ble financial ability to the third party contractor 
before the owner will be required to grant de
ferred purchase money financing to the tenant 
on the same terms and conditions agreed be
tween the owner and the third party contractor. 
If the tenant can prove comparable financial 
ability alone, the owner may not require the 
tenant to secure a third party guarantor. This 
proof cannot be required as a prerequisite to 
contracting. It may be required only as a pre
requisite to the owner granting deferred pur
chase money financing at settlement. 

"(a-3) Transfers of interest in a partnership or 
corporation and master leases. In the event of 
a transfer of interest in a partnership or corpo
ration or in the event of a master lease or 
agreement that is considered a sale within the 
meaning of § 45-1631 (c) but which does not 
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involve a transfer of record title to the real 
property, the owner shall be bargaining in good 
faith if the owner offers the tenant the opportu
nity to acquire record title to the real property 

Note 3 

or offers the tenant the opportunity to match the 
type of transfer or agreement entered into with 
the third party. With respect to either type of 
offer, all provisions of this subchapter apply." 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3404.12. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant ez>92, 353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 105, 112 to 
139, 1437. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 
Good faith 2 
Right of first refusal 3 

1. In general 
Landlords may not be forced under District of 

Columbia Rental Housing Conversion and Sale 
Act to sell property to tenants for lower price 
than that offered by third party. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-1634. Redmond v. Birkel, 1992, 
797 F.Supp. 36. Landlord And Tenant c==> 92(1) 

Under Rental Housing Conversion and Sale 
Act, statutory method afforded tenants to pur
chase accommodations of five or more units 
gives individual tenant no opportunity to negoti
ate with owner or to purchase in tenant's own 
right; tenant organization is sole entity that can 
conduct with owner negotiations required by 
Act. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1634, 45-1638, 
45-1639. Stanton v. Gerstenfeld, 1990, 582 
A.2d 242. Landlord And Tenant ez> 353 

Once apartment building owners by their ac
tions extended negotiation period for tenant 
organization to negotiate contract of sale, stat
utory good-faith requirement made it imper
missible for owners not to give tenant organi
zation an opportunity to respond to owners' 
objections to fifst contract proposal, extending 
negotiation period until date that owners re
jected tenant organization's second contract 
proposal. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1634. Lea
land Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. Johnson, 1990, 572 
A.2d 43]. Landlord And Tenant G=> 92(1) 

2. Good faith 
Under the Tenant Opportunity to Purchase 

Act (TOPA), tenant who failed to perform under 
contract for sale of home could not be made to 
forfeit his deposit absent a finding of bad faith, 
and thus proceedings on tenant's TOPA action 
against landlord would be remanded for trial 
c~urt to determine whether tenant failed to per
form in good faith. Linen v. Lanford, 2008, 945 
A.2d 1173. Landlord And Tenant <:;::;:> 92(1) 

Requirement of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act, that landlord and tenant bargain 
in "good faith" regarding any sale of leased 
premises, prior to sale of property of which 
leased premises is a part, is violated when (l) 
landlord fails to present tenant with price or 
terms as favorable as those offered to third 
party; (2) landlord fails to contract with tenant 
on same price/terms within reasonable time pe
riod; (3) owner or tenant intentionally fails to 
comply with statute. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1634(a)(1-3). West End Tenants Ass'n v. 
George Washington University, 1994, 640 A.2d 
718. Landlord And Tenant C= 92(1) 

Factual issue concerning landlord's good faith 
in negotiating precluded summary judgment in 
action by tenant claiming violation of statutory 
rights of opportunity to purchase and first refus
al. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-] 631(a), 45-1633, 
45-1634(a), 45-1637, 45-1638(2). Green v. 
Gibson, 1992, 613 A.2d 361. Federal Courts C= 
1055 

Apartment building owners did not negotiate 
in bad faith when they used third party's pur
chase contract proposal as basis for rejecting 
tenant organization's second purchase contract 
proposal, and could proceed with sale of apart
ment building to third parties when tenant or
ganization failed to exercise 15-day right of first 
refusal. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1634, 45-1637. 
Lealand Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. Johnson, 1990, 
572 A.2d 431. Landlord And Tenant <:;::;:> 92(1) 

3. Right of first refusal 
Provision of statute creating tenant's right of 

first refusal makes the obligation of good faith 
and the presumption against good faith which 
inheres where the owner fails to make a con
tract with a tenant applicable to the exercise of 
first refusal. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1634, 
45-1637. Green v. Gibson, 1992,613 A.2c136J. 
Landlord And Tenant C= 92(1) 

Statutory right of first refusal and opportunity 
to purchase require only substantial conformity, 
rather than absolute identity or perfect match, 
between the tenant's exercise of the right and 
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Note 3 

the third-party offer. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1634, 45-1637. Green v. Gibson, 1992, 
613 A.2d 361. Landlord And Tenant C;::> 92(1) 

Even under statutory right of first refusal 
granted to tenant, property owner has freedom 

REAL PROPERTY 

to determine the terms upon the owner is will
ing to settle at all. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1634, 
45-1637. Green v. Gibson, 1992,613 A.2d 361. 
Landlord And Tenant <:;:::;;> 92(1) 

§ 42-3404.06. Exercise or assignment of rights. 

The tenant may exercise rights under this subchapter in conjunction with a 
third party or by assigning or selling those rights to any party, whether private 
or governn1ental. The exercise, assignment, or sale of tenant rights may be for 
any consideration which the tenant, in the tenant's sole discretion, finds 
acceptable. Such an exercise, assignn1ent, or sale may occur at any time in the 
process provided in this subchapter and may be structured in any way the 
tenant, in the tenant's sole discretion, finds acceptable. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 406,27 DCR 2975; Sept. 6, 1995, D.C. Law 11-31, 
§ 3(1), 42 DCR 3239.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1635. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(1) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 
September 22, 1994, law notification 41 DCR 
6076). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(1) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 
8, 1994,41 DCR 4904). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(1) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 
1995, 42 DCR 2410) and § 3(1) of the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reen
actment and Amendment Congressional Recess 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-96, July 
19, 1995,42 DCR 3837). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03b. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 
Amendment of section bv Law 10-144: Sec

tion 2(1) of D.C. Law 10-144 purported to 
amend this section to read as follows: 

"The tenant may exercise rights under this 
subchapter in conjunction with a third party or 
by assigning or selling those rights to any party, 
whether private or governmentaL. The exercise, 
assignment, or sale of tenant rights may be for 
any consideration which the tenant, in the ten
ant's sole discretion, finds acceptable. Such an 
exercise, assignment, or sale may occur at any 
time in the process provided in this subchapter 
and may be structured in any way the tenant, in 
the tenant's sole discretion, finds acceptable." 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3404.12. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant <P92, 353. 

Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 105, 112 to 
139, 1437. 
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Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Assignment of rights 2 

1. In general 
Owner of two-to-four rental unit accommoda

tion was not free to accept offer to purchase 
from third party, who effectively became tenant 
under Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act 
by assignment of rights from tenant, before ne
gotiating for 90-day statutory period with other 
tenant interested in buying, even though latter 
tenant's timely statement of interest was not 
submitted until after third party had made a 
contract offer. Medrano v. Osterman, 2005, 
885 A.2d 310. Landlord And Tenant c==> 92(2) 

2. Assignment of rights 
A tenant's assignment of his rights under the 

Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act is immedi
ate and complete upon the execution of the 
assignment document. Allman v. Snyder, 2005, 
888 A.2d 1161. Landlord And Tenant c==> 92(2) 

Fact that tenants of four-unit rental accom
modation moved out after assigning their rights 
under the Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act 

§ 42-3404.07. Waiver of rights. 

did not cause assignment to lapse. Allman v. 
Snyder, 2005, 888 A.2d 1161. Landlord And 
Tenant C==> 92(2) 

Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act permits 
tenants to assign their rights under Act to any
body and leaves the choice of the assignee, and 
the consideration to be received from that as
signee, in the assigning tenant's absolute and 
unfettered discretion. Allman v. Snyder, 2005, 
888 A.2d 1161. Landlord And Tenant c==> 92(2) 

Real estate broker effectively became tenant 
of rental accommodation for purposes of the 
Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act when ten
ants assigned their rights under Act to him. 
Allman v. Snyder, 2005, 888 A.2d 1161. Land-
lord And Tenant c==> 92(2) 

Tenants' assignment of rights under the Ten
ant Opportunity to Purchase Act to real estate 
broker who had offered to purchase four-unit 
rental accommodation on terms agreeable to 
owner was not void as a matter of public policy; 
Act permitted assignment of rights to anybody. 
Allman v. Snyder, 2005, 888 A.2d 1161. Land
lord And Tenant c==> 92(2) 

An owner shall not request, and a tenant luay not grant, a waiver of the right 
to receive an offer of sale under this subchapter. An owner shall not require 
waiver of any other right under this subchapter except in exchange for consid
eration which the tenant, in the tenant's sole discretion, finds acceptable. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 407, 27 DCR 2975; Sept. 6, 1995, D.C. Law 11-31, 
§ 3(m), 42 DCR 3239.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1636. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(m) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 
September 22, 1994, law notification 41 DCR 
6076). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 3(m) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 
8, 1994,41 DCR 4904). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(m) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 
1995, 42 DCR 2410) and § 3(m) of the Rental 

Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reen
actment and Amendment Congressional Recess 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-96, July 
19,1995,42 DCR 3837). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03b. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 
Amendment of section bv Law 10-144: Sec

tion 2(m) of D.C. Law 1"0_144 purported to 
amend this section to read as follows: 
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"An owner shall not request, and a tenant 
may not grant, a waiver of the right to receive 
an offer of sale under this subchapter. An own
er shall not require waiver of any other right 

REAL PROPERTY 

under this subchapter except in exchange for 
consideration which the tenant, in the tenant's 
sole discretion, finds acceptable." 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3404.12. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant <&:::>92, 353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

§ 42-3404.08. Right of first refusaL 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 105, 112 to 
139, 1437. 

In addition to any and all other rights specified in this subchapter, a tenant 
or tenant organization shall also have the right of first refusal during the 15 
days after the tenant or tenant organization has received fron1 the owner a valid 
sales contract to purchase by a third party. If the contract is received during 
the negotiation period pursuant to § 42-3404.09(2), § 42-3404.10(2), or 
§ 42-3404.11 (2), the IS-day period will begin to run at the end of the negotia
tion period. In exercising rights pursuant to this section, all rights specified in 
this subchapter shall apply except the minimum negotiation periods specified in 
§§ 42-3404.09(2), 42-3404.10(2), and 42-3404.11 (2). 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3--86, § 408, 27 DCR 2975; Nov. 5, 1983, D.C. Law 5-38, 
§ 2G), 30 DCR 4866; Sept. 29,1988, D.C. Law 7-154, § 2(£),35 DCR 5715.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1637. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historic~I and StatCltory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-38, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-154, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 
and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant C==>92, 353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

In general 1 
Evidence 6 
Federal preemption 2 
Instructions 5 
Offer of sale 4 
Summary judgment 7 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 105, 112 to 
139, 1437. 

Notes of Decisions 

Third-party contracts 3 

1. In general 
A residential tenant's right of first refusal, 

under the Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act 
(TaPA), with respect to purchasing the rental 
property requires only substantial conformity, 
rather than absolute identity or perfect match, 
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between the tenant's exercise of the right and 
the third party offer. 1836 S Street Tenants 
Ass'n, Inc. v. Estate of B. Battle, 2009, 965 A.2d 
832. Landlord And Tenant C= 92(1) 

A tenant docs not have a right to extend or 
revive the IS-day period under the Rental Hous
ing Conversion and Sale Act in which she may 
exercise her right of first refusal after she has 
received a copy of a contract of sale for the 
leased property; Act only allows extension of 
time for negotiation and settlement with a ten
ant who has expressed in writing an interest in 
purchasing the property. Coburn v. Heggestad, 
2003,817 A.2d 813. Landlord And Tenant e::;:> 

92(3) 
Factual issue concerning landlord's good faith 

in negotiating precluded summary judgment in 
action by tenant claiming violation of statutory 
rights of opportunity to purchase and first refus
al. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1631(a), 45-1633, 
45-1634(a), 45-1637, 45-1638(2). Green v. 
Gibson, 1992,613 A.2d 361. Federal Courts C= 

1055 
Provision of statute creating tenant's right of 

first refusal makes the obligation of good faith 
and the presumption against good faith which 
inheres where the owner fails to make a con
tract with a tenant applicable to the exercise of 
first refusal. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1634, 
45-1637. Green v. Gibson, 1992,613 A.2d 361. 
Landlord And Tenant C= 92(1) 

Statutory right of first refusal and opportunity 
to purchase require only substantial conformity, 
rather than absolute identity or perfect match, 
between the tenant's exercise of the right and 
the third-party offer. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1634, 45-1637. Green v. Gibson, 1992, 
613 A.2d 361. Landlord And Tenant (l::;::> 92(1) 

Even under statutory right of first refusal 
granted to tenant, property owner has freedom 
to determine the terms upon the owner is will
ing to settle at all. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1634, 
45-1637. Green v. Gibson, 1992,613 A.2d 361. 
Landlord And Tenant C= 92(1) 

Note 3 

Determination that District of Columbia law 
granting tenants right of first refusal when 
leased prernises are sold was preempted Depart
ment of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD) regulations excluding defaulting mortga
gors, including those who become tenants fol
lowing default, from tenants to whom right of 
first refusal could be offered was proper, inas
much as Congress gave HUD broad authority to 
manage properties acquired through its opera
tions and regulations completely covered issue 
of first right of refusal, including preemption. 
National Housing Act, § 204(g), 12 U.S.C.A. 
§ 1710(g); D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1637; 24 
C.F.R. § 291.100(a)(2, 4). Booker v. Edwards, 
C.A.D.C.1996, 99 F.3d 1165, 321 U.S.App.D.C. 
314. States (;:;::> 18.69; United States (;:;::> 82(3.3) 

3. Third-party contracts 
Sale of rental housing project to third-party 

purchaser did not extinguish tenants' right of 
first refusal under Rental Housing and Sale 
Conversion Act, and thus, tenants association, 
as holder of conditional option to purchase pur
suant to Act, \Vas entitled to enforce its statutory 
rights in action for specific performance against 
third-party purchaser, who was presumed un
der the Act to have purchased with constructive 
notice of tenants' option. Wilson Courts Ten
ants Ass'n, Inc. v. 523-525 Mellon Street, LLC, 
2007, 924 A.2d 289. Landlord And Tenant <s;:;;:> 

92(1); Specific Performance (;:;::> 57 
Tenant \Vas not excused from exercising her 

right of first refusal within the IS-day period 
under the Rental Housing Conversion and Sale 
Act on grounds that copy of contract of sale 
provided to her did not include purchaser's 
printed name and contract omitted a letter ref
erenced by a hand-written footnote in the con
tract, as contract contained all the terms rele
vant to tenant's decision on whether to buv the 
home, contract included purchaser's legally op
erative signature, referenced letter only afFected 
dispersal of net proceeds and did not impose 
any substantive rights or obligations on the pur
chaser, if tenant had been concerned whether 

2. Federal preemption omissions affected material terms of contract 
Defaulting mortgagor whose mortgage had she had ample time to make the appropriate 

been insured by Department of Housing and inquiries, and tenant did not make inquiries. 
Urban Development (HUD) did not have right of Coburn v. Heggestad, 2003, 817 A.2d 813. 
first refusal to purchase foreclosed property un- Landlord And Tenant (;:;::> 92(3) 
der local law granting tenants such rights, even Apartment building owners could take into 
though rnortgagor had occupied property after account terms of proposed purchase contract by 
default under month-to-month lease and HUD third party during course of negotiations with 
regulation provided that tenants in occupancy tenant organization during statutorily required 
would be offered such right if required by local first refusal period; when third-party contract 
law; provision in same regulation, indicating was received by tenant organization after nego-
that defaulting mortgagors cannot have right of tiations had begun, it was permissible for own-
first refusal, was controlling and preempted 10- ers to ask for nonmaterial terms similar to those 
cal law. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1637; 24 C.F.R. offered by the third party. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 291.100(a)(2, 4). Booker v. Edwards, § 45-1637. Lealand Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. 
C.A.D.C.1996, 99 F.3d 1165, 321 U.S.App.D.C. Johnson, 1990, 572 A.2d 431. Landlord And 
314. Mortgages e::;:> 594(1); States (l::;::> 18.69 Tenant (;:;::> 92(1) 
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Note 3 

Apartment building owners did not negotiate 
in bad faith when they used third party's pur
chase contract proposal as basis for rejecting 
tenant organization's second purchase contract 
proposal, and could proceed with sale of apart
ment building to third parties when tenant or
ganization failed to exercise IS-day right of first 
l-e/usal. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1634,45-1637. 
Lealand Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. Johnson, 1990, 
572 A.2d 431. Landlord And Tenant (;::::;;> 92( I) 

4. Offer of sale 
A residential tenant's right of first refusal, 

under the Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act 
(TOPA), with respect to purchasing the rental 
property does not ripen into the right to receive 
an oFfer of sale from the landlord unless and 
until the owner receives an acceptable offer of 
purchase from a third party. 1836 S Street 
Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. Estate of B. Battle, 2009, 
965 A.2d 832. Landlord And Tenant (;::::;;> 92(1) 

5. Instructions 
Provision in statutes addressing conversion or 

sale of rental housing, stating that purposes of 
such statutes favored resolution of ambiguity by 
hearing officer or court toward the end of 
strengthening the legal rights of tenants or ten
ant organizations to maximum extent permissi
ble under law, applied only to interpretation of 
such statutes and therefore did not warrant 
instruction, in action by tenant organization to 
rescind sale of apartment building based on 
alleged lack of statutory notice of sale, which 
notice related to tenants' statutory right of first 
refusal, that ambiguities in evidence as to 
\vhether tenants received notice had to be re-

REAL PROPERTY 

solved in their favor. 3511 13th Street Tenants' 
Ass'n v. 3511 13th Street, N.W. Residences, 
LLC, 2007, 922 A.2d 439. Landlord And Ten
ant (;:;::> 92(5) 

6. Evidence 
Error was harmless as to admission, in Lenant 

organization's action seeking rescission of sale 
of apartment building based on lack of statutory 
notice of offer of sale, which notice related to 
tenants' statutory right of first refusal, of hear
say letter from District of Columbia's Depart
ment of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs 
(DCRA) to vendor, stating that Department's file 
showed that statutory notice had been properly 
delivered to tenants; jurors were instructed not 
to consider letter as proof of notice, and counsel 
for vendor and purchaser did not cite the letter 
during closing arguments as proof of notice. 
3511 13th Street Tenants' Ass'n v. 3511 13th 
Street, N.W. Residences, LLC, 2007, 922 A.2d 
439. Federal Courts (;:;::> 1066 

7. Summary judgment 
Genuine issue of material fact as to whether 

third-party purchaser "vas bona fide purchaser 
of rental housing project precluded judgment on 
the pleadings for third-party purchaser, in ten
ants association's action against third-party pur
chaser for declaratory judgment and injunctive 
relief, seeking to enforce its right of first refusal. 
under Rental Housing and Sale Conversion Act, 
with respect to prior owner's sale of rental 
housing project to third-party purchaser. Wil
son Courts Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. 523-525 Mel
lon Street, LLC, 2007, 924 A.2d 289. Federal 
Courts (;::::;;> 1054 

§ 42-3404.09. Single-family accommodations. 

The following provisions apply to single-family accOlnn10dations: 

(1) Written statement of interest. - Upon receipt of a written offer of sale 
from the owner that includes a description of the tenant's rights and obli
gations under this section, or upon the Mayor's receipt of a copy of the 
written offer of sale, whichever is later, the tenant shall have 30 days to 
provide the owner and the Mayor, by hand or by sending by certified mail, 
with a written statement of interest. The statelnent of interest shall be a 
clear expression of interest on the part of the tenant to exercise the right to 
purchase as specified in this subchapter; 

(2) Negotiation period. - If a tenant has provided a written statement of 
interest in accordance with paragraph (1) of this section, the owner shall 
afford the tenant a reasonable period to negotiate a contract of sale, and shall 
not require less than 60 days, not including the 30 days provided by 
paragraph (1) of this section. For every day of delay in providing informa
tion by the owner as required by this subchapter, the negotiation period is 
extended by 1 day; 
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(3) Time before settlement. - The owner shall afford the tenant a reason
able period prior to settlement in order to secure financing and financial 
assistance, and shall not require less than 60 days after the date of contract
ing. If a lending institution or agency estilnates in writing that a decision 
with respect to financing or financial assistance will be made within 90 days 
after the date of contracting, the owner shall afford an extension of ti me 
consistent with that written estimate; 

(4) Lapse of time. - If 180 days elapse frOlTI the date of a valid offer under 
this subchapter and the owner has not sold or contracted for the sale of the 
accommodation, the owner shall comply anew with the terms of this sub
chapter. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 409,27 DCR 2975; Sept. 29, 1988, D.C. Law 7-154, 
§ 2(g), 35 DCR 5715; Oct. 21, 2008, D.C. Law 17-234, § 2(b), 55 DCR 9014; July 23, 
2010, D.C. Law 18-193, § 2(a), 57 DCR 4510.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1638. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 17-234, in par. (1), rewrote the first 

sentence, which had read as follows: "Upon 
receipt of a written offer of sale from the owner 
that includes a description of the tenant's rights 
and obligations under this section, the tenant 
shall have 30 days to provide the owner and the 
Mayor with a written statement of interest." 

D.C. Law 18-193, in par. (1), substituted "and 
the. ~ayor;, by hand or b~, sending by certified 
m<:111, for and the Mayor . 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a) of Tenant Opportunity to Pur
chase Preservation Clarification Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Law 18-23, July 
7,2009, law notification 56 DCR 6125). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(a) of Tenant Opportunity to Pur
chase Preservation Clarification Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2010 (D.C. Law 18-177, May 
27,2010, law notification 57 nCR 6039). . 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a) of Tenant Opportunity to Pur
chase Preservation Clarification Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 18-38, March 
21, 2009, 56 nCR 2668). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(a) of Tenant Opportunity to Pur-

chase Preservation Clarification Congressional 
Review Emergency Amendment Act of 2009 
(D.C. Act 18-109, June 18,2009, 56 DCR 4934). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(a) of Tenant Opportunity to Put'
chase Preservation Clarification Emeraency 
Amendment Act of 2010 (D.C. Act 18~32i, 
March 18,2010,57 DCR 2544). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-154, see 
Historical and Statutory Notcs following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For Law 17-234, see notes following 
§ 42-3404.03. 

Law 18-193, the "Tenant Opportunity to Pur
chase Preservation Clarification Amendment 
Act of 2010", was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 18-179, which was referred to 
the Committee on Housing Safety and Work
force Development. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on April 20, 20 I 0, and 
May 4, 2010, respectively. Signed by the Mayor 
on May 19, 2010, it was assigned Act No. 
18-404 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. D.C. Law 18-193 became 
effective on July 23,2010. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3404.05,42-3404.08 and 42-3404.12. 
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Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant <8=92, 353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 105, 112 to 
139, 1437. 

Notes of Decisions 
In general 
Construction and application 2 
Review 4 
Settlement period 3 

t . In general 
Purposes of prOVISIOns in Rental Housing 

Conversion and Sale Act allowing extensions of 
time for negotiation and settlement with a ten
ant \\'ho has expressed in writing an interest in 
purchasing the property is to insure that a ten
ant is given a fair opportunity to purchase and 
that this opportunity is not lost because of a 
surprise sale to another person; once a tenant 
has seized his or her opportunity to act, the 
landlord should be able to afford reasonable 
extensions of time without worrying that the 
thi,-d party will thwart the tenant by suing the 
landlord. Coburn v. Heggestad, 2003,817 A.2d 
813. Landlord And Tenant <8= 92(3) 

Factual issue concerning landlord's good faith 
in negotiating precluded summary judgment in 
action by tenant claiming violation of statutory 
rights of opportunity to purchase and first refus
al. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1631(a), 45-1633, 
45-1 634(a), 45-1637, 45-1638(2). Green v. 
Gibson, 1992,613 A.2d 361. Federal Courts <> 
1055 

2. Construction and application 
"Provide with," for purposes of provision of 

Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act (TOPA) 
stating that a tenant living in a single-family 
rental home, upon receipt of written offer of 
sale [rom landlord, has 30 days to provide land
lord and Mayor with written statement of inter
est, so that landlord will be obligated to allow 
additional time for negotiation of contract of 
sale, means ensuring that the notice reaches the 
landlord within 30 days, as opposed to merely 

depositing the notice in the mail within 30 days. 
Tippett v. Daly, 2009, 964 A.2d 606. Landlord 
And Tenant <> 92(1) 

Residential property was a single-family 
dwelling, such that under the Tenant Opportu
nity to Purchase Act (TOPA) the settlement peri
od applicable to single-family dwelling applied 
to sale of the property; tenant prevailed in pre
vious action before the Department of Consum
er and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA) because the 
property was a single-family home that landlord 
illegally rented as a two-unit dwelling, amended 
registration filed by landlord identified the 
property as single-family, and property was situ
ated in district zoned to prohibit two-family 
homes. Linen v. Lanford, 2008, 945 A.2d 1173. 
Landlord And Tenant <8= 92(1) 

3. Settlement period 

Given finding that residential rental property 
was a single-family dwelling, landlord complied 
with the Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act 
(TOPA) when he allowed tenant a 60-day settle
ment period after tenant provided landlord with 
written statement of interest. Linen v. Lanford, 
2008, 945 A.2d 1173. Landlord And Tenant <> 
92(1) 

4. Review 

On appeal from summary judgment in favor 
of landlord in tenant's action under the Tenant 
Opportunity to Purchase Act (TOPA), the Court 
of Appeals was not required to consider tenant's 
contention that December 1 was less than 60 
days from October 3, for purposes of measuring 
the 60-day settlement period allowed to tenant 
under TOPA, where tenant failed to raise the 
contention before the trial court. Linen v. Lan
ford, 2008, 945 A.2d 1173. Federal Courts <> 
1064 

§ 42-3404.10. Accommodations with 2 through 4 units. 

The following provisions apply to accommodations with 2 through 4 units: 

(l) Joint and several response. - The tenants Inay respond to an owner's 
offer first jointly, then severally. Upon receipt of a written offer of sale frOlTI 
the owner that includes a description of the tenant's rights and obligations 
under this section, or upon the Mayor's receipt of a copy of the written offer 
of sale, whichever is later, a group of tenants acting jointly shall have 15 days 
to provide the owner and the Mayor, by hand or by sending by certified Inail, 
with a written statement of interest. Following that time period, if the 
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tenants acting jointly have failed to submit a written statement of interest, an 
individual tenant shall have 7 days to provide a statenlent of interest to the 
owner and the Mayor, by hand or by sending by certified Inail,. Each 
statement of interest must be clear expression of interest on the part of the 
tenant or tenant group to exercise the right to purchase as specified in this 
subchapter; 

(2) Negotiation period. - (A) Upon receipt of a letter of intent from a 
tenant or a tenant group, the owner shall afford the tenants a reasonable 
period to negotiate a contract of sale, and shall not require less than 90 days. 
F or every day of delay in providing information by the owner as required by 
this subchapter, the negotiation period is extended by 1 day. If more than 1 
individual tenant submits a written statement of interest, the owner shall 
negotiate with each tenant separately, or jointly if the tenants agree to 
negotiate jointly; 

(B) If, at the end of the 90-day period or any extensions thereof, the 
tenants jointly have not contracted with the owner, the owner shall provide 
an additional 30-day period, during which any 1 of the current tenants 
may contract with the owner for the purchase of the accOlnmodation; 

(C) If the owner is required to negotiate with more than one tenant 
pursuant to this section, the owner may decide which contract is n10re 
favorable without liability to the other tenants. 
(3) Tim£ before settlement. - The owner shall afford the tenant a reason

able period prior to settlement in order to secure financing and financial 
assistance, and shall not require less than 90 days after the date of contract
ing. If a lending institution or agency estimates in writing that a decision 
with respect to financing or financial assistance will be made within 120 days 
after the date of contracting, the owner shall afford an extension of time 
consistent with that written estimate; 

(4) Lapse of time. - If 240 days elapse from the date of a valid offer under 
this subchapter and the owner has not sold or contracted for the sale of the 
accon1modation, the owner shall comply anew with the terms of this sub
chapter. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 410, 27 DCR 2975; Nov. 5, 1983, D.C. Law 5-38, 
§ 2(k), 30 DCR 4866; Sept. 29, 1988, D.C. Law 7-154, § 2(h), 35 DCR 5715; Sept. 6, 
1995, D.C. Law 11-31, § 3(n), 42 DCR 3239; Oct. 21, 2008, D.C. Law 17-234, § 2(c), 55 
DCR 9014; July 23,2010, D.C. Law 18-193, § 2(b), 57 DCR 4510.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1639. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 17-234, in par. (1), rewrote the 

second sentence, which had read as follows: 
/lU pon receipt of a written offer of sale from the 
owner that includes a description of the tenant's 
rights and obligations under this section, a 
group of tenants acting jointly shall have 15 
days to provide the owner and the Mayor with a 
written statement of interest." 

D.C. Law 18-193, in par. (1), substituted "and 
the Mayor, by hand or by sending by certified 
mail," for "and the Mayor". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3(n) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 
September 22, 1994, law notification 41 DCR 
6076). 
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For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b) of Tenant Opportunity to Pur
chase Preservation Clarification Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Law 18-23, July 
7, 2009, law notification 56 DCR 6125). . 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b) of Tenant Opportunity to Pur
chase Preservation Clarification Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2010 (D.C. Law 18-177, May 
27, 2010, law notification 57 DCR 6039). -

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(n) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 
8, ]994,41 DCR 4904). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(n) of the R~ntal Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 
1995, 42 DCR 2410) and § 3(n) of the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reen
actment and Amendment Congressional Recess 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-96, July 
19, 1995,42 DCR 3837). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b) of Tenant Opportunity to Pur
chase Preservation Clarification Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 18-38, March 
21,2009,56 DCR 2668). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b) of Tenant Opportunity to Pur
chase Preservation Clarification Congressional 
Review Emergency Amendment Act of 2009 
(D.C. Act] 8-1 09, June 18,2009,56 DCR 4934). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(b) of Tenant Opportunity to Pur
chase Preservation Clarification Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2010 (D.C. Act 18-327, 
March 18,2010,57 DCR 2544). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 
Historical and StatutorY Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. " 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-38, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-154, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
see Historical and St~tutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

REAL PROPERTY 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03b. 

For Law 17-234, see notes following 
§ 42-3404.03. 

For Law 18-193, see notes following 
§ 42-3404.09. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 
Amendment of section by Law 10-144: Sec

tion 2(n) of D.C. Law 10-144 purported to 
amend (1) and (2) of this section to read as 
follows: 

"The following provisions apply to accommo
dations with 2 through 4 units: 

"(1) Joint and several response. The tenants 
may respond to an owner's offer first jointly, 
then severally. Upon receipt of a written offer 
of sale from the owner that includes a descrip
tion of the tenant's rights and obligations under 
this section, a group of tenants acting jointly 
shall have 15 days to provide the owner and the 
Mayor with a written statement of interest. 
Following that time period, if the tenants acting 
jointly have failed to submit a written statement 
of interest, an individual tenant shall have 7 
days to provide a statement of interest to the 
owner and the Mavor. Each statement of intcr
est must be clear "expression of interest on the 
part of the tenant or tenant group to exercise 
the right to purchase as specified in this sub
chapter; 

"(2) Negotiation period. (A) Upon receipt of 
a letter of intent from a tenant or a tenant 
group, the owner shall afford the tenants a 
reasonable period to negotiate a contract of 
sale, and shall not require less than 90 days. 
For every day of delay in providing information 
by the owner as required by this subchapter, the 
negotiation period is extended by 1 day. If 
more than 1 individual tenant submits a written 
statement of interest, the owner shall negotiate 
with each tenant separately, or jointly if the 
tenants agree to negotiate jointly. 

"(B) If, at the end of the 90-day period or any 
extensions thereof, the tenants jointly have not 
contracted with the owner, the owner shall pro
vide an additional 30-day period, during which 
any 1 of the current tenants may contract with 
the owner for the purchase of the accommoda
tion; 

"(C) If the owner is required to negotiate with 
more than 1 tenant pursuant to this section, the 
owner may decide which contract is more fa
vorable without liability to the other tenants." 

Cross References 
Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3404.05, 42-3404.08, and 42-3404.12. 
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Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant (;;=:>92, 353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.l.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 105, 112 to 
139, 1437. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Tenant's claim that her offer to purchase four

unit rental accommodation was ITlOre favorable 
than prospective third-party purchaser's did not 
entitle her to purchase the property, where 
third-party had been assigned another tenant's 
rights under the Tenant Opportunity to Pur
chase Act; the determination as to which ten
ant's offer was more favorable was owner's to 
make. Allman v. Snyder, 2005, 888 A.2d 1161. 
Landlord And Tenant C= 92(2) 

If both parties seeking to purchase a rental 
accommodation with two through four units are 
tenants, then the owner has the right, following 
the expiration of the statutory 90-day negotia
tion period, to choose whichever offer he pre
fers; the Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act 
does not limit the factors that the owner may 
consider in making that choice. Allman v. Sny
der, 2005, 888 A.2d 1161. Landlord And Ten
ant C= 92(1) 

Tenant who offered to purchase two-to-four 
rental unit accommodation was not entitled to 
have his offer accepted by owner just because 
he offered a higher price than third party; Rent
al Housing Conversion and Sale Act provided 

that owner could decide which offer was more 
favorable, and higher offer was not necessarily 
a more favorable one. Medrano v. Osterman, 
2005, 885 A.2d 310. Landlord And Tenant C= 
92(1 ) 

Owner of two-to-four rental unit accommoda
tion was not free to accept offer to purchase 
from third party, who effectively became tenant 
under Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act 
by assignment of rights from tenant, before ne
gotiating for 90-day statutory period with other 
tenant interested in buying, even though latter 
tenant's timely statement of interest was not 
submitted until after third party had made a 
contract offer. Medrano v. Osterman, 2005, 
885 A.2d 310. Landlord And Tenant C= 92(2) 

If more than one individual tenant of a two
to-four rental unit accommodation has submit
ted a timely written statement of interest in 
buying, the owner may not contract for sale to 
one of those tenants without negotiating with 
the others for 90-day period provided in Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act, but rather 
must negotiate in good faith for the full 90 days 
with each tenant who has expressed a ti mely 
written interest in buying. Medrano v. Oster
man, 2005, 885 A.2d 310. Landlord And Ten
ant C= 92(1) 

§ 42-3404.11. Accommodations with 5 or more units. 

The following provisions apply to accommodations with 5 or more units: 

(1) Tenant organization. - In order to make a contract of sale with an 
owner, the tenants shall: (A) form a tenant organization with the legal 
capacity to hold real property, elect officers, and adopt bylaws, unless such a 
tenant organization exists in a fon11 desired by the tenants; (B) file articles of 
incorporation; and (C) deliver an application for registration to the Mayor 
and the owner by hand or by certified mail within 45 days of receipt of a 
valid offer or the Mayor's receipt of a copy of a valid offer, whichever is later. 
If, at the time of receipt of the valid offer, a tenant organization exists in a 
fon11 desired by the tenants, the delivery of the application for registration to 
the Mayor and the owner by hand or by certified l11ail shall be within 30 days 
of receipt of a valid offer or the Mayor's receipt of a valid offer, whichever is 
later. The application shall include the nal11e, address, and phone nun1ber of 
tenant officers and legal counsel (if any); a copy of the articles of incorpo
ration, as filed; a copy of the bylaws; docul11entation that the organization 
represents at least a majority of the occupied rental units as of the time of 
registration and such other information as the Mayor may require. Upon 
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registration, the organization constitutes the sole representative of the ten
ants, and the prior offer of sale is deemed an offer to the organization; 

(2) Negotiation period. - The owner shall afford the tenant organization a 
reasonable period to negotiate a contract of sale, and shall not require less 
than 120 days from the date of receipt of the statement of registration. For 
every day of delay in providing information by the owner as required by this 
subchapter, the negotiation period is extended by 1 day; 

(3) Time before settlement. - (A) The owner shall afford the tenant organi
zation a reasonable period prior to settlement in order to secure financing 
and financial assistance, and shall not require less than 120 days after the 
date of contracting. If a lending institution or agency estimates in writing 
that a decision with respect to financing or financial assistance will be made 
within 240 days after the date of contracting, the owner shall afford an 
extension of til11e consistent with that written estimate; 

(B) If the tenant organization articles of incorporation provide, by the 
date of contracting, that the purpose of the tenant organization is to 
convert the accommodation to a nonprofit housing cooperative with appre
ciation of share value lil11ited to a maximum of the annual rate of inflation, 
the owner shall require not less than 180 days after the date of contracting 
or such additional time as required by this section; 
(4) Lapse of time. - If 360 days elapse fr0111 the date of a valid offer under 

this subchapter and the owner has not sold or contracted for the sale of the 
accOlnn10dation, an owner shall comply anew with the terms of this subchap
ter. In such a case, the tenant organization shall also comply anew with 
respect to delivery of a registration statement; the original tenant articles of 
incorporation, officers and bylaws remain effective unless defective under 
their own terms or other provisions of law. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 411, 27 DCR 2975; Aug. 1, 1981, D.C. Law 4-27, 
§ 2(e), 28 DCR 2824; Oct. 21, 2008, D.C. Law 17-234, § 2(d), 55 DCR 9014; July 23, 
2010, D.C. Law 18-193, § 2(e), 57 DCR 4510.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1640. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 17-234, in par. (1), inserted "or the 

Mayor's receipt of a copy of a valid offer, which
ever is later" in the first sentence, and inserted 
"or the Mayor's receipt of a valid offer, which
ever is later" in the second sentence. 

D.C. La,,\! 18-193, in par. (1), substituted "cer
tified" for "first class". 

chase Preservation Clarification Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2010 (D.C. Law 18-177, May 
27,2010, law notification 57 DCR 6039). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(c) of Tenant Opportunity to Pur
chase Preservation Clarification Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2010 (D.C. Act 18-327, 
March 18,2010,57 DCR 2544). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Temporary Amendments of Section For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- Historical and Statutory Notes following 
tion, see § 2(c) of Tenant Opportunity to Pur- § 42-3401.01. 
chase Preservation Clarification Temporary For legislative history or D.C. Law 4-27, see 
Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Law 18-23, July Historical and Statutory Notes following 
7,2009, law notification 56 DCR 6125). § 42-3402.03. 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- For Law 17-234, see notes following 
lion, see § 2(c) of Tenant Opportunity to Pur- § 42-3404.03. 
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For Law 18-193, see notes following 
§ 42-3404.09. 

Note 3 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of law 3-86: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3404.02, 42-3404.02a, 42-3404.05, 42-3404.08, 42-3404.12, 
42-3404.34, and 42-3405.07. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant c&=:>92, 353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 105, 112 to 
139, 1437. 

Notes of Decisions 

Construction and application 
Negotiation period 3 
Tenant organizations 2 

1. Construction and application 
Because individual tenant was not entitled 

under District of Columbia Rental Housing Act 
to purchase apartment building herself, as the 
right was given only to tenants' association, 
tenant who alleged that she was not given op
portunity required by law did not state claim for 
conspiracy to defraud by vendor and purchaser 
as she did not show any damages in the absence 
of evidence that tenants would have formed an 
organization, registered with the mayor as re
quired by the Act, and engaged in negotiations 
to purchase the property, including securing 
financing. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1640. Red
mond v. Birkel, 1996, 933 F.Supp. 1. Conspira
cy G;;:> 9 

Tenants were not required to show they are 
financially capable of purchasing property or to 
form tenant organization before suing for land
lord's failure to provide notice of intent to sell 
rental property, as required under District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Conversion and Sale 
Act; Act only requires tenants to form organiza
tion after notice is given and financial capacity 
to purchase is irrelevant to requirement of no
tice. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1631, 45-1632, 
45-1640(1 )(C). Redmond v. Birkel, 1992, 797 
F.Supp. 36. Landlord And Tenant G;;:> 92(1) 

Tenant of apartment building containing 
more than five units which tenant organization 
had been formed to purchase was precluded by 
Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act from 
suing owner in tenant's own right to collect 
damages and obtain equitable and declaratory 
relief because of owner's alleged violation of 
Act's requirement that he bargain in good faith. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1640. Stanton v. Ger
stenfeld, 1990, 582 A.2d 242. Declaratory 
Judgment G;;:> 186; Landlord And Tenant G;;:> 353 

2. Tenant organizations 
Tenant's association, and not individual ten

ants, had standing to bring suit alleging viola
tion of tenants' rights under Rental Housing 
Conversion and Sale Act, which protected ten
ants during sale of apartments. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1638, 45-1640, 45-1640(1). West End 
Tenants Ass'n v. George Washington University, 
1994, 640 A.2d 718. Landlord And Tenant (;::::> 

92(1) 
Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act envi

sioned that tenant organization could establish 
reasonable rules governing its memberships, 
and thus, tenant organization had power to 
terminate membership of member of associa
tion. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1601 to 45-1663. 
Raskauskas v. Temple Realty Co., 1991, 589 
A.2d 17. Condominium (;:;;;> 3 

Under Rental Housing Conversion and Sale 
Act, statutory method afforded tenants Lo pur
chase accommodations of five or more units 
gives individual tenant no opportunity to negoti
ate with owner or to purchase in tenant's own 
right; tenant organization is sole entity that can 
conduct with owner negotiations required by 
Act. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1634, 45-1638, 
45-1639. Stanton v. Gerstenfeld, 1990, 582 
A.2d 242. Landlord And Tenant (;:;;;> 353 

3. Negotiation period 
Under provision requiring apartment building 

owners to give tenant organization reasonable 
period of not less than 120 days to negotiate a 
contract of sale, owners effectively extended 
statutorily required reasonable negotiation per'i
od when they failed to respond to tenant organi
zation's contract proposal until after end of 
120--day period. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1640(2). 
Lealand Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. Johnson, 1990, 
572 A.2d 431. Landlord And Tenant (;:;;;> 92( I) 

Apartment building owners' failure to comply 
with request for detailed statement of operating 
expenses did not toll running of negotiation 
period where tenant association did not make 
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request until after it had submitted two contract 
proposals for purchase of building more than 
120 days after beginning of negotiation period. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1632(4), 45-1637, 
45-1640(2). Lealand Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. 
Johnson, 1990, 572 A.2d 431. Landlord And 
Tenant (? 92(1) 

The limited negotiation period protects the 
rights 0/ property owners from tenants who 

REAL PROPERTY 

could easily bind owners for an indefinite peri
od of time. Lealand Tenants Ass'n v. Johnson, 
116 WLR 1457 (Super. Ct. 1988). 

Negotiation period was not extended by plain
tiff s request for operating expense statement 
when the request was not made until after the 
expiration of the negotiating period provided by 
this section. Lealand Tenants Ass'n v. Johnson, 
116 WLR 1457 (Super. Ct. 1988). 

§ 42-3404.12. Exceptions to coverage of subchapter; expiration provi
sions. 

Sections 42-3404.02, 42-3404.04, 42-3404.05, 42-3404.06, 42-3404.07, 
42-3404.09(3) and (4),42-3404.10(3) and (4) and 42-3404.11(3) and (4) apply 
to any sale of a housing accommodation for which a contract is not ful1y 
ratified prior to June 3, 1980, and the period for contracting pursuant to § 601 
or § 602 of the Rental Housing Act is not expired prior to the effective date of 
this subchapter. This subchapter applies in its entirety to any sale of a housing 
accon1n10dation for which a notice pursuant to § 601 or § 602 of the Rental 
Housing Act is not received by the tenants in at least 50% of the occupied rental 
units in the housing accomlTIodation prior to June 3, 1980. This subchapter 
shall relTIain in effect until the Mayor declares that a housing crisis no longer 
exists pursuant to § 42-3405.12. This subchapter does not apply to aCCOmlTIO
dations for which a vacancy exemption is approved, as provided in 
§ 42-3402.10. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 412, 27 DCR 2975; Sept. 26, 1980, D.C. Law 3-106, 
§ 3(b), 27 DCR 3758; Mar. 4, 1981, D.C. Law 3-131, § 801(e), 28 DCR 326; Nov. 5, 
1983, D.C. Law 5-38, § 2(1), 30 DCR 4866; Sept. 29, 1988, D.C. Law 7-154, § 2(i), 35 
DCR 5715; Sept. 6,1995, D.C. Law 11-31, § 3(0),42 DCR 3239.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1641. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(d) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1988 (D.C. Law 7-140, Sep
tember 21, 2008, law notification 35 DCR 
7279). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
Lion, see § 2(d) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1993 (D.C. Law 10-13, Sep
tember 11, 1993, law notification 40 DCR 
6835). 

September 22, 1994, law notification 41 DCR 
67(6). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 2(d) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Extension Emergency Amend
ment Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-235, April 28, 
1994, 41 DCR 2599). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(0) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 
8, 1994,41 DCR 49(4). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(0) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 
]995,42 DCR 2410) and § 3(596) of the Rental 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reen-
tion, see § 2(d) of Rental Housing Conversion actment and Amendment Congressional Recess 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-96, July 
Amendment Act of ] 994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 19, 1995, 42 DCR 3837). 
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Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-106, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3404.05. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-131, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.03. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-38, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-154, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-340S.03a. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03b. 

References in Text 
The "Rental Housing Act", referred to in the 

second sentence, is the Rental Housing Act of 
1977, D.C. Law 2-54, which had fornlerly been 
codified as Chapter 16 of this title, and which 
was subsequently superseded by the Rental 

Housing Act of 1980, D.C. Law 3-131. See also 
§ 42-3401.03(15). 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.0]. 
Amendment of section by Law 10-144: Sec

tion 2(0) of D.C. Law 10-144 purported to 
amend this section to read as follows: 

"Sections 45-1631, 45-1633, 45-1634, 
45-1635, 45-1636, 45-1638 (3) and (4), 
45-1639 (3) and (4) and 45-1640 (3) and (4) 
apply to any sale of a housing accommodation 
for which a contract is not fully ratified priOl- to 
June 3, 1980, and the period for contracting 
pursuant to § 601 or § 602 of the Rental Hous
ing Act is not expired prior to the effective date 
of this subchapter. This subchapter applies in 
its entirety to any sale of a housing accommoda
tion for which a notice pursuant to § 601 or 
§ 602 of the Rental Housing Act is not received 
by the tenants in at least 50% of the occupied 
rental units in the housing accommodation pri
or to June 3, 1980. This subchapter shall re
main in effect until the Mavor declares that a 
housing crisis no longer ~xists pursuant to 
§ 45-1662 [§ 42-3405.12, 2001 Ed.]. This sub
chapter does not apply to accommodations for 
which a vacancy exemption is approved, as pro
vided in § 45-1639 [§ 42-3404.10, 2001 Ed.]." 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant (;:::;>92, 353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 105, 112 to 
139, 1437. 

§ 42-3404.13. Notice to convert; offer to sell. 

(a) Every tenant of a housing accomn10dation which the declarant seeks to 
convert from a rental basis to a cooperative shall be notified in writing of the 
declarant's intent to convert the housing accOllllllodation to a cooperative not 
less than 120 days before the conversion thereof. The declarant shall also 
make to each tenant of the housing accOlllmodation a bona fide offer to sell 
such tenant such shares or membership interest in the cooperative as will 
enable the tenant to continue to reside in his or her unit after conversion. The 
offer shall include, but not be limited to, the asking price for the shares or 
111embership interest and a statement of the tenant's rights to provide such 
shares or membership interest under the provisions of this section. The tenant 
shall be afforded not less than 60 days in which to contract with the landlord 
for the purchase of the shares or membership interest at a mutually agreeable 
price and under mutually agreeable tenns, which shall be at least as favorable 
as those offered to the general public. 

(b) Repealed. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 413(b), as added Aug. J, 1981, D.C. Law 4-27, § 2(1), 
28 DCR 2824; Nov. 5, 1983, D.C. Law 5-38, § 3, 30 DCR 4866.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1642. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-27, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3402.03. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 5-38, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant (S::;:>92, 353. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 105, 112 to 
139, 1437. 

SUBCHAPTER IV-A. DISTRICT'S OPPORTUNITY TO PURCHASE. 

§ 42-3404.31. District's opportunity to purchase certain housing accom
modations. 

(a) Before an owner of a housing accommodation may sell a housing accmn
modation cOlnprised of 5 or more units, the owner shall provide to the Mayor, 
on behalf of the District, and the Mayor shall have, an opportunity to purchase 
the housing accommodation in the same manner, except as otherwise provided 
by this subchapter, as the opportunity to purchase is provided to a tenant under 
subchapter IV of this chapter. 

(b) The Mayor may assign the opportunity to purchase pursuant to 
§ 42-3404.36. 

(c) The Mayor shall have the Saine ren1edies and rights to enforce owner 
compliance with this chapter as a tenant or tenant organization would have 
against an owner for violation of this chapter. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 431, as added Dec. 24, 2008, D.C. Law 17-286, § 2, 
55 DCR 11989.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 17-286, the "District's Opportunity to 

Purchase Amendment Act of 2008", was intro
duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 17-631 
which was referred to the Committee on Hous
ing and Urban Affairs. The Bill was adopted on 

first and second readings on July 1, 2008, and 
October 7, 2008, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on October 27, 2008, it was assigned Act 
No. 17-552 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 17-286 be
came effective on December 24,2008. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia C;:;>9. 
Landlord and Tenant C;:;>92, 353. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 132, 233. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 11 to 12. 
c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 105, 112 to 

139, 1437. 

§ 42-3404.32. Limitations on the District's opportunity to purchase. 

(a) The District's opportunity to purchase shall be subordinate to the right of 
a tenant. 
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(b) To exercise its right under this subchapter, the Mayor shall provide a 
written statement of interest to the owner and tenant within 30 days of the 
Mayor's receipt of the copy of offer of sale required by § 42-3404.03. 

(c)(l) The Mayor shall not exercise the opportunity to purchase provided by 
this subchapter unless at least 25% of the rental units in the housing acconlnl0-
dation are affordable units. 

(2) For the purposes of this subsection, the ternl "affordable unit" means a 
rental unit in a housing accomillodation for which the existing monthly rent, 
including utilities, paid by the tenant is equal to or less than 30% of the 
monthly income of a household with an inCOllle of 50% of the area median 
inconle, as set forth in the periodic calculation provided by the United States 
Department of Housing and Urban Developillent, adjusted for the household 
size. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 432, as added Dec. 24, 2008, D.C. Law 17-286, § 2, 
55 DCR 11989.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 17-286, see notes following 
§ 42-3404.31. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (;::::>9. 
Landlord and Tenant (;:::>92, 353. 
Wesllaw Topic Nos. 132, 233. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. District of Columbia §§ 11 to 12. 
C.l.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 105, 112 to 

139, 1437. 

§ 42-3404.33. Limitations on the District as purchaser of a housing ac
commodation. 

(a) If the District, or an assignee, purchases a housing accommodation 
pursuant to this subchapter, the District shall reillain subject to all provisions of 
this chapter as owner of the housing accomillodation. 

(b)( 1) The Mayor, or an assignee of the Mayor, shall maintain affordable 
rents in the housing accOlllmodation so that unit rents for tenants living in the 
housing accOlllnl0dation on the date that the offer of sale was issued will not be 
greater than the unit rent on the date of the offer of sale or 30% of an existing 
tenant's household income, whichever is less. 

(2) For the purposes of this subsection, household income shall be calculat
ed pursuant to 24 C.F.R. § 5.609. 

(3) Tenants shall be notified in writing as to the manner in which the 
Mayor, or an assignee of the Mayor, calculates household income and rent. 

(4) The Rent Administrator shall consider a challenge to a rent mllount or 
income calculation upon a petition filed by a tenant. The petition shall be 
heard and determined according to the procedures in the Rent Stabilization 
Program established pursuant to subchapter II of Chapter 35 of this title. 

(5) Notwithstanding the rent mllounts established pursuant to this section, 
nor any other law, no tenant in an affordable unit shall be required to pay a 
rent increase of lTIOre than 10% per year. 
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(6) Income restrictions may be imposed upon the housing accoml11odation 
by the Mayor, or an assignee of the Mayor; provided, that an existing tenant 
shall be exen1pt from any income restrictions. 

(c)(1) The Mayor, or an assignee of the Mayor, shall maintain any unit in the 
housing accommodation that was an affordable unit, as defined in 
§ 42-3404.32(c)(2), on the date that the offer of sale was issued as affordable 
for as long as the housing accommodation remains a housing accommodation 
owned by the District. 

(2) For any rental unit that becOl11es vacant: 
(A) If the monthly rent, including utilities, paid by the tenant was equal 

to or less than 30% of the monthly income of a household with an inCOlne 
of 60% of the area median income, as set forth in the periodic calculation 
provided by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment, adjusted for the household size, that unit shall remain affordable for 
a tenant with an income at or below 60% of the area median income; or 

(B) If the Inonthly rent, including utilities, paid by the tenant was equal 
to or less than 30% of the monthly income of a household with an inCOlne 
of 30% of the area median income, as set forth in the periodic calculation 
provided by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
111ent, adjusted for the household size, that unit shall remain affordable for 
a tenant with an income at or below 30% of the area median income. 
(3) Vacancies in affordable units shall be filled and 111aintained so that the 

division of affordable units in the housing accommodation is no less than 
one-third affordable for households at 30% of area median incOl11e, one-third 
affordable for households at 60% of area median inconle, and one-third 
affordable for households at 80% of area median income. 

(d) If any unit in the housing accommodation was not an affordable unit as 
defined in § 42-3404.32(c)(2), on the date the offer of sale was issued, the 
Mayor, or an assignee of the Mayor, shall develop an affordability plan to 
explore all means whereby the number of affordable units in the housing 
accomnlodation 111ay be increased. The Mayor, or an assignee of the Mayor, 
shall take all practicable steps to increase the number of affordable units in the 
housing accommodation. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 433, as added Dec. 24, 2008, D.C. Law 17-286, § 2, 
55 DCR 11989.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law ] 7-286, see notes following 
§ 42-3404.3 J . 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <p9. 
Landlord and Tenant ~92, 353. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. J 32,233. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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§ 42-3404.34. Procedure for District to effectuate purchase. 

(a) The Mayor shall have not less than 150 days from the date of the owner's 
receipt of the Mayor's written statement of interest, issued pursuant to 
§ 42-3404.32(b), to negotiate a contract for sale. 

(b) For every day of delay in providing information by the owner as requ ired 
by this chapter, the negotiation period shall be extended by one day. 

(c) If a tenant organization is formed and delivers an application for registra
tion to the Mayor pursuant to § 42-3404.11, the Mayor shall have 15 days, in 
addition to the tinle provided for in subsection (a) of this section, to negotiate a 
contract of sale. 

(d) The Mayor shall have up to 60 days after the date of execution of a 
contract of sale to complete settlement. 

(e) If the owner provides any extension of time to a tenant under this 
chapter, the Mayor shall automatically receive the same extension of time. The 
owner shall provide written notification to the Mayor of any extensions of time 
provided to the tenant. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 434, as added Dec. 24, 2008, D.C. Law 17-286, § 2, 
55 DCR 11989.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-286, see notes following 

§ 42-3404.31. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Coluntbia (;::;;>9. 
Landlord and Tenant <>92, 353. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 132, 233. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 11 to 12. 
C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 105, 112 to 

139, 1437. 

§ 42-3404.35. Rights of tenants not abrogated. 

No provision of this subchapter shall abrogate the rights of tenants or tenant 
organizations under this chapter. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 435, as added Dec. 24, 2008, D.C. Law 17-286, § 2, 
55 DCR 11989.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 17-286, see notes following 
§ 42-3404.31. 

Key Numbers 

District of Columbia <>9. 
Landlord and Tenant (;::;;>92, 353. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 132,233. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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§ 42-3404.36. Assignment of District rights. 

The Mayor may assign the opportunity to purchase provided under this 
subchapter to a person that: 

(1) Den10nstrates the capacity to own and manage, either by itself or 
through a n1anagement agent, the housing accommodation and related facili
ties for the remaining useful life of the housing accomlTIodation; and 

(2) Agrees to obligate itself and any successors in interest to maintain the 
affordability of the assisted housing development as required by 
§ 42-3404.33. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 436, as added Dec. 24, 2008, D.C. Law 17-286, § 2, 
55 DCR 11989.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-286, see notes following 

§ 42-3404.31. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia (;=9. 
Landlord and Tenant (;=92,353. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 132,233. 

§ 42-3404.37. Rules. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 11 to 12. 
C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 105, 112 to 

139, 1437. 

Within 60 days of December 24, 2008, the Mayor, pursuant to subchapter I of 
Chapter 5 of Title 2, shall issue rules to implement the provisions of this 
subchapter. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 437, as added Dec. 24, 2008, D.C. Law 17-286, § 2, 
55 DCR 11989.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-286, see notes following 

§ 42-3404.31. 

SUBCHAPTER V. IMPLEMENTATION AND ENFORCEMENT. 

§ 42-3405.01. Rule making; publication requirements. 

(a) The Mayor shall issue rules for the implementation of this chapter. The 
Mayor shall issue rules for the holding of elections which shall include, but not 
be liluited to, provisions for secret voting, and the right of any person including 
the owner to observe the counting of the ballots. 

(b) By November 9, 1980, the Mayor shall publish in the D.C. Register a 
summary of tenant rights and obligations pursuant to this chapter, and sources 
of technical assistance, which shall include, but shall not be limited to, 
information regarding counseling, subsidy programs, relocation services, hous-
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ing purchase and rehabilitation finance, tax relief programs, forn1ation of 
tenant organizations, purchase of housing accommodations, rehabilitation, and 
conversion to cooperative or condominiun1. 

(c) By March 5, 1996, the Mayor shall issue updated rules for comn1ent, 
which shall reflect all changes lnade by the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactlnent Extension and Amendment Act of 1995. Within 
180 days after publication of the proposed rules, the Mayor shall adopt final 
rules. The failure to meet these deadlines shall not prevent the changes in the 
Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reenactlnent Extension and 
Alnendment Act of 1995 from being effective immediately upon September 6, 
1995. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § SOl, 27 DCR 2975; Sept. 6, 1995, D.C. Law 11-31, 
§ 3(p), 42 DCR 3239; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-255, § 47,44 DCR.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1651. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(p) of Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 
September 22, 1994, law notification 41 OCR 
6076). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 3(p) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 
8, 1994,41 OCR 4904). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(p) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11--47, May 4, 
1995, 42 DCR 2410) and § 3(p) of the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reen
actment and Amendment Congressional Recess 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-96, July 
19, 1995, 42 OCR 3837). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

§ 42-3405.02. Time periods. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03b. 

References in Text 
The Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act 

of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment Act of 
1995, referred to in this section, is D.C. Law 
11-31. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of authority under Rental Housing 

Conversion and Sale Act of 1983, as amended, 
see Mayor's Order 84-8, January 12, 1984. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 
Amendment of section by Law 10-144: Sec

tion 2(p) of D.C. Law 10-144 purported to 
amend this section by adding (c) to read as 
follows: 

"(c) Within 180 days after July 23, 1994, the 
Mayor shall issue updated rules for comment, 
which shall reflect all changes made by the 
Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 
1980 Extension and Amendment Act of 1994. 
Within 180 days after publication of the pro
posed rules, the Mayor shall adopt final rules. 
The failure 10 meet these deadlines shall not 
prevent the changes in the Rental Housing Con
version and Sale Act of 1980 Extension and 
Amendment Act of 1994 [rom being elTective 
immediately upon July 23, 1994." 

If a tilne period running under this chapter ends on a Saturday, Sunday, or 
legal holiday, it is extended until the next day which is not a Saturday, Sunday, 
or legal holiday. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 502,27 DCR 2975.) 
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Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1652. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

REAL PROPERTY 

Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 
and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

Key Numbers 
Time ~10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 378. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Time §§ 39 to 49. 

§ 42-3405.03. Civil cause of action. 

An aggrieved owner, tenant, or tenant organization may seek enforcement of 
any right or provision under this chapter through a civil action in law or equity, 
and, upon prevailing, may seek an award of costs and reasonable attorney fees. 
In an equitable action, the public policy of this chapter favors the waiver of 
bond requirements to the extent permissible under law or court rule. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 503,27 DCR 2975.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1653. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 

Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 
and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3404.02, 42-3404.02a, 42-3405.03a, 42-340S.03b, and 
42-3405.06. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant G:;:>353, 354. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

In general 1 
Attorney fees 4 
Specific performance 3 
Standing 2 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 

Notes of Decisions 

mond v. Birkel, 1992, 797 F.Supp. 36. Land
lord And Tenant G:;:> 92(1) 

Transfer of apartment building by corpora
tion to its subsidiary, followed by transfer of 
99% of the stock of the subsidiary to new share
holder, was not an unfair trade practice under 

1. In general the Consumer Protection Procedures Act 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Conver- (CPPA), though it may have triggered tenants' 

sian and Sale Act does not authorize tenants to right to purchase the building under the Rental 
recover damages for landlord's failure to give Housing Conversion and Sale Act; the CPPA did 
notice of intent to sell; tenants may seek only not mention the Sales Act though the CPPA ex-
enforcement of Act, costs, and reasonable attor- pJicitly stated that violations of other statutes 
ney fees. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1653. Red- constituted a violation of the CPPA, Sales Act 
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contained its own detailed provisions for imple
mentation and enforcement, and the CPPA ex
pressly forbade the Department of Consumer 
and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA) from applying 
the administrative remedies of the CPPA to 
landlord-tenant relations. Gomez v. Indepen
dence Management of Delaware, Inc., 2009, 
967 A.2d 1276. Antitrust And Trade Regulation 
<::> 200 

Under Rental Housing Conversion and Sale 
Act, owner of housing accommodation of five or 
more units only owes duties to tenant organiza
tion properly organized under Act; accordingly, 
if civil cause of action arises against owner 
under statute, it is only tenant organization that 
is "aggrieved" under statutory provision, and, 
therefore, it is only tenant organization that can 
bring civil action against owner under statute, 
and individual dissenting tenant has no right to 
assert claim against owner for violation of Act. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1653, 45-1653.1. Stan
ton v. Gerstenfeld, 1990, 582 A.2d 242. Land
lord And Tenant ~ 353 

2. Standing 
Tenants' association lacked standing as a 

"tenant organization" to bring action against 
apartment building owners under the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act, as associa
tion had not obtained signed membership forms 
from a majority of the eligible tenants and had 
not registered with the Mayor. Twin Towers 
Plaza Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. Capitol Park Associ
ates, L.P., 2006, 894 A.2d 1113. Landlord And 
Tenant e=> 92(1) 

Tenant's association, and not individual ten
ants, had standing to bring suit alleging viola
tion of tenants' rights under Rental Housing 
Conversion and Sale Act, which protected ten
ants during sale of apartments. D.C.Code 1981, 

§ 42-340S.03a. Declaratory relief. 

§§ 45-1638, 45-1640, 45-1640(1). West End 
Tenants Ass'n v. George Washington University, 
1994, 640 A.2d 718. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
92(1) 

3. Specific performance 
Tenants' Opportunity to Purchase Act (TOPA) 

authorized award of attorney fees to tenants' 
association as prevailing party in action for 
specific performance of real estate agreement. 
Malik Corp. v. Tenacity Group, LLC, 2008, 961 
A.2d 1057. Specific Performance <::> 134 

Once tenants' association accepted vendor's 
offer to purchase property, association had stat
utory right under Tenants Opportunity to Pur
chase Act (TOPA) to seek enforcement of agrec
ment via action for specific performance after 
vendor revoked offer. Malik Corp. v. Tenacity 
Group, LLC, 2008, 961 A.2d 1057. Specific 
Performance ~ 57 

4. Attorney fees 
Former apartment building owner and wholly 

owned company to which he transferred build
ing were not aggrieved parties in tenant associa
tion's action under the Tenant Opportunity to 
Purchase Act, and thus, they were not entitled 
to attorney fees under the Act, where they were 
not seeking to enforce their rights. but rather 
were defending against an action brought by the 
aSSOCIatIOn. Wallasey Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. 
Varner, 2006, 892 A.2d 1135. Costs <::> 194.34 

Trial court's order requiring that tenant pay 
landlord's attorney fees, in tenant's Tenant Op
portunity to Purchase Act (TOPA) action against 
landlord, was not a final, appealable order, 
where trial court had not determined the 
amount of attorney fees to be paid. Linen v. 
Lanford, 2008, 945 A.2d 1173. Federal Courts 
<::> 1062 

(a) An aggrieved owner, tenant, or tenant organization Inay petition the 
Mayor for declaratory relief under provisions of this chapter. Upon a showing 
of reasonable grounds, the Mayor shall grant a hearing and may issue findings 
of fact, conclusions of law, and declaratory orders and take other enforcen1ent 
actions provided by this subchapter. 

(b) The Mayor shall consider a petition for relief and issue a declaratory 
order with regard to the petition within 30 days after receipt of the petition 
requesting relief. The Mayor shall promulgate regulations to afford all interest
ed parties an opportunity to participate in any declaratory proceeding. 

(c) A declaratory order issued pursuant to § 42-3405.03 or § 42-3405.03a 
shall be the sole means by which the Mayor shall issue an official, binding 
detennination pursuant to the request of an aggrieved owner, tenant, or tenant 
organization to determine rights under subchapters IV and V of this chapter. 
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Reliance upon any other form of determination shall not be afforded any 
weight. 

(d) Notwithstanding the preceding subsection, the following, when taken 
together, shall constitute conclusive proof of the termination of a tenant's or a 
tenant organization's rights pursuant to subchapters IV and V of this chapter: 

(1) Certifications provided by the Mayor setting forth the date of receipt of 
the Notice of Transfer and indicating that no Time Certain Notices fron1 a 
tenant or tenant organization were received within the prescribed periods; 

(2) An affidavit from the owner or the owner's authorized representative 
attesting to the date, content, and luanner of issuance of the Notice of 
Transfer; and 

(3) An affidavit froin owner or owner's authorized representative in com
pliance with the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act, approved October 17, 1940 
(54 Stat. 1178; 50 U.S.C. App. § 501 et seq.), as to any tenant whose rights 
are affected by this chapter. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 503a, as added Nov. 5, 1983, D.C. Law 5-38, § 2(m), 
30 DCR 4866; July 22,2005, D.C. Law 16-15, § 2(d), 52 DCR 6885.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1653.1. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-15 designated the existing text 

as subsec. (a), and added subsecs. (b) to (d). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

Law 5-38, the "Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Amendments and Exten
sion Act of 1983," \vas introduced in Council 

and assigned Bill No. 5-162 which was referred 
to the Committee on Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first and sec-
ond readings on July 5, 1983, and September 6, 
1983, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
September IS, 1983, it was assigned Act No. 
5-63 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. 

For Law 16-15, see notes following 
§ § 42-3401.03. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant <&;:;>353,354. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Transfer of apartment building by corpora

tion to its subsidiary, followed by transfer of 
99% of the stock of the subsidiary to new share
holder, was not an unfair trade practice under 
the Consumer Protection Procedures Act 
(CPPA), though it may have triggered tenants' 
right to purchase the building under the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act; the CPPA did 
not mention the Sales Act though the CPPA ex
plicitly stated that violations of other statutes 

constituted a violation of the CPPA, Sales Act 
contained its own detailed provisions for imple
mentation and enforcement, and the CPPA ex-
pressly forbade the Department of Consumer 
and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA) from applying 
the administrative remedies of the CPPA to 
landlord-tenant relations. Gomez v. Indepen
dence Management of Delaware, Inc., 2009, 
967 A.2d 1276. Antitrust And Trade Regulation 
G;;;> 200 

Under Rental Housing Conversion and Sale 
Act, owner of housing accommodation of five or 
more units only owes duties to tenant organiza-
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tion properly organized under Act; accordingly, 
if civil cause of action arises against owner 
under statute, it is only tenant organization that 
is "aggrieved" under statutory provision, and, 
therefore, it is only tenant organization that can 
bring civil action against owner under statute, 

and individual dissenting tenant has no right to 
assert claim against owner for violation of Act. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1653, 45-1653.1. Stan
ton v. Gerstenfeld, 1990, 582 A.2d 242. Land
lord And Tenant c;::> 353 

§ 42-340S.03b. Choice of forum; standard of review. 

(a) The rights provided under §§ 42-3405.03 and 42-3405.03a are in the 
alternative. The party bringing the action may choose the forum and need not 
exhaust administrative remedies in order to bring an action under 
§ 42-3405.03. Unless all parties to the action agree otherwise, once an action 
has been brought in one forum, an action based on the SaIne or a substantially 
siInilar cause of action may not be brought in any other forum. 

(b) The applicability of this chapter, and rights created hereunder, shall be 
determined by examining the substance of the transaction or series of transac
tions. A step transaction or other device entered into or elnployed for the 
purpose of avoiding the obligation to cOlnply with the requirements of this 
chapter shall be construed in accordance with the substance of the transaction. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 503b, as added Sept. 6, 1995, D.C. Law 11-31, § 3(q), 
42 DCR 3239; July 22,2005, D.C. Law 16-15, § 2(e), 52 DCR 6885.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1653.2. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-15, in the section name line, 

inserted "; standard of review"; designated the 
existing text as subsec. (a); and added subsec. 
(b). 

Temporary Addition of Section 
For temporary (225 day) addition, see § 3(p) 

of Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 
1980 Temporary Extension Amendment Act of 
1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, September 22, 1994, 
law notification 41 DCR 6076). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary addition of section, see § 3(q) 

of the Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act 
of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment Emer
gency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 8, 
1994,41 DCR 4904). 

For temporary addition of section, see § 3(q) 
of the Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act 
of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment Emer
gency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 1995, 
42 DCR 2410) and § 3(q) of the Rental Housing 
Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment 
and Amendment Congressional Recess Emer
gency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-96, July 19, 
1995,42 DCR 3837). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 10-144, the "Rental Housing Conversion 

and Sale Act of 1980 Extension and Amendment 
Act of 1994," was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 10-243, which was referred to 
the Committee on Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first and sec
ond readings on April 12, 1994, and May 3, 
1994, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
May 18, 1994, it was assigned Act No. 10-251 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 
its review. D.C. Law 10-144 became effective 
on Juiy 23, 1994. 

Law 11-31, the "Rental Housing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amend
ment Act of 1995," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. II-53, which was re
ferred to the Committee on Consumer and Reg
ulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first 
and second readings on May 2, 1995, and June 
6, 1995, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
June 16, 1995, it was assigned Act No. 11-63 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 
its review. D.C. Law 11-31 became effective on 
September 6, 1995. 

For Law 16-15, see notes following 
§ § 42-3401.03. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of D.C. Law 3-86: See Histori

cal and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 
Addition of § 45-1653.2 bv Law 10-144: Sec

tion 2(g) of D.C. Law 10-144 purported to add a 
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§ 503b to D.C. Law 3-86 to be codified as 
§ 42-3405.03b \vhich read: 

'The rights provided under §§ 45-1653 and 
45-1653.1 are in the alternative. The party 
bringing the action may choose the forum and 
need not exhaust administrative remedies in 

REAL PROPERTY 

order to bring an action under § 45-1653. Un
less all parties to the action agree otherwise, 
once an action has been brought in 1 forum, an 
action based on the same or a substantiallv 
similar cause of action may not be brought i~ 
any other forum." 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant G;::>353, 354. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

§ 42-3405.04. Notice of rejection. 

C.l.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 

If the Mayor determines to reject an application by a party pursuant to this 
chapter, he or she shall notify the applicant of the findings upon which the 
rejection is based, and that the rejection will be deemed final in 20 days. 
During the 20-day period, the applicant may petition for reconsideration, and, 
upon a proper showing of reasonable grounds, shall be entitled to a hearing to 
contest the particulars specified in the Mayor's rejection notice. Such notice of 
rejection shall not take effect during the pendency of a hearing, if requested. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 504, 27 DCR 2975; Aug. 1, 1981, D.C. Law 4-27, 
§ 2(g), 28 DCR 2824.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
] 981 Ed., § 45-1654. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-27, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3402.03. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3405.08. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant G;::>353, 354. 
WestJaw Topic No. 233. 

C.l.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 

Notes of Decisions 

Jurisdiction 1 

1. Jurisdiction 
Unsuccessful applicant for registration as ten

ant organization under Rental Housing Conver
sion and Sale Act of 1980 was not entitled to 
seek trial type hearing in superior court as an 
original action on petition for reconsideration of 
Condominium and Cooperative Conversion and 

Sales Branch's (CCCSB) rejection of its applica
tion; the District Court of Appeals could have 
reviewed decision on direct appeal since denial 
was based on a matter of statutory interpreta
tion, and if a trial type hearing was required, 
District Court of Appeals could have provided 
appropriate relief. 2348 Ainger Place Tenants 
Ass'n, Inc. v. District of Columbia, 2009, 982 
A.2d 305. Federal Courts G;::> 1066 
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§ 42-3405.05. Investigations. 

(a) The Mayor may make necessary public or private investigations in accor
dance with law within or without of the District of Columbia to determine 
compliance with the requirelnents of this chapter or to determine whether any 
person has violated or is about to violate this chapter or any rule or order 
hereunder, or to aid in the enforcement of this chapter or in the prescribing of 
rules and forms hereunder. 

(b) For the purpose of any investigation under this chapter, the Mayor or any 
officer designated by rule may administer oaths or affirn1ations, subpoena 
witnesses and compel their attendance, take evidence, and require the produc
tion of any matter which is relevant to the investigation, including the exis
tence, description, nature, custody, condition, and location of any books, 
documents or other tangible things and the identity and location of persons 
having knowledge or relevant facts or any other Inatter reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of material evidence. 

(c) Upon failure to obey a subpoena or to answer questions propounded by 
the investigating officer and upon reasonable notice to all persons affected 
thereby, the Mayor may apply to the Superior Court of the District of Columbia 
for an order compelling compliance. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 505, 27 DCR 2975; Aug. 1, 1981, D.C. Law 4-27, 
§ 2(i), 28 DCR 2824.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1655. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-27, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3402.03. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.0 I. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant ~353, 354. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

§ 42-3405.06. Enforcement. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 

(a) The Mayor shall have the power to enforce this chapter and rules and 
regulations Inade hereunder. If the Mayor determines after notice and hearing 
that a person has: (1) violated any provision of this chapter; (2) violated any 
condition imposed in writing in connection with the granting of any application 
or other request under this chapter; or (3) violated any lawful order or rule of 
the agency; the Mayor may issue an order requiring the person to cease and 
desist from the unlawful practice and to take such affirmative action as in his 
or her judglnent will carry out the purposes of this chapter. 

(b) If the Mayor makes a finding of fact in writing that the public interest will 
be irreparably harmed by delay in issuing an order, the Mayor may issue a 
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teluporary cease and desist order. Prior to issuing the teluporary cease and 
desist order, the Mayor shall give notice of the proposal to issue a teluporary 
cease and desist order which shall include in its terms a provision that upon 
request a hearing will be held promptly to detenuine whether or not such order 
becomes pennanent. 

(c) If it appears that a person has engaged or is about to engage in an act or 
practice constituting a violation of a provision of this chapter, or a rule, 
regulation, or order hereunder, the Mayor with or without prior administrative 
proceedings may bring an action in the Superior Court of the District of 
Colun1bia to enjoin the acts or practices and to enforce compliance with this 
chapter or any rule, regulation, or order hereunder. Upon proper showing, 
injunctive relief or temporary restraining orders shall be granted. The Mayor 
is not required to post a bond in any court proceedings or prove that any other 
adequate ren1edy at law exists. 

Cd) The Mayor luay intervene in any civil action involving the enforcement of 
any right or provision under this chapter. The Mayor may require an owner, 
tenant, or tenant organization to notify the Mayor of any suit instituted 
pursuant to § 42-3405.03. 

(e) Civil fines, penalties, and fees n1ay be imposed as alternative sanctions for 
any infraction of the provisions of this chapter, or any rules or regulations 
issued under the authority of this chapter, pursuant to Chapter 18 of Title 2. 
Adjudication of any infraction of this chapter shall be pursuant to Chapter 18 of 
Title 2. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 506, 27 DCR 2975; Aug. 1, 1981, D.C. Law 4--27, 
§ 2(0,28 DCR 2824; Oct. 5,1985, D.C. Law 6-42, § 410(a), 32 DCR 4450.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
J 981 Ed., § 45-1656. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.0l. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-27, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3402.03. 

Law 6-42, the "Department of Consumer and 
Regulatory Affairs Civil Infractions Act of 

1985," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 6-187, which was referred to the Com
mittee on Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on June 25, 1985, and July 9, 1985, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on July 16,1985, it 
was assigned Act No. 6-60 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 
and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3405.08. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant e:::>353, 354. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 
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Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Conver

sion and Sale Act does not authorize tenants to 
recover damages for landlord's failure to give 
notice of intent to sell; tenants may seek only 
enforcement of Act, costs, and reasonable attor
ney fees. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1653. Red
mond v. Birkel, 1992, 797 F.Supp. 36. Land
lord And Tenant e:::> 92(1) 

Transfer of apartment building by corpora
tion to its subsidiary, followed by transfer of 
99% of the stock of the subsidiary to new share
holder, was not an unfair trade practice under 

§ 42-3405.07. Revocation. 

the Consumer Protection Procedures Act 
(CPPA), though it may have triggered tenants' 
right to purchase the building under the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act; the CPPA did 
not mention the Sales Act though the CPPA ex
plicitly stated that violations of other statutes 
constituted a violation of the CPPA, Sales Act 
contained its own detailed provisions for imple
mentation and enforcement, and the CPPA ex
pressly forbade the Department of Consumer 
and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA) [rom applying 
the administrative remedies of the CPPA to 
landlord-tenant relations. Gomez v. Indepen
dence Management of Delaware, Inc., 2009, 
967 A.2d 1276. Antitrust And Trade Regulation 
e:::> 200 

(a) A certificate issued pursuant to § 42-3402.02(a), an exelnption issued 
pursuant to § 42-3402.02(b) or § 42-3402.10, or registration required pursuant 
to § 42-3404.11 n1ay be revoked after notice and hearing upon a written 
finding of fact that the holder of the certificate, the holder of the exemption, or 
the registrant has: 

(1) Failed to cOluply with the terms of a cease and desist order; 

(2) Failed faithfully to perfonu any stipulation or agreeluent made with the 
Mayor as an inducement to grant any certificate, exemption, or registration; 
or 

(3) Made intentional luis representations or concealed luaterial facts in an 
application for a certificate, exeluption, or registration. 

(b) If the Mayor finds after notice and hearing that the holder of a certificate, 
the holder of an exemption, or the registrant has been guilty of a violation for 
which revocation could be ordered, the Mayor may issue a cease and desist 
order; or, upon adjudication for any infraction thereof, impose civil fines, 
penalties, and fees as alternative sanctions, pursuant to Chapter 18 of Title 2. 
Adjudication of any infraction shall be pursuant to Chapter 18 of Title 2. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 507, 27 DCR 2975; Aug. I, 1981, D.C. Law 4-27, 
§ 2(i), 28 DCR 2824; Oct. 5, 1985, D.C. Law 6-42, § 410(b), 32 DCR 4450.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1657. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-27, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3402.03. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-42, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.06. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 
and Statutory Notes following § 42·-340 J .01. 
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Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3405.08. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant ~353, 354. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 

§ 42-3405.08. Administrative proceedings. 

(a) Any proceeding provided in § 42-3405.04, § 42-3405.06, or 
§ 42-3405.07 shall be conducted according to §§ 2-509 and 2-510 and any 
officer designated to conduct such a proceeding shall not ilTIlTIediately supervise 
or be subject to supervision by any employee who participates or has participat
ed in the investigation or prosecution of such case. 

(b) After any hearing pursuant to this section, and within 10 days after the 
parties have been notified of the initial decision of the officer who conducted 
the hearing, if no appeal is taken or no detennination is Inade to review the 
decision, the Mayor shall adopt and render the initial decision as the final 
decision and shall issue and cause to be served upon each party to the 
proceeding an order or orders consistent with the provisions of § 42-3405.04, 
§ 42-3405.06, or § 42-3405.07, as appropriate. 

(c) In the course of, or in connection with any such proceeding, the lVlayor or 
any officer designated by rule may administer oaths or affirmations, take or 
cause depositions to be taken, subpoena witnesses and compel their attendance, 
take evidence, and require the production of any matter which is relevant to the 
proceeding, including the existence, description, nature, custody, condition, 
and location of any books, doculnents, or other tangible things and the identity 
and location of persons having knowledge of relevant facts or any other matter 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of Inaterial evidence. 

(d) Upon failure to obey a subpoena or to answer questions propounded by 
the presiding officer and upon reasonable notice to all persons affected thereby, 
the Mayor n1ay apply to the Superior Court of the District of Columbia for an 
order con1pelling compliance. 

(e) Any service required or authorized to be made under this section may be 
made by registered mail or in such other manner reasonably calculated to give 
actual notice as the Mayor may by regulation or otherwise require. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 508, 27 DCR 2975; Aug. 1, 1981, D.C. Law 4-27, 
§ 2(i). 28 DCR 2824.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1658. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 
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For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-27, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3402.03. 

Note 1 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant (;:::;:>353, 354. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

§ 42-3405.09. Judicial review. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 

(a) After the issuance of a final decision and order pursuant to this chapter, 
and within 15 days after the Mayor has notified the parties of the final decision 
and order, any party to such proceeding may seek judicial review of such 
decision and order by filing a petition for review in the District of Columbia 
Court of Appeals. 

(b) Proceedings for judicial review of Mayoral actions shall be subject to and 
be in accordance with § 2-510. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 509, 27 DCR 2975; Aug. 1, 1981, D.C. Law 4-27, 
§ 2(i), 28 DCR 2824.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1659. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-27, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3402.03. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant ~353, 354. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 

Notes of Decisions 

Jurisdiction 

1. Jurisdiction 

District Court of Appeals had exclusive juris
diction to consider challenge to Condominium 
and Cooperative Conversion and Sales Branch's 
(CCCSB) decision rejecting one application for 

Unsuccessful applicant for registration as ten- registration as tenant organization under rental 
ant organization under Rental Housing Conver- Housing Conversion and Sale Act and accepting 
sion and Sale Act of 1980 was not entitled to another, although letter from CCCSB directly 
seek trial type hearing in superior court as an 
original action on petition for reconsideration of 
Condominium and Cooperative Conversion and 
Sales Branch's (CCCSB) rejection of its applica
tion; the District Court of Appeals could have 
reviewed decision on direct appeal since denial 
was based on a matter of statutory interpreta
tion, and if a trial type hearing was required, 
District Court of Appeals could have provided 
appropriate relief. 2348 Ainger Place Tenants 
Ass'n, Inc. v. District of Columbia, 2009, 982 
A.2d 305. Federal Courts G::> 1066 

stated that unsuccessful applicant could chal
Jenge determination in superior court or peti
tion for declaratory relief; jurisdiction could not 
be conferred upon superior court by an agen
cy's mistake, judicial review of agency's deci
sion was at the heart of the action, and only the 
District Court of Appeals had jurisdiction to 
review challenges to CCCSB actions made pur
suant to Act. 2348 Ainger Place Tenants Ass'n, 
Inc. v. District of Columbia, 2009, 982 A.2d 305. 
Federal Courts G::> 1051; Federal Courts G::> 

1133 
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§ 42-3405.10. Penalties. 

Any person who wilfully violates any prOVISIOn of this chapter or any rule 
adopted under or order issued pursuant to this chapter or any person who 
wilfully in an application makes any false statement of a material fact or omits 
to state a n1aterial fact shall be fined not less than $1,000 or double the amount 
of gain from the transaction, whichever is larger, but not more than $50,000; 
or such person may be imprisoned for no more than 6 n10nths; or both, for 
each offense. Prosecution for violations of this chapter shall be brought in the 
name of the District of Columbia by the Office of the Corporation Counsel. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 510, 27 DCR 2975; Aug. 1, 1981, D.C. Law 4-27, 
§ 2(i), 28 DCR 2824.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1660. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-27, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes follovving 
§ 42-3402.03. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant (:::::::>353, 354. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1437. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Conver

sion and Sale Act does not authorize tenants to 

recover damages for landlord's failure to give 
notice of intent to sell; tenants may seek only 
enforcement of Act, costs, and reasonable attor
ney fees. D.C.Code 1981, § 45--1653. Red
m;nd v. Birkel, 1992, 797 F.Supp. 36. Land
lord And Tenant <P 92(1) 

§ 42-3405.10a. Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act Task Force. 

(a) The Mayor shall establish a Rental Housing Conversion and Sale Act 
Task Force ("Task Force") within 30 days after July 22,2005. 

(b) The general mandate of the Task Force shall be to examine all aspects 
of subchapters IV and V of this chapter, including its ilnplen1entation and 
compliance with its requirelnents, and to determine the best means for 
preserving rental housing, preventing the deterioration of the hOLlsing stock, 
and preventing the dispiaceinent of tenants. 

(c) The Mayor shall establish the methodology for achieving the purposes 
of the Task Force in consultation with the members. The Task Force shall 
issue a report and recommendations proposing policy initiatives and revi
sions to the statute designed to improve subchapters IV and V of this chapter, 
which shall be distributed to all melnbers of the Council and the Mayor and 
made available to the general public within 30 days after its issuance. 

(d) As part of its review, the Task Force shall consider: 
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(1) Whether the District is doing enough to help tenants avail thelllseives 
of the opportunity to purchase when an offer is presented, within the 
prescribed time periods; 

(2) Whether the time periods for tenants to avail themselves of the offer 
of sale are too long or not long enough; 

(3) Simplifying the procedures for Time Certain Notices by establishing a 
single notice procedure for all transactions that do not require a notice to 
tenants, shortening time periods for sending or filing notices, and elill1inat
ing the Notice of Intent to File Petition; 

(4) Allowing any tenant in a multi-unit housing accomlllodation to file a 
petition for a declaratory order without forming a tenant organization or 
extending the time period for a tenant organization to form and register; 

(5) Limiting this chapter to multi-unit housing accommodations; 
(6) Whether the third party rights afforded tenants are being employed 

to further the purposes of this chapter; and 
(7) Whether owners are evading the requirements of this chapter. 

(e) The Task Force shall be composed of 7 members, 5 of WhOlll shall be 
appointed by the Mayor and 2 of whom shall be appointed by the Chairman 
of the Council. Members of the Task Force shall represent the interests 
affected by this chapter, including tenants, owners, the District governlllent, 
title insurers, and other industry representatives. 

(f) The Task Force shall continue in existence for 6 months and shall issue 
its report and recommendations before disbanding. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 510a, as added July 22,2005, D.C. Law 16-15, § 2(f), 
52 DCR 6885; Apr. 7, 2006, D.C. Law 16-91, § 111, 52 DCR 10637; Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. 
Law 16-191, § 101(e), 53 DCR 6794.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-91, in subsecs. (e) and (f), vali

dated previously made technical corrections. 
D.C. Law 16-191, in subsecs. (e) and (f), 

validated previously made technical corrections. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-15, see notes following 

§ § 42-3401.03. 

signed Bill No. 16-477 which was referred to 
the Committee on the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on No
vember 1, 2005, and November 15, 2005, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on November 
30, 2005, it was assigned Act No. 16-212 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 16-91 became effective on 
April 7, 2006. 

Law 16-91, the "Technical Amendments Act For Law 16-191, see notes following 
of 2005", was introduced in Council and as- § 42-1102. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ~12. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia § 26. 

§ 42-3405.11. Statutory construction. 

The purposes of this chapter favor resolution of ambiguity by the hearing 
officer or a court toward the end of strengthening the legal rights of tenants or 
tenant organizations to the maximum extent permissible under law. If this 
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chapter conflicts with another prOVISIOn of law of general applicability, the 
provisions of this chapter control. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 511, 27 DCR 2975; Aug. 1, 1981, D.C. Law 4-27, 
§ 2(h), 28 DCR 2824.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-1661. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-27, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3402.03. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Construction with other laws 2 
Due process 3 

1. In general 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Conver

sion and Sale Act, which entitles tenants to 
purchase rental property, requires tenants to 
purchase entire property rather than just one or 
two buildings. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1602(1), 
45-1661. Redmond v. Birkel, 1992, 797 
F.Supp. 36. Landlord And Tenant <&::;:> 92(1) 

If the court does not find ambiguity in the 
Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act (TOPA), the 
Act itself directs the court to construe it toward 
the end of strengthening the legal rights of 
residential tenants or residential tenant organi
zations to the maximum extent permissible un
der law. 1836 S Street Tenants Ass'n, Inc. v. 
Estate of B. Battle, 2009, 965 A.2d 832. Land
lord And Tenant <&::;:> 92(1) 

Provision in statutes addressing conversion or 
sale of rental housing, stating that purposes of 
such statutes favored resolution of ambiguity by 
hearing officer or court toward the end of 
strengthening the legal rights of tenants or ten
ant organizations to maximum extent permissi
ble under law, applied only to interpretation of 
such statutes and therefore did not warrant 
instruction, in action by tenant organization to 
rescind sale of apartment building based on 
alleged lack of statutory notice of sale, which 
notice related to tenants' statutory right of first 
refusal, that ambiguities in evidence as to 
whether tenants received notice had to be re
solved in their favor. 3511 13th Street Tenants' 
Ass'n v. 3511 13th Street, N.W. Residences, 
LLC, 2007, 922 A.2d 439. Landlord And Ten
ant e::> 92(5) 

Overarching purpose of the Tenant Opportu
nity to Purchase Act (TOPA) is to protect tenant 
rights. Allman v. Snyder, 2005, 888 A.2d 116J. 
Landlord And Tenant e= 92( 1) 

"Tenant opportunity to purchase" statute 
(TOTPS) did not permit the tenant to repudiate 
stipulation of settlement in landlord's suit for 
possession; if landlord was obligated to provide 
tenant with opportunity to purchase, her fail ure 
to do so violated TOTPS, not the agreement, 
which made no reference to TOTPS, and thus 
tenant's remedy was to seek enforcement of 
statute, rather than to repudiate agreement. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1631(a). Brown v. I-Iorn
stein, 1996, 669 A.2d 139. Compromise And 
Settlernent e= 19(2) 

2. Construction with other laws 
Transfer of apartment building by corpora

tion to its subsidiary, followed by transfer of 
99% of the stock of the subsidiary to new share
holder, was not an unfair trade practice under 
the Consumer Protection Procedures Act 
(CPPA), though it may have triggered tenants' 
right to purchase the building under the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act; the CPPA did 
not mention the Sales Act though the CPPA ex
plicitly stated that violations of other statutes 
constituted a violation of the CPPA, Sales Act 
contained its own detailed provisions for imple
mentation and enforcement, and the CPPA ex
pressly forbade the Department of Consumer 
and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA) from applying 
the administrative remedies of the CPPA to 
landlord-tenant relations. Gomez v. Indepen
dence Management of Delaware, Inc., 2009, 
967 A.2d 1276. Antitrust And Trade Regulation 
<&::;:> 200 

3. Due process 
Statute conditioning condominium conver

sion upon approval of majority vote of eligible 
tenants did not violate due process rights of 
property owners on theory the tenant consent 
requirement impermissibly delegated legislative 
authority to private citizens without providing 
standards for granting or withholding of con
sent. D.C.Code 1981, §45-1601 et seq.; 
U.S.C.A. Const.Amends. 5, 14. Hornstein v. 
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Barry, 1989, 560 A.2d 530. Condominium ~ 
2; Constitutional Law ~ 4080 

§ 42-3405.12. Declaration of continuing housing crisis. 

(a) Within 1 month of the first annual anniversary date of the effective date of 
this chapter, and during the same period of each successive year, the Mayor 
shall determine and then declare whether there is a continuing housing crisis in 
the District. If the Mayor determines that at least 1 of the factors listed in 
subsection (b) of this section continue to exist, the Mayor shall declare that 
there is a continuing housing crisis. If the Mayor determines that none of the 
factors listed in subsection (b) of this section continue to exist, the Mayor shall 
declare there is no longer a housing crisis. The Mayor's declaration shall 
include the reasons for such detennination. 

(b) The factors which the Mayor shall consider in determining whether there 
is a continuing housing crisis in the District include, but are not limited to, the 
following: 

(1) That the percentage of all rental housing units in the District which are 
vacant, habitable, and available for occupancy is less than 5%; 

(2) That the nUlnber of new rental units made available for occupancy with 
the District of Columbia in the previous year is less than the number of units 
demolished, discontinued in use or converted to condominiUlns, cooperatives 
or nonhousing use; 

(3) That the number of new or substantially rehabilitated units subsidized 
under federal or local publicly funded prograJns and made available for 
occupancy within the District of Colunlbia in the past year was less than 
10,000 units; and 

(4) The Mayor shall consider any other significant factors which relate to 
the supply of housing available for 10w-incOlne District of Colulnbia citizens. 

(c) If the Mayor declares that there is no longer a housing crisis within the 
District of Columbia, the Mayor shall submit a proposed resolution containing 
the declaration to the Council for a 45-day period of review, excluding 
Saturdays, Sundays, legal holidays, and days of Council recess. If the Council 
does not approve or disapprove the proposed resolution, in whole or in part, 
within the 45-day review period, the proposed resolution shall be deeilled 
approved. Upon the effective date of Council approval of the Mayor's proposed 
resolution declaring that there is no longer a housing crisis in the District of 
ColUlnbia, or upon a date specified in the resolution, whichever is later, the 
provisions of this chapter shall no longer be in effect. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 512, 27 DCR 2975; Aug. 1, 1981, D.C. Law 4-27, 
§ 2(h), 28 DCR 2824; Sept. 6,1995, D.C. Law 11-31, § 3(r), 42 DCR 3239.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1662. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3(1') of Rental HOllsing Conversion 
and Sale Act of 1980 Temporary Extension 
Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-176, 
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September 22, 1994, law notification 41 DCR 
6076). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 3(r) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1994 (D.C. Act 10-285, July 
8, 1994,41 DCR 4904). 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 3(r) of the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act of 1980 Reenactment and Amendment 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-47, May 4, 
1995, 42 DCR 2410) and § 3(r) of the Rental 
Housing Conversion and Sale Act of 1980 Reen
actment and Amendment Congressional Recess 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-96, July 
19,1995,42 DCR 3837). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 

Historical and Statutorv Notes following 
§ 42-3401.0 l. .' 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-27, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3402.03. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-144, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03a. 

REAL PROPERTY 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-31, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3405.03b. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Declaration of continuing housing crisis: See 

Mayor's Order 85-170, October 10,1985. 
Reenactment of Law 3-86: See Historical 

and Statutory Notes following § 42-3401.01. 
Amendment of section by Law 10-144: Sec

tion 2(r) of D.C. Law 10-144 purported to 
amend (c) of this section to read as follows: 

"(c) If the Mayor declares that there is longer 
a housing crisis within the District of Columbia, 
the Mayor shall submit a proposed resolution 
containing the declaration to the Council for a 
45-day period or review, excluding Saturdays, 
Sundays, legal holidays, and days of Council 
recess. If the Council does not approve or 
disapprove the proposed resolution, in whole or 
in part, within the 45-day review period, the 
proposed resolution shall be deemed approved. 
Upon the effective date of Council approval of 
the Mayor's proposed resolution declaring that 
there is no longer a housing crisis in the District 
of Columbia, or upon a date specified in the 
resolution, whichever is later, the provisions of 
this chapter shall no longer be in effect." 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia (:;;;::>12. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-3405.13. Severability. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia § 26. 

If any provision of this chapter, or any section, clause, phrase, or word or the 
application thereof, in any circumstances is held invalid, the validity of the 
relnainder of the chapter and of the application of any other provision, section, 
sentence, clause, phrase, or word shall not be affected. 

(Sept. 10, 1980, D.C. Law 3-86, § 513, 27 DCR 2975; Aug. 1, 1981, D.C. Law 4-27, 
§ 2(h), 28 DCR 2824.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-1663. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 4-27, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3402.03. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-86, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3401.01. 

Key Numbers 
Statutes (:;;;::>64. 
Westlaw Topic No. 361. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Statutes §§ 83 to 107. 
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Section 
42-3501.01. 
42-3501.02. 
42-3501.03. 

42-3502.01. 

42-3502.02. 
42-3502.03. 

42-3502.03a. 
42-3502.03b. 
42-3502.04. 
42-3502.04a. 

42-3502.04b. 

42·-3502.04c. 
42-3502.05. 
42-3502.06. 
42·-3502.07. 
42·-3502.08. 
42-3502.09. 

42--3502.10. 
42--3502.11. 
42-3502.12. 
42-3502.13. 
42-3502.14. 
42-3502.15. 
42-3502.16. 
42--3502.17. 
42-3502.18. 
42-3502.19. 
42-3502.20. 
42--3502.21. 
42--3502.22. 
42-3502.23. 

42-3503.01. 
42-3503.02. 
42-3503.03. 

42-3503.04. 
42-3503.05. 

CHAPTER 35 

RENTAL HOUSING GENERALLY. 

Subchapter I. Findings; Purposes; Definitions. 

Findings. 
Purposes. 
Definitions. 

Subchapter II. Rent Stabilization Program. 

Continuation of Rental Housing Commission; composition; appoint
ment; qualifications; compensation; removal. 

Powers and duties of Rental Housing Commission. 
Rental Accommodations Division of the Department of Housing and 

Community Development. 
Rent Administrator-Appointment and removal. 
Rent Administrator-Qualifications and compensation. 
Duties of the Rent Administrator. 
Rental Conversion and Sale Division of the Department of Housing and 

Community Development Rental Conversion and Sale Administrator. 
Transfer of functions of the Rental Accommodations and Conversion 

Division of the Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs to the 
Department of Housing and Community Development. 

Housing Regulation Administration; Housing Regulation Administrator. 
Registration and coverage. 
Rent ceilings abolished. 
Adjustments in rent ceiling. [Repealed] 
Increases above base rent. 
Rent charged upon termination of exemption and for newly covered 

rental units. 
Petitions for capital improvements. 
Services and facilities. 
Hardship petition. 
Vacant accommodation. 
Substantial rehabilitation. 
Voluntary agreement. 
Adjustment procedure. 
Security deposit. 
Remedy. 
Judicial review. 
Report of Mayor. 
Certificate of assurance. 
Disclosure to tenants. 
Addition to Comprehensive Housing Strategy report. 

Subchapter III. Tenant Assistance Program. 

Definitions. 
Establishment of Tenant Assistance Program; designation of monies. 
Authorization to enter into contracts for tenant assistance payments; 

determination of eligibility; procedure upon determination of eligibili
ty. 

Tenant assistance payments. 
Approval and maintenance of rental units; obligations of families. 
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Section 
42-3503.06. 
42-3503.07. 
42-3503.08. 

42-3504.01. 

Continued eligibility. 
Termination of eligibility. 
Tax exemption. 

Subchapter IV. Revenue. 

Rental unit fee. 
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Subchapter V. Evictions; Retaliatory Action; and Other Matters. 

42-3505.0l. 
42-3505.02. 
42-3505.03. 
42-3505.04. 
42-3505.05. 

42-3505.06. 
42-3505.07. 

42-3505.08. 

42-3506.01. 
42-3506.02. 

Evictions. 
Retaliatory action. 
Conciliation and arbitration service. 
Arbitration. 
Prohibition of discrimination against elderly tenants or families with 

children. 
Right of tenants to organize. 
Notice of lease termination by tenant who is a victim of an intrafamily 

offense. 
Victims of an intrafamily offense protection -change locks and notice. 

Subchapter VI. Conversion or Demolition of Rental 
Housing for Hotels, Motels, or Inns. 

Conversion. 
Demolition. 

Subchapter VII. Relocation Assistance for Tenants Displaced by Substantial 
Rehabilitation, Demolition, or Housing Discontinuance. 

42-3507.01. 
42-3507.02. 
42-3507.03. 
42-3507.04. 
42-3507.05. 

Notice of right to assistance. 
Eligibility assistance. 
Payments. 
Relocation advisory services. 
Tenant hot line. " 

Subchapter VIII. New and Vacant Rental Housing and Distressed Property. 

42-3508.01. 
42-3508.02. 
42-3508.03. 

42-3508.04. 
42-3508.05. 
42-3508.06. 

42-3509.01. 
42-3509.02. 
42-3509.03. 
42-3509.04. 
42-3509.05. 
42-3509.06. 
42-3509.07. 
42-3509.08. 

Declaration of policy. 
Tax abatement for new or rehabilitated vacant rental housing. 
Deferral or forgiveness of water and sewer fees for rehabilitated vacant 

rental housing. 
Distressed properties improvement program. 
Distressed property improvement plan. 
Incentives for development of single-room-occupancy housing. 

Subchapter IX. Miscellaneous Provisions. 

Penalties. 
Attorney's fees. 
Supersedure. 
Service. 
[Reserved] 
[Reserved] 
Termination. 
Inspection of rental housing. 
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SUBCHAPTER I. FINDINGS; PURPOSES; DEFINITIONS. 

§ 42-3501.01. Findings. 

The Council of the District of Columbia finds that: 

(1) There is a severe shortage of rental housing available to citizens of the 
District of Columbia ("District"). 

(2) The shortage of housing is growing due to the withdrawal of housing 
units frOln the housing market, deterioration of existing housing units, and 
the lack of development of new or rehabilitation of vacant housing units. 

(3) The shortage of housing is felt most acutely among low- and moderate
inCOlTle renters, who are finding a shrinking pool of available dwellings. 

(4) The cost of basic accommodation is so high as to cause undue hardship 
for many citizens of the District of Columbia. 

(5) Many low- and moderate-income tenants need assistance to cover basic 
shelter costs, but the assistance should maxilnize individual choice. 

(6) The Rent Stabilization Program ("Program") has a more substantial 
ilnpact upon slnall housing providers than on large housing providers, and 
slnall housing providers find it more difficult to use the adlninistrative 
machinery of the Progran1. 

(7) Many slnall housing providers are experiencing financial difficulties 
and are in need of some special mechanisms to assist them and their tenants. 

(8) The present Rent Stabilization Program should not be continued indefi
nitely and new approaches n1ust be investigated to prevent the withdrawal of 
rental housing units from the market and the deterioration of existing rental 
housing units, and to increase the rental housing supply. 

(9) The housing crisis in the District has not substantially improved since 
the passage of the Rental Housing Act of 1980. 

(10) The Rent Stabilization ProgrmTI should be extended for 6 years. 
(11) This extension of the Rent Stabilization Progrmn is required to pre

serve the public peace, health, safety, and general welfare. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 101,32 DCR 3089.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-250 I. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Delegation of Authority 

Legislative History of Laws 

Law 6-10, the "Rental Housing Act of 1985," 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
6-33, which was referred to the Committee on 
Consurner and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on April 
16, 1985, and April 30, 1985, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on May 16, 1985, it was 
assigned Act No. 6-23 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. 

Delegation of authority pursuant to D.C. Law 
6-]0, see Mayor's Order 85-167, October 2, 
1985. . 

Miscellaneous Notes 
See Mayor's Order 86-27, February 6, 1986, 

as amended by Mayor's Order 86-166, Septem
ber 19, 1986. 

Termination of Law 6-10: Section 907 of 
D.C. Law 6-10, as amended bv § 2(d) of D.C. 
Law 8-48, § 818 of D.C. Law f 1-52, § 1202(b) 
of D.C. Law 13-172, and § 2 of D.C. Law 
16-10, codified as § 42-3509.07, provided that 
all subchapters of this chapter, except I II and V, 
shall terminate on December 31, 2010. 
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Cross References 

Real property tax assignment, applicable tenant protection provisions, see § 47-1303.04. 
Rental housing conversion and sale, see § 42-3401.01 et seq. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 
Construction with other laws 3 
Purpose 2 

1. In general 

Landlord debtor's rejection of residential leas
es in Chapter 11 proceeding did not relieve 
debtor of obligation to comply with local hous
ing code regulations designed to protect public 
health and safety; rejection of executory con
tracts and leases only releases debtor from pri
vately undertaken contractual obligations. 
Bankr.Code, 11 U.S.C.A. §§ 365, 365(h), 1101 
et seq.; 28 U.S.C.A. § 959(b). Saravia v. 1736 
18th Street, N.W., Ltd. Partnership, C.A.D.C. 
1988, 844 F.2d 823, 269 U.S.App.D.C. 205. 
Bankruptcy (>::;:> 3115.1 

District of Columbia housing code imposed 
on Federal Government same obligations as 
were imposed on other owners of residential 
propel~ty. 28 U.S.C.A. § 2674. Valentine v. 
U.S., 1989, 706 F.Supp. 77. Armed Services <2;::::> 

57 

The District of Columbia Rental Housing Act 
did not apply to furnishing of dock space to 
houseboat. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2501 et seq., 
45-2503(14, 33). Washington Channel Ltd. 

§ 42-3501.02. Purposes. 

Partnership v. 56' Carri-Craft Motor Yacht 
Named Hubris, 1988, 687 F.Supp. 682, dis
missed. Wharves (>::;:> 9 

2. Purpose 

The goal of rent control, born of a perceived 
severe housing shortage, is to ensure that de
cent, affordable housing is available for the vari
ous sectors of the population, while at the same 
time landlords are allowed a fair rate of return 
on their investments. Sawyer Property Man
agement of Maryland, Inc. v. District of Colum
bia Rental Housing Com'n, 2005, 877 A.2d 96. 
Landlord And Tenant (>::;:> 200.10 

3. Construction with other laws 

Authority of the rental administrator and the 
Rental Housing Commission to enforce admin
istrative laws and impose civil fines was not 
implicitly repealed by the Civil Infractions Act, 
which authorized the Department of Consumer 
and Regulatory Affairs to enforce the regula
tions and impose fines; Civil Infractions Act 
merely provided for supplemental authority to 
enforce the Rental Housing Act. Bernstein 
Management Corp. v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 2008, 952 A.2d 190. 
Landlord And Tenant (>::;:> 200.82 

In enacting this chapter, the Council of the District of Columbia supports the 
following statutory purposes: 

(1) To protect low- and n10derate-income tenants from the erosion of their 
income from increased housing costs; 

(2) To provide incentives for the construction of new rental units and the 
rehabilitation of vacant rental units in the District; 

(3) To continue to improve the administrative machinery for the resolution 
of disputes and controversies between housing providers and tenants; 

(4) To protect the existing supply of rental housing from conversion to 
other uses; and 

(5) To prevent the erosion of moderately priced rental housing while 
providing housing providers and developers with a reasonable rate of return 
on their investments. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 102, 32 DCR 3089.) 
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Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2502. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3501.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant <&::;;>200.10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1054, 1056 to 
1057, 1059. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Landlord's notice to vacate provided to ten

ants was invalid under the Rental Housing Act 
of 1985, when landlord intended to hold the 
rental units vacant for 12 months following the 
evictions and then sell the rental units to owner
occupiers; the Act prohibited landlord from re
suming any housing use of the units other than 
for rental housing, landlord could not avoid the 
Act by using a third party to do what it was not 
allowed to do itself, and landlord's intention 
was contrary to the purpose of the Act, which 
was to protect the existing supply of rental 
housing. BSA 77 P Street LLC v. Hawkins, 
2009, 983 A.2d 988. Landlord And Tenant <&::;;> 
278.17(2) 

Provision for substantial rehabilitation in 
Rental Housing Act of 1985, which effectively 
permits landlord to escape proscriptions of Act 
and substantially raise his rent, ought to be 
given parsimonious interpretation rather than 

§ 42-3501.03. Definitions. 

expansive one. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2501 et 
seq., 45-2524. Tenants of 738 Longfellow 
Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Land
lord And Tenant <&::;;> 200.56 

Rental Housing Act should be liberally con
strued to achieve its purposes. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2501 et seq. Goodman v. District of Co
lumbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 573 A.2d 
1293. Landlord And Tenant <&::;;> 200.12 

Although neither District of Columbia Court 
of Appeals nor Rental Housing Commission is 
authorized to overlook jurisdictional requi I"e
ments of Rental Housing Act in order to vindi
cate subjective notions of "fairness," it is appro
priate for court, in resolving procedural issues 
with respect to which reasonable people might 
differ, to keep in mind remedial character of Act 
and important role which lay litigants play in its 
enforcement. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2501 et 
seq. Goodman v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1990, 573 A.2d 1293. Land
lord And Tenant <&::;;> 200.12 

F or the purposes of this chapter, the term: 
(1) "Annual fair market rental amount" means the annualized SUln of the 

rents collected for all rental units in the housing accommodation during the 
base calculation year, plus an amount equal to the percentage increase in the 
ConsUlner Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers (CPI
W) for all itelns, in the Washington, D.C. Standard Metropolitan Statistical 
Area, during each calendar year; provided, however, that if no rents were 
collected in the base calculation year because the housing accOlnmodation 
was then under construction, the annual fair market rental amount shall be a 
stun equal to the rents which would have been collected during the base 
calculation year had the housing accommodation been 100% occupied during 
the entire base calculation year, the SUIn to be determined by appraisal, as 
increased by the Consumer Price Index increase under this paragraph. 

(2) "Apartment improveinent progrmn" means the program which is ad
Ininistered with grant funds from title I of the Housing and COlnmunity 
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Development Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. § 5301 et seq.), by the District of 
Columbia Departn1ent of Housing and Community Development, developed 
by the Neighborhood Reinvestl11ent Corporation under the national Neigh
borhood Reinvestment Corporation Act (42 U.S.C. § 8101 et seq.), and 
operated under the supervision of the public-private Partnership Committee, 
which program has been established for the purpose of finding solutions to 
the economic and physical distress of moderate income rental apartn1ent 
buildings by joining the tenants, housing provider, noteholder, and the 
District government in a collective effort. 

(3) "Base calculation year" means the calendar year immediately preced
ing the first calendar year in which a given housing accommodation is made 
subject to §§ 42-3502.05(f) through 42-3502.19, or any future District law 
limiting the amount of rent which can lawfully be demanded or received 
from a tenant. 

(4) "Base rent" means that rent legally charged or chargeable on April 30, 
1985, for the rental unit which shall be the sum of rent charged on Septel11-
ber 1, 1983, and all rent increases authorized for that rental unit by prior 
rent control laws or any administrative decision issued under those laws, and 
any rent increases authorized by a court of competent jurisdiction. 

(5) "Building improvement plan" means the agreement executed between 
the parties of interest, including the tenants, housing provider, and the 
District government, at a property being treated under the apartment im
proven1ent program, which agreement sets forth the remedies to the proper
ty's distress, including, but not limited to: 

(A) A schedule of repairs and capital improvements which, at a mini
mum, will bring the property into substantial compliance with the housing 
regulations; 

(B) A schedule of services and facilities; and 
(C) A schedule of rents charged and rent increases; and which agree

ment is monitored by the District government until it expires upon comple
tion of all physical improvel11ents and other scheduled activities included 
therein. 
(6) "Capital in1provement" means an improvement or renovation other 

than ordinary repair, replacement, or maintenance if the improvement or 
renovation is deemed depreciable under the Internal Revenue Code (26 
U.S.C.). 

(7) "Cooperative housing association" n1eans an association incorporated 
for the purpose of owning and operating residential real property in the 
District, the shareholders or members of which, by reason of their ownership 
of stock or 111embership certificate, a proprietary lease, or evidence of 
membership, are entitled to occupy a dwelling unit under the terms of a 
proprietary lease or occupancy agreement. 

(8) "Council" l11eans the Council of the District of Columbia. 
(9) "Distressed property" n1eans a housing accommodation that: 

(A) Is experiencing, and has experienced for at least 2 years, a negative 
cash flow; 
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(B) Has been cited by the Departluent of Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs as being in substantial noncOlupliance with the housing regulations; 

(C) Has been subject to deferred luaintenance as a result of negative 
cash flow; and 

(D) Has been in arrears on either permanent mortgage loan-payments, 
property tax payments, fuel and utility payments, or water or sewer fee 
payments. 
(10) "Division" means the Rental Accommodations Division or the Rental 

Conversion and Sale Division established by § 42-3502.03. 
(11) "Dorn1itory" means any structure or building owned by an institution 

of higher education or private boarding school, in which at least 95% of the 
units are occupied by presently Inatriculated students of the institution of 
higher education or private boarding school. 

(12) "Elderly tenant" means a person who is 60 years of age or older and, 
for the purposes of subchapter III of this chapter, a person who n1eets the 
requirelnents of § 42-3503.01(5) for eligible families and § 42-3503.01(8) for 
lower-income faluilies. 

(13) "Equity" lueans the portion of the assessed value of a housing accOlU
modation that exceeds the total value of all encumbrances on the housing 
accOlnmodation. 

(14) "Housing accoIIuuodation" means any structure or building in the 
District containing 1 or luore rental units and the land appurtenant thereto. 
The term "housing accOlun10dation" does not include any hotel or inn with a 
valid certificate of occupancy or any structure, including any room in the 
structure, used primarily for transient occupancy and in which at least 60% 
of the roon1S devoted to living quarters for tenants or guests were used for 
transient occupancy as of May 20, 1980. For the purposes of this chapter, a 
rental unit shall be deemed to be used for transient occupancy only if the 
landlord of the rental unit is subject to and pays the sales tax imposed by 
§ 47-2001(n)(l)(C). 

(15) "Housing provider" lueans a landlord, an owner, lessor, sublessor, 
assignee, or their agent, or any other person receiving or entitled to receive 
rents or benefits for the use or occupancy of any rental unit within a housing 
accomn10dation within the District. 

(16) "Housing regulations" n1eans the most recent edition of the Housing 
Regulations of the District of Columbia as established by Commissioner's 
Order No. 55-1503, effective August 11, 1955. 

(17) "Initial leasing period" means that period for which the first tenant of 
a rental unit rents the rental unit. For units described in § 42-3502.19, the 
first tenant is the tenant who rents the rental unit imluediately after the date 
it is first offered for rent as a rental unit which is not otherwise exelupt fron1 
this chapter. 

(18) "Interest payments" means the amount of interest paid during a 
reporting period on a n10rtgage or deed of trust on a housing accOlumoda
tion. 
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(19) "Management fee" means the amount paid to a managing agent and 
any pro rata salaries of off-site administrative personnel paid by the housing 
provider, if the duties of the personnel are connected with the operation of 
the housing accommodation. 

(20) "Maximum possible rental income" means the sum of the rents for all 
rental units in the housing accommodation, whether occupied or not, com
puted over a base period of the 12 consecutive months within the 15 l110nths 
preceding the date of any filing required or permitted under this chapter. 

(21) "Mayor" n1eans the Office of the Mayor of the District of Colu1nbia. 
(22) "Operating expenses" means the expenses required for the operation 

of a housing accommodation for the 12 consecutive months within the 15 
months preceding the date of its use in any computation required by any 
provision of this chapter, including, but not limited to, expenses for salaries 
of on-site personnel, supplies, painting, maintenance and repairs, utilities, 
professional fees, on-site offices, and insurance. 

(23) "Other inCOlne which is derived from the housing accommodation" 
means any income, other than rents, which a housing provider earns because 
of his or her interest in a housing accommodation, including, but not limited 
to, fees, commissions, income from vending machines, income from laundry 
facilities, and income from parking and recreational facilities. 

(24) "Person" means an individual, corporation, partnership, association, 
joint venture, business entity, or an organized group of individuals, and their 
respective successors and assignees. 

(25) "Property taxes" means the amount levied by the District government 
for real property tax on a housing accommodation during a tax year. 

(26) "Related facility" means any facility, furnishing, or equipn1ent made 
available to a tenant by a housing provider, the use of which is authorized by 
the payment of the rent charged for a rental unit, including any use of a 
kitchen, bath, laundry facility, parking facility, or the common use of any 
con1n10n room, yard, or other common area. 

(27) "Related services" means services provided by a housing provider, 
required by law or by the terms of a rental agreement, to a tenant in 
connection with the use and occupancy of a rental unit, including repairs, 
decorating and n1aintenance, the provision of light, heat, hot and cold water, 
air conditioning, telephone answering or elevator services, janitorial services, 
or the removal of trash and refuse. 

(28) "Rent" means the entire amount of money, money's worth, benefit, 
bonus, or gratuity demanded, received, or charged by a housing provider as a 
condition of occupancy or use of a rental unit, its related services, and its 
related facilities. 

(29) "Rent ceiling" means that amount defined in or computed under 
§ 42-3502.06. 

(30) "Rental Accommodations Act of 1975" means the Rental Accommoda
tions Act of 1975, effective November 1, 1975 (D.C. Law 1-33). 

(31) "Rental Housing Act of 1977" means the Rental Housing Act of 1977, 
effective March 16, 1978 (D.C. Law 2-54). 
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(32) "Rental Housing Act of 1980" means the Rental Housing Act of 1980, 
effective March 4,1981 (D.C. Law 3-131; Chapter 40 of this title). 

(33) "Rental unit" means any part of a housing accomn10dation as defined 
in paragraph (14) of this section which is rented or offered for rent for 
residential occupancy and includes any apartluent, efficiency apartn1ent, 
roOlU, single-family house and the land appurtenant thereto, suite of roon1S, 
or duplex. 

(33A) "Single-room-occupancy housing" means a rental housing accon1-
luodation con1prised of rental units, each of which is intended for occupancy 
and is occupied by a single adult either living alone or living with not ITIOre 
than 1 child of age 6 years or younger, and that 111ay, but is not required to, 
contain sanitary and food-preparation facilities. 

(34) "Substantial rehabilitation" means any improvelnent to or renovation 
of a housing accOlnn10dation for which: 

(A) The building permit was granted after January 31, 1973; and 
(B) The total expenditure for the improvement or renovation equals or 

exceeds 50% of the assessed value of the housing accOlnn10dation before 
the rehabilitation. 
(35) "Substantial violation" means the presence of any housing condition, 

the existence of which violates the housing regulations, or any other statute 
or regulation relative to the condition of residential pren1ises and Inay 
endanger or materially impair the health and safety of any tenant or person 
occupying the property. 

(36) "Tenant" includes a tenant, subtenant, lessee, sublessee, or other 
person entitled to the possession, occupancy, or the benefits of any rental unit 
owned by another person. 

(37) "Uncollected rent" lneans the amount of rent and other charges due 
for at least 30 days but not received from tenants at the time any statement, 
fonn, or petition is filed under this chapter. 

(38) "Vacancy loss" means the alnount of rent not collectable due to 
vacant units in a housing accon11nodation. No amount shall be included in 
vacancy loss for units occupied by a housing provider or his or her eluployees 
or otherwise not offered for rent. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 103, 32 DCR 3089; Aug. 25, 1994, D.C. Law 10-155, 
§ 2(a), 41 DCR 4873; Sept. 18,2007, D.C. Law 17-20, § 2003(a), 54 DCR 7052; Mar. 25, 
2009, D.C. Law 17-353, § 184(a), 56 DCR 1117.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2503. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 17-20 rewrote par. (10), which had 

read as follows: 
"(10) 'Division' means the Rental Accommo

dations and Conversion Division as continued 
by § 42-3502.01." 

D.C. Law 17-353 validated a previously made 
technical correction in par. (5)(C). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2003(a), of Fiscal Year 2008 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 
17-74, July 25,2007, 54 DCR 7549). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 
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For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-155, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3508.06. 

For Law 17-20, see notes following 
§ 42-2802. 

For Lin\! 17-353, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

Editor's Notes 
"D.C. Law 3-131; Chapter 40 of this title", 

referred to in (32), expired, except for subchap-

REAL PROPERlY 

tel' V, April 30, 1985; subchapter V was re
pealed by § 905 of D.C. Law 6-10, effective July 
17,1985. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Short title: See Historical and Statutory 
Notes following § 42-3501.01. 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3501.01. 

Cross References 

Improvement program for distressed property, see § 42-3508.04. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 6-751.11, 42-903, 42-2851.02, 42-3171.01, 42-3173.01, 
42-3502.06,42-3502.09,42-3502.21,47-830, and 47-865. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant (;::::>200.12. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1054, 1057 to 
1059. 

Notes of Decisions 

Capital improvements 4 
Construction and application 
Housing accommodation 6 
Judicial review 13 
Persons or property not covered by Act 2 
Rent 7 
Right of possession 12 
Small landlord exemption 8 
Substantial reduction in services 10 
Substantial rehabilitation 9 
Subtenants 5 
Type of tenancy 3 
Vacancy loss 11 

1. Construction and application 
Rental Housing Act is remedial statute which 

musl be Liberally construed to achieve its pur
poses. D.C.Code ]98], § 45-2501 et seq. 1841 
Columbia Road Tenants Ass'n v. District of Co
lumbia Rental Housing Corn'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 
306. Landlord And Tenant ~ 200.12 

1981, §§ 45-1403, 45-1404]' because govern
ment never sought nor received any rent for use 
of shelter. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1503(30). 
Robbins v. Reagan, 1985, 616 F.Supp. 1259, 
affirmed 780 F.2d 37, 250 U.S.App.D.C. 375. 
Asylums And Assisted Living Facilities <S;;;> 21 

Apartment building maintenance men who 
occupied apartment rent-free as partial com
pensation for their services did not occupy 
"rental unit" within meaning of Rental Housing 
Act of 1985, and thus were not "tenants" within 
meaning of Act; therefore, employer was not 
obligated to give them 30 days' notice to quit. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2503(33, 36), 45-255l. 
Anderson v. William J. Davis, Inc., 1989, 553 
A.2d 648. Labor And Employment (;::::> 201 

3. Type of tenancy 
Parking garage for apartment complex was 

not commercial establishment whose expenses 
would be excluded in calculating landlord's re
turn on equity, for purposes of request for sub
stantial hardship rent increase; because sub-

2. Persons or property not covered by Act stantial hardship statute specifically required 
The District of Columbia Rental Housing Act income from garage to be considered, its ex-

did not apply to furnishing of dock space to penses also belonged in hardship petition calcu-
houseboat. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2501 et seq., lus. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2503(23), 
45-2503(14, 33). Washington Channel Ltd. 45-2522(b)(l). Tenants of 1255 New Hamp-
Partnership v. 56' Carri-Craft Motor Yacht shire Ave., N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Named Hubris, 1988, 687 F.Supp. 682, dis- Housing Com'n, 1994, 647 A.2d 70. Landlord 
missed. Wharves ~ 9 And Tenant ~ 200.60 

Residents of shelter for homeless persons op- In context of protective order issued in land-
era ted in federally owned building were not lord and tenant proceedings, trial court was not 
"tenants," entitled to 30 days notice to quit required to resolve factual controversy engen-
under District of Columbia Code [D.C.Code dered by tenant's assertion that, despite facial 
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character of lease and tenancy, landlord had 
permitted him to use premises partially for resi
dential purposes. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2503(33), 45-2551 (a, b). King v. Jones, 
1994, 647 A.2d 64. Deposits In Court ~ 1 

That residential tenant's lease may have been 
labeled "commercial" was, at best, irrelevant to 
landlord's claim of small landlord exemption 
from rent control laws and, at worst, was evi
dence of willful intention to circumvent the 
rental housing laws. D.C.Code J 981, 
§§ 45-2503(33), 45-2515(a)(3); 
§§ 45-1503(27), 45-1516(a)(3) (Repealed). Re
vithes v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1007. Landlord And 
Tenant C= 200.44 

4. Capital improvements 
Analysis of whether to grant housing provid

er's capital improvement petition must include, 
not only, determination that proposed item 
would increase the value or worth of the habita
bility of the housing accommodation, but also 
whether the proposed improvement would sin
gularly, or in conjunction with other proposed 
improvements, serve to erode availability of 
moderately priced housing. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2502, 45-2520. Fort Chaplin Park Asso
ciates v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1994, 649 A.2d 1076. Landlord And 
Tenant C= 200.57 

Plain meaning of statute providing when rent 
administrator may approve rent adjustment to 
cover cost of capital improvements requires that 
all proposed improvements increase the habita
bility of the housing accommodation. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-2520. Fort Chaplin Park Associates 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1994, 649 A.2d 1076. Landlord And Tenant <2==> 
200.57 

Replacement of boiler and elevators was 
"capital improvement" for which landlord was 
entitled under Rental Housing Act to capital 
improvement rent increase of $30 per month. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2503(6). Cafritz Co. v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1992, 615 A.2d 222. Landlord And Tenant C= 
200.57 

Renovation or improvement that is excluded 
from definition of "capital improvement" and 
for which landlord is thus not entitled to capital 
improvement rent increase under Rental Hous
ing Act, is ordinary replacement, not just any 
replacement. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2503(6). 
Cafritz Co. v. District of Columbia Rental Hous
ing Com'n, 1992,615 A.2d 222. Landlord And 
Tenant C= 200.57 

Rental Housing Commission acted consistent
ly with Rental Housing Act when it allocated 
cost of converting freight elevator to passenger 
elevator pursuant to landlord's capital improve
ment petition equally among residential and 

§ 42-3501.03 
Note 6 

commercial tenants, despite evidence that com
mercial tenants were responsible for more traf
fic into elevators than were residential tenants. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2520(c). 1841 Columbia 
Road Tenants Ass'n v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 306. 
Landlord And Tenant ~ 200.57 

5. Subtenants 
Level of training to which District of Colum

bia should be held in training police officers for 
handling landlord-tenant disputes concerning 
possession was not within common knowledge 
of lay persons, and thus, expert testimony was 
required to establish standard of care, in ousted 
apartment occupant's action against District for 
negligent training and supervision arising from 
incident in which police officer allegedly assist
ed tenant in wrongfully evicting occupant, who 
claimed to be a subtenant. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2503(15,36),45-2551. Young v. District 
of Columbia, 2000, 752 A.2d 138. District Of 
Columbia C= 36 

Assuming that apartment occupant was ten
ant's subtenant, tenant could not evict him ex
cept through court process. D.C.Code 198 J, 
§§ 45-2503(15,36),45-2551. Young v. District 
of Columbia, 2000, 752 A.2d 138. Landlord 
And Tenant (;:::> 275 

Genuine issue of material fact existed as to 
whether ousted apartment occupant was ten
ant's subtenant, precluding summary judgment 
on occupant's claim against District of Colum
bia based on police officer's alleged act of as
sisting tenant in a wrongful eviction. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-2503(15,36),45-2551. Young v. 
District of Columbia, 2000, 752 A.2d 138. Fed
eral Courts (;:::> 1055 

Rental Housing Act of 1985, which enlarged 
protections afforded tenants without leases from 
sudden eVIctIOns, extends to subtenants. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2503(15, 36), 45-2551. 
Young v. District of Columbia, 2000, 752 A.2d 
138. Landlord And Tenant <J::::> 278.4(6) 

Sublessor was statutorily prohibited from 
charging subtenants more rent than she paid to 
her landlord even if she paid utility and repair 
expenses associated with rental units; sublessor 
could not bear those expenses and pass them on 
to subtenants in form of rent. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2516(a), 45-2503(28). Slaby v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1996, 685 
A.2d 1] 66, certiorari denied 117 S.Ct. 1478, 520 
U.S. 1190, 137 L.Ed.2d 690. Landlord And 
Tenant <J::::> 200.5 

6. Housing accommodation 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Commis

sion reasonably interpreted definition of "hous
ing accommodation" in Rental Housing Act as 
requiring owner seeking exemption to establish 
not only the transient use of property as of May 
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20, 1980, but also current transient use; statute 
provided that "housing accommodation" does 
not include any hotel or inn with valid certifi
cate of occupancy or any structure, including 
any room in structure, used primarily for tran
sient occupancy and in which at least 60 per
cent of rooms devoted to living quarters for 
tenants or guests ,vere used for transient occu
pancy as ~f May 20, 1980. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2503( 14). N Street Follies Ltd. Partner
ship v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1993, 622 A.2d 61. Landlord And Ten
ant <P 200.44 

7. Rent 
The determination of whether tenant breach

ed consent agreement with landlord for unpaid 
rent, which breach entitled the landlord to evict 
tenant, rested solely on the legality of a rental 
increase that the tenant was challenging before 
the Department of Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs, which had primary jurisdiction over the 
issue, and thus, the trial court was required to 
issue a stay under Drayton v. Poretsky Algmt., 
pending the final disposition of the administra
tive proceeding. Akassy v. William Penn Apart
ments Ltd. Partnership, 2006, 891 A.2d 291. 
Federal Courts c==> 1052.1; Landlord And Ten
ant <&::::> 299 

Provision in consent agreement between land
lord and tenant providing for the permanent 
quashing of the writ of restitution upon tenant's 
payment of back rent and costs, even if met, did 
not relieve the tenant of the remaining obli
gations he assumed under the agreement or 
deprive the landlord of any remedies to which it 
was entitled thereunder, and thus, the stay pro
vision for the initial writ did not foreclose the 
landlord's right to issuance of a second writ 
upon a showing that the tenant breached the 
agreement by failing to pay increased rent, 
where the tenant had agreed as part of consent 
agreement to pay rent on time for a period of 
one year, and the tenant gave up the right to 
seek a further stay of execution of the judgment 
or to redeem any judgment entered based upon 
his failure to timely pay rent. Akassy v. William 
Penn Apartments Ltd. Partnership, 2006, 891 
A.2d 291. Federal Courts <P 1052.1 

Tenant, who entered into consent agreement 
with landlord regarding unpaid rent, did not 
claim that he mistakenly assumed at the time he 
entered into the agreement that the landlord 
was relinquishing any rights to increase the rent 
in the future, and thus, the tenant was preclud
ed from claiming that the consent agreement 
should be set aside due to a unilateral mistake 
of fact after landlord increased rent, where ten
ant had several rent increases during his tenan
cy and the landlord had no reason to believe 
that the tenant thought there could be no future 
inCI-eases given that the agreement did not fore
close landlord's right to increase rent or ten-
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ant's right to challenge such increases. Akassy 
v. William Penn Apartments Ltd. Partnership, 
2006, 891 A.2d 291. Federal Courts <P 1052.1 

A modification of a contract occurs when 
there is an alteration of its provision to include 
new or additional obligations, while leaving the 
original agreement otherwise intact. Akassy v. 
William Penn Apartments Ltd. Partnership, 
2006,891 A.2d 291. Contracts c==> 241 

Interpreting the term "rent" in consent agree
ment between landlord and tenant regarding 
unpaid rent to be consistent with the law that 
was in effect at the time the agreement was 
entered into did not constitute a modification of 
the agreement, even though the term was not 
defined in the agreement; the law in effect at 
the time of the agreement was deemed to be 
part of the agreement, and thus, construing the 
agreement consistent with that law did not in
troduce a new or different element into the 
agreement. Akassy v. William Penn Apartments 
Ltd. Partnership, 2006, 891 A.2d 291. Federal 
Courts <P 1052.1 

Under the terms of statute that defined rent 
that was in effect at the time parties entered 
into consent agreement regarding unpaid rent, 
"rent" constituted the amount charged by the 
landlord, including any increases lawfully im
plemented, rather than the amount that the 
tenant actually paid at the time of the agree
ment, and thus, nothing in the agreement pre
cluded the landlord from later raising tenant's 
rent. Akassy v. William Penn Apartments Ltd. 
Partnership, 2006, 891 A.2d 291. Federal 
Courts c==> 1052.1 

Under the rent control laws, a rent ceiling is 
established for each rental unit by starting with 
a base rent and adding any duly authorized 
upward adjustments that are permitted from 
time to time. Sawyer Property Management of 
Maryland, Inc. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 2005, 877 A.2d 96. Landlord 
And Tenant (:::::::> 200.4 7 

Rental Housing Act is designed to stabilize 
rents and in establishing rent ceilings com
mands that violator shall be held liable for the 
amount by which the entire amount of money 
demanded, received or charged exceeds the ap
plicable rent ceiling. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2503, 45-2591(a). Kapusta v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1997, 704 
A.2d 286. Landlord And Tenant (;:::;:> 200.10; 
Landlord And Tenant <P 200.73 

Rental Housing Commission's order demand
ing that landlord pay "rent refund" of money 
demanded that was never received, for amounts 
demanded in excess of rent ceiling, comported 
with Rental Housing Act. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2503, 45-2591(a). Kapusta v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1997, 704 
A.2d 286. Landlord And Tenant c==> 200.73 
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Jury question was presented as to whether 
landlord suing for rent had satisfied statutory 
requirement for obtaining hardship increase in 
allowable rent, that it had substantiallv com
plied with housing code violations; ten~nt had 
testified that landlord had not abated preexist
ing housing code violations, which she had de
scribed in some detail, and landlord had offered 
evidence, including violation abatement cards, 
testimony by housing inspector, and his own 
testimony. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2503(4), 
45--2518(a)( J )(A), (b)(l), 45-2522. McKenzie v. 
McCulloch, 1993, 634 A.2d 430. Landlord And 
Tenant C= 233(3) 

When Rental Housing Commission held that 
owner who filed hards11ip petition of multiple 
dwelling was not entitled, in calculating his net 
income from property, to deduct interest pay
ments and mortgage loan because he failed to 
demonstrate that borrowed money had been 
reinvested in premises, the Commission could 
not require owner to treat same mortgage loan 
as encumbrance on property, thus reducing val
ue of his equity in calculation of his rate of 
return under rent stabilization program. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2501 et seq., 45-2502(1), 
45-2522; §§ 45-1502(1), 45-1523 (Repealed). 
James Parreco & Son v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1989, 567 A.2d 43. 
Landlord And Tenant C= 200.25 

Rental Housing Commission properly set rent 
ceilings of all units in landlord's building as of 
registration at base rent level, notwithstanding 
landlord's contention that such decision led to 
permanent loss of all cost of living increases in 
ten-year period preceding time when landlord 
properly registered building. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1519(a)(1)(B) (Repealed). Temple v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 
536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant <P 
200.52 

Tenant whose lease was still in effect when 
fire broke out and who was not alleged to have 
caused or occasioned fire continued as "tenant" 
for purposes of determining number of tenants 
needed to voluntarily agree to adjustment of 
rent ceiling; therefore, in view of fact that ten
ant's inclusion meant that only 60% rather than 
70% of tenants had signed agreement, agree
ment was properly invalidated. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 1-1510(a)(3)(A); § 45-1561(0 (Repealed). 
Tem_ple v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And 
Tenant <P 200.54 

In view of fact that rent of a unit may not be 
increased above base rent unless unit is proper
ly registered, and that almost full amount of 
rent overcharge award to tenant accrued prior 
to landlord's registration, Rental Housing Com
mission properly determined that rent ceiling 
for unit was equal to base rent. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-15J9(a)(J)(B) (Repealed), Temple v, Dis-
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trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 
536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant C= 

200.52 
If a landlord wishes to make certain payments 

part of a tenant's rental obligation the lease 
must unequivocally so provide since obligations 
not normally thought of as rent are not trans
formed into rent by virtue of this section. Rup
pert Real Estate, Inc. v. McCarter, 111 WLR 
1953 (Super. Ct. 1983). 

8. Small landlord exemption 
Determination that landlord's ownership of 

five rental units rendered him ineligible for the 
small landlord exemption under the Rental 
Housing Act, regardless of his occupancy of one 
of the units, was error as a matter of law; unit 
occupied by landlord was not rented or offered 
for rent and thus could not be included in 
aggregate number of units under landlord's 
control for so long as landlord occupied unit. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1516(a)(3) (Repealed). 
Temple v. District of Columbia Rentall:-Iousing 
Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And 
Tenant C= 200.44 

Finding that landlord had more than four 
residential tenants in her two rental buildings, 
so as not to be entitled to the small landlord 
exemption from rent control, was supported by 
substantial evidence. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 1-1510(a)(3)(E), 45-2503(33), 45-2515(a)(3); 
§§ 45-1503(27), 45-1516(a)(3) (Repealed). Re
vithes v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1007. Landlord And 
Tenant C= 200.44 

Relative who pays "rent" in some form would 
occupy unit that is "offered for rent" and thus 
not excludable in determining landlord's entitle
ment to small landlord exemption from rent 
control, while if landlord provides free rental 
unit in order to assist a relative in need rather 
than as an attempt to circumvent rental housing 
laws, unit would presumably be excluded from 
aggregate number; cornerstone of landlord's 
claim for exclusion of such a unit is good faith. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2503(33), 45-25 J 5(a)(3); 
§§ 45-1503(27), 45-1516(a)(3) (Repealed). Re
vithes v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1007. Landlord And 
Tenant C= 200.44 

9. Substantial rehabilitation 
Hearing examiner's decision that each of im

provements proposed by housing provider 
would enhance the habitability of housing ac
commodation, warranting rent increase, sh01Jld 
have been upbeld, even though not all items 
listed in petition as enhancing habitability were 
mentioned in housing code, or already existed 
in the rental unit. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2520. 
Fort Chaplin Park Associates v. District of Co
lumbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1994, 649 A.2d 
1076, Landlord And Tenant c;:;:> 200.57 
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In order to be entitled to substantial rehabili
tation rent ceiling increase, property owner 
mtlst show that total cost of proposed rehabilita
tion of premises equals or exceeds 50% of as
sessed market value of property and that reha
bilitation is in interest of tenants; once these 
requirements have been met, property owner is 
entitled to rent ceiling increase which may not 
exceed 125%. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2503, 
45-2524(a), (a)(2). Tenants of 738 Longfellow 
Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Land
lord And Tenant <2=:> 200.57 

Cost of replacing kitchen furnishings in each 
apartment, which was approved by Rental 
Housing Commission, added to total proposed 
expenditures for uncontested renovations sub
stantiallv exceeded half of assessed value of 
property, and, therefore, satisfied statutory min
imum requirement for granting rent ceiling in
crease based on substantial rehabilitation of 
property. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2503. Tenants 
of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 
A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant <2=:> 200.57 

Landlord's petition for substantial rehabilita
tion of rental property could be approved by 
Rental Housing Commission without proof that 
existing conditions constituted danger to ten
ants' health, safety and welfare, which could not 
be remedied without major renovation, but exis
tence or nonexistence of such conditions was 
I-elevant and must be one of rent administrator's 
principle areas of inquiry. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2503(34), 45-2524, 45-2524(a), (a)(2), 
(c). Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant <2=:> 
200.66 

10. Substantial reduction in services 
The fact that tenant suffered a substantial 

reduction in services when he was without heat 
when the boiler accidentally broke down did not 
automaticallv entitle tenant to a rent rebate; 
remand wa; necessary to determine whether 
the loss of services was unexpected, whether the 
restoration of heat within two days was prompt, 
and, if not, whether the landlord's failure to 
abate rent was willful. Parreco v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 2005, 885 
A.2d 327, as amended. Federal Courts C= 

1067; Landlord And Tenant C= 211(2) 

11. Vacancy loss 
Landlord has burden of proof on issue of 

whether he is entitled to vacancy loss deduction 
from maximum possible rental income (MPRI) 
for unit which is vacant and offered for rent 
during reporting period. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2503(38). Kates v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1993, 630 A.2d 1131. 
Landlord And Tenant <2=:> 200.66 
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Landlord was not entitled to vacancy loss 
deduction from maximum possible rental in
come (MPRI) for rental unit which was under
going renovation and which had not been of
fered for rent during relevant reporting period 
for landlord's hardship rent increase petition. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2503(38). Kates v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1993, 
630 A.2d 1131. Landlord And Tenant (0;::;:::> 

200.57 

12. Right of possession 
Tenant has a right not to have his or her 

possession interfered with except by lawful pro
cess, and violation of that right gives rise to a 
cause of action in tort. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2503(15, 36), 45-2551. Young v. District 
of Columbia, 2000, 752 A.2d 138. Landlord 
And Tenant <2=:> 131.1 

If tenant fails to pay rent or violates other 
conditions of tenancy and refuses to vacate vol
untarily, housing provider may recover posses
sion only through court process. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-2503(15, 36), 45-2551. Young v. 
District of Columbia, 2000, 752 A.2d 138. 
Landlord And Tenant <2=:> 275 

If housing provider evicts tenant without pro
cess, provider can be liable in tort for wrongful 
eviction. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2503(15, 36), 
45-2551. Young v. District of Columbia, 2000, 
752 A.2d 138. Landlord And Tenant G::;::> 292 

Assuming that police assisted tenant in 
wrongfully evicting apartment occupant, who 
claimed to be a subtenant, evidence of three 
reported cases and calls from several unspeci
fied people allegedly complaining about wrong
ful evictions involving the police was insuffi
cient to support inference of a de facto policy 
which would support § 1983 liability on occu
pant's constitutional claim against District of 
Columbia. 42 V.S.C.A. § 1983; D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-2503(15, 36), 45-2551. Young v. 
District of Columbia, 2000, 752 A.2d 138. Civil 
Rights (0;::;:::> 1403; Civil Rights <2=:> 1404 

A commercial tenant may not raise the de
fense of retaliatory eviction to a landlord's ac
tion for possession of the premises. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-2503(15, 33, 36),45-2552. OnteU 
v. Capitol Hill E.W. Ltd. Partnership, 1987, 527 
A.2d 1292. Landlord And Tenant C= 284(1) 

13. Judicial review 
Tenant was entitled to a stay of writ of evic

tion pending appeal in landlord's action regard
ing breach of consent agreement on unpaid 
rent; the upheaval of tenant from his home, 
even if he could find alternative housing, creat
ed a cognizable irreparable injury, and the ten
ant had a clear likelihood of prevailing on his 
claim that he was entitled to a Drayton v. Poret
sky Algnlt. stay pending the final determination 
of his administrative challenge to the rental 
increase that formed the basis of landlord's 
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claim that tenant breached consent agreement. 
Akassy v. William Penn Apartments Ltd. Part
nership, 2006, 891 A.2d 291. Federal Courts 
G:;;> 1065 

Court of Appeals' review of District of Colum
bia Rental HOllsing Commission's interpretation 

§ 42-3502.01 

of meaning of "housing accommodation" in 
Rental Housing Act is deferential. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-2503(14). N Street Follies Ltd. 
Partnership v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1993, 622 A.2d 61. Landlord 
And Tenant G;:;:> 200.44 

SUBCHAPTER n. RENT STABILIZATION PROGRAM. 

§ 42-3502.01. Continuation of Rental Housing Commission; composition; 
appointment; qualifications; compensation; removal. 

Ca) The Rental Housing Commission established by § 42-4012 is continued 
and shall be cOlnposed of 3 members appointed by the Mayor with the advice 
and consent of the Council. The members' terms shall not exceed 3 years. 
Members may be appointed for successive tenns. The terms of members of the 
Rental Housing Commission appointed under the Rental Housing Act of 1980 
shall expire upon the confirmation of at least 2 new Inembers appointed 
pursuant to this section but no later than 90 days after July 17, 1985, and the 
Mayor shall appoint the new Inembers within 30 days of July 17, 1985. The 
Mayor shall designate 1 melnber of the Rental Housing Comn1ission as the 
chairperson and administrative head. The date of swearing in for a lnajority of 
the Inelnbers of the Rental Housing COlnmission appointed pursuant to this 
section shall becon1e the anniversary date for all subsequent appointluents. 

(b) The Rental Housing Coml11ission shall be composed of 3 persons admit
ted to practice before the District of Colulnbia Court of Appeals. All 111embers 
of the Rental Housing Con1mission shall be residents of the District. No 
n1elnber shall be either a housing provider or a tenant. 

(c) The Chairperson of the Rental Housing Commission shall receive annual 
con1pensation equivalent to that received by a District employee cOlnpensated 
at a grade 16 of the District schedule established under subchapter Xl of 
Chapter 6 of Title 1 ("District schedule"). The other members of the Rental 
Housing Comlnission shall receive annual compensation equivalent to that 
received by a District employee at a grade 15 pursuant to the District schedule. 

Cd) Any person appointed to fill a vacancy on the Rental Housing Comn1is
sion shall be appointed only for the unexpired tenn of the member whose 
vacancy is being filled. 

Ce) The Mayor shall remove any Inember of the Rental Housing COlnl11ission 
for good cause. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 201, 32 DCR 3089; Oct. 2, 1987, D.C. Law 7-30, 
§ 2(a), 34 DCR 5304; Oct. 7, 1987, D.C. Law 7-31, § 4, 34 DCR 3789; Apr. 20, 1999, 
D.C. Law 12-248, § 2,46 DCR 1113.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2511. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Law 7-30, the "Tenant Assistance Program 
and Rental Housing Commission Amendment 
Act of 1987," \vas introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 7-226, which was referred to 
the Committee on Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first and sec
ond readings on June 30, 1987, and July 14, 
1987, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
July 2J, ] 987, it was assigned Act No.7-58 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. 

Law 7-131, the "Boards and Commissions 
Amendment Act of 1987," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 7-139, which was 
referred to the Committee of the Whole. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings 
on April 14, 1987, and May 5, 1987, respective
ly. Signed by the Mayor on June 1, 1987, it was 
assigned Act No. 7-26 and transmitted to both 
HOLises of Congress for its review. 

Law 12-248, the "Compensation Increase for 
the Chairperson of the Rental Housing Commis-

sion Amendment Act of 1998," was introduced 
in Council and assigned Bill No. 12-707, which 
was referred to the Committee of the Whole. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on December I, 1998, and December 15, 
1998, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
December 24, 1998, it was assigned Act No. 
12-587 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. D.C. Law 12-248 became 
effective on April 20, 1999. 

References in Text 
Section 42-4012, referred to in the first sen

tence of subsection (a), expired pursuant to 
§ 907 of D.C. Law 3-131 on April 30, 1985. 
See Chapter 40 of this title. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Termination of Law 6-10: Section 907 of 

D.C. Law 6-10, as amended by § 2(d) of D.C. 
Law 8-48 and § 818 of D.C. Law 11-52, provid
ed that all subchapters of the act, except III and 
V shall terminate on December 31,2000. 

For temporary amendment to the termination 
provision of D.C. Law 6-10, see § 818 of the 
Omnibus Budget Support Congressional Review 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-124, July 
27, 1995, 42 DCR 4160). 

Cross References 

Mayoral nomination of Rental Housing Commission, review and approval of Council, see 
.. § 1-523.01. 

Merit system classification policy and grade levels, see § 1-611.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (';z>7. 

Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

In general 

1. In general 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

Notes of Decisions 

Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 
575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant (';z> 

Rental Housing Commission was not preclud
ed from overruling its predecessor's decisions. 

200.68 

§ 42-3502.02. Powers and duties of Rental Housing COlnmission. 

(a) The Rental Housing C01llmission shall: 

(1) Issue, amend, and rescind rules and procedures for the administration 
of this chapter; 

(2) Decide appeals brought to it frOlll decisions of the Rent Administrator, 
including appeals under the Rental Accomlllodations Act of 1975, the Rental 
Housing Act of 1977, and the Rental Housing Act of 1980; and 
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(3) Certify and publish within 30 days after July 17, 1985, and prior to 
March 1 of each subsequent year the annual adjustment of general applicabil
ity in the rent charged of a rental unit under § 42-3502.06. 

(b)(1) The Rental Housing Commission may hold hearings, sit and act at 
tilnes and places within the District, administer oaths, and require by subpoena 
or otherwise the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of 
books, records, correspondence, memoranda, papers, and documents as the 
Rental Housing Commission may consider advisable in carrying out its func
tions under this chapter. 

(2) A majority of the Rental Housing Commissioners shall constitute a 
quorum to do business, and any vacancy shall not impair the right of the 
relnaining Rental Housing Commissioners to exercise all the powers of the 
Rental Housing Comn1ission. 

(3) In the case of contumacy or refusal to obey a subpoena issued under 
paragraph (1) of this subsection by any person who resides in, is found in, or 
transacts business within the District, the Superior Court of the District of 
Columbia, at the written request of the Rental Housing Commission, shall 
issue an order requiring the contUlnacious person to appear before the Rental 
Housing Commission, to produce evidence if so ordered, or to give testimony 
touching upon the matter under inquiry. Any failure of the person to obey 
any order of the Superior Court of the District of Colulnbia may be punished 
by that Court for contempt. 

(c) Upon the written request of the chairperson of the Rental Housing 
Comn1ission, each departlnent or entity of the District government may furnish 
directly to the Rental Housing Commission any assistance and information 
necessary for the Rental Housing Commission to carry out effectively this 
chapter. 

(d) The Department of Housing and Community Developlnent shall employ 
the staff necessary to assist the Rental Housing Con1n1ission in carrying out its 
functions. Of the staff employed, 3 shall be law clerks who shall assist each 
melnber of the Rental Housing Commission in the preparation of decisions and 
orders. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 202, 32 DCR 3089; Oct. 2, 1987, D.C. Law 7-30, 
§ 2(b), 34 DCR 5304; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-255, § 51(a), 44 DCR 1271; Aug. 5, 
2006, D.C. Law 16-145, § 2(a), 53 DCR 4889; Sept. 18, 2007, D.C. Law 17-20, 
§ 2003(b), 54 DCR 7052; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-353, § 215(c), 56 DCR 1117.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2512. 

Effect of Amendments 

" D.C. Law 1,?-14?.' in pa:" .. (~~(3), substituted 
rent charged for rent cellmg . 
D.C. Law 17-20, in subsec. (d), substituted 

"The Department of Housing and Community 
Development" for "The Department of Consum
er and Regulatory Affairs". 

D.C. Law 17-353 validated a previously made 
technical correction in suhsec. (d). 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(a) of Rent Control Reform Emer
gency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-470, July 31,2006,53 DCR 6772). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2003(b), of Fiscal Year 2008 Budget 
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Support Emergency Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 
17-74, July 25,2007, 54 DCR 7549). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Rental Housing Commission 
Quorum Emergency Amendment Act of 2010 
(D.C. Act 18-460, July 7, 2010, 57 DCR 6058). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-30, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.01. 

Law 11-255, the "Second Technical Amend
ments Act of 1996," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. II-90S, which was re
felTed to the Committee of the Whole. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
November 7, 1996, and December 3, 1996, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on December 
24, 1996, it was assigned Act No. 11-519 and 

REAL PROPERTY 

transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 11-255 became effective on 
April 9, 1997. 

Law 16-145, the "Rent Control Reform 
Amendment Act of 2006", was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 16-109 which 
was referred to the Committee on Consumer 
and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on May 2, 2006, 
and June 6, 2006, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on June IS, 2006, it was assigned Act 
No. 16-391 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 16-145 be
came effective on August 5, 2006. 

For Law 17-20, see notes following 
§ 42-2802. 

For Law 17-353, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.0 I. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3502.04. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (';::;>7. 
Landlord and Tenant ez:>200.13 to 200.69. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 132, 233. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 
C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1054, 1057, 

1059 to 1081. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Judicial review 7 
Jurisdiction of federal courts 6 
Rent ceiling increase 3 
Review by commission 4 
Stay of judicial proceedings 5 
Validity of regulations 2 

1. In general 
Rental Housing Commission was not preclud

ed frol11 overruling its predecessor's decisions. 
Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 
575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant ez:> 
200.68 

Rental Housing Commission must give some 
explanation to justify its discretionary determi
nations as to percentage in rent ceiling increase 
awarded for proposed repairs in each category. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2524. Tenants of 738 
Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. 
Landlord And Tenant G::o 200.68 

Rental Housing Commission had primary ju
risdiction over validity of rent ceiling and tenant 
was not collaterally estopped from obtaining 
adjudication before the rental accommodations 
office by the superior court's assumption in an 
action for possession that the amount charged 
for the unit was proper. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1515. Yasuna v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1986, 504 A.2d 605. 
Judgment ~ 747(.5); Landlord And Tenant ez:> 
200.42 

2. Validity of regulations 
Rental Housing Commission (RHC) did not 

misinterpret rent control laws in finding that 
low-income housing provider forfeited its right 
to rent ceiling adjustments by failing to perfect 
them by timely filing with rent administrator 
and affected tenants a certificate of election of 
adjustment of general applicability; none of pro
vider's certificates of election were filed within 
requisite 30 days of effective dates of adjust
ments, but were instead filed late or not at all. 
Savvyer Property Management of Maryland, Inc. 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
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2005, 877 A.2d 96. Landlord And Tenant <8=> 

200.49 

Just as statutes should be construed in man
ner that not only upholds their constitutionality 
but also steers clear of uncertainty on that 
score, regulation should be interpreted, if possi
ble, in manner which avoids real or potential 
conflict with statute pursuant to which it was 
promulgated. Tenants of 738 Longfellow 
Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Admin
istrative Law And Procedure <8=> 412.1 

Court of Appeals accords great deference to 
interpretation by Rental Housing Commission 
of statute or regulation which it administers; 
Court of Appeals will reject Commission's inter
pretation of its regulations only if it is plainly 
wrong or incompatible with statutory purpose. 
Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 
575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant <8=> 

200.12 

3. Rent ceiling increase 

Provision for substantial rehabilitation in 
Rental Housing Act of 1985, which effectively 
permits landlord to escape proscriptions of Act 
and substantially raise his rent, ought to be 
given parsimonious interpretation rather than 
expansive one. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2501 et 
seq., 45-2524. Tenants of 738 Longfellow 
Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Land
lord And Tenant c> 200.56 

Although showing of present danger to health, 
safety and welfare, not remedial by lesser meas
ures, is not indispensable to landlord's case in 
petition for substantial rehabilitation rent ceil
ing increase statute does not authorize substan
tial rehabilitation leading to higher rents for 
optional or cosmetic changes which will render 
property more attractive, but which will ulti
mately result in replacement of tenants of low 
or moderate income by more affluent clientele. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2524. Tenants of 738 
Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. 
Landlord And Tenant <8=> 200.57 

In order to be entitled to substantial rehabili
tation rent ceiling increase, property owner 
must show that total cost of proposed rehabilita
tion of premises equals or exceeds 50% of as
sessed market value of property and that reha
bilitation is in interest of tenants; once these 
requirements have been met, property owner is 
entitled to rent ceiling increase which may not 
exceed 125%. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2503, 
45-2524(a), (a)(2). Tenants of 738 Longfellow 
Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Land
lord And Tenant c:::> 200.57 
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So long as Rental Housing Commission acts 
in conformity with governing statute, Commis
sion, which is presumed to have expertise in 
this arcane area, has broad discretion to deter
mine whether rehabilitation is or is not needed. 
Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 
575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant <> 
200.57 

To be entitled to substantial rehabilitation 
rent ceiling increase, it was sufficient for land
lord to show that proposed rehabilitation was in 
tenant's interest in sense that tenants' received 
benefit, and approval of tenants as such was not 
required. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1611(a), 
45-2525. Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, 
N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And 
Tenant c:::> 200.57 

According to plain language of Rental Hous
ing Act of 1985, showing that substantial reha
bilitation is in interest of tenants is indispens
able before petition may be granted; however, 
statute is not tenant-consent provision, and ap
proval of tenants as such is not required. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2501 et seq., 45-2524. 
Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 
575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant <8=> 

200.57 
It is unduly paternalistic to operate on as

sumption that landlord can know what is best 
for tenants without asking them; tenants' per
ception of their own interest is not conclusive, 
but must be accorded serious consideration 
before Rental Housing Commission's determi
nation as to landlord's petition for substantial 
rehabilitation is made. Tenants of 738 Long
fellow Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. 
Landlord And Tenant (';;;;;;> 200.57 

Cost of replacing kitchen furnishings in each 
apartment, which was approved by Rental 
Housing Commission, added to total proposed 
expenditures for uncontested renovations sub
stantially exceeded half of assessed value of 
property, and, therefore, satisfied statutory min
imum requirement for granting rent ceiling in
crease based on substantial rehabilitation of 
property. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2503. Tenants 
of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 
A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant <> 200.57 

Approval by Rental Housing Commission, in 
granting substantial rehabilitation rent ceiling 
increase, of proposed additions Lo baLhrooms, 
which would result in improvement to appear
ance of bathrooms, was not arbitrary, capri
cious, abuse of discretion, or contrary to law 
even though improvement to appearance was 
arguably similar to cosmetic changes prohibited 
under Rental Housing Act of 1985. D.C.Code 
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1981, §§ 45-2501 et seq., 45-2524. Tenants of 
738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District of Co
lumbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 
1205. Landlord And Tenant <§;:;;;> 200.57 

In determining amount of increase which 
should be authorized for each category of re
pairs proposed in petition for substantial reha
bilitation rent ceiling increase, some consider
ation should be given to tenants' contention that 
rent ceiling increases approved by Rental Hous
ing Commission would allow owner to recoup 
his entire investment for renovations in very 
short time. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2524. TeJl
ants of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 
A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant (:::;> 200.57 

Rental Housing Commission should deter
mine whether 1989 regulation, which provides 
that when substantial rehabilitation rent ceiling 
increase is granted, property owner must re
coup his investment over amortization period of 
loan or over 240 months, can be applied to case 
filed prior to effective date of regulation, and, 
even if it cannot, regulation may provide some 
useful guide for determining appropriate 
amount of rent ceiling increase. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-2524. Tenants of 738 Longfellow 
Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
l-lousing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Land
lord And Tenant (:::;> 200.57 
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§ 1-1510(a)(3)(E). Tenants of 738 Longfellow 
Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Land
lord And Tenant (:::;> 200.66; Landlord And Ten
ant (:::;> 200.67 

Testimony of property owner that kitchen fur
nishings in rental units were originally installed 
in 1950, were generally in state of disrepair and 
had exceeded their normal useful life and that 
renovations were necessary in order to replace 
water pipes in kitchens supported Rental Hous
ing Commission's finding, in hearing on petition 
for substantial rehabilitation rent ceiling in
crease, that kitchen renovations were necessary 
and would benefit tenants in absence of anv 
contradictory evidence in record. D.C.Cole 
1981, § 45-2524. Tenants of 738 Longfellow 
Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia ~Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Land
lord And Tenant <§;:;;;> 200.66 

Landlord's testimony in support of substantial 
rehabilitation rent ceiling increase that replace
ment of aged tile on laundry room floors and in 
common hallways throughout rental property 
was necessary supported Rental Housing Com
mission's finding that tile needed to be replaced. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2524. Tenants of 738 
Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. 
Landlord And Tenant (;::;> 200.66 

Large amounts of time and money should not Finding of Rental Housing Commission on 
be expended in order to fight over relatively petition for substantial rehabilitation rent ceil-
minor items, in determining amount of substan- ing increase that refurbishing of elevator cab 
tial rehabilitation rent ceiling increase to be would benefit tenants because it would reduce 
awarded property owner, and proceedings on future maintenance expenses by eliminating 
remand to Rental Housing Commission should need for future painting was not sufficiently 
be conducted with that consideration in mind. irrational to warrant setting it aside even 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2524. Tenants of 738 though some refurbishing was partially cosmet-
Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia ic in character. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2524. 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. Dis-
Landlord And Tenant (:::;> 200.64; Landlord And trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 
Tenant ():;::;:> 200.69 575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant ~ 

Landlord's petition for substantial rehabilita- 200.68 
tion or rental property could be approved by Record was insufficient to support finding of 
Rental Housing Commission without proof that Rental Housing Commission that removal of 
existing conditions constituted danger to ten- mailboxes from lobby would render premises 
ants' health, safety and welfare, which could not more secure so as to permit inclusion of costs of 
be remedied without major renovation, but exis- removal in substantial rehabilitation rent ceiling 
tence or nonexistence of such conditions was increase. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2524. Tenants 
relevant and must be one of rent administrator's of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District of 
principle areas of inquiry. D.C.Code 1981, Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 
§§ 45-2503(34), 45-2524, 45-2524(a), (a)(2), A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant <§;:;;;> 200.66 
(c). Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. Evidence was insufficient to support finding 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, of Rental Housing Commission that replace-
1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant (:::;> ment of light fixtures in hallways and stairwells 
200.66 of rental property was necessary, so as to per-

Pursuant to Administrative Procedure Act, mit inclusion of cost of replacement in substan-
Rental Housing Commission must address each tial rehabilitation rent ceiling increase, in view 
material contested issue of fact in landlord's of uncontroverted testimony of apparent unde-
petition for substantial rehabilitation, and each rutilization of existing fixtures. D.C.Code 1981, 
of agency's findings must be supported by sub- § 45-2524. Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, 
stantial evidence. D.C.Code 1981, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
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Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And 
Tenant (? 200.66 

Rental Housing Commission was required to 
exclude from substantial rehabilitation rent ceil
ing increase proposed expenditure for replace
ment of light fixtures in garage on grounds that 
garage spaces were not provided to tenants as 
part of rent. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2524. Ten
ants of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 
A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant (? 200.66 

Evidence was insufficient to support finding 
of Rental Housing Commission that proposed 
general contractor's fee was justified so as to 
permit inclusion of fee in substantial rehabilita
tion rent ceiling increase. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2524. Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, 
N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 200.66 

Rental Housing Commission did not abuse its 
discretion in awarding treble damages on basis 
that landlord exceeded maximum allowable rent 
ceiling. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1591(a). Yasuna 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1986, 504 A.2d 605. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
200.73 

4, Review by commission 
Rental Housing Commission (RHC) had au

thority to dismiss residential landlord's appeal 
of Rent Administrator's decision in favor of ten
ant as to tenant's complaint alleging housing 
code violations, as sanction for the failure of 
landlord and his counsel to appear at RHC's 
scheduled hearing for the appeal; RHC's catch
all regulation incorporated the civil procedure 
rules for the courts as to procedural points on 
which the regulations were silent, the civil pro
cedural rules allowed dismissal of an appeal as 
sanction for failure to appear, and RHC pos
sessed inherent power to dismiss appeals as 
part of its general power to hear and dispose of 
motions as an appellate tribunal. Stancil v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
2002, 806 A.2d 622. Health cp 392 

Rental Housing Commission (RHC) was not 
required to consider a sanction less than dis
missal of the appeal, as to the failure of residen
tial landlord and his counsel to appear for 
RHC's scheduled hearing on landlord's appeal 
of Rent Administrator's decision in favor of ten
ant as. to ~enant's complaint alleging housing 
code vlOlatlOns; landlord proposed a decision by 
RHC on the briefs but landlord did not submit 
any briefs, and landlord did not ask RHC for a 
continuance and for a rescheduling of the hear
ing. Stancil v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 2002, 806 A.2d 622. Health 
cp 392 

Dismissal of residential landlord's appeal to 
Rental Housing Commission (RHC) was war-

§ 42-3502.02 
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ranted, as sanction for the failure of landlord 
and his counsel to appear at RHC's scheduled 
hearing on landlord's appeal of Rent Adminis
trator's decision in favor of tenant as to tenant's 
complaint alleging housing code violations, 
even if the failure to appear was not willful and 
instead was based on counsel's neGliGence in 
failing to note the hearing date on hi~ ;alendar. 
Stancil v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 2002, 806 A.2d 622. Health ~ 392 

5. Stay of judicial proceedings 
While the Landlord and Tenant Branch of the 

Superior Court has jurisdiction over possessory 
actions, when there is pending before the Rent 
Administrator or the Rental Housing Commis
sion (RHC) a challenge to a rent increase that 
bears upon the amount of rent owed by a tenant 
defending a possessory action brought for non
payment of rent, the judge should stay the ac
tion to await the ruling of the Administrator or 
RHC, under doctrine of primary jurisdiction. 
Mullin v. N Street Follies Ltd. Partnership, 
1998, 712 A.2d 487. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
299 

In a possessory action brought for nonpay
ment of rent, trial court could lift Drayton stay 
of action and enter judgment for landlord after 
raising the protective order amount of rent, 
based on decision of Rent Administrator grant
ing landlord's hardship petition for rent in
crease, where no administrative stay was al
lowed by Rental Housing Commission (RHC) 
and tenant did not comply with order. Mullin 
v. N Street Follies Ltd. Partnership, 1998, 712 
A.2d 487. Landlord And Tenant c=:> 299 

Primary jurisdiction doctrine did not prohibit 
the trial court, in a suit for nonpayment of 
rent, from modifying a protective order to re
flect a rent increase approved by the Rent Ad
m~n~strat?r in a separate proceeding, where ad
mll1lstratIve appeals of the approval had not 
been exhausted. but where the Rental Housing 
Commission (RHC) had refused to stay enforce
ment of the increase. Mullin v. N Street Fol
lies Ltd. Partnership, 1998, 712 A.2d 487. 
Landlord And Tenant ~ 302 

In a possessory action brought for nonpay
~ent ?f rent, tenant's equitable right of redemp
tIon dId not prevent trial court from raising the 
protective order amount of rent, based on deci
sion of Rent Administrator granting landlord's 
hardship petition for rent increase, and setting 
redemption figure equal to the total unpaid in
stallments of the protective order. Mullin v. N 
Street Follies Ltd. Partnership, 1998, 712 A.2d 
487. Landlord And Tenant cp 314 

6. Jurisdiction of federal courts 
Younger principles did not require dismissal 

of landlords' complaint alleging that District of 
Columbia agency responsible for administering 
local rent control laws intentionally deprived 
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landlords of due process in carrying out adjudi
catory functions where there were no ongoing 
proceedings in District of Columbia courts in 
which landlords could raise their federal consti
tutional claims. U.S.C.A. Const.Amends. 5, 14. 
District Properties Associates v. District of Co
lumbia, C.A.D.C.1984, 743 F.2d 21, 240 
U.S.App.D.C. 21. Federal Courts c:;;> 48 

District of Columbia Administrative Proce
dure Act did not bar landlords' attempt to bring 
section 1983 cause of action in federal court 
alleging that District of Columbia agency re
sponsible for administering local rent control 
laws intentionally deprived them of due process 
in carrying out adjudicatory functions and, 
therefore, District of Columbia courts did not 
have exclusive jurisdiction over landlords' case. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 1-1510; 42 U.S.C.A. § 1983. 
District Properties Associates v. District of Co
lumbia, C.A.D.C.J984, 743 F.2d 21, 240 
U.S.App.D.C. 21. Civil Rights (;::::> 1318 

Remand was necessarv for determination of 
whether landlords' claim"that District of Colum
bia agency intentionally deprived them of due 
process in carrying out adjudicatory functions 
was barred by preclusion principles of collateral 
estoppel or res judicata based on landlords' 
previous and unsuccessful attempts to argue 
those claims before District of Columbia Court 
of Appeals. District Properties Associates v. 
District of Columbia, C.A.D.C.1984, 743 F.2d 
2J, 240 U.S.App.D.C. 21. Federal Courts (;::::> 

944 

7. Judicial review 
Landlords' claim that District of Columbia 

agency responsible for administering local rent 
control laws intentionally deprived landlords of 
due process in carrying out adjudicatory func
tions was not within judicial review provision of 
District of Columbia Administrative Procedure 
Act and, therefore, exclusivity provision of that 
statute was inapplicable. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 1-1510(a); U.S.C.A. Const.Amends. 5, 14. 
District Properties Associates v. District of Co
lumbia, C.A.D.C.1984, 743 F.2d 21, 240 
U.S.App.D.C. 21. District Of Columbia (p 19 

Landlords' complaint challenging actions tak
en by officials of District of Columbia agency 
responsible for administering local rent control 
laws which were relatively unrelated to agency's 
formal decisional process were not cognizable 
in judicial review proceeding under District of 
Columbia Administrative Procedure Act and, 
therefore, those claims in federal court were not 
precluded by exclusivity provision of that stat
ute. D.C.Code 1981, § 1-151O(a); V.S.C.A. 
Const.Amends. 5, 14. District Properties Asso
ciates v. District of Columbia, C.A.D.C.1984, 
743 F.2d 21, 240 U.S.App.D.C. 21. District Of 
Columbia e:::> 19 

REAL PROPERTY 

To persuade Court of Appeals to reject the 
Rental Housing Commission's (RHC) construc
tion of rent control statutes and the Commis
sion's own regulations, the challenging party 
must show that it is plainly wrong or incompati
ble with the statutory purpose. Sawyer Proper
ty Management of Maryland, Inc. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 2005, 877 
A.2d 96. Landlord And Tenant e:::> 200.13; 
Statutes (p 219(9.1) 

Court of Appeals is obliged to sustain the 
Rental Housing Commission's (RHC) interpre
tation of rent control statutes and regulations 
the Commission promulgates unless it is unrea
sonable or embodies a material misconception 
of the law, even if a different interpretation also 
may be supportable. Sawyer Property Manage
ment of Maryland, Inc. v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 2005, 877 A.2d 96. 
Landlord And Tenant c;;> 200.13; Statutes (p 

219(9.1) 
While Court of Appeals is the final arbiter of 

legal questions pertaining to landlord-tenant 
disputes, the Rental Housing Commission 
(RHC) is afforded considerable deference with 
respect to its interpretation of the rent control 
statutes it administers and the regulations it 
promulgates. Sawyer Property Management of 
Maryland, Inc. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 2005, 877 A.2d 96. Landlord 
And Tenant c=:> 200.13; Statutes (';:;:;> 219(9.1) 

In reviewing decision by Rental Accommoda
tions and Conversion Division (RACD) voiding 
rent increases, Rental Housing Commission 
(RHC) improperly determined that landlord was 
exempt from rent increase restrictions of Rental 
Housing Act under res judicata principles; RHC 
improperly took official notice of entire RACD 
file in concluding that tenant petitioner had 
been party to prior proceeding, and prior RACD 
decision was insufficient to prove that tenant 
had been party to prior proceeding. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 1-1S09(b), 45-2501 et seq. 10hnson v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing COI11'n, 
1994, 642 A.2d 135. Administrative Law And 
Procedure (p 459; Administrative Law And 
Procedure (p 501; Landlord And Tenant c=:> 
200.69 

Court of Appeals' standard of review with 
respect to Rental Housing Commission's allow
ance or nonallowance of landlord's various 
proposed renovations pursuant to substantial 
rehabilitation petition is governed by applicable 
provisions of Administrative Procedure Act 
which provides that Court of Appeals may set 
aside agency decision which is found to be 
arbitrary, capricious, abuse of discretion, or 
otherwise not in accordance with law or unsup
ported by substantial evidence in record. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 1-1510, 1-1510(a)(3)(A, E). 
Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 
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575 A.2d 1205. Administrative Law And Pro
cedure e:::> 763; Administrative Law And Proce
dure <:;:;:;> 791; Landlord And Tenant e:::> 200.69 

§ 42-3502.03 

§ 42-3502.03. Rental Accommodations Division of the Department of 
Housing and Community Development. 

There is established within the Department of Housing and Community 
Developlnent the Rental Accommodations Division, which shall have as its head 
a Rent Administrator. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 203, 32 DCR 3089; Sept. 18, 2007, D.C. Law 17-20, 
§ 2003(c), 54 DCR 7052; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-366, § 2(b), 56 DCR 1332.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2513. 

Efl'ect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 17-20 rewrote the section which 

had read as follows: 
"(a) There is continued as a division in the 

Department of Consumer and Regulatory Af
fairs, a Rental Accommodations and Conversion 
Division which shall have as its head a Rent 
Administrator to be appointed by the Mayor. 

"(b) The Rent Administrator shall possess ex
perience of a technical nature in housing-pro
vider or tenant affairs or in a field directly 
related to housing-provider or tenant affairs, 
shall be a resident of the District, and shall be 
entitled to receive annual compensation, pay
able in regular installments, at the rate of grade 
15 of the District schedule established under 
subchapter XII of Chapter 6 of Title 1." 

D.C. Law 17-366 rewrote the section, which 
had read as follows: 

"§ 42-3502.03. Housing regulation; rental 
accommodations; rental conversions and sales. 

"(a) There is established within the Depart
ment of Housing and Community Development, 
established by Reorganization No. 3 of 1975 
(part B of subchapter I of Chapter 15 of Title 1), 
the Housing Regulation Administration, which 
shall have as its head a Housing Regulation 
Administrator who shall be appointed by, and 
report directly to, the Director of the Depart
ment of Housing and Community Development. 

"(b)(1) There is established within the De
partment of Housing and Community Develop
ment the Rental Accommodations Division, 
which shall have as its head a Rent Administra
tor who shall be appointed by the Mayor. 

"(2) The Rent Administrator shall possess ex
perience of a technical nature in housing-pro
vider or tenant affairs, or in a field directly 

related to housing-provider or tenant affairs, 
and shall report to the Housing Regulation Ad
minish-ator. 

"(3) The Rent Administrator shall be a resi
dent of the District and shall receive annual 
compensation equivalent to that received by a 
District employee compensated at the grade of 
15 of the District schedule established under 
subchapter XI of Chapter 6 of Title L 

U(c)(1) There is established within the Depart
ment of Housing and Community Development 
a Rental Conversion and Sale Division, which 
shall have as its head a Rental Conversion and 
Sale Administrator who shall report to the 
Housing Regulation Administrator. 

"(2) The Rental Conversion and Sale Admin
istrator shall receive annual compensation 
equivalent to that received by a District employ
ee compensated at the grade of 15 of the Dis
trict schedule established under subchapter XI 
of Chapter 6 of Title 1." 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2003(c) of Fiscal Year 2008 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 
17-74, July 25,2007, 54 DCR 7549). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history o[ D.C. Law 6-10, sec 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. " 

For Law 17-20, see notes following 
§ 42-2802. 

For Law 17-366, see notes following 
§ 42-3401.03. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.01. 

Cross References 

Merit system classification policy and grade levels, see § 1-611.01. 
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Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3401.03,42-3501.03, and 42-3502.04b. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (;;;:;>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-3502.03a. Rent Administrator-Appointment and removal. 

(a) The Rent Adlninistrator shall be appointed by the Mayor with the advice 
and consent of the Council. 

(b) The Mayor shall transmit a nomination of the Rent Adlninistrator to the 
Council, for a 90-day period of review, excluding days of Council recess, 
including any Rent Administrator holding that position on March 25, 2009. If 
the Council does not approve by resolution a nomination of the Rent Adminis
trator within the 90-day period of review, the nomination shall be deemed 
disapproved. 

(c) The Rent Administrator shall serve a 3-year term. The Mayor may 
appoint the same person to serve as the Rent Administrator for successive 
tenns subject to the advice and consent of the Council as provided by subsec
tion (b) of this section. 

(d) The Mayor shall nominate a Rent Adn1inistrator within 6 n10nths of: 

(1) March 25, 2009; or 
(2) The occurrence of a vacancy in the position of Rent Administrator. 

(e) The Mayor shall remove the Rent Administrator for cause only; provided, 
that the Mayor shall provide the Council with a written justification within 30 
days of the removal. 

(July J7, ] 985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 203a, as added Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law] 7-366, 
§ 2(d), 56 DCR 1332.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws Editor's Notes 
For Law 17-366, see notes following 

§ 42-3401.03. 
Former § 42-3502.03a has been recodified as 

§ 42-3502.04b by D.C. Law 17-366, § 2(c). 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (;::::>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-3502.03b. Rent Administrator-Qualifications and compensation. 

The Rent Administrator shall: 

(1) Be admitted to practice before the District of Columbia Court of 
Appeals by the time the Rent Administrator's tern1 of office comlnences; 

(2) Be a resident of the District within 6 months of the commencelnent of 
the Rent Administrator's term of office; 
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(3) Possess skills and expertise relevant to rental housing, preferably in the 
area of rent control or rent stabilization; and 

(4) Receive annual cOlupensation equivalent to that received by a District 
employee compensated at the grade of 15 of the District schedule established 
under subchapter XI of Chapter 6 of Title 1. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 203b, as added Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-366, 
§ 2ee), 56 DCR 1332.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-366, see notes following 

§ 42-3401.03. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (i};:;>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-3502.04. Duties of the Rent Administrator. 

(a) The Rent Administrator shall draft rules and procedures for the adluinis
tration of this chapter to be transmitted to the Rental Housing COlumission for 
its action under § 42-3502.02(a)(1). 

(b) The Rent Administrator shall carry out, according to rules and proce
dures established by the Rental Housing Commission under § 42-3502(a)(1), 
the rent stabilization program established under this subchapter, and shall 
perform other duties necessary and appropriate to, and consistent with this 
chapter. 

(c) The Rent Administrator shall have jurisdiction over those con1plaints and 
petitions arising under sub chapters II, IV, V, VI, and IX of this chapter and title 
V of the Rental Housing Act of 1980 which may be disposed of through 
administrative proceedings. 

(d)(1) The Rent Administrator may employ, with funds available to the Rent 
Administrator, personnel and consultants, including hearing exaluiners, ac
countants, and legal counsel, reasonably necessary to carry out this chapter. 

(2) In accordance with the regulations issued by the Rental Housing 
Commission, the Rent Administrator may delegate authority to those eluploy
ees appointed in conformity with paragraph (1) of this subsection. This 
authority may include, but is not limited to: 

(A) Hearing adluinistrative petitions filed or initiated under this chapter; 
(B) Issuing decisions on the petitions; and 
(C) Rendering final orders on any petition heard by those employees. 

(e) The Rent Administrator or a designee may attend all policy lTIeetings of 
the Rental Housing Commission. 

(f) The Rent Administrator shall establish and luaintain a formal relationship 
with the Landlord/fenant Branch of the Superior Court of the District of 
Columbia and the Metropolitan Police Department. 
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(g) The Rent Administrator may issue at the request of any person an 
advisory opinion on issues of first impression under this chapter. 

(h)( 1) The Rent Administrator n1ay hold hearings, sit and act at those times 
and places within the District, adn1inister oaths, and require by subpoena or 
otherwise the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of 
books, records, correspondence, memoranda, papers, and documents the Rent 
Adn1inistrator lTIay consider necessary in carrying out his or her functions 
under this chapter. 

(2) In the case of contumacy or refusal to obey a subpoena issued under 
paragraph (1) of this subsection by any person who resides in, is found in, or 
transacts business within the District, the Superior Court of the District of 
Columbia, at the written request of the Rent Adn1inistrator, shall issue to the 
contun1acious person an order requiring that person to appear before the 
Rent Administrator, to produce evidence if so ordered, or to give testimony 
touching upon the matter under inquiry. Any failure of that person to obey 
any order of the Superior Court of the District of ColulTIbia may be punished 
by that Court as conten1pt. 

(i) Upon the written request of the Rent Administrator, each departlTIent or 
entity of the District governlTIent may furnish directly to the Rent AdlTIinistrator 
assistance and inforJTIation necessary to discharge effectively the functions 
required under this chapter. 

(j) The Rent AdlTIinistrator shall publish in English and Spanish within 60 
days after July 17, 1985, a booklet or other written material describing the 
rights and obligations of tenants and housing providers and procedures under 
this chapter. This material shall be distributed through the District libraries 
and other District offices with which the public has frequent contact and at the 
office of any comn1unity organization which requests to distribute the material. 

(k) The Rent Administrator shall publish within 30 days after July 17, 1985, 
and prior to March 1 of each subsequent year in the D.C. Register the 
percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and 
Clerical Workers (CPI-W) for all items, in the Washington, D.C., Standard 
Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA), during the preceding calendar year. 

(1) In preparation for the transfer of jurisdiction of the Rent Administrator's 
adjudicatory function to the Office of Adn1inistrative Hearings pursuant to 
§ 2-1831.03(b-1), the Rent Administrator shall submit a pJan to the Mayor and 
Council by December 31, 2004 describing how the Rent Administrator's office 
will function after its adjudicatory responsibilities are transferred to the Office 
of Administrative Hearings, the legislative changes needed to prepare the Rent 
Adn1inistrator for its new role, and the resources needed to n1aintain its non
adj udicatory functions. The plan shall be developed in consultation with the 
Office of Adn1inistrative Hearings. 

(July 17, 1985, D.e. Law 6-10, § 204, 32 DCR 3089; Dec. 7, 2004, D.e. Law 15-205, 
§ 3503, 51 DCR 8441.) 
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Note 3 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2514. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 15-205 added subsec. (1). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3503 of Fiscal Year 2005 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2004 (D.C. Act 
15-486, August 2,2004, 51 DCR 8236). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3503 of Fiscal Year 2005 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2004 (D.C. Act 15-594, October 26 .. 2004, 51 
DCR 11725). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.0 l. 

For Law 15-205, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

References in Text 
Title V of the Rental Housing Act of 1980, 

referred to in subsection (c), was title V of D.C. 
Law 3-131, repealed July 17,1985, by D.C. Law 
6-10, § 905. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (;;;:;>7. 
Landlord and Tenant (;=200.13 to 200.69. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 132,233. 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 
C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ J 054, 1057, 

1059 to 1081. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Compliance with orders 2 
Finality of orders 3 

1. In general 
A party may come directly to the trial court 

only to enforce, not to challenge, a decision of 
the rent administrator. D.C.Code 1978 Supp. 
§ 45-1631 et seq. Rhodes v. Quaorm, 1983, 
465 A.2d 370. Landlord And Tenant <> 200.69 

2. Compliance with orders 
Manager of leased property which filed suit 

for possession on basis of residential use of 
property allegedly in violation of lease within 45 
davs of rent administrator's order, which re
quired registration of property as housing ac
commodation within 45 days after issuance of 
decision if noncommercial tenants were still 
residing within property, cornplied with rent 
administrator's order. City Wide Learning Cen
ter, Inc. v. William C. Smith & Co., Inc., 1985, 
488 A.2d 1310. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
200.17 

Where landlord attempted to comply with 
rent administrator's conditions for granting 
landlord's "hardship petition" and authorizing 
a monthly rental increase, and did not appeal 
the legality of those conditions to the Rental 
Housing Commission, such was a failure to 
exhaust available administrative remedies, and 
thus, in landlord's action for possession based 
on the conditionally approved rent increase 
which tenant allegedly did not pay, he was 

bound bv those conditions. D.C.Code 1978 
Supp. § 45-1631 et seq. Rhodes v. Quaorm, 
1983, 465 A.2d 370. Landlord And Tenant <> 
200.68 

In landlord's action for possession based on 
tenant's failure to pay increased rent, evidence 
that landlord did not comply, until September 
4, 1981, with rent administrator's condition for 
increased rent that landlord remedy existing 
housing code violations and that the Rental 
Housing Commission receive notification from 
the Department of Housing and Community De
velopment that the violations had been abated, 
was sufficient to support finding that landlord 
was not entitled to rent increase until November 
1, 1981, following the required 30-day notice 
after full compliance with the rent administra
tor's decision. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1519(b); 
D.C.Code 1980 Supp. §§ 45-1689, 
45-1689(b)(1). Rhodes v. Quaorm, 1983, 465 
A.2d 370. Landlord And Tenant ~ 285(4) 

3. Finality of orders 
Rent administrator's decision that leased 

property was commercial and that lessee was 
current commercial tenant was final order, 
since lessee did not appeal; therefore, if hearing 
was essential equivalent of judicial proceeding, 
trial court, in subsequent action for possession 
On basis of lessee's residential use of property, 
would have been bound by rent administrator's 
finding as matter of collateral estoppel. City 
Wide Learning Center, Inc. v. William C. Smith 
& Co., Inc., 1985, 488 A.2d 1310. Judgment (;;;:;> 
641 
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§ 42-3502.04a. Rental Conversion and Sale Division of the Department of 
Housing and Community Development Rental Conver
sion and Sale Administrator. 

(a) There is established within the Department of Housing and Community 
Development the Rental Conversion and Sale Division, which shall have as its 
head a Rental Conversion and Sale Administrator. 

(b) The Rental Conversion and Sale Administrator shall receive annual 
compensation equivalent to that received by a District elnployee compensated 
at the grade of 15 of the District schedule established under subchapter XI of 
Chapter 6 of Title 1. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 204a, as added Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-366, § 2(£), 
56 DCR 1332.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 17-366, see notes following 
§ 42-3401.03. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia (;::;>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-3502.04h. Transfer of functions of the Rental Accommodations and 
Conversion Division of the Department of Consumer 
and Regulatory Affairs to the Department of Housing 
and Community Development. 

All positions, property, records, and unexpended balances of appropriations, 
allocations, assessments, and other funds available or to be Inade available to 
the Rental Accommodations and Conversion Division of the Departlnent of 
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs relating to the duties and functions assigned 
to the Division pursuant to § 42-3502.03(a) are transferred to the Department 
of Housing and Community Development. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 203a, as added Sept. 18, 2007, D.C. Law 17-20, 
§ 2003(d), 54 DCR 7052; redesignated § 204b, Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-366, § 2(e), 
56 DCR 1332.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

2001 Ed., § 42-3502.03a 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90 day) addition, see 
§ 2003(d) of Fiscal Year 2008 Budget Support 
Emergency Act of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-74, July 
25,2007,54 DCR 7549). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-20, see notes following 

§ 42-2802. 
For Law 17-366, 

§ 42-3401.03. 

Editor's Notes 

see notes following 

Former § 42-3502.03a has been recodified as 
§ 42-3502.04b by D.C. Law 17-366, § 2(c). 
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Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

§ 42-3502.05 

District of Columbia (?7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-3502.04c. Housing Regulation Administration; Housing Regulation 
Administrator. 

(a) There is established within the Department of Housing and COluluunity 
Developluent, the Housing Regulation Administration, which shall have as its 
head a HOllsing Regulation Adluinistrator. The Housing Regulation Adminis
trator shall be appointed by, and report directly to, the Director of the 
Department of Housing and Community Development. 

(b)(1) The Housing Regulation Adluinistration shall provide such administra
tive support to the Rent Administrator and the Rental Conversion and Sale 
Administrator as may be necessary to fulfill their statutory and regulatory 
responsibilities. 

(2) The Housing Regulation Administrator shall work cooperatively with 
the Rent Administrator and the Rental Conversion and Sale Adulinistrator to 
pron10te administrative efficiency, complete and accurate record-keeping, 
and the prompt review and disposition of matters pending before theln. 

(3) The Housing Regulation Administrator shall not have a supervisory role 
over the Rent Administrator and the Rental Conversion and Sale Administra
tor. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 204c, as added Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-366, 
§ 2(g), 56 DCR 1332.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-366, see notes following 

§ 42-3401.03. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia C=:>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-3502.05. Registration and coverage. 

(a) Sections 42-3502.05(f) through 42-3502.19, except § 42-3502.17, shall 
apply to each rental unit in the District except: 

(1) Any rental unit in any federally or District-owned housing accmnmoda
tion or in any housing accommodation with respect to which the lllortgage or 
rent is federally or District-subsidized except units subsidized under subchap
ter III; 

(2) Any rental unit in any newly constructed housing accomillodation for 
which the building penllit was issued after December 31, 1975, or any newly 
created rental unit, added to an existing structure or housing accommodation 
and covered by a certificate of occupancy for housing llse issued after 
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January 1, 1980, provided, however, that this exemption shall not apply to 
any housing accon1modation the construction of which required the demoli
tion of an housing accoml11odation subject to this chapter, unless the number 
of newly constructed rental units exceeds the number of demolished rental 
units; 

(3) Any rental unit in any housing accommodation of 4 or fewer rental 
units, including any aggregate of 4 rental units whether within the same 
structure or not, provided: 

(A) The housing accommodation is owned by not more than 4 natural 
persons; 

(B) None of the housing providers has an interest, either directly or 
indirectly, in any other rental unit in the District of Colun1bia; 

(C) The housing provider of the housing accommodation files with the 
Rent Administrator a claim of exemption statement which consists of an 
oath or affirmation by the housing provider of the valid claim to the 
exemption. The claim of exemption statement shall also contain the 
signatures of each person having an interest, direct or indirect, in the 
housing accOl11modation. Any change in the ownership of the exempted 
housing accomn10dation or change in the housing provider's interest in any 
other housing accommodation which would invalidate the exemption clain1 
n1ust be reported in writing to the Rent Administrator within 30 days of the 
change; 

(D) The limitation of the exemption to a housing accommodation owned 
by natural persons shall not apply to a housing accoml11odation owned or 
controlled by a decedent's estate or testalnentary trust if the housing 
accommodation was, at the tilne of the decedent's death, already exel11pt 
under the terms of paragraphs (3)(A) and (3)(B) of this subsection; and 

(E) For purposes of determining the eligibility of a condominium rental 
unit for the exemption provided by this paragraph, by § 42-3404. 13(a)(3), 
or by § 42-4016(a)(3), a housing accommodation shall be the aggregate of 
the condon1inium rental units and any other rental units owned by the 
natural person(s) claiming the exemption. 
(4) Any housing accommodation which has been continuously vacant and 

not subject to a rental agreement since January 1, 1985, and any housing 
accommodation previously exel11pt under § 206(a)(4) of the Rental Housing 
Act of 1980, provided that upon rerental the housing accommodation is in 
substantial compliance with the housing regulations when offered for rent; 

(5) Any rental unit in any structure owned by a cooperative housing 
association, if: 

(A) The proprietary lease or occupancy agreement for the rental unit is 
owned by not more than 4 natural persons, who are shareholders or 
men1bers of the cooperative housing association; 

(B) None of the shareholders or members has an interest, directly or 
indirectly, in more than 4 rental units in the District of Columbia. A 
shareholder or 111en1ber of a cooperative housing association owning a 
proprietary lease or occupancy agreement for a rental unit in an associa-
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tion shall not be deemed to have an indirect interest in any other rental 
unit in any structure owned by a cooperative housing association solely by 
virtue of ownership of a stock or melnbership certificate, proprietary lease, 
or other evidence of Inembership in the association; and 

(C) The shareholders or members owning the proprietary lease or occu
pancy agreement for the rental unit file with the Rent Adnlinistrator a 
claim of exelnption statement which consists of an oath or affirmation by 
the shareholders or Inembers of a valid claim to the exenlption. The claim 
of exemption statelnent shall also contain the signature of each person 
having an interest, direct or indirect, in the proprietary lease or occupancy 
agreement for the rental unit. Any change in the ownership of the 
proprietary lease or occupancy agreement or change in the shareholder's 
or Inelnber's interest in any other rental unit which would invalidate the 
exemption clailn n1ust be reported in writing to the Rent Adlninistrator 
within 30 days of the change; 
(6) [Disapproved.] 
(7) Housing accommodations for which a building improvelnent plan has 

been executed under the apartment inlprovelnent program and housing 
accOlnmodations which receive rehabilitation assistance under other multi
fanlily assistance programs adnlinistered by the Departnlent of Housing and 
Comlnunity Developlnent, if: 

(A) The building ilnprovement plan, accOlnpanied by a certification 
signed by the tenants of 70% of the occupied units; is filed with the Division 
at the time of execution; 

(B) Upon expiration of the building improvement plan, the exenlption 
provided under this paragraph shall terminate and the housing aCCOmlTlO
dation will again be subject to §§ 42-3502.05(f) through 42-3502.19; and 

(C) Upon expiration of the building inlprovement plan, and notwith
standing the provisions of § 42-3502.09, the schedule of rents charged, 
services, and facilities established by the building improvement plans shall 
be considered the rents charged and service and facility levels established 
for the purposes of subchapter II of this chapter; 
(8) [Disapproved.] 
(9) [Disapproved.] 
(10) [Disapproved.] 

(b) Rent may not be increased under subsections (a) (9) and (a) (10) of this 
section if: 

(1) The unit is vacated as a result of eviction or termination of tenancy 
where the housing provider seeks in good faith to recover possession for 
occupancy by the housing provider or a Inember of the housing provider's 
fmnily, or the housing provider seeks to recover possession in order to 
remove permanently the unit from rental housing; or 

(2) The vacating of a rental unit by a tenant as a result of a housing 
provider creating an unreasonable interference with the tenant's cOlnfort, 
safety, or enjoYlnent of the rental unit or as a result of retaliatory action 
under § 42-3505.02 shall not be considered a voluntary vacating of the unit. 
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(c) Notwithstanding subsections (b)(1) and (b)(2) of this section the housing 
provider shall be entitled to an exemption whenever the unit is next vacated in 
accordance with subsections (a)(9) and (a)(10)(A) of this section after an 
intervening loss of the exemption. 

(d) Prior to the execution of a lease or other rental agreement after July 17, 
1985, a prospective tenant of any unit exempted under subsection (a) of this 
section shall receive a notice in writing advising the prospective tenant that 
rent increases for the accommodation are not regulated by the rent stabilization 
program. 

(e) This chapter shall not apply to the following units: 

(1) Any rental unit operated by a foreign government as a residence for 
diplomatic personnel; 

(2) Any rental unit in an establishrnent which has as its primary purpose 
providing diagnostic care and treatment of diseases, including, but not 
lilnited to, hospitals, convalescent homes, nursing hOlnes, and personal care 
hon1es; 

(3) Any donnitory; and 

(4) Following a determination by the Rent Administrator, any rental unit 
or housing accOlnmodation intended for use as long-term temporary housing 
by families with 1 or more members that satisfies each of the following 
requirements: 

(A) The rental unit or housing accommodation is occupied by families 
that, at the time of their initial occupancy, have had incomes at or below 
50% of the District median income for families of the size in question for 
the immediately preceding 12 months; 

(B) The housing provider of the rental unit or housing accommodation is 
a nonprofit charitable organization that operates the unit or housing 
accommodation on a strictly not-for-profit basis under which no part of the 
net earnings of the housing provider inure to the benefit of or are distribu
table to its directors, officers, or any private individual other than as 
reasonable con1pensation for services rendered; and 

(C) The housing provider offers a comprehensive social services program 
to resident families. 

(0 Within 120 days of July 17, 1985, each housing provider of any rental unit 
not exen1pted by this chapter and not registered under the Rental Housing Act 
of 1980, shall file with the Rent Administrator, on a form approved by the Rent 
Adn1inistrator, a new registration statement for each housing accommodation 
in the District for which the housing provider is receiving rent or is entitled to 
receive rent. Any person who becomes a housing provider of such a rental unit 
after July 17, 1985 shall have 30 days within which to file a registration 
statement with the Rent Administrator. No penalties shall be assessed against 
any housing provider who, during the 120-day period, registers any units under 
this chapter, for the failure to have previously registered the units. The 
registration [onn shall contain, but not be limited to: 
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(1) For each accomrnodation requiring a housing business license, the 
dates and nun1bers of that housing business license and the certificates of 
occupancy, where required by law, issued by the District government; 

(2) For each accoHlmodation not required to obtain a housing business 
license, the infonnation contained therein and the dates and nUlnbers of the 
certificates of occupancy issued by the District government, and a copy of 
each certificate; 

(3) The base rent for each rental unit in the accOlnmodation, the related 
services included, and the related facilities and charges; 

(4) The number of bedrooms in the housing accOlnmodation; 

(5) A list of any outstanding violations of the housing regulations applica
ble to the accOlnmodation or an affidavit by the housing provider or manager 
that there are no known outstanding violations; and 

(6) The rate of return for the housing accOlnmodation and the computa
tions made by the housing provider to arrive at the rate of return by 
application of the formula provided in § 42-3502.12. 

(g)(1) A housing provider shall file the following notices with the Rent 
Administrator: 

(A) A copy of the rent increase notice given to the tenant for a rent 
increase under § 42-3502.08(h)(2), within 30 days after the effective date 
of the increase; provided, that if rent increases are given to Inultiple 
tenants with the Salne effective date, the housing provider shall file a 
sample rent increase notice and a list attached stating the unit number, 
tenant nalne, previous rent charged, new rent charged, and effective date 
for each rent increase; 

(B) A copy of the notice given to the tenant for an increase under 
§ 42-3502.13(d) stating the calculation of the initial rent charged in the 
lease (based on increases during the preceding 3 years) within 30 days of 
the COlnmencelnent of the lease term; 

(C) A notice of a change in ownership or Inanagement of the housing 
accon11nodation, or change in the services and facilities included in the 
rent charged, within 30 days after the change. 

(2) The Mayor shall establish an electronic database for the filing, storage, 
and retrieval of rent stabilization prograln docun1ents. 

(h) Each registration statelnent filed under this section shall be available for 
public inspection at the Division, and each housing provider shall keep a 
duplicate of the registration statelnent posted in a public place on the premises 
of the housing accon11nodation to which the registration statelnent applies. 
Each housing provider Inay, instead of posting in each housing accommodation 
cOlnprised of a si ngle rental unit, lTIail to each tenant of the housing aCCOlnmo
dation a duplicate of the registration statement. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 205, 32 DCR 3089; May 23, 1986, D.C. Law 6-118, 
§ 2, 33 DCR 2444; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-167, § 2, 33 DCR 6732; Feb. 24, 1987, 
D.C. Law 6-192, § l3(a), (b), 33 DCR 7836; Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-222, § 2,38 DCR 
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203; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-255, § 51(b), 44 DCR 1271; Aug. 5,2006, D.C. Law 
16-145, § 2(a), (b), 53 DCR 4889; Aug. 16,2008, D.C. Law 17-219, § 7064, 55 DCR 
7598; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-353, § 184(b), 56 DCR 1117.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2515. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-145, in subpar. (a)(7)(C), substi

tuted "rent charged" for "rent ceiling"; and 
rewrote subsec. (g), which had read as follows: 

"(g) An amended registration statement shall 
be filed by each housing provider whose rental 
units are subject to registration under this chap
ter within 30 days of any event which changes 
or substantially affects the rents including va
cant unit rent increases under § 42-3502.13, 
services, facilities, or the housing provider or 
management of any rental unit in a registered 
housing accommodation. No amended regis
tration statement shall be required for a change 
in rent under § 42-3502.06(b)." 

D.C. Law 17-219, in subsec. (g)(2), substitut
ed 'The" for "Subject to appropriation, the". 

D.C. Law 17-353 validated a previously made 
technical correction in subsec. (a)(7)(C). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a), (b) of Rent Control Reform 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-470, July 31, 2006, 53 DCR 6772). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. ' 

Law 6-118, the "Leased Condominiums Tem
porary Clarification Amendment Act of 1986," 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
6-401. The Bill was adopted on first and sec
ond readings on March 11,1986, and March 25, 
1986, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
April 8, 1986, it was assigned Act No. 6-153 and 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress for its 
review. 

Law 6-167, the "Rental Housing Act of 1985 
Leased Condominiums Clarification Amend
ment Act of 1986," was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 6-406, which was re
ferred to the Committee on Consumer and Reg
ulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first 
and second readings on September 23, 1986, 
and October 7, 1986, respectively. Signed by 
the Mayor on October 16, 1986, it was assigned 
Act No. 6-216 and transmitted to both Houses 
of Congress for its review. 

Law 6-192, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 1986," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 6-544, which was referred to the 
Committee of the Whole. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on November 5, 
1986, and November 18, 1986, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on December 10, 1986, 'it 
was assigned Act No. 6-246 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. 

Law 8-222, the "Low Income and Homeless 
Family Shelter Exemption Amendment Act of 
1990," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 8-530, which was referred to the Com
mittee on Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on December 4, 1990, and December 18, 
1990, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
December 27, 1990, it was assigned Act No. 
8-305 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-255, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.02. 

For Law 16-145, see notes following 
§ 42-3502.02. 

For Law 17-219, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

For Law 17-353, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

References in Text 
Section 42-3404. 13(a)(3), referred to in sub

paragraph (a)(3)(E), was repealed March 16, 
1978 by D.C. Law 2-54, § 903, 24 DCR 5334. 

Section 42-4016, referred to in subsection 
(a)(3)(E), expired pursuant to § 907 of D.C. Law 
3-131 on April 30, 1985. 

Section 206(a)(4) ofthe Rental Housing Act of 
1980, referred to in paragraph (a)(4), was codi
fied as § 45-1515 [1981 Ed.], which expired 
April 30, 1985, pursuant to D.C. Law 3-131, 
§ 907. 

Editor's Notes 
On November 5, 1985, pursuant to the Initia

tive, Referendum, and Recall Charter Amend
ments Act of 1977 (D.C. Law 2-46), the 
electorate of the District of Columbia rejected 
paragraphs (a)(6), (a)(8), (a)(9), and (a)(lO) of 
§ 205 of D.C. Law 6-10. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.01. 
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Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3501.03, 42-3502.08, 42-3502.09, 42-3502/13, 42-3502.17, 
42-3502.20,42-3502.21,42-3502.22, and 42-3504.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant e=>200.10 to 200.22, 

200.44 to 200.45. 
Westlavv Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1054 to 1066. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Certificate of election 9 
Construction and application 2 
Exemptions generally 5 
Failure to register 8 
Indirect interest 4 
Judicial review 10 
New construction exemption 6 
Persons subject to rent control law 3 
Small landlord exemption 7 

1. In general 
Service of subtenant petitions challenging 

rent upon sublessor at hearing before Rental 
Housing Commission (RHC) and reasonable 
continuance of hearing on petitions cured any 
problem of inadequate notice. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2515(f). Slaby v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1996, 685 A.2d 1166, 
certiorari denied 117 S.Ct. 1478,520 U.S. 1190, 
137 L.Ed.2d 690. Landlord And Tenant e=> 
200.71 

Members of foreign cooperative association, 
whose membership was terminated for failure 
to pay monthly carrying charges, were not enti
tled to 30-day notice to vacate under D.C. Rent
al Housing Act; members were tenants-at-will 
after their interest in cooperative was terminat
ed, and as such, were entitled only to notice for 
tenants-at-\vill. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1403, 
45-2515(a)(6). Snowden v. Benning Heights 
Co-op., Inc., 1989,557 A.2d 151. Landlord And 
Tenant e=> 361 

Amnesty provision of Rental Housing Act of 
1985 was unavailable to landlord in proceeding 
which were initiated by petitions filed under 
1980 version of Act. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2515(f), 45-2593. Temple v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 536 
A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant e=> 200.53 

Tenant's claim that premises were fraudulent
ly conveyed by landlord's father in effort to 
evade rent ceiling limitation was not required to 
file a plea of title since she was not claiming 
title in herself or in another under whom she 
claimed. Gibson v. Johnson, 1985, 492 A.2d 
574. Landlord And Tenant e=> 200.42 

Tenant whose rent was raised when land
lord's father transferred premises to his son and 
landlord then obtained rent ceiling exemption 
was not protected by fraudulent conveyance 
statute, although tenant contended that building 
was transferred in effort to evade rent ceiling 
limitation. D.C.Code 1980 Supp. § 45-1681 et 
seq.; D.C.Code 1984, § 28-3101. Gibson v. 
Johnson, 1985, 492 A.2d 574. Landlord And 
Tenant e=> 200.44 

2. Construction and application 
Provision of rent control statute reqUlrmg 

"[n]o amended registration statement" for a 
change in rent did not conflict with nor super
sede rent control regulation requiring perfec
tion of rent ceiling adjustments by timely filing 
with rent administrator and affected tenants a 
certificate of election of adjustment of general 
applicability, lest face forfeiture of right to ad
justment; there was a fundamental difference, 
manifest throughout rent control regulations, 
between increasing rent ceiling and increasing 
rent, regulation addressed the former, and stat
ute the latter, specifically, regulation imposed 
filing requirements for perfection of rent ceiling 
adjustments of general applicability, not for I-ent 
increases based on those adjustments. Sawyer 
Property Management of Maryland, Inc. v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 2005, 
877 A.2d 96. Landlord And Tenant c=:> 200.49; 
Landlord And Tenant e=> 200.52 

3. Persons subject to rent control law 
Sublessor was subject to rent control and was 

required to register with Rent Administrator. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2515(f). Slaby v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1996, 685 
A.2d 1166, certiorari denied 117 S.Ct. 1478,520 
U.S. 1190, 137 L.Ed.2d 690. Landlord And 
Tenant c=:> 200.16; Landlord And Tenant e=> 
200.49 

4. Indirect interest 
Management of rental properties, establish

ment and collection of rents, and obligation to 
pay encumbrances on properties did not create 
"indirect interest" for purposes of determining 
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exemption from Rent Control Act for owners of 
four or fev,fer rental units. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-15 L6(a)(3). Cambridge Management Co. 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1986, 515 A.2d 721. Landlord And Tenant (> 

200.44 
Some form of ownership must exist for there 

to be "indirect interest" in property for pur
poses of Rent Control Act. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1501 et seq. (Repealed). Cambridge Man
agement Co. v. District of Columbia Rental 
I-lousing Com'n, 1986,515 A.2d 721. Landlord 
And Tenant G;:;> 200.44 

Rental I-lousing Commissioner's regulation 
interpreting "indirect interest" to mean "indi
rect ownership" for purposes of determining 
exemption from Rent Control Act for owners of 
four or fewer rental units was binding on Com
mission. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1501 et seq. 
(Repealed). Cambridge Management Co. v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
J 986, 515 A.2d 721. Landlord And Tenant <:;::;> 

200.44 
Landlord, as potential heir of his father who 

owned other apartments in District of Colum
bia, did not have indirect interest in other Dis
trict of Columbia rental property such that his 
building did not qualify for rental ceiling ex
emption. D.C.Code 1980 Supp. § 45-1686; 
D.C.Code 1984, § 45-1516. Gibson v. Johnson, 
1985, 492 A.2d 574. Landlord And Tenant G;:;> 

200.44 

5. Exemptions generally 
Landlord has burden of proving that he is 

exempt from coverage of Rental Housing Act, 
and statutory exemptions are to be narrowly 
construed. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2501 et seq. 
Goodman v. District of Columbia Rental Hous
ing Com'n, 1990, 573 A.2d 1293. Landlord And 
Tenant <:;::;> 200.44 

Exemption from rent control laws should be 
narrowly construed. Cambridge Management 
Co. v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1986, 515 A.2d 721. Landlord And 
Tenant <:;::;> 200.44 

Rental Housing Commission's determination 
that rental property was held in partnership, in 
determining that property was not eligible for 
exemption from rent control, was supported by 
substantial evidence, where property was pur
chased only three weeks after purchasers 
fonned partnership established to purchase real 
property to lease or resell, partnership was list
ed as agent for collection of rental payments in 
lease, notice of rent increase designated return 
address of partnership, and purchaser testified 
that subject property was owned by partnership. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 1-1510(a)(3)(E), 
45-1516(a)(3) (Repealed). Price v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1986, 512 
A.2d 263. Landlord And Tenant <§;::;::> 200.76 

REAL PROPERlY 

6. New construction exemption 
Scope of new construction exemption to rent 

control statute was not limited to property 
leased by natural persons and, thus, Rental 
Housing Commission had no authority to ilTl
pose rent ceilings upon recently constructed 
unit owned by partnership. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2515(a)(2). Seman v. District of Colum
bia Rental Housing Com'n, 1989, 552 A.2d 863. 
Landlord And Tenant <:;::;> 200.45 

7. Small landlord exemption 
Landlord met special circumstances excep

tion to requirement that landlord must file for 
"small landlord" exemption with the rent ad
ministrator, where landlord was not a real es
tate professional and prepared lease by herself, 
without hiring a rental agent or attorney; in 
addition, shortly after purchasing property she 
moved to New York, and only returned to the 
District of Columbia to live for a brief period, 
and never received notice from District that she 
was required to file certificate of exemption. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1516(a)(3)(C). Hanson v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1991, 584 A.2d 592. Landlord And Tenant <:;::;> 

200.44 
Landlords are permitted to remove rental 

units from market, and although vacant or tem
porarily withdrawn units are to be counted in 
determining eligibility for exemption from cov
erage of Rental Housing Act on basis that land
lord is a small landlord with four or fewer units, 
permanently withdrawn units are not. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2501 et seq.; 
§ 45-1516(a)(3) (Repealed). Goodman v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 
573 A.2d 1293. Landlord And Tenant <:;::;> 

200.44 
Rental Housing Commission's finding that 

basement unit of five apartment building had 
been sufficiently removed from market was sup
ported by substantial evidence and was not arbi
trary or capricious and, thus, landlord was enti
tled to claim exemption from rent stabilization 
under "small landlord" provision of Rental 
Housing Act which excludes from coverage any 
rental unit in any housing accommodation of 
four or fewer units; basement unit had not been 
occupied for almost four years when tenant 
filed his petition claiming that landlord was not 
entitled to claim "small landlord" exemption 
and was thus not vacant or temporarily with
drawn from the market. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2501 et seq.; § 45-1516(a)(3) (Repealed). 
Goodman v. District of Columbia Rental Hous
ing Com'n, 1990, 573 A.2d 1293. Landlord And 
Tenant G;:;> 200.44 

For the purposes of section of "Rental HcJUs
ing Act" exempting from rent control "any rent
al unit in any housing accommodation of 4 or 
fewer units," the term "unit" and "rental unit" 
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have the same meaning. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1516(a)(3) (Repealed). Blacknall v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1988, 
544 A.2d 710. Landlord And Tenant (? 200.44 

For purposes of the exemption from rent con
trol of "any rental unit in any housing accom
modation of 4 or fewer units," when a rental 
unit has been permanently removed from the 
market as a rental unit, it does not count in 
calculation of four units. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1503(8, 27), 45-1516(a)(3) (Repealed). 
Blacknall v. District of Columbia Rental Hous
ing Com'n, 1988,544 A.2d 710. Landlord And 
Tenant <t:;:;> 200.44 

Property, containing four rental units and one 
office which had been permanently removed 
from the rental market, came within small land
lord exemption from rent control. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-1516(a)(3) (Repealed). Blacknall v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
] 988, 544 A.2d 710. Landlord And Tenant c;:;> 

200.44 
Finding that landlord had more than four 

residential tenants in her t\\70 rental buildings, 
so as not to be entitled to the small landlord 
exemption from rent control, was supported by 
substantial evidence. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 1-1510(a)(3)(E), 45-2503(33), 45-2515(a)(3); 
§§ 45-1503(27), 45-1516(a)(3) (Repealed). Re
vithes v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1007. Landlord And 
Tenant c;:;> 200.44 

That residential tenant's lease may have been 
labeled "commercial" was, at best, irrelevant to 
landlord's claim of small landlord exemption 
fron, rent control laws and, at worst, was evi
dence of willful intention to circumvent the 
rental housing laws. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2503(33), 45-2515(a)(3); 
§§ 45-1503(27), 45-1516(a)(3) (Repealed). Re
vithes v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1007. Landlord And 
Tenant <> 200.44 

Relative who pays "rent" in some form would 
occupy unit that is "offered for rent" and thus 
not excludable in determining landlord's entitle
ment to small landlord exemption from rent 
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prove permanent removal of rental unit from 
market, so as to establish entitlement to small 
landlord exemption from rent control, it was 
erroneous as a matter of law to elevate such a 
certificate from a form of proof to a substantive 
precondition for exemption. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2515(a)(3)(C); §§ 45-1516(a)(3)(C), 
45-1561(i)(1)(F) (Repealed). Revithes v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 
536 A.2d 1007. Landlord And Tenant c;:;:> 

200.44 

8. Failure to register 
Landowner's failure to register his building, 

which was prerequisite to implementing rent 
increases, was not excused, despite landlord's 
contention that his failure to comply with regis
tration requirement arose out of governmental 
negligence which prevented him from securing 
certificate of occupancy, which was needed to 
register. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1516(d)(1, 2), 
45-1519(a)(1)(B) (Repealed). Temple v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 536 
A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant c:;:> 200.52 

Landlord did not "constructively register" his 
building, which was prerequisite to inlplement
ing rent increases, by virtue of temporary regis
tration number he was granted until he attained 
necessary final certificate of occupancy and 
housing business license. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1516(d)(l, 2), 45-1519(a)(I)(B) (Re
pealed). Temple v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1024. Land
lord And Tenant c;:;> 200.52 

Rental Housing Commission's award of tre
bled rent overcharges, due to landlord's failure 
to timely register his housing accommodation, 
was justified, despite landlord's contention that 
nonregistration constituted "technical" viola
tion, that tenants had full use of property, that 
he attempted to comply with registration re
quirements, and that government error caused 
his nonregistration. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1591 (a) (Repealed). Temple v. Distl~ict of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 536 
A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant c= 200.73 

control, while if landlord provides free rental 9. Certificate of election 
unit in order to assist a relative in need rather Rental Housing Commission (RHC) did not 
than as an attempt to circumvent rental housing misinterpret rent control laws in finding that 
laws, unit would presumably be excluded from low-income housing provider forfeited its right 
aggregate number; cornerstone of landlord's to rent ceiling adjustments by failing to perfect 
claim for exclusion of such a unit is good faith. them by timely filing with rent administrator 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2503(33), 45-2515(a)(3); and affected tenants a certificate of election of 
§§ 45-1503(27), 45-1516(a)(3) (Repealed). Re- adjustment of general applicability; none of pro-
vithes v. District of Columbia Rental Housing vider's certificates of election were filed within 
Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1007. Landlord And requisite 30 days of effective dates of adjust-
Tenant c;:;> 200.44 ments, but were instead filed late or not at all. 

Where there was no requirement in effect Sav,;yer Property Management of Maryland, Inc. 
under agency's regulations that changed certjfi- v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
cate of occupancy was required in connection 2005, 877 A.2d 96. Landlord And Tenant c;:;> 

with landlord's claim of exemption statement to 200.49 
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10. Judicial review 
Tenant's claims that landlord was not proper

ly registered with Rental Accommodations and 
Conversion Division (RACD) and that rent in
creases were subject to requirements of rent 
control law could only be reviewed in the Court 
of Appeals after being first litigated before the 
Rental Housing Commission (RHC). D.C.Code 
1981, § l-lSlO(a). Mack v. Zalco Realty, Inc., 
1993, 630 A.2d 1136. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
200.41 

Circumstances of case in which tenant 
claimed that landlord improperly claimed small 
landlord exemption from rent stabilization were 
not sufficiently exceptional to warrant District 
of Columbia Court of Appeals' consideration of 
issue of whether tenant received written notice 
of claim of exemption, an issue which tenant 
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had failed meaningfully to preserve. D.C.Code 
1981, § 4S-1516(a)(3) (Repealed). Goodman v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1990, 573 A.2d 1293. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
200.44 

Tenant did not waive, by his filings in the 
District of Columbia Court of Appeals or by an 
omission from filings, his right to assert claim 
that he did not receive notice of landlord's ex
emption from rent stabilization under "small 
landlord" provision of Rental Housing Act 
where tenant included issue in supplemental 
memorandum in lieu of brief. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1516(a)(3) (Repealed). Goodman v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 
573 A.2d 1293. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
200.44 

§ 42-3502.06. Rent ceilings abolished. 

(a) Rent ceilings are abolished, except that the housing provider may imple
ment, in accordance with § 42-3502.08(g), rent ceiling adjustments pursuant to 
petitions and voluntary agreements approved by the Rent Administrator prior 
to August 5,2006. Petitions and voluntary agreements pending as of August 5, 
2006, shall be decided pursuant to the provisions of this subchapter in effect 
prior to August 5, 2006, and may be implemented in accordance with 
§ 42-3502.08(g). In considering a hardship petition pursuant to § 42-3502.12, 
any unimplemented rent charged increase pursuant to a petition or voluntary 
agreement approved by the Rent Administrator shall be included in the maxi
mUln possible rental income. Except to the extent provided in subsections (b) 
and (c) of this section, no housing provider of any rental unit subject to this 
chapter may charge or collect rent for the rental unit in excess of the amount 
computed by adding to the base rent not more than all rent increases author
ized after April 30, 1985, for the rental unit by this chapter, by prior rent 
control laws and any administrative decision under those laws, and by a court 
of competent jurisdiction. No tenant may sublet a rental unit at a rent greater 
than that tenant pays the housing provider. 

(b) On an annual basis, the Rental Housing Commission shall determine an 
adjustlnent of general applicability in the rent charged established by subsec
tion (a) of this section. This adjustment of general applicability shall be equal 
to the change during the previous calendar year, ending each December 31, in 
the Washington, D.C., Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area Consumer Price 
Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers (CPI-W) for all items 
during the preceding calendar year. No adjustment of general applicability 
shall exceed 10%. A housing provider may not implement an adjustment of 
general applicability, or an adjustment permitted by subsection (c) of this 
section for a rental unit within 12 months of the effective date of the previous 
adjustn1ent of general applicability, or instead, an adjustment pern1itted by 
subsection (c) of this section in the rent charged for that unit. 

(c) At the housing provider's election, instead of any adjustment authorized 
by subsection (b) of this section, the rent charged for an accommodation may 
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be adjusted through a hardship petition under § 42-3502.12. Such a petition 
shall be clearly identified as an election instead of the general adjustlTIents 
authorized by subsection (b) of this section. The Rent Adlninistrator shall 
accord an expedited review process for these petitions and shall issue and 
publish a final decision within 90 days after the petition has been filed. In the 
case of any petition filed under this subsection as to which a final decision has 
not been rendered by the Rent AdlTIinistrator at the end of 90 days from the 
date of filing of the petition and as to which the housing provider is not in 
default in complying with any infonnation request made under § 42-3502.16, 
the rent charged adjustment requested in the petition may be conditionally 
implemented by the housing provider at the end of the 90-day period. The 
conditional rent charged adjustlnent shall be subject to subsequent Inodification 
by the final decision of the Rent Administrator on the petition. If a hearing has 
been held on the petition, the Rent Adlninistrator shall, by order served upon 
the parties at least 10 days prior to the expiration of the 90 days, Inake a 
provisional finding as to the rent charged adjustlnent justified by the order, if 
any. Except to the extent modified by this section, the adjustment procedures 
of § 42-3502.16 shall apply to any adjustlnent. 

(d) If on July 17, 1985 the rent being charged exceeds the allowable rent 
ceiling, that rent shall be reduced to the allowable rent ceiling effective the next 
date that the rent is due. This subsection shall not apply to any rent adminis
tratively approved under the Rental AccomlTIodations Act of 1975, the Rental 
Housing Act of 1977, or the Rental Housing Act of 1980, or any rent increase 
authorized by a court of competent jurisdiction. The housing provider shall 
notify the tenant in writing of any decrease required under this chapter before 
the effective date of the decrease. 

(e) A tenant may challenge a rent adjustment implemented under any section 
of this chapter by filing a petition with the Rent Adn1inistrator under 
§ 42-3502.16. No petition may be filed with respect to any rent adjustment, 
under any section of this chapter, more than 3 years after the effective date of 
the adjustlnent, except that a tenant must challenge the new base rent as 
provided in § 42-3501.03(4) within 6 months from the date the housing 
provider files his base rent as required by this chapter. 

(00) Unless pennitted under § 42-3502.10U), a capital improvement in
crease in the rent charged as provided under § 42--3502.10 shall not be 
assessed against any elderly tenant or tenant with a disability who leases and 
occupies a rental unit regulated under this chapter. 

(2) For the purposes of this section and § 42-3502.10, the term: 
(A) "Tenant with a disability" means a person who has: 

(i) A disability, as defined in section 3(2)(A) of the Alnericans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990, approved July 26, 1990 (l04 Stat. 329; 42 U.S.C. 
§ 12102(2)(A)) and 29 C.F.R. § 1630.2(g)(1); and 

(ii) An income of not n10re than $40,000 per year at the time of 
approval by the Rent Administrator of a petition for capital improve
Inents pursuant to § 42-3502.10. 
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(B) "Elderly tenant" Ineans an individual who is, and who proves to the 
satisfaction of the Rent Adlninistrator that he or she is, at least 62 years of 
age, and has an income of not more than $40,000 per year at the time of 
approval by the Rent Administrator of a petition for capital improvements 
pursuant to 42-3502.10. 
(2A)(A) In making a deterntination that a tenant qualifies as a tenant with a 

disability under this subsection, the Mayor shall limit the inquiry to the 
minimum information and documentation necessary to establish that the 
tenant nleets the definition of a person with a disability and shall not inquire 
further into the nature or severity of the disability. The Mayor shall not 
require the tenant to provide a description of the disability when lnaking an 
eligibility determination; provided, that the Mayor shall require that a 
physician or other licensed health care professional verify that a tenant meets 
the definition of a person with a disability. The Mayor shall not require the 
tenant to provide eligibility documentation in less than 30 days. 

(B) The Mayor shalllnaintain records of the infornlation compiled under 
this paragraph; provided, that the Mayor shall not disclose information 
about a tenant's disability unless the disclosure is required by law. 

(C) The Mayor shall develop such forms and procedures as Inay be 
necessary to verify eligibility under this subsection. 
(3) Paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subsection shall not affect any increase in 

the rent charged for any rental unit regulated under this chapter. 

(g)( 1) Any housing provider who provides housing to an elderly or disabled 
tenant and is not permitted under § 42-3502.10 to implement, and does not 
implement, all or any portion of any increase in rent charged based on capital 
improvements provided under § 42-3502.10 shall receive a tax credit for each 
unit occupied by an elderly tenant, as determined by the Rent Administrator 
under § 42-3502.10, in the amount of $1 for each $1 of the capital improve
nlent rent increase granted by the Rent Administrator that is not implemented. 
The credit shall be taken against the next instalhnent or installments of real 
property taxes payable to the District of Columbia coming due with respect to 
the housing accommodation, inclusive of the land on which it is located. 

(2) If an elderly or disabled tenant exenlpted from capital improvement 
rent increases pursuant to this chapter should cease to reside in a rental unit, 
the tax credit allowed to the housing provider for that rental unit shall also 
cease. If another eligible elderly or disabled tenant becomes a resident of the 
same rental unit, the housing provider shall provide the exen1ption to the new 
tenant, and the tax credit shall continue to be effective. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 206, 32 DCR 3089; Sept. 26, 1992, D.C. Law 9-154, 
§ 2(a), 39 DCR 5673; Aug. 5, 2006, D.C. Law 16-145, § 2(a), (c), 53 DCR 4889; Mar. 8, 
2007, D.C. Law 16-240, § 3,54 DCR 597; Mar. 14,2007, D.C. Law 16-294, § 3, 54 DCR 
1086; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 67(a), 53 DCR 6198; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 
17-353, §§ 184(c), 253, 56 DCR 1117.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2516. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law J 6-145, in subsec. (a), inserted the 
first three sentences; and, in subsecs. (b), (c), 
and (1)(3), substituted "rent charged" for "rent 
ceiHng". 

D.C. Law 16-240 rewrote subsec. (D(2)(A) and 
added subsec. (1)(2)(2A). Prior to amendment, 
subsec. (f)(2)(A) read as follows: 

"(A) 'Disabled tenant' means an individual 
who has a medically determinable physical im
pairment, including blindness, which prohibits 
and incapacitates 75% of that person's ability to 
move about, to assist himself or herself, or to 
engage in an occupation, and has an income of 
not more than $40,000 per year at the time of 
approval by the Rent Adnlinistrator of a petition 
for capital improvements pursuant to 
§ 42-3502.10." 

D.C. Law 16-294, in subsec. (a), made a tech
nical correction that made no change in text. 

D.C. Law 16-305, in subsec. (1)(1), substituted 
"tenant or tenant with a disability" for "or 
disabled tenant"; and, in subsec. (D(2), purport
ed to substitute "Tenant with a disability" for 
"Disabled tenant". 

D.C. Law 17-353 , in the section heading, 
substituted "Rent ceilings abolished" for "Rent 
ceiling", and validated a previously made tech
nical correction in subsec. (a). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a), (c) of Rent Control Reform 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-470, July 31,2006,53 DCR 6772). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Law 9-154, the "Rental Housing Act of 1985 
Elderly and Disabled Tenant Rental HOLlsing 
Capital Improvement Relief Amendment Act of 
1992," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 9-74, which was referred to the Com
mittee on ConSLlmer and Regulatory Affairs. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on June 2, 1992, and July 7, 1992, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on July 21, 1992, it 
was assigned Act No. 9-246 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for review. D.C. Law 
9-154 became effective on September 26, 1992. 

For Law 16-145, see notes following 
§ 42-3502.02. 

For Law ] 6-240, see notes following 
§ 42-3402.08. 

For Law 16-294, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

For Law 16-305, see notes following 
§ 42-820. 

For Law 17-353, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical anel 

Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.0]. 

Cross References 

Fee for housing accommodation conversion, rights to reduction, see § 42-3402.04. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3501.03, 42-3502.02, 42-3502.05, 42-3502.08, 42-3502.09, 
42-3502.10,42-3502.12,42-3502.16, and 42-3502.21. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant (';:::::>200.42 to 200.51. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1063 to 1069. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Base rent level 6 
Conveyances 5 
Expenses 8 
Jurisdiction of Rental Housing Commission 2 
Lease provisions 3 
Presumptions and burden of proof 13 
Remand 15 
Rent ceiling exemptions 11 

Rent ceiling increase 10 
Rent increase 12 
Rollbacks 9 
Sub lessors 4 
Sufficiency of evidence 14 
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Voluntary adjustment by tenants 7 

1. In general 

Under rent control laws, a rent ceiling oper
ates as an upper bound on the amount of rent 
that a housing provider is allowed to charge a 
tenant. Sawyer Property Management of Mary
land, Inc. v. District of Columbia Rental Hous
ing Com'n, 2005, 877 A.2d 96. Landlord And 
Tenant C:;:> 200.42 

Under the rent control laws, the principal 
protections for tenants are the imposition of a 
rent ceiling and the prohibition against upward 
adjustment of that ceiling except on specifically 
enumerated grounds. Sawyer Property Man
agement of Maryland, Inc. v. District of Colum
bia Rental Housing Com'n, 2005, 877 A.2d 96. 
Landlord And Tenant c:;:> 200.47 

Rent administrator was not compelled to ren
der decision and order within 120 days, as 
prescribed by D.C.Code 1980 ·Supp. 
§ 45-1695(a), which provides for administrative 
review of certain rental adjustments, because 
tenant's complaint, that current rent charged 
was in excess of prevailing rent ceiling, was not 
filed pursuant to any of the four causes of action 
to which the statute exclusively applies. Harris 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1986, 505 A.2d 66. Landlord And Tenant c:;:> 

200.78 
Landlord was not entitled to equitable relief 

from alleged prejudice caused by rent adminis
trator's delay of 19 months in rendering its 
decision assessing treble damages against land
lord for rental overcharges where landlord nev
er complained of pace of proceedings or sought 
court order expediting proceedings. D.C.Code 
1981, § 1-151O(a)(2). Harris v. District of Co
lumbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1986, 505 A.2d 
66. Landlord And Tenant ~ 200.78 

Rental Housing Commission did not abuse its 
discretion in awarding treble damages on basis 
that landlord exceeded maximum allowable rent 
ceiling. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1591(a). Yasuna 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1986, 504 A.2d 605. Landlord And Tenant c:;:> 

200.73 
Where tenants assert in their pleadings to a 

possessory action brought against them by a 
landlord that a rent increase is invalid, but have 
not challenged it before the rent administrator, 
the superior court may, in the exercise of its 
discretion, accord them a reasonable time to file 
such a challenge; if no such challenge has been 
brought before rent administrator by time set 
for trial, the superior court is not to undertake 
to adjudicate validity of rent increase. Drayton 
v. Poretsky Management, Inc., 1983, 462 A.2d 
1115. Landlord And Tenant <s=;;:> 284(1) 
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2. Jurisdiction of Rental Housing Commission 

Low-income housing provider waived for ap
pellate review issue of whether rent control 
regulation and statute conflicted on question of 
whether provider was legally obligated to timely 
file certificate of election lest forfeit right to 
raise rent ceiling as adjustment of general appli
cability, where provider failed to raise issue at 
administrative level, at hearing before Rental 
Housing Commission (RHC). Sawyer Property 
Management of Maryland, Inc. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 2005, 877 
A.2d 96. Landlord And Tenant <s=;;:> 200.69 

Tenant's claims that landlord was not proper
ly registered with Rental Accommodations and 
Conversion Division (RACD) and that rent in
creases were subject to requirements of rent 
control law could only be reviewed in the Court 
of Appeals after being first litigated before the 
Rental Housing Commission (RHC). D.C.Code 
1981, § 1-151O(a). Mack v. Zako Realty, Inc., 
1993, 630 A.2d 1136. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
200.41 

Whether "base rent" for unit in building 
which was not timely registered, which was 
prerequisite to implementing rent increases, 
was rent charged in year later than year speci
fied in Rental Housing Act, because landlord's 
occupancy of one of five units entitled him to a 
period of exemption under the small landlord 
exemption, was issue to be resolved in first 
instance by Rental Housing Commission. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1503(2), 45-1516(a)(3), 
45-1519(a)(1)(B) (Repealed). Temple v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 536 
A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant <P 200.69 

Rental Housing Commission had primary ju·· 
risdiction over validity of rent ceiling and tenant 
was not collaterally estopped from obtaining 
adjudication before the rental accommodations 
office by the superior court's assumption in an 
action for possession that the amount charged 
for the unit was proper. D.C.Code 1981. 
§ 45-1515. Yasuna v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1986, 504 A.2d 605. 
Judgment (;:::::> 747(.5); Landlord And Tenant <s=;;:> 

200.42 

3. Lease provisions 

Landlord's rental agent did not violate stat
ute, prohibiting adjustment of rent during the 
term of a written lease, by raising tenant's rent 
in accord with District of Columbia Housing 
Commission-authorized general cost-of-living 
increase in rent ceilings during term of written 
lease, where lease specifically provided that ten
ant agreed to pay as additional rent during term 
of lease such additional sums as landlord was 
permitted to charge under any applicable legis
lation. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1519(e). Weaver 
Bros., Inc. v. District of Colu111bia Rental Hous-
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ing Com'n, 1984,473 A.2d 384. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 200.54 

District of Columbia Rental Housing Commis
sion's interpretation of statute, prohibiting rent 
adjustnlent during the term of a written lease, 
as prohibiting a landlord from enforcing a writ
ten lease clause that purported to permit land
lord to raise rent during term of written lease 
agreement was inconsistent with statute's lan
guage; therefore, the Commission's interpreta
tion was not controlling. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1519(e). Weaver Bros., Inc. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1984, 473 
A.2d 384. Landlord And Tenant ~ 200.54 

Lease term explicitly permitting midterm 
rent increase in conformitv with District of Co
lum bia Rental Housing C~mmission-authorized 
increase in rent ceilings did not evince uncon
scionability, even assuming disparity in bar
gaining power. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1519(e). 
Weaver Bros., Inc. v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1984, 473 A.2d 384. 
Landlord And Tenant ~ 200.54 

4. Sublessors 
Sublessor was statutorily prohibited from 

charging subtenants more rent than she paid to 
her landlord even if she paid utility and repair 
expenses associated with rental units; sublessor 
could not bear those expenses and pass them on 
to subtenants in form of rent. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2516(a), 45-2503(28). Slaby v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1996, 685 
A.2d 1166, certiorari denied 117 S.Ct. 1478,520 
U.S. 1190, 137 L.Ed.2d 690. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 200.5 

5. Conveyances 
Tenant's claim that premises were fraudulent

ly conveyed by landlord's father in effort to 
evade rent ceiling limitation was not required to 
file a plea of title since she was not claiming 
title in herself or in another under whom she 
claimed. Gibson v. Johnson, 1985, 492 A.2d 
574. Landlord And Tenant ~ 200.42 

Tenant whose rent was raised when land
lord's father transferred premises to his son and 
landlord then obtained rent ceiling exemption 
was not protected by fraudulent conveyance 
statute, although tenant contended that building 
was transferred in effort to evade rent ceiling 
limitation. D.C.Code 1980 Supp. § 45-1681 et 
seq.; D.C.Code 1984, § 28-3101. Gibson v. 
Johnson, 1985, 492 A.2d 574. Landlord And 
Tenant <> 200.44 

6. Base rent level 
In view of fact that rent of a unit mav not be 

increased above base rent unless unit is" proper
ly registered, and that almost full amount of 
rent overcharge award to tenant accrued prior 
to landlord's registration, Rental Housing Com
mission properly determined that rent ceiling 

§ 42-3502.06 
Note 8 

for unit was equal to base rent. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1519(a)(1)(B) (Repealed). Temple v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 
536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant (;;::;:> 

200.52 
Rental Housing Commission properly set rent 

ceilings of all units in landlord's building as of 
registration at base rent level, notwithstanding 
landlord's contention that such decision led to 
permanent loss of all cost of living increases in 
ten-year period preceding time when landlord 
properly registered building. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1519(a)(1)(B) (Repealed). Temple v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 
536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant (;;::;:> 

200.52 

7. Voluntary adjustment by tenants 
Tenant whose lease was still in effect when 

fire broke out and who was not alleged to have 
caused or occasioned fire continued as "tenant" 
for purposes of determining number of tenants 
needed to voluntarily agree to adjustment of 
rent ceiling; therefore, in view of fact that ten
ant's inclusion meant that only 60% rather than 
70% of tenants had signed agreement, agree
ment was properly invalidated. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ l-1510(a)(3)(A); § 45-1561(f) (Repealed). 
Temple v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And 
Tenant (P 200.54 

8. Expenses 
In landlord's action to recover certain pass

through expenses, it was not plain error for trial 
court to refuse to take judicial notice of consum-
er price index (CPI) specified by lease for years 
in question, where landlord did not ask court to 
take judicial notice of that fact until oral argu
ment on motion to dismiss. Bender v. 
Williams, 2004, 848 A.2d 590. Federal Courts 
<> 1064 

Proposed regulation of Rental Housing C01'n
mission that any expense "that was accrued or 
paid outside of the twelve (I2) month period" 
shall be excluded from consideration in setting 
rent ceilings, when read with proposed regula
tion allowing landlord option of cash basis or 
accrual accounting methods, requires exclusion 
of expenses accrued outside reporting period for 
landlord who uses accrual method and exclu
sion of expenses paid outside reporting period 
for landlord who uses cash basis method. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1517(c). Wire Properties, 
Inc. v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1984, 476 A.2d 679. Landlord And 
Tenant (;;::;:> 200.60 

Prepaid payroll and insurance expenditures, 
which covered 12-111onth periods and were paid 
within reporting period, of landlord, who elect
ed to use cash basis method of accounting, were 
improperly disallowed from landlord's hardship 
petition for upward adjustment of rent ceilings 
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on ground that expenditures did not benefit 
reporting period. D.C. Code 1981, 
§ 45-1517(c). Wire Properties, Inc. v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1984, 476 
A.2d 679. Landlord And Tenant (;:::;.> 200.60 

Pr'oposed regulation of rental housing com
mission that landlord's reported expenses on 
hardship petition for upward adjustment of rent 
ceilings not exceed expenses for more than 
12-111onth period does not require that expenses 
reported be for same 12-month period as re
porting period, which requirement would be 
inconsistent with purpose of statute which gov
erns calculations of landlord's return on equity. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1523. Wire Properties, 
[nco V. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1984, 476 A.2d 679. Landlord And 
Tenant C==;> 200.60 

On landlord's hardship petition for upward 
adjustment of rent ceilings, expenditures for 
new boiler. refrigerators, ranges, sinks and cab
inets installed during reporting period were 
properly treated as capital expenditures, which 
were required to be amortized over their useful 
life, rather than operating expenses. D.C.Code 
1981. § 45-J 517(c). Wire Properties, Inc. v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1984, 476 A.2d 679. Landlord And Tenant (::::;:> 

200.60 

9. Rollbacks 
"Rollback" of rent, as sanction for housing 

violations, does not affect rent ceiling in that 
"rollback" lowers rent paid whereas reduction 
in "rent ceiling" reduces maXimUIl1 which land
lord may charge. D.C.Code 1980 Supp. 
§§ 45-1687(a), 45-1689(a)(2). Afshar V. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1986, 
504 A.2d ] 105. Landlord And Tenant c==;> 

200.52 
Finding of rent administrator that landlord 

violated housing regulations without finding 
that there was substantial decrease in services 
warranted only rollback in rent charged rather 
than rent ceiling reduction under statute 
[D.C.Code 1980 Supp. § 45-1692J which au
thorizes reduction in rent ceiling upon substan
tial reduction in services; thus, rent ceiling was 
never validly lowered so as to trigger landlord's 
liability for receipt of excess rent and treble 
damages. D.C.Code 1980 Supp. 
§ 45-1699.24(a). Afshar V. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1986, 504 A.2d 1 J 05. 
Landlord And Tenant (C;::;:> 200.57 

10. Rent ceiling increase 
Low-income housing provider forfeited its 

right to rent ceiling adjustments by failing to 
perfect them by timely filing with rent adminis
trator and affected tenants a certificate of elec
tion of vacancy rent ceiling adjustment; after 
first vacancy, provider did not file to take an 
adjustment ~lI1tjl approximately five months lao. 
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tel', well beyond 30-day time limit. and \-\lith 
respect to second vacancy, provider did not file 
for adjustment until almost two months later, 
and thus, neither vacancy could support a sub
sequent rent increase, absent properly perfected 
adjustment. Sawyer Property Management of 
Maryland, Inc. V. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 2005, 877 A.2d 96. Landlord 
And Tenant c:::> 200.49; Landlord And Tenant 
c==;> 200.64 

Under rent control laws, the adjustment of 
general applicability allows housing providers 
the option to increase rent ceilings annually in 
order to keep up with inflation. Sawyer Prop
erty Management of Maryland, Inc. V. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 2005, 877 
A.2d 96. Landlord And Tenant c;:;:> 200.4 7 

When landlord withdrew hardship petition 
for rent ceiling increase while petition was 
pending before rent administrator on remand, 
rent ceiling inCl~ease authorized with regard to 
that petition was a nullity. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2516(a, c), 45-2522. Tenants of 5912 
14th Street, N.W. V. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1994, 650 A.2d 667. Landlord 
And Tenant (C;::;:> 200.68 

When landlord withdrew hardship petition 
for rent ceiling increase, but then increased 
tenants' rent as if 17% increase it had obtained 
with regard to that petition remained valid, rent 
ceiling under another hardship petition had to 
be determined anew. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2516(a, c), 45-2522. Tenants of 5912 
14th Street, N.W. V. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1994, 650 A.2d 667. Landlord 
And Tenant c==;> 200.68 

Tenants, in appeal from granting of landlord's 
hardship petition for rent ceiling increase, could 
challenge rent increases obtained under prior 
hardship petition that ultimately was \vithdrawn 
by landlord, since landlord was no longer enti
tled to increase granted with regard to prior 
petition following landlord's withdrawal of that 
petition. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2516(a, c), 
45-2522. Tenants of 5912 14th Street, N.W. V. 

District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1994, 650 A.2d 667. Landlord And Tenant c:::> 
200.68 

Tenants were collaterally estopped from chal
lenging validity of landlord's certificate of occu
pancy, in action to invalidate rent ceiling in
creases, where tenants failed to object to same 
when landlord filed initial hardship petitions; 
orders granting rent ceiling increases due to 
hardship were "final" judgments, for estoppel 
purposes, even though they had been appealed. 
Tenants of Minnesota Gardens, Inc. V. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 570 
A.2d 1194. Landlord And Tenant c;:;:> 200.69 

Tenants seeking to invalidate rent ceiling in
creases waived their right to challenge land
lord's certificate of authority due to business in 
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District of Columbia by failing to raise issue in 
response to landlord's original rent ceiling in
crease petitions; there was no evidence that 
landlord had intentionally withheld lapse of its 
certificate of authority, or that tenants' failure 
to discover lapsed ce~tificate was not result of 
their own negligence. Tenants of Minnesota 
Gardens, Inc. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1990, 570 A.2d 1194. Land
lord And Tenant c;:::> 200.69 

Statute prohibiting implementation of rent 
adjustment until 180 days have elapsed since 
any prior adjustment prohibits more than one 
increase in actual rent charged within l80-day 
period, but does not preclude single rent in
crease based on two separate permissible up
ward adjustments of rent ceiling; thus, landlord 
could properly impose single increase in rent 
ceiling which reflected more than one author
ized adjustment. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2518(g). 
Winchester Van Buren Tenants Ass'n v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1988, 550 
A.2d 51. Landlord And Tenant ~ 200.64 

Rent administrator's order upon hardship pe
tition which raised rent ceiling for prior land
lord upon certification of compliance with hous
ing regulations raised present landlord's rent 
ceili ng, even though certification had never 
been made; thus, rent charged was below ceil
ing. D.C.Code 1980 Supp. §§ 45-1687(a), 
45-1693. Afshar v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1986, 504 A.2d 11 05. Land
lord And Tenant G:;:> 200.52 

Where landlord elects to seek rent adjustment 
through hardship petition, landlord bears bur
den of proof. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 1-1509(b), 
45-1517(c). Wire Properties, Inc. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1984, 476 
A.2d 679. Landlord And Tenant ~ 200.66 

It is function of rent administrator as fact 
finder to evaluate evidence and determine 
whether it is sufficient to support landlord's 
petition for upward adjustment of rent ceilings. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 1-1509(b), 45-1517(c). 
Wire Properties, Inc. v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1984, 476 A.2d 679. 
Landlord And Tenant G:;:> 200.66; Landlord And 
Tenant G:;:> 200.69 

Landlord was not entitled to remand of hard
ship petition for upward adjustment of rent 
ceilings to permit reconsideration of claim for 
management fees for which it failed to provide 
sufficient documentation at hearing before rent 
administrator. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 1-1509(b), 
45-1517(c). Wire Properties, Inc. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1984, 476 
A.2d 679. Landlord And Tenant G:;:> 200.69 

§ 42-3502.06 
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§§ 1-1509(b), 45-1517(c). Wire Properties, 
Inc. v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1984, 476 A.2d 679. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 200.66 

Finding that landlord failed to provide verifi
cation of claimed lost income from uncollected 
rents was unsupported by documentation which 
landlord made available to rent administrator at 
hearing on landlord's hardship petition for up
ward adjustment of rent ceilings. D.C.Code 
1981, § 1-1510(a)(3)(E). Wire Properties, Inc. 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1984, 476 A.2d 679. Landlord And Tenant (? 

200.66 
On landlord's hardship petition for upward 

adjustment of rent ceilings, landlord, who oper
ated under cash basis method of accounting, 
was not entitled to estimate unbilled water and 
sewer service charges which it had not paid, 
regardless of when expenses were incurred. 
Wire Properties, Inc. v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1984, 476 A.2d 679. 
Landlord And Tenant G:;:> 200.66 

11. Rent ceiling exemptions 
If initial rent increase pursuant to landlord's 

hardship petition is improper (or is rescinded or 
nullified) and later increase builds upon the 
first, amount of second increase must be recal
culated. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2516(a, c), 
45-2522. Tenants of 5912 14th Street, N.W. v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1994, 650 A.2d 667. Landlord And Tenant G:;:> 

200.52 
Landlord's father who transferred his interest 

in apartment building to son but who remained 
obligated on promissory note secured by first 
deed of trust on property and who continued to 
manage the rental units was not the "owner" of 
the premises under rent control statute for pur
poses of determining whether landlord could 
apply for exemption from rent ceiling limita
tions, despite contention that premises was con
veyed to evade rent control. D.C.Code 1980 
Supp. § 45-1686; D.C.Code 1984, § 45-1516. 
Gibson v. Johnson, 1985, 492 A.2d 574. Land
lord And Tenant G:;:> 200.44 

Landlord, as potential heir of his father who 
owned other apartments in District of Colum
bia, did not have indirect interest in other Dis
trict of Columbia rental property such that his 
building did not qualify for rental ceiling ex
emption. D.C.Code 1980 Supp. § 45-1686; 
D.C.Code 1984, § 45-1516. Gibson v. Johnson, 
1985, 492 A.2d 574. Landlord And Tenant G:;:> 

200.44 

Regulations which govern landlords' hardship 12. Rent increase 
petitions for upward adjustment of rent ceilings Tenant was entitled to challenge a rent in-
give notice of heavy burden of proof placed on crease, even though her rental overcharge claim 
landlords to provide adequate documentation to was filed outside of the three-year limitations 
support their petitions. D.C.Code 1981, period, where a subsequent rent adjustment pe-
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tition was filed by the property manager during 
the limitations period and the manager had 
acknowledged both the correct lawful rent ceil
ing and the possibility of the tenant overcharge 
in a notice it sent to tenant and in the certificate 
of election of adjustment of general applicability 
that it filed with the Rental Accommodations 
and Conversion Division (RACD). Majerle 
Management Inc. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 2004, 866 A.2d 41. Landlord 
And Tenant (;::;;:> 200.72 

Statute of limitations for tenants' challenges 
to rent increases barred any investigation of 
validity of rent levels, or of adjustments in ei
ther rent levels or rent ceilings, in place more 
than three years prior to date of filing of tenant 
petition. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2516(e). Ken
nedy v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, J 998, 709 A.2d 94. Landlord And Ten
ant (;:::> 200.72 

Where landlord attempted to comply with 
rent administrator's conditions [or granting 
landlord's "hardship petition" and authorizing 
a monthly rental increase, and did not appeal 
the legality of those conditions to the Rental 
Housing Commission, such was a failure to 
exhaust available administrative remedies, and 
thus, in landlord's action for possession based 
on the conditionally approved rent increase 
which tenant alJegedly did not pay, he was 
bound bv those conditions. D.C.Code 1978 
Supp. § 45-1631 et seq. Rhodes v. Quaorm, 
1983, 465 A.2d 370. Landlord And Tenant (;::;;:> 

200.68 
In landlord's action for possession based on 

tenant's failure to pay increased rent, evidence 
that landlord did not comply, until September 
4, 1981, with rent administrator's condition for 
increased rent that landlord remedy existing 
housing code violations and that the Rental 
Housing Commission receive notification from 
the Department of Housing and Community De
velopment that the violations had been abated, 
was sufficient to support finding that landlord 
was not entitled to rent increase until November 
J, 1981, following the required 30-day notice 
after lull compliance with the rent administra
tor's decision. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1519(b); 
D.C.Code 1980 Supp. §§ 45-1689, 
45-1689(b)(l). Rhodes v. Quaorm, 1983, 465 
A.2d 370. Landlord And Tenant G:::> 285(4) 

Even though previous rent landlord charged 
tenant had not been at rent ceiling under rent 
control rules of District of Columbia Rental 
Accommodations Commission at time of rent 
increase to compensate for increased operating 
costs, \vhere specific prerequisites to such one
ti me ren t increase set forth in rules did not 
contain requirement that existing rent be at rent 
ceiling before rent was increased, trial court did 
not err in validating rent increase, despite gen
eral regulation that existing rent would be re-

REAL PROPERTY 

quired to be at rent ceiling before a rent in
crease could be implemented, for purpose of 
calculating amount required of tenants in order 
to exercise equitable right of redemption. 
Drayton v. Poretsky Management, Inc., 1983, 
462 A.2d 1115. Landlord And Tenant (;::;;:> 

200.60 
Where tenants resided in building containing 

only 20 units, landlord was entitled to fuel pass
through rent increase of 7% under District of 
Columbia Rental Accommodations Commission 
rules implementing the Emergency Heating Oil 
Rent Adjustment Act of 1979, which authorized 
such an increase for housing accommodations 
with 100 or fewer units, even though landlord's 
entire apartment complex had 110 units. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1501 et seq. Drayton v. 
Poretsky Management, Inc., 1983, 462 A.2d 
1115. Landlord And Tenant (;::;;:> 200.60 

Where tenants asserting illegality of rent in
creases in their pleadings in response to land
lord's possessory action did not seek review of 
either of the two challenged rent increases be
fore the rent administrator, lower court should 
not have undertaken to determine the validity of 
the rent increases. Drayton v. Poretsky Man
agement, Inc., 1983, 462 A.2d lll5. Landlord 
And Tenant (;::;;:> 200.64 

13. Presumptions and burden of proof 
Record supported finding that landlord had 

not proven with reasonable certainty outstand
ing pass-throughs for annual cost of living in
creases, as provided in lease; landlord's ac
countant testified that he calculated increases 
using consumer price index (CPI) furnished by 
landlord, and landlord testified merely that he 
"got the CPI increases from the Department of 
Labor." Bender v. Williams, 2004, 848 A.2d 
590. Landlord And Tenant c;::> 231(8) 

In landlord's action to recover certain pass
through expenses, landlord failed to prove with 
reasonable certainty the meaning of the term 
"the current fiscal year," which leases specified 
as the base year on which to calculate subse
quent pass-throughs of real estate tax increases; 
landlord was free to offer proof of custom or 
practice demonstrating meaning of "fiscal year" 
but failed to do so. Bender v. Williams, 2004, 
848 A.2d 590. Landlord And Tenant c;::> 231 (8) 

14. Sufficiency of evidence 
Findings that landlord was charging excessive 

rent and unlawfully reducing related services 
which were formerly included in rent were suf
ficiently supported by evidence which included 
tenant's lease and utility bills. Harris v. District 
of Columbia Rental H~using Com'n, 1986, 505 
A.2d 66. Landlord And Tenant c;::> 200.76 

Substantial evidence supported finding of the 
Rent Administrator that reduced rent charged 
after tenants were required to take over cost of 
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their own electric service was in excess of appli
cable rent ceilings, warranting refund and tre
ble damages. D.C.Code 1973 Supp. 
§ 4S-1699.24(a)(1). Delwin Realty Co. v. Dis
trict of Columbia Housing Com'n, 1983, 458 
A.2d 58. Landlord And Tenant e;:::> 200.76 

15. Remand 
I n view of fact that landlord was discouraged 

in attempts to have rent ceilings established for 
units so as to implement authorized increases, 
landlord could not subsequently be penalized 

§ 42-3502.08 

for failure to comply with procedures necessary 
For implementing rent increases; therefore, re
mand was required for determination of what 
automatic or voluntary vacancy increases land
lord might be entitled to in base rents of units, 
starting with first date he made good-faith in
quiry into establishing rent ceilings. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-15J7(b), 45-1524 (Repealed). 
Temple v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And 
Tenant G:;:;;> 200.69 

§ 42-3502.07. Adjustments in rent ceiling. [Repealed] 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 207, 32 DCR 3089; Aug. 5, 2006, D.C. Law 16-145, 
§ 2(d), 53 DCR 4889.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2517. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) repeal of section, see 

§ 2(d) of Rent Control Reform Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-470, July 
31, 2006, 53 OCR 6772). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.0]. 

For Law 16-145, see notes following 
§ 42-3502.02. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Termination of Law 6-] 0: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.0]. 

§ 42-3502.08. Increases above base rent. 

(a)(1) Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter, the rent for any rental 
unit shall not be increased above the base rent unless: 

(A) The rental unit and the common elen1ents are in substantial compli
ance with the housing regulations, if noncompliance is not the result of 
tenant neglect or misconduct. Evidence of substantial noncon1pliance 
shall be limited to housing regulations violation notices issued by the 
District of Columbia Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs and 
other offers of proof the Rental Housing Commission shall consider accept
able through its rule making procedures; 

(B) The housing accommodation is registered in accordance with 
§ 42-3502.05; 

(C) The housing provider of the housing accommodation is properly 
licensed under a statute or regulations if the statute or regulations require 
licensing; 

(D) The manager of the accommodation, when other than the housing 
provider, is properly registered under the housing regulations if the regula
tions require registration; and 

(E) Notice of the increase complies with § 42-3509.04. 
(2) Where the Rent Administrator finds there have been excessive and 

prolonged violations of the housing regulations affecting the health, safety, 
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and security of the tenants or the habitability of the housing accon1modation 
in which the tenants reside and that the housing provider has failed to 
correct the violations, the Rent Administrator may roll back the rents for the 
affected rental units to an al110unt which shall not be less than the Septen1ber 
1, 1983, base rent for the rental units until the violations have been abated. 

(b) A housing accommodation and each of the rental units in the housing 
accommodation shall be considered to be in substantial compliance with the 
housing regulations if: 

(1) For purposes of the adjustments 111ade in the rent charged in 
§§ 42-3502.06 and 42-3502.07, all substantial violations cited at the time of 
the last inspection of the housing accOInmodation by the Department of 
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs before the effective date of the increase 
were abated within a 45-day period following the issuance of the citations or 
that til11e granted by the Department of ConSUl11er and Regulatory Affairs, 
and the Departn1ent of ConSUl11er and Regulatory Affairs has certified the 
abatel11ent, or the housing provider or the tenant has certified the abatel11ent 
and has presented evidence to substantiate the certification. No certification 
of abatement shall establish cOl11pliance with the housing regulations unless 
the tenants have been given a 10-day notice and an opportunity to contest the 
certification; and 

(2) For purposes of the filing of petitions for adjustments in the rent 
charged as prescribed in § 42-3502.16, the housing accomn10dation and 
each of the rental units in the housing accommodation shall have been 
inspected at the request of each housing provider by the Department of 
ConSUl11er and Regulatory Affairs within the 30 days iml11ediately preceding 
the filing of a petition for adjustment. 

(c) A tenant of a housing accOl11modation who, after receipt of not less than 5 
days written notice that the housing provider desires an inspection of the 
tenant's rental unit for the purpose of determining whether the housing 
accomn10dation is in substantial compliance with the housing regulations, 
refuses without good cause to admit an employee of the Departl11ent of 
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs for the purpose of inspecting the tenant's 
rental unit, or who refuses without good cause to admit the housing provider or 
the housing provider's el11ployee or contractor for the purpose of abating any 
violation of the housing regulations cited by the Department of Consumer and 
Regulatory Affairs, will be considered to have waived the right to challenge the 
validity of the proposed adjustment for reasons that the rental unit occupied by 
the tenant is not in substantial compliance with the housing regulations. 

(d) Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit or abrogate a tenant's 
right to initiate any lawful action to correct any violation in the tenant's rental 
unit or in the housing accommodation in which that rental unit is located. 

(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, no rent shall be 
adjusted under this chapter for any rental unit with respect to which there is a 
valid written lease or rental agreement establishing the rent for the rental unit 
for the tern1 of the written lease or rental agreement. 
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(D Any notice of an adjustment under § 42-3502.06 shall contain a staten1ent 
of the current rent, the increased rent, and the utilities covered by the rent 
which justify the adjustment or other justification for the rent increase. The 
notice shall also include a sun1mary of tenant rights under this chapter and a 
list of sources of technical assistance as published in the District of Columbia 
Register by the Mayor. 

(g) The amount of rent charged for any rental unit subject to this subchapter 
shall not be increased until a full 12 months have elapsed since any prior 
increase; provided, that: 

(1) An increase in the alnount of rent charged shall not exceed the alnount 
of any single adjustment pursuant to anyone section of this subchapter; 

(2) If the rental unit becon1es vacant within 12 months of an increase in 
the amount of rent charged, other than a vacancy increase pursuant to 
§ 42-3502.13, the housing provider may increase the amount of rent charged 
pursuant to § 42-3502.13; and 

(3) If the amount of rent charged is increased pursuant to paragraph (2) of 
this subsection, the amount of rent charged shall not be increased until a full 
12 months have elapsed after the increase in the amount of rent charged, 
even if another vacancy occurs. 

(h)(1) Unless the increase in the amount of rent charged is implemented 
pursuant to § 42-3502.10, § 42-3502.11, § 42-3502.12, § 42-3502.14, or 
§ 42-3502.15, an increase in the mnount of rent charged while the unit is 
vacant shall not exceed the amount pennitted under § 42-3502.13(a). 

(2) Unless the increase in the amount of rent charged is implemented 
pursuant to § 42-3502.10, § 42-3502.11, § 42-3502.12, § 42-3502.14, or 
§ 42-3502.15, an increase in the amount of rent charged while the unit is 
occupied shall not exceed, taken as a percentage of the current allowable 
amount of rent charged for the unit, 2% plus the adjustment of general 
applicability; provided, that the total increase shall not exceed 10%; provid
ed further, that the amount of any such increase in the rent charged for a unit 
occupied by an elderly or disabled tenant without regard to inCOlne but 
otherwise as defined in § 42-3502.06(f) shall not exceed the lesser of 5% or 
the adjustlnent of general applicability. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 208, 32 DCR 3089; Mar. 16, 1993, D.C. Law 9-191, 
§ 2, 39 DCR 9005; Aug. 5, 2006, D.C. Law 16-145, § 2(a), (e), 53 DCR 4889.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications "(h)(1) One year [rom March 16, 1993, unless 
1981 Ed.,§ 45-2518. otherwise ord~red by the Rent Administrator, 

each adjustment in rent charged permitted by 
Effect of Amendments this section may implement not more than 1 

authorized and previously unimplemented rent 
D.C. Law 16-145 substituted "rent charged" charged adjustment. If the difference between 

for "rent ceiling"; and rewrote subsecs. (g) and the rent charged and the rent charged for the 
(h), which had read as follows: rental unit consists of all or a portion of 1 

"(g) No adjustments in rent under this chap- previously unimplemented rent charged adjust-
ter may be implemented until a full 180 days ment, the housing provider may elect to imple-
have elapsed since any prior adjustment. ment all or a portion of the difference. 
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"(2) Nothing in this subsection shall be con
strued to prevent a housing provider, at his or 
her election, from delaying the implementation 
of any rent charged adjustment, or from imple
menting less than the full amount of any rent 
charged adjustment. A rent charged adjust
ment, or portion thereof, which remains unim
plemented shall not expire and shall not be 
deemed forfeited or otherwise dinlinished." 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a), (e) of Rent Control Reform 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-470, July 31,2006,53 DCR 6772). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Law 9-191, the "Unitary Rent Ceiling Adjust
ment Amendment Act of 1992," was introduced 
in Council and assigned Bill No. 9-305, which 
was referred to the Committee on Consumer 
and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on October 6, 
1992, and November 4, 1992, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on November 23, 1992, it 
was assigned Act No. 9-312 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 9-191 became effective on March 16, ]993. 

For Law 16-145, see notes following 
§ 42-3502.02. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3501.03,42-3502.05,42-3502.06,42-3502.09, and 42-3502.21. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant ~200.52. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1070 to 1071. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Compliance with conditions and requirements 

6 
Lease provisions 5 
Notice provisions 3 
Registration 2 
Rent ceilings 4 
Standing 7 

1. In general 
Where first rent increase was improper and 

second increase builds upon first increase, 
amount of second increase is also improper, but 
that does not mean that rental increase could 
never be imposed, even if properly calculated. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1501 et seq. Kitchings v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1991, 588 A.2d 263. Landlord And Tenant G;:;> 

200.52 
Record was insufficient on appeal to show 

basis for determination by Rental Housing Com
mission that agreement by 70% of tenants to 
permit second rent increase was legally entered, 
th us requiring remand for consideration of 
claim by tenants that 70% agreement was inval
id because first increase included in base rent 
used to make calculations was incorrect. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1501 et seq. Kitchings v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 

1991, 588 A.2d 263. Landlord And Tenant <> 
200.79 

Statute prohibiting implernentation of rent 
adjustment until 180 days have elapsed since 
any prior adjustment prohibits more than one 
increase in actual rent charged within l80-day 
period, but does not preclude single rent in
crease based on two separate permissible up
ward adjustments of rent ceiling; thus, landlord 
could properly impose single increase in rent 
ceiling which reflected more than one author
ized adjustment. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2518(g). 
Winchester Van Buren Tenants Ass'n v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1988, 550 
A.2d 51. Landlord And Tenant (? 200.64 

Whether "base rent" for unit in building 
which was not timely registered, which was 
prerequisite to implementing rent increases, 
was rent charged in year later than year speci
fied in Rental Housing Act, because landlord's 
occupancy of one of five units entitled him to a 
period of exemption under the small landlord 
exemption, was issue to be resolved in first 
instance by Rental Housing Commission. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1503(2), 45-1516(a)(3), 
45--1519(a)(1)(B) (Repealed). Temple v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 536 
A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant <> 200.69 

Following a period of bad-faith claim of ex
emption from rent control, change in status 
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from nonexempt to exempt will become effec
tive only upon filing of a valid claim of exemp
tion statement. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2518(a)(1)(B); § 45-1519(a)(1)(B) (Re
pealed); D.C.Code 1976 Supp., § 45-1642(a)(5). 
Revithes v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1007. Landlord And 
Tenant <P 200.44 

2. Registration 
Landowner's failure to register his building, 

which was prerequisite to implementing rent 
increases, was not excused, despite landlord's 
contention that his failure to comply with regis
tration requirement arose out of governmental 
negligence which prevented him from securing 
certificate of occupancy, which was needed to 
register. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1516(d)(1, 2), 
45-1519(a)(1 )(B) (Repealed). Temple v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 536 
A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant <P 200.52 

Landlord did not "constructively register II his 
building, which was prerequisite to implement
ing rent increases, by virtue of temporary regis
tration number he was granted until he attained 
necessary final certificate of occupancy and 
housing business license. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1516(d)(l, 2), 45-1519(a)(l)(B) (Re
pealed). Temple v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1024. Land
lord And Tenant <P 200.52 

Rental Housing Commission's award of tre
bled rent overcharges, due to landlord's failure 
to timely register his housing accommodation, 
was justified, despite landlord's contention that 
nonregistration constituted "technical" viola
tion, that tenants had full use of property, that 
he attempted to comply with registration re
quirements, and that government error caused 
his nonregistration. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1591(a) (Repealed). Temple v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 536 
A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant <P 200.73 

3. Notice provisions 
Landlord's failure to give ten-day notification 

of self-certification of abatement of housing 
code violations did not invalidate subsequent 
rent increase taken by landlord absent showing 
by tenants that property was not in substantial 
compliance with housing code. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1501 to 45-1597, 45-1519(b)(1) (Re
pealed). Nwankwo v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1988, 542 A.2d 827. 
Landlord And Tenant <0:;:;> 200.8 

Rental Housing Commission had authority to 
depart from prior decision holding that viola
tion of ten-day notification of self-certification of 
abatement of housing violations invalidated rent 
increase so long as it explained reason for such 
departure. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1501 to 
45-1597, 45-1519(b)(1) (Repealed). Nwankwo 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 

1988, 542 A.2d 827. 
200.8 

4. Rent ceilings 

§ 42-3502.08 
Note 4 

Landlord And Tenant C= 

Rent control regulation's 30-day deadline for 
perfecting rent ceiling adjustments of general 
applicability, requiring timely filing with rent 
administrator and affected tenants a certificate 
of election of adjustment of general applicability 
lest face forfeiture of right to adjustment, was 
not affected by Rental Housing Commission's 
(RHC) reenactment of Unitary Rent Ceiling Ad
justment Amendment Act, which allowed hous
ing provider to delay implementation of any 
rent ceiling increase without forfeiture; RHC 
recognized that, under Unitary Act, there was 
no deadline for implementing a rent ceiling 
adjustment in a rent increase, but such analysis 
addressed implementation, and said nothing of 
perfection of ceiling adjustments. Sawyer 
Property Management of Maryland, Inc. v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 2005, 
877 A.2d 96. Landlord And Tenant (;::;0 200.49 

Rent control regulation's 30-day deadline for 
perfecting rent ceiling adjustments of general 
applicability, requiring timely filing with rent 
administrator and affected tenants a certificate 
of election of adjustment of general applicability 
lest face forfeiture of right to adjustment, was 
not superseded by Unitary Rent Ceiling Adjust
ment Amendment Act, which allowed housing 
provider to delay implementation of any rent 
ceiling increase without forfeiture; that Unitary 
Act allowed provider to delay implementing any 
rent ceiling adjustment in rent increase without 
forfeiting adjustment did not mean that provid
er was free to delay perfecting its entitlement to 
adjustment as well, and Unitary Act did not 
address requirements for perfection, as opposed 
to implementation, of rent ceiling adjustments. 
Sawyer Property Management of Maryland, Inc. 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Conl'n, 
2005, 877 A.2d 96. Landlord And Tenant (;::;0 

200.49 
The reporting of rent ceiling adjustments 

through timely filings facilitates the administra
tion of rent control, by enabling the Rent Ad
ministrator and affected tenants to ascertain the 
true applicable rent ceiling for any rental unit, 
determine whether any change in that rent ceil
ing is permitted and properly computed, and 
confirm that any rent increase is based on a 
rent ceiling adjustment that is authorized and 
available for implementation. Sawyer Property 
Management of Maryland, Inc. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 2005, 877 
A.2d 96. Landlord And Tenant ~ 200.49 

Under rent control laws, where the rent ceil
ing exceeds the rent charged by the sum of 
multiple unimplemented adjustments, a provid
er will not be able to raise the rent all the way 
to the rent ceiling in one fell swoop. Sawyer 
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Property Management of Maryland, Inc. v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 2005, 
877 A.2d 96. Landlord And Tenant c;;:> 200.52 

Tenants were collaterally estopped from chal
lenging validity of landlord's certificate of occu
pancy, in action to invalidate rent ceiling in
creases, where tenants failed to object to same 
when landlord filed initial hardship petitions; 
orders granting rent ceiling increases due to 
hardship were "final" judgments, for estoppel 
purposes, even though they had been appealed. 
Tenants of Minnesota Gardens, Inc. v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 570 
A.2d 1 194. Landlord And Tenant c;;:> 200.69 

Tenants seeking to invalidate rent ceiling in
creases waived their right to challenge land
lord's certificate of authority due to business in 
District of Columbia by failing to raise issue in 
response to landlord's original rent ceiling in
crease petitions; there was no evidence that 
landlord had intentionally withheld lapse of its 
certificate of authority, or that tenants' failure 
to discover lapsed certificate was not result of 
their own negligence. Tenants of Minnesota 
Gardens, Inc. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1990, 570 A.2d 1194. Land
lord And Tenant c;;;> 200.69 

In view of fact that rent of a unit may not be 
increased above base rent unless unit is' proper
ly registered, and that almost full amount of 
l:ent ;vercharge award to tenant accrued prior 
to landlord's registration, Rental Housing Com
mission properly determined that rent ceiling 
fOI~ unit was equal to base rent. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1519(a)(1)(B) (Repealed). Temple v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 
536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant c;;:> 

200.52 
Rental Housing Commission properly set rent 

ceilings of all units in landlord's building as of 
registration at base rent level, notwithstanding 
landlord's contention that such decision led to 
permanent loss of all cost of living increases in 
ten-year period preceding time when landlord 
properly registered building. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1519(a)(l)(B) (Repealed). Temple v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 
536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant (l:::::> 

200.52 

REAL PROPERTY 

Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And 
Tenant c;;;> 200.69 

5. Lease provisions 
Statute prohibiting rent adjustments during 

the term of a written lease or rental agreement 
applies only where a valid written lease agree
ment establishes the rent for a rental unit for 
the term of the lease. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-] 5] 9(e). Weaver Bros., Inc. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1984, 473 
A.2d 384. Landlord And Tenant c;;:> 200.52 

Landlord's rental agent did not violate stat
ute, prohibiting adjustment of rent during the 
term of a written lease, by raising tenant's rent 
in accord with District of Columbia Housing 
Commission-authorized general cost-of-living 
increase in rent ceilings during term of written 
lease, where lease specifically provided that ten
ant agreed to pay as additional rent during term 
of lease such additional sums as landlord was 
permitted to charge under any applicable legis
lation. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1519(e). Weaver 
Bros., Inc. v. District of Columbia Rental Hous
ing Com'n, 1984, 473 A.2d 384. Landlord And 
Tenant c;;:> 200.54 

District of Columbia Rental Housing Commis
sion's interpretation of statute, prohibiting rent 
adjustment during the term of a written lease, 
as prohibiting a landlord from enforcing a writ
ten lease clause that purported to permit land
lord to raise rent during term of written lease 
agreement was inconsistent with statute's lan
guage; therefore, the Commission's interpreta
tion was not controlling. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1519(e). Weaver Bros., Inc. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1984, 473 
A.2d 384. Landlord And Tenant (;::::> 200.54 

Lease term explicitly permitting midterm 
rent increase in conformity with District of Co
lumbia Rental Housing Commission-authorized 
increase in rent ceilings did not evince uncon
scionability, even assuming disparity in bar
gaining power. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1519(e). 
Weaver Bros., Inc. v. District of Colum.bia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1984, 473 A.2d 384. 
Landlord And Tenant (;::::> 200.54 

In view of fact that landlord was discouraged 6. Compliance with conditions and require-
in attempts to have rent ceilings established for ments 
units so as to implement authorized increases, Rental Housing Commission (RHC) had au-
landlord could not subsequently be penalized thority, under Court of Appeals' rules, to dis-
for failure to comply with procedures necessary miss tenant's appeal from Rent Administrator's 
for implementing rent increases; therefore, re- decision regarding tenant's challenge to rent 
mand was required for determination of what increase, where tenant failed to comply with 
automatic or voluntary vacancy increases land- Commission's order to pay the rent increase 
lord might be entitled to in base rents of units, into an escrow account or provide a supersede-
starting \vith first date he made good-faith in- as bond. Mullin v. District of Columbia Rental 
quiry into establishing rent ceilings. D.C.Code Housing Com'n, 2004, 844 A.2d 1138, certiorari 
1981. §§ 45-1517(b), 45-1524 (Repealed). denied 125 S.Ct. 615, 543 U.S. 1006, 160 
Temple v. District of Columbia Rental Housing LEd.2d 468. Landlord And Tenant c;;:> 200.69 
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Rental Housing Commission (RHC) had in
herent authority to dismiss tenant's appeal from 
Rent Administrator's decision regarding ten
ant's challenge to rent increase, where tenant 
failed to comply with Commission's order to 
pay the rent increase into an escrow account or 
provide a supersedeas bond. Mullin v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 2004, 844 
A.2d 1138, certiorari denied 125 S.Ct. 615, 543 
U.S. 1006, 160 L.Ed.2d 468. Landlord And 
Tenant G;:;> 200.69 

Jucy question was presented as to whether 
landlord suing for rent had satisfied statutory 
requirement for obtaining hardship increase in 
allowable rent, that it had substantially com
plied with housing code violations; tenant had 
testified that landlord had not abated preexist
ing housing code violations, which she had de
scribed in some detail, and landlord had offered 
evidence, including violation abatement cards, 
testimony by housing inspector, and his own 
testimony. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2503(4), 
45-2518(a)(l)(A), (b)(1), 45-2522. McKenzie v. 
McCulloch, 1993, 634 A.2d 430. Landlord And 
Tenant G;:;> 233(3) 

Where landlord attempted to comply with 
rent administrator's conditions for granting 
landlord's "hardship petition" and authorizing 
a monthly rental increase, and did not appeal 
the legality of those conditions to the Rental 
Housing Commission, such was a failure to 
exhaust available administrative remedies, and 
thus, in landlord's action for possession based 
on the conditionally approved rent increase 

§ 42-3502.09 

which tenant allegedly did not pay, he was 
bound by those conditions. D.C.Code 1978 
Supp. § 45-163] et seq. Rhodes v. Quaorm, 
1983, 465 A.2d 370. Landlord And Tenant G:::> 

200.68 

In landlord's action for possession based on 
tenant's failure to pay increased rent, evidence 
that landlord did not comply, until September 
4, 1981, with rent administrator's condition for 
increased rent that landlord remedy existi ng 
housing code violations and that the Rental 
Housing Commission receive notification from 
the Department of Housing and Community De
velopment that the violations had been abated, 
was sufficient to support finding that landlord 
was not entitled to rent increase until November 
1, 1981, following the required 30-day notice 
after full compliance with the rent administra
tor's decision. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1519(b); 
D.C.Code 1980 Supp. §§ 45-1689. 
45-1689(b)(1). Rhodes v. Quaorm, 1983, 465 
A.2d 370. Landlord And Tenant G::::> 285(4) 

7. Standing 

Tenant who was not party in administrative 
proceeding and did not seek petition to inter
vene in Court of Appeals lacked standing to 
petition for review of decision of District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Commission to refuse 
to invalidate rent increase taken by landlord. 
Nwankwo v. District of Columbia Rental Hous
ing Com'n, 1988, 542 A.2d 827. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 200.69 

§ 42-3502.09. Rent charged upon termination of exemption and for newly 
covered rental units. 

(a) Except as provided in subsection (c) of this section, the rent charged for 
any rental unit in a housing accommodation exelllpted by § 42-3502.05, except 
subsection (a)(2) or (a)(7) of that section, upon the expiration or termination of 
the exelllption, shall be the average rent charged during the last 6 consecutive 
months of the exen1ption, increased by no more than 5% of the average rent 
charged during the last 6 consecutive lllonths of the exelllption. The increase 
may be effected only in accordance with the procedures specified in 
§§ 42-3502.08 and 42-3509.04. 

(b) A structure or building, including the land appurtenant, which is located 
in the District in which 1 or more rental units as defined in § 42-3501.03(33) 
are established after July 17, 1985, shall subsequently be defined as a "housing 
accommodation" for the purposes of this chapter. If any rental unit in such a 
housing accommodation is not otherwise exempted by 1 of the provisions of 
§ 42-3502.05, the rent charged for the initial leasing period or the first year of 
tenancy, whichever is shorter, shall be determined by the housing provider and 
is considered to be the equivalent of making the cOlllputations specified in 
§ 42-3502.06. 
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(c) The rent charged for any rental unit exempted under § 42-3502.05(a)(5) 
upon the expiration or termination of the exemption shall be the rent charged 
on the date the unit became exempt plus each subsequent adjustment of general 
applicability authorized under § 42-3502.06(b). 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 209, 32 DCR 3089; Aug. 5, 2006, D.C. Law 16-145, 
§ 2(a), 53 DCR 4889; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-353, § 184(d), 56 DCR 1117.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2519. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-145 substituted "rent charged" 

for "rent ceiling". 
D.C. Law 17-353 validated a previously made 

technical correction in subsec. (c). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a) of Rent Control Reform Emer
gency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-470, July 31,2006,53 DCR 6772). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. . 

For Law 16-145, see notes follo'\ving 
§ 42-3502.02. 

For Law 17-353, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3501.03,42-3502.05 and 42-3502.21. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant ~200.42 to 200.51. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1063 to 1069. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 
Base rent 2 

1. In general 
Whether "base rent" for unit in building 

which was not timely registered, which was 
prerequisite to implementing rent increases, 
was rent charged in year later than year speci
fied in Rental Housing Act, because landlord's 
occupancy of one of five units entitled him to a 
period of exemption under the small landlord 
exemption, was issue to be resolved in first 
instance by Rental Housing Commission. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1503(2), 45-1516(a)(3), 
45-1519(a)(1 )(B) (Repealed). Temple v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 536 
A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant (p 200.69 

In view of fact that landlord was discouraged 
in attempts to have rent ceilings established for 
units so as to implement authorized increases, 
landlord could not subsequently be penalized 
for failure to comply with procedures necessary 
ror implementing rent increases; therefore, re
rnand was required for determination of what 

automatic or voluntary vacancy increases land
lord might be entitled to in base rents of units, 
starting with first date he made good-faith in
quiry into establishing rent ceilings. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-1517(b), 45-1524 (Repealed). 
Temple v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 200.69 

2. Base rent 
In view of fact that rent of a unit may not be 

increased above base rent unless unit is proper
ly registered, and that almost full amoun t of 
rent overcharge award to tenant accrued prior 
to landlord's registration, Rental Housing Com
mission properly determined that rent ceiling 
for unit was equal to base rent. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1519(a)(l)(B) (Repealed). Temple v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 
536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
200.52 

Rental Housing Commission properly set rent 
ceilings of all units in landlord's building as of 
registration at base rent level, notwithstanding 
landlord's contention that such decision led to 
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permanent loss of all cost of living increases in 
ten-year period preceding time when landlord 
properly registered building. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1519(a)(1)(B) (Repealed). Temple v. Dis-

§ 42-3502.10 

trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 
536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant e=:> 
200.52 

§ 42-3502.10. Petitions for capital improvements. 

(a) On petition by the housing provider, the Rent Adn1inistrator n1ay approve 
a rent adjustment to cover the cost of capital improvements to a rental unit or 
housing accon1modation if: 

(1) The improvement would protect or enhance the health, safety, and 
security of the tenants or the habitability of the housing accomlnodation; or 

(2) The ilnprovement will effect a net saving in the use of energy by the 
housing accommodation, or is intended to comply with applicable environ
mental protection regulations, if any savings in energy costs are passed on to 
the tenants. 

(b) The housing provider shall establish to the satisfaction of the Rent 
Adn1inistrator: 

(1) That the improvement would be considered depreciable under the 
Internal Revenue Code (26 U .S.C.); 

(2) The amount and cost of the improvement including interest and service 
charges; and 

(3) That required governmental pern1its and approvals have been secured. 

(c) Any decision of the Rent Administrator under this section shall determine 
the adjustn1ent of the rent charged: 

(1) In the case of building-wide major capital improvement, by dividing the 
cost over a 96-month period of mnortization and by dividing the result by the 
number of rental units in the housing accomlnodation. No increase under 
this paragraph may exceed 20% above the current rent charged; 

(2) In the case of lilnited improvements to 1 or lnore rental units in a 
housing accommodation, by dividing the cost over a 64-month period of 
an10rtization and by dividing this result by the nUlnber of rental units 
receiving the improvement. No increase under this paragraph may exceed 
15% above the current rent charged. The Rent Administrator shall make a 
detennination that the interests of the affected tenants are being protected; 
and 

(3) In the case of a rent increase included as part of the rent charged or 
base rent for a capital in1provelnent after October 19, 1989, the rent increase 
is temporary and is abated as to each tenant upon recovery of all costs of the 
capital improvement, including interest and service charges. The rent in
crease shall not be calculated as part of either the base rent or rent charged 
of a tenant when determining the mnount of rent charged. When the 
housing provider has recovered all costs, including interest and service 
charges, the housing provider shall recOlnpute and adjust the rent charged to 
reflect the abatement of the capital improvelnent rent increase. 

(d) Plans, contracts, specifications, and pern1its relating to capital improve
ments shall be retained for 1 year by the housing provider or its designated 
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agent for inspection by affected tenants as the tenants may request at the 
housing provider's place of business in the District during working hours. If 
the housing provider does not have a place of business in the District, the plans, 
contracts, specifications, and permits relating to the capital improvements shall 
be made available upon request by the affected tenants at the Rental Accommo
dations Division. 

(e)(l) A decision by the Rent Administrator on a rent adjustment under this 
section shall be rendered within 60 days after receipt of a complete petition for 
capital improvement. 

(2) Failure of the Rent Administrator to render a decision pursuant to this 
section within the 60-day period shall operate to allow the petitioner to 
proceed with a capital improvement. 

(0 Any tenant displaced from a rental unit by the capital improvement of the 
unit or the housing accon1modation under this section shall have a right to 
rerent the rental unit in1mediately upon the completion of the work. 

(g) The housing provider may make capital improvements to the property 
before the approval of the rent adjustment by the Rent Administrator for the 
capital improvements where the capital improvements are immediately neces
sary to maintain the health or safety of the tenants. 

(h) A housing provider may adjust the rent charged for any rental unit to 
provide for the cost of any capital improvelnents which are required by 
provisions of any federal or local statute or regulation becoming effective after 
October 30, 1980, amortized over the useful life of the improvements, and the 
cost of the in1provements applied on an equal basis to those rental units within 
the housing accommodation which benefit from the improvement, by filing 
with the Division a certificate of calculation for mandated capital improvement 
increase. The certificate shall establish: 

(1) That the improvement is required by the provisions of a federal or 
District statute or regulation becoming effective after October 30, 1980; 

(2) The amount of the cost of the improvements; and 

(3) That required governmental permits and approvals have been secured. 

(i) The housing provider may petition the Rent Administrator for approval of 
the rent adjustment for any capital improvements made under subsection (g) of 
this section, if the petition is filed with the Rent Administrator within 10 
calendar days from the installation of the capital improvements. 

U) The housing provider may petition the Rent Administrator to assess 
capital ilnprovement increases in the rent charged against elderly tenants and 
tenants with disabilities, and the Rent Administrator shall approve the petition 
if the housing provider proves to the satisfaction of the Rent Administrator that 
the an10unt which would be collectible from elderly tenants and tenants with 
disabilities at the housing accommodation, but for the provisions of 
§ 42-3502.06(0, would exceed the amount of real property taxes that would be 
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payable during the calendar year with respect to the housing accomlTIodation, 
but for the provisions of § 42-3502.06(g). 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 210, 32 DCR 3089; Oct. 19, 1989, D.C. Law 8-48, § 2, 
36 DCR 5788; Sept. 26, 1992, D.C. Law 9-154, § 2(b), 39 DCR 5673; Aug. 5, 2006, D.C. 
Law 16-145, § 2(a), 53 DCR 4889; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 67(b), 53 DCR 
6198.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2520. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-145, in subsecs. (c) and (h), 

substituted "rent charged" for "rent ceiling". 
D.C. Law 16-305, in subsec. (j), substituted 

"tenants or tenants with a disability" for "and 
disabled tenants". 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a) of Rent Control Reform Emer
gency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-470, July 31,2006,53 DCR 6772). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Law 8-48, the "Rental Housing Act of 1985 
Capital Improvements Amendment Act of 
1989," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 8-106, which was referred to the Com
mittee on Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read-

ings on June 27, ] 989, and July 11, 1989, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on August 1, 
1989, it was assigned Act No. 8-81 and trans-
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re-
view. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-154, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.06. 

For Law 16-145, see notes following 
§ 42-3502.02. 

For Law 16-305, see notes following 
§ 42-820. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.01. 

Application of Law 9-154: Section 3 of D.C. 
Law 9-154 provided that the act shall not apply 
to any increase in a rent ceiling FOl- a rental 
unit, or to any increase in the rent charged for a 
rental unit, when the capital improvement peti
tion has been approved by the Rent Administra
tor and the resultant rent increase was imple
mented prior to September 26, 1992. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3501.03, 42-3502.05, 42-3502.06, 42-3502.08, 42-3502.16, and 
42-3502.21. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant <2;::::>200.52 to 200.69. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1070 to 1081. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Amount and cost of improvements 6 
Attorney fees 8 
Building permits 2 
Cost allocation 7 
Habitability as basis for improvement 5 
Improvements immediately necessary 

health or safety 4 
Judicial review 9 

Waiting period 3 

1. In general 
Under Rental Housing Act, Rent Administra

tor is empowered to authorize landlord to im
plement capital improvement rent increase once 

for improvements are completed; there is no man
datory automatic stay of rent increase pending 
final resolution on appeal. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2520(a)(1, 2), (e), 45-2526(1). Cafritz 
Co. v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
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Com'n, 1992, 615 A.2d 222. Landlord And 
Tenant (::;;0 200.69 

Rental Housing Commission was within its 
authority in refusing to apply housing inspec
tion requirement to capital improvement peti
tions for rent ceiling increases, inasmuch as 
Commission's change in policy to require in
spection in connection with capital improve
ment petitions was made prospectively only and 
did not apply to petitions at issue, \,v'hich were 
filed before date of change. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2518, 45-2520. Tenants of 500 23rd 
Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1991, 585 A.2d 1330. Land
lord And Tenant e= 200.64 

Tenants' request to reduce rent ceiling could 
not be raised as de facto counterclaim in con
text of landlord's capital improvement petition 
seeking increase in rent ceiling due to improve
ments on roofs that served as tenants' decks; 
impairment alleged by tenants, that work done 
on capital improvement temporarily interfered 
wiLlI tenants' use of premises, was properly ad
dressed in separate tenant petition under Rental 
Housing Act. D.C.Code ] 98], § 45-2591(a). 
Tenants of 230 I E Street, N.W. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 580 
A.2d 622. Landlord And Tenant (::;;0 200.65 

2. Building permits 
Rental Housing Comrni.ssion (RHC) erred in 

failing to require landlord which sought in
crease in rent ceilings for capital improvements 
to present proof that all necessary permits had 
been obtained. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2520(b)(3). Columbia Realty Venture v. 
District of Columbia Rental Hotising Com'n, 
1991, 590 A.2d 1043. Landlord And Tenant 0=> 

200.66 
Failure of housing provider to establish that 

construction permit had been secured for roof 
replacement on rental complex was not ground 
for dismissal of capital improvement petitions 
for rent ceiling increases, inasmuch as no per
mit would have been necessarv under construc
tion code for roofing work, de~pite its extensive 
nature. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2520(b). Ten
ants of 500 23rd Street, N.W. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, L991, 585 
A.2d 1330. Landlord And Tenant e= 200.64 

REAL PROPERTY 

112 proposed light fixtures were not a unitary 
system and grant rollback only for those ten of 
the fixtures installed before expiration of 60-day 
period after filing of petition for rent ceiling 
increase. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2520(e). Len
kin Co. Management, Inc. v. District of Colum
bia Rental Housing Com'n, 1994, 642 A.2d 
1282. Landlord And Tenant ~ 200.64 

4. Improvements immediately necessary for 
health or safety 

Statute establishing date for filing petition for 
approval of rent adjustment for improvements 
made on basis of immediate necessitv estab
lishes final date for filing such petition;, rather 
than beginning date. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2520(g, i). Tenants of 500 23rd Street, 
N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1991, 585 A.2d 1330. Landlord And 
Tenant e= 200.64 

Determination by Rental Housing Commis
sion that improvements to roofs of rental com
plex bore reasonable relationship to serious 
health hazard, making roof replacement imme
diately necessary and allowing replacements to 
be undertaken without prior approval of rent 
adjustment, was supported by sufficient evi
dence, including testimony of president of engi
neering firm that there was extensive deteriora
tion of existing roof membranes and that repair 
was necessary to put roofs in basic watertight 
condition before cold winter weather set in. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2520(g). Tenants of 500 
23rd Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1991, 585 A.2d 1330. Land
lord And Tenant e= 200.66 

Ultimate judgment of whether improvements 
to rental property are "immediately necessary" 
within meaning of statute allowing such im
provements to be undertaken without prior ap
proval of rent adjustment is at best mixed ques
tion of law and fact, as to which Rental Housing 
Commission must make its own determination 
while deferring to subsidiary findings of hearing 
examiner. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2520(g), 
45-2526(h). Tenants of 500 23rd Street, N.W. 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1991,585 A.2d 1330. Landlord And Tenant e= 
200.67 

5. Habitability as basis for improvement 
3. Waiting period Hearing examiner's decision that each of im-

Landlord, after filing petition for rent ceiling provements proposed by housing provider 
increase for proposed improvements, must wait would enhance the habitability of housing ac-
60-days for administrator's decision before commodation, warranting rent increase, should 
comm'~ncing improvements to rental property. have been upheld, even though not all items 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2520(e). Lenkin Co. listed in petition as enhancing habitability were 
Management, Inc. v. District of Columbia Rent- mentioned in housing code, or already existed 
all-lousing Com'n, 1994,642 A.2d 1282. Land- in the rental unit. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2520. 
lord And Tenant 0=> 200.64 Fort Chaplin Park Associates v. District of Co-

In gnmting tenant rent ceiling rollback, Rent- lumbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1994, 649 A.2d 
al Housing Commission (RHC) could find that 1076. Landlord And Tenant 0=> 200.57 
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Plain meaning of statute providing when rent 
administrator may approve rent adjustment to 
cover cost of capital improvements requires that 
alJ proposed improvements increase the habita
bility of the housing accommodation. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-2520. Fort Chaplin Park Associates 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1994, 649 A.2d 1076. Landlord And Tenant c&=> 

200.57 
Restrictive meaning given by rental housing 

commission of the word "habitability," as used 
in statute providing when rent administrator 
may approve rent adjustment to cover cost of 
capital improvements, which defined habitabili
ty as being limited to items specifically men
tioned in housing code, or already existing in 
rental unit at time of leasing, was not warrant
ed; definition given by commission contradict
ed ordinary and plain meaning of the language 
of the statute, and the District of Columbia 
Council did not indicate that it intended term to 
be defined in such a restrictive manner. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2520. Fort Chaplin Park 
Associates v. District of Columbia Rental Hous
ing Com'n, 1994, 649 A.2d 1076. Landlord And 
Te~nant c&=> 200.57 

Determination of whether particular improve
ment enhances the habitability of housing ac
commodation for purposes of statute providing 
when rent administrator may approve rent ad
justment to cover cost of capital improvements 
should be made within context of the Rental 
Housing Act and its stated purposes. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-2502, 45-2520. Fort Chaplin Park 
Associates v. District of Columbia Rental Hous
ing Com'n, 1994, 649 A.2d 1076. Landlord And 
Tenant c&=> 200.57 

Analysis of whether to grant housing provid
er's capital improvement petition must include, 
not only, determination that proposed item 
would increase the value or worth of the habita
bility of the housing accommodation, but also 
whether the proposed improvement would sin
gularly, or in conjunction with other proposed 
improvements, serve to erode availability of 
moderately priced housing. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2502, 45-2520. Fort Chaplin Park Asso
ciates v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1994, 649 A.2d 1076. Landlord And 
Tenant C;:;> 200.57 

6. Amount and cost of improvements 

A residential landlord is entitled to recover, 
through rent ceiling surcharge, the total interest 
expense for a capital improvement loan ob
tained bv the landlord, even if the loan term 
exceeds "the 96-month amortization period for 
the surcharge. Carillon House Tenants' Ass'n v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
2002, 793 A.2d 461, clarified. Landlord And 
Tenant c&=> 200.7 

§ 42-3502.10 
Note 8 

Substantial evidence in proceeding consider
ing capital improvement petition by landlord 
supported decision of the Rental Housing Com
mission (RHC) to include cost of replacing hot 
and cold water risers as a capital expense, not
withstanding tenants' claim that RH C failed to 
determine that interests of affected tenants were 
being protected; there was uncontradicted testi
mony that old risers were rotten and that they 
were replaced in a particular manner in order 
to minimize cost and inconvenience to tenants; 
moreover, RHC limited permissible increase in 
rent ceiling to 15% and applied it only to units 
receiving actual benefit of the risers. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-2520(c)(2). Columbia Realty Ven
ture v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1991, 590 A.2d 1043. Landlord And 
Tenant G;;:> 200.66 

For purposes of granting capital improvement 
petitions for rent ceiling increases, housing pro
vider was required to establish amount and cost 
of improvements exclusive of interest and ser
vice charges, regardless of whether issue was 
challenged by tenants. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2520(b)(2). Tenants of 500 23rd Street, 
N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1991, 585 A.2d 1330. Landlord And 
Tenant G;;:> 200.66 

Determination of Rental Housing Commis
sioner that housing provider's failure to estab
lish amount and cost of improvements exclusive 
of interest and service charges was not issue in 
dispute over granting of capital improvement 
petitions for rent ceiling increases was harmless 
error, inasmuch as nothing in testimony of 
housing provider's witness on issue of costs 
contained least indication that costs included 
interest or service charges. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2520(b)(2). Tenants of 500 23rd Street, 
N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1991, 585 A.2d 1330. Landlord And 
Tenant G;;:> 200.66; Landlord And Tenant (;::;> 

200.69 

7. Cost allocation 
Rental Housing Commission acted consistent

ly with Rental Housing Act when it allocated 
cost of converting freight elevator to passenger 
elevator pursuant to landlord's capital improve
ment petition equally among residential and 
commercial tenants, despite evidence that com
mercial tenants were responsible for more traf
fic into elevators than were residential tenants. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2520(c). 1841 Columbia 
Road Tenants Ass'n v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 306. 
Landlord And Tenant (;:::;> 200.57 

8. Attorney fees 
Three of eight issues raised by tenants in 

opposition to decision by Rental Housing Com
mission ordering rent ceiling adjustment for 
capital improvements were groundless and enti-
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tIed prevailing housing provider to attorney fees 
of $ I, J 00; challenge to allocation of cost of 
improvements was offered without explanation 
or argumentation, tenants never objected to 
contractor's failure to produce file pursuant to 
subpoena to provider, and Commission was not 
required to deny improvement petitions based 
on defects in notice to a few tenants not shown 
to be contesting petitions. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2592. Tenants of 500 23rd Street N.W. v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1992, 617 A.2d 486, modified on denial of re
hearing. Landlord And Tenant ~ 200.68 

REAL PROPERTY 

9. Judicial review 

Rental Housing Commission's decisions dis
missing housing providers' capital improvement 
petitions in part and remanding them in part 
were not final and, thus, Court of Appeals 
lacked jurisdiction over petitions for review of 
those decisions. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2520. 
Brandywine Ltd. Partnership v. District of Co
lumbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1993, 631 A.2d 
415. Administrative Law And Procedure G:;> 

704; Landlord And Tenant G:;> 200.69 

§ 42-3502.11. Services and facilities. 

If the Rent Administrator determines that the related services or related 
facilities supplied by a housing provider for a housing accommodation or for 
any rental unit in the housing accommodation are substantially increased or 
decreased, the Rent Administrator may increase or decrease the rent charged, 
as applicable, to reflect proportionally the value of the change in services or 
facilities. 

(July] 7, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 211, 32 DCR 3089; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-192, 
§ 13(c), 33 DCR 7836; Aug. 5, 2006, D.C. Law 16-145, § 2(a), 53 DCR 4889.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2521. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-145 substituted "rent charged" 

for "rent ceiling". 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a) of Rent Control Reform Emer
gency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-470, July 31, 2006, 53 DCR 6772). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-192, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.05. 

For Law 16-145, see notes following 
§ 42-3502.02. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3501.03,42-3502.05,42-3502.08,42-3502.16 and 42-3502.21. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant e=:>200.52 to 200.69. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1070 to 1081. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general expenses associated with rental units; sublessor 
could not bear those expenses and pass them on 

1. In genera] to subtenants in form of rent. D.C.Code 1981, 
Sublessor "vas statutorily prohibited from §§ 45-2516(a), 45-2503(28). Slaby v. District 

charging subtenants more rent than she paid to of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1996, 685 
her landlord even if she paid utility and repair A.2d 1166, certiorari denied 117 S.Ct. 1478, 520 
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U.S. 1190. 137 L.Ed.2d 690. Landlord And Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And 
Tenant (2;:::::> 200.5 Tenant (2;:::::> 200.69 

In view of fact that landlord was discouraged 
in attempts to have rent ceilings established for 
units so as to implement authorized increases, 
landlord could not subsequently be penalized 
for failure to comply with procedures necessary 
for implementing rent increases; therefore, re
mand was required for determination of what 
automatic or voluntary vacancy increases land
lord might be entitled to in base rents of units, 
starting with first date he made good-faith in
quiry into establishing rent ceilings. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-1517(b), 45-1524 (Repealed). 
Temple v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 

§ 42-3502.12. Hardship petition. 

Finding of rent administrator that landlord 
violated housing regulations without finding 
that there was substantial decrease in services 
warranted only rollback in rent charged rather 
than rent ceiling reduction under statute 
[D.C.Code 1980 Supp. § 45-1692J which au
thorizes reduction in rent ceiling upon substan
tial reduction in services; thus, rent ceiling was 
never validly lowered so as to trigger landlord's 
liability for receipt of excess rent and treble 
damages. D.C.Code 1980 Supp. 
§ 45-1699.24(a). Afshar v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1986, 504 A.2d 1 105. 
Landlord And Tenant (2;:::::> 200.57 

(a) Where an election has been luade under § 42--3502.06(c) to seek a rent 
adjustment through a hardship petition, the Rent Administrator shall, after 
review of the figures and COlIlputations set forth in the housing provider's 
petition, allow additional increases in rent which would generate no more than 
a 12% rate of return computed according to subsection (b) of this section. 

(b) In determining the rate of return for each housing accom.modation, the 
following formula, computed over a base period of the 12 consecutive months 
within 15 Inonths preceding the filing of a petition under this chapter, shall be 
used to: 

(1) Obtain the net income by subtracting from the SUln of maximun1 
possible rental income which can be derived from a housing accommodation 
to which this section applies and the maximUln amount of all other income 
which can be derived from the housing accommodation the following: 

(A) The operating expenses, but the following items shall not be allowed 
as operating expenses: 

(i) Membership fees in organizations established to influence legisla
tion and regulations; 

(ij) Contributions to lobbying efforts; 
(iii) Contributions for legal fees in the prosecution of class action 

cases; 
(iv) Political contributions to candidates for office; 
(v) Mortgage principal payments; 
(vi) Maintenance expenses for which the housing provider has been 

reimbursed by any security deposit, insurance settlement, judgnlent for 
danlages, agreed upon paYlnents, or any other Inethod; 

(vii) Attorney's fees charged for services connected with counseling or 
litigation related to actions brought by the District governlnent due to the 
housing provider's repeated failure to comply with applicable housing 
regulations as evidenced by violation notices issued by the Department of 
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs; and 

(viii) Any expenses for which the tenant has lawfully paid directly; 
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(B) The Inanagement fee, where applicable, of not more than 6% of the 
maxinlUln rental inCOlne of the housing accOlnmodation unless an addition
al anlount is approved by the Rent Administrator as follows: 

(i) The housing provider shall first file with the Rent Adnlinistrator a 
petition which contains information the Rent Administrator may require, 
including, but not limited to, the nam.e of the payee; and 

(ii) If the Rent Administrator determines, based on the petition and 
other infonnation the Rent Administrator may require, that the excess 
over 6% of maximum possible income or part of income is reasonable, 
the Rent Administrator may permit the SaIne excess or so much of the 
excess as is reasonable; 

(C) Property taxes; 

(D) Depreciation expenses to the extent reflected in decreased real 
property tax assessments; 

(E) Vacancy losses for the housing accommodation of not more than 6% 
of the maximUln rental housing income of the housing accommodation 
unless an additional amount is approved by the Rent Administrator; 

(F) Uncollected rents; and 

(G) Interest payments; 

(2) Then, divide the net income by the housing provider's equity in the 
housing acconlmodation to determine the rate of return. 

(c) The Rent Administrator shall accord an expedited review process for a 
petition filed under this section and shall issue and publish a final decision 
within 90 days after the petition has been filed. If the Rent Administrator does 
not render a final decision within 90 days from the date the petition is filed, the 
rent charged adjustment requested in the petition may be conditionally imple
Inented by the housing provider. The conditional rent charged adjustnlent 
shall be subject to subsequent modification by the final decision of the Rent 
Adlninistrator on the petition. If a hearing has been held on the petition, and 
the Rent Adnlinistrator, by order served upon the parties at least 10 days prior 
to the expiration of 90 days, makes a provisional finding as to the rent charged 
adjustment justified by the petition, the housing provider may implelnent only 
the amount of the rent charged adjustnlent authorized by the order. Except to 
the extent modified by this subsection, the provisions of § 42-3502.16 shall 
apply to any adjusttnent under this section. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 212, 32 DCR 3089; Aug. 5,2006, D.C. Law 16-145, 
§ 2(a), 53 DCR 4889.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2522. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec-
Effect of Amendments tion, see § 2(a) of Rent Control Reform Emer-

D.C. Law 16-145, in subsec. (c), substituted gency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
"rent charged" for "rent ceiling". 16-470, July 31,2006,53 DCR 6772). 
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Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

For Law 16-145, see notes following 
§ 42-3502.02. 

§ 42-3502.12 
Note 1 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3501.03, 42-3502.05, 42-3502.06, 42-3502.08, 42-3502.13, 
42-3502.16 and 42-3502.21. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

Landlord and Tenant C=:>200.52 to 200.69. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1070 to 1081. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Burden of proof 9 
Capital expenditures 8 
Cash basis or accrual accounting 5 
Duties and authority of Rent Administrator 2 
Interest and mortgage payments 7 
Judicial review 11 
Rate of return calculation components 6 
Registration 3 
Rent ceilings 4 
Withdrawal of petition 10 

1. In general 
Method for calculating hardship rent ceiling 

increases is dictated bv statute, and Rental 
Housing Commission (RHC) is not free to adopt 
different method. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2522(a, 
b). Tenants of 5912 14th Street, N.W. v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1994, 
650 A.2d 667. Landlord And Tenant Q;:;::> 200.64 

If initial rent increase pursuant to landlord's 
hardship petition is improper (or is rescinded or 
nullified) and later increase builds upon the 
first, amount of second increase must be recal
culated. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2516(a, c), 
45-2522. Tenants of 5912 14th Street, N.W. v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1994, 650 A.2d 667. Landlord And Tenant Q;:;::> 

200.52 
Jury question was presented as to whether 

landlord suing for rent had satisfied statutory 
requirement for obtaining hardship increase in 
allowable rent, that it had substantially com
plied with housing code violations; tenant had 
testified that landlord had not abated preexist
ing housing code violations, which she had de
scribed in some detail, and landlord had offered 
evidence, including violation abatement cards, 
testimony by housing inspector, and his own 
testimony. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2503(4), 
45-2518(a)(1)(A), (b)(1), 45-2522. McKenzie v. 

McCulloch, 1993, 634 A.2d 430. Landlord And 
Tenant Q;:;::> 233(3) 

Hardship rental increase provision of the 
Rental Housing Act of 1980 [D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1523] includes single co-op units. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1501 et seq. Liuksila v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1986, 503 A.2d 666. Landlord And Tenant e=> 
200.56 

In landlord's action for possession based on 
tenant's failure to pay increased rent, evidence 
that landlord did not comply, until September 
4, 1981, with rent administrator's condition for 
increased rent that landlord remedy existing 
housing code violations and that the Rental 
Housing Commission receive notification from 
the Department of Housing and Community De
velopment that the violations had been abated, 
was sufficient to support finding that landlord 
was not entitled to rent increase until November 
1, 1981, following the required 30-day notice 
after full eompliance with the rent administra
tor's decision. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1519(b); 
D.C.Code 1980 Supp. §§ 45-1689, 
45-1689(b)(1). Rhodes v. Quaorm, 1983, 465 
A.2d 370. Landlord And Tenant e=> 285(4) 

Where landlord attempted to comply with 
rent administrator's conditions for granting 
landlord's "hardship petition" and authorizing 
a monthly rental increase, and did not appeal 
the legality of those conditions to the Rental 
Housing Commission, such was a failure to 
exhaust available administrative remedies, and 
thus, in landlord's action for possession based 
on the conditionally approved rent increase 
which tenant allegedly did not pay, he was 
bound by those conditions. D.C.Code 1978 
Supp. § 45-1631 et seq. Rhodes v. Quaorm, 
1983, 465 A.2d 370. Landlord And Tenant <&=::> 

200.68 
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2. Duties and authority of Rent Administrator 
It is function of rent administrator as fact 

finder to evaluate evidence and deterrnine 
whether it is sufficient to support landlord's 
petition for upward adjustment of rent ceilings. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 1-1509(b), 45-1517(c). 
Wire Properties, Inc. v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1984, 476 A.2d 679. 
Landlord And Tenant c;;::;> 200.66; Landlord And 
Tenant 0= 200.69 

A party ITlay come directly to the trial court 
only to enforce, not to challenge, a decision of 
the rent administrator. D.C.Code 1978 Supp. 
§ 45-1631 et seq. Rhodes v. Quaorm, 1983, 
465 A.2d 370. Landlord And Tenant 0= 200.69 

3. Registration 
Whether "base rent" for unit in building 

which was not timely registered, which was 
prerequisite to implementing rent increases, 
was rent charged in year later than year speci
fied in Rental Housing Act, because landlord's 
occupancy of one of five units entitled him to a 
period of exemption under the small landlord 
exemption, was issue to be resolved in first 
instance by Rental Housing Commission. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1503(2), 45-1516(a)(3), 
45-1519(a)(1 )(B) (Repealed). Temple v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 536 
A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant e::> 200.69 

Landowner's failure to register his building, 
which was prerequisite to implementing rent 
increases, was not excused, despite landlord's 
contention that his failure to comply with regis
tration requirement arose out of governmental 
negligence which prevented him from securing 
certificate of occupancy, which was needed to 
register. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1516(d)(1, 2), 
45-1519(a)(l)(B) (Repealed). Temple v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 536 
A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant e::> 200.52 

Landlord did not "constructively register" his 
building, which was prerequisite to implement
ing rent increases, by virtue of temporary regis
tration number he vvas granted until he attained 
necessary final certificate of occupancy and 
housing business license. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1516(d)(1, 2), 45-1519(a)(1)(B) (Re
pealed). Temple v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1024. Land
lord And Tenant (;;::> 200.52 

J n view of fact that rent of a unit may not be 
increased above base rent unless unit is proper
ly registered, and that almost full amount of 
rent overcharge award to tenant accrued prior 
to landlord's registration, Rental Housing Com
mission properly determined that rent ceiling 
for unit was equal to base rent. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-15 J 9(a)(l )(B) (Repealed). Temple v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 
536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant e;;:> 

200.52 

REAL PROPERTY 

4. Rent ceilings 

In view of fact that landlord was discouraged 
in attempts to have rent ceilings established for 
units so as to implement authorized increases, 
landlord could not subsequently be penalized 
for failure to comply with procedures necessary 
for implementing rent increases; therefore, re
mand was required for determination of what 
automatic or voluntary vacancy increases land
lord might be entitled to in base rents of units, 
starting with first date he made good-faith in
quiry into establishing rent ceilings. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-1517(b), 45-1524 (Repealed). 
Temple v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And 
Tenant 0= 200.69 

Rental Housing Commission properly set rent 
ceilings of all units in landlord's building as of 
registration at base rent level, notwithstanding 
landlord's contention that such decision led to 
permanent loss of all cost of living increases in 
ten-year period preceding time when landlord 
properly registered building. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1519(a)(l)(B) (Repealed). Temple v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 
536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant e::> 
200.52 

Rent administrator's order upon hardship pe
tition which raised rent ceiling for prior land
lord upon certification of compliance with hous
ing regulations raised present landlord's rent 
ceiling, even though certification had never 
been made; thus, rent charged was below ceil
ing. D.C.Code 1980 Supp. §§ 45-1687(a), 
45-1693. Afshar v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1986, 504 A.2d 1105. Land
lord And Tenant (;:::> 200.52 

5. Cash basis or accrual accounting 

On landlord's hardship petition for upward 
adjustment of rent ceilings, landlord, who oper
ated under cash basis method of accounting, 
was not entitled to estimate unbilled water and 
sewer service charges which it had not paid, 
regardless of when expenses were incurred. 
Wire Properties, Inc. v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1984, 476 A.2d 679. 
Landlord And Tenant e::> 200.66 

Proposed regulation of rental housing com
mission that landlord's reported expenses on 
hardship petition for upward adjustment of rent 
ceilings not exceed expenses for more than 
12-month period does not require that expenses 
reported be for same 12-month period as re
porting period, which requirement would be 
inconsistent with purpose of statute which gov
erns calculations of landlord's return on equity. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1523. Wire Properties, 
Inc. v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1984, 476 A.2d 679. Landlord And 
Tenant e;;:> 200.60 
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Prepaid payroll and insurance expenditures, 
which covered 12-month periods and were paid 
within reporting period, of landlord, who elect
ed to use cash basis method of accounting, were 
improperly disallowed from landlord's hardship 
petition for upward adjustment of rent ceilings 
on ground that expenditures did not benefit 
reporting period. D.C. Code 1981, 
§ 45-·1517(c). Wire Properties, Inc. v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1984, 476 
A.2d 679. Landlord And Tenant <s:;:;:> 200.60 

6. Rate of return calculation components 
Parking garage for apartment complex was 

not commercial establishment whose expenses 
would be excluded in calculating landlord's re
turn on equity, for purposes of request for sub
stantial hardship rent increase; because sub
stantial hardship statute specifically required 
income from garage to be considered, its ex
penses also belonged in hardship petition calcu
lus. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2503(23), 
45-2522(b)(l). Tenants of 1255 New Hamp
shire Ave., N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1994, 647 A.2d 70. Landlord 
And Tenant e:::> 200.60 

Prior owner's equity in property could not be 
used to determine current landlord's rate of 
return, for purposes of determining whether 
landlord was entitled to hardship rent increase. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2502, 45-2522(b)(2). 
Kates v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com' n, 1993, 630 A.2d 1 131. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 200.59 

Landlord was not entitled to remand of hard
ship petition for upward adjustment of rent 
ceilings to permit reconsideration of claim for 
management fees [or which it failed to provide 
sufficient documentation at hearing before rent 
administrator. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 1-1509(b), 
45-1517(c). Wire Properties, Inc. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1984, 476 
A.2d 679. Landlord And Tenant c;::::> 200.69 

7. Interest and mortgage payments 
Landlord could be granted hardship rent ceil

ing increase based on interest expenses, even 
though landlord had paid off mortgage and no 
longer had any interest expense, where statute 
and regulation mandated retrospective ap
proach in calculating hardship increases. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2522(a, b); D.C. Mun. 
Regs. tit. 14, § 4209.1O(b). Tenants of 5912 
14th Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1994, 650 A.2d 667. Landlord 
And Tenant c:= 200.60 

Judicial decision invalidating failure to rein
vest loan proceeds in property as basis for refus-

§ 42-3502.12 
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fall to insider, as basis for denying deduction. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2522(a). Tenants of 1255 
New Hampshire Ave., N.W. v. District of Co
lumbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1994, 647 A.2d 
70. Landlord And Tenant <s:;:;:> 200.69 

Landlord was not required to show that pro
ceeds of loan were being reinvested in properly 
or utilized for benefit of tenants for interest on 
loan to be deducted as expense in calculating 
landlord's return on its equity, for purposes or 
request for substantial hardship rent increase. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2522(a). Tenants of 1255 
New Hampshire Ave., N.W. v. District of Co
lumbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1994, 647 A.2d 
70. Landlol~d And Tenant (;;;:::> 200.60 

Valet shop that was given space in apartment 
complex rent-free, but which produced no i~l
come for landlord but was rather allowed In 
complex as convenience to tenants, was not 
kind of commercial facility whose interest pay
ments would not be deductible in calculating 
landlord's return on equity, for purposes of the 
landlord's request for a substantial hardship 
rent increase. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2522(a). 
Tenants of 1255 New Hampshire Ave., N.W. v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1994, 647 A.2d 70. Landlord And Tenant c:= 
200.60 

When Rental Housing Commission held that 
owner who filed hardship petition of multiple 
dwelling was not entitled, in calculating his net 
income from property, to deduct interest pay
ments and mortgage loan because he failed to 
demonstrate that borrowed money had been 
reinvested in premises, the Commission could 
not require owner to treat same mortgage loan 
as encumbrance on property, thus reducing val~ 
ue of his equity in calculation of his rate of 
return under rent stabilization program. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2501 et seq., 45-2502(1), 
45-2522; §§ 45-1502(1), 45-1523 (Repealed). 
James Parreco & Son v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1989, 567 A.2d 43. 
Landlord And Tenant <> 200.25 

8. Capital expenditures 
On landlord's hardship petition for upward 

adjustment of rent ceilings, expenditures [or 
new boiler, refrigerators, ranges, sinks and cab
inets installed during reporting period were 
properly treated as capital expenditures, which 
were required to be amortized over their useful 
life, rather than operating expenses. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-1517(c). Wire Properties, Inc. v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1984, 476 A.2d 679. Landlord And Tenant <s:;:;:> 
200.60 

ing to grant deduction for interest on loan in 9. Burden of proof 
calculating return on landlord's equity, for pur- Rental Housing Commission's loss of docu-
poses of request for substantial hardship rent ments submitted by housing provider did not 
increase, did not also invalidate lack of arm's relieve provider of its burden to establish that 
length negotiations, allegedly resulting in wind- expense data cited in hardship petition was 
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accurate. D.C.Code 1981, § 1-1509(c); 
D.C.Mun.Regs. title 14, § 4209.16. Jerome 
Management, Inc. v. District of Columbia Rent
al Housing Com'n, 1996, 682 A.2d 178. Land
lord And Tenant (;:::::> 200.66 

Where landlord seeks to obtain rent increase 
by hardship petition pursuant to D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-1517(c), burden of proof rests upon 
proponent of petition; evidence must establish 
that expense data, i.e., rate of return, cited in 
petition is accurate. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 1-1509(b). Liuksila v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1986, 503 A.2d 666. 
Landlord And Tenant e:::> 200.66 

Where landlord elects to seek rent adjustment 
through hardship petition, landlord bears bur
den of proof. D.C.Code 198], §§ 1-1509(b), 
45-15] 7(c). Wire Properties, Inc. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1984, 476 
A.2d 679. Landlord And Tenant <?;::::::> 200.66 

Regulations which govern landlords' hardship 
petitions for upward adjustment of rent ceilings 
give notice of heavy burden of proof placed on 
landlords to provide adequate documentation to 
support their petitions. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 1-] 509(b), 45-1517(c). Wire Properties, 
Inc. v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, J 984, 476 A.2d 679. Landlord And 
Tenant (:;:;:::> 200.66 

Finding that landlord failed to provide verifi
cation of claimed lost income from uncollected 
rents was unsupported by documentation which 
landlord made available to rent administrator at 
hearing on landlord's hardship petition for up
ward adjustment of rent ceilings. D.C.Code 
]98 J, § 1-1510(a)(3)(E). Wire Properties, Inc. 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1984,476 A.2d 679. Landlord And Tenant (:;:;:::> 

200.66 

10. Withdrawal of petition 
When landlord withdrew hardship petition 

for rent ceiling increase while petition was 
pending before rent administrator on remand, 
rent ceiling increase authorized with regard to 
that petition was a nullity. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2516(a, c), 45-2522. Tenants of 5912 
14th Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1994, 650 A.2d 667. Landlord 
And Tenant <0= 200.68 

When landlord withdrew hardship petition 
for rent ceiling increase, but then increased 

REAL PROPERTY 

tenants' rent as if 17% increase it had obtained 
with regard to that petition remained valid, rent 
ceiling under another hardship petition had to 
be determined anew. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2516(a, c), 45-2522. Tenants of 5912 
14th Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1994, 650 A.2d 667. Landlord 
And Tenant c= 200.68 

Tenants, in appeal from granting of landlord's 
hardship petition for rent ceiling increase, could 
challenge rent increases obtained under prior 
hardship petition that ultimately was withdrawn 
by landlord, since landlord was no longer enti
tled to increase granted with regard to prior 
petition following landlord's withdrawal of that 
petition. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2516(a, c), 
45-2522. Tenants of 59] 2 14th Street, N.W. v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1994, 650 A.2d 667. Landlord And Tenant C= 

200.68 

11. Judicial review 
Rental Housing Commission's ruling on land

lord's request for substantial hardship rent in
crease was not final order, subject to immediate 
judicial review, in view of Commission's adher
ence to its prior remand of case to rent admin
istrator for further findings; instead, tenants' 
entitlement to review ripened only when rent 
administrator issued its decision on remand. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 1-1502(11), 1-1510, 
45-2522(a). Tenants of 1255 New Hampshire 
Ave., N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental Hous
ing Com'n, 1994, 647 A.2d 70. Administrative 
Law And Procedure e:::> 704; Landlord And Ten
ant <?;::::::> 200.69 

Tenants' request for judicial review of deci
sion of Rental Housing Commission granting 
substantial hardship rent increase to landlord 
was not subject to dismissal for failure of ten
ants to appeal rent administrator's remand deci
sion to Commission, as Commission had already 
resolved all other issues in case and remanded 
issues were resolved by stipulation, so there was 
no adverse ruling from which tenants could 
appeal to Commission, and second administra
tive appeal would have been altogether futile. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 1-1502(11), 1-1510, 
45-2522. Tenants of 1255 New Hampshire 
Ave., N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental Hous
ing Com'n, 1994, 647 A.2d 70. Landlord And 
Tenant e:::> 200.69 

§ 42-3502.13. Vacant accommodation. 

(a) When a tenant vacates a rental unit on the tenant's own initiative or as a 
result of a notice to vacate for nonpayment of rent, violation of an obligation of 
the tenant's tenancy, or use of the rental unit for illegal purpose or purposes as 
detennined by a court of competent jurisdiction, the amount of rent charged 
may, at the election of the housing provider, be increased: 
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(1) By 10% of the current allowable amount of rent charged for the vacant 
unit; or 

(2) To the amount of rent charged for a substantially identical rental unit 
in the same housing accommodation; provided, that the increase shall not 
exceed 30% of the current lawful amount of rent charged for the vacant unit, 
except that no increase under this section shall be permitted unless the 
housing accommodation has been registered under § 42-3502.05(d). 

(b) For the purposes of this section, rental units shall be defined to be 
substantially identical where they contain essentially the same square footage, 
essentially the same floor plan, comparable amenities and equipn1ent, COlnpara
ble locations with respect to exposure and height, if exposure and height have 
previously been factors in the amount of rent charged, and are in con1parable 
physical condition. 

(c) No rent increase under subsections (a)(1) and (a)(2) may be sought or 
granted within the 12-month period following the implementation of a hard
ship increase under § 42-3502.12. 

(d) Within 15 days after of the commencement of the new tenancy, the 
housing provider shall disclose to the tenant on a form published by the Rent 
Administrator (or in another suitable format until a form is published): 

(1) The applicable rent for the rental unit at the con1mencement of the 
tenancy; 

(2) The alnount of the increases in the amount of rent charged for the 
rental unit during the preceding 3 years, including the basis for each increase 
and, if applicable, the identification of any substantially identical rental unit 
on which a vacancy increase is based, and the current increase in the rent 
charged; and 

(3) The identification of any substantially identical rental unit on which the 
vacancy increase is based. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 213, 32 DCR 3089; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-192, 
§ l3(d), 33 DCR 7836; Aug. 5, 2006, D.C. Law 16-145, § 2(£), 53 DCR 4889.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2523. 

Effect of Amendments 

dation; provided, that the increase shall not 
exceed 30% of the current lawful amount of 
rent charged for the vacant unit" [or "(2) The 
rent ceiling of a substantially identical rental 
unit in the same housing accommodation"; and 
added subsec. (d). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(f) of Rent Control Reform Emer
gency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-470, July 31, 2006, 53 DCR 6772). 

D.C. Law 16-145, in the lead-in language to 
subsec. (a), substituted "the amount of rent 
charged may, at the election of the housing 
provider, be increased:" for "the rent ceiling 
may, at the election of the housing provider, be 
adjusted to either:"; in par. (a)(1), substituted 
"( 1) Bv 10% of the current allowable amount of 
rent cl;arged for the vacant unit; or" for "(1) 
The rent ceiling which would otherwise be ap
plicable to a rental unit under this chapter plus 
12% of the ceiling once per 12-month period; Legislative History of Laws 
or"; in par. (a)(2), substituted "(2) To the For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-\ 0, see 
amount of rent charged for a substantially iden- Historical and Statutory Notes following 
tical rental unit in the same housing accommo- § 42-3501.01. 
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For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-192, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.05. 

For Law 16-145, see notes following 
§ 42-3502.02. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.01. 

Cross References 
Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3501.03, 42-3502.05, 42-3502.08, 42-3502.16 and 42-3502.21. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant (P200.52 to 200.69. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1070 to 1081. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Certificate of election 2 
Remand 3 

1. In general 
Multibuilding housing complex may be con

sidered "housing accommodation" for purpose 
of vacancy rent increases. Marshall v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 533 
A.2d 1271. Landlord And Tenant (;:::::> 200.16 

Statute [D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1524(a)] allow
ing a vacancy increase in rent applies only 
when there has been some additional costs to 
landlord that would justify increase. Guerra v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
] 985, 501 A.2d 786. Landlord And Tenant (P 
200.60 

Landlord could not implement vacancy in
cl-ease in rent ceiling for rental unit when there 
had been a change in tenants but rental unit 
had never actually become vacant because a 
subtenant, common to both tenants, had re
mained in possession of rental unit; conse
quently, a subsequent increase, calculated on 
basis of improper increase, was also improper. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1524(a). Guerra v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1985, 
501 A.2d 786. Landlord And Tenant G= 200.52 

Statute [D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1524(a)] allow
ill!:': vacancv increase in rent allows landlord to 
inZrease r~~1t ceiling for rental unit only after it 
has in fact become vacant. Guerra v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1985, 501 
A.2d 786. Landlord And Tenant G=;:> 200.52 

2. Certificate of election 
Low-income housing provider forfeited its 

right to rent ceiling adjustments by failing to 
perfect them by timely filing with rent adminis
trator and affected tenants a certificate of elec-
tion of vacancy rent ceiling adjustment; after 
first vacancy, provider did not file to take an 
adjustment until approximately five months la
ter, well beyond 30-day time limit, and with 
respect to second vacancy, provider did not file 
for adjustment until almost two months later, 
and thus, neither vacancy could support a sub
sequent rent increase, absent properly perfected 
adjustment. Sawyer Property Management of 
Maryland, Inc. v_ District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 2005, 877 A.2d 96. Landlord 
And Tenant (p 200.49; Landlord And Tenant 
(? 200.64 

3. Remand 
In view of fact that landlord was discouraged 

in attempts to have rent ceilings established for 
units so as to implement authorized increases, 
landlord could not subsequently be penalized 
for failure to comply with procedures necessary 
for implementing rent increases; therefore, re
mand was required for determination of what 
automatic or voluntary vacancy increases land
lord might be entitled to in base rents of units, 
starting with first date he made good-faith in
quiry into establishing rent ceilings. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-1517(b), 45-1524 (Repealed). 
Temple v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And 
Tenant G= 200.69 

§ 42-3502.14. Substantial rehabilitation. 

(a) If the Rent Administrator determines that (1) a rental unit is to be 
substantially rehabilitated, and (2) the rehabilitation is in the interest of the 
tenants of the unit and the housing accommodation in which the unit is located, 
the Rent Administrator may approve, contingent upon completion of the 
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substantial rehabilitation, an increase in the rent charged for the rental unit, if 
the rent increase is no greater than the equivalent of 125% of the rent charged 
applicable to the rental unit prior to substantial rehabilitation. 

(b) In determining whether a housing unit is to be substantially rehabilitated, 
the Rent Administrator shall examine the plans, specifications, and projected 
costs for the rehabilitation, which shall be made available to the Rent Adminis
trator by the housing provider of the rental unit or housing accomlnodation to 
be rehabilitated. 

(c) In detennining whether substantial rehabilitation of a housing accommo
dation is in keeping with the interest of the tenants, the Rent Administrator 
shall consider, among other relevant factors: 

(1) The in1pact of the rehabilitation on the tenants of the unit or housing 
accommodation; and 

(2) The existing condition of the rental unit or housing accommodation 
and the degree to which any violations of the housing regulations in the 
rental unit or housing accommodation constitute an impainnent of the 
health, welfare, and safety of the tenants. 

(d) This section shall apply to the following: 

(1) Any rental unit with respect to which a housing provider has notified 
the tenant, after July 17, 1985, of an intent to substantially rehabilitate; and 

(2) Any rental unit with respect to which, before July 17, 1985: 
(A) The housing provider has notified the tenant of the intended substan

tial rehabilitation; and 
(B) All the tenants have left. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 214, 32 DCR 3089; Aug. 5, 2006, D.C. Law 16-145, 
§ 2(a), 53 DCR 4889.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed.,§ 45-2524. 

Effect of Amendments 
" D.C. Law 1,~-14~: in su~~ec.,,(a), substituted 
rent charged for rent ceIlmg . 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a) of Rent Control Reform Emer
gency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16·-470, July 31,2006, 53 DCR 6772). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

For Law 16-145, see notes following 
§ 42-3502.02. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3501.03, 42-3502.05, 42-3502.08, 42-3502.16, 42.3502.21 and 
42-3505.01. 
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Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant G;:;>200.52 to 200.69. 
WesLlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1070 to 108l. 

Notes of Decisions 
In general 
Benefit to tenants 3 
Construction and application 2 
Contractor's fee 6 
Cosmetic improvements 4 
Recoupment of investment 5 
Types of rehabilitation 7 

1. In general 
Rental Housing Commission must give some 

explanation to justify its discretionary determi
nations as to percentage in rent ceiling increase 
awarded for proposed repairs in each category. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2524. Tenants of 738 
Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. 
Landlord And Tenant G;:;> 200.68 

To be entitled to substantial rehabilitation 
rent ceiling increase, it was sufficient for land
lord to show that proposed rehabilitation was in 
tenant's interest in sense that tenants' received 
benefit. and approval of tenants as such was not 
required. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1611(a), 
45-2525. Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, 
N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And 
Tenant <0=> 200.57 

Large amounts of time and money should not 
be expended in order to fight over relatively 
minor items. in determining amount of substan
tial rehabilitation rent ceiling increase to be 
awarded property owner, and proceedings on 
remand to Rental Housing Commission should 
be conductcd with that consideration in mind. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2524. Tenants of 738 
Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia 
Rental I-lousing Com'n, 1990. 575 A.2d 1205. 
Landlord And Tenant G;:;> 200.64; Landlord And 
Tenant (;::;:> 200.69 

2. Construction and application 
Provision for substantial rehabilitation in 

Rental Housing Act of 1985, which effectively 
permits landlord to escape proscriptions of Act 
and substantially raise his rent, ought to be 
given parsimonious interpretation rather than 
expansive one. D.C.Code] 981, §§ 45-2501 et 
seq., 45-2524. Tenants of 738 Longfellow 
Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, ] 990, 575 A.2d 1205. Land
lord And Tenant ~ 200.56 

able before petition may be granted; hO\vever, 
statute is not tenant-consent provision, and ap
proval of tenants as such is not required. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2501 et seq., 45-2524. 
Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 
575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant <§;::::;:> 

200.57 

3. Benefit to tenants 
In order to be entitled to substantial rehabili

tation rent ceiling increase, property owner 
Ilmst show that total cost of proposed rehabilita
tion of premises equals or exceeds 50% of as
sessed market value of property and that reha
bilitation is in interest of tenants; once these 
requirements have been met, property owner is 
entitled to rent ceiling increase which may not 
exceed 125%. D. C. Code 1981, §§ 45-2503, 
45-2524(a), (a)(2). Tenants of 738 Longfellow 
Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Land
lord And Tenant <0=> 200.57 

Landlord's petition for substantial rehabilita
tion of rental property could be approved by 
Rental Housing Commission without proof that 
existing conditions constituted danger to ten
ants' health, safety and welfare, which could not 
be remedied without major renovation, but exis
tence or nonexistence of such conditions was 
relevant and must be one of rent administrator's 
principle areas of inquiry. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2503(34), 45-2524, 45-2524(a), (a)(2), 
(c). Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant (;:::> 

200.66 

4. Cosmetic improvements 
Finding of Rental Housing Commission on 

petition for substantial rehabilitation rent ceil
ing increase that refurbishing of elevator cab 
would benefit tenants because it would reduce 
future maintenance expenses by eliminating 
need for future painting was not sufficiently 
irrational to warrant setting it aside even 
though some refurbishing was partially cosmet
ic in character. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2524. 
Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 
575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant c;;::;> 

200.68 
According to plain language of Rental Hous- Although showing of present danger to health, 

ing Act of ] 985, showing that substantial reha- safety and welfare, not remedial by lesser meas-
bilitation is in interest of tenants is indispens- ures, is not indispensable to landlord's case in 
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petition for substantial rehabilitation rent ceil
ing increase statute does not authorize substan
tial rehabilitation leading to higher rents for 
optional or cosmetic changes which will render 
property more attractive, but which will ulti
mately result in replacement of tenants of low 
or moderate income by more affluent clientele. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2524. Tenants of 738 
Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. 
Landlord And Tenant G::;;> 200.57 

Approval by Rental Housing Commission, in 
granting substantial rehabilitation rent ceiling 
incr'ease, of proposed additions to bathrooms, 
which would result in improvement to appear
ance of bathrooms, was not arbitrary, capri
cious, abuse of discretion, or contrary to law 
even though improvement to appear~nce was 
arguably similar to cosmetic changes prohibited 
under Rental Housing Act of 1985. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-2501 et seq., 45-2524. Tenants of 
738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District of Co
lumbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 
1205. Landlord And Tenant (::;:;> 200.57 

5. Recoupment of investment 
In determining amount of increase which 

should be authorized for each category of re
pairs proposed in petition for substantial reha
bilitation rent ceiling increase, some consider
ation should be given to tenants' contention that 
rent ceiling increases approved by Rental Hous
ing Commission would allow owner to recoup 
his entire investment for renovations in very 
short time. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2524. Ten
ants of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 
A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant e:=:> 200.57 

Rental Housing Commission should deter
mine whether 1989 regulation, which provides 
that when substantial rehabilitation rent ceiling 
increase is granted, property owner must re
coup his investment over amortization period of 
loan or over 240 months, can be applied to case 
filed prior to effective date of regulation, and, 
even if it cannot, regulation may provide some 
useful guide for determining appropriate 
amount of rent ceiling increase. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-2524. Tenants of 738 Longfellow 
Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Land
lord And Tenant (;:::::> 200.57 

6. Contractor's fee 

§ 42-3502.14 
Note 7 

Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And 
Tenant (::;:;> 200.66 

7. Types of rehabilitation 

Testimony of property owner that kitchen fur
nishings in rental units were originally installed 
in 1950, were generally in state of disrepair and 
had exceeded their normal useful life and that 
renovations were necessary in order to replace 
water pipes in kitchens supported Rental Hous
ing Commission's finding, in hearing on petition 
for substantial rehabilitation rent ceiling in
crease, that kitchen renovations were necessary 
and would benefit tenants in absence of any 
contradictory evidence in record. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-2524. Tenants of 738 Longfellow 
Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Land
lord And Tenant (;:::::> 200.66 

Landlord's testimony in support of substantial 
rehabilitation rent ceiling increase that replace
ment of aged tile on laundry room floors and in 
common hallways throughout rental property 
was necessary supported Rental Housing Com
mission's finding that tile needed to be replaced. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2524. Tenants of 738 
Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, t 990, 575 A.2d 1205. 
Landlord And Tenant (::;:;> 200.66 

Record was insufficient to support finding of 
Rental Housing Commission that removal of 
mailboxes from lobby would render premises 
more secure so as to permit inclusion of costs of 
removal in substantial rehabilitation rent ceiling 
increase. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2524. Tenants 
of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 
A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant <3=> 200.66 

Evidence was insufficient to support finding 
of Rental Housing Commission that replace
ment of light fixtures in hallways and stairwells 
of rental property was necessary, so as to per
mit inclusion of cost of replacement in substan
tial rehabilitation rent ceiling increase, in view 
of uncontroverted testimony of apparent unde
rutilization of existing fixtures. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2524. Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, 
N.W. v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1990, 575 A.2d 1205. Landlord And 
Tenant <3=> 200.66 

Rental Housing Commission was required to 
exclude from substantial rehabilitation rent ceil-

Evidence was insufficient to support finding ing increase proposed expenditure for replace-
of Rental Housing Commission that proposed ment of light fixtures in garage on grounds that 
general contractor's fee was justified so as to garage spaces were not provided to tenants as 
permit inclusion of fee in substantial rehabilita- part of rent. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2524. Ten-
tion rent ceiling increase. D.C.Code 1981, ants of 738 Longfellow Street, N.W. v. District 
§ 45-2524. Tenants of 738 Longfellow Street, of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 575 
N.W. v. District of ColulTlbia Rental Housing A.2d 1205. Landlord And Tenant (::;:;> 200.66 
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§ 42-3502.15. Voluntary agreement. 

(a) Seventy percent or more of the tenants of a housing accomillodation rnay 
enter into a voluntary agreement with the housing provider: 

(1) To establish the rent charged; 
(2) To alter levels of related services and facilities; and 
(3) To provide for capital in1provements and the elimination of deferred 

maintenance (ordinary repair). 

(b) The voluntary agreement must be filed with the Rent Administrator and 
shall include the signature of each tenant, the nun1ber of each tenant's rental 
unit or apartment, the specific amount of increased rent each tenant will pay, if 
applicable, and a statement that the agreement was entered into voluntarily 
without any form of coercion on the part of the housing provider. If approved 
by the Rent Adn1inistrator the agreement shall be binding on the housing 
provider and on all tenants. 

(c) Where the agreement filed with the Rent Administrator is to have the rent 
charged for an rental units in the housing accommodation adjusted by a 
specified percentage, the Rent Administrator shall imillediately certify approval 
of the increase. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 215, 32 DCR 3089; Aug. 5,2006, D.C. Law 16-145, 
§ 2(a), 53 DCR 4889.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2525. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 16-145, in par. (a)(1) and subsec. 
(c), substituted "rent charged" for "rent ceil-
ing". 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(a) of Rent Control Reform Emer-

gency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-470, July 31,2006,53 DCR 6772). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

For Law 16-145, see notes following 
§ 42-3502.02. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.0 1. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3501.03, 42-3502.05, 42-3502.08 and 42-3502.21. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant c;:;:>200.54. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant § 1072. 
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Notes of Decisions 

Nature of agreement 
Notice and hearing 3 
Remedies for breach 4 
Requisite number of tenants 2 

1. Nature of agreement 
Voluntary Agreements between landlord and 

tenants under Rental Housing Act are not con
tracts separate from leases; rather, once ap
proved by rent administrator, Voluntary Agree
ment becomes integral part of now-modified 
lease, and courts must read two agreements 
together in manner that gives reasonable, law
ful, and effective meaning to all their terms. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2525(a). Cowan v. Yous
sef, 1996, 687 A.2d 594. Landlord And Tenant 
<&=:> 33 

2. Requisite number of tenants 
Fact that tenants whose signatures were 

counted to make up 70% necessary for volun
tary agreement with housing provider did not 
all sign same version of agreement did not ren
der agreement invalid, where addenda in sub
sequent agreements did not change central pro
visions of agreement, but rather modified 
agreements so as to enhance rights of tenants; 
later versions of agreement, being more benefi
cial to tenants, did not impose new obligations 
upon original tenant signatories. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-2525. Davenport v. District of Co
lumbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 579 A.2d 
1155. Landlord And Tenant e=::> 200.54 

Rent Administrator could allow housing pro
vider to submit additional signatures to satisfy 
requirement that 70% or more of tenants enter 
into voluntary agreement, despite having ruled, 
on issue of first impression, that submission of 
additional signatures was not permissible after 
voluntary agreement was filed. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2525. Davenport v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1990, 579 A.2d 1155. 
Landlord And Tenant <&=:> 200.54 

Tenant whose lease was still in effect when 
fire broke out and who was not alleged to have 
caused or occasioned fire continued as "tenant" 
for purposes of determining number of tenants 
needed to voluntarily agree to adjustment of 
rent ceiling; therefore, in view of fact that ten
ant's inclusion meant that only 60% rather than 
70% of tenants had signed agreement, agree
ment was properly invalidated. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 1-151O(a)(3)(A); § 45-1561(0 (Repealed). 

Temple v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1024. Landlord And 
Tenant e=::> 200.54 

3. Notice and hearing 
Rental Housing Commission's determination 

that tenant who had not been provided with 
requisite notice and opportunity to object to 
voluntary agreement to increase rent but had 
right to challenge that portion of agreement 
purporting to relinquish tenant's individual 
rights to claim for rent overcharges was not 
unreasonable or contrary to controlling statute. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-] 626. Jerome Manage
ment, Inc. v. District of Columbia Rental Ho~s
ing Com'n, 1996, 682 A.2d 178. Landlord And 
Tenant e=::> 200.30 

Rent Administrator acted within his discre
tion in denying request for continuance, in 1'ela
tion to housing provider's request for approval 
of voluntary agreement with tenants, due to 
challengers' recent retention of counsel, where 
challengers failed to request continuance 
promptly after receiving notice of hearing. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2525. Davenport v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Corn'n, 1990, 
579 A.2d 1155. Landlord And Tenant C=> 

200.54 

4. Remedies for breach 
Voluntary agreement between lancllOl-d and 

tenants, under which landlord agreed to install 
individual heating and cooling units in tenants' 
apartments and tenants agreed to pay heating 
and cooling costs, modified original leases, so 
that landlord's breaches of agreement could be 
remedied by rent abatement. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2525(a). Cowan v. Youssef, 1996, 687 
A.2d 594. Landlord And Tenant e=::> 211 (1) 

Rent abatement may be awarded as damages 
for breach of Voluntary Agreement entered into 
pursuant to Rental Housing Act. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-2525(a). Cowan v. Youssef, 1996, 
687 A.2d 594. Landlord And Tenant e=::> 21l( 1) 

Upon landlord's breach of voluntary agree
ment entered under Rental I-Iousing Act, tenants 
could properly seek common-law damages by 
bringing action for breach of contract; tenants 
were not limited to administrative proceeding 
before Rental Housing Commission. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-2525(a). Cowan v. Youssef, 1996, 
687 A.2d 594. Landlord And Tenant e=::> 48( 1) 

§ 42-3502.16. Adjustment procedure. 

(a) The Rent Administrator shall consider adjustll1ents allowed by 
§§ 42-3502.10, 42-3502.11, 42-3502.12, 42-3502.13, and 42-3502.14 or a 
challenge to a § 42-3502.06 adjustment, upon a petition filed by the housing 
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provider or tenant. The petition shall be filed with the Rent Adn1inistrator on a 
form provided by the Rent Administrator containing the information the Rent 
Administrator or the Rental Housing Commission may require. The Rent 
Adn1inistrator shall issue a decision and an order approving or denying, in 
whole or in part, each petition within 120 days after the petition is filed with 
the Rent Administrator. The time may be extended only by written agreement 
between the housing provider and tenant of the rental unit. 

(b) In1Inediately upon receipt of the petition, the Rent Administrator shall 
notify the nonpetitioning party, housing provider or tenant, by first-class mail, 
of the right of either party to make, within 15 days after the receipt of the 
notice, a written request for a hearing on the petition. The Rent Administrator 
may deny the petition if the issue is moot or the petition does not cOlnply with 
subsection (a) of this section. 

(c) If a hearing is requested timely by either party, notice of the time and 
place of the hearing shall be furnished the parties by first-class mail at least 15 
days before the con1mencement of the hearing. The notice shall inform each of 
the parties of the party's right to retain legal counsel to represent the party at 
the hearing. 

(d) Each housing provider of any rental unit with respect to which a petition 
is filed or initiated under this section shall submit to the Rent Administrator, 
within 15 days after a demand is made, an information statement, on a fonn 
approved by the Rent Administrator, containing the information the Rent 
Administrator or the Rental Housing Commission may require. 

(e) The Rent Administrator may consolidate petitions and hearings relating 
to rental units in the saIne housing accommodation. 

(f) The Rent Administrator Inay, without holding a hearing, refuse to adjust 
the rent charged for any rental unit, and may dismiss any petition for adjust
ment, if a final decision has been Inade on a petition filed under this section, 
the Rental Accommodations Act of 1975, the Rental Housing Act of 1977, or the 
Rental Housing Act of 1980 for adjustment to the same rental units within the 6 
Inonths imn1ediately preceding the filing of the pending petition. 

(g) All petitions filed under this section, all hearings held relating to the 
petitions, and all appeals taken from decisions of the Rent Administrator shall 
be considered and held according to the provisions of this section and title I of 
the District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act. In the case of any 
direct, irreconcilable conflict between the provisions of this section and the 
District of Columbia Administrative Procedure Act, the District of Colulnbia 
Administrative Procedure Act shall prevail. 

(h) Decisions of the Rent Administrator shall be made on the record relating 
to any petition filed with the Rent Administrator. An appeal from any decision 
of the Rent Adn1inistrator may be taken by the aggrieved party to the Rental 
Housing Con1mission within 10 days after the decision of the Rent Administra
tor, or the Rental Housing Commission may review a decision of the Rent 
Administrator on its own initiative. The Rental Housing Commission may 
reverse, in whole or in part, any decision of the Rent Administrator which it 
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finds to be arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, not in accordance with 
the provisions of this chapter, or unsupported by substantial evidence on the 
record of the proceedings before the Rent Administrator, or it may affirrn, in 
whole or in part, the Rent Administrator's decision. The Rental Housing 
Commission shall issue a decision with respect to an appeal within 30 days 
after the appeal is filed. 

(i) No increase in rent allowed under this chapter shall be implenlented 
unless the tenant concerned has been given written notice under § 42-3509.04. 

(j) A copy of any decision made by the Rent Administrator, or by the Rental 
Housing Commission under this section shall be mailed by first-class mail to 
the parties. 

(k) The Rent Administrator and, where applicable, the Rental Housing C0111-
luission shall accord priority to a housing provider hardship petition covering a 
housing accommodation for which the federal government is entitled to ap
prove rent increases, where the processing of such a petition has not begun 
within 45 days inlnlediately following the filing of the petition. Processing of 
the petitions shall begin no later than 5 days after receipt by the Rent 
Adrninistrator of written requests from the housing provider and frOln the 
federal agency. 

(1) No rent increase above that authorized by the Rent Adlninistrator may be 
inlplemented by a housing provider during the pendency of an appeal by that 
housing provider to the Rental Housing COlnmission or the District of Coluln
bia Court of Appeals where the appeal concerns the validity of that increase. 

(In) The service of any document in a proceeding under this section, includ
ing a petition, hearing notice, and decision, shall be accompanied by a certifi
cate of service specifying, at a IninimUIU: 

(1) The person served; 
(2) The date served and by whom; and 
(3) The Inanner of service. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 216, 32 DCR 3089; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-192, 
§§ 13(e), (f), 33 DCR 7836; Aug. 5, 2006, D.C. Law 16-145, § 2(a), 53 DCR 4889; Mar. 
3,2010, D.C. Law 18-111, § 3031,57 DCR 181.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2526. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

assures delivery of the decision"; and added 
subsec. (m). 

Effect of Amendments Emergency Act Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-145, in subsec. Cf), substituted For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec-

"rent charged" for "rent ceiling". tion, see § 2(a) of Rent Control Reform Emer-
D.C. Law J 8-1 J 1, in subsec. (b), substituted gency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 

"by first-class rnail" for "by certified mail or 16-470, July 31, 2006, 53 DCR 6772). 
other form of service which assures delivery of For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec-
the petition"; in subsec. (c), substituted "by tion, see § 3011 of Fiscal Year 2010 Budget 
first-class mail" for "by certified mail or other Support Emergency Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 
form of service which assures delivery"; in sub- 18-187, August 26,2009,56 DCR 7374). 
sec. (j), substituted "by first-class mail" for "by For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec-
certified mail or other form of service which tion, see § 3031 of Fiscal Year 2010 Budget 
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Support Second Emergency Act of 2009 (D.C. 
Act 18-207, October 15, 2009, 56 DCR 8234). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3031 of Fiscal Year Budget Support 
Congressional Review Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 18-260, January 4, 2010, 
57 DCR 345). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-192, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.05. 

For Law 16-145, see notes following 
§ 42-3502.02. 

REAL PROPERTY 

For Law 18-111, see notes following 
§ 42-1102.02. 

References in Text 
The "District of Columbia Administrative Pro

cedure Act," referred to in subsection (g), is 
Chapter 5 of Title 2. Title I of the District of 
Columbia Administrative Procedure Act is sub
chapter I of Chapter 5 of Title 2. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.01. 
Short title: Section 3030 of D.C. Law lS--111 

provided that subtitle D of title III of the act 
may be cited as the /lOffice of Administrative 
Hearings Mailing Certification Amendment Act 
of 2009". 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3501.03, 42-3502.05, 42.3502.06, 42-3502.08, 42-3502.12, and 
42-3502.21. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant (;:;;>200.64 to 200.69. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ lOS0 to 1081. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Exhaustion of administrative remedies 2 
Time for filing appeal 3 

1. In general 

Under Rental Housing Act, Rent Administra
tor is empowered to authorize landlord to im
plement capital improvement rent increase once 
improvements are completed; there is no man
datory automatic stay of rent increase pending 
final resolution on appeal. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2520(a)(1, 2), (e), 45-2526(1). Cafritz 
Co. v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1992, 615 A.2d 222. Landlord And 
Tenant G;;;> 200.69 

Ultimate judgment of whether improvements 
to rental property are "immediately necessary" 
within meaning of statute allowing such im
provements to be undertaken without prior ap
proval of rent adjustment is at best mixed ques
tion of law and fact, as to which Rental Housing 
Comm ission must make its own determination 
'while deferring to subsidiary findings of hearing 
examiner. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2520(g), 
45-2526(h). Tenants of 500 23rd Street, N.W. 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1991,585 A.2d 1330. Landlord And Tenant G;;;> 

200.67 

A party may come directly to the trial court 
only to enforce, not to challenge, a decision of 
the rent administrator. D.C.Code 1978 Supp. 
§ 45-1631 et seq. Rhodes v. Quaorm, 1983, 
465 A.2d 370. Landlord And Tenant G;;;> 200.69 

2. Exhaustion of administrative remedies 
Court of Appeals would not consider the mer

its of decision by the Rental Accommodations 
and Conversion Division (RACD) to cleny hous
ing provider's motion to vacate award, in lieu of 
remand, on ground of the Rental Housing Com
mission's (RHC) alleged bad faith in dismissing 
appeal as untimely without reaching the merits 
of the motion, absent a basis for imputing any 
such unprincipled conduct to the RHC or the 
RACD sufficient to relieve a party of the normal 
duty to exhaust administrative remedies as a 
condition of review bv the court. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-2526(h), 45-2529. Joyce v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1999, 
741 A.2d 24. Landlord And Tenant (';:::;:> 200.10 

Tenants who had filed rent reduction claim 
under the Rental Housing Act would not be 
excused from exhausting adrninistrative reme
dies, though Rent Administrator's failure to 
rule on issue had caused case to drag on for 
over seven years where tenants failed to dem
onstrate th~t ad~11inistrative appeal would be 
futile. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2526. C Street 
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Tenants Ass'n v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1989, 552 A.2d 524. Landlord 
And Tenant (? 200.64 

Where landlord attempted to comply with 
rent administrator's conditions for granting 
landlord's "hardship petition" and authorizing 
a monthly rental increase, and did not appeal 
the legality of those conditions to the Rental 
Housing Commission, such was a failure to 
exhaust available administrative remedies, and 
thus, in landlord's action for possession based 
on the conditionally approved rent increase 
which tenant allegedly did not pay, he was 
bound by those conditions. D.C.Code 1978 
Supp. § 45-1631 et seq. Rhodes v. Quaorm, 
1983, 465 A.2d 370. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
200.68 

Where tenants asserting illegality of rent in
creases in their pleadings in response to land
lord's possessory action did not seek review of 
either of the two challenged rent increases be
fore the rent administrator, lower court should 
not have undertaken to determine the validity of 
the rent increases. Drayton v. Poretsky Man
agement, Inc., 1983, 462 A.2d 1115. Landlord 
And Tenant G=:> 200.64 

§ 42-3502.16 
Note 3 

lar first-class mail to housing provider's old 
address; housing provider first learned of the 
decision after tenants moved to reconsider, she 
then informed the RACD of her failure to re
ceive the decision, and she filed a written mo
tion supporting her claim of nonreceipt by the 
deadline set by the RACD. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2526(h, j); D.C.Mun.Regs. title 14, 
§ 3911. Joyce v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Coiu'n, 1999, 741 A.2d 24. Landlord 
And Tenant (;:;;:> 200.10 

For purposes of computing time for filing 
appeal from decision of the Rent Administrator, 
date of decision is date of its mailing. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-1527(g). Town Center Management 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1985, 496 A.2d 264. Landlord And Tenant (;::;::> 

200.72 
Rule permitting Rent Administrator to en

large time prescribed for appeal from its deci
sion for good cause shown sets no outside limit 
on extension of time for appeal. Town Center 
Management v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1985, 496 A.2d 264. Landlord 
And Tenant G=:> 200.72 

Rules providing for appeal from decisions of 
the Rent Administrator applied time for appeal 

3. Time for filing appeal from day after the Administrator's decision was 
Rental Accommodations and Conversion Divi- sent to parties and not from when decision was 

sion (RACD), by mailing decision of hearing received. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1527(g). Town 
officer by regular first-class mail, instead of by Center Management v. District of Columbia 
certified mail or other form of service which Rental Housing Com'n, 1985, 496 A.2d 264. 
would assure delivery, failed to comply with the Landlord And Tenant G=:> 200.72 
statutory procedure by which such decisions Burden is on the Rental Housing Commission 
were served on parties, and thus, housing pro- to provide proof of actual date of mailing of the 
vider could not be held to the 10-day period Rent Administrator's decision through certified 
within which to file an appeal to the Rental mail or accurate entries pursuant to prescribed 
Housing Commission (RHC) of a hearing exam- agency mailing procedures, to commence com-
iner's decision, even if housing provider's letter puting time for appeal from day after decision is 
to the RACD insufficiently apprised them of her sent. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1527(g). Town 
change-of-address. D.C.Code 1981, Center Management v. District of Columbia 
§ 45-2526(h, j); D.C.Mun.Regs. title 14, Rental Housing Com'n, 1985, 496 A.2d 264. 
§ 3911. Joyce v. District of Columbia Rental Landlord And Tenant G=:> 200.74 
Housing Com'n, 1999, 741 A.2d 24. Landlord Appeal to Rental Housing Commission from 
And Tenant G=:> 200.10 final decision of the Rent Administrator was 

When a decision by a heal-ing officer of the timely filed, where there was no reliable evi-
Rental Accommodations and Conversion Divi- dence of when the Administrator's decision had 
sion (RACD) is mailed, the time within which to been mailed, and appeal was filed within ten 
appeal to the Rental Housing Commission working days of its receipt, even though deci
(RHC) begins with the date of mailing, and sion was dated June 12, it noted appeal dead
failure to appeal in time deprives the RHC of line of June 29, and appeal was not filed until 
jurisdiction. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2526(h); July 2. Town Center Management v. District of 
D.C.Mun.Regs. title 14, § 3816.6. Joyce v. Dis- Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1985, 496 
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1999, A.2d 264. Landlord And Tenant G=:> 200.79 
741 A.2d 24. Landlord And Tenant (;::;::> 200.10 Three additional days provided for appeal 

Housing provider acted diligently to file her from decision of the Rent Administrator if cleci-
appeal to Rental Housing Commission (RHC) of sion is mailed are to be counted as business 
decision by hearing officer of the Rental Accom- days, not calendar days, in that rule excluding 
modations and Conversion Division (RACD), Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays from 
though her appeal was not filed within the computations of periods of time makes no ex-
10-day period after the mailing of the decision, ception for three-day mailing period. D.C.Code 
due to the RACD's sending the decision by regu- 1981. § 45-1527(g). Town Center Management 
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Note 3 

v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1985,496 A.2d 264. Time ~ 10(9) 

§ 42-3502.17. Security deposit. 

REAL PROPERTY 

(a) No person shall demand or receive a security deposit from any tenant for 
a rental unit occupied by the tenant upon July 17, 1985, where no security 
deposit had been demanded or received of the tenant for the rental unit before 
July 17, 1985, but this provision shall not prevent the collection of security 
deposits for newly constructed units or units exempted under 
§ 42-3502.05Ca)(4) and (7). Security deposits shall be collected pursuant to the 
Security Deposit Act, effective February 20, 1976 CD.C. Law 1-48; 14 DCMR 
308 et seq.). 

(b) The Office of Administrative Hearings may adjudicate complaints for the 
nonpaynlent of interest on tenant security deposits and for the nonpayment of 
in terest on tenant security deposits pursuant to section 2908 of the Housing 
Regulations of the District of Columbia (14 DCMR §§ 308 through 311). 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 217, 32 DCR 3089; Mar. 14, 2007, D.C. Law 16-276, 
§ 3, 54 DCR 889; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-366, § 2(h), 56 DCR 1332.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2527. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-276 designated existing text as 

subsec. (a) and inserted subsec. (b). 
D.C. Law 17-366, in subsec. (b), inserted 

"and for the nonpayment of interest on tenant 
security deposits" following "tenant security de
posits". 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Law 16-276, the "Interest on Rental Security 
Deposits Amendment Act of 2006", was intr~-

duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 16-785, 
which was referred to the Committee on Con
sumer and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on Decem
ber 5,2006, and December 19, 2006, respective
ly. Signed by the Mayor on December 28, 
2006, it was assigned Act No. 16-633 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 16-276 became effective on 
March 14, 2007. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.01. 

For Law 17-366, see notes following 
§ 42-3401.03. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-350] .03,42-3502.05 and 42--3502.21. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant <>184. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

§ 42-3502.18. Remedy. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 990 to 997. 

The Rental Housing Commission, Rent Administrator, or any affected hous
ing provider or tenant n1ay commence a civil action in the Superior Court of 
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Note 2 

the District of Columbia to enforce any rule or decision issued under this 
chapter. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 218, 32 DCR 3089.) 

Prior Codifications 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Miscellaneous Notes 

J 981 Ed., § 45-2528. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3501.03,42-3502.05 and 42-3502.2l. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant G;::;>200.33 to 200.41, 

200.64 to 200.69. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1080 to 1081. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Exhaustion of administrative remedies 2 

1. In general 
A party may come directly to the trial court 

only to enforce, not to challenge, a decision of 
the rent administrator. D.C.Code 1978 Supp. 
§ 45-163] et seq. Rhodes v. Quaorm, 1983, 
465 A.2d 370. Landlord And Tenant (;:::> 200.69 

Landlord bringing possessory action would be 
required to file certified statement of costs with 
Rental Housing Commission only, and not with 
court. Drayton v. Poretsky Management, Inc., 
1983, 462 A.2d 1115. Landlord And Tenant G;::;> 
282 

2. Exhaustion of administrative remedies 
When a statute provides a method of appeal 

from an administrative ruling, that method 
must be followed before resorting to any other 
system of review. Rhodes v. Quaorm, 1983, 
465 A.2d 370. Administrative Law And Proce
dure (;::;;> 229 

Where landlord attempted to comply with 
rent administrator's conditions for granting 
landlord's "hardship petition" and authorizing 
a monthly rental increase, and did not appeal 
the legality of those conditions to the Rental 
Housing Commission, such was a failure to 
exhaust available administrative remedies, and 
thus, in landlord's action for possession based 
on the conditionally approved rent increase 
which tenant allegedly did not pay, he was 

bound by those conditions. D.C.Code 1978 
Supp. § 45-1631 et seq. Rhodes v. Quaorm, 
1983, 465 A.2d 370. Landlord And Tenant G;::;> 
200.68 

Under doctrine of primary jurisdiction, when 
a claim is originally cognizable in courts but 
requires resolution of an issue within special 
competence of an administrative agency, party 
must first resort to agency before he or she may 
sue for an adjudication. Drayton v. Poretsky 
Management, Inc., 1983, 462 A.2d 1115. Ad
ministrative Law And Procedure (::::> 228.1 

Where tenants asserting illegality of rent in
creases in their pleadings in response to land
lord's possessory action did not seek review of 
either of the two challenged rent increases be
fore the rent administrator, lower court should 
not have undertaken to determine the validity of 
the rent increases. Drayton v. Porelsky Man
agement, Inc., 1983,462 A.2d 1115. Landlord 
And Tenant (::::> 200.64 

Where tenants assert in their pleadings to a 
possessory action brought against them by a 
landlord that a rent increase is invalid, but have 
not challenged it before the rent administrator, 
the superior court may, in the exercise of its 
discretion, accord them a reasonable time to file 
such a challenge; if no such challenge has been 
brought before rent administrator by time set 
for trial, the superior court is not to undertake 
to adjudicate validity of rent increase. Drayton 
v. Poretsky Management, Inc., 1983, 462 A.2d 
1115. Landlord And Tenant c:;:> 284(1) 
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§ 42-3502.19. Judicial review. 

Any person or class of persons aggrieved by a decision of the Rental Housing 
Con1mission, or by any failure on the part of the Rental Housing Commission 
or Rent Administrator to act within any time certain mandated by this chapter, 
may seek judicial review of the decision or an order compelling the decision by 
filing a petition for review in the District of Columbia Court of Appeals. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 219,32 DCR 3089.) 

Prior Codifications 
198] Ed., § 45-2529. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Termination o[ Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3501.03,42-3502.05 and 42-3502.21. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant ~200.41, 200.69. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1080 to 1081. 

Notes of Decisions 

Exhaustion of administrative remedies 2 
Finality of challenged decision 1 
Preservation of issues for review 3 

1. Finality of challenged decision 
Rental Housing Commission's decisions dis

missing housing providers' capital improvement 
petitions in part and remanding them in part 
were not final and, thus, Court of Appeals 
lacked jurisdiction over petitions [or review of 
those decisions. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2520. 
Brandywine Ltd. Partnership v. District of Co
lumbia Rental Housing Com'n, ] 993, 631 A.2d 
415. Administrative law And Procedure ~ 
704; Landlord And Tenant ~ 200.69 

An administrative proceeding to establish lia
bility for rental overcharges finally determines 
merits of claim after final agency action and, if 
requested, appellate court review, and this orig
inal claim merges with later court action to 
enforce that finally adjudicated liability for 
those overcharges, and hence underlying merits 
of judgment regarding liability are immune 
from collateral attack in an enforcement action. 
Strand v. Frenkel, 1985, 500 A.2d 1368. Land
lord And Tenant G;;:> 200.79 

and Conversion Division (RACD) to deny hous
ing provider's motion to vacate award, in lieu of 
remand, on ground of the Rental Housing Com
mission's (RHC) alleged bad faith in dismissing 
appeal as untimely without reaching the merits 
of the motion, absent a basis for imputing any 
such unprincipled conduct to the RHC or the 
RACD sufficient to relieve a party of the normal 
duty to exhaust administrative remedies as a 
con"dition of review by the court. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-2526(h), 45-2529. Joyce v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1999, 
741 A.2d 24. Landlord And Tenant G;;:> 200.10 

3. Preservation of issues for review 
Low-income housing provider waived for ap

pellate review challenge against rent control 
regulation's 30-day deadline for perfecting rent 
ceiling adjustment by timely filing certificate of 
vacancy, lest forfeit right of adjustment, where 
provider failed to raise argument at hearing 
before Rental Housing Commission (RHC), on 
bases raised on appeal, that regulation was su
perseded by other conflicting laws. Sawyer 
Property Management of Maryland, Inc. v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing C0111'n, 2005, 
877 A.2d 96. Landlord And Tenant G;;:> 200.69 

2. Exhaustion of administrative remedies Low-income housing provider waived for ap-
Court of Appeals would not consider the mer- pellate review any challenge against rent con

its of decision by the Rental Accommodations trol regulation's 30-day deadline for perfecting 
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rent ceiling adjustments of vacancy, on basis of 
alleged typographical error in statute, where 
provider failed to raise issue at hearing before 
Rental Housing Commission (RHC), the admin
istrative agency which promulgated the chal
lenged rules. Sawyer Property Management of 
Maryland, Inc. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 2005, 877 A.2d 96. Landlord 
And Tenant ~ 200.69 

Low-income housing provider waived for ap
pellate review question as to whether rent con
trol regulation requiring perfection of rent 

§ 42-3502.20. Report of Mayor. 

§ 42-3502.20 

ceiling adjustments by timely filing with rent 
administrator and affected tenants a certificate 
of election of adjustment of general applicabili
ty, lest face forfeiture of right to adjustment, 
was ultra vires or demonstration of unreason
able exercise of authority by Rental Housing 
Commission (RHC), where provider failed to 
raise issue at administrative level, at hearing 
before RHC. Sawyer Property Management of 
Maryland, Inc. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 2005, 877 A.2d 96. Landlord 
And Tenant (;::;:> 200.69 

(a) No later than October 1, 1988, the Mayor shall report to the Council on 
the continued need for the rent stabilization program. 

(b) The report shall be prepared by a person not affiliated with the District 
government and shall contain: 

(1) The number of new and renovated units which have been placed on the 
rental housing market since July 17, 1985; 

(2) The nUlnber of new and renovated units it is anticipated will be placed 
on the rental housing market annually until 1996; 

(3) An assessment of the effectiveness of the Tenant Assistance Progran1; 
the adequacy of n10nies appropriated for the program; and the projected 
costs of the Tenant Assistance Program in the absence of rent stabilization 
legislation; 

(4) The ilnpact of the rent stabilization program on the cost and supply of 
rental housing; 

(5) An assessment of the present rent stabilization program in terms of its 
being understandable, efficient, inexpensive, equitable, and flexible; 

(6) The ilnpact of the present rent stabilization prograln upon small hous
ing providers compared to large housing providers; 

(7) The number of District residents living in substandard housing and 
their locations; 

(8) An assessment of the impact of the proposed civil infractions law on 
housing code violations, if the law is enacted in a tilnely manner; 

(9) An assessment of the probable impact on the private rental housing 
Inarket and the present rent stabilization program of the following individual 
or combination of factors: 

(A) Vacancy decontrol; 
(B) Luxury decontrol; 
(C) Increasing from 4 units to 10 units the maxilnUln rental units 

exemption under § 42-3502.05(a)(3); and 
(D) Tying the rent stabilization progran1 to the amount of family inCOlne 

available for rent; and 
(10) Any other infonnation considered appropriate by the drafters of the 

report. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 220,32 DCR 3089.) 
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Prior Codifications 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

REAL PROPERTY 

]981 Ed., § 45-2529.1. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3502.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

References in Text 
The "proposed civil infractions law," referred 

to in paragraph (b)(8), was enacted as D.C. Law 
6-42. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant (;::::>200.10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1054, 1056 to 
1057, 1059. 

§ 42-3502.21. Certificate of assurance. 

(a) Upon the issuance of any building permit for a housing accommodation 
to which § 42-3502.05(a)(2) or (4) applies after July 17, 1985, the Mayor shall 
at the request of the recipient of the building permit issue to the recipient 
thereof concurrently with the building permit a certificate of assurance contain
ing the terms set forth in this section. Within 30 days of written request of the 
owner of any housing accommodation to which § 42-3502.05(a)(2) or (4) 
applies, the Mayor shall issue to the owner a certificate of assurance containing 
the terms set forth in this section. 

(b) The certificate of assurance shall provide that in the event that any rental 
unit in any housing accommodation then existing or thereafter constructed on 
the property covered by the certificate is ever made subject to §§ 42-3502.05(f) 
through 42-3502.19, or any future District of Colurnbia law limiting the amount 
of rent which a housing provider can lawfully demand or receive from a tenant, 
the owner of the property shall have the right to recover annually from the 
District of Columbia for so long as the property is used as a housing accon1ll10-
dation, in accordance with subsection (c) of this section, the difference between 
the annual fair Inarket rental an10unt and the annual amount of rent that the 
owner of the property actually receives from the tenants in the housing 
accommodation. The certificate of assurance shall be executed by the Mayor 
and the recipient and shall obligate the recipient to use the recipient's best 
efforts to construct a housing accomn10dation as expeditiously as possible on 
the property which is the subject thereof if there does not then exist a housing 
accommodation on the property. Each certificate of assurance shall provide 
that it shall become null and void in the event that a housing accommodation is 
not constructed on the property within 5 years of the issuance thereof and shall 
contain the definitions set forth in § 42-3501.03(1) and (3). The certificate of 
assurance shall be an irrevocable agreement in recordable form and constitute 
a covenant running with the land. The Mayor shall review the proposed form 
of the certificate of assurance with Council's Committee on Consumer and 
Regulatory Affairs prior to its first use to ensure that the form will be legal, 
valid and enforceable, contain the terms provided for herein, and otherwise 
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further its intended purpose of stimulating the addition of rental units to the 
District's housing stock. 

(c) The certificate of assurance shall provide that for so long as the property 
is used as a housing accommodation and is subject to §§ 42-3502.05(f) through 
42-3502.19, or any future District of Columbia law limiting the amount of rent 
which a housing provider can lawfully dellland or receive fron1 a tenant, the 
annual difference between the annual fair market rental amount and the annual 
aIllOunt of rent that the owner of the property actually receives from the tenants 
in the housing accommodation shall be recoverable by the owner of the 
property by (1) taking a credit against any present or future District of 
ColUlllbia rea] estate taxes payable by the owner of the property whether on the 
housing accommodation or other property located in the District of Columbia, 
or (2) seeking specific performances of the certificate of assurance against the 
District of Columbia, or damages for the breach thereof, in the Superior Court 
of the District of Columbia. If the Mayor considers the credit to be in excess of 
the amount the owner of the property is entitled to take as a credit hereunder, 
the Mayor shall notify the owner in writing of the amount of excess credit. If 
the Mayor and the owner of the property are unable to agree on the amount of 
the credit, the Mayor shall have the right to sue the owner in the Superior 
Court of the District of Columbia to recover any excess credit together with 
interest thereon at the rate of 18% per year from the date that the Mayor filed 
to recover such excess credit. Notwithstanding any other provision of District 
of Columbia law, the Mayor shall have no resort to any other remedy for 
nonpayment of real estate taxes (to the extent such nonpayment arises from a 
credit claimed hereunder) until a final judgment is rendered in favor of the 
Mayor in Superior Court of the District of Columbia. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 221, 32 DCR 3089; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-255, 
§ 51(e), 44 DCR 1271.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2529.2. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) additions, see § 2(g) 

of Rent Control Reform Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-470, July 31,2006,53 
DCR 6772). 

lLegislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-255, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.02. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3501.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

Landlord and Tenant <:=200.10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

§ 42-3502.22. Disclosure to tenants. 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1054, 1056 to 
1057, 1059. 

(a) At the written request of a tenant not more than one time each calendar 
year, a housing provider shall, within 10 business days on a form provided by 
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the Rent Adn1inistrator (or in another suitable format until a form is published), 
provide the amount of each increase in the amount of rent charged for the 
tenant's rental unit during the preceding 3 years on which the current rent 
charged is based, including the basis for each increase and, if applicable, the 
identification of any substantially identical rental unit on which a vacancy 
increase was based. 

(b)(1) At the tin1e a prospective tenant files an application to lease any rental 
unit, the housing provider shall provide on a disclosure form published by the 
Rent Administrator (or in another suitable format until a form is published) 
together with any documents corresponding to each item of inforn1ation: 

(A) The applicable rent for the rental unit; 
(B) Any tenant petition or petition filed by the housing provider which is 

pending that could affect the rental unit, including petitions for further rent 
increases during the following 12 months; 

(C) Any surcharges on rent for the rental unit, including capital improve
I11.ent surcharges and the expiration date of those surcharges; 

(D) The frequency with which rent increases for the rental unit n1ay be 
in1plemented; 

(E) The rent-controlled or exempt status of the housing accon1modation, 
its business license, and a copy of the registration or claim of exemption 
together with the most recent notice filed pursuant to 
§ 42-3502.05(g)(1)(C); 

(F) All copies of housing code violation reports issued by the Department 
of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs for the housing accommodation or 
rental unit within the last 12 lllonths, or previously issued reports for 
violations which have but not been abated; 

(G) A pamphlet published by the Rent Administrator that explains in 
detail using lay terminology the laws and regulations governing the in1.ple
mentation of rent increases and petitions permitted to be filed by housing 
providers and by tenants; 

(H)(i) The amount of any nonrefundable application fee; and 
(ii) The an10unt of any initial security deposit, the interest rate on the 

security deposit, and the means by which the security deposit is returned 
to the tenant when the tenant vacates the unit; 
(I) Whether the housing accommodation is registered as, or in the 

process of converting to, a condominium or cooperative or a use that is not 
a housing accOlnmodation; 

(J) The disclosure of ownership information in the registration form 
required by § 42-3502.05(f) and (g)(1)(C). 
(2) The housing provider shall: 

(A) Maintain in a publicly accessible area of the housing accommodation 
(such as a reception desk or managen1ent office) a compilation of disclo
sure forn1s and documents for each rental unit in the housing accommoda
tion containing the information required by paragraph (1) of this section; 

(B) Update the compilation within 30 days of any change in such 
inforn1ation; 
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(C) Give written notice to each tenant of the housing accomlnodation, on 
a fonn published by the Rent Administrator (or in another suitable fonnat 
until a form is published), that the disclosure forms and doculnents for the 
tenant's rental unit are available for inspection, which shall include the 
location of the disclosure fornls in the housing accommodation and a table 
of contents enumerating the categories of infornlation contained in the 
cOlnpilation required by paragraph (1) of this section; 

(D) Make available for the tenant's inspection the disclosure forms and 
the docUlnents for the tenant's rental unit; and 

(E) Within 10 business days after written request by any tenant once per 
year, provide to the tenant without charge a copy of the disclosure fonn 
and such documents for the tenant's rental unit. 

(c) The rent for any rental unit shall not be increased if the housing provider: 

(1) Willfully violates the provisions of this section; or 
(2) Fails to comply within 10 business days of written notice of any failure 

to comply with the provisions of this section. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 222, as added Aug. 5, 2006, D.C. Law 16-145, § 2(g), 
53 DCR 4889.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-145, see notes following 

§ 42-3502.02. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant <&::::>200.16. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1060 to 1062. 

§ 42-3502.23. Addition to Comprehensive Housing Strategy report. 

The Mayor shall include in the reports to the Council pursuant to § 6-1054, 
analyses of the need, means, and methods of further assisting income qualified 
elderly tenants, disabled tenants, teachers of the District of Columbia Public 
Schools or a District of Columbia Public Charter School, and low-income 
tenants to pay their rent. The report shall consider: 

(1) The income and any other criteria that shall be used to deternline 
which tenants qualify for the progrmn; 

(2) The rent that qualified households shall pay; 
(3) The number and the allocation of units to be included in any set-aside; 
(4) The extent to which the program should incorporate any District 

affordable housing program and any federal affordable housing progrmn 
available in the District; 

(5) The reporting requirements which should be inlposed on housing 
providers subject to this subchapter and on qualified tenants to ensure that 
the prograln is effective. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 223, as added Aug. 5,2006, D.C. Law 16-145, § 2(g), 
53 DCR 4889.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-145, see notes following 

§ 42-3502.02. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (l:::>10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

REAL PROPERlY 

SUBCHAPTER HI. TENANT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM. 

Cross References 

Homestead housing preservation, "low-income persons" defined, see § 42-2103. 
Housing Finance Agency, assisted housing projects, eligibility for rent supplements, see 

§ 42-2703.08. 

§ 42-3503.01. Definitions. 

For the purpose of this subchapter, the term: 
(1) "Annual adjusted income" means income that remains after excluding: 

(A) Four hundred eighty dollars ($480) for each luember of the family 
residing in the household, other than the head of the household or spouse, 
who is under 18 years of age or who is 18 years of age or older and has a 
disability or is a full-time student; and 

(B) Child care expenses to the extent necessary to enable another mem
ber of the family to be employed or to further the member's education. 
(2) "Certificate of eligibility" means a document issued by the Department 

declaring a faluily to be eligible for participation in the Tenant Assistance 
Program and stating the terms and conditions for the family's participation. 

(3) "Decent, safe, and sanitary housing" means housing which is in sub
stantial compliance with the housing regulations, any other statute or regula
tion governing the condition of residential premises, and the requirements set 
forth in this subchapter. 

(4) "Department" means the Department of Housing and Community 
Development, which is authorized to assist In the adluinistration of the 
Tenant Assistance Program. 

(5) "Eligible faIuily" lueans an individual or a family residing and domi
ciled in the District which qualifies as a lower income family at the time it 
initially receives assistance under the Tenant Assistance Program. 

(6) "Fair luarket rent" means the rent, and all maintenance, management, 
and other services which would be required to be paid in order to obtain 
privately owned, decent, safe, and sanitary rental housing of modest nonlux
ury nature with suitable amenities in the District. Fair market rents as 
established by the Department shall be published in the D.C. Register and 
shall vary for dwelling units of varying sizes and types, with differentials for 
new, rehabilitated, and existing units. For SRO housing the fair market rent 
shall be in a range from 75% to 100% of the O-bedroom fair market rent. 
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(7) Repealed. 
(8) "Lower-income family" means a household with a combined annual 

incon1e in a manner to be determined by the Mayor, whose income does not 
exceed 80% of the median inCOl11e for a fat11ily in the district, with adjust
ments for smaller and larger families. The Mayor 111ay refer to income or 
conSUl11er expenditure data of the United States Census Bureau or the United 
States Department of Labor to determine median inCOl11e for the District or 
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA). 

(8A) "Person with a disability" 111eans a person who has a 111edically 
determinable 111ental or physical impairment, including blindness, which 
prohibits and incapacitates 75% of that person's ability to move about, to 
assist himself or herself, or to engage in an occupation. 

(9) "Request for lease approval" n1eans a standard forn1 on which the 
eligible family and the housing provider jointly request the Departl11ent to 
approve a dwelling unit for purposes of tenant assistance. The form shall 
require the housing provider to state the nUl11ber of bedroOl11s in the unit and 
to certify the 1110St recent rent charged. 

(10) "Residing and domiciled" describes a person who resides in the 
District, pays inC0111e tax in the District, whose automobile is registered in the 
District, and, if a registered voter, votes in the District. 

(11) Repealed. 
(12) "Tenant assistance contract" means a written contract between the 

Department and a housing provider, in the form prescribed by the Mayor, in 
which the Departl11ent agrees to make tenant assistance payments to the 
housing provider (A) on behalf of a specific eligible family; or (B) for specific 
units to be held for and leased to fat11ilies eligible for tenant assistance for the 
duration of the contract. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 301, 32 DCR 3089; Oct. 2, 1987, D.C. Law 7-30, 
§ 3(a), (b), 34 DCR 5304; Mar. 17, 1993, D.C. Law 9-237, § 2(a), 40 DCR 617; Aug. 25, 
1994, D.C. Law 10-155, § 2(b), 41 DCR 4873; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 67(c), 
53 DCR 6198.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2531. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-305, in par. (l)(A), substituted 

"has a disability or is" for "is disabled, handi
capped, or"; repealed par. (7), and added par. 
(8A). Prior to repeal par. (7), read as follows: 

"(7) 'Handicapped person' means a person 
who has a medicallv determinable mental or 
physical impairme~t, including blindness, 
which prohibits and incapacitates 75% of that 
person's ability to move about, to assist himself 
or herself, or to engage in an occupation." 

gram Amendment Temporary Act of 1987 (D.c. 
Law 7-48, December 10, 1987, law notification 
34 DCR 8107). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.0l. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-30, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.0l. 

Law 9-237, the "Tenant Assistance Progr·am 
Amendment Act of 1992," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 9-384, which was 

Temporary Amendments of Section referred to the Committee on Consumer and 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on 

tion, see § 2(a), (b) of Tenant Assistance Pro- first and second readings on December I. 1992, 
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and December 15, 1992, respectively. Signed 
by the Mayor on December 31, 1992, it was 
assigned Act No. 9-369 and transmitted to both 
I-louses of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 
9-237 became effective on March 17,1993. 

REAL PROPERTY 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-155, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3508.06. 

For Law 16-305, see notes following 
§ 42-820. 

Cross References 
Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3501.03 and 42-3503.05. 

§ 42-3503.02. Establishment of Tenant Assistance Program; designation 
of monies. 

(a) For the purpose of aiding lower-income families in obtaining a decent 
place to live, the Mayor shall formulate and administer a Tenant Assistance 
Program as provided in this subchapter. 

(b) There is authorized to be appropriated at least $15 million for fiscal year 
1987 with annual increases in the following fiscal years based upon need and 
the availability of revenues. Appropriations for the Tenant Assistance Program 
shall be classified and maintained as a proprietary fund and shall remain 
available until expended, without regard to fiscal year limitations. No money 
appropriated for the Tenant Assistance Progran1 shall be expended for any 
purpose other than making tenant assistance paY111ents and, when necessary, 
repayable advances for security deposits in accordance with this subchapter. 

(c) If in any fiscal year the Mayor finds that tenant assistance payments will 
exceed available appropriations, the Mayor shall transmit to the Council 
proposed adjustments to eligibility criteria, income guidelines, or supplement 
payments to reduce payments under this subchapter to an amount not in excess 
of available appropriations. 

(d) The Mayor is authorized to expend the annual appropriations provided by 
this section in the following manner: 

(l)(A) The Mayor may enter into long-tenn tenant assistance contracts with 
housing providers. PaYlnents obligated by long-tenn contracts may be n1ade 
on an annual basis during the period of each contract from the annual 
appropriations for the Tenant Assistance Program. Each contract entered 
into pursuant to this paragraph shall obligate the housing provider, on an 
annual basis, for the duration of the contract to offer for lease and to lease a 
fixed nmnber of rental units, which shall be specified in the contract, to 
families receiving tenant assistance, regardless of whether the Salne family 
leases the san1e unit throughout the contract period. Each contract shall 
obligate the Mayor to make tenant assistance payments to the housing 
provider for the duration of the contract in accordance with the terms of the 
contract and the requirements of this subchapter as long as the housing is in 
substantial compliance with the housing regulations. The contractual obli
gation of the Mayor shall be backed by the full faith and credit of the District 
to the same extent that applies to District contracts generally. 

(B) In the case of contracts for rental units in existing housing accom
modations, the length of the contract may be frOIn 1 to 5 years. In the case 
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of contracts for rental units in newly constructed or rehabilitated housing 
accOlTIlTIodations, the length of the contract lTIay be frOlTI 1 to 15 years, 
with options to renew in 5-year increments. 

(C) Consistent with the requirelnents of § 42-350S.04(d), distressed 
properties and new or rehabilitated vacant rental housing receiving assis
tance pursuant to subchapter VIII of this chapter shall have priority over 
other properties for the long-term contracts authorized by this paragraph. 

(2) Repealed. 

(3) The Mayor lTIay expend funds from the annual appropriation to assist 
eligible families with a current valid lease of a rental unit that qualifies 
according to the provisions of this chapter. The Department shall announce 
the availability of the assistance authorized by this paragraph through notice 
to the District of Columbia Office on Aging, other relevant District agencies, 
and private organizations representing senior citizens or tenants in general. 

(4) The Mayor shall not, by rule or otherwise, establish any set-aside 
procedure or allocate any fixed portion of Tenant Assistance Program funds 
or applications to be approved for any specific category of eligible faJTIilies or 
any specific type of tenant assistance contract authorized by this subchapter. 

(e) The Mayor shall issue rules consistent with this subchapter for the 
effective and efficient adrninistration of the Tenant Assistance Progranl. The 
proposed rules shall be submitted to the Council for a 45-day period of review, 
excluding Saturdays, Sundays, legal holidays, and days of Council recess. If 
the Council does not approve or disapprove the proposed rules, in whole or in 
pare by resolution within this 45-day review period, the proposed rules shall be 
deemed approved. Nothing in this subsection shall affect any requirements 
imposed upon the Mayor by subchapter I of Chapter 5 of Title 2. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 302, 32 DCR 3089; Oct. 2, 1987, D.C. Law 7-30, 
§ (3)(c)-(e), 34 DCR 5304; Mar. 17, 1993, D.C. Law 9-237, § 2(b), (c), 40 DCR 617.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2532. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2(c)-(e) of Tenant Assistance Pro
gram Amendment Temporary Act of 1987 (D.C. 
Law 7-48, December la, 1987, law notification 
34 DCR 8107). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.0l. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-30, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-237. see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3503.01. 

Transfer of Functions 
The functions of the Department of Housing 

and Community Development relating to the 
Tenant Assistance Program were transferred to 
the Department of Public and Assisted Housing 
by Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1987, effective 
December 15, 1987. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Appropriations approved: Public Law 

101-518, 104 Stat. 2227, the District of Colum
bia Appropriations Act, 1991, provided that up 
to $275,000 within the 15 percent set-aside for 
special programs within the Tenant Assistance 
Program shall be targeted for the single-room 
occupancy initiative. 
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Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3503.04. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia C;::>10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-3503.03. Authorization to enter into contracts for tenant assistance 
payments; determination of eligibility; procedure upon 
determination of eligibility. 

(a) The Mayor may enter into contracts to make rental assistance payn1ents 
to housing providers of rental dwelling units on behalf of eligible families in 
accordance with this section. Unit A of Chapter 3 of Title 2 shall not apply to 
the contracts authorized by this subchapter. 

(b) Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, the fair market rents 
applicable to the Tenant Assistance Program shall be the fair market rents 
established annually by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop
n1ent ("HUD") for new construction and substantial rehabilitation in the 
Washington, D.C., market. The Department, by rule, may establish the fair 
market rents for units in sizes for which there is no fair Inarket rent established 
by HUD. If the Department, after reviewing the fair market rents established 
by HUD for the Washington, D.C., market, determines that the amounts do not 
accurately reflect fair market rents in the District, the Department may, by rule, 
adjust the amounts. If the proposed fair market rents vary from the fair 
market rents established by HUD, the Department shall submit a resolution for 
approval of the proposed fair market rents to the Council of the District of 
Columbia ("Council") for a 45-day period of review, excluding Saturdays, 
Sundays, legal holidays, and days of Council recess. If the Council does not 
approve or disapprove the proposed resolution, in whole or in part, within this 
45-day review period, the proposed resolution shall be deemed approved. 

(c) Applications to participate in the Tenant Assistance Program shall be 
subn1itted to the Departn1ent and shall be in a form designated by the Depart
ment. The Department shall be responsible for verifying the sources of the 
family's income and gathering information necessary for determining eligibility 
and the amount of the assistance payment. Priority shall be given to the 
elderly, individuals with disabilities, single-parent households, and applicants 
who have cOlnpleted any employment training course provided by any District 
agency. 

(d) If an applicant is determined by the Department to be eligible and is 
selected for participation, the applicant shall be given a certificate of eligibility. 
At the same time, the family shall be given a certificate holder's packet which 
contains a request for lease approval, a list of properties for rent, information 
concerning recently completed housing, if any, including the location, and 
other items the Departn1ent determines should be included. In addition, the 
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Department shall provide a full explanation of the following to assist the fan1ily 
in finding a suitable rental unit and to apprise the family and the housing 
provider of their respective responsibilities: 

(1) Falnily and housing provider responsibilities under the lease contract; 
(2) The general locations and characteristics of the neighborhood in which 

units of suitable quality and price may be found; 
(3) Applicable laws and housing standards; 
(4) Significant aspects of applicable federal and District law, including fair 

housing law; 
(5) The applicable fair market rent; and 
(6) Information on how the Department computes the amount of the 

tenant assistance payment. 

(e) Upon detern1ination of eligibility the Department shall enter on each 
certificate the sn1allest unit-size appropriate for the eligible family consistent 
with the following criteria: 

(1) The number of bedroOlns indicated as appropriate shall not require 
n10re than 2 persons to occupy the Salne bedroom. 

(2) The nUlnber of bedroOlns indicated as appropriate shall not require 
persons of the opposite sex other than spouses, except for children under 12 
years of age, to occupy the same bedroOln. 

(3) All single-person households shall be assigned a O-bedroom unit if 
O-bedroom units are available. Where there are no O-bedroom units avail
able, single-person households shall be assigned a I-bedroom unit. A single, 
elderly person or single person with a disability planning to live with an 
unrelated person essential to his or her care may be assigned a 2-bedroon1 
unit. 

(£)(1) The Department shall maintain a system to assure that it will be able to 
honor all outstanding certificates of eligibility with its funding authorization. 

(2) Nothing in this subchapter shall be construed as creating an entitle
nlent to assistance payments in the absence of appropriations sufficient to 
fund this prograln. 

(g)(1) The certificate of eligibility shall expire at the end of 90 days unless 
within that tilne the family submits a completed request for lease approval. If 
the certificate expires, or is about to expire, the fmnily may sublnit the 
certificate to the Department with a request for an extension. The Departlnent 
may grant 1 or more 60-day extensions to any family that continuously 
demonstrates good faith efforts to locate a suitable rental unit. Expiration of 
the certificate shall not preclude the fmnily from filing a new application for 
another certificate. 

(2) If an assisted family notifies the Departlnent that it wishes to obtain 
another certificate of eligibility for the purpose of moving to another rental 
unit within the District, the Department shall issue another certificate or 
process a request for lease approval, unless the Departlnent determines that 
the housing provider is entitled to payment under § 42-3503.04(d) on ac-
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count of nonpayment of rent or other amount owed under the lease, and that 
the family has failed to satisfy any liability. 

(h) Owners of rental accomlTIodations in the District shall notify tenants of 
the existence of the Tenant Assistance Program and shall refer interested 
parties to the Department for further information. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 303, 32 DCR 3089; Oct. 2, 1987, D.C. Law 7-30, 
§ 3(£)-0), 34 DCR 5304; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 67(d), 53 DCR 6198; Sept. 
12, 2008, D.C. Law 17-231, § 38, 55 DCR 6758.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2533. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law ] 6-305, in subsec. (c), substituted 

"individuals with disabilities" for "the handi
capped"; and, in subsec. (e)(3), substituted "A 
single, elderly person or single person with a 
disability" for "An elderly, handicapped, or dis
able single person". 

D.C. Law 17-231, in subsec. (e)(2), substitut
ed "other than spouses" for "other than the 
husband and wife". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(0-0) of Tenant Assistance Program 
Amendment Temporary Act of 1987 (D.C. Law 

7-48, December 10, 1987, law notification 34 
DCR 8107). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-30, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.01. 

For Law 16-305, see notes following 
§ 42-820. 

For Law 17-231, see notes following 
§ 42-516. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Short title: See Historical and Statutory 

Notes following § 42-3501.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3508.04. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (P 1 O. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
District of Columbia was not estopped from 

denying liability for tenant assistance payments 
to landlord who placed tenant in possession 
without an executed tenant assistance contract; 

landlord could not have relied upon any oral 
promise given his imputed knowledge that exe
cution of tenant assistance contract was neces-
sary before the District was bound to pay; 
moreover, equities did not favor landlord. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2533(a). Chamberlain v. 
Barry, 1992,606 A.2d 156. Estoppel (P 62.1 

§ 42-3503.04. Tenant assistance payments. 

(a) Basic forrnula. - (1) The amount of the tenant assistance payment shall 
be the amount by which the actual rent or fair market rent applicable to the 
family, whichever is lower, exceeds 30% of the family's monthly income. 
Where the head of household is an elderly tenant or tenant with a disability, the 
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aI110unt of the tenant assistance payment shall be the al110unt by which the 
actual rent or fair market rent, whichever is lower, exceeds 25% of the fal11ily's 
monthly income. Monthly income is 1/12 of annual adjusted inCOl11e. Annual 
income is the anticipated total income from all sources received by the family 
head and spouse, even if temporarily absent, and by each additional member of 
the family, including all net income derived from assets, for the 12-111onth 
period following the effective date of the Department's initial determination or 
reexamination of income, exclusive of income that is temporary, nonrecurring, 
or sporadic such as irregular gifts, scholarships, inheritances, insurance pay
ments, and capital gains. Annual income is also exclusive of income frOl11 
employment of children, including foster children, under the age of 18 years; 
paYl11ents received for the care of foster children; the value of the allotn1ent 
provided to an eligible household for coupons under the Food StaI11P Act of 
1977 (7 V.S.C. §§ 2011-2030); and payments or allowances 111ade under the 
Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Act of 1981 (42 V.S.C. 8621 et seq.), and 
the District of Columbia Low Income Energy Assistance Program. 

(2) Annual income includes, but is not lil11ited to: 

(A) The full amount, before any payroll deductions, of wages and sala
ries, overtime pay, con1missions, fees, tips and bonuses, and other compen
sation for personal services; 

(B) The net income from operation of a business or profession (for this 
purpose, expenditures for business expansion or amortization of capital 
indebtedness and an allowance for depreciation of capital assets shall not 
be deducted to determine the net income from a bUsiness); 

(C) Interest, dividends, and other net income of any kind from real or 
personal property (for this purpose, expenditures for al11ortization of capi
tal indebtedness and an allowance for depreciation of capital assets shall 
not be deducted to determine the net income from real or personal 
property). Where the family has net family assets in excess of $5,000, 
annual income shall include the greater of the actual income derived from 
all net family assets or a percentage of the value of the assets based on the 
current passbook savings rate as determined by the Department; 

(D) The full amount of periodic payments received fron1 Social Security 
annuities, insurance policies, retirement funds, pensions, disability or death 
benefits or other similar types of periodic receipts, including a lump-slu11 
paYl11ent for the delayed start of a periodic payment; 

(E) Welfare assistance; 

(F) Payn1ents in lieu of earnings, such as unel11ploYl11ent and disability 
cOl11pensation, worker's compensation, and severance pay; 

(G) Periodic and determinable allowances, such as alimony and child 
support payments, and regular contributions or gifts received from persons 
not residing in the rental unit; 

(H) All regular pay, special pay, and allowances of a member of the 
armed forces, whether or not living in the rental unit, who is head of the 
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family, spouse, or other person whose dependents are residing in the unit; 
and 

(1) Any earned income tax credit to the extent it exceeds income tax 
liability. 

(b) Applicable fair market rent. - The Department shall compute the tenant 
assistance payment for a family entering the Tenant Assistance Program on the 
most recent published fair market rents on the date of lease approval for the 
family. 

(b-l) Payment cap. - (1) Except in the case of elderly tenants or tenants 
with a disability, no tenant assistance payment shall exceed 60% of the arnount 
of rent for the recipient's rental unit. In the case of persons receiving tenant 
assistance payments on and before March 17, 1993, and continuously thereaf
ter, this subsection shall apply 2 years from October 21, 1993. 

(2) In the case of persons who are granted Tenant Assistance Program 
certification after March 17, 1993, if those persons have previously received 
Tenant Assistance Program subsidies, the subsidies provided those persons 
shall not exceed 60% of the amount of rent for the recipient's rental unit. 

(c) Rent not capped by payment standard. - Under the tenant assistance 
payment computation described in subsections (a) and (b) of this section, the 
arnount of tenant assistance paYlnent does not increase if the unit rents for 
n10re than the applicable fair market rent, but a tenant is not prohibited from 
renting such a unit. 

(d) No reimbursement of amounts family o,"ves housing provider. - The 
Department shall not reilnburse the housing provider for the portion of the rent 
not covered by the tenant assistance payment, damages, or other amounts due 
under the lease. 

(e) No payments for vacancies. - If a family moves out, the housing provider 
shall promptly notify the Department and the Departlnent shall make no 
additional tenant assistance payments to the housing provider for any month 
after that in which the family moves. The housing provider may retain the 
tenant assistance payment for the month in which the family moves. 

(D Repealed. 

(g) Finders-keepers policy. - (1) A family with a certificate of eligibility is 
responsible for finding a rental unit suitable to the family's needs and desires. 
A fan1ily may select the rental unit which it already occupies if the unit 
qualifies. Upon request, the Department shall assist families in finding units 
where, because of age, disability, large family size, or other reasons, the farnily 
is unable to locate an approvable unit. The Departlnent shall also provide this 
assistance where the family alleges that illegal discrimination on grounds of 
race, religion, sex, national origin, age, or disability is preventing it from 
finding a suitable unit. 

(2) Neither in assisting a family in finding a unit nor by any other action 
shall the Department directly or indirectly reduce the family's opportunity to 
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Note 1 

choose among the available units in the housing Inarket, except in accor
dance with § 42-3503.02(d). 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 304, 32 DCR 3089; Oct. 2, 1987, D.C. Law 7-30, 
§ 3Q), 34 DCR 5304; Mar. 17, 1993, D.C. Law 9-237, § 2(d), 40 DCR 6049; Feb. 5, 
1994, D.C. Law 10-68, § 39(a), 40 DCR 6311; May 16,1995, D.C. Law 10-255, § 38,41 
DCR 5193; Apr. 24, 2007, D.C. Law 16-305, 67(e), 53 DCR 6198.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2534. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-305, in subsec. (a)(l), substitut

ed "tenant or tenant with a disability" for "or 
handicapped tenant"; in subsec. (b-l)(1), sub
stituted "tenants or tenants with a disability" 
for "or handicapped tenants"; and in subsec. 
(g), substituted "disability" for "handicap". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2Q) of Tenant Assistance Program 
Amendment Temporary Act of 1987 (D.C. Law 
7-48, December 10, 1987, law notification 34 
DCR 8107). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutorv Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. " 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-30, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-237, see 
Histodcal and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3503.01. 

D.C. Law 10-45, the "Tenant Assistance Pro
gram Payment Limitation Amendment Act of 
1993," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 10·-213, which was referred to the 

Committee on Consumer and Regulatory Af
fairs. The Bill was adopted on first and second 
readings on June 29, 1993, and July 13, 1993, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on August 4, 
1993, it was assigned Act No. 10-·80 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 10-45 became effective on Oc
tober 21, 1993. 

D.C. Law 10-68, the "Technical Amendments 
Act of 1993," was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 10-166, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on June 
29, 1993, and July 13, 1993, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on August 23, 1993, it was 
assigned Act No. 10-107 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 10-68 became effective on February 5, 
1994. 

Law 10-255, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 1994," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 10-673, which was referred to 
the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on June 
21, 1994, and July 5, 1994, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on July 25, 1994, it \vas 
assigned Act No. 10-302 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 10-255 became effective May 16, 1995. 

For Law 16-305, see notes following 
§ 42-820. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3503.03. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia C::;:>1O. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Notes of Decisions 
In general to landlord who placed tenant in possession 

without an executed tenant assistance contract; 
landlord could not have relied upon any oral 

1. In general promise given his imputed knowledge that exe-
District of Columbia was not estopped from cution of tenant assistance contract was neces-

denying liability for tenant assistance payments sary before the District was bound to pay; 
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mal eover, eqUltles did not favor landlord. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2533(a). Chamberlain v. 
Barry, 1992, 606 A.2d 156. Estoppel ~ 62.1 

REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-3503.05. Approval and maintenance of rental units; obligations of 
families. 

(a) Rental units which the Department determines are decent, safe, and 
sanitary as required by the housing regulations, any other statute or regulation 
governing the condition of residential premises, and the requirements of this 
subchapter are eligible for tenant assistance. 

(b) The following units are not eligible for tenant assistance as provided by 
this subchapter: 

(1) Housing units receiving rent assistance under any federal housing 
program, or public housing that is managed by the District government; 

(2) Nursing homes, units within the grounds of penal, reformatory, medi
cal and similar public or private institutions, and facilities providing continu
al psychiatric, medical, or nursing service; or 

(3) Units occupied by the housing provider. 

(c) As required by the Department, units shall be inspected to deternline 
whether they are decent, safe, and sanitary as set forth in § 42-3503.01(3). 
Regardless of the number of bedrooms stated on the certificate of eligibility, the 
Department shall not prohibit a family frOlll renting an otherwise acceptable 
unit on the ground that it is too large for the family. If the Department 
determines that the assisted unit occupied by a participating fanlily does not 
nleet the space requirement because of an increase in family size or a change in 
falllily cOlnposition, the Department shall issue the participating family a new 
certificate of eligibility. If an acceptable unit is found that is available for 
occupancy by the family, the Departlnent shall tenninate the tenant assistance 
contract for the original unit in accordance with its terms. 

(d) The following maintenance, operation, and inspection requirenlents shall 
apply: 

(1) The housing provider shall provide all the services, maintenance, and 
utilities which the housing provider agrees to provide under the contract, 
subject to abatement of housing assistance payments or other applicable 
remedies if the housing provider fails to meet these obligations. 

(2) A housing provider may collect a security deposit from a family not to 
exceed 1 month's rent. If the family determines it is unable to pay the 
security deposit, it may apply to the Department for a repayable advance to 
cover the difference between the amount the family can afford, as determined 
by the Departnlent, and the security deposit requested by the housing 
provider. When the Department decides to provide an advance to the family, 
the family shall enter into an agreement with the Department for repayment 
on terms prescribed by the Department. The Department shall establish a 
reasonable schedule for the repayment to minimize the hardship for the 
fanlily. 
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(3) Subject to District law, after the falnily moves from the unit the housing 
provider may use the security deposit as reimbursement for any unpaid rent 
payable by the falnily or other an10unts which the fan1ily owes under the 
lease. The housing provider shall give the family a written list of all items 
charged against the security deposit and the alnount of each item. After 
deducting the amount used to reimburse the housing provider, the housing 
provider shall refund promptly to the family the full amount of the unused 
balance. 

(4) The Departlnent shall conduct reexaminations of family inconle and 
cOlnposition at least annually. The Department shall adjust the amount of 
each fmnily's tenant assistance payment at the time of the annual reexalnina
tion to reflect any changes in family monthly income using the applicable 
payment or adjustment standard. 

(e)(1) A fmnily shall: 

(A) Supply any certification, release, information, or documentation the 
Departlnent determines to be necessary in the administration of the pro
gram; 

(B) Allow the Department to inspect the rental unit at reasonable tilnes 
and after reasonable notice; 

(C) Notify the Departlnent before vacating the rental unit; and 

(D) Use the rental unit solely for residence by the fan1ily, and as the 
fmnily's principal place of residence, and shall not sublease or assign the 
lease or transfer the unit. 

(2) A falTIily shall not: 

(A) Own or have any interest in the dwelling unit; 

(B) ComlTIit any fraud in connection with the Tenant Assistance Pro
gram; and 

(C) Receive duplicative assistance under the Tenant Assistance Progranl 
and any other federal or District housing assistance progralTI. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 305, 32 DCR 3089; Oct. 2, 1987, D.C. Law 7-30, 
§ 3(k), 34 DCR 5304; Feb. 5, 1994, D.C. Lmv 10-68, § 39(b), 40 DCR 6311.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2535. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Rental Housing Act of 1985 
Temporary Amendment Act of 1987 (D.C. Law 
7-1, May 13, 1987, law notification 34 DCR 
3645). 

7-48, December 10, 1987, law notification 34 
DCR 8107). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-30, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.01. 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-68, see 
tion, see § 2(k) of Tenant Assistance Program Historical and Statutory Notes following 
Amendment Temporary Act of 1987 (D.C. Law § 42-3503.04. 
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Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <PI0. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Assistance with rent, 

REAL PROPERTY 

Library References 

United States Supreme Court 

Due process, rent assistance contracts, 
automatic rent increases, comparability 
study caps, see Cisneros v. Alpine 

Ridge Group, U.S.Wash.1993, 113 S.Ct. 
1898,508 U.S. 10, 123 L.Ed.2d 572, on 
remand 995 F.2d 948. 

§ 42-3503.06. Continued eligibility. 

Sixty days prior to the expiration of any tenant assistance authorized under 
this subchapter, the Department shall notify the tenant, in writing, that the 
tenant assistance is about to expire and that the tenant, if eligible and desiring 
to continue to receive tenant assistance, Illust reapply within 30 days upon 
receipt of the notice. The tenant shall reapply by executing under oath or 
affirmation a statement of continued eligibility on a form approved by the 
Department and by submitting the form to the Departlnent. Unless the 
Department determines that the person is not eligible, tenant assistance shall 
continue for the succeeding 12 months. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 306,32 DCR 3089.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2536. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <P 1 0. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Library References 

§ 42-3503.07. Termination of eligibility. 

(a) If, at any time, a tenant receiving tenant assistance fails to satisfy the 
requiren1ents of this subchapter relating to conditions of eligibility, the tenant 
shall ilnmediately notify the Department, in writing, of the ineligibility. Tenant 
assistance shall terminate on the next day thereafter upon which the rent is 
due. 

(b) If, at any time, the Department detennines that a tenant receiving tenant 
assistance is not, or has ceased to be, eligible for tenant assistance, the 
Department shall notify the tenant and housing provider in writing, setting 
forth the reasons for the determination. Tenant assistance payments shall 
terminate on the next day the rent is due occurring at least 30 days after the 
date the notice is given, unless, within 15 days after the receipt of the notice, 
the tenant submits to the Department a written statement, under oath or 
affirmation, including any available supporting documents, asserting the ten
ant's reasons for alleging continued eligibility. Within 30 days following the 
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Note 1 

receipt of the staten1ent and doculnents, the DepartInent shall make the final 
determination of the tenant's eligibility for continued receipt of tenant assis-
tance. 

(c)(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this subchapter, after Septem
ber 30, 1996, all tenants receiving tenancy assistance shall avail then1selves of 
all opportunities to receive Section 8 or public housing assistance in lieu of 
tenant assistance. 

(2) A tenant who fails to observe the mandates of paragraph (1) of this 
subsection shall be deemed ineligible for tenant assistance and assistance will 
be terminated pursuant to subsection (b) of this section. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 307, 32 DCR 3089; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-198, 
§ 403, 43 DCR 4569.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2537. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 403 of Fiscal Year 1997 Budget 
Support Temporary Amendment Act of 1996 
(D.C. Law 11-226, April 9, 1997, law notifica
tion 44 OCR 2584). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 403 of the Fiscal Year 1997 Budget Support 
Emergency Act of 1996 (D.C. Act 11-302, July 
25, 1996, 43 OCR 4181), § 403 of the Fiscal 
Year 1997 Budget Support Emergency Amend
ment Act of 1996 (D.C. Act 11-429, October 29, 
1996, 43 OCR 6151), and § 403 of the Fiscal 
Year 1997 Budget Support Congressional Ad-

journment Emergency Amendment Act of 1997 
(D.C. Act 12-2, February 19, 1997, 44 OCR 
1590). 

Legislative History of Laws 

F01~ legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Law 11-] 98, the "Fiscal Year 1997 Budget 
Support Act of 1996," was introduced in Coun
cil and assigned Bill No. 11-741, which was 
referred to the Committee of the Whole. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readi ngs 
on June 19, 1996, and July 3, 1996, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on July 26, 1996, it was 
assigned Act No. 11-360 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 11-198 became effective on April 9, 1997. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 

District of Columbia cs=> 1 O. 

Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Findings of hearing examiner of the Depart

ment of Public and Assisted Housing (DPAH) 
were insufficient to support conclusion that 
DPAH acted lawfully and reasonably in termi
nating Tenant Assistance Program (TAP) bene
fits under tenant fraud provisions; examiner 
did not make requisite factual finding that re-

cipient herself committed fraud, and how she 
did so; evidence that examiner listed to support 
conclusion that recipient's eligibility was 
"fraudulently documented" did not clarify 
whether examiner found that recipient herself 
was perpetrator of fraud. D.C.Mull. Regs. title 
14, §§ 1932, 1936. Branch v. District of Co
lumbia Dept. of Public and Assisted Housing, 
1995,661 A.2d 1102. Social Security And Pub-
lic Welfare cs=> 9.5 . 
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§ 42-3503.08. Tax exemption. 

All n10nies received by any tenant through the Tenant Assistance Program 
under this subchapter are exempt from District income taxes payable under 
Chapter 18 of Title 47. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 308, 32 DCR 3089.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2538. 
Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Cross References 

Gross income and adjusted gross income, see § 47-1803.02. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia G:=>33(14). 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia § 39. 

SUBCHAPTER IV. REVENUE. 

§ 42-3504.01. Rental unit fee. 

(a) Each housing provider required to register under this chapter, including 
those otherwise exen1pt from rental control and registration pursuant to 
§ 42-3502.05(a)(3), shall pay a fee of $21.50 for each rental unit in a housing 
accommodation registered by the housing provider. The fee shall be paid 
annually to the District government at the time the housing provider applies for 
a business license or a renewal of the license; or in the case of a housing 
accommodation for which no license is required, at the time and in the manner 
the Cornmission Inay determine. Fees shall be deposited in a timely manner in 
depositories designated by the District government for those purposes; provid
ed, that a portion of fees collected shall be deposited in the fund established by 
subsection (b) of this section to fund a housing provider ombudsman and an 
Advisory Neighborhood COlnmission liaison; provided further, that a portion of 
fees collected frOln the prior fiscal year shall be deposited in the fund estab
lished by subsection (b) of this section for use by the Office of the Chief Tenant 
Advocate. 

(b) There is established as a nonlapsing fund the Office of the Chief Tenant 
Advocate Rental Acconlmodations Fee Fund ("Fund"). All funds deposited into 
the Fund, and any interest earned on those funds, shall not revert to the 
unrestricted fund balance of the General Fund of the District of Columbia at the 
end of a fiscal year, or at any other time, but shall be continually available for 
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the uses and purposes set forth in this section without regard to fiscal year 
lin1itation, subject to authorization by Congress. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 401, 32 DCR 3089; Sept. 30, 1993, D.C. Law 10-25, 
§ 401,40 DCR 5489; Oct. 19,2000, D.C. Law 13-172, § 1202(a), 47 DCR 6308; Dec. 7, 
2004, D.C. Law 15-205, § 2092,51 DCR 8441; Mar. 2, 2007, D.C. Law 16-192, § 2172, 
53 DCR 6899; Mar. 3, 2010, D.C. Law 18-111, § 2131,57 DCR 181.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2541. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-172 added the proviso at the end 

of the third sentence. 
D.C. Law 15-205 substituted "$16" for "$15" 

and substituted "; provided, that a portion of 
fees collected shall be deposited in a special 
account to fund a tenant ombudsman and a 
housing provider ombudsman and an Advisory 
Neighborhood Commission liaison." for "; pro
vided, that fees collected during fiscal year 2001 
shall be deposited in the fund established by 
§ 6-711.01 to be used for the purposes of the 
fund." 

D.C. Law 16-192 substituted "$17" for 
"$16"; deleted "tenant ombudsman and a" fol
lowing "special account to fund a"; and substi
tuted "liaison; provided further, that a portion 
of fees collected shall be deposited in a special 
account for use bv the Office of the Chief Tenant 
Advocate." for "liaison.". 

D.C. Law 18-111 rewrote the section, which 
had read as follows: 

"Each housing provider required to register 
under this chapter, including those otherwise 
exempt from rental control and registration 
pursuant to § 42-3502.05(a)(3), shall pay a fee 
of $17 for each rental unit in a housing accom
modation registered by the housing provider. 
The fee shall be paid annually to the District 
government at the time the housing provider 
applies for a business license or a renewal of the 
license; or in the case of a housing accommoda
tion for which no license is required, at the time 
and in the manner the Commission may deter
mine. Fees shall be deposited in a timely man
ner in depositories designated by the District 
government for those purposes; provided, that 
a portion of fees collected shall be deposited in 
a special account to fund a housing provider 
ombudsman and an Advisory Neighborhood 
Comrnission liaison; provided further, that a 
pOl-tion of fees collected shall be deposited in a 
special account for use by the Office of the Chief 
Tenant Advocate." 

Temporary Act of 1993 (D.C. Law 10-11, August 
6, 1993, law notification 40 OCR 6213). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 1202(a) of the Fiscal Year 2001 Bud
get Support Emergency Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 
13-376, July 24,2000,47 OCR 6574). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1202(a) of the Fiscal Year 2001 Bud
get Support Congressional Review Emergency 
Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-438, October 20, 2000, 
47 DCR 8740). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2092 of Fiscal Year 2005 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2004 (D.C. Act 
15-486, August 2,2004,51 DCR 8236). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2092 of Fiscal Year 2005 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2004 (D.C. Act 15-594, October 26, 2004, 51 
OCR 11725). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2172 of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-477, August 8,2006,53 DCR 7068). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2172 of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-499, October 23, 2006, 53 
DCR 8845). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2172 of Fiscal Year 2007 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2007 (D.C. Act 17-1, January 16, 2007, 54 
OCR 1165). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2131 of Fiscal Year 2010 Budget 
Support Second Emergency Act of 2009 (D.C. 
Act 18-207, October 15, 2009, 56 DCR 8234). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2131 of Fiscal Year Budget Support 
Congressional Review Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 18-260, January 4,2010, 
57 DCR 345). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
Temporary Amendments of Section § 42-3501.01. 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec- D.C. Law 10-25, the "Omnibus Budget Sup-
tion, see § 401 of Omnibus Budget Support port Act of 1993," was introduced in Council 
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and assigned Bill No. 10-165, which was re
fClTed to the Committee of the Whole. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
June], 1993, and June 29, 1993, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on July 16, 1993, it was 
assigned Act No. ] 0-57 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 
10-25 became effective on September 30, 1993. 

Law 13-172, the "Fiscal Year 2001 Budget 
Support Act of 2000," was introduced in Coun
cil and assigned Bill No. 13-679, which was 
referred to the Committee of the Whole. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
May 15, 2000, and June 6, 2000, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on June 26, 2000, it was 
assigned Act No. J 3-175 and transmitted to 
both I-louses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 13-172 became effective on October 19, 
2000. 

For Law ] 5-205, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

For Law 16-192, see notes following 
§ 42-903. 

REAL PROPERTY 

For Law 18-111, see notes following 
§ 42-1102.02. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Termination of Law 6-10: Section 907 of 
D.C. Law 6-10, as amended by § 2(d) of D.C. 
Law 8-48 and § 818 of D.C. Law 11-52, provid
ed that all subchapters of the act, except III and 
V, shall terminate on December 31, 2000. 

Short title of subtitle H of title II of Law 
15-205: Section 2091 of D.C. Law 15-205 pro
vided that subtitle H of title II of the act may be 
cited as the Tenant and Housing Provider Om
budsmen Amendment Act of 2004. 

Short title: Section 2171 of D.C. Law 16-192 
provided that subtitle N of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Office of the Chief Tenant 
Advocate Funding Act of 2006". 

Short title: Section 2130 of D.C. Law 18-111 
provided that subtitle N of title II of the act may 
be cited as the "Rental Unit Fee Amendment 
Act of 2009". 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (:;:::::>10. 
Westlaw Topic No. ] 32. 

SUBCHAPTER V. EVICTIONS; RETALIATORY ACTION; AND OTHER MATTERS. 

Cross References 

I-lousing Finance Agency, assisted housing projects, eviction procedures, see § 42-2703.08. 

§ 42-3505.01. Evictions. 

(a) Except as provided in this section, no tenant shall be evicted fron1 a 
rental unit, notwithstanding the expiration of the tenant's lease or rental 
agreement, so long as the tenant continues to pay the rent to which the housing 
provider is entitled for the rental unit. No tenant shall be evicted from a rental 
unit for any reason other than for nonpayment of rent unless the tenant has 
been served with a written notice to vacate which meets the requirelnents of 
this section. Notices to vacate for all reasons other than for nonpayment of rent 
shall be served upon both the tenant and the Rent Administrator. All notices to 
vacate shall contain a statement detailing the reasons for the eviction, and if the 
housing accommodation is required to be registered by this chapter, a state
ment that the housing accommodation is registered with the Rent Administra
tor. 

(b) A housing provider may recover possession of a rental unit where the 
tenant is violating an obligation of tenancy and fails to correct the violation 
within 30 days after receiving from the housing provider a notice to correct the 
violation or vacate. 
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(c) A housing provider lTIay recover possession of a rental unit where a court 
of competent jurisdiction has determined that the tenant, or a person occupying 
the premises with or in addition to the tenant, has performed an illegal act 
within the rental unit or the housing accommodation. The housing provider 
shall serve on the tenant a 30-day notice to vacate. The tenant lTIay be evicted 
only if the tenant knew or should have known that an illegal act was taking 
place. 

(c-l)(1) It shall be a defense to an action for possession under subsections (b) 
or (c) of this section that the tenant is a victilTI, or is the parent or guardian of a 
rninor victim, of an intrafamily offense or actions relating to an intrafam.ily 
offense, as defined in § 16-1001(8), if the Court determines that the intrafanlily 
offense, or actions relating to the intrafmnily offense, are the basis for the 
notice to vacate. 

(2) If, as a result of the intrafan1ily offense or the actions relating to the 
intrafamily offense that is the basis for the notice to vacate, the tenant has 
received a temporary or civil protection order ordering the respondent to 
vacate the hOlTIe, the court shall not enter a judglTIent for possession. 

(3) If, as a result of the intrafalnily offense or the actions relating to the 
intrafamily offense that is the basis for the notice to vacate, the tenant 
provides to the court a copy of a police report written within the preceding 
60 days or has filed for but has not received a telTIpOrary or civil protection 
order ordering the respondent to vacate the home, the court shall have the 
discretion not to enter a judgment for possession under this subchapter. 

(d) A natural person with a freehold interest in the rental unit may recover 
possession of a rental unit where the person seeks in good faith to recover 
possession of the rental unit for the person's immediate and personal use and 
occupancy as a dwelling. The housing provider shall serve on the tenant a 
90-day notice to vacate in advance of action to recover possession of the rental 
unit in instances arising under this subsection. No housing provider shall 
den1and or receive rent for any rental unit which the housing provider has 
repossessed under this subsection during the 12-month period beginning on the 
date the housing provider recovered possession of the rental unit. A stockholder 
of a cooperative housing association with a right of possession in a rental unit 
n1ay exercise the rights of a natural person with a freehold interest under this 
subsection. 

(e) A housing provider n1ay recover possession of a rental unit where the 
housing provider has in good faith contracted in writing to sell the rental unit 
or the housing accommodation in which the unit is located for the immediate 
and personal use and occupancy by another person, so long as the housing 
provider has notified the tenant in writing of the tenant's right and opportunity 
to purchase as provided in Chapter 34 of this title. The housing provider shall 
serve on the tenant a 90-day notice to vacate in advance of the housing 
provider's action to recover possession of the rental unit. No person shall 
demand or receive rent for any rental unit which has been repossessed under 
this subsection during the 12-month period beginning on the date on which the 
rental unit was originally repossessed by the housing provider. 
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(D( 1 )(A) A housing provider may recover possession of a rental unit for the 
immediate purpose of making alterations or renovations to the rental unit 
which cannot safely or reasonably be accomplished while the rental unit is 
occupied, so long as: 

(i) The plans for the alterations or renovations have been filed with the 
Rent Administrator and the Chief Tenant Advocate; 

(ii) The tenant has had 21 days after receiving notice of the application 
to submit to the Rent Administrator and to the Chief Tenant Advocate 
comments on the impact that an approved application would have on the 
tenant or any household member, and on any statement lnade in the 
application; 

(iii) An inspector from the Department of Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs has inspected the housing accommodation for the accuracy of 
material statelnents in the application and has reported his or her 
findings to the Rent Administrator and the Chief Tenant Advocate; 

(iv) On or before the filing of the application, the housing provider has 
given the tenant: 

(I) Notice of the application; 
(II) Notice of all tenant rights; 
(III) A list of sources of technical assistance as published in the 

District of Colulnbia Register by the Mayor; 
(IV) A summary of the plan for the alterations and renovations to be 

made; and 
(V) Notice that the plan in its entirety is on file and available for 

review at the office of the Rent Administrator, at the office of the Chief 
Tenant Advocate, and at the rental office of the housing provider; and 
(v) The Rent Adn1inistrator, in consultation with the Chief Tenant 

Advocate, has determined in writing: 
(I) That the proposed alterations and renovations cannot safely or 

reasonably be made while the rental unit is occupied; 
(II) Whether the alterations and renovations are necessary to bring 

the rental unit into compliance with the housing code and the tenant 
shall have the right to reoccupy the rental unit at the same rent; and 

(III) That the proposal is in the interest of each affected tenant after 
considering the physical condition of the rental unit or the housing 
accommodation and the overall ilnpact of relocation on the tenant. 

(B) As part of the application under this subsection, a housing provider 
shall subn1it to the Rent Adlninistrator for review and approval, and to the 
Chief Tenant Advocate, the following plans and documents: 

(i) A detailed statement setting forth why the alterations and renova
tions are necessary and why they cannot safely or reasonably be accom
plished while the rental unit is occupied; 

(ii) A copy of the notice that the housing provider has circulated 
informing the tenant of the application under this subsection; 

(iii) A draft of the notice to vacate to be issued to the tenant if the 
application is approved by the Rent Administrator; 
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(iv) A timetable for all aspects of the plan for alterations and renova
tions, including: 

(I) The relocation of the tenant frOl11 the rental unit and back into 
the rental unit; 

(II) The commencement of the work, which shall be within a reason
able period of time, not to exceed 120 days, after the tenant has 
vacated the rental unit; 

(III) The completion of the work; and 
(IV) The housing provider's submission to the Rent Adnlinistrator 

and the Chief Tenant Advocate of periodic progress reports, which 
shall be due at least once every 60 days until the work is complete and 
the tenant is notified that the rent unit is ready to be reoccupied; 
(v) A relocation plan for each tenant that provides: 

(I) The amount of the relocation assistance payment for each unit; 
(II) A specific plan for relocating each tenant to another unit in the 

housing accommodation or in a complex or set of buildings of which 
the housing accommodation is a part, or, if the housing provider states 
that relocation within the same building or cOl11plex is not practicable, 
the reasons for the statement; 

(III) If relocation to a rental unit pursuant to sub-sub-subparagraph 
(II) of this sub-subparagraph is not practicable, a list of units within 
the housing provider's portfolio of rental acconlmodations l11ade avail
able to each dispossessed tenant, or, where the housing provider 
asserts that relocation within the housing provider's portfolio of rental 
accommodations is not practicable, the justification for such assertion; 

(IV) If relocation to a rental unit pursuant to sub-sub-subparagraph 
(II) or (III) of this sub-subparagraph is not practicable, a list for each 
tenant affected by the relocation plan of at least 3 other rental units 
available to rent in a housing accommodation in the District of 
Colunlbia, each of which shall be cOl11parable to the rental unit in 
which the tenant currently lives; and 

(V) A list of tenants with their current addresses and telephone 
numbers. 

(C) The Chief Tenant Advocate, in consultation with the Rent Adminis
trator, shall: 

(i) Within 5 days of receipt of the application, issue a notice, which 
shall include the address and telephone nUl11ber of the Office of the Chief 
Tenant Advocate, to each affected tenant stating that the tenant: 

(I) Has the right to review or obtain a copy of the application, 
including all supporting docunlentation, at the rental office of the 
housing provider, the Office of the Chief Tenant Advocate, or the office 
of the Rent Administrator; 

(II) Shall have 21 days in which to file with the Rent Administrator 
and serve on the housing provider comments upon any statement 
made in the application, and on the impact an approved applicabon 
would have on the tenant or any household member; and 
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(In) May consult the Office of the Chief Tenant Advocate with 
respect to ascertaining the tenant's legal rights, responding to the 
application or to any ancillary offer made by the housing provider, or 
otherwise safeguarding the tenant's interests; 
(ii) At any time prior to or subsequent to the Rent Administrator's 

approval of the application, make such inquiries as the Chief Tenant 
Advocate considers appropriate to determine whether the housing pro
vider has complied with the requirements of this subsection and whether 
the interests of the tenants are being protected, and shall promptly report 
any findings to the Rent Administrator; and 

(iii) Upon the Rent Administrator's approval of the application: 
(I) Maintain a registry of the affected tenants, including their subse

quent interim addresses; and 
(II) Issue a written notice, which shall include the address and 

telephone nmnber of the Office of the Chief Tenant Advocate, to each 
affected tenant that notifies the tenant of the right to maintain his or 
her tenancy and the need to keep the Chief Tenant Advocate infonned 
of interiln addresses; 

(D) The housing provider shall serve on the tenant a 120-day notice to 
vacate prior to the filing of an action to recover possession of the rental 
unit that shall: 

(i) Notify the tenant of the tenant's rights under this subsection, 
including the absolute right to reoccupy the rental unit, the right to 
reoccupy the rental unit at the same rate if the Rent Administrator has 
deternlined that the alterations or renovations are necessary to bring the 
rental unit into substantial compliance with the housing regulations, and 
the right to relocation assistance under the provisions of subchapter VII 
of this chapter; 

(iO Include a list of sources of technical assistance as published in the 
District of Columbia Register by the Mayor; and 

(iii) Include a copy of the notice issued by the Chief Tenant Advocate 
pursuant to paragraph (1)(C)(iii)(II) of this subsection. 
(E) Within 5 days of the completion of alterations and renovations, the 

housing provider shall provide notice, by registered mail, return receipt 
requested, to the tenant, the Rent Administrator, and the Chief Tenant 
Advocate that the rental unit is ready to be occupied by the tenant. 

(F) Any notice required by this section to be issued to the tenant by the 
housing provider, the Rent Administrator, or the Chief Tenant Advocate 
shall be published in the languages as would be required by § 2-1933(a). 
(2) Imnlediately upon completion of the proposed alterations or renova-

tions, the tenant shall have the absolute right to reoccupy the rental unit. A 
tenant displaced by actions under this subsection shall continue to be a 
tenant of the rental unit as defined in § 42-3401.03(17), for purposes of 
rights and remedies under Chapter 34 of this title, until the tenant has waived 
his or her rights in writing. Until the tenant's right to reoccupy the rental 
unit has terminated, the housing provider shall serve on the tenant any notice 
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or other doculnent regarding the rental unit as required by any provision of 
Chapter 34 of this title, this chapter, or any other law or regulation, except 
that service shall be made by first-class mail at the address identified as the 
tenant's interim address pursuant to paragraph (1)(C)(iii) of this subsection. 

(3) Where the renovations or alterations are necessary to bring the rental 
unit into substantial compliance with the housing regulations, the tenant Inay 
rerent at the same rent and under the same obligations that were in effect at 
the tin1e the tenant was dispossessed, if the renovations or alterations were 
not made necessary by the negligent or malicious conduct of the tenant. 

(4) Tenants displaced by actions under this subsection shall be entitled to 
receive relocation assistance as set forth in subchapter VII of this chapter, if 
the tenants Ineet the eligibility criteria of that subchapter. 

(5) Prior to the date that the tenant vacates the unit, the Rent Administra
tor shall rescind the approval of any application under this subsection upon 
detennining that the housing provider has not con1plied with this subsection. 

(6) If, after the tenant has vacated the unit, the housing provider fails to 
comply with the provisions of this subsection, the aggrieved tenant or a 
tenant organization authorized by the tenant may seek enforcen1ent of any 
right or provision under this subsection by an action in law or equity. If the 
aggrieved tenant or tenant organization prevails, the aggrieved tenant or 
tenant organization shall be entitled to reasonable attorney's fees. In an 
equitable action, bond requirements shall be waived to the extent pennissible 
under law or court rule. 

(g)(1) A housing provider may recover possession of a rental unit for the 
purpose of ilnmediately den10lishing the housing accommodation in which the 
rental unit is located and replacing it with new construction, if a copy of the 
demolition permit has been filed with the Rent Administrator, and, if the 
requirelnents of subchapter VII of this chapter have been met. The housing 
provider shall serve on the tenant a 180-day notice to vacate in advance of 
action to recover possession of the rental unit. The notice to vacate shall 
comply with and notify the tenant of the tenant's right to relocation assistance 
under the provisions of subchapter VII of this chapter. 

(2) Tenants displaced by actions under this subsection shall be entitled to 
receive relocation assistance as set forth in subchapter VII of this chapter, if 
the tenants meet the eligibility criteria of that subchapter. 

(h)(1) A housing provider n1ay recover possession of a rental unit for the 
purpose of iInmediate, substantial rehabilitation of the housing accOlumodation 
if the requirements of § 42-3502.14 and subchapter VII of this chapter have 
been met. The housing provider shall serve on the tenant a 120-day notice to 
vacate in advance of his or her action to recover possession of the rental unit. 
The notice to vacate shall comply with and notify the tenant of the tenant's right 
to relocation assistance under subchapter VII of this chapter. 

(2) Any tenant displaced from a rental unit by the substantial rehabilitation 
of the housing accommodation in which the rental unit is located shall have a 
right to rerent the rental unit immediately upon the completion of the 
substantial rehabilitation. 
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(3) Tenants displaced by actions under this subsection shall be entitled to 
receive relocation assistance as set forth in subchapter VII of this chapter, if 
the tenants meet the eligibility criteria of that subchapter. 

(i)( 1) A housing provider may recover possession of a rental unit for the 
imn1ediate purpose of discontinuing the housing use and occupancy of the 
rental unit so long as: 

(A) The housing provider serves on the tenant a 180-day notice to vacate 
in advance of his or her action to recover possession of the rental unit. The 
notice to vacate shall comply with and notify the tenant of the tenant's right 
to relocation assistance under the provisions of subchapter VII of this 
chapter; 

(B) The housing provider shall not cause the housing accomn10dation, of 
which the unit is a part, to be substantially rehabilitated for a continuous 
12-month period beginning from the date that the use is discontinued 
under this section; 

(C) The housing provider shall not resume any housing or commercial 
use of the unit for a continuous 12-month period beginning from the date 
that the use is discontinued under this section; 

(D) The housing provider shall not reSlll11e any housing use of the unit 
other than rental housing; 

(E) Upon resumption of the housing use, the housing provider shall not 
rerent the unit at a greater rent than would have been permitted under this 
chapter had the housing use not been discontinued; 

(F) The housing provider shall, on a form devised by the Rent Adminis
trator, file with the Rent Administrator a statement including, but not 
limited to, general information about the housing accommodation, such as 
address and nun1ber of units, the reason for the discontinuance of use, and 
future plans for the property; 

(G) If the housing provider desires to resume a rental housing use of the 
unit, the housing provider shall notify the Rent Administrator who shall 
determine whether the provisions of this paragraph have been satisfied; 
and 

(H) The housing provider shall not demand or receive rent for any rental 
unit which the housing provider has repossessed under this subsection for 
a 12-month period beginning on the date the housing provider recovered 
possession of the rental unit. 
(2) Tenants displaced by actions under this subsection shall be entitled to 

receive relocation assistance as set forth in subchapter VII of this chapter, if 
the tenants meet the eligibility criteria of that subchapter. 

U) In any case where the housing provider seeks to recover possession of a 
rental unit or housing accoml11odation to convert the rental unit or housing 
accomn1odation to a condon1inium or cooperative, notice to vacate shall be 
given according to § 42-3402.06(c). 

(k) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, no housing provider 
shall evict a tenant on any day when the National Weather Service predicts at 
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8:00 a.n1. that the temperature at the National Airport weather station will fall 
below 32 degrees fahrenheit or 0 degrees centigrade within the next 24 hours. 

(k-1) Subsection (k) shall not apply: 
(1) Where, in accordance with and as provided in subsection (c) of this 

section, a court of competent jurisdiction has detennined that the tenant has 
performed an illegal act within the rental unit or housing accOlnmodation; 

(2) Where a court of competent jurisdiction has lnade a specific finding 
that the tenant's actions or presence causes undue hardship on the health, 
welfare, and safety of other tenants or immediate neighbors; or 

(3) Where a court of cOlnpetent jurisdiction has made a specific finding 
that the tenant has abandoned the premises. 

(1) Expired. 

(In) This section shall not apply to privately-owned rental housing or housing 
owned by the federal or District government with regard to drug-related 
evictions under subchapter I of Chapter 36 of this title. 

(n)( 1) If the occupancy of a tenant has been or will be tenninated by a 
placard placed by the District governn1ent in accordance with section 103 of 
Title 14 of the District of Columbia Municipal Regulations for violations of Title 
14 of the District of Colulnbia Municipal Regulations that threaten the life, 
health, or safety of the tenant, the tenancy shall not be deelned terminated until 
the unit has been offered for reoccupation to the tenant after the date that 
physical occupancy ceased. 

(2) The Mayor shall maintain a registry of the persons, including their 
subsequent interiln addresses, who were tenants at the tin1e the building was 
placarded. 

(3) At the time of the placarding, the Mayor shall provide a written notice 
to the tenants of the right to Inaintain their tenancy and the need to keep the 
Mayor infonned of interim addresses. The notice shall contain the address 
and telephone number of the office maintaining the registry. 

(4) Any notice required under this subchapter shall be effective when sent 
to the tenant at the address maintained in the registry. 

(o)(1)(A) The Mayor shall create a moving and storage assistance program, 
whereby tenants displaced due to nonpayment of rent, who are ineligible to 
receive relocation assistance as set forth in subchapter VII of this chapter, shall 
be entitled to receive storage assistance for their personal property at the 
expense of the government of the District of Columbia for no longer than 90 
days. 

(B) The Department of Housing and Community Developn1ent shall 
administer the program. 

(C)(i) The program shall be limited to 500 persons per fiscal year. 
(ii) Priority for participation in the progran1 shall be given to seniors, 

families with children, and veterans. 
(D) No tenant shall be pennitted to utilize the program more than once 

per fiscal year. 
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(E) The maximum amount of District of Columbia funding allowed per 
tenant household for storage assistance under this program shall be $750. 

(F) For the purposes of this paragraph "storage assistance" includes 
llloving a tenant's items out of the rental unit, loading, transportation, 
delivery to a storage facility, unloading at the facility, and paying the 
storage fees. 

(2) This subsection shall not apply until its fiscal effect is included in an 
approved budget and financial plan. 

(3)(A) The Mayor shall enter into a contract with one or more moving 
companies to load and transport to a storage facility the property of a tenant 
who qualifies for the program. 

(B) The Mayor shall enter into a contract with one or more storage 
facilities to provide storage space for the property. 

(C)(i) The Mayor shall authorize the facility storing the property to sell or 
otherwise dispose of the personal property stored under this subsection if 
the property is not retrieved by the tenant before the expiration of the 
90-day period. 

(ii) A tenant, the storage company selected to store the tenant's proper
ty, and the Mayor or Mayor's agent shall enter into an agreement that 
states that the storage company may sell, auction off, or dispose of the 
stored property of the tenant if the tenant does not reclaim his or her 
property within the 90-day period. 
(D) A tenant shall have the option, upon expiration of the 90-day period, 

to privately enter into a contract with the storage company holding his or 
her property to continue storing the tenant's property at the tenant's 
expense. A tenant shall then be subject to the regular rules and policies of 
the storage company. 

(E) The storage facility shall maintain contact information for tenants as 
well as 2 alternative contacts, if available. The storage facility shall 
attempt to contact a tenant and his or her alternative contacts by phone 
prior to the expiration of the 90-day period. 

(F) If the storage company receives money as a result of property sold 
pursuant to this subsection, the storage company shall deduct the an10unt 
received from the District's storage bill. 
(4) Tenants shall sign an agreement releasing the District of any and all 

liability due to damage or loss of property. 
(5)(A) The Mayor shall create an application procedure for the program. 

As part of the application process, the tenant shall file the application as soon 
as possible upon notification by the United States Marshall that a writ of 
restitution has been ordered by the Superior Court of the District of Colum
bia. 

(B) If the Mayor is not able to move the tenant's property prior to the 
execution of the writ of restitution, the eviction authorized by this section 
shall continue pursuant to the court order and the Mayor shall not be 
required to move and store the tenants property under this subsection. 
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(6 )(A) The Mayor shall produce and make available to landlords an infor
mational doculuent detailing the procedures tenants may take to participate 
in the program. 

(B) The Mayor shall luaintain copies of the document in the Mayor's 
office, on the District's website, in the Office of the Tenant Advocate, and in 
any other location that the Mayor considers necessary to ensure that 
sufficient notification of the program is given to District residents. 
(7) Any landlord, before applying for a writ of restitution, must deliver to 

the tenant, by next-day express luail, a copy of the informational doculuent 
created by the Mayor pursuant to paragraph (6)(A) of this subsection. 

(8) Tenants shall have the right to enter the storage facility throughout the 
90-day period for the purpose of rem.oving property. 

(9)(A) The Mayor, pursuant to subchapter I of Chapter 5 of Title 2, shall 
issue rules within 90 days of April 15, 2008, to implement the provisions of 
this subsection. 

(B) The proposed rules shall be subluitted to the Council for a 45-day 
period of review, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays, and 
days of Council recess. If the Council does not approve or disapprove the 
proposed rules, in whole or in part, by resolution within this 45-day review 
period, the proposed rules shall be deemed approved. 
(10) The Department of Housing and Con1munity Developluent shall sub

luit a report to the Council no later than January 1, 2009, and yearly 
thereafter. The report shall include: 

(A) The number of applications submitted to the program; 
(B) The number of participants accepted to the program; 
(C) The number of participants successfully completing the program; 
(D) Actual costs to the District of Columbia; and 
(E) Recommendations for the program's continuation. 

(p) No writ of restitution subject to this section shall be executed without at 
least 3 days notice following the order. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 501, 32 DCR 3089; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-192, 
§ 13(g), 33 DCR 7836; June 13, 1990, D.C. Law 8-139, § 11, 37 DCR 2645; Aug. 26, 
1994, D.C. Law 10-164, § 2, 41 DCR 4889; Apr. 29, 1998, D.C. Law 12-86, title IX, 
§ 901,45 DCR 1172; D.C. Law 13-172, § 1312,47 DCR 6308; Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 
13-281, § 301, 48 DCR 1888; Oct. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-213, §§ 31, 32(a), 49 DCR 
3140; June 22, 2006, D.C. Law 16-140, § 2(a), 53 DCR 3686; Mar. 14, 2007, D.C. Law 
16-273, 2(b), 54 DCR 859; Apr. 15,2008, D.C. Law 17-146, § 2, 55 DCR 2554; Mar. 25, 
2009, D.C. Law 17-353, § 231, 56 DCR 1117; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-368, 
§ 4(h)(1), 56 DCR 1338; Mar. 3, 2010, D.C. Law 18-111, §§ 2182, 7039, 57 DCR 181.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2551. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 13-172 added subsec. (1). 

D.C. Law 13-281 added subsec. Cn). 

D.C. Law 14-213, in subsec. Cn), validated a 
previously made technical correction. 

D.C. Law 16-140, added pars. (£)(5) and (£)(6) 
and rewrote pars. (0(1) and (£)(2), which had 
read as follows: 

"(£)(1) A housing provider may recover pos
session of a rental unit for the imrnediate pur-
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pose of making alterations or renovations to the 
rental unit which cannot safely or reasonably be 
accomplished while the rental unit is occupied, 
so long as the plans for the alterations or reno
vations have been previously filed with and ap
proved by the Rent Administrator and the plans 
demonstrate that the proposed alterations or 
renovations cannot safely or reasonably be ac
complished while the unit is occupied. The 
housing provider shall serve on the tenant a 
120-day notice to vacate in advance of action to 
recover possession of the rental unit. The notice 
to vacate shall comply with and notify the ten
ant of the tenant's right to relocation assistance 
under the provisions of subchapter VII of this 
chaptel'. 

"(2) Immediately upon completion of the pro
posed alterations or renovations, the tenant 
shall have the absolute right to rerent the rental 
unit." 

D.C. Law 16-273 added subsec. (c-l). 
D.C. Law 17-146 added subsecs. (0) and (p). 
D.C. La\\:' 17-353 validated a previously made 

technical correction in subsec. (p). 
D.C. Law 17-368, in subsec. (c-l)(1), substi

tuted "§ 16-1001(8)" for "§ 16-1001(5)". 
D.C. Law 18-111, in subsecs. (o)(1)(B) and 

(l0), substituted "Department of Housing and 
Community Development" for "Department of 
I-luman Services"; and rewrote subsec. (0)(2), 
which had read as follows: 

"(2) This subsection shall be subject to the 
availability of funds." 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For tempol~ary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2 of Rental Housing Act of 1985 
Frigid Temperature Temporary Amendnlent Act 
of 1993 (D.C. Law 10-2, May 14, 1993, law 
notification 40 DCR 3403). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Rental Housing Act of 1985 
Frigid Temperature Temporary Amendment Act 
of 1994 (D.C. Law 10-97, March 23, 1994, law 
notification 40 DCR 1812.) 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 4 of Real Property Tax Reassessment 
Temporary Amendment Act of 1998 (D.C. Law 
12-125, June] 0, 1998, law notification 45 DCR 
5883). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 4 of Real Property Tax Reassessment 
and Cold Weather Eviction Temporary Act of 
1999 (D.C. Law 13--1, May 20, 1999, law notifi
cation 46 DCR 5301). 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Tenant Protection Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2000 (D.C. Law 13-158, 
September 16, 2000, Imv notification 47 DCR 
8064). 

REAL PROPERTY 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Tenant Evictions Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Law 16-76, April 
4, 2006, law notification 53 DCR 3335). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see § 2 

of the Rental Housing Act of 1985 Winter of 
1994 Emergency Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. 
Act 10-179, January 25, 1994, 41 DCR 520). 

For temporary repeal of the Rental Housing 
Act of 1985 Freezing Temperature Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1993, effective December 16, 
1993 (D.C. Act 10-161; 40 DCR 8874), see § 3 
of the Rental Housing Act of 1985 Winter of 
1994 Emergency Amendment Act of 1994 (D.C. 
Act 10-179, January 25, 1994, 41 DCR 520). 

For temporary amendment of section, see § 3 
of the Drug House Abatement Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1996 (D.C. Act 11-446, De
cember 5,1996,43 DCR 6664). 

For temporary amendment of section, see § 4 
of the Real Property Tax Reassessment Second 
Ernergency Act of 1997 (D.C. Act 12-244, Janu
ary 13, 1998, 45 DCR 652). 

For temporary amendment of section, see § 4 
of the Real Property Tax Reassessment Legisla
tive Review Emergency Amendment Act of 1998 
(D.C. Act 12-293, February 27, 1998, 45 DCR 
1758). 

For temporary amendment of section, see § 4 
of the Real Property Tax Reassessment and Cold 
Weather Eviction Emergency Amendment Act 
of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-18, February 17, 1999, 46 
DCR 2354). 

For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of the Tenant Protection Emergen
cy Amendment Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-328, 
May 9,2000,47 DCR 4347). 

For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1312 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget 
Support Emergency Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 
13-376, July 24,2000,47 DCR 6574). 

For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of the Tenant Protection Congres
sional Review Emergency Amendment Act of 
2000 (D.C. Act 13-411, August 14, 2000, 47 
DCR 7285). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1312 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-438, October 20, 2000, 47 
DCR 8740). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Tenant Evictions Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-244, De
cember 22, 2005, 53 DCR 268). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Tenant Evictions Congressional 
Review Emergency Amendment Act of 2006 
(D.C. Act 16-327, March 23, 2006, 53 DCR 
2582). 
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For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 2182, 7039 of Fiscal Year 2010 
Budget Support Second Emergency Act of 2009 
(D.C. Act 18-207, October 15, 2009, 56 DCR 
8234). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see §§ 2182, 7039 of Fiscal Year Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2009 (D.C. Act 18-260, Janu
ary 4,2010,57 DCR 345). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.0l. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-192, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.05. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-139, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3631. 

Law 10-164, the "Rental Housing Act of 1985 
Freezing Temperature Amendment Act of 
1994," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 10-492, which was referred to the 
Committee on Consumer and Regulatory Af
fairs. The Bill was adopted on first and second 
readings on June 7, 1994, and June 21, 1994, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on July 8, 
1994, it was assigned Act No. 10-277 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 10-164 became effective on 
August 26, 1994. 

Law 12-86, the "Omnibus Regulatory Reform 
Amendment Act of 1998," was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 12-458, which 
was referred to the Committee on Public Works 
and the Environment and the Committee on 
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on Decem
ber 19, 1997, and January 6, 1998, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on January 21, 1998, it 
was assigned Act No. 12-256 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 12-86 became effective on April 29, 1998. 

For Law 13-281, see notes following 
§ 42-3131.05. 

For Law 14-213, see notes following 
§ 42-1102. 

Law 16-140, the "Tenant Evictions Reform 
Amendment Act of 2006", was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 16-556 which 
was referred to the Committee on Consumer 

§ 42-3505.01 

and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on March 7, 2006, 
and April 4, 2006, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on April 26, 2006, it was assigned Act 
No. 16-369 and transmitted to both Houses or 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 16-140 be
came effective on June 22, 2006. 

Law 16-273, the "Protection from Discrimi
natory Eviction for Victims of Domestic Vio
lence Amendment Act of 2006", was introduced 
in Council and assigned Bill No. 16-703, which 
was referred to Committee on Consumer and 
Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on 
first and second readings on December 5, 2006, 
and December 19, 2006, respectively. Signed 
by the Mayor on December 28, 2006, it was 
assigned Act No. 16-629 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 16-273 becam~ effective on March 14, 
2007. 

Law 17-146, the "Evictions with Dignity 
Amendment Act of 2008", was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No.17-61 which was 
referred to the Committee on Housing and Ur
ban Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first and 
second readings on January 8, 2008, and Febru
ary 5, 2008, respectively. Signed by the Mayor 
on February 25, 2008, it was assigned Act No. 
17-312 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. D.C. Law 17-146 became 
effective on April 15,2008. 

For Law 17-353, see notes following 
§ 42-1103. 

Law 17-368, the "Intrafamily Offenses Act ol' 
2008", was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 17-55 which was referred to the Com
mittee on Public Safety and Judiciary. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
December 2, 2008, and December 16, 2008, 
respectively. Signed by the Mayor on January 
22, 2009, it was assigned Act No. 17-703 and 
transmitted to both HOllses of Congress for its 
review. D.C. Law 17-368 became effective on 
March 25, 2009. 

For Law 18-111, see notes following 
§ 42-1102.02. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Expiration of Law 8-139: Section 12(b) of 

D.C. Law 8-139 provided that the act shall 
expire 10 years after the effective date of the 
act. D.C. Law 8-139 became effective on June 
13, 1990. 

Cross References 

Housing accommodation conversion prerequisites and exemptions, persons with standing, see 
§ 42-3402.02. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 8-231.03, 42-2857.01, 42-3401.04, 42-3507.01, 42-3507.02, 
42-3509.02, and 42-3602. 
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Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant (j;:;;)275 to 318. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1322 to 1338, 

1340 to 1436,1438 to 1496. 

c.J.S. Summary Proceedings § 2. 

United States Supreme Court 

Drugs 
Public housing, termination of tenant's 

lease for drug-related criminal activity 
of household members and guests, lack 
of knowledge of activity, Department of 

Housing and Urban Development v. 
Rucker, 2002, 122 S.Ct. 1230, 535 U.S. 
125, 152 L.Ed.2d 258, on remand 293 
F.3d 1111, on remand 304 F.3d 904. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Acceptance of rent after notice to quit 9 
Accord and satisfaction 10 
Admissibility of evidence 19 
Construction and application 2 
Continuances 20 
Damages 22 
Depositions and discovery 18 
Eviction in contemplation of sale 12 
Federal preemption 3 
Grounds for eviction 5 
Habitual late payment of rent 8 
Jury trials 1 7 
Lease agreements 16 
Notice to correct or vacate 6 
Notice to quit 6 
Payment of rent arrearages 7 
Persons protected by statute 4 
Protective orders 11 
Questions of fact 21 
Retaliatory eviction 13 
Review 23 
Waiver 15 
Wrongful eviction 14 

1. In general 
Under District of Columbia law, Veterans Ad

ministration, as owner of apartment building by 
foreclosure, had duty to heat tenant's apartment 
after it failed in its attempt to evict tenant. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1561 (Repealed). Valen
tine v. U.S., 1989, 706 F.Supp. 77. Armed 
Services G::::> 108.1 

A residential tenant in an apartment subject 
to the rent control law may not be evicted from 
the apartment, notwithstanding the expiration 
of the tenant's lease, except for nonpayment of 
rent or for violation of another obligation of 
tenancy. Suggs v. Lakritz Adler Management, 
LLC, 2007, 933 A.2d 795. Landlord And Ten
ant G::::> 278.9(.5); Landlord And Tenant (j;:;;) 
278.9(3) 

Tenant has a right not to have his or her 
possession interfered with except by lawful pro
cess, and violation of that right gives rise to a 
cause of action in tort. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2503(15,36),45-2551. Young v. District 
of Columbia, 2000, 752 A.2d 138. Landlord 
And Tenant (j;:;;) 131.1 

Assuming that apartment occupant was ten
ant's subtenant, tenant could not evict him ex
cept through court process. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2503(15, 36), 45-2551. Young v. District 
of Columbia, 2000, 752 A.2d 138. Landlord 
And Tenant (j;:;;) 275 

If tenant fails to pay rent or violates other 
conditions of tenancy and refuses to vacate vol
untarily, housing provider may recover posses
sion only through court process. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-2503(15,36),45-2551. Young v. 
District of Columbia, 2000, 752 A.2d 138. 
Landlord And Tenant (j;:;;) 275 

Landlord should not have to comply with 
terms of eviction control statute if tenant makes 
promise to vacate in exchange for valuable con
sideration, in arm's length transaction separate 
from lease. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2551. Moore 
v. Jones, 1988, 542 A.2d 1253. Landlord And 
Tenant (j;:;;) 275 

In possessory action, tenant's defense that 
lease was void as matter of law such that claim 
for rent arrearage would fail and recoupment 
defense lapsed \vith landlord's voluntary dis
missal of claim for nonpayment of rent. Habib 
v. Thurston, 1985, 517 A.2d 1. Landlord And 
Tenant (j;:;;) 284(1) 

2. Construction and application 
Public housing tenant's statutory right to cure 

lease violations was not limited to violations of 
nuisance variety that did not rise to level of 
criminal activity threatening safety of other ten
ants. Pratt v. District of Columbia Housing 
Authority, 2008, 942 A.2d 656. District Of Co
lumbia (j;:;;) 23 
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Statutory eviction restrictions are only part of 
a comprehensive legislative scheme to protect 
rights of tenants and therefore must be con
strued liberally. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1561. 
Administrator of Veterans Affairs v. Valentine, 
1985, 490 A.2d 1165. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
278.2(2) 

In context of statutory eviction restrictions, 
"landlord," "tenant" and "rental unit" are not 
to be understood solely according to technical 
precepts of real property laws; rather, terms 
must be interpreted by reference to the more 
ordinary usage and purpose of statute to protect 
from evictions persons who have been renting 
apartments and who continue to pay rent. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1503, 45-1503(12, 27, 
30), 45-1561, 45-1561(a). Administrator of 
Veterans Affairs v. Valentine, 1985, 490 A.2d 
1165. Landlord And Tenant ~ 278.2(2) 

Subsection of statutory eviction restriction 
prohibiting eviction in most cases even though 
lease agreement has expired so long as tenant 
continues to pay rent to which landlord is en
titled does not restrict coverage to cases of 
contractual relationship between landlord and 
tenant, but, rather, in context of rent control 
statutes, was intended to also cover money 
payable by tenant for use and occupancy of 
particular unit after foreclosure. D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-1561. Administrator of Veterans 
Affairs v. Valentine, 1985, 490 A.2d 1165. 
Landlord And Tenant (l:;:;:> 200.16 

3. Federal preemption 
Expressions of opinion by officials of Depart

ment of Housing and Urban Development gov
erning Secretary's acceptance of occupied con
veyance of property after foreclosure should be 
interpreted to preempt state law did not consti
tute sufficient grounds for preemption of Dis
trict of Columbia law precluding eviction of 
tenants for their refusal to sign written HUD 
lease. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1561(a); National 
Housing Act, § 204(g), as amended, 12 U.S.C.A. 
§ 1710(g). Rowe v. Pierce, 1985, 622 F.Supp. 

§ 42-3505.01 
Note 4 

race Apartments, 2006, 890 A.2d 249. United 
States ~ 82(3.5) 

Landlord was not required, after a ratal shoot
ing occUlTed and loaded shotgun was found in 
unit rented to tenant under federal I-ental-assis
tance program, to provide tenant with a cure 
notice before it instituted eviction proceedings, 
even if cure provision in Rental Housing Act 
applied and tenant was otherwise entitled to 
correct the unlawful possession of a loaded 
shotgun, as enforcement of Act's cure provision 
would frustrate federal statute and regulations 
governing tenant's lease, and provision was thus 
pre-empted under implied or connict pre-emp
tion; federal statute provided that any criminal 
activity in subsidized housing that threatened 
the safety of other tenants was cause for termi
nation of tenancy, and federal regulations im
plementing statute's policy required leases to 
allow landowners to terminate tenancies for 
such activities without providing tenants with a 
cure period. Scarborough v. Winn Residential 
L.L.P./Atlantic Terrace Apartments, 2006, 890 
A.2d 249. Landlord And Tenant (;::;::> 276; States 
C;:;::> 18.39; United States C;:;::> 82(3.5) 

Automatic stay arising from bankruptcy peti
tion by landlord's shareholder applied to ten
ant's suit against shareholder and landlord for 
wrongful eviction and conversion of tenant's 
personal property, even though the property at 
issue was not part of bankruptcy estate. Jones 
v. Cain, 2002, 804 A.2d 322. Bankruptcy (l:;:;:> 

2398 
Pro se litigant's failure to inform trial court or 

opponent of his bankruptcy petition did not 
provide equitable basis for exception to auto
matic stay for suit arising out of landlord-tenant 
dispute; since nothing indicated that the litigant 
attempted to exploit the stay to obtain an unfair 
advantage or that the delay in notifying oppo
nent and court was willful, rather than merely 
careless, equity did not compel an exception to 
the stay. Jones v. Cain, 2002, 804 A.2d 322. 
Bankruptcy C;:;::> 2125; Bankruptcy c;:;::> 2398 

1030. States (l:;:;:> 18.39 4. Persons protected by statute 
Federal statute providing that any criminal Tenants who entered into agreement with 

activity in federally subsidized public housing their landlord for fixed rental charge and who, 
that threatens the safety of other tenants is under District of Columbia law rD.C.Code 1981, 
cause for termination of tenancy, and federal § 45-1561(a)] could not be (vic-ted for refusing 
regulations implementing statute's policy, do to sign written lease, did not lose those rights 
not require the eviction of any tenant, but rather once landlord's property was transferred to Sec-
entrusts that decision to the local public hous- retary of Housing and Urban Development upon 
ing authorities, who are in the best position to foreclosure. Rowe v. Pierce, 1985, 622 F.Supp. 
take account of, among other things, the seri- 1030. United States (p 82(3.5) 
ousness of the offending action and the extent to Provision in public housing tenant's lease Ull-

which the leaseholder has taken all reasonable der which housing authority sought eviction, 
steps to prevent or mitigate the offending ac- which required tenant and other persons on 
tion, though the regulations also do not require premises to conduct themselves in manner that 
a landlord to consider any particular factors would not disturb neighbors' peaceful enjoy-
before instituting eviction proceedings. Scar- ment of their accomulOdations and would be 
borough v. Winn Residential L.L.P./Atlantic Ter- conducive to maintaining project in decent, safe 
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and sanitary condition, did not incorporate fed
eral one-strike policy allowing [or termination 
of lease for criminal activity, and thus, tenant 
was entitled to statutory opportunity to cure 
lease violation arising from criminal activity by 
tenant's son. Pratt v. District of Columbia 
Housing Authority, 2008, 942 A.2d 656. Dis
trict Of Columbia (:;::;;> 23 

Daughter of deceased tenant would be grant
ed intervention as a matter of right in Housing 
Authority's in rem action to recover possession 
of housing unit, as daughter had continued to 
live in unit since tenant's death and had paid 
rent and thus had an interest in the transaction 
which was the subject matter of the suit, evic
tion of daughter would impede her ability to 
protect that interest, and there were no other 
parties to the action which could protect daugh
ter's interest. McPherson v. District of Colum
bia Housing Authority, 2003, 833 A.2d 991. 
Federal Courts <:> 1052.1 

Occupant timely filed a motion to intervene as 
of dght in bank's action [or possession o[ a 
foreclosed house, where occupant filed motion 
three months after the complaint for possession 
was brought, occupant twice visited the court 
and spoke with the bank's attorney after learn
ing of the suit, and occupant would have a 
defense to the action if she was a "tenant" 
occupying a "rental unit" within the meaning of 
the Rental Housing Act (RHA). Robinson v. 
First Nat. Bank of Chicago, 2001, 765 A.2d 543. 
Federal Courts c;:;> 1052.1; Mortgages G=:> 544(1) 

Rental Housing Act of 1985, which enlarged 
protections afforded tenants without leases from 
sudden evictions, extends to subtenants. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2503(15, 36), 45-2551. 
Young v. District of Columbia, 2000, 752 A.2d 
138. Landlord And Tenant c;:;> 278.4(6) 

Apartment building maintenance men who 
occupied apartment rent-free as partial com
pensation for their services did not occupy 
"rental unit" within meaning of Rental Housing 
Act of 1985, and thus were not "tenants" within 
meaning of Act; therefore, employer was not 
obligated to give them 30 days' notice to quit. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2503(33, 36), 45-2551. 
Anderson v. William J. Davis, Inc., 1989, 553 
A.2d 648. Labor And Employment <:> 201 

Tenants holding over after foreclosure of 
property which was treated before and subse
quent to foreclosure as rental property were 
entitled to eviction protections of Rental Hous
ing Act of 1980 [D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1561 et 
seq.]. Merriweather v. D.C. Bldg. Corp., 1985, 
494 A.2d 1276. Landlord And Tenant <:> 
278.4(.5) 

Tenant of defaulting deed of trust debtor be
comes tenant of purchaser at trustee's sale with
in rneaning of Rental Housing Act of 1980. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1561. Washington Feder
al Sav. & Loan Ass'n v. District of Columbia 
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Rental Housing Com'n, 1985, 492 A.2d 279. 
Landlord And Tenant 0= 278.4(4) 

Statutory eviction restrictions applied to 
mortgagee's attempt to evict tenant who contin
ued to live in her home after landlord defaulted 
on mortgage and mortgagee repurchased home 
at foreclosure sale, and restrictions superseded 
earlier enacted statutes which provided that ten
ant continuing in possession following foreclo
sure sale was tenant at will whose tenancy 
could be terminated by giving 30 days' of writ
ten notice. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-222, 
45-1403, 45-1561, 45-1561(a). Administrator 
of Veterans Affairs v. Valentine, 1985, 490 A.2d 
1165. Landlord And Tenant 0= 81(2) 

5. Grounds for eviction 
Doctrines of res judicata and collateral estop

pel did not apply to bar landlord's action for 
writ of possession against tenant under Rental 
Housing Act based on nonpayment of rent after 
trial court had issued judgment in prior action 
for ejectment that tenant who held over after 
foreclosure sale had right of occupancy pursu
ant to terms of lease with original owner; prior 
case determined tenant's rights to remain pos
session under lease following landlord's pur
chase of property in foreclosure sale, and did 
not require determination of what tenant's obli
gations were to landlord. Molla v. Sanders, 
2009,981 A.2d 1197. Judgment G=:> 747(1) 

Housing landlord subject to statute governing 
evictions may not terminate month-to-month 
tenancy under notice to quit statute without 
giving valid statutory reason. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1402, 45-2551, 45-2551(b). Cormier v. 
McRae, 1992, 609 A.2d 676. Landlord And 
Tenant 0= 283 

Enforcement of residential apartment lease 
covenant restricting occupants of apartment 
subject to landlord's written consent was not 
unfair, even though landlord acquiesced in 
breach of covenant for over five veal'S, where 
tenant failed to show that landl;rd was not 
induced by tenant's promise to comply with 
covenant when lease was made and breach of 
tenant's promise to limit occupancy is proper 
basis for eviction. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 17-305(a), 45-2551 (b). Grubb v. Wm. Calo
miris Inv. Corp., 1991, 588 A.2d 1144. Land
lord And Tenant 0= 281 

Refusal to grant equitable relief to tenant af
ter tenant cured breach of covenant restricting 
occupants of apartment subject to landlord's 
written consent by having unauthorized resident 
move out shortly before trial was not abuse of 
discretion where tenant was in clear violation of 
lease and had never attempted to cure breach 
during statutory notice and cure period. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 17-305(a), 45-2551(b). 
Grubb v. Wm. Calomiris Inv. Corp., 1991, 588 
A.2d 1144. Landlord And Tenant 0= 281 
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Public housing authority was not required to 
provide tenant an opportunity to cure lease vio
lation arising from past criminal acts, under 
statute governing regaining possession of a pub
lic housing unit for a lease violation; tenant 
could not ilcure" her ilongoing" lease viola
tions, as the criminal acts had been committed. 
D.C. Housing Authority v. Whitfield, 132 WLR 
2445 (Super. Ct. 2004). 

Once a tenant moves into a residential rental 
unit in the District of Columbia, and regardless 
of the nature or length of the tenancy set forth 
in the lease, that tenant may not be evicted from 
the unit unless: (1) He or she fails to pay rent; 
or (2) he or she gives a written notice of inten
tion to vacate by a certain date and then fails to 
do so; or (3) he or she violates some other 
condition of the tenancy; or (4) the landlord 
wishes to retake possession for One of the rea
sons specified in this section. In all cases save 
(1), the landlord must give a written notice 
which conforms to the Rental Housing Act of 
1985, D.C. Law 6-10 (this chapter). Thus, in 
effect, the Act creates residential tenancies of 
indefinite duration. Burns v. Harvey, 114 WLR 
133 (Super. Ct. 1986). . 

Although tenant's prior convictions for misde
meanor offenses that did not occur on public 
housing premises could constitute basis for a 
lease violation under certain circumstances, 
housing authority failed to establish nexus be
tween tenant's past criminal acts and any threat 
to health, safety and right to peaceful enjoyment 
of other tenants at time notice to vacate was 
served, as was required under statute governing 
regaining possession of a public housing unit 
for a lease violation. D.C. Housing Authority v. 
Whitfield, 132 WLR 2445 (Super. Ct. 2004). 

966 A.2d 851. 
278.9(5) 
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Landlord And Tenant (';:;:;> 

Once residential landlord conceded that ten
ant cured the noise violation within the thirty
day period, it was required to issue a new notice 
to cure or quit for any subsequent violation and 
provide tenant with thirty days to cure before it 
could seek possession. Borger Management, 
Inc. v. Nelson-Lee, 2008, 959 A.2d 694. Land
lord And Tenant G:=:> 278.9(5); Landlord And 
Tenant G:=:> 278.10(3); Landlord And Tenant G:=:> 

283 
Rental Housing Act effectively merges the no

tice to cure and the notice to quit into one 
required notice before landlord may file suit for 
possession based on tenant's failure to cure 
violation of tenancy. Borger Management, Inc. 
v. Nelson-Lee, 2008, 959 A.2d 694. Landlord 
And Tenant (? 278.9(5); Landlord And Tenant 
G:=:> 278.10(1) 

Under Rental Housing Act, landlords are re
quired to provide a single notice to cure or 
vacate, and a notice to quit is insufficient if it 
does not permit the tenant to cure the violation. 
Borger Management, Inc. v. Nelson-Lee, 2008, 
959 A.2d 694. Landlord And Tenant (';:;:;> 

278.9(5); Landlord And Tenant (';:;:;> 278.1 0(3) 
Once prior violations have been sufficiently 

cured, landlords are required under the Rental 
Housing Act to give tenants thirty days to cure 
any subsequent violations, but when there is a 
similar repeat violation after the initial thirty
day period, the Act allows for a fact-sensitive 
inquiry into whether a tenant has effectively 
cured; such an interpretation allows landlords 
to issue only a notice to quit, even after the cure 
period has elapsed, when a tenant temporarily 
stops the violation in the thirty-day period but 
repeats the same violation soon afterwards. 

6. Notice to correct or vacate Borger Management, Inc. v. Nelson-Lee, 2008, 
Landlord's notice to vacate provided to ten- 959 A.2d 694. Landlord And Tenant G:=:> 

ants was invalid under the Rental Housing Act 278.9(.5); Landlord And Tenant (';:;:;> 278.10(1) 
of 1985, when landlord intended to hold the Clause in residential lease stating that the 
rental units vacant for 12 months following the lease itself "shall serve as a notice to quit" in 
evictions and then sell the rental units to owner- the event of failure to pay timely rent did not 
occupiers; the Act prohibited landlord from re- comply with statutory requirement of dctailcd 
suming any housing use of the units other than written, thirty-day notice to vacate. Luskey v. 
for rental housing, landlord could not avoid the Borger Management Inc., 2007, 917 A.2d 631. 
Act by using a third party to do what it was not Landlord And Tenant G:=:> 283 
allowed to do itself, and landlord's intention Judgment entered on residential landlord's 
was contrary to the purpose of the Act, which complaint for nonpayment of March rent based 
was to protect the existing supply of rental on trial court's finding that pattern of late rent 
housing. BSA 77 P Street LLC v. Hawkins, payments amounted to breach of covenant in 
2009, 983 A.2d 988. Landlord And Tenant G:=:> lease to pay rent in advance and when due 
278.17(2) violated tenant's right to due process and statu-

Landlord's failure to serve statutory notice to tory 30-day notice requirements for eviction, 
cure unpaid rent upon tenant required dismissal where complaint did not allege such breach. 
of landlord's action for nonredeemable posses- Luskey v. Borger Management Inc., 2007, 917 
sion of the property, even though tenant's al- A.2d 631. Constitutional Law G:=:> 4083; Land-
leged continuous and willful failure to pay rent lord And Tenant G:=:> 283; Landlord And Tenant 
seemed incurable. Bonner v. Peterson, 2009, e::> 285(3) 
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When applicable, compliance with provlslon 
in District of Columbia's Rental Housing Act 
requiring a notice to correct a violation is nec
essary before a landlord may institute eviction 
proceedings. Scarborough v. Winn Residential 
L.L.P./Atl~1tic Terrace Apartments, 2006, 890 
A.2d 249. Landlord And Tenant <:> 278.9(5) 

Landlord's written notice to quit federally 
subsidized housing, prepared after fatal shoot
ing occurred and loaded shotgun was found in 
tenant's unit, met both District of Columbia and 
federal requirements for notice, though it did 
not expt~essly reference paragraph of lease 
agreement that tenant had violated, \vhere no
tice contained a statement detailing the reasons 
for the eviction, informed tenant that the termi
nation was for lease violations, a cursory review 
of the lease would have led tenant to relevant 
paragraph of lease, which was the only one 
dealing with termination of the tenancy, and 
notice's reference to "maintaining a gun on the 
property" was sufficient to direct tenant to the 
District's laws prohibiting possession of unregis
tered firearms and ammunition. Scarborough 
v. Winn Residential L.L.P./Atiantic Terrace 
Apartments, 2006, 890 A.2d 249. United States 
(;:::;> 82(3.5) 

Notice to quit, which inaccurately stated that 
month-to-month rental housing tenants \vere re
quired to cure their lease violations by August 
26, which was 30 days after the notice to quit 
was received, when in fact the period within 
which to cure or vacate expired on September 
1, which was the first day of the rental period 
immediately following the lapse of the 30-day 
notice period, was valid, where landlord did not 
commence an action [or possession before Sep
tember 1, and tenants did not pay their back 
rent until September 20; even if the notice had 
been accurate, tenants would not have correct
ed the lease violation in time. Grimes v. New
some, 2001, 780 A.2d 1119. Landlord And Ten
ant C,;:::> 297(2) 

Service of a notice to quit is, unless waived, a 
condition precedent to a landlord's suit for pos
session or rental housing. Grimes v. Newsome, 
2001, 780 A.2d 1119. Landlord And Tenant (;::::;> 

297( 1) 

The cure period for a failure to pay rent for 
rental housing on time will expire, not 30 days 
after the notice to quit is received, but rather on 
the first day of the rental period immediately 
following the lapse of the 30-day notice period 
which commences on receipt of the notice. 
Grimes v. Newsome, 2001, 780 A.2d 1119. 
Landlord And Tenant <:> 297(.5) 

The allegedly inaccurate Spanish translation 
or the notice to quit did not render the notice to 
quit invalid, where the rental housing tenants 
did not speak Spanish and therefore did not rely 
on the Spanish translation. Grimes v. New-
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some, 2001, 780 A.2d 1119. Landlord And Ten
ant (;:::;> 297(2) 

Notice to quit rental housing, which stated 
that tenants had violated their obligations under 
the lease by their "[nJonpayment of rent 
$2,400.00 [and] consistent late payments of 
rent," satisfied the requirement of specifying 
what actions needed to be taken by tenants to 
avoid an eviction. Grimes v. Newsome, 2001, 
780 A.2d 1119. Landlord And Tenant (;::::;> 297(2) 

Tenant charged with nonpayment of rent was 
not entitled to 30-day notice to cure or vacate 
that could not expire any sooner than on the 
day of the month upon which his tenancy com
menced. D.C.Code [981, §§ 45-1404, 
45-2551(a). Mullin v. N Street Follies Ltd. 
Partnership, 1998, 712 A.2d 487. Landlord 
And Tenant (;:::;> 297(1) 

Single notice to public housing tenant which 
combined notice of tenant's right to administra
tive review, required under federal law, and 
notice to cure or quit because of failure to pay 
rent, required under state law, was sufficient 
where tenant had not asserted right to adminis
trative review and notice clearly informed ten
ant of reasons for termination of her tenancy, 
her right to remain in possession of premises if 
she took prescribed actions by a certain date, 
and appropriate steps she could take to chal
lenge termination; Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD) regulations stated 
that state and federal notice periods may run 
concurrently. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2551. Dis
trict of Columbia v. Willis, 1992,612 A.2d 1275. 
United States (;:::;> 82(3.5) 

Thirty-day notice to correct or vacate period 
begins to run on day tenant receives notice. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2551(b). Cormier v. 
McRae, 1992, 609 A.2d 676. Landlord And 
Tenant <:> 283 

The 1980 Renting Housing Act merged into 
one required notice to cure and the notice to 
quit which landlord was required to give tenant 
before filing suit for possession based on ten
ant's failure to correct violation of tenancy. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2551(b); § 45-[561(b) 
(Repealed). Cormier v. McRae, 1992, 609 A.2d 
676. Landlord And Tenant (;::::;> 283 

Landlord's notice to month-to-month tenant 
to cure or vacate was sufficient under statute 
providing that housing provider may recover 
possession of rental unit where tenant is violat
ing obligation of tenancy and fails to correct 
violation within 30 days after receiving notice to 
correct violation or vacate; tenant received no
tice to cure or vacate of more than 30 days 
during which time he coald have cured alleg~d 
violations and avoided landlord's suit for pos
session. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2551(b). Cormi
er v. McRae, 1992, 609 A.2e1 676. Landlord 
And Tenant C,;:::> 283 
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Landlord could enforce covenant in lease of 
residential property which restricted occupancy 
of apartment subject to landlord's written con
sent, even though landlord acquiesced in occu
pancy of apartment by third party for more than 
five years, since landlord gave tenant statutory 
notice and opportunity to cure default and ten
ant failed to cause third party to vacate apart
ment or obtain landlord's written consent to 
third party's continued occupancy. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 17-305(a), 45-2551 (b). Grubb v. Wm. 
Calomiris Inv. Corp., 1991, 588 A.2d 1144. 
Landlord And Tenant (:::::> 76(3) 

Housing provider must challenge notice of 
noncompliance before Rental Accommodations 
and Conversion Division and obtain final agen
cy decision as to validity of notice to vacate 
before using notice to vacate as basis for action 
for possession and asking court to rule that 
notice is valid. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1631, 
45-2551 (i). Stroud v. Steininger, 1989, 563 
A.2d 1091. Landlord And Tenant (:::::> 283 

It was reasonable to interpret landlord's let
ter to Rental Accommodations and Conversion 
Division as written argument challenging Divi
sion's notice of noncompliance and, thus, land
lord did not waive his right to object to deter
mination that notice to vacate was invalid. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1631, 45-255l(i). 
Stroud v. Steininger, 1989, 563 A.2d 1091. 
Landlord And Tenant (:::::> 283 

Landlord could not bring action for posses
sion of premises based upon notice to vacate 
with respect to which Rental Accommodations 
and Conversion Division issued notice of non
compliance, though landlord sent letter to Divi
sion challenging notice of noncompliance to 
which Division did not respond; no final deci
sion was ever issued by Division and adminis
trative process before it had not been complet
ed. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1631, 45-2551(i). 
Stroud v. Steininger, 1989, 563 A.2d 1091. 
Landlord And Tenant <;:::;> 283 

Cure period for an obligation to pay rent on 
time will expire, not 30 days after notice to 
correct or vacate is received, but rather on the 
first day of the rental period immediately fol
lowing lapse of the 30-day notice period which 
commences on receipt of the notice; conse
quently, if notice to correct or vacate is not 
received by tenant exactly 30 days before first 
day of next rental period, cure period will be 
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es fell through. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1408. 
Burns v. Harvey, 1987, 524 A.2d 35. Landlord 
And Tenant <;:::;> 283 

Landlord who seeks to evict a tenant for vio
lation of an obligation under the tenancy is not 
required to give the tenant a notice to quit in 
addition to a notice to cure or vacate. 
D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1406, 45-1561(b). Coo
ley v. Suitland Parkway Overlook Tenants' 
Ass'n, 1983,460 A.2d 574. Landlord And Ten
ant<;:::;> 283 

Landlord's informing tenants, in notice to 
quit, that, once renov';tions were completed, 
they were entitled to re-rent apartment at the 
same "rent ceiling" rather than at the same 
"rent" was insufficient to inform tenants of 
their rights, where difference between rent ten
ants were paying for apartment and rent ceiling 
was $160 per month. Independence Manage
ment of Delaware, Inc. v. Ortiz, 132 WLR 1969 
(Super. Ct. 2004). 

Notice provisions in § 45-1401 are supersed
ed by notice provisions in this section in requir
ing written notice to quit in cases where a lease 
for a definite term has come to an end. Burns v. 
Harvey, ] 14 WLR 133 (Super. Ct. 1986). 

The right of a tenant to waive its right to 
receive written notice to quit from the landlord, 
where a lease for a definite term of years has 
come to an end, is limited to a nonpayment of 
rent situation. Burns v. Harvey, 114 WLR 133 
(Super. Ct. 1986). 

Failure of tenant to abide by his or her writ
ten notice of intention to vacate is not specifi
callv enumerated in this section as one of the 
per~issible reasons for \vhich a landlord may 
give that tenant a notice to vacate; however, a 
written notice by a tenant that he or she will 
vacate by a date certain becomes, in effect, a 
conditiOl; or obligation of the lease. Failure or 
the tenant to vacate as promised in the notice 
constitutes a violation of an obligation of the 
tenancy, for which a landlord may give a 
30-day notice pursuant to this section. Burns v. 
Harvey, 114 WLR 133 (Super. Ct. 1986). 

Where landlord seeks to recover possession of 
apartment for his own occupancy as a dwelling, 
he must give tenant a 90-day notice to vacate 
under subsection (d), not a 30-day notice under 
subsection (b). Ryles v. Renfrow, 113 WLR 629 
(Super. Ct. 1985). 

longer than 30 days. D.C.Code 1981, 7. Payment of rent arrearages 
§ 45-2551 (b). Pritch v. Henry, 1988, 543 A.2d Trans-Lux equitable relief was available to 
808. Landlord And Tenant <;:::;> 283 tenant, who had concededly tendered whole 

Tenant who initially orally told landlord she amount owing to landlord; violation of terms of 
intended to quit premises did not waive her lease by failure to pay rent on first of each 
right to written notice to vacate before landlord month was not willful under circulllstances 
could seek possession; even if tenant can waive which included tenant's work-related injuries 
right to written notice, such waiver must be in and landlord's practice of accepting rent 
writing, and tenant did not relinquish posses- through the tenth of the month without penalty. 
sion of premises when her plans to quit premis- D.C.Code 1981, §§ 17-305(a), 45-2551 (b). 
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Pritch v. Henry, 1988, 543 A.2d 808. Landlord 
And Tenant ez; 108(2) 

Trial court's decision to give tenant right to 
redeem her tenancy by paying rent that had 
become overdue effectively modified terms of 
consent judgment requiring tenant to relinquish 
possession if she did not purchase property, and 
was beyond court's authority. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2551. Moore v. Jones, 1988, 542 A.2d 
1253. Federal Courts (::::> 1052.1 

8. Habitual late payment of rent 
LaLe payments of rent, at least when continu

ous and willful, are violations of an obligation of 
tenancy which may be the subject of eviction 
upon the giving of the required 30-day statutory 
notice, pursuant to rent control law, just as 
much as violations based upon occupancy lim
its, banned use of the premises, or other non
rent-related violations. Suggs v. Lakritz Adler 
Management, LLC, 2007, 933 A.2d 795. Land
lord And Tenant G;;:> 278.9(.5); Landlord And 
Tenant <&:;;:> 278.9(2) 

An action may be brought against a tenant of 
rent-controlled premises for habitual late pay
ments of rent, even though the tenant is at the 
time current on rent payments and hence can
not be evicted for nonpayment of rent. Suggs v. 
Lakritz. Adler Management, LLC, 2007, 933 
A.2d 795. Landlord And Tenant <&:;;:> 278.9(.5) 

9. Acceptance of rent after notice to quit 
Where residential landlord accepts future rent 

from tenant without expressly reserving the 
right to enforce landlord's notice to vacate for 
personal use and occupancy, landlord has bur
den of rebutting the implication that, in receiv
ing funds tendered as future rent, he intended to 
waive termination of the lease. Tippett v. Daly, 
2009, 964 A.2d 606. Landlord And Tenant <S= 
278.14(1) 

The receipt of rent by a residential landlord 
for a new term or part thereof, after the land
lord has provided the tenant with notice to 
vacate for personal use and occupancy, 
amounts to waiver of landlord's right to de
mand possession under the notice unless it is 
clear from all circumstances that, by accepting 
rent from holdover tenant, landlord did not 
intend to waive an expressed intention to en
force the lease. Tippett v. Daly, 2009, 964 A.2d 
606. Landlord And Tenant ~ 278.1 0(1) 

Landlord's agreement, after 90-day notice to 
vacate premises was given under Rental Hous
ing Act of 1985 and before 90-day period had 
expired, to consider tenant's offer to buy prem
ises did not have effect of canceling 90-day 
notice; unambiguous statute contained no men
tion of waiver of 90-day period if landlord con
siders tenant's offer to purchase rental unit, and 
common law rule that acceptance of rent after 
giving of notice to vacate amounts to waiver of 
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right to demand possession was not applicable 
because there was no evidence rent was accept
ed for period beyond 90 day period, or that 
landlord accepted tenant's offer to purchase. 
Wright v. Thomas D. Walsh, Inc., 2004, 856 
A.2d 1108. Landlord And Tenant <S= 94(5) 

Landlord, in accepting rent from holdover 
tenant, waived notice to quit and waived alleged 
overcrowding breach pertaining to prior rental 
period, absent governing position in lease and 
absent landlord's disclaimer of intention to ac
cept tendered rent as such or expression of his 
intention to reserve right, under notice to quit, 
to terminate lease. Habib v. Thurston, 1985, 
517 A.2d 1. District Of Columbia ~ 20 

Although Rental Housing Act of ] 980 creates, 
for all residential rental property in District of 
Columbia, tenancies of term of years, or period
ic tenancies, terminable onlv on occurrence of 
event specified by statute, cO'mmon-law rule ap
plies that receipt of rent by landlord after notice 
to quit amounts to \vaiver of right to demand 
possession under such notice unless it is clear 
from all circumstances that landlord did not by 
accepting rent from holdover tenant intend to 
waive liexpressed intention to enforce the 
lease." D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1501 to 45-1597 
(Repealed). Habib v. Thurston, 1985, 517 A.2d 
1. Landlord And Tenant (::::> 112(2) 

Landlord who sends notice to quit may re
serve right to continue to receive rent without 
waiving such notice. Habib v. Thurston, 1985, 
517 A.2d 1. Landlord And Tenant <S= 190(1) 

10. Accord and satisfaction 
Residential landlord's act of cashing monthly 

rent checks in amount of $1,488 for all months 
during which rent increase to $1,561 was in 
effect amounted to accord and satisfaction, and 
thus, landlord was not entitled to past-due rent 
for those months; there was genuine dispute as 
to what amount of rent month-to-month tenant 
was required to pay, with tenant demanding 
that he be permitted to continue paying $1,488 
per month, tenant communicated his position 
through correspondence with landlord and con
tinued to pay only $1,488 per monthly, and 
landlord's continued cashing of checks permit
ted finding that landlord cashed checks with 
understanding that tenant tendered $1,488 as 
rent payments in full. Double H Housing Corp. 
v. David, 2008, 947 A.2d 38. Accord And Satis
faction <S= 10(1); Accord And Satisfaction ~ 
II (2) 

11. Protective orders 
In context of protective order issued in land

lord and tenant proceedings, trial court was not 
required to resolve factual controversy engen
dered by tenant's assertion that, despite facial 
character of lease and tenancy, landlord had 
permitted him to use premises partially for resi
dential purposes. D.C.Code 1981, 
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§§ 45-2503(33), 45-2551(a, b). King v. Jones, 
1994, 647 A.2d 64. Deposits In Court G;:;;> 1 

Landlord made prima facie showing that he 
was exempt from rent control statutes by ten
dering lease demonstrating commercial nature 
of tenancy, permitting imposition of sanctions 
for tenant's failure to make protective order 
payments. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2551(a, b); 
D.C. Mun.Regs. tit. 14, 4302.1. King v. Jones, 
1994, 647 A.2d 64. Landlord And Tenant (';:::;> 
308(1 ) 

Tenant or landlord is entitled to jury trial, 
upon timely request, to determine parties' re
spective rights in funds deposited by tenant in 
court registry pursuant to protective order cov
ering period while landlord's possession action 
is pending. Habib v. Thurston, 1985, 517 A.2d 
1. Jury(';:::;> 19(1) 

After resolution of possession action, trial 
court may not make discretionary release to 
tenant of funds paid into registry in lieu of rent 
without McNeal evidentiary hearing so as to 
obviate need for jury trial on disbursement of 
such funds. Habib v. Thurston, 1985, 517 A.2d 
l. Jury (';:::;> 19(1) 

If tenant or landlord makes timely demand 
for jury at McNeal evidentiary heariilg on dis
bursement of registry funds after resolution of 
possession action, Constitution requires that 
disbursement proceeding must be certified to 
Civil Assignment Office for expedited jury trial; 
or be tried initially in Landlord and Tenant 
Branch, while preserving tenant's or landlord's 
right to appeal court's ruling to Civil Division 
for jury trial de novo, with protective order still 
in effect pending Civil Division resolution. 
Landlord and Tenant Rules 1, 6. Habib v. 
Thurston, 1985, 517 A.2d 1. Jury (';:::;> 19(1) 

Partial release to landlord of funds deposited 
by tenant in court registry pursuant to protec
tive order covering period while landlord's pos
session action is pending is subject to review at 
McNeal evidentiary hearing following resolution 
of possession action. Habib v. Thurston, 1985, 
517 A.2d 1. Deposits In Court G;:;;> 11 

There is special responsibility at McNeal evi
dentiary hearing on disbursement of registry 
funds following resolution of possession action 
to be sure that final distribution of funds is 
precisely in accord with parties' respective 
rights and obligations for rent/damages over 
entire litigation period, including any necessary 
judgment for deficiency awardable to either 
party. Habib v. Thurston, 1985, 517 A.2d 1. 
Deposits In Court (';:::;> 12 

Defenses directed only at period ending with 
return date in possessory action were not legally 
relevant to tenant's payment of funds into regis
try in lieu of rent for months thereafter or to 
eventual disbursement of such funds. Habib v. 
Thurston, 1985, 517 A.2d 1. Deposits In Court 
(';:::;> 11 
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Tenant in notice case may treat possessory 
action and anticipated McNeal evidentiary hear
ing on disbursement of registry funds separately 
and file jury demand for McNeal hearing alone, 
although tenant may, in anticipation of protec
tive order, file jury demand for both possessory 
action and anticipated McNeal hearing when 
tenant files answer to complaint for possession. 
Landlord and Tenant Rule 6. Habib v. Thur
ston, 1985, 517 A.2d 1. Jury (';:::;> 25(8) 

For good cause shown, trial court may extend 
time for filin u demand for jury at McNeal evi
dentiary hea~ing on disburse~enL of registry 
funds following resolution of possessory action, 
beyond day of trial of possessory action or date 
party demanding jury files motion or opposition 
to motion to dismiss, for summary judgment or 
to strike pleadings for failure to comply with 
protective order. Landlord and Tenant Rule 6. 
Habib v. Thurston, 1985, 517 A.2d l. Jurv (;:::> 

25(6) 0 

Tenant who had filed jury demand in posses
sory action which was resolved before ruling in 
unrelated case that issuance of protective order 
reflects "separate and distinct equitable pro
ceeding, not part of the underlying possessory 
action," would be allowed to assert right to jury 
on remand for McNeal evidentiary hearing on 
disbursement of registry funds deposited by ten
ant in lieu of rent. U.S.C.A. ConsLAmend. 7. 
Habib v. Thurston, 1985, 517 A.2d l. Jury (;:::> 

25(6) 

Protective order in context of landlord-tenant 
cases assures landlord that any rent due under 
lease will in fact be paid albeit into court regis
try for the time being and assures tenant who 
successfully defends suit that he will not have to 
forfeit his ~ lease because he cannot make up 
unpaid deficiency and provides fund [rom 
which tenant may receive abatement if housing 
code violations warranting abatement are 
found. Temple v. Thomas D. Walsh, Inc., 1984, 
485 A.2d 192. Deposits In Court C;;> 1 

After underlying landlord-tenant action is dis
posed of, trial court has obligation, irrespective 
of outcome of action, to distribute in an equita
ble fashion any funds deposited in the court 
registry pursuant to a protective order. Temple 
v. Thomas D. Walsh, Inc., 1984, 485 A.2d 192. 
Deposits In Court (';:::;> 11 

Given trial court's uncontested finding that, 
while possessory action was pending, tenant 
had received benefit of housing on very premis
es that were subject of litigation, and given 
tenant's failure to offer any evidence which 
would have warranted redu~tion in amount of 
rent due under lease, trial court acted well 
within its discretion as a court of equity in 
releasing to the landlord funds deposited by 
tenant in the court registry pursuant to a pro
tective order. Temple v. Thomas D. Walsh, 
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Inc., 1984, 485 A.2d 192. Deposits In Court ~ 
] 1 

A disposition favorable to tenant in underly
ing landlord-tenant action did not preclude trial 
court from releasing to landlord any funds 
which tenant deposited into registry of the court 
pursuant to a protective order. Temple v. 
Thomas D. Walsh, Inc., 1984, 485 A.2d 192. 
Deposits In Court (l:;:> 11 

12. Eviction in contemplation of sale 
Subsection of statute restricting evictions pro

hibits evictions in contemplation of sale except 
where owner has written contract to sell hous
ing accommodation to purchaser who intends 
to occupy premises immediately for own per
sonal use, and even then, owner must first have 
offered tenant opportunity to purchase property 
himself. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1561(e). Ad
ministrator of Veterans Affairs v. Valentine, 
1985,490 A.2d 1165. Landlord And Tenant (l:;:> 

278.8 

13. Retaliatory eviction 
Tenant's breach of lease agreement in failing 

to provide landlord with duplicate keys to re
placement locks on her door did not necessarily 
defeat her retaliatory eviction defense, if tenant 
could establish that she had provided landlord 
with access to apartment to make repairs. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2552. De Szunyogh v. 
William C. Smith & Co., Inc., 1992, 604 A.2d 1. 
Landlord And Tenant (;:;;:> 284(1) 

Evidence created jury question as to whether 
tenant's letters to landlord regarding need for 
repairs to her apartment were the basis for 
landlord's eviction action, thus tenant was enti
tled to have jury consider retaliatory eviction 
defense to her admitted breach of her lease 
provision prohibiting tenant from changing 
locks. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2552, 
45-2552(b)(l). De Szunyogh v. William C. 
Smith & Co., Inc., 1992, 6'04 A.2d 1. Landlord 
And Tenant (i;:::> 285(5) 

If a tenant alleges acts which fall under the 
retaliatory eviction statute, the statute by defini
tion applies, and landlord is presumed to have 
taken an "action not otherwise permitted by 
law" unless it can meet its burden under the 
statute. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2552, 
45-2552(b)(1). De Szunyogh v. William C. 
Smith & Co., Inc., 1992, 604 A.2d 1. Landlord 
And Tenant c:P 180(3) 

Defense of housing code violations is irrele
vant to possessory action based upon valid 
30-day notice to quit, unless raised in context of 
claim of retaliatory eviction. Habib v. Thur
ston, 1985, 5] 7 A.2d 1. Landlord And Tenant 
~ 284(0 

Retaliatory eviction defense to possessory ac
tion, while applicable to notice to quit, provides 
no basis for rent abatement. Habib v. Thur-
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ston, 1985, 517 A.2d 1. Landlord And Tenant 
C::;:> 190(1) 

Under Rental Housing Act of 1980 and Rental 
Housing Act of 1985, tenant may introduce evi
dence of code violation complaints more than 
six months before landlord's allegedly retaliato
ry action where tenant has complained within 
six months and seeks to buttress retaliatory LTl0-

tive argument against landlord by showing ear
lier complaints as well. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2552(b); § 45-1562(b) (Repealed). Habib 
v. Thurston, 1985, 517 A.2d 1. District Of Co
lumbia C::;:> 20 

Presumption of retaliatory action by landlord 
in seeking possession of tenant's unit based on 
90-day notice to vacate did not arise, even if 
tenant's remarks about her actions to force [or
mer owner to comply with law before selling to 
landlord could reasonably be interpreted as de
fense to eviction by new owner, where new 
owner took action authorized by law. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-1561(d), 45-1562. Wahl v. Watkis, 
1985, 491 A.2d 477. Landlord And Tenant G;:::> 

285(4) 

14. Wrongful eviction 
Fact question existed as to whether there was 

a subtenancy relationship between occupants 
and tenant, thus precluding summary judgment 
in occupants' wrongful eviction action against 
property owner and District. Wilson v. Hart, 
2003, 829 A.2d 511. Federal Courts G;:::> 1055 

Level of training to which District of Colum
bia should be held in training police officers for 
handling landlord-tenant disputes concerning 
possession was not within common knowledge 
of lay persons, and thus, expert testimony was 
required to establish standard of care, in ousted 
apartment occupant's action against District for 
negligent training and supervision arising from 
incident in which police officer allegedly assist
ed tenant in wrongfully evicting occupant, who 
claimed to be a subtenant. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2503(15, 36), 45-2551. Young v. District 
of Columbia, 2000, 752 A.2d 138. District Of 
Columbia (l:;:> 36 

Assuming that police assisted tenant in 
wrongfully evicting apartment occupant, who 
claimed to be a subtenant, evidence of three 
reported cases and calls from several unspeci
fied people allegedly complaining about wrong
[ul evictions involving the police was insuffi
cient to support inference of a de facto policy 
which would support § 1983 liability on occu
pant's constitutional claim against District of 
Columbia. 42 U.S.C.A. § 1983; D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-2503(15, 36), 45-2551. Young v. 
District of Columbia, 2000, 752 A.2d 138. Civil 
Rights ~ 1403; Civil Rights ~ 1404 

Genuine issue of material fact existed as to 
whether ousted apartment occupant was ten
ant's subtenant, precluding summary judgment 
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on occupant's claim against District of Colum
bia based on police officer's alleged act of as
sisting tenant in a wrongful eviction. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45--2503(15,36),45-2551. Young v. 
District of Columbia, 2000, 752 A.2d 138. Fed
eral Courts c=> 1055 

If housing provider evicts tenant without pro
cess, provider can be liable in tort for wrongful 
eviction. D.C.Code j 981, §§ 45-2503(15, 36), 
45-2551. Young v. District of Columbia, 2000, 
752 A.2d 138. Landlord And Tenant (;::::> 292 

15. Waiver 
Landlord waived right to demand possession 

of single-family rental home under 90-day no
tice to vacate for personal use and occupancy, 
where landlord, after expiration of notice, re
ceived and accepted rent from tenant for at 
least one month, and landlord did not tell ten
ant when landlord accepted the rent that land
lord still intended to enforce the notice to va
cate. Tippett v. Daly, 2009, 964 A.2d 606. 
Landlord And Tenant <? 278.10(1) 

Neither the Rental Housing Act nor accompa
nying regulations provide for a waiver of the 
tenant's opportunity to correct a new violation 
once the tenant has sufficiently cured a previous 
violation. Borger Management, Inc. v. Nelson
Lee, 2008, 959 A.2d 694. Landlord And Tenant 
c=> 278.9(.5) 

16. Lease agreements 
Residential landlord was not precluded from 

conditioning rent discount on month-to-month 
tenant's execution of new 12-month lease agree
ment, absent finding of large disparity between 
discounted rent and rent charged as month-to
month so that tenant \vas effectively coerced 
into abandoning month-to-month tenancy that 
he was otherwise entitled to maintain. Double 
H Housing Corp. v. David, 2008, 947 A.2d 38. 
Landlord And Tenant (;::::> 200.7 

If a landlord wishes to make certain payments 
part of a tenant's rental obligation, the lease 
must unequivocally so provide. Ruppert Real 
Estate, Inc. v. McCarter, 111 WLR 1953 (Super. 
Ct. 1983). 
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ing in landlords' action seeking possession of 
apartment for personal use and occupancy by 
one of the landlords, and tenants therefore did 
not waive their Seventh Antendment right to 
jury trial by failing to timely assert such right, 
though court clerk would not allow tenants to 
file their answer, which included jury trial de
mand, because computers were down in clerk's 
office; everyone was aware that tenants were 
demanding trial by jury, tenants asserted at 
hearing that they had put their jury demand in 
writing, landlords' counsel acknowledged at 
hearing that he had a copy of that document, 
and landlords' counsel did not object at that 
time that the document was defective in any 
way. King v. Berindoague, 2007, 928 A.2d 693. 
Jury <? 25(6) 

18. Depositions and discovery 
In action for possession, landlord was liable 

for attorney fees and expenses with respect to 
tenant's motion to compel discovery, where 
landlord had adequate opportunity to oppose 
portion of motion specifically requesting award 
of expenses, but failed to do so. Civil Rule 
37(a)(4). Habib v. Thurston, 1985, 517 A.2d 1. 
Pretrial Procedure c=> 44.1 

In action for possession, landlord was re
quired to answer or face sanctions for failure to 
do so with respect to interrogatories concerning 
tenant's complaints and landlord's responses 
since inception of tenancy, as such would relate 
to defense of retaliatory eviction; assertion that 
prior default judgment" for possession precluded 
tenant from asserting counterclaim for overpay
ment of rent based on earlier housing code 
violations was not substantial justification for 
refusing to answer such interrogatories. Civil 
Rules 26(b)(1), 37(a)(4). Habib v. Thurston, 
1985, 517 A.2d 1. Pretrial Procedure <:;:;;;> 30]; 
Pretrial Procedure c=> 309 

19. Admissibility of evidence 
Where hOLlsing regulation violations are as

serted by a tenant, and eviction action involving 
rent-controlled premises is based on the contin
ual failure to pay the rent due in a timely 
manner, such violations cannot be irrelevant to 

17. Jury trials the question of what rent was in fact due, that 
Trial court's error was not harmless, as to is, the rent to which the housing provider was 

denial of residential tenants' Seventh Amend- entitled. Suggs v. Lakritz Adler Management, 
ment right to jury trial, in landlords' action LLC, 2007, 933 A.2d 795. Landlord And Ten-
seeking possession of apartment for personal ant (;::::> 285(4) 
use and occupancy by one of the landlords, In most eviction actions involving claims of a 
where trial court was not obliged to take the tenant's failure to cure a violation of an obli-
case away from jury; the defenses asserted by gation of tenancy unrelated to rent payment 
tenants, such as retaliation for tenants' COlll- after receiving the l~equisite 30-day notice to 
plaints about the condition of the premises, quit, pursuant to rent control law, the existence 
required assessment of credibility of witnesses. of housing regulation violations will be irrele-
King v. Berindoague, 2007, 928 A.2d 693. Fed- vant, except in cases of claims of retaliatory 
eral Courts G=:> 1066 eviction. Suggs v. Lakritz Adler Managcment, 

Residential tenants were deemed to have filed LLC, 2007, 933 A.2d 795. Landlord And Ten-
a written demand [or jury trial on day of hear- ant C=> 285(4) 
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Residential landlord's alleged violations of 
housing regulations were relevant, in action for 
eviction, to determination of whether tenant's 
continuous nonpayment of rent constituted vio
lation of obligation of tenancy other than non
payment of rent within meaning of rent control 
law; evidence of alleged housing violations was 
necessar'V to determine what rent, in fact, was 
due. Su"ggs v. Lakritz Adler Management, LLC, 
2007, 933 A.2d 795. Landlord And Tenant G:;:> 
285(4) 

20. Continuances 
Trial court did not abuse its discretion or 

violate tenant's due process rights in denying 
her request to retain counsel and contest land
lord's action for possession based on 90-day 
notice to vacate which was tantamount to re
quest for continuance. U.S.C.A. Const.Amends. 
5, 14; Landlord and Tenant Rule 12. Wahl v. 
Watkis, 1985, 491 A.2d 477. Constitutional 
Law G:;:> 4083; Federal Courts G:;:> 1052.1 

Even if tenant requested continuance of land
lord's possession action, trial court did not 
abuse its discretion in denying continuance 
where tenant had sufficient prior notice of hear
ing and opportunity to consult with counsel if 
she so wished. U.S.C.A. Const.Amends. 5, 14; 
Landlord and Tenant Rule 12. Wahl v. Watkis, 
1985,491 A.2d 477. Federal Courts ~ 1052.1 

21. Questions of fact 
Whether residential landlord intended to ac

cept rent from tenant for occupancy after expi
ration of notice to vacate for personal use and 
occupancy and intended to waive the notice to 
vacate are questions of fact, and the appellate 
court will not disturb the trial court's findings 
unless they are plainly wrong or without eviden
tiary support. Tippett v. Daly, 2009, 964 A.2d 
606. Federal Courts G:;:> 1066 

22. Damages 
Under District of Columbia law, lessor was 

not precluded from seeking damages under the 
terms of a commercial lease upon the termi
nation of the lease for nonpayment of rent; the 
termination of the leasehold interest did not 
have the effect of rendering the damages provi
sion of the lease inoperable or limit the unex
pired term for which damages were available to 
the five-day notice period. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 16-1501, 45-2SS1(b). Lennon v. U.S. The
atre Corp., C.A.D.C.1990, 920 F.2d 996, 287 
U.S.App.D.C. 202. Landlord And Tenant G:;:> 
286 

The damages in a particular wrongful eviction 
case may be small or even nominal in amount; 
this determination must be left to the trier of 
fact. Henson v. Prue, 2002, 810 A.2d 912. 
Landlord And Tenant ~ 180(5); Landlord And 
TcnantG:;:> 180(6) 
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Although the law presumes that some dam
ages follow from a wrongful eviction, the bur
den of proving the amount of such damages 
remains squarely on the tenant. Henson v. 
Prue, 2002, 810 A.2d 912. Landlord And Ten
ant ~ 180(3) 

Resident's testimony that tenant had agreed 
to leave voluntarilv within 90 days of residents' 
vote to ask him to do so, that landlord told 
tenant that he would have alternative accommo
dations available by then, and that tenant sim
ply refused to honor his promise to move out, 
when 90 days had elapsed, reasonably sup
ported finding that any inconvenience suffered 
by tenant, when landlord wrongfully changed 
locks, was largely of his own making, and, 
therefore, could fairly have supported award of 
nominal damages only. Henson v. Prue, 2002, 
810 A.2d 912. Landlord And Tenant G:;:> 180(3) 

23. Review 
Remand was required for trial court to deter

mine what amounts month-to-month tenant was 
required to pay for rent after tenant received 
notice of second rent increase and landlord 
began refusing to accept checks written for 
original amount after second rent increase went 
into effect, in landlord's action for possession, 
in view of landlord's delay in filing complaint 
and cashing of one check for original rent 
amount during relevant period. Double H 
Housing Corp. v. David, 2008, 947 A.2d 38. 
Landlord And Tenant G:;:> 285(7) 

Exercise by landlord of its discretion to evict 
tenant from unit rented under federal rent-assis
tance program was not subject to a review for 
abuse of discretion, in suit for possession action 
that landlord commenced after fatal shooting 
occurred and loaded shotgun was found in ten
ant's unit, once trial court found that tenant 
permitted criminal activity in her unit that 
threatened the safety of other tenants; federal 
statute and regulati;ns implementing statute's 
policy authorized evictions based on criminal 
activity that threatened the safety of other with
out limitation by, or balancing or consideration 
of, any other factors, and under the regulations 
a reviewing court's sale role was to determine 
whether the ground relied upon for eviction 
existed. Scarborough v. Winn Residential 
L.L.P./Atlantic Terrace Apartments, 2006, 890 
A.2d 249. United States (:;::;;;> 82(3.5) 

Remand was required in rent abatement pro
ceeding involving tenant's withholding of rent 
in subsidized housing because of housing code 
violations to determine whether Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) or Dis
trict of Columbia Housing Authority (DCHA) 
sought repayment of rent; jf neither HUD or 
DCHA sought repayment, tenant should recover 
funds, as landlord should not profit from his 
breach of duty to maintain leased premises. 
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Anderson v. Abidoye, 2003, 824 A.2d 42, on 
subsequent appeal 923 A.2d 853. Appeal And 
Error (;:::;:> 1178(6) 

In bank's action for possession of foreclosed 
house, remand was required for a determina
tion of whether house's occupant was a "ten-

§ 42-3505.02. Retaliatory action. 

§ 42-3505.02 

ant" occupying a lirental unit" within the 
meaning of the Rental Housing Act (RHA), for 
purposes of determining whether she should be 
allowed to intervene as of right. Robinson v. 
First Nat. Bank of Chicago, 2001, 765 A.2d 543. 
Federal Courts (;;::;:> 1067 

(a) No housing provider shall take any retaliatory action against any tenant 
who exercises any right conferred upon the tenant by this chapter, by any rule 
or order issued pursuant to this chapter, or by any other provision of law. 
Retaliatory action may include any action or proceeding not otherwise pern1it
ted by law which seeks to recover possession of a rental unit, action which 
would unlawfully increase rent, decrease services, increase the obligation of a 
tenant, or constitute undue or unavoidable inconvenience, violate the privacy of 
the tenant, harass, reduce the quality or quantity of service, any refusal to 
honor a lease or rental agreement or any provision of a lease or rental 
agreelnent, refusal to renew a lease or rental agreement, tern1ination of a 
tenancy without cause, or any other form of threat or coercion. 

(b) In detennining whether an action taken by a housing provider against a 
tenant is retaliatory action, the trier of fact shall presume retaliatory action has 
been taken, and shall enter judgment in the tenant's favor unless the housing 
provider con1es forward with clear and convincing evidence to rebut this 
presumption, if within the 6 months preceding the housing provider's action, 
the tenant: 

(1) Has n1ade a witnessed oral or written request to the housing provider 
to make repairs which are necessary to bring the housing accommodation or 
the rental unit into compliance with the housing regulations; 

(2) Contacted appropriate officials of the District government, either orally 
in the presence of a witness or in writing, concerning existing violations of 
the housing regulations in the rental unit the tenant occupies or pertaining to 
the housing accommodation in which the rental unit is located, or reported to 
the officials suspected violations which, if confirmed, would render the rental 
unit or housing accOlnn10dation in noncompliance with the housing regula
tions; 

(3) Legally withheld all or part of the tenant's rent after having given a 
reasonable notice to the housing provider, either orally in the presence of a 
witness or in writing, of a violation of the housing regulations; 

(4) Organized, been a member of, or been involved in any lawful activities 
pertaining to a tenant organization; 

(5) Made an effort to secure or enforce any of the tenant's rights under the 
tenant's lease or contract with the housing provider; or 

(6) Brought legal action against the housing provider. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 502,32 DCR 3089.) 
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1. In general 
If a tenant alleges acts which fall under the 

retaliatory eviction statute, the statute by defini
tion applies, and the landlord is presumed to 
have taken an action not otherwise permitted by 
L\\.v unless it can meet its burden under the 
statute. Borger Management, Inc. v. Sindram, 
2005, 886 A.2d 52. Landlord And Tenant (l;::::> 

285(4) 
The fact that landlord's motivation for in

creasing tenant's rent was to recoup the costs 
incurred in collecting delinquent rent was not 
impermissible under the Rent Stabilization Act, 
provided that landlord did not increase rent 
beyond authorized rent ceiling and did not in
crease rent as retaliation or based on discrimi
nation. Parreco v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 2005, 885 A.2d 327, as amend
ed. Landlord And Tenant (l;::::> 200.60 

Antiretaliation statute provided tenant with 
no independent cause of action for damages 
front landlord. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2552(a). 
Twyman v. Johnson, 1995, 655 A.2d 850. Ac
tion (l;::::> 3 

Relevant factor in determining whether forfei
ture of residential lease should be ordered is 
presence or absence or "fair dealing" by land
lor·d. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2552. Grubb v. 

Wm. Calomiris Inv. Corp., 1991,588 A.2d 1144. 
Landlord And Tenant (l;::::> 103(1) 

Under Rental Housing Act of 1980 and Rental 
Housing Act of 1985, tenant may introduce evi
dence of code violation complaints more than 
six months before landlord's allegedly retaliato
ry action where tenant has complained within 
six months and seeks to buttress retaliatory mo
tive argument against landlord by showing ear
lier complaints as well. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2552(b); § 45-1562(b) (Repealed). Habib 
v. Thurston, 1985, 517 A.2d 1. District Of Co
lumbia (l;::::> 20 

2. Federal Preemption 
Decision by AU of the Department of Con

sumer and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA), which 
dismissed tenant's claim of retaliation because 
the alleged retaliatory action by landlord was 
permitted by law, constituted a ruling that land
lord's right to decline to renew Section 8 con
tract prevailed over inconsistent local statutes, 
which were effectively preempted by federal 
law creating the Section 8 program, even 
though ALJ did not discuss the underlying legal 
principles governing termination, the specific 
language of the Section 8 contract, or federal 
Section 8 law. Borger Management, Inc. v. 
Sindram, 2005, 886 A.2d 52. United States (l;::::> 

82(3.4) 

3. Breach of lease by tenant 
Termination of residential apartment lease by 

landlord was not demonstrated to be pretextual 
since breach of lease was declared for tenant's 
failure to comply with covenant restricting oc
cupants subject to landlord approval and, thus, 
forfeiture was properly Qrdered when tenant 
failed to cure after statutory notice. D.C.Code 
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1981, § 45-2552. Grubb v. Wm. Calomiris Inv. 
Corp., 1991, 588 A.2d 1144. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 104 

4. Retaliatory eviction 
When the statutory presumption of retaliatory 

eviction comes into play in a possession action, 
it will not suffice for a landlord to merely to 
articulate a legitimate, non-retaliatory rea~on, 
because the legislature has assigned a substan
tial burden of proof, clear and convincing evi
dence, to the landlord. Gomez v. Independence 
Management of Delaware, Inc., 2009, 967 A.2d 
1276. Landlord And Tenant 0:;::> 285(4) 

The statutory presumption of retaliatory evic
tion in a possession action relieves the tenants 
of the burden of establishing a prima facie case 
of retaliatory action, and, in order to rebut the 
presumptiOl~, a landlord must, at a minimum, 
come forward with a legitimate, non-retaliatory 
reason for the challenged action. Gomez v. 
Independence Management of Delaware, Inc., 
2009, 967 A.2d 1276. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
285(4) 

The retaliation defense to eviction is not limit
ed to situations where the landlord acts illegal
ly; a retaliatory motive may taint an action to 
evict tenants that would otherwise be lawful, 
and constitute a retaliatory eviction in violation 
of the Rental Housing Act. Gomez v. Indepen
dence Management of Delaware, Inc., 2009, 967 
A.2d 1276. Landlord And Tenant ~ 284(1) 

Genuine issue of material fact as to whether 
action of possession against holdover tenants, 
brought by new corporate owner of apartment 
building which was formerly a subsidiary of 
prior owner of apartment building before 99% 
of subsidiary's stock was transferred to new 
shareholder, was a retaliatory eviction in viola
tion of the Rental Housing Act, precluded sum
mary judgment in the possession action. Go
mez v. Independence Managernent of Delaware, 
Inc., 2009, 967 A.2d 1276. Federal Courts <> 
1055 

Determination by ALl of the Department of 
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs that land
lord's unilateral termination of tenant's Section 
8 contract was legal was essential to judgment 
on tenant's petition asserting that landlord's 
termination of its Section 8 participation was 
unlawful retaliation for tenant's complaint al
leging housing code violations; had ALl not 
made that determination he would not have 
been able to conclude on the record before him 
that action was not retaliatory. Borger Man
agement, Inc. v. Sindram, 2005, 886 A.2d 52. 
United States <> 82(3.4) 

Legality of landlord's unilateral termination 
of tenant's Section 8 contract was "actually 
litigated" by ALl of the Department of Consum
er and Regulatory Affairs when it heard and 
ruled on tenant's petition asserting that land-

§ 42-3505.02 
Note 4 

lord's termination of its Section 8 participation 
was unlawful retaliation for tenant's complaint 
alleging housing code violations, even though 
tenant's petition did not specifically challenge 
the legality of landlord's actions, where land
lord's actions were presumed retaliatory under 
the Rental Housing Act, and the only way that 
presumption could be overcome was by land
lord's establishing that its actions were not re
taliatory; ALl had to consider and determine 
whether landlord's termination of contract was 
legally permissible. Borger Management, Inc. 
v. Sindram, 2005, 886 A.2d 52. Administrative 
Law And Procedure G=:> 501; United States G=:> 

82(3.4) 

Retaliatory eviction defense would not be ex
tended to c~mmercial leases, although commer
cial tenant claimed that landlord dramaticallv 
increased rent in retaliation for tenant's assii
tance to residential tenants in same building in 
pursuing housing violation complaints and com
mercial tenant's own numerous written and 
oral complaints about damages and deficiencies 
in building structure; there are fundamental 
differences between enforcement role played by 
commercial tenants as opposed to residential 
tenants, and commercial tenant failed to adduce 
any evidence indicating commercial analog of 
appalling condition and shortages and inequali
ty of bargaining power between tenant and 
landlord. Espenschied v. Mallick, 1993, 633 
A.2d 388. Landlord And Tenant (;:::> 284(1) 

Right to interpose retaliatory eviction defense 
based on breach of warrant of habitability 
would not be extended to commercial tenant; 
commercial tenants and landlords are mOlT 
likely to have equal bargaining power, and com
mercial tenant will presumably have sufficient 
interest in demised premises to make needed 
repairs and means to make needed repairs him
self or herself if necessary and then sue landlord 
for damages. Espenschied v. Mallick, 1993, 
633 A.2d 388. Landlord And Tenant (;:::> 284( 1) 

Tenant's breach of lease agreement in failing 
to provide landlord with duplicate keys to re
placement locks on her door did not necessarily 
defeat her retaliatory eviction defense, if tenant 
could establish that she had provided landlord 
with access to apartment to make repairs. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2552. De Szunyogh v. 
William C. Smith & Co., Inc., 1992, 604 A.2d 1. 
Landlord And Tenant ~ 284(1) 

Evidence created jury question as to whether 
tenant's letters to landlord regarding need for 
repairs to her apartment were the basis for 
landlord's eviction action, thus tenant was enti
tled to have jury consider retaliatory eviction 
defense to her admitted breach of her lease 
provision prohibiting tenant from changing 
locks. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-2552, 
45-2552(b)(1). De Szunyogh v. William C. 
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Smith & Co., Inc., 1992, 604 A.2d 1. Landlord 
And Tenant ~ 285(5) 

A suit for retaliation may be brought as an 
affirmative action, and is not reserved exclusive
ly for affirmative defenses. Carlton v. Boucher, 
I 18 WLR 2053 (Super. Ct. 1990). 

A lawsuit initiated by a landlord in retaliation 
for a tenant's exercise of his rights certainly 
falls under the scope of this section. Carlton v. 
Boucher, 118 WLR 2053 (Super. Ct. 1990). 

5. Jurisdiction 
A commercial tenant may not raise the de

fense of retaliatory eviction to a landlord's ac
tion for possession of the premises. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-2503(15,33,36),45-2552. Ontell 
v. Capitol Hill E.W. Ltd. Partnership, 1987, 527 
A.2d 1292. Landlord And Tenant ~ 284(1) 

The Superior Court has jurisdiction along 
with the Rental Housing Commission and Rent 
Administrator to decide retaliation issues. Carl
ton v. Boucher, 118 WLR 2053 (Super. Ct. 
1990). 

6. Presumptions and burden of proof 
Presumption of retaliatory action was trig

gered under the Rental Housing Act, in posses
sion action brought by new owner of apartment 
building against holdover tenants, such that 
new owner was required to rebut presumption 
by clear and convincing evidence; though rent 
administrator had determined that new owner's 
intended improvements could not be safely or 
reasonably accomplished while the rental units 
were occupied, possession action was brought 
after tenants' association had sued former own
er and new owner alleging that a sale had 
occurred that triggered tenants' right to pur
chase under the Rental Housing Conversion and 
Sale Act, holdover tenants were members of 
tenants' association, holdover tenants had been 
paying rent into the court registry rather than to 
the new owner, and the withholding of rent had 
continued during six-month period preceding 
new owner's service of 120-day notices to va
cate the building. Gomez v. Independence 
Management of Delaware, Inc., 2009, 967 A.2d 
1276. Landlord And Tenant ~ 285(4) 

Where a tenant makes the required threshold 
showing under the retaliatory eviction statute, 
the trier of fact shall presume that retaliatory 
action was taken unless the housing provider 
proves otherwise by clear and convincing evi
dence. Borger Management, Inc. v. Sindram, 
2005, 886 A.2d 52. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
285(4) 

Mere failure of housing provider to rebut 
Rental Housing Act's presumption of retaliation, 
which presumption is based on conduct by a 
housing provider that takes place within six 
months after a tenant has done certain acts, 
does not establish that housing provider acted 
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willfully, as is required under Act for imposition 
of civil fine of up to $5,000. Miller v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 2005, 870 
A.2d 556. Landlord And Tenant ~ 278.18 

Rental Housing Act's presumption of retalia
tion, based on conduct by a housing provider 
that takes place within six months after a tenant 
has done certain acts to exercise or enforce the 
tenant's rights under the Act, ripens automati
cally into a conclusion of retaliation unless the 
housing provider rebuts the presumption by 
clear and convincing evidence. Miller v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 2005, 
870 A.2d 556. Landlord And Tenant ~ 278.19 

Attorney examiner's misallocation of burden 
of proof to tenant in rejecting retaliation claim, 
in which examiner stated "the evidence, when 
viewed in its totality, does not support by the 
weight of clear and convincing evidence, the 
[tenant]' s allegations of retaliatory actions," did 
not require remand for new findings, where 
housing provider had contested every aspect of 
petitioner's allegations of retaliation with speci
ficity, housing provider provided extensive evi
dence in support of its position, and examiner 
made de termination after initially phrasing 
statutory question such that housing provider 
had burden of proof. Killingham v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 2002, 810 
A.2d 925. Landlord And Tenant ~ 285(7) 

Landlord had burden of proving nonretaliato
ry purpose behind tenants' eviction by clear and 
convincing evidence, where tenants were eligi
ble for benefit of statutory presumption that 
eVlctlOn was retaliatory. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2552. Youssef v. United Management Co., 
Inc., 1996, 683 A.2d 152. Landlord And Tenant 
~ 180(3) 

If a tenant alleges acts which fall under the 
retaliatory eviction statute, the statute by defini
tion applies, and landlord is presumed to have 
taken an "action not otherwise permitted by 
law" unless it can meet its burden under the 
statute. D.C.Code ] 981, §§ 45-2552, 
45-2552(b)(1). De Szunyogh v. William C. 
Smith & Co., Inc., 1992, 604 A.2d 1. Landlord 
And Tenant ~ 180(3) 

Presumption of retaliatory action by landlord 
in seeking possession of tenant's unit based on 
90-day notice to vacate did not arise, even if 
tenant's remarks about her actions to force for
mer owner to comply with law before selling to 
landlord could reasonably be interpreted as de
fense to eviction by new owner, where new 
owner took action authorized by law. D.C.Code 
1981, §§ 45-1561(d), 45-1562. Wahl v. Watkis, 
1985, 491 A.2d 477. Landlord And Tenant ~ 
285(4) 
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7. Collateral estoppel 
Issue of landlord's alleged source-of-income 

discrimination, which was raised bv tenant as 
defense to landlord's action for po~session on 
ground of nonpayment of rent, was not proce
durally precluded, under collateral estoppel 
principles, by judgment of the Department of 
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA) on 
tenant's petition asserting that landlord's termi
nation of its Section 8 participation was unlaw
ful retaliation for tenant's complaint alleging 
housing code violations; issue was not actually 
litigated or essential to DCRA's ruling. Borger 
Management, Inc. v. Sindram, 2005, 886 A.2d 
52. Administrative Law And Procedure ~ 501; 
United States <:;::::;> 82(3.4) 

Issue of legality of landlord's unilateral termi
nation of tenant's Section 8 contract, which was 
raised by tenant as defense to landlord's action 
for possession on ground of nonpayment of 
rent, was procedurally precluded, under collat
eral estoppel principles, by judgment of the De
partment of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs 
(DCRA) on tenant's petition asserting that land
lord's termination of its Section 8 participation 
was unlawful retaliation for tenant's complaint 
alleging housing code violations; DCRA was act
ing in a judicial capacity, and issue was both 
"actually litigated," and "essential" to the judg
ment of the DCRA. Borger Management, Inc. 
v. Sindram, 2005, 886 A.2d 52. Administrative 
Law And Procedure <:;::::;> 501; United States <:;::::;> 

82(3.4) 

§ 42-3505.03 

8. Remand 
Proper remedy, upon determination by Rental 

Housing Commission (RHC) that administrative 
law judge (AU) had not made necessary find
ing, for imposition of civil fine under Rental 
Housing Act for housing provider's retaliation 
against tenant for joining tenant organization, 
that housing provider had acted willfully was 
for RHC to remand to AU for necessary find
ings of fact, rather than to vacate the ci~il fine 
imposed by AU, where RHC had not found the 
record would not support a finding of 'willful
ness. Miller v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 2005, 870 A.2d 556. Landlord 
And Tenant (;::;:> 278.18 

9. Review 
Ruling by ALJ of the Department of Consum

er and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA) that Section 8 
law permitted landlord to end its Section 8 
arrangement regarding tenancy in question not
withstanding local legal precedents and statutes 
regarding retaliation did not evince a material 
misconception of law given the language of tIle 
Rental Housing Act, related case law, federal 
legislation creating Section 8 program, and fed
eral preemption considerations, even though 
Court of Appeals could well come to a different 
result if it eventually ruled upon issue, and thus 
AU's ruling could have collateral estoppel effect 
upon the parties bound by it. Borger Manage
ment, Inc. v. Sindram, 2005, 886 A.2d 52. 
United States (;::;:> 82(3.4) 

§ 42-3505.03. Conciliation and arbitration service. 

(a) There is established a conciliation and arbitration service ("service") 
within the Division. 

(b) The service shall provide a voluntary, nonadversarial forun1 for the 
resolution of disputes arising between housing providers and tenants in the 
District. 

(c) The staff of the service shall be designated by the Rent Adlninistrator and 
shall be persons familiar with the problems of the law relating to housing
provider and tenant relations and with knowledge of conciliation and arbitra
tion practices. 

(d) Either a housing provider or a tenant n1ay initiate a proceeding before 
the service. 

(e) No person shall be compelled to attend a session of the service or 
participate in any proceeding before its staff. The results of any proceeding 
shall not be binding upon any party, except (1) to the extent provided in 
§ 42-3505.04, or (2) with respect to a conciliation agreement, to the extent that 
a party to the proceeding agrees to be bound by the conciliation agreement. 
No evidence pertaining to a conciliation or arbitration proceeding shall be 
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admissible in any judicial proceeding under other provisions of law relating to 
housing-provider and tenant disputes. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 503, 32 DCR 3089.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2553. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3505.04. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Alternative Dispute Resolution (?119, 502. 
Westlaw Topic No. 25T. 

§ 42-3505.04. Arbitration. 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Arbitration §§ 19 to 20, 22, 47 to 48. 

(a) By mutual consent, the housing provider and tenant may sublnit for 
arbitration any dispute not satisfactorily resolved under § 42-3505.03. 

(b) A request for arbitration shall be in writing. 

(c) The Rent Adlninistrator shall designate 3 members of the Division's staff, 
other than those who heard the dispute under § 42-3505.03, to serve as a panel 
of arbitrators. 

(d) The arbitration panel shall issue a written recommendation to resolve the 
dispute within 10 days of the request. 

(e) Agreements entered into between the housing provider and tenant under 
the panel's recomlnendation shall be approved by the Rent Administrator and 
shall be binding upon the parties. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 504, 32 DCR 3089.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2554. 

Section References 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Cross References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3505.03. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 

Alternative Dispute Resolution (? 130 to 391. 

Westlaw Topic No. 25T. 

Encyclopedias 
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c.J.S. Architects § 17. 

§ 42-3505.05. Prohibition of discrimination against elderly tenants or 
families with children. 

(a) It is unlawful for a housing provider to discril11inate against families 
receiving or eligible to receive Tenant Assistance Program assistance, elderly 
tenants, or families with children when renting housing accommodations. 

(b) Any protections provided by subsection (a) of this section and any 
penalties provided in § 42-3509.01 shall be in addition to any other provision 
of law. 

(c) Allegations of violations of this section that are made by families receiving 
or eligible to receive Tenant Assistance Program assistance, by elderly tenants, 
or by families with children shall be promptly investigated and handled by the 
Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs, which shall provide the 
complaining party with a written report upon the conclusion of the investiga
tion. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 505,32 DCR 3089; Oct. 2, 1987, D.C. Law 7-30, § 4, 
34 DCR 5304.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2555. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 3 of Tenant Assistance Program 
Amendment Temporary Act of 1987 (D.C. Law 
7-48, December 10, 1987, law notification 34 
DCR 8107). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-30, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.01. 

Cross References 

Discriminatory practices in real estate transactions, see § 2-1402.21. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Civil Rights <91013, 1014, 1055, 1074. 
Westlaw Topic No. 78. 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Civil Rights §§ 69 to 75, 112 to 133, 

303 to 304. 

§ 42-3505.06. Right of tenants to organize. 

(a) For purposes of this section, the term: 
(1) "cpr' means the average of the Consumer Price Index for the Wash

ington-Baltimore Metropolitan Statistical Area for all- urban conSUl11ers 
published by the Department of Labor, or any successor index, as of the close 
of the 12-month period ending on Novel11ber 30 of such year. 

(2) ''Tenant organizer" means a person who: 
(A) Assists tenants in establishing and operating a tenant organization; 

and 
(B) Is not an employee or representative of the current or prospective 

owner, the current or prospective manager, or an agent of such persons. 
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(b) Tenants shall have the right to: 
(1) Self-organization; 

REAL PROPERTY 

(2) Form, join, meet, or assist one another within and without tenant 
organizations; 

(3) Meet and confer through representatives of their own choosing with an 
owner; 

(4) Engage in other concerted activities for the purpose of mutual aid and 
protection; and 

(5) Refrain frOln such activity. 

(c)(l) If a Inultifatnily housing accommodation has a written policy favoring 
canvassing, any tenant organizer who is not a tenant shall be afforded the saIne 
privileges and rights of access as other uninvited outside parties in the normal 
course of operations. 

(2) If the multifamily housing accommodation does not have a consistently 
enforced, written policy against canvassing, the multifatnily housing accom
modation shall be treated as if it has a policy favoring canvassing. 

(3) If a multifamily housing accommodation has a consistently enforced, 
written policy against canvassing, a tenant shall accompany a tenant organiz
er who is not a tenant while the tenant organizer is on the property of the 
1l1ultifamily housing accommodation. The tenant organizer who is not a 
tenant shall be afforded the same privileges and rights of access as other 
invited outside parties in the normal course of operations. 

(d) No owner or agent of an owner of a multifamily housing accon1modation 
shall interfere with the right of a tenant or tenant organizer to conduct the 
following activities related to the establishment or operation of a tenant 
organization: 

(1) Distributing literature in common areas, including lobby areas; 
(2) Placing literature at or under tenants' doors; 
(3) Posting information on all building bulletin boards; 
(4) Assisting tenants to participate in tenant organization activities; 
(5) Convening tenant or tenant organization meetings at any reasonable 

time and in any appropriate space that would reasonably be interpreted as 
areas that the tenant had access to under the terms of their lease, including 
any tenant's unit, a community room, a common area including lobbies, or 
other available space; provided, that an owner or agent of owner shall not 
attend or make audio recordings of such meetings unless permitted to do so 
by the tenant organization, if one exists, or by a majority of tenants in 
attendance, if a tenant organization does not exist; 

(6) Formulating responses to owner actions, including: 
(A) Rent or rent ceiling increases or requests for rent or rent ceiling 

increases; 
(B) Proposed increases, decreases, or other changes in the housing 

accOlnmodation's facilities and services; and 
(C) Conversion of residential units to nonresidential use, cooperative 

housing, or condominiums; 
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(7) Proposing that the owner or management modify the housing aCCOlTI
lTIodation's facilities and services; and 

(8) Any other activity reasonably related to the establishment or operation 
of a tenant organization. 

(e) Any owner, any person with an ownership interest in an owner, or an 
agent of an owner of a multifamily housing accomlTIodation who knowingly 
violates any provision of this section, or any rule or regulation issued or 
promulgated in furtherance of this section, shall be subject to: 

(1) A civil penalty for each violation not to exceed $10,000, which shall be 
increased annually, beginning January 1, 2008, by an amount equal to 
$10,000 n1ultiplied by the percentage by which the CPI for the preceding year 
ending NOVelTIber 30 exceeds the CPI for the year ending NovelTIber 30, 
2006; 

(2) An injunctive order respecting future behavior; 
(3) Liability for damages to tenants, or a tenant organization or its melTI

bers; 
(4) Suspension or revocation of the owner or agent's business license or 

registration, during which period the rent for any rental unit in the housing 
accOlTIn10dation shall not be increased; or 

(5) Reasonable attorney's fees under § 42-3509.02. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 506, as added Sept. 19,2006, D.C. Law 16-160, § 2, 53 
DCR 5389.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 16-160, the "Right of Tenants to Orga

nize Act of 2006", was introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 16-228 which was re
ferred to the Committee on Consumer and Reg
ulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first 

and second readings on May 2, 2006, and June 
6, 2006, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
June 26, 2006, it was assigned Act No. 16-401 
and transmitted to both HOllses of Congress for 
its review. D.C. Law 16-160 became effective 
on September 19, 2006. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant G:> 134(5). 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 759, 959, 963 
to 964, 967. 

§ 42-3505.07. Notice of lease termination by tenant who is a victim of an 
intrafamHy offense. 

(a) For purposes of this section, the term "qualified third party" means any 
of the following persons acting in their official capacity: 

(1) A law enforcement officer, as defined in § 4-1301.02(14); 
(2) A sworn officer of the D.C. Housing Authority Office of Public Safety; 
(3) A health professional, as defined in § 3-1201.01(8); or 
(4) A dOlTIestic violence counselor as defined in § 14-310(a)(2). 

(b) If a tenant, who is a victim, or who is the parent or guardian of a n1inor 
victim, of an intrafan1ily offense or actions relating to an intrafmTIily offense, as 
defined in § 16-1001(8), provides a housing provider with a copy of an order 
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under § 16-1005 in response to a petition filed by or on behalf of the tenant, 
the tenant shall be released from obligations under the rental agreement. 

(c) If a tenant who is a victin1, or who is the parent or guardian of a n1inor 
victim, of an intrafamily offense or actions relating to an intrafamily offense, as 
defined in § 16-1001(8), provides a housing provider with documentation 
signed by a qualified third party showing that the tenant has reported the 
intrafamily offense to the third party acting in his or her official capacity, the 
tenant shall be released from obligations under the rental agreen1ent. 

(d) The release from a rental agreement shall be effective upon the earlier of: 

(1) Fourteen days after the housing provider receives: 

(A) Written notice of the lease termination under this section; and 

(B) DocUlnentation pursuant to subsection (b) or (c) of this section; or 

(2) Upon the commencement of a new tenancy for the unit. 

(e) Any request by the tenant for termination of the rental agreement under 
this section shall be made within 90 days of the reported act, event, or 
circumstance that was cited in the petition or reported to a qualified third 
party. 

(f) Notwithstanding any penalty provided under a rental agreement, a tenant 
who is released from the rental agreelnent under this section shall be liable 
only for his or her rental payment obligation, pro-rated to the earlier of: 

(1) The date the housing provider rents the unit to a new tenant or party 
who succeeds to the tenant's rights under the original agreement; or 

(2) Fourteen days after the request for the release. 

(g) This section shall not affect section 2908 of the Housing Regulations of 
the District of Colun1bia, effective August 11,1955 (C.O. 55-1503; 14 DCMR 
§ 308 through § 311), or the tenant's liability for delinquent, unpaid rent, or 
other sums owed to the housing provider before the lease was terminated by 
the tenant under this section. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 507, as added Mar. 14, 2007, D.C. Law 16-273, § 2(e), 
54 DCR 859; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-368, § 4(h)(2), 56 DCR 1338.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments For Law 17-368, see notes follO'vving 
D.C. Law 17-368, in subsecs. (b) and (c), § 42-3505.01. 

substituted "§ 16-1001(8)" for u§ 16-1001(5)". 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-273, see notes following 

§ 42-3505.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant G;;:>94. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 
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§ 42-3505.08. Victims of an intrafamily offense protection -change locks 
and notice. 

(a) Upon the written request of a tenant who is the victim of an intrafalnily 
offense, as defined in § 16-1001(8), a housing provider shall change the locks 
to all entrance doors to that tenant's unit within 5 business days; provided, that 
if the perpetrator of the intrafamily offense is a tenant in the same dwelling unit 
as the tenant who luakes the request, the tenant who makes the request shall 
provide the landlord with a copy of a protective order issued pursuant to 
§ 16-1005 ordering the perpetrator to stay away from, or avoid, the tenant who 
Inakes the request, any other household member, or the dwelling unit. If the 
perpetrator of the intrafamily offense is not, or is no longer, a tenant in the 
same dwelling unit as the tenant who makes the request, no documentation of 
the intrafamily offense shall be required. 

(b) The housing provider shall pay the cost of changing the locks. No later 
than 45 days after the housing provider provides the tenant who Inakes the 
request with documentation of the cost of changing the locks, the tenant shall 
reimburse the housing provider for such cost and any associated fee; provided, 
that the fee shall not exceed the fee ilnposed on any other tenant for changing 
the locks under any other circumstances. 

(c) Upon receipt of a copy of the court order pursuant to subsection (a) of 
this section, unless the court orders that the perpetrator be allowed to return to 
the unit for some purpose, the housing provider shall not provide the perpetra
tor with keys to the unit or otherwise pennit the perpetrator access to the unit 
or to property within the unit. 

(d) The housing provider shall not be liable to the perpetrator for any civil 
damages as a result of actions the housing provider takes to comply with this 
section. 

(e) This section shall not be construed to relieve the perpetrator of any 
obligation under a lease agreement or any other liability to the housing 
provider. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 508, as added Mar. 14,2007, D.C. Law 16-273, § 2(e), 
54 DCR 859; Mar. 25, 2009, D.C. Law 17-368, § 4(h)(3), 56 DCR 1338.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments For Law 17-368, see notes following 
D.C. Law 17-368, in subsec. (a), substituted § 42-3505.01. 

u§ 16-1001(8)" for "§ 16-1001(5)". 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-273, see notes following 

§ 42-3505.01. 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant <p158. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
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SUBCHAPTER VI. CONVERSION OR DEMOLITION OF RENTAL 

HOUSING FOR HOTELS, MOTELS, OR INNS. 

§ 42-3506.01. Conversion. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no person shall convert and the 
Mayor shall not pernlit the conversion of any housing accommodation or rental 
unit into a hotel, Inotel, inn, or other transient residential occupancy unit or 
accommodation. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 601, 32 DCR 3089.) 

Prior Codifications 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 
198 I Ed., § 45-2561. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Termination of Law 6-] 0: Section 907 of 
D.C. Law 6-10, as amended by § 2(d) of D.C. 
Law 8-48 and § 818 of D.C. Law 1 I-52, provid
ed that all subchapters of the act, except III and 
V, shall terminate on December 31,2000. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant (;::;:>134(3). 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant § 746. 
c.J.S. Mines and Minerals § 190. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Applicant's use of property as bed and break

fast was lawful under certificate of occupancy 
applicant had received a number of years previ
ously, authorizing use as "rooming house," and 

§ 42-3506.02. Demolition. 

thus, there was no basis to support revocation 
of certificate, even if use more closely fit defini
tion of "inn," and even though regulations have 
subsequently been changed. Kalorama Citizens 
Ass'n v. District of Columbia Bd. of Zoning 
Adjustment, 1994, 640 A.2d 179. Zoning And 
Planning ~ 1456 

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no person shall demolish and 
the Mayor shall not permit the demolition of any housing accommodation or 
rental unit for the purpose of constructing or expanding a hotel, motel, inn, or 
other transient residential accommodation. 

(b) No person shall construct or expand and the Mayor shall not permit the 
construction or expansion of a hotel, motel, inn, or other transient residential 
occupancy on the site of a housing accomnlodation or rental unit demolished 
after July 17, 1985. 

(July 17, ] 985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 602, 32 DCR 3089.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2562. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 
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Miscellaneous Notes 
Short title: See Historical and Statutory 

Notes following § 42-3501.01. 

§ 42-3507.01 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Histmical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3506.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <PlO. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

SUBCHAPTER VII. RELOCATION ASSISTANCE FOR TENANTS DISPLACED BY SUBSTANTIAl" 

REHABILITATION, DEMOLITION, OR HOUSING DISCONTINUANCE. 

Cross References 

Housing Finance Agency, exempt housing projects, displaced tenants, establishment of procedures 
for relocation assistance, see § 42-2703.08. 

Rental housing, tenant evictions, notice to vacate, relocation assistance, see § 42-3505.01. 

§ 42-3507.01. Notice of right to assistance. 

No housing provider shall substantially rehabilitate, demolish, or discontinue 
any housing accomlllodation unless there has first been served upon each 
tenant residing in the housing accomnl0dation a written notice of intent to 
rehabilitate, demolish, or discontinue the housing accommodation in accor
dance with § 42-3505.01 (f), (g), (h), or (i), as appropriate. The notice shall 
advise the tenants of their right to relocation assistance under this chapter or 
any other District law, and the procedures for applying for the assistance. The 
Rental Housing COlllmission shall prescribe the content of the notice. No 
tenant may be evicted from a housing accommodation which the housing 
provider intends to substantially rehabilitate, demolish, or discontinue housing 
use, or which the housing provider intends to sell to another person who, to the 
housing provider's knowledge, intends to substantially rehabilitate, delllolish, 
or discontinue housing use, unless the requirements of this section have been 
nlet. Nothing contained in this section shall be construed to limit a housing 
provider's right to evict a tenant for nonpaYlllent of rent or violation of an 
obligation of the tenancy, if the action to evict is in compliance with 
§ 42-3505.01. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 701, 32 DCR 3089; June 22, 2006, D.C. Law 16-140, 
§ 2(b), 53 DCR 3686.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed.,§ 45-2571. 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 16-140 substituted "in accordance 
with section § 42-3505.01(1), (g), (h), or (i)" for 
"in accordance with § 42-3505.01(g), (h), or 
(i)" . 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 45-3501.01. 

For Law 
§ 42-3505.01. 

16-140, 

Miscellaneous Notes 

see notes following 

Termination of Law 6-10: Section 907 of 
D.C. Law 6-10, as amended bv § 2(d) of D.C. 
Law 8-48 and § 818 of D.C. La~v I I-52, provid-
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§ 42-3507.01 

ed that all subchapters of the act, except III and 
v, shall terminate on December 31,2000. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia (;;;;>10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

§ 42-3507.02. Eligibility assistance. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Each housing provider comlTIencing substantial rehabilitation, demolition, or 
housing discontinuance, on or after July 17, 1985, shall pay relocation assis
tance in an amount calculated under § 42-3507.03 to all tenants of the housing 
accomlTIodation who: 

(1) Were living in the rental units contained in the housing accommodation 
from which they are being displaced at the time the notice required by 
§ 42-3505.01 is given; and 

(2) Are displaced frOlTI rental units because the housing accommodation in 
which they are located is to be substantially rehabilitated, demolished, or 
discontinued. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 702,32 DCR 3089.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2572. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3507.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia e:->10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-3507.03. Payments. 

(a) Until the Mayor establishes the amount of relocation assistance pursuant 
to subsection (b) of this section, the amount of relocation assistance payable to 
a displaced tenant shall be calculated as follows: 

(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this subsection, relocation 
assistance in the amount of $300 for each room in the rental unit shall be 
payable to the tenants or subtenants bearing the cost of removing the 
majority of the furnishings. For the purposes of this paragraph, the term 
"room" in a rental unit means any space 60 square feet or larger which has a 
fixed ceiling and a floor and is subdivided with fixed partitions on all sides, 
but does not mean bathrooms, balconies, closets, pantries, kitchens, foyers, 
hallways, storage areas, utility rooms, or the like. 

(2) Relocation assistance in the amount of $150 for each pantry, kitchen, 
storage area, and utility room that exceeds 60 square feet in area shall be 
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payable to the tenants or subtenants bearing the cost of removing the 
111ajority of the furnishings. 

(b) The Mayor shall establish the amount to be paid tenants for relocation 
assistance within 30 days of June 22, 2006. Thereafter, the Mayor shall, by 
rule, adjust the aI110unt to be paid tenants for relocation assistance not 1110re 
than once every 12 1110nths and not less than once every 3 years. The amount 
of relocation assistance shall reflect the cost of moving, including transporting 
personal property, packing and unpacking, insurance of property while in 
transit, storage of personal property, the disconnection and re-connection of 
utilities, and any other reasonable factor, within the Washington-Baltimore 
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area. 

(c) Relocation assistance shall be paid to eligible tenants not later than 24 
hours before the date the rental unit is to be vacated by the tenants or 
subtenants, if the housing provider has received at least 10 days, excluding 
Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, advance written notice of the date upon 
which the unit is to be vacated. Where the tenant does not provide the housing 
provider with at least a lO-day notice, the relocation assistance shall be paid 
within 30 days after the unit is vacated. 

(d) Payment of relocation assistance shall not be required with respect to any 
rental unit which is the subject of an outstanding judgll1ent for possession 
obtained by the housing provider or housing provider's predecessor in interest 
against the tenants or subtenants for a cause of action whether the cause of 
action arises before or after the service of the notice of intention to rehabilitate, 
demolish, or discontinue housing use. If the judgment for possession is based 
upon nonpayment of rent and arises after the notice of intent to rehabilitate, 
demolish, or discontinue housing use has been given, then relocation assistance 
shall be required in an amount reduced by the amount determined to be due 
and owing to the housing provider by the court rendering the judgment for 
possession. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 703, 32 DCR 3089; June 22, 2006, D.C. Law 16-140, 
§ 2(e), 53 DCR 3686.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2573. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-140, in the lead-in language in 

subsec. (a), substituted "Until the Mayor estab
lishes the amount of relocation assistance pur
suant to subsection (b) of this section, the 
amount of relocation assistance" for "The 
amount of relocation assistance"; in par. (a)(I), 
substituted "the amount of $300" for "the 

to time in order to reflect changes in the cost of 
moving within the Washington, D.C., Standard 
Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA). The ad
justments shall be made under subchapter I of 
Chapter 5 of Title 2, not more than once in any 
calendar year." 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

amount of $ 150"; in par. (a)(2), substituted For Law 16-140, see notes following 
"the amount of $150" for "the amount of $ 75"; § 42-3505.01. 
and rewrote subsec. (b), which had read as 
follows: Miscellaneous Notes 

"(b) The Mayor shall adjust the amount to be Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
paid tenants for relocation assistance from time Statutory Notes following § 42-3507.0 I. 
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Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3507.02. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia C=olO. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

§ 42-3507.04. Relocation advisory services. 

REAL PROPERTY 

Whenever a building in the District is converted fron1 rental to condominiun1 
units, substantially rehabilitated or demolished, or discontinued from housing 
use, the Relocation Assistance Office of the Department of Housing and 
Community Development shall provide relocation advisory services for tenants 
who move from the building. These services shall include: 

(1) Ascertaining the relocation needs for each household; 
(2) Providing current infonnation on the availability of equivalent substi

tute housing; 
(3) Supplying information concerning federal and District housing pro

gran1s; and 
(4) Providing other advisory services to displaced persons in order to 

n1inimize hardships in adjusting to relocation. 

(July 17, ] 985, D.C. Law 6-] 0, § 704,32 DCR 3089.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2574. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 45-2501. 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 45-2571. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia e:::> 1 O. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

§ 42-3507.05. Tenant hot line. 

The Departn1ent of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs shall provide for the 
continuation of a tenant hot line. The primary purpose of the tenant hot line is 
to provide assistance to low- and moderate-income tenants. To carry out this 
purpose, the functions and responsibilities shall include, but not be limited to, 
the following: 

(1) Answering rent control procedural questions, and directing tenants 
toward possible courses of action in resolving problems; 

(2) Providing advice on housing regulation violations; 
(3) Explaining rent increases; 
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(4) Providing guidance on emergency shelter; 
(5) Providing guidance on the Tenant Assistance Program; 
(6) Providing guidance in resolving problems involving water, heating, 

repairs, and other matters; 
(7) Providing advice on possible action in response to allegations of dis-

crilnination, harassment, or neglect by housing providers; 
(8) Answering prelilninary questions about remedies through the courts; 
(9) Providing guidance when tenants are faced with eviction; and 
(10) Providing guidance on other tenant problems. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 705,32 DCR 3089.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2575. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 45-2501. 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Histol~ical and 
Statutory Notes following § 45-2571. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <3=>10. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

SUBCHAPTER VIII. NEW AND VACANT RENTAL HOUSING AND DISTRESSED PROPERTY. 

§ 42-3508.01. Declaration of policy. 

In order to assist in stimulating the expansion of the supply of decent, safe, 
and affordable rental housing for low- to moderate-income persons in the 
District, the Council declares as its policy that the Mayor and the Council shall: 

(1) Use the District's bonding authority to provide low-interest financing 
for the construction of new rental units and the rehabilitation of vacant rental 
units; and 

(2) Provide tax abatements and other incentives for the construction of 
new rental units and the rehabilitation of vacant rental units. 

(July 17,1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 801,32 DCR 3089.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2581. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Law 8-48 and § 818 of D.C. Law 11-52, provid
ed that all subchapters of the act, except III and 
V, shall terminate on December 3 I , 2000. 

For temporary amendment to the ter"mination 
provision of D.C. Law 6-10, see § 818 of the 
Omnibus Budget Support Congressional Review 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-124, July 
27, 1995, 42 DCR 4160). 

Termination of Law 6-10: Section 907 of Mayor authorized to issue rules: Section 2(d) 
D.C. Law 6-10, as amended by § 2(d) of D.C. of D.C. Law 10-155 provided in part that pursu-
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ant to subchapter] of Chapter 5 of Title 2, the 
Mayor shall issue rules to implement this sub
chapter. The proposed rules shall be submitted 
to the Council for a 45-day period of review, 
excluding Saturdays, Sundays, legal holidays, 
and days of Council recess. If the Council does 

REAL PROPERTY 

not approve or disapprove the proposed rules, 
in whole or in part, by resolution within this 
45-day review period, the proposed rules shall 
be deemed approved. Nothing in this section 
shall affect any requirements imposed upon the 
Mayor by subchapter 1 of Chapter 5 of Title 2. 

§ 42-3508.02. Tax abatement for new or rehabilitated vacant rental hous
ing. 

(a) There shall be an 80% reduction of the property tax liability during the 
first year newly constructed rental housing accommodations become available 
for rental. Tax for succeeding years shall be increased by increments of 16% of 
the full tax liability, until the time the full liability absent this provision, is 
reached. 

(b) When vacant rental accommodations which have been rehabilitated be
come available for rental, the provisions of subsection (a) of this section shall 
apply to the arnount by which the tax assessment was increased due to 
rehabilitation. 

(c) When vacant rental accommodations are being rehabilitated under this 
subchapter, the Mayor Inay defer or forgive any indebtedness owed the District 
or defer or forgive outstanding tax liens. 

(d) A project eligible for tax abaten1ent or deferral or forgiveness of any 
indebtedness to the District or deferral or forgiveness of tax liens under 
subsections (a), (b), and (c) of this section shall be subject to certification by the 
Mayor that it is in the best interest of the District and is consistent with the 
District's rental property needs in terms of its location, type, and variety of sizes 
or rental units. 

(e) Repealed. 

(f) This section shall not apply to property which receives tax relief pursuant 
to §§ 47-857.03 through 47-857.10. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 802,32 DCR 3089; Aug. 25, 1994, D.C. Law 10-155, 
§ 2(e), 41 DCR 4873; Apr. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-114, § 602, 49 DCR 1468.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2582. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-114 added subsec. (f). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-155, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3508.06. 

For Law 14-114, see notes following 
§ 42-2102. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-3508.01. 

Cross References 

Establishment of real property tax rates, see § 47-812. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3508.04,47-857.02, and 47-859.02. 
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Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

§ 42-3508.04 

District of Columbia <>33. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.l.S. District of Columbia §§ 38 to 47. 

§ 42-3508.03. Deferral or forgiveness of water and sewer fees for rehabili
tated vacant rental housing. 

(a) Where vacant rental accommodations are being rehabilitated under this 
subchapter, the Mayor may defer or forgive any outstanding water and sewer 
fees owed by the property. 

(b) A project under this section shall be subject to certification by the Mayor 
that it is in the best interest of the District, and is consistent with the District's 
rental property needs in terms of its location, type, and variety of sizes of rental 
units. 

(July 17,1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 803,32 DCR 3089.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2583. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3508.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3508.04. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <>22.5. 
Water Law <>2177. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 132,405. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. District of Columbia § 24. 

§ 42-3508.04. Distressed properties improvement program. 

(a) The Mayor Inay establish and administer a distressed property in1prove
ment program to assist those housing accommodations which meet the require
ments of § 42-3501.03(9). 

(b) The distressed property improvement prograIn may include any or all of 
the following: 

(1) A 5-year deferral or moratorium on real property taxes; 

(2) Deferral or forgiveness of water and sewer charges in arrears; 

(3) Deferral or forgiveness of tax liens; 

(4) Deferral or forgiveness of any indebtedness owed to the District; 

(5) Low-interest or no-interest loans; and 

(6) Financial grants. 
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(c) Nothing in subsection (b) of this section or this subchapter shall be 
construed as creating a right or entitlement for any housing provider or other 
person. 

(d) Distressed properties and new or rehabilitated vacant rental housing 
under §§ 42-3508.02 and 42-3508.03 shall have priority over other properties 
for participation in the Tenant Assistance Program so long as the tenants who 
reside in distressed property and who receive assistance from the Tenant 
Assistance Pro graIn are doing so consistent with the provisions of 
§ 42-3503.03(c). 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 804, 32 DCR 3089; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-192, 
§ 13(h), 33 DCR 7836.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2584. 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-192, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.05. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-3508.01. 

Cross References 
Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-407,42-3503.02, and 42-3508.05. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia ~22.5, 33. 
Water Law ~2177. 
Wcstlaw Topic Nos. 132, 405. 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. District of Columbia §§ 24,38 to 47. 

§ 42-3508.05. Distressed property improvement plan. 

(a) Upon petition by the housing provider, the Mayor may InItIate the 
development of a distressed property ilnprovement plan utilizing any or all of 
the Inechanisms in § 42-3508.04(b). The development of the plan shall involve 
the participation of the housing provider, the tenants or tenants' association 
and may include the n10rtgagor. 

(b) A distressed property improvement plan Inay include, but not be lin1ited 
to: 

(1) A schedule of repairs and capital ilnprovements; 
(2) A schedule of services and facilities; 
(3) A schedule of rents and rent increases; 
(4) A schedule of mortgage payments which n1ay reflect additional long

tern1 loans to the housing provider for the housing accommodation; 
(5) A schedule of additional capital investment in the housing accommoda

tion by the housing provider; and 
(6) A schedule of property tax payments, which m.ay also reflect moratoria 

or deferrals on property tax payments and the abatement or deferral of up to 
100% of any tax outstanding on the housing accommodation. 
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(c) In the devel0Plnent of the distressed property improvement plan, the 
Mayor Inay consider: 

(1) The interests of tenants in achieving decent, safe, and sanitary housing 
at affordable rents; 

(2) The long-term interest of the housing provider in achieving a sound 
investment and a reasonable return on the housing provider's investment; 

(3) The long-term interest of the mortgagor in achieving a financially 
secure lTIOrtgage; and 

(4) The long-term interest of the District in achieving a decent, safe, and 
sanitary housing accommodation which is fiscally sound and which generates 
and pays its fair property tax assessment. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 805, 32 DCR 3089.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2585. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3508.01. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia <P22.5, 33. 
Water Law <P2177. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 132,405. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 24,38 to 47. 

§ 42-3508.06. Incentives for development of single-room-occupancy hous
ing. 

(a) The Mayor n1ay provide tax abatements and deferral or forgiveness of 
water and sewer fees and other indebtedness to the District as incentives for the 
development of single-room-occupancy housing for low- and moderate-income 
tenants. These incentives shall be provided pursuant to negotiations and 
written agreements between the Mayor and housing providers engaged in the 
development or operation of single-roOln-occupancy housing accommodations. 
In these negotiations and written agreements, the Mayor may establish a 
formula for abating property tax liability for properties developed pursuant to 
this section for a period of not more than 10 years beginning during the first 
year that newly-constructed or rehabilitated single-roOlu-occupancy housing 
becomes available for occupancy. 

(b) The incentives provided by this section shall be available for new con
struction, renovation of any vacant rental housing accomlllodation, or renova
tion of any non-housing property, whether vacant or not, for single-room
occupancy housing. 

(c) To qualify for the incentives provided by this section, the housing provid
er shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Mayor that the single-room
occupancy housing meets the following luinimum standards: 
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(1) Rental rates are affordable for low- and moderate-income tenants and 
reflect costs offset by the tax abatelllents and deferral or forgiveness of 
indebtedness to the District provided pursuant to this section; 

(2) The location is in compliance with the Zoning Regulations of the 
District of Columbia; 

(3) Each rental unit includes no less than 95 square feet of space, and a 
clothing storage unit; 

(4) Toilet and shower or bathing facilities are provided on each floor where 
tenants reside, in a reasonable size to n1eet the needs of the tenants residing 
on that floor; 

(5) A common-space day room, kitchen, and laundry facilities sufficient to 
meet the needs of all tenants at 100% occupancy are provided; 

(6) A 24-hour security system, either manual or electronic, is provided; 
and 

(7) The housing accommodation has a resident 11lanager who resides on 
the prelllises. 

(d) Within 180 days from August 25, 1994, the Mayor shall compile, provide 
to the Council, and pubbsh in the District of Columbia Register an initial list of 
District-owned and privately-owned properties in the District that are available 
and suitable for the development of single-room-occupancy housing in accor
dance with this section. At least annually thereafter, the Mayor shall publish a 
revised list and provide a written report to the Council regarding the status of 
single-room-occupancy housing development at these and other sites. 

(July 17,1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 806, as added Aug. 25,1994, D.C. Law 10-155, § 2(d), 
41 DCR 4873.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2586. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 10-155, the "Single-Roam-Occupancy 

Rental Amendment Act of 1994," was intro
duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 10-17, 
which was referred to the~ Committee on Con
sumer and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on June 7, 

1994, and June 21, 1994, respectively. Signed 
by the Mayor on July 8, 1994, it was assigned 
Act No. 10-271 and transmitted to both Houses 
of Congress for its review. D.C. Law 10-155 
became effective on August 25, 1994. 6--10. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Termination of Law: See Historical and Stat

utory Notes following § 42-3508.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

District of Columbia G;:;:>22.5, 33. 
Water Law (;::;>2177. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 132,405. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 24, 38 to 47.. 

SUBCHAPTER IX. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. 

§ 42-3509.01. Penalties. 

(a) Any person who knowingly (1) demands or receives any rent for a rental 
unit in excess of the maximum allowable rent applicable to that rental unit 
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under the provisions of subchapter II of this chapter, or (2) substantially 
reduces or eliminates related services previously provided for a rental unit, 
shall be held liable by the Rent Administrator or Rental Housing Commission, 
as applicable, for the amount by which the rent exceeds the applicable rent 
charged or for treble that amount (in the event of bad faith) and/or for a roll 
back of the rent to the amount the Rent Administrator or Rental Housing 
Commission determines. 

(b) Any person who wilfully (1) collects a rent increase after it has been 
disapproved under this chapter, until and unless the disapproval has been 
reversed by a court of competent jurisdiction, (2) makes a false statement in any 
document filed under this chapter, (3) commits any other act in violation of any 
provision of this chapter or of any final administrative order issued under this 
chapter, or (4) fails to meet obligations required under this chapter shall be 
subject to a civil fine of not more than $5,000 for each violation. 

(c) Any housing provider who has provided relocation assistance under this 
chapter Inay bring a civil action to recover the amount of relocation assistance 
paid to any person who was not eligible to receive the assistance. 

(d) Any person who knowingly or wilfully makes a false or fraudulent 
application, report, or statement in order to obtain, or for the purpose of 
obtaining, any grant or payn1ent under the Tenant Assistance Program, or any 
person ceasing to become eligible for the grant or paYlnent and who does not 
immediately notify the Department of his or her ineligibility, shall be fined not 
less than $50 and not more than $5,000 for each offense. A person who 
knowingly and wilfully Inakes false or fraudulent reports or statements, or of 
failing to notify promptly the Department of the person's ineligibility, shall 
repay to the District government all amounts paid by the District government in 
reliance on the false or fraudulent application, report, or statement, or all 
an10unts paid after eligibility ceases, and shall be liable for interest on the 
amounts at the rate of 1/2 of 1 % per Inonth until repaid. 

(e) A housing provider who discriminates against a family receiving or 
eligible to receive Tenant Assistance Program assistance, an elderly tenant, or a 
falnily with children when renting housing accommodations shall be fined not 
more than $5,000 for each violation. Repeat violators shall be fined not more 
than $15,000 for each violation. Nothing in this subsection shall be construed 
as requiring the rental of a rental unit to a tenant with a child in the case of a 
single-room-occupancy rental unit designed for occupancy by a single adult 
living alone. 

(f) Civil fines, penalties, and fees may be imposed as alternative sanctions for 
any infraction of subsections (b), (d), and (e) of this section, or any rules or 
regulations issued under the authority of these subsections, pursuant to Chapter 
18 of Title 2. Adjudication of any infraction of these subsections shall be 
pursuant to Chapter 18 of Title 2. 

(g) Any person who knowingly, wilfully, and in bad faith makes a false or 
fraudulent statelnent to receive a tax credit for not assessing capital ilnprove-
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ment increases to an elderly tenant or tenant with a disability shall be subject to 
a fine of not more than $5,000 for each violation. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 901, 32 DCR 3089; Oct. 5, 1985, D.C. Law 6-42, 
§ 408, 32 DCR 4450; Feb. 24, 1987, D.C. Law 6-167, § 3, 33 DCR 6732; Oct. 2, 1987, 
D.C. Law 7-30, § 5,34 DCR 5304; Mar. 8, 1991, D.C. Law 8-237, § 23,38 DCR 314; 
Sept. 26, 1992, D.C. Law 9-154, § 2(c), 39 DCR 5673; Aug. 25, 1994, D.C. Law 10-155, 
§ 2(e), 41 DCR 4873; Aug. 5, 2006, D.C. Law 16-145, § 2(a), 53 DCR 4889; Apr. 24, 
2007, D.C. Law 16-305, § 67(D, 53 DCR 6198.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Eel., § 45-2591. 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-145, in subsec. (a), substituted 

"rent charged" for "rent ceiling". 
D.C. Law 16-305, in subsec. (g), substituted 

"tenant or tenant with a disabilitv" for "or 
disabled tenant". ., 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 4 of Tenant Assistance Program 
Amendment Temporary Act of 1987 (D.C. Law 
7-48, December 10, 1987, law notification 34 
DCR 8107). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 2(a) of Rent Control Reform Emer
gency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-470, July 31,2006,53 DCR 6772). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-350 1.0 I. 

Law 6-42, the "Department of Consumer and 
Regulatory Affairs Civil Infractions Act of 
1985," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 6-187, which was referred to the Com
mittee on Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on June 25, 1985, and July 9, 1985, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on July 16, 1985, it 
was assigned Act No. 6-60 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-167, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.05. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 7-30, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.01. 

Law 8-237, the "Department of Consumer 
and Regulatory Affairs Civil Infractions Act of 
1985 Technical and Clarifying Amendments Act 
of 1990," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 8-203, which was referred to the 
Committee on Consumer and Regulatory Af
fairs. The Bill was adopted on first and second 
readings on December 4, 1990, and December 
18, 1990, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
December 27, 1990, it was assigned Act No. 
8-320 and transmitted to both Houses of Con
gress for its review. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-154, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3502.06. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-155, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3508.06. 

For Law 16-145, see notes following 
§ 42-3502.02. 

For Law 16-305, see notes following 
§ 42-820. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Application of Law 9-154: Section 3 of D.C. 

Law 9-154 provided that the act shall not apply 
to any increase in a rent ceiling for a rental 
unit, or to any increase in the rent charged for a 
rental unit, when the capital improvement peti
tion has been approved by the Rent Administra
tor and the resultant rent increase was imple
mented prior to September 26, 1992. 

Termination of Law 6-10: Section 907 of 
D.C. Law 6-10, as amended by § 2(d) of D.C. 
Law 8-48 and § 818 of D.C. Law 11-52, provid
ed that all subchapters of the act, except III and 
V, shall terminate on December 31,2000. 

For temporary amendment to the termination 
provision of D.C. Law 6-10, see § 818 of the 
Omnibus Budget Support Congressional Review 
Emergency Act of 1995 (D.C. Act 11-124, July 
27, 1995,42 DCR 4160). 

Cross References 

Section References 

This section is referred to in § 42-3505.05. 
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Note 3 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant ~216, 278.18. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1052 to 1053, 
1361,1403 to 1404,1492 to 1496. 

Notes of Decisions 

Construction and application 
Punitive damages 6 
Rent rollback or refund 5 
Substantial reduction in services 2 
Treble recovery 4 
Weight and sufficiency of evidence 7 
Willful or knowing violations 3 

1. Construction and application 
Rental Housing Act provision that authorized 

imposition of civil fines up to $5,000 for infrac
tions of the Act and treble damages was not 
void for arbitrariness; statute required that civil 
fine be imposed only for "willful" infractions 
and treble damages only in the event of "bad 
faith." Bernstein Management Corp. v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 2008, 952 
A.2d 190. Landlord And Tenant <0:=> 200.82 

Rental Housing Act is designed to stabilize 
rents and in establishing rent ceilings com
mands that violator shall be held liable for the 
amount by which the entire amount of money 
demanded, received or charged exceeds the ap
plicable rent ceiling. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2503, 45-2591(a). Kapusta v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1997, 704 
A.2d 286. Landlord And Tenant e::::> 200.10; 
Landlord And Tenant (;;:;;> 200.73 

Rent control statute providing that any person 
who "knowingly" demands or receives rent in 
excess of maximurn allowable rent is liable for 
amount by which rent exceeds applicable rent 
ceiling or for treble such amount [D.C.Code 
1981, § 45-1591 (a)] was reasonably interpreted 
by Rental HO~lsing Commission to require only 
knowledge o( essential facts bringing conduct 
within reach of statute and not to require actual 
knowledge of unlawfulness of act or omission. 
Quality Management, Inc. v. District of Colum
bia Rental Housing Com'n, 1986, 505 A2d 73. 
Landlord And Tenant <0:=> 200.12 

A suit for retaliation may be brought as an 
affirmative action, and is not reserved exclusive
ly for affirmative defenses. Carlton v. Boucher, 
118 WLR 2053 (Super. Ct. 1990). 

and, if not, whether the landlord's failure to 
abate rent was willful. Pan"eco v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 2005, 885 
A.2d 327, as amended. Federal Courts e::::> 
1067; Landlord And Tenant (;;:;;> 211(2) 

Right of tenants to a monetary refund because 
loss of air conditioning in their apartments dur
ing time in question amounted to a substantial 
reduction in service [D.C.Code 1980 Supp. 
§ 45-1692] depended upon whether tenants 
were substantially deprived of a service which 
landlord contracted to provide, not whether av
erage daily temperature of 72 degrees during 
time in question was insufficient to activate an 
air conditioning system set to maintain a temp
erature of 78 degrees. Interstate General Corp. 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1985, 501 A.2d 1261. Landlord And Tenant (;;:;;> 

200.71 
Forty-five-day loss of air conditioning in ten

ants' apartments during summer months in 
question supported decision of the Rental I-loLls
ing Commission to order a monetarv refund to 
tenants under the Rental HO~lsing Act 
[D.C.Code 1980 Supp. § 45-1692] on ground 
that tenants were substantially deprived of a 
service which landlord had contracted to pro
vide. Interstate General Corp. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com' n, 1985, 501 
A.2d 1261. Landlord And Tenant (;;:;;> 200.71 

Clause in lease agreement relieving landlord 
from liability for discontinuance of heat, hot or 
cold water, air conditioning, elevator service, or 
for discontinuance of anv other service could 
not be read to defeat te~ants' rights or land
lord's obligations under the Rental Housing Act 
[D.C.Code 1980 Supp. § 45-1692], and, hence, 
could not preclude a monetary refund to tenants 
when loss of air conditioning substantially de
prived tenants of a service which landlord had 
contracted to provide. Interstate General Corp. 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1985,501 A.2d 1261. Landlord And Tenant<0=> 
200.71 

3. Willful or knowing violations 
2. Substantial reduction in services Mere failure of housing provider to rebut 

The fact that tenant suffered a substantial Rental Housing Act's presumption of retaliation, 
reduction in services when he was without heat which presumption is based on conduct by a 
when the boiler accidentally broke down did not housing provider that takes place within' six 
automatically entitle tenant to a rent rebate; months after a tenant has done certain acts, 
remand was necessarv to determine whether does not establish that housing provider acted 
the loss .of services w~; ~nexpected, whether the willfully, as is required under Act for imposition 
restoratIOn of heat wlthm two days was prompt, of civil fine of up to $5,000. Miller v. District of 
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Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 2005, 870 
A.2d 556. Landlord And Tenant <> 278.18 

Housing provider acts "willfully," within 
meaning of provision of Rental Housing Act 
allowing civil fine of up to $5,000 if housing 
provider willfully collects rent increase after it 
has been disapproved undel" Act's chapter ad
dressing rental housing generally, makes false 
statement in any document filed under the 
chapter, commits any other act in violation of 
the chapter or any final administrative order 
issued under the chapter, or fails to meet obli
gations required under the chapter, only if 
housing provider intended to violate Act or was 
aware that it was violating a provision of Act. 
Miller v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 2005, 870 A.2d 556. Landlord And 
Tenant <> 200.82; Landlord And Tenant <> 
278.18 

Proper remedy, upon determination by Rental 
Housing Commission (RHC) that administrative 
law judge (ALJ) had not made necessary find
ing, for imposition of civil fine under Rental 
Housing Act for housing provider's retaliation 
against tenant for joining tenant organization, 
that housing provider had acted willfully was 
for RHC to remand to ALJ for necessary find
ings of fact, rather than to vacate the civil fine 
imposed by AU, where RHC had not found the 
record would not support a finding of willful
ness. Miller v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 2005, 870 A.2d 556. Landlord 
And Tenant c:;> 278.18 

The Rental Housing Commission is author
ized to impose fines for willful violations of rent 
control laws, despite contention that criminal 
nature of the penalty compels criminal prosecu
tion. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2591 (a); 
§ 45-1591 (a, b) (Repealed). Revithes v. District 
of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, ] 987, 536 
A.2d 1007. Landlord And Tenant <> 200.73 

Evidence was sufficient to support finding of 
willful violations of rent control by landlord, so 
as to warrant imposition of fine, in light of her 
misrepresentation of use and occupancy of 
units, retaliation against tenant who filed com
plaint, and increasing rents in disregard of prior 
decision. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2591(b). Re
vithes v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1987, 536 A.2d 1007. Landlord And 
Tenant (l::::> 200.76 

Finding that landlord knowingly charged rent 
in excess of rent ceiling was sufficiently sup" 
ported by evidence which included fact that 
landlord had previously attempted registration 
with Rental Accommodations Office and regis
tration form, which landlord signed, listed legal 
rent for apartment. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1591(a). Webb v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1986, 505 A.2d 467. 
Landlord And Tenant (l::::> 200.76 

REAL PROPER1Y 

Sufficient evidence established that landlord 
had "knowingly" charged rents above lawful 
maximum and was thus liable under rent con
trol statute [D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1591(a)(2)] 
for treble the amount by which rents charged 
exceeded maximum lawful rentals. Quality 
Management, Inc. v. District of Columbia Rent
al Housing Com'n, 1986, 505 A.2d 73. Land
lord And Tenant <> 200.76 

4. Treble recovery 
Rental Housing Commission did not abuse its 

discretion in deciding that Commission's loss of 
records that housing provider contended sup
ported its claim to higher rent constituted ex
ceptional circumstances precluding sanction of 
treble damages against housing provider who 
overcharged rent. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2591(a). Jerome Management, Inc. v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing C0111'n, 
1996, 682 A.2d 178. Landlord And Tenant C:;> 

216 
Hearing examiner's decision to assess treble 

damages ~only prospectively from the date the 
Reid decision was published until the date in 
which the landlords finally filed their claim of 
exemption from rent control statutes was rea
sonable, where prior to Reid the circumstances 
in which a landlord represented by an agent 
could be held to have acted knowingly in viola
tion of the rent control statutes had been un
clear. D.C.Code 1981, §§ 45-1503(12), 
45-1591, 45-1591(a) (Repealed). Boer v. Dis
trict of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1989, 
564 A.2d 54. Landlord And Tenant G;:;;> 200.44 

Rental Housing Commission's award of tre
bled rent overcharges, due to landlord's failure 
to timely register his housing accommodation, 
was justified, despite landlord's contention that 
nonregistration constituted "technical" viola
tion, that tenants had full use of property, that 
he attempted to comply with registration re
quirements, and that government error caused 
his nonregistration. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1591(a) (Repealed). Temple v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 536 
A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant ~ 200.73 

Landlord with actual knowledge of rent ceil
ing did not have "good cause" fo~ overcharging 
tenant, within meaning of regulation which re
quires trebling of refund absent such finding, 
though landlord may have acted in good faith, 
in that she did not understand working of rent 
control law, and thus Rental Housing Commis
sion had authority to treble tenant's refund. 
Webb v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1986, 505 A.2d 467. Landlord And 
Tenant <? 200.12 

Provision of the Rental Housing Act 
[D.C.Code 1980 Supp. § 45-1699.24] authoriz
ing the rent administrator upon ordering a re
fund for a tenant to treble the amount by which 
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the rent exceeded the applicable rent ceiling 
and/or rollback of the rent must be read as 
drawing a distinction between the refund and a 
rollback and, hence, as authorizing the rent 
administrator to treble the damages when or
dering a refund as distinguished from a rollback 
of rent. Interstate General Corp. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1985, 501 
A.2d 1261. Landlord And Tenant (? 200.64; 
Landlord And Tenant e::=> 200.73 

A rent administrator ordering a refund of rent 
under the Rental Housing Act [D.C.Code 1980 
Supp. § 45-1699.24] for treble the amount by 
which the rent exceeds the applicable ceiling is 
not required to find that the landlord has acted 
willfully, knowingly or in bad faith, but is only 
required to find that services to tenant have 
been reduced by landlord without a concomi
tant proportional reduction in rent. Interstate 
General Corp. v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1985, 501 A.2d 1261. Land
lord And Tenant e::=> 200.73 

Tenants' action brought in superior court pur
suant to D.C.Code 1976 Supp. § 45-1673 to 
enforce treble damage award affirmed by Rent
al Housing Commission was premature, but suit 
would stand, where court stayed its hand until 
after all necessarv action for finalitv had been 
taken. Strand v. "Frenkel, 1985, 500" A.2d 1368. 
Landlord And Tenant ~ 200.74 

5. Rent rollback or refund 
Tenant was entitled to a "refund" of excess 

rent demanded, even though it was never paid, 
where landlord attempted to charge an illegal 
level of rent. Estate of Blackwell v. Campbell, 
2009, 983 A.2d 320. Landlord And Tenant (? 

200.73 
Hearing examiner failed to adequately explain 

basis for awarding tenant refund of rent over
charges for three-month period during which 
tenant vacated apartment, requiring that action 
be remanded on that issue. Price v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1986, 512 

§ 42-3509.02. Attorney's fees. 

§ 42-3509.02 

A.2d 263. Landlord And Tenant (? 200.78; 
Landlord And Tenant (? 200.79 

Finding of rent administrator that landlord 
violated housing regulations without finding 
that there was substantial decrease in services 
warranted only rollback in rent charged rather 
than rent ceiling reduction under statute 
[D.C.Code 1980 Supp. § 45-1692J which au
thorizes reduction in rent ceiling upon substan
tial reduction in services; thus, rent ceiling was 
never validly lowered so as to trigger landlord's 
liability for receipt of excess rent and treble 
damages. D.C.Code 1980 Supp. 
§ 45-1699.24(a). Afshar v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 1986, 504 A.2d 1105. 
Landlord And Tenant (? 200.57 

6. Punitive damages 
Collateral estoppel did not require award of 

punitive damages to evicted tenant on the basis 
of bad-faith determination made by the Rental 
Accommodations and Conversion Division or 
the Department of Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs, in view of the discretionary nature of 
such an award and the egregiousness of the 
conduct that must underlie such damages. Ca
macho v. 1440 Rhode Island Ave. Corp., 1993, 
620 A.2d 242. Administrative Law And Proce
dure (? 501; Landlord And Tenant (? 3 18( 1) 

7. Weight and sufficiency of evidence 
There was substantial evidence in support of 

finding of rental administrator that managing 
agent acted willfully and in bad faith in over
charging tenant rent in excess of allowable ceil
ing, as required to impose civil fine of $2,500 
and award tenant treble damages of $4,914; 
managing agent was sophisticated business that 
knew or should have known the rules l~egarding 
recapture of vacant unit rent adjustment, and 
agent continued to impose rent increases after 
such rent adjustment had expired. Bernstein 
Management Corp. v. District of Columbia 
Rental Housing Com'n, 2008, 952 A.2d 190. 
Landlord And Tenant G::;> 200.73; Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 200.82 

The Rent Adlninistrator, Rental Housing Commission, or a court of COlnpe
tent jurisdiction may award reasonable attorney's fees to the prevailing party in 
any action under this chapter, except actions for eviction authorized under 
§ 42-3505.01. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 902, 32 DCR 3089.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2592. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 
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Miscellaneous Notes 
Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-3509.01. 
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Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant ~200.80. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 1082 to 1083, 
1085 to 1087, 1091. 

Notes of Decisions 

Construction and application 
Determination of amount 5 
Housing provider 3 
Pro se attorney 2 
Tenants 4 

1. Construction and application 
Statute, which permits court to award reason

able attorney fees to prevailing party in action 
under chapter governing landlord-tenant rela
tionship, does not automatically repeal Ameri
can rule, does not merely incorporate vexatious 
conduct exception to American rule, but creates 
presumptive award of attorney fees to prevail
ing party, which may be withheld, in court's 
discretion, if equities indicate otherwise. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2592. Ungar v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 535 
A.2d 887. Costs <> 194.34 

As a remedy for civil contempt in action un
der this chapter, the court may award attorney 
fees to wholly government-funded legal services 
organization. Kariuki v. Brown, 116 WLR 601 
(Super. Ct. t 988). 

2. Pro se attorney 
Decision on prior appeal holding that pro se 

attorney was presumptively entitled to fees as 
prevailing party under Rental Housing Act was 
law of the case, despite intervening Supreme 
Court decision holding that attorney represent
ing himself in federal civil rights action could 
not be awarded attornev fees under § 1988; 
prior decision was not re~dered clearly errone
ous by Supreme Court's decision. 42 U.S.C.A. 
§ 1988; D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2592. Lenkin 
Co. Management, Inc. v. District of Columbia 
Rental Ho~sing Com'n, 1996, 677 A.2d 46. Ap
peal And Error <> 1195(1) 

There is presumption in favor of award of 
attorney fees to successful attorney pro se ten
ant in Rental Housing Act disputes, and stan
dard to be used in determining such fee awards 
are those listed for consideration in determining 
appropriate award under statutory grant. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1592 (Repealed). Alexan
der v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, t 988, 542 A.2d 359. Costs <> 194.46; 
Costs <> 207 

Attorney pro se tenant's status as prevailing 
party in Rental Housing Act dispute was not yet 
sufficiently determined to warrant award of at
torney fees for his appellate activities. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1592 (Repealed). Alexan
der v. District of Columbia Rental Housing 
Com'n, 1988, 542 A.2d 359. Costs (;;::::::> 264 

3. Housing provider 
Prevailing housing provider in action under 

Rental Housing Act is not entitled to presump
tive award of attorney fees. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2592. Tenants of 500 23rd Street N.W. v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1992, 617 A.2d 486, modified on denial of re
hearing. Landlord And Tenant <> 200.68 

Attorney fees may be assessed in favor of 
prevailing housing provider when litigation of 
tenants is frivolous, unreasonable, or without 
foundation, or is continued after clearly becom
ing so, even though tenants do not bring litiga
tion in subjective bad faith. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2592. Tenants of 500 23rd Street N.W. v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Corn'n, 
1992, 617 A.2d 486, modified on denial of re
hearing. Landlord And Tenant <> 200.68 

Prevailing housing provider's request for at
torney fees in action under Rental Housing Act 
may be premised on tenants' individual claims 
or issues that are frivolous, unreasonable, or 
groundless. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2592. Ten
ants of 500 23rd Street N.W. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1992, 617 
A.2d 486, modified on denial of rehearing. 
Landlord And Tenant <:;;;:> 200.68 

Three of eight issues raised by tenants in 
opposition to decision by Rental Housing Com
mission ordering rent ceiling adjustment for 
capital improvements were groundless and enti
tled prevailing housing provider to attorney fees 
of $1, 100; challenge to allocation of cost of 
improvements was offered without explanation 
or argumentation, tenants never objected to 
contractor's failure to produce file pursuant to 
subpoena to provider, and Commission was not 
required to deny improvement petitions based 
on defects in notice to a few tenants not shown 
to be contesting petitions. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-2592. Tenants of 500 23rd Street N.W. v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Corn'n, 
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1992, 617 A.2d 486, modified on denial of re
hearing. Landlord And Tenant (;::::;> 200.68 

4. Tenants 
As result of order of District of Columbia 

COLlrt of Appeals remanding apartment building 
owner's capital improvement petition, which 
sought to increase rent ceiling, for further pro
ceedings, tenants were no longer prevailing par
ties, entitled to award of attorney fees. Dor
chester House Associates Ltd. Partnership v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
2006, 913 A.2d 1260. Landlord And Tenant (;;:;:> 

200.68 
Prevailing tenants are entitled to presumptive 

award of attorney fees in action under Rental 
Housing Act. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2592. Ten
ants of 500 23rd Street N.W. v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1992, 617 
A.2d 486, modified on denial of rehearing. 
Landlord And Tenant (;::::;> 200.68 

Tenants who prevailed in landlord-initiated 
proceeding regarding capital improvement peti
tion upon dismissal of case due to landlord's 
failure to appear, who obtained first impression 
ruling that landlords had burden of proof, and 
who obtained relief in form of refund of in
creased rent, were entitled to attorney fees. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2592. Hampton Courts 
Tenants' Ass'n v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1990, 573 A.2d 10. Landlord 
And Tenant (;::::;> 200.68 

Presumptive award of attorney fees created 
by attorney fee provision of Rental Housing Act 
applies to prevailing tenants in both tenant
initiated and landlord-initiated proceedings. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2592. Hampton Courts 
Tenants' Ass'n v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1990, 573 A.2d 10. Landlord 
And Tenant ~ 200.68 

5. Determination of amount 
Attorney fee award to litigants whose oppo

nents were found to have acted in bad faith in 
bringing contempt proceeding was properly 
evaluated by examining total number of hours 
claimed to determine number of hours spent in 
defense of contempt motion, multiplied by actu
al, reasonable hourly rate charge, to arrive at 
lodestar figure. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2592. 
General Federation of Women's Clubs v. Iron 

§ 42-3509.03. Supersedure. 

§ 42-3509.03 

Gate Inn, Inc., 1988, 537 A.2d 1123. Contempt 
(;;:;:> 68 

Precise analysis utilizing each Frazier factor 
[or award of attorney fees is not required, but 
factors are guidelines for determining reason
ableness of attorney fees and not for making 
threshold determination that fee should be 
awarded. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2592. Ungar 
v. District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1987,535 A.2d 887. Costs ~ 194.18 

Award pursuant to statute, which permits 
court to award reasonable attorney fees to pre
vailing party in action under chapter governing 
landlord-tenant relationship, is computed by 
first determining "lodestar," that is, number of 
hours reasonably expended and multiplied by 
reasonable hourly rate; lodestar fee is then ad
justed up or down to reflect quality of represen
tation and contingent nature of success. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2592. Ungar v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 535 
A.2d 887. Costs ~ 194.34 

Hearing examiners should articulate in specif
ic detail standard employed and facts relied 
upon in arriving at determination of reasonable 
attorney fees in rental increase dispute. 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2592; § 45-1526 (Re
pealed). Ungar v. District of Columbia Rental 
Housing Com'n, 1987, 535 A.2d 887. Landlord 
And Te~ant ~ 200.80 

Hearing examiner's statement of reasons and 
findings justified award of $5,400 in attorney 
fees to tenant for challenge to rental increase; 
examiner indicated that extensive research and 
investigation were employed, that case was not 
frivolous gesture, that tenant t'evealed extensive 
violations by landlord, and that landlord re
peatedly failed to comply with promised presen
tation of documents, appeared late for hearings, 
failed to appear, often acted in bad faith, and 
abused process. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2592; 
§ 45-1526 (Repealed). Ungar v. District of Co
lumbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 535 A.2d 
887. Landlord And Tenant ~ 200.80 

Tenant was entitled to lodestar fee of $4,110 
to cover attorney fees on appeal [rom decision 
of Rental Housing Commission; landlord con
ceded that hours and hourly rate were reason
able. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-2592. Ungar v. 
District of Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 
1987, 535 A.2d 887. Landlord And Tenant c:=> 
200.80 

This chapter shall be considered to supersede the Rental Accon11nodations 
Act of 1975, the Rental Housing Act of 1977, and the Rental Housing Act of 
1980, except that a petition filed with the Rent Adn1inistrator under the Rental 
Housing Act of 1980 shall be detennined under the provisions of the Rental 
Housing Act of 1980. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 903,32 DCR 3089.) 
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Prior Codifications 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 
] 981 Ed., § 45-2593. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3509.01. 

Cross References 

Rental Accommodations Act of 1975, and the Rental Housing Acts of 1977 and 1980, definitions, 
see § 42-3501.03. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 
Amnesty provision of Rental Housing Act of 

] 985 was unavailable to landlord in proceeding 
which were initiated by petitions filed under 
1980 version of Act. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-2515(0, 45-2593. Temple v. District of 
Columbia Rental Housing Com'n, 1987, 536 
A.2d 1024. Landlord And Tenant (;:::::> 200.53 

Provision in Rental Housing Act of 1980 al
lowing tenants to bring action to enforce Rental 
Housing Commission decision was clearly ap
plicable to tenants' action to enforce Commis
sion award against landlords and no manifest 
injustice would result in applying 1980 act, even 
though when tenants filed petition with rental 
accommodations office alleging rental over
charges an earlier act allegedly not allowing 
tenants to enforce decision was in effect, since 
1980 act expressly supersedes earlier act, there 

§ 42-3509.04. Service. 

is no savings clause in 1980 act providing appli
cation of earlier act to pending petitions, and 
landlords were attempting to resist enforcement 
of finally adjudicated liability. D.C.Code 1981, 
§§ 45-1501 to 45-1597, 45-1529. Strand v. 
Frenkel, 1985, 500 A.2d 1368. Landlord And 
Tenant (;:::::> 200.79 

No right to commence civil action to enforce 
decision of Rental Housing Commission under 
D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1529 accrues and the stat
ute of limitations does not began to run until 
judicial review rights have been exhausted and, 
therefore, pending appeal losing party before 
Commission need not seek stay from agency or 
from Court of Appeals to prevent finality; how
ever, prevailing party may ask Court of Appeals 
pursuant to Court of Appeals Rule 19 to require 
losing party to post bond to protect prevailing 
party's interests in Commission's decision. 
Strand v. Frenkel, 1985, 500 A.2d 1368. Limi
tation Of Actions (;:::::> 58(1) 

(a) Unless otherwise provided by Rental Housing Commission regulations, 
any information or document required to be served upon any person shall be 
served upon that person, or the representative designated by that person or by 
the law to receive service of the documents. When a party has appeared 
through a representative of record, service shall be made upon that representa
tive. Service upon a person may be completed by any of the following ways: 

(1) By handing the document to the person, by leaving it at the person's 
place of business with some responsible person in charge, or by leaving it at 
the person's usual place of residence with a person of suitable age and 
discretion; 

(2) By telegram, when the content of the information or document is given 
to a telegraph company properly addressed and prepaid; 

(3) By 111ail or deposit with the United States Postal Service properly 
stamped and addressed; or 

(4) By any other means that is in conformity with an order of the Rental 
Housing COl11mission or the Rent Administrator in any proceeding. 
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(b) No rent increases, whether under this chapter, the Rental AccOlnm.oda
tions Act of 1975, the Rental Housing Act of 1977, the Rental Housing Act of 
1980, or any administrative decisions issued under these acts, shall be effective 
until the first day on which rent is norn1ally paid occurring lnore than 30 days 
after notice of the increase is given to the tenant. 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 904, 32 DCR 3089.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2594. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 6-10, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3501.01. 

Termination of Law 6-10: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3509.0 I. 

Cross References 

Rental Accommodations Act of 1975, and the Rental Housing Acts of 1977 and 1980, definitions, 
see § 42-3501.03. 

Rent increases above base rent, notice of increase in compliance with this section, see 
§ 42-3502.08. 

Section References 

This section is referred to in §§ 42-3502.09 and 42-3502.16. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant ~94(4). 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.l.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 140, 142 to 
143, 148, 181 to 182. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 

1. In general 

More recent statute, which permits service by 
mail, did not conflict with statute, which re
quires personal service of notice to tenant to 
quit and, therefore, did not govern service of 
notice to quit. D.C.Code 1981, § 45-1406; 
§§ 45-1561, 45-1595 (Repealed). Graham v. 

§ 42-3509.05. [Reserved] 

§ 42-3509.06. [Reserved] 

§ 42-3509.07. Termination. 

Bernstein, 1987, 527 A.2d 736. Landlord And 
Tenant ~ 94(4); Statutes C==> 223.1 

Statute, which requires personal service of 
notice to tenant to quit, was more specific than 
statute, which permits service by mail of any 
information or document and, therefore, gov
erned service of notice to quit. D.C.Code 1981, 
§ 45-1406; §§ 45-1561, 45-1595 (Repealed). 
Graham v. Bernstein, 1987, 527 A.2d 736. 
Landlord And Tenant <1P 94(4); Statutes (P 

223.4 

All subchapters of this chapter, except subchapters III and V and 
§ 42-3509.08, shall terminate on December 31,2010. 
(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 907, 32 DCR 3089; Oct. 19, 1989, D.C. Law 8-48, 
§ 2(e), 36 DCR 5788; Sept. 26, 1995, D.C. Law 11-52, § 818, 42 DCR 3684; Oct. 19, 
2000, D.C. Law 13-172, § 1202(b), 47 DCR 6308; July 22, 2005, D.C. Law 16-10, § 2, 
52 DCR 5244; Mar. 21, 2009, D.C. Law 17-319, § 4(a), 56 DCR 214.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 13-172 amended the termination 

date. 
D.C. Law 16-]0 rewrote the section which 

had read: 
"All subchapters of this chapter, except sub

chapters III and V, shall terminate on Decem
ber 31, 2005." 

D.C. Law 17-319 substituted "except sub
chapters III and V and § 42-3509.08" for "ex
cept subchapters III and V". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 4(a) of Abatement of Nuisance Prop
erties and Tenant Receivership Temporary 
amendment Act of 2008 (D.C. Law 17-237, Oc
tober 21, 2008, law notification 55 DCR 11700). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 1202(b) of the Fiscal Year 2001 Bud
get Support Emergency Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 
13-376, July 24,2000,47 DCR 6574). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1202(b) of the Fiscal Year 2001 Bud
get Support Congressional Review Emergency 
Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-438, October 20, 2000, 
47 DCR 8740). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment, see 
§ 4(a) of Abatement of Nuisance Properties and 
Tenant Receivership Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2008 (D.C. Act 17-420, July 8, 2008, 55 
OCR 7703). 

For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 4(b) of 
Abatement of Nuisance Properties and Tenant 
Receivership Emergency Amendment Act of 
2008 (O.c. Act 17-420, July 8, 2008, 55 OCR 
7703). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 4(a) of Abatement of Nuisance Prop
erties and Tenant Receivership Congressional 
Review Emergency Amendment Act of 2008 
(O.c. Act 17-563, October 27, 2008, 55 DCR 
12019). 

For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 4(b) of 
Abatement of Nuisance Properties and Tenant 
Receivership Congressional Review Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2008 (D.C. Act 17-563, Octo
ber 27, 2008, 55 DCR 12019). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-172, see notes following 
§ 42-3504.01. 

Law 16-10, the "Rental Housing Act Exten
sion Amendment Act of 2005", was introduced 
in Council and assigned Bill No. 16-47, which 
was referred to the Committee on Consumer 
and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on AprilS, 2005, 
and May 3, 2005, respectively. Signed by the 
Mayor on May 18, 2005, it was assigned Act No. 
16-74 and transmitted to both Houses of' Con
gress for its review. D.C. Law 16-10 became 
~ffective on July 22, 2005. 

For Law 17-319, see notes followi ng 
§ 42-3131.01. 

§ 42-3509.08. Inspection of rental housing. 

(a) Notwithstanding any other law or rule to the contrary, for the purpose of 
determining whether any housing accomillodation is in compliance with appli
cable housing rules or construction code rules, the Mayor lllay enter upon and 
into any housing accommodation in the District, during all reasonable hours, to 
inspect the same; provided, that if a tenant of a housing accommodation does 
not give permission to inspect that portion of the premises under the tenant's 
exclusive control, the Mayor shall not enter that portion of the preillises unless 
the Mayor has: 

(1) A valid adIllinistrative search warrant pursuant to subsection (d) of this 
section which pernlits the inspection; or 

(2) A reasonable basis to believe that exigent circumstances require imme
diate entry into that portion of the preillises to prevent an in1minent danger 
to the public health or welfare. 

(b) Any person who shall hinder, interfere with, or prevent any inspection 
authorized by this chapter shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine 
not exceeding $100, by imprisonment for a period not exceeding 3 months, or 
both. 
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(c) The Mayor may apply to a judge of the District of Columbia for an 
administrative search warrant to enter any premises to conduct any inspection 
authorized by subsection (a) of this section. 

(d) A judge Inay issue the warrant if the judge finds that: 

(1) The applicant is authorized or required by law to Inake the inspection; 
(2) The applicant has demonstrated that the inspection of the premises is 

sought as a result of: 
(A) Evidence of an existing violation of the housing regulations, codified 

in Title 14 of the District of Columbia Municipal Regulations, the construc
tion codes, codified in Title 12 of the District of Columbia Municipal 
Regulations, or other law; or 

(B) A general and neutral administrative plan to conduct periodic in
spections relating to issuance or renewal of housing business licenses or for 
conducting fire or life safety inspections; 
(3) The owner, tenant, or other individual in charge of the property has 

denied access to the property, or, after Inaking a reasonable effort, the 
applicant has been unable to contact any of these individuals; and 

(4) The inspection is sought for health or safety-related purposes. 

(July 17,1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 908, as added Mar. 21, 2009, D.C. Law 17-319, § 4(b), 
56 DCR 214.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Temporary Addition of Section 
For temporary (225 day) addition, see § 4(b) 

of Abatement of Nuisance Properties and Ten
ant Receivership Temporary amendment Act of 
2008 (D.C. Law 17-237, October 21, 2008, law 
notification 55 DCR 11700). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 4(b) of 

Abatement of Nuisance Properties and Tenant 
Receivership Emergency Amendment Act of 

2008 (D.C. Act 17-420, July 8, 2008, 55 DCR 
7703). 

For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 4(b) of 
Abatement of Nuisance Properties and Tenant 
Receivership Congressional Review Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2008 (D.C. Act 17-563, Octo-
ber 27,2008,55 DCR 12019). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 17-319, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia Gz>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 
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CHAPTER 35A 

RENTAL HOUSING: TENANT ADVOCACY. 

Short title. 
Purpose. 
Findings. 
Definitions. 

Section 
42-3531.01. 
42-3531.02. 
42-3531.03. 
42-3531.04. 
42-3531.05. 
42-3531.06. 
42-3531.07. 
42-3531.08. 
42-3531.09. 
42-3531.10. 

Establishment of Office of the Tenant Advocate. 
Chief Tenant Advocate of the Office of the Tenant Advocate. 
Duties of the Office of the Tenant Advocate. 
Establishment, purpose, and membership of the Tenant Advisory CouncjJ. 
Housing Assistance Fund. 
Rulemaking authority. 

§ 42-3531.01. Short tide. 

This chapter may be cited as the If Office of the Chief Tenant Advocate 
Establishment Act". 

(Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, § 2061, 52 DCR 7503; Oct. 1, 2007, D.C. Law 16-181, 
§ 2(a), 53 DCR 6703.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-181 deleted "of 2005" following 

"Act". 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 2061 

of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support Emergency 
Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 26, 2005, 52 
DCR 7667). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law ] 6-33, the "Fiscal Year 2006 Budget 

Support Act of 2005", was introduced in Coun
cil and assigned Bill No. 16-200 which was 
referred to the Committee of the Whole. The 
Bill was adopted on first and second readings 
on May 10,2005, and June 21,2005, respective
ly. Signed by the Mayor on July 26, 2005, it 
was assigned Act No. 16-166 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 

§ 42-3531.02. Purpose. 

Law 16-33 became effective on October 20, 
2005. 

Law 16-181, the "Independent Office of the 
Tenant Advocate Establishment Amendment Act 
of 2006", was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 16-757, which was referred to 
the Committee on Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs. The Bill was adopted on first and sec
ond readings on June 20, 2006, and July 1 J, 
2006, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
July 21, 2006, it was assigned Act No. 16-459 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 
its review. D.C. Law 16-181 became effective 
on November 16, 2006. 

Effective Dates 

Section 5 of D.C. Law 16-]81 provides: 
"Section 2 through 4 shall apply as of October 
1, 2007." 

The purpose of this chapter is to establish the Office of the Tenant Advocate 
as an independent agency to advocate on behalf of the education of, and 
outreach to, tenants and the people of the District. 

(Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, § 2062,52 DCR 7503; Oct. 1, 2007, D.C. Law 16-181, 
§ 2(b), 53 DCR 6703.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-181 substituted "as an indepen

dent agency" for "as an office within the De
partment of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs". 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 2062 

of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support Emergency 
Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 26, 2005, 52 
DCR 7667). 

§ 42-3531.03. Findings. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-33, see notes following 

§ 42-3531.01. 
For Law 16-181, see notes following 

§ 42-3531.01. 

Effective Dates 
Section 5 of D.C. Law 16-181 provides: 

"Section 2 through 4 shall apply as of October 
1,2007." 

The Council finds that, despite the fact that the District has some of the most 
cOlnprehensive pro-tenant laws in the United States: 

(1) Tenants in the District are under-infonned of their rights. 
(2) It is difficult for tenants to obtain information. 
(3) Tenants cannot usually afford legal representation. 
(4) Tenants are under-informed about dispute mediation and adjudication 

options available to tenants in the District through the courts and through the 
Office of the Attorney General. 

(5) Few tenants have time for self-advocacy because of their full-tin1e 
en1ployment. 

(6) Tenants in the District need an independent Chief Tenant Advocate to 
act on their behalf as repository of information and resources to help guide 
tenants through the landlord-tenant system in the District. 

(7) The establishment of an independent Office of the Tenant Advocate will 
provide a valuable resource for the government and residents of the District. 

(Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, § 2063, 52 DCR 7503; Oct. 1, 2007, D.C. Law 16-181, 
§ 2(e), 53 DCR 6703.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-181, in par. (6), substituted "in

dependent Chief Tenant Advocate" for "office at 
the Department of Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs"; and, in par. (7), substituted "indepen
dent Office of the Tenant Advocate" for "Office 
of the Tenant Advocate within the Department 
of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs". 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 2063 

of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support Emergency 

§ 42-3531.04. Definitions. 

Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 26, 2005, 52 
DCR 7667). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-33, see 

§ 42-3531.01. 
For Law 

§ 42-3531.01. 

Effective Dates 

16-181, see 

notes following 

notes following 

Section 5 of D.C. Law 16-181 provides: 
"Section 2 through 4 shall apply as of October 
1,2007." 

For the purposes of this chapter, the term: 
(1) "Chief" means Chief Tenant Advocate established by § 42-3531.06. 
(2) "Office" means the Office of the Tenant Advocate established by 

§ 42-3531.05. 
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(3) "TAC" means Tenant Advisory Council. 
(4) ''Tenant'' and "tenant organization" shall have the same Ineaning as in 

§ 42-3401.03(17) and (18), and shall include any other tenant organization. 

(Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, § 2064,52 DCR 7503.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 2064 

of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support Emergency 
Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 26,2005,52 
DCR 7667). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 16-33, see notes following 
§ 42-3531.01. 

§ 42-3531.05. Establishment of Office of the Tenant Advocate. 

The Office of the Tenant Advocate is established as an independent agency 
within the District government. 

(Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, § 2065,52 DCR 7503; Oct. 1,2007, D.C. Law 16-181, 
§ 2(d), 53 DCR 6703.) 

Effect of Amendments 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effective Dates 
D. C. Law 16-181 substituted . 'independent 

agency within the District government" for "of
fice within the Department of Consumer and 
Regulatory Affairs". 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 2065 
of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support Emergency 
Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 26,2005,52 
DCR 7667). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-33, see notes following 

§ 42-3531.01. 

F or Law 16-1 81, see notes following 
§ 42-3531.01. 

Section 5 of D.C. Law 16-181 provides: 
"Section 2 through 4 shall apply as of October 
1,2007." 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Transfer of functions of Office of the Tenant 

Advocate of the Department of Consumer and 
Regulatory Affairs: Section 4 of D.C. Law 
16-181 provides: "All positions, property, rec
ords, and unexpended balances of appropria
tions, allocations, assessments, and other funds 
available or to be made available to the Office of 
the Tenant Advocate of the Department of Con
sumer and Regulatory Affairs relating to the 
duties and functions assigned herein are trans
ferred to the independent Office of the Tenant 
Advocate." 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia (;:;;>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-3531.06. Chief Tenant Advocate of the Office of the Tenant Advocate. 

(a) There shall be a Chief Tenant Advocate who shall be responsible for the 
administration of the Office and implementation of the duties of the Office. 

(b)( 1) On or after October 1, 2007, the Chief shall be appointed by the Mayor 
with the advice and consent of the Council for a term of 3 years, unless sooner 
removed by the Mayor for cause. Any unexpired term as of October 1, 2007 
shall expire on that date. 

(2) A person appointed to fill a vacancy of this office shall be appointed 
only for the unexpired term of the Chief whose vacancy is being filled. 
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(c)( 1) The Chief shall be a statutory officeholder in the Excepted Service 
pursuant to § 1-609.08 and shall receive annual cOlnpensation equivalent to 
that received by a District employee compensated at the grade of 15 of the 
District schedule established under subchapter XI of Chapter 6 of Title 1 
(" District schedule"). No other employee of the Office shall receive annual 
cOlnpensation above the level of that received by a District employee at a grade 
14 pursuant to the District schedule. 

(2) The Chief shall be a resident of the District of Columbia or becon1e a 
resident not more than 180 days after the date of appointlnent, and shall 
remain a resident. 

(d) The Office shall employ the staff necessary, including attorneys, to assist 
the Chief in carrying out his or her duties. 

(Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, § 2066,52 DCR 7503; Oct. 1,2007, D.C. Law 16-181, 
§ 2(e), 53 DCR 6703.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-181 rewrote subsec. (b); in sub

sec. (c)(2), substituted "and shall remain a resi
dent" for "and shall remain a resident, unless 
temporarily or permanently exempted from 
these requirements by the Mayor or for good 
cause"; and, in subsec. (d), substituted "The 
Office shall employ the staff necessary, includ
ing attorneys," for "The Office shall employ the 
staff necessary". Prior to amendment, subsec. 
(b) read as follows: 

"(b) The Chief shall be appointed by the May
or with the advice and consent of the Council. 
The Chief shall report directly to the Director of 
the Department of Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs." 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 2066 

of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support Emergency 
Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 26, 2005, 52 
DCR 7667). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-33, see notes following 

§ 42-3531.01. 
For Law 16-181, see notes following 

§ 42-3531.01. 

Effective Dates 
Section 5 of D.C. Law 16-181 provides: 

"Section 2 through 4 shall apply as of October 
1,2007." 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia e=:>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-3531.07. Duties of the Office of the Tenant Advocate. 

The Office shall: 

(1) Provide education and outreach to tenants and the cOlnmunity about 
laws, rules, and other policy matters involving rental housing, including 
tenant rights under the petition process and formation of tenant organiza
tions; 

(2) Represent the interests of tenants and tenant organizations in legisla
tive, executive, and judicial issues, including advocating changes in laws and 
rules and reviewing landlord petitions on behalf of tenants; 

(3) Advise tenants and tenant organizations on filing con1plaints and peti
tions, including petitions in response to disputes with landlords; 
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(4) Advise and assist tenants and tenant organizations at conciliation 
meetings; 

(5)(A) Represent tenants, at its discretion and as it determines to be in the 
public interest, in Federal or District judicial or administrative proceedings; 

(B) Provide an annual report to the Council on or before February 1 of 
each year setting forth each tenant request for representation, a description 
of the circumstances surrounding each request, whether or not the Office 
provided representation, and the outcome of cases where representation 
was provided; 
(6) Organize tenant and tenant organizations participation in building

wide inspections; 
(6A) Manage and adn1inister the Housing Assistance Fund established by 

§ 42-3403.07; and 
(7) Operate a Tenant Phone Hotline and Tenant Center. 

(Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, § 2067,52 DCR 7503; Mar. 8, 2007, D.C. Law 16-236, 
§ 3,54 DCR 39]; Oct. 1,2007, D.C. Law 16-181, § 2(f), 53 DCR 6703.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 16-236 rewrote the section which 

had read as follows: 
"The Office shall: 
"(1) Provide education and outreach to ten

ants and the community about laws, rules, and 
other policy matters involving rental housing, 
incI-uding tenant rights under the petition pro
cess and formation of tenant organizations; 

"(2) Represent the interest of tenants in legis
lative, executive, and judicial issues, including 
advocating changes in laws and rules and re
viewing landlord petitions on behalf of tenants; 

"(3) Advise tenants on filing complaints and 
petitions, including petitions in response to dis
putes with landlords; 

"(4) Advise and assisting tenants at concilia
tion meetings; 

"(5) Represent tenants in court or adminis
trative proceedings; 

"(6) Organize tenant participation in build
ing-wide inspections; and 

"(7) Operate a Tenant Phone Hotline and 
Tenant Center." 

D.C. Law 16-181, in par. (2), substituted "in
terests" for "interest"; rewrote par. (5); in par. 
(6), deleted "and" from the end; and added par. 
(6A). Prior to amendment, par. (5) read as 
follows: 

"(5) Represent tenants and tenant organiza
tions in court or administrative proceedings;" 

Nuisance Abatement and Office of the Tenant 
Advocate Duties Clarification Temporary 
Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Law 16-183, 
November 16, 2006, law notification 53 DCR 
9650). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 2067 

of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support Emergency 
Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 26,2005,52 
DCR 7667). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3 of Additional Sanctions for Nui
sance Abatement and Office of the Tenant 
Advocate Duties Clarification Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 16-408, 
June 26, 2006, 53 DCR 5428). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 3 of Additional Sanctions for Nui
sance Abatement and Office of the Tenant Advo
cate Duties Clarification Congressional Review 
Emergency Amendment Act of 2006 (D.C. Act 
16-479, September 22, 2006, 53 DCR 7938). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 16-33, see notes following 

§ 42-3531.01. 
For Law 16-181, see notes following 

§ 42-3531.01. 
For Law 16-236, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.10. 

Effective Dates 
Temporary Amendments of Section Section 5 of D.C. Law 16-181 provides: 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of "Section 2 through 4 shall apply as of October 
section, see § 3 of Additional Sanctions for 1,2007." 
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Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

§ 42-3531.09 

District of Columbia (f!;:;;:>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-3531.08. Establishment, purpose, and membership of the Tenant 
Advisory Council. 

(a) Within 60 days of October 20, 2005, the Mayor shall establish a Tenant 
Advisory Council to review the progress of the Office in fulfilling its mandate 
frOln its inception and to make recommendations for ilnproving the services of 
the Office. 

(b) The TAC shall be composed of tenant organizers, representatives of tenant 
associations, and other tenant advocates with no connection to cOlnmercial real 
estate interests. 

(c) The TAC shall monitor and report on the progress of the Office. 

(d) Members of the TAC shall receive no compensation for service as Inem
bers of the TAC. 

(Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, § 2068,52 nCR 7503.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) addition, see § 2068 

of Fiscal Year 2006 Budget Support Emergency 
Act of 2005 (D.C. Act 16-168, July 26, 2005, 52 
DCR 7667). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 16-33, see notes following 
§ 42-3531.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia (f!;:;;:>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

c.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-3531.09. Housing Assistance Fund. 

The Housing Assistance Fund established by § 42-3403.07, shall be adn1inis
tered and Inanaged by the Office of the Tenant Advocate. 

(Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, § 2068a, as added Oct.!, 2007, D.C. Law 16-181, 
§ 2(g), 53 DCR 6703.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws Effective Dates 

For Law 16-181, see notes following 
§ 42-3531.01. 

Section 5 of D.C. Law 16-181 provides: 
"Section 2 through 4 shall apply as of October 
1, 2007." 

Key Numbers 

District of Columbia e::::>31. 

Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 
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§ 42-3531.10. Rulemaking authority. 

On or before December 1, 2007, the Office of the Chief Tenant Advocate shall 
promulgate rules, subject to Council approval, to implement the provisions of 
this chapter. 

(Oct. 20, 2005, D.C. Law 16-33, § 2068b, as added Oct. 1, 2007, D.C. Law 16-181, 
§ 2(g), 53 DCR 6703.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws Effective Dates 

For Law 16-18], see notes following 
§ 42-3531.01. 

Section 5 of D.C. Law 16-181 provides: 
"Section 2 through 4 shall apply as of October 
1,2007." 

Key Numbers 
District of Columbia Cz>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 
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CHAPTER 36 

RESIDENTIAL DRUG-RELATED EVICTIONS. 

Subchapter I. Residential Drug-Related Evictions. 
Section 
42--3601. Definitions. 
42--3602. Action for possession of rental unit used as a drug haven. 
42-3603. Preliminary injunction review. 
42-3604. Full hearing. 
42--3605. Default judgment. 
42--3606. Complaint by affected tenant or resident association. 
42--3607. Mayor's authority and responsibility. 
42--3608. Court costs and attorney's fees. 
42-3609. Availability of other remedies. 
42--3610. Rules. . 

Subchapter n. Expired Provisions. 

42--3631. Definitions. [Expired] 
42-3632. Action for possession of rental unit used as a drug haven. [Expired] 
42-3633. Preliminary injunction review. [Expired] 
42--3634. Full hearing. [Expired] 
42--3635. Default judgment. [Expired] 
42-3636. Complaint by affected tenant or resident association. [Expired] 
42--3637. Mayor's authority and responsibility. [Expired] 
42-3638. Court costs and attorney's fees. [Expired] 
42--3639. Rules. [Expired] 
42--3640. Availability of other remedies. [Expired] 

SUBCHAPTER I. RESIDENTIAL DRUG-RELATED EVICTIONS. 

§ 42-3601. Definitions. 

For the purposes of this subchapter, the term: 

(1) "Civic association" means: 

(A) A nonprofit association, corporation, or other organization that is: 

(i) COll1prised of residents of a comll1unity within which a nuisance is 
located; 

(ii) Operated exclusively for the promotion of social welfare and gener
al neighborhood iIl1provell1ent and enhancement; and 

(iii) Exell1pt from taxation under § 50 l(c)(3) or (4) of the Internal 
Revenue Code; or 

(B) A nonprofit association, corporation, or other organization that is: 
(i) Comprised of residents of a contiguous con1munity that is defined 

by specific geographic boundaries, within which a nuisance is located; 
and 

(ii) Operated for the prOll1otion of the welfare, improvement, and 
enhancement of that con1munity. 
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(2) "Closure" n1eans the closing of a rental unit or housing accommoda
tion. 

(3) "COlnInunity association" means: 
(A) A nonprofit association, corporation, or other organization that is: 

(i) Comprised of residents of a cOlnmunity within which a nuisance is 
located; 

(ii) Operated exclusively for the promotion of social welfare and gener
al neighborhood ilnprovement and enhancement; and 

(iii) Exen1pt frOln taxation under § 501(c)(3) or (4) of the Internal 
Revenue Code; or 
(B) A nonprofit association, corporation, or other organization that is: 

(i) Comprised of residents of a contiguous community that is defined 
by specific geographic boundaries, within which a nuisance is located; 
and 

(ii) Operated for the pron10tion of the welfare, improvelnent, and 
enhancement of that comlnunity. 

(4) "Controlled dangerous substance" means any of the controlled danger
ous substances as defined in § 48-901.02(4). 

(5) "Controlled Substances Act" means the Controlled Substances Act of 
1970, approved October 27, 1970 (84 Stat. 1243; 21 V.S.C. § 801 et seq.). 

(6) "Court" means the Landlord and Tenant Branch of the Civil Division of 
the Superior Court. 

(7) "District" means the District of Colun1bia. 
(8) "Drug haven" means a housing accomlnodation, or land appurtenant 

to or comlnon areas of a housing accon1modation where drugs are illegally 
stored, Inanufactured, used, or distributed. 

(9) "Drug-related eviction" Ineans an eviction pursuant to this subchapter. 
(10) "Drug" means a controlled substance as defined in § 33-504(4) or the 

Controlled Substances Act. 
(11) "Housing accommodation" n1eans a building that is or contains at 

least one rental unit and the land appurtenant to the building. 
(12) "Housing provider" means: 

(A) A landlord, owner, lessor, sublessor, or assignee; 
(B) The agent of a landlord, owner, lessor, sublessor, or assignee; or 
(C) A person entitled to receive compensation for the use or occupancy 

of a rental unit within a housing accommodation. 
(13) "Internal Revenue Code" Ineans the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, 

approved October 22, 1986 (100 Stat. 2085; 26 V.S.C. § 1 et seq.). 
(14) "Manufacture" shall have the saIne meaning as that term has in 

§ 48-901.02(13) or the Controlled Substances Act. 
(15) "Nuisance" means a property that is used: 

(A) By persons who assemble for the specific purpose of illegally using a 
controlled dangerous substance; 

(B) For the illegal manufacture or distribution of: 
(i) A controlled dangerous substance; or 
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(ii) Drug paraphernalia, as defined in § 48-1101(3); or 
(C) For the illegal storage or conceahnent of a controlled dangerous 

substance in sufficient quantity to reasonably indicate under all the circum
stances an intent to manufacture, distribute, or dispense: 

(i) A controlled dangerous substance; or 
(ii) Drug paraphernalia, as defined in § 48-1101 (3). 

(16) "Occupant" means a person authorized by the tenant or housing 
provider to be on the premises of the rental unit. 

(17) "Rental unit" means an apartlnent, room, or part of a publicly or 
privately owned housing accommodation that is rented or offered for rent for 
residential occupancy, and the land appurtenant to the apartment, roonl, or 
part of the housing accommodation. 

(18) "Resident association" means an organization of residents of a nlulti
fmnily building or a single complex of jointly managed nlultifamily buildings. 

(19) "Tenant" Ineans a lessee, sublessee, or other person entitled to the 
possession or occupancy of a rental unit. 

(20) "Uniform Controlled Substances Act" means Chapter 9 of Title 48. 

(Oct. 19, 2000, D.C. Law 13-172, § 1302, 47 DCR 6308; Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 
13--281, § 107,48 DCR 1888; Oct. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-213, § 32(b), 49 DCR 8140.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 13-281 rewrote par. (4) which had 
read: 

"( 4) 'Controlled dangerous substance' means 
any of the controlled substances as defined in 
§ 48-902.04(1) and (2)." 

D.C. Law 14-213, in par. (4), validated a 
previously made technical correction. 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 
see § 1302 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget Sup
port Emergency Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-376, 
July 24,2000,47 DCR 6574). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1302 of the Fiscal Year 200 1 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-438, October 20, 2000, 47 
DCR 8740). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 13-172, the "Fiscal Year 2001 Budget 

Support Act of 2000," was introduced in Coun
cil and assigned Bill No. 13-679, which was 
referred to the Committee of the Whole. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
May 15, 2000, and June 6, 2000, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on June 26, 2000, it was 
assigned Act No. 13-175 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 13-172 became effective on October 19, 
2000. 

For Law 13-281, see notes following 
§ 42-3131.05. 

For Law 14-213, see notes following 
§ 42-1102. 

References in Text 
Section 33-504, referred to in par. (10), did 

not exist in the 1981 Edition at the time of the 
recodification into the 2001 Edition. 

Notes of Decisions 

Drug haven 
Occupant 2 

the court could consider evidence of illegal drug 
use at and around the rental unit up until the 
time of trial, evidence of the discontinuance of 
that use, and the tenant's explanation of the 

1. Drug haven significant change in circumstances that sup-
In order to prevail under Residential Drug- ported her position that the unit was not a dntg 

Related Evictions Act (RDEA), landlord was re- haven at the time of the hearing. Crescent 
quired to establish that tenant's property cur- Properties v. Inabinet, 2006, 897 A.2d 782. 
rently remained a drug haven or nuisance at the Landlord And Tenant G::;> 278.9(2); Landlord 
time of the hearing, and in deciding that issue, And Tenant (;:::;> 278.14(5) 
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If the factfinder concludes that the cessation 
of drug activity is a temporary reaction or "cov
er," or has been imposed from without, and that 
the circumstances that led to the existence of 
the drug haven still remain, then the factfinder 
may find that the rental unit remains a drug 
haven at the time of the hearing under Residen
tial Drug-Related Evictions Act (RDEA). Cres
cent Properties v. Inabinet, 2006, 897 A.2d 782. 
Landlord And Tenant <:P 278.9(2) 

With respect to whether there has been a 
permanent discontinuance of the drug activity 
prior to the time of the hearing, a recent inter
ruption of such activity as the result of some 
external force or influence, sLlch as a police 
raid, rather than a cessation brought about by 
the action or circumstances of the tenant, is 
entitled to relatively little weight in determining 
whether a drug haven still exists under Residen
tial Drug-Related Evictions Act (RDEA). Cres
cent Properties v. Inabinet, 2006, 897 A.2d 782. 
Landlord And Tenant G=:> 278.14(5) 

The use of the present tense in the Residential 
Drug-Related Evictions Act (RDEA) does not 

REAL PROPERTY 

narrow the focus of the controlling inquiry as to 
whether rental unit is a drug haven to the 
specific hour or day on which the hearing is 
held; rather, it refers to the conditions that exist 
at the "time" of the hearing. Crescent Proper
ties v. Inabinet, 2006, 897 A.2d 782. Landlord 
And Tenant G=:> 278.9(2) 

A rental unit need not be used daily, or even 
weekly, for the illegal storage, manufacture, use 
or distribution of illegal drugs to qualify as an 
existing "drug haven" as of the time of the 
hearing within meaning of Residential Drug
Related Evictions Act (RDEA). Crescent Prop
erties v. Inabinet, 2006, 897 A.2d 782. Land
lord And Tenant <:P 278.9(2) 

2. Occupant 
"Occupant" under Residential Drug-Related 

Evictions Act (RDEA) means anvone authorized 
by tenant or housing provider to' be on premises 
of rental unit. Ball v. Arthur Winn General 
Partnership/Southern Hills Apartments, 2006, 
905 A.2d 147. Landlord And Tenant <:P 
278.9(2) 

§ 42-3602. Action for possession of rental unit used as a drug haven. 

(a) Notwithstanding any provision of § 16-1501, or § 42-3505.01, a housing 
provider may commence an action in the Court to recover possession of a 
rental unit or the Mayor may commence an action in the Court to evict a tenant 
or occupant in a rental unit. The following persons may commence an action 
to abate a nuisance in the Court: the Mayor, the United States Attorney for the 
District of Columbia, the civic association within whose boundaries the nui
sance is located, or the community association within whose boundaries the 
nuisance is located. The recovery or eviction shall be ordered if the Court has 
determined, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the rental unit is a drug 
haven or that a nuisance exists. In making the determination that the rental 
unit is a drug haven or that a nuisance exists, the Court shall consider: 

(1) Whether a tenant or occupant of the rental unit has been charged with 
a violation of the Uniform Controlled Substances Act or the Controlled 
Substances Act due to activities that occurred within the housing aCCOmI110-
dation that contains the rental unit, or has violated a tenl1 of parole or 
probation for a previous conviction under the Uniform Controlled Substances 
Act or the Controlled Substances Act; 

(2) Whether the rental unit has been the subject of more than one drug
related search or seizure that has resulted in the arrest of a tenant or 
occupant; 

(3) Whether a firearm has been discharged within the rental unit; 

(4) The testimony of a witness concerning the possession, manufacture, 
storage, distribution, use, or the attempted possession, manufacture, storage, 
distribution, or use of an illegal drug by a tenant or occupant in the housing 
accOl11modation that contains the rental unit; 
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(5) The general reputation of the property to corroborate testin10ny based 
on personal knowledge or observation, or evidence seized during the execu
tion of a search and seizure warrant; provided, that this shall not, in and of 
itself, be sufficient to establish the existence of a drug haven or nuisance; 

(6) Evidence that the drug haven or nuisance had been discontinued at the 
time of the filing of the complaint or at the time of the hearing, which 
evidence will not bar the granting of appropriate relief by the Court; or 

(7) Any other relevant and admissible evidence that den10nstrates that the 
rental unit is or is not a drug haven or nuisance. 

(b) A notice of the action shall be served upon the tenant or occupant and 
housing provider at least 5 days prior to a hearing. 

(Oct. 19,2000, D.C. Law 13-172, § 1303,47 DCR 6308.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 

see § 1303 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget Sup
port Emergency Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-376, 
July 24,2000,47 DCR 6574). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1303 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget 

Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-438, October 20, 2000, 47 
DCR 8740). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-172, see notes following 

§ 42-3601. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

Landlord and Tenant (;;::>177. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 956 to 957, 
966. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 
Admissibility of evidence 4 
Notice of action 2 
Presumptions and burden of proof 3 
Questions for jury 5 
Weight and sufficiency of evidence 6 

1. In general 
Ultimate determination under the Residential 

Drug-Related Evictions Act (RDEA) is whether 
~~e p,~operty "is" a drug haven, not whet?er it 
was a drug haven. Crescent Propertles v. 

Inabinet, 2006, 897 A.2d 782. Landlord And 
Tenant (;;::> 278.9(2) 

Inclusion, in eviction action in which land-
100~d prevailed on claim under District of Co
lumbia Residential Drug-Related Evictions Act 
(RDEA), of a criminal activity claim under fed
eral regulation did not confuse jurors or lead 
them to apply improper standard to RDEA 
claim; jury instructions included seven factors 
to be considered with respect to alleged RDEA 
violation, nine-question special verdict form 
provided additional separation between RDEA 
and federal claims, and jurors sent note asking 
if it was necessary to address federal claim 

since they had found for landlord on RDEA 
claim. Cook v. Edgewood Management Corp., 
2003, 825 A.2d 939. United States (;;::> 82(3.5) 

2. Notice of action 
Whether landlord satisfied notice requirement 

for claim against tenant under federal regula
tion concerning drug-related activity in federal
ly subsidized housing would not be considered 
on appeal of order granting judgment of posses
sion to landlord because judgment was properly 
entered for landlord on claim under District of 
Columbia Residential Drug-Related Evictions 
Act (RDEA), for which landlord clearly com
plied with five-day notice requirement. Cook v. 
Edgewood Management Corp., 2003, 825 A.2d 
939. United States (;;::> 820.5) 

Landlord sufficiently in[mmed tenant in fed
erally subsidized hou'sing of basis for alleged 
violation of District of Columbia Residential 
Drug-Related Evictions Act (RDEA), where no
tice to quit stated that tenant, authorized occu
pants, or invitees were using rental unit as a 
drug haven in violation of RDEA, further stated 
that those individuals were engaged in illegal 
drug activity in or around the property, and 
mentioned a prior search warrant, the seizure 
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of cocaine from tenant's apartment, and the 
arrest of tenant's daughter and t\,,,o other indi
viduals. Cook v. Edgewood Management 
Corp., 2003, 825 A.2d 939. United States G:=;:> 

82(3.5) 

3. Presumptions and burden of proof 
Under Residential Drug-Related Evictions Act 

(RDEA), even if it appears that drug activities 
have temporarily ceased in and around a rental 
unit, the trial court may still, after considering 
all of the enumerated statutory factors, deter
mine by a preponderance of the evidence that 
the prOpel"ty remains a drug haven and find for 
landlord; however, if the court determines that 
the cessation of the drug activities should rea
sonablv be deemed permanent and that the 
prope;'ty therefore is no longer a drug haven, 
then the court must find for tenant. Crescent 
Properties v. Inabinet, 2006, 897 A.2d 782. 
Landlord And Tenant c=:> 278.14(5) 

District of Columbia Residential Drug-Relat
ed Evictions Act (RDEA), while requiring that a 
COUl"t consider seven specified factors in deter
minin u whether a rental unit is a drug haven, 
does ;ot mandate that each and everyone of 
the factors must be met, nor how many, before 
a rental unit in federally subsidized housing 
may be declared a drug haven. Cook v. Edge
wood Management Corp., 2003, 825 A.2d 939. 
United States G:=;:> 82(3.5) 

4. Admissibility of evidence 
Permitting landlord, in action under District 

of Columbia Residential Drug-Related Evictions 
Act, to present evidence of controlled buys at 
tenant's apartment by civilian informant with
out revealing informant's identity was not abuse 
of discretion; informant did not directly partici
pate in two uncha)]enged searches of apartment 
in federallv subsidized housing that also pro
duced drug-related evidence including 40 small 
bags containing cocaine, tenant nlade only spec
ulative allegations as to informant's possible 
dishonesty, and police took safeguards to ensure 
integrity of controlled buys. Cook v. Edgewood 
Management Corp., 2003, 825 A.2d 939. Unit
ed States G:=;:> 82(3.5) 

Frye test for reliabil it y of evidence i nvol ving 
new'technology was inapplicable, in proceeding 
under Residential Drug-Related Evictions Act, 
to testimony of experienced investigators that 
field tests showed substances purchased and 
seized from apartment to contain cocaine, 
where investigators testified police department 
had used cobalt field test for many years and 
relied on it to obtain search warrants and show 
probable cause, and case was not a criminal 
one requiring proof beyond a reasonable doubt, 
but only required proof by preponderance of 
evidence that apartment was drug haven. Cook 
v. Edgewood Management Corp., 2003, 825 
A.2d 939. Federal Courts G:=;:> 1052.1 

REAL PROPERTY 

Allegedly improper cross-examination of ten
ant's daughter by landlord, in action under Dis
trict of Columbia Residential Drug-Related 
Evictions Act, as to whether daughter knew her 
sister had been arrested several years earlier for 
drugs, was not prejudicial to tenant, in view of 
other references to sister's involvement with 
drugs, including tenant's own testimony that the 
sister had been "locked up" on a marijuana 
charge in the past. Cook v. Edgewood Manage
ment Corp., 2003, 825 A.2d 939. Federal 
Courts G:=;:> 1066 

Admission of lease agreement, in landlord's 
eviction action under District of Columbia Resi
dential Drug-Related Evictions Act (RDEA), did 
not improperly allow landlord to read an addi
tional legal standard into the statute; that evi
dence merelv allowed landlord an opportunity 
to prove that he enforced prohibitions of RDEA 
and related laws and that tenant was aware, 
through the lease, of her responsibility for ac
tions of family members in her apartment unit 
in federally subsidized housing. Cook v. Edge
v.lOod Management Corp., 2003, 825 A.2d 939. 
United States e::o 82(3.5) 

5. Questions for jury 
It may be that in contesting the allegation that 

a rental unit is a drug haven under Residential 
Drug-Related Evictions Act (RDEA), a tenant 
will introduce evidence that the use of the rental 
unit as a drug haven has been discontinued, and 
such evidence should be scrutinized carefully by 
the finder of fact, and may be found not to be 
conclusive with respect to whether the rental 
unit remained a drug haven as of the time of 
trial, and factfinder must consider not only 
whether the unit has been used for illegal drug 
activity, but also whether it is likely to be used 
for that purpose in the future. Crescent Proper
ties v. Inabinet, 2006, 897 A.2d 782. Landlord 
And Tenant e::o 278.9(2); Landlord And Tenant 
G:=;:> 278.14(5) 

Whether apartment tenant violated District of 
Columbia Residential Drug-Related Evictions 
Act was question for jury in landlord's eviction 
action in view of evidence that civilian infor
mant :nade two controlled purchases of cocaine 
from tenant's apartment in federally subsidized 
housing, that searches of apartment yielded 40 
black zippered plastic bags containing cocaine 
and a homemade crack pipe, that management 
had made frequent complaints to investigators 
about possible drug dealings in front of tenant's 
apartment building, and that apartment com
plex had reputation as drug area. Cook v. 
Edgewood Management Corp., 2003, 825 A.2d 
939. United States G:=;:> 82(3.5) 

6. Weight and sufficiency of evidence 
In order to support eviction under Residential 

Drug-Related Evictions Act (RDEA), landlord 
was required to establish that tenant's property 
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currently remained drug haven or nuisance at 
time of hearing. Ball v. Arthur Winn General 
Partnership/Southern Hills Apartments, 2006, 
905 A.2d 147. Landlord And Tenant <Z;:::> 

278.9(2) 
Evidence supported trial court's finding that 

tenant's apartment was not still a "drug haven" 
under Residential Drug-Related Evictions Act 
(RDEA); there was testimony that, following her 
hospitalization, tenant's daughter had never re
turned to tenant's apartment, but bad lived in a 
series of nursing homes, tenant's daughter had 
experienced a heart attack and was brain dead, 
and tenant's daughter was incapacitated and 
would never return to tenant's apartment to 
resume her previous drug activities. Crescent 
Properties v. Inabinet, 2006, 897 A.2d 782. 
Landlord And Tenant <Z;:::> 278.14(5) 

Residential Drug-Related Evictions Act 
(RDEA) requires trial court to determine wheth
er landlord has established, by preponderance 
of evidence, that a rental unit is drug haven or 
that nuisance currently exists there, and in de
termining whether property is a drug haven or 
nuisance exists, court must make findings of 
fact, or jury must reach its verdict, based upon 
a consideration of all of the categories of evi
dence enumerated in RDEA, to ertent that any 

are applicable, and court must consider, along 
with evidence that is admitted within the other 
categories, evidence of the discontinuance of 
drug haven or nuisance at time of the filing or 
complaint or time of hearing. Crescent Proper
ties v. Inabinet, 2006, 897 A.2d 782. Landlord 
And Tenant <> 278.14(5) 

Residential Drug-Related Evictions Act 
(RDEA) requires the trial court to consider evi
dence of discontinuance at the time of the filing 
of the complaint or the time of the hearing as 
one factor in the ultimate determination of 
whether a rental property is a drug haven or 
nuisance .. but some evidence of discontinuance, 
of itself, will not preclude a finding that the 
property is a drug haven or nuisance. Crescent 
Properties v. Inabinet, 2006, 897 A.2d 782. 
Landlord And Tenant <> 278.14(5) 

Section of Residential Drug-Related Evictions 
Act (RDEA) providing that court shall consider, 
in determining whether a property is a drug 
haven or a nuisance exists, evidence that the 
drug haven or nuisance has been discontinued 
at the time of the filing of the complaint or at 
the time of the hearing is non-discretionary. 
Crescent Properties v. Inabinet, 2006, 897 A.2d 
782. Landlord And Tenant <> 278.14(5) 

§ 42-3603. Preliminary injunction review. 

(a) After commencement of an action under § 42-3602 and upon request of a 
party, the Court shall hold a hearing to detern1ine if a preliminary injunction 
should be granted to prevent a tenant from directly or indirectly maintaining a 
drug haven or nuisance. 

(b) The Court may grant a motion for a preliminary injunction if the plaintiff 
Ineets the necessary legal requirelnents for a preliminary injunction. The 
factors that the Court shall consider in deterrnining whether the plaintiff IS 

entitled to a prelin1inary injunction are: 

(1) Whether the plaintiff is likely to prevail on the Inerits of the case; 
(2) Whether, in the absence of relief, the plaintiff will suffer irreparable 

harm; 
(3) Whether there will be substantial harn1 to the defendant or another 

party if relief is granted; and 
(4) Whether the public interest favors granting relief. 

(c) The housing provider and the Mayor shall not be required to give bond to 
obtain an injunction. 

(Oct. 19,2000, D.C. Law 13-172, § 1304,47 DCR 6308.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 
see § 1304 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget Sup-

port Emergency Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-376, 
July 24,2000, 47 DCR 6574). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1304 of the Fiscal Year 200 1 Budget 
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Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
or 2000 (D.C. Act 13-438, October 20, 2000, 47 
DCR 8740). 

Legislative History of Laws 

Key Numbers 
Landlord and Tenant ~177. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

§ 42-3604. Full hearing. 

For Law 13-172, see notes following 
§ 42-3601. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 956 to 957, 

966. 

(a)(1) Within 10 days of the issuance of the preliminary injunction, excluding 
Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays, the Court shall hold a full hearing on 
the merits of the eviction action. If a hearing for a prelin1inary injunction has 
not been requested, the Court shall expeditiously schedule a full hearing. If it is 
determined by a preponderance of the evidence, after consideration of the 
factors set forth in § 42-3602, that the rental unit is a drug haven, the Court 
shaH issue a final order that Inandates one or more of the following: 

(A) Eviction of the tenant or occupant within 72 hours; or 
(B) Closure of the rental unit for a period of time to be decided by the 

Court. 
(2) The Court may order the owner of the property to submit for court 

approval a plan of correction to ensure, to the extent reasonably possible, 
that the property will not again be used for a drug haven or nuisance. 

(b) Execution of a final order shall occur within 5 days of the issuance of the 
final order, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays. If the United 
States Marshal of the District of Columbia has not executed the final order 
within 5 days of issuance of the final order, the final order shall continue to be 
executable and valid, in accordance with Rule 16(a) of the Court Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 

(c) The Court shall not enter a final order to evict a tenant or occupant 
against whon1 the action was filed if the tenant or occupant shows by a 
preponderance of the evidence that the events or actions upon which the 
judgment may be granted: 

(1) Could not reasonably have been known to the tenant or occupant; 
(2) Were not part of a pattern and practice of the tenant or occupant of the 

unit; or 
(3) Were reported to the Metropolitan Police Department by the tenant or 

occupant. 

(Oct. 19,2000, D.C. Law 13-172, § 1305,47 DCR 6308.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Emergency Act Amendments Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 

For temporary (90-day) addition or section, of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-438, October 20, 2000, 47 
sec § 1305 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget Sup- DCR 8740). 
port Emergency Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-376, 
July 24,2000,47 DCR 6574). Legislative History of Laws 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec- For Law 13-172, see notes following 
tion, see § 1305 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget § 42-360l. 
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Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

§ 42-3606 

Landlord and Tenant ~177. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 956 to 957, 
966. 

§ 42-3605. Default judgment. 

The Court shall not enter a default judgment to evict a tenant or occupant 
who has failed to plead or otherwise defend unless, based upon evidence 
presented by the plaintiff, the Court determines that the rental unit is a drug 
haven or nuisance. 

(Oct. 19, 2000, D.C. Law 13-172, § 1306,47 DCR 6308.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 

see § 1306 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget Sup
port Emergency Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-376, 
July 24, 2000, 47 DCR 6574). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § L306 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget 

Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-438, October 20, 2000, 47 
DCR 8740). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-172, see notes following 

§ 42-3601. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant ~ 177. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 956 to 957, 
966. 

§ 42-3606. Complaint by affected tenant or resident association. 

(a) To initiate an action pursuant to § 42-3602, an affected tenant, resident, 
or resident association may submit a petition accompanied by a complaint for 
review by the Mayor. The housing provider may be named as party plaintiff in 
the petition. The review of the petition by the Mayor shall be completed within 
7 days of receipt of the petition. 

(b) The petition shall set forth the following: 
(1) The date and time the affected tenant, resident, or resident association 

witnessed the possession, manufacture, storage, distribution, use, or atten1pt
ed possession, 111anufacture, storage, distribution, or use of an illegal drug in 
the rental unit by a tenant or occupant; 

(2) The name, address, and telephone number of any corroborating wit
ness; and 

(3) Any other information relevant to the petition that can be verified by a 
named witness or independent authority, including the Metropolitan Police 
Department. 

(c) If, upon review, the Mayor determines that a petition and complaint are 
complete, the affected tenant, resident, or resident association may file the 
complaint with the Court to commence an action pursuant to § 42-3602. 

(d) The Court shall proceed to consider the complaint under §§ 42-3602 and 
42-3603. 

(Oct. 19, 2000, D.C. Law 13-172, § 1307, 47 DCR 6308.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 

see § 1307 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget Sup
port Emergency Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-376, 
July 24,2000, 47 DCR 6574). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1307 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget 

Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-438, October 20, 2000, 47 
DCR 8740). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-172, see notes following 

§ 42-3601. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant <> 180. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

c.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 956 to 957, 
966, 971 to 981. 

§ 42-3607. Mayor's authority and responsibility. 

(a) The Mayor shall establish within the Metropolitan Police Department a 
division to provide assistance to, supervision of, or protection to a plaintiff who 
has obtained an eviction order or other relief pursuant to this subchapter. 

(b) The Mayor shall report to the Council on an annual basis on the 
effectiveness of this subchapter. 

(Oct. 19,2000, D.C. Law 13-172, § 1308,47 DCR 6308.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 

see § 1308 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget Sup
port Emergency Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-376, 
July 24, 2000, 47 DCR 6574). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1308 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-438, October 20, 2000, 47 
DCR 8740). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-172, see notes following 

§ 42-3601. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of Authority Pursuant to D.C. Law 

13-172, the Residential Drug-Related Evictions 
Re-enactment Act of 2000, see Mayor's Order 
2006-206, December 30, 2005 53 DCR 2701). 

Key Numbers 

Library References 
Encyclopedias 

District of Columbia (?7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 

C.J.S. District of Columbia §§ 6 to 10. 

§ 42-3608. Court costs and attorney's fees. 

The Court may award court costs and reasonable attorney's fees to a CIVIC 

association, comm.unity association, or resident association that is the prevail
ing plaintiff in an action brought under this subchapter. 

(Oct. 19,2000, D.C. Law 13-172, § 1309,47 DCR 6308.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Emergency Act Amendments Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 

For temporary (90-day) addition of section, of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-438, October 20, 2000, 47 
see § 1309 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget Sup- DCR 8740). 
port Emergency Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-376, 
July 24,2000,47 DCR 6574). Legislative History of Laws 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec- For Law 13-172, see notes following 
tion, see § 1309 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget § 42-360l. 
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Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Landlord and Tenant (;::;> 180. 
Westlaw Topic No. 233. 

C.J.S. Landlord and Tenant §§ 956 to 957, 
966, 971 to 981. 

§ 42-3609. Availability of other remedies. 

The provisions of this subchapter shall not limit the availability of other 
remedies under law or other equitable relief whether or not an adequate 
remedy exists at law. 

(Oct. 19,2000, D.C. Law 13-172, § 1310,47 DCR 6308.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 

see § 1310 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget Sup
port Emergency Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-376, 
July 24,2000,47 DCR 6574). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1310 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget 

§ 42-3610. Rules. 

Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2000 (D.C. Act J 3-438, October 20, 2000, 47 
DCR 8740). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-172, see notes following 
§ 42-3601. 

(a) The Mayor shall issue proposed rules to implement the provisions of this 
subchapter. The proposed rules shall be submitted to the Council for a 45-day 
period of review, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, legal holidays, and days of 
Council recess. If the Council does not approve or disapprove the proposed 
rules, in whole or in part, by resolution within this 45-day review period, the 
proposed rules shall be deellled approved. Nothing in this section shall affect 
any requirements imposed upon the Mayor by subchapter I of Chapter 5 of Title 
2. 

(b) The Mayor may issue emergency rules without prior Council approval, 
which shall be effective for not lllore than 120 days. 

(Oct. 19,2000, D.C. Law 13-172, § 1311,47 DCR 6308.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 

see § 1311 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget Sup
port Emergency Act of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-376, 
July 24,2000,47 DCR 6574). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 1311 of the Fiscal Year 2001 Budget 
Support Congressional Review Emergency Act 
of 2000 (D.C. Act 13-438, October 20, 2000, 47 
DCR 8740). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For Law [3-172, see notes following 
§ 42-3601. 

Resolutions 

Resolution 16-614, the "Residential Drug-Re
lated Evictions Regulations Approval Resolution 
of 2006", was approved effective April 18,2006. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
District of Columbia (;:;::>7. 
Westlaw Topic No. 132. 
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§ 42-3631 REAL PROPERTY 

SUBCHAPTER II. EXPIRED PROVISIONS. 

§ 42-3631. Definitions. [Expired] 

(June 13, 1990, D.C. Law 8-139, § 2, 37 DCR 2645; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-176, 
§ 2(a), 43 DCR 4234.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2559.1. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 2 of Abatement of Controlled Dan
gerous Substances Nuisance Temporary Amend
ment Act of 1998 (D.C. Law 12-158, October 7, 
1998, law notification 45 DCR 7576). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 2(a) of the Drug House Abatement Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1996 (D.C. Act 11-446, De
cember 5, 1996, 43 DCR 6664). 

For temporary amendment of section, see § 2 
of the Abatement of Controlled Dangerous Sub
stances Nuisances Emergency Amendment Act 
of 1998 (D.C. Act 12-376, June 5, 1998, 45 DCR 
4461), § 2 of the Abatement of Controlled Dan
geroLls Substances Nuisances Legislative Re
view Emergency Amendment Act of 1998 (D.C. 
Act 12-424, July 31, 1998, 45 DCR 5680), and 
§ 2 of the Abatement of Controlled Dangerous 
Substances Nuisances Congressional Review 
Emergency Amendment Act of 1998 (D.C. Act 
12-513, November 18, 1998, 45 DCR 9047). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 8-139, the "Residential Drug-Related 

Evictions Am.endment Act of 1990," was intro
duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 8-] 94, 
which was referred to the Committee on Con
sumer and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on March 
13,1990, and March 27,1990, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on April 17, 1990, it was 
assigned Act No. 8-195 and transmitted to both 
Houses of Congress for its review. 

Law 11-176, the "Abatement of Controlled 
Dangerous Substances Nuisance Amendment 
Act of 1996," was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 11-070, which was referred to 
the Committee on the Judiciary. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on June 4, 
1996, and July 3, 1996, respectively. Signed by 
the Mayor on July 22, 1996, it was assigned Act 
No. 11-326 and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for its review. D.C. Law 11-] 76 be
came effective an April 9, 1997. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Expiration of Law 8-139: Section 12(b) of 

D.C. Law 8-139 provided that the act shall 
expire 10 years after the effective date of the 
act. D.C. Law 8-139 became effective on June 
13, 1990. 

§ 42-3632. Action for possession of rental unit used as a drug haven. 
[Expired] 

(June 13, 1990, D.C. Law 8-139, § 3, 37 DCR 2645; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-176, 
§ 2(b), 43 DCR 4234; June 3, 1997, D.C. Law 11-274, § 19(a), 44 DCR 1232.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2559.2. 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary amendment of section, see 
§ 2(b) of the Drug House Abatement Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1996 (D.C. Act 11-446, De
cember 5, 1996, 43 DCR 6664). 

Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. La\\! 11-176, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3631. 

Law 11-274, the "Sex Offender Registration 
Act of 1996," was introduced in Council and 
assigned Bill No. 11-386, which was referred to 
the Committee on the Judiciary. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second ,:eadings on No
vember 7, 1996, and December 3, 1996, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on December 24, 
1996, it was assigned Act No. 11-5\0 and trans-

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-139, see mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re-
Historical and Statutory Notes following view. D.C. Law 11-274 became effective on 
§ 42-3631. June 3, 1997. 
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Miscellaneous Notes 
Expiration of Law 8-139: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-3631. 

§ 42-3633. Preliminary injunction review. [Expired] 

(June 13, 1990, D.C. Law 8-139, § 4, 37 DCR 2645; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-176, 
§ 2(e), 43 DCR 4234.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2559.3. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 2ec) of the Drug House Abatement Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1996 (D.C. Act 11-446, De
cember 5, 1996, 43 DCR 6664). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-139, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3631. 

§ 42-3634. Fun hearing. [Expired] 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-176, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3631. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Expiration of Law 8-139: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3631. 

(June 13, 1990, D.C. Law 8-139, § 5, 37 DCR 2645; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law] 1-176, 
§ 2(d), 43 DCR 4234.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2559.4. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 2(d) of the Drug House Abatement Emergen
cy Amendment Act of 1996 (D.C. Act 11-446, 
December 5, 1996, 43 DCR 6664). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-139, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3631. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-176, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3631. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Expiration of Law 8-139: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3631. 

§ 42-3635. Default judgment. [Expired] 

(June 13, 1990, D.C. Law 8-139, § 6, 37 DCR 2645; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-176, 
§ 2(e), 43 DCR 4234.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2559.5. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 2(e) of the Drug House Abatement Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1996 (D.C. Act 11-446, De
cember 5, 1996,43 DCR 6664). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-139, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3631. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-176, 
sec Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3631. 
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§ 42-3635 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Expiration of Law 8-139: See Historical and 

Statutory Notes following § 42-363l. 

REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-3636. Complaint by affected tenant or resident association. [Ex
pired] 

(June 13, 1990, D.C. Law 8-139, § 7,37 DCR 2645.) 

Prior Codifications 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 
1981 Ed., § 45-2559.6. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-139, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3631. 

Expiration of Law 8-139: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3631. 

§ 42-3637. Mayor's authority and responsibility. [Expired] 

(June 13, 1990, D.C. Law 8-139, § 8, 37 DCR 2645.) 

Prior Codifications 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 
1981 Ed., § 45-2559.7. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-139, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3631. 

Expiration of Law 8-139: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3631. 

§ 42-3638. Court costs and attorney's fees. [Expired] 

(June 13, 1990, D.C. Law 8-139, § 8a; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-176, § 2(t), 43 DCR 
4234.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2559.7a. 

Emergency Act Amendments 

For temporary addition of section, see § 2(f) 
of the Drug House Abatement Emergency 

§ 42-3639. Rules. [Expired] 

Amendment Act of 1996 (D.C. Act 11-446, De
cember 5, 1996, 43 DCR 6664). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-176, 

see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3631. 

(June 13, 1990, D.C. Law 8-139, § 9, 37 DCR 2645.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Eel., § 45-2559.8. 

Legislative History of Laws 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Expiration of Law 8-139: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3631. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-139, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3631. 
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§ 42-3640. Availability of other remedies. [Expired] 

(June 13, 1990, D.C. Law 8-139, § 10, 37 DCR 2645; Apr. 9, 1997, D.C. Law 11-176, 
§ 2(g), 43 DCR 4234.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2559.9. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary amendment of section, see 

§ 2(g) of the Drug House Abatement Emergency 
Amendment Act of 1996 (D.C. Act 11-446, De
cember 5, 1996,43 DCR 6664). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-139, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3631. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-176, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3631. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Expiration of Law 8-139: See Historical and 
Statutory Notes following § 42-3631. 
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Section 
42-3651.01. 
42-3651.02. 
42-3651.03. 
42-3651.04. 
42-3651.05. 
42-3651.06. 
42-3651.07. 
42-3651.08. 

CHAPTER 36A 

TENANT RECEIVERSHIP. 

Purpose of the appointment of a receiver. 
Grounds for appointment of a receiver. 
Petition for receivership. 
Notice and hearing requirements. 
Appointment of a receiver; continuation of ex parte appointment. 
Powers and duties of a receiver. 
Termination of receivership. 
Final Accounting. 

§ 42-3651.01. Purpose of the appointment of a receiver. 

The purpose of the appointment of a receiver under this chapter shall be to 
safeguard the health, safety, and security of the tenants of a rental housing 
accOlnmodation if there exists a violation of District of Columbia or federal law 
which seriously threatens the tenant's health, safety, or security. The receiver 
shall not take actions inconsistent with this purpose or take actions other than 
those necessary and proper to the maintenance and repair of the rental housing 
accommodation. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to limit or abrogate 
any other comInon law or statutory right to petition for receivership. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 501,48 DCR 1888.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of Authority Under D.C. Law 

] 3-281, the "Abatement and Condemnation of 
Nuisance Property Omnibus Amendment Act of 
2002", see Mayor's Order 2002-33, March 1, 
2002 (49 OCR] 875). 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Section 601 of D.C. Law 13-281 provides: 

"The Mayor may issue rules to implement the 
Abatement and Condemnation of Nuisance 
Properties Omnibus Amendment Act of 2000 in 
accordance with the District of Columbia Ad
ministrative Procedure Act." 

Key Numbers 
Receivers C;:::> 1. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Receivers §§ 1 to 3. 
Westlaw Topic No. 323. 

Notes of Decisions 

In general 1 ceivership of defendants' apartment complex 
under act, did not implicate double jeopardy 
concerns, where stated purpose of act was to 

1. In general "safeguard the health, safety, and security of 
Tenant Receivership Act was not intended to tenants," burden of proof under act was pre-

punish owners or others who caused housing ponderance of the evidence, and receivership 
violations, but rather to remedy violations to was not a punishment and was not intended for 
protect the tenants, and thus defendants' crimi- retribution or deterrence purposes. John v. 
nal prosecution for housing violations, while District of Columbia, 2002, 813 A.2d 178. Dou-
state also initiated civil proceedings to gain re- ble Jeopardy ('P 23 
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§ 42-3651.02. Grounds for appointment of a receiver. 

(a)(1) A receiver may be appointed if a rental housing accommodation has 
been cited by the Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs for a 
violation of chapters 1 through 16 of Title 14 of the District of Columbia 
Municipal Regulations or Title 12 of the District of Columbia Municipal 
Regulations, or its equivalent, which violation poses a serious threat to the 
health, safety, or security of the tenants; and 

(2) The owner, agent, lessor, or manager has been properly notified of the 
violation but has failed timely to abate the violations; provided, that proper 
notification shall be deemed to have been effected if a copy of the notice has 
been served pursuant to applicable law or rule, or as follows: 

(A) By personal service on the property owner, lessor, or manager or the 
agent thereof; 

(B) By delivering the notice to the last known home or business address 
of the property owner, lessor, manager, or agent as identified by the tax 
records, business license records, or business entity registration records, 
and leaving it with a person over 16 years of age residing or en1ployed 
therein; 

(C) By mailing the notice, via first-class mail postage prepaid, to the last 
known hOllle or business address of the property owner, lessor, l11anager, 
or agent as identified by the tax records, business license records, or 
business entity registration records; or 

(D) If the notice is returned as undeliverable by the post office authori
ties, or if no address is known or can be ascertained from the District's tax, 
business license, or business entity registration records, by posting a copy 
of the notice in a conspicuous place in or about the structure affected by 
such notice. 

(b) A receiver may also be appointed if a rental housing accommodation has 
been operated in a manner that delllonstrates a pattern of neglect for the 
property for a period of 30 consecutive days and such neglect poses a serious 
threat to the health, safety, or security of the tenants. For purposes of this 
subsection, the term "pattern of neglect" includes all evidence that the owner, 
agent, lessor, or manager of the rental housing accommodation has maintained 
the pren1ises in a serious state of disrepair, including vermin or rat infestation, 
filth or contamination, inadequate ventilation, illumination, sanitary, heating or 
life safety facilities, inoperative fire suppression or warning equiplllent, or any 
other condition that constitutes a hazard to its occupants or to the public. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 502, 48 DCR 1888; Oct. 19, 2002, D.C. Law 14-213, 
§ 32(c), 49 DCR 8140; Mar. 21, 2009, D.C. Law 17-319, § 5(a), 56 DCR 214.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Effect of Amendments 

D.C. Law 14-213, in par. (1), validated a 
previously made technical correction. 

D.C. Law 17-319 rewrote the section, which 
had read as follows: 

"A receiver may be appointed if: 

"(1) A rental housing accommodation has 
been cited by the Department of Consumer and 
Regulatory Affairs for a violation of chapters 1 
through 16 of Title 14 of the District of Colum
bia Municipal Regulations, or its equivalent, 
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\vhich violation poses a serious threat to the 
health, safety, or security of the tenants; and 

"(2) The owner, agent, lessor, or manager has 
been properly notified of the violation but has 
failed timely to abate the violations." 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
Section Sea) of D.C. Law 17-237 amended 

this section to read as follows: 
"Sec. 502. Grounds for appointment of a 

receiver. 
"(a) (I) A receiver may be appointed if a 

rental housing accommodation has been cited 
by the Department of Consumer and Regulatory 
AfTai rs for a violation of chapters 1 through 16 
of Title 14 of the District of Columbia Municipal 
Regulations or Title 12 of the District of Colum
bia Municipal Regulations, or its equivalent, 
which violation poses a serious threat to the 
health, safety, or security of the tenants; and 

"(2) The owner, agent, lessor, or manager has 
been properly notified of the violation but has 
failed timely to abate the violations; provided, 
that proper notification shall be deemed to have 
been effected if a copy of the notice has been 
served pursuant to applicable law or rule, or as 
follows: 

"(A) By personal service on the property 
owner, lessor, or manager or the agent thereof; 
or 

"(B) By delivering the notice to the last 
known home or business address of the proper
ty owner, lessor, manager, or agent as identified 
by the tax records, business license records, or 
busi ness entity registration records, and leaving 
it with a person over 16 years of age residing or 
employed therein; or 

"(C) By mailing the notice, via first-class mail 
postage prepaid, to the last known home or 
business address of the property owner, lessor, 
manager, or agent as identified by the tax rec
ords, business license records, or business entity 
registration records; or 

"(D) If the notice is returned as undeliverable 
by the post office authorities, or if no address is 
known or can be ascertained from the District's 

REAL PROPERTY 

tax, business license, or business entity registra
tion records, by posting a copy of the notice in a 
conspicuous place in or about the structure 
affected by the notice. 

"(b) A receiver may also be appointed if a 
rental housing accommodation has been operat
ed in a manner that demonstrates a pattern of 
neglect for the property for a period of 30 
consecutive days and such neglect poses a seri
ous threat to the health, safety, or security of the 
tenants. For the purposes of this subsection, 
the term "pattern of neglect" includes all evi
dence that the owner, agent, lessor, or manager 
of the rental housing accommodation has main
tained the premises in a serious state of disre
pair including, vermin or rat infestation, filth or 
contamination, inadequate ventilation, illumina
tion, sanitary, heating or life safety facilities, 
inoperative fire suppression or warning equip
ment, or any other condition that constitutes a 
hazard to it; occupants or to the public.". 

Section 8(b) of D.C. Law 17-237 provides that 
the act shall expire after 225 days of its having 
taken effect. 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment, see 

§ 5(a) of Abatement of Nuisance Properties and 
Tenant Receivership Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2008 (D.C. Act 17-420, July 8, 2008, 55 
DCR 7703). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 5(a) of Abatement of Nuisance Prop
erties and Tenant Receivership Congressional 
Review Emergency Amendment Act of 2008 
(D.C. Act 17-563, October 27, 2008, 55 DCR 
12019). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.05. 

For Law 14-213, see notes following 
§ 42-11 02. 

For Law 17-319, see notes following 
§ 42-313 1.01. 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Receivers (;:::>12 to 28. 
Westlaw Topic No. 323. 

C.J.S. Receivers §§ 10, 16, 18 to 31. 

§ 42-3651.03. Petition for receivership. 

(a) Notwithstanding the availability of any other remedy, the Corporation 
Counsel may, in the name of the District of Columbia and based on the grounds 
set forth in § 42-3651.02, petition the Superior Court of the District of 
Columbia ("Court") to appoint a receiver of the rents or payments for use and 
occupancy for the affected rental housing accommodation. 
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(b) Notwithstanding the availability of any other remedy, a majority of the 
tenants in the rental housing accommodation may, based on the grounds set 
forth in § 42-3651.02, submit a written request asking the Corporation Counsel 
to petition the Court to appoint a receiver of the rents or payments for use and 
occupancy of the affected rental housing accommodation. H the Corporation 
Counsel denies the request or does not file a petition within 5 days, excluding 
Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays, after receiving a request, the requestor 
may file with the Court a petition for the appointment of a receiver. 

(c) Except as provided in § 42-3651.04(b), the Court shall set a date for a 
hearing on the petition no later than 30 days after the filing of the petition. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 503,48 DCR 1888.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Key Numbers 
Receivers (;::;::;>32. 
Westlaw Topic No. 323. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Receivers §§ 37, 43 to 48. 

§ 42-3651.04. Notice and hearing requirements. 

(a)(1) After a petition has been filed under § 42-3651.03, the Chief Judge of 
the Superior Court, or the Judge's designee, shall iIllmediately issue an order 
requiring the owner, agent, lessor, or manager, as respondent, to show cause 
why a receiver should not be appointed. The order shall include a notice that 
the Court will consider, in addition to the grounds for receivership set forth in 
§ 42-3651.02, a plan submitted by the respondent to abate the conditions 
alleged in the petition. 

(2) The order of the Court, along with the notice and a copy of the petition, 
shall be served on the owner of record, and the agent, lessor, or manager, at 
his or her last known address or by such other n1ethod as the Court lllay 
direct and shall be posted in a conspicuous place upon the rental housing 
accomillodation. 

(3)(A) H the petition is not filed by the Office of the Corporation Counsel, 
the order of the Court, along with a copy of the petition, shall be served on 
the Corporation Counsel. 

(B) No later than 5 days, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal 
holidays, after receiving a copy of the petition under subparagraph (A) of 
this paragraph, the Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs shall 
lllake available to the petitioner for its use in the proceedings certified 
copies of all licensure and housing inspection reports in the custody of the 
District government that document conditions in the rental housing aCCOlll
lllodation within the previous 3 years. 

(b)(1) H, upon filing of a petition, the Court finds probable cause to believe a 
condition or practice in the affected rental housing accomillodation poses an 
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ilnmediate danger to the health, safety, or security of the tenants, it may, ex 
parte, issue an order of not more than 14 days duration appointing a receiver 
and direct that the order be served along with the notice required by this 
section; provided, that a hearing be commenced before the expiration of the 
order. 

(2)(A) In the event of an ex parte appointment under paragraph (1) of this 
subsection, the petitioner shall ensure that the owner, agent, lessor, or 
luanager of the rental housing accommodation is served with notice and a 
copy of the petition, any supporting affidavits, and the order of appointment: 

(i) By personal service within 72 hours after the appointment; or 
(ii) By notice conspicuously posted inside or on the front door of the 

rental housing accommodation within 96 hours of the appointment, if the 
petitioner files with the Court a sworn statement setting forth in detail 
his diligent effort to serve notice under sub-subparagraph (i) of this 
subparagraph. 
(B) In addition, the petitioner shall serve the order of the Court, along 

with a copy of the petition, on the owner of record at his or her last known 
address and his or her agent, lessor, or manager at his or her last known 
address. 

(c) A receiver appointed under subsection (b) of this section luay immediately 
collect all rents or payments for use and occupancy of the affected rental 
housing accommodation and alleviate the conditions cited by the Court in the 
order appointing the receiver. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 504,48 DCR 1888.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Key Numbers 
Receivers <s;;>35 to 40. 
Westlaw Topic No. 323. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Receivers §§ 39,49 to 62. 

§ 42-3651.05. Appointment of a receiver; continuation of ex parte ap
pointment. 

(a)(l) After a hearing, the Court may appoint a receiver for a rental housing 
accomluodation or continue the appointment of a receiver made ex parte if it 
finds that the petitioner has proven, by a preponderance of the evidence, the 
existence of the grounds for receivership as set forth in § 42-3651.02 and finds 
that the respondent has not provided the Court with a sufficient plan for 
abatement of the conditions alleged in the petition. 

(2) Upon acceptance of a respondent's plan, the Court may dismiss the 
petition or retain the case for purposes of monitoring respondent's execution 
of the plan. The monitoring shall continue until the Court, on its own motion 
or that of any party: 
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(A) Dismisses the petition on grounds that the respondent has cOlnpleted 
the plan; or 

(B) Finds the respondent has not made sufficient progress to complete 
the plan, in which event it may order appointment of a receiver under this 
section. 

(b) Except as provided in subsection (c) of this section, the Court may 
appoint as a receiver any person or entity who has demonstrated to the Court 
the capacity and expertise to develop and supervise a viable financial and 
construction plan for the satisfactory rehabilitation of the rental housing 
accOlnmodation 

(c) The Court shall not appoint as a receiver: 
(1) An employee of a District of Columbia government agency that licenses 

or provides a financial payment to the type of housing accon1modation being 
placed in receivership; 

(2) A person who has a financial interest in any other real property in 
common with the owner of the property being placed under receivership; or 

(3) A parent, child, grandchild, spouse, or domestic partner as defined in 
§ 32-701(3), sibling, first cousin, aunt, or uncle of the owner of the property 
being placed under receivership or a tenant of the property being placed 
under receivership, whether the relationship arises by blood, marriage, or 
adoption. 

(d)(1) Before a receiver takes charge of a rental housing accommodation, the 
receiver shall post a bond, the premiums of which may be paid in installments, 
with the Court, which bond: 

(A) Does not exceed the value of the rental housing accOlnmodation and 
its furnishings, records, and other related personal property and goods; 
and 

(B) Is held by the Court for the benefit of all persons interested in the 
faithful performance of the receivership. 
(2) Unless the Court directs otherwise, the receiver may pay the prelnium 

of the bond from the rental housing accOlnmodation's income. 
(3) The bond requirement of this subsection may be waived by the Court 

for good cause. 

(e) Any person authorized to file a petition under § 42-3651.03 may petition 
the Court to appoint a substitute if a receiver: 

(1) Dies; 
(2) Has or develops a disability which impedes his or her ability to carry 

out the receivership; 
(3) Has or develops a conflict of interest; or 
(4) Fails to make reasonable progress in carrying out the receivership. 

(f) As part of any order appointing a receiver, or in any plan for abatelnent 
presented by a respondent, the Court Inay, in appropriate circumstances, order 
that the respondent contribute funds in excess of the rents collected from the 
rental housing accommodation for the purposes of abating housing code 
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violations and assuring that any conditions that are a serious threat to the 
health, safety, or security of the occupants or public are corrected. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 505,48 DCR 1888; Sept. 8, 2004, D.C. Law 15-176, 
§ 4, 51 DCR 5707; Mar. 21, 2009, D.C. Law 17-319, § 5(b), 56 DCR 214.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 15-176, in par. (3) of subsec. (c), 

substituted "spouse, or domestic partner as de
fined in § 32-701(3)," for "spouse". 

D.C. Law 17-319 added subsec. (£). 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 5(b) of Abatement of Nuisance Prop
erties and Tenant Receivership Temporary 
amendment Act of 2008 (D.C. Law 17-237, Oc
tober 21, 2008, law notification 55 DCR 11700). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment, see 

§ 5(b) of Abatement of Nuisance Properties and 
Tenant Receivership Emergency Amendment 
Act of 2008 (D.C. Act 17--420, July 8, 2008, 55 
DCR 7703). 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 5(b) of Abatement of Nuisance Prop
erties and Tenant Receivership Congressional 
Review Emergency Amendment Act of 2008 
(D.C. Act 17-563, October 27, 2008, 55 DCR 
12019). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.05. 
For Law 15-176, see notes following 

§ 42-1102. 
For Law 17-319, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.01. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Applicability of D.C. Law 15-176: Section 7 of 

D.C. Law 15-176 provides: 
"Sections 2 through 6 shall apply as of Octo

ber 1,2003." 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Receivers (;::::>49 to 64. 
Westlaw Topic No. 323. 

C.J.S. Receivers §§ 68, 73 to 97. 

§ 42-3651.06. Powers and duties of a receiver. 

(a) A receiver shall: 
(1) Take charge of the operation and management of the rental housing 

accommodation and assume all rights to possess and use the building, 
fixtures, furnishings, records, and other related property and goods that the 
owner or property manager would have if the receiver had not been appoint
ed; and 

(2) Give notice of the receivership, in accordance with subsection (b) of 
this section, to the rental housing accommodation's tenants and employees, 
all public utility providers whom the owner was responsible for paying before 
the appointlnent of the receiver, any IIlOrtgage company holding a lien 
against the property, and any other person whom the Court orders should 
receive notice; 

(3) Have the power to collect all rents and payments for use and occupan
cy; 

(4 )(A) Provide the Court, within 30 days following the issuance of the order 
of appointment, with a plan for the rehabilitation of the rental housing 
accol1ullodation, including the projected dates when all causes giving rise to 
the appointment will be abated and a financial forecast indicating how the 
rehabilitation will be paid for; 
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(B) Serve a copy of the plan upon the owner of record, the Corporation 
Counsel, and the tenants of the rental housing accon1modation, or their 
representative; 
(5)(A) Report to the Court every 6 months after the filing of the report 

required under paragraph (4) of this subsection, describing the progress 
made in abating the conditions giving rise to the appointment, updating the 
financial forecast for the rehabilitation, and describing any changes in the 
condition of the rental housing accommodation that may change the pro
posed cOlllpletion dates submitted under paragraph (4) of this subsection; 

(B) Serve a copy of the report upon the owner of record, the Corporation 
Counsel, and the tenants of the rental housing accommodation, or their 
representative; 
(6) Preserve all property and records with which the receiver has been 

entrusted; 
(7) Assullle all rights of the owner to enforce or avoid terms of a lease, 

n10rtgage, secured transactions, and other contracts related to the rental 
housing accommodation and its operation; and 

(8) Carry out any other duties established by the Court. 

(b) The notice required by subsection (a)(2) of this section shall include, at a 
minimum, the following information in not less than 12-point type in both 
English and Spanish: 

(1) The reasons for the receivership; 
(2) The identity of the receiver, his or her address and telephone number; 
(3) The receiver's responsibilities and duties; 
(4) The anticipated duration of the receivership; and 
(5) That no tenant is required to move as a result of the receivership. 

(c) The receiver shall, under the plan described in subsection (a)(4) of this 
section, 111ake payments in accordance with the following priorities: 

(1) As a first priority, using monthly rental income, to abate housing code 
violations if abaten1ent is required within 7 days of service of notice, and, 
after abatement of the conditions, to abate housing code violations if abate
ment is required within 30 days of service of notice; and 

(2) As a second priority, for other purposes reasonably necessary in the 
ordinary course of business of the property, including maintenance and 
upkeep of the rental housing accomlllodation, payment of utility bills, n10rt
gages and other debts, and payment of the receiver's fee. 

(d) The receiver shall not make capital improvements to the property except 
those necessary to abate housing code violations. 

(e) The receiver shall not enter into contracts which affect the ownership of 
the property. 

(f) The receiver shall be personally liable only for his or her acts of gross 
negligence or intentional wrongdoing in carrying out the receivership. 

(g) A receiver shall be entitled to a reasonable fee established by the Court 
and payable frOlll the revenues of the rental housing accomn10dation. 
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(h) The receiver may apply for grants and subsidies for the relief of distressed 
properties to the same extent as the owner of the rental housing accommoda
tion. 

(i) The owner, agent, manager, or lessor shall be enjoined from collecting 
rents and payments for use and occupancy for the duration of the receivership. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 506,48 DCR 1888; Oct. 19,2002, D.C. Law 14-213, 
§ 32(d), 49 DCR 8140; Mar. 21, 2009, D.C. Law 17-319, § s(c), 56 DCR 214.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Effect of Amendments 
D.C. Law 14-213, in subsec. (c), validated a 

previously made technical correction. 
D.C. Law 17-319, in subsec. (c)(1), deleted 

"no more than half of" following" using". 

Temporary Amendments of Section 
For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec

tion, see § 5(c) of Abatement of Nuisance Prop
el-ties and Tenant Receivership Temporary 
amendment Act of 2008 (D.C. Law 17-237, Oc
tober 21. 2008, law notification 55 DCR 11700). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90 day) amendment, see 

§ S(c) of Abatcmcnt of Nuisance Properties and 
Tcnant Rcccivcrship Emergency Amendment 

Act of 2008 (D.C. Act 17-420, July 8, 2008, 55 
DCR 7703). " 

For temporary (90 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 5(c) of Abatement of Nuisance Prop
erties and Tenant Receivership Congressional 
Review Emergency Amendment Act of 2008 
(D.C. Act 17-563, October 27, 2008, 55 DCR 
12019). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see 

§ 42-3131.05. 
For Law 14-213, see 

§ 42-1102. 
For Law 17-319, see 

§ 42-3131.01. 

notes following 

notes following 

notes following 

Key Numbers 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 
Receivers <P81 to 109. 
Wcstlaw Topic No. 323. 

C.J.S. Receivers §§ 120 to 121, 139 to 193, 
463. 

§ 42-3651.07. Termination of receivership, 

(a) Except as provided in subsection (b) of this section, a receivership shaH 
terminate when: 

(1) The Court determines that the receivership is no longer necessary 
because the grounds on which the appointment of the receiver was based no 
longer exist, that the receiver has received proper compensation for the 
services provided, and that the District of Columbia has been reimbursed for 
all expenses related to the appointment of the receiver; or 

(2) The Court determines on recommendation from the receiver that the 
violations giving rise to the appointment of the receiver cannot be abated and 
serves a copy of the order within 10 days on the Director of the Department 
of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. 

(b)(1) Notwithstanding subsection (a) of this section, a receivership of a 
rental housing accon1n1odation shall not be terminated in favor of any person 
who was the owner of the rental housing accommodation or his representative 
at the tilne the petition was filed under § 42-3651.03, or, in the discretion of 
the Court, any person who is or was an affiliate of the owner, agent, lessor, or 
Inanager, unless he or she first reimburses the District of Columbia for the 
expenses incurred in creating the receivership. 
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(2) The Court may in addition require that, before a person specified in 
paragraph (1) of this subsection resumes control of a rental housing accom
modation, he or she post bond in an amount the Court deen1s appropriate as 
security against noncompliance with the law. If the receivership is not 
reinstated under subsection (c) of this section, the bond money shall be 
returned with all applicable interest. 

(c) Should it appear that, within 2 years after a receivership is tenuinated in 
favor of a person specified in subsection (b)( 1) of this section, that person is not 
luaintaining the affected rental housing accommodation in substantial compli
ance with all applicable laws, and should the Court so find after granting notice 
and a hearing to all parties to the earlier receivership proceeding, the previous 
order appointing a receiver may be reinstated. A receiver thus reappointed luay 
use all or part of any bond posted pursuant to subsection (b)(2) of this section 
to remedy the deficiencies. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 507,48 DCR 1888.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For Law 13-281, see notes following 

§ 42-3131.05. 

Key Numbers 
Receivers <?60. 
Westlaw Topic No. 323. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Receivers §§ 87 to 91. 

§ 42-3651.08. Final Accounting. 

Within 30 calendar days after termination of a receivership, the receiver shall 
give the Court a complete accounting of all property with which he or she has 
been entrusted, all funds collected, and all expenses incurred. 

(Apr. 27, 2001, D.C. Law 13-281, § 508,48 DCR 1888.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
IJegislative History of Laws 

For Law 13-281, see notes following 
§ 42-3131.05. 

Key Numbers 
Receivers C:::>190 to 204. 
Westlaw Topic No. 323. 

Library References 

Encyclopedias 

C.J.S. Receivers §§ 448 to 486. 
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Section 

SUBTITLE VII-A 

PERSONAL PROPERTY 

CHAPTER 36B 

LEASE-PURCHASE AGREEMENTS. 

42-3671.01. Definitions. 
42-3671.02. Consumer rights. 
42-3671.03. General requirements of disclosures. 
42-3671.04. Disclosures. 
42-3671.05. Maintenance of the property. 
42-3671.06. Prohibited practices. 
42-3671.07. Reinstatement. 
42-3671.08. Receipts and accounts. 
42-3671.09. Renegotiations and extension. 
42-3671.10. Advertising. 
42-3671.11. Price cards. 
42-3671.12. Civil remedies for consumers. 
42-3671.13. Limitation of actions. 
42-3671.14. Effect of unintentional violation and timely adjustment of error. 

§ 42-3671.01. Definitions. 

For the purposes of this chapter, the term: 
(1) "Advertisement" means a commercial message in any medium that 

aids, promotes, or assists, directly or indirectly, a lease-purchase agreement. 
The term "advertisement" shall not include in- store merchandising aids or 
window signs. 

(2) "Cash price" means the price at which the lessor would have sold the 
property to the consumer for cash on the date of the lease-purchase agree
ment. 

(3) "Consumer" means a natural person who rents personal property 
under a lease-purchase agreement to be used primarily for personal, fan1ily, 
or household purposes. 

(4) "Consummation" means the time a consumer becomes contractually 
obligated on a lease-purchase agreen1ent. 

(5) "Department" means the Department of Consumer and Regulatory 
Affairs. 

(6) "Lessor" means a person who regularly provides the use of property 
through lease-purchase agreements and to whom lease payments are initially 
payable on the face of the lease-purchase agreement. 

(7)(A) "Lease-purchase agreement" mean an agreement for the use of 
personal property: 

(i) By a natural person primarily for personal, family, or household 
purposes; 

(ii) For an initial period of 4 n10nths or less that is autOlnatically 
renewable with each paylnent after the initial period, but does not 
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obligate or require the consumer to continue leasing or using the 
property beyond the initial period; and 

(iii) That permits the consumer to become the owner of the property. 
(B) A lease-purchase agreement shall not mean: 

(i) A consun1er transaction under Chapter 38 of Title 28 of the District 
of Columbia Official Code or Chapter 100 of Title 16 of the District of 
Columbia Municipal Regulations (16 DCRM § 100 et seq.); 

(ii) A security interest as defined in Chapter 38 of Title 28; 
(iii) A loan, an instrument in writing for the payment of money at a 

future time, or interest under Chapter 38 of Title 28; 
(iv) A lease-purchase agreement primarily for business, commercial, 

agricultural purposes, or those made with governmental agencies or 
instrul11entalities or with organizations; 

(v) A lease of a safe deposit box: 
(vi) A lease or bailment of personal property which is incidental to the 

lease of real property and which provides that the consumer has no 
option to purchase the leased property; 

(vii) A lease of an automobile; or 
(viii) A lease or purchase or real property. 

(Apr. 13,2002, D.C. Law 14-99, § 2, 49 DCR 1000.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 14-99, the "Lease-Purchase Agreement 

Amendment Act of 2002", was introduced in 
Council and assigned Bill No. 14-123, which 
was referred to the Committee on Consumer 
and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted 

§ 42-3671.02. Consumer rights. 

on first and second readings on December 4, 
2001, and January 8, 2002, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on January 28, 2002, it 
was assigned Act No. 14-232 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 14-99 became effective on April 13, 2002. 

(a) At consummation, the consumer shall have the right to choose, if the 
property is lost, stolen, damaged, or destroyed, whether to be responsible for 
either a stipulated valuation agreed to at the time the contract is entered into or 
the fair n1arket value of the property if, and as of the time, it is lost, stolen, 
damaged, or destroyed. 

(b) At consummation, the consumer shall be provided an option to purchase 
the property in accordance with the disclosure required under § 42-3671.04. 
The option shall include the consumer's right to exercise an early purchase 
option and the price, formula, or method for determining the price at which the 
property may be so purchased. 

(c) At consummation, the consumer shall be provided a statement that the 
lessor is responsible for maintaining or servicing the property while it is being 
leased, together with a description of that responsibility, and a statement that if 
any part of a l11anufacturer's express warranty covers the leased property at the 
time the consumer acquires ownership of the property, it shall be transferred to 
the conSUl11er, if allowed by the terms of the warranty. 
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(d) At consummation, the consumer shall be provided a statement that the 
conSUlner may tenninate the agreement without penalty by voluntarily surren
dering or returning the property in good repair upon expiration of any lease 
term. 

(Apr. 13,2002, D.C. Law 14-99, § 3,49 DCR 1000.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For D.C. Law 14-99, see notes following 

§ 42-3671.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation (';;.:;;>190. 
Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 

§ 42-3671.03. General requirements of disclosures. 

(a) The lessor shall disclose to the consumer the information required by 
§ 42-3671.04. In a transaction involving more than one lessor, only one lessor 
need make the disclosures, but all lessors shall be bound by the disclosures. 

(b) The disclosures shall be made at or before consummation. 

(c) The disclosures shall be made clearly and conspicuously in writing and a 
copy of the lease-purchase agreement shall be provided to the consumer. The 
disclosures required under § 42-3671.04 shall be made on the face of the 
contract above the line for the consumer's signature. 

(d) If a disclosure becomes inaccurate as the result of an action, occurrence, 
or agreement by the consumer after delivery of the required disclosures, the 
resulting inaccuracy shall not be a violation of this chapter. 

(e) The lease-purchase agreement shall include a statement indicating all fees 
that are charged under the lease-purchase agreelnent separately, including any 
other charges such as taxes, late payment fees, default fees, processing fees, 
pickup fees, fees for optional services or products, or reinstaten1ent fees. 

(Apr. 13, 2002, D.C. Law 14-99, § 4, 49 DCR 1000.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 

For D.C. Law 14-99, see notes following 
§ 42-3671.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation (';;.:;;> 163. 
Consumer Credit <::;:::;>4, 16. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 29T, 92B. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 

Protection §§ 64 to 65. 
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§ 42-3671.04. Disclosures. 

(a) For each lease-purchase agreement, the lessor shall disclose in the 
agreement the following itenls, as applicable: 

(1) The nunlber, amount, and timing of all lease paYlnents necessary to 
acquire ownership of the property; 

(2) A statement that the conSUlner will not own the property until the 
consumer has made the total payment required to purchase under the lease
purchase agreement; 

(3) A statenlent that the consumer is responsible for the fair market value 
of the property if, and as of the time, it is lost, stolen, damaged, or destroyed; 

(4) A brief description of the leased property, sufficient to identify the 
property to the consumer and the lessor, including an identification nUlnber, 
if applicable, and a statement indicating whether the property is new or used; 
provided, that a statement that indicates new property is used shall not be a 
violation of this chapter; 

(5) A brief description of any damages to the leased property; 

(6) The cash price of the property; provided, that if the lease-purchase 
agreement involves a lease of items as a set, a statenlent of the aggregate cash 
price of all items shall satisfy this requirement; 

(7) The total of initial payments paid or required at or before conSUlnlna
tion or delivery of the property, whichever is later; 

(8) A statement that the total of lease payments does not include other 
charges, such as taxes, late payment fees, default fees, processing fees, pickup 
fees, fees for optional services or products, or reinstatement fees, which fees 
shall be separately disclosed in the contract; 

(9) A statement clearly summarizing the terms of the consUlner's option to 
purchase, including a statement that the consumer has the right to exercise 
an early purchase option and the price, formula, or method for determining 
the price at which the property may be so purchased; 

(10) A statement that the lessor is responsible for maintaining or servicing 
the property while it is being leased, together with a description of that 
responsibility, and a statenlent that if any part of a Inanufacturer's express 
warranty covers the lease property at the time the conSUlner acquires 
ownership of the property, it shall be transferred to the conSUlner, if allowed 
by the tenns of the warranty; 

(11) The date of the transaction and the identities of the lessor and 
consumer; 

(12) A statement that the consumer may terminate the agreement without 
penalty by voluntarily surrendering or returning the property in good repair 
upon expiration of any lease term; and 

(13) Notice of the right to reinstate a lease-purchase agreement as provid
ed in § 42-3671.07. 
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(b) With respect to matters specifically governed by the Consumer Credit 
Protection Act, approved May 29, 1968 (88 Stat. 1511; 15 U.S.C. § 1601 et 
seq.), con1pliance with that Act shall satisfy the requirements of this section. 

(Apr. 13,2002, D.C. Law 14-99, § 5,49 DCR 1000.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For D.C. Law 14-99, see notes following 

§ 42-3671.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation ~162. 
Consumer Credit ~4, 16. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 29T, 92B. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 

Protection § 50. 

C.J.S. Interest and Usury; Consumer Credit 
§§ 412,414 to 422,426 to 429, 437 to 439. 

§ 42-3671.05. Maintenance of the property. 

During the rental term, the lessor shall maintain the property in good 
working condition, including repairing or replacing, if repair cannot be com
pleted within a reasonable time, any property which fails to perform as a result 
of a defect in the property not caused by harmful conditions outside the 
n1erchant's or manufacturer's control or by improper use by the consumer, as 
long as no other person has been permitted to repair it. The merchant may, 
but shall not be required, to repair or replace property which has been 
damaged by the negligent or intentional act of the consumer. 

(Apr. 13,2002, D.C. Law 14-99, § 6,49 DCR 1000.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For D.C. Law 14-99, see notes following 

§ 42-3671.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation ~141. 
Consumer Credit ~4. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 29T, 92B. 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 

Protection §§ 37 to 39. 

§ 42-3671.06. Prohibited practices. 

c.J.S. Interest and Usury; Consumer Credit 
§§ 412,414 to 422,426 to 429. 

A lease-purchase agreement shall not contain: 

(1) A confession of judglnent; 

(2) A negotiable instrument; 
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(3) A security interest or any other claim of a property interest in any 
goods except those goods delivered by the lessor under the lease-purchase 
agreement; 

(4) A wage assignment; 
(5) A waiver by the consumer of claims or defenses; or 
(6) A provision authorizing the lessor, or the lessor's agent, to enter upon 

the consumer's premises or to commit any breach of the peace in the 
repossession of goods. 

(Apr. 13,2002, D.C. Law 14-99, § 7,49 DCR 1000.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For D.C. Law 14-99, see notes following 

§ 42-3671.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation <Z;:z:>272. 
Consumer Credit G=:>4. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 29T, 92B. 

§ 42-3671.07. Reinstatement. 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Interest and Usury; Consumer Credit 
§§ 412,414 to 422,426 to 429. 

(a) A consumer who fails to make a timely rental payment may reinstate the 
agreement, without losing any rights or options which exist under the agree
ment, by the payment of: 

(1) All current and past due rental charges; 

(2) If the property has been picked up, the reasonable costs of pickup and 
redelivery; and 

(3) Any applicable late fee, within 5 days of the renewal date if the 
consumer pays monthly, or within 2 days of the renewal date if the consumer 
pays more frequently than monthly. 

(b) In the case of a conSUlner who has paid less than 2/3 of the total 
payments required to purchase under the lease-purchase agreement and who 
has returned, or voluntarily surrendered, the property, other than through 
judicial process, during the applicable reinstatement period set forth in subsec
tion (a) of this section, the consumer may reinstate the agreen1ent during a 
period of not less than 21 days after the date of the return of property. 

(c) In the case of a consumer who has paid at least 2/3 of the total of 
paYlnents and has returned, or voluntarily surrendered, the property, other 
than through judicial process, during the applicable period set forth in subsec
tion (a) of this section, the consumer may reinstate the agreen1ent during a 

period of not less than 45 days after the date of the return of the property. 

(d) Nothing in this section shall prevent a lessor from attempting to repossess 
property during the reinstatement period, but repossession shall not affect the 
consumer's right to reinstate. Upon reinstatement, the lessor shall provide the 
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consumer with the same property or substitute property of comparable quality 
and condition. 

(Apr. ] 3,2002, D.C. Law 14-99, § 8,49 DCR 1000.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For D.C. Law 14-99, see notes following 

§ 42-3671.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Tl~ade Regulation (!;::;:>272. 
Consumer Credit <910.1. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 29T, 92B. 

Encyclopedias 

c.J.S. Interest and Usury; Consumer Credit 
§§ 428 to 429, 526. 

§ 42-3671.08. Receipts and accounts. 

A lessor shall provide to the consumer a written receipt for each payment 
made by cash or money order. 

(Apr. 13,2002, D.C. Law 14-99, § 9,49 DCR 1000.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For D.C. Lmv 14-99, see notes following 

§ 42-3671.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation (!;::;:>272. 
Consumer Credit (!;::;:>16. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 29T, 92B. 

Encyclopedias 

C.l.S. Interest and Usury; Consumer Credit 
§§ 437 to 439. 

§ 42-3671.09. Renegotiations and extension. 

(a) Renegotiation shall occur when an existing lease-purchase agreement is 
satisfied and replaced by a new agreelnent undertaken by the same lessor and 
consumer. A renegotiation shall be considered a new agreement requiring new 
disclosures; provided, that renegotiation shall not include events of the follow
ing nature: 

(1) The addition or return of property in a multiple-item agreement or the 
substitution of the lease property if the average payment allocable to the 
payment period is not changed by more than 25%; 

(2) A deferral or extension of one or more periodic payments, or portions 
of a periodic payment; 

(3) A reduction in charges in the lease or agreement; or 

(4) A lease agreement involved in a court proceeding. 

(b) No disclosures shall be required for an extension of a lease-purchase 
agreement. 

(Apr. 13,2002, D.C. Law 14-99, § 10,49 DCR 1000.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For D.C. Law 14-99, see notes following 

§ 42-3671.01. 

Library References 

§ 42-3671.11 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation (!;::::;>141. 
Consumer Credit <p4. 

C.J.S. Interest and Usury; Consumer Credit 
§§ 412,414 to 422, 426 to 429. 

Westlaw Topic Nos. 29T, 92B. 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 

Protection §§ 37 to 39. 

§ 42-3671.10. Advertising. 

(a) If an advertisement for a lease-purchase agreement refers to, or states, 
the alllount of any payment and the right to acquire ownership for anyone 
specific iten1, the advertisement shall also clearly and conspicuously state the 
following iten1s, as applicable: 

(1) That the transaction advertised is a lease-purchase agreement; 
(2) The total of payments necessary to acquire ownership; and 
(3) That the consumer acquires no ownership rights if the total amount 

required to purchase is not paid. 

(b) An owner or personnel of any medium in which an advertisement 
appears or through which it is disseminated shall not be liable under this 
section. 

(c) Subsection (a) of this section shall not apply to an advertiselllent which 
does not refer to or state the an10unt of any payment or which is published in 
the yellow pages of a telephone directory or in any similar directory of 
business. 

(Apr. 13, 2002, D.C. Law 14-99, § 11, 49 DCR 1000.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Legislative History of Laws 

For D.C. Law 14-99, see notes following 
§ 42-367] .Ol. 

Library References 
Key Numbers 

Antitrust and Trade Regulation c:;> 163. 
Consumer Credit (!;::::;>4. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 29T, 92B. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 

Protection §§ 64 to 65. 

§ 42-3671.11. Price cards. 

c.J.S. Interest and Usury; Consumer Credit 
§§ 412,414 to 422, 426 to 429. 

(a) Each itelll displayed or offered under a lease-purchase agreen1ent shall 
bear a tag or card that indicates: 
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(1) The cash price of the item; 
(2) The amount of the periodic payn1ent; 
(3) The total number and total amount of periodic payn1ents necessary to 

acquire ownership; and 
(4) Whether the iten1 is new or previously rented. 

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of this section, a lessor may make the 
required disclosures in the form of a list or catalog which is readily available to 
a consmner if displaying a tag would be impractical due to the size of the 
merchandise. In addition, a lessor may Inake the required disclosures in the 
form of a list or catalog if the merchandise displayed can be purchased in a 
credit transaction or if the merchandise displayed represents only a sample of 
the merchandise available under a lease-purchase agreement. 

(Apr. 13,2002, D.C. Law 14-99, § 12,49 DCR 1000.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For D.C. Law 14-99, see notes following 

§ 42-3671.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
A ntitrust and Trade Regulation (;::;;> 161. 
Consumer Credit (;::::>4. 
Westlaw Topic No.',. 29T, nB. 

Encyclopedias 
c.J .S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 

Protection § 49. 

C.J.S. Interest and Usury; Consumer Credit 
§§ 412,414 to 422, 426 to 429. 

C.J.S. Trademarks, Tradenames, and Unfair 
Competition § 349. 

§ 42-3671.12. Civil remedies for consumers. 

(a) A lessor who fails to cOlnply with a requirement imposed by this chapter 
with respect to a consumer shall be liable to the consumer in an amount equal 
to the greater of: 

(1) The actual dmnages sustained by the consumer as a result of the 
violation, plus the costs of the action and reasonable attorneys' fees; 

(2) In the case of an individual action, 25% of the total of payments 
necessary to acquire ownership but not less than $100 nor greater than 
$ 1,000, plus the costs of the action and reasonable attorneys' fees; or 

(3) In the case of a class action, the an10unt that the court determines to be 
appropriate with no minimum recovery as to each member, plus the costs of 
the action and reasonable attorneys' fees. The total recovery in any class 
action or series of class actions arising out of the same violation shall not be 
more than the lesser of $500,000, plus the costs of the action and reasonable 
attorneys' fees, or 1 % of the net worth of the lessor, plus the costs of the 
action and reasonable attorneys' fees. In determining the amount of an 
award in a class action, the court shall consider, among other relevant 
factors, the aJnount of actual damages awarded, the frequency and persis-
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tence of the violation, the lessor's resources, and the extent to which the 
lessor's violation was intentional. 

(b) In the case of an advertisement, a lessor who fails to comply with the 
requirelnents of § 42-3671.10 shall be liable to a person for actual damages 
suffered frOln the violation, the costs of the action, and reasonable attorneys' 
fees. 

(c) If there are multiple lessors, liability shall be imposed only on the lessor 
who made the disclosures. If no disclosures have been given, liability shall be 
imposed on all lessors. 

(d) If there are multiple consumers in a rental-purchase agreement, there 
shall be only one recovery of dan1ages under subsection (a) of this section. 

(e) Multiple violations in connection with a rental-purchase agreement shall 
entitle the consumer to a single recovery under this section. 

(f) A consumer shall not take any action to offset any an10unt for which a 
lessor is potentially liable under subsection (a) of this section against any 
amount owed by the consumer, unless the amount of the lessor's liability has 
been detennined by judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction in an action 
in which the lessor was a party. 

(Apr. 13, 2002, D.C. Law 14-99, § 13, 49 DCR 1000.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 

For D.C. Law 14-99, see notes following 
§ 42-3671.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation e:=>280 to 297. 
Consumer Credit (;:::;:>19. 
Westlaw Topic Nos. 29T, 92B. 

Encyclopedias 
C.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 

Protection §§ 87 to 88, 93 to 94, 100 to 
109. 

§ 42-3671.13. Limitation of actions. 

C.J.S. Interest and Usury; Consumer Credit 
§§ 460 to 463, 552 to 553. 

C.J.S. Trademarks, Tradenames, and Unfair 
Competition §§ 353,365,378 to 379. 

A civil action under this chapter may be brought in any court of cOlnpetent 
jurisdiction within the later of one year after the date of the occurrence of any 
violation or 6 months after the lease-purchase agreelnent, together with any 
renewals or extensions thereof, ceases to be in effect. Notwithstanding the 
above, a civil action may be maintained by way of recouplnent or counterclaim 
in an action brought against the consumer by the lessor or its assignee. 

(Apr. 13, 2002, D.C. Law 14-99, § 14, 49 DCR 1000.) 
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Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For D.C. Law 14-99, see notes following 

§ 42-3671.01. 

Library References 
Key Numbers Encyclopedias 

REAL PROPERTY 

Antitrust and Trade Regulation (>352. 
Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 

c.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 
Protection § 104. 

§ 42-3671.14. Effect of unintentional violation and timely adjustment of 
error. 

(a) A lessor shall not be liable under § 42-3671.12 for a violation of this 
chapter if the lessor shows by a preponderance of the evidence that the 
violation was not intentional and resulted from a bona fide error, such as a 
clerical miscalculation, cOlnputer malfunctions, programming error, or print
ing error; provided, that the lessor maintained procedures reasonably designed 
to avoid the error. An error of legal judgment shall not be considered a bona 
fide error. 

(b) A lessor shall not be liable under § 42-3671.12 for any action performed 
or omitted in good faith in conformity with any administrative regulation or 
interpretation promulgated by the Office of the Corporation Counsel, by the 
Department, or by an official duly authorized by the Office of Corporation 
Counselor the Department. This rule shall apply even if, after the act or 
Olnission has occurred, the regulation or interpretation is amended, rescinded, 
or detennined by judicial or other authority to be invalid for any reason. 

(c) A lessor shall not be liable under § 42-3671.12 for any error if, before the 
31 st day after the date the lessor discovers the error and before an action 
against the lessor has been filed or written notice of the error received by the 
lessor, the lessor gives the consumer written notice of the error and makes 
adjustments in the consumer's account as necessary to assure that the COnSU111-
er will not be required to pay an amount in excess of the amount disclosed and 
that the lease-purchase agreement otherwise complies with this chapter. 

(Apr. ]3,2002, D.C. Law 14-99, § 15,49 DCR 1000.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For D.C. Law 14-99, see notes following 

§ 42-3671.01. 

Library References 

Key Numbers 
Antitrust and Trade Regulation (>293. 
Westlaw Topic No. 29T. 

Encyclopedias 
c.J.S. Credit Reporting Agencies; Consumer 

Protection § 104. 
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SUBTITLE VIII 

REPEALED AND EXPIRED PROVISIONS. 

CHAPTER 37 

DELINQUENT HOME MORTGAGE PAYMENTS FUND. [EXPIRED] 

§§ 42-3701 to 42-3707. Expired 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Miscellaneous Notes 

Expiration of chapter: Section 9(b) of D.C. 
Law 5-98, as amended by § 2(c) of D.C. Law 

6-152, provided that the act shall expire 5 years 
from the date it becomes effective. D.C. Law 
5-98 became effective August 10, 1984. 
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CHAPTER 38 

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYER-ASSISTED HOUSING. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-3801. Definitions. [Repealed] 

(June 11, 1992, D.C. Law 9-118, § 2, 39 DCR 3189; Mar. 20, 1998, D.C. Law 12-60, 
§ 1101,44 DCR 7378.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2221. 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 9-118, the "District of Columbia Govern

ment Employer-Assisted Housing Act of 1992," 
was introduced in Council and assigned Bill No. 
9-210, which was referred to the Committee on 
Housing. The Bill was adopted on first and 
second readings on March 3, 1992, and April 7, 
1992, respectively. Signed by the Mayor on 
April 24, 1992, it was assigned Act No. 9-192 
and transmitted to both Houses of Congress for 
its review. D.C. Law 9-118 became effective on 
June 11, 1992. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-60, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
42-260] . 

Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of authority under D.C. Law 

9-118, the District of Columbia Government 
Employer-Assisted Housing Act of 1992, see 
Mayor's Order 92-] 18, October 6,1992. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Mayor authorized to issue rules: Section 9 of 

D.C. Law 9-118 provided that the Mayor shall, 
pursuant to subchapter I of Chapter 5 of Title 2, 
issue rules within 90 days after June 11, 1992, 
to implement the provisions of this act. 

Section 8(c) of D.C. Law 10-70 added § 6b to 
D.C. Law 9-118, which provided that the Mayor 
shall, pursuant to subchapter I of Chapter 5 of 
Title 2, issue rules within 90 days after February 
23, 1994 to implement the provisions of the act. 
The rules shall include, but not be limited to, 
the following: 

District of Columbia Government Employer
Assisted Housing Act Rulemaking Approval Res
olution of 1992: Pursuant to Resolution 9-358, 
effective December 11, 1992, the Council ap
proved rules to carry out the purposes of the 
District of Columbia Government Employer-As
sisted Housing Act of 1992. 

Mayor authorized to issue rules: (1) An appli
cation procedure for the Metropolitan Police 
Housing Assistance Program; and. 

(2) A standard of eligibility and selection of 
Metropolitan Police Housing Assistance Pro
gram applicants. The Mayor may establish pri
orities for eligibility based on length of residen
cy in the District, geographic location, or other 
means as deemed appropriate. 

D.C. Law 12-59, title XI, § 1101 (44 DCR 
7356), eff. March 20, 1998, provides for the 
temporary repeal of §§ 45-2221 to 45-2226 
[1981 Ed.]. Section 2001(b) of D.C. Law 12-59 
provides for expiration "after 225 days of its 
having taken effect." 

§ 42-3802. Establishment. [Repealed] 

(June 11, 1992, D.C. Law 9-118, § 3, 39 DCR 3189; Feb. 23, 1993, D.C. Law 10-70, 
§ 8(a), 40 DCR 7575; Mar. 20, 1998, D.C. Law 12-60, § 1101, 44 DCR 7378.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2222. 

Temporary Amendments of Section 

For temporary (225 day) amendment of sec
tion, see § 6(a) of Metropolitan Police Housing 
Assistance Program and Community Safety 
Temporary Act of 1993 (D.C. Law 10-63, Octo
ber 8, 1993, law notification 40 DCR _). 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-118, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3801. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 10-70, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3806. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-60, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
42-2601. 
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GOVERNMENT EMPLOYER-ASSISTED HOUSING § 42-3805 
Repealed 

Miscellaneous Notes 
D.C. Law 12-59, title XI, § 1101 (44 DCR 

7356), eff. March 20, 1998, provides for the 
temporary repeal of §§ 45-2221 to 45-2226 

§ 42-3803. Eligibility. [Repealed] 

[1981 Ed.]. Section 2001(b) of D.C. Law 12-59 
provides for expiration "after 225 days of its 
having taken effect." 

(June 11, 1992, D.C. Law 9-118, § 4, 39 DCR 3189; Mar. 20, 1998, D.C. Law 12-60, 
§ 1101,44 DCR 7378.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2223. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-118, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3801. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-60, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
42-2601. 

D.C. Law 12-59, title XI, § 1101 (44 DCR 
7356), eff. March 20, 1998, provides for the 
temporary repeal of §§ 45-2221 to 45-2226 
[1981 Ed.]. Section 2001(b) of D.C. Law 12-59 
provides for expiration "after 225 days of its 
having taken effect." 

§ 42-3804. Employee savings; District government contribution. [Re
pealed] 

(June 11,1992, D.C. Law 9-118, § 5,39 DCR 3189; Mar. 20,1998, D.C. Law 12-60, 
§ 1101,44 DCR 7378.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2224. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-118, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3801. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-60, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
42-2601. 

D.C. Law 12-59, title XI, § 1101 (44 DCR 
7356), eff. March 20, 1998, provides for the 
temporary repeal of §§ 45-2221 to 45-2226 
[1981 Ed.]. Section 2001(b) ofD.C. Law 12-59 
provides for expiration "after 225 days of its 
having taken effect." 

§ 42-3805. Deferred payment loan. [Repealed] 

(June 11, 1992, D.C. Law 9-118, § 6, 39 DCR 3189; Mar. 20, 1998, D.C. Law 12-60, 
§ 1101,44DCR7378.) 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-2225. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 9-118, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3801. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-60, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
42-2601. 

D.C. Law 12-59, title XI, § 1101 (44 DCR 
7356), eff. March 20, 1998, provides for the 
temporary repeal of §§ 45-2221 to 45-2226 
[1981 Ed.]. Section 2001(b) of D.C. Law 12-59 
provides for expiration "after 225 days of its 
having taken effect." 
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§ 42-3806 
Repealed 

REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-3806. Assistance available for Metropolitan police officers. [Re-
pealed] 

(June 11, 1992, D.C. Law 9-118, § 6a as added Feb. 23, 1994, D.C. Law] 0-70, § 8(b), 
40 DCR 7575; Mar. 20,1998, D.C. Law 12-60, § 1101, 44 DCR 7378.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-2226. 

Temporary Addition of Section 
For temporary (225 day) addition, see § 6(b) 

of Metropolitan Police Housing Assistance Pro
gram and Community Safety Temporary Act of 
1993 (D.C. Law 10-63, October 8, 1993, law 
notification 40 DCR _). 

Emergency Act Amendments 
For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 

see § 2 of the Government Employer-Assisted 
Housing Emergency Amendment Act of 1999 
(D.C. Act 13-188, December 1, 1999, 46 DCR 
10407). 

For temporary (90-day) addition of section, 
see § 2 of the Government Employer-Assisted 
Housing Legislative Review Emergency Amend
ment Act of 1999 (D.C. Act 13-258, February 9, 
2000,47 DCR 1124). 

Legislative History of Laws 
D.C. Law 10-70, the "Metropolitan Police 

Housing Assistance Program and Community 
Safety Act of 1993," \"laS introduced in Council 
and assigned Bill No. 10-325, which was re
fen-ed to the Committee on Housing. The Bill 
was adopted on first and second readings on 
September 21, 1993, and October 5,1993, re
spectively. Signed by the Mayor on October 25, 
1993, it was assigned Act No. 10-124 and trans-

mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. D.C. Law 10-70 became effective on Feb
ruary 23, 1994. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law J 2-60, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
42-2601. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Mayor authorized to issue rules: Section 5 of 

D.C. Law 10-70 provided that the Mayor shall, 
pursuant to subchapter T of Chapter 5 of Title 2, 
issue rules within 90 days after February 23, 
1994, to implement the provisions of this chap
ter. The rules shall include, but not be limited 
to, the following: 

Mayor authorized to issue rules: (1) An appli
cation procedure for the Metropolitan Police 
Housing Assistance Program; and. 

(2) A standard of eligibility and selection of 
Metropolitan Police Housing Assistance Pro
gram applicants. The Mayor may establish pri
orities for eligibility based on length of residen
cy in the District, geographic location, or other 
means as deemed appropriate. 

D.C. Law 12-59, title XI, § 1101 (44 DCR 
7356), df. March 20, 1998, provides for the 
temporary repeal of §§ 45-2221 to 45-2226 
[1981 Ed.]. Section 2001(b) of D.C. Law 12-59 
provides for expiration "after 225 days of its 
having taken effect." 
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CHAPTER 39 

REAL ESTATE ApPRAISERS. [REPEALED] 

§ 42-3901. Definitions. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 2,38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3201. 

Temporary Addition of Section 
For temporary (225 day) addition of this 

chapter, see §§ 2 to 32 of District of Columbia 
Real Estate Appraiser Temporary Act of 1990 
(D.C. Law 8-228, March 7, 1991, law notifica
tion 37 DCR _). 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 8-219, the "District of Columbia Real 

Estate Appraiser Act of 1990," was introduced 
in Council and assigned Bill No. 8-634, which 
was referred to the Committee on Consumer 
and Regulatory Affairs. The Bill was adopted 
on first and second readings on December 4, 

1990, and December 18, 1990, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on December 27, 1990, it 
was assigned Act No.8-300 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. 

Law 12-261, the "Second Omnibus Regulato
ry Reform Amendment Act of 1998," was intro
duced in Council and assigned Bill No. 12-845, 
which was referred to the Committee of the 
Whole. The Bill was adopted on first and sec
ond reading on December 1, ] 998, and Decem
ber 15, 1998, respectively. Signed by the May
or on December 31, 1998, it was assigned Act 
No. 12-615, and transmitted to both Houses of 
Congress for review. D.C. Law 12-261 became 
effective on April 20, 1999. 

§ 42-3902. Establishment of the Board of Appraisers. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 3, 38 DCR 171; Apr. 18, 1996, D.C. Law 11-110, 
§ 50,43 DCR 530; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3202. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

Law 11-110, the "Technical Amendments Act 
of 1996," was introduced in Council and as
signed Bill No. 11-485, which was referred to 

the Committee of the Whole. The Bill was 
adopted on first and second readings on Decem
ber 5, 1995, and January 4, 1995, respectively. 
Signed by the Mayor on January 26, 1996, it 
was assigned Act No. 11-199 and transmitted to 
both Houses of Congress for its review. D.C. 
Law 11-110 became effective on April 18, ] 996. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261. 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3903. Terms of members; limitation; removal; officers; meetings; 
quorum; compensation; Executive Director. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 4,38 DCR 171; Apr. 18, 1996, D.C. Law 11-110, 
§ 50,43 DCR 530; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed .. § 45-3203. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D. C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 
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§ 42-3903 
Repealed 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-110, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3902. 

REAL PROPERTY 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3904. Powers of the Board of Appraisers. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 199], D.C. Law 8-2]9, § 5, 38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, .1999, D.C. Law 12-26], 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3204. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3905. Powers and duties of the Mayor. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 6, 38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3205. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3906. Licenses and certifications required; exceptions. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 7, 38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242, 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3206. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3907. Qualifications for licensure and certification; education; train· 
ing; and experience. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 8, 38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-3207. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 
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REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3911 
Repealed 

§ 42-3908. Examination requirement. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 9,38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242, 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3208. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3909. Licensure and certification by reciprocity or endorsement. 
[Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 10,38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242, 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3209. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3910. Issuance of licenses and certifications; scope. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 11,38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242, 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3210. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3911. Term and renewal of licenses and certifications. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 12,38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242, 46 DCR 3142.) 

Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-3211. 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 
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§ 42-3911 
Repealed 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

REAL PROPERTY 

§ 42-3912. Continuing education. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 13,38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3212. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
9 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3913. Nonresident licensure and certification. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 14,38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46DCR3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3213. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3914. Temporary practice. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 15,38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3214. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3915. Fees. [Repealed] 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 16,38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-3215. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 
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REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS § 42-3919 
Repealed 

§ 42-3916. Basis for denial or revocation of license and certificate. [Re-
pealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 17,38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3216. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D. C. Law 12-26 I, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3917. Investigations. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 18,38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-32]7. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3918. Hearings. [Repealed] 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 19,38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242, 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3218. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3919. Disciplinary action by the Board. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 20,38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3219. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 
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§ 42-3920 REAL PROPERTY 
Repealed 

§ 42-3920. License suspension upon criminal conviction. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 21, 38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3220. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3921. Surrender of a license or certificate. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 22, 38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3221. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3922. Standards of practice. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 23, 38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242, 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Prior Codifications 

1981 Ed., § 45-3222. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-26], 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3923. Retention of records. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 24, 38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3223. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law ]2-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3924. Contingent fees. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 25, 38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242, 46 DCR 3142.) 
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REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS § 42-3928 
Repealed 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3224. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3925. Judicial review of Board action. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 26, 38 nCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3225. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3926. Practicing without a license or certificate. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 27, 38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242, 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3226. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3927. Criminal penalties. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 28, 38 nCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3227. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3928. Alternative sanctions. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 29, 38 nCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 
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§ 42-3928 
Repealed 

REAL PROPERTY 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3228. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3929. Injunctions. [Repealed] 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 30, 38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3229. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3930. Filing false document or evidence; false statements. [Re
pealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 31, 38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ ] 242, 46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3230. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3931. Representations prohibited. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 32, 38 DCR 171; Apr. 18, 1996, D.C. Law 11-110, 
§ 50,43 DCR 530; Apr. 20,1999, D.C. Law 12-261, § 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3231. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 11-110, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

§ 42-3932. Establishment of Fund. [Repealed] 

(Mar. 7, 1991, D.C. Law 8-219, § 33, 38 DCR 171; Apr. 20, 1999, D.C. Law 12-261, 
§ 1242,46 DCR 3142.) 
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REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS § 42-3932 
Repealed 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., § 45-3232. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 8-219, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 12-261, 
see Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-3901. 
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CHAPTER 40 

RENT CONTROL. [EXPIRED AND REPEALED] 

SUBCHAPTER I. FINDINGS; PURPOSES; DEFINITIONS. 

§§ 42-4001 to 42-4003. [Expired] 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
Law 3-131, the "Rental Housing Act of 

\980," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 3-321, which was referred to the Com
mittee on Housing and Economic Development. 
The Bill was adopted on first, amended first and 

second readings on November 12, 1980, No
vember 25, 1980 and December 9, 1980, respec
tively. Signed by the Mayor on January 7, 
1981, it was assigned Act No. 3-340 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. 

SUBCHAPTER H. RENT STABILIZATION PROGRAM. 

§§ 42-4011 to 42-4030. [Expired] 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-131, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-400 I. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Expiration of subchapter: Section 907 of D.C. 

Law 3-13\ provided that all subchapters of this 

chapter, except subchapter V, shall terminate 
on April 30, 1985. 

SUBCHAPTER HI. RENTAL SUPPLEMENT PROGRAM. 

§§ 42-4041 to 42-4048. [Expired] 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-131, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-4001. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Expiration of subchapter: Section 907 of D.C. 

Law 3-131 provided that all subchapters of this 

chapter, except subchapter V, shall terminate 
on April 30, 1985. 
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RENT CONTROL §§ 42-4071, 42-4072 
Expired 

SUBCHAPTER IV. REVENUE. 

§ 42-4051. Rental unit fee. [Expired] 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-131, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-4001. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Expiration of subchapter: Section 907 of D.C. 

Law 3-131 provided that all subchapters of this 

chapter, except subchapter v, shall terminate 
on April 30, 1985. 

SUBCHAPTER V. EVICTIONS; RETALIATORY ACTION. 

§§ 42-4061 to 42-4063. Evictions; limitation on evictions; retaliatory 
action; conciliation service. [Repealed] 

(July 17, 1985, D.C. Law 6-10, § 905, 32 DCR 3089.) 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., §§ 45-1561 to 45-1563. 

Legislative History of Laws 
D.C. Law 6-10, the "Rental Housing Act of 

1985," was introduced in Council and assigned 
Bill No. 6-33, which was referred to the Com
mittee on Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. 
The Bill was adopted on first and second read
ings on April 16, 1985, and April 30, 1985, 

respectively. Signed by the Mayor on May 16, 
1985, it was assigned Act No. 6-23 and trans
mitted to both Houses of Congress for its re
view. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Repeal of subchapter: Section 905 of D.C. Act 
6-10, effective July 17, 1985, provided that the 
provisions of subchapter V are repealed. 

SUBCHAPTER VI. CONVERSION OR DEMOLITION OF RENTAL HOUSING. 

§§ 42-4071, 42-4072. [Expired] 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Prior Codifications 
1981 Ed., §§ 45-1571,45-1572. 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 1-131, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-4001. 

Miscellaneous Notes 

Expiration of subchapter: Section 907 of D.C. 
Law 3-131 (codified as former § 45-1597) pro
vided that all subchapters of this chapter, except 
subchapter V, shall terminate on April 30, 1985. 
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§§ 42-4081, 42-4085 REAL PROPERTY 
Expired 

SUBCHAPTER VII. RELOCATION ASSISTANCE FOR TENANTS DISPLACED BY SUBSTANTIAL 

REHABILITATION, DEMOLITION, OR HOUSING DISCONTINUANCE. 

§§ 42-4081 to 42-4085. [Expired] 

Historical and Statutory Notes 
Legislative History of Laws 

For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-131, see 
Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-4001. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Expiration of subchapter: Section 907 of D.C. 

Law 3-131 (codjfied as former § 45-1597) pro-

vided that all subchapters of this chapter, except 
subchapter V, shall terminate on April 30, 1985. 

SUBCHAPTER VIII. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. 

§§ 42-4091 to 42-4097. [Expired] 

Historical and Statutory Notes 

Legislative History of Laws 
For legislative history of D.C. Law 3-131, see 

Historical and Statutory Notes following 
§ 42-4001. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
Expiration of subchapter: Section 907 of D.C. 

Law 3-131 (codified as former § 45-1597) pro-

vided that all subchapters of this chapter, except 
subchapter V, shall terminate on April 30, 1985. 
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